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INVESTIGATION OF THE NATIONAL RECOVERY
ADMINISTRATION

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17, 1935

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D. C.
The committee met at 10:05 a. m., in the Finance Committee

room, Senate Office Building, Senator Pat Harrison, presiding.
Present: Senatois Harrison (chairman), King, Barkley, Clark,

Black, Gerry, Keyes, La Follette, and Capper.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order. Mr. Hinrichs.

STATEMENT OF A. F. HINRICHS, CHIEF ECONOMIST, BUREAU OF
LABOR STATISTICS, LABOR DEPARTMENT

A. F. Hinrichs, having first been duly sworn by the chairman,
testified as follows:

The CHAIRMAN. You are down here in place of Mr. Lubin, as I
understand?

Mr. JIINRICHS. Yes.
Senator KING. Mr. Hinrichs, you have before you a series of tables

which ore prepared at our request by the Federal Trade Commission,
based pon data furnished by the Bureau of Labor Statistics?

Mr HINRICHS. Correct.
Sef ator KING. Have you examined those documents to which I

havt just referred?
Mr. IIINICHS. Yes.
Senator KING. And do you find them to be correct, substantially?
Mr. HINnICHS. Yes; without having checked each single figure,

and assuming no clerical errors, they have been using figures which
are ours, under the headings which are here, in general. There would
be certain exceptions to that.

Senator KING. They are figures which were assembled by the
Department of Labor?

Mr. HINRICHS. In the first instance; yes. The tables were not
prepared by us.

Senator KING. Not; but the data which are found in the tables were
prepared by your organization?

Mr. HINRIcHS. That is correct.
Senator KING. Briefly state just what the tables are and what they

show, so that it will be in the record?
Mr. HrNRICHS. There are two sets of tables here. The first in this

folder under the caption "Tables of employment, pay rolls and wages,
building materials, chemicals, and so forth", which consists of six
tables indicating employment in the groups of industries, giving the

2161



2162 INVESTIGATION OF NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION

aggregate employment in the years 1923 to 1934, inclusive, the average
weekly pay rolls in those same years, in each case an index of employ-
ment and pay rolls based on the years 1923 and 1925 as 100 percent.
For coomparison with a general manufacturing index of the same base.

Then a per capita weekly wage in these groups of industries in each
of the years. Finally an adjustment through the cost-of-living index
of that weekly monetary wage to the so-called "real wage" based on
1926 dollars.

Sector KING. Does that show substantially all industries?
Mr. INICHS. It omits certain rather large classifications of

manufacturing industry which we cover. It shows nothing except
manufacturing employment. The omissions are rubber, paper and
printing, machinery, transportation equipment, railroad repair shops,
and tobacco products. Other than that, it summarizes the mate-
rials which we have.

Senator KING. Could there be superimposed upon these tables
these other features to which you referred, very easily?

Mr. IINRICHS. Yes; and I should be rather glad if I might, to
leave this record which appears monthly in the Monthly Labor
Review, because of the fact that there are certain combinations made
in this table by the Federal Trade Commission working with our
figures which we would not have made had we been asked to make
the compilation. That is particularly true with reference to the first
two of the tables which I think are somewhat misleading.

The first table refers to building materials and brings a combination
of two of our so-called "groups of industry" which we had, lumber
and allied products, and the second one, stone, clay, and glass prod-
ucts. We do not attempt nor have we attempted to make a tabula-
tion for building materials as such. We could do it, but included in
both of these categories are lines of manufacture which ought to be
regarded as building materials, that is, under lumber and allied prod-
ucts we include furniture and also turpentine and resin, which is a
small and unimportant group and would not affect the whole.

Senator KING. You would break-down some of those figures, then
as I understand it? Or subdivide them?

Mr. tINIcHs. If you bad been interested in a tao'ulation of build-
ing materials employment we would have effected a different kind of
combination, from our own intimate knowledge of what went into
these group figures, which the Federal Trade Commission could
hardly have been supposed to have.

Senator KING. They took your figures for the basis of their finding
there?

Mr. INRuCHS. Yes; the fiures of lumber and allied products are
our figures, and the stone, cXay, and glass is our figure. It excludes
entirely rather important elements which ought to be taken from our
so-called "iron and steel" and other products classification. For
example, nothing relating to structural steel is here, and plumbers'
supplies are not included and there are perhaps 3 or 4 other little
classifications there that are also to be regarded as building materials.

I do not know whether the Senator happens to be interested in
building materials as a peculiar or particular classification.

Senator KING. I wanted all of the industries in those tables, which
I want later after you have examined them, shall I say consolidated
or put into the record, and a brief summary of the findings with
respect to the tables.
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Mr. HItNRICHS. Yes.
Senator KING. I think with the permission of the chairman I will

ask you to take those figures with you and then supplement them by
such other figures as you deem proper, conferring with Mr. Whiteley
on the subject.

The CHAIRMAN. You can do that, can you not?
Mr. HINRICHS. Yes sir, very easily.
The CHAIRnMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator KING. We will call you a little later.
(The witness is excused.)
The CHAIRMfAN. Mr. Choate,

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH H. CHOATE, JR., CHAIRMAN OF THE
FEDERAL ALCOHOL CONTROL ADMINISTRATION

(IHaving first been duly sworn by the Chairman, testified as follows:)
The CHAIRMAN. You are the Chairman of the Federal Alcohol

Control Administration, and I understand that you wanted to make
a suggestion to the committee?

Mr. CHOATE. Gentlemen, I do not know whether it ought to be
said that I wanted to make a suggestion at all.

The CHAIRMAN. We have asked you to come down.
Mr. CHOATE. You have asked me to come down, and I have come

with as much preparation as I could make in a couple of days, to
answer such questions as you wanted to ask me.

I have a suggestion to make only to this extent, that if you find that
the Federal Alcohol Control Administration is worth preserving, that
it, will he desirable as a temporary measure to preserve it by a specific
section in the bill, adopting the existing codes, and thereby taking
away any possible doubt as to the congressional authorization of the
general system.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you such a section prepared?
Mr. CHOATE. I have, but I did not bring it with me because I did

not anticipate that that would be asked about today.
The CHAIRMAN. Send it to the committee, and we will have it

inserted with your testimony. It is a continuation or extension of
the present code?

Mr. CrOATE. Yes; it is a continuation or extenAon of the six
Alcoholic Beverage Codes for the same length of time that you may
determine to continue the National Industrial Recovery Act-a frank
adoption of those codes and a finding by Congress that the industry
is one which requires that sort of treatment.

The CHAIRMAN. You have no views for those codes?
Mr. CHeATES. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. They work fairly well?
Mr. CHOATE. They work fairly well. There is this to say, that

that is a question as to which the head of an organization is perhaps
least able to answer, like the head of the family who is the last to hear
the scandals that are rumored, but as far as I know, there is remark-
ably little friction. For example, we have now under permits which
are revocable and suspendable, approximately 14,000 or lM,000 firms.
Only three suiits have ever been commenced against the "F. A. C. A.
All three of those were abandoned before they got anywhere, before
the F. A. C. A. was even compelled to file an answer. So that the
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only situations in which the F. A. C. A. and iti works are now in court
are the prosecutions which we have brought for code violations under
the Breiw's Code, which contains no permit system. I take it from
that that there is no wide-spread dissatisfaction; I may be wrong.

Senator KING. You are not subjected to the kind of codes that the
other industries-if you deno rinate yourself an industry-are sub-
jected to. You do not have price fixing, you do not have rules regard-
ing production, the prices at which the commodities may be sold, cost
filings, and all of those provisions and devices that we find numerous
in so many of the codes, do you?

Mr. CHOATE. Senator, the codes are all different in that respect.
They all contain, with an exception, provisions for the open price-
posting system. They all make it a code violation to sell at a prlce
which you have not posted. They all provide that a posted price
may be declared ineffective so as to prevent a person selling at that
price, and therefore from selling at all if the price is so low as to be
destructive or so high as to be oppressive to the consumer, but no
price has ever been declared destructive and no price has ever been
declared oppressive.

The fact has been that in most of the industries, the mere posting
of the price has had a stabilizing effect upon prices and has postponed
or diminished the intensity of price wars without, I think, keeping
prices up at any unfortunate point.

The CHAIRMAN. There has been a good deal of talk about liquor
being too high?

Mr. CHOATE. I think that talk has been confined almost ex-
clusively to the very expensive types, the types that are very scarce
of American whiskies.

The CHAIRMAN. It is your opinion that they are going to come down
later on?

Mr. CHOATE. Oh, yes. There are only a few hundred thousand
gallons left in the world of fully aged American whiskies, and they
have a scarcity value which it is almost impossible to deal with.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will give consideration to this sug-
gestion of yours about this additional provision, and if you wiill supply
uc with the proposed section, we will consider it. It may be that later
on we may want to bring you before the committee again.

Mr. CHOATE. I have a short statement giving a sort of a general
r~sum6 of the F. A. C. A. and its origin.
The CHAIRMAN. I wish you would give it to us so that we may put

it in the record.
(The statement referred to will be found at the end of Mr. Choate's

testimony.)
Senator KING. Do you administer the code?
Mr. CHOATE. It is administered by a board of six, of which I am

the chairman. This board was appointed by the President. In
certain matters I have certain powers. The chairman, for instance,
issues permits in all but the Brewers' Code which has no permits.
The chairman also, with the approval of the board, revokes permits.

Senator KING. Permits for what? Permits for manufacture?
Mr. CHOA'rE. To engage in business as distillers, rectifiers, whole-

salers, wine growers, and importers.
It is a very extraordinary situation. It ought to be understood

much more fully than it is, gentlemen. The Distillers and Rectifiers
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Codes required permits at the outset, permits for all persons to
engage in the industry. They limited not only the people who
would come in, but the amount which each could produce.

Senator KING. Was that with respect to beer also?
Mr. CHOATE. No. No permits in the Brewers' Code industry.
Senator KING. And there are none now?
Mr. CHOATE. None now and never has been any. The limitations

on the persons who could go in and the quantities they could produce,
in the Distillers' Code have been recently relaxed to almost the point
of extinction by a code amendment signed by the President last week.
A similar amendment is pending in the Rectifiers' Code.

But the extraordinary thing was that in the Wholesalers' Code,
which provided that the wine and liquor wholesalers could be put
under permit wben the F. A. C. A. found it necessary, and the Wine
Code, which had the same provision, we, desiring nothing less in the
world than to put those people under permits, found ourselves met
by a practically unanimous demand from the industry that they
be placed there. That went so far that the brewing wholesalers, of
whom there are 9,000 and who have 22 regional boards of their own,
unanimously demanded that their code be so amended that they
could be put under permits,

Finding that demand unanimous, the code was amended that way
without an objection, and they were all placed under permits, and
under permits they remain today, and apparently they like it.

The CHAIRMAN. There -seems to be a good deal of unanimity with
reference to it?

Mr. CHOATE. There is about that.
The CHAIRMAN. As I recall, in the beginning there were some

suggestions made with reference to the organization of a corporation
under Federal charter to take over all of this, or to go under the codes
and to sort of see that the prices did not go wild, and this latter method
was adopted?

Mr. CHOATE. Precisely.
The CHAIRMAN. Which I thought was the better scheme.
Mr. CIIOATE. I thought so so much that I would not have come

here for a moment unless I had been assured that the corporation
scheme would be abandoned.

Senator KING. Senator Clark is not here and I know he wanted to
ask you some questions. Who pays the expenses of your organization?

Mr. CHOATE. The expenses are paid by au appropriation from the
original N. R. A. fand. I will give you the technical name of it in a
moment.

Senator KING. Do you assess the manufacturers and the vendors?
Mr. CHOATE. The members of the industry are assessed for the

support of their own code authorities, their own industry organiza.
tions, which are really their own, in those industries, because they
were organized not by existing association, which might or might not
be representative, but organized by us. The industries were so new
that they had no associations except the brewers.

Senator CLARY. Mr. Choate, you may have gone over this before,
but I would like to ask you to explain how the Federal Alcohol
Control Administration came into being in the first place. Do I
understand that that exists purely by virtue of the provisions of the
code?
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Mr. CHOATE. No; it exists by virtue of an Executive order of the
President. The first code was drafted with provisions for an adminis-
trative body of this kind. It was then found, as I understand, because
these codes were framed by the President's Special Committee for
the purpose before I came into the picture, that this proposed body,
the F. A C. A. would be a pretty good form of administrator for the
other codes as they came along, so the other later codes provided
that tke administration should be in such a body, and then it was
set up by an Executive order of the President appointing the members
and describing their duties.

Senator CLARK. What I am trying to get at is this. I understood
that the members of this administration had been appointed by the
President, but is there any authority of law for the control and the
authority exercised by the F. A. C. A. other than the N. R. A.?
In other words, have you any authority of law to issue distillers'
licenses or to refuse distillers' licenses other than that contained in the
N. R. A.?

Mr. CHOATE. None at all. The N. I. R. A. is the basis of authority
which the F. A. C. A. exercises.

Returning to your question, Senator King, my organization has run
from the beginning, on the first appropriation which was made, on
the theory that it was going to carry the organization through until
Congress would have a chance to legislate last year. That would
have been for the period of about 90 to 100 days. The expenses of
the organization were provided for in the Executive Order No. 6474
of December 4, 1933, by an allocation of $500,000 from the appropria-
tion authorized by the National Industry Recovery Act, and met by
the fourth deficiency act of 1933, Public 77, Seventy-third Congress.

Of this sum we have expended to date a little over $400,000, so
that we are still running on the original appropriation that was
supposed to carry us only until a year ago.

Senator KING. How long has your organization been in existence?
Mr. CHOATE. The first meeting was December 4, 1933, so that we

have been in existence about a year and 4 months.
Senator KING. How many employees have you?
Mr. CHOATE. We now have about 165, of whom 20 were recently

taken on for the emergency job in the label enforcement section. We
have been running on an average of about 140 this year, and that
would be the normal after the peak period has passed, unless we have
tG do more than we are doing now.

Senator KING. What are really the functions of your organization,
Mr. Choate; I have had a number of criticisms and a number of
inquiries, and I have been unable to answer them.

Mr. CHOATE. The function of the office is purely that of Code
Administrator, and the function of the codes can be roughly divided
into seven heads. The first is protection to the consumer against
deception by false advertising, misbranding, and so forth. I am
listing tlhpse, not in the order of importance but simply as they come
har !y.

Senator CLARK. I do not want to interrupt you, but I just want to
clear up one thing. Do you exercise the same relationship to the code
authority that Deputy Administrators of the N. R. A. ordinarily
exercise to other code authorities?

Mr. CHOATE. 1 would say so, subject to considerable ignorance as to
exactly what the Deputy Administrators do to their code authorities.
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Senator CLARK. The reason I ask you that is that we have been
more or less familiar here with the procedure of having the Deputy
Administrator representing thie N. R. A., and its relationship to the
code authority, but I do not think anybody on the committee-at
least I am certain that I am not-has ever understood exactly what
the relationship between the F. A. C. A. and the code authority was.

Mr. CHOATE. My impression is that the F. A. C. A. has a stronger
position with reference to its code authorities than the N. R. A.
Administration has with reference to its; that is, in the first place,
because the industries were new, they had no associations of their
own, except the brewers, and accordingly they had to be organized;
and in the case of some of the industries, such as the wholesalers, of
whom there were 11,000 scattered about the country, who did not
know each other and had no associations whatever, there was a
fearful task which had to be performed by us in order to get representa-
tive code authorities.

Under our codes, the code authorities practically require confirma-
tion of any important act by us.

Returning to the list of the functions of the F. A. C. A. under the
code:

First, protection to the consumer against deception by false adver-
tising, misbranding, and so forth.

Second, prevention of improper trade practices, such as commercial
bribery, control of retail outlets by manufacturers or wholesalers,
guarantees against price decline, and the purchase of business by offers
of premiums and the like.

Third, prevention and control of excess productive capacity and
excess imports. That applied chiefly to the distillers, and rectifiers'
groups, and is mostly out now in the recent code amendments, the
purpose of it having been fulfilled, but there is retained in the Dis-
tillers' Code a power in us to allocate and limit production if and
when dangerous excess production appears.

Senator KiNo. May I say that a number of complaints have rome
to me that there has been, I will not say discrimination or favor-
itism---

Mr. CHOATE (interposing). You might well say so, because that is
the nature of the complaint generally. 1 want to speak about that.

Senator KnlG. That a certain element in the community had beon
favored, and that certain sections, notably Illinois, had been favored
in the allocation or in the granting of permits to manufacture of
distilled liquors.

Mr. CHOATE. I am very glad you asked that. If 1 may finish
with these seven functions, I will go into that immediately.

The next is the protection of State liquor laws. Now, of course, the
permit system gives a tremendous hold upon all of the legitimate
industries, and any violation of the State liquor law is a violation of
the code, so that the restraint on legitimate dealers has been very
marked in that respect.

Senator KINo. May I interpose a question there? Do you work in
harmony and in close contact with the Treasury, growing out of the
fact that the Treasury Department is interested iv, the collection of
taxes and obtaining revenue?

Mr. CHOATE. Decidedly; we are constantly working with them.
They do an enormous amount for us; and we, I think, do things that
please them.
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Senator KING. Could not all of the functions of your organization
be performed by the Treasury? I ask you for information.

Mr. CHOATE. I would say "no", and for this reason: The Treasury
is bound to have its attention fixed on collecting revenues. There are
a great many functions of the F. A. C. A. which are directly to the
benefit of the consumer, the public, and the country. I do not believe
that those functions could be as efficiently performed by anybody
whose primary duty was the collection of revenue.

Sefiator KING. The Treasury Department has the enforcement of
the law.

Mr. CHOATE. It has the enforcement of the tax law.
Senator KING. It has nearly 2,000 employees engaged in preventing

the manufacture illegally of liquors, and that would mean, I would
assume, looking after the infractions of the code.

Mr. CHOATE. No. Ordinarily speaking, the Treasury would have
no present jurisdiction over most of the code matters; and if you
want them to do these things, you would have to have a very elabo-
rate, carefully prepared piece of legislation which would set up, as a
separate Treasury bureau, an alcohol-control administration.

My own personal view is that no human being knows enough today
to set up such an institution, and the only way in which a satisfac-
tory Federal control can ever be developed is by the continuation of
some such flexible body as this, which can, by trial and error, gradu-
ally find out what the Federal Government can and should do.

Senator KING. You do not have the enforcement of the law?
Mr. CHOATE. We have the enforcement of the codes. We have

nothing to do with the enforcement of the tax law except that any
violation of the tax law would be a violation of the code. If we
cannot catch them on anything else, we catch them on that.

The next function of the codes is limitation of bulk sales as a neces-
sary protection to all regulative measures. That is a measure which
the Treasury and the State authorities consider of great importance,
and which was put in the codes for that purpose; and we think it is
important, and it is there yet in spite of-

Senator CLARK (interposing). What is the purpose of that? And
my reason for asking that question is the testimony here last week by
the cooperage interests that the glass blowers had succeeded in slipping
a provision into this code for the purpose of putting the cooperage
people out of business in the interests of the glass blowers.

Mr. CHOATE. I must have written 70 letters to Members of Con-
gress and Senators in response to requests for information by them
about letters to them from the cooperage makers fellows. The fact is,
those limitations were placed in the codes, as I say, by the Presi-
dent's special committee, at the request of the Treasury and the
State authorities. The idea was that once you permit free general
sales in bulk, you make it impossible to trace the ensuing bottled
goods, either for purposes of tax collection or for purposes of control.

The complaints of the cooperage gentlemen have seemed to be to
be very much exaggerated and supported by entirely inaccurate
statements of fact. Mind you, my mind is entirely open on the sub-
ject. They may be right in their general contention, for all I know.
They can at any time ask for code amendments on this subject, and
if they ask it, there will be a hearing at which everybody from the
Treasury and the State control authorities down can have a chance to
say what he thinks.
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Senator CLARK. They are not parties to the code, are they? That
is precisely their contention.

Mr. CHOATE. They do not have to be.
Senator CLARK. It is their contention that the glass blowers have

slipped this provision into the code, which puts them almost out of
business.

Mr. CHOATE. The glass blowers had absolutely nothing more to
do with it than the newsboy in the street. The thing was put in
without, so far as I know, a requebt from the glass blowers. The
limitations were put in the codes before the Treasury regulations which
now limits the sales really to bottles of a particular kind were thought
of, and the joker in the thing is that the limitations have no great
effect on the total market for cooperage except in one respect. When
spirits are made, all of them except a negligible fraction, go into barrels
anyhow, they are transported about the country in barrels, they are
sold to rectifiers in barrels, and under the codes they are sold to State-
store systems in barrels. The makers never could use any more barrels
for those particular quantities of liquor that are manufactured than
they do now, no matter how they were sold, excepting in one respect.
They could sell to saloons, if I may use the discredited word, they
could sell as hey used to-half barrels, quarter barrels, and eighth
barrels. Those three small categories of small cooperage would make
the only addition to their manufacturing and it is those that tu pre-
vented by the codes, but they are also prevented by the Treasury
regulations and by the regulations of practically every State. So
the cooperage makers would not be any better off if they got the code
amendment through than they are now.

The real basis of their disappointment is that they compare their
present sales of cooperage with the sales they had before prohibition,
when the legal consumption was twice what it is now.

Senator KING. Is that true; that it was twice what it is now?
Mr. CHOATE. More than twice what it was in 1924.
Senator KING. Taking into account-
Mr. CHOATE (interposing). I say the "legal consumption." Of

course the bootleggers never use cooperage; at least, not often.
Senator KING. From your investigations, are you able to determine

whether before prohibition there were many barrels or wooden
containers for those smaller units?

Mr. CHOATE. I have never been furnished the facts on that. That
is one of the things that the cooperage makers ought to furnish at our
hearings.

The CHAIRMAN. At least, they can apply for a hearing?
Mr. CHOATE. They can apply for a hearing at any time. In fact,

I think they came around to see my general counsel yesterday with
the idea perhaps of doing that. I hope they do. They may have
much more of a case then they have ever made to appear.

The next code purpose is price control to the extent of the open-
price system, and the final one is just the acquisition of information
about reports and so forth.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Just a moment. You did not respond to

Senator King's suggestion.
Mr. CHOATE. I knew that I had forgotten something. What was

it?
119782-35---PrT 6--26
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Senator LA FOLLETTE. Concerning the alleged discrimination in
the issuance of permits.

Mr. CHOATE. I am very glad you asked me that. Every applicant
who did not get a permit, every applicant immediately rushed out and
shouted "Discrnunation", because he did not get a permit for a dis-
tilling plant. The fact is the F. A. C. A. could make no discrimina-
tion, they had no discretion. The code was perfectly clear. We had
to grant a distilling permit to every man of respectable character who
had a lant in existence or in process of construction the day the code
went into effect.

Senator CLARK. You mean that was under the provisions of the
code?

Mr. CHOATE. The code itself required it. So that there was a
mass of people to whom we had to give permits no matter from what
State they came, and no matter what they were like, provided they
were respectable. The idea was that there was danger of a tre-
mendous rush into the industry as repeal took effect, and the people
who framed the code thought that the only safe way of dealing with
that situation was to freeze the industry more or less solid at the start.
There was enough distilling capacity in existence or under way when
the code took effect to take care of the needs of the country, and they
wanted to make sure that there would not be any more than was
necessary. That froze the industry, with one exception, which was
that if we found after notice and opportunity for hearing that the
capacity for any class of distilled spirits was insufficient to meet the
consumptive demand, we could grant additional permits for that
purpose.

We held such a hearing in February of 1934 a year ago, and we then
found that the capacity for beverage alcohol and gin was certainly
excessive, that the capacity for whisky was possibly inadequate.
Giving them the benefit of the doubt, we decided to issue permits for
about 40,000,000 gallons a year more whisk - capacity, and hat was
done. We took in about 45 additional applicants, all the qualified
ones who were then before us. Since then we have issued no more
whisky permits except to those who had a plant in existence or under
construction before November 27, 1933. We found that the capacity
for fruit brandy and rum was inadequate and more permits were
granted for those.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. How much of that capacity approximately
was there, if you remember?

Mr. CHOATE. Which one?
Senator LA FOLLETTE. For the brandy?
Mr. CHOATE. I do not recall. There is no more difficult thing in

the world than to figure the annual capacity of a distillery. It is
almost impossible. The best guess we could make was, by the time
we got through with it, that the distilleries of the country if they had
all run every day they possibly could and had had no difficulties of
any kind, might have produced 300,000,000 gallons of whisky in the
course of a year. That of course was the theoretical capacity and was
entirely beyond anything that they would ever have reached in
practice.

As a matter of fact, they did produce last year about 108,000,000
against tax-paid sales of about 40,000,000, the rest going into storage
to build up the depleted stocks in storage for ageing which used to
amount to 240,000,000 gallons.
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So you see, Senator, there was thus nothing we could do if a man
came within the classification as one who had had capacity in existence
or in process of construction on the code day, we had to give him a
permit. If he did not have that we could not, after the issue of the
permits granted as a result of the February hearing, give him a permit.
That is how it happened that a great many distillers came into ex-
istence in Kentucky where the old ones still existed, and a number in
Maryland, and in Pennsylvania, and quite a few in Indiana and
Illinois. Those States were the unly places where distillation had
taken place to any extent before prohibition, and that is why there
were so few in Senator Clark's State and so few in other parts of the
country, and why there were so many people who wanted to go into
the business in those parts of the country, and were disgusted that
they could not.

Senator CLARK. Who adopted these codes?
Mr. CHOATE. Who adopted these codes?
Senator CLARK. In most of the industries that we have had here

before there was some trade association or some established businesses
which at least went through the form or purported to come in to form
a code. Who could form the code, for instance, for the distillers?

Mr. CHOATr. You have a very curious situation there. Of course,
there was n,) distilling industry worth mentioning, any more than
there was a wholesale industry or a wine industry or any of the rest
of them. There was a brewing industry, and the brewers did present
their own code and get it adopted with certain modifications.

The rest of the codes were prepared as best they could by the
special committee nominated by the President for that purpose, a
committee of extraordinary ability. It called hearings and sat down
with all of the people who were intending to go into the industry
who came to these hearings and framed these codes in a manner that
met the views of the persons who attended and the persons whom
they were in touch with.

Senator CLARK. That meant that the fellows that were already in
according to the definition, the fellows that already had distilleries
constructed or in process of construction?

Mr. CHOATE. No. In the case of the distillers, it was a very curious
situation. Of course there were legitimate distillers operating under
prohibition permits.

Senator CLARK. And they had been granted permits by Dr. Doran?
Mr. CHOATE. And they were granted permits afterward under our

codes. But the curious fact about that was that the distillers were
the only people who protested violently against the code finally drawn
for them by the President's committee. They protested with the
utmost vehemence and said they would never sign it, or play ball
with us at all, but in a very short time they had entirely changed
their minds, and they now rather enthusiastically support the code.

Senator CLARK. Is this the point then, Mr. Choate, going back a
little bit and prior to the repeal of the eighteenth amendment, there
had been certain distillers who had been granted permits under the
then existing law through the agency of Dr. Doran, who was in charge
of that matter?

Mr. CHOATE. Whether through the agency of Dr. Doran or not, I
a not in a position to say.
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Senator CLARK. As a matter of fact, it was through his agency,
was it not?

Mr. CHOATE. It was by the predecessor of the present Alcohol Tax
Unit, but he was an important officer;

Senator CLARK. Dr. Doran was a member of this committee?
Mr. CHOATE. I do not recall. I hope he was.
Senator CLARK. I recall that he was present with you when you

testified before the joint session of the Ways and Means Committee
in th hearing.

Mr. CHOATE, Maybe. Remember, I was not a member of the
President's committee.

Senator CLARK. He was a member of it when this code was drawn
up and the people to whom Dr. Doran had hitherto issued permits
adopted a code, set up a code authority of which Dr. Doran became
the head, and also at the same time provided for the creation of the
Federal Alcohol Control unit, which exists purely by virtue of the
code provisions, but which is supported by public funds?

Mr. CHOATE. No; that is not very accurate. Of course, the exist-
ing distilling industry was, as you say, those who had obtained permits
before the repeal of the eighteenth amendment. It is also true that
they attended the code hearing and protested violently against the
code they got. They did not want the permit system.

Senator CLARK. They adopted the code, did they not?
Mr. CH OATE. They did not adopt It; they protested, as I say.

They never adopted it in any form, and their position now is entirely
different.

Senator CLARK. Do I understand that there was any authority in
the President's committee under the law to impose a code on the
industry unless the industry adopted it?

Mr. CHOATE. That is a question you will have to ask my general
counsel and the other lawyers, but I think there was.

Senator CLARK. I know you are a very excellent lawyer.
Mr. CHOATE. But I am not here as a lawyer. There is an old adage,

"When you have a dog, don't do your own barking." [Laughter.]
Senator CLARK. You are familiar with the law. Do you know of

any authority whatever in the law authorizing the President's com-
mittee to impose a code upon an industry?

Mr. CHO&TE. There is no authority authorizing the Presidential
conunittee to impose a code, but there was an authority in the Presi-
dent to adopt the code.

Senator CLARK. Yes, there was. Am I to understand that this
code was imposed on the industry by the President under that provi-
sion, that provision of the law? I had understood that that had never
been done in the case of any code.

Mr. CHOATE. I would say that all of the alcoholic codes except the
Brewers' Code were in a sense imposed, because there was no industry,
strictly speaking, capable of adopting a code at that time. There
again you are taking me out of my field and into my dog's field. I
have a darn good dog.

Senator CLARK. You are too good a lawyer to be calling your law-
yer a dog, are you not? [Laughter.]

Mr. CHOATE. I am very fond of dogs.
Senator BARKLEY. Pretty soon they will be calling dogs lawyers.

[Laughter.]
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Senator CLARK. But there was this authority existing purely by
virtue of that set-up, and yoi- re exercising authority under it?

Mr. CHOATE. The authonuy of the F. A. C. A. does not exist by
virtue of the codes. It exists by virtue.of the President's Executive
order setting it up as a code administrative agency under the direct
authority of the National Industrial Act.

Senator KING. And with the President's authority, it set you up
as a code authority-

Mr. CHOATE (interposing). Not as a code authority.
Senator KING. Set you up for any purposes or for any sort of an

organization. That rests exclusively in the National Industrial
Recovery Act?

Mr. CHOATE. I understand so.
Senator CLAPS. I do not know whether you were present or not-I

know you were present during those hearings and testified-but did
you hear the testimony before this committee and the Ways and
Means Committee a year ago last December of the various witnesses,
including the present chairman of the rules committee of the House
of Representatives, Mr. O'Connor?

Mr. CHOATE. I did not hear it. I read it.
Senator CLARK. That there was a whisky trust in existence in the

country, which was going to grab control of the whole liquor industry
in the United States?

Mr. CHOATE. I read that testimony of Mr. O'Connor's.
Senator CLARK. Have you had an opportunity in your experience

to form an opinion as to whether there are a few companies engaged
in the distilling business who are in control and in fact do completely
dominate the industry in the country?

Mr. CHOATE. I think that I have a perfect opportunity to form an
opinion.

Senator CLARK. I would be glad to have you express that opinion.
Mr. CHOATE. I know from that experience that there is no industry

more fiercely competitive than the distillery industry and few in which
one group or individual company exercises so little control. I got
some figures out on that the other day. While they are reported to
us and supposed to be confidential, they are available to you, of course,
if want them.

Mr. CLARK. I will be glad to get your views.
Senator KiN, While you are looking for that record, I recently

received a number of communications, about the time the Senator
speaks of, I should say, claiming that very large quantities of liquor
which had been smuggled into the country, some of which had been
held over from the pre-Volstead days, and some of which had been
manufactured and brought into the United States illegally, and which
had gotten into the control of a limited number of individuals, and
that they were going to make enormous profits out of the sale, that
they were going to do a great deal of blending or had done it or were
repared to do it, and rectification, and the matter was going to be

handled in such a way that the Government was going to lose millions
of dollars. I was interested, being a member of the Finance Commit-
tee, in trying to save the Government, if we could, some taxes.

Mr. CHOATE. There was a persistent rumor during the first year
after repeal that there existed in the country enormous stocks of
whiskies distilled illegally during prohibition. The usual story was
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that that had been diverted from legal distilleries, which was almost
impossible under the supervision that they then had. Various groups
of lawyers have come to me and the Treasury at various times and
said, would we let them legalize these immense stocks, pay taxes on
them, and thus enable those people to make immense profits. We
found that the stories that went around were that the people who
presented these ideas had contracts, the lawyers had contracts which
woul4 have netted them enormous commissions on the thing,

That whole subject was discussed at the Treasury by us and by
everybody else interested, and finally taken to the White House and
it was there decided that it was not good policy to condone the offenses
of the bootleggers during prohibition, and to place in their pockets
enormous profits which would have resulted from the legalization of
these illegal stocks, and therefore the project was frowned upon, and
nothing has been done about it since. If the stocks existed, they still
exist so far as they have not been drunk up.

Senator KING. I suppose if those stocks did exist, and doubtless
there were some that did exist, they have found their way into the
trade, have they not, legally or illegally?

Mr. CHOATE. They have or they still exist and have not been dis-
covered, one or the other. My guess is that no very large stocks
could remain undiscovered for any very great length of time.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any other questions?
Senator CLARK. Mr. Choate, my question about the concentration

was recalled to me by reading this list of permits granted distillers.
I find here the American Commercial Alcohol Corporation, 1 permit
in California, 1 in Cleveland, 1 in Granton, N. Y., 1 in New York, 1
in Boston, 1 in Chicago, 1 in Pekin, Ill., I in Baltimore, 1 in Kansas
City, Mo., 1 in Detroit, 1 in St. Louis, 1 in Cincinnati, Ohio. And
the American Distilling Co., with 1 at Greater Louisiana, 1 in Phila-
delphia, 1 in Boston, 1 in Pekin, Ill., I in Minneapolis, 1 in Detroit
1 in Philadelphia, 1 in New York, 1 in St. Louis, 1 in Chicago, and
another one in Pekin, Ill. The Commercial Solvent-

Mr. CHOATE (interposing). Those are almost all warehousing
permits.

Senator CLARK. They are included in a list of distillers.
Mr. CHOATE. Distillers permits. The warehouse people come

under the code for the purpose of warehousing. That is very mis-
leading.

Senator CLARK. The same thing with the Commercial Solvents Co.
Two pages of them.

Mr. CHoAr. They hardly produce any beverage stuff at all.
Neither does the American Commercial.

Senator KING. What are they? Warehouses?
Mr. CHOATE. They are commercial alcohol producers who do not

produce beverage alcohol and they have warehouse permits for other
purposes.

I have here a list of the percentages of the 1934 production made
by the nine largest units. Unless you ask for them, I won't disclose
it, because they are supposed to be confidential, but I would like
you all to see them, and I may say that these represent units which
to my certain knowledge are bitterly hostile and competitive; that
whenever anything is done by the F. A. C. A. that affects any one
of them the rest all come up and tell us that we are turning over the
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whole industry to the one that is affected. They become very much
annoyed about it.

Senator CLARK. I won't ask you to include the names of the com-
panies here, but you would have no objection to putting in the record
the total of the percentage of the industry?

Mr. CHOATE. Twenty-two companies manufactured during 1934
89.61 percent of what was manufactured.

Senator KING. That was alcohol or whisky?
Mr. CHOATE. That is whisky; whisky alone.
The top 9 companies produced about 80 percent, but the bottom

50 produced nearly 11,000,000 gallons of whisky between them.
There are only 72 companies which actually produced appreciable

quantities of whisky during the last year. There are, of course, a
great many more since August. A lot of permittees came into opera-
tion only toward the end of the year. For instance, the seventh plant
here which produced only 5.45 percent of the whisky produced in 1934
was only in operation about half of last year, so that if they had
operated all through the year, they would have been right up among
the top.

Senator CLARK. This question is not strictly on the line of the
N. R. A. investigation, but it is within your jurisdiction and also of
that of this committee. What is your opinion on the subject of
whether we have the tax too high on liquor for the practical opera-
tion of your enforcement?

Mr. CHOATE. Senator, I am sorry that you asked me that, because
I could talk about it for about a week. Furthermore, there is this
difficulty: The question of what the tax should be is a composite
problem for the entire Government of the United States. What the
recommendation of the executive department should be is a composite
problem for the President. In making that recommendation, he
should take into consideration the Treasury's views, our views, and
the views of everybody else affected by all of the factors in that
problem I therefore hesitate to express my own personal views.

Senator CLARK. 1 say it is strictly not within the purview of this
investigation.

Mr. CHOATE. I have expressed my views in public many times
before the question became acute and before I had concluded, as I
have of late that probably it was improper for me to emphasize views
which should be a mere part of the composite.

Senator CLARK. I wii, not press you on it.
Senator KING. I want to ask a question, coming back to the

question that I propounded a moment ago. Was it not a fact that
persons who obtained permits, some of them at any rate, had erected
their distilling plants during the days of prohibition?

Mr. CHOATE. Oh, yes; well, I do'not know that of my own knowl-
edge.

Senator KING. So that while they might be called respectable,
they had erected distilling plants which perhaps were in violation of
the law?

Mr. CHOATE. 1 do not think so. I do not think any permit has ever
been received by anyone who built a plant illegally during prohibition.

Senator BARKLEY. Illegal manufacturing of liquor was not done
by distillers out in the open. You could not build a recognized dis-
tillery and operate it against the law without being discovered.
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Mr. CHOATE. I do not think any bootleg distillery was ever con-
verted into a legal one.

Senator BARKLEY. There were only three or four-some of them,
it is my recollection, for a number of years were not permitted to
operate at all. Then later, the Treasury or the appropriate authority
authorized a few to begin operations in order to supply a limited sup-
ply for probably an increasing demand.

Mr. CHOATE. When prohibition came along, most of the distilleries
were s'Nut down, and half of them were absolutely dismantled, and
some of them actually razed to the ground by their owners. The
rest of them remained dormant until the production of whiskey for
medicinal purposes was authorized again, and then a lot of them
started up making whisky in very limited quantities, as allowed by
their permit and operating 6 weeks or 2 months in the course of a
year.

Senator BARKLEY. Can you tell from memory how many permits
up to this time have been issued for the manufacture of whisky?

Mr. CHOATE. Yes; I have it here.
Senator KING. You mean since this organization?
Senator BARKLEY. Yes.
Mr. CHOATE. There are 192 permits for spiiits other than brandy.
Senator BARKLEY. How many for brandy?
Mr. CHOATE. One hundred and sixty-nine for brandy. Fruit-

brandy plants are little plants dotted about here and there where the
fruit grows.

Senator BARKLEY. Are there any permits for both wlisky and
brandy?

Mr. CHOATE. The 192 may contain some people who are author-
ized to make brandy. Of course, under the new code amendment
our permits will be general for any form of distillation that a man
wants to undertake, excepting that there is a special permit for
brandy only, which is exempt from some limitations which are
imposed upon the general permits.

Senator GERRY, Why is there a special permit for brandy?
Mr. CHOATE. Because the Treasury was anxious not to have the

general distilling permits issued without limitation, to very small
plants. They did not feel that they could properly supervise and
collect the revenue from a great number of miscellaneous small dis-
tilleries for whisky, rum, and so forth. They did feel that they
could deal with the small fruit-brandy man who has a small seasonal
operation while the fruit is in condition to use for distillation, and
so no limitation was necessary in those cases. That is the reason
why a special permit for brandy distillation was devised.

The figures now handed to me show that there are 151 permits for
the distillation of whisky in existence now.

Senator CLARK. Could you have filed with the committee and put
into the record a list by States of the number of licenses granted and
the list of the States as to applications?

Mr. CHOATE. Of permits?
Senator CLARK. For permits; yes.
Mr. CHOATE. For distillers permits?
Senator CLARK. Yes.
Mr. CHOATE. Certainly. I don't think it will be very enlighten-

ing, because as I say, there was no discretion in us about what we
could do.
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(The following data was subsequently submitted by Mr. Choate.)
FEDERAL ALCOHOL CONTROL ADMINISTRATION DISTILLERY PERMITS

The Code of Fair Competition for the Distilled Spirits Industry, prior to its
amendment on April 5, 1935, limited permits to plant capacity in existence or
under actual process of construction or equipment on the date it took effect,
November 27, 1933; except that the Federal Alcohol Control Administration,
if it found, after hearing, additional capacity necessary to supply the consumptive
demand for any type of distilled s irits, mi ght grant a permit for such capacity.

In explanation of the application forms shown in this report, form AP-t was
used in applying for plant capacity in existence on the effective date of the code;
form AP-2, plants in process of construction or equipment on such date- and form
3new plant capacity, the construction of which was commenced after November
27,"1933. The permits to distill whisky granted on form 3 applications, were all
issued in pursuance of applications filed before the hearing of February 5, 1934,
and were granted as a result of the determination made on the basis of the evi-
dence at that hearing that a limited amount of additional capacity for whisky
was needed. The ordinar whisky permits granted upon later applications were
all issued to applicants who, having proved that they had capacity in existence or
in process of construction on November 27, 1933, were entitled to permits as of
right.

The list does not include permits covering warehousing only, or permits issued
to persons operating the plants of other permittees on leases. Such leases, being
entirely within the control of the lessor-permittees, represent privileges granted
by them rather than the allowance of additional capacity by the Federal Alcohol
Control Administration to the lessees.

DisliUery permits

Name and address Form no. Kind of spirits

ARIZONA

Dudley Pltts & H. J. Karns: Office, Nogales, Ariz.; plant, ame... 3 Tequila.
John F. Buns 1: Office, 1916 Tompkins Avenue, Douglas, Arla.; 3 Brandy.

plant, same.
ARKANSAS

Nelson Wine & Distilling Co., In.: Office, Springdale, Wash.agton 3 Do.
County, Ark.; plant, same.

cALUPOBNIA

Harry Adalian: Office, 1481 West 28th Street, Los Angeles, Calif.; a Do.
lant,1631 i West Jefferson Street, Loe Angeles, Calif.
a Grape & Fruit Co,: Office, 901 Battery Street, San Francico, 3 Do.

Calif.; plant, 2 miles northwest of Escalon, San Jequln County,Calif.
Alta Winery & Distillery: Office, rural route no. 2, box 197, Dinuba, AP-I Do.

Calif.; plant, 2, miles east of Dinuba, Calif,
American Commercial Alcohol Corporation of California: Office, AP-I Alcohol.

369 Pine Street, San Francisco, CaliL; plant, Alamo Street, near
Sausallto, Calif.

MPnsoor Anton: Office, 1101 North Los Angeles Street, Anheim, AP-I Brandy.
Calif.; plant, same,

K. Arakelian, Inc.: Office, Madera, Calif.; plant, same ........... AP-l Do.
Associated Farmers Winery, Inc.: Office, Mills, Calif.; plant, Mills, AP-1 Do.

Sacramento County, Calif.
Baldocohi Brce,: Office, ro , 2, box 672, Santa Rosa, Calif.; plant, 3 Do.

same.
Bear Creek Vineyard Association: Office, box E, Lodf, Calif.; plant, 3 Do.near Lodi, Calif.
Frederick W. Becker: Office, 8512 Hays Street, Culver City, Calif.; AP-2 Whisky.
,Plant, same.

Blsceglia Bros.: OMlOee, Monterey Road, San Jose, Calif.; plant, AP-2 Brandy.
same.

Louis H. Brown: Office, 6193 Roy Street, Los Angeles, Calif.; plant, 3 Do.
145 North San Jose Avenue, Burbank, Calif.

E. P. Cain, doing business as Henrietta Rancho Products Co.: a Do,
Office, box 2203, Fresno, Calif.; plant, Peach Avenue, near Cali-
fornia Avenue, Fresno, Calif.

California Fruit & Branddy Co.: Office, 319 Mills Building, San 3 Do.
Francisco. Calif.; plant, Northeast corner Baber Lane and Tufley
Road, Linden District, San Joaquin County, Calif.

California Grape Products Co., Ltd.: Office, 85 2d Street, San Fran- AP-i Do.
cisco, Calif.; plant, Ukiah, Calif.
' Permits canceled.
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Dialilery permit--Continued

Name and address Form no. Kind of spirits

cAtjgolRIA-entinued

California Growers Wineries, Inc.: Office, 417 Patterson Building, AP-1 Brandy,
Fresno, Calif.; plant, Wabtoke, Fresno County, Calif.

California Mission Vintage Co.: Office, 330 North Mission Road, AP-t Do.
Los 4p#geleso Calif.; plant, same.

Caiforffla Products Co. Office, Butler and 0 Streets, box 1339, AP-1 Do.
Fresno, Calif.; plant, Butler and 0 Streets, Fresno, Calif.

California Wineries & Distilleries, Inc.: Office, 315 15th Street, Oak- AP-1 Do.
land, Calif.; plant, Clovis Avenue, Tarpey Station, 9 miles north-
east of Fresno, Calif.

California Winery, Inc.: Office, 1711-1719 North Spring Street, Los AP-2 Do.
Angeles, Calif.;plant, same.

Cameo Vineyards Co.: Office, Fresno, Calif.; plant, Clovis Road, 3 Do.
box 2337, Fresno, Calif.

Citrus Juice & Flavor Co., Ltd.: Office, Orange, Calif.; plant, Los 3 Do.
Angeles Boulevard and Bakery Street on United States 101.
Orange, Calif.

Cognac Wineries, Inc.: Office, 4900 San Fernando Road, Los An. 3 Do.
geles; plant, same.

Colonial Grape Products Co. of California: Office 700 Minnesota AP-1 Do.
Street, San Franclsco Calif.; plant, Elk Grove, Calif.

Commercial Solvents Corporation: Office 230 Park Avenue, New AP-1 Alcohol.
York CIty; plant, near the village of Agnew, Calif.

Carlo Coppo: Office, Mira Loin, Calif.: plant, east side of Pauline 3 Brandy.
Avenue, 4 mile south of Marley Avenue, Decler District, San
Bernardino County, Calif.

B. Cribari & Sons: Office, 100 East San Fernando Street, San Jose, AP-1 Do.
Calif.; plant, Madrone, Calif.

B. Cribari & Sons: Office, 100 East San Fernando Street, San Jose, AP-t Do.
Calif.; plant, Las Palmas, Calif.

Cucamonga Pioneer Vineyard Association: Office, Cucamonga, San 3 Do.
Bernardino, Calif.; plant, Haven Avenue, southeast of Cucemonga
Calif.

Tom Davis: Office, 23254 East 114th Street, Los Angeles, Calif.: 3 Do.
plant, same.

Samuel Dewood: Office, 416 North Commercial Street, Inglewood, 3 Do.
Calif.; plant, 418 North Commercial Street, Inglewood, Calif.

Earl Fruit Co.: Office, 85 2d Street, San Francisco, Calif.; plant, AP-1 Do.
44 miles northeast of Delano, Calif

East-Side Winery: Office, Lodi, Calif.; plant, on Victor Road, 2 miles 3 Do.
south of Lodi, Calif.

Ehrlich Wineries: Office, 921 Chapman Building, 756 South Broad- AP-I Do.
way, Los Angeles, Calif.; plant, Cucamonga, Calif.

Elk Grove Fruit Growers Association: Office, Elk Grove, Sacra- 3 Do.
mentor County, Calif.; plant, same.

Elk Grove Winery, Inc.: Office, 714 Capitol Bank Building, Sacra- AP-1 Do.
mentor, Calif.;plant, Elk (rove, Calif.

Ellena Bros.: Office, south side of Bass Line Building, 4 mile west 3 Do.
of Etiwanda, San Bernardino, Calif.; plant, same.

Jos. L. Falner, doing business as Masgoon Vintage Co.: Office, 1821 AP-2 Do.
East Atlantic Street, Los Angdles, Calif.; plant, same.

Florin Winery Association: Office, Florin, Calif.; plant, same ........ 3 Do.
Fruit lodustries Ltd.: Office, 1248 Palmetto Street, Los Angeles, AP-1 Do.

Calif.; plant, duasti, Calif.
Fruit Industries, std.: Office, 1248 Palmetto Street, Los Angeles, AP-1 Do.

Calif.; plant, Lodi, Calif.
Fruit Spirits Corporution: Office, 1341-43 East 17th Street, Los 3 Do.

Angeles, Calif.: plant, saute.
Garden Vineyards Winery & Distillery Co.: Office, route 1, box 83, AP-2 Do.

Fowler, Calif.; plant, same.
Gate City Distillery, Inc.: Office, H. F. D. 1, box 287, San Bernar- AP-2 Whisky.

dino, Calif.; plant, same.
Golden Glate Distilleries: Office, care of Nathan Goldberg, 1025 Wash- 3 Brandy.

ington Bulding, Los Angeles, Calif.; plant, 2820 Redondo Beach
Boulevard, Rdondo Beach, Calif.

James J. German: Office, Sunnyvale, Calif.: plant,same ............. 3 Do.
Jefferson James Graves: Office, 890 Bush Street, San Fransico, 3 Do.

Calif.; plant, Oakhurst, Fresno County, Calif., box 797, route 2,
Sanger, Calif.

The Haigh Distillery: Office, 68 Front Street, Healdslsug, Calif.; 3 Do.
plant same

Hedgeside Distillery: Office, care of Pierre da is Montanya, 705 San- AP-2 Whisky.
some Street, San Francisco, Calif.;plant, Nap a, Calif.

Michael E. Horeth: Office, box 108, El Cajon, Calift plant, same.-- 3 Brandy.
Fremont Distilleries, formerly FIermovita Corporation: Office, 424 AP-2 Whisky.

Battery Street, San Francisco, Calif.; plant, 7 miles southwest of
Stockton, Calif

Italian Swiss Colony: Office, 781 Beach Street, San Francisco, Calif.; AP-2 Brandy.
plant, AstE, CaliffJohn Johnson: Office, Escondido, Calif.; plant, same ............... AP -2 Do,
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Distillery permits--Continued

Name and address Form no. Kind of spirits

CAFONIA--Mntlnued

Kearney Winery Co., Ins.: Office, rural route no. 8, box 47, Fresno, AP-1 Brandy.
Calif.* plant, same.

Peter Khoury: Office, 221 H. W. Hellman Building, Los Angelee, 3 Do.
Calif.; plant, Los Angeles, Calif.

F. Korbel & Bros.: Office, Ouerneville, Calif.; plant, Korbel Sta- AP-1 Do.
tion, 2 miles southeast of Guerneville, Calif.

John J. Kovcovich: Office, Arvin, Calif.; plant, same .............. 3 Do.
Lacquer Chemicals, Ino.: Office, 624 California, Street, San Fran- 3 Whisky, alcohol.

cisc, Calif.; plant, Stege Station, Richmond, Calif.
Peter H. Lint' Office, route 3 box 73. Los lata, Calif.; plant same. AP-1 Brandy.
Livermore Winery, Inc.: Office, Third and Church Streets, Liver- AP-1 Do.

more, Calif.: plant, same.
Los Angeles Brewing Co.: Office, 1920-2026 North Main Street, Los AP-I Alcohol.

Angeles, Calif.; plant, same.
Lucerne Winery, Inc.: Office, room 912 Griffith.McKenzie Building, AP-I Brandy.

Fresno, Cali.; plant, northeast corner Shaw and Winery Ave-
nues, 8 miles northeast of Fresno, Calif.

Romeo Malatesta: Office, 629 West Broadway, New York City; AP-1 Do.
plant, Banger, Calif.

Chase. N. and Barney Calllano Marietta, doing business as Marietta 3 Do.
Distillery: Office, box 23, Mira Loma, Calif.; plant, on Belgrave
Avenue, If4 miles south and 1 mile west of Mira Loins, Calif.

Mattes B. Martinez (Cucamonga Valley Wine Co.): Offico, 1101 AP-1 Do.
East A Street, Ontario, San Bernardino County, Calif.: office,
same.

L. M. Martini Grape Products: Office, Kingsburg, Calif.; plant, AP-I Do.
same.

Andrew Mattet: Office, 1104 Mattel Building, Fresno, Calif.; plant, AP-i Do.
Malaga, Calif.

John McClure Estate, Inc.: Office, Seventh floor, 724 South Spring AF-i Do.
Street, Los Angeles Calif.; plant, West Sixth Street, Burbank,
Calif.

Mount Tivy Winery, Inc.: Office, 000 Howell Building, Fresno, AP-I Do.
Calif.; plant, Lac Jac, Calif.

Napa Valley Wine & Brandy Co.: Office, 700 Minnesota Street, AP-1 Do.
San Francisco, Calif.; plant, Elk Grove, Calif.

Nick D. Nicasslo: Office, 231 South Central Avenue, Los Angeles, 3 Do,
Calif.; plant, 614 J Street, Colton, San Bernardino County, Calif.

George Norcia: Office, 1008 Son Diego Boulevard, Escondido, 3 Do.
Colif.: plant, same.

Pacific Brandy Co.: Office, box 474, San Jose, Calif.; plant, Santa 3 Do.
Clara County, Calif.

Pacific Coast Wineries: Office, box 267, Fresno Calif.; plant, east AP-1 Do.
corner Ventura and Peach Avenues, Fresno, dolif.

Pacific Wines, Inc.: Office, 218 North Avenue 19, Los Agelas, Cali.; 3 Do.plant same,
Padre vineyard d Co.: Office, 845 North Alameda St eet, Lai Angeles, AP-1 Do.

Calif.; plant, East Eighth Street, between Archibald and Turner
AveOnues, Cuessionga, Callf.

Angela Pagani: Office, Glen Ellen, Calif.; plant same ............ AP-I Do.
Frank Palamara: Office, box ii, Roscoe, Calif.; plant, 6325 San AP-2 Do.

Fernando Road, Los Angeles, Calif.
Edward C. Pettibone: Office, 303 West E Street, Colton, Calif.; AP-2 Alcohol.

plant same
Prima Vista Wine Co.: Office, 731 Bryant Street, San Francisco, AP-2 Brandy.

Calif.; plant, corner Front and Iudson Streets, Healdsburg,
Sonohma County, Calif.

Puenta de Madera Winery: Office, 400 North Sixteenth Street, 3 Do.
Sacramento, Calif.; plant, Woodbridge, Calif.

Roma Wine Co.: Office, Lodi, Calif.; plant, same ................... AP-I Do.
loma Wine Co Office Lodl, Calif.; plant, Manteca, Calif .......... AP-I )o.
San Gabriel Vineyard 6o.: Office, 636 South Putney Avenue, San AP-I Do.

Gabriel, Calif.: plant, same.
Santa Fe Winery & l)istilleries, Inc.: Office, 312 Pershing S iuare 3 Do.

Building, Los Angeles, Calif.: plant, northwest quarter, lot 160,
Tenecula Ranche, Riverside County, Calif.

Santa Lucia Wineries, Inc.: Office, Church and East Avenues, 3 Do.
Fresno, Calif.; plant, same.

Samuele Sebastina: Office, Sonoma, Calif.; plant, Sonema and AP-1 Do.
Woodbrldge, Calif.

Luigi Severini: Office 242 Fresno Street, Fresno, Calif,; plant, same- 3 Do.
ShewanJones, Inc.: Office, Woodbridge Road, Lodi, Calif.; plant, AP-I Do.

same.
Southern California Distilleries, Ltd.: Office, 11420 Brigga Avenue, 3 Do.

Hawthorne, Calif.; plant, same.
Southern California Winery, Inc.: Office, 4101 Whiteside Avenue, 3 Do.

Los Angeles, Calif.; plant, same.
Southern Foundation, Ltd,: Office, 1209 East Fourteenth Street, AP-2 Whisky.

Los Angeles, Calif.; plant, 1300 Goodrich Boulevard, Los Angeles,
Calif.
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Distilery permits-Continued

Name and address Form no. Kin

CALIFOMItL -- continued

Spanish-American Wines, Ico.: Office, 20 Bank of America Build. AP-2 Brandy.
Ing, San Diego, Calif.; plant, El Cajon, Calif.

Speas Manufacturing Co.: Office, 2800 Front Street, Kals City, 3 Do.
Mo.; plant, McKinley Street and Brown Avenue, Sebastopol,
Cal4

St. George Winery: Office, lot 34, Tulare Avenue, 4 miles east of 3 Do.
Fresno, Calif.; plant, same.

St. Joseph Winery Co.: Office, Fresno, Calif.; plant, 6 miles east of AP-2 Do.
Fresno, Calif.

Standard Wines Inc.: Offce, San Fernando Road at Elk Street, 3 Do.
Los Angeles, Calif.; plant, same.

A. G. Steiber: Office, 2216 Arlington Strer' Bakersfield, C2alif.; AP-2 VW"iaky.
plant, I mile south of Southern Pacific R. -3. tracks on Fairfax
Road, Kern County, Calif,

Sunset Brandy Co.: Office, Alviso, Calif.; plant, same .............. S Brandy.
Throe 0 Distillery Corporation: Office, 335 Melroee Street, Los AP-2 Whisky.

Anreles, Calif.; plant, corner of Ontario and San Fernando Boule-
vard, Burbank Calif.

Tulare Winery do., Inc.: Office, Tulare, Calif.; plant, same ......... AP-t Brandy.
United Vineyards, Inc.: Office, route 2, box 187, Kerman, Calif.; 3 Do.

plant, same.
Verdemont Fruit Products Corporation, Ltd.: Office, box 202, route 3 Do.

I San Bernardino, Calif.; plant, Verdemont, San Bernardino,
alif.

West Coast Winery, Ice.: Office, 11240 Peoria Avenue, Roscoe, 3 Do.
Calif.; plant same.

Woodbridge Vineyard Association: Office, Lodi, Calif,; plant, Elk AP-I Do.
Grove, Calif.

Grant Alba Young: Office, 490South Santa Fe Street, Hemet, Calif.; 3 Do.
plant, came.

Donlevy Distilling Corporation: I Offic, 3933 Goldfinch Street, 3 Whisky.
San Diego, Calif.; plant, Rough and Ready Island, Stockton,
Calif.

Pietro Ferro Vintage Co.:I Office, 4101 Whiteside Avenue, Los 3 Do.
An geles, Calif.; plant, same.

R. Martini Wine Co.:I Office, 643 Front Street, San Francisco, 3 Brandy.
Calif.; plant 8 miles northwest of Santa Roa post office, Sonoma
County, Calif., on Vineville Road.

Louis Faehauer, Sr., & Sons: I Office, Elk, Mendoclno County, 3 Do.
Calif.; plant, same.

Henry A. Jacobs: I Office, Ill Butter Street, San Francisco, Calif.; 3 Do.
plant, 24 miles southwest of Orange Cove, Fresno County, Calif.

A. 0. Anticevich: I Office, 2680 Park Avenue, Santa Clara, Calif.; 3 Do.
plant, same.

Scatena Bro. Wine Co.: 1 Office, Healdsburg, Calif.; plant, H mile 3 Do.
northwest of Healdsburg post office, Sonoma County on Grove
Street, Iealdsburg, Calif.

Jack I. Dragna: I Office, box 138 Puente, Calif.; plant, Dragna Ranch 3 Do.
and Vineyard, Puente, Calif.

Abraham Schorr & Philip Levin: I Office, 812 Buchanan Street, San AP-2 Do.
Francisco, Calif.; plant, St. Helena, Calif.

A. 0. Stoiber: I Oface, 2216 Arlington Street, Bakersfield, Calif.; AP-2 Whisky.
plant I mile south of Southern Pacific Railroad tracks on Fairfax
Road, Kern County, Calif.

Georgie H. White: I Office, Mountain View, Calif.; plant, same.... AP-2 Distilled
James Stafford: 3 Office, rural route 2, box 581, San Marcoo, Calif.; J Whieky,

plant, same.
Southern California Distilleries, Ltd.: 3 Office, 11420 Briggs Avenue, 3 Brandy.

Hawthorne, Calif.; plant, same.
John T. Basom: 2 Office, 812HaysStreet, Culver City, Calif.: plant, AP-2 Whiusky.

Angels Wine & Distillery Corporation: 2 Office, care of S. Santilli, 3 Brandy,
129 West Second Street, Los Angeles, Calif.; plant, 2700 San
Fernando Road, Los Angeles, Calif.

COLO0RADO

Black Wolf Diltllery: Office, 309 Wilds Bullling, Denver, Cole.; 3 Whisky.
plant, same.

Colorado Alcohol Cs. Office Johnstown, Colo.; plant, same ...... AP.-I Do.
International Distilleries: OIce, 1961 Kearney Street, Denver, Colo.; 3 Do.

plant, Arvada, Colo.
Frank Mortellaro or Mile High Disttllery: Office, corner West 3 Do.

Arkansas Avenue and Jason, Denver, Colo.; plant, same.
Western Distilleries, Inc.: Office, Penrose, Colo.; plant, same ....... AP- Alcohol.
Adolph Coors Co.': Office, Golden, Colo.; plant, same .............. AP-2 Do.

' Permits canceled. ' Permits revoked.

d of spirits

spirits.

brandy.

tequila.
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D fuillery permi&--Continued

Name and address

CONNErCYUT

Ernest 0. Alderman: Office, R. F. D. Unlonvlle, Conn.; plant,
Burlington, Conn.

Joseph C. Choti Office, Wallingford, Conn,: plant, same ............
Connecticut Distilleries, Inc.: Office, Neahe Corners, Westport,

Conn.; plant, same,
Haddam Distillers Corporation: Office, Moodus, Conn,; plant, same.
David Hayes: Office, Amston. Covn.; plant, same -..........
Stephen J. Reynolds: Office, Scribner Avenue, R. F. D. 0, South

Norwaik, Conn.;platnt, same.
J.oph C. Choti: Office, Wallingford, Con.,; plant, ame .------
W. I. Suteliff': Office, 175 Broadway, New York City; p)ant, Gay-

lordsvulle, Conn.
DBLAWARN

Delmar Distilleries Corporation: OfMce, 70 Morlot Avenue, R. F. D.
1, FAirlawn, N. J.; plant, Deemer Height. Del.
Leiamond State Distilling Co., Inc.: Office, 75 West Street, New
York, N. Y.; plant, Dover, Del.

Interstate Distillers, Inc.: Office, 800 Citizens Bank Building,
Wilmington, Del.; plant, 3d and Greenhill Avenue, Wilmington,
Del.

Delmar Distilleries Corporation t: Offie, 70 Morlot Avenue, R. F. D,
1, Fairlawn, N. J.; plant, Deemer Heights, Del.

SAWAIl

California Packing Corporation: Office, 101 Calilornia Street, San
Francisco, Calif; plant Honolulu, Hawal.

Hawaiian Fine Liquors, Ltd.: Office, 82 Merchant Street, Honolulh,
Hawaii; plant, Kapiolat Boulevard. Honolulu, Hawaii.

Hawaiian Okolehao Distilleries: Office, Quinn Lane, Honolulu,
Hawaii; plant, same.

Maui Pineapple Co., Ltd.: Office, Pate, Maul, Hawaii; plant,
Kabulu, Maui, Hawail.

ILJNOl5

The American Distilling Co.: Office, 135 East 42d Street, New York
City; plant, between South Front Street and Illinois River,
Pekin, Ill.

Century Dilstilling Co.: Office, Erie end Crowel) Streets, Peoria,
Ill.; plant, nme.

Commercial Solvents Corporation: Office, 230 Park Avenue, New
York City; plant, foot of Darst Street, Peoria, Ill.

Jo Davleos County Distillery: Office, 2170 Central Avenue, Du-
buque, Iowa: plant, Galena, Ill

Kapantlsi & Co, tIc: Office, 715 South Halsted Street, Chicago,
Ill; itant, same

Penn Maryland Corporatlon: Office, 52 William Sureet, New York,
N. Y.; plant Clark Street, Peoria Oil

Rock River Distillery, tao : Office, bixon, Ill ; plant, same.......
Frank Sampson: Office, 310 Colurohia Avenue, corner West Locust

Street Belvidere, Ill ; plant same
Hiram Walker & Sons, Inc.; Oifice, 510 Jefferson Hotel, Peoria, 111;

plant, 318-3t1lCI North Adams Street, Peoria, Il.
Hiram Walker & Sons, Inc.; Offie, 510 Jefferson Hotel, Peoria, IlU.;

plant, foot of Edmund Street, Peoria, Ill.
Harry H. Grahan: a Office, 857 First National Bank Building,

Chicago, 111,; plant, same.
Edwin Lehmann: I Office, 701 Lehmann Building, Peora, 1l.;

plant, Peoria, Ill.

Commercial Solvents Corporation: Offic, 230 Park Avenue, New

York City; Vent,
1

3&1 South lt Street, Torre Hraute, Ind.
0.apantas .n Office, 105 West Monroe Stret, room 1121,

Chicago, Ill.; plant, northwest corner Carroll and Ofolliday Streets,
Michigan City, ind.

Krogmae Distilling Co., Inc.: Offices, Tell City, Ind.; lnt, same..
Merchants Dilstilling Corporallon: Office, I53 South First Street,

Terre Haute, Ind.; plant, same.
The Old Quaker Co.: (flice, Lawrenceburg, Ind,; plant, Greendale,

Ind.
Thomas P. Roth* Office 126 Franck Avenue Louisville, Ky.; plant,

44 miles south of Paoli, Orange County, fEd.
Lawrence Schmitt: Office, 717 South Clinton Street, Fort Wayne,

Ind.; plant, same.
Joseph X. Seagram & Sons Inc.: Office, Chrysler Building, 405

Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y.; plant, MJ and Main
Streets, Lawrenceburg, Ind,

I Permits revoked.

Form nO. Kind of spirit

3

AP-I

A P-2
AP-2
AP-2

2
3

3

AP-l

AP-2

AP-
$

3

AP-1

AP-3

A P-I,2
a

AP-2
3

AP-I

AP-2

AP-1

A P-2

AP-2

AP-2

AP-2

3

AP-2

AP-I

3

AP-2

Brandy.

Do.
Do.

Whisky, alcohol,
Oin.
Brandy,

Do.
Do.

Do,

Whlsky.

Brandy.

Alcohol.

Okolebao,

Do.

Do.

Whisky, alcohol, gin.

Whisky.

Alohol.

Whisky

Brandy

Whisky

Do
Whisky, alcohol

Whisky.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Alcohol.

Brandy.

Do.

Whisky.

Do.

Brandy.

Brandy, run.

Whisky.
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INDIANA--cOntinued

James Walsh & 0o., Inc.: Ofoe, Gresndile Lawrenceburg Post 3 Wintky,
Olfes Ind.; plant, Probasco Avenue and Big Four R. R., Green-
dale, Lewronseurg Post Offce Ind

Hammond Dlstlllies, Inc.' Ofce, iO Oalunet Avenue, Ham- AP2 Whisky.
mon4% Ind.; plant, same.

KENTUCKY

Allied Brewing & Distilling Co., Inc.: Offir, '92 Kind Street, AP-2 Do.
Brooklyn, N. Y.; plant, "Old Hermitage 'istf.ery', Frankfort,
Ky.reia

The AmrcnMedicinal Spi1rits (r~N&on: 0 ce, d AP-1 DO.
Bernbeim Lane, Louisville, J.; plant, 34 mile r:uth of cit
Louisville, Ky.

The American Medicin pirts Corporation Offi e, Seventh and t ,&P-2 Do.
Bernheim Lane, ille, Ky.; plant, Twenty-eight andBroadway, Ia, Ky.

Bardatown Ds ry
e ' 

Inc.: Offlco, 100 W th Street, AP
Wilmington, .; plant, 294o miles hwiet B y, Ky.

3. A. Barry illery Co.: Office, a er ne, 3 randy.
Louisville, 'y.; plant, Ekron, e county, .

Janes B. B Dlstillng Co * oe, nt, .I lat S.. AP-2 71
Bernheim istilling C o. e, 17th d Breck i tat AP-1 0.

Losusvi, Ky.. plant, -: e; registe r stiller
Bernbe istilling Co.: dge Street, AP-1

L s17t an K p" lauisvl
Ky., tered dhtilear no,.2.

Blair D iling Co.: 0ffce, 603 Fox tre uilding,' D , AP-2 D
Mich &plant, Chicago Macion Co,,

Bonnie ro.: OMice, Street ler 001 e, P-2 D
Ky.; at, same.01

The B Forin lit o . d0i AP-l D

Buffalo ~rg Dist Co.: eStamp a d, Ky.; AP-2 D3
p-a Lt, tamping Gro , Scot ty, Ky.

Cm .ebi Downs Dis ery Offie, Lou e, Ky..ni 3 Dt
N,,,th 6.4.,. MAIO V e'K

Comb tilln Co.,t .06ce qjslr AP-3
ton, Wo ford Count¥, Ky. " YU

Cumins n Watilleties orporatlon: 0 o at M Strest, . P-
Loulvil .; plant, Athertonr M ty Do.

The Dnt 0 Co.: Office, peg, Marten pmty, K ple AP-2
Dant&Head Wing Co.: 0 , building, . AP-2 Do.

ville, KyA; p1 Gethsemane, N n y.
DavieasCountyD ling Co., Inc.: Offlce, Oweaoro, Ky.; plant , A Do.="me. I
Dowling Bros. Dist o.: oeB RE.;plant,same -2,3 Do.
Frankfort Distilleries, n. ffice., Ffth Vloo olumbla Building, AP-2 Do.

FrankhrtVist& I a.: 1ForC UUMA In AP-2 DO.
Louisville, Ky plant 1033 Story .

W. A. Oain & do.: O e, 60 Brodwa,.ew ork, N. .; plant, AP-2 Do.
on Glea Creek, Woodford County, Ky.

General Distillers Corporation of Kentucky: Offiee, Lousvlle, Ky.; 3 Do.
plant, Mellwood and Frankfort Avenues, Louisville, Ky.

Glenoce Distillery Co.: Office, 723 South 26th Street, iville, AP-2 Do.
Ky.; plant, same.

Olenmore Distilleries, Inc.: Office, 711 Brent Street, Louisville, AP-l Do.
Ky.; plant, Hardinsburg Road, Ownesboro, Ky.
alph Greenbaum Distillery Co.: Office Frankfort, Franklin AP-2 Do.
County, Ky.; plant Midway, Woodford (bounty, Ky.

Homan Distilling do., In.: Offce, Laswrnoosiag, K'; plant, a Do.
Milne.

Independent Distillers of Kentucky, Ino.: Office, Ba town. Ky., AP-3 Do.
plant same

KentukyProducts: Offce, 12DSouth LaSalleStret, Chicago. Ill,; AP-2 Do.plant Hobbs.  y.

Kentu; Prod .: Offies, I 2D SouthL Sal Street, ChOlago, ll.; AP-2 Do.
plant, Krsonnrer, .

Kentucky Valley D ftllig Co., Inc.: O CAommerial Boildia AP-2 Do.
Loulsviln, Ky.; plant, Chapeze Bullt Co Ky.

Labrot & Graham: Office, R. F. B. a, a t Ky.; plant, same.. - AP-S DO.
Little Pepper Distillery, Inc.: Office, 105 South La Salle Strt, AP-2 DO.

Chicago, 131 , plant 1W River Road Louisville, Ky,
M oo's Green Itiver Whiskeys, Inc.: Oftloe, Owensboro, Ky.; AP-2 DO.

plank Davies Co., Owensboro, Ky.
. MoKeins, Inc.: Office, Fairfield, Nelson Co, Ky.; plant, it AP-2 Do.
miles from Bcrdstown and 4 miles from Bloonflad, Ky., on S tate
Highway No. 48.

alcohol.
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KzNTUCzT--ntinued

Tom Moore Distillery Co.: Office, Bardstown, Ky.; plant same AP-2 Whisky.
C. P. Moorman & Co. Office, 506 West Liberty Street, Louisville, AP-2 Do.

Ky plant, 15th Street and Bersheim Lane Louisville, Ky.
New ingland Distilling Co., Inc.: Office, 115 Pike Street, Coving- AP-1 Rum.

ton, K&.; plant, same.
Old Joe istilling Co.: Office, Lawrenceburg, Ky.; plant, same ...... AP-2 Whisky.
Old Kennebec Distillery Co.: Office, Frankfort, Ky.; plant, Kenne- 3 Do.

bec Station, Franklin County, Ky.
Old Kentucky Distillery: Office, Columbia building, Louisville, 3 Do.

Ky.; plant 18th Street Road, Louisville, Ky.
Old Lewis luster Distillery Co.: Office, 112 Esplanade, Lexington, AP-2 Do.

Ky.; plant,'Lair, Harrison County Ky.
James E. Pepper & Co., lnc.: OMe, Lexington, Ky.; plant, 14 AP-2 Do.
mile west of city of Iexington, Ky.

H. E. Poue Distillery Co.: Office, S South Michigan Aveme, Chi- AP-2 Whisky.
cago, Ill.; plant, Maysville, Ky.

The John Poindexter Distilleres Co.: Office, Cynthiana, Ky.; plant, AP-2, 3 Do.
Poindexter, Ky.

Rlpy Bros. Distillers, Inc.: Office, Lawreneburg, Ky.; plant, Ty- AP-2, 3 Do.
rone, Ky.

T. W. Samueis Distillery: Office. 1212 Keith Building, Cincinnati, AP-2 Do.
Ohio; plant, Deatsvilie, Nelson Co., Ky.

Geo. T. Stagg Co.: Office, Frankfort, Ky.; plant, Loestown Turn. AP-i Do.
pike, I mle north of Frankfort Ky.

S6ttzel Weller Distillery Inc.: Obea, lO33 Story Avenue, Louisville, AP-2 Do.
Ky.; plant, between Madson Drive and Tucker Lane, Shively,

K. siylor Distillilg Co., Inc.: Office 216 West Main Street, Frank- AP-2 Dn.
fort, Ky.; plant, Forks of Elkhorn, Franklin Co., Frankfort, Ky.

Taylor & Williams, Inc.: Office, Yellowstonse Gardens, LouisvllWe, AP-2 Do.
Ky.; plant, 7th Street Road 4 miles from Louisville, Ky.

Thliton Distilling Co., Inc.: 
o

ffice, Henderson, Ky.; plant. same... S Brandy.
Waterflill & Frazier, Inc.: Office, Lawrenceburg, Ky.; plant, Tyrone, AP-2, S Whisky.

Ky.
John A. Wetheti Distillery Co.: Office, 326 South 8th Street, Louis. AP-2 Do.

vlle, Ky.; plant Lebanon, Ky.
John P. Dant Distillery Co., Inc.: Office. 901 West Broadwav. L1s q. A P-9 TN.
vttte, y.; ant .Meowlawn, Jefferson Co., Ky.

Nick Bobick & Orvtlle P'air:2 Office, Cumberland, Ky.; plant, 8 Brandy.
same.

LOUISIANA

American Commercial Alcohol Corporation: Office, 406 Lexington AP-2 Alcohol, rum.
Avenue New York, N. Y.; plant, Gretna, La.

Commercial Solvents Corporation: Office, 230 Park Avenue, New AP-l Alcohol.
York, N. Y.; plant, River Road, Harvey, La.

Commercial Solvents Corporation: Office, 230 Park Avenue, New AP-2 Do.
York, N. Y.; plant, Westwego, La.

Florida Frpit Wine & Distilling Co.: Oftiop, 2462 North Palafox 3 Brandy.
Street Pensacola, Fla.; plant, Houma, La.

Penn-Maryland Corporation:' Office, 62 William Street, New York AP-,i Alcohol.
City; giant, Broadway and Coliseum Streets New Orleans, La.

Cuban-Amerlcan Distilleries Inc. 5. Office, 100 Poydras Otreet, New 3 Rum.
Orleans, La.; plant, 3200 Chartres Street, New Orleans, La.

Sterling Sugars, Inc.:' Office Franklin, La.; plant, sane ............ 3 Do.
Great Southern Distilling 6o., Inc.:' Office, Chartres and Piety AP-2 Alcohol, rum, gin.

Streets, New Orleans, La.; plant, same.

MARTLAND

American Medicinal Spirits Corporation: Office, Seventh and Bern- AP-i Whisky.
helm Lane, Louisville, Ky.; plant, Russell and Alluvion Streets,
Baltimore Md.

Baltimore Pure Rye Distilling Co.: Office, Sollers Point Roed, AP-2 Do.
Dandalk Md; plant, same

Elk Forge Distiliery, Ins.: Office, Elk Mills, Md.; plant, same. AP-2 Do.
Frankfort Distilluerie, Inc.: Office, Fifth floor Columbia Building, AP-2 Do.

LouhlivIle, Kf.;lwt,.200 Kresson Street, Ba] (re. Md.
Frankfort Distllsi es, Ins.: Offlce, 200 N bh n Street, Balti- AP-1 Do.

more, Md plant, same
Charles N. dale: Office, Salisbury, Md.; plant, same ............... AP-2 Do.
Golden Rosseli Co.: Office, Pica-dy, Md.; plant, same .............. AP-I Brandy.
Harford Pure Rye Distillers, IW,: Office, 1008-9-10 Garrtt AP-2 Whisky.

Building, Baltimore, Md.; plant, Havre de Grace, Md.
Hunter Owynnbrook Distilling Corporation: Office 642-"4- West AP-2-3 Do.

halt Street, Baltimore, Md.; plant, Owy b,-ok station, Owings

James bistinery, Inc.: Office, 807-41 Key Highway, Baltimore, AP-2 Do.
Md.; plant, same.

I Permits canceled. I Permits revoked.
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MARYLAND--CMtinued

Maryland Distillery Inc.: Office 1400 Mercantile Trust Building, AP-2 Whisky.
Baltimore, Md.; plant Relay i'd.

Monumental Distillers, Inc.: Ofre, Il0 West Fayette Stroet, Balti. AP-2-3 Do.
more, Md. p ant, Monumental Avenue, Lasnsdowne, Md.

Old Mqcyland Rye Distilling Co.: Office, 726 Investment Building, AP-2 Do.
Washington, D. C.; plant, laurel, M d.

Owings Mills Distillery, Inc.: Office, Owings Mills, Bt'timore AP-2 Do.
County,Md.; plant, same.

Trimble Distilling Co.: Office, 1420 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, k P-Z 3 Do.
Pa.; plant, Wetminster, Carroll County, Md.

Thomas Ward Distilling Ca.: Office, Westminster, Md.; plant, AP-2 Do.

Frank L. Wight Distilling Co. Offe Gillet Building, Light and AP-2 Do.
Redwood Streets, Baltimore, Md.; plant, Lorely, Md.

Winand-Pikesville Distillery Co.: Office, 214 Fidelity Building, AP-2 Do.
Baltimore, Md.; plant, Winans Road, Pikesville, Md.

Palmer Lee Hall:I Office, South Boeton, Va.; plant, Sandy Sook, 3 Brandy.
Md.

Big Four Distilleries, Inc.: I Office, 2500 Baltimore Trust Building, AP-2 Whisky.
Baltimore, Md.; plant, Dundalk, Md.

Westminster Distillery Co. of Maryland, Inc.:* Office, Equitable AP-2 Do.
Building, Baltimore, Md.; plait, Tannery, Carroll County, Md.

MASACHVSTTS

A. & G. J. Caldwell, Inc.: Office, 735 Exchange Building, Boston, AP-3 Rum.
Mon.; plant, Merrimac Street, Newburyport, Mass.

Clinton istilleries Corporation: Office, Clinton, Mass.; plant, AP-2 Whisky.
same.

Felton & Son, Inc.: Office, 516-36 East Second Street, South Boston, iP-1 Rum.
Mass plant same.

C. H. Gives i Sozs Co.: Office, 35 Hawkins Stret, Bosto, Mass.; AP-1 Whisky, alcohol.
plant, saaa.

New England Alcohol Co.: Office, Everett, Mass.; plant, Avenue A AP-2 Alcohol.
off Chemical Lane, Everett, Mass.

New England Distillers, Inc.: Office, Clinton, Mass.; plant, same.- AP-2 Rum.
Old Medford Rum Distillery, Inc.: Office, Box 252, Wakefield, AP-2 Do.
H. Portr Distilling Co., 34.: Office, 1341 Main Street, Agawam, AP-2 Whisky.

Mass.; plant, same.
Reedville Distilleries, Inc.: Office, Metropolitan Theater Building, AP-2 Do.

20 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.; plant, 40 Sprague Street,
Readville, Mas.

MICHIGAN

Frank H. Burkhart: Office, 327 Allen Street NW., Grand R3plds, 3 Brandy.
Mich.; plant, Benton Harbor, Mich.

R. Cuumnins & Co., Inc.: Office, 1980 Penobscot Building, Detroit, AP-2 Whisky.Mich.; plant, Angel Street and N. C.R. R., Battle Creek, Mich.
Plymouth Distilleries, Inc.: Office, Plymouth, Mich.; plant, same... 3 Whisky, alcohol.
Trenton Valley Distillers Corporation: Office, 584 Penobscot Build- AP-2 Whisky.

Lg, Detroit, Mich.; plant, Trenton, Mich.

MINNKSOTA

Northwestern Distilleries, Inc.: Oce, Shakopee, Minn.; plant, AP-2 Whisky, brandy.
same.

MISSOURI

Appleton Distilling Co.: Office, Old Appleton, Ms.; plant, same.... AF-2 Whisky.
Goo. W. Johnson & Chas. L. (rover: Office, 14 miles north and AP-2 Do.

west of Edgerton, Mo.; plant, same.
McCormicks Mercantile & Distillery Co.:' Office, Waldron, 3 Do.

Platte County, Mo.; plant, same.
Missouri Liquor Corporatian: Office, 1509-11 Franklin Avenue, 3 Brandy,

St. Louis, Mo.: plant, same.
Old Franklin Distillery, Inc.: Office, Labadie, Mo.; plant, same.... AP-2 Whisky.
Old Holladay Distillery Co.: Office, Weston, Mo.; plant, same-..... AP-2, 3 Do.
Riley F. Robertson: Office, Robertson Apartments, Joplin, Mo.; AP-2 Do.

plant southeast of Joplin, Mo.
Israel Teitelbaum:1 Office, 530--a Easton Avenue, St. Lonis, Mo.; 3 Brandy.

plant, same.
Jack Daniel Distilling Co.' Office, room 1001, 50 Olive Street, St. 3 Whisky.

Louis, Mo.; plant, 4050-440 Duncan Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Stoddard County Distilling Co.:' Office, Kinder Mo. plant same AP-2 Do.
Old Valley Distillers, In.:' OffIc4, 1i South id Stret, St. Louis, 3 Do.

Mo.; plant, 113-121 Elm Street, St. Louis, Mo.

I Permits canceled. ' Permits revoked,
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MONTANA

Yellowstone Distilleries, Inc.: Office, 501-511 Broadway, Red Lodge,

Mont.; plant, Red Lodge, Mont.

NEW higu y

Baldwin Dew Distilling Co.: Offices, 114 miles from Sparta, Sussex
County, N. J.; plant, on road from Sparta to LaFayette, l4 miles
from Sparta, N. J.

Abe C. Barker: Office, Vincentown, N. J.; plant, sme .............
Barker Distillery, Inc.: Office, 7-9-11 Evergreen Avecue, Neptune,

N. J.; plant, same.
Brandy Distil-rs, Inc.: Office, 831 Broad Street Bank B lldlng,

Trenton, N. J.; plant, Kuser Avenue and Kuser Road, R. F. D., 7,
Trenton, N. J.

James D. Courtney: Office, R. F. D. 2, Hightstown, N. J.; plant,
Applegarth and Prospect Plains Road, Ilightitown, N. J.

Distilled Liquors Corporation: Office, 265 Greenwich Street, New
York, N. Y.; plant, Broad and 'hurch Streets, Flemington, N. J.

Eagle Distillery Co., Inc.: Office, 42 George Street, New Brunswick,
N. J.; plant, 345-347 Delevan Street, New Brunswick, N. J.

Fairfield Production Corporation: Office, 41 Athatic Street, Bridge-
ton, N. J.; plant, Upper Deerfield, N. J.

Freehold Distilling Co.: Office, Freehold, Monmouth County, N. J.;
plant, east side Manalapan Avenue, Freehold, N. J.

John A. Guhl: Offie, rural route no, 4, Trenton, N J.; pInsJt, same.
Isaac Corwin Harvey & Frederick Levi Harvey: Gtlh e, Mtount Free-

dom, N. J.; plant, Northeys Corecr, Nlunt Freedom, N. J,
Laird & o,, Inc.: Office, Scobeyville, Monmouth County, N. I.;

plant, Scobeyville, N. J. and Iazlet, N. J.
Lord Slirling Distilleries, Inc.: Office, Pittoown, N. J : plant,

Kings, N. J.
Morris County Distillery, Inc.: Office, 2S2 Mitain Street, Orange,

Essex County, N. J.; plant, Millbrook Road, Dover, N. J.
New Jersey Apple Growers, Itc.: Office, residence or IHerbert Cot.

troll, rural route no. 1, Matawan, N. J.; plan, Browntown, N.J.
New Jersey Distillers: Office, 110-111-112 PennIngton Street, New-

ark, N. J.; plant, same.
010 Pp- " nrl .: ' , N i h - ,. . .

gen, N. J.; plant, same.
Oldetyme Distillers, tnc.: Office, 122 East 42d Street, New York,

N. Y.; plant, 2323 Blanchard Street. Newark, N, J.
Manning Patrick: Office, Patrick's Corner, New Brunswldk, N, J.;

plant, same.
Raneocas Distilleries, Inc.: Office, W8 Broadway, Stevens Building,

Camden, N. J.; plant, intersection of Marne Highway, Route
S. H. S. 41 and Pennsylvania R. R., Maple Shade, N. J.

Read Applejack Distillery: Office, 50 Park Place, Newark, N. J.;
Plant, Blatrstown, N. 3.

Rockland Distilling Co.: Office, 74 Hudson Avenue, Toaily, N. J.;plant, same.
Clarence Smith: Office, Phillipsburg, N. J.: plant, Ridge Road,

Harmony Township, N. J.
Susex County Distillery Co, Inc.: Office, 9 Main Street, Sussex,

N. I.; plant, Quatryville, Wantage Township, Sussex County,
N.J.

St. Croix Distilling Co., Inc.: Office, 25 West 43d Sireel, New York,
N. Y,; plant. Garwood N. .

Van Derveer Distillery to.: Office, State Highway ,33, Township
Manalapan, Monmouth County, N. J.; plant, same.

Wickner-Dall Vechia Distilling Co., Inc.: Office, Htaskell, N. I.;
P lant, same,

0en Gardner Distilling Corporation: I Offlce, care of Petersen,
Steiner & Kahan, 11 West 42d Street, New York, N. Y.; piant,
Changewater, Warren County, N. J.

Abbott's Brandy Co. : Office, Cape May City, N. J.; plant, Lower
Township, Cape May County, N. J.

Bryant Distilleries: Office, 24 Branford Place, Newark, N. L.; plant,
Main Street, Succusanna, N. J.

R. E. Zimmerman, Arthur W. Magee and Edward J. Hannon:
Office, Glassboro, N. J.; plant, Railroad Avenue, WililmStowe,
N.J.

NEW MEXICO

Hobbs Distilling Co.: Office, Hobbs, N. Mex.; plant, Hobbs and
New Hobbs, N. Max.

Baird-Danieis Co., Inc.: Office, 30 Front Street, New York, N. Y.;
plant, same.

Distilled Liquor Corporation: Office, 265 Greenwleh Street, New
York, N. Y.; plant, 143 Water Street, Lyons, N. Y.

3 Permits revoked.

119782-30-', Ui- 27
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AP-3 Whisky.

3

3

AP-S

AP-2

AP-2

A P-S

AP-S

AP-l

AP-2
3

AP-1

AP-2

3

3

3

A P-1

3

3

AP-2

3

AP-2

AF-2

AP-2

AP-2

AP-2

3

3

3

3

AP-2

AP-2
AP-2

Brandy.

Do.
Do.

Do.

Do.

Do,

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Whisky.

Brandy.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Whisky, alcohol.

Brandy.

Do.

Whisky.

Brandy.

Do.

Do.

Whisky.

Gin.

Brandy.
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NEW MXI co--continued

Duffy Malt Whiskey Corporation: Office, 23 Noylon Building, AP-2 Whisky.
Buffalo, N. Y.; plant, Waterloo N Y.

Dutcbess County Cider Corporation: OMce, village of Pleasant Val- AP-2 Brandy.
lay, N. Y. plant, West Road, Pleasant Valley, N. Y.

Fleischmaan Distillery Corporation: Ofiie, 595 Madison Avenue, AP-2 Alcohol, gin
New Yolk City plant, Cosrles Point, Peekokill, N. Y.

Green County Fruit Distillery, Inc.: Office, Depot Street, Catskill, AP-l Brandy.
N. Y.; plant, same.

Hendrick Hudson Distilleries, Inc.: Office, 22 East Fourtleth Street, 3 Do.
New York, N. Y.; plant, Valatle, N. Y.

Harry D. Morgan: Office, Amenia, N. Y.; plant, North Street, AP-i Do.
Amenla, N. Y.

John F. McMullen: Office, Pigeon 11111 Road, Middle Hope, N. Y.; 3 Do.
plant, same.

New York Distillers Corporation: Office, 7 Van Brunt Street, Brook- AP-2 Alcohol.
8t ,N. Y.; plant, same as above and 247 Park Avenue, New York

O-Neh-Da Vineyard & Distilles., Inc.: Office, "Bishop Farm", 3 Brandy.
Conesus, N. Y.; plant, Academy streett and West Avenue, Naples,
N.Y.

Georges Rouelet Wines Corporation: Office, Hammondsport, N. Y.! 3 Do.
plant, Hammondsport, N. Y. and Forty-second Street, NewY ork.

Syrup Products Cu,, In.:I Office, 82 Wall Street, New York City; AP-1 Alcohol.
Plant, Yonkers, N. Y.

Old H viland Distillery, Inc.: I Office. 288 Grand Concourse, Bronx, AP-2 Whisky.
N. Y.; plant, 2323 Haviland Avenue, Bronx, N. Y.

H. M. MoCord Corporation' Office 100 East 4,d Street, New AP-2 Do.
York City plant Atton, Chenango dotnty, N. Y.

H. . Mccord corporation Office, 100 East 42d Street, New AP-2 Brandy.
York City; plant, Alton, Chenango county, N. Y.

OHIO

The American Vinsyards Corporation: Offio, 262 Hassilton Ave- 3 Do.
Zno. Cleveland( nh ,-. ,,l

Bedford Distilling Co.:'Ofie Weno Drive, Bedford, Ohio; plant, AP-2 Whisky.
south end of Wenso Drive, Bedford, Ohio.

Clifton Distilling Co.: Office, 2500 West 25th Street, Cleveland, 3 Brandy.
Ohio; plant, same.

Lynchburg Distillery Co.: Office, 630 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, AP-2 Whisky, alcohol.
Ohio; plant, Lynchburg, Ohio.

Middletown Distilling Corporation: Office, 120v Maboning Bank 3 Whisky, brandy.
Building, Youngstown, Ohio; plant, Four Mile Bun Road,
Youngstown, Ohio.

Penn-Maryland Corporatlon: Office, 7818 Anthony Wayne Avenue, API Alcohol.
Cincinnati, Ohio' plant, same.

The Balmar Co.: bOie, 2185 East 14th Street, Cleveland, Ohio; 3 Brandy.
plant, 1829-1833 Central Avenue, Cleveland, Oik.

Siegfried Loewentbal Co.: Office, 101 High Street, Cleveland, Ohio; AP-2 Whisky.
plant, 2480 Canal Road Cloveland Ohio.

Virginia Distilling Co.: Office, 526 cherry Avenue, Canton, Ohio; AP-2 Brandy.
nlant, 745 Ros Avenue NE., Canton, Ohio.

The Great Northern Distilleries, Inc.': Office, Fostorh, Ohio; plant, 3 Whisky.
same.

Ohio Distillery Co.': Office, Chesapeake, Ohio; plant, same......... Brandy.

OREGON

Columbia Distilleries Inc.: Office, Salem, Oreg.; plant, same ........ 3 Do.
(Present mailing addree, 464 Pittock Block, Portlant', Oreg.)

Hood River Distillers, Inc.: Office, Hood River, Oreg.; plant, same. AP-2 Do.
H. L. Peake and E. J. Hoover: Office, 932 Southeast Morrison 3 Do.

Street, Portland, Oreg.; plant, Carver, Oe.

PENNSYLVANIA

American Distilling Co.: Office, 135 East Forty-second Strest New AP-l Alcohol.
York, N. Y.; plant, Delaware and Tanker Avenues, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

Bridgewater Distilling Co.: Office, Mulberry Street and Wolf Lane, AP-I Whisky.
West Bridgewater, Pa.; plant, Bridgewater, Pa.

Continental Distilling Corporation: Office, 260 South Broad Street, AP-t Whisky, rum.
Philadelphia, Pa.; plant, Snyder and Swanson Streets, Philadel-

big, Pa.
T9: Empire Distilling Corporation: Office, 347 Madison Avenue, AP-2 Alcohol.

New York, N. Y.; plant, Eighty-second and Bartran Avenues,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Joseph S. F inch & Co.: Offlce, Schenley, Pa.; plant, saine ............ P-I Whisky.
$Permits revoked.
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PFN NSY LVAN ---contlnued

Foust Distilling Co.: Office, Glen Rock, Pa.; plant, Springfield
Township, York County, Pa.

Foust Distilling Co.: 3 Office, Glen Rock, Pa.; plant, same.....
Frantz Distillers, Inc.: Office, 2720 Penn Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.;

plant, Meyersdale, Pa.
Fry & Mathias, Inc.: Office, Manor, Pa.; plant, same ..........
Hamburger Distillery: Oice, 541 Wood Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.;

plant,BrownsviIle, Fayette County, Pa.
Hickory Town Distilling Co.: Office, Hanover, York County, Pa.;

plant, Railroad Street, Hanover, Pa.
Highapire Distillery Co.: Office, Highspire, Pa.; plant, Railroad

Street and Lusk Alley, Ilighspire, Pa.
Kinsey Distilling Co.: Office, 1520 Locust Street, Philadelphia, Pa.;

plant, Linfleld, Pa.
Lebanon Valley Distilling Co.: OffIce, 410 Berks County Trust

Building, Reading, Pa.; plant, R. F. D. 1, Schaefferstown, Leb-
anon County, Pa.

Moosd ill-Penze. .eaulvan Dlstilling Co., Inc.: Office, 202 Trust Co.
Building, Meadville, Pa.; plant, Race Street, Fifth Ward, Mead-
ville Pa

Mid-Valley Distilling Cornoratlon: Office, 398 Main Street, Arch-
bald, Pa.; plant, same.

Old Orchard Distillery, Inc.: Office, room 312, 1600 Walnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.; plant, Elvcrson, Chester County, Pa.

Old Sam Distilling Co.: Office, Lemon, Pa.; plant, same-........
Ovrholt & Co., Inc.: Office, Broad Ford, Pa.; plant, same ......
A. Overholt & Co., Inc.: Office, Broad Ford, Pa.; plant, Large, Pa-
Penn Alchemy Corporation: Office, 1501-109 North 31st Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.; plant, same.
Pennsylvania Alcohol Corporation: Office, Shackmaxon Street, east

of North Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.; plant, 1015-1021
Penn Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pennsylvania Distilling Co., Inc.: Office, Kelly Station, Logans.
port, Pa.: plant, same.

South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.; plant, Pier 102 South
Wharves, Philadelphia, Pa.

Riverview Distilling Co.: Office, 383 Union Trust Building, Plis-
burgh, Pa.; plant, plant no. 2, New Eagle, junction of route 88 and
Mingo Creek, Carroll Township, Pa.

Riverview Distilling Co.: Office, 383 Union Trust Building, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.; plant, plant no 1, Arensburg Ferry, East Millsboro,
I userne Township, Pa.

Ruffodale Distilling Co.: Office, Ruffsdale, Pa.; plant, Ruffadale,
Westmoreland County, Pa.

Sam Thompson Corporation- Office, West Brownsville, Washing.
ton County, Pa.; plant, same.

United Distillers Coiportati: Office, 609 Hudson Boulevard,
North Bergen, N. J.; plant, Carrolltown, Pa.

liniontown Distilling Sytndicsse:
2 

Office, 30 East Fayette Street,
tniontown, Pa.; plant, same,

PUERTO RICO

Compania Ron Romaguera, Inc.: Office, Ponce, P. R.; plant, Villa
Street corner to Moline Street. No. 43, Ponce, P. R.

Puerto Rico Distilling Co.: Office, Arecibo, P. R.; plant, Barro
Miramar, Arecibo, P. R.

Sucesion 3. Serrales: Office, Central Mercedita, Ponce, P. R.;plant,
Central Boca Chico, Municipal District ofJuana Diaz, P. R.

Potrero Distillers, Ltd.:
2 

Office, 120 Wall Street, New York City;
plant, Central Juanita, Bayamon 8 miles by road from San Juan,
P.R.

UTAH

Springville Commercial Alcohol Corpomtion: I Office, Box 2010,
Solt Lake City, Utah; plant, Springville, Utah.

VIRGIN tSLAND8

Bornn Distillinq Co., Inc.: Office, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands;
plant, 78 Main Street, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands.

The Diamond Rum Co.: Office, Diamond, Fredericksted, St. Crolx,
Virgin Islands; plant, Estate Diamond, Frederickst, St. Croix,
Virgin Islands.

A. I. Rtise (operated by Isaac Paiewonsky): Office, 6 and 7 Dron-
ningens (ade, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands; plant, e and 7 Dron-
ninrens ade and 35 and 36 Dronningens Gade, St. Thomas,
Virgin Islands.
IPermits revoked,

Form no. Kind of spirits

AP-2

AP-2
AP-2

AP-2
AP-1

AP-2

A P-2

AP-2

AP-2

AP-2

AP-2

3

AP-l
AP-l
A P-2
AP-i

AP-t

A P-i

A P-2

A P-2

AP-2

AP-2

AP-2

A P-2

AP-2

AP-2i Rum.

AP-l Alcohol.

AP-2 Rum.

AP-t Do.

AP-I Do.

Whisky.

Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.

Brandy.

Whisky

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Brandy.

Do.
Whisky.

Do.
Alcohol.

Do.

Whisky.

AhljLl.

Whisky.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Whisky, gin.

Rum.

Alcohol, rum.

Do.
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Distillery permits--Continued

Name and address Form no. Kind of spirits

V10IN tstANDS---ontlaued

Santa Cruz Distillers: Office, Chrlsiansted, St. Croix, Virgin Is-
lands; plant, Estate Hemlon Hill, Christiansted, St. Croix, Virgin
Isl-11ds.

The Virgin Islands Co.: Office, Christlansted. St. Crolx, Virgin
Islandcl plant, same.

Belle Meade Products Co.: Office, Belle Meade, Va.; plant, same..
A. Smith Bowman: Office, Sunset Hills, Va.; plant, sa1e ...... _
The Ilue tIlIe Mountla Distilleries, Inc.: Office, Front Royal,

Royal, Va.; plant, same.
Hickory Town Distiltling Co.: Office, Hanover, York County, Pa.;

plant, Charlottesville, Va.
L. V. Kite: Office, Stanley, Va.; plant, same.......... ..
Kolner Distilling Co.: Office, on Hermitage Road and R. F. & P.

It. It., Richmond, Va.; plant, same.
R. P. P. Meclowski: Office, Charlottesvslle, Va,; plant, Dale Street,

Charlottesville, Va.
Old Diaie Distilling (o.: Office, Richisond, Va.;plant, 5 milessouth

of Richmond, on R ichmond-Petersburg Pike, Chesterfield County,
Va

Pomell, Inc.: Office, care of F. Vernon Foster & Co., 50 Broadway,
New York City; plant, Ridgewood Orchard, Winchester, Va.

Shenandoah Valley Distilling Co.: Office, Ttoberville, Va.; plant,
same.

Virginis Distillery Corporation: Office, Dumbarton, Va.; plant,
same.

Virginia Fruit Ilrandy Distilling Corporation: Office, Toler Street,
South Richmond, Va.: plant, Croze:, Va.

Waynesboro Cold Storage Corporation: Office, Short Street od
C k 0 trockq Wavneqhers. Va, niant. same.

Wheeling Ice & Storage Co.:' Office, Wheeling, W. Va., plant, Win.
chester, Va.

Wheeling lee & Storage Co.:' Office, Wheeling, W. Va.; plant,
Waynesboro, Va.

Wheeling Ice & Storage Co.:' Office, Wheeling, W. Vs.; plant,
Harrisonburg, Va.

0, C. Farr and J. N. Kerr: I Office, Broad Run, Va.; plant, same.....
T. I1. Midtus: I Office, Marshall, Va.; plant, near Markham, Va..
Mr. V. S. Bushong: I Ofllce, Leesbur;, Va.; plant, near Leesburg,

Va.
Ole Virginny Fruit Distilleries: I Office, Waynesboro, Va.; plant.

same.
WASH(NGTON

Gilmak Brewing & Distilling Corporation: Office, 1006 Securlties
Building, Seattle, Wash.; plant, 2501 Elliott Avenue, Seattle,
Wash.

Golden Pine Distilling Co.: Office, Port Hadlock, Wash.; plant,
same.

Barney B. Lustlg: Offico, 7.51 20th Avenue, North Seattle, Wash.;
plant, Everett, Wash.

Northwest DIstillerle, Inc.: Office, 1522 Northern Life Tower,
Seattle, Wash.; plant, 1733 Westlake Avenue, North Seattle,
Wash.

F. B. Wright, sole owner et Wright Winery: Office, 3317 Colby Ave.
nue, Everett, Wash.; plant, same.

P. Livingston Barnes:
t 

Office, '25 2 10th Avenue, N,, Seattle, Wash.;
plant, Everett, Wash.

WISCONSIN

Cedar Creek Distillery, Inc.: Office, Oration, Wis.; plant, Hamilton,
Wie.

Halls Distillery, Inc.: Office, Green Bay, Wis.; plant, Preble,
Brown County, Wis.

Plymouth Rook Distillery, tne.: Office, Plymouth, Wit.; plant,
same.

Red Star Yeast & Products Co.: Office, 325 North 27th Street, Mil-
waukee, Wis.; plant, 14t East Bituralo Street.,Milwnukee, Wis.

St. Lawrence Distitling Co.: Office, Hartford, Wis.; plant, St. Law.
rence, Wits.

George Vilstas:' Office, IIl West Superior Street, Dulutn, Minn.;
plant, Superior, Wis.

I Permits canceled.
I Permits revoed.

A P-t Rum.

AP-2 Do.

AP-2
AP-2

3

AP-2

3

A P-2

AP-23

33

AP-2

A P-2

AP-2

3

3

AP-2

AP-2

AP-l

AP-2

3

Whisky, brandy.
Do.

Braudy.

Do.

Do.
Whisky.

Brandy.

Whisky.

Brandy.

Do.

Whiskey.

Brandy.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.
Ito,

Do.

Whiskey.

Do.

brandy.

Whisky.

Brandy.

Do.

Whisky.

Whisky, brandy, gin.

Whisky.

Alcohol.

Whisky, gin.

Brandy.
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FEDERAL ALCOHOL CONTROL ADMINISTRATION DENIED APPLICATIONS FOR DISTILLERY
PERMITS

The Code of Fair Competition for the Distilled Spirits Industry, as originally
written, limited permits to plant capacity in existence or under actual process of
construction or equipment on the date it took effect, November 27, 1933; except
that the Federal Alcohol Control Administration, if it found after hearing, addi-
tional capacity necessary to supply the consumptive demand for any type of dis-
tilled spirits, might grant a permit for such capacity. A hearing on this subject
was held on February 5, 1934, as a result of which a few additional permits were
issued in pursuance of applications on file and under consideration at the hearing.
Applications filed after February 5, 1934, for permits covering new plants for
alcohol, gin, and ordinary whiskys were necessarily denied, because the Board,
having found that further additional capacity was not necessary to supply the
consumptive demand, had no power to grant them.

In explanation of the application forms shown in this report, form AP-1 was
used in applying for plant capacity in existence on the effective date of the code;
form AP-2, plants in process of construction or equipment on such date- and form
3, new plant capacity, the construction of which was commenced after November
27, 1933.

Denied applications for distillery permits

Name and address Fcrm no. Kind of spirits

ARKANSAS 

Mloustain Valley Springs Distillery Co., Hot Springs, Ark .......... 3 Whisky.

ARIZONA

J. J. Goodman, Nogales, Santa Cruz County, Ariz........ -....... 3 Tequila.

CALIFORNIA

Callwest Distilleries Corporation, 5325 Stewart and Gray Road, 3 Alcohol.
Southgate, Calif.

Edward 0. Cummings, z miles west of Tehacbapi, Calif ....... 3 Whisky.
Harold Fisch, 1445-141 East 571h Street, Lo Angeles, Calif ..... 3 Alcohol.

Harry Adalian, tMli West Jefferson Street, Los Angeles, Calft.... 3 Whisky, gin.
William Wahl Co. Ltd., 4310-4734 East Washington Boulevard, 3 Whisky.

Los Angeles, Calif.
Universal Distillers, Inn., i,42South West Street, Anaheim,,Callf .... 3 Distilled spirits.
Sacramento Volley listileries, Inc., Ltd., Red Bluff, Tehaena 3 Whisky.

County, Calif.
Rudolf William Pedersen, Sunnsvale, Calif ......................... 3 Whiskey, alcohol, gin.
Old Mission Distilleries, tst and C Streets, Beneca, Calif ........... 3 Whisky.
M,. J. Nolder, west side of Walnut Street, South Congress Street, 3 Do.

southerly part of Colton, Calif.
Joseph laniel ,Murphy, iuroc, Calif_ ................ ........ . 3 Do.
A. It. Meade & N. W. Curson, Woodland, ('alit-.................... .3 Distilled spirits.
Louis F. Brown, 1417-19 Commercial Street, Burbank, Calif ........ 3 Whisky.
Kern IlitIlleries, Ltd., Bakersfield, Calif ........................... 3 Distilled spirits.
Fenley W. Crawford, Pomona, ('alif .............................. . A-3 Whisky, alcohol,
George F. Beldam, between Searchlight, Nev., and Nipton, Calif.. 3 Do.

COLORADO

International Distillery, 3111-13-15 Walnut Street, Denver, Colo.... xP-2, 3 Whisky.

CONNECMICUT

Charles L. Portman, Farmington, Con........................... 3 Distilled'sptrits.
Eastern Distilleries, Inc., 2-4 Center Street, Shelton, Conn ..... 3 Whisky.

FLORIDA
J. F. Jaudon, Ochopee, Fla ................... 3 Ruin, brandy, gin,

lorida Fruit WVine & Distilling Co., ,North Patox Street, Penis- 3 Bransldy.
cola, Fla.

Don P. Shockney, Daytona Beach, Fe ............................ 3 Distilled spirits.
Florida Cane Products Corporation, 2650 Southwest 28th Lose, 3 Alcohol.

Miami, Fla.
Santiago Distilling Co., Northwest 22d Street, h)Iweon :!Ih ad 3 Runs.

12th Avenues, Mianti, Fla.

Hawaiian Fine Liquors, Ltd. Kaplolalii Boulevard, ltocoluln, 3 Dao.
Hawaii.
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Denied applications for distillery permits-Continued

Name and address Form no. Kind of spirits

ILLINOIS

(Irsisam Distillery Co., Rockford, Ill .................
Bellevile Distillery Corporation, South 29th Street, Bellevllle, St.

C!air County, Ill.
D. B. Adkisson, Vienna, 1l ............................
Winnebgo Distilling Co., 1724 Woodruff Avenue, Rockford, Ill ....
Streator Distillery Co Streator, Ill ----------- ------------------
Chillicothe Distillery N ., Chillicethe, Ill .........................
Gibson Canning Co., Gibson City, lil ......................

INDIANA

Richard Lieber Brewing Corporation, 12,54 South West Street,
Indianapolis, Ind.

Dubois County Distillery, Inc., Jasper, Ind ....................
Madden-Stewart, Inc., 42 South Capitol Avenue, Indianapolls, Ind.

IOWA

Charles J. Crawford & Sons, north fractional quarter, section 2,
T. 88 N., R. 26, Hamilton County, Iowa.

KENTUCKY

Old Blue Ribbon Distillers, Inc., Vine Grove, Ky ..................
Nick Bobick and Orville Blair, Cumberland, Ky ----......... .
Wiedemann Brewing& Distilling Corporation, 7th and Columbia

Streets, Newport, Ky.
Old Camp Nelson Distilling Co., Camp Nelson, Jessamine County,

Ky.
Green River Distilling Co., Owensboro, Ky .................
R. H. Edelen, near Bardstown, Nelson County, Ky .............
J. T. B. Brown's Son Co., Early Times, Ky ......................

Felix W. Bla', Ann 'a, Grayson County, Ky:' .---------- -
L. A. Pachoud, L. E. Plachoud, and H. A. Pachoud, Latnsla, Ky._
Old Times Distillery Co., Lotisville, Ky...............
Old Hackley Distilling Co., Anderson County, Lowrerceburg, Ky.
Kentucky Richland Distilling Co., Carrollton, Ky ................
(lencoe Distillery Co., 1908 Howard Street, Louisville, Ky-.......--
John Bond Distilling Co., Lawrenceburg, Ky................
Edmon H. Dick, Cutmberland City, Clinton County, Ky- -.......
Old Mountain Spring Distillery, Inc., (reeubrier, Nelson County,

Ky.
Anderson County Distilling Co., Lawrenceburg, Ky ..............
Sewell B. W illiams, Jackson, Ky .. . ........... ........ .
Old Hawkins Bros. Distilling Co., Inc., Wiley Seorcy Turnpike,

Anderson County, 7 miles southeast o1 Lawrenceburg, Ky.
The Lebanon Distilling Co., Lebanon, Ky .......................
American Wrecking & Salvage Co., New Hope, Nelson County, Ky.
American Wrecking & Salvogeo Co., Eminence, Ky ............

LOUISIANA

Vermillion Sugar -o., Inc., Abbeville, La ..........................
David S. Meyer, Monroe, La.....................................
Marcus H. Goldberg, Natchez, La ................... .........
F. 3. Alderson, 5 miles from New Iberia, La.....................
Kennelworih Distilling Co., Inc., Braithwaite, La ..............

MARYLAND

John Joseph Martin, Woodensburg Road, Glen Falls, Md.
The Straus-Gunst Distilling Co., 20 S. Eutaw Street, Baltimore, Md-
Palmer Lee Hall, South Sandy Hook, Md .........................-

MA.SSACHUSETTS

Francis R. Henderson, doing business as Green Mountain Distil-
lery, Inc., Boston, Mass.

Universal Distilleries, Inc., Brockton, Mass-...................
F. Howard Jackman, 160 Washington Street, Norlh Boston, Mass..

MICHIGAN

Riverside Distillers & Brewers, Inc., Marine City Mich ...........
Irish Hills Distilleries, Inc., 820 Book Tower BuildiLr;, Detroit, Mich.

MINNESOTA

Crex Carpet Co., Front and Mackubin Streets, St. Paul, Minn..

AP-2
AP-2

3
3
j

AP-3

3

A
3

3

AP-2
3
3

3

3

3

a
3

AP-2
3
3

3
3
3
3

3
3
3

Whisky.
Do.

Brandy.
Whisky.

Do.
Do.

Distilled spirits.

Whisky.

Do.
Distled spirits.

Whisky.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Distilled spirits.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Corn whisky.
Whisky.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Distilled spirits.
Whisky.
Distilled spirits.

Do.
Do.

3 Whisky.
3 Distilled spirits.
3 Whisky.

3 Rum.

3 Whisky, gin.
3 Whisky.

AP-2,3 Whisky, alcohol, Rio.
AP-2 Whisky.
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Denied applications for distillery permits-Continued

Name and address

MISOURI

Cape Girardeau Distilling Co., It. F, D. 2, Cape Girardeau, Mo-
Phoenix Springs Distillery, 1710-ta South l8th Street, St. Louis, Mo.
Nieburg Sausage Co., Inc., Washington, Mo --
Wagner Distilling Co., Missouri Avenue and Missouri Pacific tracks,

Sedalia, Mo.
Ozark Distilling Co., Billings, Mo .............---------
Old Franklin Distillery, Inc., Labdie, Ms ....................
Orville E. Jennings, 1,4 miles south west of Marshfleld, Mo ------..
Abraham Ooruch, Jacob Scholt7, Mrs. Esther Wasserstein, telb

Altman, and Jacob Boxerman, 1711 Car Street, St. Louis, Ms.
A. M. Jones, Linden, Clay tCointy, Mo.- ..................
Orandview Distillery Corporation, Pacitic, Franklin County, Mo.
Ooaconade Dlistillery Corporation, 3ih miles from Arlington, Pulaski

County, Mo.
Wagner Distilline Co,, Missouri Avenue and Missouri Pacific tracks,

Sedalia, Mo.
Jessie B. Smith, LIberty, Mo ............................
Joseph Relsdorf, on Tanner Bridge Road, 5 miles south of Jefferson

City, Mo.
Old Franklin Distillery, Inc., Labadle, Mo .........................
V. L. Leonard, Worthington, Mo ................................
W. A. Kirkpatrick, Joplis Mo ............... .............
Honey Creek Distillery, Southwest City, Mo ......................
Harry B. Goldberg, 1313 Vine Street, Kansas City, Mo ........
Edward H. 0111, H. T. Fisher, and F. C. Buchanan, Waverly,

LaFayette County, Mo.
Excelsior Chemical & Manufacturing Co. (Charles Hootman),

Latine and St. Louis Streets and Missouri Pacific tracks, Sedalia,
Mo.

MONTANA

William D. Ramey, Milligan Spring, Gallatin County, Mont ------
E. K. Johnson, Ith Avenue and 10th Street, N., Great Falls, Mont.
Joseph Houben, Valier, Mont .....................................

NEW JERSEY

Quentin Distilleries, Inc., Quentin Avenue, New Brunswick, N. I...

NEW YORK

Rochester Distilling Co., Inc., 928 Exchange Street, Rochester, N. Y.

OMIO

Clarence K. Bowman, R, D. 2, Wooster, Ohio-- ...............
The Penn-Ohio Distilling Corporation, East Indianola Avense,

Youngstown, Ohio.
OREGON

E. lP. Osberg, Bandon, Oreg ......................................

FENNSY LVANUIA

Gingrich Brothers, Inc., Kutztown Road, Bernharts, Berks County,
Pa.

Thomas Kehoe, go Towpath Road, Pittston, Pa .................
Keystone Distilling Co., Bowmansdale, Pa .......- ...............-
Mountain Spring Distilling Co., Inc., Railroad Borrough, York

County Pa
Philadelphia Pure Rye Whisky DlstllingCo. of Pennsylvania, Ltd.,

Eddington, Benselem Township, Bucs County, Pa.

PUERTO RHCO

Jorge Lucas Valdivieso, Central Pellejas, Adjuntas, Puerto Rico.-
Jose Moises Colon, Georgetty Street, Comerio, Puerto Rico .......
Mario Mercado a Hijos, Gayanlla, Puerto Rico ...................

VIRGINIA

J. S. Witherow, Fabers, Va ......... ...........................
Shenandoah Valley Distilling Co., Inc., T/mberville, Va........
Richmond Distilling Co., Inc., Nine Mile Road, Henrico County,

Va.
W. J. Lindsay & 3. H. Delart, Stuart, Va .........................
E. L. Knight, Ridgeway, Va ......................................
C. C. Fun and J. N. Kerr, Broad Run, Va .........................
Philpott Distilling Co., Philpott, Henry County, Va .............
Ivery D. Mullins, near Wise and Norton, Virginia, on N. & W.

Railroad linc Wise, Va.

Form no, Kind of spirits

3
3

AP-2, 3
AP-2

3
AP-2

A P-2, 3
3

AP-2, 3
3
3

3
33

3

Whisky.
Distilled spirits.
Whisky,
Distilled spirits.

Whisky, brandy.
Distilled spirits.
Whisky.
Vodka.

Whisky.
Do.

Whisky, gin,

Whisky.

Do.
DO.

Do.
Do.

Distilid spirits.
Whisky.

Do.
Do.

Distilled spirits.

3 Whisky.
3 Do.
3 Whiskyandgin.

3

AlP-2, 3

3

AP-2

A P-2

A P-2

Whisky.

Do.

Do.
Do.

Distilled spirits.

AjoohoL

Whiky.
Do.

Distilled spirits.

Whisky.

3 Rum.
3 Do.
3 Alcohol, rum.

3
3
3

3
33

Distilled spirits.
W hisky.

Do.

Distilled spirits.

Corn whisky.
Do.

Whisky.
Do.
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Denied applications for distillery permits-Continued

Name and address Form no. Kind of spirits

VIRGINIA-oontinued

Old Virginia Distillers, Inc., Norfolk & Western Railroad and Bil-
lings Street, Norfolk, Va.

Wheeling Ie & Storage Co., Harrisenburg, Va ...................
J. St.Gceo1 ge Bryan, William Gray, John R. Thomas, Peter C. War.

wick J, J. A. Bass and R. B. Jones, Oenit Mills, Clayville, Va.
James Bryant Worsham, Sr., Powhattan, Va .....................
R. P. P. Meclewski, Charlottesville, Va . .. . ............
A. L. Jones, Near Virgilina, Va . ..............................
Arthur Breeding, near Skeggs, Va ...........................
Beguiristain & Bresler, Portsmouth, Va ..........................

WA5IIINGrO, D. C.

Charles George Comert, rear of 900 Quincy Street NW , Washing-
ton, D. C.

WASHINGTON

Mount Adams Distilleries, Biugen, Vash .....................
John Isoler, Route 4, Box 253-L, Vancouver, Wash ..................

WISCONStN

Lac La Belle Waukesha Distilling Co., Oconomowoc, Wis .........
Central Distilling Co., corner of Capital Drive and Lisbon Road,

Wauwatosa, Wis.
Adolph J. Brandt, Louisburg, Wis ..................................
Wisconsin Distilleries, Inc., Cudahy, Wis .................
W. B. Oambill, Crandon, Forest County, Wis .....................
R. C. Dieterich, 0. L. Krmatz, and W. Winter, Jr., Oconomowoc,

Wis.
American Black Granite Co., Ashland Wis .................
Milwaukee Distillery Co., 3844 Nort

6 
Third Street, Milwaukee,

Wis.
WYOMING

Dahlel Shickich, 401 Ruby Street, Kemmerer, Lincoln County, Wyo.

8 Corn whisky.

3

3
3
3

3

Whisky.
Whisky, gin.

Whisky.
Do.
Do.

Distilled spirits.
Do.

Brandy.

Do.
Do,

a3 Distilled spirits.
AP-2 Do.

3 Whisky.
3 Do.
3 Do.
3 Whisky, gin.

3 Do.
AP-2 Whisky.

Whisky, alcohol.

Senator CLARK. I am not blaming you; I arm trying to find out
what these people did under the code.

Mr. CHOATE. There was no distillation in the country of whisky
before prohibition except in 5 or 6 States. It had not been found
practical for sonic reason.

Senator KING. I beg your pardon. Were you through?
Mr. CHOATE. 1 have finished.
Senator KING. One question. The evidence before us indicates

that the other codes make assessments upon the members of the
industry and they are not to a very large extent a charge upon the
Government. Your organization has gotten $400,000 up to date
from the Treasury of the U, nited States. Why do you not make the
industry pay for the operation?

Mr. CHOATE. I do rsot think the expenses of the direct adminis-
trative office have ever been paid by the industries. Mr. Blackwell
Smith can ")robably tell us that.

Senator KING. They have had nearly $15,000,000 or $16,000,000
out of the Treasury to run the N. R. A., but the administration--

Mr. CHOATE (interposing). The administration of the code author-
ities and the many regional boards is paid for by assessment on the
industry.

Senator KING. I was wondering why you did not impose assess-
ments.
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Mr. CHOATE. We did not see any particular way of doing it, and it
did not occur to us as especially desirable. After all, the function of
the F. A. C. A. is only secondarily for the benefit of the industry.
Primarily, it is for the benAfit of the country at large, and the con-
sumer.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. Choate. Thank you very much.
(Mr. Choate's statement referred to in the testimony is as follows:)
The Federal Alcohol Control Administration was set up to admh-;ster the

codes of the six alcoholic beverage industries-the distillers, rectifiers, trewers,
wholesalers, wine producers, and importers. These codes, which cover every
section of the field except that of retail salts, omit the usual labor provisions,
which are contained iti separate codes administered by the National Recovbry
Administration.

The main purposes of the six Federal Alcohol Control Administration codes,
numbered without reference to their relative importance, were as follows:

(1) Protection to the consumer against deception by false advertising, mis-
branding, and so forth.

(2) Prevention of improper trade practices, such as commercial bribery,
control of retail outlets by manufacturers or wholesalers, guarantees against
price decline, and the purchase of business by offers of premiums and the like.

(3) Prevention and control of excess productive capacity and excess import.
(4) Protection of State liquor laws.
(5) Strict limitation of bulk sales as a necessary protection to all regulative

measu:,,s.
(6) Price control, by establishing open price posting, preventing sales at prices

not posted, and declaring ineffective posted prices which are oppressively high or
destructively low.

(7) Acquisition, by required reports, etc., of accurate information.
The intent of the codes, as we have understood it, was that these purposes

should be attained, as far as possible, by the action of the industries themselves,
aclf-policcd by their o.n code authorities ..

The primary task of the Administration accordingly was the organization of the
code authorities. This was of extraordinary difficulty because the six industries
were virtually new, and had attracted into their ranks vast numbers who, without
real knowledge of any of the businesses, thought of them as a certain means to
swift enrichment. Few, if any, well-established trade associations existed,
except among the brewers. The distillers, rectifiers, and importers, being
relatively few, were organized with relative ease, and began to function com-
paratively soon. The wholesalers presented extreme difficulties. The sales of
tax stamps indicated that there were 20,000 of them, which fortunately turned out
out to be an overestimate. The wholesalers who dealt in brewing products
were at swords points with those who sold wines and liquors. Alleged associa-
tions, purporting to be national, sprang up on every side, and submitted plans
for organization. None seemed to have substantial following, and many were
suspected of being racketeers. It was finally found necessary to send out in
circuits throughout the United States seven teams of representatives from this
office, who, after consultation with advisers selected from the known respectable
wholesalers in each wet State, held separate conventions for the beer dealers
and liquor dealers in each, and thus secured the fair election of really represen-
tative regional boards, and through them of an adequate code authority.

This campaign of organization took many weeks of careful planning. The
setting up of the Wine Code Authority presented almost equal difficulties, be-
cause of the wide separation in locality, and diversity of interest, between the
western and eastern producers. These difficulties also have been overcome, and
the Wine Code Authority and regional committees are now functioning.

All of this, ajid indeed all the work of the Federal Alcohol Control Administra-
tion was seriously delayed by the operation of the import quota system. Under
that system, in order to import, the importer had to receive not only the general
pern.it to engage in the business required by the importers code, but also a specific
permit, issued under the importers marketing agreement, allowing him to import
particular goods up to an amount allotted him as his share of the total import
allowed from each country. The quotas from each country, set by the Secretaries
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of the Treasury and of Agriculture had thus to be divided among the applicants
in accordance with their needs. This task was committed, by the marketing
agreement, for the first period, to a committee of two composed of the Director
and Mr. Ray Miller, and thereafter to the Federal Alcohol Control Administra-
tion. It proved an impossible undertaking. More than a thousand persons (as
against a few score preprohil.ition importers) sought permits, stating needs ex-
ceeding all previous imports many times over. The statements were pure guess-
work, none having business experience to base them on. The hopeless attempt
to do justice in this distribution occupied nearly all the time of the director and
much of the time of the whole staff during the first 4 months. Throughout that
time thA office was swamped daily with hundreds of exasperated importers and
their representatives. The system produced infinite complaint and satisfied no-
one. It is my belief that no system can ever be devised under which quotas cf n
be justly divided. The system, however, did prevent the enormous excess im-
port which would otherwise have undoubtedly resulted from the initial rush into
the business, but the suspension of the quota system, announced only as tempo-
rary, stimulated a flood of imports, which filled the bonded warehouses with a
mass of products which has ever since plagued the industry with distress sales.
Much of this will probably never be withdrawn

A fundamental task whirh has occupied the fine of the Federal Alcohol Control
Administration from the outset has been the organization (if the permit system.
Permits to engage in the industries were originally required by the codes for the
distillers, rectifiers, and importers, uere not required for the brewers or for the
wholesalers of brewery products, and were required for the wine and liquor whole-
salers and for the wine producers onuy when the Administration should so order.
For several months, it v as expected and hoped that this power to require the
isance of permits would never have to be exercised. After the code authorities
for the wholesalers and for the wine industry became active, however, an insistent
demand developed from both for the application of the perinit system to both
industries. Resolutions expressing this desire were received from nearly all the
regional boards of both the wholesalers of wine and liquor and those of brewery
products, and from both western and eastern committees of the wine producers.
To comply with tile request of the brewery wholesalers required a code anilend-
mcnt. A hearing on this ,as accordingly sct, and no scriouks opposition having
been manifested, an amendment was recommended to the President, and signed
by him. In view of this surprising and practically uiainious demand, the
Federal Alcohol Co)trol Administration directed that permits be required, and
neither then nor since has any substantial objection been expressed.

To bring the industry members under permits without hardship, it was neces-
sary in each case, to issue blanket general permits to all, expiring on set dates.
While these were in force, the wine producers were required to file applications,
giving information from which their character could be determined. These
applications were then checked with the records of the Alcohol Tax Unit and tile
Department of Justice, in order to catch bootleggers. Permanent permits were
issued to those whose records were clear. This system was simple enough in the
wine industry, whose members were identifiable by their bonding, under the
Internal Revenue Law. The wholesalers, however, nobody could identify. The
Federal occupational tax stamps had been taken out by thousands who were in no
sense wholesalers. It was thus necessary to have the regional boards identify
the real members of the industry and to limit the temporary wholesalers' general
permits to those thus identified, to each of whom his regional board furnished an
authenticated copy. These will be replaced by permanent permits as the appli-
cations are received and examined.

The permit holdings, in all the industries, are under constant revision. Monthly
reports indicate activity, and those which show unexplained inactivity for 3
months are revoked. Complaints of code violations, investigated by the code
authorities and regional boards, and those received from other sources are
examined, and when well supported are made the subject of hearings. These,
because of the smallness of our staff are necessarily held in Washinrton, except
at intervals when hearing officers and counsel are sent to distant points to hear
cas of those who prefer to walt for this convenience. The hearing officers are
lawyers who act judicially, and ordinarily take no part in any other work. After
receiving their recommendation, the board suspends or revokes the permit,
refers the case to the Department of Justice or to the State authorities for prose-
cution, or dismisses the complaint. The figures of these actions, as of March 15,
are as follows:
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Distillers:
For spirits other than

brandy ---- .----- 192
Lessees (to operate some of

the plants of the above). 55
For brandy -------------- 169
Warehousing only -------- 69

Total permits in force. -- 485
Revoked for inactivity ---- 18
Revoked for violations .... 0
Revoked for erroneous is-

suance................ 3
Suspended --------------- 0
Prosecutions recommended 1

Rectifiers:
Total permits in force . ... 464
Revoked for inactivity .... 12
Revoked for violation ----- 21
Revoked for erroneous is-

sulance ................ 5
Suspended ................ 3
Prosecu tions recommended- 1

Importers:
Total permits in force --- 1 290
Revoked for inactivity .... 234
Revoked for violations .. - - 0
Revoked for erroneous is-

suance ---------------- 4
Suspended --------------- C
Prosecutions recommended. 0

Beer wholesalers:
Total permits in force. 9, 542
Revoked for inactivity -.. 0
Revoked for violations ---- I
Suspended .............. 202
Prosecutions recommended 1

Wine and liquor wholesalers:
Total permits in force- 2, 219
Revoked for inactivity -.. 0
Revoked for violations .... I
Suspended ............... 47
Prosecutions recommended 0

Wine growers:
Total permits in force ... 1,183
Revoked for inactivity_-- 0
Revoked for violations -- 0
Suspended. -------------- 0
Prosecutions recommended 0

Brewers:
Prosecutions recommended 42
Indictments obtained----- 2
Injunctions obtained ---- I
Pleas of guilty obtained... 1
Decrees obtained --------- 3

General:
Permit hearings held ...... 112
Revocation hearings held.- 89

A remarkable fact in connection with these permit activities is that in only
one case has the erMnittee affected brought suit to test the validity of the action
taken, and that suit was promptly withdrawn. Indeed, no other litigation has
ever been commenced against the Federal Alcohol Control Administration, ex-
cept two sits questioning actions taken on the constitution of regional boards,
and both of these were also immediately withdrawn. The only litigation now
pending in which the validity of any of the codes or of any- of the Federal Alcohol
Control Administrotion's regulations or actions thercuder are at issue, are one
or two of the prosecutions brought against brewers.

During the formative period, the office organization of the Federal Alcohol
Control Administration evolved, It has been the fixed determination of the
l)irector that it be kept a, emall as may he consistent with efficiency. It now
consists of approximately 140 persons, divided as follows:

Office of the Director ............................................... 2
Office of the Assistant Dire'tor ....................................... 3
Office of the technical adviser ........................................ 2
Administrative Division .............................................. 54
Legal Division:

Attorneys ................................................. 16
Clerical and stenograph[c .................................... 29

- 45
Code Enforcement Division:

Code enforcement advisers .................................. 12
Stenographic .............................................. 6

- 18
Permit Division .................................................... 11
Reports and statistics ................................................ 9
Public relations ................................................. 2

146

Weekly average for part 4 weeks ------------------------------- 140

The expenses of this organization were provided for, in Executive Order
No. 6474, of December 4, 1933, by an allocation of $500,000 from the appropria-
tion authorized by the National Industrial Recovery Act, and made by the
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Fourth Deficiency Act, 1933 (Public, No. 77, 73d Cong.). Of this sun, during
the 15%y months of operation, there has been expended approximately the sum of
$400,000.

The only section of the organization which appears to call for special comment
is the Code Enforcement Division. In this, special advisers have been appointed,
each of whom has familiarized himself with the personnel and special problems
of one of the industries and has established contact with its code authority.
Members of the Legal Division are detailed to each of these. Other members
of the Legal Division are detailed to conduct the hearings which have to be held
on the granting, suspension, and revocation of permits. Regulations carefully
prescribing procedure in these matters have been prepared and adopted.

The board meets frequently, and passes upon all questions of policy and such
matters of detail as, under the codes, it is required to decide. It gives real and
careful consideration to all questions, and operates smoothly and with substantial
unanimity.

In general, I find it difficult to praise highly enough the devotion and efficiency
of both the board and the staff. Politics has played no part in the action of either,
and both have worked, often for excessively long hours, effectively and without
complaint.

What has been accomplished in furtherance of the several purposes of the
organization above may best be discussed under separate headings for each.

(1) PROTECTION AGAINST DECEPTION

In this field the older established code authorities have rendered effective
service. Those of the brewers, distillers, and importers particularly have sup-
pressed many objectionable advertisements and labels, a number of which were
not directly within the code prohibitions. An example was the beer labeled,
"The President's Choice", and adorned with pictures of the White House. This
was suppressed within 36 hours of the receipt of the complaint. The board has
prepared and promulgated regulations governing labels, standards of fill (includ-
ing bottle sizes) and revised regulations governing labels and standards of identity
for distilled spirits, labeling regulations for beer, and advertising regulations for
beer and distilled spirits, and standards of identity and quality, and labeling
regdlatious for wine. In the case of each of these, proposed regulations, prepared
with great labor and care, were submitted at public hearings, discussed with code
authorities, State representatives, and all other interested persons, rewritten
again and again, and issued only after exhaustive study of all arguments pre-
sented. They appear to have been generally accepted and to form the basis for
a uniform system of informative marking, acceptable to the various States.

When the first labeling regulations were issued, it was believed by many that
they would prove unenforceable without the aid of an enforcement force such
as it is hoped this office may never have to employ. A system has now been
devised, however, which 'with the aid of the Treasury, should be immediately
effective. It is now in operation only in the case of the importers but will shortly
go into effect for the distillers, brewers, and, probably, the wine makers. Im-
ports will not be allowed to le-ve the bonded warehouses except on production
of a photostat of a certificates showing previous approval by the Federal Alcohol$
Control Administration of the labels on the bottles. In the same way, the store-
keeper-gaugers in the dis3tilleries and rectifying plants and Treasury agents in
the breweries will permit labeling only when the products labeled comply with
labels similarly shown to have been approved. This system should be almost
impossible for any legitiate importer or producer to evade.

The advertising regulations have shown immediate results. Most advertising
is submitted in advance for approval, and most of it requires little criticism.
The Federal Alcohol Control Administration cannot, of course, control adver-
tising by retailers, and it can punish only false and misleading advertising. It
can and does, however, exert considerable influence against offensive and anti-
social advertising, and in this it has had excellent cooperation from the code
authorities, periodicals, and advertising agencies.

(2) PREVENTION OF IMPROPER TRADE PRACTICES

In this field, the code authorities of the distillers and importers have again
been successful. Those of the wholesalers and wiie-producers have been too
recently organized to show important results as yet. That of the rectifiers,
having exceptionally difficult problems owing to the newness and rapid growth
of the industry, and the character of some of its members, is, nevertheless,
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beginning to attain success. That of the brewers has accomplished less. The
fact that brewers require no permits, so that nothing can be done to a code
violator except to prosecute him criminally or sue him for an injunction, has
rendered it difficult to cope with the effects of fierce competition in inducing
brewers to buy business by giving forbidden inducements, and.to seek control of
retail outlets. The code authority has passed upon innumerable complaints, a
number of which have been approved by the Federal Alcohol Control Adminis-
tration for prosecution. A notable improvement in code observance was
observable from the moment when the first conviction was obtained.

In the industries which are subject to permits, complaints appear to produce
prompt effects.

(3) PREVENTION OF EXCESS CAPACITY

This purpose, applicable to the distillers and in a less measure to the rectifiers,
was largely accomplished when the codes were formulated. Each code required
a permit from all engaged in either industry. To prevent the expected rush
into distilling, the Distillers Code limk I permits to plant capacity in existence,
under construction, or in course of equipment on the date when it took effect,
(November 27, 1933), except that the Federal Alcohol Control Administration
if it found after hearing, additional capacity necessary to supply the consumptive
demand for any type of distilled spirits, might grant a permit for such capacity.
A hearing on this subject was held on February 5, 1934, as a result of which
permits were denied for new capacity for gin and beverage alcohol, but granted
in limited number for whisky, fruit brandy, and rum. Each permit was limited
not only to the use of particular equipment but also to a speified daily produc-
tion. The lruscnt authorized capacity appears adequate. aid no danugerotus
excess seems to have developed.

The Rectifiers' Code contains no direct limitation as to capacity, but gives the
right to a permit only to applicants whose product can be absorbed by the proe-
able market demand. The F. A. C. A., after issuing several hundred permits,
concluded that the existing rectifying capacity was so large as to make it certain
that further applicants for permits to produce blended whiskies and other
ordinary products were not likely to be potential legal producers of products which
could be absorbed by the market. It accordingly, pending consideration of the
desirability of eliminating the restrictions from the code, ceased to issue further
permits except for specified products and to applicants who showed that they
could find a market for those particular products. In spite of the large authorized
capacity, no excessive production of rectified products has developed.

The restrictions on the issue of rectifiers' and distillers' permits have been the
subject of bitter complaint among those excluded, and they have undoubtedly
caused much apparent injustice, particularly among the inhabitants of States
whose prohibitory laws, now repealed, were still in force during the time when
applications for permits might have been successful. They also prevented the
enlargement of a number of small plants which had been successful enough to
be able to sell more than they can make. The board having tentatively come to
the conclusion that the restrictions had served their purpose and were no longer
needed, set for hearing code amendments which intended to remove them and
to give a permit to a any respectable, properly financed applicants whose plant
would produce taxes enough to cover the cost of the necessary Treasury super-
vision.

The amendments to the Distillers Code have been signed by the President,
and those to the Rectifiers Code will be submitted to him shortly. In the case
of the distillers, the code will retain the provisions which give the F. A. C. A.
the power, if and when overproduction develops, to limit and allocate production.
This power may be essential in 2 or 3 years, when the warehouses are restocked
with whisky stored for aging. Till then, no real overproduction is expected, or
is likely to have serious effects. In the case of the rectifiers, it is thought that
overcapacity can have 0o ill effects, because the industry is not properly a pro-
ducer but a mere intermediate processor of goods produced by others and because
it habitually produces only as demand appears.

As to imports, excess was prevented, as already stated, by the operation of the
quota system. No danger from this source now exists, as the excessive number
of importers has effectively diminished the attractiveness of the business to new-
comers, while the large stocks remaining in bond are an effectual deterrent to
rash commitments for the future.

I 351
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(4) PROTECTION OF STATE LAWS

Each of the codes forbids sales in violation of State law. This, in the industries
subject to permits, adds to the force of State legislation, the powerful sanction
of permit revocation. This has proved so effective that complaints on the sub-
ject have been few.

In support of the Government's established policy of sustaining State control,
the F. A. C. A. has consistently opposed all efforts to impose code control upon
the retailers. Adequate control is administratively impractical for the Federal
Governjnent in the retail field and is contrary to the policy of the twenty-first
amendment. Attempts at Federal participation in this field would necessarily
fail and might well result in State inactivity or resentment, either of which would
be productive of most injurious consequences.

(5) LIMITATION OF BULK SALES

This again was accomplished by the codes themselves, which appear to have
been largely self-enforcing in this respect. The policy, adopted on the theory
that if bulk sales were allowed to be made freely the States would be helpless
against the bootlegging retailer, has been criticized as accounting for a part of
the high price of wines and liquors; but is understood to be considered, both by
the Treasury and by almost all of the State liquor authorities, to be necessary
both for revenue collections and for control.

(6) PRICE CONTROL

Tie F. A. C. A. has supervised the setting tip of the open price-posting system
in each industry, requiring the use of forms which make postings comparable,
and approving regulations issued by the code authorities. It made a preliminary
study of distillers' costs for which, however, the data proved so unsatisfactory
that the study was suspended; and the prices of new whiskies, in regard to whicll
alone the costs were deemed important, have since fallen to a point which indi-
cates that profits cannot be excessive. After the receipt from various regional
boards of the Brewers Code Authority of many complaints that certain posted
prices were so low as to be destructive within the meaning of the code, a hearing
wa.s held and extensive consideration was given to the construction of the pro-
visions in question. After thorough examination of this subject with the aid of
the Federal Trade Commission and of N. R. A., an interpretation of the destruc-
tive price provisions was issued, which it is hoped may restrain predatory prices
without preventing normal competitive offerings. No price can be condemned as
destructive except by the Administration, and none has yet been so condemned.
No fixing of minimum prices or minimum mark-ups has been attempted.

The work immediately in contemplation is mainly devoted to code enforcement,
which, with the increasing number of complaints received from the code authori-
ties, is becoming dsily more exacting. In general, it may be said that the or-
ganization stage of the work is complete and the operating stage is under way.

The main difficulty in our enforcement work and the main obstacle to success
is that the available sanctions are either too mild and too slow, or too severe.
Prosecution resulting in a possible fine, perhaps finally imposed only after years
of delay, is an ineffective deterrent to the brewers. "On the other 'hand, in the
industries subject to permits, revocation or suspension is often too stern a penalty
to be. even considered. It throws out of work, temporarily or permanently,
perhaps large numbers of workers and they are the chief sufferers from the pun-
ishment. Sometimes, moreover, even a suspension may ruin the business of the
permittee. Revocation, indeed, is a death penalty, useless and intnpropriatc
for small offenses. It does not even act as a deterrent, the offender in snall viola-
tions knowing well that it will not be imposed.

Some form of punishment less stringent than revocation and much speedier
than criminal prosecution is imperatively needed. To accomplish this, the Ad-
ministration should be authorized to approve compromises of complaints of
violations, under which the person complained against could voluntarily, if lie
preferred to do so rather than be proceeded againts criminally or for revocation
of his permit, pay a moderate so-called "civil penalty" into the Treasury. It is
our opinion that the plan, if provided for by legislation continuing the F. A. C. A.,
would probably produce immediate and effective code enforcement,

The CHAMAN. Mr. Howard Jones, representing the Distiled
Spirits Institute and the Association of Distilled Spirits Industried.
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(The witness, being duly sworn, testified as follows:)
The CHAIRMAN. How much time do you want, Mr. Jones?
Mr. JONES. Senator, I am here by request. I have no statement

to make. I am merely here to answer questions.
Senator CLARK. Mr. Chairman, I asked to have Dr. Doran called,

and I understood Mr. Jones came to substitute for him, but I think
Mr. Choate's testimony has cleared up the question.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Doran has sailed fot zome place, I understand.
Senator CLARK. I think Mr. Choate's testimony covers the same

things that I wanted to ask Dr. Doran. Thank you, Mr. Jones.
Mr. Vose, Senator King desires that you wait until he gets some

information from the Labor Department.
Next is Mr. Titus.

STATEMENT OF LOUIS TITUS, WASHINGTON, D. C., REPRESENTING
THE PETROLEUM CODE AUTHORITY

(The witness was first duly sworn by the chairman and testified
as follows:)

The CHAIRMAN. How much time, Mr. Titus?
Mr. TITUS. Not to exceed 20 minutes; perhaps much less.
The CHAIRMAN. Try to get through in 15 minutes if you can. You

represent the Petroleum Code Authority?
Mr. TITus. Yes, sir. My purpose in appearing here is merely to

present or call to the attention of this committee some features of
Senate bill S. 2445, which is an amendment to title I of the National
Industrial Recovery Act. Those features have disturbed us a bit,
and we thought that they should be presented to you before this
hearing closed.

Under the present law, industry largely wrote the ccdes, which
were approved by the President and which are now in effect. I do
not mean to say that industry wrote them entirely, because they
were gone over very thoroughly by the President and by many of
his assistants, but largely the codes as they now exist were written
by industry.

Senator ING. Mr. Richberg stated that; did. he not? He said
that the codes were written by the industries.

Mr. TITUS. Well, they were written and presented to the President,
and he made some modifications which were accepted by the industry.
But largely that is the way, Senator, that the codes were written by
industry.

Under this present bill, all authority in industry to participate in
code writing is practically abolished. I say that because of the sec-
tions which are contained in this bill. It is true that the bill provides
that industry may present a code and apply to the President for
approval. The bill provides something which the old bill did not
provide, that the President may amend it in any manner which he
pleases. True, the industry does have 20 days, the group which has
presented the code may within 20 days withdraw the code, and there-
upon the President shall cancel the code unless he finds some other
group which may sponsor that code, but then in the event no code is
written, assuming it is not acceptable to the industry as written by
the President, the bill provides that the President may write a limited
code.
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I think the word "limited" is a misnomer, because in effect it is a
full and complete code which the President may write. It applies
particularly to labor, it provides that there may be maximum hours
and minimum wages beyond the general labor provisions, prohibits
child labor, and then it contains a provision that he may also write into
the code which he may impose upon industyiT, any prohibition against
trade practices which are generally recognized as being unfair.

That is a tall order-any practice which is generally recognized as
being unfair.

Of course, it is perfectly obvious that the President himself cannot
write even one of those numerous codes, but he must depend upon his
assistants, upon the agencies perhaps which he now has, which have
been set up and which are operating, so what that really amounts to
and means is, that any trade practice which this particular com-
mittee for an industry thinks is unfair, shall be written into that code
irrespective of whether the industry approves it or not, and that code
may be imposed upon the industry and the industry have nothing
whatever to say about it.

And finally in the last section of this new bill, there is a provision
which seems to me to state directly, although I confess that the
language is a little confusing, that all present codes as they now exist,
shall be continued for 90 days, and in the meantime they shall be
reviewed by the President and they shall be revised by the President
to make them conform to the standards set up in this new bill.

It then says, in this provision, that no code that now exists shall be
continued beyond the 90 days unless it has been revised and approved
by the President, which seems to indicate, stating it in a negative way,
that every code which now exists may be entirely rewritten by the
President and extended for the life of this bill. So much for that.

The next feature I wish to call attention to is the method of ad-
ministering the codes under the new bill as compared with the old.
Under the old act, industry was largely self-governing. It is so stated
repeatedly by all the administration authorities having to do with
codes, I think, and is a fact, because under the present codes, the code
authorities set-up are composed almost entirely of members of the
industry.

Perhaps that is not entirely true, but it is true substantially. Under
this new bill, the code authorities must be composed entirely of people
not connected with the industry, if that code authority is to have any
authority whatever.

That is a rather startling thing, but we find in section 2 (c) of this
bill on page 5, a provision which is as follows:

There shall be no delegation of any final discretionary power under this title
to any such authority, committee, or other organization which is composed in
whole or in part of persons in the trade or industry or subdivision thereof affected.

Well then, we might have a code authority upon which there would
be members of the industry, but it would have no power of any kind,
it could do nothing, take no action, it would have no discretion, it
would have absolutely nothing to say except possibly to act in an
advisory capacity.

So that under this new bill where the codes are to be written by
these authorities, there can be no code authority upon which even a
single member of the industry is appointed. So that no industry
under this new act can be considered as being self-governing or prac-
tically having nothing to do with the government of its own industry.
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Senator KING. Has it not been felt, Mr. Titus, that there was not
an element of justice or fairness in permitting code authorities to be
judge and jury of their own controversies and in which they were
parties, an indeed the parties, aside from the public?

Mr. TITUS. I have no doubt that that is what prompts this. I am
merely calling it to the attention of the committee because I am sure
that it has not been generally known that this violent revision, a com-
plete about-face from allowing industry to be self-governing, is now
about to take place, apparently if this bill should be passed in its
present form.

I do not wish to debate that, Senator, because I do not have time to
debate it, but I am merely pointing to the fact that that situation
does exist in this new bill.

Senator BLACK. Are you pointing it out as an argument against the
bill?

Mr. TITUS. I am against certain provisions of the bill.
Senator BLACK. You are referring to that as an argument against

this provision?
Mr. TITUS. Yes.
Senator BLACK. You favor letting industry make its own rules to

govern itself with relation to the public?
Mr. TITUS, I think it has worked very well in the last 2 years, from

my contact with it. Whether it works in every industry or not, I am
not competent to say, because I am not familiar with any other except
the petroleum industry.

Senator KING. Were your contacts with all branches that can be
denominated as the oil industry, the producer, the refiner, the pipe-
line operator and the wholesale dealers in petroleum products, the
retail dealers in petroleum products, including gasoline, and of which
there are hundreds of thousands? Just where have your contacts
been?

Mr. TITUS. My contacts have been with all of those which you
speak of excepting the pipe Jines. I have nothing to do with the
pipe-line situation. I have had quite a bit to do with all of the other
branches of the industry.

Senator KING. With the distributors?
Mr. TITUs. With the distributors; yes, sir.
Senator KING. And with the persons who sell gasoline along the

road?
Mr. TITUS. Yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. And the consumers?
Mr. TITus. I have had nothing to do with the consumers; no. It

is with the industry.
Senator BLACK. What part do you think they ought to play in

the control?
Mr. TITUs. I think the consumers are absolutely protected under

the present set-up, because the President has full power to withdraw
his approval of a code at any time and put it out of existence if he
finds the consumers are being imposed upon.

Sep ator BLACK. As I understand-I will give you an illustration and
I want to see if that is your idea of self-government. A complaint
was made in Birmingham, Ala., against certain unfair practices of the
Oil Code which caused them to raise the price in Birmingham above

119782-4W8- 2 -
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the prices anywhere else in the State, and I sent a complaint down to
the code authorities and they informed me that they had sent a repre-
sentative of the code authority over to straighten it out, and it de-
veloped that he was an employee of the company against whom the
complaint was made. Is that your idea of self-government in
industry?

Mr. TITUS. No, sir; I would not say that that was a fair way of
treating a problem at all. There are undoubtedly mistakes that have
been ade and maybe some abuse. I would not say that it has been
100 percent perfect.

Passing that feature, I desire to call attention to the tremendous
authority which this new bill gives to these codes authorities. Under
this bill these code authorities will have the broadest kind of powers.
Some of them almost startling to contemplate.

First, one of the important powers given to any Federal agency
appointed by this bill is the right to make use of sections 9 and 10 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act, with all of the powers granted to
the Federal Trade Commission under those two sections. Sections
9 and 10 of the Federal Trade Commission Act are the sections which
provide that any agency of the Federal Trade Conunission may sub-
pena witnesses in any part of the United States, compel them to bring
books, records, papers, and documents of any kind, compel them to
testify and give their evidence, provides for the keeping of accounts
in certain ways, and that a corporation must make any reports which
are required, and many things of that character.

This bill provides that all of those functions are to be available to
the Federal agency. It means that a large number-it is impossible
to say how many, but a very large number of boards will be set up in
Washington-they are now set up for that matter and will have the
power to sabpena witnesses all over the United States to bring to
Waslington their records and papers and books, and there is a very
heavy penalty both by fine and imprisonment for disobedience of
the order.

It means this: That instead of one Federal Trade Commission, you
are going to have a great number of commissions with exactly the
same power that the Federal Trade Commission now has.

Senator KING. Does it not mean more than that? Does it not mean
that the present Federal Trade Commission is reduced to a condition
of incompetency, stripped of all vitality and power?

Mr. TITUS. That may be a logical conclusion, Senator. I had not
thought of it in exactly that way. It simply sets up a great number
of other boards with the saine powers that the Federal Trade Com-
mission has. Whether they would take away some of the authority-
perhaps it would. Perhaps you are right about that.

Senator KING. Does it not state in effect that the Federal Trade
Commission may do nothing in contravention of anything conferred
upon the code authority?

Mr. TITUS. I do not think there is anything like that in the bill.
It just grants these powers conferred in sections 9 and 10 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act. That is on page 23 of the bill.

Senator KING. Proceed.
Mr. Tius. It is a very short paragraph:
(f) The provisions, including penalties, of sections 9 and 10 of the Federal

Trade Commission Act, as amelLded, are made available to any agency of the
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United States established or utilized under section 2 (a), and shall be applicable
to any persons subject to the provisions of this title, or any code of fair competi-
tion, agreement, order, rule, or regulation under ths title, whether or not such
person is a corporation.

That is all it says, Senator.
Senator KING. Did you read section 3, paragraph (g), to restrict

the powers of the Federal Trade Commission to the exercise thereof
in a manner consistent with the provisions of that section?

Mr. TITUS. I do not know exactly. I have not, studied that to
know exactly what that means.

The next extraordinary power, as I think, which this bill grants to
the code authorities is the power to levy contributions upon industry.
This code authority, which as we have already seen will be composed
entirely of governmental employees and upon which code authority
there will not be a single member of the industry, under this bill has
the power to levy unlimited contributions upon industry, and the pay-
ment of those contributions is compulsory. That money never goes
into the Treasury of the United States, it is not paid out in the ordi-
nary manner by appropriation of Congress, the Comptroller General
has no control 'over it.

These code authorities set up here in Washington for all of the
industries which are covered, some 400 in number, can, under this bill,
levy practically any amount of money which they think it is appro-
priate for them to expend. It is true, of course, that the President
has control all the time over that situation, but it is obviously im-
possible for the President to investigate and determine how much
money each one of the code authorities are to spend. That would
be a superhuman task. And he must, depend upon the code authority
which lie appoints.

Moreover, this code authority can assess each individual what he
thinks is his proper and proportionate share of the total contribution.
The individual has no remedy, the individual must pay. That code
authority may say to a member of the industry, "You pay this, this is
your proportion ", and he must pay.

There is no limit upon the expenditure of this money; there is
nothing provided. It may be expended in enforcing the code. In a
Nation-wide industry, doubtless there would be agents of this code
authority all over the United States; probably rightly so. There
might be representatives or committees or agents in any town of any
size in the United States of the code au thority located here in Washing-
ton. The enormous number of contributions which must be collected,
of course, it is impossible to calculate. Whether a code authority
should think it necessary to have $50,000 or $50,000,000 to enforce a
code, is entirely within its own views and the industry has nothing to
do with it and Congress has nothing to do with it. Here is set-up:
You are ., 'ting up these code authorities with the power to levy
taxes, with power to collect money, and the money does not go into
the Treasury of the United States.' It is their money to spend as they
please. That is an extraordinary power which, so far as I know, has
never been before contemplated' to be given to any other bureau or
body of any kind.

Senator BLACK. Do I understand that you are opposing authority
to levy assessments here, at least by the code authority, selected by
the members of that code?
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Mr. TITUS. Yes; if I understand your question correctly. I think
it an extraordinary thing that a code authority which is not repre-
senting industry, which is representing the Government entirely-

Senator BLACK (interrupting). The code authority as I understand
it is, strictly speaking, representing industry because it is elected by
industry

Mr. TITUS. I just pointed out that under this bill that situation is
entirely changed. Under the present law, the code authorities are
meters of the industry. They are appointed by the President,
but he must appoint them from the industry. The industry does not
select them. The code authorities are composed of members of the
industry but appointed by the President.

Senator BLACK. How do you favor getting the money to operate?
Out of the general treasury if the N. R. A. is continued?

Mr. TITUS. If this is a proper governmental function, if what the
code authorities do is a proper governmental function, then it should
be paid for by money out of the Treasury of the United States.. Senator BARKLEY. What you said about the code with respect to
oil leads me to ask you this: Do you think there is any. special con-
dition in the oil industry that requires a little different treatment
from that in most industries?

Mr. TITUS. Yes, I do; because oil is a natural resource, necessarily
limited in amount, we do not know what the amount is but it is
obviously limited in amount; it is a resource that should undoubtedly
be conserved, it should not be wasted, and it is a vital necessity not
only for peace times, but also absolutely vital in war times. I think
the Government of the Uni ted States has a great interest in conserving
the oil supplies of the country.

Senator BARKELY. The industry as a whole has not been able to
impose nmch self-government upon itself.

Mr. TITUS. Not upon production. It never has because there are
tens of thousands, perhaps many more than that, producers, and oil
is entirely different from any other commodity because it is a com-
modity where even the smallest individual with only one well may
strike a great pool that will produce an enormous amount of oil per
day and he may do that on very little capital. That very frequently
happens. Fresh pools come in, enormous production exists for a
short tine, prices go to nothing, vast amounts of oil and gas are
wasted, the gas being blown into the air, the oil is put in bad storage
because there is no market for such a tremendous amount of oil at
the time, and it must go in storage. Those are abuses and grievous
conditions in which the Federal Government undoubtedly is inter-
ested.

Senator BAR KLEY. How can any control be exercised over *hat
sort of a situation produced by overproduction if it is left to those
who are in the industry alone? Does not the Government have to
superimpose some sort of arbitrary authority in order to regulate it
in a way that will prevent that very thing?

Mr. TITUs. I think you are correct but I do not believe that we
will ever have satisfactory control of production through the medium
of these codes. Maybe Iam wrong about that. It may be that we
will work out some plan for controlling production under the code,
that will be satisfactory, but I think you are quite correct that so far
as the production group of petroleum is concerned, it is a matte r
which the Federal Government ought to take a very firm hand in .
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Senator BARKLEY. Does that not offer a reason, if there is a reason-
I am not saying there is-but does that not offer a reason or reasons
why the appointment of these code authorities should be more in the
hands of the Government than in the hands of the industry?

Mr. TITUS. That only applies, as I see it, to only one industry, and
that is petroleum, and to only one branch of the petroleum industry,
and that is production. The great bulk of code committees' work is
not with production at all. It is with the distribution of gasoline and
other petroleum products. That is the great bulk of the work.

Senator BARKLEY. How can we get away from the charge that the
big leople in any industry are going to make codes to suit themselves
or their interests if we do not set up a sort of independent body rep-
resenting the public, including everybody interested, including the
consulners?

Mr. TITUS. I think that perhaps some change in the present set-up
should be made, but to take away industry's entire representation, give
it no voice in this matter, and also give it no voice in the amount of
money that is to be raised from itself, and the amount of money that
is to be expended, it seems to me that is going beyond the bounds of
any reasonable application of sound principles to this industry.

Senator BARKLEY. I understand that you favor the continuation
of the N. R. A.?

Mr. TITUS. Oh, yes. I am sure the code has operated very well as
far as the petroleum industry is concerned. I do not pretend to speak
for anything else.

The CHAIRMAN. You think it has been helpful?
Mr. TITUS. I am sure it has been very helpful, Mr. Chairman.

The Petroleum Code as operated has been very helpful, and if this
bill were to continue the codes as they are, or the set-up as it is, or
with minor modifications, I would not be here at all, but it seems to
me that you are taking away most of the virtues of the present act
by this new bill.

Senator BLACK. You are a lawyer?
Mr. TITUS. Yes.
Senator BLACK. I)o you practice in Washington?
Mr. TITUS. Yes.
Senator BLACK. Whom do you represent here?
Mr. TITUS. I represent what is called the "Petroleum Code

Authority".
Senator BLACK. Are you their regularly retained attorney?
Mr. TITUS. Yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. Did y'oi represent them before they formed the

code?
Mr. TITUS. No, sir.
Senator BLACK. You have been employed since then?
Mr. TITUS. I was employed by the code committee after the

President appointed it.
Senator BLACK. You represent the p:oducers then, and not the

Government? What I am trying to get, at is your employment.
Mr. TITUS. I do not represent the Government in any sense.
Senator BLACK. You represent the trace association?
Mr. TITUS. Yes,
Senator BLACK. For production only?
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Mr. TITUS. Oh, 110. I represent what is called the planning and
coordination committee, which is a committee set up in the Petroleum
Code for the administration of the -code. That committee was
appointed by the President and is composed, with two exceptions,
entirely of members of the industry selected by the President. That
committee appointed by the President has retained me as counsel.

Senator BLACK. Are you speaking their views in connection with
this bll?

Mr. TITUS. I think I am so far as I can determine. There has been
no meeting and I have only seen a few of them individually since this
bill was available.

Senator BLACK. Do you represent any other code authorities?
Mr. TITUS. No, sir.
Senator BLACK. Are all of these domestic producers of oil?
Mr. TITUS. Yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. So that you are representing here in your captivity

as a lawyer, you do represent only domestic pinducers of oil in
America?

Mr. TITUS. Yes; but I do not-
Senator BLACK (interrupting). You do not represent any that

import oil?
Mr. TITUS. In this sense. I do not represent any individual

companies at all. I am not the attorney for any one of these com-
panies that are represented on this code committee. I am the attorney
or the group and only as a group.

Senator BLACK. Are you engaged in the general l)ractice outside
of that?

Mr. TITUS. Yes.
Senator BxAcK. So that this is just one of your representations?
Mr. TITUS. Yes, sir.
Senator KING. You have represented the oil interests for many

years?
Mr. TITus. I have represented some of the oil interests, Senator.
Senator BARKLEY. You practiced here generally for a number of

years?
Mr. TITUS. For about 15 years.
Senator KING. Here and in California?
Mr. TITUS. Yes, sir.
Senator KING. What salary do you get?
Mr. TITUS. $22,500 a year.
Senator BLACK. That is from this code authority alone?
Mr. TITUS. Yes, sir.
Senator KING. Then you have your practice besides?
Mr. TITUS. Yes, sir.
Senator BARKLEY. Is that an individual employment or is it the

employment of your firm?
Mr. TiTUS. No; it is an individual; I have no firm.
Senator BLACK. Did you represent them when they got the tariff

on oil?
Mr. TITUS. I represented an entirely different group at that time.

I represented a group of what are called "independent producers."
Senator BLACK. Did you participate in the efforts to pass the

tariff bill?
Mr. TITUS. I wrote a brief which I think was pAnted in the record

at the hearings. Yes, sir; I did to that extent.
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Senator KING. Who are the members of the Oil Code Authority to
whom you referred?

Mr. TITUs. I am sorry I did not bring a list. There are 22 or 23
of them.

Senator BLACK. Are they representatives of the Standard Oil Co.,
the Shell Oil Co., the Gulf Oil Co., and those large units in the oil
industry?

Mr. TITUS. The committee is about equally divided between mem-
bers representing what we might call major companies and independ-
ents

The CHAIRMAN (interrupting). Who was the first chairman of that
committee?

Mr. TITUS. Wirt Franklin.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Franklin is one of the leading independent

oil people in the country?
Mr. TITUS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. As I recall it, he has been bitfore the committees

all the time fighting for the independents.
Mr. TITUS. Yes. He is still a member of the committee; he is no

longer chairman.
Senator BARKLEY. Does the tariff do the oil industry as much good

as the codes have done it?
Mr. TITUS. I could not compare the two. I believe they have both

done good.
Senator KING. By that you mean they have increased the profits

of the oil companies or made it possible for them to increase their
profits?

Mr. TITUS. The profits of the oil companies have certainly not
been unduly high.

Senator KING. We have evidence of some of the dividends of the
Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey, the Indiana Oil Co., and the Gulf
Oil Co., and so forth.

Mr. TITUS. The profits of the oil companies, except possibly those
engaged very largely in production, have been very meager for the past
several years. Prior to that time I think their profits we,"' -nry
lar e.

Tie CHAIRMAN. The general oil situation has improved has it not?
Mlr. TITUS. It has very much improved.
Senator BLACK. When you say improved, do you mean improved

as to profits or consumers' prices?
Mr. TITUS. It has improved in many ways. It is not an advantage

to the consumer to get his gasoline below the cost of production. It
might be an advantage to 1im at the moment the day he buys it,
but every time a consumer buys gasoline beluw cost, somebody has
got to pay for it sometime, somewhere in the long run.

Senator BLACK. You recommend of course that this code continue
having a provision fixing a price below which you cannot sell.

Mr. TITUS. We have no such provision in the code and are not
asking for any such provision. We have had no price fixing under our
code.

Senator BLACK. Then of course the oil companies do not fix prices?
Mr. TITUS. No; they do not.
Senator KING. Has not the Oil Institute for years practically

dominated the petroleum industry or the Petroleum Institute?
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Mr. TITUS. Doyou mean the American Petroleum Institute?
Senator KING . es.
Mr. TITUS. I do not think so. The American Petroleum Institute

is composed of several thousand members of the industry. It is con-
cerned with research work, with statistical work, with scientific work.
It does not engage in any way in business. It does not dominate.
As I understand it, it does not dominate at all. I am a member of the
Amerjcan Petroleum Institute and I get their statistical bulletin every
mont5 or so.

The CHAIRMAN. Is it made up of independents as well as major
companies?

Mr. TITUS. Very largely independents. In fact, the great majority
of members of the American Petroleum Institute are independents.

Senator KING. What is the total amount of assessments levied
upon the producers or upon the oil industry for the enforcement of the
code?

Mr. TITUS. I could not give you any idea. I would be glad to if I
knew, but I do not know anything about it. I know they pay my
salary; that is all I know.

Senator BLACK. That salary is the only one that you get from any
oil company or any one group?

Mr. TITUS. Yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. You report on legislation from time to time, do

you not, to the members?
Mr. TITUS. I think this is the only thing I have ever made a report

on, this particular bill. I do not recall any other legislation that
I have reported on.

Senator BLACK. You did not make reports on the progress of the
tariff legislation?

Mr. TITUS. Oh, 5s I might have done that.
Senator BLACK. Vrom day to day?
Mr. TITUS. Yes; but that has nothing to do with this code author-

ity. There was no code authority at that time.
Senator BARKLEY. You of course report to your employers when-

ever there is anything to report.
Mr. TITUS. I conceive that to be my duty; yes, sir.
There is one other provision which I must take the time to call

attention to, and that is the provision with regard to the antitrust
laws and agreements which again reverses the whole policy as set
forth in the present act. There is a provision in this bill that is found
in section 5, page 13, of the bill that nothing in the title shall be con-
strued to amend or repeal any provision of the antitrust laws.

It is provided that agreements between members of the industry
may be made, and if the President finds that those agreements do not
tend to create monopoly, do not tend to oppress or discriminate
against small enterprises and do otherwise tend to effectuate the
policy of Congress as set forth in this bill, then he may approve such
agreements. That provision is almost exactly similar so far to the
provision in the present law, but the present law goes further and sa: 3
that when such agreement has been approved by the President and
after he has made those findings that the agreement does not tend to
create monopoly and does not tend to discriminate against small enter-
prises and when he has found that it tends to effectuate the policy of
Congress and therefore has approved the agreement, then the signers
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of the agreement shall be exempt from prosecution under the antitrust
laws.

In other words, there are certain kinds of agreements which may
tend to restrain trade, but which have nothing to do with monopoly
and which may be of benefit to everyone including the public. For
instance, we believe-there may. be people who disagree with us-we
believe that where there is a vicious price cutting, away below the
cost of production, we believe that that is an injury to eve.<, body,
including the public, and agreements in the industry to.prevent that
extreme price cutting below the cost of production do not tend to
create monopoly. On the other hand, they tend to prevent monopoly,
because if price cutting below the cost of production, continues long
enough, the small companies are necessarily wiped out and only the
bigger companies can survive.

Senator BLACK. I understood you to say that these people had no
such agreements?

Mr. TITUS. I say we have had no price fixing under the code,
and I do say also that so far as I know there is no agreement about
price fixing, but there might be such an agreement made.

Senator BLACK. You think that the fact that all of these companies
sell gasoline at the same price when you drive up to their stations, is
merely a fortuitous accident?

Mr. TITUS. That is a long discussion. It is like anything else; it is
like most anything else. You buy meat in a butcher shop and when
you go across the street it is generally the same price in the two butcher
shops. You buy the same brand of a suit of clothes, one in one store
and another in another store, and you will probably find the same price
on the two brands.

Senator BLACK. On different brands of clothes you do not usually
find the same price in different stores.

Mr. TITUS. If they are the same quality; yes. If the gasoline is of
the same quality the price ought to be the same, otherwise one com-
pany would do al of the business,

It is perfectly obvious that if one company cuts the price of gasoline
materially, that every other company must go down to that price.

Senator BLACK. And if one of them raised it, the others must go up
to it accidentally?Mr. TITUS. they do not have to go up to it, but if they did not go
up to it, the other would have to put his price back, he would have to
drop his price immediately. It could not last a single day.

Senator BLACK. Therefore you think it is accidental that they all
sell at the same price?

Mr. TITUS. I do not say it is entirely accidental.
Senator BLACK. If it is not by design it must be accidental?
Mr. TITUS. It is not by agreement. Let us put it that way.
Senator BLACK. You mean it is not by an agreement signed on the

dotted line?
Mr. TITUS. It is not by an agreement signed or unsigned, verbal

or Written.
Senator BLACK. Just simply an accident of the trade?
Mr. TITUS. Well, I do not like the word "accident." However,

I am not really prepared to discuss that entire question; it is a long
subject. The fact of the matter is that the prices of gasoline through-
out the United States have been, under the code, extraordinarily lnw.
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The companies have lost money on the average in selling gasoline.
All of the reports will show that.

Senator BLACK. Have you ever had an accountant go ever their
reports to see what they are charging up as expenses?

Mr. TITUS. No, sir; I have not.
Senator BLACK. What they were charging up to subsidiaries?
Mr. TITus. No, sir.
Senator BLACK. What they were charging up to affiliates?
Mr. Titus. No, air.
Senator BLACK. What they were charging up for bonuses and

salaries?
Mr. Tius. No, sir; I have not.
The CHAIREAN. Was th. thing else, Mr. Titus?
Mr. TITUs. I just.wfftto finis '" e thought about the anti-

trust laws. er it was wise or not-T- 0 not want to debate it
because that take all day-but the presenti. R. A. does amend
the anti n ws; it does do tha. It provides t't ageements may
be wade ich would rain nd which wikbe in violation
of te titru st law 'ded the ident appr ed them after

that the not nd crea onopoly an do not other-
wise jure the lie. t t is a diret ame mdnt to the
an tit ut laws in --CM now. , I

It be wise to tak6 at t.\ I dvotlwant to a ue that at
all, ut there is. Thi I provides thet the President ay approve

ments, ashe present actI after he akes these
i g, but t it he '"eb&..prve the agreement ,

the rsons si ng t _ agreement are subject to prosecution just the
sam as if he d wer approved it.

In ther w you are doing somethg here which ought not
to be one. If it is the policy of the K' ongreN to allow $he President
to ap ve agreement ow undqr the present la*, if it is the
police Congress thzat that kind of ar;.ement aftt thorough in-
vestigati ought to4tw permitted, thri it ought * be a complete
clearance the people who sign it. They oughg'to be able to rely
upon the Pr " ent's approval that it is a valit*reement.

Under this blt the President's approval %Wunts to nothing what-
ever. It is just exaS, as if he had nyagned it.

So that that provision 'ctgh4-t "changed to correspond to the
present law or else taken out. There is no point putting in anything
about the President approving agreements if his approval means
nothing after he has done it.

There i - just one more point and that relates to the question of
production. Without arguing the matter, the viewpoint I think gen-
erally of the industry, and I think the viewpoint of the committee is
that the production of oil must be under some kind of control. The
provisions in this bill for control of crude-oil production, are, in our
opinion, entirely ineffective. Without taking the time to point out,
which I could readily do, why they are ineffective, I would like to
submit to this committee a memorandum in writing showing the
necessity of control of crude-oil production and why the provisions in
this bill are not adequate.

The CHAIRMAN. You can put in your memorandum or you can
elaborate on any of your statements here that you desire to.
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STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT L. OWEN, FORMER UNITED STATES
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA

Senator Owen wanted to make a statement to the committee and
he had an amendment he wanted to suggest. You may do it right
from where you are, Senator. I think the committee can hear you.

Mr. OWEN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to suggest to the com-
mittee this very short suggested amendment. I would be glad to
have it read to the committee.

(The same is as follows:)
Proposed amendment to Senate bill (S. 2445) on page 7 after line 11:
"Members of the trade codes and other citizens shall have the right to co-

operate in protecting themselves against practices declared unfair or deceptive
by any code or which have been held unfair or deceptive in principle by the Fed-
eral Trade Commission."

The CHAIRMAN. Very well Senator.
Mr. OWEN. The antitrust faw as administered had a case go before

the Supreme Court of the United States known as the "Be.chnut Bacon
case", in which the Beechnut Co. had fixed an arbitrary price for the
retail trade of their product. The Supreme Court held that while
they had a right to refuse to sell their product to any wholesaler,
they had no right by cooperative methods to fix a price to the retailer.
That became the basis of the actions taken by the Federal Trade
Commission in which complaints would be filed against any company
using cooperative methods to sustain a fixed price which miglht
be and probably was injurious to the public interest; but out of
that decision and out of that practice has arisen another evil in thi'3,
that the companies having their own product to sell, would buy
wholesale from the manufacturer a product which had a Nation-
wide reputation based upon advertisement and based upon the public
approval, and they would sell that product, at below the cost at which
it was sold wholesale to the retailer; and in that way, having a com-
petitive product of their own, by selling below the cost at which the
retail distributor of the product could afford to sell it, they would
break down the distributive processes of the manufacturer.

It is an unfair practice. The codes have pointed out that that was
an unfair practice and a number of them have made provisions de-
claring it an unfair practice. The Federal Trade Commission, I am
sure, would hold that that was an unfair or deceptive practice, because
the public is deceived by selling a product below the cost of production
or below the cost at which the manufatcurer could fairly sell it to the
retailer.

This matter has been considered by the Department of Commerce
and a report has been made upon it in another bill, but I would ven-
ture to suggest, Mr. Chairman, if I might, that this item be sent to
the Secretary of Commerce for a specific report so that the Depart-
ment itself might give the reasons why such a provision is justified.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator, I have given instructions to the clerk to
get that report from the Department of Commerce, Assistant Secre-
tary, Mr. Dickinson.

Mr. OWEN. I thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
I understand that Mr. Stuart has to catch a train and that his

statement will be very brief. Mr. Stuart, we will hear from you now.
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TESTIMONY OF G. S. STUART, PHILADELPHIA, PA., REPRESENT-
ING THE MASTER PAINTERS AND DECORATORS ASSOCIATION
OF PENNSYLVANIA

(The witness was first duly sworn.)
Mr. STUART. Gentlemen I represent the Master Painters and

Decorators Association of Pennsylvania, a subdivision of the Inter-
national Society of Master Painters and Decorators, Inc., covering
the united States and Canada.

The business of our members is painting, paper hanging, and
decorating, the largest subcontracting branch of the second largest
industry in the United States, the construction industry. There are
more than 54,000 members of our industry in the United States,
employing upward of 400,000 journeymen mechanics, doing a volume
of business in excess of $200,000,000 per year. Of these, 6,900 mem-
bers of the industry are located in Pennsylvania, employing 62,000
journeymen and doing an annual business of $22,000,000.

Representing this industry I appear before your honorable com-
mittee to urge the extension of the National Industrial Recovery Act
for an additional 2 years or longer. My reasons for such contention
may be best authenticated by appealing to the record of conditions.

Wen the National Industrial Recovery Act was enacted into law
June 16, 1933, business conditions in this industry were deplorable,
if not chaotic. The volume of business was at the lowest ebb in the
history of the industry. Journeymen niechanics habitually following
the pursuits of this trade, were without employment in vast numbers.
Those fortunate enought to be employed were forced by economic
conditions to offer their services at greatly reduced wage rates. Com-
petition among employers was of the most vicious variety, the trade
was without standardization, specifications were more honored by
their breach than by their observance. What business there was,
was auctioned off by skilled purchasers to greedy competitors seeking
to hold together the semblance of an organization with scarcely the
remotest chance of profit.

The industry was chaotic, capital invested was greatly reduced by
stupendous losses, property owners were victimized by job skinning,
and skilled journeymen dependent for their livelihood upon this in-
dustry were left to walk the streets in desperation. Such a sad pic-
ture not only menaced the well-being, but threatened the very founda-
tion structure of an industry representing a large volume of business
and giving steady employment to a farge number of deserving
mechanics.

The advent of the National Industrial Recovery Act resulted in the
formulation, establishment, and approval by the President, of the
Code of Fair Competition tor the, Paint'ng, Paper Hanging, and
Decorating Industry. A national code authority truly representa-
tive of the industry was speedily appointed and approved by N. R. A.
Stabilizing processes outlined in our code of fair competition started
to work. The members of this industry supported that code as their
only salvation, and while I cannot say that these first 2 years have
resulted in a completely stabilized job for the painting, paper hanging,
and decorating industry, I can report that there has been very sub-
stantial improvement. Property owners can now be assured of jobs
being executed in strict conformity with specifications, a condition
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which did not formerly prevail. Services and materials are now
offered to owners at prices at least covering costs. Secret rebates,
refunds, and commissions have been outlawed. Lumping or con-
tracting the labor services of a job have been eliminated. Employ-
ment has definitely increased, wage levels have risen, the property
owner is now assured the workmanship and materials he bargained
to receive. Materials are furnished as offered without substitution
or dilution, which was quite a common practice in the old days of
vicious competition. General business in the industry has definitely
improved with the devastating depression securely checked and under
control for the first time.

The stabilization program embodying fair trade practices among
the employers of this industry has by no means been completed.
It has been effectively started. We are on our way to satisfactory
business conditions. Results from the industry will substantiate
the better feeling among competitors that there is at least some
security in the belief that all competitors are subject to the same
conditions. It will require at least an additional 2-year period to
make the operations of the stabilization of practices for both em-
ployers and labor reasonably effective. For this reason we appeal to
your honorable body to recommend an extension of the National
Industrial Recovery Act in order to allow the members of this
industry to carry out their cherished desires.

The most feasible and expedient method of relieving unemploy-
ment is to limit maximum hours by legislation. Purchasing power
can only be maintained under depressed economic conditions by fixing
through legislation, an irreducible minimum below which skilled wage
levels may not go. Fair competition can only be established in
depression times by legislation which forbids the unfair, unscrupulous
practices to which desperation drives competitors in industry. Assur-
ances that materials and workmanship will be delivered to the prop-
erty owner and' the general public as bargained for, can only be
guaranteed when competitive conditions are reasonably standardized.
Surely that legislation is in the public interest which aims to inculcate
in industry, the principles of fair trade practice through honest com-
petition, that aims to improve the working conditions of labor
through the payment of livable wages and that assures the property
owner an honest job at a fair price.

Should the National Industrial Recovery Act not be extended, it
is this industry's firm conviction that business conditions in this
trade will relapse into an even worse chaotic state than that in which
it was found in June 1933. We exhort you to prevent any such
disaster by continuing the National Industrial Recovery Act.

The CHlAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. STUART. Thank you for hearing me.
Senator BARKLEY. Does your statement show the increase in

employment since June 1933 in your industry, by numbers?
Mr. STUART. It does not in this brief. But we have noticed a

marked increase. We have figures to show a marked increase there.
Senator BARKLEY. Will you be able to supply that with your state-

ment for the record?
Mr. STUART, Yes.
The CHAIRMAN, Send it down to the clerk.
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Mr. Javits, you are the first one to be taken on this afternoon. It
is now 12 o'clock. The committee will recess to meet at 2 o'clock
in the District of Columbia Committee room.

(Whereupon, at 12 o'clock noon, the hearing is recessed until 2
o'clock of the same day as noted.)

AFTER RECESS

(Tle hearing was resumed at 2 p. in. as noted.)
Senator KING (presiding). The committee will be in order.
I offer for the record a letter from Mr. Hartley G. Ward.

REMINGTON WARD,
Newport, R. I., April 0, 1935.

COMMITTEE INVESTIGATING NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

GENTLEMEN: I presume you are besieged with complaints and reports on
National Recovery Administration activities, and for this reason I have refrained
from writing earlier, but if you have not already given considerations to the
Graphic Arts Code, I believe you will find therein one of the finest examples of
the code in oppressing small business.

I have a mass of correspondence in this regard between this office, and the code
authority, the Rhode Island Typothetae, and various departments in Washington.
1 have gone into the matter in detail with the National Recovery Administration
authorities. They have been extremely polite in the matter, but have never
given a definite answer to the many points brought op. The code authority are
arbitrary, and show little sympathy for anyone not in favor of their methods.
We ended a very interesting correspondence by their referring me to the President
of the United States, as being the one who wrote the code, and therefore respon-
sible for it.

Outstanding in unfairness, was the fact that unless one belonged to the United
Typothetae of America, one could not be represented on the code authority. In
other words, the typothetae ran things just to suit themselves, and the inde-
pendent printer (large and small) had no say in his own code administration.
There were many other points almost as unfair-such as complicated cost-finding
systems; high hourly costs; code assessments; unnecessary code overhead; etc.

I have always felt that a code for printers would be acceptable, and desirable.
But every printer should have representation of some kind, and it should not be
left to any one group of printers to foist their pet plans on the industry as a whole.

I would be pleased to go more into detail in this matter if it will be of any help
to you, but I don't wish to burden you with anything, if you already have the facts
at hand. The code in its present form is entirely unworkable, and provokes a
great hardship on the industry as a whole.Very respectfully, A. HARTLEY G. WARD.

Senator KING. I offer for the record a letter addressed to the chair-
man of the committee by the New England Jobbers & Manufacturers
Millinery Association, stating that at a meeting of the association
representing all of those engaged in manufacturing and marketing
mllinery in New England, that there was great concern over the ever-
increasing cost of conducting business due to the expense and restric-
tions imposed in tile code.

NEW ENGLAND JOBBBas & MANUFACTURERS
MILLINERY ASSOCIATION,
Boston, Mass., March 7, 1935.

Chairman HARRISON,
United States Senate Finance Committee,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR Sia: At a meeting of our association which represents all those engaged in

the manufacture and marketing of millinery here in New England, great concern
was voiced, expressly among the manufacturers, as to the ever-increasing cost of
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conducting our business owing to the expense and restrictions imposed upon us
by the National Recovery Administration Millinery Code,

Our industry, by code figures, showed a volume of but $105,000,000 last year,
and was taxed by the code authority $576,628.27. This amount was obtained
by selling to the trade National Recovery Administration labels which are sewn
in all hats sold.

The figures given above represent far too great a burden for our industry
which, to quote our code authority in their annual report just published: "We
ought to feel rather proud of what has been accomplished, despite the fact that
the industry, by and large, has not been prosperous for either workers or manage-
merit, due to the depressed state of consumption."

The code authority have fitted up their New York office headquarters in an
extravagant and lavish way at a cost as follows:

Office furniture (desks) -------------------------------------- $6, 068. 87
Office equipment (typewriters) --------------------------------- 1,537. 12
Office furnishings (carpeting) ---------------------------------- 1, 646. 34
Shelvings -------------------------------------------------- , 263. 94
Partitions and constructions ---------------------------------- 5,219.45
Electric fixtures ---------------------------------------------- 2,369.28

Total----------------------------------------------- 18, 10& 00

In this office are installed our code director, salary, $20,000 per year; code
secretary, $10,000 per year; code author, $10,000 per year.

These salaries are excessive for the total amount of business of our industry,
and are far more than the vast majority of our members can hope to earn.

It is not alone the expense of maintaining the above useless machinery, but the
un-American way of inspection, both of our books and workrooms which, to our
way of thinking, violates the constitutional right of personal liberty.

The code provides for classified and minimurn wages for every operation of our
work and reduces working hours to 35 per week (except for a limited time in rush
seasons), which leaves io elasticity of judgment for the harassed manufacturer
who, under the code law, has his costs fixed, and is then left to cutthroat com-
petition in selling his product to compete with the rest of the trade where there
is sn annual 20-pereent mortality.

If our code continues, there seems no other way out, other than many of our
best people will be forced to join the ranks of next year's 20 percent, which is not
al encouraging outlook for anyone.

If our Gover mient feels tbat sweatshops and exploitation of child labor should
be stopped (arid this any honest-thiniking roan will agree to), let a law be passed
covering the above, with teeth in it so that the rafter and chiseler will not try
to evade and nullify its effects; hand the same over to the Department of Justice
to enforce; then all will be well.

Under the above regulation, there would be no need of all these many different
codes with their exaggerated expense accounts eating the very lifeblood out of
our business and taxing the consuming public beyond their ability to pay.

Our association knows of no other way to express our views other tha to write
to you who are so placed that you may use your valued influence to abolish this
cumbersome and expensive un-Anierican practice.

With sincere thanks for your cooperation, we renrain,Yours sincerely,
NEW ENGLAND JOBBERS & MANUFACTURERS

MILLINEity ASSOCIATION,
A. R. CooK.

Senator KING. I offer for the record also a letter from Mr. Frederick
J. Welder, treasurer of the Barr & Creelman Co., plumbing and beat-
ing contractors of Rochester, N. Y.

APRIxL 9, 1935.
Senator KINo,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: It is with deep appreciation that I learn of your interest in the

present investigation of the National Recovery Administration and I do trust
that you will keep up the fight against the renewal of this act for it takes little
imagination to realize how detrimenal the National Recovery Administration has
been to sinall business interests, as practically n5 small *business has gained
anything through the codes brought about by National Recovery Administration.
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I believe that it is generally understood that when this act was first made a
law, it was brought about by big interests feeling that the small business firms
offered them too much competition and the only means of correcting it was to
brings about an evil such as this act, to throttle the little fellow and thereby
eliminate competition so that the profits of the monopolies could be further
increased. This is proved by the large profit shown by a great many of the
larger interests since this act was made a law.

Any one who takes the time to read the various codes written by these selfish
Interests can readily see that none are written with the interest of the small
busi ness man in mind, when one realizes that over 40 codes have restrictions and
limittions as to any individual starting in business covered by these codes, it
is readily understood that their intent is to kill any incentive, initiative, and
ambition that one might have in order that the field of these respective businesses
could be reserved for themselves. This one point alone is anything but American-
like.

As to the 17 points offered by Mr. lichberg for correction of the existing law,
surely these are the most vague and confusing generalities that anyone could
imagine.

Most small business men realize that Mr. Richbcrg does not know what it is
all abont, for in the first place not Ihving ltsd business experience he cannot see
it from a small business man's viewpoint.

Mr. Richberg also mentioned that 3,000,000 jobs have been created by National
Recovery Administration. This is imaginary and the writer doubts if he can
prove this number of jobs being caused by improved conditions brought about by
National Recovery Administration. Undoubtedly what lie means is that there
are this number of new jobs created under the bureaucracy of National Recovery
Administration, those of paid clerical help, secretaries and so-called "brain
trusters" who have secured positions on National Recovery Administration
boards at the expense of the small business.

Where Mr. Richberg or his cohorts expects the small business nan to keep
getting funds to keep paying for the expense of the National Recovery Adminis-
tration is more than one can understand.

As to his stating that there has been less business failures during the past 2
years, the records possibly would bear this out but he does not realize that it is
no longer necessary to file petition in bankruptcy to become a business failure for
all one has to do today is to fold up, settle for so much on the dollar and start over
again, thereby eliminating the expense of bankruptcy. The writer knows of
many concerns in Rochester who have gone through this process, and are now con-
tinuing to operate in business.

The writer believes from personal experience, having served on code com-
mittees, both State and local, that the best thing for business would be to elim-
inate the National Recovery Administration, which has put so much fear and
discouragement into all successful business men, and which has accomplished
nothing but a great deal of additional expense to business, running into the
billions with absolutely no results whatever to show for this expenditure, other
than increased profits for the monopolies.

Most business men feel that regulation is all that would be necessary to properly
conduct any business successfully and that were these regulations applied on the
part of the Federal Government under a law enacted covering control of thefollowing:

Minimum wages, maximum hours for each industry.
The omittin4 of child labor.
The classifyng of business in such a manner that no one type of business

interest could be operating under more than one classification unless they estab-
lish Individual operating companies for the conducting of the business classified,
thereby eliminating one of the greatest evils that exist today, of everyone in the
other fellow's business, and the cause of so much price cutting by those who are
in all types of business carried on under one company. This would also provide
a means of bringing in additional taxes to the tax authorities as there would be
more individual companies required to report both on capital stock, franchise,
and profit tax.

The terms of credit and discount should be universal throughout the Nation,
governing the payment of accounts, and not to be governed by codes, each
having its own Idea on this subject.

That each person or corporation in business should be forced to keep a set of
books covering their costs, and that the bookkeeping system be as laid down under
a regulation subject to Federal inspection.
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That no one should be restricted from starting in any new business he desires,
providing he complies with the regulations for the operation of that business.

The above are a few of the regulations that might be suggested.
Again I urge you to do your utmost to cause the elimination of the present

National Recovery Administration Act when it expires, and to do what is possible
to bring about regulation of business methods that would be fair to all, which is
all that would be necessary today to eliminate the unfair competition that exists,
and when regulations are drawn the large interests or monopolies would not have
so much to say as in the past, for it is the likes of this type of business that wish
to do the dictating at the expense of the small business man.

This is further evidenced by a statement recently made by Mr. Johnson when
he stated that "All small business would have to go", and that it was apparently
his intention to seek the Government's aid to assist in the accomplishment of this
narrow and selfish viewpoint.

More and more each day the writer notices the increased attitude on the part
of the voters to demand their rights, which have been taken from them under the
"new deal" in the guise of laws of the National Recovery Administration which
laws were written by the big Interests for the big interests. It is time that the
interests of big business and capitalist is set aside, otherwise we will soon face a
revolution in this country, as the people are getting more and more incensed over
some of the conditions that have been brought about under the "new deal", for
they have come to realize that Mr. Roosevelt has not accomplished what he
promised, and that what has been accomplished has been for big business interests,
at the expense of the little fellow.

The writer believes that if there is any intent on the part of the committee
holding the hearings on the National Recovery Administration, before favorably
reporting the reenactment of National Recovery Administration, that hearings
should be held, if possible, in the various sections of the country to get the opinion
of the public who are suffering from the effects of the present act,

Very truly yours, FREDERICK J. WEonz, Treasurer.

Senator KING. I offer also for the record a letter from the president
of the Northern Coal Co. of Detroit, Mich.

Hon. WILLIAM H. KING,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
My DEAR SENATOR: The publicity being given impending labor troubles, the

extension by compromise until June 16 of the bituminous coal labor controversy
and the forestalling of a possible and at this time embarrassing Supreme Court
decision by the discontinuance of the Belcher Lumber ese, are grim reminders of
efforts, bordering on coercion, to secure passage of the National Recovery
Administration extension bill.

To "conserve" a natural resource, the known supply of which will last upward
of 1,500 years at the present rate of consumption, it is proposed to solve "today's"
problems by perpetuating a "monopoly" of our plenitude of bituminous coal
through the continuance of price fixing which, as costs continue to rise, serves
but to influence consumers uses of substitute fuels, such as oil, the duration of our
supply of which is less definitely known.Therefore we again request your kind attention to the phases of National
Recovery Administration that are ruining small business, a few of which were out-
lined in our letter of January 10, and repeat our hope, through your advocacy, of
the definite abolition of price and commission fixing either in National Recovery
Administration or any other form, that commercial enterprise may be improved
at least to the extent of its being purged of legalized persecution, bootlegging and
hi-jacking.

Yours very truly, NORTRnms COAL Co.,
E. C. CROwLEY, President.

Senator KiNG. I offer also a communication from Mr. Walter Mit-
chell Jr., the secretary of the Furniture Code Authority, who states
that it was understood that he might submit a supplemental statement

119782-3-nT 6-29
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to his testimony, and pursuant to that understanding he has submitted
the following, which may go into the record:

APRIL 6, 1935.

The Honorable WILLiAM H. KING,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR KING: In accordance with your request as to tne Finance Com-

mittee hearing on the National Recovery Administration yesterday, I am attach-
ing herewith a brief, dealing with price-fixing in lumber, specifically, and with price-
fixlngin general as filed by the Furniture Code Authority on October 12, 1934.

My telephone number and address are given on this letterhead and I shall be
glad to try to be of service to the committee in any way.

Very truly yours, WALT MITCHELL, Jr. Secretary.

FURNITURE CODE AUTHORITY,
1700 EYm STREET NW.,

Washington, D. C., October 12, 1934.
Re: Lumber Code Prices and Price Fixing on Items used by Furniture Manufac-

turers.
Mr. A. C. DIxoN,

Deputy Administrator National Recovery Administration,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: The attached brief, supplementary to the testimony presented by
representatives of the furniture industry at the public hearing on September 19, is
filed in accord with the permission of the presiding deputy administrator as
given at that hearing.

A list of the items used by furniture manufacturers, and against which this
protest is directed, is attached hereto as exhibit A.

Comparisons of prices paid for specific items of lumber, with prices scheduled
under the Lumber Code, are shown in exhibit B. In connection with the plywood
prices there is a particularly interesting set of figures on the manufacturer s own
costs as compared with his selling price and code price. The committee for this
code authority does not, however, wish to be interpreted as suggesting these
purchase prices or 4ny other specific prices for use as minimum specified prices.

Opinions of a large sample of furniture manufacturers regarding price fixing
and its enforceability are summarized in exhibit C.

We further wish to protest that the requirement of the deputy administrator
that specific suggestions be made as to the prices of specific items is an impossible
request in view of our basic position that prices cannot successfully be determined
by mass arithmetic. The limitation of the hearing to such specific information
constituted a denial of our request for hearing in that it denied permission to
present the only arguments we can properly present.

The brief, as submitted, contains the broader background and consideration of
the commercial aspect of price fixing in hardwoods and other items used by
furniture manufacturers. Consideration of these aspects, we believe, is necessary
to a proper appraisal and decision on the problem.

We contend that the limitation of the hearing and any attempt to limit or dis-
qualify consideration of the attached brief is contrary to the purposes of the re-
covery act, the policy of the Recovery Administration and contrary to our under-
standing in applying for the hearing. It is admitted that the writer, as repre-
sentative of this industry, verbally agreed with you that the protest could rightly
be limited to the items used by furniture manufacturers; but it was clear from
our correspondence and conversations on the subject that this industry's protest
clearly applied to price fixing in those items and not merely to the prices.

In the hearing on September 19, when Deputy Administrator Selfridge stated
that we could obtain a hearing on the broader aspects of lumber price fixing if we
should request it, we made clear to him that such a request was contained in my
letter of August 16, which protested against Executive Orders 9-46A and 9-47A-
the amendment to the code as well as the order declaring emergency prices (p. 105
of the record). We do not consider that the Deputy Administrator has made a
satisfactory reply to our question as to why a hearing was not held on the broader
aspct of t is question when we had so requested.

We believe that the objections to dealing with this aspect in public hearing-
that other interested parties were not represented-is not applicable to the c n-
sideration of a brief and that the error involved in the above limitation of heArilig
may in part be mended by the careful consideration of the attached brief.
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In accordance with the notice of hearing, which requested that witnesses present
specific suggestions and wordings of revisions proposed, we respectfully submit the
following suggestions. We realize that they are made at the risk of seeming to
meddle with the problems of the Lumber Code Authority, but they are ventured
to avoid the risk of seeming purely destructive:

1. That the portions of article IX of the Lumber and Timber Products Code,
which imposes fixed price schedules, be rescinded with respect to hardwood and
plywood items or at least with respect to the items listed in the specific summaries
or prices in the attached brief and closely related items.

2. That the Lumber Code be amended to apply to these items and any other
appropriate items a prohibition that "no manufacturer shall offer, sell or exchange
* * * products * * * at less than their cost to their manufacturer,
except to meet existing competition of lower cost producers on products of the
same or equivalent quality and/or specification."

3. That the existing minimum cost protection price schedules on these items
be revised downward to at least 10 percent below prevailing market prices as
offered by reputable producers and that such schedules then be made an informal
yardstick of probable minimum cost, a basis for challenging individual producers
to show cost figures, and not a basis for prosecution.

4. That a modified plan of price filing be considered as a method of keeping
these yardsticks up to date and sensitive to changing conditions.

Respectfully submitted.
FURNITURE CODE AUTHORITY,
WALTER MITCHELL, JR., Secretary.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FURNITURE MANUFACTURERS, INC.,
A. 1. HAAKE, Managing Director.
SOUTHERN FURNITURE MANUFACTURERs AssocIATIoN,
J. T. RYAN, Secretary.

EXHIBIT A

With the limited exceptions noted elsewhere in this brief, the furniture manu-
facturing industry protests the Lumber Code price of all items used by that indus-
try, on the ground that said prices are excessive and damaging to our interests
as users of lumber; and, furthermore, that the fixing of prices on the items listed
below is of doubtful legality under the terms of the National Industrial Recovery
Act,

We specifically protest the following items as listed in the Lumber Code
Authority Bulletins of July 16, 1934:

No. 17-A-Appalachian section

Appalachian and southern hardwoods:
Firm white ash -------------------------------------- 5/8" to 10/4"
Basswood ------------------------------------------- 4/4" to 12/4"
Beech ---------------------------------------------- 5/8" to 8/4"
Birch ------------------------------------------------- 4/4" to 8/4"
Chestnut --------------------------------------------- 3/4" to 8/4"
Black gum ------------------------------------------ 4/4", to 8/4"
Hard maple ----------------------------------------- 4/4" to 10/4"
Soft maple ------------------------------------------ 4/4" to 10/4"
Plain red oak ---------------------------------------- 5/8" to 10/4"
Quartered red oak ------------------------------------ 5/8" to 6/4"
Plain white oak ---------------------------------------- /8" to 10/4"
Quartered white oak ---------------------------------- 4/4" to 8/4"
Plain poplar ----------------------------------------- 5/8" to 10/4"

No. 27-S-Southern section

Appalachian and southern hardwoods:
Firm texture ash -------------------------------------- 5/8" to 8/4"
Ash squares ------------------------------------------- 4/4" to 12/4"
Basswood ------------------------------------- 4/4" to 8/4"
Beech ---------------------------------------- 5/8" to 8/4"
Beech squares .--------------------------------------- 8/4" to 10/4"
Plain red gum ---------------------------------------- 3/8" to 10/4"
Plain red gum-figured -------------------------------- 4/4" to 6/4"
Quartered red gum ------------------------------------ 4/41F to 10/4"
Quartered red gum-figured ---------------------------- 4/4"' to 8/4"
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No. 27-S---Southern setion-Continued

Appalachian and southern hardwoods--Continued.
Plain sap gum ---------------------------------------- 3/8" to 10/4"
Quartered sap gum ----------------------------------.. 5/8" to 12/4"
Sap gum squares ------------------------------------ 4/4" to 12/4"
Soft maple (worm holes no defect) --------------------- 4/4" to 12/4"
Soft maple (worm holes a defect) ------------------------ 4/4" to 8/4"
Mapel squares -----------.----------------------------- 8/4" to 10/4"
PWin red oak ----------------------------------------- 5/8" to 12/4"
9lartered red oak ------------------------------------- 5/8" to 6/4"
Plain rad oak squares ---------------------------------- 8/4" to 10/4"
Plain white oak --------------------------------------- 5/8" to 12/4"
Quartered white oak ----------------------------------- 5/8" to 8/4"
Plain white oak squares -------------------------------- 5/4" to 12/4"
Poplar ----------------------------------------------- 5/8" to 12/4"
Poplar -------------.------------------------------ 1/2" to 12/4"
Plain sycamore ---------------------------------- 580 to 6/4
Plain tupelo ---------------------------------------- 58" to 8/4"
Quartered tupelo -------------------------------------- 4/4" to 12/4"
Tupelo and/or black gum ------------------------------ 4/4" to 12/4"

No. 14.-Philippine mahogany in all sizes and grades used by furniture manu-
facturers.

No. 20.-All furniture plywood as listed on pages 6, 7, and 8.
No. 16.-Species and sizes equivalent to those listed in nos. 27-A and 27-S

above.
No. 29.-Species and sizes equivalent to those listed in nos. 27-A and 27-S

above.
No. 17.-Species and sizes equivalent to those listed in nos. 27-A and 27-S

above,
No. 3.-All items of commercial veneer commonly used by furniture manu-

facturers in all of the woods listed on pages 4 and 5, together with such other
items on pages 8 and 9 as are not specifically construction or public-seating
materials.

Apparently the code prices for hard maple and American walnut havc been
fixed sufficiently low in the Lumber Code schedules so that the majority of current
transactions are taking place above the code levcl, hence a normal and satisfactory
market appears to be characteristic in most of the transactions in these species.
It should be called to attention that these prices must be lower than the weighted
available costs or the above conditions would not prevail.

EXHIBIT B

DATA ON QUANTITIES AND PRICES OF HARDWOOD PURCHASED

None of the prices quoted below is suggested by the Furniture Code Authority
for publication and enforcement at minimum reasonable cost for the items con-
cerned. They are quoted simply to show the degree to which the prevailing
market has fallen below code prices. To the best of our knowledge the seller
in all of these instances alleged that he was making a profit on supplying the
lumber at the prices mentioned.

Comparison of purchases made in the spring months of 1933 and 1984, late spring

1o3 1934

Fort Smith, Ark.:
414 no. Ieommon plain sap gum (mill pcoe) ......... ............... $12. D0 to 14.00 $2M.00
3-ply oriental walnut .................................................... 120 0 20. 00

s icb p um....................................................... I&.OD 7.00
J'aneutown, N. Y..

I common ap gum, plain 44 ........................................... . 30.00 45. 0
Ioommon sap gu=, qaartered5 /4 .......................................- .00 a 50
1 and 2 common sp gum, quartmnd 91. .................................. 43.09 63.00
1 common maple Q4 ..................................................... 500 52.002A on men popular 4. .................................................. 2& 00 37.50
l popular mrobandlng ------------------------------------------------- 1 75 &05O
1/20 po.TAr &M bawling .................................................. 3.00 5.8
1/12 guive ntr ..................................................... &00 9.36
IM Kum St .................................................... 7.0 13.00
3/16 gum ners .................................................... 10.50 19.40
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As an example of the irre~ularity of prices at any one moment under price
fixing (see item 1-C in the brief) the following compares prices on three different
dates and two or more producers, on identical quality of lumber delivered at the
same point.

Bought in Gardner, Mas., under code, from following:

MillA MilE MW C

Kln-dried yellow birch, f. o. b., Od , Mass.:4/4 ...................................................... $74 $73 $82
W4--------------------------..............---------------------------- so 81.
8/4------------------------------------------------------........ 54 ......

Prices on Cuban mahogany which is not produced under a code were raised to
excessive levels, apparently in order to maintain or improve the competitive
position of other woods. Manufacturers in this industry report practically no
purchases at code prices.

April 1933 F. & S. (select) L. Co.

Cuban mahogMay (Grand Rapids):4/4 ......................................................... 1$146 $220 $200 $180
6/4- ..................................................... 1150 230 210 170
0/4 ......................................................... - 110 236 256 1765/,--------------------------156 246I  225~ 1508/ ....................................................... 1 5 8

t Pre-code log ran.

McConnelville.-Mahogany people put prices up to a wild level. Examples of
price increases which we believe to be excessive in relation to the increased labor
cost are as follows:

April Code
1933

Birch (Milwaukee) 4/4 1 common and select --------------------------------------- $19.00 8.00
Tupelo (Tippecanoe 44 F. & 8, City, Ohio) ........................................ 2 00 49.60
44 sap gam (f. o. b. Marietta, Ohio) ................................................ X2. 00 4&60
4/4 F. & S. basswood (Chicago)--- ................ ........................ 38.00 63.75
1/20 cross banding veneer (Evansville, Ind.) ...............------------------------ 2.45 6.35
41 (.& . birch (W isonsin) ...................................................... 19.00 30.00
um 4/4 (Hagerstown, Md.) .00 44 30Gum / (lcges~ n, M d) ................ -............................3. - - 48. 50
urn 814 (liagerstown Md)---------------------30.00 460

,um 8/4 (Hag,'stown, Md.) ...................................................... 31.00 52.00
Plywood: 6-ply striped mahogany tace ----------------.------------------------. 13o .22

1100 percent ln,-ems in plywood in Ohio.

A typical example of evasion of the code by delivery of greater quantity is
cited below from the questionnaires of two manufacturers:

Mill billed 18,000 feet; delivered 20,000 feet.
Mill billed 15,000 feet; delivered 18,000 feet, in car.

cosT FIOURIS ON PLYWOOD

The following information should not be interpreted as a declaration by the
Furniture Code Authority that the cost figures quoted are reasonable costs or
should be made the basis of revision of scheduled prices. They are exhibited
simply to show that the costs of representative, responsible, and well-informed
producers fall far below the alleged reasonable costs. Plywood price schedules
have allegedly been reduced somewhat since the following was written but we
have ascertained the viewpoint of this and other plywood producers remains the
iame.

(Abstract of letter(' , ay 11, 1934, from plywood manufacturer to association:)
"Several of these furniture manufacturers that have for many years bought

plywood now take the position that they cannot compete with the furniture
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manufacturers that operate a veneer and plywood department in their factory
and that unless the protective code prices in the Plywood Manufacturers' Code
are adjusted, that because of the discrimination against them that they have a
choice of doing one of two things' that is, install a plywood plant as a part of
their factory or to quit business. This condition seems to be general throughout
this southern section and I believe that it is a matter of a very serious nature.

"Since getting this definite reaction and statements from the various buyers of
plywood in the furniture industry I have figured carefully into the costs of various
items of plywood as set up in the cost protective price list under the Lumber
Code authority Bulletin No. 56, and I am inclined to believe that the prices on
many of the items are out of line certainly ranging from 2 to 3 cents above the
prices that should be asked by the plywood manufacturers. For your informa-
tion, I am quoting herewith several of the items based upon my cost figures
showing the cost, the suggested selling price, and then the code prices:

Sug- Carload
Cost geated codeselling priceprice

Rotary cut gum face ..................................................... $147.39 $16. 12 $178. 28
Sliced comb grain oak lace .............................. ......... 169.82 19.60 218.18
Plain striped mahogany face ...........................- - ---------------- 169.18 186.07 211.45
Sliced walnut face ....................................................... 18&33 20. 96 22.67

"From the above schedule of cost and suggested selling prices you will note
that I feel the plywood manufacturer should have 10-percent profit, but adding
on the 10 percent still leaves the cost-protective prices on carloadlots considerably
above the selling prices. It is true that this is simply four items, but these are
items that run into a heavy footage and there is a larger variation than this In
certain items that are not as stable as these four items. * * *

"In talking with two or three of my competitors they take the position that the
prices are too high, ranging from 2 to 6 cents per square foot as published in Bulle-
tin No. 56. If this is so, then the plywood manufacturers are entirely wrong to be
tied up to such prices and attempt to force the furniture manufacturers to pay
these prices. * * *

"A number of the heavy plywood manufacturers have in the South advised
that they seriously complained about these prices when they were established
and ordered put into the code, but the Northern manufacturers and the thin-gum
manufacturers outvoted these plywood manufacturers that did object and the
prices went in, not as actual cost prices but prices that were more or less to be
considered as selling prices with a good profit included for the plywood manu-
facturers. * *"

EXHIBIT C

OPINIONS OF FURNITURE MANUFACTURERS REGARDING PRIcs FIXING AND ITS
ENFORCEABILITY

In preparation for the hearing of September 19, a questionnaire was sent out
to all members of the furniture industry asking their opinion on the desirability
and the workability of price fixing in lumber. It proved Impossible to obtain a
full reply, since many manufacturers returned the questionnaire untouched or
partially filled out with a comment that exploration of the subject was no' worth
while because price fixing had already collapsed and was a dead issue. However
the answers from some 600 as tabulated show the following: 76.8 percent opposed
price fixing by definite published prices; 44.6 percent opposed the protection of
individual cost as well; 55.4 percent favor individual cost protection as workable
and reasonable expense; 23.2 percent favor the theory of price fixing as proposed
under the Lumber Code, but a number of these express belief that it cannot be
enforced.

In answer to the question regarding enforceability: 64.3 percent believe
Lumber Code prices cannot be enforced; 21.4 percent believe they can; 14.3 per-
cent are doubtful.

In answer to a further question as to whether the prices could be enforced If
reduced to a lower reasonable cost basis: 58.0 percent still believe they could
not be enforced; 26.8 percent believe they could be; 14.3 percent are doubtful.
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Brief of the furniture manufacturing industry before the National Recovery
Administration concerning the fixing of prices of hardwood plywood, and other
items used by furniture manufacturers, as scheduled under the administrative
orders of July 10, 1934. Pertaining to amendments of article IX of the code of
fair competition for the Lumber and Timber Products Industry Approved Code
No. 9 and to the declaration of emergency minimumprices thereunder. Hearing
held September 19, 1934. The sections of this brief cover-

1. The commercial aspect of price fixing as shown by such figures and other
facts.

2. Lumber Code price fixing in the light of the recovery act and N. R. A.
policy.

3. Difficulties of computing valid reasonable cost figures.
4. Basic economic considerations as applied to hardwood lumber price fixing.

THE COMMERCIAL ASPECT OF PRICE FixNa AS SHOWN BY SUCH FIGaRS AND
OTHER FACrS

A. Furniture manufacturers' hope of stabilization disappointed.-To begin with,
furniture manufacturers, although believing that the lumber price increases were
out of line with commodities generally, hoped and believed that lumber prices
would be stabilized at the code level and that the resulting gain in business con-
fidence might outweigh the handicap of added cost. The above figures dealing
with purchases of important staple items of hardwood, show that the code prices
have not been enforced; in fact have been applicable to a minority rather than a
majority of the volume of purchases by this industry.

B. Prices subject to rumor and panic.-The public has been robbed of the knowl-
edge of true prices at which transactions take place, because the publication of real
prices exposes the seller to persecution or prosecution.

C. Not a solid market.-A canvass of the situation showed that instead of
uniformity in the prices paid for lumber by competing manufacturers, wider
differences have existed in the prices actually paid than was the case prior to
price fixing. The plan has contributed to cause a diversity of selling prices and
has fostered unequal competition in the furniture industry, because of the disparity
in prices paid for the same grade of lumber.

D. Curtailed consumption because of high prices-.Because lumber represents
anywhere from 25 to 45 percent of the cost of case goods in the furniture field,
the sudden and excessive rise in the price in the fall of 1933 caused sharp rises
in the price of furniture. Although this persuaded retailers to make large pur-
ehases, the furniture failed to move forward to the consumer. In contrast to
this, as pointed out at the hearing, Mr. Lane found cedar chests, made largely
of lumber not subject to code prices, went to the dealers at prices which appealed
to the general public. The same was true of certain types of upholstered goods
and modern metal furniture.

E. Substitution of other naterias.-The furniture industry can and will par-
ticipate in the substitution of other materials and suffer only the inconvenience
of capital outlay and experiment; but the lumber industry is permanently injured
in most instances by such shift. The sudden rise in plywood prices caused many
furniture manufacturers to resume operation of long unused or semiubeolete
plywood facilities. Previous to the code, for 12 or 15 years, these same people

ad found plywood cheaper to buy than to make because of the efficiency and
specialization of plywood factories; but they now find it distinctly cheaper to
make plywood in the furniture plant. One manufacturer, who purchased new
machinery, found that he could amortize its entire cost in 2 years, by the saving
In comparison with present code prices.

F. Price floor below maarket apparently benefwia.-In a few instances code prices
were set sufficiently low so that the prevailing market for those items has been
above the code price and only occasional sales have been made at the price floor.
Certain Items of maple lumber in certain districts illustrate the point; and the
producers of these items have been benefited by the tendency of manufacturers to
escape the excessive plywood prices in some instances by substituting solid maple
suites for veneer construction. If all the minimum cost protection prices shared
the character just described, the present large expense of enforcement and wide-
spread opposition would undoubtedly not have been incurred.

G. Confidsnce damaged by collapse of code prices.-The collapse of the Lumltx
Code price schedule, when it was found unenforceable, damaged the furnitu e
industry probably as much as the sudden rise. It broke down the confidence of
retailers and consumers regarding the future prices of furniture.
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H. Proposed mformsent would ease sudden price rise.-As is evidenced from
the above records of yFurchases below code prices a complete enforcement of the
schedules of July 16, if such were possible, wouiA cause a sudden and sharp rise
from the prevailing levels at which business has been transacted, and expose this
industry to another cycle of damage. Under present conditions the public would
be even less inclined to absorb furniture at increased prices than it was in the fall
of 1933, when the first sudden Increase of lumber prices forced a corresponding
change in furniture.

1. Efforts to make other industries support Lumber Code enforcement.-N. R. A.
enforcement officials have intimated that buyers of lumber are under obligation
to asstwt in enforcement of the price schedules by giving information regarding
their purchases and the names of suppliers. It has been suggested that some
decree be issued making buyers of lumber at less than code prices guilty of viola-
tion of the Lumber Code. Salesmen for lumber companies have threatened
customers with law suits, as punishment for purchases from other lumber com-
panies at less than code prices. These occurrences indicate an unhealthy condi-
tion wherein an industry is unable to enforce its own code even with tremendous
expenditure, and is asking the entire industrial structure of the Nation to assist.

LUMBER CODE PRICE FIING IN THE LIGHT OF GENERAL N. R. A. POLICY AND
EXPERIENCE

A. Labor compliance stronger than price finng rather than dependent upon it.-It
has frequently been argued that the price-fixing arrangement is necessary to the
support and protection of the labor provisions and wage rates in the lumber indus-
try. This does not accord with the experience of other industries nor with the
plain fact that every worker will assist the code authority and the Administration
in the enforcement of labor provisions without charging a penny for his enforce-
ment services; whereas price fixing must be enforced by high-class executives and
field men who are expensive in salaries and are constantly under pressure of com-
mercial bribery.

The lumbermen who filed a petition for exemption from the price-fixing plan
and who are now reported to be suing for an injunction in the Federal court,
unanimously stated that they were able to maintain the wages of the Lumber
Code on their sales at a free market. Likewise, the purchase price figures,
quoted in this brief, show 60 to 80 percent above the low point of 1933, reputed
by many reliable lumbermen more than ample to cover the wage increases result-
ing from the code.

B. Lumber industry not properly notified of renewal of pricefiing.-Many lumber
men declared that they never received notice of the code amendment and the
Executive order proposed on July 16, and would have protested if they had been
so notified. Deputy Administrator Selfridge admits in the record that the deputy's
office does not know whether the administrative agencies oi the Lumber Code
Authority took proper steps to notify the members of the industry.

C. Em agency declared for indefinite period.-', L was emphasi..d in the early days
of the National Recovery Administration that the organization acknowledged no
precedents and would feel free to experiment in different manner with different
industries. Evidence of the passing of that day has come with the crystallization
of experience from these experiments in the form of policy memoranda. Office
order no. 228 specifically mentions a 90-day limit on a price emergency, wit!- ',be
idea that the matter wouli automatically become subject to reinspection . toe
end of 90 days. In the public interest anything so drastic and subject to abuse as
price freezing should be reexamined frequently,

D. The nature of an emergency.-National Recovery Administration officials and
the Research and Planning Division constantly emphasize to the industries who
apply for a price emergency that said emergency must meet several specifications:

1. Must hold a promise of successful stabilization by means of price fixing.
2. Must have some more permanent solution in sight at the end of the 90-day

period.
3. Must not contain the possibilities that price freezing will operate unfairly to

any Important parts of the industry.
4. Must be an immediate emergency and not a long-standing economic illness.
These and several other criteria do not seem to us to be satisfied by the emer-

gency in the lumber industry. Even in the prosperous yecrs of 1928 and 1929
that industry was suffering from the basic economic illness of overcapacity and
the substitution of other materials. The immediate emergency which aggra-
vated this long-time economic trend was undoubtedly one of code administration
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bhed on the fact that the previous price-fixing arrangement was found uien-
forceable.

DIFFICULTIES OF COMPUTING VALID REABOMABLE CoST FIOURUA

The Furniture Code Authority contends that in a number of respects the
method of figuring these prices is unfair and detrimental to the users of lumber a
well as to large portions of the lumber industry itself.

A. Impossbiity of joint cmt allocation.-It is reasonably possible to figure the
cost of sawing a log, but the allocation of this cost to the various grades of lum-
ber produced from that log is, of necessity, arbitrary and based upon previous
market values of these various grades. It is significant that the phase of the
lumber price schedule which has received practically no criticism among furniture
manufacturers is the set of differentials designated for various grades and thick-
nesses. It is our understanding that most of these were based upon practical
exprience and market relationship.

. Lumber prices permitted to contain excessive intere. t and overhead.-Even
after the changes made last winter in the method of allocating depreciation and
similar charges, the lumber price schedule still contained interest charges on
capital. It is beyond the power of our economic system, or any system, to guar-
antee interest charges to all investors, wise and unwise, and the National Recovery
Administration has wisely refused such guaranties in other cost formulas. Yet
stumpage, which is frequently mentioned by National Recovery Administration
officials as a prime cost in lumber and as an unfair advantage possessed by farmer
mills in a free market, consists largely of accumulated interest on timber tracts.
Lumbermen frequently cite the tremendous accumulated burden of delinquent
interest on bond issues among some of the large lumber producers, but this condi-
tion is no different than in many other industries which must wait upon bette.
business conditions to recoup accrued carrying charges.

C. Alleged determination of prices by tWe Administrator.-Although the ad-
ministrative order states that the Administrator and the Research and Planning
Division shall determine reasonable prices, such a work would be impossibly 19g
and expensive if attempted by anyone other than the lumber industry. It Is
is our understanding that the Lumber Code Authority not only supplied the price
schedules but that they were declared in effect by the Administrator long before
the Research and Planning Division had completed the minimum checking of the
computation. This impression was confirmed in the record by the representative
of the Research and Planning Division.

D. Average cost for industry not reasonabe.-The administrative order requires
reasonable costs, yet the prices are figured on average costs for the entire produc-
tive capacity in each division of the industry, in many instances reputed to be
four or five times the capacity necessary to supply the 1929 peak demand. It
the productive capacity of any division, artieu arly hardwood, were arranged in
order of its efficiency at any one time, these average costs would supposedly lie
at the half-way point. If, however, cost calculations were based on the cost
figures of the most efficient quarter of the production capacity, they would
supposedly fall half-way between the zero and 25 mark or on the scale which we
have described 37% points away from the present price computation.

BASIC ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS AS APPLIED TO HARDWOOD LUMBER PRICZ 71XI

The considerations below, applicable to all price fixing, have been emphasized
by the chairman of this code authority at conferences of the durable goods com-
mittee and by other public protests from members of this i4us.

A. Fair share of national income for durable consumer goods.-Wen price fixing
is permitted to industries making basic raw materials and necessity goods, it
gves them a preferred claim upon the national income and permits them to take

larger proportion than they would obtain In free trade. Conversely, les of the
national income remains for purchases of durable and capital goods which canbe delayed. This is particularly true of durable consumer's goods and shows
concretely in the price and profit figures for the furniture InduRtry. The following
information from the brief presented by Mr. J. T. Ryan at the hearing on Sep-
tember 19 shows that the furniture industry was not able to raise its prices in
proportion to the increase in lumber costs because public demand would not stand
for such increases. This is reflected in increasing losses for the furniture industry
at a time when other industries are picking up. The furniture industry is squeezed
between fixed prices for its materials and a sensitive elastic demand for its product.
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"An nvestgation made by us shows that for each $1 of sales of cheap and
medium-priced bedroom and dining-room furniture, the producer spends from
25 to 82 cents for lumber and veneer. In other words, in cheap and medium-
priced furnitre, the lumber and veneer cost is from 25 to 32 percent of the selling
prices. Obviously, this item of lumber and veneer cost is the major item of cost

the production of cheap and medium-priced furniture, and, therefore, any
am lum r and veneer prices has a direct bearing on the selling prices of

furniture. An analysis of the operations of southern furniture factories for the
first 6 months of 1934 shows that for each $100,000 of sales, the cost was as
follow
Direct and indirect pay roll ------------------------------------- $28, 508
Factory burden, not including indirect labor ----------------------- 11, 134
Administrative and selling expense ------------------------------- 18, 418
Materials ----------------------------------------------------- 46, 422

Total ------------------.------------------------------- 104, 482
"It will be observed that on an average there was a loss of 4Y percent on sales.

Materials represented 46.4 percent, of which lumber and veneer represented more
than 50 percent, as lumber and veneer represented from 25 to 32 percent of sales
pries.

'In order to illustrate the effect of lumber cost on the selling prices of furniture,
I desire to offer an exhibit showing the cost and selling prices of a cheap, plain
walnut dining-room suite consisting of a buffet, china closet, serving ta,_e, and
dining-room table. This statement shows the principal item of cost at the low
point in January 1933, the high point in September 1933, and the present cost.
The costs are separated, showing direct labor, lumber, veneers, other materials,
factory burden, selling and administrative expense, and the total cost contrasted
with the selling price. We show the percentage each item represents of the total
cost and the relationship of the cost at each date to the January 1933 cost. It
will be observed that the direct labor cost represented 16.8 percent of the total
cost in January 1933, 19.2 percent of the cost in September 1933, and 21.9 percent
of the cost as of this date. Lumber and veneer combined represented 25.7
percent of the cost in January 1933, which increased to 33.6 percent of the cost in
September 1933, and declined to 25.8 percent of the cost as of this date."

B. Trend toward Government control ana socialism.-Price fixing, if it works, is
a step toward socialism and complete Government control of business. Pro-
duction control is commonly desired or attempted in connection with price con-
trol and it is becoming increasingly apparent that the two must go together.
In addition, artificial control or stimulation of demand is necessary to the success
of the other two types of control. A supply and a price are of little value if there
is no demand.

C. Result adverse to cone,vaion.-Price fixing in lumber has worked in oppo-
sition to the timber conservation program so widely publicized and desired. It
hais been reported that, since the Lumber Code went into effect, 4,000 new mills
have gone into operation to enjoy the privilege of selling at alleged cost prices.
Excess stocks are piling up and deteriorating in many branches of the lumber
industry.

D. Suggested workable cost protection plan.-Cost protection prices must be
low enough to constitute a "last line of defense" against price panic. If they
are set, higher, they encounter commercial pressure so great that they have been
broken down and are morally useless at the moment when most needed. The
safe point for this last line of defense is that at which the most efficient producers
of the industry are willing to sell. Properly administered it need never gravitate
to the cost level of these 'most efficient" producers.

Senator KING. A report has been submitted by the Research and
Planning Division entitled, "Movement of Paper Prices Under the
Paper and Pulp Industry Code." The assistant to the committee,
Mr. Whiteley, has marked a number of pages which will go in the
record, but there are a number of other pages and graphs which I am
advised it will be difficult to have printed in the record because of the
cost and also because it will delay the printing, so this matter will be
filed as an exhibit to be considered by the committee in any way
they desire.

(Following are the portions of the al-uve as marked to be inserted:)
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TE MOVEMENT OW PAPER PRICES UNDER THE PAPER AND PULP INDUSTRY CODE

1. SUMMARY

This report undertakes a statistical study of paper prices under the Paper and
Pulp Industry Code. The industry was assigned for study because price com-
plaints against it were especially numerous and because analysis was wanted of
a mass of price materials obtained from the Paper Industry Authority. Al-
though examination disclosed that the prices thus obtained were probably
defective in certain respects, particularly in not representing the full extent of the
rise during 1933-34 in prices of writing, book, and all code papers combined, yet
it proved feasible, on the basis of price indexes constructed monthly 1926-34 for
all papers together and for the important groups separately, to establish certain
conclusions respecting price changes.

The points established are:
1. Prices of papers coming under the Paper and Pulp Industry Code rose in

1933-34 more and faster than prices of industrial products in general, though
commonly they have lagged behind such prices.

2. A large part of the total rise took place during the period of code formation,
increase being particularly abrupt in July 1933, when the code was first drafted.

3. Having reached a high level in the spring of 1934, prices as a whole were
substantially maintained through September (the latest month covered by the
date), though it was said that in the interim buying declined and production
dwindled to record lows.

4. The movements recorded by the general index were concerted in character
among the major code divisions. Book, writing, kraft wrapping, sulphite wrap-
ping, tissue, and miscellaneous papers all alike joined in the sharp rise of prices
in July 1933; all shared substantially In the total recovery to the spring of 1934;
and all except writing and tissue papers displayed continued firmness into the
next autumn.

5. Price inflexibility characterized by lack of price change over periods of
months made its appearance. In the comparatively close-knit book and writing
paper groups similar inflexibility had obtained in more prosperous years, but had
been largely dissipated in the later stages of depression. In the kraft wrapping
and sulphite wrapping indexes it ws a new development.

6. Partial data also suggest, though they are too meager to establish a tendency
for price spreads to narrow and prices to become uniform at the higher levels of
late 1933 and early 1934.

All these developments coincided in time with the formation and operation of
the Paper and Pulp Industry Code, the price clauses of which repose large powers
with the Paper Industry Authority and put detailed restraints upon individual
producers. It is submitted that the statistical evidence furnishes a strong pre-
sumption that the code has been used as a means of furthering rigid price control
within the industry.

Price rise, initiated in May, assumed larger proportions in July than in any
other single month. Of the total increase from the low of April 1933 to the high
of April 1934, 60 percent occurred in the 5 months July to November. It will of
course be recalled that the summer and fall of 1933 was a period of spontaneous
increase in prices of many commodities. Yet the fact that the rise in paper was
above the average, and coincided in time with significant stages in code formation,
suggests that the latter played a part in it. Certainly it can hardly be laid to
increased costs, since at its abrupt inception there had been no increase in labor
costs under either the National Recovery Administration or the President's
reemployment agreement, and apparently little if any increase in raw material
costs.

After the code came into effect, prices continued to advance until they reached
a high in April and May 1933, when a rapid decline of purchasing set in.

The numerous complaints leveled against paper prices both before and after
the general code became effective charged not only excessive increase but also
price collusion evidenced by uniform quotations.

A price index is not adapted to disclose uniformity in pricing. The continued
high level of the price Index through 1934, however, during a period when buying
decreased and production was said to have shrunk to a new post-war low, not
improbably points to some sort of joint action to maintain prices.
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The price clauses In the oode have several features not approved by Office
Memorandum 228 nor by the National Industrial Recovery Board's recent
statement with respect to price policy. They prescribe (1) open price filing
with the Paper Industry Authority, with a 1-day waiting period; (2) a minimum
price basis, set by the individual member's own cost except where a competitor
names a lower price; and (3) an obligatory uniform cost system. Although no
cost system for the industry has yet received National Recovery Administration
approval, it Is not apparent to what extent uniform costing that might influence
price has been adopted, since the code provides that pending administrative ap-
provalof a standard system, individual methods shall be "subject to such pre-
Iimnary rules as the Paper Industry Authority shall from time to time prescribe."
In current pricing the cost to be used is that which obtained over the latest 3-
month accounting period ending not less than 30 days before the start of the
quarter in which the price is quoted; e. g., a price filed any time from July to
September must not go below the cost in a quarter ending May 31 or earlier.
While this puts no obstacle In the way of rice rise, it clearly tends in a period of
declining cost to delay price decline. Any price suspected of violating the mini-
mum is subject to investigation by the Paper Industry Authority (which is given
power to require cost data for this purpose), and pending such investigation is
subject to suspension by the Administrator. Taken all together, these price and
accounting clauses of the code have unquestionably a stringency not favorable toprice flexibility.

* * * * * * *

The Government Printing Office, a large buyer of these two types of paper,
has compiled a statement showing the prices paid over recent years. The state-
ment exhibits price increases in late February 1934 (when hids were accepted
covering the second quarter of 1934) over late January 1933 (when bids were
accepted covering the contract year beginning in March) that run as follows:
(1) For some three dozen grades of book paper, increases centering around 67
percent--with a half dozen grades that increased less than 50 percent offset by
others increasing up to or above 100 percent; (2) for writing papers, increases
centering around 60 percent, or much higher if reference is made to related
grades of fine paper.

Senator KING. I am advised by Senator La Follettee that the
committee asked for certain information from Mr. Blackwell Smith,
acting general counsel, and in response to that request Mr. Smith
has transmitted to the chairman of the committee, information as
well as a letter. The letter and the information furnished will be
inserted in the record.

NATIONAL RECOvERY ADMINISTRATION,
Washington, D. C., April 16, 1935.

Senator PAT HARRISON,
Chairman Senate Committee on Finance,

Senate 01icc Building, Washington, D. C.
My DEAR SENATOR HARRISON: In accordance with Senator La Follette's

request, and our previous practice of making requested documents and informa-
tion available to the members of your committee, I am enclosing a table indicating
which codes of fair competition have been promulgated by the National Recovery
Administration and which by the Agricultural Adjustment Administration. The
table also indicates the dates of transfers and supervision and administration of
certain codes from administration to the other.

In further explanation of the table it should be pointed out that the abbrevia-
tion "L. P." means labor provisions and the abbreviation "T. P." means trade
practice provisions.

Very truly yours,
BLACK GLL SMITH,

Acting General Counsel.
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History of coda tow assigned to the food division, N. R. A.-N. R. A. versus A. A. A.
administration aad promulgation

PROMULGATED AND ADMINISTRATION

Promul-
Code gated by

A. A. A.

Alcoholic beverages, 1
importers. -.

Alcoholicbevereges,wholesale, ---------.

Anti-hog-cholera se- T. P ....
rum,

Bakers motzoh ................
Baking industry ..............
Baking powder ...........
Biscuit and cracker.
Bottled soft-drink

industry.
Bouillon cubes......

Brewing industry.

Butter manufactur- T. P ....
ing.

Butter and egg dis-.
tributors.

Candy manufactur.
era.

Canning industry.
Cereal preparations.

Industry.
Cheese, packaged,.

p asteuriced,
blended.

Chewing-gum man-.
ufacturlng.

Cigar manuactur- T. P ....
Ing

Cigarette, snuff, N.T.P.
chewing andsmok-
Ing tobacco.

Cocoa and chocolate.
manufacturing.

Cooanutotl refining.
Coffee industry ...........
Commercial breeder T. P__.

and hatchery.
Condiment sauce.--
Confectionery.

wholesale.
Corn milling, dry.. T. P ...
Corn products, wet T. P ....
milling.

Corn starch ..............
Corn sirup, package ..
ing and mixing.

Cotton compress T. P....
and warehousing.

Cotton ginning ... . TP....
Cotton, raw trade... T. P....
Cotton plckery.. ........
Cotton8eed crushers. '. P....
Cottonseed oil re- T. P ....

fining.
Country graIn ele- T. P ....

vators.
Date packing . 'P_ T. P.:.
Desserts, food............
Desserts, frozen ..... ......
Des'cc'ted coconuts.
Distilled spirits in-.

dustry,
Distilled spirits rec--

ttty&

Dog food ................

I Supervision A. A.

Transferred,
A. A. A. to
N. R. A., Ex- Transfers since Jan. 8, 1934
ecutive order

Promulgated by Jan. 8, 1934
N. R. A.

Trade Labor Trade prac- Labor pro.
prac- provi- tN visions
tines slons

JL. P.-N. R. A .....
T. P.-F, A. C. A...
!T. P-F. A. C. A...
L: P.-N. R. A ....L.,P ................

L. P. and T. P ......
L. P. and T. P ....L. P, and T. P ......L. P. and T. P ......
L. P. and T. P ......

L. P. and T. P ......
L. P.-N. R. A .....

(T. P.-F. A. C. A_..
L. P ................

L. P. and T. P ......

L.P.and T. P .......

L. P. and T. P ......
L. P. and T. P ......

L. P. and T. P ......

L. P. and T. P .....

L. P. and T. P .....

LP ...............

P. P....
P. P....
P. P ....
P. P....
'. P....

T. P....

T. P...

T. P...

T. P....

P. P.

. . .. ..............

L- p...............
L. p..............
L . ... . ............

.P . - . ............
n. ................

L ................

L. P..............

.. P..............
L... ...............S..................

L. P..............

L . .. ..............

L....... L P .... ' Apr. 7,1934

L. P .................

L. P. and T. P ...... . P....

L. P. and T. P ...... P....
L. P. and T. P --. . , P....
L. .......................

L. P, and T. P . P....
L. P. and T. P ...... P....

L. P ...................
LP ....................

L. P. and T. P ...... 'PP....
L. P. and T. P .............

L. P ............... .. .....

L. P .....................
LP .......................
L. P. and T, P ...... P....
L. P ...................
LP ....................

L,P ..................

L. P. and T. Ps ..... ..........
L, P. and T. P ...... T.P ....
L. P. and T. P ...... T,P _
L. P. and T, P ... : T, P ....
T. P,-F. A. C. A . ..........

L. P,-N. R. A.
L. P.-N. R. A ..........

T. P.F. A. C. A.
L, P. and T. P ...... T.P ...

A. 3 Originally.

May F, 1934

LP.... ...............

L .... ...............
L.P .... ...............
L. P .... ...............

L. P ..............
L.P .... ..............

L. P ... Mar. 30,19 19'

L.P ......... ... ....

L. P ...................

L.P ...............

L.P .... ..............
LP .... ...............
L. P................
L. P .... Nov. -, 1934'

L. P .... Mar, 30,1935

,. . July 22,1934
L .P ...............

L. P ..............LP...................

t
Code revamped.
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History of codes now assigd to the food division, N. R. A.-N. R. A. versus A. A. A.
administration ad promulgation--Continued

Transferred.
A. A. A. to
N. R. A., Ex- Transfets sine Ian , 134

Promul. Pecutive order
Code oted by aromu t 8, 134XA. A. N,.A . . .

Trade Labor Tr ac- Labor pro-
pray pjovi- tc iin
tines ns

Dried fruit industry, T. P .... L. P ................. T. P.... L. P ...................
Pacific Coast.

Feed trade ......... T. P .... L.P ................ T. P.1... L.P ...................
Feed manufacturers. T. P-.-. L P ... ......... L. P .... Mar. 30,1935
Feed manufactur- ....... .. . and T. P - T - T. P .... L. P ..............
ing, mineral.

Flavoring products -- L, P. and T. P. T. P . L. P .................
Flour distributors.. . P.. ........ L. P .................................
Flour, self-rislng .... T. P.... L. P ...----- L. P .... ...............
Food brokers ------------..... L. P. an T....... .L. P ...................
Food brokers ... -........ L. P. and T. P............... ...............
Grocery msnufac-. ...-... L. P. and T .P ...... .........................

turning (master ........
code).

Food and grocery, - - L.P.andT.PA......... ....................
retail.

Food and grocery -.......- - L. P. and T. PA ..................................................
wholesale.

Fresh fruits and T. P.... L. P----------- -L .... .............................
vegetables, whole-
wholesale.

Gelatine, edible ----- ------ L. P. and T P. . P .... L. P .................................
Grain exchanges - . P... L. P ................ P.......... LP ................
Household cleanser --...-- .L. P. and T. P.4 .......................................
Ice Industry ..... ... .... L. P. and T. P.4 .......... ............... ............
le-cream-cone man ............ P. and T. P ...... T. P .... L, P ................... ..............

ufacturers.
Licorice Industry ---- ------- L. P. and T. P ...... T. P .... L. P .................................
Linseed ol . .."T------------- P_.P L.P ..............Live poultry:hlcgo ......... T. P.... L. P .......................... L. P ...............

New York ...... T. P .... L. P .......................... L. P ...................
Livestock market- T. P .... L, P .......................... L. P ...................

Ing agencies.
Macaroni-..--..... .......... L. P. and T. P ..... T. P .... L.P ...................
Malt Industry ......- T. P. P .......................... L. P ... Mar. 30,1935
Malt products ................ L. P. and T. P ..... T. P.1... L. P ...................
Mayonnaise .................. L. P. and T. P -... T. P ..-. L. P ................
Meat packers --..... T. P .... L, P ..---------------- L.P..............
Meat, retail ---------------- L. P. and T. P ...... T. P .... L. P ...................
Milk:

Dry ............. TP .... LP .......................... L,P ...................
Evaporatedand T. P .... L. P .......................... L. P ................

condensed.
Fluid ........... () L. P .......................... L. P .................

Mustard . -.................... L. P. and T, P ..... T. P .... L.P .................
Oleomargarine ...... T. P.. L. P --------------.------ L. P -...................
OUve importers ............... . P. and T. P ..... T. P .... L.P .... May 20, IOU I
Peanut butter ....... .... L. P. and T. P ...... T. P .... L. P .... ...............
Peanut millers, raw. V. P... L. P ............... . P.... L. P ..............
Pecan sabllers, ... . P ... L. P ................ T. P,... L. P .... .........
Pickle packing ...... . L. P. and T. P ...... T. P .... L. P ...................
Potato chip ......... . L. P ---- _---------T. P.L.. L. P .................
Poultry and eg dls- T. P.... L.P ------------------- L.P..............

tributors. 6 reg -
tered codes.

Preserve and gle -.---- L.P. and T. P ...... T. P.... L.P..............
trlt.

Pretizel manulstur- .......... L.P. and TP. P... T.P .... L.P .... ..........

lderatsd ware-. .......... L. P.-and T. P.6 ........................................
housing.

Rendering ---------- T. P .... L, P ................ T. P.'... L. P .... ...............
Restauant .......... .......... L. P. and T. P.' .............. , ...............
Restaurant In Ba- (6) ................................

wall.
Rice -illign, south- T. P. . L. P .......................... L. P... I Mar. 30, IO

ea-.
Supervision A. A. A.

4 This code has always been an N. R. A. code; never was in A. A. A.
' Marketing agreement takes place of T. P.
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History of codes now assigned to the food division, N. R. A.-N. R. A. versus A. A. A.
administration and promulgation-Continued

Salmon canning.....
Saumag Casing ---
Seed trade....
Spice grinders ...
Stockyard operators.
Sugar.beet produc-

lng.
Sugar refining, cans.
Sirup blenders and

molasses.
Tea importers,

blenders, an
packers.

Tobacco auction,
loose leaf and war-
housin.

Tobacco-l oaf dealers.
Tobacco, wholesale..
Tobacco retail ......
Vegetable oils (to

cover all oils not
under codes).

Wheat-flour willing.
Wine Industry .....

Yeast manufactureres

Fromul-
gated by
A. A, A,

T. ....

T. P--.

No.T.P.

I .nulgated by
N. R. A.

L. P. and T. P ......
L. P. and T. ......
LP ................
L. P. and T. P ......
L. P..............
L. P..............

Transferred,
A. A. A. to
N. R. A., Ex-
ecutive order
Jan. 5, 1934

Trade
prac-tices

T. P....

T. FL..
T.P ....
......No.T. P.

Labor
provi.
slon

L.P ....
L. P ....
L.P ....
L. P....
L.P ...
L. P --.-

Transfers Since Je. 8, 14

Trade prao- Labor pro-
tics visions

T.P.... L.P --- L P ................TP... LP.............T.P.... LP ..............

......... L. P andT. P ...... T.P- t .P.... L .P..............

T.P . L.P ................

T.P-.. LP ................
T.P.... LP ................
T.P...- LP .............

T.P... L.P ...........
fL. P.-N-- It...-L A......

......... (T. P,-F. A. C. A...

.......... T. P.andL. P .....

T. P.1.

T....

L. P....

L P...
L, P__

L. P ....
L.P ....

-P...-..........

L. P__.

Mar. , 9IM

........ ,......

* Same as restaurant.

FISHERY CODES PROMULGATED AND ADMINISTERED BY N. R. A.

National Fishery Code.
Alaska Herring '(salting and processing).
Atlantic Mackerel Fishery.
BlPie-Crab Industry.
California sardine processing.
Crushed-Oyster Shell Industry.
Fresh-Oyster Industry.
Groundsh Fishery (New England).
Ialibut Fishery (Pacific coast),
Lobster Fishery.
Menhaden Fishery and Industry.
Miscellaneous fisheries:

New England.
Middle Atlantic.
Southeastern (Florida).
Pacific coast.
Great Lakes.

Miscellaneous Preparing and Wholesaling.
New England Fish and Shellfish.
Middle Atlantic.
Southeastern.
Gulf, South.
Southwest.
North est.
Midwest.

New England Sardine Canning.
Pacific C rab Industrv.
California Mackerel 'Processing.
Processed or Refined Fish Oil.
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Salmon Fishery (Pacific coast).
Shrimp Industry.
Sponge Packing and Distributing.
Trout Farming (eastern section).
runa f ishery.
Wholesale Lobster Industry.

Senator KING. I also offer a cormnunication from the Youngstown-
Erie Terminals Co. of Youngstown, Ohio, opposing the extension of
the code for the service industries.

MARCH 27, 1935.
Re proposed extension of N. R. A. in opposition to an application of codes to service

industries.
My DEAR SENATOu: Before addressing myself to the subject, may I give you

my reasons, which are based in all sincerity, on submitting our argument to your-
self. Inasmuch as the State of Ohio apparently has no representation on this
committee, I feel that no ethics are being violated in writing to any Senator of
my particular choice.

It was my very good fortune some 10 or 12 years ago to listen to an address made
by you at a dinner given by the Cleveland Traffic Club, Cleveland, Ohio, at which
you were the speaker of the evening, and which address I today recall as being one
of the most sound and scholarly to which I have ever listened. Further, I recog-
nize in you one of the all too few members of your honorable body, who base
their conclusions entirely on facts and also a man who is not influenced by popular
clamor. With the foregoing statement, I wish to present my views relative to
the application of codes to those institutions whose principal stock in trade is
service.

Inasmuch as it has been publicly stated by both Gen. Hugh S. Johnson and by
Mr. Donald Richberg that the application of codes to service institutions was
impracticable and should be discontinued. I wish to call your attention to the
copy of a letter that I addressed to Gen. Hugh S. Johnson under date of March 2,
1934, at the time the Code for the Merchandising Warehouse Trade was under
consideration. I also enclose a copy of a letter written January 17, 1935, to the
Deputy Administrator C. P. Clark, in which I reiterated my views in the matter.
My letter to Mr. Clark, of course, was based on a years' experience of operating
under the code; whereas, my letter to General Johnson was largely prophetic
in its nature.

The operation of a storage warehouse is entirely local in its nature. Its func-
tions can serve only to immediate population that's tributary to their warehouse.
Having nothing to sell, other than empty space and service, it is automatically
restricted in its operations by the demand and characer of service required by that
particular locality. I believe that you will agree with me that this is a very sound
assumption. This being the case, it would appear impracticable to attempt to
cover such a business by a blanket set of rules, regulations, and restrictions that
would have to apply in all localities of the 48 States of the Union.

I am enclosing you a pamphlet issued by the Merchandise Warehousing Trade
Code Authority as of January 31, 1935, showing by States the members of this
industry that are now operating under this code. The pamphlet indicates the
total code membership participation of 1467 different business concerns.

At this juncture I desire to state that in my honest opinion 90 percent of this
membership had little voice and less participation in the preparation of this code.
The code was prepared by leading members and officers of the American Ware-
housing Association, which is an old trade organization of the industry, with a
total membership in 1934 of less than 300 accredited members. The 90 percent
of warehouses I have referred to represents the smaller submerged members of
the trade, who have neither the time nor the money, and I might say, the inclina-
tion, to attend meetings, either in the preparation of the code or the attempted
enforcement of the code. They have, by threats and force been obliged to sub-
scribe to the code and pay the assessment and additional expenses incident thereto
for code participation and compliance under compulsion by code authorities.

A budget of $117,000 has been set up for the coming year to maintain the
code authority at Chicago, which amount, of course, is to be collected from the
members of the trade. This will be a direct drain on the resources of hundreds of
companies engaged in this business, merely to set up a centralized bureau of
highly paid officials and office organizations, and will be of no benefit whatever
to the trade as a whole.
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By what I have been able to glean from the newspapers, your committee is
making an honest effort to get at some of the fundamental facts surrounding the
formation and promulgation of a great many of the codes. There seems to be
an inclination on the part of at least a number of the committee, of which you
are one, who what to get down to the grass roots of the matter, and ascertain
just how keen the average small business man in any industry is for the con-
tinuance of such codes.

The average warehouseman can only act as an individual, and cannot afford, of
course, to appear in person before the Senate committee. In this connection,
permit me to make a suggestion which, while it might not be in conformity with
the method of procedure of your committee, it would at least be authoritative.

I should like to see a mail poll conducted by your committee of every individual
member of this industry, as indicated by the enclosed pamphlet, giving their
opinion as to the further continuance of this code. The small proportion of those
members who desire the continuance will, of course, no doubt, soon be heard from
in Washington by personal representation. The little fellow in your State and
the other 47 States in the Union, will not be heard from, unless as in the manner
indicated by me--an absolute poll of the industry by your committee.

In conclusion, so far as wages a concerned, the rate as established by the
code proves no burden on any legit..uate warehouse. This concern, previous to
the presidential proclamation under the National Recovery Act as to hours and
wages, was paying from 10 to 35 percent above such requirements, and has con-
tinued to do so.

Apparently to me, the fundamental intention of the National Recovery Act
was to produce employment at fair wages and reasonable hours, and such per-
manent employment must in the last analysis be furnished by the business men
of this country, large and small. In the main, the business men in this country
are, after all, pretty good citizens. We are bearing the brunt of taxation upon
taxation from every source and angle and faced with the necessity, which obliga-
tion is his own entirely, of being able to meet pay rolls, the less governmental
interference the fewer restrictions imposed by either Government or trade codes
will go far to lessen his burden and free him to expand his business and furnish
additional employment and really start us on the right road to recovery.

The foregoing, my dear Senator, is the situation as I interpret it, and I feel
sure that this communication will have a respectful consideration, at least by
you personally.

I am with my respects,Sincerely yours, YOUNGSTOWN ERiz TE RtmALs Co.,
P. F. ANDERSON,

Vice President and General Manager.Hon. WILLIlAM H. KINO,
United States Senator from Utah, Washington, D. C.

(Copy of original letter of date of Mar. 2, 1934)
MARcH 2, 1934.

Gen. IVGH S. JOHNSON,

National Recovery Administrator, Washington, D. C.
DEAR MR. JOHNSON: We are taking advantage of the invitation extended by

you to the public, to register in person or by letter any suggestions or complaints
that any member of an industry or individual might, in their judgment, have
reason to make in connection with code compliance.

In our particular case we have reference to the code of fair competition, which
has been approved r.,r the merchandise warehousing trade. After giving very
careful consideration to this code, application of it as it is written, to our own
position and which we believe would apply to 75 percent of the members of the
industry, and viewing the situation from a practical standpoint, we are forced to
the conclusion:

First: That the code is not truly representative of the thought or ideas of 75
percent of the individuals and companies now engaged in this business.

Second: That application of certain charges and policies obligatory on the
part of the signers of the code, are based on conditions as existed in 1926, and in
our opinion, cannot be ap plied at this time.

Third: The strict application of this code will result in a serious blow to the
industry, inasmuch as it will tend to the elimination of such concerns In a great

119782--:--8 fl 80
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many similar cities and communities resulting in a concentration of "spot stocks"
in the larger centers of distribution.

Taking up the foregoing conclusions in order, we submit:
First: That the code, as prepared and accepted, is not representative of the

industry. No reflection is aimed at the members of the American Warehousing
Association, which took the lead and practically prepared the code through their
acting president for the year 1933, their executive secretary and 3 or 4 members
of the American Warehousing Association, principally from the city of Chicago.

The American Warehousing Association is a very commendable and honorable
industry organization, embracing as it does, membership in all the larger centers
of population with members of course, in smaller communities. The total mem-
bership, however, of the American Warehousing Association, according to figures
submitted at the recent convention at St. Louis, is less than 400, which probably
Is not in excess of 20 percent of the total number of independent firms and indi-
dividuals engaged in the storage and warehousing business in the United States.

Second: We would desire to all to your particular attention article 8 in its
entirety, referring first to section one: from which I quote:

"As adopted by unanimous vote by representatives of the shippers, bankers,
railway men, and warehousemen, at a general conference, April 30, 1926, at the
Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C., and endorsed October 30, 1926,
by the Department of Commerce."

Herein, in our opinion, constitutes one of the most serious and fundamental
objections to the code. All industry, labor, and business are supposed to be
entering a new era, leaving behind practices that have been deemed inexpedient.
and impractical In the past.

Article 8, referred to embraces in section 2, paragraph A, an arbitrary schedule
of charges that a warehousing concern must assess their customers, definite and
fixed policies they must require their customers to conform to.

It Is our belief that conditions that existed in 1926 do not form an entirely stable
foundation on which to predicate charges and policy for the future. We do not
believe that these policies and charges can be forced upon the distributing public
at this time.

We are further confirmed in our views on this subject when it should be taken
into consideration that the American Warehousing Association members signing
this agreement in 1926, have not, down to the present writing been able to enforce
them or translate them into acceptance by their clients.

Third: Taking the warehousing industry as a whole, it is probable in as serious
a position as to the future as any industry in the United States. A warehouseman
is not engaged in the barter or sale of any commodity; he has nothing representing
a marked cost price, or a tag selling price. The only thing that he has to sell is
service. It is his entire stock in trade and the worth of service is generally
determined by the man who is paying for it.

We are on absolutely safe ground when we state that, in our opinion, a great
many warehouses in the United States owe their being in business today more to
the tolerance and good will of their customers rather than to any other reason.
We support this statement as follows:

First, the development of fast freight schedules by the railroads has resulted
in a less demand for the carrying of stocks in smaller communities.

Second, the development of factory door to store door delivery by the various
trucking companies has eliminated the necessity of storage entirely in a great
many communities other than the larger centers of population. These are the
conditions that the warehousing industry now faces.

The question of higher rates to our customers and enforcement of arbitrary
policies to be adopted, is not what is going to bring relief to the industry. It is the
volume of business, and this only, that is going to save the members of the industry
not so fortunately located as those in the large cities. There are now evidences
of a determination on the part of the larger concerns in the United States using
storage and warehousing facilities toward a concentration of stocks in the more
populous centers, and if, in our opinion, other located members of the trade
attempt to enforce any additional charges or restrictions, the result will be that
there will be a further concentration of stocks in the larger cities which can only
reult in a great many warehouses being compelled to close their doors.

We do not believe, and we have some very concrete evidence to support our

statement, that those distributors who are paying the bills are in a receptive
mood for additional warehousing charges. If forced to take them, they will
reduce the amount carried in stocks to the lowest possible quantity and in as
few localities as possible, depending on railroad service and the trucking service
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to offset the small advantage they had in carrying spot stocks in the smaller
communities.

In conclusion, referring to article 4, as to wages, working hours, etc., the
code is satisfactory. As a matter of fact, we have since our organization paid
to all classes of labor and clerical help higher rates and salaries than the Presi-
dent's National Recovery Administration agreement called for and higher than
the code set up. We will, so long as we remain in business, maintain the integ-
rity of this section.

The principal matter of concern now is, can we hold our present volume of
business and can we hope to secure additional business, if attempting to apply
all the conditions of article 8 in the code to our customers?

Unfortunately, we have an answer to this question when we state that certain
very desirable accounts advise us that rather than accept these additional charges
and terms, they would make other arrangements, if necessary, buy their own
private warehouse if they elected to maintain distribution in this community.
It is a condition and not a theory that gives us the answer.

Submitting the foregoing, not in a critical attitude as to the general purposes
or intent of the National Recovery Act, but our conclusion relative to the
attempted application of the code as it now stands to the industry, we are,

Very truly yours,
YOUNGSTOWN ERIE TERMINALS Co.

JANUARY, 17, 1935,
Deputy Administrator C. P. CLARK,

Rgom 817 Denrike Building, Itashington, D. C.
DLARA MA1. CLARK: Availing ourselves of the opportunity afforded us as out-

lined in your administrative order 232-14, under date of december 31, we are
submitting in this manner and method our position in the matter of the present
code governing the warehousing industry, which will, naturally, also cover our
objections to the assessment of the estimated budget of $117,000 plus for the
coMing year.

This letter is supplemented by copies of correspondence on this matter. Among
them in a copy of a letter under date of March 2, 1934, which was addressed to
Gen. I-Fugh S. Johnson, National Recovery Administrator, in which we at that
time set forth our objections to the application of this code, and at the same time
attempted to furnish argun'nnts sustaining our opinion. As a matter of fact, the
past year's experience has demonstrated to us that our arguments were sound and
that the arbitrary continuance of the code as written for another year will spell
ruin to a great many warehouses in the United States.

In iubstantiation'of the argument that we set forth in our letter of March 2,
1934, 1 am pleased to quote no less an authority than Gen. Hugh S. Johnson,
himself, who stated in his Saturday Evening Post article of July 21, 1934:

,'"hat the first lesson we have learned was that a national code is wholly im-
practical for an industry which does not sell or manufacture goods."

This fully sustains the contention set up by us a year ago that a concern
whoie principal stock i, trade was service could not be made to successfully
operate under a hard and fast code or schedule of performance. Stated in their
relf.tive order of importance, a public warehouse has for sale only two things,
service and facilities.

Four walls and a roof, so far as facilities are concerned, could constitute a ware-
house in name. The demands of the present age call for a nature of service that
d'3termines in the mind of the purchaser of service, whether it is valuable to them
cr not. The extent and nature of the service can only be measured and con-
trolled by purely local conditions, in accordance with present-day demands.
Article 8, copy of which is submitted, was promulgated in 1926, and it is too
violent an assumption to believe that it can be made applicable at this time.
Again, local conditions being the sole determining factor which must determine
the extent and character of service to be rendered, the local warehouseman is
in no way concerned, nor could he be expected to be bound by conditions which
might prevail in Seattle, Wash., Pensacola, Fla., or Boston Mas Article 8
of the code says that he must be found by such conditions ana act in accordance
therewith.

To briefly summarize our objections as to the impracticability of this code, we
submit the following:

First, the code, in its application for the past year, has not tended to promote
new business for warehouses, and in this connection, it has failed to raise the
revenues of a majority of the warehouses in the country. Instead of acting as a
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medium to promote business, it has affected the industry with a loss of business.
Our company has lost accounts by the attempted enforcement , f section 8. We
shall lose a great deal of business if we are obliged to comply with it to the letter.

Second, according to data submitted by the United States Chamber of Com-
merce in the summer of 1934, there has been a noticeable increase in the occupancy
of the warehouses located in the metropolitan centers, and a corresponding de-
crease in the warehouses located in the smaller communities. This will be the
inevitable result of the continuation of the Warehousing Code as in existence the
past year. It will force the users of warehouse space to a more restrietd and
segregsed outlet for their products, which will naturally result in a gain to the
warehouses in the larger cities. A copy of the set-up of the regional directors of
the code authority will show the metropolitan character of such representation.

Third, the present attempted arbitrary enforcement of this code, instead of
promoting a spirit of harmony between members of the trade, is producing the
opposite result. Friction, jealousy, snooping by one competitor on another, is
not conducive in a general way to the well-being of the trade.

Fourth, without any disparagement or criticism of the integrity of the gentle-
men composing the American Warehouse Association, or its members, we reiter-
ate that the American Warehouse Association does not truly represent in numbers
the rank and file of the smaller warehouses of these United States. According
to a bulletin issued by this association themselves, under date of October 1934,
the total membership in the United States at that time engaged in the (ry mer-
chandising warehouse business exclusively, was 287 firms. There were seven
States, namely, Vermont, New Hampshire, Delaware, South Carolina, Mississippi,
Wyoming, and Nevada, which showed no representation whatever, or membership
in the American Warehouse Association. Considering the number of firms en-
gaged in the warehousing business in the United States, such a representation
cannot be fairly said to be indicative of the entire industry.

Again, it might be taken into consideration that the larger membership, in
point of numbers, which composed the nonmetropolitan warehouses, are inar-
ticulate in hearings before the code authorities in Washington. These warehouses
are not able, financially, to have a representative at such hearings, and as a
consequence, their views are, to a great extent submerged.

Fifth: The cost upon individual members of the trade for the enforcement of,
and maintenance of the budget, as requested, is, in a great many cases, pro-
hibitive. A conservative calculation on our part, would show that in the payment
of our footage assessment the preparation of tariffs and supplements thereto, the
answeng of correspondence, and the preparation of statistics, charts, analysis of
costs, etc., from the code authority, the attendance at divisional code meetings
would cost us approximately $600 tor the coming year. This for something that,
in all probability, will not only prevent us from securing new business, but will
drive some of our old business away from us.

We acknowledge the fine character, business acumen and the good intentions
of the gentlemen who have been responsible for the Warehouse Code, but from
the standpoint of the submerged man trying to do business in one of the smaller
communities, and with competition from two large Metropolitan centers in very
close proximity to him, we cannot share the altruistic motives, nor concur in
their idealistic opinions as to the enforcement of this code, or to the good results
that will come to the industry from such attempted enforcement.

In conclusion, we utter our formal protest against any further continuance of
such. Sincerely yours, YOUNGSTOwN-ERIE TERMINALS CO.,

P. F. ANDERSON,
Vice President and General Manager.

SacrToe 1. As adopted by unanimous vote by representatives of the shippers,
bankers, railway men, and warehousemen at a general conference, April 30, 1926,
at the Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C., and endorsed October 30,
1926, by the Department of Commerce."

SEc. 2. (a) The standard contract terms and conditions designate each of the
following as a separate and distinct warehousing service: Handling; providing
special warehouse space; repairing or coopering; weighing; inspection; special
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physical warehouse checking; compiling special stock statements; making collec-
tions of money in behalf of customer; furnishing revenue stamps; reporting marked
weights or numbers; payment of freight charges in behalf of customer; shipping;
storage; supplying material; sampling; repiling.

(b) Other separate and distinct warehousing services are: Drayage; providing
office space; providing office service, special telephone service, invoicing for
customers, etc.; providing extra labor; distribution of "pool cars."

(c) Not to name an adequate and separate rate or charge for each of the services
listed in subsection (a) of this section 2 when making quotations, or not to assess
an adequate rate or charge (whether or not there is an existing rate or charge)
for each of the services listed In subsections (a) and (b) of this section 2 when
performed, shall be deemed a violation of this code. * * * as determined by
cost-accounting methods recognized in the trade and approved by the code
authority, subject to the approval of the Administrator.

TESTIMONY OF BENJAMIN A, JAVITS, NEW YORK, N. Y.

(Having first been duly sworn, the witness testified as follows:)
Senator BLACK (presiding). Proceed, Mr. Javits.
Mr. JAVITS. I have prepared a short statement and will take just

about 15 minutes.
Senator BLACK. Since there is only one member of the committee

here I think you would accomplish the same result if you put it in the
record.

Mr. JAVITS. I would rather read it and then get some questions
from you.

Senator BLACK. You may read it. I do not know about the ques-
tions.

Mr. JAVITS. The N. R. A. if it is to be successful must be consistent
with our form of government. To be consistent with our form of
government it must become, if it is to be continued, an industrial
court where the constructive problems of industry will properly be
dealt with on the part of government in the only place where industry
and government should meet, and that is in the judicial branch. Any
other relationship breeds trouble for government and stops progress
in industry. In iiy opinion no N. R. A. or N. I. R. A. was ever
necessary.

An intelligent Attorney General in charge of the antitrust division
could have done a far better job than was done by N. R. A. and could
have eliminated child labor, given the full benefits of collective bar-
gaining to labor in a more satisfactory form than 7 (a) has developed,
set minimum wages and maximum hours and could have accomplished
all of the other supposed benefits of N. I. R. A. The industrial control
plan without any N. R. A. is outlined in a memorandum which I sub-
mitted to Donald Richberg some months ago and it briefly reads as
follows [reading]:

MEMORANDUM ON PLAN FOR INDUSTRIAL RNCOVERY VIA SELF-RNOULATION Br
INDUSTRY UNDER JUDICIAL SANCTIONS, WITH ELIMINATION OF GOVERNMENT
SUPrERVISION TENDING TOWARD BUREAUCRACY

The plan provides for the organization of industry along trade association lines
for the purpose of fostering the economic rights of ever), division of the economic
process, and every indiviu i L eeii. 1 rests on the well-established right of
industry to enter into contracts in the public interest. It is predicated on the
assumption that both business units and individuals are entitled to the oppor-
tunity to live and prosper in return for discharging their responsibility to their
fellows. Because the plan considers the industrial rights of all members of society,

tit proposes a necessary and practical basis fur the economic development of the
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country whether the present National Industrial Recovery Act remains on the
books in its present or amended form, or is allowed to lapse.

Point 1: Agreements in promotion of or in restraint of trade which are In the
public interest or are not against the public interest have been approved by the
United States Supreme Court since 1911.

Beginning with the Standard Oil case and thereafter in the Window Glass case,
the U. S. Steel case, the International Harvester case, the United Shoe Machinery
cae, the Maple Flooring and Cement cases, the Appalachian Coal case and the New
York State Milk case, the Supreme Court has consistently supported the above
doctripe. This policy on the part of the Supreme Court becomes clearer when one
atudieb the cases which on the surface are opposed to those just mentioned.
These-include the Hardwood case, the Oklahoma Ice case, the Trenton Potteries
case and similar ones.

Point 2: National Industrial R'covery Act is a sound declaration of the policy
of the Nation at the present time, but its administration is wholly or in part a
responsibility of both the Attorney General and the Federal Trade Conmnission.

The Attorney General is the officer of the Nation empowered to pass upon
agreements concerning trade to see whether they violate the antitrust laws. It
is also his duty to keep in touch with the economy of the Nation to see that where
agreements of this character are in force, they are not violated. The policy of
the National Industrial Recovery Act, however, as laid down by Congress is a
direction to the Attorney General arid the Federal Trade Commission of a
change in the economic irolicy of the country. Congress in effect declared in
this statute that the price structure of an industry shall not be permitted by any
recalcitrant minority or any individual to go helow a point which under ordinary
circumstances would fail to show a fair return. This was to eliminate cut-
throat competition which purposed merely to put a competitor out of business,
and hence his employees out of jobs.

Point 3: Self-government of industry as a national policy is legal and practical
only it industry itself prepares and subscribes to binding agreements in the public
interest which are approved by a court of law.

Leadership to inaugurate self-governrent of industry must be exercised by
the Government in the person of the President since industry itself does not
understand its own responsibility for the welfare of the Nation and does not
realize that it must have a definite philosophy of its own course and its own
objective, arid since it has no representative endowed with the confidence of the
country as is its political Chief Executive. Our objective is undoubtedly toward
some form of planned economy.

Industry should sibiiLit agreements which will entitle it to self-regulation and
self-government provided that the following obligations are assumed by it:

A. Not to sell below a price which will endanger our economy of abundance.
This may be accomplished by arbitrarily tixing a base price where the accounting
methods of an industry are riot such as to permit accurate price finding or until a
uniform cost-accounting system is developed.

B. To set aside a substantial percentage of its profits to be distributed among
its employees earning below $5,000 per annun so that buying power may be con-
stantly on the increase arid in recognition that wages alone do not keel) pace with
modern r6euirements for constantly higher mass purchasing power.

C. To provide uremploynment insurance, pensions, sickness and death benefits
and any other provisions which will give economic security to the employable
po1ulatior.

I). To pay to the association of tne industry a percentage of gross income to be
used for standardization, simplification, research or any other improvement which
will lower price, improve product and therefore widen the market and lower the
price.
E. To le responsible for a certain part of the employable population of the

Nation, arid either to see that they are employed or to carry them as a part (f the
cost (if the industry. (This may not be immediately practicable but must be
&ssunied as an ultimate obligation.)

F. To treat with labor as a part of the umarugement of the industry aid riot as a
4'comnniodity ". (Tlh Gnucral Motors plan provides some constructive suggestion
along this line.)
G. To set up a board or boards in the industry itself, giving such representa-

tion as may be necessary to groups like labor, the consumers, other branches of the
industry and government, which will best effectuate the agreement set forth here
in its broadest outline. This board iinuld determine and define fair and unfair
trade practices with the ap,-oval of the courts,
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Under this plan the courts should determine in individual cases what per-
centage of an industry would be qualified to determine the provisions of the
various agreements to apply to the industry, it being expected that 60 percent or
more would be required.

Point 4: The Attorney General should institute proceedings in courts of law
to determine promptly the legality of such agreements.

The approval by the courts of agreements drawn along these lines under the
procedure followed by the' Attorney General in the Remington Cash Register and
National Cash Register case, in the Standard Oil Co. of New York and Vacuum
Oil Co. case, and the Appalachian Coal case, would quickly instill that confidence
in our economy so essential to recovery.

Under the recent amendment to the United States Judicial Code (11. R. 4337,
approved June 14, 1934) industry and the Attorney General were given a simpler
and quicker method for determining court approval of the plans of business
through the declaratory judgment, The statute reads as follows:

"(1) In cases of actual controversy the courts of the United States shall have
power upon petition, declaration, complaint, and other appropriate pleadings to
declare rights and otlr legal relations of any interested party petitioning for
such declaration, wl'ether or not further relief is or could he prayed, and such
declaration shall have the force and effect of a final judgment or decree and be
reviewable as such.

"(2) Further relief based on a declaratory judgment or decree may be granted
whenever necessary or proper. The application shall be by petition to a court
having jurisdiction to grant the relief. If the application be deemed sufficient,
the court shall, on reasonable notice, require any adverse party, whose rights
have been adjudicated by the declaration, to show cause why further relief should
not be granted forthwith.

"(3) When a declaration of right or the granting of further relief based thereon
shall involve time determination of issues of fact triable by a jury, such issues may
be submitted to a jury in the form of interrogatories, with proper instructions by
the court, whether a general verdict be required or not."

Implicit in the plan would be provision by the Government, upon request of
industry and/or the Attorney General, for speeding of court decisions and lessen-
ing the cost of jUdicial procedure.

It is submitted that such of these principles as might not have been valid prior
to about 1912 will be practical today because of the changed behaviour of economic
factors under the changed conditions brought about by machinery and electricity
operating on the mass production principle. Our economy has shifted from a
condition In which it was of paramount importance to the national welfare that
the buyers' interest be protected to one wherein it is of equal or even greater
in mortance that the sellers' interest be safeguarded.

This economy of abundance can be inaugurated only as each owner of goods
or labor power is assured of getting a price for it showing a constantly higher
return even though the actual price may actually go down. That is the paradox
of an economy of abundance as yet not generally understood.

The character of all our legal thinking affecting commerce has heretofore been
to protect the buyer. In our present sellers' civilization we must change our
approach to problems of industrial and business rights in recognition of the fact
that the rights of the seller must be protect, though without damage to the
buyer.

13y recognizing the natural economic demands of all divisions of the industrial
recess the plan here outlined provides for a basis for self-government in industry
hat-

1. Assures that government and Industry can work together because industry
will rely on judicial sanction which makes It independent of bureaucratic tenden-
cies in government.

2. Gives industry full power of civil and equity enforcement.
3. Makes every business man a guardian of his code contract.
4. Separates policies of civil government from economic requirements of the

Nation and eliminates all danger of dictatorship.
5. Gives industry a dominant voice in the formation of the economic policy of

the nation,
6. Relieves government, and therefore the country, of assuming burdens for

permanent relief of the population.
7. Provides the only dependable way for the country to balance the budget and

establish a stable financial policy.
8. Separates industry and the state and at the same time ties them together-

In the service of the people.
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In view of the fact, however, that the American public is politically
minded in that for every trouble it believes some new law should be
passed, I shall also submit within a day or two a rough idea of a
statute to replace N. I. R. A. or as an amendment to N. I. R. A.,
which would combine the functions of the Federal Trade Commission
insofar as the Federal Trade Commission acts as a judicial body on
matter affecting fair competition with those of the present N. R. A.
My proposed legislation provides that the new court act somewhat in
the same manner as the Board of Tax Appeals does when it sits as a
special court to hear and determine tax cases before they are heard
and determined by our regular courts of law. Briefly, my proposed
statute provides as follows:

The formation of the Federal Industrial Court which shall be a
jdicial tribunal and which shall review all codes of fair competition.

here shall be 9 such courts, 1 for each Federal district. Each court
shall be composed of 3 members-1 who must be a lawyer, and
2 others who may be chosen from the ranks of labor, industry, the
professions or an economist. All of them should be chosen because
of their experience in industry. There should be three appeals courts,
each composed of three lawyers, and from these appeals courts, appeals
should be taken directly to the Supreme Court of the United States.

The Federal Industrial Court, however, shall not be able to amend
or terminate a code unless 65 percent of the members of the industry
agree to such changes. If the industry has no code or if 65 percent
o the industry cannot agree on a code or a provision for a code the
Federal Industrial Court may write the code or the sections of the
code upon application by any member of the trade or industry.

In the proposed act the I ederal Industrial Court is given a great
many of the duties provided for in the Federal Trade Commission
Act and in the National Industrial Recovery Act except that industry
is permitted the broadest powers of self-government.

The Federal Industrial Court shall be a court of limited juris-
diction, but it nevertheless shall be a court of record. It shall be
principally a fact-finding body. The principle of a fair return to
industry where industry can be shown to be vested with a public
interest should be the guiding principle of this court. This industrial
tribunal should conduct its proceedings not in the heat and temper
amidst a clashing of interest, which characterizes a great many of
the proceedings under N. R. A., but with a dignity and with a restraint
which makes our Federal courts so noteworthy and such models of
how courts of law should be conducted. The act incorporates 7 (a),
with the understanding that 7 (a), in itself, must still be passed upon
finally by the courts of the land.

Ulder either of these programs industry would eiforce its own rules
and r-egliations and brin, into line recalcitrants that were advenely
affev.ing the economy. flhc procedure of the new courts under my
legislative proposals would he simplified and available on informal
notice to everyone. UTnder the proposed law agreements in the public
interest would exempt people from the operation of the antitrust laws
and there would be no limit placed upon the powers of industAy just
so long as the public interest was protected. This it would be the
duty of the Federal Industrial Court to see done.

With respect to the N. I. R. A. I talked with General Johnson
when I helped to some extent to draw the act and pointed out to him
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how there was no possible hope of getting a full measure of recovery
unless the hand of bureaucracy was never permitted to get to the
surface. The N. R. A. as it stands today is admittedly a bureaucracy.
This is not to be blamed upon anyone in particular as it was a natural
outgrowth of the vast powers vested in a bureau without tradition or
previous experience. General Johnson prefers to take the blame, be-
cause he permitted the development of conflicting groups within N. R.
A. that made those who administered N. I. R. A. lose sight, of the large
aspects of the recovery act and so involved the administrators in the
minute problems of day-to-day administration as to make of N. R. A.
a place where industrial conflict was exaggerated and intensified
instead of a place where coordination and cooperation by all was to be
the rule. I believe the mistake was in thinking that industry could
be run by adopting the principle of the town meeting, which may be
ill right for political democracy but will not work presently in industry.

The Federal Industrial Court could properly do a great deal in
solving the problems of overlapping codes. We would do away with
the great problem of executive orders in National Recovery Adminis-
tration that have not the force of law and the exceptions to which are
not matters of public record, or are of such public record as to be
unavailable to the average lawyer.

The proposed legislation would make of National Recovery Admin-
istration what it was designed to be in the first place, and that is an
umpire between the various conflicting groups in various industries.
The act would undoubtedly result in bringing together the various
members of code authorities into an organization representing indus-
try instead of discouraging the formation of such an organization as
is the present policy and which has resulted in industry having no
leadership and no united voice except that of the United States
Chamber of Commerce which is admittedly not sufficiently representa-
tive, and of the National Associaton of Manufacturers which is also
not sufficiently representative.

I realize that I have not touched upon many of the present questions
which the National Recovery Administration has placed in bold
type before us. For instance, the right to assess all members of an
industry, the right of enforcement of a code as against nonassenters
or as against a minority the right of a predominating majority to
virtually put people out of business, the right to establish price and
production regulation in varying degrees, to these and a number of
other questions my answer is that the industrial statesmanship which
at the present moment can best be developed by the kind of a court
I suggest, is needed in order to solve these questions and that such
industrial statesmanship will be sustained by our higher courts even
if the decisions might clash with our present ideas of the right to con-
duct our economic interest as did our grandfathers. I believe that
every man and woman and oven child must now admit that our eco-
nomic order has changed and that the economic interests which should
be considered as a private right, nevertheless are subject to broad
ideas of statesmanship which must find their place in our economy as
the' already have a well-established place in our politics.

'I he questions above referred to, which I have not been able to
touch on here, will be dealt with in the statute which is being drafted
by my firm, Javits & Javits, of New York City. We have had a
great deal of experience as counsel to code authorities and associa-
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tion groups in trade and industry with the practical problems raised
by the National Industrial Recovery Act itself and its administration,
and we are proposing to meet these problems in the draft statute
realistically yet with a recognition of the economics of today in which
they must be solved. As stated before, I hope to present this statute
to you in a few days.

Senator BLACK. Very well; thank you.

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM H. INGERSOLL, ATTORNEY, NEW YORK,
N.Y.

(Having first been duly sworn, testified as follows:)
Senator BLACK. Because of the very small number of the com-

mittee here, can you finish in 5 or 10 minutes?
Mr. INGERSOLL. I will make it very brief.
Senator BLACK. We asked you to prepare a written statement.

You may make a short presentation now and then put your written
statement in the record.

Mr. INGERSOLL. My concern in this situation is for the continuance
of the National Recovery Administration. I have a profound con-
viction that the scheme in its main ideas is not only an excellent one,
but a very necessary ore unless we are going to have a tremendous
change in our social and economic situation. I am particularly
interested in the distribution side of business.

Senator BLACK. What is your business?
Mr. I mlisOLL. I am at member of t h(Irtu of Ingcrsoll & Nor l l,

sales consultants an advisers, but my principal busimcs expenliei,
was in the manufacture( and distribution of dollar watches. I beeoine
well acquainted with the problies of the distribution field, the
merchant, at, that time.

When i hear the proceedings as you hd them this niorning, it
seems to me there is an undue emphasis on the gigantic corporations
that you are very much concerned about regulating, but I would ask
you to let your minds sweep across the country to Wisconsin, to
Alabama, to Michigan, where I came from, to all of the sections of
this country where the towns and cities are made up of main streets,
composed of ordinary little business men. Those are the men in
whom I am interested and for whom I am concerned and in whose
behalf I think the National Recovery Administration is essential
unless they are going to be wiped out.

I have prepared a chart here which I can show you in an instant
to give you an idea about whom I have in mind. I think the National
Recovery Administration is the only protection we have had to curb
the tendency that has been so rapid.

This full circle [indicating] represents the entire retail distribution
of the country, which in 1929 was about a billion dollars a week. At
the close of the war, practically 0i1 of this business was in he holds
of the independent merchants. [,I) until 1924, about 14 percent of
all of the business had been concentrated into chain storo business.
From 1924 to 1929, 7 percent more was concentrated, ;o .,at, we had
about 21 percent, and since 1929, there has been about 5 percent
more. This is sweeping around :nd eliminating the small man who
numerically constitutes the bulk of American business.

I believe that unless the provision to permit the small man to secure
such protection as they can, unless they can get that through the code
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regulations, there is no way of stopping the continuance of that ten-
dency that I have just disclosed in the chart.

There are so many thoughts that ought to be brought out in that
connection, and in the pressure of time that you have, that I hardly
believe, Mr. Chairman, that it is worth attempting to go on, although
I am intensely interested and feel that unless you are going to change
the character of every town and vilage and eliminate the independ-
ent man you must take tile business people in and allow them to have
a voice in setting up and controlling the conditions under which they
are going to operate. I believe you have done, in the passage of the
National Industrial Recovery Act, something that should have been
done long before, the absence of which was largely responsible for
the trouble we got into and are still in, and that you in effect made a
beginning in professionalizing business.

I have been impressed by the preceding speaker and by others this
morning with the fact that business was not prepared. They had
never had associations that could do anything. The short experience
that we have had has not permitted them to accomplish what was
implied in the N. 1. R. A. You have commenced a great educational
work. Most of the Members of Congress are professional men. They
were not permitted to enter their profession without a training, they
were not permitted to practice without satisfying an authority of their
qualifications to practice. They have inherited centuries of accunu-
lated and systematized and organized knowledge, they have a tradi-
tion and a system of ethics which govern. The ethics, I know, have
silly ph ses and selfish phases, hut that will always obtain in human
affairs. Nevertheless, they are at bulwark, and yo'u have commenced
something that begins to give business the status of a profession in
this sense, that there is a zone between what you can cover in a
general law such as the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Clayton
Act, and the things that have been left, to the individual and still
others which miust always be left to the individual to be controlled
himself. There is t zone in between there that is analogous to the
zone that is taken care of in the legal profession by the bar associa-
tion and in the meiEcal profession through their associations. All of
the professions have them.

There is no way to legislate and educate and train this body of
business men overnight. No act of Congress can aneomplish that
but the aniount of education that has now gone on under the National
Recovery Administration is bringing a social appreciation and a sense
of responsibility, to the business community, and if the act is allowed
to continue and the preponderance of responsible business nien are
allowed to set the standards, you will have an accumulating body of
regulations which tire analogous to that in-between z, 'that in the
rofessions is covered through their professional a ssol: ions and their

bar Conililittees, and so forth.
There is one other thought I might leave N it h you in this respect.

The fact that ,,) businesss men had no such preparation a, you pro-
fessional men bad -there was no jlt ac to get it. e'rhaps, you are
familiar with the rezmbider that is over the entrance to the Harvard
School of Business Administration, where they say that "Business is
the oldest of the arts but the newest of the sciences."

We suffer from a series of abuses in the business world, part of them
deliberate part of them predatory on the part, of the powerful interests,
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part of them ignorance due to their lack of preparation and the,
unsoundness of the knowledge of those who are operating. If you
consider the matter, if you would be realistic and look at the situation
and realize that a majority of the business men have not even a set
of books that gave them the information on which they can know
their costs, you will find why it is necessary to leave to the respon-
sible majority the establishment of these intermediate regulations that
cannpt be covered in such an act as the Clayton Act, and yet must
not be left to the individual caprice and notion, you will realize why
that must be done or else we will have just what we have had going
on and as pictured in this chart,

Therefore, Mr. Chairman, I plead for the continuance of the Na-
tional Recovery Administration in its substantially present form. I
believe that you drafted the act originally about as well as you will
ever do it, that it contains no major defects, that the defects, the dis-
appointments that we have had have ai-.sen from two t'fings.

In the first place, it, was impossible to get both the competent busi-
ness administration coupled with the social appreciation that has to
go with the thing, and secondly, the business community was not
prepared to fulfill the obligation that was expected, but it never will
be unless you let us go on trying and get the ex-perience and try and
develop. Then we shall have a business which will be comparable
in a sense to the professions.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. I got the impression from your statement
that you thought that the N. R. A. had been helpful in checking the ab-
sorption of retail distribution by the o-called "chain organizations"?

Mr. INGERSOLL. I think it has.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. In what respects? In what ways has that

been done?
Mr. INorISoLL. If you look at the abuses which % .re rampant

and are still to some extent, because the thing could r& be cured in
so short, a time, you discovered that we had unfair pr,,.e discrimina-
tion between customers amounting to subsidies in favor of the big
buyers, out of all proportion to any economies or savings. You see,.
it comes to this, that when a distributing chain organization or any
other organization gets control of a market, that manufacturers can-
not gain entry there except they make terms with that distribution
outfit, then the pressure is put on them to drive down prices, and
drive down prices. It has to conte out of whites antl purchasing power

For one thing, the N. R. A. put a bottom to how far that could be.
done.

Then, all of the different trade associations, and when I say all of
them, that is too sweeping, but many of them that put provisions in
their codes which limited the amount o' favoritism and subsidy which
could be granted to these tremendous buyers, and has put the small
man on an approximately fair competit 've basis, so that all the way
through the allowances, the different forms of favors have been curbcd
which neer could hove been covered in any general legislation and
would have to be left to (odes, just as Mr. Clhoate this morning
described how he did not think a bill cold be drafted that would
enable the Treasury to do the work that his bureau is doing. You
could not, possibly make a general act that will cover the ground, that
will rin all the way from powder puffs to locomotives.

The chances for abuse differ so much in the different industries
that you must make provision to allow the industries to formulate-
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their regulations, the men in the industries who know the conditions,
who know the abuses and who are there and who feel any violations
that occur. The first notice of violation in the field comes to a com-
petitor. He is the one that goes to the code authority and gets the
matter straightened out.

Therefore, Senator, I believe that through the curing of these
favors to the big ones, which has run through very generally the
majority of tile codes, has been a decided help. You have only to
go-I have done this myself before I came here-I have consulted
the booksellers, the druggists, the tobacconists, the jewelers. You
find this invariably, that the small people feel that there has been a
stability put underneath them. They know that there is some pro-
tection that puts a limit to the amount of discrhnination that can be
put against them because they are not big, and it gives them a sense
of spirit and a confidence to go on which they never have had for
some years.

'here has been, in my judgment, omissions, particularly one-was
it Senator Owen spoke this morning?

Senator BLACK. Senator Owen, yes.
Mr. INGERSOLL. He referred to the loss leader abuse, which was

one of the chief causes of the concentration that I pointed out to you;
the misuse by the big organization of the standard, well-known
article as a bait to draw trade.

The Federal Trade Commission inquiry for the Senate into the
chain-store situation disclosed that those organizations do some 20
or 21 or 22 percent of their business at a loss, for the purpose of
bringing in suckers, of deceiving people. I believe that tbe N. R. A.
administration erred in failing to face that in the Retail Code, but
I look upon that as a minor omission which can be corrected as
time goes on, and I know Lhat under the act it could be corrected if
the administration wanted it to be and could be convinced of its
advisability.

I would say this in conclusion, Mr. Chairman, that there has been
a great deal of criticism and complaint on the so-called "price fixing"
in the codes. I myself am firmly convinced that it was utterly
wrong in principle-the matter of 'price fixing. I am not nearly so
indignant about it however as I am about abuses which caused tile
price fixing to be aUtempted, the loss leader and all of the other things,
but when business first had its privilege of trying to do these things,
and in the unorganiized and illy prepared condition and state in which
they had to meet this sudden opportunity, the first thing they tried
to do was to curb these abiuse:. by the means that came to their
minds, and the efforts to regulate the price cutting was one of them.
But almost all of them would be quite content not to have any general
price fixing and not to have, any agreements among themselves,
among those who are competing, although that only puts them now
on a footing with the chains. The chain stores may have a thousand
stores and they have no need for any agreements. They can impose
their prices, the same prices in all of their stores without any ques-
tion, and nobody thinks there is any impropriety about it. A
thousand little retailers competing with them have been forbidden
from doing such a thing,

I still think that it is not a sound practice, that price fixing among
competitors is negation of the principle of economic individualism.
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At the same time, ,he reason that that was so generally sought for
was this abuse of the .Aandard well-known articles, andif Congress
would only face tbat one issue, you would find all of those trade
associations perfectly willing to dispense with general price fixing if
you would permit them to have some arrangement that would forbid
this loss-leader abuse on the standard merchandise.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I will submit a statement.
Sep ator LA FOLLETTE. If you submit your statement, you under-

stand that you are at liberty to enlarge on any of these points that
you have covered and to cover anything that you have not covered.

Mr. INGERSOLL. Yes, sir; I assumed that I could.
The CHAIRMAN. You can send it down at any time.
(Mr. Ingersoll subsequently submitted the following statement:)

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF WILLIAM H. INGERSOLL

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

Mr. CHAIRMAN: The results of the, Recovery Act have fallen short of ho pes and
possibilities. You lid r ir part well ini formulating and passing the act. The
measure itself was all righ-, in princiile and for the most part in its terms. It has
fallen short of expectations because (1) we business men were inexperienced in
self-government bry iildustries and fell into soiie grievous errors; and (2) the
administration of the act hits not niresurd ip to the coni-ept which prompted its
drafting and adoption. lis aljplication he s not h1 on rfialistie illy adopted to
a(t ual conditions. ]But the greatest mist'ike of all would lie for 3oi to conclude
that because there is reason for (lisapprirtin unt in this short, trial that all is lost
and that the effort should be abarrdioned ill it, entirety-. That would plunge us
back into the quicksanrrls upon which it wourld be dishearteninig to tiild recovery.

In t hose (lark d.ys of early l133 xheun tlur- Rcrier\ry Act was horn, condit io ns
stod out ill such stark nakidl es that we could not miss sooni of the cases
which led to our collapse. Our situation wns so desperate that things siniply had
to l)e done overnight, which oluht to have been (on(r gradually long before, rind
thr. Omission of which ticrmitttd an accumulation of burdrlns that ti rally, iroke
our backs. The National Industrial Reorivery Act was on( of the fruits of those
difficult days. It was plucked a bit green anl hasn't had time to ripen yet.
T, unrterstaud what the National Industrial Herioverv Act couldi have done,

we must think again of the conditions it was designed to' -ure. I stall list sonie
of the abuses in a moment. It will beg the qucstirm to ray, as some of you d(,
that mininmin wage rates and inaximnum hours of labr measured th- limits of
its usefuluess and need. We nuerst not yield to the ill ulse to throw lp our
hauds in confusion simply because thn sutji-et is intricate.

Over the entrance to the Hiarvercd Schroil of Business Administratin ' we ace
reminded that business is the oldest -4' the arts roud the youngest of the sciences.
We business 1nc01 had to come to our duties without adequate preparation. Our
practices have been full of faults and abhises. Our enlling lacks forneulatcd
trauitiri, ki nwhidge, and ethics. Most of you in the Senati com from tne pro-
fessions such ins th, law or medicine. You were heirs to an historic trudy of
organized knowlodgpe ii which l oil ri,-ceixv d a systrnatic training. 'oupled
with that, your prrfr-ssior has a rrrcscribd systecr of ethics as a gui lc to its
practitioers. Ovcrlookirrg that t is( i'tries ar marred in some drhgrce by
silliness 11id selfislurss, as fil huini instituitio s oust be, they n-vcrth-les stand
as a ilrwark of dccency arld fairness. Yrri cast oit lienlirers who transgress
their teicts. They are it prociteetin to t hlo within the hrrfi-ssion, to clients, and
to siciuty as a whole. They are your"otirrr " Wrl itllouit then) welit wuild the
hrfftssiirrs have blconu? Why exl,'i-t mre of rusirir-es with its 'amiifieitiorus
and Oprrrtunities for it prl-raetier ausis?

In the depth of the dolression it hr-carm vividly rial that tirere was 110 hope for
business to reciovir without breakier tbi stranglehold of the evils of excessive
competition. I)eoraliv.ation had reached a point where goods v,'oul not bring
their crists. Trade involved lss. Lawyers will not work without retainers or
fees. LIabor will not work without vagv-s. How can basics, be espctcd to
carry on and furnish employment withnt prospect of renuneration? I refer t.o
ordinary business and to reasonable remuneration, not to overgrown quasi-
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monopolies or unearned compensation. The latter helped to bring on our
general break-down and they thrive on unregulated conditions.

Let us list a few of the typical malpractices infesting nearly every branch of
trade and industry to remind ourselves of the evils the Recovery Act aimed to
remedy. The business man who sees the situation from the inside knows that
the most insidiously far-reaching abuses are not those which sound the worst to
the consumer and professional man. But consider these forms of chiseling which
were rampant when you passed the National Indunstrial Recovery Act:

Unfair price discrimination between customers amounting to subsidies to
favored buyers. Rebates or discounts with no adequate consideration received
in return, favoring some customers over others, reminiscent of and akin in effect
to the secret freight rebates which fostered the old oil and steel monopolies and
threatening the continuance of the ordinary-sized enterprise.

"Allowances" for "advertising" or other ostensible considerations not actually
expected to be fulfilled, granted to some customers, unknown to others.

Favors to sone over others in terms of settlement,, delivery or other ptirticulars.
Spurious classification of merchandise as "discontinued" patterns or "seconds"

and false billing to disguise unethical, discriminatory transactions.
"Loans", gifts, and "sure thing" wagers to conceal improper inducemel'ts to

buyers.
Exaggeration, misrepresentation, and false claims in sales and advertising;

defamation to discredit competitor's products.
Price cutting; selling at a loss; "loss-lealer" sales on well-known articles to

deceive the runwary into supposizig that similar values prevail on all the adver-
tiser's other merchandise.

These are conscious and intentional departures from straight dealing which
with their elusive diversifications carnot he reirched by general legislation like
the Clayton Act, Twenty years of t he Federal Trade Couiiission shows the
insufficiency of a general unfair tiraide act. Such a list of subversive practices
with all the variations that are rung oi them according to the nature of the differ-
eit fields of industry aid commerce, suggest only sonie of the commoner devices
deliberately resorted to in the scramble for businesss when competition is unbridled.
The hiarder it is to get hisiness, the more prevalent the trickery becomes.
But business sulers ot only from deliberate transgressio's. Men cannot

enter Jaw, medicine or engineering without demonstrating their qualifications to
practice eompetently. Business is riot so safeguarded. Without experience or
training anyone can ent'rand "practice" business. Constantly a whole industry
or a commercial cr'ninmity has been subjected to the competition of some who
operated without even a set of books. ]n the absence of reliable accounting
inforntior or a knowledge of costs 'rr operating expenses they do reckless
things. Cpably conducted enterprises must meet the prices, terris, and other
inducements (if inextierienced, ignorant, captious, lawless or predatory operators
who were without accouitability to any authoritative tribunal. We had no
bar association or ius equivalent before which to bring offenders against business
decency, or sanity, until you gave us our code authorities.

It is no answer to say that the incompetent will faii and the fit survive. The
newcomers are endless ard their irresponsible actiruis nienance ',ll who must

icet them iii the b usiness arena. In failing, they carry down Ntiti tlhrni many
worthy enterprises which cannot survive the coltiniots racking.
it, wis inii lt r sitcli ti htdiiison, aeentuated by the 'ensiin of a terrifying depres-

inon, rid 1'v Iriduetiv' facilities far iutstripiping our capacity to eonuemnic, that
sonietn.:,g lad to i)e (Iii,'. '[lie eilj)titive sylderi witholrt the ballast of
ebhieal limitlitirirrs or tests of ability to practice, hiad overstrained itsoif. Con-
'entratiii and qrms-moniily had gri r aaer'. Irircs had heci driven down
and dorlwn partly hy the old fu miliar device 'if thi tig fellows wlio ct as a meas
of elimilatirg srnalhr (',rnrlitors awi partly iy th' recklc,s efforts of the iiin-
fornied and irrirorrsihe inemprjetents who i ii their di sprrnti,'. tir get rNsinless,
took it upin iry terins. The sioirl, h lresiro majority fiun t emiselves
gr'old bet iwi'li thirrp l pici aiii ether millstoires. If they (lid hsir.m it. was
at a loss that would sirn exlaist tlr,.ir r',sourees. If tlev rle'lined to' trade on
sue,'h terns it rnurat stagnatiomn and nitmvnirlox'ierit. 'l'hirrs the intensifying
lehression hirought to its ciilniinra.tion a process that in ordinary times works so

slowly that its effect'. are rot plainly discernil. I ain riot offering this as the
t hole ex)hiiation of tire ecoiminic disaster which ru ertook us 1 it as one of its
Rriol; aspects, At any rate we had reached the brink of collape. Something
had ti saye 1i8.
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The Recovery Act was your contribution to this situation and it was a good
one notwithstanding all the pontifical criticism of those who have never been
in business and of some in business who have special axes to grind. Of course,
we expected the impossible from this legislation and that was one of its handicaps,
that it seemed to promise all things to all men. Business expectedd stimulation;
labor expected higher wages, eo, J,yrient, and stronger organization; consumers
expected purchasing power. I si dealing herein, genttenien, primarily with
the trade-practice provisions of the act which are of first interestt to the business
community. But if we can keep our seo'- nd perspective until we get adequate
administration, the act as a whole, with relatively minor modifications, will
pronibte the general welfare.

Why was the passage of this act hailed with a universeil approval never accorded
any other act of Congress? Why were all classes of business men raised to
unexampled heights of exaltation? Why, though warned that it was going to
make living cost more, did the people welcome this prospect with such patriotic
zeal that it became all but traitorous to patronize any who were not flying the
"blue eagle"? Why from coast to coast did our cities express their ardor in parades
amounting to a national celebration of a reprieve from impending disaster?
It was not that we were insane then. But we had balanced on the edge of the
precipice and were saved from going over. If it had done nothing more than
give us courage to struggle on, the Pecovery Act would have justified itself.
But there was substance in it as wel. as inspiration. If only there had been
the practical administrative wisdom, here was a situation to conjure with for
the general good.

What the average, ordinary busin,'ss man saw in the Recovery Act was the
chance for the wholesome majority in his industry, to rescue it from tile unsound
and unfair "goings n" that Iad brought it to the verge of a breakdown. Business
men threw their hats in the air because it seemed as though Congress finally
had seen that business with its hundreds Of industries and trades, each with its
ramifications and peculiar abuses, required some protction analogous tq that
enjoyed by the professions with their standards of practice and their associations
to enforce them. He thought, subcon~sciotusly, that Congress recognized the
hopelessness of general ievislatitn to meet the situation and saw that the single
way to do it was to leave the corrective measures in the hands of tlhu only body
int'inately enough acquainted with the conditions to deal with them effectively,
the men actively comprising tile industry. Thus he had a vision that, industry
by industry, and trade by trade, the better elemnert, the great responsible majority
constituting the middle group, in each, would prescribe the standards governing
the conduct of that whole industry or trade. He saw order and decency
supplanting chaos ard depredation.

It refreshed the business man to be treated as a trustworthy citizen, fit to have
an influential voice in the conditions in which he Aas to carry on his activities
instead of being lumped with the predatory big fellows and the little gyps as
members of a plunder band. A wave of hope, pride, and encouragement swept
through the ranks of business, and nothing would have been impossible if the
administration had met this with the right leadership. Much, indeed, has been
accomplished if we stop to think, but more has been tragically missed and morale
lost.
Bllit the great thing was that Congress recognized that there was a zone of

conduct regulation between what could be covered by general legislation which
a national legislature could frame to apply to all kinds of business as a whole
and what had always been left to each individual business to settle as it pleased
inn its competitive practices, and that this zone could most wisely be left to col-
lective business in each line to set the standards and enforce them as the pro-
fessions had long done. To this extent and with only reasonable governmental
supervision there was to be "self-government" in business.

Before telling why the scheme hasn't worked according to schedule, let us ask
what the majority of moderate-sized businesses were most interested in curing
among the abuses that were eating at their vitals. That will explain why the
National Industrial Recovery Act was looked upon as a godsend.

If we examine the abuses cited above we find one recurring characteristic in a
number of them-in prices, discounts, rebates, allowances, and other concessions
given to some and not to others. Now when favors are being dispensed, they
go to the big and powerful. The multitude of smaller businesses tiaid themselves
at a paralyzing disadvantage in trying to compete with those who enjoy inside
benefits. Thus the great majority were dissatisfied with the way tire few were
enabled to pry larger and larger slices of the total business away from them.
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This is not the place to stop and argue the merits or possible justification for
the quantity prices and other allowances enjoyed by large buyers. The bald
fact is that the vast majority of business men have small businesses and they felt
themselves unjustly discriminated against. For years, in good times and bad,
they had seen their fellows driven to Lhe wall by the thousands. They had seen
business become more and more concentrated in fewer and fewer hands and the
units grow bigger and bigger. They attributed this to the system more than to
efficiency. They were against the system and that is why, constituting a
majority, they haled the National Industrial Recovery Act. They felt that a
solution was )eing delivered into their hands, that the processes of democratic
balance were being restored.

Senator Borah and Clarence Darrow to the contrary notwithstanding, the
Recovery Act was an instrument by which majorities could protect themselves
against the aggressions of minorities if administered in accordance with its
concept. It was a protection to the mass of moderate-sized businesses against
predatory or unsound competition. There are clear reasons why the scheme
has not delivered what was hoped from it and these do not discredit the long-run
soundness of the plan itself.

To begin with, the very terms of the recovery act presupposed a preparedness
in the ranks of business to fulfill its purposes which did not exist and could not
instantly be brought into being. The act stipulated that codes to be acceptable
must be offered by associations that were "representativ,," of their industries
nationally. Presumably this meant that the association memberships were to
include a majority of the businesses in their line throughout tie country. Few
such organizations that came anywhere near such rcprcscntative proportions
in fact existed.

Business men had been forbidden under the Sherman Act to associate them-
selves together for some of the uppermost purposes that they were now suddenly
expected to deal with. Trade associations were generally tinder suspicion.
Many had been prosecuted and disbanded. They had never enjoyed any au-
thority to enforce any principles they might adopt. Few of them carried on
serious work. Business men commonly regarded them fairly as social adjuncts.
Usually their dues were too low to support important activities. For the most
part they were managed by secretaries who Lad had no responsible executive
experience in the industry and whose min duties were to drum up member.nip,
collect dues, arrange conventions, and perhaps publish bulletins or an "ssocia-
tion organ. There were important exceptions, but only rarely were these secre-
taries of the caliber for instance to direct adequately the activities of a code
authority or com and sufficient respect to discipline the industry or settle trade
disputes.

In such eirctmstances there was no way at once to get the men in each line
from all over t te country into their appropriate associations and to select the
most competent officers. These men were not accustomed to getting together
on important m.tters. Their constitutions, and bylaws were-not designed to
permit orderly and discriminating treatment of questions vital to their indus-
tries and touched with an element of public interest. Tire members had been
prevented legally front getting experience in such affairs. Hence, when the
emergency called for preparedness our previous public policy precluded finding
them ready to exercise their new powers and duties as judicously as conditions
needed.

If those administering the National Industrial Recovery Act had been practical
as well at social-minded men with an appreciation of these realities they would
not have attempted to jam through their program so shortly ex pecting im-
possible results. The wonder is that we have fared as well as we have. And
since men learn best by doing, the National Recovery Act has compelled educa-
tion in an area where formerly it was forbidden. The short life of the National
Recovery Act has not permitteAl the improvement in understanding and method
that will come with a little further experience.

If we persevere ill preserving and developing the National Industrial Recovery
Act and its administrative agencies, we ehall regenerate our whole bedy of busi-
ness men. Out of the struggle of perfecting and administering their codes, the
members of each industry will be brought face to face with tire issues which mean
the health of their trades and of the whole fabric of society. They will be com-
pelled t learn how to keel) track of the essentials of their affairs in such a manner
that they will conic to a new realization of their responsibilities.

119782 -35- r(I - I
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The educative process of considering anid revising code regulations and operat-
ing under them will build a morale which will leadl Iusilness mel to discounte-
nance the practices and abuses which may give( to individuals a momentary
advantage at the general excipeise of tie whole hotly. & patient, dctcrnined
continuaiie of the National Recovery Act will ctultivate for society a more
expert, elficient, and service-minded rauk and file in tlic h tsitess ;worhl eih as
social students think we ought to have but which we have never previously pro-
vill(l to foster.

Then our merclants and manfcturers will generally havo tie attitude toward
their callings which only the exceptional ones now ha,c iit whichlrofessioii
men live long entertained toward their profl'ssions. Their codes will become
their ethical standads an tiihuir code authorities their "bar comilittves".

The most criticized feature of the present codls has lli'n the so-ealled ,'price-
fixing provisions". These were the first efforts of till' sliferiig groups to rid them-
selves of the most oplpressive abuses, Those who iave teen most vehemnent
among lsiiless mci ill condemning these efforts tat relief, arc for the most part
certain large dilartliut and chain store rcilrvsentativce. who lrotitUd e1111t5 iy
pra- f icing the al ses. lndl'r jungle law the liois lre safe ani these lios (f
trade have piropered at the expense (f tihsle oss strong. 'hey have fattened on
inside prices and other favors which thve. have wriig frm (anifacturers. The ,'
resent the rdmtion or withdrawal (f these advantages which they formerly en-
joyed by force but wore not arit in tilt' main and tlicli havi been 1 modifie
fly many (f tht lmawilfi turrs' codes. Thie has causal a feeling anllig them
against fhu National Recovery Administration and their opposition ils takei
tit( form of sing t he sol-c'allel " price. fiing cilises " If t111 coles its a target.Those lriev-fixing p~rov\isions, amounting to broad agreenionts among complpi-

tors, art, iitoesistent with the competitive systeii (Ii which Cur husillss strttf(IrI'
rests. They' werec rcsortld to, ii reality, to put a stop to the "lss-lader " abses
it) which th large r(tuil'rs have Ieen til leading oif'neh'rs, This albuse of sell-
ing well-kniwl articles ill lplulr demand at cut prices its a bait to draw trade
and1 sprealid the iilmresiiml (f similar valu-givillg oi lwidnt ificd articles lins iei
oilt' f the lrincitpal d vil'ls for exteriniilting the sm ll r t( ilrs anli cu .ntrat-
i1g trale in the hn1 (1s of the predator y t cattors. It was at this specific al1 us1
that th~e general price v'lailmes of tht( codes wure, clumrsily ainitd,

llad the ltecovery A(Indnistratioll salwetiolled agreeing( its Ietwe'elc Illattfac-
tutrcrs of standard articles and the dvahers who distribute t~l;oir goods stipulating
the prices at, which tit'., wore to be resoldI, these c <ode proVi,,i(TIS W0111 110t ha1-ve
ielil denmanded. Most (f tile Irah assotiatioil could gladly Ndispse with the
ctde provisions if til new National 1Idustri l lecoviry Act, offers a 1itit r solo-tion of the loss-lvader evil as it enn anl(l ought to do.

STATEMENT OF E. S. MoCAWLEY, HAVERFORD, PA, PRESIDENT

AMERICAN BOOKSELLERS' ASSOCIATION

(The witness was fii'st. duly sworn by the chairman and testified

as follows:)
Senator BLACK. You are connected with the Amo iean Booksellers'

Association?
Mr. NICCAWLEY. Yes, sir.
Sena ttori BLACK. And vou Cesiire to iniaki' It statemenl(it?
Mr. NICCAWLEY. Yes, sit'.
Senator BLACK. ProeCei.
?tr. MCCAWLEY. I tll a)peIiring before this committee not only

as president of the Amricanl Booksellers' Association, but alo as a
small and independent bookseller. I have r'ilestod 1prmiiofl to
appear before your conuiitteo o s p eakl for our inlitstry in favor of

the continuance for a further period of the N. It. A. coshl under
which we are now operating.

This ciode, known as "sciedtule 1B" of the Gea'eral Retail Code
applying to the booksellers' division of the ret ;l trade, lis been
effective site April 13, 1934. TIw iidoptioii of this code signalized a
victory for the independent, booksellers who for 1m1o 30 years had
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waged an unsuccessful struggle against the use of books as loss leaders
by certain department stores and other price-cutting agencies,

BookF, had demonstrated their qualifications as ideal merchandise
to use as loss leaders. They sold at a list price, set, by the publishers,
widely publicized through advertising, through catalogs, special
lists, distributed by the retail trade, through official compilations such
as the United States catalog and cumulative index, used generally by
bookstores and public libraries, including the Library of Congress.

There is no possibility of differentiation between the book sold at
the published price of $2 and the cut price copy, sold at $1.39. They
are identical merchandise, two identical copies of the same edition.
But the faulty influence in the mind of the customer is that the store
offering the book at the lower price, by virtue of demonstrating this
tangible saving, must offer equal savings on other merchandise. There
is no general realization of the fact that the book is deliberately sold at
a loss to create that impression. Furthermore, the type of customer
tempted into a cut-price department store to purchase a book is
exactly the sort of customer the store wishes to attract as a potential
customer for other merchandise on which the stores does not take a
loss.

The practice of selling books at a loss was so wide-s read, radiating
froin a group of New York department stores in tie icart of the
publishing center of the country, that the very existence of numerous
intependent bookstores throughout the country was seriously jeopar-
dized. The problem was not simply a New York, or even a metro-
politan problomn. I experienced exactly the sort of cut-price ('on-
petition in a ,uburban conmunity outsith, of lhiladelphia.

Destructive price cutting and the use of books as loss leaders not
only jeopardiod the chance of staying in business for many book-
stores, but aio threatened the wages and employment of many
cml)loyees in such bookselling establ'ishents, as might be able to
survive.

In the last, few weeks of 1933 a few large department stores with
national infl'ience on Merchandising practices were engaged in the
"battle of time books", with large advertising space to persuade the
public that they held the secret of how to sell books at less than
Invoice cos"'.

These were the circumstances that led to the inclusion of the price
rwision , i our schedule, and possibly we have the paradox of
R. A. in our code in which there is a priee provision, but which hlas

worked with a nminimnum amount of oiling and the maximum amount
of happiness to those peol)le who are selling the product.

Senator BLACK. What is that provision?
Mr. MCCAWLEY. I will go on to that, Senator.
The following provisions supernide the provisions of article VJII of the Rtt0l

Code, except as hereinafter specified, as to the sale of books:
(a) Except as hereinafter specified, no bookseller shall sell or offer for sale any

cgpy or edition of any book during the first 6 months after the publication (lafe
thereof, or if published before July 1 In any year, at a price lower than the puh-
lisher's pubiahed price thereof.

(b) At any time after publication date than the time specified above, tit book-
seller shall sell or offer for sale any copy or edition of any book at a lower price
than provided in the preamble and paragraph I of section 1 of article VIl of the
Retail Code arid any amendments thereto.
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This is followed by certain exemptions covering books sold at
clearance, second-hand books, sales of books to public libraries, State
reading circles, and other public agencies, and sales governed by
State laws and contracts with a State or subdivision thereof, and so
forth.

It is estimated that numerically less than 5 percent of all titles in
print are covered by the price provisions of the schedule, and that
even those are excluded from these price provisions within a maximum
perioft of 1 year from publication date, and many of them only 6
months after publication.

Many of the statements which I am here presenting have been
previously presented in a brief prepared for the N. R. A. hearing held
here in Washington in January, by members of our executive coni-
mittees. They adequately sum up the concensus of opinion on the
part of the majority of small independent booksellers throughout the
country. In my double function as president of the A. B. A. and as a
small independent bookseller, I subscribe to them heartily and feel
that they constitute our most cogent arguments for the continuance of
our code.

I should like to point out that the reading of books covered by our
schedule is available to the consumer in a variety of ways and at
prices varying from nothing to the publisher's published price:

1. Many-certainly the more important-are available in public
libraries at no cost to the consumer.

2. Many are first published as magazine first serials. A few are
even first published as newspaper serials before publication in book
form.

3. The more popular are available in thousands of rental libraries
at a reading price of a few cents a day.

4. Still others are published as second serials in magazines or
newspapers after book publication, and lastly there is the grand way
of borrowing it front a friend and not returning it.

Senator BLACK. Has that increased any since you put on these
price schedules?

Mr. McCAWLEY. Borrowing from friends?
Senator BLACK. Yes.
Mr. MCCAwLEY. I don't know. My friends borrowed my books

and do not bring them back.
Senator BLACK. Are there any statistics to show that has increased

any since the price was fixed?
Mr. MCCAWLEY. No, sir; 1 do not think that was increased any

more than formerly. That always goes on.
Another provision in the schedule to which we should like to call

the special attention of your committee is the Administ'ator's price-
control committee, a committee appointed by the Administrator
himself. Upon demand of the Administrator or any member of the
committee, the committee shall investigate and report to the Admnin-
istrator any claim of unwarranted incre..,e in the publisher's list
prices or decreases in discount to booksellers. If such have been
made, the Administrator may suspend the price provisions of this
schedule on the sale of the book or books in question. Thisprovision
properly protects the consumer from unwarranted price increases.

There is a very marked difference between price fixing and the price
provisions of our code. Price fixing would mean that aU books of the
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same size cost the same amount and, in other words, the book that had
200 pages would be $2 and the book with 300 pages would be $3, and
so forth, or a book of certain lIneal dimensions would be at a price and
a larger one at a greater price. But there is notl'ing in our code or
the Trade Book Publishers Code which stipulates at what price a book
shall be published. The publisher is at complete liberty to publish
a book at any retail price he chooses-a novel, for instance, at 15
cents or $10; but having designated that price, and widely pub-
licized that price, common justice to the retailer and the consumer
demands that destructive price cutters shall not make of the book so
priced a loss leader with which to oppress small enterprises or to dis-
criminate against them. The Federal Government years ago
adopted that policy on the sale of its own publications and strictly
prohibited any cut price on publications issued by the Department
of Documents.

I walked through Gimbels in New York yesterday afternoon, and
on the table there were many books at reduced prices, quite legally
reduced, and there was also a very large and active stamp department.
The only things that they were not cutting prices on were Mr. Farley's
stamps. They cannot do that.

Senator BLACK. They have to pay just as much as anybody else.
Mr. MCCAWLEY. They can go right over here to the table and buy

them at their face value and sell them at a 20 or 30 or 40 percent
increase if they can get away with it.

Senator BLACK. But there is quite a difference though, is there not,
in selling a stamp for a profit?

Mr. MCCAWLEY. That is quite true; I was just being funny there.
The experience of the department stores is best expressed in a

detailed statement of the National Retail Dry Goods Association
which appeared in the New York Times of August 16, 1931, to the
effect that the spread of cost between the cost price and the publishers'
published price of books is not sufficient to permit an operating profit
in practically any of the book sections in department stores throughout
the country. The National Retail Dry Goods Association reported
that in 1930 the common figure was a net lois of 2.9 percent for book
departments in department stores doing more than $10,000,000 annu-
ally, and that in smaller stores the net loss was larger. The 1932
report of the Controllers' Congress of the National Retail Dry Goods
Association stated [reading]:

For the past 3 years the hook departments have incurredd losses in the typical
stores of each of the groups in which statistical data for the department has been
available. Losses in 1930 were approximately 5 percent, the following year
7.5 percent, and last year over 10 percent. A casual analysis of the merchandising
figures of the book department of the past 3 years calls attention to certain disad-
vantages which the department operates compared to the average department;
the purchase mark-on is lower than average, and the cash discounts are also very
much smaller, failing to approach the markdown figure.

According to the 1933 report of the Controllers' Congress of the
National Retail Dry Goods Association, typical book and magazine
departments in department stores showed losses varying from 1.5 to
14 percent. And it should be noted that except in New York, a very
small fraction of department stores indulge in price cutting of books.
Accordingly, it is to be assumed that even selling books at the pub-
lishers' .published price is for most department stores not a profitable
enterprise.
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I leave to your imagination the losses sustained by book depart-
ments in those department stores which deliberately slashed book
prices tc. their wholesale cost price, because it was in their judgment
good "promotion" for them, so long as the consumer indulges in
erratic but highly desirable deductions.

Under t ,se circumstances the Administration approved the Book-
sellets Code. It should be here emphasized that the code as signed
had 'the full approval of the Consumers' Advisory Board of the
N. R. A., a unique distinction.

Your committee would like to bave answers to these two questions:
Senator BLACK (interrupting). Did they sign it? The Consumers'

Advisory Board?
Mr. MCCAWLEY. They approved it, yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. Who were the members of that board?
Mr. MCCAWLEY. I have not the data right here, but I can supply it.
Senator BLACK. What was the date?
Mr. MCCAwLEY. It was the 13th of April last year. I have that in

my brief case, I think.
Here are the two questions: What have been the experiences of

booksellers under the price provisions of the cod3? And what has
been the effect of these provisions on book production and book
distribution generally?

Where are we to find an accurate and completeanswer to those
questions?

Such an answer is not to be found in a recent adroit publicity release
by Channing E. Sweitzer, managing director of the National Retail
Dry Goods Association, nor in the Federal Reserve Bank figures which
Mr. Sweitzer quotes. Mr. Sweitzer should know that the Federal
Reserve bank figures for book and magazine departments quoted by
him are drawn exclusively from nine reporting department stores in
the New York Federal Reserve district, presumably including those
stores which before the approval of our code were making liberal use
of books as loss leaders. Unfortunately, we are not able to reveal the
identity of the stores reporting on book sales, but we suggest that their
identity be ascertained by a member of your committee so that you
may discover whether they reflect almost exclusively the effect of
the code on book sales or prce-cutting department stores or book sales
generally. To our knowledge the Federal Reserve bank figures do not
include'the book and magazine departments of at least three im-
portant department stores in the New York Federal Reserve district
which do not use books as loss leaders. We are reliably informed that
there has been an improvement in the book sales in one of those
stores. We are reliably informed that in another, sales in the book
and magazine department were, for 1934, 16.8 percent in excess of the
year 1933. We have no data for the third store.

Senator BLACK. That was the department stores which had been
selling books below cost?

Mr. MCCAWLEY. Yes; they were selling them as loss leaders.
Senator BLACK. Evidently the people still buy books from them in

increasing quantities.
Mr. M CCAWLEY. I will go on and lead to what happens.
In a letter to the chairman of our code authority in December 14,

4934, Mr. Sweitzer wrote [reading]:
I admit that no complete survey of all types of bookselling stores waa made

prior to the issuance of this statement.
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Nor is the complete answer to be found in the report of book sales
for each month of 1934 in comparison with the corresponding months
of 1934 by 277 booksellers-representing the first batch of returns to
a questionnaire sent in late December to several hundred booksellers
throughout the United States, including New York. The trend is
at marked variance with the trend reported in the release of the Na-
tional Dry Goods Association, These figures are on file at the office
of the National Booksellers' Code Authority.

We have certain figures from the following retail booksellers in
New York City showing sales in December 1933 in comparison with
sales in December 1934. These stores have never been price cutters.
They are Brentanos, Scribner's, Dutton, Putnam, 10 Doubleday,
1)on Book Shops: and the Lord & Taylor (department store) book
department, a department store which does not report its book
department to the New York Federal Reserve District. The figures
show the following:

December 198d in comparison with December 1994

20-percent increase 14-percent increase
23-percent increase 24-percent increase
25.5-percent increase 30.6-percent increase

A survey among 13 retail book shops in New York shows that there
was an increase of 11.2 percent for January 1935 over January 1934,
with individual stores listing their gains from 1,1 to 22 percent. In
February the same stores reported 31.2 percent gain in 1935 over
1934, with individual stores listing their gains from 18 to 51 percent.

The real question to be answered is, "I las the total distribution of
books been increased or temporarily decreased as a result of the price
provisions of the code?" Without an exhaustive survey of all retail
book outlets, requiring more time and money than is at our disposal,
it is impossible to answer that question on the basis of incomplete
bookseller's figures. The most authoritative available answer is the
report of the 36 trade-book publishers. By "trade books" I mean
not textbooks, but trade books published and sold at the trade
discount-that is, the maximum discount. The publishers have
answered a questionnaire sent in late December to the 47 important
trade-book publishers as to the percentage of increase or decrease in
their hook sales for each month of 1934 in comparison with the corre-
sponding months of 1933 and the increase or decrease in their sales
for the year 1934 in comparison with the year 1933. The yearly
figures show the following changes in 1934. "Each publisher is desig-
nated by a letter of the alphabet. I will include this in the record,
Senator, but I won't read out all of these names and keys.

Senator BLACK. Very well.
(The tabulation referred to by the witness is as follows:)

A, 4 percent decrease; Ax, 0.004 percent increase; B, 2.8 percent increase; BB,
4.5 percent increase; Bx, 4.9 percent increase; C, 5 percent increase; D, 7 percent
increase; E, 8.5 percent increase; F, II percent increase; G, 13 percent increase;
I, 14 percent increase Ix, 14.5 percent increase; 1, 14.57 percent increase; J,
14.8 percent increase; Jx, 15 percent increase; K, 17 percent increase; L, 19.19
percent increase; M, 20.8 percent increase; N, 21 percent increase; 0, 21.2 per-
cent increase; P, 24.3 percent increase; Q, 24.3 percent increase; 4Q, 25.3 per-cent increase R, 27 5 percent increase; 8, 29.319 percent increaqe;T,32 percent
increase; U, 62.4 percent increase (1I months); UU, 36 percent increase; V, 42.4
percent Inbease; Vx, 48.2 percent increase; W, 47 percent increase; X, 55 ptr-
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cent increase- Y, 55.8 percent increase; Z, 72.5 percent increase; Zi, 180 percent
increase; WW, 50 percent increase.

Mr. MCCAWLEY, They start in with a 4-percent decrease for only
1 publisher, and the other 28 of their show increases starting at
practically scratch, the third one on my list is 2.8 percent increase.
There are only 2 in that, whole list of which 1 shows a decrease
and 1 shows just an even break, and the rest of themn, starting with
2.8-percent increase run up to 1 of 180-percent increase. That 180
percent may be questioned, but one best seller like Anthony Adverse,
we will say, would put a publisher on velvet for sometime to come.

These figures are submitted in detail and may be verified at the
office of the National Association of Book Publishers in New York
by any governmental representative, and we have gotten some addi-
tional figures since this compilation.

I have a letter here which 1 would like to put in the record from Mr.
W. W. Norton, president of the National Association of Book Pub-
lishers, to Senator Harrison, the chairman of this committee, verifying
this information and himself strongly sponsoring the continuance of
this Publishers' Code.

(The letter referred to by the witness is as follows:)
MARCH 8,1935.

My DEAR SENATOR: We should like to present to you our hope that in the
amendatory legislation now being drafted for the National Recovery Administra-
tion, provision will be made for retaining a code such as the Retail Booksellers'
Code whose principal clauses were formulated to stop the use of new books as
"loss leaders" and establish fair competition in the bookselling trade. The
Consumers' Advisory Board after most careful consideration last spring gave the
code price rulings its full approval. May we point out that these provisions do
not constitute price fixing, merely price maintenance, and that similar provisions
have obtained in the book trade in principal European countries for years.

Book prices have not advanced since the inauguration of the code; in fact,
publishers have made every effort to keep prices down, despite increased manu-
facturing costs. It should be stated, too, that compliance has been general in the
case of the Booksellers' Code; the few instances of noncompliance have been due
to misunderstandings and have been speedily cleared up.

In the opinion of our executive committee the code should be continued for a
further trial period. Abandoning it at this time wold seriously affect the very
real improvement in wholesale and retail book-trade conditions. A survey among
our members, made in January, showed a substantial increase in book sales to
retail stores during 1934 and our interest in continuAnce of the code is based on
the belief that it is serving to strengthen and increase the number of outlets for
the books we publish.

The National Booksellers Code Authority has received hundreds of letters frolm
booksellers in all parts of the country stating that the code has aided them. Most
of these are "small enterprises," a class of business which we believe your com-
mittee is especially anxious to protect.

The cultural life of the country is sustained by wide distribution of books. If,
in the new law, there is to be provision for the abandonment of many codes, we
trust that your committee will insert clauses permitting the continuance of codes
which have a special function to perform, valuable to the industry itself, and
from the standpoint also of service to the general public.

President Roosevelt referred to the unfortunate practice some stores have
followed in the past of using books as "loss leaders," at his press conference on
January 25 last, according to an item in the New York Herald-Tribune.

Sincerely yours,
W. W. NORTON, President.

Mr. MCCAWLEY. These figures establish beyond a shadow of doubt
the fact, that the price provisions in the Booksellers' Code have
increased book distribution, an increase which in the judgment of the
National Booksellers' Code Authority and the vast majority of book-
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sellers and publishers can only be maintained and exceeded if the
price provisions of the Booksellers' Code are retained. Unlike many
other codes, compliance has been general, and the few cases of non-
compliance have apparently been due to misunderstandings which,
when cleared up, have brought full and complete compliance.

Oir Booksellers' Code has been running financially on a shoestring
throughout this entire year. Our own industry has gone into the red
to finance it because the Retail Code Authority would not give us any
money. We have had to spend very, very little, The executive
secretary in New York is the only person who has taken it on the chin,
and he has $1,500 coming to him, if he ever gets that salary.

New capital has been attracted to the business, new expansion has
taken place, with resulting increased employment and release of funds.
There has been no increase in price ranges or change in discount
ranges by the publishers, even though they have had to meet sub-
stantially increased manufacturing costs. Those who are seriously
disturbed by the code are the department stores, which have lost a
part of one of their most effective loss leaders. "Part" is used here
advisedly, for in January four New York department stores adver-
tised books not protected by the 6-month price provision at prices in
many cases the lowest permitted by the retail code, mainly 10 percent
above wholesale invoice cost less cash discounts. This is an indica-
tion of the fact that books are still considered ideal loss leaders, and
if the price provisions of the Booksellers' Code are removed any
independent bookseller might with reason shut up shop and go on the
relief rolls.

Senator BLACK. Did I not understand you to say at the beginning
that this provision only affected 5 percent of the books?

Mr. MCCAwLEY. Yes, sir. Approximately 5 percent of the total
number of books in print.

Senator BLACK, And yet you think if this price were not upheld on
these percent, that it will put all of the independents out of business?

Mr. McCAwLEY. That 5 percent covers that volume of new books
which are constantly being published-probably 20 a day-that have
a life ranging from 3 to 6 months.

Senator BLACK. Is that just 5 percent of the volume of business?
Mr. MCCAWLEY. No; not 5 percent of the volume of business, but

5 percent of the total number of books in print. If you go over here
to the Congressional Library and ask to see a list of the books in print,
you will see it that high [indicating].

Senator BLACK. What percentage of the volume of the bookseller's
business is affected by this fixed price?

Mr. MCCAWLF.y. Just a rough guess would be about 80 percent of
their business is done in new books.

Senator BLACK. In other words, 80 percent of the books being
sold today-

Mr. MCCAwLEY (interrupting). Are brandnew books.
Senator BLACK, What volume of the total business of the book-

sellers?
Mr. McCAWLEY. I should say that 80 percent are in the new books,

and when I say "new books", I mean books recently published.
Senator BLACK. Of all of the books sold today or the new books

published, if they are sold at a price other than that fixed by the manu-
facturers, it will be illegal?
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Mr. MCCAWLE1. Yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. All right; proceed,
Mr. MCCAWLEY. Inevitably without this price provision many

booksellers will be driven out of business, employment and wages
will be reduced in book manufacturing establishments as well as in
bookselling establishments, and more outlets, the one hope of cheaper
book prices for all consumers, will be eliminated. It will concentrate
all of that business in a group of large department stores, and the
small bookstores throughout the country, the type of stores that the
former witness spoke of, will be eliminated, and the hope of those
stores. The existence of new outlets in the small communities will
effectively be eliminated, and I can say right here that you may
think that because this price situation has been confined to one large
metropolitan area where it was particularly prevalent and partici-
larly vicious, that the country at large is not conscious of that.

But the literary magazines, the advertising sections of the big
magazines, have a national circulation. They see in there, the new
books advertised at fixed prices, and on the following pages in the
advertising sections, they see those same books offered by the big
department stores at substantial savings. And the conclusion that
they draw is that the local bookseller is a gyp if he tries to get $2.50
that they can get, a book for at $1.39 by mailing a postcard to New
York.

We believe the facts here presented are eloquent argument for the
continuation of the Booksellers' Code with its price provisions; pro-
visions which are peculiar to our industry.

One more vital point before leaving this question of the effect of
the code on the progress of the industry as a whole. It may be sug-
gested that the improvement in business is not due to the code, but
rather to the general upward trend. This argument can be met on
various more or less theoretical bases. But one practical fact stands
out. A comparison of the upward curve of the book industry, as
opposed to other retail merchandise, shows that there is a marked dis-
parity (roughly 11 percent), which the booksecing industry shows
beyond its neighbors, and which can only be accounted for by a factor
distinguishing it from the others, namely, the existence of the special
price provisions of the Booksellers' Code.

In the matter of dollar volume our industry represents very small
potatoes in comparison with some of the huge industries on which
ou gentlemen have been receiving testimony on, such as the gasoline
usiness this morning, but the cultural, social, and education implica-

tions of bookselijng are vast. We are the distributors of raw material
from which a national culture is made. It is important to note that
in foreign countries the meaning of price cutting on books is unknown,
Abroad books are sold at publishers' published prices in exactly .the
way, as mentioned previously, our Government protects the prices
set by the Department of Documents on all Government publications.

But most important of all, this code is wanted by the industry for
which it was written, was formulated by the industry as an essential
need to protect small enterprises from predatory monopolistic prac-
tices.

Senator BLACK. May I ask, Mr. MeCawley, how much longer your
statement will take? We have five more witnesses.

Mr. MCCAwLEY. About 2 minutes.
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Senator BLACK. It is very interesting, but we must hasten along.
Mr. MCCAWLEY. I repeat, we may seem to you to be "small

potatoes " bu t our influence in spreadingtebsprdtsohua
knowledge aind understanding is tromendOtis. Gunpowder is a mighty
force but the explosive action of the written word on men's miinds is a
far iightier-force.

We in this industry are not prompted entirely by commercial mo-
tives. I can safely argue that on those grounds alone most of us
would be forced to retire. But I know of no business which in its
promotional efforts is actuated by greater altruism and idealism than
ours. Our great hope is for cheaper book prices, that can come about
through wider education, more adequate distribution through many
smallbookstores and the possibilities of mass consumption.

Senator BLACK. I want to ask you a few questions. What does the
average book cost you that they publish at the price of $2?

Mr. McCAwLKY. $1.20.
Senator BLACK. What does the average book cost you that the pub-

lishers sell at $5?
Mr. MCCAWLEY. Forty percent off of that. Forty percent is the

straight discount to the A accounts. The average discount is figured
usually for inventory purposes at one-third. We have to pay transpor-
tation.

Senator BLACK. Do you favor as a general principle in all ;ndus-
tries, say for instance, the steel companies, that the United States
Steel Corporation should have the right to fix the price at which any-
body sold its product?

Mr. MCCAWLEY. No; I do not.
Senator BLACK. Do you favor it on food?
Mr. MCCAWLEY. No, sir.
Senatot BLACK. Do you favor it on clothing?
Mr. MCCAwtFY. No, sir.
Senator BLACK. You only favor it on books?
Mr. MCCAWUY. I favor it on books because of a very peculiar

situation in this industry, and thiwt is that of those other articles that
you mentioned, there are similar types of things that you cannot
distinguish any difference between them. You have got a suit of
clothes on and I have got a suit of clothes on. They are both from
different places. Yours happens to be gray and mine happens to be
blue. I might have paid 50 for my suit of clothes and you might
have paid $50 for your suit of clothes, and mine might be a better
suit of clothes than yours is. The books, however, are identical and
you cannot tell any difference between them.

Senator BLACK. You understand that if a manufacturer is allowed
to fix a price, that he can fix it up as high as he pleases and increase
his profits. Would you be in favor of our providing in the law that
we can limit their profits?

Mr. MOCAWLEY. As far as the profit is concerned, at present there
is no question of increasing our profit. It is a question of protection.

Senator BLACK. Take the American Book Co., for instance, or
one of the big book companies.

Mr. MCCAw FY. They publish only textbooks. We do not want
to fix the price on textbooks. We are not interested in that. They
do not come under this provision.
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Senator BLACK. On the companies that do sell these books, that
are to be sold within 6 months, do you favor letting them fix those
prices so that it might give them 200 or 300 percent of profit?

Mr. MCCAWLEY. They fix them now and there is no question about
the publishers fixingprices.

Senator BLACK. They fix them now, but heretofore they have not
been able to make it a crime to sell one at less than the price they
fix at retail.

M. MCCAWLEY,. No; they have not.
Senator BLACK. And that, of course, enables them to sustain the

wholesale price?
Mr. MCCAWLEY. Yes.
Senator BLACK. As a business man, you know that?
Mr. McCAWLEY. Yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. If we are going to take that privilege away from

the public and the protection, do you not think we should also limit
their profits?

Mr. MCCAWLEY. Well, how about the small independent fellow
that is going to be forced out of the picture?

Senator BLACK. We are talking now about the profits when you
fix a price. Would you be opposed to us including in the law that
wherever we give that privilege, we limit their profits and limit their
bonuses and salaries so that they cannot make indirectly large profits?

Mr. MCCAWLEY. I do not know that I understand you.
Senator BLACK. Suppose a book company is making on its actual

investment 300 or 400 percent, would you favor limiting that profit
to a reasonable amount?

Mr. MCCAwLEY. If you can find a publisher that is making that
percentage.

Senator BLACK. I do not think there would be the slightest diffi-
culty in finding it, or what they put in it, and of course it does aid them
to make a big profit. This provision does that?

Mr. MCCAWLEY. No; it does not affect them in any way. It does
not affect the public here in any way.

Senator BLACK. If they can hold the price up at which it can be sold
at retail, it does not affect them?

Mr. MCCAWLEY. No; it does not affect them. They are not selling
anuy more books as the result.

Senator BLACK. I though you showed that they were.
Mr. MCCAwLEY. They are selling more books, yes; but the books

are being sold by the retail stores. For instance, there has been an
improvement all along the line. But that is a general upward curve
in business.

Senator BLACK. Your idea is that contrary to all of the general
ideas we have had heretofore in economics, that raising the price of
books has increased the consumption of books?

Mr. MCCAwLEY. We have not raised the price of books, The
books are sold at exactly the same price as they were before.

Senator BLACK. Then there is no use in having the price fixing
provisions that you mentioned, if they are sold at the same price.

Mr. MCCAWLEY. I think we are arguing about a different thing.
Senator BLACK. I understood you to say that it was a crime under

the code to sell a book within 6 months of its publication at a lower
price than fixed by the publisher.
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Mr. MCCAWLEY. For the retailer; yes.
Senator BLACK. That was not the law before. So that has raised

the price to the consumer, has it not?
Mr. MCCAWLEY. It has raised the price to the consumer in certain

districts; yes.
Senator BLACK. And your theory is that that has increased the

circulation of books and the sale of books?
Mr. MCCAWLEY. It has increased the sale of books in the retail

bookstores that are not cutting prices.
Senator BLAcx. It has increased the sale of books in the bookstores

that do not cut prices, but I understood you to present a long argu-
ment to show that it increased the general sale of books throughout
the Nation.

Mr. McCA'wLEY. There are 'a great many factors that enter into
that. By sending this trade back into the bookstores, which are
personal-service organizations which render a better service in many
cases than the department stores, there has been an opportunity to,
make wore sales,

Senator BLACK. I did not want to delay, because we will have more
witnesses. I listened to your argument and I understood it to be a8
long argument to sustain the fact that this price-fixing provision had
increased the sale of books throughout the Nation and you gave
figures from month to month?

Mr. M CAWLEY. Yes.
Senator BLACK, And you attributed the increased sale of books to

the increased price of the books?
Mr. MCCAWLEY. I do not think that that is exactly the case.
Senator BLACK. You attributed it to that code provision, did you

not?
Mr. MCCAWLEY. I attributed it to the code provision. The retail

bookstores have gotten business that they had previously lost to the
department stores.

Senator BLACK. All right. Thank you very much.

TESTIMONY OF A. F. HINRICHS-Resumed

(Previously sworn, resumed his testimony as follows:)
Senator BLACK. Will you put your figures in the record, please.

Were these to go into the record, or simply a statement made with
regard to them?

Mr. HINRIcHs. These relate to this first table that I was discussing
with you this morning [indicating] and are figures on paper and print-
ing, rubber products, tobacco manufacture, railroad repair shops,
machinery, and transportation equipment, compiled in the same
method that the Federal Reserve Board used.

Senator BLACK. They are to be put in as exhibits and not in the
record.

Mr. HINiiCHS. As a matter of record, I would like to make these
two further statements, if I may, with reference to this particular
group of tabulations.

Senator BLACK. Just as quickly as you can.
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Mr. HINRiCHS. The first, is that these figures shown in your second
chart here on metal products, combine nonferrous metals, iron and
steel, for the whole period 1923 to 1934, although the nonferrous metal
series begin only in 1931. The combination in that case seemed to
me to be an improper one, and I am, therefore, also submitting a
picture of the real earnings in the iron and steel and in the nonferrous
metals figured separately, figured in the same way that the Federal
Trade Commission figured them,

As a second matter of record, without developing the technicality,
the average cost of living index as computed by the Federal Trade
Commission from our figures is very slightly different from the ones
we would have compiled. In terms of method, it is their method and
we could not use it without noting the fact that there is a technical
problem there. Actually the differences with references to these
particular dates are sufficiently small so that I have used the same
method that the Federal Trade Commission used to carry the thing
forward.

That completes this particular folder that you asked me to look up.
The second file that you submitted to me for m, examination was

this file on employment and pay roll in specified kinds of business,
where you have asked for information from 1923 to 1934, inclusive,
showing certain high and low figures.

This record is also taken from our figures with the exception of one
table which I think was erroneously headed. It is called in this file,
"IRubber Tire Manufacturing Industry", and it includes both rubber
goods of other sorts other than rubber tires. It might cause you some
confusion if you were comparing it with other series of those two
industries. Other than that the figures are taken from our present
records.

The figures for 1933 and 1934 have not yet been adjusted to the
census in this tabulation. That is a task on which we are now en-
gaged, and it, will be completed within the period of approximately
six weeks. Those adjustments have to be made each time new census
figures become available, because in the index, for various reasons,
keeping various forms month after month, parts with reality, because
if we have new forms and old forms going out of the picture, there
are some rather severe distortions of these actual figures.

We ourselves have never released these obsolete figures as shown
here, nor would we have at this time except on the request of the Fed-
eral Trade Commission to make available such material as we have.
Were they adjusted to the census, they would be far more useful.
These figures back of 1931 are, however, adjusted to the census and
would compare with figures in which an adjustment had been made.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. I do not believe I just understand what this
is all about. Did the Federal Trade Commission ask the Bureau of
Labor Statistics to make certain figures available to them?Mr. HINRIcHS. Yes. They apparently had been asked by the
committee or by Senator King to make certain studies of employment,
and as we have most of the information on employment that is available
in Washington, they came to us for such information, and we have
given them what we had.

Senator LA FOLLETTE, And they took the information and made it
zp and resubmitted it to you?
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Mr. HINRICHS. They took our sheets and made photostatic copies
of which this is one series. These are our sheets photostated [indi-
cating]. Then they took from these photostat copies with references
to certain industries, the information which was copied on this sheet
here [indicating] and was submitted to the Senate Committee, I judge.
I received a call on Monday apparently to verify all of this, to verify
the fact that this is our information.

Senator COSTIOAN. I understood there had been a misplacement of
a period, or a comma, or a decimal poiat in some prior use of these
figures. Is that true, if you know?

Mr. HINRicis. Are you referring to the earlier tabulations of the
National Recovery Administration that were submitted by Mr.
Richberg?

Senator COSTmAN. That was my understanding.
Mr. HINRICHS. There are certain differences between the figures as

they are presented here for the years 1933 and 1934, and the tabu-
lation as it was presented by Mr. Richberg.

Senator COSTAN. The committee, of course, desires and accurate
itemization of such figures.

Mr. HINRICHS. I should myself prefer the figures as submitted by
Mr. Richberg for the period of 1933-34, to these figures of ours, We
would have made and are making the same kind of an adjustment
which the National Recovery Administration made before submitting
that tabulation.

Senator COSTIGAN. Have you checked and compared the figures?
Mr. HINRICI S. I have checked the individual series. Noting the

points where there was agreement and disagreement, and there are
comparatively few cases in the Richberg figures in which the dis-
crepancies are not to be explained in terms of the fact that they have
adjusted the real figures as revealed by the census in contrast with
our figures which await adjustment and will agree with the Richberg
figures quite closely at the end of ( weeks. There are, however, in
the Richberg figures, two or three--somewhat more than that-per-
haps four or five errors which appear to be of a typographical sort.

Senator COSTIGAN. Will you at tlis time or in the future indicate
what in your judgment the figures should be?

Mr. HiNnicus. I think 1 can do that very briefly now. In the
case of cast-iron pipe, the employment figures are given as for ex-
ample -

Senator BLACK (interposing). I wish you could put them in the
record. I wonder if you could?

Mr. HINRXcHs. Yes, sir; I will be very glad to submit a memoran-
dum to the record.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. What I am trying to get at is these tables
that are in evidence in this blue bound folder, as I understand it,
are tables which have been prepared by somebody connected with
with the Federal Trade Commission from data in the possession of
the Bureau of Labor Statistics?

Mr. HINRICHS. Yes.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. And they have attempted to carry back

over a period of years, figures which would be comparable with those
submitted by the N. R. A. to this committee, is that correct?
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Mr. HINRIcHs. That is correct. The figures in this blue folder
from 1931 back to 1923 can be hitched to the figures as submitted by
the N. R. A., industry by industry.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. I begin to get a little light on the subject
now, and I would like to have you tell me to what extent those figures
are comparable to the Richberg or the N. R. A. figures and to what
extent, if the Bureau of Labor Statistics had made the compilations,
there would have been different methods employed?

Mr. HINRICHS. I can answer that quite briefly. The figures in this
folder [indicating from 1923 to 1931 inclusive, are strictly comparable
to the Richberg figures. The figures for 1933 will subsequently be
somewhat adjusted not so drastically as the lattr figures. The figures
for 1933 and 1934 we ourselves would not use to describe the situation
in those 2 years. When we have made an adjustment of those figures
for 1933 and 1934 by the method which is almost identical with the
method used in N. R. A., presuming that there were no clerical errors
in the N. R. A. tabulations, the results in our study will be identical
with the results presented by Mr. Richberg, except that the records
of two industries, and men's clothing and one other which I will have
to submit for the record later on, in which they have combined groups
which we do not use. Those figures are slightly different from ours.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. When you say "they ", you mean the
N. R. X.?

Mr. tlINi cns. The N. R. A.; yes.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. What is your answer as to whether or not

the figures in the blue folder made up by the staff of the Federal Trade
Commission are different from the figures submitted by the N. R. A.;
to what extent are the differences or discrepancies to be attributed
to any different method of preparing material or to any different
conclusion that might be drawn from them?

Mr. HINRICHS. Virtually the entire difference, and there is differ-
ence in somewhat more than half of the industries, is to be accounted
for by virtue of the fact that the Federal Trade Commission made
no adjustment for the 1933-34 figures, whereas the N. R. A. did.
In the figures in this folder, they seem to be useful as historical per-
spective if you are interested in the situation in 1920. 1 would how-
ever disregard entirely the figures which you find in the 1933 or 1934
years in this blue folder, and in its place, to get a picture of what
has happened since 1933 in figures as submitted by Mr. Richberg
with; such corrections as need to be made for typographical errors
which appear in the record.

Senator BLACK. That is all.
(The following data is in connection with Mr. Hinriph's 'testimony.)

EXPLANATORY STATEMENT

The following tables were prepared at the request of Senator King by the staff
of the Federal Trade Commission from statistics furnished by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor covering the years 1923 to 1934,
inclusive, and embracing a typical number of industries. They show the yearly
number of wage earners the weekly pay rolls, the per capita weekly wage, the
wholesale price index of foods, cost-of-living index, and the real vage for the
several industries tabulated.

Accompanying these tables in the exhibit filed are a number of graphs which
are not printed in the record but are contained In the physical exhibit.
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TABULATIONS, EMPLOYMENT, PAY ROLLS, AND WAGES, 1923 TO 1934, INCLUSIVE

COMPILED FROM PUBLICATIONS ISSUED BY BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, RELATING
TO BUILDING MATERIALS (LUMBER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS AND STONE, CLAY, AND
GLASS PRODUCTS) CHtEIICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS, FOOD AND KINDRED PROD-
UCTS, LEATIHEI AND ITS MANUFACTURES, TEXTILES AND THEIR PRODUCTS, METALS
ANT) METAL PIPOI5ItCTS (ION AND STEEL AND THEIR PRODUCTS AND NO14FERROUS
METALS AND TIEIR PRODUCTS)

Conversion of cost of living indexes

11913-100 to 1026-100. SJIple average of reported monthly Index numbers of the cost of living (based
upon the year 1913 as IS0), divided by the index number for 1926, computed on the same basis

Index (1013-l100) Con- Index (1013-100) Con.
and verted Periods-Year and r- e

Index mnh index
andex Aea .. (x months Index Average (1920-numbers I ...... ag, 100) numbers 1f Aerg 100)

. .......... 71.4.... .
SI 1929:.... 1 s",8 _. ....... .. ........ .1 ne ........... 170.2 ..........

... 160, 7 ....... .... ....... lDecmber ..... 171.4 -----........
* 1712. 1- - - -4r..... 7 .1 ...... ... . . . .,1,6 10 8 7 5

..... 173,2 -...... . .... Total ........ 1 97.

.... 3.8 1710 97.6 130

..........

97.4

19269:
June ........... 173. 5...............
December .... 177.9 ......... ........

Total ........ -- 351 4 17.7 100.3

Juno........... 1 7 ................
December. .. 175. ...............

Total ..... 350.4 175.2 i00.0

1927:
Juno ........... 173.4 ......... .......
December..... 172.0 ... ...... ......

Total ........ 340,4 172. 7 98.,6

Juno ........... 170.0 ...............
December.__ 1713. ...

Total 3 ........ 341.3 1706 97.4

December .....

Total ........

1931:
June ...........
December .....

Total ........

1932:
June ...........
December-....

Total ......

1933:
June ...........
December.....

Total ........

1934:
June ..........
November.

Total ........

100.7....... ..........

327.3 163.7 93.4

100.3....... .......
145.8............

290. 1 148 1 84.5&

135.7 .. . . . . . .. .
132z1

267.8 133.9 76.4

129.3 -- - - - -- - - - -

263.3 M 1. 7 7.2

13 . 4 ..........

138.9.

303 137.7
. 7....

1 Indexes of Cost of Cools Purchased by We Earners and Low.Salaried Workers in the Larger Crles
of the United States.

(Monthly Labor Review, February 193, Bureau of Labor Statitlos,)

119782-85-- T 6- 82

Periods-Year
months

BI:
March ....Jlune ......

September

December

Total ...

1924:
March .....
JuDe ......
September
December.

Total....

170.4
169. 1
170. 6
172.5

682.6

LZ::
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Building materials

Iormee of data: U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistls (Monthly' Labor Review, January
1935, unless otherwise indicated)]

EMPLOYMENT'

Lumber and allied Stone, clay, and glass
products 1 products I

Total wage General
eners fori (all

Average Average combined tafurfc-
Year number crompninbe turlnjg In-Yeareulye Group number Group groups dustrles t

weekly index ' 4 weekly indexdts
wage wae

earners earnetl

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) F)

1923 .......................... 932,100 101.0 351,400 100.4 1,283, 500 1041
1924 ------------------------- 901,300 98.1 340,400 98.9 1,247,700 96.5
192 ................... ----- 92t, 600 100.4 352,700 100.7 1,274,300 99.4
12 .......................... 922,300 10. 4 363, 500 103.8 1,285,800 101.2
197 .......................... 864,100 94.1 349,800 99.9 1,213, 900 98.9
1928 ---------------------- 84,100 92.4 334, 900 95.7 1,183,000 98.9
929 .............. ----------- 876,500 95.4 328, 000 93.8 1,205,00 104. 8

1930 .....................----- 699,400 76.1 280, 800 80.2 980,200 91.0
1931 .......................... 516,900 0.3 22,800 63.7 739, 700 77.4
1932 ------------------------- 377,800 41,1 156,000 44.8 533,900 04.1
193 ------------------------- 400 100 44. 2 157,500 43.6 03, 600 69.0
1934 .......................... 447,400 48.7 18,000 57.8 632, 400 78.8
January 105 ................. 6432,00 3 47.1 165,300 6 47.2 597,900 I 77
February 1935 ------.--------- (6) ' 49.4 (6) 7 49.6 ------------- 81.2

WEEKLY PAY ROLLS

Lumber and allied Stone, clay, and glass Combinyd groups
products p products ' General

Indes (lI
Total manuren-

Year Average rolls Average Group average cpIta uring in-
weekly l weekly Index 6 week Fy weekly dustries J 6

pay rolls pay rolls pay roll wage a

(o) (1l) (1) (0) (K) (L) (M)

1023 ................ $1, 520,000 100.0 $8, 726,000 98.3 $27, 252, 000 $21.23 103.3
1924 ................ 18, 228, 000 98.4 8, 926, 000 10M.5 27,1. 0,000 21.70 961,1
192 ................ 18,824,000 101.0 8,93,000 101.2 27,809,000 21.82 100.6
1926 ................. 18. 97, 000 112.5 9,257,000 104.2 28,254,000 21.07 103.8
1927 ............... 17,918,000 96.7 8,929,000 100.5 2q,845, 000 22.11 101.8
1928 ............... 17,454,000 94.2 8,541,000 0.2 2, 995, 00 21.97 102.4
1929 ................. 18,062,000 97.4 8,323,000 937 , 38, 000 21.90 109.1
1930 ................ 1,484,000 72.6 6,828,000 78, 9 20, 292, 000 20.70 88.7
1931 ................. 8,641,000 46.6 4,786,000 539 13, 427, 000 18.15 67.5
1932 ................. 4,80,000 25. 1 2, 50, 000 29.1 7,244,000 13, 07 40.1
1933 .............. 4,900,000 26.4 2,455, W)0 27. fi 7,355, 000 13.05 48.5
1934 ................. 6,062,000 32.7 53,153,000 35,0 9.215,000 14.07 61.9
January 1935 ........ 65,872,000 31.7 62,805,000 '31. 0 8,077,000 14.51 314.)
February 1935 ...... (6) 34,8 (0) 34. 8 ............ (6) 69.1

I Lumber and allied products: The following industries are Oomprised in this group: Furniture, lumber
(mill work), 'imber (saw mills), turpentine, and resin. (See Note.)

3 Stone, clay, and glass products: The following Industries are comprised in this group: Brick, tile and
terra cotta cement, glass, marble, granite, slate and other products, pottery. (See Note.)

"Trend of employment," December 1934 (Bureau of Labor Statistics).
4Basis 19-23-100.
I "Trend of employment," January 1935.
4 Comparable data not available.
7 "Employment in February 1935."
' Computed by dividing "Total average weekly pay rnllh" columnn K) by "Total wp,,e earners, Min-

blned groups" (column E).
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Building materials-Continued

PRICES AND W4.GES

1923 ...........................................
1924 ...........................................
1929 ...........................................
1926 ...........................................
1927 ...........................................
1928 ......................... .................
1929 ......................... .................
1930 .........................................
1931 .........................................
1932 .................................. .......
193 ..........................................
193 .....................................
January 193 ..............................
February 1935 .........................

Wholesale
prim index
building

materials 1 10

(N)

1ft 7
102,3
101.7
100.0
04. 7
94. 1
95.4
89,9
79.2
71. 4
77.0

It 8. 0

General price
index whole-
sale (all com-
modities)'

(0)

Cost-or-living
Index

(P)

100,6 9;.6
98.1 97.4
103.5 100.3
10.0 10, 0
05.4 98,6
96.7 97.4
95.3 97.5
86,4 93,4
73,0 84.5
64,8 76.4
6,9 75.2

74,9 78.6
S78, 8...

" Ma7 --- --- ---

Basis 1926 100.
to Building materials: The following commodities ae comprised in this group: Brick and tile, cement,

lumber, paint and paint material, plumbing and heating, structural steel, other building materials. (See
Note.)

"i The "Cost-of-living index" (column P) is coWuted by using a simple average (of the monthly periods
shown for the respective years) of "Indexes of the cost of goods purchased by wage earners and low-salaried
workers in the large cities of the United States" contained in Monthly Labor Review, February 1935
(p. 515), which have been converted into 1926- 100.

a Computed by dividing "Per capita weekly wage" (column L) by "Cost-of-lIving index" (column P.)
a"Wholesale prices". December and year 1934 (Bureau of Labor Statistics).
4 "Wholesale prices in January 1935."

1' "Wholesale prices in February 1935."

Noiz.-In this case combinations of groups have been made for purpose of comparing the price Indexes
with the employment and pay-roll indexes. It is noted that the subgroups of building materials (note 9)
are not exactly the same as the subgroups as "Lumber and allied products" (note 7), and "Stone, clay,
and glass products" (note 8). For example structural steel is contained In "Building materials" only.

Metals and metal products group-iron and steel and their products and nonferrous
snetals and thlcir products

[Source of data: U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics (Monthly Labor Review, January
1935, unless otherwise indicated)]

EMPLOYMENT

Iron and steel and their Nonfrrous metals and their
products I products G

______ _____ ______General

index
Average Aveage t wa (all manu.

Yearn er Totalwage factoringY r dr Grou nube a rottp wam, Indus.
weekly ~ weekly ( oa 5oi. Ids

wage Index 4 wage index 3 4 combined tries 3 6
earners earners groups

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E (F)

1923 ........... -............ 092,400 103.9 ()109. (4 10.4.1
1924 ........................ 833,700 97.0 (:) 90. (C) 96.6
1925 ......................... 81," 99.1 () 07.9 )9%,4
1920 -------.................. 80,,, 102. 5 (5) (1) 101.2
1 -.......................... 834,900 97,2 () 9 9& 9
12 .......................... 829,800 90 ( () 4 949
192 .......................... 881,000 102. (4) 111.4 104.8
1930 .......................... lo, 200 89.2 (1) (1) 0 91.6
:il ........................ 59, 400 09.7 209000 7, 400 77.4
12 ......................... 48100 S&.3 164.200 11 300 64.1

)38 _-- -............... 503 400 58 6 175,200 62.0 671,0 69.0
1934 -----------------... 592,800 69.0 6 210,000 74.3 8M 4 M 8
January 1931 ................. 82,800 367.8 '214,600 e 7.9 797,300 4 78.7
February 1934 ................ () 70.6 () ....... () 81.2

Footnotes at end of table.

Real wage ta

(Q)

$21. 75
22.34
21.79
21.97
22.42
22.60
22.46
22.18
2L 48
17.76
17.3619,04
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Metals and metal products group-iron and steel and their products and nonferrous
metals and their products-Continued

WEEKLY PAY ROLLS

Iron and steel and
their products ' Nonferrous metals and their products General

index
Year Average Grou Average Gro Total aver- Per capita (all manu-

Group weekly ladup age weekly weekly faturng
Pay rolls pay roll d x pay rolls wage a industries'

(G) (H) (1) (J) (K) (L) (M)

1923---------3..$23,442,000 103.2 (') 103.7 ( ) 128.01 103.31024-------------...23,834,000 906.7 ') 09 () 28.69 9.811125 ------------- 24, 80,00 o.1 100.4 (') 2.99 100.126 --------------- 25,875,000 105.0 (1) 29.40 103.8-27 ................. 24,289,000 98.6 100.5 29.09 101.0928 -------------- 24,740,000 100.4 (S) 5') 29.81 102.4129 ............... 26, 568, 000 1078 lie , 4 30.16 109.1930 ................. 21,126,000 85.7 (') 5') 27.57 8&L71931 ................. 13,8602,00 65,0 $4,662,000 53.1 $18,184,000 22.02 67.01932 ................. 7,164,000 29.1 2,806,000 39.1 10,020,000 16.12 4111933 ................. 8,925,000 30.2 3,039,000 41.5 11,964,000 17.63 48.11034 ................. 12,074,000 49.0 *4,105,000 06.0 '16,179,000 20.15 61. 1January 1935 ........ 12,798,000 el.9 64,280,000 '08.4 '17,078,000 21.42 ',04.1February 1935 ....... (1) 0 68.9 () ' 63.4 (s) ............ 69.1

PRICES AND WAGES

Wholesale General price
price index Inde whole-
metal and sale (all Coqt-of-ivng

Yew metal n emodl- indexI Real wages It
products ti ties)'

(N) (0) (P)
1923 ........................................ . 100.3 100.0 97.0 29.211924 ........................................... 1W. 3 9S 1 97.4 29.351025 ...................................... 103.2 103.5 100.3 38 901926 ......................................... 100.0 100.0 100.0 29.401927 .......................................... 96.3 95.4 9,0 29.60,102$ .............-.......................- 7.0 96.7 57.4 30.61129.......................................... 100. 95.3 97.5 30.031030 ........................................... 92. 1 88,4 93.4 29.5Z1031 ........................................... 4.0 73.0 84.5 28.65192 ..........................................2 0.2 6.8 76. 4 21,101933 ...................................... 79.8 .9 75.2 23.44
J934 ....................................... . 1 . 1 ,--- - 8 " 9 7.0 23, 4January 193' ...........................- .. . 4 85.8 78.8 (1) (1)February 19-35 ................................. is 8,.8 79,, , .................

'Iron and steel and their products: The following industries are comprised In this subgroup: blast'furnaces, steel works, and rolling mills; bolts, nuts, washers, and rivets; tot-iron pipe; cutlery (not includ-ing silver and plated cutlery) and edge tools; forgings (iron and steel); hardware, plumbers' supplies; steamand hot water heating apparatus and steam fittings; stoves, structural and ornamental metal work, tincans, and other tinware; tools (not Including edge tools, machine tools, files, and saws); wirework. (See
Noe.)

' Nonferrous metals and their products: The following Industries are comprised In this subgroup: Alumi-num manufacturers, brass, bronze, and copper products; clocks, watches, and lime-recording devices,jewelry; lighting equipment, silverware, and plated ware; smelting and refining copper, lead, and zins;stalmped and enameled ware, (See Note.)'Trend of Employment", December 1934 (Bureau of Labor Statistlis),
'Basis 1923-25-100.
i Comparabels data not available.

' "Trend of Employment, January 19311."
7 "Employment in February 193."
.Computed by dividing "Total average weekly pay rolls" (column K) by "Total wage earners, com-bined groups" (column K).

9 Basis 6-100,
t Metals and metal products: The following commodities are comprised in this group: AgriculturalImplements, Iron and steel, motor vehicles, nonferrous metals, plumbing and h eatint (See Note.)"1The '1 Cost-at-living Index " (column P) is computed by using a simple average (of the monthly Periodsshown for the respective years) of "Indices of the Cost of Goods Purchased by Wage Earners and LowSalaried Workers In the Larg Cities of the United States" contained in "Monthly Labor Review",February 1935 (p. 010), which have been converted Into 1926-100."sComputed by dividing "Per capita weekly wage" (column L) by "Cost-of-living Index" (column P).""Wholesaleg pI=es" December and year 1934 (Bureau of Labor Statistics).5"Wholesale Prcsin January 195."
""Wholesale Prices In Februsary 1930."

Nova.-In this case combinations of groups have been made for purpose of omparing price Inctloeswith the employment and pay-roll indices. it so uld be noted that the price Index group includes agri-cultural implemets and motor vehicles which are not Included In there employment or pay-roll'Indlegroup.



Textiles and their products

ISource of data: U. S. Departmopt of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics (Monthly Labor Review, January 1935)1

Employment Weekly pay rolls Prices and wages
Index

of Ie Index Whole- Generalman - Per of all sale p
fear Fabrics Wearing Entire Group factor c Wearing ap r o a = i dex Cost-of- Real

apae ru idx12Ig Fbis aprl Etego weekly index 1 ii ftr of of all living wg
Indus- wage Iing textile cor- Indextries 13 Jndus- prod- [modi-

ttees 1 2 ucts a ties s

1923 --------.....---- 1.164,400 499,300 1,714,300 105.2 104.1 $21,59,000 $10.919,000 $33,511,000 $19.5.5 105.8 103.3 111.3 100i6 97.6 $20.0
19M ------------------ 1,011, 9W1 455,8.0 1,545,500 94.9 96.5 19,014,000 9,804,000 29,712,000 19.23 918 96.1 106.7 98.1 97.4 19.741925 --------------- 1,109.500 46.500 1.627,400 99.9 99.4 20,497,000 10,284,000 31,795,000 19.54 100.4 100. 6 108.3 103.5 100.3 19.48192 ---------------- 1,095,700 472,800 1,628,000 99.9 101.2 20,241,000 10,297.000 31.731,000 19-49 100.2 103.8 100.0 100.0 100.0 19-491927 ------------------ 1,119 5 1,694,400 104,0 93.Q 21,135,000 11,123.00 33,817,000 19.96 1068 101.8 95.6 95.4 98.6 20.24
1928- - - -.. 0,02,40 513,100 1,051,300 101.3 9 10 9,510,000 11, 114,00 32,199,000 19.50 101.7 1024 95.5 96.7 97.4 20.021929 --------------- 1.095,900 536.700 1.700,900 10.8 108.8 20,251,000 11,476,000 33,321,000 19.52 105-2 109.1 90.4 95.3 97.5 20D0219 0 ------------ 950.400 497,700 1,513,000 92.9 91.5 16,167.000 9.680,000 27.115,000 17.92 85.6 88.7 80.3 86.4 93.4 19.19191 ............... 886,700 472,000 1,421.000 87.2 77.4 1,30&,000 8,338,000 23.799,000 16.75 75.1 07 5 66.3 73.0 84.5 19.82192.........------- 794,100 401,800 1,25003 76.7 64.1 10,367,060 5,733,009 16,947.000 13_56 53.5 4.1 54.9 64-8 7.4 17.75193 ---------------- 932600 418,100 1,432,700 87.9 69.0 12.604.000 5,757,000 19.394,000 13-54 61.2 48.5 64.8 65.9 75.2 18.011934 ... . 989,3W 432.100 1, 485,90 91.2 78.8 1 14,44.00 66,992,000 22 564,000 15 19 71.2 61.9 739 74.9 786 19.33January 935 - 1,059,290 '432.800 1,551,200 899.2 '78.7 '16,742,000 66, AK4,000 24,8W,000 1603 '74.5 '641 '70.4 '78-8 () (9)February 1935 ------- (1) (i,) (16) ' ,4 s8l.2 (10) (10) (,) (,) '84.5 B6.1 '70.1 ,795 ._---_-_-_

'Trend of Employment, December 1934 (Bureau of Labor Statistics).
'Basis, 1923-25-100.
'Basis, 1920=100.The " Cost-of-living Index" Is Computed by using a simple average (of the monthly periods shown for the respective years) of Indexes of the Coat of Goods Purchased byWae Earners and Low-Salaried Workers in the Large Cities of the United States, contained in Monthly Labor Review, February 1935 (p. 515), which have been converted Into190- 100.
6 Computed by dividing "Per capita weekly wage" by "Cost-of-living" index.I Trend of Employment, January 1935.
I Wholesale Prices December and year 1934 (Bureau of Labor Statistics).'Employment in library 185.

Wholesale Prices in February 1935.
11 Comparable data not available.
NoT'r.-Tbe following industries are comprised In this group: Fabrics. carpets and rugs, cotton goods, cotton small wares, dyeing and finishing textiles hats (fur felt), knit goods,silk and rayon goods, woolens and worsted goods, wearing apparel, clothing (men's and women's), corsets, and allied garments, men's furnishings, mlllnery, shirts, and collars.



Leather and its manufactures a

Employment Weekly pay roils Frlam and wages

Index of A Index of all Wholesale General
iaGroup n anutac- priceindex Coat of

index" tuning in- ida 5Z prise index, living RealwageIearnersle p3 ay r l s w age 4, leather m o i i s " in dex
a dtri" ro dustries" products m4odjtles'

................ 344.86 10L 6 1 $7,47% M 821.67 10& 105.3 1K2 100.6 ,7.6 $2 0-
1924 ---- 311,700 96.3 90.5 6,654,000 21.35 95-3 90.1 101.5 98.1 97.4 21.92
1925 ---------------- - 314,200 97.1 99.4 6,831,000 21.74 978 100.6 105.3 103.5 100K3 21.67 0
1925 ------------------------------ 312,700 6.6 101.2 6,909,000 22.09 90.9 103.8 100.0 lto0 100.0 22,09
1-7 .-----------------------------31000 97.7 9.9 7,009,000 ZLs1 103 101.8 107.7 95_4 9.6 22,49
19 ..... ..--------------------------- 309.400 95 6 98.9 6,696,000 21.64 95,8 105.4 12L4 96.7 97.4 22.22 owj
I -.-----------------.----------- 318, a0 08 _ 18 6,915,000 21.70 S9.0) 109.1 109.1 95.3 97.5 22.26
1230 - -.. ....... 24, 100 O1. 91.5 6,748,000 19.48 8n.3 88.7 100.0 864 93.4 20.86 i
19u1 -................................... 272,800 6.3 77.4 S, M6, 000 18 46 72.1 67.5 86.1 73.0 84.5 21.85 >
I9M ------------- 25- 4500 79 641 4,66K00 15.9 .1 46.1 72.9 64.8 76.4 20 s

- 209,40 833 69.0 4, 94 000 16.81 62.9 48.5 80.9 65.9 75.2 21.e9
I .NC ------------------------------ '284,000 87.9 7&8 15,164,600 18.18 739 61.9 89.6 '74.9 78.6 23.13

January ............................ 285,70 '88.3 7787 '5,337,000 18 8 '76.4 '64.1 '86,2 '78.8 (ii) (16)
February .......................... () 

6
L "81.-2 (() " 82.5 " 69.1 '80.0 '79.5 ( ()

' The following indutries an eomprimsd in this group: Boots anA shoes, hide5 and skins, leather and other leather products.
'Trend of Employment, Decembr 195 (Bureau of Labor Statihttcs).
'Basis 1923-25= 100.
' Basis 1926=10.
A The "Cost-of-living index" is computed by using a simple avet4ge (of the monthly periods shown for the respective years) of Indexes of the Cost of Goods Purchased by Wage

Earners and Low-Salaried Workers in the Large Cities of the U nited States, contahqed in Monthly Labor Review, February 1935 (p. 515), which have been converted into 1926=100.
'Computed by dividing "Per capital weekly wage" by "Cot-nI-living index."
'Trend of Employment, January 195.
' Wholesale Prices, Deoember and year 1934 (Bureau of Labor Statiatics).
' Whoessale Prioes in February 19l
" Comparable data not available.
" Employment in February 1935.

Soqrte of data: U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics (Monthly Labor Review, January 1935, unless otherwise indicated):



Foods and kindred products'

Employment Weekly pay rolls Prim and wages

Index of Index, all Woeae GeneraleaNmer Group in' l au Per capitaWo]-ea osofwgeratig Weekly Group in- manufac- Prime ndez, a w-gwage dex indtusrin pay rolls Pe dex I turing in- price idex oaiiesm living Real wage!earners Inutiswage dsre I od l on index

22iQo 96.1e s fod odt
..................................... 681, 80 102.1 I04. $15,296,00 M 43 10.4 103-3 927 10M6 $97.6 10. 0

1M ------------------------------------- ,57, 800 98.4 6.5 15,155,000 23.34 99.4 9 1 91.0 9.4 97.4 23.66IM ------------------------------------- M 64,400 99.5 99.4 15, 2K 000 2Z.98 [ 100-2 IM } 6 100 2 103.51 100.3 2Z 91 x

19V ------------------------------------- [ 9 409 1o1.7 98.9 15,sms, 0o 23.31 10 4.0 io1.8 96.7 95,A 9.6 23-64
........................................1 707.100 105.8 98.9 16,388,000 23.18 A07.6 102.4 101.0 96.7 97.4 23-80
19 ------------------------------------ 7.3,30 1128 1048 17,344,00 2.02 113.9 109.1 99-9 9.3 97.5 23.61
19.................................... 731, 1M 1D094 91.5 1693,060 22.70) 108.9 88.7 90.5 86.4 93.4 24-30
181 ------------- 50---------------------- , 500 97.4 77.4 14.173,000 21.79 93.0 67-5 74.6 7. 845 25.79 !
1932 -----------.----------------------. 577,109 86.4 64.1 11,308, 000 19.59 74.2 4.1 61.0 64.8 79.4 2164 ,
193-.........................-------... 631,000 94-4 69_0 11,804,000 18.39 76.2 4&5 60.5 65.9 75.2 24-45 •
1934 .................................... 7711,700 10665 78.8 '14, 08e. 000 19.78 92.4 61.9 '70.5 74.9 7&6 2.3 17
January 19353---------------- 630.700 '9. '78I.M7 '12.9.000 20.13 8331 64.1 "683.5 "7 48.8 ('9) (1)Yebruary---------------------------- (11) '93.8 '81.2 (11) (17951 :It~ x~ ry .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . n) )9 .8 '8 .2(t) 8 3.4 t69.1 to 87. 0 0n 79.5 ---------------- -----

'The following industries are comprised in this group: Baking, beverages, butter, canning and preserving, confectionery, flour, ice cream, slaughtering and meat packing, sugar M
(beft and cane refiuing)_

Trend of Employment, December 1934 (Bureau of Labor Statistics).
I Basis 1923-25-100.
'Basis 192M=.100. >
s The "Cost-of-tiving index" is computed by using a simple avera e (of the monthly periods shown for therespective years) of Indexes of the Cost of Goods Purchased by Wage V

Earners and Low-Salared Workers in the Large Cities of U -ted tates tanned in lfok~my fabor Reviw, Febr 1935 (p 515), which have b converted nto e926d-1st.
'Computed by dividing "Per capita weekly wage" by"dt-of-iiving Inde" I)
'Trend of Employment, January 1935.
'Wholesale Prices, December and year 1934 (Bureau of Labor Statistics).
' Employment in February 1935.
Is Wholesale Prices in February 193.
11 Comparable data not eavallable.

Source of data: U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor ftsttstics (Mouthly Lobar Review, Jamary 1M35, unless otherwise lndiested).

Is:

-. 3



Chemicals and allied products1

Employment Weekly pay rolls

Year Number Index all Gop Index all Whole- General Ra
Nuager 1 MannC Weklypay Percapita Group mantf- sat edce price Cost of

Year farop ln o lne wingly Iindex all livingrners indus- wage indus- commod- index A qes .]
tries s t tries 2 3 drugs ' ties 4

---------------------------------------------------------. 342 700 102.9 104.1 , 499 000 24.85 102.2 113. 3 101.1 100.6 97.6 325.461924 ------------------------------------------------------- 322200 96.7 9&. 8,013,000 24.87 96.3 96.1 98.9 0.1 97.4 25.531925 .. ... . . .. . . ..------------------------------------------ 334,200 100.4 99.4 8.444,000 25.27 101.5 100.6 101.8 [03.5 100.3 25.19192 ------------------------------------------------------ - 355,100 106.7 101.2 9.055.000 25.,0 108.8 1038 100.0 iAO. 0 100.0 21.50 01227 .. . .. . . .. . . ..------------------------------------------ 346,700 104.1 04.9 8,97,000 23.90 107.9 101.8 96.8 95.4 9.4 26.27 It192 .--- ------------------------------------------342,10 12.9 09 8,997,000 26.27 104.1 102.4 95.6 9.7 97.4 26.9719-9.... ..... ....------------------------------------------ 384,800 115.6 104.8 10, 0W8 000 26.16 121.0 109.1 94.2 95.3 97.5 26.831930 -------------------------------------------------------- 364700 109.5 91.5 9,334,000 25.59 112.2 88.7 89.1 864 93.4 27.401931 --------------------------------------------------------- 316,800 95.1 77.4 7,643,000 24.13 9.8 67.5 79.3 7.0 84.5 28.161932 ........................................................ 279,700 84.0 64.1 5,861.000 20.95 70.4 46.1 73.5 64.8 76.4 27.42 o
19M3 .......................... 315,400 94.7 69.0 6,179,000 19.59 74.3 48.5 72.6 65.9 75.2 20.05

S31, W 7.47,00 20.57 .4 01.9 75.9 '74.9 26.7Janury193 -------------------------------------------- T0 31, oo 7 10&4 '78.7 ,7,620,000 21.11 '91.0 64.1 ,791 '74.8 (10) (1)February .................................................. (10) 1199.4 1181.2 (10) (10) 1193.2 169.1 174 79.1 (10) (10)

IThe following industries are comprised in this group: Chemicels, cottonseed oil, cake and meal, druggists' preparations, explosives, fertilizers, paints and varnishes, rayon and 0i
allied products, soap, petroleum refining. 0I"T1rend of Employment," December 1934 (Bureau of Labor Statistics).

' Basis 1923-25 = 100.
SBasis 1926= 100.'The "Cost-of-living index" (Column P) is computed by using a simple average (of the monthly periods shown for the respective years) of Indexes of the Cost of Goods Purchasedby Wage Earners and Low-Salaried Workers in the large cities of the United States contained in Monthly Labor Review, February 1935 (P. 315) which have been converted into 3'.1926-100.

'Computed by dividing "Per capita weekly wage" by " Cost-of-living index."
S"Trend of employment," January 1935.

'Wholesale prices, December and year 1934 (Bureau of Labor Statistics).
I "Wholesale prices in January 193."
10 Comparable data not available.
21 "Employment in February 193U."
12"Wholesale prices in February 1935."
Source of data: U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics (Monthly Labor Review, January 1935 unless otherwise indicated.)
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EXPLANATORY STATEMENT

The following tables were prepared by the staff of the Federal Trade
Commission at the request of Senator King from statistics furnished
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor for a
typical number of industries for 1926, 1930 1931, 1932, 1933, and
1934. They show the total employment and pay roll of the several
industries for March and December of each year and for January of
the succeeding year, as well as the high and low employment and pay
rolls for each of the said years. They are comparable to the figures
introduced into the record by Mr. Richberg for similar periods during
the years 1933, 1934, and 1935, except that the tables prepared by the
Federal Trade Commission for 1933 and 1934 should be examined in
connection with the testimony submitted by Mr. A. F. Hinrichs,
Chief Economist of the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Hearings pursuant to Senate Resolution 79, April 17, 1935

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
Washington, April 18, 1935.

Senator PAT GARRISON,
Chairman Senate Finance Committee,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
My DEAR SENATOR HARRISON: The Bureau of Labor Statistics was asked to

submit for the record discrepancies between its figures and those presented by
Mr. Richberg on March 11 (pt. 1, pp. 78-81), which cannot be accounted for by
the fact that the Federal Trade Commission used Bureau of Labor Statistics
figures which had not yet been revised to the census of 1933.

Typographical errors appear to have been made in the following cases: Brick,
tile, and terra cotta reached the maximum employment since March 1933 in
August 1933. Employment In candy manufacturing reached a maximum in
October 1933 rather than in October 1934. Employment in cast-iron pipes
should be 5,873, 12,105, 9,125, and 11,295. The figures in the record are 10 times
too high, apparently having the decimal point in the wrong place. Employment
in the glass industries in March 1933 should read 40,500 rather than 83,400.

In addition to these cases it should be noted that maximum employment in the
silk textile industry occurred in August 1933 rather than in February 1935 and
that maximum employment since March 1933 in the soap and glycerine industries
was 17,123 in October 1934 rather than 18,100 in January 1935.

Further lack of comparability between the figures submitted by the Federal
Trade Commission and Mr. Richberg arises in the case of men's clothing, lumber
and timber products and knit goods because of the fact that the two agencies
included somewhat different groups of industries in making up these totals.Very sincerely yours, A. F. HINRICHS, Chief Economist.

The figures of pay rolls and employment appearing in the Finance
Committee hearings on pages 78-81 were apparently prepared by
the Division of Research and Planning of the National Recovery
Administration, using the Bureau of Labor Statistics indices applied
to the 1933 census. The Division of Research and Planning has also
prepared figures for 1931 and 1932 adjusted to the trend between the
1931 and 1933 census figures for those years. Prior to 1931 the figures
prepared by the Division of Research and Planning are apparently
the same as those prepared by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The
Bureau of Labor Statistics figures since 1931 have not been adjusted
to the census figures and consequently the data of this Bureau in the
attached tables show certain discrepancies from those prepared by
the Division of Research and Planning at pages 78-81 of the Finance
Committee hearings.
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If the Bureau of Labor Statistics figures shown in the following
tables unadjusted subsequent to 1931 are adjusted to the census
figures of 1931 and 1933 by the methods used by the Division of
Research and Planning, the figures shown in the tables at pages 78-81
of the hearings should be comparable with the Bureau of Labor
Statistics figures prior to 1931 as shown in the attached tables:

I LUMBER AND TIMBER PRODUCTS INDUSTRY

[Sawmills: Bureau of Labor Statistics]

January of
March IHigh December sucsteling Low

year

Employment ......- ------- 441,731 474,840 437, 540 414, 909 437, 540
Pay roll .................... $8,309,675 $9,104,161 $8, 323,889 $7, 515,189 $7,847,5761030:
Employment ............... 362,102 372,161 247, 688 222,061 247, 80
Pay roll ------------------- $7,085,518 $7,117,946 $4,191,319 $3,445,475 $4,191,319

1931:
Employment ............... 215,417 222, 961 139,979 132,017 139,979
Pay roil .................... $3,494,117 $3,494,117 $1,702,470 $1,410,618 $1,702,470

1932:
Employment ............... 124,473 132,017 117,767 109,804 117,767
Pay roll .................... $1,337,655 $1,410,618 $1,053,910 $940,412 $1,053,910

1933:
Employment ............... 102,260 173, 88 159, 258 146, 900 102,260
Payroll- - --............... $859,342 $,083,499 $1,783,540 $1,553,820 $80, 342

1934:
Employment..-............. 115,991 172, 739 151, 206 147,857 146,9W8
Pay roll ......... ---------- $1,848,510 $2, 161,060 -$1,786,000 $1,705,830 $1,553;826

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRIES (BLAST FURNACES, STEEL WORKS, AND ROLLING
MILLS)

1926:
Employment ............. 415, 305 418,242 400,023 593, ol 400, 21
Pay roll .................... $18,706,575 $13,789,917 $13,171,409 $12,384, 217 $13,318,103

1930:
Employment ............... 400, 623 404, 398 31,303 310,805 318,303
Pay roll .................... $13, , 85 $13,410,378 $8,504,485 $8,040,604 $8,004,485

131:
Employment ............... 313, 37 313,367 235, 759 234, 081 23, 769
Pa ro ................. $9,277,620 $9,277,820 $4,5906, 63 $4,074,530 $4,012,297

Employment ............ 230,725 234,020 193,068 189,198 188,775
Pay roll .................... $4,06, 473 $4,245,214 $2,713,001 $2,65, 773 $2,417, 8041933:
Employment- ............. 187,097 291,972 272,236 264,160 187,097
Pay roll- .................. $2,642,716 $4 817,045 $5,524, 401 $5,284,724 $2,042,776

1934:
Employment ............... 24, F6 321,402 271,882 2A2, 042 264,168
Pay roll ...............- ... $6,695,694 $8,937, 803 $5, 964, M5 $,913,753 $4,784,471

TOBACCO MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY I

1926:
Employment ............... 127,440 129,573 129,176 117,593 119,993
Pay roll .................. - 2,090,230 $2,174.056 $2,112,323 $1,831,416 $1,937, 89

Employment ............... 110,544 110, M4 105,865 94,532 103,767
Pay roll ................... $1,04,430 $1,718,090 $1,581,441 $1,309,952 $1, 563, 17

, p1oyment .............. 103, 756 104,401 9, 165 87, 912 91,191
Pay-roll ........ ... $1,391,812 $1,397,102 $1,293,981 $1,088,269 $1,203,9811932:
Employment .............. 8, 597 92,378 87,526 77,101
Pay roil . ............... $1,067,87 $1,097,768 $1,029,482 $791, 105 $991,113

3933:
Employment. ............ 73, 721 91,412 85,971 75,389 71, 42
Pay roll ................. $741,168 $1,130,579 $1,032,526 '88,132 340,1

1934:
Employment------------ 89, 090 90,332 85,604 8,M06 75,5*0

.Payr ol .................... $1,017,499 $1,118,111 $1,108,999 $921, 19 $88, 13

Includes chewing, smoking, cigars, and cigarettes.
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WOOLEN AND WORSTED INDUSTRY

l January ofMarch High December eucce Ing Low
year

2926:
Employment .............. 144,207 162, 14t 181,406 161,2.O 142,296
Pay roll .---------------- 3, 188, 570 $3, 658, 963 $, 655, 806 $3, 870,567 $3,103,3311930:

Employment .... ----------- 120,240 133,476 108,927 107,898 108,927
3lP1ay roll --.-------....... $2, 380,378 $2, 746, 0 $2, 118,347 $2, 045 736 $2,0, 248

mploym--- ...... -- 119,912 1,36,857 I069 108,927 10,869
a

y 
roll .................... $2,411,948 $2,60,078 81,833 159 $1,913,142 $1,8M3 19

1932:
I. Employment .............. 107, 64 124, 09 115,834 115,68 79, 674
,,.Pay roll--$1,702, 179 $2,130,971 $1,736,30 ,971 367 8 1,0905, 4791933:a ol. . . . . . . . . . $ , 9 , 7

Employment ............... 97, 167 176, 106 137, 592 140,798 97,167
Payro] ....... ----.----- $1,193,346 $2,910,754 $2,197,272 $2,242,429 $1,193,346

1934:
Employment .......-------- 146,494 12, 902 152,368 163, 404 63,724
Pay roll- ....... ......... $2,396,128 $2,624,706 $2,624,706 $2.880,871 $957,663

KNITTED OUTERWEAR INDUSTRY
[KnIt goods: Bureau of Labor Statistics]

1926:
Employment ............... 193,697 193,697 191,403 189,735 175,349
Payroll ..................... $3,529,292 $3, 86, 02 $3,1 8,020 $3,472,964 $3,069,20

1930:
Employment --------------- 198,909 20,913 182, 646 164,090 173,889
Pay roll ..................... $3,746,106 $3,869,660 $, 118,988 $2,629,748 '$2,844,04

1931:
Employment ------------- 175,140 187,859 18,5148 171,057 164,000
Pay roU -------------------- $2, 9, 480 $3,059,260 $2,868,816 $2,467,68 12,629, 748

1932:
Employment -------... ... 178, 893 105,156 18,608 173,681 147,827
Pay roll .................- . $2,605,436 $2,779,672 $2,471,720 $2,017,806 $1,685, 632

1933:
Employment. ............ 16, 094 211, 628 190.112 180,200 169,094
Pay roll .................... $1,916, 596 $3,314,56 $2, 771,568 $2, 223,847 $1,916,596

1934:
Employment ....... 207,980 212,054 204,461 202,238 180,200
Pay roll ..................... $3. 337, 330 3, 405,948 $3,405,948 $3, 312,37 $2223,847

SILK AND RAYON
[U. S. Department of Labor: Bureau of Labor Otatlstlcs]

1926:

Employment ..............
Pay roll .......... .......1[30:
Employment ...............
Pay roll.....................

1931:
Employment ...........
Pay roll ....................

1932:
Employment ............
Pay roll ...............

1933:
employment .......
ay roll ..................

Employment ...............
Pay roll .....................

134,285
$2,835,440

131,805
$2, 5,w,650

119,669
$2,137,160

83, 479
$1, 177,025

78,300
$896,655

106,488
$1, 710, 232

139, 244 129, 195 127, 90 122,148
$2,933,305 $2,700, M5 $2,592,10 $2,473,075

131, 805 117,189 11M,537 107,010
$2, 65, &50 $2,142,4.50 $1, 97, 815 $1,827,695

120,713 108,185 106, 097 95,657
$2,187,410 $1,764,215 $1,610,805 $1, 60,480

106,097 91,000 91,220 82,901
$1, 610,605 $1, 174, 30 $1,092,385 $759,115

112, 883 94,091 84,149 78,300
$1,772,290 11, 38, 960 $2 397, 232 889,63

107,474 95,06 11, 440 73,157
$1,742,784 21,023,096 $1,712, 736 $1,029,144
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COTTON GOODS (TEXTILE) INDUSTRY

January of
March High December succeeding Low

year

1926:
Employment ............... 472, 914 472, 914 461,441 463, 991 412, 153
Pay roll ......... 6........... $7, a9,660 $7,389, 60 $7, 246, 232 $7,177, 636 $ , 799, 480

1930: 11
Employment ............... 3S9, 633 402, 328,873 321,649 322, 074
Pay roll .............. --- $ 5,431, 50 $5,624,972 4, 51,, 864 $1,265,424 $19,028, 43

1931:
Employment ............... 336,946 346, 294 319, 93 316,126 319, 10
Pay roll ...................- $4,552,280 $4,739,360 $3, 678,240 $3, 579,464 $3,635, 588

1932:
Employment ............... 325, 473 328, 873 326, 323 324, 024 210, 493
Pay roll ..................... $3,691,712 $3,791,48 $3,230,248 $3,130,472 $2,132,712

1933:
Employment ------------- 312,312 449,119 415, 977 419,710 312,302
Pay roll ....-.............. 2,849, 852 $5, 687,232 $4,995,036 $5,160,615 $2,849,852

1934:
Employment --------------- 45, 499 436,379 424,1r29 425,453 229,736
Payroll .......------------- $5,681,023 $5,050,293 $5,624,724 $5,660,286 $2,798,508

MEN'S CLOTHING INDUSTRY

1926:
Employment ............... 180, 200 184,338 184,338 183,586 167,587
Pay roll ..................-- $4,128,800 $1,196,200 $4,112,920 $4,140,710 $3,4605,810

1930:
Employment ............... 179,636 193, 655 142,768 147,470 142,768
Pay roll ................. $3, 588,880 $3,763,410 2, 294, 660 $2,481,250 $2,294,660

1931:
Employment ............... 160,826 165,528 13, 818 138,442 13, 818
Pay roll --------------- - $3,044,990 $3,044,990 $2,008,820 $2,030,610 $2,008,828

1932:
Employment ............... 147,847 149,163 135, 05 129,037 110,246
Pay roll .................... $2, 223,200 $2,243,050 $1,441,110 $1,468,900 $1,214,820

1933:
Employment ............... 138,254 16, 647 139, 382 139, 747 129,037
Pay roll ...................- $1,675,340 $2, 847, 990 $1,842, 080 V2, 022, 272 $1,460, 90

1934:
Employment---------------161,611 163,069 144 120 102,866 139,747
Pay roll ..................... $2, 730, 89 $2, 730, 896 $2,179, 744 $2, 362,080 $2,022,272

WOMEN'S CLOTHING MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES

1926:

Employment ............... 14Z 125 142,313 142,313 150,7,6 117, 750
Pay roll ................-- . $4,093,497 $4,093,497 $3, 671,487 $3, 948,138 $2, 76, 5 10

1930:
Employment ............... 201,750 101,750 175, 313 174, 188 101,313
Pay roll ....................- $5,204,700 $5,204,700 $3,704,310 $3,615,219 $3,202 587

1931:
Employment -----......... 195,938 10,038 1.5, 250 151,125 112,813
Pay roll .................... $4, 670, 244 $4, 070, 244 13,038,472 $2,747, 734 $3, 029,094

1932:
Employment --------------- lea, GM 163,88 134,813 134, 250 95, 813
Pay roll ..................... $3, 394, 3 $3,394,836 $1,978,758 $1,913,112 $1,406,700

1933:
Employment .............. 141,563 157, 500 119,625 130, 637 119,625
Pay roll ..................... $1,90,380 $3,240, 099 $1,969,390 $2,339,632 $1,706,796

1934:
Employment -----......... I16, 649 18,819 142,513 149,792 114,419
Pay roll ..................... $3, W58, 738 $3, 538, 738 $2,549,936 $2,885,108 $2,9 1, 174,
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AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURING, AUTOMOTIVE PARTS, AND EQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES

1028:
Employment ...............
Pay roll ...................

1930:
Employment ...............
Pay roll ...... ........

1931
Employment ............
Pay roll .................

1932:
Employment ..............P ly roll -_------------........

1933:
Employment .............
Pay roll ......... ......

1934:
Employment ...............
lay roll .....................

March

4$8,428
$15, 338, 624

351, 200
$10, 206,052

307, 3f4
$7,894,80

2v9, 020
$6,851, 628

10, 003
83, 623, 18

436,527
812, 378, 258

High

468, 428
$15, 338:,624

37. 780
$10,784,970

325,260
$8,839,446

207, 968
$7,161,784

288, 126
87,034, 002

462, 702
$13,551,732

December

344,46
$, 868, 600

284, 099
$6, 450, 884

273, 361
$6,414,590

204,90
$4,271,694

265, 756

358,000
$9,640,152

January of
suceeding

year

344,498
$8, 289,624

283, 204
$4, 906,104

287, 678
$6, 372, 286

229, 09
$4, 83, 810

323, 368
$7,350, 294

435,319
$11,63, 796

Low

344,945
$9,868,600

278,283
$6, 45f,, 884

231, 753
$4,906, 104

160,11782,90,580

198,093
$3,023,180

270,213
$8, 473, 034

RUBBER MANUFACI'URINO INDUSTRY

1926:
Employment .............
Pay roll ..................

1930:
Employment ...............
Pay roll .....................

1931:
Employment...------------
Pay roll .....................

1932:
Employment ...............
Pay roll .....................

1833:
Employment ............
Pay roll ..................

1934:
Employment ...............
Pay roll _-----------------

ELECTRICAL MACHINERY

1926:
Employment I ..............
Pay roll I ...................

1930:
Employment ...........
Pay roll .................

1931:
Employment ............
Pay roll .....................

1932:
Employment ..............
Pay roll ....................

1533:
Employment ...............
Pay roll .....................

Employment ..............
Pay roll ....................

109,070
$2,945, 124

86,02
52,429, 732

98,137
$2, 293,981

90,924
$1,712,193

80,391
$1,129,868

117, 079
$2, 442,307

109,704
$3,02, 656

89, 621
$2, 5, 140

103,849
$2,40, 248

92,380
$1,7811,272

119, 404
$2,181,66

121,001
$2 542,953

101,08
$2,773,'52

68,041
$1,881,80

94,185
$1,790,487

86,233
$1,428,978

112,80g
$2,045,185

106,177
2, 286,370

10, 2O
S2,7% WO0

I02, 782
52,312,83

9n,292
$1,82,7798

83,054
$1,280,072

110, 228

110, 017
$2, 402,161

98,289

8,659

$1,788,028

82,781
$1,318, ON

80,110
$1,129, 68

103,030
$1, 92 193

AND MANUFACTURINGINDUSTRY, EXCLUDING RADIOS

264,604$6, M, 144

264,132
$7,206, 264

197,038
$4,627,099

148, 628
$2,694,650

97,153
$1, 462, 810

137,443
$2, 509,302

I Electrical machinery Including radios.

270,949
$7,161,216

274,041
$7,408,00

200,718
$4,807,895

154,290
$2, 933, 319

134, 750
$2 378, 991

147,229
$2,9 538M

259,344
$4,8,592

204,398
$4,911,962

165, 988
$3,064, 202

104,181
$1,639,887

132, 208
$2,280142

145,894
$2, 090,5 5

251,456
$5,60,984

200,718
$4, 0, 90

154,290
$2,933,319

99,368
$1,947,498

128, 547
$2,188,478

140, 562
$3,001,998

255,729

204,398
$4,911,962

155 988
$3, 064, 202

104,181
$1,639,887

97,103
$1,462,810

129,547
$2,188, 478
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BOOT AND SHOE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

January of
March High December succeeding Low

year

1926:
Employment ............... 203, 750 213,824 201, 161 208, 273 190,180
Pay roll ................... 4,32540 $4.720,085 $4,2(858 $4,302,602 $3,738, 08

1930:
Eraloyment ............... 204, 572 200, 628 15,508 173, 321 18,508
Pay roll ................... $4,003, 272 $4,020,380 $2, WO 017 $2,835,651 $2,412,228

1931:
Employment ............... 188, 535 197, 787 166, 330 172, 910 155, 434
Pay roll .................. $3,575, 672 $3,716,713 $2, 457, S29 $2,698,787 $2, 232,5941012:
Employment ............... 188,124 18,124 157, 078 166, 330 167, 078
Pay roll ................... $3, 263,351 $3,263,351 $1, 993, 032 $2, 142,777 $1,993,082

1933:
Employment ............... 175,788 198,198 161, mco 171, 781 161,190
Pay roll ................... $2, 378, 012 $3,477,201 $2, 493,491 $2, 870,382 $2,142, 777

1934:
Employment--- ....... ... 196,017 19,017 176,245 18, 962 169, 655
Pay roll ................... $3,70,111 $3,780,111 $2,848,027 $3,241,476 $2, 441,166

PAPER AND PULP INDUSTRY

1928:
Employment ............... 128,000 128, 88 125,440 125,312 112, 440
Payroll ................... $3,261,440 $3,291,392 $3,238,144 $3,148,288 $3,006,040

1930:
Employment ............... 129,920 130, 88 114,176 110,848 114,176
Pay roll- ................... $3,391,232 $3,414,528 $2,73, 288 $2, 12, 28 $2,732,2881931:
Employment ............... 109,824 110,848 102,784 102,528 102,784
Pay roll ................. $,062,400 $2,689,024 $2,1286592 $2,003,456 $2,120,592

1932:
Employment ............... 103,108 103,168 9, 640 93, 616 95,744
Pay roll ................. $2,109,952 53,118,808 $1,614,080 $1,654,176 $1,587,456

1933:
Employment ............... 95,872 123, 068 121,858 120,962 91,616
Pay roll ................ $1, 64,10 $2 291,30 $2, 128 62 $2,129, 787 I1, 664,176

1934:
Employment ..... 1......... 2,908 129,024 129,634 128,801 120,962
Pay roll .................. $2,322774 $2,470, 765 $2,470,765 $2,470,765 $2, 109,767

FURNITURE INDUSTRY

1920:
Employment ............... 193, 980 200,943 138, 012 188, 65 179,475
Payroll ..................... $4,74060 $5,104,310 $4,992,230 $4,473,860 64,109,600

1930:
Employment ............... 18, 324 173, 673 136, 640 129, 771 128, 540
Pay roll ..................... $2, 63,970 $3,83, 070 $2,713, 27 $2,465, 780 $2,713, 2701931:
Employment ............... 131,612 131,899 120,296 112,559 120,295
Payroll .................... $2,80,680 $2,080,580 $2, 08 820 $,802, 020 $2,082,820

1932:
Employment ............... 109,464 118,941 97, 887 89,351 0, 063
Pay roll ..................... $1,09210 $1,821,300 $1,288,920 $1,009,430 $1,032,0701933:
Employment ............... 84,516 235,707 113,013 10, 740 84, 516

I Pay roll ................... $90 980 $2, 20, 940 $1,541,694 $1,445,182 $05, 980

Employment ............... 108,927 114,979 112, 385 110, 829 103, 740
Pay rolL .......... $1,682,634 $1,932,368 $1,879,146 $1,780,890 $1,446,132
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TESTIMONY OF GEORGE W. BOILER, CHICAGO, ILL,, REqPRESENT-
ING THE INDEPENDENT EQUIPPED COAL MERCHANTS, INC.

havingg been first duly sworn, the witness testified as follows:)
Senator BLACK. flow long do you require to make your statement?
MIr. BOLLER. If I were to give you the entire statement that I

have here, it would take considerable time, but I have briefed it and
have exhibits that I could enter.

Senator BLACK. We will appreciate that, because I see here that
there are five further witnesses, and we want to get through if we can.
All of them are here from out of the city.

Mr. BOLLER. When the code was origi)aly instituted, we, the
independent dealers, in the city of Chicago, were notified that it would
be necessary for us to form a group in order to secure representation
on the code board, which was the reason for the organization of this
small group. This brief which I have here is directed to th, Senate
Finance Committee.

The Independent Equipped Coal Merchants, Inc., of the city of
Chicago, not being entirely in accord with the administration of the
code in district no. 26, offer the following information.

As fully outlined in the brief hereto attached, this organization
objected to the original method of election for the members of the
code board, also to the set-up and do not think it fair to have the
attorneys and auditors, who represent the Chicago Coal Merchants
Association, the controlling factor of the code board conducting the
affairs of the board and receive the reports and information requested
to be filed.

The brief also fully outlines the objections to the methods of con-
ducting the original hearing for the declaration of an emergency.

The question of how this power to declare an emergency can be
abused is fully set out in the brief. It is also very evident from the
records of the Research and Planning Division hearing conducted in
Chicago in September 1934, and is also very evident from the facts
outlined in the Building Managers and the Real Estate Boards'
briefs filed with the code authority at Washington.

The evidence brought out at the original hearing was not absolute,
conclusive, nor substantiating evidence of an emergency.

It is plainly evident from the price set-up of the original hearing
that was not a cost determination but a fixed set of prices, copy of
which is hereto attached, and the prices outlined after the Research
and Planning Division hearing wlich is purely a fixed set of prices
and not a cost determination as authorized by the Research and
Planning Division, Press copy of the Research and Planning Divi-
sion findings hereto attached.

The price list sent out by the code board of district no. 26, after
the Research and Planning Division hearing, contained approxi-
mately 1,800 items from which it is purely evident that these are fixed
prices in absolute violation of our State statutes and not minimum
cost determinations. The budget as set up by the code board of
district no. 26 and authorized a total of $158,700 as outlined in said
attached brief, if collected on a tonnage basis in accordance with the
actual tonnage handled by the retail coal merchants in the Chicago
territory, the board would collect in excess of $300,000.
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The group represented here today have also filed with special
investigator at Chicago, namely Mr. J. Smart, considerable informa-
tion relative to various members of the code board of district no. 26
which has been thoroughly investigated and found in accord with
the statements made. Said evidence should have been sufficient to
bar said parties from the privilege of being members of said board
and prevented from conducting and administering the retail solid
fuel business in this territory.

It is also plainly evident from the attached copy of newspaper
advertisement and letter of the Chicago Associated Coal Yard Owners
written on November 15, 1994, that a certain member of the code
board seeks to derive special benefits for himself and his organization
by being a member of said board.

Since this method of prices g as heretofore outlined haq nneared
in this district, a e "ihe i~n e bave been used to defeat the
prices as set up ~' the code board of dsftkt no. 26, a few examples
which are asjliows: One of the supposed re'l le coal dealers in the
Chicago t tory offered to rent space (which ey would not use)
in one o he large office build and to pay re 4 for same on the
basis o the differenqw-ftweelt e pie which heished to charge
said ding forfe co and ep actually set\p by the code

of the great u e oe co business 'this territory
0a ee a i ' ta

has en a question of ftedia'es w'o ]andle Iar tonnage of
co for receilLers and yv offer said toulbiage for sale o4 the basis of
ap roximaty cents 3er i-n with 2'percer discount for the pay-
m in 10 ays ' rdate e0 delivery a total erence be-
tw1 n the acpal amdZnt set bfth ode boar and the d vered price,
of per tonless tn the coc price. If such large co missions can
be aid therl,( st be- sonthig with the um-cost
d e a t i o n s . .. . -

ar3 also numerawfbier m&hods thlt have len used which
are cult of proqrlowevet, if thi prer investittors are put on
the tr f certain btniess e*.idencl2id undoubtedly be gathered.

Anoth effect that pric6 fbdng has had on the tniall dealer in this
territory is will be noted in the attached Ipfce list issued by the
code board of, district no. 26 on Decembey, 1934, in which it will
be found that thO difference between tew1ual cost of the coal in the
yard to the small dealiur'md thweffeered price, take for instance on
steam coal, is as low as 30 cents per ton, however, the Research and
Playing Division found on its investigation that the minimum reason-
able cost for handling coal in this territory was $1.35 per ton.

It is also purely evident throughout the entire price set-up that the
margins allowed the little dealer are such that it is putting a great
many of them out of business.

One of the members of our group reported yesterday that at his
peak load he supplied 86 small dealers and that during the last few
days he had cashed relief checks for 25 of them, showing that 25 of
his dealers have been forced on the relief.

One of the greatest hazards confronting the coal men in our
tricts today, owing to price fixing, is the changing over of the plants
from solid fuel to gas and oil.

Some of the largest plants in the city of Chicago have already
installed gas burners and equipped their boilers to burn same, and a
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number of the other larger plants in the loop district have signed con-
tracts for the installation of gas burners.

We sincerely and honestly believe that in a great many instances if
the coal prices could have been kept in line or if the proper legislation
could be passed to prevent this change that it would material affect
the labor situation in our district. Take for example, one of our
largest consumers in the loop district has recently changed two of his
750-horsepower boilers over to gas whichis to be supplied to them on
the basis of 2 cents per therm which means approximately 50,000
B. t. u.'s percent. With the present set-up in this district it is im-
possible to give them satisfactory fuel containing said value per cent.

The real effect this is having on employment is far-reaching. First
it takes approximately six miners to mine the coal required in the
particular plant mentioned and not only affects the miners but it
affects the day laborers and the mine office employees, it affects the
railroad transportation of solid fuels and the greater the total use of
solid fuel decreases, the greater its effect upon the number of railroad
employees. It affects the distribution office of solid fuel, its sales-
men, office employees, weighmen, and so forth; it eliminates the men
for unloading and the distribution of solid fuel at destination and
materially affects the number of engine-room employees necessary
to operate the plant. It affects all industries handling engine-room
supplies, mine equipment and railway equipment and so on down the
line.

We sincerely believe that our stand is justly taken in these matters
and in order to effectuate the real purpose of the National Recovery
Act established really to promote the welfare of the laboring man and
provide work for the idle, that the price-fixing factor has so materially
affected the labor in this district that said price-fixing factors should
be entirely eliminated from code matters.

We are sincerely in accord with the administration ideas relative to
maximum hours and minimum wages and sincerely hope that if the
continuation of the Recovery Act is contemplated that only the factors
of wages and hours be considered, inasmuch as the price-fixing factors
are entirely detrimental to the employment of labor and absolutely
contrary to the laws of our State as set up in our statutes and that
the factor of trade practices can be justly handled through the proper
judiciary bodies who have full power to prosecute the violation of
trade practices.

The above brief and attached information are respectfully submitted
for your consideration.

The matter of price fixing in our territory has led to a number of
bad practices that cannot be met by those in the industry who are
trying to handle their business open and aboveboard. If we were
to try to meet the proposition of paying an intermediary about 85
cents per ton, even though we know that a part of this is going over
to the place where the orders are placed, we could afford to abide by
the rules and regulations of our code board, as we have been advised
that it is not necessary to know where the commissions are going.
However, we do know where the commissions are going and we feel
that if there is room enough to give that much money back to someone
who is on the inside and has no tnancial interests in our industry
whatsoever, that we should be allow, d to give a portion of that direct

1 19782-25-PT43---33
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to the buyer or the man who is paying the bills rather than to give it
to some intermediary who has no interest whatever in the industry.

We are, however, op posed to the proposition of the code board as
setup in Chicago. The factor of being controlled by the Chicago
Coal Merchaats Association is a problem which has been discussed
a number of times, and our brief fully outlines the reasons why we
object to their control of our industry in the territory.

Senator BLACK. You are not a member of the Coal Merchants
Association?

Mr. BOLLER. We were at one time.
Senator BLACK. You are objecting, as I understand, to the price-

fixing provisions of the Retail Coal Code?
Mr. BOLLER. Yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. You favor a law of the type of the National Recov-

ery Act or any other method as I understand it, to regulate minimum
wages and maximum hours?

Mr. BOLLER. I favor employment control. However, I do not
favor any price-fixing schedules or trade practices which we have. Of
course, we do not want to violate trade practices, but they can be
amply handled by our judicial body in Illinois.

Senator BLACK. And you have elaborated those ideas in the brief?
Mr. BOLLER. In the brief; yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. IS that all now?
Mr. BOLLER. That is all I have.
(The documents above referred to follow:)

As a preliminary to this brief, attention is first called to the original set-up of
members to be voted for to compose the code authority for the retail solid fuel
industry, district no. 26. The orginal notices from the Chicago Coal Merchants
Association containing the names of the parties to be voted for, was also mailed
out by the Chidago Associated Coal Yard Owners Associatin with the name of the
Chicago Coal Merchants Association scratched out and the name of the Chicago
Associated Coal Yard Owners Association typed in in its stead and contained the
same list of names recommended by the Chicago Coal Merchants Association.
Also as mentioned in the prior letter to Mr. Wayne P. Ellis, deputy adminis-
trator of the retail solid fuel industry at Washingon, D. C., the name of J. J.
O'Laughlin of the Consumers Co. and W. P. Worth were shown as representinggroup B or the unaffiliated equipped coal merchants, and as stated in said letter,

the tonnage represented by the Consumers Co. overblanced, as far as could be
determined, the tonnage which could be voted for by the unaffiliated equipped
coal merchants of district no. 26.

The names appearing on said list, namely: George I. Netho, chairman, who is
a past president of the Chicago Coal Merchants Association; Robert H. Clark,
past president of the Chicago Coal Merchants Association; Joseph D. Biety, former
vice president of the Chicago Coal Merchants Association; Richard De Kiker
at the present time on the board of directors of the Chicago Coal Merchants
Association; A. Frank Druley, past president of the Chicago Coal Merchants
Association; Frank Donovan present vice president of the Chicago Coal Merchant
chants Association; Josehh J. Heritage, president of the Chicago Associated Coal
Yard Owners Association; J. J. O'Laughlin, representing grip B, official of the
Consumers Co.; W. P. Worth, former official of the Chicago Coal Merchants
Association, now representing group B unaffiliated equipped coal merchants;
and Charles W. McCoy, representing the msall unequipped dealer.

The entire ballot naturally was fully controlled at said election inasmuch as
said tonnage represented overbalanced any opposition which might have been
offered as the representation for the unaffiliated equipped coal merchants of
district no. 26 and, therefore, each party whose name appeared on the original

-set-up, was elected to hold representation on the Retail Solid Fuel Code Board
of District No. 26.

Tie Chicago Tribune attorneys, namely Kirkland, Fleming, Green & Martin,
33 North LaSalle Street, Chicago, also represent the Chicago Coal Merchants
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Association, who now handle the affairs of the code board district no. 26 and
conducted the questioning in order to determine whether or not an emergency
existed within said territory.

Said code board was also incorporated.
No authoritative information can be found authorizing said code board to

incorporate and convey its power and authority to a corporation. It is there-
fore, very difficult to understand why the attorneys representing the dhicago
Coal Merchants Association, who control the entire voting power of the code
board, should conduct the questioning of witnesses, and as will be shown later
in said brief, a number of which were former officials of the Chicago Coal Mer-
chants Association and members thereof.

If the Retail Solid Fuel Code Board of District No. 26 is to pass fair and un-
biased opinions, it is difficult to understand how a board controlled by the Asso-
ciation and governed by its own attorneys, questioning its own officers or past
officers and members, could pass opinions or render rulings which are unbiased
and not strictly in accordance with the ideas of their organization.

In the letter of transmittal to the President by National Administrator Hugh
S. Johnson and incorporated as part of the Retail Solid Fuel Industry Code ap-
pears the remark that the retail solid-fuel industry has had a decline of 28.9 per-
cent in its sales between the years of 1926 and 1933, due to the severe competi-
tion of oil and gas as well as the general depression. Other causes, which also
were factors entering into the decline of tonnages in the retail solid-fuel industry,
may have been caused by a great number of vacancies in buildings, the closing
down of factories, and cutting down of the fuel requirements necessary to oper-
ate said factories under present conditions and the entry of a great number of
new dealers in this territory which have come into being since the year of 1926,
such as merchants In other lines of Industry who had a great deal of idle equip-
ment and decided it was policy for them to enter the fuel business in order to
keep their equipment in operation and for other purposes.

The evidence brought out at the inquiry conducted by the code board of dis-
trict no. 2o and its association attorneys, endeavored to bring out the facts that
the shrinkage of tonnages, shown by each dealer, was a question of price cutting,
in order that an emergency could be declared in this district,

It was very evident that evidence not relevant to the question as to whether
or not price cutting existed in district no. 26 to such an extent that an emergency
should be declared, was admitted in numerous cases, also that the question of
costs and blends were brought out by several witnesses, however, some witnesses
were allowed to enter irrelevant facts and others were prevented from doing so.

The interrogation of W. E. E. Koepler, secretary of the Pocahontas Operators
Association, who was interrogated by the attorneys as to the relative values of
Eagle seam coal versus Pocahontas and brought out the facts as to whether or not
the average purchaser could distinguish the difference from the appearance of one
coal from the other, which Mr. Koepler thought the average buyer could readily
do both from the appearance and burning of same. However, when a later
witness was interrogated by the attorneys, the facts were brought out that the
average purchaser could not tell one of the above-mentioned coals from the other.

When the attorney, Joseph T. Harrington, representing the union employees,
took the stand, he was barred when he endeavored to bring out the facts that
union labor in this district was being paid less today than they were paid in 1932
and 1933, tending to show that the costs of handling fuels in this district, as far as
labor factor is concerned, is less today than it was prior to the incorporation of the
code board, this information being detrimental to the anticipated declaration of
an emergency, was determined by the attorneys conducting the questioning to
be irrelevant and the witness was prevented from giving further testimony. Also
as shown later in this brief, Mr. Paul J. Alwart was told that his evidence as to
blends was irrelevant.

It was also very evident that every question put to the witnesses was of a
leading nature, also plainly evident that some of the witnesses had been arranged
0, prior to the board meeting.

There was considerable discussion amongst practically every witness appearing
on the stand that their tonnage had shrunk during the past year, which they
stated was undoubtedly caused through price cutting. Mr. Frank G. Reed,
ales manager for the Consumers Co., stated that when he had submitted prices

on various pieces of business thAt invariably someone would put in a price less
than his and if lie met that price, the other party would invarably go lower and
he would continue in an attempt to meet said price, until, in his opinion, the
price became such that he would have lost money If he had cut any further, at
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which time he naturally had to pass up the business, however, he did not consider
the fact that his original price, as submitted, might have been the first cut on the
particular piece of business. If not, who establishes the correct prices to be
quoted in this district, and under what legal obligation is every dealer in the dis.
trict obliged to quote said established price?

It was also very apparent that numerous parties testifying objected to the
blending of fuels stating that it was tending toward price cutting, however, when
Mr. Paul J. Alwart attempted to enter into evidence that blending of fuels was
no a price-cutting factor and would, in some instances, provide a fuel of a more
economical nature for certain plants, and also attempted to enter into evidence
the fact that New River coal and other so-called "smokeless coals" were sold by
most dealers in this territory as Pocahontas and advertised as such, stating that
if there is to be a fair and impartial investigation, that such practices should also
be taken into consideration In determining whether or not it is a false represents.
tion to customers, and he was prohibited from giving said information and told
that said evidence was irrelevant to the facts to be determined.

However, immediately after his evidence, a party by the name of George J.
Parkinson, an employee of the Consumers Co., was called to the stand and asked
his name and with w1hat company he was affiliated, without further interrogation
as to his duties, etc., with said company and the question immediately put to
him by the association's attorney was "Have you ever conducted analyses for
your company, etc? Later on he was questioned as to whether he ever visited
mines for his company, and whether or not such services were necessary for
rendering proper service to customers of said organization. He was also asked
whether or not he happned to have an analysis with him representing such
blends as analyzed by him and whether or not he had any analysis made by
him on genuine Pocahontas coal. He immediately said he had such analysis
and proceeded to take them from his pocket, showing analyses on blended coal
As follows:
Moisture ------------------------------------------------------ 2. 85

,Ash ------------------------------------------------------------ 8.23
Volatile matter --- --------------------------------------------- 28. 39
Fixed carbon -------------------------------------------------- 60.53

B. t. u. as received, 13,329; sulphtr, 1.94.

This analysis, he stated, was made in the year of 1927.
On an analysis of genuine Pocahontas coal covering a year's business of ap-

proximately 3,000 tons, the average analysis he had was as follows:
Moisture -------------------------------------------------------- 1. 36
Ash ------------------------------------------------------------ 387

B. t. u., 1 4,820; sulphur, 0.92.
However, no analysis was made as to the volatile or carbon contents of said
Pocahontas, leaving it questionable as to whether or not this was a true Poca-
hontas coal.

Said inquiries were conducted along this line when it was finally determined
between the chairman of the board of district no. 26 and other officials of said
Board and the attorney representing the incorporated code board that said evi-
dence was irrelevant and should be stricken from the records.

Some of the witness examined from the various districts of Chicago were as
follows: From the north ide, Mr. J. A. Peterson, of the Peterson Coal Co.,
former vice president of the Chicago Coal Merchants Association during the year
of 1931; from the wpst side Mi. Chas. H. Drieske, former president of the Chicago
Coal Merchants Association; from the south side was Mr. Norman D. Elmstrom
of the Elmstrosu Coal Co., president of the Chicago Coal Merchants Association
during the years of 1932 and 193.3; from the loop was Mr. C. J. Holland of the
Holland Coal Co., former member of the board of directors of the Chicago Coal
Merchants Association.

Mr. James B. Young, managing editor of the Journal of Commerce, was also
put on the stand and asked questions regarding the prices published in the
Journal of Commerce daily, excepting Sundays, and whether or not he considered
those the correct prices used in the territory, however, he was not interrogated
as to where he had obtained said prices and hadno means of determining whether
or not they represented the true costs of handling business in District No. 26 and
laid no basic foundation as to why it was necessary for all dealers in said district
to follow prices published in said paper, nor did he lay ground to the facts as to
why the majority of dealers in said territory followed said prices, nor were the
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facts brought out why the advance in coke prices in this territory of 75 cents per
ton f. o. b. Chicago were not advanced to the general public on the first of the.
month, when said advance went into effect by the coke ovens.

The next witness on the stand was Mr, Clark, secretary of the Chicago Asso-
ciated Coal 'Yard Owners, who attempted to show that'there was a difference
between the handling costs of coal on a c. o. d. basis and the handling of coal on
charge accounts of approximately 75 cents per ton, attempting to prove said
difference, he was advised at numerous times by the association lawyers that said
information, which he wished to have entered into the records, was irrelevant and
not a factor as to whether or not price cutting existed in this territory and whether
or not it was necessary to call an emergency.

W. J. O'Brien, vice president and general manager of the Sterling-Midland
Coal Co., was later placed on the stand to give expert testimony as to the respec-
tive tonnages transported into the Chicago territory via rail and via boat. From
the records which he had obtained from the United States Engineering Depart-
ment showed tha, the Chicago unloalings from boat were 164,354 tons, however,
as close as he was able to check said tonnage information from dock records be
found unloadings at docks 158,411 tons. From said tonnage he said there would
have to be deducted the amounts of approximately 18,000 tons of bunker coal
In one instance and approximately 14,355 tons in another instance, leaving a
balance of approximately 126,000 tons of boat coal sold at retail.

From the Calumet ttarbor records obtained, it was shown that 1,507,382 tons
were unloaded from boat, approximately 218,000 tons to retail dealers, 30,000
tins which were used for bunker coal. leaving a balance of 188,000 tons to be
resold, stating that approximately 110,000 tons of said 188,000 tons were re-
loaded in rail cars for reshipment.

Ile also stated that approximately 5,257,542 tons of Outer Crescent coal was
shipped in the Chicago territory and approximately 2,135,536 tons of Inner
Crescent coal, representing approximately 7,400,000 tons of eastern coal coining
into the Chicago territory during the year of 1933. Facts were then brought out
as to the relative costs of all rail shipments versus rail and boat to Chicago.

No mention was here made as to the representative tonnage coming in to the
Chicago territory via rail from West Kentucky, Indiana, and Illinois, which in
accordance with Roland Sperry's report is approximately 4,885,548 tons of fine
coal and 3,918,769 tons of nut, egg and lump, making a total tonnage of Central
district coal of approximately 8,804,317 tons, as shown by Roy Kern's reports on
shipments of Eastern coal, West Virginia, Eastern Kentucky, Pennsylvania, and
Tennessee coal shipped via rail was approximately 7,393,417 tons.

It was also evident that the budget being prepared to maintain the Retail Solid
Fuel Code Board, District No. 26, is based on approximately 71/. million tons of
coal at 2.6 cents per ton. If the above tonnages are correct, there is approxi-
mately 16,000,000 tons of coal coming into this territory via rail shipments and if
the dock reports, as testified by the expert, are correct, there is approximately
1,600,000 tons coming into Chicage via boat, of which, he stated, approximately
204,000 tons are sold at retail; however, from the evidence used by the Interstate
Commerce Commission, they estimate the tonnage coming into the Chicago terri-
tory as 33,000,00 tons annually for all purposes; therefore, there seems to be
considerable discrepancy in the reports available thus far to determine as a basis of
the charge of 2.6 cents per ton or whether or not this charge is excessive for the
maintenance of the Retail Solid Fuel Code Authority of District No. 26.

The question of loss of tonnage by the respective dealers during this entire
interrogation, seemed in their opinion to be caused through price cutting, however,
as shown in this brief there has been numerous other factors entering into the
causes as shown heretofore, also changing of purchases by receivers from one
company to another, has affected the tonnage loss of certain dealers.

It is estimated that approximately 60,000 plants in Cook County are now using
either gas or oil for fuel. This naturally considerably reduced the demand for
solid fuels.

Further evidence brought out at said code hearing relating to the unfair prac-
tices used in this district some of which, as stated by Norman Elmstrom of the
Elmstrom Coal Co., were as follows:

Substitution of coals, fraudulent blending, rebates, fixing engineers and janitors,
real estate companies collecting commissions, unreasonable extension of credit,
allowances, misleading radio advertising, companies taking care of boiler repairs,
cleaning furnaces, etc., double tickets and other methods.

The question of all rail and (rail and boat) rates to the Chicago territory were
brought out and made pprt of the record.
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If unbiased attorneys, not affiliated nor associated with any coal organization
or dealers, etc., couldbe appointed by the Government for district no. 26, it
undoubtedly would tend toward unbiased and fair trials and rulings pertaining
to the retail solid fuel industry in said district.

The question of fixing minimum costs for handling retail solid fuel and adding
same to the cost f. o. b. mines on said coal is nothing more nor less than the ques-
tion of fixing prices in the territory and is contrary to the statutes of the State
of Illinois, in accordance with paragraphs 598 to 605, inclusive, of chapter 38,
Chaill's Revised Statutes of Illinois for 1933 and paragraphs 569 to 576, inclusive,
oftchapter 38, Smith-Hurd's Revised Statutes of Illinois for 1933.

Copy of paragraph 598 of Cahill's Revised Statutes is as follows:
"If any corporation organized under the laws of this or any other State or

country for transactirg or conducing an:" kind of business in this State or any
partnership or individual or other association of persons whosoever shall create,
enter into, become a member of or a party to any pool, trust, agreement, combina-
tion, confederation, or understanding with any other corporations, partnership,
individual or any other persons or association of persons to regulate or fix the
price of any article or commodity or shall enter into, become a member of, or a
party to any pool, agreement, contract, combination of confederation to fix or
limit the amount or quality of any particle, commodity or merchandise to be
manufactured, mined, produced or sold in this State, such corporation, partner-
ship, or individual or other association of persons, shall be deemed and adjudged
guilty of conspiracy to defraud, and be subject to an indictment and punish-
ment as provided by this act."

Summarizing said report on district no. 26 code board hearing of the retail
solid fuel industry.

Balloting and setting up a code board of said district was fully controlled by
Chicago Coal Merchants Association.

Question as to authority of said code board to incorporate and delegate its
rights and powers is brought out in said brief.

Evidence brought out was not actual or conclusive proof of price cutting exist-
ing in said district.

Numerous factors attributed to the decline in tonnage of sales besides those
shown in Administrator Hugh S. Johnson's reports to the President.

Thij rpnort, also brinRs out the fact that considerable irrelevant evidence was
admitted by some and relevant evidence of others was prevented.

Every question put to witness to bring out desired facts were of a leading
nature.

The question relating to blended coal was barred as irrelevant when brought
out by P. J. Alwart.

Factor of charge versus c. o. d. business, attorney stated was not a relevant
question.

The question of determining the tonnage sold at retail in said district as brought
out leaves considerable room for adjustment on which to base as-essment for the
maintenance of said code board.

In our opinion, unbiased attorneys should conduct the affairs of the district no.
26 retail solid fuel code board and in conclusion beg to state the unaffiliated
equipped coal merchants are not duly and properly represented on said code
board and have no direct voice in its affairs and have made numerous requests
for representation without results.

INDEPENDENT EQUIPPED COAL MERCHANTS, INC.,

By GEo. W. BOLLER, Secretary.

(Further documentary data submitted by Mr. Boiler is on file with
the clerk of the committee.)

(The following letter was also submitted by Mr. Boiler in connec-
tion with his testimony:)

CHICAGO ASSOCIATED COAL YARD OWNERS,
Chicago, Ill., November 15, 19354.

Mr. STEPHEN LAWSON,
Ideal Fuel Co., Chicago.

DEAR MR. LAwsoN: How would you like to have a list of all the suits and
judgments each week against persons who have bought coal and failed to pay
for it? Without this list you may be the next coal man to get "stuck."

Think of the new business you can get if you have a list of the new receives
for buildings as soon as they are appointed.
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Do you want notices of all requests for bids on coal and coke?
Do you want "spot" credit information or special credit reports?
How would you like to have information regarding the activities of the code

authority, changes in prices, rulings, and other important information hours
ahead of your competitors?

Do you want a representative on the code authority watching your interests
investigating complaints and giving you first-hand information right off the bat'
Semimonthly meetings and dinners.

Would you like to have always available the services of a trained executive
familiar with the coal business at your beck and call for quick information and
assistance?

Your membership in the Chicago Associated Coal Yard Owners gives you all
this service for 33 cents a day or less. The initiation fee is only $10. Dues are
only 1 cent per ton per month, with a minimum of $10, or 20 cars of coal.

May we have your application for membership by return mail? Sign the
enclosed blank and send check for $10.

Yours very truly,
CHICAGO ASSOCIATED COAL YARD OWNERS,

(Signed) C. S. C1 ARK, Secretary.

TESTIMONY OF P. J. ALWART, CHICAGO, ILL., ALWART BROS.
COAL CO.

(Having first been duly sworn, testified as follows:)
Mr. ALWART. Now, Senator, I wish to add a little to Mr. Boiler's

statement. I represent a company that has been in the coal business
for 65 years. I personally supervised that business for 30 years, and
during the war I was the director of conservation for the State of
Illinois. I was also a member of the coal merchants association from
its inception until back in 1926 when they tied up with union labor
to control the prices in the city of Chicago and quit. Since that
time it has been more or less of a racket. In 1928 I brought it to
the attention of the Department of Justice and they sent investigators
to Chicago, and' they found that they were conspiring in order to put
people out of business. In fact, they tried to put our company out
of business. It cost my company about $10,000 in 1 year. We paid
more wages than anybody else in Chicago because we would not go
along with that condition.

Senator BLACK. You worked union men?
Mr. ALWART. Yes, sir; we worked union men, but we would not

cope with them.
Senator BLACK. You would not do what?
Mr. ALWART. We would not join the coal-merchants association.

We resigned and then they wanted to drive us back into that organi-
zation, Then later on they got into that famous TNT case, which you
gentlemen may recall. You may remember that they organized that
organization to control price. Then they got up the code. This code
is a detriment to anyone who is trying to run an honest business in
Chicago.

Senator BLACK. What features of it?
Mr. ALWART. For instance, these code prices set up a certain fixed

price at the mines for coal. Then they added the cost determination
which was revamped by the planning and research division here, and
instead of taking the prices as fixed by the planning and research
division, they simply changed it, baptized the coal from steam coal
and called it domestic and run that price up to $7.79 a ton, whereas
the minimum cost should have made it $6.64.
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Then that business today is simply sold. You buy business in the
city of dhicago like you buy a suit of clothes. If you don't go in with
that, you go out of business. We have four large yards and a million
dollars invested in it, and if I thought that this code would be any
good for the industry and put any money in the industry, I would not
be here talking to you today. I think it is one of the most damnable
things that ever was perpetrated.

Senator BLACK. What are you against?
Mr. ALWART. Price fixing.
Senator BLACK. Are you for the other features?
Mr. ALWART. Oh, yes. I was always a unionist. We never had

any trouble with labor. There is quite a lot of labor disputes now in
Chicago. This Coal Merchants' Association was simply built on a
racket. The racketeers got in and harassed the independent dealer
and drove him into the Coal Merchants' Association and got 240 mem-
bers, and they got people in by driving them in in order to control
this industry.

SenatorB LACK. As I understand it, you are for the provisions which
will fix minimum wages?

Mr. ALWART. Yes, sir.
Senator BLAcK. And maximum hours?
Mr. ALWERT. Yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. What about section 7 (a); are you for that?
Mr. ALWART, ,Section 7 (a) never bothered us in Chicago, because

we have our men all satisfied.
Senator BLACK. You are unionized anyhow?
Mr. ALWART. We are all unionized and we never had any trouble

with that. The only troubles we have had are conspiracies between
associations and labor.

Senator BLACK. What youare opposing is the price fixing by law?
Mr. ALWART. Yes. It should be out, because if it is not it will

drive people out of the coal business. You cannot do business in
Chicago under this political set-up. In one of the districts where our
yard is, 70 percent of the business is in the hands of the receivers.
They will sell you 10,000 tons of business for 85 cents a ton. If you
want your money in 10 days you have got to put 2 percent more on.
You buy the very business you lost.

Senator BLACK. Is that method in a sense new since the codes went
in?

Mr. ALWART. I would say it is.
Senator BLACK. We have been led to believe it existed before.
Mr. ALWART. That came before the codes went in. You had a

chance to meet that price. But you cannot meet this. If the build-
ing goes in the hands of a receiver for taxes, they have the fellows from
the tax office affiliated with the coal company. And they get all of
that business. It is beyond the possibility of doing business honestly
in Chicago. Before, you could at least sit down and meet it, but you
cannot meet this.

Senator BLACK. Your chief objection is the law which permits
fixing of the prices?

Mr. ALWART. That is right.
Senator BLACK. Does that code actually fix the price or does it show

it as some of the others do, fix a price below which you cannot sell?
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Mr. ALWART. We have it in the brief here. I was down here in
Washington four or five times last year, and I knew what these cost
determinations were, and when they got into Chicago, they baptized
the code and increased the prices. I thought I knew what I was
talking about because I had my interpretation from Washington here,
and if they did not get me on a case and bring me into the Federal
court for violation of the code, and when they found out they had a
hot line on that and could not go through with it, then they automat-
ically dismissed it without notice to our attorneys.

Senator BLACK. Do you mean that they charged you with a crim-
inal offense and dismissed it without notifying you?

Mr. ALWART. Yes.
Senator BLACK. What were you charged with?
Mr. ALWART. Selling below the cost of determination.
Senator BLACK. All right, gentlemen.
Mr. ALWART. May I file this letter that I wrote the code authority

in Chicago? I would like to put that in the record.
Senator BLACK. How long is it?
Mr. ALWART. It is a little long, but it ought to be in to tell them

how to run the coal business honestly.
Senator BLACK. Do you think they will run it that way?
Mr. ALWART. If they run it that way it will be better all around.
Senator BLACK. Very well.

FEBRUARY 19, 1935.MaJ. C. SmaRT LONG,
Assistant Deputy Administrator, National Recovery Administration,

400 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
DEAR SIR: You have asked for a memorandum covering certain points which

nection with the Retail %olid Fuel Code and the cost determinations made by the
divisional code authority.

Of course, you realize that a suit is pending in the Federal court against my
company, and I want my comments in this regard to be considered as in no way
affecting that suit or prejudicing any position which I or my company may wish
to take in connection with the suit.

I think the entire code authority should be reorganized, although this may not
be the most appropriate time to do it, and I think the entire cost determinations
should be eliminated. It is unnecessary for me to elaborate on this, as complete
briefs have been filed by other parties. However, I will make the following com-
ments with respect to the specific matters which we discussed:

1. DEFINITION OF STEAM COAL

The term "steam coal" is not a new term in the Industry. The following types
of coal have been known as "steam coals" in the industry for a period of over 30
years: (a) All mine run coal as shipped from the mine; (b) screenings; (c) no. 5;
(d) no. 4; (e) no. 3; (f) no. 2; (g) 3 by 1Y4 nut; (h) 6 by 14 egg.

As stated above, all of the above classifications of coal have been known en-
erally in the industry as "steam coals", irrespective of the State or districl in
which they are mined, for the reason that they are principally used for the purpose
of generating steam in both large and small plants. No. 5 is known as "carbon"
and is used almost exclusively for steam generating purposes. Mine-rmn coal,
no. 2, 3 by 1% nut, and 6 by 13' egg, are also used quite generally, but to a lesser
extent, for domestic purposes, but are nevertheless classified in the trade as
"steam coals."

I believe the above classifications would be concurred in by practically every
experienced coal man who was asked to define steam coals.

However, I wish to point out that any coal may be used for steam purposes,
and practically any coal may be used for domestic purposes. For that reason, no
matter what definition is used, there is apt to be misunderstanding of the term
when used to differentiate costs, but the foregoing definition reflects the general
usage of the term in the industry prior to the code and at this time.
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2. DIFFERENTIAL BETWEEN LOWEST REASONABLE COST DETERMINATIONS FOR
STEAM COAL AND DOMESTIC COAL

If costs are to be determined at all, there should undoubtedly be a differential
between steam coal and strictly domestic coals; that is, specially prepared or
sized high or low volatile coals, where a fair allowance must be made for degrada-
tion. If such a differential is made, a complete and specific definition of steam
and domestic coals must be adopted.

Applying the present differential to screened mine-run Pocahontas coal, for
insta ce, which coal is used for both steam and domestic purposes, is absolutely
unwarranted since there is no degradation and no basis for the differentiation.
As between Pocahontas mine run and Pocahontas screened mine-run coal, there
Is absolutely no difference in cost of handling and delivery. The only difference
in cost arises between deliveries in lots of 10 tons and over and lots of less than 10
tons, in which latter case there is an increased cost. This increased cost has been
adequately taken into account in the cost determinations approved by the special
committee and approved by the National Industrial Recovery Board in its order
of November 7, the differentials being 20 cents per ton additional cost on deliv-
eries of 4- to 10-ton lots, and an extra service charge of 50 cents per load for
deliveries of less than 4-ton lots.

3. THE USE OF CODE AUTHORIZED MINE PRICES

Here, again, if cost determinations are to be made at all, in my opinion, deliv-
ered prices should be based on actual mine cost of coal (and oven cost in the case
of coke), plus freight and the determined reasonable minimum cost for handling,
etc., rather than on the fixed code authorized mine price (or cost determined by
the National Recovery Administration under the code in the case of coke), plus
the other items mentioned. It is true that this point raises the question of the
relation between the Retail Solid Fuel Code and the Bituminous Coal Code. It
seems obvious that the Retail Solid Fuel Code Authorities should not attempt
to be the policing agencies of the Bituminous Coal Code. So far as the retail solid
fuel industry is concerned, it should be interested only in actual costs, and not in
costs artificially and theoretically fixed by some other code or by the code
authorities.
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less of the Bituminous Coal Code, there is a wide difference in mine prices of coal
and oven prices of coke, and as long as these differences exist the effect will
be either to compel the retail dealer to take an unwarranted profit by complying
with the Retail Solid Fuel Code, or give him an excuse for violating the code by
passing the benefit of these price differences on to the consumer or to some inter-
mediary who, by virtue of influence, political, or otherwise, is in a position to
control some coal business.

4. DIFFERENTIATION IN COST BASED ON VOLUME OF COAL BOUGHT BY PARTICULAR
PURCHASERS

I believe it would be very difficult to differentiate costs on this basis. While
there might be some small differences in sales and general overhead expense if a
dealer did volume business or small business exclusively, such differences would
properly apply to only a few dealers. I think the dividing line as to costs is be-
tween sales on which deliveries can be made in 10-ton lots and sales where
deliveries must be made in less than 10-ton lots. So far as actual cost is
concerned, it costs no more to make 10 deliveries to 10 different buyers in
10-ton lots than to make 1 delivery of 100 tons to a 100-ton buyer in 10-ton lots;
and as a matter of fact the cost maybe lower in making deliveries to separate
buyers, because in the single large delivery congestion is often encountered and
bin capacity is often limited, necessitating the repiling of the coal. In order to
make myself clear on this point, I am not arguing that a very large buyer should
not be entitled to a better price than a 10-ton buyer, because a dealer is willing
to operate on a smaller margin of profit on volume business than on small sales
in 10-ton lots, but this is a question of profit and not of cost to the dealer of coal
sold to large buyers and of coal sold to buyers in 10-ton deliveries.

Trusting that this may be of some assistance to you in working out your
proble 8s,I am

Yours very truly,
PAU J, ALWAUT.
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TESTIMONY OF FRED PERKINS, YORK, PA., INDEPENDENT BAT-
TERY MANUFACTURER

(The witness was first duly sworn and testified as follows:)
Senator BLACK. I see that you sent a telegram asking to appear

before the committee. Will you make a statement?
Mr. PERKINis. It had been arranged that I come here to tell my

experiences; the persecution that I suffered.
Senator BLACK. Who arranged it?
Mr. PERKINS. Colonel Curlee. And he gave me to understand he

had made definite arrangements, in a tentative way, that I would be
here, and I found that it was postponed, that there would not be any
witnesses called after Thursday, and I sent that telegram.

I am not prepared to discuss the philosophy of the occasion unless
you wish me to.

Senator BLACK. What is it that you want to discuss?
Mr. PERKINS. If you wish me to, I will, but I mean I had not

planned in advance to do anything of that kind.
Senator BLACK. I do not know whether you are prepared to give a

philosophical dissertation or not. What is it you want?
Mr. PERKINS. Officially I represent only myself, but unofficially I

represent a great many small manufacturers.
Senator BLACK. Have you any authority from them to represent

them?
Mr. PERKINS. Not officially.
Senator BLACK. Have any of them told you that they wanted to be

represented, in writing?
Mr. PERKINS. Well, yes.
Senator BLACK. How many?
Mr. PERKINS. In writing, you say?
Senator BLACK. Yes. I am just trying to find out. You stated

that' you represent some manufacturers, and I am trying to find out
who they are.

Mr. PERKINS. I have had letters from all over America. The
prosecution I went through was looked upon as an outstanding case.

Senator BLACK. You are the gentleman that had your picture in
the Times?

Mr. PERKINS. I am the guy; yes. I was looked upon as the out-
standing case of prosecution.

Senator BLACK. You were convicted?
Mr. PERKINS. As ex-Senator Reed says, it represents-
Senator BLACK (interrupting). As I recall it, you were convicted

and an appeal is pending now.
Mr. PERKINS. The appeal is pending now.
Senator BLACK. Who represents you?
Mr. PERKINS. John W. Davis, Newton D. Baker, James Reed,

David Reed, and Harold B. Bagner.
Senator BLACK. Is that all? [Laughter.]
Mr. PERKINS. No, sir. There is my own private attorney.in

York, who was formally the Democratic leader up there.
Senator BLACK. Which one did you employ?
Mr. PERKINS. I did not employ any of them. They all gave their

services free.
Senator BLACK. You wanted to make a statement about it.
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Mr. PzRKINs. Well, it was designed that I should come here and
tell my experiences. That is what' Colonel Curlee had arranged for.
He wanted me to come.

Senator BLAcK. I believe Colonel Curlee is the man that came and
testified against the code.

Mr. PERKINS. I think he has, but I do not know that officially.
Originally, it originated in St. Louis, and it was handed over to
Colonel Curlee, and he told me it was arranged with Senator Mc-
Carran and Senator Nye to have me come here and tell my exper-
iences.

Senator BLACK. Do you know who originated it in St. Louis?
Mr. PERKINS. No; it was in Illinois. Ibeg your pardon.
Senator BLACK. What place in Illinois?
Mr. PERKINS. DeMoulen, I think was the man, a manufacturer

of uniforms, and I cannot remember the name of the town. Is there
a DeMoulen?

Senator BLACK. Do you mean the name of a person or a town?
Mr. PERKINS. The name of the person or a firm. He was the one

that suggested it originally, and he took it up with Colonel Curlee,
and then Mr. Merriwether got into the game, and he wanted to see it
come to pass, and then my attorneys all favored it.

Senator BLACK. All of your attorneys favored your coming down
here?

Yr. PERKINS. They all favored it. It had all been looked ahead to.
Mark Sullivan was particularly anxious that I tell my experiences.

Senator BLACK. Has he been to see you?
Mr. PERKINS. Has he been to see me?

Mr. PERKINS. He has not been to see me, I have been to see him.
I have been to see him several times. There were a great many people
interested outside of the coal manufacturers. The manufacturers in
a general way were looking, to me to represent their forces. They
were writing to me and telling me their troubles from all over the
country. It was the outstanding case, without any effort and with-
out any desire on my own part, I was looked to as the champion of the
small business man on account of this prosecution.

Senator BLACK. And Mr. John W. Davis, is he representing any
small business men or associations that you know of?

Mr. PERKINS. Not that I know of, but he was interested in this
case, like all of these others. They said it was the most wonderful
case because of the circumstances surrounding it.

Senator BLACK. Did you talk to Mr. Davis?
Mr. PERKINS. Several times.
Senator BLACK. Did he come down to see you in Pennsylvania or

did you go to see him in New York?
Mr. PERKINS. He did not come to Pennsylvania. I met him

several times. We corresponded a great deal.
Senator BLACK. Where did you see him?
Mr. PERKINS. We had our pictures taken together, for one thing.
Senator BLACK. Where was that?
Mr. PERKINS. You saw it, probably.
Senator BLACK. Where was it taken? Where was the picture

made?
Mr. PEts. They weretaken in New-York in 15 Broad Street.
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Senator BLACK. Fifteen Broad Street.
Mr. PERKINS. Mr. David Reed and Mr. Davis and myself. That

was only one occasion. You asked me when.
Senator BtAcK. Mr. Morgan was not there, was he?
Mr. PERKINS. No; he was not there.
Senator BLACK. You wanted to make a statement as I understand

it about your trial, I am asking you because, frankly, I do not exactly
know what it is you want to testify about.

Mr. PERKINs. I know. They wanted me to tell my experiences
and what led up to them.

Senator BLAC&. Which one suggested that you tell it? Did they
tell you what they wanted you to discuss?

Mr. PERKINS. I think they all wanted it. It was a matter of
correspondence largely. I told you where it was originated, and then
as it went on, they all desired it.

Senator KEYEs. Why don't you tell us what you want to tell us
and not what somebody else wants?

Mr. PERKINS. I will tell you what I wanted to tell. I was prose-
cuted. I don't know why I was singled out, but I do know this, that
the York Local Compliance Board recommended me for exemption
and it was refused, and the secretary of the code authority told me
himself that it was one of my large competitors that made the com-
plaint, and he asked--

Senator BLACK. Did he say what competitor?
Mr. PERKINS. He did not say. He would not say.
Senator BLACK. Have you ever heard?
Mr, PERKINS. No, sir.
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Mr. PERKINS. I did, with their assistance. To the code authority

in York.
Senator BLACK. With whose assistance?
Mr. PERKINS. Not the code authority. With the compliance

board.
Senator BLACK. You mean you made application with the assistance

of the compliance board?
Mr. PERKINS. No, sir; I sent it to Washington.
Senator BLACK. You said that you made the application with

their assistance?
Mr. PERKINS. With their assistance. They helped me prepare it.
Senator BLACK. Who did?
Mr. PERKrNS. The local compliance board in York.
Senator BLACK. So that is the way the matter originated? You

asked for an exemption?
Mr. P&RKIS. Yes; I asked for exemption.
Senator BLACK. That was on wages, was it not?
Mr. PZRKINS. Yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. You claim that you couldnot pay the minimum

wage. What was the minimum wage?
Mr. PERKINS. Forty cents an hour.
Senator BLACK. What were you paying?
Mr. PERKINS. I was paying an average of 24.4 taken right through

the year.
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Senator BLACK. And you asked for an exemption because you said
that you could not pay 40 cents an hour and do your work?

Mr. PERKINS. I was paying an average equal to what all indus-
tries outside of New York City, near mine, was paying.

Senator BLACK. Did you cone down before the board to present
your case?

Mr. PERKINS. No, sir; I sent it through the mail. They received
its

Senator BLACK. They asked you to come down?
Mr. PERKINS. No, sir; I did not do that. I did not know that they

had received it until I arrived in New York to meet the secretary of
the code authority, and he told me he had it right there; that they
had received it and they had refused it.

Senator BLACK. They declined to let you pay a smaller wage rate
than the other people in your particular line of business?

Mr. PERKINS. Yes, sir. Even although that it had been adver.
tised in the papers frequently that exemptions would be offered, but
they declined it. It meant nothing to him. Just they declined it.

Senator BLACK. They brought you into court then for paying
wages below 40 cents an hour?

Mr. PERKINS. Yes.
Senator BLACK. Did you testify before the jury?
Mr. PERKINS. I was not allowed to testify.
Senator BLACK. In court?
Mr. PERKINS. I would have been allowed to, but my attorneys

thought it best not to.
Senator LA FOLLErE. Why did they come to that decision?
Mr. PERKINS. You will have to ask them.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Who were they?
Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Beitler of Philadelphia.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. Mr. Beitler?
Mr. PERKINS. Harold B. Beitler. He is the president of the

Pennsylvania Bar Association.
Senator BLACK. What firm is he in?
Mr. PERKIsS. Beitler and Byrne.
Senator LA FOLLETrE. Senator Reed was not representing you,

then?
Mr. PERKINS. No; not until after his term as senator expired on

the third of January. Then he came in.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. He was representing you when he came

down there?
Mr, PERKINS. He was interested very much at the time and was

in correspondence with me, and before his time expired he offered to
join the forces as soon as it was up.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. He helped to arrange to have this picture
made, did he not?

Mr. PERKINS. I would not say he helped to arrange. They asked
me, they called me up one day. It was a surprise to me. I had not
heard a thing about it and did not hear anything about it, but the
March of Time called up and said for the opening number they would
like to make a story of the Perkins case, and as it developed, they took.
in attorneys and showed all of the attorneys; and that answers that.

Senator BLACK. You were paying some of your employees 16 cents
an hour?
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Mr. PERKINS. ie worked eight and a half days as an apprentice
boy, at 16 cents an hour, and they were very glad to get his testimony.
Alongside of him was a man 67years old, old enough to retire, that
I was paying 27 cents an hour. That was too high; they did not want
his testimony and did not bring him in. He was with me 3 years.

Senator BLACK. Some of them you were paying 25 cents and hour
and 22 cents an hour.

Mr. PERKINS. I will read you the affidavit from one man that will
interest you.

Senator BLACK. I am not interested in affidavits. Were you paying
that?

Mr. PERKINS. Sometimes they made 60 cents an hour. It was piece-
work mostly, and 20 cents an hour on time and piecework brought
it up.

Senator BLACK. What did the evidence on your trial show that
you were paying?

Mr. PRKINS. They said 20 cents an hour.
Senator BLACK. You were sitting there and heard it?
Mr. PERKINS. Yes.
Senator BLACK. Were they telling the truth?
Mr. PERKINS. They were telling the truth on the time, yes, sir;

but they did not tell that they were receiving it on piecework. They
were led to believe if I was fined, they would get the play-back on their
wages, and that my fine would come to them in back wages, and they
only testified and my attorneys did not bring it out. I have been very
much provoked about it.

Senator BLACK. Do you mean that they did not testify to the truth?
Mr. PERKINS. They did testify to the truth. But they worked

most of the time on piecework. Will you let me read this one
affidavit?

Senator BLACK. I have no objection.
Mr. PERKINS (reading):

YORK, PA., December Ie, 1934.
John L. Goodling, of York, Pa., deposes and says:
I have worked for the Perkins Battery Co. for approximately 2 years. I will

be 19 years old on the 25th of this month. In the case against Frederick C.
Perkins in the Federal court at Harrisburg I testified that my normal rate of pay
when working by the hour has been 20 cents.

Since the Battery Code went into effect on October 16, 1933, the records show
that I have worked up until December 1 of this year a total of 1,479% hours, have
earned a total of $465.02 and that the average earnings per hour (combining both
time and piecework) has been about 313 cents. Because of my age and lack
of a trade I do not know where I could obtain a job if I was to be thrown out of
work here.

I am partly the support of my parents and four children younger than myself.
We are fairly close neighbors of Mr. Perkins in West York, and both he and Mrs.
Perkins have taken a very human interest in our family. Most certainly I would
not make a complaint against him to N. R. A. LJOHN L. GOODLING. [sKAL.]

Subscribed, and sworn to before me this the 12th day of December 1934, C. M.
Stauffer, notary public.

I have four others just like it.
Senator BLACK. Did you have a man working for you named Levi

Jenkens?
Mr. PERKINS. YesI sir.
Senator BLACK. Did he testify?
Mr. Pi'M.KINS. He testified.
Senator BLACK. What did he testify he was waking?
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Mr. PERKINS. He was making 20 cents an hour.
Senator ByAcx. And he was raised by you to 22 cents?
Mr. PERKINS. Twenty-two; yes.
Senator BLACK. That was 18 cents under the minimum wage?
Mr. PERKINS. That was 18 cents under the minimum wage.
Senator BLACK. Were you selling soap?
Mr. PERKINS. I am glad you spoke of that. I did not sell him

soaa I got soap powder for those boys. They got up there and
said Isold them soap powder that I had to give to them. I furnished
them soap that they did not want to use. They did not want to use
this soap.

Senator BLACK. Did you know that they did not want to use the
soap?

Mr. PERKXINS. They did not want to use the soap that was fur-
nished them free. I offered and got this hand cleaner and let them
have it at cost.

Senator BLACK. Did this man testify that you made him buy soap?
Mr. PERKINS. I don't know, but I know his testimony was be-

littling.
Senator BLACK. Did you deny it?
Mr. PERKINS. I did not go on the stand. I would like to have

gone on the stand.
Senator BLACK. Your lawyers would not have let you?
Mr. PERKINS. I would have liked very much to have gone on the

stand.
Senator BLACK. Did you have a man working for you named

Scherey?
Mr. PERKINs. Yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. Was he making 20 cents an hour?
Mr. PERKINS. He was making 20 cents an hour.
Senator BLACK. A man named Kellerman, was he making 20 cents

an hour?
Mr. PERKINS. I don't know whether that was on piecework at that

time. That work was on piecework that he was doing.
Senator BLACK. A man named Gibbs?
Mr. PERKINS. He worked eight and a half days at 16% cents an

hour. And a man along side of him that was 67 yea-s old that had
been with me 3 years, and they did not want his testimony.

Senator BLACK. You are in the battery business?
Mr. PERKINS. Yes. Not automobile batteries; I don't make auto-

mobile batteries at all.
Senator BLACK. You are still in business?
Mr. PERKINS. Yes, sir. My competitoN say I am not, but I say

that I am.
Senator BLACK. Are you still manufacturing batteries?
Mr. PERKINS. Just exactly the same.
Senator BLACK. What are you paying your employees pow?
Mr. PERKINS. Most of them are earning about $15 a week.
Senator BLACK. How much per hour?
Mr. PERKINS. It is mostly piecework now. There is very little

time work any more. It is mostly piecework-$15 to $20 a week.
Senator BLACK. What is the minimum wage per week in piecework?
Mr. PERKINS. We had one man that was getting 20 cents. That

was the minimum; 22 and 27 and 30, and I would say the rest of them
were on piecework.
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Senator BLACK. Did somebody advise you not to make a bond in
this case and go to jail? Or did you appeal the case?

Mr. PERKINS. No one ever advised me not to put up a bond; no.
Senator BLACK. Did you make a bond?
Mr. PERKINS. Sure.
Senator BLACK. You made a bond immediately?
Mr. PERKINS. Yes, sir; they took me to the hotel that night.
Senator BLACK. The papers as I recall it---I think the papers stated

that you could not make a bond. That was not correct?
Mr. PERKINS. I could not make it; no.
Senator BLACK. You could not make a bond?
Mr. PERKINS. No.
Senator BLACK. When did you make it?
Mr. PERKINS. I did not make it myself. Others put it up.
Senator BLACK. How long until it was madolt
Mr. PERKINS. Twenty-four hours.
Senator BLACK. Your business was worth how much at that time?
Mr. PERKINS. My business worth? What do you mean? The

inventory value or what I had?
Senator BLACK. Yes.
Mr. PERKINS. Five thousand dollars would cover it.
Senator BLACK. Dun & Bradstreet rated you about $15,000?
Mr. PERKINS. They rate me at $3,000 to $5,000 and no more.
Senator BLACK. That is credit?
Mr. PERKINS. $3 000 to $5,000, is my total rating in Bradstreet.
Senator BLACK. They rated you on your report, did they not as

being worth $14,000?
Mr. PERKINS. No, sir; they rated me as $3,000 to $5,000.
Senator BLACK. Row much was the bond?
Mr. PERKINS. I have sent the letter, the original letter, to Judge

Watson the next day.
Senator BLACK. How much was the bond?
Mr. PERKrws. It was $2,000.
Senator BLACK. And you could not make a $2,000 bond?
Mr. PERK.S. I could not make a $2,000 bond; no. I don't

know that I was-I doubt if I could. I did not even try. Others
came in and did it.

Senator BLACK. Why did you not try?
Mr. PERKINS. I was in the custody of the sheriff at that time.
Senator BLACK. Did you have a bond before you were convicted?
Mr. PERKINS No sir.
Senator BLACK. You did not have any bond before that? When

they arrested you were you indicted?
Mr. PERKINS. Possibly I am discussing one thing and you are-

I wonder if you could get me a drink of water?
Senator BLACK. Certainly, we will have a galss of water brought to

you. What I was interested in was that I understood you to say
that you could not make a $2,000 bond.

Mr. PERKINS. I did not even try because others offered to do it.
There were a great many interested. The whole country was in-
terested.

Senator BLACK. You did not have any dneulty in making a
$2,000 bond, did you?

119782-85-PT 6- 1-4
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Mr. PERKINS. Why should I do it? I don't think I could have done
it. I did not even try.

Senator BLACK. How long have you lived in that town?
Mr. PERKINS. Ten years.
Senator BLACK. You had never been charged with anything before,

as I recall it, had you?
Mr. PERKINS. I was under $5,000 bond at the time I was taken to

jaifor 18 days. I thought possibly there was a confusion there when
you are speaking of this bond. I was in jail for 18 days of a $5,000
bond.

Senator BLACK. Who finally made the bond?
Mr. PERKINS. Local residents of York.
Senator BLACK. How long had you known them?
Mr. PERKINS. I had never seen them before. I had seen him

possibly on the street; I know I had seen him.
Senator BLACK. How did you arrange about your bond?
Mr. PERKINS. He came down at 9 o'clock at night and brought in

his deeds on a $2,500 building and put it up and got me out that night.
Senator BLACK. You had talked to your lawyers? You had dis-

cussed the fact that if you stayed in jail for a long time you would get
a lot of publicity?

Mr. PERKINS. I do not think that was discussed. I don't want that
to appear that way either.

Senator BLACK. You did not discuss it with your lawyers at all?
Mr. PERKINS. No, sir.
Senator BLACK. Do you mean that, for 18 days you were trying to

make a $5,000 bond in a town you had lived in for 10 years and could
not make it?

Mr. PERKINS. My wife was calling up everyone, and my superin-
tendent the last 2 days was doing nothing but going around to get
business men to see if they would put it up.

Senator BLACK. What about the first 16 days?
Mr. PERKINS. The first 16 days were just the same in a sense,

waiting for someone to put up the bond.
Senator BLACK. You had already made a bond when Senator Reed

came down on his campaign tour, had you not?
Mr. PERKINS. He came down in his campaign to York. He came

down early in November.
Senator BLACK. Was this before or after-
Mr. PERKINS (interposing). I got out of jail the 14th of July.
Senator BLACK. You had dinner with Senator Reed at the hotel

before he spoke?
Mr. PERKINS. I never met him before he spoke.
Senator BLACK. You were not at the hotel with him at dinner?
Mr. PERKINS. I was not at the hotel with him; no, sir.
Senator BLACK. You went up to the meeting?
Mr. PERKINS. I went up to the meeting and he asked to meet me,

and he brought me up there and I shook hands with him. That was
the first time I ever met him.

Senator BLACK. That was while he was speaking?
Mr. PERKINS. Just before the meeting opened.
Senator BLACK. You know, do you not, that other small battery

people are paying the 40-cent wage?
Mr. PERKLNs. There are no other small people making a lighting-

plant battery only. They are making automobile batteries. The
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small battery manufacturers have published a statement in the Wall
Street Journal that I answered. He may testify.

Senator BLACK. Who was that?
Mr. PERKINS. A man from Dayton.
Senator BLACK. Was he paying 40 cents an hour?
Mr. PERKINS. I averaged five men more than he. He had 14 in

the summer and 15 in the winter, and I had 14 in the summer and
20 in the winter. He also testified that his gross sales were $120,000
and mine were $23,000. That is the difference.

Senator BLACK. It did not take as many men to produce-
Mr. PERKINS (interposing). It took high-production machinery

which I had nothing of.
Senator BLACK. Did you pay the minimum wage when the code

was fixed?
Mr. PERKINS. Did I pay the minimum wage when the code was

fixed?
Senator BLACK. Yes.
Mr. PERKINS. I did, when I told the compliance board that I could

not meet it.
Senator BLACK. What wages were you paying before the code went

into effect?
Mr. PERKINS. For the few months before the code went in, I raised

the wages of the men about 5 cents an hour. It averaged about 5
cents an hour.

Senator BLACK. Where did you live before you went to York?
Mr. PERKINS. I lived in Hanover.
Senator BLACK. Were you in business there?
Mr. PERKINS. Yes, sir; I was in business there. Not in business

for myself. I was with Mr. H. N. Gitt.
Senator BLACK. Were you and Mr. Gitt partners?
Mr. PERKINS. He offered to make me a partner, to make me his

general sales manager at $100 a week salary, but I would not accept
it. I stayed with him about a year accepting from him just what
it took me to live and no more. I went to York and started out with
nothing.

Senator BLACK. What happened to his business?
Mr. PERKINS. He eventually lost a great deal of money in it and

gave it up.
Senator BLACK. He gave it up before you left?
Mr. PERKINS. Before I left Hanover?
Senator BLACK. Yes.
Mr. PERKINS. I stayed there possibly 3 months after he gave it

up, that I stayed in Hanover. I really started in the battery business
in Hanover and moved to York. I was mistaken in the details.

Senator BLACK. And this business had just failed in Hanover when
you moved down to York?

Mr. PERKINS, The business itself had not failed, but Gitt had
transferred his ownership to other parties. The business itself never
went through a receivership, if that is what you mean. It was the
Jento Light Co. I had bad charge of their Pacific coast business for
4 years before he brought me east and offered me an interest in its
business.

Senator BLACK. What wages was he paying in Hanover and what
hours was he working?
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Mr. PERKINS. His men, or me?
Senator BLACK. His men.
Mr. PERKINS. I think probably they were--
Senator BLACK (interposing). They were not organized? They

did not have any union?
Mr. PErKiNs. No; there was no union in our business.
Senator BLACK. And was he not working 10 hours a day or more

in that plant, the men that worked?
Mr. PERKINS. I don't think they were working over 9, possibly

not over. I had nothing to do with the factory end of it.
Senator BLACK. What wages was he paying up there?
Mr. PnRKNS. All wages in York County were low.
Senator BLACK. What were they?
Mr. PERKINS. I would not attempt to say. Possibly 15 or 26

cents an hour, and the mechanics went up to probably 50 cents an
hour.

Senator BLACK. Were not some of them under 15 cents an hour?
Mr. PERKINS. I cannot tell you. I had nothing to do with the

factory end. I was entirely in the sales end of the business.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. You said, if I understood you, that you

raised your wages some short period before the code went into effect,
by 5 cents an hour. What were they prior to that increase?

Mr. PERKINS. Well, possibly you thought they were all the same;
all on a level. There were very few the same. They were all along
the line, we say from 16 cents up to 25 cents, I will say. That would
about cover it.

Senator LA FOLLETrE. Prior to this 5-cent raise, what were they
making on the average per week?

Mr. PERKINS. On the average per week?
Senator LA FOLLETrE. Yes.
Mr. PERKINS. Well, we will say working 9 hours a day, 49 hours a

week, and an average of 24.4 cents or approximateIy 25 cents an hour
will tell you that. That is what we paid on an average; approximately
25 cents an hour.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. Do you mean prior to this?
Mr. PERKINS. After that.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. What was it before?
Mr. PERKINS. About 5 cents an hour less, before that.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Was that the lowest that wages had been

during the depression, in your plant?
Mr. PERKINS. That was about the wage for York County at that

time. You could hire the very best carpenters at 25 cents an hour,
and you can today, for 35 cents an hour.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. You did not answer my question. I asked
you whether the wages which existed prior to this advance that you
spoke of was the lowest paid in your factory during the depression?

Mr. PERKINS. I don't quite get that. It was the lowest paid during
the depression?

Senator LA FOLLETTE. Yes.
Mr. PERKINS. I would not say that; I don't know. I do know

this: The lowest that I paid at any time, is that the point?
Senator LA FOLLETTE. That is the point.
Mr. PERKINS. I remember one case, it comes to my mind, a man

that I had met-my business entirely with farms-I had met him at
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a place where I had sold a set of farm lighting batteries, and one day
I met him on the street. He had been in York for years and was on
relief and just begged me for a job, and it was in the middle of the
summer and it was the dullest year we had. It was 1931, I think,
and it was very dull. We had practically nothing, only 2 or 3 men
working there and he just begged me for a job ard I did not have a
thing. He finally said, "I will do anything at all if you will just give
me a chance to show what I can do", and more to try him out than
anything else, I said, "Can you work for 10 cents an hour?" And
he said, "Yes." And I said, "There is a man with some pluck that
I think perhaps there is something in him." And I put him on some
awfully hard work, and he stuck it out and right away I raised his
wages when I saw what he would do.

Senator BLACK. What did you raise him to?
Mr. PERKINS. Fifteen cents.
Senator BLACK. How many hours a day?
Mr. PERKINS. They were working 9 hours at that time.
Senator KEYES. Mr. Chairman, I understood you to say you had

4 or 5 more witnesses this afternoon. I don't know just what it is we
are trying to get out of this witness.

Senator BLACK. He asked to testify. That is what he came down
here for.

Mr. PERKINS. I would like to read the last page of what I have
here if I could. You asked me to prepare a statement. My friends
and supporters had wanted me to have a statement of what experience
I have been through before I got into the battery business. This
particular statement covers most of it. I was in mining in my early
life. The last page refers to my experience in York. Would you like
to have me read that?

Senator BLACK. Anything that you would like to put in.
Mr. PERKINS. I would like to have the whole thing put in.
Senator BLACK. A statement that you have prepared?
Mr. PERKINS. Yes; it is a statement that I prepared. It has

mostly to do with my relations to labor in my early life.
Senator BLACK. YOU prepared it yourself?
Mr. PERKINS. I prepared it myself; yes, and I also had it acknowl-

edged when I found you wanted me to have a prepared statement.
Senator BLACK. Do you want to put it into the record or do you

want to read it?
Mr. PERKINS. I would like to read a part of it. If you won't hear

it all, I will read it all or a part.
Senator BLACK. I am willing to limit it to what you want to read,

unless some of the members of the committee want to hear it read?
Senator KEYES. I think it would be all right to put it in the record.
Mr. PERKINS. I refer to my experience with mining companies

where I had been mining superintendent. [Reading:]
Many years were to pass before I again was to experience the employment of

men; this time in my own factory, manufacturing storage batteries for farmers.
This time I was on my own and rather a small "own" at that. I was to discover
that the same principles applied to running a battery factory as in running miningcamps. In other words Istill had the same love for enthusing men. Until the
Batry Code came into effect I was paying about the standard wage that other
industries in York County paid. I was not getting rich but I was steadily build-
ing up trade and continually enlarging my plant.

Always it was in my heart to try to do better by every man who stuck by me.
I had a very distinctive feeling that wages were not the only thing that would
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bring out the beat in a man. I could not Immediately offer any great induce-
ments In the form of wages, but I could at least take an interest in the lives of the
men; visit their homes and satisfy myself that families of my men were not in
distress. One young fellow took a notion to accompany some other boys on an
excursion aboard a freight train one day, without taking the trouble to ask off.
I did not learn the true facts until he called me "long distance collect", from a
point 150 miles away, to beg me to get him out of jail. T arranged for his release.
Began to notice it was always the boss they came to when they got into trouble.

Onegolder man got into an auto wreck, was charged with assault, and battery,
and of course it was the boss who bailed him out. When any of them wanted to
make a payment on a car or something similar, it was always the boss to whom
they came for an advance on future wages, and almost invariably they got it. I
doubt if there is a man who worked for me for any length of time who could not
recall a good many occasions where I had helped him out-consisting often of pay-
ing small bills for him without deducting from his wages. Until rather recently,
I employed a colored boy who started with me at 18 years of age and worked quite
steadily for me for 5 whole years. This boy was the oldest of eight or nine
children, and the mother was on a widow's pension. Many times have I been
into this boy's home to see for myself how things really were going. My children's
playthings, after the newness had worn off, usually went to their home.

I seemed to feel a moral obligation that the family cordtions of any man who
worked for me were to be made as good as I could help make them. I could
never quite lose the thought that I had no right to expect a man to take a greater
interest in me than I took in him; and in a selfish way, I wanted the best service
that every man could give me. This colored boy really became quite popular
among the white men because of the interest he took in his work.

If I had really made anything more for myself than a living, I would have,
perhaps, felt a little differently toward the National Recovery Administration.
I went 10 years without a new suit, and dur,.ig this time my wife made all her
own clothes. It was a new experience to have to buy second-hand furniture,
but it was the best I could do. Even our family car was an old Buick which
cost the munificent sum of $165 and which I overhauled myself.

When I divorced my first wife I had given her everything I had in the world in
lieu of paying alimony.

Senator BLACK. When was that?
Mr. PERKINS. I divorced her and gave her everything I had in

the world and started out without anything. [Continues reading:]
It was an option that the judge offered me. When I left Mr. H. N. Gitt (at

Hanover, Pa.) to go into business for myself at York, 20 miles away, I had
accumulated nothing. As Mr. Gitt would testify, I remained with him in
Hanover a whole year, after he had brought me back from the West, at a salary
merely large enough to support my family, instead of accepting the $100 a week
that he repeatedly tried to thrtst upon me. I had opened a Pacific coast distrib-
uting branch for him for farm lighting plants in Spokane just before the panic
of 1020 hit the country. I had chosen commission rather than salary, and when
the crash came I told him I would stick it out.

Senator BLACK. How long is that statement?
Mr. PERKINS. Just half a page more.
Senator BLACK. Very well.
Mr. PERKINS (continues reading):

At that time I gave up my room in a boarding house, rigged tip a bedroom in
one corner of the basement of our store, and went there to live until I married
my present wife, and then moved to her small cottage in Spokane. I stuck
out that depression for 3 years, and then Mr. Gitt decided to bring me East and
give me an outright interest in his business in addition to making me his general
sales manager. It was onlv after arriving in Hanover that I felt I could not quite
conscientiously accept the new sales policies outlined by him and, therefore, I
declined his kind offer. As related above, I remained with him for another year
before moving to York and hitting out for myself--in an old Ford sedan in which
I made my bed on the road each night during my first summer and fall in the new
business. I want to say in passing that I still hold an intense admiration for
Mr. Gitt. Men can disagree in their policies and. still be great friends.

I feel that In arresting me and throwing me into jail that the National Recovery
Administration did me a great injustice, and consequently I am determined never
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to bow down to them. I expect that during the past few months I have been
called a "fool" oftener than any other man in the State of Pennsylvania. A
question very commonly asked me is, "Why don't you make a million dollars out
of the advertising you have received?" I reply by saying, "I am just not built
that way." I don t want to capitalize on this kind of advertising. I have turned
down chances. After I see that I h.ve finally 'icked National Recover± Adminis-
tration I am going to try to build up my battery business. The present is not
the time.

* Senator BLACK. You say that you turned down a chance, as I
understood, to make a million dollars?

Mr. PERKINS. I did not say literally that they offered me a million
dollars, but I have had many people suggest to me that they would
like to capitalize on the advertising, and organize a cornp any using
the Perkins name for batteries. We never made automobile batteries.
I have always made farm lighting batteries.

Senator ILACK. May I ask you just one other question? How
much of a fee didyou pay to Mr. Beitler for defending you?

Mr. PERKINS. I paid him not one red cent.
Senator BLACK. Who paid him?
Mr. PERKINS. No one. He gave it free.
Senator BLACK. Mr. Beitler from Philadelphia?
Mr. PERKINS. Absolutely free.
Senator BLACK. Did he volunteer his services?
Mr. PERKINS. He volunteered his services; yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. And you are sure nobody paid him?
Mr. PERKINS. He told me that he had not received one cent, and

he told Judge Watson right before me that he had not.
Senator BLACK. And he came down without anybody paying him

a fee and without anybody paying him his expenses?
Mr. PERKINS. He aijsolutely did, at his own expense. He did tell

me this one day-he said: "If I were to make any charge at all to
you, I would charge you $500 a day for every day in court. That is
my regular charge when I go into court." He is president of the
Pennsylvania Bar Association.

Senator BLACK. I want to be sure of that. Did I understand you
to testify-I want to be sure of this under oath-that you stayed in
jail 18 days because you were unable to make a bond?

Mr. PERKINS. That is absolutely the truth.
Senator BLACK. You testified that you could not make a bond?
Mr. PERKINS. I say I could not make a bond, positively, in any

way before.
Senator BLACK. And do I understand you also that you deny that

you had reported to Dun & Bradstreet that you had net assets of
$17,500 or more?

Mr. PERKINS. I deny that I reported to them net assets of $17,500
or more.

Senator BLACK. What did you report?
Mr. PERKINS. They rated me at from $3,000 to $5,000.
Senator BLACK. What did you report that you were worth?
Mr. PERKINS. I never made any to Bradstreet & Dun. They

never had any report from me.
Senator BLACK. Did Mr. Beitler suggest that he would help make

your bond?
Mr. PERRNS. Who?
Senator BLAcK. Your lawyer from Philadelphia.
Mr. PZRKINS. That he would make my bond?
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Senator BLACL Yes.
Mr. PERKINS. I cannot tell you for sure, but I do know this-as I

recall, it is that Mr. Haynes who put up my bond to get me out of
jail told me that he thought-he said, 'I am perfectly willing to do
it, but I think others should take an interest in it"; and he said, "If
I don't do it, it will throw the responsibility on some others to do it."

Senator BLACK. Was that right after you were convicted?
Mr. PzRKINs. No; it was just before the trial or during the trial.

It was during the trial that he made that remark.
Senator BLACK. Amd Mr. Beitler did not suggest anything to you

at all about whether he would make your bond or not?
Mr. PERxs. About whether he would make the bond?
Senator BLACK. Or have it made?
Mr. PERKINS. I don't recall that he said anything about it until it

was all over and I had been convicted and turned over to the marshal.
Senator BLACK. What did he say then about your bond?
Mr. PERKINS. He said "We will arrange for it." I knew they had

to. I was in the custody of the marshal.
Senator BLACK. Mr. Beitler said they would arrange for your bond?
Mr. PERKINS. I think I am stating it correctly. Possibly it was

Mr. Love. More likely it was Mr. Love.
Senator BLACK. Was he your lawyer too?
Mr. PERKINS. He was my own private attorney. I don't know

that Mr. Beitler said anything about a bond. I really don't think he
mentioned it. I am very sure I am right when I say that he turned
the bond matter entirely over to Love as my private attorney. I am
very sure that I am right. I am positive that is the way it was left.
The marshal took me in custody and took me over the hotel, and it
was the next afternoon, it was 24 hours before they had a bond offered
from a surety company.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. Was there any discussion between you and
your attorneys as to whether you should go on the stand in this case
and testify, or not?

Mr. PERKINS. I don't know as you would call it a discussion.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Did you talk to them about it?
Mr. PERKINS. I supposed of course I was going to go on the stand,

and when it came our turn, when it was turned over to the defense to
ut in their witnesses, they asked for an adjournment for a half an
our and took me into this little room, and Mrs. Perkins was in there

with me, and for the first time Beitler and Love disclosed that they
thought it would be best not to put me on the stand.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. Did they give any reason for it?
Mr. PERKINS. They did not seem to give any reason, no more than

that they thought that would be best. I think it was just in a
general way. I don't think there was any detailed reason given, but
I knew they thought it, I was very determined about it, but my wife
talked with me and pleaded with me to put the trust and confidence
in our attorneys.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. And they did not give you any reason at
all for their judgment being that you should not go on the stand?

Mr. ERKINS. I don't recall that they mentioned any details, no;
only they thought it would be best not to. That was about the way
I would express it. In their own judgment they thought it would be
best not to put in any defense. I remember the reason now, it does
come to me. They did give one reason. They said that they would
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have the last plea. The Government would have to make the first
plea and they had the last voice. Otherwise, if they put on a witness,
they would have to make the first plea to the jury. That was the
reason. That was the predominant reason. I had forgotten that.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. I understood you to say that your case was
on appeal. Who are the attorneys of record in that appeal?

Mr. PERKINS. I said, John W. Davis, Newton Baker, James Reed,
David Reed, Harold Beitler, and George Love. Six of them.

Senator BLACK. I must have misunderstood you. Did I under-
stand you to say that 24 hours after you were convicted, they sent
down a bond from a surety company?

Mr. PERKINS. A surety company put up the bond.
Senator BLACK. What surety company?
Mr. PERKINS. I could not tell you the name of that.
Senator BLACK. Who put up the surety with them?
Mr. PERKINS. I could not answer that definitely; I could not answer

that.
Senator BLACK. Did you?
Mr. PERKINS. I did not; no.
Senator BLACK. You don't know who did?
Mr. PERKINS. Not definitely; no.
Senator BLACK. Do you know indefinitely?
Mr. PERKINS. It was arranged--they told me I would not have to

pay any attention to it. Mr. Love told me to just forget about it.
I don't know really who it was. I know there were a great many people
in our county taking an interest in that case. I don't think it was
Mr. Haynes, but I do know this, that there were certain ones that
told me between the time of conviction and the time of the sentence
that they would gladly raise the fine from the business men in Yorko
if I would allow it.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. How do you account for the fact that you
were able to get a bond within 24 hours after you were convicted and
not for the 18 days when you were arrested before your trial?

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Love arranged it.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. He was still your attorney, was he not?
Mr. PERKINS. I talked to him by the hour trying to get him to give

a bond. He said that as an attorney he cannot do it.
Senator BLACK. He did it as an attorney after you were convicted?
Mr. PERKINS. With others, he did it. Possibly he could have done

it before; I don't know why not. My wife pleaded with him to try
to do it, and we tried every way in the sun to try to get me out of
jail.

Senator BLACK. You are sure that Mr. Love could not have done
it before if he did it within 24 hours?

Mr. PERKINS. He told me he did not know where he could.
Senator BLACK. Has it ever occurred to you that they wanted to

keep you there for the purpose of advertising?
Mr. PERKINS. No, I don't think they ever mentioned it.

[Laughter.] If you think that is funny, I don't think that was men-
tioned and I don't think there was any such thing mentioned, but I
am going to retract that and say there was one offerI had from another
attorney who came to visit me while I was in the jail and said that if
I would consent to allow a certain person, and he would not name the
party, to name the attorney, that this man had told him to bring a
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message to me that he would put up the bond and get me out. I
had been in jail less than a week.

Senator BLACK. That was a $2,000 bond?
Mr. PERKINs. At that time it was a $5,000 bond. I am under

$2,000 bond today. This was $5,000 then, but the advertising feature
was absolutely nothing thought about in connection with that. The
circumstances leading up to it were these: I had been sick a whole
year. I ran my business 2 months from bed, and I was on crutches
3 months, and I was physically unable to do anything at the time the
code went into effect, in the way of manual labor. I was without
physical capacity to do anything. I had accumulated nothing, every-
thing that I handmade had gone into the business. I had not saved
a thing for myself.

After I came back from New York, after talking to the secretary
of the code authority, I spent a very late evening with Mr. Love and
he asked me if I would go on the relief and I told him I would not even
think of such a thing as going on relief. He said, "Can you go out
and do manual work?" I said, "No, I cannot, I am not able to."

Senator BLACK. Mr. Love asked you if you would go on relief?
Mr. PERKINS. He asked me if I would be willing to go on relief.
Senator BLACK. You had a running business.
Mr. PERKINS. He said, "Can you pay the advance in the wages to

40 cents?" and I said, "No; I could not do such a thing, I could not
think of such a thing."

Senator BLACK. Then did Mr. Love give a statement to the papers
about your terrible condition?

Mr. PERKINS. He did not say anything to the papers. There was
nothing published in the papers. That was in January, and the first
thing that was ever published in the papers was in May, when it
appeared in the paper that the "blue eagle" had been taken away
from me, which I had never had. So, so far as advertising purposes,
that is most remote. I could take it today and capitalize today on
that. That is proof enough I was not interested in that sort of thing.
That did not have the slightest influence on me, the advertising
feature.

Senator BLACK. You do not think any of them are interested in
trying to advertise to show-

Mr. PERKINS. I was not interested in trying to advertise.
He said:
I think you are within your constitutional rights, and as a lawyer I advise you

to go on and do the best you can. Pay the 40 cents, and if you cannot, do the
best you can.

Senator BLACK. Did Mr. John W. Davis agree to represent you
before or after you were convicted?

Mr. PERKINS. Before or after?
Senator BLACK. Did he talk to you before or after?
Mr. PERKINS. I had met him once before the trial.
Senator BLACK. When?
Mr. PERKINS. If you want to know definitely, I will say I think it

was in October. The trial was in December.
Senator BLACK. Where did you meet him? In New York?
Mr. PERKINS. I met him in New York.
Senator BLACK. Were you on the bond at that time or had you been

arrested? •
Mr. PE IKINS. I was out on $5,000 bail at that time.
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Senator BLACK. You were out on $5,000 bail?
Mr. PERKINS. I got out of jail on the 18th of July. Mr. Haynes

bailed me out on the 18th of July, and the trial came on on December 3,
and I was on $5,000 bail in the interval.

Senator BLACK. And you saw Mr. Davis before that or after that?
Mr. PERKINS. In October I called on Mr. Davis.
Senator BLACK. Did he send for you?
Mr. PERKINS. No, air; he did not.
Senator BLACK. How did you happen to accidentally come up and

see Mr. Davis?
Mr. PERKINS. I thought I would just go up and see him. I did

not know that he would see me.
Senator BLACK. You had heard of him?
Mr. PERKINS. I had heard of him.
Senator BLACK. You had no communication with him?
Mr. PERKINS. Yes.
Senator BLACK. And you concluded that you would go up and see

Mr. John W. Davis in New York?
Mr. PERKINS. Yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. Did you have any difficulty getting in?
Mr. PERKINS. No, sir.
Senator BLACK. Just sent in word that you were Mr. Perkins and

he said, "Come in"?
Mr. PERKINS. He sent out word that he would be glad to see me.

To make it perfectly accurate, I called up from the hotel and talked
to the Secretary and told her who I was.

Senator BLACK, Who had told you to go up and see him?
Mr. PERKINS. Who had told me to go up and see him?
Senator BLACK. Yes.
Mr. PERKINS. I just took it on my own head to go and see him,
Senator BLACK. Is that the way you got Mr. David Reed, too?
Mr. PERKINS. Very much so. I had written to Mr. Reed several

times and he had answered my letters, but I never met him until the
night he came to York.

Senator BLACK. How did you get Mr. Newton Baker? Did you go
to see him?

Mr. PERKINS. I wrote him.
Senator BLACK. You wrote him?
Mr. PERKINS. Yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. Nobody suggested it at all?
Mr. PERKINS. No one suggested it.
Senator BLACK. Did you write any letter to him about it?
Mr. PERKINS. I used to know Newton Baker a little bit. It just

happened we belong to the same college fraternity. I knew him a
little bit, and it was a long time since I had met him, and I met him
and I explained the situation and I asked him if he would come in
and join the counsel of the appeal, and he called up David Reed and
through David Reed I learned of his acceptance first, and then I got
a letter from him.

Senator BLACK. Which one is the leading counsel?
Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Beitler.
Senator BLACK. That is all.
Mr. PERKINS. And I would like these affidavits put in with my

statement,
Senator BLACK. Very well.
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(The following letter was subsequently received and ordered
inserted in the record.)

PERKINS BATTERY CO.,
York, Pa., April 24, 1985.

Hon. Huoo L. BLACK,
United States Senator, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATCR: When you were questioning me last Wednesday as to who
'aid for the security bond which automatically placed my case on appeal to"ighe courts, I was unable to give you the name of the party, as you well remem-

ber. you seemed to think it very strange that I would be so ignorant about the
donor, and you even reminded me that I was answering questions under oath.

Quite frankly, it was very embarrassing to me at the time not to be able to recall
an incident of this nature, which naturally would seem to come within my intimate
knowledge. However, I was very truthful in saying at the time that I did not
know. It did occur to me almost immediately after the meeting had brcken up
that this bond (the cost of which I recall was $40) was paid out of the Perkins
defense fund by the custodian, H. L. Stitt, cashier of the Industrial National Bank
of West York. Attorney Love had handed me the bill and I had passed it over to
Mr. Stitt, and check was probably sent through the mail. Why I could not recall
such a simple incident is beyond my understanding except for the fact that I had
had a motor mishap on the way to Washington late the night before, and for lack
of sleep I felt sort of dazed all the time I was in the room.

The Perkins defense fund consisted of approximately $300, contributed entirely
voluntarily, and mostly by small manufacturers from many different States, but
to some extent by farmers and professional men. Examples: A small farmer in
Mississippi sent a $1 bill. A country physician in the State of Kansas sent two $1
bills. A farmer in Vermont did the same. About 10 percent of the contributors
did not even give their names or said they dare not give them. The average gift
was about $5. Every single penny from any source whatsoever, even although no
message was sent with the money, was deposited with the custodian; in all cases
where names were given receipts were issued by him.

I would thank you very much, Mr. Black, to enter this letter as a part of the
ecord, and for this purpose I am attaching an affidavit to it.

Very truly yours,
FRED PERKINS.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 24th day of April 1935.
[SALL J. C. Gnoss, Justice of the Peace.
My commission expires January 1, 1940.

(The statement and affidavits referred to in Mr. Perkins' testimony
follow:)

RELATIONS OF FRED PERKINS AND HIS MEN

One thing that made me decide I would never bow to N. R. A. was the fact
that all my life I have taken a great interest in men, and when the Government,
by arresting me, cast an implication that I had been a heartless employer, it
was almost more than I could stand. Then and there I made a resolve that I
would see this thing through to a finish, taking my own chance that truth
would come to light.

When I left college, I started in at a dollar a day as apprentice in a machine
shop-and earned another dollar each night by doing private tutoring. Later
I got a hankering to learn millwrighting in a steel plant, and I got such a job
under a particularly hard taskmaster-a master mechanic who had been raised
in the school of hard knocks. In those days, a college boy was sometimes held
in disfavor and I determined to overcome this prejudice by trying to work V
little harder than the rest. I will never forget the day he sent for me, and in
his office handed me a blueprint, telling me to get a gang of men and go out and
do that job. Teaird were actually streaming down my face as I left that little
office, realizing I had gotten a "start." As a millwright foreman over a period
of about a year, I obtained a great deal of valuable experience under this wise
but harsh man.

It is hard to satisfy youth. I know I craved to run en~ines. I would some-
times get down to the plant an hour or two before starting time and talk the
engineers of the "dinkies" (locomotives) Into allowing me to run their engines.
One day I met up with the master mechanic of another steel plant who agreed
to give me a chance to learn to operate statioAry engines. I started in-there
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as a greaser on an old-fashioned blooming-mill engine. This engine had been
designed in the days of low-pressure steam, and I noticed that under the high
pressures we were using, that the big emt-iron heads of the cylinders expanded
a half inch every time the engine had a hard pull. It is well-known that cast-
Iron will not stand much bending before it will break; it is not elastic like steel.
I called the master mechanic's attention to this expansion of the metal one day and
he offered a kind suggestion that I do not stand behind those cylinders any more
than was absolutely necessary. Two weeks after I left that engine, having been
promoted to engineer of a small engine, one of those large cylinder heads blew
200 feet-the entire length of the mill.

In those days there was very little regard for human life in the steel plants.
Ambifla ices usually came several times a day and the morgue wagon made

uite frequent trips. I give full credit to labor organizations for promoting
tate laws that gr^dually overcame the unnecessary hazards presented in nearly

all types of mills back in those days. In this plant I was promoted from engine
to engine until I finally became engineer ofa 5,000-horse power Corliss compound,
with an assistant under me.

Our lives often turn in sharp angles. A certain mining company in northern
New York State was looking for a superintendent with a lot of practical experi-
ence with machinery and they offered me the job. There I began to learn the
axt of handling fairly large bodies of men. I found it to be merely a common
sense proposition. :f you want men to give you their all (in the way of helpful-
ness) you just give tlem your all. How could I expect these men to take a
greater interest in me than*I took in them? I soon began to find that one of the
greatest pleasures I could get out of life was in developing men.

I will never forget one man, whom I made a foreman at that plant very much
against the general manager's advice. The G. M. pictured him to me as the laziest
man in 10 counties and (so he said) would be sure to demoralize the whole force
if I ever put him in charge of other men. The G. M. concluded his remarks by
saying, "The only reason we keep him here at all is because he is so darn bright
that we have him around when we really do need an exacting piece of work done."
Well, I refused to take the G. M.'s advice and in 6 months time had the satisfac-
tion of his telling me that he had made a wrong guess, that never in his life had
he seen such a change come over a man as he now observed in this one, and he
added: "I cannot yet figure out how you did it."

I believe that old-fashioned system of paternalism is intrinsically sound,
although I know it has often been overdone by greedy employers. I do not
believe any employer would find life worth living if it was publicly known that he
was getting rich while his employees were living in want. This is why I advocate
much greater publicity as to wealth, earnings and formulas by which men have
gained their successes. I think that by compulsory disclosure a man would be
automatically protected against distrust of class hatred in case he had done right
by his men; and would likewise be condemned in case he had not done right.

I know it is human nature to be selfish, but wise laws can curb selfishness. As
long as we allow groups of men to manipulate to their own advantage, in defiance
of competition and entirely without regard to the effect on the welfare of the
general public, just so long I believe we may expect to remain in the throes of a
terrible depression. This applies both to labor and to leaders of industry. Also,
I never could quite figure out why a man's right to work should not be just as
sacred a right as that to hold property; and added to this, it is surely an economic
fact that when competition of labor is shut off, a monopoly must occur which will
add an increment of increase to the selling price of the product.

While at this mining camp in upper New York State, a rather sickly looking
individual drifted into camp one day and asked for a job. He was about 10 years
older than myself and having been with French-speaking people all his life he
could talk but very little English at that time. His apparent eagerness for a job
prornpted me to give him a trial. I soon found he had more than usual ability in
handling men and I began to train him in my own natural way. I proceeded to
teach him to read and write and to figure, and above all else to talk better English.

Afier about 2 years at this camp, I changed to a large copper smelter as master
mechnic with 250 men under me at times. This man (Joe by name) shortly
afterward showed up at this copper plant and, of course, I took him on as a labor
boss. It was not long before other departments were trying to borrow him from
me-just to get some "pep" into their men (as they expressed it). It seemed to
be a fact that men would work like demons for him and call it fun. I recall where
one ruth job required 48 hours of continuous three-shift work, and as Joe was in
charge of this job I could not even persuade him to take time out during the whole
18 hour's, and I had to send all his meals to him.
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later I changed to another mining operation am superintendent. It was open-
out work with two steam shovels, several locomotives attending them, and ore

.washers to handle the ore. To this job Joe likewise followed me and became
almost indispenmble in the 2 yer I was there. When I moved to Seattle to go
into the machinery business, Joe even followed me there. I helped fit him out to
go to Alaska which seemed to be his destination. When he returned the following
year he said he had "frozen his I ." I sent him back east to his relatives.

he died they wrote me that =at words were a messe to "Mr. Perkins."
No ope can make me believe that paternalism is slavery. It is mutual confidence
in eath other, making for efficiency and progress. I know I would have laid down
my life for that man and I believe he would have done the same for me. There
was a certain nobleness about his character that made an impression with me that
will remain as long as I live.

An incident in connection with my work at the last mining camp (before I went
to Seattle) is well worth relating. This particular camp had never before been
known to pay. Dating back to almost the days of the Revolution, it had changed
hands dozens of times. On the property there were 60 to 70 tenant houses (mostly
log houses) from which we of labor. Also, these tenants
had lived in those houzie m 2 to 3 gene ra and -had intermarried so
extensively that they of constituted one big f which would be bound
to act in unison a e slightest provocation in an seemingly unjust.
I beUeve they c tuted the best cla of help tbt could ound anywhere in
Ammisca for th rk we hadathan, I want remark that the
housewives these little h kep ev g spotlessly regularly
whitewa heir houses ces each intained a v e garde
in whichsa toogea e.

I tsaw in order o perae a fit tt it would necessary
to run th machinery t oept for t men) both
day and t right throu o r I got my es from
o ttc in the steelplants as o rt cular pr tion pay.
ie b ro hematite ore lay in ye dtveins as far as e and then w down

the from ove ore thg
Tro several en ion of running a mining

operti at night r eve pin iery go during the sual rest
penod noon. I new the 'od bwnee when I announce y plans
ut I a&tthe urge y of ocaion. fl# that with a telep ne beside

my bed ( my home way) sd obon I thatlIcould, y running
nights, e out the pings fasteuggWto pert ore was i each day
instead of . them once or twi week former

Just as rpected, I started re on w I annou my plans
one noon o . Every e job threaten to it. I alo the antago-
nism to re te height an Imouteda daddy aboutas
follows-. "You ust admit you er before had any o in charge here
who has taken e a small part of the interest in you that I ye taken. I put
new sash in you r uses, laid new floors and new roofs ere needed, built a
front porch on each e and improved the sanitary iions at every home.
I have provided dances @ntertainments for you ve even opened a night
school to teach a lot of you a towrite. Into every home I
have been many times to satisfy my you wer ad comfortable. You have
come to know every inch of erkins and now I am going to ask that you
take an interest in him. I was sent down here to make this job pay and I see
only one way to accomplish it, and, by thunder, I am going to try out this scheme
of mine-to see how it work--even if I have to fire every man on the place and
bring in outsiders to give it a trial. If you appreciate what I have done for you,
you will now do something for me."

There was hush. Full well they knew every word I had said was true. They
gathered together in groups and finally selected a spokesman to advise me that
they would give the "fool notion" a trial just to show me that it wouldn't work.
Immediately we started in on the new scheme with my faithful Joe in charge of
the night work, and within a week I had men begging me to allow them to go on
that night shift. They began to see that the operation could be made to pay,
and there was enthusiasm in that camp such as they had never known before.

Take it from me, workmen do like to see a business pay. I surely got a won-
derful send-off from those men when I left that camp. The owners brought in
a new man who immediately drifted back to old methods, so I am told, and it
was not many months until they got discouraged and shut down that plant and
it has never been reopened from tha y to this. Still I say that paternalism
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when rightly handled does pay. You must be your brother's keeper if you wish
to hold him as a brother.

Man years were to pass before I again was to experience the employment of
men; this time in my own factory, manufacturing storage batteries for farmers.
This time I was on my own and rather a small "own" at that. I was to discover
that the same principles applied to running a battery code came into effect, I
was paying about the standard wage that other industries in York County paid.
I was not getting rich, but I was steadily building up trade and continually
enlarging my plant.

Always it was in my heart to try to do better by every man who stuck by me.
I had a very distinctive feeling that wages were not the only thing that would
bring out the best in a man. I could not immediately offer any great induce-
ments in the form of wages, but I could at least take an interest in the lives of the
men; visit their homes and satisfy myself that families of my men were not in
distress. One young fellow took a notion to accompany some other boys on an
excursion aboard a freight train one day, without taking the trouble to ask off.
I did not learn the true facts until lie called me "long distance collect", from aLoint 150 miles away, to beg me to get him out of jail. I arranged for his release.

began to notice it was always the boss they caine to when they got into trouble.
One older man got into an auto wreck, was charged with assault and battery

and, of course, it was the boss who bailed him out. When any of them wanted
to make a payment on a car or something similar, it was always the boss to whom
they came for an advance on future wages, and almost invariably they got it.
I doubt if there is a man who has worked for me for any length of time who could
not recall a good many occasions where I had helped him out-consisting often of
paying small bills for him without deducting from his wages. Until rather
recently, I employed a colored boy who started with me at IS years of age and
worked quite stcadily for me for 5 whole years. This boy was tle oldest of 8 or 9
children and the mother was on a widow's pension. Maiy times have I been into
this boy's home to see for myself how things really were going. My children's
playthings, after the newness had worn off, usually went to their house.

I seemed to feel a moral obligation that the family conditions of any man who
worked for me were to be made as good as I could help make them. I could never
quite lose the thought that I nad no right to expect a man to take a greater
interest in me than I took in him, and in a selfish way I wanted the beat service
that every man could give me. This colored boy really became quite popular
among the white men because of the interest he took in his work.

If I had really made anything more for myself than a living, I would have per-
haps felt a little differently toward National Recovery Administration. I went
10 years without a new suit and during this time my wife made all her own
clothes. It was a new experience to have to buy second-hand furniture, but it
was the best I could do. Even our family car was an old Buick which cost the
munificent sum of $165 and which I overhauled myself.

When I divorced my first wife I had given her everything I had in the world
in lieu of pain alimony. It was an option that the judge offered me. When
I left Mr. H. . Gitt (at Hanover, Pa.) to go into business for myself at York
(20 miles away) I had accumulated nothing. As Mr. Gitt would testify, I re-
mained with him in Hanover a whole year (after he had brought me back from
the West) at a salary merely large enough to support my family-instead of
accepting the $100 a week that he repeatedly tried to thrust upon me. I had
opened a Pacific coast distributing branch for him (for farm lighting plants) in
Spokane just before the panic of 1920 hit the country. I had chosen commission
rather than salary, and when the crash came I told him I would stick it out.

At that time I gave up my room in a boarding house, rigged up a bedroom in
one corner of the basement of our store and went there to live until I married
my present wife-and then moved to her small cottage in Spokane. I stuck out
that depression for 3 years and then Mr. Gitt decided to bring me East and give
me an outright interest in his business in addition to making me his general sales
manager. It was only after arriving in Hanover that I felt I could not quite
conscientiously accept the new sales policies outlined by him, and therefore I
declined his kind offer. As related above, I remained with him for another year
before moving to York and hitting out for myself-in an old Ford sedan in which
I made my bed on the road each night during my first summer and fall in the new
business. I want to say in passing tht I still hold an intense admiration for
Mr. Gitt. Men can disagree in their policies and still be great friends.

I feel that in arresting me and throwing me into jail that the National Recovery
Administration did me a great injustice, and consequently I am determined never
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to bow down to them. I expect that during the past few months I have been
called a "fool" oftener than any other man in the State of Pennsylvania. A
question very commonly put to me is: "Why don't you make a million out of the
advertising you have received?" I reply by saying, "I am just not built that
way." I don't want to capitalize on this kind of advertising. I have turned
down chances. After I see that I have finally licked the National Recovery
Administration I am going to try to build up my battery business. The presentisinot the time. (Signed) FREDERICK CLARK PERKINS.

subscribed and sworn to before me this 15th day of April 1935,
(SEAL] J. C. GROSSJustice of Aeace.

(My commission expires Jan. 1, 1940.)

AFFIDAVITS By EMPLOYEES OF PERKINS BATTERY Co.

YoRx, PA., December 1, 1934.
Chester L. Wilt of York, Pa., deposes and says: I have been working for the

Perkins Battery &o. for approximately 2 years. I testified in the Federal Court
at H arrisburg at the trial of Mr. Perkins that my rate of pay when working by the
honur was 20 cents. * * * Since the 16th day of October 1933, when the
Battery Code went into effect, I have up until December 1, 1934, worked a total
of 1,994 hours, receiving in pay a total of $583.27, an average of 28 cents per hour.
At times I have made as high as 60 cents an hour on piece work, but the minimum
of 20 cents per hour (on straight time) brought the average down to 28 cents.

Time and again (in addition) Mr. Perkins has turned over to me the engine-
repair work that came In from farmers, and for this work I charged 50 cents per
hour and was never asked by Mr. Perkins to turn any of this money back to him,
even although he allowed me free use of his shop, his tools and electricity, At

'times when. I have needed money for special purposes, in amounts beyond my
earnings, Mr. Perkins has willingly advanced me such money.

At no time have I ever seen anything to Indicate that any of the employees were
dissatisfied with their treatment at the hands of Mr. Perkins. We all felt that
he sympathized with us and was trying to do the best he could to help us. If
any employee ever complained of him to Netional Recovery Administration I
certainly have never heard of It. (Signed) CHESTER L. Winr.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this the 12th day of December 1934,
[SIAL] C. M. STAUFIER,

Notary Public.
(My commission expires Feb. 23, 1935.)

YORK, PA., December i, 1934,
J. B. Jones, of York, Pa., deposes and says: I have worked for the Perkins

Battery Co. for just 1 year. I started in at 20 cents per hour and was raised in
April of this year to 22 cents. I have had regular work every day since I started.
In the peak of the battery season we sometimes work 9 hours, but regularly it
has been 8 hnurs and on Saturday 4 hours.

I came to Mr. Perkins seeking employment after voluntarily dropping another
job that hardly paid enough for me to exist. My earnings with Mr. Perkins have
been sufficient to enable me to pay up all my back bill and to buy what additional
clothing that I needed. * * * During the 8 years that I have been In York I
have found that living expense in this community is far less than in the larger
cities to which I had formerly been accustomed.

Throughout my constant daily association with all Perkins employees (totaling
20 men in the peak season) I have never heard any remark that would indicate
to me that any employee had ever made a complaint against Mr. Perkins to
National Recovery Administration.

[SEAL) (Signed) J. B. JoNEs.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this the 12th day of December 1934. C. M.
Stauffer (notary public). My commission expires February 23, 1935.
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LETTER FROM FRED PERKINS TO H. N. GITT, HANOVER, PA.

DECEMBER 9, 1934.
DEAR MR. GrIn. Time Magazine (address, Chrysler Building, New York City)

is about to write up a story about the Perkins case and about Fred Perkins
individually.

I am wondering is you would do me this favor: To write immediately to
Miss Mary Fraser care of the editorial department, and tell her what you your-
self know about Fred Perkins-with particular reference to the fact that Ipre.
ferred to stay with you without a stipulated salary (you giving me whatever I
needed to get along on) than to accepting a really generous salary either from
you or form any other man, In other words, I wish to establish the fact that I
deliberately turned down offers of money while I was with you-and consequently
had accumulated no funds at time I struck out for myself 10 years ago.

If you wish, you can also tell them to what extent you found me honest and
sincere. You know it is a little hard for a man to toot his own horn, and yet the
Time Magazine sort of placed me in the embarrassing position of being compelled
to tell about myself in the absence of anyone else to toot the horn for me.

I think you catch the idea, Mr. Gitt. In order that they may receive the
material in time to use, it would be necessary for you to get your letter off in good
season tomorrow, and it would be best if you would add a special delivery stamp
to assure prompt attention.Cordially yours, (Signed) FRED PERKINS.

LETrER FROM SERVICE SUPPLY Co., YORK, PA., TO MANUFACTURERS'
ASSOCIATION OF YORK, PA.

AUGUST 3, 1931.
GENTLEMEN: Mr. Fred Perkins has been dealing with us for about 5 years.

His firm builds farm-lighting batteries exclusively and therefore their sales are
largely to farmers. Since their competitors offer batteries on a time-payment
plan, the Perkins Co. is likewise forced to do so. Because Mr. Perkins' capital
was limited, he was obliged to offer farmers' checks in payment for raw materials
with his own endorsement as a guaranty of payment. These checks were
accepted by us, by prearrangement, in exchange for our merchandise. At
various times we have held as high as $200,00 in such checks and in only two
instances did any come back-Mr. Perkins making these two good in cash.

Any move your body can make in Mr. Perkins' behalf we assure you will be
appreciated.

Yours very truly, Smanc. SUPPLY CO.,

R. F. WANTZ, Treasurer.

LETTER FROM EVANS LEAD Co. (GEoRGE A. RowLEY, MANAGER) PHILADELPHIA,
PA. (SuBsIDIARY Or NATIONAL LEAD) TO MANUFACTuRERS' AsSOCIATION OF
YoaK, PA.

JULT 30, 1934.
GENTLEMEN: Mr. Fred Perkins of your city happens to be welI known to the

writer, and as a letter concerning him might be of service to you I take pleasure
in writing.

My dealings with Mr. Perkins have extended over the past several years and
during this time he has proven himself on more than one occasion to be a man of
his word and one with whom it has been a pleasure to do business. I have the
greatest confidence in his integrity and his constant desire to fulfill his obligations.

Mr. Perkins has been working under a tremendous handicap in an effort to
establish his business in the face of many adverse conditions and with practically
no capital reserve. As a result of this fact it has been necessary for him and my-
self to work out some plan whereby he could secure from us raw materials needed to
conduct his business and for which he would be able to give some warranty of
future payment.

His business is conducted almost exclusively with farmers and it has been the
custom of these farmers to give Perkins certain checks which are not post dated,
yet which bear notations to be held to certain future dates before presenting.
Have held close to $1,000 in these farmers' checks at one time, and as the deposit
date arrives they are put through our bank with our own endorsement under
Perkins' endorsement. With but one or two exceptions they have lwavs been
paid, and the few exceptions were made good In cash by Perkins within 48 hours.

119782--35--PT O-35
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I have not taken these checks as a last resource in settlement in any sense
whatsoever, but have accepted them with full understanding that they are in
payment of materials furnished.

hope the information contained in the foregoing will be of some service to
both yourselves and to Mr. Perkins.

Very truly yours,
GEe. A. ROWLEY, Manager.

LEtrR FROM JOHN H. MYERS LUMBER Co., YORK, PA., TO MANUFACTURERS'

ASSOCIATION OF YORK, PA.

AUGUST 1, 1934.
GENTLEMEN: Mr. Perkins takes from time to time certain forms of checks ing ayment for batteries furnished to farmers. It is clear that they cannot be used

y anyone until their deposit date. Mr. Perkins suggested that he needed some
lumber which he wished to pay for with these checks; we accepted his proposition
and supplied him with lumber to extent of $241.60. The checks were all paid as
they fell due.

We will personally appreciate anything you may do to aid Mr. Perkins.
Yours very respectfully, JoHN H. MnnRs.

LETTER FROM THE PASCHALL OXYGEN Co., PHILADELPHIA, PA., TO MANUFAC-

TURERS' ASSOCIATION OF YORK, PA.

AUGUST 1, 1934.
GENTLEMEN: We have been asked to write to you direct in regard to our rela-

tions with the Perkins Battery Co. of your city. It has been our pleasure to do
business with Mr. Perkins since 1928.

As a matter of cooperation, we agreed, about a year ago, to accept checks drawn
to the order of Perkins Battery Co. and submitted by farmers in the surrounding
territory-with payment dates several months beyond the original dates of the
checks. Settlement of our account in this manner, while a bit unusual, has been
acceptable and we have been satisfied to continue our regular line of credit with
settlement being made on this basis.

This information is submitted in strict confidence and without responsibility
on our part, but we trust it does answer your requirements. If we can be of
further assistance do not hesitate to write us.

Very truly yours,
PASCHALL OXYGEN CO.,
N. BAUKRERS, Credit Department.

LETTER FROM FULTON, MEEHING & HAUSER Co., YORK, PA. (WHOLESALE
HARDWARE) TO MANUFACTUmais' AssoCIATION or YORK, PA.

AUGUST 2, 1934.
GENTLEMEN: Mr. Perkins has been buying from us since 1925, his highest credit

during that time beinq $100. It seems that Mr. Perkins sells his batteries on
installment terms, taking checks in advance for each installment payment and
agreeing to hold and deposit them on the due dates. He has been endorsing
such checks over to us, sometimes as much as 3 months before they are due.
Of course you understand that it is not our usual way of doing business but we
agreed to cooperate with Mr. Perkins by selling him goods in this manner until
he could get on his feet financially.

Mr. Perkins seems to be on the Job all the time and we believe that assistance
such as this will enable him to pull through and keep his plant going.Yours, truly, FULTON MzEmwo & HAusn Co.,

D. C. Hif .

YORK, PA., December 15, 1934.
John L. Goodling of York, Pa., deposes and says: I have worked for the Perkins

Battery Co. for approximately 2 years. I will be 19 years old on the 25th of this
month. In the case against Frederick C. Perkins In the Federal court at Harris-
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burg I testified that my normal rate of pay when working by the hour has been
20 cmts

Since the Battery Code went into effect on October 16, 1933, the records show
that I have worked up until December 1 of this year a total of 1,479$ hours,
have earned a total of $465.02 and that the average earnings per hour (combining
both time and piecework) has been about 31$ cents. Because of my age and lack
of a trade I do not know where I could obtain a job if I was to be thrown out of
work here.

I am partly the support of my parents and four children younger than myself.
We are .airly close neighbors of Mr. Perkins in West York and both he and Mrs.
Perkins have taken a very human interest in our family. Most certainly I would
not make a complaint against him to National Recovery Administration.

SSEAL] JOHN L. GOODLINO.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this the 12th day of December 1934.
C. M. STAUFFER, Notary Public.

YORK, PA., December 12, 1984.
Thomas J. Martin deposes and says: I had been without work for 2 years and

about the 1st of January of this year I asked Mr. Perkins of the Perkins Battery
Co. for a job. I was given a try-out at 20 cents an hour and after about a week
I was raised to 25 cents an hour. I have worked regularly every day since I
started, except for a brief illness, and have been very thankful for the job.

I can further state that Mr. Perkins has repeatedly asked me about conditions
within my home, has satisfied himself that we were comfortable and on two
occasions has made visits to my home. Occasionally, small bills have been paid
by Mr. Perkins without deducting from my wages.

Not to my knowledge have any of Mr. Perkins' employees ever made complaint
to National Recovery Administration regarding wages or anything else. The
working force at the factory consisted of about 10 men in summer and 20 in
winter.

[eEALI THOMAS J. MARTIN.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 12th day of December 1934.

C. M. STAUFFER, Notary Public.
My commission expires February 23, 1935.

ExcanpTs FROM LETTERS WRITTEN DY FRED PERKINS

"I see very clearly where compulsory education, and particularly higher edu-
cation, has created a demand for greater opportunities to round out a fullness of
life. The average person sees no ready means of attaining wealth and the
formulas by which others have attained it are shielded from him. It is only
natural that his analytical mind should begin to crave something that it could
not clearly define. Gradually, over a period of years, these cravings have as-
sumed a form or resistance, manifested by individuals forming into groups and
each group manipulating to its own advantage without regard to effect on the
general mass."

"My idea is that a frontal attack (disclosure of wealth, earnings and activities)
on the men who have achieved success would lessen and in time eliminate this
resistance. It is my belief that the Lincoln which this country must eventually
develop before we can emerge from the 'fix' we are in, will succeed in bringing our
people into common lines of thought through winning their confidence and draw-
Ing them to a clear understanding of the futility of trying to defeat nature's laws."

"I was prompted to write a new philosophy through listening to talks by
Father Coughlin. He had a great deal to say about 'an assured living' but
never mentioned 'an opportunity to make a living,' and to my mind these two
lines of thought lead us in exactly opposite directions. The farmer used to say
'Keep my taxes down and give me a chance to save and I will take care of myself',
but from now on, if votes continue to follow their present trend the farmer will
soon begin to concern himself with whatever favors the Government will extend."

"A nation forges ahead by breeding workers rather than sluggards, and if our
present system of trying to progress under artificial laws is continued for a few
years we will begin to see America lose the coloring that our forefathers gave it.
I could never clearly see why a right to work should not be as sacred a heritage
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as the rijht to hold property, and I think it is a trust that the Government should
asume.

"I cannot believe it possible that a nation partly boom but mostly broke can
ever expect to progress until something has been done to again establish our
economic system under nature's laws. I believe, with Clarence Darrow, that the
natural state is the primitive state, and that all our attainments in life are what
we can make them or possibly what we may individually have inherited."

"I notice the industrialists iii general seem to be as heartily in favor of N. R. A.
as d the people on relief-who seem to think that the set-up is just great. Now
if te farmers likewise are taken care of at the expense of the remaining class-
who are neither industrialists, farm, rs, nor subsistence receivers-I am wonder-
ing just how long it will be before something terrible will happen. The great
difficulty, in my mind, is to impress our people with the fact that, new price
levels are caused by hidden taxes (and many of them) in everything we purchase."

"I noticed that Mr. Lippman rightly feels very wrathy about the 'pink slip.'
I felt that the logic of David Reed should have won him a reelection, yet it failed.
I felt that the logic of Hucy Long in his share-the-wealth radio broadcast was
altogether wrong, yet it is reported that he received 64,000 favorable replies and
only 9 critical ones. Facts like these should make us sit up and think."

"Our people demand something which they cannot define, and the man who can
define it for them can ultimately be placed in a position of great power. The
fate of a nation depends upon whom this man shall be. Never since the day of
Lincoln have our people needed a correct-thinking shepherd as they do at this
very moment. It is not a very great leap from dictatorship to a monarchy-
where a favored few express their views through a figurehead and strife for office
is eliminated."

"Pensions and such-like are altruistically fine, but can our country afford to
pauperize its great middle class for the sake of realizing altruistic motives long
before the millennium is anywhere in sight?"

"An employer's own protection is to pa3, wages sufficiently high to "hold" the
workers that he really wants to keep. My own ideas about getting out of a de-
pression is to eliminate taxes as much as possible and to lower the price level on
merchandise to a point where we can offer bargains to foreign countries. A boom
in the manufacture of cotton ginning machinery for export to Egypt and South
America is surely no sign of a revival in cotton growing in our own country."

"I tried out my article, A New Philosophy, on a few of my friends, among
them Mr. Mark Sullivan, who replied that he was interested very much and that
it was both humane and practical. However, he cautioned me not to appear to
be setting myself up as a philosopher at the very time I was trying so hard to estab-
lish my independence as a small manufacturer. I ask you to please treat it
confidentially."

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT J. BARRETT, WASHINGTON, D. C., REP-
RESENTING NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MASTER PLUMBERS

(The witness having first been duly sworn, testified as follows:)
Senator BLACK. You are here representing the National Associa-

tion of Master Plumbers?
Mr. BARRETT. Yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. Have you a statement?
Mr. BARRETT. I will take about 5 minutes.
Senator BLACK. Proceed.
Mr. BARRETT. Probably no industry exceeded the plumbing con-

tracting industry in its admiration for the National Industrial Recov-
ery Act when it was enacted, or was more hopeful of being benefited
by it. Our industry, on which over 600,000 persons depend for a
livelihood, was in distress. We believed that the National Industrial
Recovery Act offered us the solution to many of our troubles. We
read the act and paid tribute to the sublimity of its language and to
the high purposes expressed in it.
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A year and 9 months have passed. We will pay tribute to the lan-
guage and purposes of the act; but our hope that our industry would
find a solution for many of its difficulties through activities under the
act has rapidly waned. Possibly we expected too much. Possibly
we too literally interpreted the language of the act. Possibly we were
over sanguine in our belief that a group of persons could be rapidly
assembled to administer the act in the spirit we found reflected in its
langua-e.

It is only by contrasting the hopes of 21 months ago with the
realities of today that we can bring to the committee a true picture
of conditions as they now exist in our industry under our code.

Twenty-one months ago, when we read the language of section 3 (a)
of the act, we believed that when an equitable code, proposed by a
group truly representative of the trade or industry, was approved by
the President its provisions would be enforced on all persons, corpora-
tions, or entities engaged in that trade or industry. Now we know,
that in our industry at least, special corporate interests, such as mail-
order houses and their retail subsidiaries, gas utilities, and others who
are members of our industry, have successfully evaded its provisions
to the detriment and demoralization of the other members of our
industry, who represent at least 90 percent of the total volume of busi-
ness in the industry. Repeated requests that these highly organized
interests be brought under our code, to the end that fair competition
would result, have been either disregarded or speciously evaded. The
result has been that the majority of the industry, operating under the
high standards imposed by the code, find their business drifting away
into the hands of those corporate and other interests who operate as
theT choose without let or hindrance.

Iwenty-one months ago, when we read section 3 (f) of the act
we believed that swift and just retribution would be visited on those
who violated any of the provisions of a Presidentially approved code.
Knowing human nature, we recognized that all members of the indus-
try would not voluntarily comply with the code, and we believed that a
few convictions of violators would have a salutary effect on wavering
or unconvinced members of the industry. Today we know that viola-
tion of our code does not bring retribution; but, rather, results in
pecuniary benefit to the violator. The result has been that, lacking
,ffective assumption by the N. R. A. of its clear enforcement duty,
our self-elected code authority is practically impotent arid our eulogies
of the N. I. R. A. and our promise of relief to the industry are flung
back at us as discredited lies.

Twenty-one months ago we were patient. As practical men we
realized that the millennium would not arrive over night. We
appreciated the tremendous organization problem confronting the
Ad ministrator. When our code was approved we did not rush
headlong into soliciting money to put it into operation. We dug
down into the resources of our trade association, accumulated over
a period of years, in the belief that we could not justify collections
until we demonstrated benefits to the members of our industry. But
our patience, and our resources, are approaching the end. We
expected to find orderly procedure and centralized responsibility
slowly emerge from the formative stages of the N. R. A. Instead
we find the same labyrinth of offices and jurisdictions and the same
haggling and compromising. We agreed with President Roosevelt
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when he said on September 30, 1934, "We have passed through the
formativeperod of code making." It is apparent to us today that
we are still in the twilight zone of code rumination; but not code
action.

The statements we have made are not the unconsidered utterances
of a disillusioned industry. We make them without rancor and in
full recognition of the possibility that we may be called upon to
substantiate them. We are prepared to substantiate them, lest we
be considered mere destructive critics. May we sug est that certain
things are necessary to reestablish the N. R. A. in industrial and pub-
lic confidence. These suggestions are:

1. That the fundamental principle be asserted and made controlling
that all persons, firms, corporations, or other entities dealing in the
same products or services be placed under the same code.

2. That the enforcement personnel be strengthened and adequate
legal support ba given to their activities by approaching legislation.

3. That administrative machinery and authority be concentrated
as much as possible, consistent with a democratic form of government;
and that a clear distinction be drawn between purely advisory, and
administrative and executive functions.

We are not despondent. We believe that the Congress which con-
ceived the N. R. A. is competent to correct the defects of its admin-
istration. To us it appears a task of turning high principles into
practical realities. We believe that the elected representatives of
the people are able to accomplish this.

Senator BLACK. Is Mr. Bloome here?
(No response.)
Senator BLACK. Mr. O'Connell.

TESTIMONY OF HAROLD J. O'CONNELL, NEW YORK, REPRESENT-
ING A GROUP OF INDEPENDENT NEW YORK WHOLESALE FOOD
COMPANIES

(The witneb having been first duly sworn, testified as follows:)
Senator BLACK. Where do you live?
Mr. O'CONNELL. Staten Island in New York.
Senator BLACK. What is your business?
Mr. O'CONNELL. Wholesale food business.
Senator BLACK. Do you appear representing an organization or'

individually?
Mr. O'CONNELL. A group of New York wholesale food companies,

independent food companies.
Senator BLACK. How many?
Mr. O'CONNELL. Twenty-one.
Senator BLACK. Have you a statement you desire to make?
Mr. O'CONNELL. Yes, sir. I was asked to come down here to

Washington among other things to testify for this committee on two
phases of the investigation.

First, the failure of the N. R. A. to curb mono polisti, , tendencies on
the part of the large food combines, and second, the difficulties of small
business methods of administering 7 (a) features under the N. R. A.
codes.

As we understand it, the N. R. A. was not designed to change the
old practical method or system. It was designed to eliminate the
evils of it anti to replace or to throw out the cut-throat practices and
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extreme competition, and unfair methods which resulted from the
fact that there was not sufficient business to go around to supply the
larger companies whose sales had been curtailed.

We have a particular illustration in mind, and that is the Great
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. They have recently departed from their
usual policy and have entered the wholesale food business, the
business of whoelsale food distribution. They have a purchasing
power of $800,000,000 a year, and through the various methods of
secret rebates and discounts and other forms of trade practice, which
is covered in a report by the Federal Trade Commission to the
Senate, they are afforded a competitive advantage over us. We
think we conclusive prove that the A. & P. have the ability to manipu-
late and control food commodity markets. We believe that is equally
true of some of the other large food combines. It is our understand-
ing that the Federal Trade commission views the manipulation of
food commodity markets as monopolistic. The mere fact that a
market can be manipulated, can be controlled, can be changed, raised
or lowered by any one influence, indicates that that influence has
control of the supply.

The A. & P. Co., we believe, have gone beyond the bounds of fair
practice, and in order to obtain their new business, their wholesale
business, they are using coercive methods.

They control an enormous amount of freight. We believe they are
using this freight traffic as a lever to obtain business from public
carriers. We believe that they are using the lever of these tremendous
cash positions in the larger banks in order to obtain wholesale business,
because the banks in New York particularly are all involved in the
operation of one or more hotels as trustees or through some other
interest.

We believe that the N. R. A. was designed to protect us, to make
the small merchant protected from that form of competition. We
believe that it was an emergency measure enacted because the or-
dinary machinery of government was not rapid enough in its methods
to control the situation to eliminate these coercive methods, and to
eliminate these unfair practices.

There are other food combines who have evidenced the ability to
manipulate markets. I have in mind particularly the Borden Co.
This is based entirely on information and belief, since I have no access
to their records, but I think it is true and it is current report in the
industry. They bought during the fresh production, enormous
quantities of butter at a low price of approximately 28 cents a pound.
They had a virtual control of the storage butter market. The
market went to approximately 36 or 38 cents a pound, the spot
market. With the control of storage butter, they were able to feed
out quantities of it for public consumption in a manner to control
the stock market. They not only did that, but 4hey sold this butter
to consumers in competition with other small food distributors at
3 and 4 cents a pound below the current market.

We are absolutely unequipped and incapable of meeting that form
of competition. We feel that we are entitled to protection against it.
You gentlemen, the Congress, and the Government of the United
States said to us small business men in enacting the N. R. A. legisla-
tion, "We will protect you against the evils of these large food com-
bines and other competitive sources. We will put competition on a
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fair and decent basis. We will make a contract with you to that effect,
but it is not going to be a one-sided contract." You said to us,
"In return for this privilege or improvement in your business and this
protection against your larger and more powerful competitors, we
expect you to increase wages and increase employment to the reduc-tion in hours."

Everyone subscribed to it. Everyone entered into that contract
with the Government. Everyone of substance signed the Presi-
dedt's Reemployment Agreement. They expectedsomething in
return for what they gave. They reduced hours, they increased
wages, and in the food business in particular, we receivednothing in
return.

We do not quarrel with the spirit of the N. R. A. at all, or the
original intent, but we do quarrel with the failure to administer it,
especially by the inability to administer it. We feel that the diffi-
culty may lie in the fact that the law was not properly drawn, at any
rate, the effect was not one originally contemplated in the food
business.

As an illustration of that, the method of administering section 7
(a) throws us at a material disadvantage. The A. & P. Co., for
example, with this $800,000,000 purchasing power had a tremendous
advantage right there. In addition to that, they had a material wage
differential. As a specific example, we will take the commodity of
es, which they are tremendous consumers of tremendous users.

They were paying egg candlers approximately $19 to $22 a week.
The independent egg wholesale merchants were paying about $25
to $33 or $35. My particular company was paying $32 a week,
while the A. & P. was paying an average, I believe, of $20.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. Was this prior to the code?
Mr. O'CONNELL. Yes, sir; it was, and I believe it still exists today.

In the manner of administering section 7 (a), we were completely
deprived of our defenses against the racketeering form of labor and
legitimate uniform methods.

A great wave of strikes followed. The N. R. A., particularly the
local regional board, was interested only in how many strikes they
could settle. They had no interest in who paid the bills. In our
case, a strike was called through an error. The union there said
that they believed that we were affiliated with another company
whose employees were on strike, but there was absolutely no connec-
tion whatever between the two companies. But they called a strike
on us in this belief. We were paying $32 a week. The largest com-
pany in the world in that particular line was paying $20 a week.
We were paying 60 percent more than they were.

Senator LA FOLLETTS. What were the minimums in the code?
Mr. O'CONNELL. $15 a week. There has been no code promulgated

for that particular Itusiness even to this day. We opposed any in-
crease in wages-

Senator LA FOLLETTE (interrupting). Are you still operating under
the President's agreement in that industry?

Mr. O'CONNELL. Yes, sir; we are. No code has been signed.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Has it ever been prepared?
Mr. O'CONNELL. There has been a great many prepared, but the

N. R. A. did not approve any. The unions demanded that we in-
crease our wages from $32 to $38 per week, and that we reduce our
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hours from 48 to 40. We refused to reduce our hours, because the
Government had issued an exception to the N. R. A. authorizing us
to work 48 hours. Not us particularly, but the entire industry.

The local regional board harassed us as much as they could, pri-
marily for the purpose of settling the strike. We had police protec-
tion. They even went to the extent of trying to have the police
protection removed. The local head of the regional labor board
demanded that I agree to arbitrate. I said that I could not arbitrate
because we were already paying a fair living wage, we were paying
more than most of our competitors, very much more than the larger
food combines, and that we could not raise our wages and meet any
form of competition.

This person responded that we were getting police protection and
therefore we could hold out as long as we wanted to without arbitrat-
ing. I told him that we were entitled to police protection. They
responded that we might not have it, as long as we expected it, and
that if we did not have police protection, implying that if were sub-
jected to violence, we would be compelled to arbitrate. A few days
iater this person went to the mayor, Mayor LaGuardia and reported
this situation, and reported to me that unless we agreed to arbitrate
by the following Monday, the police protection would be removed
and then we would be compelled to arbitrate. I responded to the
effect that if that were done, I would put armed guards on our trucks
with shotguns and we would protect our property, and that the chair-
man of the local regional board would have to take the responsibilities.
That was done to settle the labor difficulty.

Nothing was done to raise the A. & P. wages to a point where we
would be on an equal competitive basis. The A. & P. are large enough
and wealthy enough and have enough resources to combat any form
of unionism. They can continue to pay $20 a week or $22, while we
are compelled to pay $32.

We are now paying $35, because after the strike was declared off,
we raised the wages to $35.

I say, we do not quarrel with the spirit or the intent of the law, and
we think that under proper conditions it will be very effective, but
we are entitled to some protection against the coercive methods of the
larger combines, we are entitled to rapid protection that the Federal
Trade Commission cannot ordinarily give us because it takes them 2
years or more to investigate a case, and if we are to remain in the
present position of being at such a treme dous disadvantage because
of wage differentials, because of their ability to demand business
through the tremendous freight they control, and because of their
banking connections, it won't be long after they have entered the
business on a general scale before practically every wholesale marchant
is out of business, and the effect of that will be that the farmer will lose
one of his most important outlets.

Now, there are only two outlets. There are the wholesale dealers
and the large chain stores who buy directly from the farmers. If you
eliminate, the independent wholesalers because of this competition of
the large chains, particularly the A. & P., the farmer will lose one out-
let, it will become thoroughly monopolistic, and the A. & P. will not
only be able to manipulate markets, but to determine under any and
all conditions, the price that they choose to pay for any farm produce.

I think that covers all I have to say, Senator.
Senator BLACK. Thank you very much.
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TESTIMONY OF H. S. BROWN, ASSISTANT TO THE ADMINISTRA-
TIVE OFFICER, NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION

(The witness having been first duly sworn, testified as follows:)
Senator BLACK. You had some papers you wanted to put in the

record.
Mr. BROWN. Yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. You are with the National Recovery Adminis-

tration?
Mr. BROWN. Yes sir.
Senator BLACK. What is your position?
Mr. BROWN. My title is assistant to the administrative officer.
Senator BLACK. You have some records that you were requested tobring ?r. BROWN. Mr. Vose, my assistant, was requested to bring some

records, and there they are [indicating].
Senator BLACK. What are they?
Mr. BROWN. My desire was, if possible, in addition to presenting

these, to make a brief statement regarding the budget situation. I
thought perhaps I might clarify it for the committee, but if the time is
too short-

Senator BLACK. (interrupting). What are the records? Suppose
you call them off and mark them as exhibits.

Mr. BROWN. Will you do that, Mr. Vose?
Mr. VosE. Exhibit no. I is a list dated February 18, 1935, of 71

approved budgets which, prorated to an annual basis amounts
$100,000 or more each. The total amount involved is $38,362,207;
273 small budgets amount to $4,852 876.

The total amount on an annual basis of these 344 budgets is
$43,215,083.

Exhibit no. 2: An analysis of the code authority salaries.
Exhibit no. 3: A summary of the progress made in budget exanina-

tion up to March 15, 1935. This accounts for budgets applicable to
551 figured by national codes and 195 supplementary codes.

Fxhibit no. 4: The standard mandatory provision devised by the
N. R. A. to assist in making collection of the contributions.

Exhibit no. 5: Additional information regarding the mandatory
amendment situation.

Exhibit no. 6: Has to do with the contribution, and the method of
handling every part of the question.

Exhibit no. 7: A study we have of the problem of multiple secre-
taries.

Exhibit no. 8: A brief summary of part of the approval of the baking
industry budget.

Exhibit no. 9: Similarly a brief summary on the bituminous coal
industry budget.

Exhibit no. 10. The same regarding the Lumber and Timber
Products Code Authority.

Exhibit no. 11: Covers the motor vehicle retail trade.
Exhibit no. 12: The retail trade.
Exhibit no. 13: The report we received in connection with the

voluntary finance operations of the National Electrical Manufac-
turing Association.
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This is not an exhibit on our part, but I was requested to bring a
sample or samples of the abstracts made from the various letters
covering the complaints that came to N. R. A.

Senator BLACK. Mark it as an exhibit and put it on file.
Mr. VosE. That will be no. 14.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Would you like to make a statement, Mr.

Brown?
Mr. BROWN. I would like to make a brief one. These statements

here, together with a great many others, have been compiled begin-
ning last December up to date, for the purpose of replying to inquiries
and requests for information regarding the cost of code administra-
tion and the general policies of approving budgets for code authorities.

I have followed the testimony that has been given before this com-
mittee, and I have felt that perhaps there was not being given to the
committee a comprehensive picture of the budget problerh and of the
methods that are being pursued under Mr. H arriman's direction to
see that the budgets of the code authorities comply with the require-
ments being necessary, proper, and reasonable, and that the bases of
assessment on industry are equitable.

The budget problem involves the approving of budgets for 551
master codes that have been approved up to date and 196 supple-
mental codes. Those supplemental codes being the product divisions
of the :naster codes.

In addition to that, both the master codes and the supplemental
codes have divisional, regional, and local budgets for the adminis-
trative agencies that administer the provisions of the codes. That
means that probably before the budgets for the entire present code
structure are approved, they will aggregate approximately 1,000.

Statistics have been given to the members of the committee and to
their representatives indicating that the total cost of the code ad-
ministration as evidenced by budgets approved and to be approved,
will aggregate $41,000,000, which, based on the estimated-volume
of the business to which they are applicable is something around
one-twentieth of 1 percent of dollar volume. Those budgets do not,
however, represent what will probably be the average annual cost if
and when code authorities are operating on a business-like basis.
In many cases they represent guesses as to what the cost of code
administration will be; also guesses as to the amounts which their
budget provisions for assessments enable them to collect.

It is likely that the annual cost of code administration for all of
the codes that at present exist would be more nearly $30,000,000

er year, than the $41,000,000 that is evidenced by the present
ud ets.T ie formative period of the code administration, is always the

most expensive, which is another element which will work toward
ultimate reduction.

One difficulty in giving accurate information to this committee as
to the cost of code administration has been the fact that it probably
was originally intended that the codes would be administered by
voluntary contributions. It soon became evident that voluntary
contributions could not be relied upon, and on April the 14th, the
President issued his Executive order giving notice that codes that
already had been executed had the right to be amended to include
mandatory provisions, and those in process of negotiation, the right
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to include the mandatory assessment provision. The result has been
that at the present time the budgets that have been approved will
represent probably 90 percent of mandatory collections for the entire
code authority administration.

The President's order did not make it mandatory that the budgets
should be filed for code authorities operating on a volntary basis,
with the result that some 200 code authorities did not file budgets
until recently. At the present time, budgets have been filed for nearly
951percent of all code authorities, whether operating on a mandatory
or on a voluntary basis. A large number of those budgets bave been
recently filed and have not yet been reviewed and approved, but will
probably be completed within the next 30 days.

During this investigation, comment has been made regarding the
employment of multiple secretaries. We discovered some time in the
latter part of last year, that there was a groA ing tendency on the part
of the unorganized industries who had been codified to seek more or
less expert assistance in the administration of their codes. That was
not necessary for industries that been organized and were functioning
through trade associations prior to the N. R. A.; but it was necessary
for those industries that were wide-scattered and had not had that
trade association cooperation and that did not apply only to small
industries, but to many of the larger ones. The larger ones, however,
were able to go on and employ capable executive officers because of
the volume of business which they could assess for their costs. The
smaller ones had no such opportunity, and they sought the cheapest
method of code administration. The result was that some individuals,
some accounting firms, some law firms, set themselves up as expert
code authority administrators and sought to sell their services in that
capacity to numerous code authorities, and were successful to a rather
large extent.

The objections that could be raised to that policy was that they
might racketeer salaries, get exorbitant salaries they might sell the
codification idea to industries which were not warranted in having a
code of their own, because that would make a job for the multiple
secretaries. Furthermore, there was the additional objection that
to get the best administration of the code, it is desirable that self-
interested units in the industry be on the code authority, whereas the
professional secretary or executive officer had no such interest either
in the enforcement of labor provisions or fair-trade practice provisions.

Our inquiries were first as to the legality of those professional
service, and the legal division advised us that unless there were
improprieties or irregularities in code authority operations by pro-
fessional secretaries, there was no legal obstacle. The fact remained
that the code authority itself was responsible for the proper adminis-
tration of the code, and they could employ proper agencies or adminis-
tration.

We have therefore followed the policy in the budget. unit of requiring
of multiple secretaries; to divulge. at the time that they render their
services to the code authority, the other codes for which they are
functioning, to break (town their fee into the ordinary budgetary
elements of salaries, office expenses, general expenses, anid expense,
if there is any other particular kinds of expense and to sign a letter
giving us the right to investigate their books and accounts at any
time, and for them to make an agreement with the code authorities
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whom they serve specifying particularly the service which they are
to render.

Up to the present time we have had no complaints as to the in-
efficiency of administration. With one or two exceptions there appear
to be no excessive charges made for services, and I do not refer to those
exceptions because I know of any exorbitant charges but to qualify
my statement that there are none. There may be. They are under
investigation at the present time.

We have felt that as long as it seemed economical and efficient for
code authorities to employ skilled representatives to handle their
routine code problems in the administration of their codes, that we
should not stand in the way of their getting the best service possible.
The same principle does not apply to legal services or to accountant
services. The differentiation there being that we know of the pro-
fessional-secretary contracts with the units of industry in the adminis-
tration of the code. His opportunities for racketeering or for using
improper methods of code administration axe greater, and we felt that
a greater degree of check on his employment was necessary, and the
making of the provision whereby he could be removed by having
these contracts tested was more necessary whereas in the case of
legal counsel and of accountants that do not contact the units of
industry. Their negotiations are with the officers of the code author-
ity either in rendering direct legal services of in auditing books and
accounts and so forth.

Their fees are provided for in the budgets. We exercise our discre-
tion as to determining whether they are reasonable and proper. We
have certain standards that we can apply to check those figures, but
with the exception of the multiple secretary who is an executive officer
we have not made the same requirement. Our feeling is that' by anJ
large, this multiple-secretary proposition, concerning which a great
deal of adverse comment has been made, will, upon investigation
prove not to be so criticizable as -the testimony or the criticism might
indicate.

With respect to salaries, we have been confronted with the criticism
that no code authority executive ought to have more than $10,000
salary. It seems absolutely impossible to establish that as a fixed
principle. We have, in lieu of that, established the policy of publicity
and justification. By "publicity" I mean that we require in the
noticing of the budget to the units of industry, that John Doe's salary
at $12,000 or $15,000 be listed, and that adequate publicity be given
to every unit in the industry. Where it is possible, and we have
names, we require that a letter noticing the budget be sent to the
units. When we have not the names, and there are trade journals.
in existence, we require the trade journals to publish. We exhaust
every possible effort to see that every unit in the industry that is
oing to contribute to the cost of that budget knows what John

Doe's salary is and that he is the fellow.
Then we require justification after publicity. By justification, of

course, the first item is a resolution of the code authority that fixes his.
salary. Then a letter from each member of the code authority stating
that John Doe is a man of sufficient experience, integrity and knowl-
edge of the business, and that the job itself is big enough to warrant tha'
salary and that lie is the best man procurable at that salary for the
job. Those letters are in addition to the minutes, because we feel that,
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anybody might write minutes and list the names, but it is a more
clear matter to have it supplemented by individual letters from each
member of the code authority. Then we require, in addition to that,
similar letters from other members of the industry, important ones,
who are not members of the code authority. In addition to that,
we require a letter from the man himself giving a record of his business
experience and his earning capacity to show that he has not used this
job here to increase his earning capacity.

PN all of the cases that have come before me for approval of salaries
and budgets, those salaries have been less than the average earning
capacity over a period of time, and the recent earning capacity of the
individual involved.

A great many comments have been made about crookedness in the
code authority operations. We find we have not had the oppor-
tunity to audit a great many code authorities accounts for the obvious
reason that the audits to be valuable have to be made at the expira-
tion of a budgetary period, and while many budgets expired on De-
cember 31, and a great many others have come in, we are not manned
in our department, which had as of December 21, only 20 people, and
part of them on budgets and part on statistics, and we have not been
able to review those specifically, but in complaint cases we have had
occasion to do so. In all cases of complaints, the expenditures which
have been criticized have been made on the part of the code authority
as to their right to make certain kinds of expenditures. Some of them
felt that they had the right to make trade expenditures of a trade-
promotion character.

Senator LAFOLLETTE. Did you hear Mr. Mortimer Fishel's
testimony?

Mr. BROWN. No, sir; I did not read it.
Senator La FOLLETTE. It was his testimony. I have heard so

much here lately that I cannot remember it all and give it under the
right witness, but if you remember his testimony correctly, he com-
plained that the Cotton Garment Code Authority has been depositing
the money of the code authority in the bank account of the trade
association, that those funds had been commingled, and I got the
impression from his testimony that he was perhaps not prepared to
prove but that he was suspicious that the funds collected for the code
authority had been used for the trade association, and that they had
been unable to get any information about it, and it involved over
$1,000,000.

Mr. BRowN. I do not know how much it involved, but that particu-
lar code authority's accounts are under audit and investigation at
the present time, and I am therefore not able to say definitely whether
the suspicions or accusations are well founded. There is a possibility
that they may be.

The ones that have been investigated and have proven to be not as
well founded as the criticisms at first indicated. There was the
Millinery Code, which for example, had spent some $13,000 for a
fashion show. They thought that under a broad interpretation of
title I of the act, promoting reemployment, and of course that of the
interest of the industry in general, that the trade association's activities
were warranted, and they spent the money and had to return it. In
addition to that, there was some extravagant expenditures for attend-
ing code authority meetings in Atlantic City. Restitutions of some
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of the expense charges there, where they were easily evidenced, were
made.

Another one was the code authority for the retail solid fuel in Ohio.
There the claims were made that they had been extravagant in their
purchase of office furniture. It proved that they had bought for $89
a whole lot of office furniture second-hand. The criticism was that
they bad bought mahogany furniture. Another was that they had
put in for $500 or $600 a fireproof safe and had taken it off the hands
of one of the members of the code authority. It developed that the
code authority had bought this safe through one of the members of
the code authority who was in the business and had an agency, and
he was able to buy a new safe and give them the full discount on it.
The bill was produced and showed that he had done just that.

Many criticisms are made that are based on gossip which, when they
are run down, do not hold water, Up to the present time all of the
investigations that we have made-and I exclude this cotton garment
one for the moment because it is under investigation, we have not
found evidence of willful crookedness. We have found evidences of
extravagance and we have found evidences that expenditures made with
a misapprehension or lack of knowledge as to the limitations on code
authority expenditures were made. The reports have been furnished
to the committee of the investigations that we have made of those two,
the details of which I have mentioned.

I could go on and elaborate on policies-
Senator LAFOLLETTE (interposing). How long do you want to do

that? It is getting pretty late. If there are any further statements
you want to make---

Mr. BROWN (interposing). I want to make one statement only,
that I am agreeably surprised as a business man who has been on the
job only a few months, to find so excellent a job in the way of establish-
ing policies and checks and balances on the approval of budgets. I
did not expect it. I was warned that that condition did not exist. I
find that they are in very good shape and are progressing satisfactorily,
and any inuiry will show it.

Senator BLACK. Thank you very much. Here is one more letter
that goes in the record from the Cotton Garnent Code Authority,
signed by Samuel A. Sweet and addressed to Senator Harrison, in
reference to statements by Mr. Fishel.

(The letter referred to is as follows:)
CoTTON GARMZN CODE AuTHoirry,

New York City, April 15, 1985.
Senator PAT HARRISON,

Chairman Senate Finance Committee, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SZNAToi: We respectfully request that you read into the record of the

Senate Finance Committee hearing on N. R. A. the following in answer to cor-
tain testimony given to your committee on Saturday, April 13, by an attorney
from New York named Mortimer Fishel:

In the first place, we believe It would be well for you to know who Mr. Fishel
is, as it may have somehearing upon his testimony before you.

Mr. Fishel was for years an a&msmey for certain clients who had contracts
with State prisons for the manufacture of cotton garments. These cotton
garments were sold by Mr. Fishel's associates in the open market in competition
with goods made by free labor in the cotton-garment industry.

For years the In 4giational Association of Garment Manufacturers conducted
a bitter warfare against'the sale of these prison products. The association joined
with the American Federation of Labor and other Interested groups in asking
Congress for the passage of the Hawes-Cooper Act, which would permit the States
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to regulate prison industries. Neither Mr. Fishel nor his associates participated
in this fight, foras a matter of fact one of his associates was foryears manufacturing
in the prisons and opposing this type of legislation.

Congress passed the Hawes-Cooper Act by all overwhelming vote and as a
result 18 States have enacted legislation to protect free labor and free industry
from the unfair and un-American competition of prison-made goods.

The International Association of Garment Manufacturers have spent thousands
of dollars in trying to rid the Nation of this unfair competition, and Mr. Fishel
has been lined lip against the campaign of the garment association.

I1 fact, he is the attorney on record who filed a bill in the New York court to
declre the Hawes-Cooper Act and New York legislation in it unconstitutional and
invalid. The International Association of Garment Manufacturers intervened
to help the State defend the law of New York and the Hawes-Cooper Act and won
the case in the New York courts.

During the time that the International Association of Garment Manufacturers
were attempting to aid industrial prosperity by proposing and promoting a code
of fair competition to give wage-earners a living wage and decent hours, Mr.
Fishel was representing prison contractors endeavoring to rid the State of New
York of prison regulatory legislation. This was entirely within the rights of Mr.
Fishel, but it somewhat explains his attitude toward The International Associa-
tion of Garment Manufacturers.

One of Mr. Fishel's associates was still using the labor of prisoners in the
manufacture of cotton garments when the Cotton Garment Code was approved
on November 17, 1933, and Mr. Fishel had not at that time withdrawn from the
litigation in New York State.

It was not until about January 1, 1934, after the Cotton Garment Code had
been approved and was in effect, that Mr. Fishel suddenly became active in the
general work of the cotton garment industry; when one of his associates finally
left the prison business Mr. Fishel became associated with the National Associa-
tion of Work Shirt Manufacturers and now is its general counsel.

The financial affairs of the Cotton Garment Code Authority, Inc., and its
relation to the International Association of Garment Manufacturers is an open
book. Mr. Fishel could easily have found out the facts if he had taken the time
to do so and one of us would gladly have told him. The administration in Wash-
ington has a complete record of just what transpired in respect to finances. One
of the undersigned, Mr. Sweet, was chairman of the board of directors of the
International Association of Garment Manufacturers at the time the industry
proposed the code of fair competition; money had to be advanced to pay the
expenses incidental to the promotion and approval of a code; many trips were
made to Washington for a period of 7 months before final approval of the code.
In none of these trips and in none of these activities did Mr. Fishel play a part.
The International Association of Garment Manufacturers advanced the money
necessary for this work and this is the only money that has been returned to the
International Association of Garment Manufacturers as soon as the code went
into effect. The total amount involved was $22,071.04.

Scovell, Wellington & Co., a firm of accountants and engineers located at 10
East Fortieth Street, New York City, made a complete examination of the ac-
counts and financial records of the International Association of Garment Manu-
facturers, fiscal agents for the Cotton Garment Code Authority, Inc., for the
purpose of reporting on the financial condition of the Cotton Garment Code
Authority, Inc., as of January 12, 1935, and the results of its operations for the
period from November 17, 1933 to January 12, 1935. Twenty copies of this
audit were sent to National Recovery Administration officials in Washington.

When the code authority was first set up it had no means of certain financial
support. The code authorized a voluntary contribution basis and members of
the industry were requested to help finance the code authority through a percent-
age of the pay roll in each plant. This was .a voluntary assessment and no
attempt was ever made to enforce the collection.

The code authority entered into an open arrangement with the International
Association of Garment Manufascturers to act as fiscal agents for the code author-
ity. One of the undersigned, Mr. Sweet, was treasurer of the code authority and
as has been said, chairman of the board of directors of the International Associa-
tion of Garment Manufacturers. Accurate and complete statistical financial
statements were kept at all times ard the code authority was at all times informed
of what transpired and the officials in Washington at all times had access to the
records. Nothing was paid to the International Association of Garment Manu-
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facturers fAr actual services rendered and the books and records are available to
anyone who wants to know the facts.

We have respectfully requested that you place this letter in the record of your
hearings so that there will be no misunderstanding as to the subject matter of
Mr. Fishel's statements.Very sincerely yours,

COTTON GARMENT CODE AUTHORITY, INC.,
By STANLEY A. SWEET, Chairman.

W. C. MORGAN, General Manager.

(The following document was submitted to the Finance Com-
mittee by the National Recovery Administration, in connection with
Mr. Brown's testimony:)

MANDATORY CONTRIBUTIONS TO CODE AUTHORITIES

AUTHORITY

Executive Order No. 6678, dated April 14, 1934, approved the inclusion of a
provision in a code authorizing a code authority to secure equitable contribution
by all members of the industry and, if necessary, to institute legal proceedings
therefor in its own name.

The order provides that only members of the industry complying with the code
and contributing to the expenses of its administration shall be entitled to make
use of any emblem or insignia of the National Recovery Administration (exhibit
A).t

Administrative Order No. X-86.-Administrative procedure designed to carry
out the intent of Executive Order No. 6678 was first approved April 14, 1934.
This procedure was revised by Administrative Order No. X-36, dated May 26,
1934, which is still in effect.

The last-mentioned order provides that a code authority may not demand a
contribution from an industry member until-

(1) The code contains a provision whereunder nonpayment of equitable con-
tribution is in violation of the code, or whereunder a legal obligation to pay the
same has been created; and

(?) National Recovery Administration has approved an itemized budget of
such expenses and an equitable basis of contribution thereto.

It Llso provides that, before the code authority may institute civil suit or be-
fore National Recovery Administration may remove the "blue eagle", the code
authority must have met the requirements stated in paragraphs (1) and (2) above, .
and further must have

(1) Given notice of contribution in substantially the form approved by Na-
tional RecQvery Administration, wbich, among other things, inform the industry
member of his right to protest payment on stated grounds.

(2) That the member after 30 days after receipt of notice has failed to pay the
amount due, and

(3) That the industry member has not filed protest with the code authority or
National Recovery Administration (exhibit B).

POLICY DETERMINATION

Office memorandum 340, dated February 27, 1935, established the Cede Con
tributions Board. The Code Contributions Board directs the disposition of all
protests against payment of code contributions and all certificates of nonpayment
to code contributions filed in accordance with Administrative Order No. X-36;
except that the authority to deprive industry members of their privileges either
to display or to use the "blue eagle" or National Recovery Administration
labels, or to participat e, 

in work financed in whole or in part by Federal funds, or
in appropriate cases of restoring such privileges continues under the Compliance
and Enforcement Director (exhibit C).

PROCEDURE

1. Certif-ates

Certificates of nonpavment of contribution received from code authorities are
checked by the Contrib'utions Section of the Compliance Division for-

(a) The mandatory nature of the assessment provision in each code.
±19782-35--Pr 6-386
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(b) Whether the mandatory assessment amendment was properly~oticed.
(c) Whether the code authority has been recognized by the Administration.
(d) Whether the budget and basis of assessment have been approved by the

Administration.
(e) Whether the budget and basis of assessment have been properly noticed.
(f) Whether the budget and basis of assessment were noticed concurrently with

or subsequent to the mandatory assessment provision.
(v) Whether the "Notice of contribution due" sent by the code authority to

the industry member was in substantial agreement with the approved form.
(h) Termination of exemption granted by paragraph III of Administrative

Order X-36, by Administrative Order X-78 and Administrative Order X-131.
(1) To ascertain if industry member has filed protest.

2. Certificates unaccompanied by protest or where protest has been overruled

If all of the administrative requirements have been met, the Contributions
Section In cooperation with the code authority and in consultation with the
Deputy Administrator concerned prepares the text of a general letter (exhibit D).

If the general letter does not prove effective in a particular case, steps may
be taken to-
(a) Remove the "blue eagle."
(b) Certify noncompliance to Government purchasing agencies.
(C) Authorize the code authority to bring civil suit.
(a) Removal of "blue eagle."-Whenever a code authority has met all adminis-

trative requirements and asks that an industry member's "blue eagle" be removed,
the Contributions Section sends the industry member by registered mail a letter
putting him on notice that his "blue eagle" is in jeopardy and telling him that if
satisfactory arrangements are not made with his code authority within 10 days
his "blue eagle" will be removed (exhibit E). If this letter is not effective,
another letter directing tie surrender of all National Recovey Administration
insignia to the local postmaster is sent. When the "blue eagle' is removed, the
local postmaster, the code authority, the State National Recovery Administration
compiance director and the regional National Recovery Administration director
are informed.

(b) Government contracts-Where certification of the fact of noncompliance
with the contribution provision of a code seems the most effective means of gaining
compliance, all of the steps outlined above for the removal of the "blue eagle"
are followed up to and including the registered letter placing the industry member
on notice that he will be certified to Government purchasing agencies.

(c) Civil suit by code authorities.-Here again the industry member is put on
-notice by registered mail that the action may be taken against him. Civil suit
may be authorized alone or in conjunction with "blue eagle" removal or with
action relative to Government contracts.

Authorization by the Administration to code authorities to bring civil suit is
required by memorandum of December 20, 1934 (exhibit F).

3. Protests

The notice of contribution due sent by code authorities must inform the
industry member of his right to protest on stated grounds. The grounds for
protest stated in the approved notice are "that the basis of contribution as ap-
proved is unjust as applied to you, or is not being followed in your case, or that
you have already contributed to the expenses of administration of another code,
which other code embraces your principal line of business, and National Recovery
Administration has not granted any order requiring your contribution to the
expenses of administration of this code or on any other valid ground. Any such
protest filed by you must be accompanied by supporting facts'.

When a protest is received in the Contributions Section it is examined to
ascertain if it is made pursuant to Administrative Order X-36. Protests alleging
hardship have been held by the Code Contributions Board io come within the
meaning of X-36.

Objections requiring no policy visionion such as a statement that a concern was
not in business during the period covered by the assessment, are replied to by the
Contributions Section.

Another group of protests alleging for example that the National Industrial
Recovery Act or the code is unconstitutional, that the individual did not sign
the code, that the code authority is not representative, or that the code has not
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proved a benefit are replied to by the Contributions Section under statements
of policy and authority delegated to the section by the Code Contributions Board.

All protests requiring policy decision on the merits of the case are presented to
the Code Contributions Board for determination. The decision of the board is
carried out by the Contributions Section.

ACTION TAKEN

Up to the week ending March 2, 1935, 60,651 valid certificates of nonpayment
of contributior were received by the contributions section and 58,666 general
letters (exhibit B) were sent out by the section. "Blue eagles" were removed
from 208 delinquent industry members.

The letters sent were on behalf of 70 code authorities who had met all adminis-
trative requirements,

RESULTS

Under date of March 4, all c, de authorities with whom the contributions
section had cooperated were asked to report results within 10 days. Only a few
of these reports are in hand. The following are merely taken from the few reports
we have received.

A. Results of general letter.-The National Retail Solid Fuel Code Authority
advises that the 12,600 general letters and small number of "blue eagle" removals
have brought in contributions to the extent of approximately $150,000.

The Code Authority for the Graph;c Arts Code, A-I, reports that from the
7,000 general letters written by the contributions section 1,000 industry members
have paid in full and an additional 1,00 have madepartial payments.
* The Crushed Stone, Sand and Gravel and Slag Industries Code Authority

advises that from 1,202 letters sent, 338 firms have paid in full in the amount of
$10,672.82, and 62 firms have paid partially in the amount of $1 441.46.

The Code Authority for the Preserveq and Maraschino Cherry Industry
advises that from 78 general letters sent $2,248.20 was received, constituting over
60 percent of the outstanding delinquencies at the time the letter was sent.

B. Results of registered letter.-The Retail Lumber and Building Materials Code
Authority reports that it has received payment on delinquent code contributions
to the extent of at least $100,000 as a result of the assistance of the contributions
section. This National Code Authority states that early in November 1934 its
local agencies were inadequately financed and as a result code administration was
in jeopardy. Relatively few general letters, 3), were sent to members of this
industry. A larger number of letters informing the industry members that their
"blue eagles" were in jeopardy were sent, The code authority reports an im-
proved morale in the organization, an Improved compliance with the substantiveprovisions of the code and a number of other benefits.

Commercial Relief Printinq (division A-1 of Gntphic Arts) reports that the
"blue eagle" !etter has obtained the best results. Of 64 sent out recently 20
firms have paid in full and 10 more in part.

EXHIBIT A

EXECUTIVE ORDER MAKING PROVISION FOR A CLAUSE IN CODES OF PAIR COMPE-
TITION RELATING TO COL.LECTrION OP EXPENSES OF CODE ADMINISTRATION
By virtue of and pursuant to the authority vested In me under the provisions

of title I of the National Industrial Recovery Act of June 16, 1933 (ch. 90, 48
Stat. 195), and in order to effectuate the purposes of said title, I hereby order that
the following clause or any appropriate modification thereof sthall become effec-
tive as a part of any code of fair competition approved under said title, upon
application therefor (1) pursuant to the provisions of the cede relating to amend-
ments thereto or (2) by one or more trade or industrial associations or groups
truly representative of the trade or industry or subdivision thereof covered by the
code, if -the Administrator for InduntAal Recovery shall find that approval by him
of such clause Is necessary in order to effectuate the policy of title Y of said act:

1. It being found necessary, in order to support the administration of this code
and to maintain the standards of fair competi t!on established by this ,ode and to
effectuate the policy of the act, the code authority is authorized, subject to theapproval of the Administrator:
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(a) To incur such reasonable obligations as are necessary and proper for the
foregoing purposes and to meet such obligations out of funds which may be
raised as hereinafter provided and which shall be held in trust for the purposes
of the code;

(b) To submit to the Administrator for his approval, subject to such notice and
opportunity to be heard as he may deem necessary, (1) an itemized budget of its
estimated expenses for the foregoing purposes, and (2) an equitable basis upon
which the funds necessary to support such budget shall be contributed by members
of the industry;

(c) After such budget and basis of contribution have been approved by the
AdiAinistrator, to determine and secure equitable contribution as above set forth
by all such niembers of the industry, and to that end, if necessary, to institute legal
proceedings therefor in its own name.

2. Only members of the industry complying with the code and contributing to
the expenses of its administration as provided in section 1 hereof shall be entitled
to participate in the selection of the members of the code authority or to receive
the benefit of its voluntary activities or to make use of any emblem or insignia of
the National Recovery Administration.

FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT.
Approval recommended:

HUoH S. JOHNSON,
Administrator.

By G. A. LYNCH,
Administrative Officer.

TH WHITE HoUsE, April 14, 1934 .

(No. 6678)

EXHIBIT B

ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER NO. X-00, GOVERNING COLLECTION OF EXPENSES OF
CODE ADMINISTRATION

By virtue of the authority vested in me tinder title I of the National Industrial
Recovery Act and to supplement Executive Order No. 6678, dated April 14, 1934,
I hereby prescribe the following regulations and grant the following exemptions,
viz.:

I. In no case hereafter shall any code authority, directly or through a trade
association or other agency, request or demand from any member of a trade or
industry, a contribution to its expenses of code administration in a manner which
states or implies that such paynient is compulsory under the code unless-

(1) The code contains a provision whereuder nonpayment of such equitable
contribution is in violation of the code, or whereunder a legal obligation to pay
the same has becn created; and

(2) The Adiuiistrator has approved an itemized budget of such expenses and
an equtiable hasis of cjutribution thereto.

II. No c(le aitlority shall hereafter institute or cause to he instituted any
legal procecuirgs in respect of the n oipayient (If any such equitable coitribu-
tion unless the requirements of subparagraphs (1) and (2) of the I)recediilg para-
graph I have been met, and unless the code authority or its duly authorized
agency shall have certified to National Recovery Administration, in substantially
the formi attached hereto) and designated "Certificate of nonpaymoent of contribu-
tion", as follows:

(i) That it has given such mseniber notice of contribution due in substantially
the form attached hereto and (:ksignatcd "Notice of cotribution tine."

(2) That such member after 30 days after receipt of notice has failed to pay
the amount due as specified therein.

(3) That such member has not filed with such authorized agency or with the
National Code Authority within 15 days from the receipt of the notice, a pro-
test against the contribution on any of tie gronds set forth in said " Notice of
contribution due" given stich iember and that it has been informred by the
National Recovery Administration that no such protest has been filed with the
National Recovery Vdministration v, ithin such period, or that any such protest,
if filed, has been overruled by the National Recovery Adlini,tration.

1i1. Pending deterinations by the National Recovery Adriinistration with
respect to specific codes urpoi cause show ly a code aitthority or othcerNise,
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every member of a trade or industry is hereby exempted from any obligation to
contribute to the expenses of administration of any code or codes other than the
code for the trade or industry which embraces his principal line of business, pro-
vided that lie shall submit such information and comply with such regulations
with respect to such exemption as the National Recovery Administration may
require or prescribe.

V. No member of a trade or industry shall be deprived of the right to display
a "blue eagle'" because of nonpayment of his equitable contribution to expenses
of code administration, unless the requirements of subparagraphs (1) and (2)
of paragraph I of this order have been met, and unless the National Recovery
Administration shall determine that the procedure outlined in subparag-aphs
(1), (2), and (3) of paragraph If has been sufficiently complied with.

V. Nothing in this order shall invalidate any contribution heretofore made by
any member of a trade or industry to the expenses of administration of any
code.

VI. Administrative order no. X-20, dated April 14, 1934, and entitled "Regu-
lations governing collection of expenses of code administration" is hereby
rescinded.

HUGH S. JossNsow,
Administrator for Industrial Recovery.

WASHINTON, D. C., May 26, 1934.

(Dale)

To: Compliance Division, National Pr-uuvt 1y AdIui,;stration, Washington, D. C.

CERTIFICATE OF P'ON-PAYMENT OF CONTRIBUTION

..------------------------- Code

The undersigned certifies that-
1. The respondent, . ..-----------------------------------------------

(Name and address)

is subject to the Code for the ............................................
Trade/Industry.

2. The undersigned is the agency authorized pursuant to such code to collect
contributions from the respondents to expenses of administration of the above code.

3. On --------------- , 1934, the undersigned gave to the above-named
respondent notice of contribution due, a copy of which notice is attached hereto,
by (here indicate manner of giving notice, whether by mail, personal service, or
otherwise).

4. The respondent after 30 days from receipt of such notice has failed to pay
the amount due as required in such notice.

5. (a) The respondent has not within 15 days of the receipt of the notice filed
with the undersigned or with the National Code Authority a protest against the
contribution on any of the grounds set forth in the attached copy of notice,
and the undersigned has been informed by National Recovery Administration
that no such protest has been filed with National Recovery Administra-
tion within such period; or
(b) If such protest has been filed, such protest has been overruled by National

Recovery Administration.

(Sigs lure)

(Address)

(Title)
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(Name and address of National Code Authority)
------------------------------------------------

(Name and address of authorized agency)

(Date of notice sent)
To: -----------------------

(Namn of member)

NOTICE OF CONTRIBUTION DUE

-------------------- Code

1. The Administrator for Industrial Recovery has approved the plan for
budget and equitable basis of contribution submitted by the Code Authority of
the ----------------------------- Trade/Industry. Such approved basis of
contribution and the pertinent code provisions are set forth on the reverse side
of this notice. Copies cf said budget are available at the office of the under-
signed agency.

2. Upon such basis, the amount of your contribution to such expenses is
$ - .... (In lieu of the foregoing there may be inserted here the method by
which the contribution of the individual member of the industry should be
ealculatd.)

3. Your contribution is due and payable upon receipt of this notice. Your
attention is called to the fact that failure to make payment thereof within 30
days renders you liable to appropriate legal proceedings.

4. Your attention is further called to the fact that you have the right to file
a protest against the payment of such contribution with the undersigned agency
or with the National. Code Authority or with the contribution section of the
Compliance Division, National Recovery Administration, Washington, D. C,,
at any time within 15 days from the receipt of this notice. Such protest may
be on the ground that the basis of contribution as approved is unjust as applied
to you, or is not being followed in your case, or that you have already contributed
to the expenses of administration of another code, which other code embraces
your principal line of business, and National Recovery Administration has not
granted any order requiring your contribution to the expenses of administration
of this code, or on any other valid ground. Any such protest filed by you must
be accompanied by supporting facts.

(Authori-ed agency)
(Or appropriate official and title)

(Address)

EXHIBIT C

OFFICE MEMORANDUM NO. W401, FEBRUARY 27, 135, CODE CONTRIBUTIONS BOARD

I. The Code Contributions Board is hereby established.
2. Membership.
The Code Contributions Board will consist of three members as follows:
(a) The Code Administration Director, or whom he may appoint, chairman.
(b) The assistant to the administrative officer in charge of budgets and bases

of assessment, or whom he may appoint.
(c) The Chief of the Compliance Division, or whom he may appoint.
3. Functions:
The Code Contributions Board will be responsible for and will direct the dis-

position of all protests against payment of code contributions and all certificates
of nonpayment of code contributions filed in accordance with Administrative
Order No'. X-36; except that the authority to deprive industry members of their
privileges either to display or iie the "blue eagle' or N. It, A. labels, or to par-
ticipate in work financed in whole or in lart by Federal fui)l., or in appropriate
cases of restoring such privileges, i ill continue under the Compliance and En.
forcement Director.

By direction of the National Industrial Recovery Board:
W. A. IIARRIMAN, Administrative Officer,

The substance of this memorandum will be incorporated in the National Recovery Admintstrstic'o
Office Manual under "Orgtmlzation-N. R. A.-Part I -%t0" when releod in offo manual form.
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EXHIBIT D

GZfNlRAL LETTER
Date ................

GENTLEMEN: The Natixnal Code Authority for the Commercial Fixture
Industry has certified to this Division your failure to remit your equitable con-
tribution toward the cost of administering this code.

It appears from an examination of our records that your code authority has
complied with the requirements of the several administrative orders relating to
the collection of contributions which, under the provisions of your code (art.
VI sec 10 par. (f), as amended) are mandatory upon all members of the Industry.

You will realize that your National Code Authority and the several regional
agencies now being established throughout the country can give an efficient
administration of the code only if you, in turn, give your prompt and adequate
financial support.

Many members of your industry have already contributed their share to the
cost of code administration. It is only fair that this cost should be borne equally
by all members. To accomplish this end, the Administration is ready to assist
the code authority in collecting from any who have not as yet contributed.

We are directing your attention to this matter and withholding action for the
time being in the belief that you desire to cooperate, and that you will promptly
send your check for the amount due to the National Code Authority at 1620
South Forty-ninth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Very truly yours, CoMPrNc3 DivisioN,

By W. M. GAVIN.

(No.-This letter with the variations attached, represents the only approved
form used by National Recovery Administration.)

GENTLEMEN: The National Code Authority for Daily and Non-Metropolitan
Newspapers and your regional agency cannot give you efficient code adminis-
tration unless you in turn give them prompt and adequate financial support.

To assure such support, the members of this industry added a mandatory
contribution provision to the code, by an amendment which clearly established
a legal obligation on the part of each member to pay a fair share of the cost of
administration. The budget and basis of contribution were approved, however,
prior to the inclusion of the amendment, and this Administration considered
that in fairness to all concerned, an opportunity to file objections to either the
amount of the budget or the basis on which it was to be raised, should be given
at a time subsequent, rather than prior to the mandatory amendment.

Accordingly the budget and basis of contribution were renoticed to the indus-
try, and no objections, requiring alternation of either, having been received,
Administrative Order 287-396, dated November 30, 1934, became effective
December 12, 1934. This order constitutes a reapproval of the original budget
and basis of contribution, and the Administration is now prepared to assist the
code authority in collecting this budget.

Quite clearly, the maximum benefits of self-government as provided in your
code, can only be obtained if your regional agency and National Code Authority
are able to concentrate on industry problems. Any delinquency requires time
and attention which could otherwise be devoted to giving you a more efficient
administration of the code.

May we count on you to take care of your contribution by January 15? Your
regional agency's full address is .............. ......................

Very truly yours, COMPLIANcE DivisioN,

By W. M. GALVIN.

JANUARY 22, 1935.
P. J. JoHNson,

Elizabeth., N. J.
GENTLEMEN: The National Code Authority for the Wiping Cloth Industry has

certified to this division your failure to remit your equitable contribution toward
the cost of administering this code.

It appears from au examination of our records that your code authority has
complied with the requirements of the several administrative orders relating to
the collection of contribution which, under the provisions of your code (art. VI,
sec. 5) as amended, are mandatory upon all members of the industry.
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You will realize lht ar natmi ralmalt code athority and the several regional
agencies i Iexlii g estallisied thr igil it the country, ean give al eflicietit Id-
ministration of the itde nil' if you, in turn, give Your prompt and adequate
financial su piport.

Many ne'rlcr.e of your l,(tusry have nhready contributed their share to the
cost of code administration, It is oinly fair tlhat this obligatioin should be bori
equitably by ill minebers. To accoip.h this rnd, th, Adiumiistration i,- ieale
to assist the code authority ini eu)lClC Iig fron tax who ax Ve )()t o i yr(t
coiitri bted,

We are directing ,ur atteitiini t hi nMtter aid xii hhldhiig :itn io tr tli,
tirle being in tile belief that you desire to oeo irato, aiil that , v, x i1 ioiptly
send your cheek fir til, anoutit, luo o the Nati, al (odtI Atohrily ' f(r the
Wiping Cloth Industry at 92 West Randop)1h Strnit, Ciayw Ill.

Very truly yours,

ly W. N1. (ixir, v.

Ifs ND PAO tItALMIE MANIA rAe'trnnNtt

GENTLEMEN: The National Code Authority for the Hand Bag Frame Manufac-
turing Industry has certified to this Division that. you have neither paid your
equitable contribution, comluted on the basis of one-half of I percent of your net
sales for 1934, payable weekly, toward the coust of administering the code, nor have
you filed any protest against such paynient in accordance witl the terns of para-
graph 4 of the notice of contribution due, sent you by the code authority.

Tlhe provision of your code (art. IV, see. 5) create a legal obligation on the part
of each member of the industry to contribute his equitable share to the cost of
code administration.

You will realize that your 7-ational Code Authority caii give you anl effcient
administration of the cod ouly if you, ;n turn, give your proipt and adequate
financial support. Most of the niembers of your industry have already done this,
and it is only fair that the remainder similarly contribute.

To accomplish this result, the Adminiistration is prepared,, if necessary, o dc-
prive deliniquents of "blue eagle" privileges and to authurize thi code authority
to institute civil proceedings for the amount due.

We aro directing your attention to this matter, and withholding any action until
February 1, 1935, in the belief that you will desire t0 cooperate witi your code
aut hority, and that you will either send your check for the amount tue or make
soilii satisfactory arrangement for payment of same with your Code ;iutl'k rity at
291 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Very truly yours,
" COMPLIANCE DIVISION,

By W. M. GALVIN.

JANUARY 9, 1935.
PRINTErY OF GEO. L. CLAPP,

Frarmingham, Masa.
GENTIEMEN: The Code Authority for the Commercial Relief Printing Industry

reports that you have not paid your share of the cost of code administration. The
code authority informs us that you were sent notice of this obligation more than
30 days ago, that you were given an opportunity to protest if you felt the contri-
bution was unfair or unjustified, and tiat no such protest was filed.

Your code authority is rcsponsille for the proper administration of the cide
for your industry, which provides, in substance, that the cole authority shall
obtain e(liiitatl contributions from all establishments under tile code and may,
if necessary, institute legal proceedings to do so. Your code cannot he of maximum
benefit to you unless yoi, along with the other members of the industry, pay your
share of II cu',ft

III ttii liilief that ' u will seml your vontributioin ito your code authority
promptly, lioth the administration and the code authority are withhiding any
further action for 10 (lays.

Sincerely, W. M1. (lAaVT,, CJompliance Dinisien.
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D ate --- --------- ----
NAMI! OF COMPANY,

Addrs..
(EN'rLN,:N: The Code Authority of the Fabricated Metal Produacts Mann-

farturing and Metal Fiiiiing ardl Metal Coaiting Industry, 729 Fifteenth Street
N V., Washington, D. C., reports that you have not paid your share of the cost
of code administration. T, is ageiey further informs us that you were sent notice
of this nhliation more than 30 days ago, that you were given an opportunity
to protest if you felt the eoitrilitii was fair or unjustified, and that no such
Or, t ,et was received ly it.

Your cod authority is responsible for the proper administration of the code
for ovur initustry, which provides, i, substailce that the code authority shall
iobtaiii equitable coritributioite from all establishments under the code and may,
if inecssary, institute legal proceedings to do so, Your code cannot be of maxi-
1niiii benefit to yl unless you, along with the other ienulbers of the industry,
pay yoiur share of the cost.

It should! be chitrly uiderstooid that failure to pay this code authority contribu-
tion constitiltes a violation of the code and when such assessments have not been
,)aid, you canno<lt il entering into contracts with the United States Government,
truthfUlly sign the certificate of compliance required with these contracts indicat-
ing that you are in full compliance with this code.

The privilege of rising Natioial Rccnvery Administration insignia is contingent
i)i ciompliauce with ,ir coide and may be withdraw upon administrative

fihuldig of unoeompliaolce.
Ill the belief that von will sel your contribution to your code authority

i)romptly, the admni station is withholding any further action for the time being.
Sincerely,

By W.V M. GALVIN,

EXHIBIT E

E REISTERED LETTER
Date ----------------

NAME OF COMPANY,
Address.

GENTLEMEN: The Regional Code Authority for the Commercial Relief Printig
Industry ----------------------------- r- ,eports that you have not paid your

(Address)
share of the cost of administration of the Graphic Arts Code. You were sent
notice of this obligation more than 30 days ago, you were given an opportunity
to protest if you felt the contribution was unfair or unjustified, and you received
notice from this Administration that the code authority may, if necessary, under
the code institute legal proceedings to obtain equitable contributions from all
establishments.

Action in your case was withheld for 10 days by both your code authority and
the Administration in the belief that you would send in your contribution.

We must advise that if by --------------------- you have not paid your
(Date)

equitable share in the administration of the code, as duly levied by your code
authority, or unless you have made satisfactory arrangements with your code
authority for such payment, the Administration will forthwith remove your
"blue eagle", will certify to your code authority and to agencies disbursing
Federal funds, that you are not in compliance with the code of your industry,
and will authorize appropriate civil proceedings.

Very truly yours,
COMPLIANCE DxVISION,By WV. NI. GAtlA IN.

Registered mail, return receipt requested.
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"(BLUE EAGLE" REMOVAL LETTER

GENTLEMEN: By registered letter on --------------------- this Adminis-
tration advised you of the complaint against you for your failure to pay your
equitable contribution to the costs of administering the --------------------

-.. . to which you are subject. In that letter you were in.
formed that if you failed to comply with the code in this respect, you would be
deprived of yotr right to display the "blue eagle."

We have received no eyplenation of your failure to pay your fair share of the
expense of administering the above-mentioned code, after due demand by the
c Ic authority.

Because of your failure to pay your equitable contribution to the expense Of
administcring this code, yo, are hereby deprived of the right to display alry
"blue eagle", and you will hereafter refrain from using any "blu eagle," or any
other National Recovery Administration insignia in any manner whatsoever.
You are directed to surrender immediately to your postmaster all "blue eagles"

This Adnolnistration and the code authority will no longer certify to agencies
disbursing Federal funds that you are in compliance with the abive-niamed code.

By direction of Compliance and Enforcement Director:
L. J. MARTIN, Compliantce Division.

Registered mail, return receipt requested.

LETTER TO STATE DIRECTOR AND CODE AUTttOITY

DEAiR Sn: The attached letter --------------------- has' been sent to
(Date)

(Company ari adnlressy

The Adninistration has found that the respondent is in violation of the con-
tribtition provisions of the Graphic Arts Code.

After an administrative finding of noncompliance the privilege of using Na-
tional Rccovery Administration insignia has been withdrawn, and this company
has been directed to surrender all National Recovery Administration insignia in
its possession to the postmaster at ------------------------------- This

Administratirn and the code authority are no longer in a position to certify to
agencies disbursing Federal funds that the company listed arove is in compliance
with its code.

Ysr are auth orized to give ulch pulblicity to tis action as you deei appro-
priate.

Very trui yours, COMPLIANCE DIVISION.,

By W. M. GALVIN.
(Enclosure.)

POSTSIAST ER,
Aiddr,'.s.

DE n SIR: Tie Ad uninisratio, Irrt; fourid hat the ....................
(Cmipany and address)

-.. . . . . . . is in violation of tie ciirtribution provisions of the
------.--.--------------- -- - rind has directed this company to

(trite)

surrender its Ble . le insignia tin yo.
Will yoru please advise this 'lice within 10 da s what, action is taken lv the

abovo-naie(l coerrrn toward surrndering its ilue Eagle insignia to Vnir, iut
be carefi to io norl:ig voen lr rf , ri gilin it. ilrk.

O('Ir,M Ai:NCE l)rVIriON,
By W. N. CALVIN.
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EXHIBIT F

NATIONAL REcovERY ADMINISTRATION,
Washington, D. C., December 20, 1954.

,r, all Code Authorities:

This will supplement the letter to all code authorities of October 11, 1934,
regarding litigation by or against you. That letter should not be construed as in
any way relaxing the regulations contained in part III of Bulletin No. 7 (Manual
for the Adjustment of Uomplaints) requiring code authorities to obtain the express
prior approval of National Recovery Administration before initiating litigation.

tch approval is still required. It is the purpose of this leter to set forth the
procedure which should be followed in obtaining approval.

In States having State acts adopting the Federal codes, the approval of the
State National Recovery Administration compliance director must be obtained
by the code authority before it institutes legal proceedings or recommends to the
State authorities the institution of such proceedings. As soon as a proceeding is
instituted in a State court, a notice to this effect must be sent to the State director,
to the Coordioating Branch of the Compliance Division, and to the Litigation
)ivision. A form for this notice is attached.

National Recovery Administration is undertaking the direction of the early
litigation on contributions to code authorities, so that the first cases may be
ones in which the facts are clear and all National Recovery Administration pro-
cedural requirements have been complied with in order that we may obtain
prompt action in court. Therefore, until further notice, approval of suits to
enforce payment of contributions must be obtained from the Contribution Section,
Compliance Division, in Washington. More detailed information on the pro-
cedure to be followed will be sent you shortly.

Code authorities are permitted by Administrative Order X-14 to refer unad-
justed cases in which there is substantial evidence of a deliberate violation to the
appropriate district attorney of the United States through the State National
Recovery Administration compliance director for the State in which the appro-
priate district court is located. Your attention is called to the fact that this order
requires the State director to send to Washington a comple

t
e transcript of the

record of the case in duiplicate. Action on these cases will le facilitated if the
code authority will assist the State director in the preparation of these copies.

NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY BOARD,
W. A. IIARRrIMAN, Administraltiie Officer.

This copy for ------------------------------------.-... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
(Liligatlion Division, Coordinating Branch, State director)

FORM VI-A-CASES REFERRED TO STATE COURTS

C o d e ............. ...................................................
State legal actionn instituted ------------. Name of court ------------------
Fore, of legal action instituted ...... ....................................
Status of case at time notice sent (stite briefly what action, if any, has loeei taken

cince the case instituted) --- ---- -- - - - - - -----------------------------
Nmne the code agency by which action was taken 3 -------------------------
Name of person to whom inquiries on this case should be directed ------------
N a m e of p la in tiff . .. . .... .... .. ...... .. ...... ....... ..... . . ........ ..
N am e of d efendant ...... ..............................................
A ddress of defendant ---------------------------------------------------
Name of attorney, if any, for code agency ---------..........................
Nature of violation: (qtate briefly the nature of the violation, and cite the
specific section of the code violated.)

(The following matter is in connection with Mr. Brown's testimony)

STATEMENT REOARDINO BUDoETS OF COD, AUTHORITIES

This statement covers a very small part of the subject of the examination and
approval of budgets for the various code authorities under the jurisdiction of
the National Recovery Administration.

4Ita local code authority, give name of ririon or city.
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STATISTICAL INFORMATION

A summary of the statistical information compiled and submitted for the record
shows the following:

1. A list, dated February 18, 1935, of 71 approved budgets which, prorated
to an annLal basis, amount to $100,060 or more each. The total amount involved
is $38,362,207; 273 small budgets amount to $4,882,876; total amount ol an
annual basis of 344 approved budgets, $43,215,083.

2. Analysis of code-authority salaries.
3. A summary of the progress made in budget examination up to March 15,

1935. This accounts for budget applicable to 551 basic or iiational codes and
195 supplementary codes.

The actual cost of administering the codes, say, for the period of 1934, is not
possible of determination. The various code authorities submitted budgets which
are only estimates of proposed expaldifures covering various periods, Some
priods extended for a few months; others extended beyond December 31, 1934.

any codes were not approved until part of the year had passed, so that the
record of the year would not be complete as showing an annual co)st for adminis-
tering all codes. Many budget periods did not begin with the effective date of
the code, as the code authorities operated on a voluntary basis for some time and
only submitted budgets because the National Recovery Administration issued
administrative order X-36, which required that budgets be approved before code
authorities could request contributions in any way which stated or implied that
such payment is compulsory under the code. Consequently, some expenditures
had been made which are not accounted for in the budgets.

lMiget estimates in ianily eases are . ry far from the actual restlt.s obtained
in the administration of the eide for the correspoiding period.

(Certain special features regarding curie administration which is related to the
work of the Budget Sectien are discussed as follou":

MANI)ATORY ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS

A few of the codes utterly neglected to inchde any provisions for filiacial
support of code-authority activities. Various provisions were put in cides b efore
there was any thought of standardizing such provisions. Finally, il July 1934, a
standard mandatory assessinent provision, to le put in iciodes to le approved
thereafter if the code committees so desired, and to he iisirted in other codes by
amendment if desired, was devised. The cssellle of this allilidlilieit is a pro isili
for the iihiiissiou aii( approval if tne Budget and basis of euuitributioi ar(i the
grantinL4 of the power for the code authority N, to ithe legal aetioi I, ifnfc( cilec-
tin iof contributions if necessary. ( lpy is offered for this record (io, 4).

After the issuance of administrative order X-20, unler date of April 14, and of
X-3l, which was a revision thereof, on May 20, code authorities ecoitered
increasing resistance on the part of members of the industry in the payment if
their contributions. The inserting of th Imaratoroy-assessieit pirovisions in
the codes overcame to a great extent this resistance. Additional information is
presented for the record (nos. 5 and (1).

LE]AL FEES

The Budget Section has required that the code authorities indicate whether the
expenditures listed for legal fees cover contractual or eintingent expenses.

That soie irovisio<n te made for the expenditure of fuids fur legal services.
even on a contingencv basis, is wise is demonstrated by the exlperiel e of the cod
authority for the mni's clothing industry, which found it necessary to eiiploy
counsel i enforcing cimpliance, with )age provisions of the code.

INCOME FOR CODE AUTiOIiITY' OFFICIALS FiOM SOitCE OUTsiiE Til CoDe
AUTf0ifTY

hiiiiget iiihllizi 1i Sl1, 1',:(i iCtliaii 'af.lelwilts !i, toi IL! !art-liie emiitplo cs
reguilirly ei liiyeid as such, \0 ii a stat[i'iii' t if lii' iiiiiiiit of tif flitl('it)id
to '(ile wifliority work, the nttire of (lhe dil,is, ai the coiiiensation therelir.
If tie ]person iiiviolveid recik is s:dary frmi a trade as;iiatiil, in nTiLi CaUSes (lie
initial atioiit paid is given, together with the time devoted to association work,

Of course, ;ilfividuals sirs ing mire thialine elde authority oi is salary basis
are requiredi tin suiniit debiils oil xlI if their positions aidi the cofenllasation
receive'

1
iii each. A special report on this sulject is offered (no. 7).
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The volume of material included in the formal approval of large budgets is so
great that no attempt has been made to suirmit in its entirety even one such
docket. Summaries of a few c:f the large budgets and a summary of the reports
submitted in' a code authority operating on a voluntary hasis are presented for
the record (Cos. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13).

i. P. VosE,
Chief Code Authorities Accounts Section.

Approved budgets over $100,000

(Adjusted to an annual basis]

Budget , I Per-
Industry or trade

1, Lumber and timber products
2, (lenera contractors ............
3. Retail solh] ftel . . .........
4, M otor-vehicle retailing ................
5 Rehail lulubor products, building ta-

terial ............
6. T rucking ......... . ............. ....
7. Retail trade ......................
S. Plum bing contracting ----.... ........
9, ('omiercial relief printing ..r.........
10. liturnlnour coal (RlProved divilsions)-.
11. Rloling and sheet-metal ctutralng

(construction) ----.....
12. Baking ......
13. ('rushed stoiue, sand, 4nd gravel andslag . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

14. Nonmnetallic and dailly newspaper pub-
Ilshing and ptrlntig ...............

.5, Builders ' utll)6Y - ------ . .
I C, Wholesale and retail grocery -......
17. PalInting, italrhangllg atid decorating

(lco struction) -.. . . .......
14 Mnson oo enntrdcloeo i (4,on leanstrue.

lion) . . .--
19, ('Oa aid ,uit ......
23. M1ei',, lothinrg ... . . . . . . . . .

21. Paper disltrlbuting . .. ... .... ..
22. Dres manufacturing ----
2, Electrical contracttig ----... ...
21, oale oi co ....... ...
2.1. National retail drug . . ...........
20. M otioll picture . . .. ...... . .
27. lleatilng, pi~riig, and air rondithIring

constructionn) ........ ... ........
'N W wholesale autrnOtl e ..................
29. C"r strut on ..- .- ..... ..........
Wi. ('iar mannlfaeturlg .
31. 0 holesle confeto uers .. .....
J2, Retail rubber tire and battery - _
53, t(t1Lil m onumeit . -. . -. . .......
34. Scrlt iron, scrl) rneurta, noterrrwrs, etc..
35. Foldlng paper box......... .......
30. Ilnants an] ildren's wear nianutartur-

rig..................... ..........
37. Wheat.flour milling .... ..... .
,r,!. Ice ............................. . . . ._ ,

3.4 Fertilizer .......... .... .........
40i Candy i tua'l urine...................
41. Funeral service
42. Investment bankers.. ...... .. . ..-
43. StrurhIa-cliy prriurs
41. Fur niantufrreturfrrg.
45. liar ialn,,,lrict rig ...
44. FOr halted rlietll prod ct ..............
47. ltithographle Ii lne lo ... . ..... _
IS, I rrrrrgarrrnt and

4 
rr iceO .......

41). I'brtr rrrI 111100tlr ....
N)4 Nlrri's rreelmrse

1), i l t ile.g --v --g ......

.i. Ietelhrr v ririi ..rt
5 4. irI ri rg ... - . . .

'I liirend rlittts
514. Satpu i lo r-hla k llalirifrr ( 4 rlrirgr..
67. lsie oer floor ronstrrlircinI' (ronstri'-

National

$318,180. 70

454,100.00
167,500.00
149, 00. 00

114,000.00
1,139,49,.72

125, 003. 0ie
151,270,00
1,925.00

203,007.09
270, 0000

189,500 00

18,400 00
1'q, 5m0 00
181, 400 o0

227, O 300

50, 40 00
249, 482 0
225, (00.W
125, 2, 2,20
189o 5 00
i11, 10. O0
15, 50( 00
25, 000 00
118, 080. 00

15:, 750. 1)
75, ext 00r

250, '00 00
224, .87
124, 300 00
274,300 00
27, 1, 00
250, 00 00
138oG41.561

114,460 00
126, 47 50
102, ,00 00
218, 261 65
114, 250 151
73, 45 01)
10, 486, 399, r,28, ()O
i1i, 545, l0
179, 738
1 4, 422. 04
I 11 o. (IS
144, ,216 10
tno, to), (i

13, 250. II
155,10W1. 67i
42, 5w. 5KI
K I, .1 s 0o i

145, 7,11) 00
85, 7Iii. o0

137, 340.1

Regional

$3, 7, 93.5.81
2, 20, 10000
2,497,200.00
2,144, 242. O

1 687, 086.62
975, 11%.2
814283.50

1,160, 8. 00
505, 316 00

1,042, 941. 00

453, 000,00
0,00.00

040, 601.00

449, 210. 00
503, '9 (.r
164, 498.

375, 000.0

193,550. 0
"'o, O0a 0

308, 797. 5
33, 200.00

250,400.00
284,650.00
173,079,00
241,320.00

153, 749. 89
250,000.00
31,000. 00
U0, 796 7

154, 14.50

108, U10. 0
1,300,00

112, 205.60

1361,640. 00
S119, 07& 40
130,300.00
101, 709. 0
107,800.00
141, 175. (0
21, OW, 00

129,2345. 2,
7, 350. 00

581, 'As. 02
11) 10 00344, oiei xl

,'fl, 4o, 00

9 1,1 wt 0M
117, 7'4, 00

50, 117.500

annual
basis

84, 0.95, 124
2, 750, 200
2,654.32W
2,002,700

1,801,088
,715,000
1,085, 471
1,250,838
1,071,078
1, 043,041I

085,001
09m,000

771, 785

781,539
C,92, 86 1
ois5, sci

000, m)0
5Wj) 128
550,0(0
44, 000
446, 760
430,4M0
41, 1,50

300, 00

33,5, M44
3125,000
290,350
280, IQ
278, 440
274, 300
271, 400
258, 080
260, 307

250,000
244, 722

227, 082

214, 773
201,729
107, 42.3

170, 718
171, 571
105, 04 2
1097, 526
1I1co, 4413)

1.58, 8.851

150, 75 1
16J, 482
1514, (001
115, 741)
141, 1447

137, 501)

Annual sales

(1)
I$2,000,000,000

1,073, 000,000
1, I746, 000, 000

385,042,000
i')

30, 742, 277, 000
700,00m,000

100),000,5000
1,50, 00)0, 000)

100y,3 00, 000

(1)
140,0100,000

(1)

20,500,000

140, 0014o00o

140, 000, ON)
800,000, eve
140,mo000, 000

(1)
12m, 000, 0(0
ux5000,010

8, 705, 302, 724
240,1W0, 000
200,1112,0W0
400,1000.000

40,190,000
30)0, 000 O)0O

72,000, 000

100, 000, 000
1,000,000,300

2S0, 000,000

180, 000,000
214, 775, 011.

1000, 000,000
'20,.352, 2)8

100, 00DX
CS, ow1, 268

750,000,000
67, ) , 000
62,0010),10)
44,10 1010w
40, 000,00,W

300, 000,1)W
.5o,10ow,040
I.4m,0"), 0()
300r, WO8,1R0I
61 790, C,:3
34, 0211 00

4 , 000,500K

I N,, ehtirolo oft silrF vonne available Feb. 18, 1535.

cent ofbudget
to saed

0.14
.26
.14

.50

.00,5

.18

.09

.75

.50

.41

.33

.17

.03

.27

.00

.008
10
.13
.07

.35

.2S

.024

.08

.10

.10

.000,5,00

.19

.24
.02
.2.5
'27

.(14

, 31

05

.22

.40
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Approved budgets over $100,000-Continued

Industry or trade

08. Rayon and silk dyPing and printing ..-
59. Merchandise warehousng ...-........
60. Ladies, hudh ig ..................
31, tnrvhont asid custom tallori ng.........

62. vi n1 , 0b5sjier Iubiishiag -......
63. l4 (411d Shoe li nuftouriiig .-.....4 l; ri, Iron fOltd~ ry ------ _ -----. .........
06. 5Vhoe ,ole dry good--s ................
66. M n acronI .... ....... ... . .. . .. .
67. W holesale frosh fruit distributing .......
M5. Wholesale coal ............. .......
69. Bottled soft hmik ...................
70. Iefraetnrie - .......
71. Wrecking and salvage......... .

Total on annuait basic ................
Budgets fir 27s additiur:al industry i: ,i In on-

Dual basis ............................

Budget

National Regional

$67, 830. 00 .
103,0 .7, U4
P", 140. 00
W6, 92. 181

100, 000..
72, (4A). 4M
92, 123.4 4(AO, 00w. 01u

I1, 000 00

S l '85 . (xJ75,350. 00-
40, 000,00

Total of all approved budgets on an.
nual basis ............ ... ............ . .....

No estimate of 41,lp volume available Feb, IR, 1935.

35, 40. i
24,087.

05, SooJ .

42, 0401 1

2,4, 650,1

23 00.

NorE,-Since many budgets were not approved ort n iiiuali bais, figures in the third nolntn do not
always represent the sulan of tie first two rotinLajn.

REPORT ON COD AUTHORITY SALARIES

Attached are the following schedules:
1. Table Iif approved budgets which have salaries (f $10,000 a year or Inore.
2. Table siotwing name of employees receiving ,20,000 ior more a scar under

approved budgets.
3. Table showing number of code authority employees receiving 85,000 or

more, by salary groups.
These analysis are based upon a stludy of all budgets and bases of contribution

approved by the National Recovery Administration. The compensation paid by
code authorities whose budgets have not been officially approved by National
Recovery Administration has not been included in either the tabulation or the
analysis.

It will be noted that only 13 individuals arc receiving compensation of $20,000
or more per annual. Three of these are subject to qualification; one is now being
reduced; a second is partly charged to private funds of a trade association; the
third covers a contractual service arrangement.

Before the Notional Recovery Administration would approve a budget con-
taining a salary its the antount of $20,000, it was required that the code authority
demonstrate tite unusual nature of the activities of the code authority requiring
the payment of so large a salary. In es ery case both the code authority and other
industry members have indicated itota (lie inciunbent is the itost logical man in
tia industry to hold the position. In many cases the incumbent has been
drafted by the industr) atd has tiade personal fittancial stecrifices in order to
accept the position.

TABULATION OF COMPENSATION ($3,000 TO $20,000)

Examination of this scheditle indicates that a great majority of code authority
officials are not receiving as much as $5,000. Of the 591 approved budgets, 366 or
62 lper(ent do not contain salaries as large as $5,000 (The 591 total covers a
number of sectional budgets grouped into national totals.)

itiNly 225 approved budgets contain salaries of more than $5,000 a year.
These 225 code authorities provide budgetary itetn4 of compensation in excess of
$5,000 per year for a total of 397 executives. A great majority of the budgets
show compensation of less than $7,000 per annum.

Code authority executives receiving in excess of $5,000 a year are usUally heads
of large national organizations, employing many people.

Budget, Per-
annual Annual sales entef
basbi udget

to sales

$136, 60 $57,113,00 0.24
( I 4 ;., it,7 i') .)
X! 1:i3, 540 50, 0, 004" 001
82 13, 000 105,10),00W! . US

t. wo, 312 (,)H) ,.: G, (lX[ 11331 000.W), ( .039i 123, 34i 70, (0I, 00W .i
(XIi 124, .4441 7r*O 000,0. IsO 2
Xi 122, 00 625, 000, 000 ,02
Wi i21,4i0 0 o,000,000 I

h 1I, 00C I, 200,1000, 00( 01
113, 310 () .
111, ii iJ 205, (0,(00 .05

)0, 4w'o i , ()00, 00 .30
0 1(), 100 24, 000, (Xj . 10

-2, 002, 207 ............

4,9S52.0Kl7 -- - - ---0-- --

S3, ..t ..... .....

......... .............
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TABLE I

Industry

Baking ...........................................
lievarege dispensing equipment .....................
Blitumlinous coal, southern subdivision I of division

no. 3 ---------------------------------------------
Bottled soft drink ..................................
Business furnishings, storage equipment, and killing

supply indusry-...............................
Candy manufacturilng industry ..................
Caning Industry ...................................
Cigar manufacturing ................................
Cocoa and chocolate manufacturing ...............
Commercial relief printing .........................
Cooking and heating applianco manufacturing .......
Cotton-cloth glove manuflturing ...................
Dress manufacturing ................................
Electrical contracting dii vision of construction Indus-

try ..... _..- .----- ----- ------ ----- ----- -----
F'abricatcd metal prodiucta mnanufacturing and metal

finishing and metal coating Industry ...............
Funeral service industry ..........................
Gas appliance and apparatus ........... .........
General contractors .... ........ .. .. ........
Orsphio arts, national coordnating committee .....
Gray iron Industry _. ........................
liat manufacturing industry........ ... ..
Ice industry .................. ..........
Investment, bankers ...........................
lnants and children's wonr.........................
Ladies' handbag Industry .................
Graphic arts, division B-1, lithographic printing....
Lumber and timber products industries .......
Mac,rcnnl Industry ..................... .
Mayonnaise industry ...........................
Mfen's clothing ............. ...............
Motion picture ..... ........................... ..
Motor vehicle retail metropolitan New York district-
Narrow fabric ....................... .....
National Tobacco Councll ........................
Oxy-acetylene industry --------.....................
Paint varnish and lacquer manufacturing Industry.
American petroleum equipment ..............
Photo engraving, National Code Authority..........
Photo engraving, New York district .................
Plumtlng contracting.............................
Printing-Ink manufacturing .........................
Refractnries Industry ......................

Retail lumber products ..........................

Retail rubber tire and battery......................
Retail solid fuel:

Division 21 ............................... .......
Division 32............. ..............

General retail trade ...... .................
Savings-building and loan assoclations ..............
Scrap iron and waste materials trade ...............
Set-up paper box ................................
Sillt textile ..........................................
Soap and glycerin ..................................
Textile procssing ........- .............
Undergarment and negtigee ........................
Valve and fittings manufacturlng ...............
Wheat-flour irilling.......................
Wholesale confectioners ............................
WhoIesale dry gool ..........................
Wholesale fresh fruit and vegetable ...............

Wholesale tobaco trade ....................

Coat and s uit ....................... . .. . . .. . .
National food and groery (retail and wholsale)....

Number of
employees

z i 0000

468, e0
84,000

7,050
41,000
80, 200
5s, 301
5,700

7,000

70, 700

413,100
2r, 000
16, 400

...........

32, 200

14, 10024, 330

11), 44K)
274. 700
5607,800

4,800
4, ON4

341, 900
11W.,000
350,000

18,000

25,330'29,:.00
2,100
7,600

2,400
7, 900

95,000

100,000

Number of
establish- Total budget

ments

600,000

4,976
7,000

09
800

Z200
7,300

5

2,0W1
............

............

20
0

28a

17, 900

110
375

3, 093
1,3004

43,804
342

21,150

164,000

. .. ...... i ..........

3,53,00. 3,2
..... ..... ... ... .....'

180,000 12,000
40, 00.
13,600 2,491
14, .5s0 248

49.900 .. .,15
175,01 29,000

$900,000. 00
24,00.00

210, O0. 00
111,8,0.00

53, 727. 11
223,0.00
160,000. 00
280, 16000
63, 405 30

1, 071,97& 00
44,975.00
21, 800,0

445,760,0

436,400.00

171,571.00
214, 77, ,00
8,5, lOo. OXi

2, 7 54, 200. 0
50,100.0o

123, 346. 1W4
170, 73S.80
232, 50)1. 00
211, 9"0. 72
2A N 00. W
13.3, W ., Oo
309,642 00

4, 05, 121. 60
121,440.00
75, 00. 00

400,1On0. 0413,0,00.00
30,000.00

57, 43;. 00
69, 9o000
37,55 .00
71, 100.68

151,182.00
62, O. 00
22,607.00

3,209, 638. 0
01,323.00

100,500.00
1, 801,08& 00

274, 00.00

140,400.00
77,000.00

1, W3, 471.00
17, W. 00

259,0610.00
143, 167. 0
I ml, 84 1. OO
61, 1.0W
70,262,00

107,520.00
87. 500.00

244,722.00
278, 446.00
122, 000. 00
13,000. 00
10, 0 00

099,124,00
640,86'1 00

Chief ex-
ecutives

salary

$18, ow. 00$2,000,00

0,000.00
10,000.00

11,166. 66
10, (). 00
12,000. (*
10,000.00
12,000.00
12,000.00
10,000.00
10,00n0.00
20,000.00

10,000.00

36,000.00
10, o0o. oo
10,000, 00
12, 00
12, (M.00
12, ". 00
10, oow. Wo
to, ooo. (o0
10, ooo. oo
I&, 4oo. (K)
10, ooW. W
16,000.00

10,4o0o,11014,000.00
1, 000. on
12,O0. 00
20, 000. 00
20, 000. 0
12, 000, W
12,75%0.00
25,000.00
10,000.00
21.0 00.00

12,0o.00

10,000.00
1,70.00

12,000 00
31,077.00
10, 000. 00
12,000.00

13W000
12, 0Wo.0

10,000.00
10,000.00

2, 000. 00
10,000.00
12,000.00
20, 00. 0
10,000.00

10,000.00
30, 000.00)
20, 00. 00
10,400.00
10, 000.00
12,000.00
15, O 00
1,000.00
1b, 0)00. 00)
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TABLE II.-Analysis of code authority employee compensation ($20,000 per year
and over)

Annual Full time
Industry ainount oa annual com- Employee

budget ponsation

Bitumlnous-eoal Industry ..............................
Southern subdivision no. 1 of division no. I ..........
l)re.sq manufacturing Industry ..........................
lII manufacturing Industry...................
loestment bankers ..................................
Millinery industry. ........................
M.n'o clothing industry ........................
-Motion picture industry ...............................
Natonal tobacco council ..............................

Paint, varnish and Lac luer manufacturing industry...
Photo-engrs ,ing industry.... . .................
Silk textile Industry .........................
Wheat flour milling trade .............................

$210, o00. 00
445, 750 00
17il, 738. 80
211, 990. 72
5M5, 389. 12
450, 000. 00
360, 000. 00
69, 900, 00

73,150.88
6z M0, 00

158, 861. ft7
244, 7U 96

$30,000
30,000
20, 0o
341, 000
20,000
20.000
21, o0

20, owO

0, 000
20,000

W, 0, Criceton.
W. A. Rilchards.
B, 1t. (i1tchell.
W. It. Ferry.
Rolin A. Wilbur.
Max Meyer,
Oeorge L. Bell,
John 0. Flynn.
Slgfried F. Hart-

man.
Ernest T. Trlgg,
Louis Flader.
Peter Van lorn.
Carl F. Dietz.

I Budget now proposed for new period shows compensation of $20,000 per year.
I Serves 3 tobacco codes. Sahiry represents contractual service arrangement.
8 Only $13,000 paid by industry under budget for 60 percent of employees' time. Balance paid by trade

association.

TABLE l1. -7abuoation of code authority employee compensation ($5,000 to $20,000
and over per year) compensothin approved in 225 code authority budgets

Number of
code authorfy

Annual rate: employees
$20,000 and over ------------ -----.--------------.------ 13
$19,0110 to $19,9C9 ---------------------------------------------
$18,000 to $I8,999 ----------------------------------------- 3
$17,000 to $17,999 -------------------------------------------------
$16,)00 to $16,099 ----- - ---------------------------------------- 1
$15,000 to $15,999 .-------------------------------------------- 12
$514,000 to $14,999 -------------------.. .-------------------- - 2
$13,000 to $13,099 -----------------------------------------------
$12,000 to $12,999 ------------------------------------------ 24
$11,000 to $11,999 ----------------------------------------- 4
$10,000 to $10,999 ------------------------------------------- . 32
$9,000 to $9,999 --------------------------------------------- 17
$8,000 to $8,999 ----------------------.---------------------- 17
$7,000 to $7,999 -------------------------------...------------ 59
$6,000 to $6,999 ------------------------- _.------------------ 102
$5,000 to $5,999 - -------------------------------------------- 111

Total ------------------------------------------------------ 397

coRnEcrIor

Second paragraph should read: "
,It wi'l be noted that only 12 individuals are

receiving compensation of $20,000 or 01o0e per annum,"
Table I (p. 4105-3) should show for Men's Clothing Code, clef executive

salary $10,000 ilsie'td of $25,000.
Table 11 sitihul shtw Morris Greenterg receiving $10,000 instead of George

,. Bell1, $25,011).
(Thn clang" wus itatde carly in Fcl ruary upon expitattoo of an arrangement

ttade by the code ltiority prior to approval of the bsodget.)

I'i(t(tltI.Th OF" BIUDOET APPROVALS TO MaRcHi 15, 1935

Artording to the official statement otlotaitted by tic Code Record Section of
March 6, 1935, the Nat oTMI Recovery AtltninistrtiOn has approved 551 codes

and 195 sliplsllc ents.
rte Iturlgrt-fry staLls tf the iiove code has tcn investigated and as of

Maci 15, 1935, budgets and bases of contribution Iave been approved for 302
codes and 76 sulp)lenent leaving a balance of 249 codes and 119 supplements
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not having approved budgets. Budgets are now in process for 116 codes and 47
supplements of the above group, leaving a total of 133 codes and 72 supplements
for which budgets have neither been submitted nor approved.

Of the codes having approved budgets additional budgets have been submitted
for 105 codes and 14 supplements.

At the present time, therefore, proposed budgets are now being considered
for a total of 221 codes and 61 supplements.

A reconciliation of the budgetary action upon the approved codes and supple-
ments is shown as follows:

Master Supple-
codes ments

Budgets approved and additional budgets in process .............. ....... 105 14
Budgets approved; no additional budgets In process. .-....-----------.... 197 62
No approved budget but in process....-------------............................ l 47
No action taken by the cods authority to submit a budget......-............... [ 133 72

Total .................................................. ........- ------

NEW PAGE 8, MODEL CODE

(e) To make recommendations to the Administrator for the coordination of the
administration of this code and such other codes, if any, as may be related to or
affect, members of the trade/industry.
(f) 1. It being found necessary in order to support the administration of this

code and to maintain the standards of fair competition established hereunder and
to effectuate the policy of the act, the code authority is authorized:

(a) To insure such reasonable obligations as are necessary and proper for the
foregoing purposes, and to meet such obligations out of funds which may
be raised as hereinafter provided and %hich shall be held in trust for the
purposes of the code.

(b) To submit to the Administrator for his approval, subject to such notice
and opportunity to be beard as he may deem necessary (1) an itemized
budget of its estimated expenses for the foregoing purposes, and (2) an
equitable basis upon which the funds necessary to support such budget shall
be contributed by members of the trade/industry.

(c) After such budget and basis of contribution have been approved by the
Administrator, to determine and obtain equitable contribution as above set
forth by all members of the trade/industry, and to that end, if necessary, to insti-
tute legal proceedings therefor in its own name.

2. Each member (f the trade/industry shall pay his or its equitable contribu-
tion to the expenses of the maintenance of the code authority, determined as here-
inabove provided, and subject to rules and regulations pertaining thereto Issued
by the Administrator. Only members of the trade/industry complying with the
code and contributing to the expenses, of its administration as hereinabove pro-
vided (unless duly exempted from making such contributions), shall be entitled
to participate in the selection of meinters of the code authority or to receive the
benefits of any of its voluntary activities or to make use of any emblem or insignia
of the National Recovery Administration.

3. The code authority shall neither incur nor pay any obligation substantially
in excess of the amount thereof as estimated in its approved budget; and shall in
jic event exceed the total amount contained in the approved budget except upon
approval of the Administrator; and no subsequent budget shill contain any de-
ficiency item for expenditures in excess of prior budget estimates except those
which the Administrator shall have so appmved.

(g) (This subsection has been eliminated.)

NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION HTANDIANO OF CODE EXPENDITURES AND
CONTRIBUTIONS

Audits or reports of the expenditures of all code authorities are required by
National Recovery Administration. The majority of cedes provide for manda-
tory contributions to be collected from every business establishment coming fully
tinder a particular .ode, but audits or reports are also required to be submitted in
connection with codes providing for voluntary contricUtions.

110782 -35- IT -- 87
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National Recovery Administration, in exercising its supervision over fin ances
of code authorities, has set up machinery to determine the need for Expenditures
proposed, and the justice of the basis upon which contributions are assessed and
whether the disbursement of funds has been in accordance with the budget
approved.

Originally it was believed that most code authorities could easily finance their
necessary operations on an equitable and satisfactory voluntary basis which would
involve no Government supervision or assistance.

It soon became apparent, however, that in some industries a portion of the
establishments covered would not contribute voluntarily, the burden being left
upkn those which realized the necessity of making the code fully effective. This
situation was unfair and could riot last. Therefore provisions requiring that each
member of a given industry contribute his proportionate share of expenses to
administration of his own code were added to codes.

In some codes, notably those covering the garment industries, the problem was
automatically solved by the requirement that a label be affixed to each product
manufactured by the industry. The label was a symbol of, and a check on, crm-
pliance with the labor provisions of the code. Labels were issued by the code
Authority at cost of manufacture and administration. The basis of contribution
was a proportionate and fair one since each manufacturer paid for as many labels
as his volume of sales required. This type of provisions could not be used, how-
ever, except in industries producing goods suitable to label display.

The mandatory contributions provisions finally were extended to all industries
which desired them. A large number of codes were amended accordingly, after
specific opportunity had been given for every member of each industry to record
any opposition to the plan.

As a condition to giving code authorities the assistance of Government in the
financing of their operations, National Recovery Administration required that
the basis on which crritributions were based and a statement of all ependiturs
proposed t) be Made, hiW submiitted for review and approval. Collection was limit
sanctioned until this approval was obtained.

Having once given approval of this procedure, arid payment being a require.,
mert of the codes, it was iicrribent ipoii Nationial Rtcovery Adiiiiiitration to
take sich imcasrres as were possible to assist in collection from those who still
would not contribute, This was especially necessary because National Recovery
Administration flatly vetoed all collection orethods which night have been
interpreted as oplressive.

At this point the responsibility required that tire administration set uip a special
budget audit unit to check all expenditures and Iass only those which fully squared
with a sound public trursteeship, requiring restitutionr of all fmds rot properly
accountted for. Everything possible was done ti rehice or elimirrate killing of
one establishment by more than one core authority, and each nociontributor
was aAsurcd full opportunity to object arid justify his position to payenicrl
before any action against hin was permitted.

A survey of the codes has shown that actual code administrations exprenditnres,
including mandatory and volintary contribiutionis, do not exceed $41,400,000.
Such code budgets as could Ire related to the industry's volunie of sales showed
that code expenditures did imt exceed teni sixty-fifths of I percent of the dollar
volume of sales. This result was obtained after eliminating froin calculations
six of the largest codrs whose assessment rate was so low as tri ring the average
down to onre-nrineteenth of 1 percent.

Of the inlistries with !provision for uairiauory coontrihrutiorns, which relate to
volurm( of sales, urly 84 have ar assessmert rate exceeding ori-half of I pcrc('ut
orn sales. Only 14 of these equal, or barely exe(ed, a rate of 1 p.recnt, and these
industries are so very snall that the cost of maintaining code orgauizatione of
their own is naturally high.

A rate of oner-half of 1 pertert has rbeer regarded as a nurnnai umaxiniru ini it
erosidleration of ii rdgirgs. Likewise all salaries rf anny size have been regard(d
as requiring justification blufref they coid te approved.

Tihe higher salaries which have been passd were ju stified as heing accepfalc
to the industry its a wholr, as being warrante[d both r the nature of rr'siusilrihity
involved arndl the caliber of the man ohosren for ther pnositior. Several of these
higher paid individuals actually have (ecur drafted iry the industry at somne
financial sacrifice to themselves.

hit a large number of instances, where irriposed salaries, after investigation,
did not appear warranted, these have hbeen scaled dowu by National Recovery
Adininistratin as it condition to approval of the budget.
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One outstanding fact in relation to these budgets and National Recovery
Administration handling of them is that they constituted a new venture for many
of the industries. However, the best data available was used in preparing esti-
mates of funds needed. Material scaling down of expenditures and contributions
has resulted as first budgets ran out and new ones were approved.

MANDATORY CONTRIBnUTONS TO CODE AUTHORITIES

AUTHORITY

Executive Order No. 6678, dated April 14, 1934, approved the inclusion of a
provision in a code authorizing a code authority to secure equitable contribution,
by all irembers of the industry and, if necessary, to institute legal proceedings
therefore in its own name.

The order provides that only members of the industry complying with the code
ard contributing to the expenses of its administration shall be entitled to make
use of any emblem or insignia of the National Recovery Administration (exhibit
A).

Administratirc Order Ao. X-36.-Adiinistrative procedure designed to carry
out the intent of Executive Order No. 6678 was first approved April 14 1934.
Tinfs procedure was revised by Adniuistrative Order No. X- 36, dated May 26,
1934, which is still in effect.

The last-nientioned order provides that a code authority may not demand a
contribution from an industry member until-

(1) The code contains a provision whereuldr nonpayment of equitable con-
tribution is in violation of the code, or whercundcer a legal obligation to pay the
same has been created; arid

(2) National Recovery Administration has approved ar itemized budget nif
such expenses and an equitable basis of contribution thereto.

It also provides that, before the code authority may institute civil suit or before
National Recovery Administration rmay remove the bluee eagle", the code author-
ity must have niet the requirements stated in paragraphs (1) and (2) above and
further nust have-

(I) Given notice of contribution in substantially the form approved by Na-
tiral Recouery Administration, which, among other things, inform the industry
member of his right to protest paynert on stated grounds;

(2) That the member after 30 days after receipt of notice lhas failed to pay the
amount due; and

(3) That the industry member hais not filed protest with the code authority
or National Recovery Admnistration (exhibit B).

POLICY DETERMINATION

Office memorandum 340 dated February 27, 1935, established the Code Con-
tributions Board. The Code Contributions Board directs the disposition of all
protests against payment of code contributions and all certificates of nonpayment
to code contributions filed in accordance with Administrative Order No. X-36;
except that the authority to deprive industry menibers of their privileges either
to displav or to use tie "blue eagle" or National Recovery Administration labels,
or to participate in work financed in whole or in part by Federal funds, or in
appropriate cases of restoring sueh irriviloges continues tinder the Compliance
and Enforcement Director (exhibit C).

PROCEDURE

1. Certificates

Certificates of ronpayrcnrt of contribution received from code authorities are
checked by the Contributioas Section of the Compliance Division for--

(a) The mandatory nature of the assessment provision in each code.
(b) Whether the mandatory assessment amendment was properly noticed.
(c) Whether the code authority has been recognized by the Acdmini.s;.ral ion.
(d) Whether tie budget and rasis of assissent thave been approved by tire

Administration.
(e) Whethrer the budget and basis of asscssmnient have tcon properly noticed.
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(f) Whether the budget and basis of assessment were noticed concurrently
with or subsequent to the mandatory assessLient provision.

(g) Whether the "Notice of contribution' dte" sent by the code authority to
the industry member was in substantial agreement with the approved form.

(h) Termination of exemption granted by paragraph III of Administrative
Order X-36, by Administrative Order X-78, and Administrative Order X-131.

(i) To ascertain if industry member has filed protest.

2. Cerlificates unaccompanied by protest or where protest has been overruled

It all of the administrative requirements have been met, the contributions
section in cooperation with the code authority and in consultation with the
Deputy Admiiustrat/)r concerned prepares the text of a general letter (exhibit D).

If the general letter does not prove effective in a particular case, steps may be
taken to--

(a) Remove the "blue eagle."
(b) Certify noncompliance to Government purchasing agencies.
(c) Authorize the code authority to bring civil suit.

(a) Removal of "blue eagle."--Whenever a code authority has met all adminis-
trative requirements and asks that an industry member's "blue eagle" be re-
moved, the contributions section sends the industry member by registered mail
a letter putting him on notice that his "blue eagle" is In jeopardy and telling'him
that if satisfactory arrangements are not made with his cede authority within
10 days his "blue eagle" will be removed (exhibit E). If this letter is not effective
another letter directing the surrender of all National Recovery Administrative
insignia to the local postmaster is sent. When the "blue eagle" is removed the
local postmaster, the code authority, tie State National Recovery Administra-
tive compliance director and the regional National Recovery Administration
director are informed.

(b) Government contracts.-Where certification of the fact of noncompliance
with the contribution provision of a code seems tie most effective means of gaining
compliance, all of the steps outlined above for the removal of the "blue eagle"
are followed up to and including the registered letter placing the industry member
on notice that he will be certified to Government purchasing agencies.

(c) Civil suit by code authoritie.-Here again the industry member is put on
notice by registered mail that the action may be take against him. Civil suit
may be authorized alone or in conjunction with "blue eagle" removal or with
action relative to Government contracts,

Authorization by the Administration to code authorities to bring civil suit is
required by memorandum of December 20, 1934 (exhibit F).

3. Protests

The "Notice of contribution due" sent by code authorities must inform the
industry member of his right to protest on stated grounds. The grounds for
protest stated in the approved notice arc "that the basis of contribution as
approved is unjust as applied to you, or is not being followed in your case, or
that you have already contributed to the expenses of administration of another
code, which other code embraces your principal line of business, and the National
Recovery Administration has not granted any order requiring your contribution
to the expenses of administration of this code, or on any other valid rounds.
Any such protest filed by you must be accompanied by supporting facts.'

en a protest is received in the Contributions Section it is examined to
ascertain if it is made pursuant to Administrative Order X-36. Protests alleging
hardship have been held by the Code Contributions Board to come within the
meaning of X-36.

Objections requiring no policy decision such as a statement that a concern was
not in business during the period -overed by the assessment, aie replied to by the
Contributions Section.

Another group of protests alleging for example that the National Industrial
Recovery Administration or the code is unconstitutional, that the individual did
not sign the code, that tho code authority is not representative, or that the code
has not proved a benefit are replied to by the Contibutions Section under state-
ments of policy and authority delegated to the Section by the Code Contributions
Board.

All protests requiring policy decision on the merits of the case are presented
to the Code Contributions Board for determination. The decision of the Board
is carried out by the Contributions Section.
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ACTION TAKEN

Up to the week ended March 2, 19395, 60,651 valid certificates of nonpayment
of contribution were received by the contributions section and 58,665 general
letters (exhibit B) were sent out by the seetion, "Blue eagles" were removed
from 208 delinquent industry members.

The letters sent were on behalf of 70 code authorities who had met all admin-
istrative requirements.

RESULTS

Under date of March 4 all code authorities wtli whom the contributions
section had cooperated were asked to report results within 10 days. Only a
few of these reports are in hand. The following are merely taken from the few
reports we have received:

A. Results of general letter.-The National Retail Solid Fuel Code Authority
advises that the 12,600 general letters and small number of "blue eagle" re-
movals have brought in contributions to the extent of approximately $150,000.

The Code Authority for the Graphic Arts Code, A-i, reports that from the
7,000 general letters written by the contributions section 1,000 industry mem-
bers have paid in full and an additional 1,000 have made partial payments.

The Crushed Stone, Sand, and Gravel, and Slag Industries Code Authority
advises that from 1,202 letters sent, 338 firms have paid in full in the amount ef
$10,672.82 and 62 firms have paid partially in the amount of $1,441.46.

The Code Authority for the Preserves and Maraschino Cherry Industry ad-
vises thrt from 78 general letters sent $2,248.20 was received, constituting over
10percent of the outstanding delinquencies at the time the letter was sent.

BResulfs of registered letter.-The Retail Lumber and Building Materials
Code Authority reports that it has received payment on delinquent eode con-
tributions to the extent of at least $100,000 as a result of the assistance of the
contributions section. This National Code Authority states that early in
November 1934 its local agencies were inadequately financed and as a result code
administration was in jeopardy. Relatively few general letters, 38, were sent to
members of this industry, A larger number of letters informing the industry
members that their "blue eagles" were in jeopardy were sent. The Code Au-
thority reports an improved morale in the organization, an improved compliance
with the substantive provisions of the code, and a number of other benefits.

Commercial Relief PrintinF (Division A-i of Graphic Arts) reports that the
"blue eagle" letter has obtained the best results. Of 64 sent out recently 20
firms have paid in full and 10 more in part.

EXHIBIT A

EXECUTIVE ORDER MAKING PROVISION FOR A CLAUSE, IN CODES OF FAI.I COMPETI-
TION RELATING TO COLLECTION OF EXPENSES OF CODE ADMINISTRATION

By virtue of and pursuant to the authority vested in me under the provisions
of title I of the National Industrial Recovery Act of June )6, 1933 (ch. 90, 48
Stat. 195), and in order to effectuate the purposes of said Title, I hereby order
that the following clause or any appropriate modification thereof shall become
effective as a part of any code of fair competition approved under said Title,
upon application tmerefor (1) pursmuat to the provisions of the code relating
to amendments thereto or (2) by one or more trade or industm ial associations
or groups truly representative of the trade or industry or subdivision thereof
covered by the code, if the Adminittrattr for Industrial Recovery shall find that
approval by him o f such clause is necessary in order to effectuate the plicy of
Title I of saidi Act:

1. It 'cing found necessary, in order to support the adhndtiistration of 'bis Code
antd to maintaini the standards of fair competition established by this Code and
to elfectuate the policy of the Act, the Cotde AofkIrity is authorized, subject to
the approval of the Administrator:

(1L) To izcur such reasonable obligations as are necessary and proper ftr tie
foregoing purposes and to meet such obligations out of funds which inay be raised
as hereinafter provided and which shall be held in trust for the purposes of the
Code;

(b) To submit to the Aduninistrator for his approval, stziject to such notice
and opportunity to be teard as lie may deem necessary, (1) an itemized budget of
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its estimated expenses for the foregoing purposes, and (2) an equitable basis upon
which the funds necessary to support such budget shall be contributed by members
of the Industry;

(c) After such budget and basis of contribution have been approved by the
Administrator, to determine and secure equitable contribution as above set forth
by all such members of the Industry, and to that end, if necessary, to institute
legal proceedings therefor in its own name.

2. Only members of the Industry complying with the Code and contributing
to tje expenses of its administration as provided in Section 1 hereof shall be en-
titlad to participate in the selection of the members of the Code Authority or to
receive the benefit of its voluntary activities or to make use of any emblem or
insignia of the National Recovery Administration. FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT.

Approval recommended:
HUGH S. JOHNSON,

Administrator.
By G. A. LYNCH,

Administrative Officer.
THE WHITE HOUSE, April 14, 1934.

(No. 6678)

EXHIBIT B

ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER NO. X-63, GOVERNING COLLECTION OF EXPENSES OF
CODE ADMINISTRATION

By virtue of the authority vested in me under title I of the National Industrial
Recovery Act and to supplement Executive Order No. 6678, dated April 14, 1934,
I hereby prescribe the following regulations and grant the following exemptions,
viz:

I. In no case hereafter shall any code authority, directly or through a trade
association or other agency, request or demand from any member of a trade or
industry, a contribution to its expenses of code administration in a manner which
states or implies that such payment is compulsory under the code unless-
(1) The code contains a provision whereunder nonpayment of such equitable

contribution is in violation of the code, or whereunder a legal obligation to pay
the same has been created; and

(2) The Administrator has approved an itemized budget of such expenses and
an equitable basis of contribution thereto.

II. No code authority shall hereafter institute or cause to be instituted any
legal proceedings in respect of the nonpayment of any such equitable contribution
unless the requirements of subparagraphs (1) and (2) of the preceding paragraph
I have been met, and unless the code authority or its duly authorized agency shall
have certified to National Recovery Administration, in substantially the form
attached hereto and designated "Certificate of nonpayment of contribution",
as follows:

(1) That it has given such member notice of contribution due in substantially
the form attached hereto and designated "Notice of contribution due."

(2) That such member after 30 days after receipt of notice has failed to pay
the amount due as specified therein.

(3) That such member has not filed with such authorized agency or with the
national code authority within 15 days from the receipt of the notice, a protest
against the contribution on any of the grounds set forth in said "Notice of con-
tribution due" giw-n such member and that it has been informed by National
Recovery Administration that no such protest has been filed with National
Recovery Administration within such period, or that any such protest, if filed,
has been overruled by National Recovery Administration.

III. Pending determinations by National Recovery Administration with
respect to specific codes upon cause shown by a code authority or otherwise,
every member of a trade or industry is hereby exempted from any obligation to
contribute to the expenses of administration of any code or codes other than the
code for the trade or industry which embraces his principal line of business, pro-
vided that lie shall submit such information and comply with such regulations
with respect to such exemption as National Recovery Administration may require
or prescribe.
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IV. No member of a trade or industry shall be deprived of the right to display
a "blue eagle" because of nonpayment of his equitable contribution to expenses
of code administration, unless the requirements of subparagraph (1) and (2) of
paragraph I of this order have been met, and unless National Recovery Adminis-
tration shall determine that the procedure outlined in subparagraphs (1), (2), and
(3) of paragraph IT has beer sufficiently complied with.

V. Nothing in this order shall invalidate any contribution heretofore made by
any member of a trade or industry to the expenses of administration of any code.

VI. Administrative Order No. X-20, dated April 14, 1934, and entitled "Regu-
lations Governing Collection of Expenses of Code Administration" is hereby
rescinded.

HUoH S. JOHNSON,
Administrator for Industrial Recovery.

WASUINGTON, D. C., May 26, 1934.

(Date)
To: Compliance Division, National Recovery Administration, Washington, D. C.

CERTIFICATE OF NONPAYMENT OF CONTRIBUTION

--- ------------------------- Code

The undersigned certifies that-

I. T he respondent ........................................
(Name and address)

is subject to the C ode for the -------------------------------------------
Trade/Industry.

2. The undersigned is the agency authorized pursuant to such code to collect
contributions from the respondent to expenses of administration of the above
code.

3. On ---------------- , 1934, the undersigned gave to the above-named
respondent notice of contribution due, a copy of which notice is attached hereto,
by (here indicate manner of giving notice, whether by mail, personal service, or
otherwise).

4. The respondent after 30 days from receipt of such notice has failed to pay
the amount due as required in such notice.

5. (a) The respondent has not within 15 days of the receipt of the notice filed
with the undersigned or with the National Code Authority a protest against the
cottribution on any of tlie gromds set forth in the attached copy of notice, and
the undersigned has been informed by National Recovery Administration that
no such protest has been filed with National Recovery Administration within
such period; or

(b) If such protest has been filed, such protest has been overruled by National
Recovery Administration.

(Signature)

(Address)

-----------.---------------------r.-e)(Title)
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(Name and address of national code sthority)

(Nam an adres ofautorized agency)
(Date.a. otic se-nt)

T o: ............
(Name of member)

NOTICE OF CONTRIBUTION DUE

- -- --------- CODE

1. The Administrator for Industrial Recovery has approved the plan for
budget and equitable basis for contribution submitted by the code authority of
the -------------------- trade/industry. Such approved basis of contribution
and the pertinent code provisions are set forth on the reverse side of this notice.
Copies of said budget are available at the office of the undersigned agency.
2. Upon such basis the amount of your contribution to such expenses is

$ ----------. (In lieu of the foregoing there may be inserted here the method bv
which the contribution of the individual member of the industry should be
calculated.)

3. Your contribution is due and payable upon receipt of this notice. Your
attention is called to the fact that failure to make payment thereof within thirty
(30) days renders you liable to appropriate legal proceedings.

4. Your attention is further called to the fact that you have the right to file a
protest against the payment of such contribution with the undersigned agency or
with the national code authority or with the contribution section of the Com-
pliance Division, National Recovery Administration, Washington, D. C., at any
time within fifteen (15) days from the receipt of this notice. Such protest may
be on the ground that the basis of contribution as approved is unjust as applied
to you, or is not being followed in your case, or that you have already contributed
to the expenses of administration of another code, which other code embraces
your principal line of business, and National Recovery Administration, has not
granted any order requiring your contribution to the expenses of administration
of this code, or on any other valid ground. Any such protest filed by you must
be accompanied by supporting facts.

(Authorized agency)
(Or appropriate official and title)

(Address)

EXHIBIT C

OFFICE MEMORANDUM NO, 340 1, FEBRUARY 27, 1935, CODE CONTRIBUTIONS BOARD

1. The Code Contributions Board is hereby established.
2. Membership:
The Code Contributions Board will consist of three ienlbers as follows:
(a) The Code Administration Direetir, or whom lie may appoint, chairman.
(b) The Assistant to the Administrative Officer in charge of budgets and bases

of assessment, or whom he may appoint,
(c) The Chief of the Compliance Division, or whoso lie may appoint.
3. Functions:
The Code Contributions Board will be respoiisible for and will direct the dis-

position of all protests against payment of codli contributions and all certificates
of nonpayment of o ,de contributions filed in accordance with Administrative
Order No. X-36; except that the authority to deprive industry members of their
privileges either to display or use the "blue eagle" or National Reco very Admin-
istration labels, or to participate in work financed in whole or in part by, Federal
funds, or in appropriate cases of restoring such privileges, will continue iinder the
Compliance and Enforcement Director.

By direction of the National Industrial Recovery Board:
W. A. HAltRIMAN, Administrative Officer.

I NoT.-The substance of this memorandum will be Incorporated In the National Recovery Admnis.
tration Office Manual under "Organlcation-NRA-Part 1-2000" when released In offloe manuil form.
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EXHIBIT D

GENERAL LETTER
D ate ---------------------

GENTLEMEN: The National Code Authority for the Commercial Fixture
Industry has certified to this Division your failure to remit your equitable
contribution toward the cost of administering this code.

It appears from an examination of our records that your code authority has
complied with the requirements of the several administrative orders relating to
the collection of contributions, which, tinder the provisions of your code (art. VI,
see. 10, Par. (J), as amended) are mandatory upon all members of the industry.

You will realize that your national code authority and the several regional
agencies now being established throughout the country can give an efficient
administration of the code only if you, in turn, give your prompt and adequate
financial support.

Many members of your industry have already contributed their share to the
cost of code administration. It is only fair that this cost should be borne equally
by all members. To accomplish this end, the Administration is ready to assist
the code authority in collecting from any who have not as yet contributed.

We are directing your attention to this matter and withholding action for the
time being in the belief that you desire to cooperate and that you will promptly
send your check for the amount due to the national code authority at 1620
South Forty-ninth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Very truly yours, COMILIANCE Divismow,

By W. M. GALVIN.
(NOTE.-This letter, with the variations attached, represents the only approved

form used by National Recovery Administration.)
GENTLEMEN: The National Code Authority for Daily and Non-Metropolitan

Newspapers and your regional agency cannot give you efficient code administra-
tion unless you, in turn, give them prompt and adequate financial support.

To assure such support, the members of this industry added a mandatory con-
tribution provision to the code, by an amendment which clearly established a
legal obligation on the part of each member to pay a fair share of the cost of
administration. The budget and basis of contribution were approved, however,
prior to the inclusion of the amendment, and this administration considered that
in fairness to all concerned an opportunity to file objections either to the amount
of the budget or the basis on which it was to be raised, should be given at a time
subsequent, rather than prior to the mandatory amendment.

Accordingly the budget and basis of contribution were renoticed to the indus-
try, and no objections, requiring alternation of either, having been received,
administrative order 287-396, dated November 30, 1934, became effective
December 12, 1934. This order constitutes a reapproval of the original budget
arid basis of contribution, and tie administration is now prepared to assist the
code authority in collecting this budget.

Quite clearly, the naximum benefits of self-government as provided for in
your code ean only be obtained if your regional agency and notional code imtrority
are able to concentrate on industry problems. Any delinquency requires time
and attention which could otherwise be devoted to giving you a more efficient
adimbiistration of tie code.

May we count on you to take care of your contribution by January 157 Your
regional agency's full address is ----------------------------

Very truly yours,
COMPLIANCE DivisioN,

By W. M. GALVIN.

JANUARY 22, 1935.
P. 3. JORNSON,

Elizabeth, N. J.
GENTLEMtEN: The National Code Authority for the Wiping Cloth Industry

has certified to this Division Your failure to remit your equitable contribution
toward the cost of administering this code.

It appears from an examination of our records that your code authority has
complied with the requirements of the several administrative orders relating to
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the collection of contribution which, under the provisions of your code (art. VI,
sec. 5) as amended, are mandatory upon all members of the industry.

You will realize that your national code authority arid the several regional
agencies now being established throughout the country can give an efficient
administration of the code only if you, in turn, give your prompt and adequate
financial support.

Many members of your industry have already contributed their share to the
cost of code administration. It is only fair that this obligation should be borne
equitably by all members. To accomplish this end, the administration is ready
to assist the code authority in collecting from any who have not as yet contrib uted.

We are directing your attention to this matter and withholding action for the
time being in the belief that you desire to cooperate and that you will promptly
send your cheek for the amount due to the National Code Authority at 3? West
Randolph Street, Chicago, Ill.Very truly yours, COMPLIANCE DIVISION,

By W. M. CALVIN.

HANDBAG FRAME MANUFACTURING

GENTLEMEN: The National Code Authority for the Handbag Frame Manu-
facturing Industry has certified to this Division that you have neither paid your
equitable contribution, computed on the basis of one-half (%) of 1 percent (1%)
of your net sales for 1934, payable weekly, toward the cost of administering the
code, nor have you filed any protest against such payment in accordance with the
terms of paragraph 4 of the notice of contribution due, sent you by the code
authority.

The provisions of yorrr code (art. IV, sec. 5) create a legal obligation on the
part of each member of the industry to contribute his equitable share to the cost
of code administration.

You will realize that your national code authority can give you an efficient
administration of the code only if you, in turn, give you prompt and adequate
financial support. Most of the members of your industry have already done
this, and it is only fair that the remainder similarly contribute.

To accomplish this result, the administration is prepared, if necessary, to
deprive delinquents of "blue eagle " privileges and to authorize the code au-
thority to institute civil proceedings for the amount (lue.

We are directing your attention to this matter and withholding any action
until February 1, 1935, in the belief that you will desire to cooperate with. yolr
code authority, and that you will either send yotr check for the amount due or
make some satisfactory arrangement for payment of sane with your code au-
thority at 291 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Very truly yours,
COMPIANCE: DIVISION,

By W. 1. GALVIN.

JANOA~rY 9, 1935.
PRINTERY OF GEO. L. CLAPP,

Fra innqhan, Mass.
GENTLEMEN: The Code Authority for the Commerical Relief Printing Indus-

try reports that you have not paid your share of the cost of code administration.
The code authority informrs us that you were sent notice of this obligation more
than 30 days ago, that you were given an opportunity to protest if You felt the
contribution was unfair or unjustified, and that no such protest was filed.

Your code authority is responsible for the proper administration of the code
for your industry, which provides, in substance, that the code authority shall
obtain equitable'contributions from all establishments under the code and may,
if necessary, institute legal proceedings to do so. Your code cannot be of maxi-
mum benefit to you unless you, along with the other members of the industry,
pa your share of the cost.

fnythe belief that you will send your contribution to your code authority
promptly, both the Administration and the code authority are withholding any
further action for 10 days.

Sincerely,
W. M. GALVIN, Compliance Division.
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(Date)

NAME OF COMPANY,

Address,
GENTLEMEN: The Code Authority of the Fabricated Metal Products Manu-

facturing and Metal Finishing and M etal Coating Industry, 729 Fifteenth Street,
NW., Washington, D. C., reports that you have not paid your share of the cost
of code administration. This agency further informs us that you were sent
notice of this obligation more than 30 (lays ago, that you were given an oppor-
tunity to protest if you felt the contribution was unfair or unjustified, and that
no such protest was received by it.

Your code authority is responsible for the proper administration of the code
for your industry, which provides, in substance, that the code authority shall
obtain equitable contributions from all establishments tinder the code and may,
if necessary, institute legal proceedings to do so. Your code cannot be of maxi-
mum benefit to you unless you, along with the other members of the industry,
pay your share of the cost.

It should be clearly understood that failure to pay this code-authority contri-
bution constitutes a violation of the code, and when §uch assessments have not
been paid, you cannot in entering into contracts with the United States Govern-
ment truthfully sign the certificate of compliance required with these contracts
indicating that you are in full compliance with this code.

The privilege of using National Recovery Administration insignia is contingent
upon compliance with your code and may be withdrawn upon administrative
finding of noncompliance.

In the belief that you will send your contribution to your code authority
promptly, the administration is withholding any further action for the time
being.

Sincerely, COMPLIANCE DIVISION,

By W. M. GALVIN.

EXHIBIT E

REGISTERED LETTER
............. . . . . .

(De)
NAME OF COMPANY,

Address.
GENTLEMEN: The Regional Code Authority for the Commercial Relief Printing

Industry ---------------------------- reports that you have not paid your
(Address)

share of the cost of administration of the Graphic Arts Code. You were sent
notice of this obligation iore t han 30 clays ago, yoi were given an opportunity
to protest if you felt the contribution was unfair or urnjuistified, and you received
notice from this Administration that the code authority may, if necessary, under
the code institute legal proceedings to obtain equitable contributions from all
establishments.

Action in your case was withheld for 10 days by both our code authority anl
the Administration in the relief that, you would send in your contribution.

We must advise that if by . ------------- you have not paid your
(Date)

equitalble share in the administration of the code, its duly levied byv your code
authority, or unless you have made satisfactory arrangements with your cod,.
authority for such payment, the Adninistration will forthwith remove your
"blue eagle", will certify to your code authority and to agencies disliursing Federal
funds, that you are not in compliance with the code of your industry, and will
authorize appropriate civil proceedings,

Very truly yours,
COMPLIANCE DIVIS-ON.

By W. M. GALVIN.
Registered mail, return receipt requested.
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"BLUE EAGLE' REMOVAL LETTER

GENTLEMEN: By registered letter on ------------ this administration advised
(Date)

you of the complaint against you for your failure to pay your equitable contribu-
tion to the costs of administering the ------------------- to which you are

(Code)
subject. In that letter you were informed that if you failed to comply with the
code in this respect, you would be deprived of your right to display the "blue
ese."'

Weave received no explanation of your failure to pay your fair share of the
expense of administering the above-mentioned code, after due demand by the
code authority.

Because of your failure to pay your equitable contribution to the expense of
administering this code, you are hereby deprived of the right to display any "blue
eagle," and you will hereafter refrain from using any "blue eagle" or any other
National Recovery Administration insignia in any manner whatsoever. You art'
directed to surrender immediately to your postmaster all "blue eagles" in your
possession.

This administration and the code authority will no longer certify to agencies
disbursing Federal funds that you are in compliance with the above-named code.

By DIRECTION OF COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT DIRECTOR,
L. J. MARTIN, Chief Compliance Division.

Registered mail, return receipt requested.

LETTER TO STATE DIRECTOR AND CODE AUTHORITY

DEAR SIR: The attached letter ------------------- , has been sent to
(Date)

(Comnpsny and address)
The Administration has found that the respondent is in violation of the con-

tribution provisions of the Graphic Arts Code.
After an administrative finding of noncompliance the privilege of using Na-

tional Recovery Administration insignia has been withdrawn, and this company
has been directed to surrender all National Recovery Administration insignia
in its possession to the postmaster at ------------------------- This Ad-

(city.)
ministration and the code authority arc no longer in a position to certify to
agencies disbursing Federal funds that the company listed above is in compliance
with its code.

You are authorized to give such publicity to this action as you deem appro-
priate.

Very truly yours,
COMPLIANCE DIVISioN.

(Enclosure.) By W. M. GALVIN.

POSTMASTER,
Address.

DEAR SIR: The Administration has found that the ..................
(company and address.)

is in violation of the contribution provisions of the -------------------------
(Code).

and has directed this company to surrender its "blue eagle" insignia to you.
Will you please advise this office within 10 days what action is taken by the

above-named concern toward surrendering its "blue eagle" insignia to you, but
be careful to do nothing yourself toward getting 1t back?

Very truly yours,
COMPLIANCE DivisioN.

By W. M. GALVIN.
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ExHIBIT F

NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION,
Washington, D. C., December 20, 1984.

To all code authorities:

This will supplement the letter to all Code Authorities of October 11, 1934,
regarding litigation by or against you. That letter should riot be construed as
in any way relaxing the regulations contained in part, III of Bulletin No. 7 (Manual
for the Adjustment of Complaints) requiring Code Authorities to obtain the
express prior approval of National Recovery Administration before initiating
litigation. Such approval is still required. It is the purpose of this letter to
set forth the procedure which should followed in obtaining approval.

In States having State acts adopting the Federal codes, the approval of the
State National Recovery Administration Compliance Director must be obtained
by the Code Authority before it institutes legal proceedings or recommends to
the State Authorities the institution of such proceedings. As soon as a proceed-
ing is instituted in a State court, a notice to this effect must be sent to the State
Director, to the Coordinating Branch of the Compliance Division, and to the
Litigation Division. A form for this notice is attached.

National Recovery Administration is undertaking the direction of the early
litigation on contributions to Code Authorities, so that the first cases may be
ones in which the facts are clear and all National Recovery Administration pro-
cedural requirements have been complied with in order that we may obtain
prompt action in court. Therefore, until further notice, approval of suits to
enforce payment of contributions must be obtained from the Contribution See-
tion, Compliance Division, in Washington. More detailed information on the
procedure to be followed will be sent you shortly.

Code Authorities are permitted by Administrative Order X-14 to refer unad-
justed cases in which there is substantial evidence of a deliberate violation to
the appropriate district attorney of the United States through the State National
Recovery Administration Compliance Director for the State in which the appro-
priate district court is located. Your attention is called to the fact that this
order requires the State Director to send to Washington a complete transcript
of the record of the case in duplicate. Action on these cases will be facilitated
If the Code Authority will assist the State Director in the preparation of these
copies. NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL REcovERY BOARD,

W. A. HARRIMAN, Administrative Officer.

This copy for ------------------------------------------.--------------
(Litigation Division, Coordinating Branch, State Director)

FORM VI A-CASES REFERRED TO STATE COURTS

Code -----------------------------------------------------------------
State legal action instituted ------------ Name of court ---------------------
Form of legal action instituted -------------------------------------------
Statu ol case at time notice sent (state briefly what action if any has been taken

since the case instituted) ---------------------------------------------
Name of code agency by which action was taken A ---------------------------

Name of person tc whom inquiries on this case should be directed ------------
Name of plaintiff -------------------------------------------------------
Name of defendant -----------------------------------------------------
Address of defendant ---------------------------------------------------
Name of attorney if any for code agency --------------------------------
Nature of violation: (State briefly the nature of the violation, and cite tle specific

section of the code violated.)

II a local code authority, give name of region or city.
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MEMORANDUM

JANUARY 23, 1935.
To: W. A. Harriman, administrative officer.
From: H. S. Brown, assistant to the administrative officer.
Subject: Multiple secretaries, attorneys, and accountants for code authorities.

A study has been made of the various phases of the problem confronting the
administration in supervising the management of code authorities by indviduals
orrganizations interested in the administration of more than one code authority,

A consideration of the statistical analysis and economic study attached hereto,
indicates the complexity of the problem. Briefly stated, the following premises
have been established:

1. It is difficult to weigh the economic advantages against the disadvantages
irr considering the multiple activities of code authority officials and employees.

2. No tangible proof of malfeasance in office or improper practices have
developed.

3. Multiple code authority executives have been required to protect themselves
from criticism by National Recovery Administration officials, and have furnished
all information to the National Recovery Administration that has been required.

4. The National Recovery Administration is instituting an unusual precedent
iii requiring certain professional organizations to itemize their fees.

At the present time the Administration, i, most instances, is requiring that
each multiple executive submit the following information:

(a) An agreement substantially in the form of the letter addressed to Mr.
Marshall, attached hereto.

(b) A formal employment agreement as executed between a code authority
and its agents in accordance with the form attached hereto.

(c) The submission of a list of salaries of employees, analysis of office expenses
in order to itemize the amount of the fee in accordance with normal budgetary
expenditures.

The present procedure was inaugurated as the result of a memorandum sub-
mitted by Mr. Blackwell Smith on August 1, 1934, wherein lie stated:

"There is no technical reason against having any number of code authorities
allocating to a single outside organization the administration of the entire
budgetary funds of each code authority involved. The code authority still
remains responsible for the proper carrying out of the delegation. However,
potentialities of abuse in such situations require the greatest care on the part
of the delegated organization."

It appears, from the consideration of the attached data and factors mentioned,
that the Administration has set up all necessary* safeguards against potential
abuse of the multiple secretary relationship. The agreement submitted by the
individual is so binding that the Administration may investigate conditions with
the slightest provocation.

The orily alternative to the continuation of the present method of procedure
would bo the establishment of a definite ruling that multiple activities will not
be permitted. The facts do not appear to justify the adoption of such a drastic
policy at the present time. H. S. BROWN,

Assistant to the Administrative Officer.

MEMORANDUM

JANUARY 17, 1935.
To: H. S. Brown, assistant to the Administrative Officer.
From: J. D. Kershner, Code Authorities Accounts Section.
Subject: Multiple Secretaries, Attorneys, and Accountants for Code Authorities.

A problem confronting the administration in supervising the management of
code authorities and in checking the administration of the various code authorities
is the multiple activities of secretaries, attorneys, and accountants.

These individuals are specialists who present themselves to code authorities as
experts ii the supervising of code-authority activities in their specialized fields.
In order to clarify a consideration of the problems involved, it might be well to
define the nature of the setivities of the various individuals under consideration.
These definitions are as follows:
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I. MULTIPLE SECRETARIES

A multiple secretary is ai individual or organization specializing i acting as
the adrlirristrative agency or rather the secretariat of more than one code au-
thority. Tie extent of the responsibility of tie various individuals aril organiza-
tions varies with the type of arrangements made between the individuals or
organizationss and the code authorities. Some organizations control tlre entire
budgetary funds of the code authorities, whreas other organizations are paid a
flat fee by a code authority in order to carry on certain well-known and defined
activities in the name of the code authority.

2. MULTIPLE ATTORNEYS

A multiple attorney is one who acts as counsel to more than one code authority,
or who acts a count sel for rini hers of an industry, a trade association of tire same
industry, and the code authority for the same industry. The extent of the interest
in the activity of the code authority differs with the contract or arrangement made
with the counsel. Some multiple counsel are simply retained on a contingent
basis, to be used if needed, whereas others are held on a flat retainer fee by many
code authorities.

3. MUrLTIPLE ACCOUNTANTS

A multiple accountant is one who is acting as the confidential agent, the statis-
tical section, or as investigator for more than one code authority. Again, the
extent of the activities of the accountant is governed by the arrangement made
between the accountant and the code authority.

4. COMBINATION ARRANGEMENTS

In addition to the relatively well-defined activities of the three groups mentioned
above, there are many individuals who combine the activities of one or more
groups. For example, there are individuals or organizations who act for one code
authority as counsel and act as secretary of another; and there are other organiza-
tions that may act as secretary of one code authority and the accounting agency of
the other.

In considering the budgets and bases of contribution submitted by the various
code authorities for approval, we have been able to find certain advantages and
disadvantages in these multiple arrangements. Before giving any specific in-
stances of the cases in point, a brief discussion will be made of the general ad-
vantages and disadvantages of tire various types of multiple arrangements

I. MULTIPLE SECRETARIES

(a) Advantages

1. Cost of administration: Industries frequently find it less expensive to
engage the services of an organization or of a professional secretary than to
retain a complete organization of'their own. In small industries, particularly, it is
difficult to maintain a large or efficient organization with the funds available.
Code authorities are able to make an arrangement with a professional organiza-
tion whereby part of the time of experienced executives is devoted to the adminis-
tration of the code.

2. Knowledge of the National Recovery Administration requirements: Due to
the fact that the employees of a professional organization are in frequent contact
with the National Recovery Administration officials, and because the adminis-
trative problems of many codes require a thorough knowledge of National
Recovery Administration routine, these individuals have a complete knowledge
of all orders issued by the National Recovery Administration, all interpretations
of these orders and are generally more expert in conducting negotiations with
National Recovery Administration regarding industry problems.

3. Personnel: The professional mutiple secretary is usually an experienced
executive, arid quite frequently, an experienced trade association man. The
organization employed by the multiple secretary is frequently of a high type.
Code authorities frequently find it better to retain one-quarter of the services of
of $12,000 man than it would be to employ the full-time services of a $3,000 man.
The multiple secretary usually has some power as a speaker, and is able to give
more prestige to a code authority than a man retained as secretary of a small
code authority at a low salary.
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4. Administration: The routine administration of codes under jurisdiction of
multiple secretaries is almost uniformly good. Correspondence is efficiently and
promptly handled, and all requests from National Recovery Administration are
usually satisfactorily answered with a minimum of delay. It is not infrequent
that a request for information regarding one code administered by a multiple
secretary will be answered in detail regarding all codes under his administration.

5. Interest in success of National Recovery Administration: Due to the fact that
the continuation of the term of employment depends entirely upon the success
in administering the code and the success of National Recovery Administration
itself, these multiple secretaries are usually enthusiastic supporters of the National
Reovery Administration program. Officers of a code authority, who are em-
ployed by only one industry, frequently are former secretaries of trade associations
or promiment executives in the industry, and they therefore are likely to he more
interested in the particular problems of tle industry than in the general success
of the National Recovery Administration program.

6. Code consolidations: Multiple secretaries frequently administer codes for
related branches of the same large industry. Individual codes were granted
these small branches of the large industries due to the insistence of the members
of these industries. Members of these small industries will be brought together
in the office of the multiple secretary and may eventually determine to consolidateunder one code. (b) Disadvantagee

I. Industry problems: The multiple secretary is usually entirely unfamiliar
with the specialized problem of any industry. He may not be familiar with the
peculiar processes in an industry, or the competitive conditions between the
members of the industry.

2. Negotiations: Multiple secretaries usually have a thorough knowledge of
National Recovery Administration routine and procedure. This knowledge
may easily be used in seeking loopholes in the exact compliance with National
Recovery Administration instructions, in order to carry on activities not properly
allocatable as code authority activities. From an industry standpoint, this
disadvantage might well be listed as an advantage. It Is the duty of National
Recovery Administration officials to guard against such action, so this possibly
is not a very strong objection.
3. Racketeering: There is room for considerable abuse in the multiple secre-

tary relationship. Individuals may hold themselves out as having certain con-
tacts with National Recovery Administration that are of value to industry.
They may sell their services on the assumption that they will be able to obtain
advantageous decisions in National Recovery Administration for the industry.
It is also possible that certain individuals, possessing strong sales ability, will be
able to sell inferior services to a code authority. It is also possible that these
individuals are actual or potential racketeers, using their control over industry
groups for their own profit, having no interest whatever in the success of the
National Reervery Administration program or the proper solution to industry's
problems. This possibility is the one most feared in National Recovery Admin-
istration, and the one most difficult to guard against. In discussing industry
problems with code authority secretaries, it is very difficult to judge whether or
not an individual is sincere in his efforts or is simply "going through motions"
in order to earn a fee.

4. Compliance: One of the advantages listed was the efficiency of the routine
administration of codes by multiple secretaries. Due to the fact that multiple
secretaries are not familiar with the specific problems of industry the major
problems of compliance and code administration may be ignored or poorly
administered. It is very difficult to check upon this disadvantage, due to the
fact that compliance problems vary so greatIy as between codes, and the fact that
a particular code has poor compliance is no indication that the administration is
poor. Conversely, good compliance is not---n its face--an indication of good
administration.

5. Profits: It is difficult to check upon the reasonableness of fees charged by
multiple secretaries. A multiple secretary may contract to furnish the adminis-
trative services for a flat fee of, for example, $10000 per year. The considera-
tion for the fee is the complete, prompt, and efficient administration of the code
for the Code authority. All employees of the multiple secretary would devote
part of their time to the administration of the code. On occasion, we have found
that a $20 employee of a multiple secretary would be engaged upon the work of
five codes, with a charge of $10 per week against each of the codes. Obviously,
the multiple secretary was obtaining a gross income of $50 per week from the
services of these employees. Items such as rent may easily be overcharged
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against the various code authorities involved. The fee of the secretary, as an
individual, is based upon his devoting a flat percentage of his time to administra-
tion of the code. We have one secretary who has accounted for one and one-half
times his time in computing his fees for various code authorities. The difficulty
in examining the fees of code authority multiple secretaries is in the fact that
many of the fees seem small on their face, and the necessity for the fees or the
reasonableness of the fees, is based entirely upon the quality of administration of
the code obtained by the code authority. This office has no way to investigate
into the quality of administration.

Cartelization: Certain professional organizations have been professional trade
association management engineers for years. These organizations have main-
tained strong trade associations in certain industries. Industry members of these
cartelized trade associations have benefited to the detriment of the nonmembers
of the association. The professional organizations, in administering the code for
the industry affected, usually overemphasize the importance of administering the
price provisions and the fair trade practice provisions of the code, and pay little
or no attention to the administration of the wage and hour provisions. the re-
porting phases of code administration and the price control phases of code admin-
istration are very efficiently administered. The difficulty in checking or watching
the administration of such an organization is in the fact that code provisions are
usually worded in very general language. The amount of stress to be laid in
enforcing any particular code provision depends almost entirely upon the ideas of
a code authority.

7. Code consolidation: One of the advantages listed for the multipled secretary
arrangement was a possible consolidation of codes administered by a single multi-
ple secretary. If, however, codes for different industries are administered by one
multiple secretary, instead of codes for related branches of the same industry, then
the multiple secretary will usually negotiate as long as possible in order to retain
the administrative functions of the code. It is to the advantage of the multiple
secretary, in nonrelated industries, to have as many codes in existence as possible,
so that the total of the fees to be charged may be larger.

1I. MULTIPLE LEGAL COUNSEL

(a) Advantag,:s

1. Knowledge of orders: The larger firms of multiple counsel usually employ
one or more individuals as research men or librarians who devote a major part of
their time in familiarizing themselves wit'. he various orders, interpretations,
rulings, etc., as issued by the National 13ecovery Administration. These legal
advisers, therefore, are usually able to k(ep code authority operations within the
scope of code authority powers.

2. Knowledge of routine. Multiple legal advisers are familiar with the vari-
ous steps to be taken by code authorities before cz-mpliance activity can be taken,
etc. Code authorities advised by multiple counsel frequently have more actual
compliance decisions in court than do code authorities advised by a single
counsel.

3. Caliber of counsel: Most multiple legal counsel aie men of wide experience,
and having large practices, they are usually individua]F who have been receiving
large fees for their services for many years. Their knowledge of administrative
law is usually more complete than that of other counsel, and the code authorities
benefit accordingly. (6) Disadvantages

1. Political: Certain well-known legal firms, at present interested in code
advice, on a multiple scale, are well-known members of political groups in opposi-
tion to the present policies of the administration. The negotiating methods used
by these individuals ar usually an implied or stated threat to "upset the apple
art" if the specific request of the industry group is not granted.

2. Industry connections: Certain multiple legal advisers are acting as counsel
for trade associations and individual members of industry. In any conflict of
opinion as to whether the individual should represent the member of the industry
or the code authority, the code authority may possibly suffer, due to the fact
that the counsel's main income comes from the industry member rather than from
the code authority. In at least one case, the statement has been made that
partners of the same law firm represented both the code authority and the industry
member in a compliance case.

3. Semiracketeering: Certain counsel, located in Washington, purport to be
experts on National Recovery Administration problems. They become the

119782-35-PT 6-38
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Washington representatives of the code authorities. They render an information
and reporting service to code authorities, for which they receive a fiat fee. This
service is little more than a digest of the various orders and rulings issued by
National Recovery Administration daily.

I1. MULTIPLE ACCOUNTANTS

(a) It is not necessary to comment in detail upon the advantages and dis-
advantages of this particular arrangement, due to the fact that the accountant
usually has no control over the administration of a code. In most cases the
statistical functions of a code authority, or the accounting section of a code
authority, has been turned over to a professional accounting firm. In addition,
accounting firms are frequently appointed as the confidential agents of code
authorities in collecting industry statistics. There is practically no opportunity
for the influence of code a9Umu efvit this relationship.

IV. GENERAL ",4

At the press time there are more than 50 individua rtnerships or corpora-
tions servinrwo or more code authpidties in one of the Iove capacities. One
firm is no serving more th n 20 c dethorities in the Csacity of executive
secretary nd many firm aM rviug |ve or ane code author "es. A preliminary
study o he situation .ows tat ab .it 176 ejde authorities Ie being adminis-
tered o assisted by @ne of th50 iul _ple anizations mention.

A t ical case o'ryjc;roblm nsI14 tn cons' ring multi o secretaries is
that Mr. George JiT'h ,< . .o cladelp w ho is acti as executive
secure ry or manager for the lowing de aIorAies with a otal personal
inco e of $39,000 per year, wit: I I "

(1 Paper d' ilk bott cap Industtv: Salary of $9,000 er year, asexe e tive ser s ry ~ one i ~ h o h s tim e. "

( Cylindri 1l liqu t Jpe tprn~tiiTaijery: Salary f$9,000 per

year~ executive secretary for one- hrdf his time,

(31 Sanitary ailk h Ip ci closur % n u t y a a y o

man ~er, for on six f his' time,$,0 pe er a

(4) Paper_ nap 
t -divso fh qe n spidsr:Slr f$,0

per y r utive secretary, fCr one-sixh of his tie.

(5) rpe paper division p&4Mi paper m d pul p , dustry: alary of $6,000

as man l er, for one-six tW t his tin . "J

In add ion to the alt code fitctos$ htlo directs tth activities of the

National , ociation of D'tft~i ,t'aw Ma ~f atuesa a .early compensation

of $9,000. " his salary brings his total remuneration Si these functions to

$48,000 per y t. You will note that the first five funcjDbns have taken up all of

his time, leavingto available time for the administ~on of the National Asso-

ciation of Drinking 'lraw Manufacturers. In a~4Don to the duties mentioned,

w e u n d e r s t a n d t h a t r.'4 4a ~ ol is n e g o t i $ t b e c o m e t h e e x e c u t iv e se c r e t a r y

o f a n o th e r c o d e a u th o rity t r n a m fl co m p e n sa tio n o f , 0 00tm , w ic h w il

bring his total income to $54,000 per year.

Mr. Lincoln is a man of broad experience and knowledge. He has been accus-

tomed to earning large fees for his services. The considerations before mentoed

as advantages and disadvantages of such a relationship must be taken into account

before judging whether or not the National Recovery Administration should place

its stamp of approval upon the arrangement. Mr. Lincoln has been required to

submit the standard form of letter, a copy of which is attached. In this letter

he agrees to submit certain information and agrees to open his peronal books for

the inspection of National Recovery Administration officials. He also agrees to

submit written agreements for the code authorites as you will note. In addition

to this agreement, he was required to submit additional break-down of his fees

and activities, which information was used as a basis for the writing of this

report.
The case mentioned above is given only as an example of the type of decision

that is required in considering the problem of multiple secretaries. It is under-

stood that in accordance with the memorandum issued by Mr. Blakwell Smith,

the individual code authorities are primarily responsible' for the administration

of the codes. If the agent, as retained by the code authority, Is inefficient or

careless, the responsibility rests with the actual members of the code authorities.

The crux of the entire situation Is to determine the point where the National

Recovery Administration should enter into and consider agreements made

between code authorities and indIviduals they retain.
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Attached hereto you will find a statistical analysis of budgets and bases of
contribution administered by a number of multiple secretaries. This information
is submitted in order to indicate the extent of the responsibility of multiple
secretaries in the administration of codes of fair competition.

J. 1). KFRSUNE.

31ultiple secretaries and codes affcted

SUM MARY

Nutmbler Total al)- Eu

Name of incumbent Lm- Iroved lug- Eqlttit-
pro nied in ii- lent in-

badgers i I mu. i Slls n1:l1 fets

B. E. Babhitt-.. ---- ---------------................. ........... .5 $41, 4 D.0 $9, O0, 50
L. L, Balleisen ....... -.. -............ .--------------- 1 3,125,00 1,250, 00
IHerman .. Bauer_ ..-.- ---.--------------.------------------ 2 27, (I5).0) 2, s. 00
Byrne & Byrne ------------- i 114, 780.00 fItu . (I
John M. Byrne ....... .......... ....... .... . .-------- - 2 155, 74U. 00 7, 2 0.50
Fred A. Collinge .....-------- . ........... . ... ... ..- ..--- - () (2) (2)
C, Stuart ('omeaur .. i. .63. 6... ............. ....... . I 5,237.00
R. S. Crawfnrd and C, M . Kendriek .................... . 4 1 70, 42N. ' 33, 421.82
1), A , Crocker ......... . .. .............. . ..... ... 3 414 5 7, 2 6. M8Edward 1t, Dewey, ............----------...... ) ()
Clement J. DrIlsoll..-............... ... .....- 2 26, 188. 07 8, (o .00
R, P Dryer ........ ......... ------------------------ 1 53, 727. 11 11, 14. 66
Arihur L. Fauil- ................ .-------- -------------------- I 15,445 3, 20. 00
George A. Fernley -.............----------.----------.. ........ 2 35, 500. 0 s, Iss, 0o
1. H. Friedman ........................................... 1 12,46" 50 5,000. o
W. L. Finger ............. ---------------------------------- - I M.si 00 600, 00
IV. P. F ckett ....... ........................ ................. 2 e 00 1, 500 00
A, M. Ferry-------------------------------------------...2...... 1, 4,00. 0
Sooch, Jennings & Co ............... ................... .... 1....1 6,4 D 0.4

Charles P. laOvin ...--........---------- _------------------ 2 460.0 13, 5), 00
Charles M. laskins ............---------------------------------- 4 207,0. ) 11, 00 DO
NV. S. Hays------ ............... .............----------------- 2 1,11, , 06 1), 500,
Guy A. Henry ............................ .......... . .. _ _-- - -- --- 9 w 0 5, O0. DO
Joseph E. jH enry. . .. . . ........ ..... ............. ...... (( 1)QR. n T Hollowell.....----------- .----------------------- -1 1,000 3, 0. 00

D, S. Hun'er and associate ..........-..... ...... ........ _ 7 '71,277) '18,64900
William P. Jeffery ................. 2............... 5 ) 00 15, 000. 0
R. W . Johnson....-----.................... ... .......... _ 2 69.70968 27,300.00
Alexander Konkle ---------- ------------..................( ) ( (2)
S, D. Leidesdort & Co ...................... ......... ......- 280,11 M 0 42,000 00
Simon J. Llebo ,lz .... ....................................... 2 45 55 66 16, 04. 50
George 3. Lincoln, Jr ....---------- -.. ............. (... : ..... , (2)
Hmry B. Lindsay ......................-------------------------- 2 20 70 0 6,000.00
George Link, Jr....................... .................. (2) (2) ()
C. J. Skinner.................. ..---. -------- ------ ------- 1 801920 0 .00
3. NV. McClinton ....................- .......- - ------- () (s) (2)
SW. Milin.--------------------------------1 .. ,.....00 10,00000
L. O. Monroe ....... ...........................................3 42,41) D 1 , 250. 0
Louis B. Montford ........ .............................. (2) (2)
0. L. M oore ......... .............................. ....... () (2)
Victor M osel ........................ ............ ..... ...... . 2 i, D00 , 0.0
W. J. Parker ... ........................................... 20 247,070)1() 61,330.00
Irvtnq S. Paul] -....... ..... ..... ..... ........ ...... . 3 103,7 834 47,633.07
C. 1.,Rohrbaeh ........................................... 2 4,00O.00 0, 00. 00
Benjamln Shwarto ------------------------------------- ----- 3 5. 3.50. 0 13, 00. 0)
J. Martin Seller ......... -........ ...... ----------- ----------- 1 1 ). I IN 0 I. 00
Soovell, Wellington & Co ................... ........... 3 38,807.00 7,477.034
Morris Eider ... ... -.. --......... ......... .... ........ -------- 2 4 ) 8, 700, (M
Stevenson, Jordan & Harrison ................ 6 436,4037, I 120,10500
Ralph P. Stoddard ............................................. 04,893.76 0 , !N4, (K1
Helen Strat ton ..................................................... 3 16,3M500 5, 2). M0
H. B. Sweatt. .. ........................---------------- -3 40,616.0 21,027. 00
Stuart J. Swensson ............ ............................. 1 15,00 ,0). 00
George F. Tegan ...........-....................---- - - 1 Z400.0 0 600.00
Herbert Teneer ............................................ 2 307, 6860 0 16, 400. 00
Donald E, Tolles ....................................------. ...... 1 0 2 9,12 a).11
Trade Associlation Management, Inc -.-----.------------------ -1 5,059.O8 4, 2).0
Trade Ways, Inc ...-..........------------------------------ ) (2) (1)
W. F. L. Tuttle ...............-------------------- 2 102000. 0 18,('5)0.00
Philip IV. .p............ --------- ------ (2)
Raymond Tiffany .............. ............... ----------------- 2 0,2,0 12,500.00
Arthur J. Tuscany ----------------------------------- ------- 12,, 12900 23,400 0
E. G. VaIl- .........-----.- ----- _--------..... __ 2 22,4441.89 7, 704.00
Alexander Vincent- -.-.........--------------------- 0......0...... 00 3, l.. w
W, E. Yeomans ............- - --------- _-- --- --- _ (2) (2)

8 452.7126,44 736, 59S. 79

Two or mors eonecutive hudgeta of tie slno code have been converted to annual bt.Is, thus Inflating
the figures.

I No budgets approved.



Multiple secretaries and codes affected
t" Before code indicates budget not officially approved, information not included]

Budget period Amount of Amount of Annual Equivalent
budget fee budget fee Nature of services rendered

V. J. PELRZa

96. Buff and polishing wheel ----------- July 1, 1934-Dec. 31, 1934 (6 months) ..... $4,500.00 $2,250 00 $9, 000 $4.500 Services of secretary and employees.Do --------------.------------- Jan. 1, 1935-June 30,1935 (6 months) ------ 4, 5. 00 2,250.00 (9,000) (4,500) Do.
97. Buffing and polishing composition ---- July 1,1934-Dec. 31,1934 (6 months) ---- 2,280. 00 1,290.00 5,160 2, 580 Do.

Do ---------------------------- Jso. 1,1935-June 30,1935 (6 months) --- 2,580.00 1,290.00 (5,160) (2,5b0) Do.22$. Light sewing, comfortable division - - - Feb. 2, 1934-Feb. 2, 1935 (12 Months) ... 10,060 00 2,400. 00 10,060 2,400 Do.
* Do .................... Feb. 2,1935-Feb. 1,1936 (12 months) ......................................................

226. Light sewing, mattress cover division- Feb. 2, 1934-Dee. 31,1934 (11 months) ..... 3,020.41 1,168. 75 3,295 1,275 Do.
226. Light sewing, quilting division ....... Feb. 2,1934-Feb. 2,1935 (12 months) 8,390.00 1,5m0 00 8,390 1,500 Personal services only.212. Drape-y and upholstery trimming ---- Jan. I, 1934-Dec. 31, 1934 (12 months) ..... 8,000. 00 3,600.00 8,000 3, 600 Services of secretary and employees_

-o ------------------- Jan. 1,1935-Mar. 31,1935 (3 months) .....................................
40. Electric storage and wet primary July 1, 1934-June 15, 1935 (considered) (12 42,420.00 50,200.00 42,420 10,200 Do.

battery. months).
8. Fire extinguishing appliance .......... Nov. 4,1933-Dec. 31, 1934 (14 months). . 21,000.00 5,600.00 18,000 4,800 Do.

Do .............................. Jan. 1, 1935-June 15, 1935 (534months) .......................................
493. Industrial oil burning equipment . Oct. 23, 1934-June 16, 1935 (7%4 months) ... 3,600.00 1,550.00 5,575 2, 400 Do.315. Industrial safety equipment .......... Apr. l, 1934-Dec. 31,I934 (9 months) 6,525.00 2,250.00 8,700 3,000 Do.

Do ............................. Jan. 1, 1935-Dec. 31, 1935 (12 months) .....................................................
500. Marine equipment manufacturing_ - Sept. 6, 134-June 16, 1935 (9%4 months)_. 8,296.00 2,800.60 10,667 3,600 Services of secretary and minor em-

ployees.100. Motor fire apparatusmanufacturing-. Nov. 8,1933-Dec. 31, 1934 (139 months)... 16,800.00 3,850.00 14,662 3,360 Scrvices ofsecretaryandemployeesand
office equipment.78. Nottingham lac curtain ............. Nov. 13,1933-Nov. 13,1934 (12 months) -- 7, 200. 00 4,040.00 7,200 1 4,0 0 Services of secretary and employees.

79 Novelty curtain, draperies ............ Jan. 1, 1934-Dec. 31, 1934 (12 months) --- - --.......... Do.454. Optical retail ................ . June 18,1934-June 16,1935 (12 months) .. 36,440.00 2,100.00 36,440 2,100 Personal services only.
84-V-I. Perforating manufacturing -... Sept. 10, 1934-June 10, 1935 (9 months) .... 5,000.00 1,500.00 0,607 2,000 Services of secretary and employees.283. Ready-made furniture slip cover Mar. 15,1934-Mar. 14, 1935 (12 months)... 4,000.00 800.00 4,000 800 Personal services only.

manufacturing.
489. Safety razor and safety razor blade.,. Aug. 1, 1934-June 16, 1935 (10% months)... 15, 234.50 1,750.00 17,411 2,000 Do.
$313. Steel wool --------------------- July 1, 1934-June 30,1935 (12 months) ----- ............................................
314. Textile print roller engraving ......... Apr. 1, 1934-Mar. 31, 1935 (12 months) ----- 7,500.00 2,400.00 7,500 2,400 Services of secretary, employees, and

office.471. Trailer manufacturing ......-......... July 12,1934-June 16, 1935 (11 months).... 12, 60. 00 3,000.00 13,745 3,273 Services of secretary only.
380. Used textile machinery, etc ----------- Apr. 15, 1934-June 15, 1935 (14 months) .... 11,874.77 1,752.47 10,178 1,502 Do.

Total ---------------------- ------------------------------------------- ------------------------ 247,070 $1,3.30

Notn.-Mr. Parkers orglzation supplies oflce space, office equipment, telephone service, and other facilities, the expenses for which are broken down in the various budgetsin the usual form. He baa various agreements with various of the code authorities, copy of which have been or are to be furnished National Recovery Administration. When hesubmits his cosfidentlal reports properly tabulated, as requested In the accompanying letter, It will be possible to ascertain what, if any, profits he may make on salaries of hisemitoyees, rental of his otfee space, and other servIcer rendered over any particular period of time. It will be noted that the various budgets expire on different dats and run for
piferent Verlods_ His report, ot course, will he made accordingly.
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BUDGET AND BAS:s OF CONTRIBUTION FOR THE CODE AUTHORITIES OF THE
MOTOR AND VEHICLE RETAILING TRADE

BUDGET

Period of budget, May 1, 19 34, to April 30, 1935, one year. The amount is
$2,502,700.46, which is briefly summarized as follows:
National control committee:

Executives (St. Louis office) 2 at part time -------------------- $16, 980
Executives (Washington office) 5 or 6 full time ----------------- 36, 200
Legal services ---------------------------------------------- 7, 500
Accounting and clerical personnel (28) ------------------------- 34, 020

Total salaries ------------------------------------------- 94, 700
Office expenses: Rent, equipment, telephone and telegraph, sta-

tionery and supplies, etc ---------------------------------- 25, 800

Travel:
For 5 members of the national control committee (4 resident at

St. Louis, Detroit, and Belleville; 1 to be selected) ---------- 1 2, 000
Executive secretary, secretary staff, including 4 compliance

assistants ------------------------------------------- 14, 400
Personnel other than above ------------------------------ 3, 000

Total travel ----------------------------------------- 29, 400

Total estimated expense ------------------------------ 149, 900

STATE ADVISORY COMMITTEES

The budgets for the 54 State and local advisory committees aggregate $2,352,-
800.46.

It is not possible to present an actual analysis of the major items contained in
these local budgets, because of the difference in the methods of operation and in
the manner in which the budgets were itemized. The following figures are, how-
ever, presented as representing a reasonable estimate of the major categories into
which local expenditure may be divided:
1. Chief executive officers (approximately 10 percent) ---------- $235, 000. 00
2. Other salaries, including professional, administrative, and cleri-

cal (approximately 42 percent) ------------------------- 990, 000. 00
3. Office and miscellaneous expenditures, including contingent

reserve (approximately 25 percent) -------------------- 590, 000. 00
4. Traveling expenses for code authority members and staff (ap-

proximately 23 percent) ------------------------------- 537, 800. 46

Total (100 percent) ---------------------------------- 2, 352, 800. 46

BASIS OF CONTRIBUTION

1. The basis of contribution for the national control committee is distinct from
those for its local agencies. The national committee is supported by a flat charge
of $4 per member.

2. The bases of contribution for the various State and local advisory committees
vary considerably in principle. Contributions ate in general, based upon one of
the following schemes:

(a) A uniform percentage of dollar sales (example, the Arizona State Advisory
Committee obtains contributions at the rate of three-tenths of 1 percent of sales
volume).

(b) Payment on the basis of cars sold. In some cases there is no distinction in
price except between new and used cars, but in the majority of cases a graduated
scale, depending upon the price of the car, is specified.

Practically all ofthe bases of contribution for the various local committees are
based on one or the other of the above principles.
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GENERAL

The motor vehicle retailing industry currently employes approximately 250,000
persons and the annual sales volume is estimated at $2,000,000,000. The cost of
code administration represent, therefore, a levy at the rate of approximately $10
per employee and approximately one-eighth of 1 percent of sales volume.

| MEMORANDUM
APRIL 17, 1935.

To: H. P. Vose, chief Code Authorities Accounts Section.
From: Daniel House, Code Authorities Accounts Section.
Subject: Budgets for the Bituminous Coal Code Authority.

Twenty-five budgets for divisions, subdivisions, and districts of this code
authority have been approved to date. All of these budgets are first budgets.
Total amount of the budgets approved is $1,803,156.86. With the exception of
three, these budgets are all on annual basis. Therefore, the total amount on an
annual basis is $1,843,535.55.

Assessments are made on the tonnage of bituminous coal production and the
rate of assessment varies from 3% mills per ton to 20 mills per ton.

The total amount of budgets given above does not accurately represent even
the budgeted cost of code administration on an annual basis, because a number
of budgets going back into 1934 have been submitted for approval and have not
yet been approved.

Roughly estimated, about $50,000 may be added to the budget total given in
order to arrive at a fair estimate of the budgeted cost of code administration.

The industry has been divided for the purposes of code administration into five
divisions and each division has been divided into subdivisions. However, division
no. 3 is administered entirely through the divisional code authority and division
no. 5 is administered partly through divisional code authority and partly through
district and stbdivisional code authority.

Another part of the organization of this code authority is the national and
regional coal labor boards. These boards are composed partly from em-
ployers in the industry and partly from organized labor in the industry. The
expenses of these boards are borne, one-half by the code authority and one-half
by organized labor.- In add tion the code authority has as a member a representa-
tive of labor.

An additional organizational set-up has recently been completed; that is the
organization of national and regional arbitration boards. These boards are
temporary and budgets for them have not yet been submitted. The boards are
composed of impartial members who are not members of the industry.

It can be noted from the attached summary of approved budgets that division
no. 1 spends most of the total of budgetary funds.

Division no. 1 takes in Pennsylavnia, Ohio, lower peninsula of Michigan,
Maryland, West Virginia, Kentucky, northern Tennessee, Virginia, and North
Carolina. This includes much of the richest bituminous coal fields in the country,
and the cost of administration if taken on a percentage of volume of production
is comparatively low.

In 1932 this division produced almost 72 percent of the total bituminous coal
produced in the entire industry.

Budgets for this division amount to less than 70 percent of the total amount
of budgets submitted. It should be remembered that in this division severest
competition takes place and that, therefore, the problems of code administration
are much more complex and difficult than in other divisions.

DANIEL House.



Bituminous coal-approved budgets

maximum

Subdivision or district Period Months Amount ap- Amount on mseument
proved annual basis rate In

mills perton

Division I -------------- Eastern subdivision ------------------------------------------- Jan. 1, 1934, to Dee. 31, 1934 -------- - 12 $25,894 14 $25,894.14 10
Do ------------- Western Pennsylvania subdivision --------------------------- May 1, 1934, to Apr. 30, 1935 ---------- 12 249,840.36 249,840. 38 7
Do -------------- Ohiosubdivisilon ------------------------------- -------- --.do -------------------------------- 12 200,000.00 2000,0 10
Do -------------- Michian subdivision ------------------------------------ A p1r, 1934, to Mar. 31, 1935 ----------- 12 00 8,250.00 15
Do -------------- Northern panhandle of West Virginia subdivision ----------- May 1, 1934, to Apr. 30, 1935 ---------- 12 25,520.00 25, 5X 00 10
Do -------------- Northern West Virginia subdivision -------------------------- ----- do -------------------------------- 1; 3000.00 153,000.00 7
Do -------------- Southern No. I (smokeless) --------------------------------- Apr. 1, 1934, to Mar. 31, 193 ---------- 1. 210,000.00 410,000 00 8
Do -------------- Southern No. 2 ---------------------------------------------- Jan. 1,1934, to Dec. 31, 1935 ------------ 2 2A 441. 00 2K 44L 00 5
Do ----- ..... Western Kentucky ------------------------------------------- June 1, 1934, to Aug. 31,1934 -------- 3 9, 03 73 8, 13X 92 ------------

Division I ----------- Illinois subdivision ------------------------------------------- Jan. 1, 1934, to Dec. 31,1934 ----------- 12 105,000.0 105,000,00 3j
Do -------------- Indiana subdivision ------------------------------------------ Nov. 1, 1933, to Oct. 31, 1934 ..----------- 12 4,087.23 84,087.23 7
Do -------------- Iowa ---------------------------------------------------------- Oct. ,1933, to Se pt A0,1934 ---------- 12 2, 80. 00 26,810.00 7

Division III ----------- - -------------------------------------------------------- Apr. 1, 1934, to Mai. 31, 1935 ----------- 12 43, 9W- 00 A 956. 00 431
Division IV ------------ Southwestern subdivision ------------------------------------ July 1, 1934, to Mar. 31, 1935 ----------- 9 43,030.00 53, 787. 30 10

Do --------------- Arkansas-Oklahoma subdivision ----------------------------- May 1, 1934, to Apr. 30, 193 ---------- 12 19, 840 19, 842. 00 20
Division V I ------------.----........................ A------------------------------------ Apr. 1, 1934, to Mar. 31, 1935 ---------- 12 58 80. 00 56,800.00 35t

Do -------------- District No. 3 -------------------------------------------------...... do -------------------------------- 12 12, 361.00 5Z36L 00 6i
D o -------------- D istrict N o. 4 -------------------------------------------------...... do --------------------------------- 12 7,184.40 7,18. 40 3 4
Do -------------- District No. 5 ------------------------------------------------ ---- do -------------------------------- 12 3,00.00 3,060.00 7
Do -------------- District No. 7 ------------------------------------------------- ----- do -------------------------------- 12 760.00 750.00 7
Do -------------- District No. 8 ------------------------------------------------- ---- do -------------------------------- 12 2,80.00 3,850.00 4
Do -------------- Southern Wyoming --------------------------------------------- do --------------------------------- 12 3,097.00 3,097.00 1
Do -------------- Subdivision K ------------------------------------------- June 1, 1934, to May 31, 1935 ---------- 12 14,270.00 14,270.00 4
Do -------------- Subdivision L ------------------------------------------------- Apr. 1, 1934, to Mar. 31, 1935 ---------- 12 15,000.010 15,000 00 74
Do -------------- Utah subdivision ---------------------------------------------- Oct. 1,1934, to June 30, 1933 ---------- 9 10,080.00 1,0&00 43

Grand total------.-. ... ... ... ... ... ...... ...-------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ ,803,156.86 1, 843, M& 535 -------

I District and subdivisional assessments are In addition to the divisional assessment.
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ORDER

CODE OF FAIR COMPETITION FOR THE BITUMINOUS COAL INDUSTRY

Approval of the code authority budget and basis of contribution for the
Eastern Subdivisional Code Authority of division I of the Bituminous Coal
Industry for the period of January 1, 1934, to December 81, 1934.

Application having been duly made by the Code Authority of the Eastern
Subdivisional Code Authority of division I of the Bituminous Coal Industry for
approval of its budget for, and of the basis of, contribution by members of the
industry to, the expenses of administering the code for the period of January 1,
1934, to December 31, 1934, and an opportunity to file objections having been
duly afforded all members of said industry, and any objections filed having been
duly considered, and such budget appearing to be reasonable and necessary to
support the authorized activities of the code authority, and such basis of contri-
bution appearing to be equitable.

Now, therefore, pursuant to authority vested in me, it is hereby ordered, sub-
ject to any pertinent rules and regulations issued by the Administrator, that

(a) Said budget in the total amount of $258,894.14, the original of which, as
approved, is on file with the National Recovery Administration, be and it is hereby
approved.

(b) The followin 5 basis of contribution by members of the industry, authorized
by article VII, section 3, of such code, 1 cent per ton on all production during the
period of January 1, 1934, to December 31, 1934, assessments to be made when
indicated to be necessary, but in no event will collections exceed the total amount
of the budget, be and it is hereby approved.

Htrou S. JOHNSON,

Administrator for Industrial Recovery,
Division of Research and Planning.By -, Director.

Approval recommended:

Division Administrator.

Deputy Administrator.
, 1934.

ORDER

CODE OF FAIR COMPETITION FOR THE BITUMINOUS COAL INDUSTRY

Approval of the code authority budget and basis of assessment for the Indiana
Subdivisional Code Authority of Division 2 of the Bituminous Coal Industry
for the period from November 1, 1933, to October 31, 1934.

Application having been duly made by the Code Authority of the Indiana
Subdivisional Code Authority of Division 2 of the Bituminous Coal Industry
for approval of its budget for, ahd of the basis of, contribution by members of the
industry to the expenses of administering the code for the period of November 1,
1933, to October 31, 1934, and an opportunity to file objections having been duly
afforded all members of said industry, and any objections filed having been dely
considered, and such budget appearing to be reasonable and necessary to support
the authorized activities of the code authority, and such basis of contribution
appearing to be equitable.

Now, therefore, pursuant to the authority vested in us, it is hereby ordered,
subject to any pertinent rules and regulations issued by the National Industrial
Recovery Board, that

(a) Said budget in the total amount of $64,087.23, the original of which, as
approved, is on file with the National Recovery Administration be, and it is
hereby, approved,

(b) The following basis of contribution by members of the industry, authorized
by article VII, section 3, of such code, assessments to be made at the rate of 7
mills per ton, based on the current monthly tonnage, beginning with June 1,
1934, which is necessary to cover the expenditures from June 1, 1934, through
the balance of the budgetary period. The approximate tonnage for this period
will be 5,500,000 tons. In no event, however, will the total assessments for the
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entire budgetary period exceed the total amount of the budget be, and it ishereby, approved. NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY BOARD,
By LEON HENDERSON,

Director of Research and Planning Division.Approval recommended:

W. P. ELLIS,
Division Administrator.

W. P. ELLIS,
Deputy Administrator.

OCTOBER 10, 1934.

ORDER

CODE OF FAIR COMPETITION FOR THE BITUMINOUS COAL INDUSTRY

Approval of the code authority budget and basis of contribution for the
Michigan Subdivisional Coal Code Authority of Division 1 of the Bituminous
Coal Industry for the period from April 1, 1934, to March 31, 1935.

Application having been duly made by the code authority of the Michigan
Subdivisional Coal Code Authority of division no. 1 of the Bituminous CoalIn-
dustry for approval of its budget for, and of the basis of, contribution by mem-
bers of the industry to, the expenses of administering the code for the period of
April 1, 1934, to March 31, 1935, and an opportunity to file objections having
been duly afforded all members of said industry, and any objections filed having
been duly considered, and such budget appearing to be reasonable and necessary
to support the authorized activities of the code authority, and such basis of
contribution appearing to be equitable.

Now, therefore, pursuant to the authority vested in us, it is hereby ordered,
subject to any pertinent rules and regulations issued by the National Industrial
Recovery Board, that

(a) Said budget in the total amount of $8,250, the original of which, as ap-
proved, is on file with the National Recovery Administration, be and it is hereby
approved,

(b) The following basis of contribution by members of the industry, authorized
by article VII, section 3, of such Code, assessments to be levied in the total amount
of ii cents per ton based on an estimated annual production of 550,000 tons,
assessments to be levied when indicated to be necessary, but in no event to exceed
the total amount of the budget, be and it is hereby approved, subject to the
following provisions hereinafter set forth,

Proided, that a proper resolution is adopted by the code authority to safe-
guard the funds collected by assessment at the code authority's next regular
meeting and a certified copy of this resolution will be forwarded immediately to
the administration.

NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY BOARD,
By LEON HENDERSON,

Approval recommended: Director, Division of Research and Planning.

W. P. ELLIS,
Division Administrator.

W. P. ELLIS,
Deputy Administrator.

................ , 1934.

NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION,
Washington, D. C., April 25, 1935.Hon. WVILLIAM Ht. KINO,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
My DEAR SENATOR KING: In response to your request, transmitted through

Mr. Kimball, I am herewith enclosing the following:
1. Table setting forth number of complaints handled by National Recovery

Administration State offices from November 18, 1933, to April 13, 1935.
2. Table setting forth number of complaints referred to Compliance Division,

or regional compliance councils for further administrative action (for the period
of Dec. 1, 1933, through Apr. 13, 1935).
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3. Protests against payment of contributions to defray code authority expenses.
4. Tabular analysis of favorable and unfavorable correspondence, resolutions,

etc., concerning the National Recovery Administration, National Industrial
Recovery Administration, or the codes of fair competition.

In connection with the treatment of complaints of discrimination against small
enterprises and the establishment of monopolies, I refer you to the testimony of
Dr. John A. Ryan, of the Industrial Appeals Board, before the Senate Committee
on Finance on April 9, 1935 (p. 3233 et seq.).

Mr. Kimball also requested a statement setting forth the total personnel of
cAde authorities, including the members thereof and their subordinates.

I regret to inform you that this information is not readily available in the form
requested. Allow me to point out, however, that the mimeographed material,
which is being forwarded to you from day to day under the caption of "Repre-
sentative character of code propondents", in addition to data generally related
to the approval of codes, contains the names of the Code Authority members of
each code covered to date in that series.

Very truly yours,
BLACKWELL SMITH,

Acting General Counsel.

TABLE I.-Complaints handled by National Recovery Administration State offices
(Not,. 18, 1933, to Apr. 18, 1935)

Labor Trade practice Total

Percent Percent Percent
(1) Complaints received ................. 130,322 100.0 37,253 100.0 167,575 10D.0

,2) Total closed .......................... 1 , 84.1 29,0 0 78.0 138,51 82.7

3) Adlusted....--...... .......... 71,299 64.~ 20,5w0 56.3 92,286 5 .
Investigated, no violation ....... 38,16 29. 3 8,074 21.7 4e, 230 27.6

(5) Referred to other agencies without
action by National Reooyery Ad-
ministration State office .......... 3,054 2.3 2,150 5.8 3,204 3.1

Code Authorities '-----------2,23 1 . 2,150 5.8 4,673 is
Regional Labor Board and Na-

tional Labor Relations Board... 31 .4 0 0 531 .3

(6) Referred to Compliance Division and
district attorneys ............... 3,952 3.0 2,550 6.8 6,602 3.9

Compliance Division .... ........ 3,431 2.0 22 0. 5,03 3W
District attorney.................521 4 348 .9 860 .5

(7) National Recovery Administation
insignia removed by State directors- 521 .4 0 0 521 .3

(8) Pending, Apr. 1,;, 1935 .............. 13, 340 10. 2 3,4g3 9.4 10, 833 10.0

I Revised figures.

TABLE II-Complaints referred to Compliance Division, or regional compliance
councils for .further administrative action, Dec. 1, 193J, through Apr. 18, l9,5

(1) Total docketed --------------.--------------------------------- 5,977
(2) Total closed ---------------------------------.------------- 3, 132
(3) Number referred to litigation --------------- ------------------- 1,001
(4) Number on hand, Apr. 13, 1935 --------------------------....... 1,844

PROTESTS AGAINST PAYMENT OF CONTRIBUTIONS TO DEi'RAY CODE AUTHORITY
EXPENSES

The contribution section of the compliance division has received up to and
including April 20, 1935, 11,987 protests against payment of contributions to 319
code authorities. Of this total, 3,376 protests have been referred to the industry
divisions for action by the deputy administrators; 3,689 protests have been acted
upon by the contribution section. There are now outstanding 4,922 protests
awaiting action by the contribution section at the direction of the Code Contri-
butions Board.
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An analysis of the protests received by the Contribution Section reveals the
following information: 25 percent of the protests are based on the grounds that
the industry member's principal line of business is subject to another code of fair
competition; 16 percent of the protests received were on the grounds that the code
or the code authority have been of no benefit to the industry member; 11 percent
of the protests received were on the grounds that the payment of contributions
created a hardship upon the industry member; 8 percent of the protests received
were on the grounds that the industry member was no longer engaged in business;
6 percent of the protests receiv',.A were on the grounds that payment had pre-
viously been made; 4 percent of the protests received may be classed as inquiries
relative to the code; 4 percent of the protests received were on the grounds that
the basis of contribution, as approved by the Administration, was excessive;
1 percent of the protests received were to the effect that the industry member was
willing to pay,but nad received no notice of the contlbution due; 25 percent of
the protests received were based on miscellaneous grounds.

EXPLANATORY STATEMENT

The following protests against assessments and alleged excessive
code authority salaries and budgets are a few of the many thousands
which have been received by the National Recovery Administration,
according to its records.

MEMORANDUM TO M . LANSBUROH REGARDING COMPLAINTS ABOUT CODE
AUTHORITY BUDGETS AND FEES FaoM B3IWEEKLY MAIL SUMMARY No. 140
COVERINGO JAN. 17, 18, AND 19)

JANUARY 19, 1935.
DIVISION 1

1. Commercial fixture: Bromann Bros., 857 Fulton Street, Chicago, Ill., pro-
tests assessment by the commercial fixture industry. They have been con-
tributing regularly to Commercial Refrigerator Code Authority.

DIVISION 2

1. Fire extinguishing appliance manufacturing: Code authority submits
protest from Walter Kidde & Co., New York.

2. Hoisting engine manufacturing industry: Domestic Engine & Pump Co.
protests assessment of $45.39 by the Code Authority for the Hoisting Engine
Manufacturing Industry, which is forty-five-one-hundredths of 1 percent of their
sales of hoisting machinery for 1933.

3. Nonferrous foundry:* N. S, Huxley, p resident, the Huxley Bronze Casting
Co., 106-108 Tasker Street, Philadelphia, Pa., advises that they have no intention
of paying current assessment or any future assessments. At the time this code
was promulgated they opposed it and the code has made it difficult to do business
profitably. They only joined this code on the assurance there would be no
arbitrary assessment levied.

MANUFACTURING DIVISION

1. Dental goods and equipment: The B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio, pro-
tests paying assessment to the Dental Goods and Equipment Industry and Trade
Code Atithority, due to the fact that this firm is operating under and contributing
to another industry.

DIVISION 3

1. Plumbing contracting: F. J. Brass, Oneida, N. Y., in the plumbing business,
complains that he is unabk' to pay the code assessment.

DIVISION 4

1. Retail solid fuel: Whiting-Plover Paper Co., Stevens Point, Wis., protests
assessment. They sell coal only to their employees.

2. Retail solid fuel: Murray Hanson Administration member, La Luz, N.
Mex., encloses a protest from the Hahn doal Co., Albuquerque, N. Mo., against
the payment of assessment to the Retail Solid Fuel Code Authority. 'he writer
states that the assessment is discriminatory, unjust, unfair, inequitable, and
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useless. "The Retail Solid Fuel Industry Divisional Code Authority for New
Mexico has not functioned and appears to be incapable of functioning."

3. Charcoal and package fuel distributors trade: Cleveland Charcoal Supply
Co., Cleveland, Ohio, protests budget and assessment under the Charcoal and
Package Fuel Distributors Trade; states that this is unconstitutional, especially
since the assessment is based on sales prior to approval of the code.

4. Retail tire and battery: The Petersen Standard Battery Co., Inc., Hemp.
stead, N. Y., protests assessment. They have already paid assessment to the
Electric Automotive Sales Code.
* 5. Radio wholesaling: Times Appliance Co., Inc., New York City, protests
the assessment of the above industry.

6. Scrap iron, nonferrous scrap metals, and waste materials: West End Auto
Wrecking Co., Duluth, Minn., protests against assessment of the Code Authority
for the above industry.

DIVISION S

1. Baking: E. H. Rasmussen, Omaha, Nebr., protests assessment of the above
Code Authority.

DIVISION 7

1. Graphic arts: Win. H. Zepp, Falrhope, Ala., protests paying assessment to
the Grapic Arts Code for the reason that he is 73 years old and his net profit last
year was not more than $50. Feels lie is not doing a volume large enough to pay
any assessment.

2. Graphic arts: H. H. Heath, the Herald, Hot Springs, N. Mex., submits a
list of prices which shows that Montgomery Ward Co. quotes letterheads and the
Government offers printed envelops at under half of what he can sell them.
"Perhaps 'benefits' is the right word-but to whom do they go? This is what
the small printer, with his little all tied up, has to face and then is asked for
assessments to pay cost of their own ruin."

3. Senator Nye encloses a letter from B. L. Colvin, superintendent of schools,
Finley, N. Dak., protesting assessment of $10 by the Graphic Arts Code Author-
ity in connection with a mimeograph machine in the court house, which is used by
various county officials, relief organizations, private charitable organizations, etc.

4. Commercial relief printing: John S. Ogden, Gettysburg, Pa., protests
assessment. States nothing has boen dune iu aid fair competition in his section.

PUBLIC! UTILITIES DIVISION

1. Merchandise warehousing: Senator Hugo L. Black transmits letter of E. E.
Wheeler, 361 Depot Street, Asheville, N. C., protesting the code authorities who
are exacting from everyone using a warehouse for any other use save their own,
a code charge of $36 annually. He is subject to the Brokers' Canned Goods
Code, Flour and Feed Code, the Salt Code, and others and finds it impossible to
finance all of these matters. Calls attention to the budget of $117,715 for this
Industry, carrying large salaries such as secretary, $7,500; assistant secretary,
$5,000; assistant secretary, $4,800; and chairman, $5,000; the entire budget
embracing salaries and expenses.

2. Merchandise warehousing: The Fidelity Warehousing Co., New York,
protests the method of assessment by the Merchandise Warehousing Code
Authority. Although the big man cannot be assessed on square feet of floor space
over 810,000 the little man is assessed a minimum of $36 "altogether out of pro-
portion." "This method is obviously so unfair and unjust that we cannot under-
stand why it is approved or permitted."

3. Trucking: Mr. William Payne, Marionville, Mo., in the trucking business,
complains that he has been inequitably assessed by the Missouri Truck Terminal
Association.

CHEMICAL DIVISION

1. Package medicine industry: Neilson Laboratories, Inc., Elyria, Ohio,
protests payment of $23 asscs; ,ment to Code Authority of the Package Medicine
Industry, stating that the assessment is unjust as applied to them. Operating
loss of $3,949.82 for 1934. Their balance sheet lists an accumulated operating
deficit of $10,109.06 compared with a capital stock of $10,000. They are virtually
bankrupt to the extest of $109.06.
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MISCELLANEOUS

1. Al D. Krebs, Wichita, Kans., writes regarding National Recovery Adminis-
tration code assessments that they are having hard enough time to meet their
expenses and paying taxes without contributing to an organization that is proving
a positive detriment to small business. The writer states that if he tried to meet
the assessments and adhere to code prices, he would very shortly be forced out of
business. If National Recovery Administration continues its present policies,
the writer says he and many other small business concerns will be compelled to
quit altogether. (Industry not mentioned.)

In addition to the above, code authorities report the following failures to pay
assessments:

Bituminous coal --------------------------------------- 32
Builders' supplies -------------------------------------- 12
Ice manufacturing -------------------------------------- 5
Job galvanizing metal coating ---------------------------- 17
Preserves and glace fruit -------------------------------- 37
Screw machine products --------------------------------- 6

In connection with Administrative Order X-36, Senator O'Mahoney referred a
telegram from the Wyoming Highway Contractors Association, protesting their
inclusion under the jurisdiction of the Crushed Stone, Sand, Gravel, and Slag
Code.

A. R. FonsusH,
Deputy Administrator, Correspondence Division.

MEMORANDUM TO MR. LANSBURoH REGARDING COMPLAINTS ABOUT CODE
AUTHORITY BUDGETS AND FEES FROM BIWEEKLY MAIL SUMMARY No. 139
(CovERING JAN. 14, 15, AND 16) JANUARY 16, 1935.

DIVISION 1

1. Crushed stone, sand, gravel and sla$: Senator J. C. O'Mahoney encloses
letter from C. W. Tagger, president, Wyoming Contractors Association, Cheyenne
Wyo., protesting the necessity of the highway contractors having to report to
this code authority and pay assessment. The highway contractors are support-
ing the National Recovery Administration 100 percent in Wyoming and he feels
an order exempting the highway contractors from reporting or paying assessment
to any other code is the only way to secure continued support.

2. Crushed stone, sand, gravel and slag: John F vers, Green River Lumber Co.,
Green River, Wyo., asks that general contractors who are operating under the
General Contractors Code be exempted from paying assessments to the Crushed
Stone, Sand, Gravel, and Slag Code Authority. "As long as we are compelled
to contribute to both codes, it places a double burden on us."

3. Bituminous road materials distributing: A. L. Cook, Ottawa, Kans., protests
budget for the Bituminous. Road Materials Code which amounts to $400,000.
The writer feels that chis large sum cannot be spent in any legal or legitimate
connection with the code. The writer also protests clauses of this code which are
contrary to regulations imposed by State highway departments.

4. Bituminous road materials distributing: Mr. W. T. Gilbert, president, W.
T, Gilbert, Inc., Torrington, Conn., regards as an unjustifiable expense the pro-
posed budget of $325 provided in the proposed code for the bituminous road
materials distributing industry.

5. Wood turning and shaping: W. H. Clement, Clement Toy Co., North Weare,
N. H., protests twenty-one-hundredths of 1 percent assessment on total sales.
The National Recovery Administration has nearly put them out of business and
many of their orders ha.-'e been canceled. If they raise their prices according
to the code, the customer gives up the job.

6. Shoe last and shoe form: Jos. A. Schub secretary, A. R. Anderson & Co.,
Forest Street and Laurel Avenue, Arlington, k. J., advises that they have finally
managed to accumulate enough to pay their initial assessment, They have no
complaint to offer other than that participation has been of absolutely no benefit
to them and raising their small assessment is too heavy a drain on their limited
resources. They therefore ask permission to withdraw from membership to this
body. This will not In any way effect their compliance with this code.
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DIVISION 3

1. Plumbing contracting: Mr. Louis Asselin, Worcester, Mass., complains
against the assessment of the above code.

2. Plumbing contracting: Garrett Spoor, Redlands, Calif., protests attitude
of secretary of Plumbing Contracting Code, zone no. 12. Tie code works a
hardship in assessment matters and fees paid upon filing any bids.

3. Roofing and sheet metal: Rhode Island Roofing Co., Inc., Providence,
complains that due to depressed business conditions, they are unable to pay their
tode assessment.

DIVISION 4

1. Retail solid fuel: Zipf Bros. Coal Co., Chicago, protests that they arc assess.
ed on sales to small dealers who arc in turn assessed on their sales. They protest
this double assessment.

2. Retail solid fuel: The Hahn Coal Co., Albuquerque, N. Mex., protests
assessment for above code as being discriminatory and unfair. They say the
code is not functioning.

3. Retail solid fuel: Hudson Fuel Co., Yonkers, N. Y., protests assessment of
$973.30 by Divisional Code No. 3, of the Retail Solid Fuel Industry. States
charges are unfair and unreasonable and have been paid under protest.

4. Retail lumber: J. E. Embry, Ashville, Ala., claims the code assessment for
above code is a burden he cannot stand financially.

5. Retail lumber: Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison, attorneys, San Francisco,
enter protest against above assessment on behalf of 40 clients (retail lumber
dealers) named individually in the protest. Claim this is unlawful and is depriva-
tion of property without due process of law.

6. Retail lumber: R. C. Kuhlman, agent, code authority, southwestern division.
State of Ohio, district no. 7, State of Kentucky, Cleveland, Ohio, protests approval
of Administrative Order 9-299, which would make the members of this industry
liable for costs of code authority administration during the period from April 1
to October 4, 1934. If approved as a unit they will appeal to a court of compe-
tent jurisdiction to test the legality of this action.

7. Retail monument: Ruth Randall, De Ruyter, N. Y., protests assessment.
She says she received nothing from the Co"le Authority until October and feels
she should not be assessed prior to this.

8. Retail tire and battery: Pagel Tire Shop, Fayetteville, Tex., protests paying
assessment to the above code for the reason that said code has not been of any
benefit. The writer states that it is a drawback to his business.

DIVISION 6

1. Wheat flour milling: Barnes Mill & Elevator Co., Mountain Park, Okla.,
operating a small mill which occasionally grinds wheat for farmers, received a
letter from the code authority for above industry levying an assessment. This
is " only one of the detestable things brought about by National Recovery Admin-
istration, along with various reports sent to the various code authorities."

2. Wholesale tobacco trade: B. Gustate, Chelsea, Mass., requests exemption
from above assessment on the ground that they are classified as subjobbers.

3. Bottled soft drink: The Elgin Products Milk & Butter Co., Elgin, Ill.,
protests assessment of the above code authority.

4. Coffee: North Conzantino, Eagle Coffee Co., Baltimore, Md., states that
as they are only a small concern employing only two persons, they ask to be
excluded from a contribution which will work a hardship on them.

5. Peanut butter: The Brundage Bros. Co., Toledo, Ohio, protests against the
payment of assessment to the Peanut Butter Code for the reason that they are
contributing to the Merchandise Warehousing Code which covers their principal
business.

DIVISION I

1. Graphic arts: Representative Brooks Fletcher encl -es a letter from Mr.
Fred K. Dix, publisher of the Prospect Monitor Prospect, Ohio, stating almost
every day he is receiving annoying bulletins and letters from some code authority
relative to the above code; that he has paid his assessment and is endeavoring to
comply in every way; that these threatening letters read as though he had not
complied. Writer states that the major portion of the enormous code budget
$449,000, goes for salaries, and this looks bad to the small printer who cannot
make ends.meet. He has paid his assessment but no receipt has been received.
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2. Graphic arts: The Leader-Vindicator, New Bethlehem, Pa., claims that they
have heard the President numerous times over the radio telling employers that
towns of 2,500 are exempt, but now the Graphic Arts Code Authority is threaten-
ing court action for failure to pay assessment.

3. Graphic arts: George H. Shaeffer, printer, Lebanon, Pa., writes that he is
financially unable to pay his share of expense to the above code authority. He
complains that he cannot get National Recovery Administration prices for his
work because of the larger firms underbidding him.

4. Graphic arts: The Hamin Co., St. Johnbury Center, Vt., H, J. Thurber,
printer, protests paying assessment to the above code for the reason that he
believes the code to be the means of driving out small businesses like his.

5. Graphic arts: C. C. Watson, Midland, Tex., protests paying assessment to
the Graplkc Arts Code for the reason that the code has injured his business and
is all A ritten in favor of big business.

PUBLIC UTILITIES DIVISION

1. Merchandise warehousing: E. F. Raseman, National Storage Co., Kalama-
zoo, Mich., protests the budget of the above code authority. "We do not think
that the small merchandise warehousemen in the smaller cities have received one
single benefit from this code. All we can say is that we think it is nothing more
than a plan to make it harder for smaller warehousemen in smaller cities to operate
their business at a reasonable profit."

TEXTILE DIVISION

1. Schiffli embroidery industry: The Phoenix Hosiery Co., Milwaukee, Wis.,
rotests assessment under this code. They say it is not their principal line of
usiness and they are contributing to the Hosiery Code.
2. Schiffli embroidery industry: Emil Helg, Union City, N. Y., writes in pro-

test of the 1-percent donation to the code authority for the above industry. Also
protests the 8-hour nile during the season. Mr. Helf further states that the
enforcement of the code is not in the right hands as they have done more harm
than good.

3. Luggage and fancy leather: Lind, Schlinek, Marks & Brin, attorneys, New
York, object to the above budget, "particularly in reference to allowance for
counsel, for the reason that counsel has now become unnecessary except in the
event of litigation, and then only to a limited degree.'

In addition to the above, code authorities report the following failures to pay
assessments:

Bituminous coal --------------------------------------- 43
Crushed stone, sand, gravel, and slag ---------------------- 17
Commercial relief printing industry ------------------------ 9
Handbag frame manufacturing Industry -------------------- 11

There were two protests from shoe manufacturers against the application for
exemption of the Set-Up Paper Box Code Authority from Administrative Order
X-36, and two protests from highway contractors against assessment by the
Crushed Stone, Sand, Gravel and Slag Code Authority. A. R. FOanuSHe,

Deputy Administrator, Correspondence D",ision.

MEMORANDUM TO MR. LANSEUROH RE ARDING COMPLAINTS ABOUT CODE
AUTHORITY BUDoETS AND FEES FROM BIWEEKLY MAIL SUMMARY NUMBER
136 (COVERING JAN. 3, 4, AND 5) JANUARY 5, I935.

DIVISION I

1. Crushed stone, sand, gravel and slag: Senator Hayden encloses copy of a
telegram from David Rubenstein, secretary of the Associated General Contractors
of America, State of Arizona, protesting against assessments which it is asserted
have been unfairly levied on general contractors doing highway construction
under the above code.

2. Crushed stone, sand, gravel, and slag: Congressman E. C. Moran of Maine,
refers letter from Wyman & Simpson, Inc., Augusta, Maine, protesting against an
assessment which they consider unfair and unjust. They are registered under the
Construction Code and have paid full assessment.
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3. Crushed stone, sand, gravel, and slag: Senator Homer T. Bone of Washington
refers letter from the Spokane chapter of the Associated General Contractors of
America asking that the above code be amended in such a way that general con-
tractors producing sand and gravel for their own use on highway work shall be
exempt. In forming the Sand and Gravel Code No. 109 it is stated that the
purpose of such a code was to force the small producer and the portable plant
producer out of business by a set-up of code fees so exorbitant that only the heavy
producer could afford to pay the fees. They state they object to paying more
than one fee, that being the fee for the general contractors.
'4. Bituminous road material and distributors' industry: Senator Capper of

Kansas encloses letter from A. S. Cook, Ottawa, Kans., protesting against provi-
sions of code including assessment.

5. Bituminous road material and distributors' industry: Illinois Bituminous
Distributors' Association, Chicago, protests against proposed basis of contribu-
tion as being too high on road oil distribution. States provisions under this regu-
lation are too high and should be modified, adding that this protest is joined by
highway contractors who also protest budget and basis of assessment of this code
authority.

6. Lumber: Charles H. Dietrich, New Orleans, protests action of Lumber Code
Authority in tryig to collect regular assessments; this works a hardship on the
small dealer. Prior to the set-up of the code authority, the writer donated small
sums to the association in order to further code work, but the small lumbermen
have never benefited by the code.

7. Wood turning and shaping: N. J. Rousseau, Rousseau Wood Turning Co.,
Fitchburg, Mass., protests against assessment by the above industry. "We feel
that a concern employing less than three is not subject to the code."

DIVISION 2

1. Motor vehicle retailing: Thomas H. Elliot, New Paltz, N. Y., seeks exemnp-
tion from the assessment by the National Automobile Dealers Association Code.
(Letter referred from the White House.)

2. Special tool, die, and machine shop: Hartwell Iron Works, Houston, Tex.,
protests suggestion to place a minimum assessment on all firms under the above
code.

MANUFACTURINO DIVISION

1. Furniture manufacturing: Universal Cabinet Co., St. Louis, Mo., protests
assessment of $12 for above code. Total sales of furniture in 1933 amounted to
$752.50.

2. Furniture manufacturing: Marsh Furniture Co., High Point, N. C., opposes
any assessment whatever, "for we regard the code authority as an unnecessary,
totally useless, and futile activity." This writer is opposed to codes generally.

3. Beverage-dispensing equipment: Republic Brass Co., Cleveland, Ohio, pro-
tests assessment under above code. This is based on 1933 operations, which were
discontinued in 1934.

DIVISION S

1. Plumbing: Congressman David J. Lewis writes Mr. Williams, enclosing a
letter from Mr. S. Leslie Shafer, a contractor and builder at Middletown, Md.,
stating that he had a small building business and in order to earn enough money
to support his family, added a plumbing shop, but he is still unable to make
enough to carry on and has to borrow to the full on his life insurance to meet
expenses. Now he is assessed by the Plumbing Code Authority and faces further
seeking of funds to comply with this oode. e states he plumbing assessment
is in contradiction of the pledge of the President that there was no hardship to
be worked on either employer or employee (second paragraph of ch. 10, Plumbing
Contracting Division).

2. Roofing and sheet metal: Senator Shipstead refers letter from the Day Co.,
Minneapolis, Minn., protesting against a notice of assessment for $300, which
they have received from the National Code Authority for the above industry.

DIVISION 4

1. Builders' supply: Portland Stone Ware Co., Boston, complains that the
above budget is excessive.

2. RetaiLlumber: Vineland Lumber & Coal Co., East Boulevard and Pear
Street, Vineland, N. J., protests assessment of $20.40 for Retail Lumber aud
Building Materials Code.
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3. Retail tire and battery: Cochran & Cell*, Oakland, Calif., protests assess-
ment under above code, stating that they contributed to Automobile Retailing
Code.

4. Retail monument: J. C. Sutten, Memphis, Tenn., writes that in his region
those who do not care to pay assessment "just pass in any excuse and get by
with it."

Article IV, section 9 is being violated without hesitancy and nothing done
about it. In view of this situation, the writer does not intend to pay any more
assessments and intends to prevent others from doing so also. In his opinion, if
the code were enforced, there would be much benefit from it.

DIVISION 6

1. Retail grocery: Mrs. Flora Babiner, Chicago, complains that she is unable
to pay the code assessment for the Food and Grocery Distributors Code Au-
thority. (Letter referred from the White House.)

DIVISION 10

1. Men's clothing: Joseph A. Wenskaites, Baltimore, Md., seeks exemption
from assessment by the Men's Clothing Code Authority. He complains that if
he is required to pay the assessment, he will have to discontinue business. (Letter
referred from White House.)

CHEMICAL DIVISION

I. Furniture and floor wax and polish: Devoe & Reynolds Co., Inc., New York
City, protests assessment of the above code authority.

In addition to the above, the Administration member of the Drapery and
Upholstery Trimming Code Authority writes: "It has been reported to me that
several members of the code authority have paid no assessment whatever."

A. R. FORBUSH,
Deputy Administrator, Correspondence Division.

MEMORANDUM TO MR, LANSBURG REOARDINO COMPLAINTS ABOUT COnE
AUTHORITY BUDGETS AND FEE.S FROM BIWEEKLY MAIL SUMMARY NUMBER
132 (CovsBeNo DEc. 20, 21, AND 22)

DECEMsmE 22, 1934.
DIVISION I

I. Picture moulding and picture frame: Turner Manufacturing Co., Chicago,
protests payment of assessments to this code authority because it is felt that
the money is spent imlproperly and without approval of the industry.

DIVISION 2

1. E. P. Lawson Co., New York City, protests the one-tenth of 1 percent assess-
ment for Packaging Machinery Code. This seems unfair to support a few men
in soft-code authority jobs, especially when these men use the ones who wrote
the code.

2. Portable Light Co., Now York City, protests assessment for marine equip-
ment manufacturhig indlllutry. It is excessive and benefits the few code au-
thority officers drawing large salaries; there are too many taxes to be met by the
small manufacturers today.

DIVISION 3

1. H. A. Draffur Roofing Co., Leomiuster, Mass., protests the payment of
assessment to Roofing and Sheet Metal Code Authority due to the irregular
and arbitrary inatmier in which the budget was promulgated.

2. G. 11. Spencer Roofing Co., Providence, R. I., protests the payment of
assessments to the Code Authority for the Roofing nnd Sheet Metal Industry.
They consider the assessment excessive and decline to pay until the trade has
been given further opportunity to study the budget.

3. Joseph G. Rauth, Worcester, Mass., protests paying assessment to the
Roofing and Sheet Metal Code for the reason that the industry as a majority
has never approved the budget.

4. Representative RoY 0. Woodruff encloses a letter from M. C. Wolfe of
Big Rapids, Mich., asking to be advised as to the legality of certain assessments

119782-35-P 6-39
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imposed upon the painters and decorators of Mecosta County, Mich. He asks
specifically whether or not Harry E. Lowes of 262 West Forest Avenue, Mus-
kegon, Mich., and L. S. Hazen, the parties who made the demands mentioned,
have authority to do so.

5. Mr. A. P. Crowley, Long Island City, N. Y., objects to assessment by the
Plumbing Code Authority. (Letter referred from the White House.)

DIVISION 4

1 1. Retail tire and ba'tery: Weaver Garage Co., Oil City, Pa., operating under
the Motor Vehicle Retailing Code, protests an assessment by the Tire and
Battery Code Authority.

2. Retail tire and battery: R. H. Galle, Reedley, Calif., protests assessment
of the above code authority.

3. Frank Meek Paper Co., Knoxville, Teni., are unable to pay the assessment
to the Paper Distributing Code. They are only a small concern and last year
failed to make money. If there are any lawsuits instituted by the code authority,
all their creditors will also foreclose.

4. Industrial supplies and machinery distributors: Geo. H. Dirst, executive
secretary, Metropolitan Mill, Marine and Contractors Supply Institute, New
York City, protests against the budget and basis of contribution for the period
December 8, 1934, to December 7, 1935, inasmuch as no provision is made for
the support of the regional committees of the code authority, because upon them
falls the real burden of code administration.

5. Electrical wholesale trade: J. L. Block, treasurer, Ontario Electric Cor-
poration, 427-431 East Genessee Street, Buffalo, N. Y., writes that inasmuch as
they have already contributed to the Radio Wholesalers Code, they protest
against a duplicate assessment to the electrical wholesale trade.

DIVISION 5

1. Wholesale tobacco trade: R. D. Cordrey, manager, W. F. Coulihan & Bro.,
Inc., Cumberland, Md., protests payment of assessment to the code on the
grounds that they are contributing to the Wholesale Food and Grocery Code.

2. Mrs. Charles Stoff, Sutter, 111., has a few incubators in her own home and
hatches eggs for neighbors. She wants to be excused from any code which might
apply. The local code authority demands that she pay assessment of $6. She
is unable to pay the assessment.

DIVISION' 7

1. The Finch Engraving Co., Boston, Mass., protests on behalf of the engrav.
ing and die-stamping houses, the Graphic Arts Code assessment. No reason
given for protest.

2. Representative J. Roland Kinzer writes relative to an assessment against
Mr. Gruger, who is the sole proprietor of a small print shop conducted and op.
rated by himself; lie has employed no one for years, and what work comes his
way he does himself; his total gross income from his business does not amount to
$600 a year and it is impossible for him to pay this assessment.

3. Dewberry Engraving Co., Birmingham, Ala., protests Code Authority for
Copper Plate Engraving and Printing Industry under control of large engravers
who have levied excessive assessments and are now trying to fix prices which will
only cause the small industries to be thrown into bankruptcy.

4. F. A. Buchner, Burlington, Vt., runs a one-man printing shop and protests
that he is unable to pay the assessment.

MISCELLANEOUS

1. Representative Robert L. Bacon encloses a letter from Mr. S. H. Oliver, of
Flanders, Long Island, complaining of his inability to pay assessment ordered
by a Mr. Foley, stating that unless he signed up he would be liable to a jail
sentence. Mr. Oliver states that he cannot pay this assessment. He is a poor
man- his business barely makes a living for his wife and three small children.
He does not slate the nature of his work.

In addition to the above, the Crushed Stone, Sand, Gravel, and Slag Code
Authority reports 10 failures to pay assessment and the Powder Puff Code
Authority reports 2.

A. R. Foanusa,
Deputy Administrator, Correspondence Divjaiion.
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MEMORANDUM TO MR. HENDERSON OF COMPLAINTS ABOUT CODE AUTHORITY
BUDGETS AND FEES FROM BIWEEKLY MAIL SUMMARY NUMBER 107 (CovER-
ING SEPTEMBER 24, 25, AND 26)

DIVISION I

1. Scrap ir i and steel trade: J. M Paper, Paper Calnanson & Co., 975 East
Seventh Stre(-o, St. Paul, Minn., re sum in excess of $50,000 to lbe spent in policing
the labor provisions and enforcing the code. In tie first place $50,000 would not
commence to police everyone connected with this business. Most of this busi-
ness is handled on the brokerage basis, whereby one broker sells to another
broker, or consumer, and industries and railroads sell direct to consumers and
there is no labor attached. It appears the Institute of Scrap Iron and Steel is
simply becoming a racket. A hearing should be held before such a proposal is
put into effect.

2. Price Iron & Steel Co., Chicago, protest against the proposed budget for
the Scrap iron and steel trade. Writes that they as a brokerage house would pay
more than their share and receive absolutely no benefits.

3. Ladenson Metals Corporation, Philadelphia, objects to the budget of the
scrap iron and steel trade as "entirely unfair and excessive."

4. Hyman Michials Co., Chicago, Ill., protest the budget for the scrap-iron
trade, stating that policing of this industry is not necessary. A medium-salaried
secretary is all that is needed.

5. Luria Bros. & Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., protests basis for assessment on
gross volume of business for the reason that they believe a considerably larger
amount will be raised for the scrap-iron trade than is called for in the budget.

6. J. D. Talleker, Butler, Pa., protests the payment of tax on a ton of coal to
the National Code Authority, divisional code authority and the subdivisional
code authority. Writes that after he pays all of these code authorities and the
other expenses lie hardly has enough to run his mine.

7. M. A. Friedman Co. of Ashland, Ky., protest the budget amounting to
$50,140 per year; only necessity for policing codes is the item of wages. The
writer believes that the Institute of Scrap Iron and Steel can act as a code
authority with more efficiency.

8. Bishop & Co., Broad and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia, Pa., protests
assessment rate under the code for scrap iron and steel trade. Charges on a
dealer doing a close business up to $500,000 a year are 50 cents per $1,000 while
on the large dealer it is only 20 cents per $1,000.

9. David J. Joseph Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, protests that the budget for the
scrap iron and steel trade is excessive and could be administered with 15 cr 20
percent of the proposed amount.

10. Protesting proposed assessment of one-twentieth of 1 percent of sales, by
the Nonferrous Scrap Metal Trade Authority: This assessment would be a
tremendous burden, particularly on the larger dealers. Suggests establishment
of a minimum assessment of $10 and a maximum assessment of $100.

11. Louis Popper, Popper Iron Works, Chicago, Ill., protests the method of
assessment for the scrap-iron industry, stating that the amount is satisfactory
but the method of assessment is wrong because several assessments will be levied
upon the same shipment of iron and this is wrong in practice and in spirit; urges
that the method be changed so that a final assessment would be placed against
the completed invoice to the consumer and that this change be made in code
provisions.

12. Commercial Metals Co., New York City, writes that they have just heard
through an article in one of the trade papers that the budget for scrap iron and
steel trade is in excess of $50,000. This proposal has never been presented to
the industry as a whole insofar as Commercial Metals Co. is concerned, and
further, this company thinks that the amount is entirely out of proportion.
Therefore, Commercial Metals Co. request that consideration be given the above
statements.

13. Lumber and timber-assessments: (Emmons-Hawkins Hardware Co.
Huntington, W. Va., asks to be exempted from two divisions' assessments for
the above industry.

14. The Victor Cushwa & Sons, Inc., Williamsport, Md., state: "As a duly
appointed and registered regional distributor for the Consolidation Coal Co.,
whose principal line of business is the mining and merchandising of its own
product, operating under the rules and regulations of code authority, Eastern
Subdivision of Division No. I and the Northern West Virginia Subdivisional Code
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Authority: We hereby protest against the payment of any contributions to the
Wholesale Coal Code Authority for the reason that our principal line of business
is the merchandising of bituminous coal produced by our principal member,
the Consolidation Coal Co., who is already contributing to the expenses and
administration of the Code of Fair Competition for the Bituminous Coal
Industry.

15. Subdivisional No. 1, Coal Code Authority of Western Pennsylvania,
Pittsburgh, encloses protests made by the Spring Valley Coal Co., Zenith Coal
Co., and the Cosco Gas Coal Co., all of Butler Pa., against the payment of
"assessment to this code authority. These companies list four reasons why the
assessments are unjust and illegal.

DIVISION 2

1. General tool and implement: G. E. Ruhmann Manufacturing Co., Schulen.
berg, Tex., protests assessments under this code. They say they are operating
under the fabricated metal products which comprises 65 percent of their business.

2. Pace Manufacturing Co., Chicago, Ill., protests budget of code authority
for the coin-machine industry, two-tenths of 1 percent excessive for such a small
industry; the budget is for $15,000, which will be used for furthering plans of the
association to which the writer's firm does not belong. They claim this code was
secured through misrepresentation and that the money paid to the code authority
goes into the associations treasury.

3. Union Station Motors, Charlottesville, Va., protests the payment of assess-
ment to the Motor Vehicle Retailing Code, inasmuch as their principal business
is in the sale of petroleum products.

4. Fabricated motal products: F. Ehrsam, the Victor Tool Co., South Twenty-
second Street, Reading, Pa.: "It doesn't seem reasonable, under the claim of
assisting the small manufacturer, to tax them with an v.ssessment of $12 for the
period of 3 months during which they employed two men, or at the rate of $48
per year. Consider this a hardship entirely unwarranted.

5. The Shand & Jurs C( , Berkeley, Calif., say their objections to codes in
general are that they impose too much detail on the small manufacturer. They
point out that to carry out the spirit of the Administration, they consider it
necessary to operate under three codes. These they think could easily be con-
solidated into one and this would save the Governmrent and the manufacturer a
great deal of time and expense, (B. S. King.)

DIVISION 3

1. River J. Erickson, Inc., Worcester, Mass., protests the assessment of 1 per-
cent of gross volume in the budget for the roofing and sheet-metal industry.
Request that a copy of the budget be sent them and that a public hearing be held
so they may voice their objections.

2. Mohl Sheet Metal Works, San Gabriel, Calif., protests the assessment for
the roofing and sheet-metal industry. (Letter referred from the White House.)

3. Radio wholesaling-R. B. Dunning & Co., Bangor, Maine, say this code
is unjust to them. They protest paying a $40 assessment on $8,000 gross business.

4. Westinghouse Electric Supply Co., 113 North May Street, Chicago, protests
assessment by code authority, radio wholesaling trade. Their 1933 radio sales
were $200,488 which were only 4 percent of their total sales.

5. Westinghouse Electric Supply Co., San Francisco, Calif., protest the pay-
ment of assessment to Radio Wholesaling Code Authority inasmuch as they
operate under General Wholesaling and the Electrical Wholesaling Code.

6. Westinghouse Electric Supply Co., Los Angeles, Calif., protest against the
assessment for radio wholesaling for reason that this company is under the
general wholesaling and electrical wholesaling supplement, signed August 23,
1934.

7. Electric Supplies Distributing Co., San Diego, Calif., protest paying assess-
ment to Radio Wholesaling Code for reasons they have received notice that they
will be expected to contribute to the code for electric wholesaling.

8. The Columbus Ignition Co., Columbus, Ohio, protest against paying assess-
ment to Radio Wholesaling Code, inasmuch as they are already paying asses
ment to the Wholesale Automotive Code.

9. Morris Distributing Co., Inc., Binghamton, N. Y., protest paying asses-
ment to the Radio Wholesaling Code Authority. Feels that the National
Recovery Administration has increased the cost of doing business to such an
extent that the payment of this excessive assessment would cause a very serious
hardship.
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10. Don's Automotive Service, New Bedford, Mass., states that they have
received notice of assessment from division code authority, Radio Wholesaling
Trade, Chicago. They protest this assessment on grounds that their business is
principally wholesale automotive and they cannot afford to contribute to other
codes.

11. Paper distributing trade (complaints): R. H. Buel Co., San Diego, Calif.,
protests contribution to this code in region no. 7, stating that since the code has
been in effect prices have been cut by competitors until they have been unable to
continue in this line of business without great loss. These conditions did not
exist before the code was put into effect.

12. Bolter Paper Co. of Pittsburgh, Pa., protests assessment of paper distribut-
ing trade; the charge per employee having a tendency to cause employer to get rid
of his workers. The National Recovery Administration should investigate this
budget, since it is larger than many for large industries.

13. The Grand Bag & Paper Co., New York City, protest the contribution
asked by the code authority for the paper distributing trade on the grounds that
it is unjust and they have already contributed to the Tissue and Toilet Paper
Converters Code Authority.

14. Paper distributing (complaint): W. W. Hinrichs president Metropolitan
Bag and Papers Jobbers' Association, Inc., New York 6

it': At a meeting of this
association a resolution was passed protesting assessment of $8.41 per employee
and $0.841 per $1,000 for 1933 gross sales. This is excessive and unwarranted
and they recommend such action as may be necessary to reconsider and reduce
substantially their assessment.

15. Beacon Paper & Specialty Co., Chicago, protest assessment of paper
distributing trade for reasons that this firm fails to see where the code has offered
any protection against unfair competition. Due to Beacon Paper & Specialty
Co.'s inability to buy in carload lots, this company cannot compete with the larger
companies. Therefore, the price differences make it impossible for this company
to contribute.

16. Ostermever Paper Co., Indianapolis, Ind., protest payment of assessment
to Paper Distributing Code Authori+ -, feeling that the basis of assessment is
unfair.

17. Paper-distributing trade: The Robins Paper Co. protest assessment under
this code. They say they are mill agents and representatives and confine their
sales entirely to the wholesale and jobbing trade.

18. Farmers Union Cooperative Grain Co., Venango, Nebr., protest against
paying assessment to the Retail Solid Fuel Code for reasons that they have paid
assessment to the grain elevators, and grain and feed constitute about 99 percent of
their business.

19. W. D. Sayler, Elsie, Mich., in the coal business, seeks exemption of the
assessment by the code authority.

20. Bristol Retail Coal Merchants' Association, P. 0. box 522, Bristol, Va.-
Tenn., protest payment of contributions to the code authority for the retail solid
fuel industry. Code is unfair in demanding payment of assessments to keep in
force a policy that instead of helping the industry has practically demolished it.
Code is unfair in that it does not give protection against cutthroat competition
from trucks hauling direct from mine to consumer, and from operators or agents
shipping direct from mine to consumer. Cost of coal at the mine has doubled in
past year for legitimate coal merchants, trucks are buying from truck mines at
less than half this price. Public and local authorities'are not cooperating with
merchants operating under this code. Truckers violating code; no action taken
against violators. Unless some action is taken every legitimate coal merchant
will have to close up. Three are already closed. This association consists of
12 dealers.

21. G. C. Lambert, Terre Haute Barber Supply Co., Terre Haute, Ind., asks
exemption from the barber and beauty supplies code administration's assessment.
(Letter referred from White House.)

22. J. F. Douglas & Co., New York City, writes that expense of administering
the code for the woolens and trimmings distributing trade will add a burden on an
already overloaded industry. Feels that the amount of traveling and also for
legal advice is unjustified an unnecessary.

DIVISION 6

I. Isaac Lehte & Sons, Hancock, Mich., protest against paying assessment to
the Retail Food and Grocery Code, inasmuch as this firm is already contributing
to another code.
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2. Retail food and grocery: Joseph Lala, 931 Clouett Street, New Orleans, La.:
Re notice of contribution past due. He and his family are struggling to exist.
His small grocery store with a stock of $50 does not afford them a living. Trusts
he will be exempted from this contribution. (Complaint.)

3. Food and Grocery Distribution Code: Tile Culter-Dickerson Co., Adrian,
Mich., state that they have received a notice from the National Food and Grocery
Distribution Code Authority demanding that they contirbute to their code au-
thority. The Culter Co. protests such a contribution because they are not dis-
tributors of food. They are millers of flour and as such are contributing to the
code authority for the Wheat Flour Milling Code,

4. Wholesale food and grocery: J. S. I)aFoe, 724 East Foothill Boluevard,
Monrovia, Calif., protests tile paying of $1 to this code. His business has not
earned a dollar in 5 years. Claims, the code has only helped corporations and
monopolies and oppresses the individual. (Complaint.)

5. Wholesale food and grocery: Emily 0. Lloyd, 2321 Cooley Place, Pasadena,
Calif., protests the paying of $1 per worker per year. In the first place she op-
erates a small chicken ranch and for this reason she fulcs she does not come under
the Wholesale Food and Grocery Code.

6. Wholesale confectioners: Rochester Area Wholesale Confectioners Associa-
tion, 456 State Streef, Rochester, N. Y., protests signed by several members of
this association, protesting the method of assessment. The exempting of whole-
sale grocers, tobacco jobbers, and wholesale drug houses is absolutely unfair and
discriminatory. This gives them about 35 percent of the candy business at no
cost for tire upkeep of the code. (Complaint.)

7. Paris Dairy Products Co., Paris, Tenn., protests the payment of assessment
to the Bottled Soft Drink Code Autiority, inasmuch as their principal business is
the bottling and distributing of milk.

8. J. W. Zimmerman & Co., Charlotte, N. C., is a small concern and member of
the Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable Code. Their revenue from refrigeration is
about $1,000 per year. They protest against paying the assessment of the Re-
frigerator Code Asuthority.

9. Candy manufacturing: The Powell Candy Co., Curley Candy Co., Baynton
Candy Co., E. E. Johnson Co., Cunninghan'Candy Co., Johnson Candy Co.,
Olseen Candy Co., Fisher Nut Co., of St. Paul and Minneapolis, protest the
budget of this industry. They say it is excessive and in their opinion should be
cut to $105,000.

10. The J. M. Clayton Co., Cambridge, Md., writes in protest of the additional
assessment under the Fresh Oyster Code, also the two-tenths of a cent per pound
on crab meat sold as asked for by the Crab Code. This amount is in addition to
the one-teith of 1 percent assessment on gross sales already paid. The J. M.
Clayton Co. states that as far as they are able to see no good has come to them
from the code.

DIVISION 7

1. Graphic Arts Code: Van Vick Paper Box Co., Duluth, Minn., state that they
have received a notice of a local branch of the Graphic Arts Code Authority de-
manding $18 dues. They protest such an assessment and ask if it is necessary for
them to recognize this charge. They are now paying dues to both the Folding
and Set Up Paper Box Codes. Their printing department is used only for printing
on boxes manufactured by themselves.

2. The Acne Press, Knoxville, Tenn., protests the payment of $18 assessment
to the Graphic Arts Authority. Believes it to be unjust inasmuch as they operate
only one smal! press.

3. R. E Hefferman, a small printer, Louisville, Ky., claims his assessment is
23 percent of his annual pay roll, while larger concerns pay but 3 percent.

4. Graphic arts: The College Press, Topeka, Kans., protests assessment of
$25.38. They say this is based on a budget of $200 per month; that the budget
submitted by the regional association was $50 per month. They say the $200
budget was never authorized by the regional association and was adopted without
the consent and knowledge of the association.

5. Graphic arts assessment: S. Rosenthal & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, protest that
the basis for contribution is unjust as applied to them.

6. B. F. Barr, Altoona, Pa., protest an assessment notice received from the
Graphic Arts Code Authority demanding a $12 contribution. He states that he
has a small shop and does all of the work himself and has an income of only $50
pr month.
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7. Graphic arts: 0. G. Dunn, New Bern, N. C.: While he is paying his assess-
ment and complying with the code he feels he is about the only printer in his
section who is complying and the money spent for code authorities is wasted.
His dues of $18 per month are outrageous, and he only pays it because the law
requires it, but it does not make them feel any more kindly toward the adminis-
tration which has put this extra expense on them.

8. Journal Printing & Stationery Co. of East St. Louis, Ill., protests budget for
the Graphic Arts Code; at the present time it is tuenforcible and only adds to
the expense of overtaxed individuals.

9. Ovid Bell Press, Fulton, Mn., protest assessment to Graphic Arts Code;
they object to paying any salary to officials of the Typothetac of America and to
paying of salaries to the Cost Estimating Bureau in St. Louis, Mo.

10. Morris Nogrady, New York City, writes that he has protested before to
M. D. Walsh, deputy administrator, National Recovery Administration, that in
paying assessment to the Graphic Arts Code, he considers any contribution to
this code as taking "bread and butter" away from himself and only paying for a
rope with which the Code Authority will hang him.

11. J. B. Lyon Co., publishers, New York City, protest S600 monthly assess-
ment asked by the Code Authority for Graphic Acts Industry; this is about three
times the amount ever paid to the Typothetae group. They have never received
any benefits of the code, violations go unpunished, and there is a great deal of
uncertainty regarding future and policies of the National Recovery Administra-
tion. These are all good reasons for objecting to this heavy assessment.

12. lugh W. Radford, Cincinnati, Ohio, protests the payment of assessment
to the Franklin Typothetae of Cincinnati, and asks exemption inasmuch as the
work he does is for a church and he makes no special charges.

13. Graphic Arts, printing, budget: Southern Printing Co., Charlotte, N. C.
"We are of the opinion that any contribution to the budget is simply charity or
graft, inasmuch as no good whatever has resulted from the Printing Code.

14. Wayne Paper Box & Printing Corporation, Fort Wayne, Ind., protest that
the assessment by the Commercial Relief Printing Code Authority is excessive
and they cannot afford to pay so much, especially since they have to contribute
to two other code authorities.

15. Stafford Photo Engraving Co., Fort Worth, Tex., protests that the budget
for the Photo Engraving Code Authority for that district is unnecessarily high,
unfair, and unreasonable. They are paying willingly to the National Association,
but feel that to pay more thIan double to the local organization is all out of reason.

16. Shreveport Engraving Co., Inc., 408-10 Marshall Street, Shreveport, La.,
proposed assessment tinder budget for the photoengraving industry entirely out
of line and unfair. Feel some one is trying to make a good job for himself at
expense of the industry.

17. Trade Mounting and Finishing: R. Ellars, Columbia Steel Rule Die Cor-
poration, 270 Lafayette Street, New York City, protests six-tenths of 1 percent
assessment on gross sales as being too high in comparison with one-tenth of 1 per-
cent charged them by the Special Tool, Die, and Machine Shop Industry. They
were assessed 1 percent on their April and May sales which they paid with the
understanding if an adjustment was made, the difference would be credited to
them.

TEXTILE DIVISION

1. Silk Manufacturers Association, by Max M. Baker, secretary, Paterson,
N. J., protests the proposed budget for the Silk Textile Code Authority as
submitted.

2. The Elite Co., New York City, protest against payment of an assessment
to the Silk Textle Code for reasons that the methods involved are unjust and
out of line, particularly when merchandise such as this company manufactures
is assessed again when the customers get it.

3. Salumbriar & Valate, Inc., New York City, protest against the assessment
for the throwing industry on the grounds that the notice purporting to be a
notice of contribution dues does not comply with the requirements of adminis-
trative order X-36, and further, throwing ib not the principal line of business
with this firm.

CHEMICAL DIVISION

1. United States Shine-Stik, Inc., New York City, protest against paying
assessment to the shoe and leather finish polish and cement industry for reasons
that this finn is hardly able to live on the profits now made and cannot possibly
pay any amount toward this cause.
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2. The Pulverized Manure Co., Chicago, Ill., protest assessment of 4 cents
per ton on manipulated manure for fertilizer. This is unfair and dieriminatory
against the small manufacturers, they feel.

3. Fertilizer: The Shoe fertilizer Co., Plant City, Fla., protests assessment
under this code. They say their business is local and they do not compete with
any of the members of the industry.

4. Royal Mounters, Inc., Long Island, N. Y., protest the payment of assegs-
ment to the Photographic Mount Code Authority. State that it is impossible to
bear this added burden and remain in business, especially since the price-fixing
lprovisions has been discarded.

MISCELLANEOUS

1. Savini Films, Atlanta, Ga., complain that they have been assessed $16
per month for membership in the National Recovery Administratio. Their
organization employs only one outside party and business does not warrant such
assessment. They therefore resign from National Recovery Administration
codes, effective immediately.

2. Sauiel Weber, artist, New Haven, Conn., protests that lie is unable to
make any payment to the National Recovery Administration office at Hartford
as demanded. Will do so when and if he obtains the cash.

In addition to this there were 15 protests against applications of code author-
ities for exemption from administrative order X-36. Three milling companies,
a member of the Cotton Glove Industry and the Paint Industry Recovery Board
send general protests againt the approval of such applications. The United
States Wholesale Grocers Association, the Paint, Varnish, and Lacquer Code
Authority, and one other writer protest against the application of the Book
Manufacturing Code Authority. The National Wholesale Druggists Association
and one other writer protest against the application of the Commercial Relief
Printing Code Authority. The Radio Wholesale Code Authority protest against
application of the Electricai Wholesale and Hardware Wholesale Code Authorities.
There were two protests against the application of the Grapic Arts Code Author-
ity and one protest against the application of the Button Jobbers Code Authority.

A. R. FORBUSH,
Deputy Adminislrator, Correspondence Division.

MEMORANDUM TO MR. HENDERSON OF COMPLAINTS ABOUT CODE AUTHORITY
BUDGETS AND FEES FROM BIWEEKLY MAIL SUMMARY No. 102 (CovEaiNa
SEPT. 6, 7, AND 8) SEPTEMBER 8, 1934.

DIVISION 1

1. Smallhouse Marble Works of Bowling Green, Ky., protest action of district
8 regional code authority, who is reducing the 1-percent assessment to three-
fourths of 1 percent but tacking on a minimum of $1 monthly fee. This is, the
writer feels, another move by the large dealers to injure the small. (Fogg.)

DIVISION 2

1. Dakota Equipment Co., Sioux Fall, S. Dak., protest payment of $6.93 to
the construction machinery distributing trade on the grounds that they have not
exercised any privileges nor shared in the activities of the code authority and they
are operating under the road machinery manufacturing industry.

2. Imperial Casket Co. of Leesville, S. C., protests the assessment of 15 cents
per casket levied by the code authority. This works a hardship on small firmswho produce cheap caskets, while those producing few expensive caskets pay
comparatively nothing. The witer states that formerly the old casket manu-
facturers' association had an assessment proportionate to the amount of business
in dollars and cents, but a certain group of manufacturers who deal in expensive
products now control the code authority

DIVISION 3

1. Senator Walsh of Massachusetts forwards a letter from the Watertown
Electric Co. of Watertown Mass., protesting assessment of the Electrical Con-
tractors Code Authority. They are asked to pay 1 percent of their monthly Pay
roll; also on every bid they submit they are taxed additionally. The writer
wishes to know whether the code authorities can sue and collect through civil
courts for nonpayment.
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DIVISION 4

1. Funeral service: H. S. Roth, Middletown, Pa., protests any contributions
to this industry, in view of the fact that they have contributed to the Furniture
Industry Code, which embraces their principal line of business. They do not
feel justified in contributing to a code from which they derive no benefit.

2. Funeral service: Armand Hiscox, Lincoln, at Fifth Street, Wayne, Nebr.,
protests paying of $12 or any other fee in connection with this industry. This
is a town of 2,350 and he had less than 50 funerals during 1933.

3. Funeral service: Walter E. Fitzgerald, Ware, Mass., and William R. Lange,
Fennimore, Wis., protest assessments under this code.

4. National Funeral Home, Memphis, Tenn., encloses five copies of a protest
against the levying of any contribution in support of the funeral service industry.
Would be glad to have an opportunity to be heard on this protest.

5, Retail solid fuel: George Horn, 23 Norwich Ave., Providence, R. I.,
protests assessment under this code. lie says his margin of profit since the code
went into effect has been cut in two.

6. Mrs. Z, F. Fisher, Berry, Ky., operates a general merchandise store and
sold coal as a side line. The divisional code authority of Louisville has assessed
her $15,38 for the few months. They have informed Mrs. Fisher that she is
liable for assessment according to Federal law. She protests the assessment and
requests a ruling immediately.

7. Pittsfield Iron Works & Coal Supply, Pittsfield, Mass., writes that inas-
much as there have been no benefits offered or derived from the Retail Solid
Fuel Code, they do not see why it is necessary for them to pay assessment.

8. L. C. Knox, Columbia, S. C., writes in protest of the assessment for retail
solid fuel, stating that because he does not belong to the association lie does not
feel that he should contribute.

9. Retail Monument Code: Joseph J. Brooks, West Philadelphia, protests a
recent assessment of 1 percent on gross orders. He is sole owner of small business
selling memorials. Gross business does not exceed $6,000 per year. He contends
that $60 per year is excessive to his business which is already burdened with real
estate, mercantile, and other taxes.

10. Shoe rebuilders: Mr. Patsy Derrico, 8 West Main St., Rockaway, N. J.,
says a man representing himself as an inspector for the shoe re air shop asked
for a fee of $9. He wants to know if lie has to pay this or not. He says he paid
some money.

DIVISION 5

1. Mayonnaise, assessment: Brockelman Bros., Fitchburg, Mass., protests
assessment by the above industry.

2. Blanke Baer Co., St. Louis, Mo., protests against the assessment of the
Mayonnaise Code Authority and asks that assessment be changed to comply
caere closely to the needs of the industry. Complains especially with regard to
those firms who handle mavonnaise as only part of their business.

3. A. E. Wilkenson, Wilkenson Grocery, Fort Worth, Tex., encloses notice of
assessment past due from the local Food and Grocery Distributors Code Author-
ity. The writer claims that lie has already paid $2 and cannot afford to pay
more,

4. Coffee, assessment: Mannings, Inc., San Francisco, protests assessment by
the above industry committee. They state that they have already paid assess-
ment to the retail food and grocery trade.

5. Galbon & Co., Inc., New York City, complains that they have received a
notice of assessment for $10 from the Wholesale Fresh Fruit and Vegetable
Distributive Code Authority. They explain that they are exporters and importers
and are not subject to this code.

6. Sea-food division, Crisfield Chamber of Commerce, Crisfield, Md., states thit
oyster packers in that city protest the increased basis of contribution for the
main nance of the Oyster Code, stating that such an increase is uncalled for and
unnecessary.

DIVISION 7

I. Mitchell Printery, St. Petersburg, Fla., protests the payment of assessment
to the Graphic Arts Code Authority local association in addition to the national
association.

2. Graphic arts: The Acme Art Co., 342 West Sixty-ninth Street, Chicago, Ill.,
rotests assessment of $2 per month. They say their gross business is only about
150 per month. (J. E. Williams.)
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3. Graphic arts: C. C. Ward, River Rouge flerald, River Rouge, Mich., for-
wards copy of protest sent to C. A. Baumgart, 134 North La Salle Street, Chicago,
Ill., re Budget assessment: They have no printing plant. Their's is a free-
distribution newspaper, practically a handbill, as far as coming within the scope
of this orgaiiization, because they have no subscription list and do not do job
printing. There are no provisions to increase their revenue, so why they should
contribute to a cause that forces payment of more money without any return
benefits, is beyond them. Asks if they -' ih e forced to pay same. (Complaint.)
1 4. Photoengraving: F. J. Rieger & So, Co., Toledo, Ohio, protest the aqsess-
ment under this code. They say they are out of proportion to their business.
They say they arc loath to pay inore than their share and are thinking of returning
their "blue eagle."

TEXTILE DIV131eN

I. Miss Sylvia Scharf, of New York City, states that inspectors have visited her
father's sniall store and have demanded that lie buy NRA labels for caps at 15
ceits. The inspectors have threatened Mr. Schiarf and if lie is compelled to
purchase the labels he must close his shop.

CHEMICAL DIVISION

1. The Huntington Laboratories, Inc., Huntington, Ind., complains that the
code authority for the Furniture Floor Wax arid Polish Industry is making de-
mands on them for a contribution to their code expense.

2. Dry color industry: E. M. & F. Waldo Co., Meirkirk, Md., protest the assess-
ment tinder this code. They say it is unconstitutional, they carrot afford it, and
they receive no benefits from the code administration. (Dahilberg.)

In addition to these protests there were four protests against applications of
code authorities for exemption to Administrative Order X-36. The Fabricated
Metal Products Federation, Washington, D. C., protests against the application
of the Buffing and Polishing Wheel Composition Code Authority. The Farmers'
Cooperative Association Dawson, Nebr., protests against the granting of exemp-
tion to the Retail Solid Fuel Code Authority. There was one protest each against
applications of the following code authorities: Scientific apparatus, and auto-
motive parts and equipment manufacturing. A. R. FOaBusH,

Deputy Adeiieistrator, Correspondence Division.

MEMORANDUM TO MR. HENDERSON OF COMPLAINTS ABOUT CoVE AUTHORITY
BUDGETS AND FEES FROM BIwELELY MAIL SUMMARY No. 101 (CovERING
SEPT. 4 AND 5)

SEPTEMBER 5, 1934.
DIVISION 1

1. Bituminous Coal Code: The Benwick Fuel Co. of Flemington, W. Va.,
states that thev have received many requests for payments of assessments from
the northern West Virginia code authorities for months of June and July.
They have been threatened by national code authority, State code authorities,
and county authorities. They cannot possibly pay the required assessment.

DIVISION 2

1. Metal treating: Auto Engine Works, St. Paul, Minn., protests being subject
to assessment and code provisions of above code.

2. Fabricated metals: Durkee Manufacturing Co., New York, protest pay-
ment of above assessment.

3. Sparta Foundry Co., Sparta, Mich, protest the payment of assessment to
the Gray Iron Foundr-y Code Authority, inasmuch as they pay assessment to the
Auto Parts Equipmen'it Manufacturing Code, which covers the major part of
their industry.

4. Wheelan Studios, New York City feel that in view of the fact that only
$8,000 per month was necessary for the first 4 months of code operation, the con-
cemplated $18,000 per month for the next 5 months, or $215,000 a year seems

excessive for the operation of the Photographic and Photo Finishing Code
Authority.,
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5. Construction machinery distributing trade: Arkansas Tractor & Equip-
ment Co., Little Rock, Ark., protest assessment by the above industry as they
are operating under Foundry Equipment Industry and Read Machinery Manu-
facturing Industry. (Cope.)

DIVISION 3

1. General contractors (Stanford): A. R. Johnston Co., Center Stratford,
N. 11. He has had this particular job 3 days and he is informed by the divisional
code authority for General Contractors, Inc., for the State of New Hampshire
that he is to pay one-tenth of 1 percent on the total amount of the job. This job
is for $4,350.98. They submitted bill for even $5. Due to competition it is
ainost impossible to figure a bid and come out even, without additional cost of
supporting, he does not know how many, code offices. (Complaint.)

2. Contractors Code: C. A. Stigelman, Millersville, Pa., reports that he has
received four threatening letters requesting assessment to General Contractors
Association.

3. L. M. Broadrick, Houston, Tex., protests the payment of assessment to the
Painting, Paperhanging and Decorating Code Authority, stating that he does not
average $5 per month and cannot afford to pay.

4. The Tidewater Plumbing and Heating Association, Norfolk, Va., writes
that quite a few of their members are complaining that they are being assessed $5
for placing the Plumbing Code in effect. Are at a loss to know why they are
being assessed at this time, since they are receiving no benefit from the code.

DIVISION 5

1. Funeral service: W. W. Mason, Chicago, states he is unable to pay the above
assessment as his business does not provide him enough to keep his family.

2. E. E. Jameson, Fairgrave, Mich., and Whinot & Cook, East Thetford, Vt.,
protest assessment under funeral service industry. They both do only a small
business and Mr. Jameson says he has to pay the same as his neighbor who has
100 funerals a year. (Patrick.)

3. Funeral service (Patrick): Andrew Dow, Elwood, Nebr., advises he is sending
50 percent of his annual assessment trader protest as he considers it a most out-
rageous and uncalled for tax to small undertakers. Also feels the officers of the
code authority have shown themselves to be very selfish in voting such salaries and
per diem expenses to themselves. (Complaint.)

4. 0. I. Tuell, Tacoma, Wash., protests payment of $6 to funeral-service indus-
try.

5. Laflin-Ward-Soper Co., Barryton, Mich., protests assessment to funeral
service industry; impossible for small undertakers in small towns to meet assess-
ment.

6. Mrs. A. Elice, Masonic Theatre, New Washington, Ind,, writes that she
joined Motion Picture Code without knowing that there were such assessments
to it. The theater is open only 1 night each week and for only 1 show and the
admittance is only 10 and 15 cents. Requests that the assessment of $15 per
year be lowered.

DIVISION 6

1. Michigan Bakers, Grand Rapids, Mich., protest the assessment for the
Baking Code, especially the $10,000 per year rental for offices of the code author-
ities. The entire amount is out of proportion.

2. Charles Wiesmantel, Mineola, Long Island, N. Y., writes in protest of the
bakers' code assessment and requests that time be extended for him to read over
the proposals. Mr. Wiesmantel would like to have the time extended to October
1, 1934.

3. The Coston Co., Inc., Hampton, Va., protest against the assessment for the
blue-crab industry, stating that more than half the industry want the code
abolished. One more protest was received, the writer's name not having been
recorded.

4. Mayonnaise: 727 J Street, Sacramento, Calif., the Columbia Marlet pro-
tests assessment bythis code authority. They say it is only a small part of their
business. (Q. H. Riley.)

5. Griscom Bros., Trenton, N. J., protest paying assessment to the Mayon-
naise Code on the grounds that they have already paid $11 to the Meat Cede.

6. Albemarle Peanut Co., of Edeziton, N. C., protests the budget for the Raw
Peanut Milling Code; the industry is not large enough to stand these levies.
(Carison,)
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DIVISION 7

1. Graphic arts (Walsh), Talmadge Dunlap, owner, Dunlap Printing Shop'
Tad, W. Va., re assessment of $12 received from the Graphic Arts Code and the
Appalachian Ohio Valley Printers, Inc., Parkersburg, W. Va. HIe cannot pay
this bill, in fact, lie told the man whei tie signed this code lie was doing it under
protest. His principal business is covered by the Retail Code, which lie has
signed. Dunlap Printing Shop is only a trade name; in July lie did not do any

,print jobs and in August only $68. The little printing they do is a side line.
If forced to pay, lie will close the shop at once, (Complaint.)

2. Graphic arts, assessment: Pacific Mills, Boston, protest, assessment for this
industry. State they operate under Cotton Textile and Woolen Codes.

3. Lithographic printing, assessment: Rayner, Dalheim & Co., Chicago, pro-
tests assessment by the above industry.

4. Commercial relief printing (Walsh), Albert 0. Wells, the Seminary Press,
2535 Seminary Avenue, Oakland, Calif.: It seems lie will be forced out of his shop.
He is told by the Associated Printers under the guise of the N. R. A., that lie
will have to pay $2 per month and threaten him with court proceedings if lie does
not report his mechaniical pay roll. As lie has employed no help and has done
his own work lie sees no way of acceding to this demand. All information he has
previously given this association has been used to his disadvantage. (Complaint.)

TEXTILE DIVISION

1. Northwest Leather Co., Seattle, Wash., writes in protest of the assessment
for Leather and Shoe Findings Code. This group feels that the expense in this
area is too great for the administrating of the code. Others same as above,
Duncan & Sons, Inc., Seattle, Wash.

2. Ready-made furniture slip covers, budget: Paroma Draperies, Inc., New
York, protests the above proposed budget as excessive.

3. Ralph T. Barney, Canaan, N. H., writes that lie cannot understand why the
National Recovery Administration has tile right to compel hinm to pay tribute to
the Furriers Code. Writes that his fur-dealing business has not yielded enough
in the past 4 years to meet bare living expenses and these code restrictions only
add to the difficulties.

, PUBLIC UTILITIES DIVISION

1. Trucking industry: L. M. Ward, of Glens Falls, N. Y., states that a certain
mai has been holding ineetings for truckmen in this town and claims to he work-
ing for National Recovery Administration. He is demanding that all truckers
pay $3 for eaci truck, Several have paid the $3 but have not received emblem
or receipt.

CHEMICAL DIVISION

1. Furniture, floor wax, and polish: The Clifton Chemical Co., 246 Front Street,
New York City, protests assessment under this code. They say it constitutes
less than 5 percent of their business and that they are operating under the Soap
and Glycerine Code. (George L. Berry.) A. R. FomiausuI,

Deputy Administrator, Correspondence Division.

MEMORANDUM TO MR. HENDERSON OF COMPLAINTS ABOUT CODE AUTHORITY
BUDGETS AND FEES FROM BIWEEKLY MAIL SUMMARY NUMBER 94 (CovER-
ING Au. 9, 10, AND 11)

AUGUST 11, 1934.
DIVISION 1

1. H. L. Ruppert & Co., St. Louis, Mo., submits copy of letter to Investment
Bankers Code Committee protesting budget and attorneys fees of $44,000 as
unreasonably large; t7,500 for publicity uncalled for; $34,000 for salaries un-
necessarily large.

2. The Southwestern Plywood Association, Mempnis, protest the approval of
the budget of the Plywood and Veneer Association for the period from January 1,
1934, to December 1934. The Southwestern Plywood Association, with an esti-
mated gross income of $10,000, cannot administer the Code or even exist if it is
forced to remit $6,000 direct to the Plywood and Veneer Association.
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3. Feldspar: The Orford Soap Co., New York City, protest the charge of I
percent of the dollar sales as being excessive. This will substantially increase
the cost to the consumer. Also objects to that part of the budget which compels
the purchaser of feldspar to act as a check-off for the purpose of collecting the
fees of the code authority. Unless some more sensible plan is worked out, it will
tend to destroy the good work which has been accomplished by National Re-
covery Act.

4. Metropolitan Store Fixture Dealers Association, New York City, protest
assessment of the Commercial Fixture Code Authority as being too high.

5. Lumber and timber products: Archie Wood, Darsey, Ill., protests any
assessment being made against him. On his 40 acres of land he has timber that
was torn up by a cyclone, and he has sawed about 7,000 feet in the last year, and
he still has part of it now. He didn't sell enough to pay his store bill.

DIVISION 2

1. Marking devices: Edw. R. Simmons, Bristol, Conn., protests any assess-
ment by the International Stamp Manufacturers Association of Chicago.

2. E. Muerdter, advertisig specialties, Philadelphia, protests that the assess-
ment for the Advertising Specialty Code is unfair, unjust, and outrageously
high. Says that it is higher than any Federal, State, or income tax.

3. Max Stern, New York City, protests against paying assessment to the
Precious Jewelry Code Authority, because he is not doing any precious jewelry
business and he has been overrated.

4. Business furniture, storage equipment and filing supply: I. M. Levy, Art
Steel Co., Inc., New York City, writes: "The budget is terrifically out of line
and represents a figure in excess of what is required to comparatively administer
the code. There are approximately 45 concerns, with about 28 that are active.
If you assume a per capita cost on the total 45, each concern would be charged in
excess of $1,000. First. The amount of $21,000 for clerical help is excessive with
chief executive's salary of $11,000 representing more than 53 percent of the
amount set aside for clerical help. Also $18,000 for traveling expenses represents
about 37 percent of the total budget."

5. Robert Merkle, of Grand Rapids, Mich., protests assessment received from
Precious Jewelry Producing Code Authority.

6. Max Jellenick, New York City, protests the sum of $15 assessment for the
Precious Jewelry Producing for reasons that the code authority has no right to
assess him because, as a dealer, he (.fclleniek) does not come under the code.

7. Michel Mutchnik, New York City, protests as above.
8. Alex Kosman, New York City, protests as above.
9. The 14K Fixing Co., New York City, protest assessment of $25 by the

Precious Jewelry Code. They say they are members of the Medium and Low
Priced Jewelry Code and are contributing to it,

10. Deelette Jewelry Novelty Co., New York City, protest paying $75 assess-
ment to the Medium and Low Priced Jewelry Code, stating that this firm is
operating at present under two codes and do not see any reason why a third should
be forced upon them.

11. Medium and low-priced jewelry: M. Bierman, New York City, in com-
pliance with Executive order X-36 protest the attempted levy by the Medium
and Low Priced Jewelry Code Authority. They are now contributing to the
button jobbers wholesalers' trade, which embraces their principal business. The
Medium and Low Priced Jewelry Code is a manufacturing code and is not
applicable to their business.

12. Chatham Button Corporation, New York City, decline to pay the $60
assessment to the Medium and Low Priced Jewelry Code Authority because they
are not a member of that code.

DIVISION 3

1. Frank L Lilly of Belfast, N. Y., protests against submitting to the Roofing
and Sheet Metal dode. Ile has been notified of an assessment of $10 from
Clarence J. Meyer, State code authority, chairman of New York State.

2. Pacific Chemical Co., Los Angeles, Calif., asks to be relieved of assessments
to Furniture and Floor Wax Code. Business under this code represents only
3 percent of their total sales for 6 months ending May 31, 1934.

3. The Old Town Co., of Old Town, Maine, protests against paving an assess-
ment levied on them by the Food Dish & Pulp and Paper Plate Code Authority
on the grounds that they are paying assessment to the Paper and Pulp Code
Authority and deem it excessive to submit to any other code.
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DIVISION 4

1. Retail solid fuel: Independent Coal Co., Kingston, N. Y., protests assess.
ment by the above code authority as being a burden to their business in present
circumstances.

2. Kroll Co., importers of diamonds, protests an invoice for a $25 assessment.
3. Rug-Tex Corporation, Chicago, operates under and pays assessment to the

hair and jute felt industry. They have been informed that they also have to
,pay to the Covered Carpet Padding Code Authority. Request information.

4. Novelty Curtsin, draperies, bedspreads, and novelty pillows: The Majestic
Curtain Co., New York City, protests the proposed method of assessment.

5. Manufacturing Jewelers and Engravers Association, Louisville, Ky., protest
the Retail Jewelry Code Authority trying to assess this group, claiming they only
do trade work for the stores of this city, therefore should be exempt.

DIVISION 5

1. Rosebud Manufacturing Association, New York City, clahn they never have
seen a copy of the budget and they do not know for what purpose the
moneys are to be expended, therefore they protest paying their assessment.

2. Javits & Javits, New York City, writes in protest of the budget and basis
of contribution submitted by the Code Authority for the Millinery Industry.

3. Artificial flower and feather: Dr. H. Dux Co., Inc., Jacksonville, Fla., protest
the budget for the above code authority. They believe that $40,000 could not
be used properly for administration of this code for a period of 6 months. They
refuse to sanction such a sum until an itemized budget is submitted. Ten more
such protests were received.

4. John H. Gleason, New Brunswick, N. J., states that the Middlesex and
Somerset Counties Funeral Directors' Association protests the proposed budget
for the Funeral Service Industry, stating that enforcement of this code is lacking
and urges the budget be revised before finally enacted.

5. The Monarch Pictures Co., Detroit, "Mich., protests assessment by the
Motion Picture Code Authority of $12 per month. They say their business
cannot stand it.

DIVISION 6

1. John Joseph and Benjamin Lange, owners J. & L. Bottling Works, protest
the assessment of $10 by the Bottled Soft Drink Code Authority in view of tie
fact that they have a total investment of less than $ 00.

2. The Star Bottling Works, Inc., Philadelphia, protest assessment by the
Wholesale Beer & Wine Distributors' Code Authority. Seventy percent of their
business is soft drinks, and beer constitutes only a minor part of their activities.

DIVISION 7

1. Graphic art%: Harold W. Brown, Brown Art Co., Schenectady, N. Y.,
protests the minimum assessment of $5 per month, regardless of how small the
printer, or how little work lie might do. The assess iaeit should be in direct
proportion to the actual pay roll.

2. E. W. McClelland, Minneapolis, Minn., writes in protest of budget for the
graphic arts. Twenty dollars per thousand per month on the mechanical pay roll
is too much. Some of the larger companies, Mr. McClelland states, are refusing
to pay the assessment on account of it being too high. The price paid officials is
excessive.

MISCELLANEOUS

I. C. G. Gilmore of Roswell, N. Mex., protests paying an assessment the notice
of which was received from the code authority. The amount was $10, which
Mr. Gilmore contends is unjust. (Industry not recorded.)

2. Two additional protests against code authority assessments were received.
Inneither case was the industry protested recorded.

A. R. FOaUsi,Deputy Administrator, Corresponsdence Division.
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MEMORANDUM TO MR. HENDERSON OF COMPLAINTS ABOUT CODE AUTHORITY
BUDGETS AND FEES FROM BIWEEKLY MAIL SUMMARY No. 88 (COVERING
JULY 19, 20, AND 21)

DIVISION I

1. Retail tire: A. E. Caidwell, vice president and general manager Atlas Supply
Co., Newark, N. J., representing Colonial Beacon Oil Co., Standard Oil Co. of
New Jersey, Standard Oil Co. of Pennsylvania, Standard Oil Co. of Louisiana,
the Standard Oil Co. (Ohio), Standard Oil Co. (Kentucky), Standard Oil Co.
(Indiana), Standard Oil Co. (Nebraska), Standard Stations Inc., Utah Oil Re-
fining Co., protests method of assessment as provided under proposed budget
of retail rubber tire and battery trade. This plan is unfair and discriminatory
in that an outlet selling over $50,000 from J store would pay an assessment of
$25, while if same volume of $50,000 were done through 100 outlets doing a
volume of $500 per year, the assessment would be $100 ( four times the amount.

DIVISION 2

1. Concrete masonry: Tile Norristone Lawn & Garden Furniture Studios,
Rochester, N. Y., protest an assessment of the concrete masonry industry.
They state that they do not come tinder this code.

2. Die casting: C. 0. Skinner, secretary, C. A. Automotive Parts and Equip-
ment, 800 Michigan Theater Building, Detroit, Mich., protests members of the
industry being assessed hy the die casting manufacturing industry.

3. Milbradt Manufacturing Co., St. Louis Mo writes relative to the CodeAuthority for Power and Gang Lawn Mowr Industry, stating that this firm
protests paying assessments to the code authority on the grounds that this
group are competitors of theirs and further, two of the code authority members
are having complaints of violations filed against them by the Milbradt Manufac-
turing Co. Until changes are made, the Milbradt Matnufacturing Co. feels they
are being assessed unfairly, and request is made to consider their views on the
matter.

4. Lumber: Ralph P. Johnson of flargus & .Jhnson, attorneys, Osceola, Mo.,
protest attempt to include and assess ($50 coide authority assessment), and tax
(65 cents per hundred feet) small lunber mills owned by farmers, who saw a few
thousand feet during the fall and winter, sometimes on shares, sometimes for 50
to 60 cents per hundred. To pay the code fee will put them out of business,

5. Special tool, die and machine shop assessment: Marion Machine, Foundry
& Supply Co., Scottdale, Pa., protests requests for payment of assessment under
the above code unless it is determined thit they should be considered a member of
this industry. Operate now under both the Gray Iron Foundry and M. A. P. S.
Codes.

DIVISION 3

1. Justis Grun, 580 Fifth Avenue, New York City, protest $50 assessment by
Code Authority of the precious jeoselry producing industry. Assessment unjust
because investment in jewelry has never exceeded $50,000.

2. Sobel & Kalesko, 71 Nassau Street, New York City, protests $100 assess-
ment tinder this code.

4, Joseph F. Sulger of New York City returns a notice of assessment for $15
from the Precious Jewelry Producing Code Authority. They quote a capital
rating of $4,000 and they contend that this is excessive.

5. Construction: R. L. Kent Co., Van Nuys, Calif., protests (to White House)
assessment for this industry by submitting copy of letter addressed to "Code
Officers, 350 Chamber of Commerce Building, Los Angeles."

DIVISION 4

1. Narrow fabrics: Columbia Narrow Fabrics Co., George P. Clark S'annock,
R. I., writes in protest of the $50,000 per year budget for Narrow Fabric Code
Administration. Mr. Clark further protests that he will be in worse financial
condition if this is allowed, than before National Recovery Act.

2. Narrow fabrics industry (Feibel): A. Lifelone, President, Lowell Covered
Rubber Thread Co., Inc., 217 Jackson Street, Lowell, Mass., protests being taxed
one-fifth of 1 percent on their net dollar sales, for the support of the chief execu-
tive officer of the code and others connected with it. They expect to spend
57,000, In his estimation it seems ridiculous to have a whole office staff which

is mainly used in sending out bills and collecting the dues for the support of these
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officers. While he wishes to cooperate, he feels that they are taxed too high and
it should be cut down to one-tenth of 1 percent.

3. The Ettenger Manufacturing Co., Chicago, Ill., protest against the budget
for Li ht Sewing Code which amounts to $8,390 and request to be relieved.

4. iThe Albatross Quilting Co., Cicero, Ill.,writes in protest of the excessive
amount proposed by the Code Authority for tight Sewing ($8,390), and requests
relief from this assessment.

5. Light sewing: Ajax Quilting & Manufacturing Co., Chicago, Ill., writes In
protest of the budget for Light Sewing Code administration which amount is
$8,390, and this company requests to be relieved of this burden.

6. Retail jewelry: Jack Wessel, diamond cutter, 87 Nassau Street, New York
City, protests assessment of $25. He says he never employed more than one
man and he is on part time.

7. Retail jewelry: Charlotte Jewelry Co., 176 Essex Street, New York City,
protest assessment of $1 per year by'Local Retail Jewelry Association. They
say they only employ 1 person 1 day per week.

DIVISION 5

1. Cotton glove: D. A. Puls, treasurer, Frontier Glove Co., Buffalo, N. Y.,protests the assessment of one-half of 1 percent as unreasonably high. One-
eighth of 1 percent should be the most that is paid for any of the code authorities.

DIVISION 6

1. Food warehousing: California Warehousemen's Association, San Francisco,
Calif., writes in protest of the $3 assessment imposed on that part of the grain ware-
house industry that operates one, two, or three separate warehouses. The other
$3 assessment is satisfactory.

2. Blanke Baer Extract & Preserving Co., 3224 South Kingshighway, St. Louis,
Mo., protests assessment of $175 by the Mayonnaise Industry Code Authority.
Code authority budget is not as yet approved; neither is their application for
exemption from order X-36.

3. Food and grocery: West Newton Milling Co., West Newton, Pa., protests
assessment under the above code.

4. Peanut butter, preserve manufacturing, assessment,; Stone Mountain
Products Co., Atlanta, protests assessments by the above industries, stating they
pay assessments under Mayonnaise Code.

DIVISION 7

1. Graphic arts: Harry Goodman of 2307 Jefferson Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,
protests an assessment made by the Typothetne of Philadelphia.

2. Graphic arts: Wm. G. Behe, Millers Falls, Mass., protests emphatically
against the $10 assessment sent by the Graphic Arts Association. He has a
1-man print shop and such assessment is burdensome.

3. Graphic arts: Harbison & Harbison, Oceano, Calif., protests assessment of
$10 by National Code Authority.

4. Graphic arts: Local printers, Sacramento, Calif., write in protest of the
budget set by local Typothetae board as being unfair and excessive for minor
duties to be performed.

3. Graphic arts: George J. Witzel, protesting the budget for the code authority
believes that the amount could be cut 30 percent giving the following reasons!
(1) Believes there are too many committees; (2) believes the pay roll is greatly
padded; (3) believes the cost of operation is entirely too high; '(4) believes the
printing industry of the United States cannot pay the necessary assessments to
support such a topheavy organization.

0. Graphic arts: James J. Kennedy, Patchogue, N. Y., enters protest against
contribution to the graphic arts industries as unjust as applying to himself. He
entered printing business 22 years ago to satisfy quest for hobby. He has a
hand press and total net income over 2,4 years has been $27.38. A $5 assessment
is excessive in this instance and Mr. Kennedy asks exemption.

7. Graphic arts: Petition signed by Richiaond, Vs., printers against the local
budget submitted by the Richmond Typothetae of Richmond, Va. The amount
which is $1,200 for 6 months. The petitioners pray that this budget will not be
approved.

8. Graphic arts: Stafford Lowdon Co., Fort Worth, Tex., writes in protest of
the proposed budget for graphic arts in zone 10. The amount is entirely out of
line, inasmuch as at the present time this company is paying about one-third
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of the total amount contributed to the Graphic Arts Association at Fort Worth,
Tex.

9. Printing: The Rogers Printing Co., 610 Bienville Street, New Orleans, La.,
protests assessment of $24 per month by the Typothetae. They say their gross
business is only. about $25,000.

10. Graphic arts: The Butler Press, Cooperstown, N. Y., has received another
assessment notice from Graphic Arts Code Authority. They feel that such an
assessment is unjust.

11. Graphic arts: W. R. Turner Printing Co. writes in protest of the budget
assessment under the United Typothetae of America (a-i) $27 per year. Mr.
Turner claims the set-up is discriminating and requests a review of this matter
before approval of same.

12. Graphic arts: The University of Colorado protests graphic arts assessment.
They do not believe that they should be subject to an assessment as they do only
their own printing and jobs are pro rated at cost to the various departments.

13. Graphic arts: William F. Dougherty, Wichita, Kans., protests an assess-
ment of $3 monthly.

14. Graphic arts (Walsh): J. F. Parma, Cameron, Tex., having received a
notice of assessment as a printer, protests the same on the grounds that he only
prints his handbills listing his grocery prices. In 1933, expense of printing and
distributing these handbills was $135, so his expenses were greater than his
receipts.

15. Commercial printing: The Multi Colortype Co., 4575 Eastern Avenue,
Cincinnati, Ohio, protest assessment commercial relief printing industry. They
say it is discriminatory.

16. The director of publications, University of California, Los Angeles, Calif.,
protests assessment under the Graphic Arts Code. They say the Bruin is a
nonprofit publication and has no pay employees.

17. Periodical publishing: The Wilson Publishing Co. of Saline, Mich., protests
an assessment to the Periodical Publishing Code Authority.

18. F. W. Dunbar & Co., 620 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass., protests budget
for photo-engraving industry. They say it is extravagant.

19. Back Bay Electrotype & Engraving Co., 172 Columbus Avenue, Boston,
Mass., prot. -ts $20,000 salary for executive secretary, Code Authority, Photo-
Engraving Industry, as proposed in budget.

20. Electrotyping and sterotyping assessment: Toledo Bottle Cap Co., Toledo,
protests assessment of $15 under this industry stating they are members of the
aper Disc Milk Bottle Cap Industry and that their dues to the latter are amount-

ing to over $5,000 a year.
21. Electrotyping and stereotyping assessment: General Manifold & Printing

Co., Franklin, Pa., protests assessment by above industry code authority,
claiming to be a contributor and member of the graphic arts industry.

MISCELLANEOUS

1. Trave-Taylor Co., 408 Sixth Street, Oklahoma City, Okla., protest budget
and assessment of the regional budget. They say it is too high. That in their
opinion any zone assessment is confiscatory. 'They say $36 per $1,000 mechanical
pay roll is entirely too much (industry not reported).

2. Joe Daley, Los Angeles, Calif., protests the salaries on the proposed budget
as being out of line with the present-day conditions (industry not reported).

A. R. ForBrsus
Deputy Administrator, Correspondence Divnsion.

(Whereupon, at 5:40 p. m., recess is taken until 10 a. m. Thursday,
Apr. 18, 1935.)

119782-35--P 8-40





INVESTIGATION OF THE NATIONAL RECOVERY
ADMINISTRATION

THURSDAY, AP1L 18, 1935

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Wa8hington, D. C.
The committee met at 10 a. m., in the caucus room, Senate Office

Building, Senator Pat Harrison (chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators Harrison (chairman), King, Barkley, Connally,

Gore, Costigan, Clark, Byrd, Lonergan, Black, Gerry, Guffey,
Couzens, Keyes, La Follette, Metcalf, Capper.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will be in order.
Senator CLARK. Mr. Chairman, I ask to have inserted in the

record a telegram from Mr. Elmer Scheuer, general manager of the
Bloch Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

The CHAIRMAN. That will be inserted in the record. If it can be
done, it will follow Mr. Vincent's testimony if his testimony has not
already been printed. (See p. 495.)

(The telegram is as follows:)

Senator BENNETT C. CLARK CLEVELAND, OO, April 2, 195.

Committee on Finance, United States Senate,
Washington, D. C.,

I have just received copy of record before your committee on Senate Resolution
79. Deputy Administrator Vincent's testimony regarding the Bloch Co., page
1335 and thereafter, is untrue and misleading, as official records of various hear-
ings to which the company has been subjected will show. First bill, of $21,000,
was sent April 11, 1934. The bill of $37,000 was sent May 2, 1934, not April
11, as Vincent testified. The second bill was sent because the company refused
to admit correctness of first bill and said it would appeal. The company was at
the same time threatened with the withdrawal of labels, which meant economic
death. Neither bill calculated according to the code, and neither bill calculated
like bills sent to other companies, as the code authority has since admitted.
Nevertheless, code authority demanded the company put up the money with
them in escrow and agree not to contest validity of National Industrial Recovery
Act, and they would then consider case on equity. The $16,000 bill was sent
September 24,1934, and testimony that this bill contains an allowance is untrue.
Last bill is based on hypothetical formula not contained in code or interpretations.
Vincent also testified that case is now before Compliance Division. If so, the
company has not been advised either by code authority, Vincent, or Compliance
Division of such action, although last hearing took place 5 months ago. The
Bloch Co, has been threatened and harassed for over a year and put to large ex-
pense in defending itself. Urge you to insist that Compliance Division, if it
has case, hear it immediately at open public hearing without secrecy and find
the company either guilty or innocent without procrastination, so that the com-
pany can plan its business. The company has for 30 years operated union shop
under contract with United Garment Workers. It has never had a strike and
has always had cordial, friendly relations with labor. I will welcome an oppor-
tunity to place company records before your committee and testify, as I consider
that Vincent's testimony is damaging the reputation and the business of the
company.

2395
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(Mr. Scheuer submitted the following statement:)

STATEMENT OF ELMER SCHEUER, GENERAL MANAGER THE BLOCH Co., CLEVE-
LAND, OHIO

SECTION I. INTRODUCTION

I submit this statement in lieu of oral testimony. Permission to file it was
grafted by Mr. F. M. Johnston, clerk of this committee, in a telegram dated
April 4, 1935 (exhibit 1), after I offered to testify. (See exhibit 2 for my offer.)
The purpose of this statement, by recounting the experiences of the Bloch Co.
with the National Recovery Administration, is to show the oppressive character
of code administration by the Men's Clothing Code Authority, to refute and
correct misleading, half-true, and untrue statements of M. D. Vincent, Deputy
Administrator, who recently was a witness before your committee, to suggest
lines of inquiry, and to suggest the form and nature of future National Recovery
Administration activity.

SEC. 2. THE BLOCH COMPANY CASE BEFORE THE MEN'S CLOTHING CODE AUTHORITY
DISCLOSES ADMINISTRATIVE OPPRESSION AND ABUSE

I am general manager of the Bloch Co. of Cleveland, Ohio. The Bloch Co'
employs approximately 800 people; it has for the past 30 years been under
contract with the United Garment Workers of America, affiliated with the
American Federation of Labor. It has practiced collective bargaining during
that entire time; it has never had a strike; it has been publicly acclaimed by union
labor for its outstanding record on labor relations. The Bloch Co., during the
entire time that the National Industrial Recovery Act has been in existence, has
faithfully carried out the intents and purposes of the act.

In January 1934 an investigator from the Men's Clothing Code Authority
made an inspection of the plant and records of the Bloch Co. to determine com-
pliance with article 2-b of the Men's Clothing Code. This clause reads:

"The existing amounts by which wages in the higher-paid classes tip to classes
of employees receiving $30 per week exceed wages in the lowest-paid substantial
classes shall be maintained.

This provision of the code had been carefully studied by the company and
changes had been made in its wage rates to carry out the plain intent and purpose
of tie provision. The investigator, however, claimed the Bloch Co. was not
complying. I immediately protested his findings and arranged a conference with
the code authority in New York for January 31, 1934. The executive director,
Mr. George Bell, at this meeting admitted there might be some justice in my
contentions; the comptroller, H. k. Herwitz, suggested that additional data be
furnished in support of my contentions. This was done.

On April 11, 1934, the Bloch Co. was notified of an allowance of 17.7 percent
for waiting time (a term descriptive of nonproductive time); but despite this allow-
ance, the code authority claimed a deficiency of approximately $21,000 for a
16-week period. This allowance for waiting time was less an act of grace than
appears on the surface, because the code authority concealed from the Bloch Co.
at that time, and for long thereafter, that the application of article 2-b made in
its case was entirely different from the application to other manufacturers and
was highly discriminatory as against the Bloch Co.

I protested the assessment, and another conference was arranged on April 30,
which continued into the next day (May 1). Mr. Bell, executive director; Mr.
Drechsler, secretary and general counsel; and Mr. Herwitz, comptroller of the
code authority, were in attendance. At the close of the conference the threat
was made that unless the Bloch Co. accepted the $21,000 bill of April 11, its code
labels would be withdrawn, the allowance for waiting time would be thrown out,
and an increased bill sent. I inquired about an appeal and was told by Mr. Bell
that a so-called "2-D" committee would hear the case. I stated that an appeal
would probably be made. This statement was met with the astounding reply
by Drechsler (counsel for the code authority):

4"It will not do you any good, because the committee will do exactly as Mr.
Herwitz and I tell them to do; and furthermore, the only thing that the committee
will consider is whether your piecework rates are as high as your Competitors'."

Mr. Bell then told me that pending an appeal the code labels could not be
withdrawn.
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It is extremely significant that on the following day (May 2) the code authority
sent the Bloch Co. a letter which claimed a deficient cy of approximately $37,000
for the 16 weeks then tinder consideration. (Note that Vincent testified (p. 1336)
that the $37,000 bill was sent the same day as the $21,000 bill---one to correct
the other.)

On June 2, 1934, George Bell, executive director of the Men's Clothing Code
Authority, visited Cleveland and demanded of counsel for the Bloch Co. that it
place in escrow with the code authority the entire $37,654.44 set forth in the
bill, after which the code authority would hear the Bloch Co. on the basis of
equities, providing that the company would agree in writing not to contest the
validity of the National Industrial Recovery Act or the Clothing Code or inter-
pretations of the Clothing Code. This preposterous demand, of course, was
refused.

On June 12 a formal hearing was had before members of the 2-D committee,
and the above facts and a large mass of data were presented. No conclusion
was reached, and the hearing was adjourned to a later date.

Among other things, I testified on June 12 as to the conference on May 1,
1934, and the statements made to me by Mr. Drechsler. Although Drechsler
was present when I testified, he took no exception to my testimony. Not
until November 5, 1934 (even though another hearing of the 2-D committee
intervened, at which he was present), did lie challenge my testimony. It is my
belief that my testimony given on June 12, as contained in the record taken at
that time, was not attacked by Drechsler until after he learned that I h-ad testi-
fied in connection with a deposition to be used in the case of L. Greif & Bros., and
that this deposition was filed in the Federal Court at Baltimore and thereby
became a public record.

Subsequent to the June 12, 1934, hearing, the company, at large expense to
itself, including the employment of accountants, engineers, counsel, and visits to
other manufacturers, discovered that other methods of computing the differ-
ential and other interruptions of the 2-b clause had been used by the code
authority. It was definitely established that the Bloch Co. bill hai been im-
properly and incorrectly figured. Upon the basis of the application of the 2-b
clause to other manufacturers, there was no liability by the Bloch Co.

At the adjourned hearing before the 2-D committee, held at the code authority
offices July 9, 1934, proof as to other applications of the 2-b clause was presented
and when the evidence upon this fact was beyond any contradiction, the adminis-
trative staff of the code authority finally admitted that other methods of compu-
tation and application had been used. At the conclusion of this hearing it was
agreed that the Bloch Co. would submit additional data and statistics and that
the old bill of $37,000 was to be completely discarded by the code authority.

On August 16 the Bloch Co. received a telegram stating that the mass of figures
already submitted were not satisfactory and demanded additional data, including
a complete description of all manufacturing operations, a statement of piecework
rates, and a record of all rate changes since March 24, 1934. (Note record p. 1417.
In the Greif case the Research and Planning Division did not allow this kind of
information to get into the hands of the code authority.) The telegram further
stated that the 2-D committee would meet on August 20 (4 days later) and
that a decision would be made in the case whether or not rates were submitted
b that time. This arbitrary demand was protested by counsel for the Bloch
Co.; the code authority was invited to send an investigator to Cleveland to
examine the records and secure such information as was desired. The investigator
appeared a few days later and took with him copies of the company records.

On September 24, almost a month later, the Bloch Co. was notified that "the
total autount due to your employees for the period week ending December 2,
1933, through week ending July 14, 1934, is $16,062.44." This is a 32-week
period. The preceding bill of $37,000 for 16 weeks (rate of $2,350 per week) was
reduced to $16,000 for 32 weeks (rate of $500 per week). This reduction again
was still no act of grace. The hills of $21,000 and $37,000 were admittedly
figured ona wholly improper basis, as we discovered through our own industry
arid resourcefulness. The new bill of $16,000 was again figured on a basis not
-applied to other manufacturers. It is based upon a formula and hypothesis
having no justification whatever in the code, in the interpretations of the code,
or in the illustrations developing the interpretations. (Vincent implies in his
testimony, (p. 1336, that this $16,000 bill was the result of an allowance. It
contains no allowance of any kind; on the contrary, it is again loaded.)

Furthermore, this bill of $16,000 is dated back to November 26, 1933, even
though the interpretations became effective June 7, 1934. It is important to note
that in the Greif case the settlement was made as of June 9, 1934.
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The Greif settlement was made (n August 31, 1934. The last Bloch Co. bill is
dated September 24, 1934, nearly a month later. As late as November 5, 1934
(the date of the last hearing on the Bloch Co. case) the Men's Clothing Code
Authority was concealing from the Bloch Co. the nature of the Greif settlement.
Of even more importance to the company is the fact that the code, for which is
claimed the validity and dignity of a law, was given an application that was not
uniform and the very application on which Greif was haled before the Compliance
Division was denied to the Bloch Co.

o call to the attention of your committee the fact that the Bloch Co. has
co tended from the very beginning that there was no liability upon it for 2-b
deficiency-that it based its contentions upon grounds other than the fact that
the interpretations became effective June 9, 1934. I claim that even if the
interpretations were effective as far back as November 26, 1933, the Bloch Co.
has complied with 2-b and has no liability.

Still another hearing was held by the 2-D committee in the Bloch Co. case on
November 5, 1934. A tremendous mass of data was again submitted at this
hearing by the company, all of which sustained its contentions that there has
been no violation of article 2-b. On December 10, 1934, the 2-D committee
again found against the company, notwithstanding the indisputable character
of the evidence.

The Bloch Co. does not know the present status of its case, although 5 months
have passed since the hearing and 4 months have passed since it received notice
of decision by the 2-D committee. Mr. Vincent, who seems to have private
information on the matter, stated before your committee that "the matter is
now before the Compliance Division."

I believe that the failure of the code authority (and the Compliance Division,
if it has the case) to press the matter further is due to the pendency of investiga-
tion by your committee and the present efforts to renew the National Industrial
Recovery Act, and I call to your attention my telegram (exhibit 2 attached hereto)
asking for an iminediate, open, public hearing without secrecy.

The foregoing is the history of the Blceh Co. bill which Vincent says was
$37,000, reduced to $16,000 by the 2-D committee upon an overtime allowance.
(See p. 1336 transcript of hearing before your committee.) Neither in his secret
report nor in his testimony before your committee does Mr. Vincent give the
real facts. He insinuates that the Bloch Co. is guilty of code violations and is
the recipient of acts of grace from the code authority in the reduction of a $37,000
bill to $16,000. Mr. Vincent's testimony has a color and texture which can only
be the product of partisanship and bias, notwithstanding the fact that his position
calls for impartiality.
I will pass without comment Vincent's "secret report" to the National Recovery

Administration, which is more in the nature of a prosecutor's indictment than
an impartial fact-finding analysis, which it purports to be. I do call attention,
however, to the fact that in his secret report he said of the Bloch Co. case that-

"The last data sent in by the plant (Bloch Co.) officials was received by the
code authority on August 4, 1934. The deficiency for which the plant was billed
was $37,654.44 and the appeal is still pending."

On July 9, 1934, the 2-D committee expressly agreed that the $37,000 bill was
discarded. Mr. Vincent's statement above quoted would make it appear that as
late as August 4, 1934, the Bloch Co. was a violator of the code. This is typical
of the treatment of facts by Vincent in his secret report and in his testimony.

SECTION 3.-SUOGESTEL, LINES OF INQUIRY IN CONNECTION WITH THE MEN'S
CLOTHING CODE ADMINISTRATION

Some of the major abuses in the administration of the Men's Clothing Code lie
in the fact that new agencies, wielding large power, have used such power for
improper purposes, for the oppression of a minority group and for the aggrandize-
ment of particular interests, especially those in control, and for the development
of monopoly. I submit the following lines of inquiry for your committee in this
connection:

1. The Amalgamated Clothing Workers, a union headed by Sidney Hillman,
who is also a member of the National Recovery Board and the Men's Clothing
Code Authority, controls the Amalgamated Banks of New York and Chicago.
How many members of the Men's Clothing Code Authority or their firms are
or have been indebted to these banks? How many men in key positions in the
National Recovery Administration are or have been indebted to these banks?

2. To what extent has the Amalgamated Clothing Workers subsidized certain
publications to secure favorable publicity and to carry on other propaganda
wor,?
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3. Wio paid for the full-page advertisement which appeared in the New York
Times on March 22, 1935, purporting to express the desire of enumerated small
business men for the continuance of the National Recovery Administration; how
many of these business men ever heard of the advertisement before it was printed;
how many of them were consulted about it; and how many, if any, have paid
anything toward its publication?

4. To what extent is the Men's Clothing Code Authority staffed with persons
having affiliation or connection with the Amalgamated Clothing Workers, or
relatives of such persons?

5. The New York Contractors' Association fixes the, selling price in the New
York market for various types of garments. Such prices are reached by agree-
merit between the New York Contractors' Association and the Amalgamated
Clothing Workers. These prices are published in the trade papers. To what
extent does such action result in a restraint of trade and constitute a violation
of law?

6. What would be the effect of the proposed wage amiendments to the Men's
Clothing Code upon manufacturers in the decentralize markets? These amend-
ments, I submit, are inspired by the clique which controls the MCii's Clothing
Code Authority, and, if adopted, will result in economic death to many businesses
in the decentralibed areas. The amendments are unjustifiable. Special atten-
tion is called to the fact that although the figures, presumably in support of the
amendments, were prepared under supervision of the Division of Research and
Planning of the National Recovery Administration, this division did not assume
responsibility for the conclusions as to such figures. No code authority should
be so dominant in personnel as to use a governmental research agency as a
cat's-paw for the purpose of assembling figures and thereby give them official
character, arid yet bar such agency from making an independent analysis.

7. Is it true that Dr. A. G. Silverman, chief statistician of the Labor Advisory
Board, was "fired" in July 1934, because he refused to doctor a statistical report
for Sidney Hillman? (See Nation July 11, 1934.)

8. Upon whose order did Mr. howard, special agent of the Department of
Justice, terminate his investigation of the administration of the Men's Clothing
Code and why was his report buried in the files of the National Recovery Ad-
ministration?

9. Why was the investigation taken out of the hands of a trained Department
of Justice investigator and placed in the hands of a person without qualification
in determining facts?

10. In view of the fact that the investigation related to purported abuses by the
Men's Clothing Code Authority, why did Vincent limit his contact to the Men's
Clothing Code Authority itself and'fail to contact persons who made the com-
plaint?

11. Is it true that the salary of $25,000 per year of George Bell, former execu-
tive director of the Men's Clothing Code Authority, was guaranteed by three
clothing manufacturers?

12. Vincent testified that approximately 35 or 36 other codes under his charge
contained provisions for equitable adjustment of wages for higher paid groups
(similar to article 2-b of Men's Clothing Code). To what extent has Vincent
attempted to secure enforcement of these equitable adjustment provisions in
codes other than the Men's Clothing Code, and if none, why?

13. Why were the details of the Greif settlement kept not only from the
Bloch Co. and the industry, but from some members of the Men's Clothing Code
Authority? Is it conducive to sound industrial relationships that a code should
be administered without uniformity and under a seal of secrecy?

14. Does your committee approve of ex post facto application of codes as
attempted by the Men's Clothing Code Authority and applied by the Com-
pliance Division? Attention is called to the fact that interpretations of the
Clothing Code first given official sanction on June 7, 1934, are applied retroac-
tively to November 26, 1933.

15. Does the fact tiat the New York market has under the code been able
to increase its share of all clothing manufactured in the United States from
32.6 percent of all clothing cut to 39 percent constitute the "economically and
socially constructive and stabilizing" influence which Mr. Vincent acclaims?

SECTION 4. CONCLUSION

The foregoing statement detailing the experience of the Bloch Co. with National
Recovery Administration agencies, including Men's Clothing Code Authority,
indicates that I am qLlalified, from protracted and bitter experience, to make
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recommendations as to National Recovery Administration. On the basis of
such experience, the following recommendations are made:
1. If National Industrial Recovery Act is extended in any form, it should be

limited to provisions for minimum wages, maximum hours and unfair trade
practices.

2. If National Recovery Act is allowed to exist in its present form, adminis-
trators should be chosen on the basis of business experience, nonpartisanship,
and judicial temperament.

3. If code authorities are allowed to exist under the new act, (a) their activities
should be limited to recommendation to some branch of the Government (i. e.,
Department of Labor and/or Federal Trade Commission) which can act in an
unbiased, unprejudiced and judicial manner; (b) they should be composed of
members reflecting all variations of the industry as to manufacturing methods
and geographical location. This is important (certainly in the clothing industry;
quite likely in other industries) because long-standing differences in factory
technique have resulted in well defined and proper competitive conditions, the
destruction of which inevitably points to monopoly; (c) economic boycott by
means of insignia, such as "blue eagle" and/or code labels, if deemed justifiable
at all, should be applied impartially and not used for the extinction of an unfavored
minority group.

I am firmly convinced that as presently constituted and under the sanction of
National Industrial Recovery Act, code administration has crystallized into an
unbearable bureaucracy. The economic life of the country is imperiled by the
usurpation of legislative, judicial, and executive powers by interested groups
using National Industrial Recovery Act for personal ends and as an instrument
for oppression of unfavored groups and individuals. This is certainly true of
the Men's Clothing Code. The same danger exists as to all other codes. It is
a danger that can be remedied by prompt and decisive action.

Respectfully submitted.
ELsMxn ScaEUsa.

ExHaaIT 1

ELMEa Scastisa, WASaINGTON, D. C., April 4, 1935.

General Manager the Bloch Co.,
Cleveland:

In re your telegram. Time of Committee so limited and number of witnesses
so large committee can hear you only for few minutes Wednesday morning
April 10 at 10 a. m. If you prefer and will do so you may submit a statement
explaining your position which will be incorporated in record and which will
receive attention of committee.

F. M. JOHN TON,
Clerk Committee on Finance.

ExHIBIT 2 APaIL 2, 1935.
Senator PAT HARRISON,

Chairman Committee on Finance United States Senate,
Washington, D. C.

I have just received copy of record before your committee on Senate Reso-
lution 79. Deputy administrator Vincent's testimony regarding the Bloch Co.,

age 1335 and thereafter is untrue and misleading as official records of various
earnings to which the company has been subjected will show. First bill of $21,000

was sent April 11, 1934. The bill of $37,000 was sent May 2, 1934, not April 11
as Vincent testified. The second bill was sent because the company refused to
admit correctness of first bill and said it would appeal. The company was at the
same time threatened with the withdrawal of labels which meant economic death.
Neither bill calculated according to the code and neither bill calculated like bills
sent to other companies as the code authority has since admitted. Nevertheless
code authority demanded the company put up the money with them in escrow
and agree not to contest validity of National Industrial ftecovery Act and they
would then consider case on equity. The $16,000 bill was sent September 24,
1934, and testimony that this bill contains an allowance is untrue. Last bill is
based on hypothetical formula not contained in code or interpretations. Vincent
also testifiedthat case is now before compliance division. If so the company has
not been advised either by code authority, Vincent, or compliance division of such
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action although last hearing took place 5 months ago. The Bloch Co. has been
threatened and harassed for over a year and put to large expense in defending
itself. Urge you to insist that compliance division if it has case hear it immediately
at open public hearing without secrecy and find the company either guilty or
innocent without procrastination so that the company can plan its business. The
company has for 30 years operated union shop under contract with United Gar-
ment workers it has never had a strike and has always had cordial friendly rela-
tions with labor. I will weh.ono .sn opportunity to place comsny records before
your committee and testify as I consider that Vin.eat's testimony Is dz 'naing
the reputation and the business of the company. ELMER SCHEUEa,

General Manager of the Bloch Co.

(The chairman received the following letter, with accompanying
data from M. D. Vincent, Acting Division Administrator, Textile
Division, National Recovery Administration).

NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION,
Washington, D. C., April 9, 1935.

Hon. PxAT IARRISRON,

Chairman Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D. C.

My DEAR SENATOR HARRISON: Senator Robert J. Bulkley of Ohio has fur-
rushed me a copy of a night letter sent by the Bloch Co, of Cleveland, Ohio, to
members of the Senate Finance Committee under date of April 2, 1935, criticizing
statements made by the writer when testifying before your committee.

For your committee's information and record I am enclosing herewith copy of a
statement which the code authority of the men's clothing industry prepared at my
request, giving a detailed account of the Bloch Co. case. Enclosed also are copies
of correspondence between the code authority and the Bloch Co. relating to the
case.

Your committee will find in the enclosed statement and correspondence a quite
full and an accurate account of the actions and proceedings taken by the code
authority upon its charge against the Bloch Co. of noncompliance with article 11
(b) of the Men's Clothing Industry Code.

Sincerely, A. D. VINCENT,

Acting Ditision Administrator Textile Division.

An investigation of the Bloch Co. was made by the code authority in January
1934. Under date of January 18 we received a report from our investigator
stating that the average hourly wages of the 20 percent lowest substantial class
was 18 cents per hour, and that the difference to be maintained was $6.51. The
investigator also reported that the firm had made a horizontal increase of $1.50
per week, and that credit should be given said firm for such increase, and that
the net difference to be maintained therefore was $5.01.

On or about January 31, 1934, and before there had been any analysis of the
investigator's report or any communication with the firm, Mr. Scheuer of the
Bloch Co. called at the offices of the code authority and stated that in his opinion,
in calculating the obligations of the firm under the provisions of If (b), allowance
should be made for waiting time. He was informed that such information could
be presented to the committee, provided for under article 11 (d), commonly known
as the "I (d) Committee."

Under date of February 6, 1934, such information was submitted. Copy of
this letter is attached. I direct specific attention to the fourth paragraph of his
letter which reads as follows:

"I am submitting this data for the purpose of having it presented to the com-
mittee provided for in section 11 (b) (obviously the reference is to II (d)) of the
code for review of what is properly required of us in reference to section II (b),
in the light of all the circumstances."

An analysis of the information submitted in this letter and in subsequent
letters wasimade by the staff, and on the basis of such analysis, the memorandum
letter of April 11, 1034, was written.

It is clear from the letter written by the Bloch Co., in submitting the informa-
tion with respect to their claim for waiting time, and the code authority letter
of April 11, that all discussion of waiting time was for the purpose of presenting
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same to tile committee on 11 (d). The letter of April 11, copy of which you
presented at the hearing before the Senate Finance Committee on March 28,
1935, on page 1339 of " RepoPt of Proceedings," stated in part "If the amount of
waiting time, as above determined is taken into account * * * the deficiency
amounts to $21,715.52." The letter further went on to state "I shall be very
pleased to discuss any phase of this matter with you personally so that we may
secure a fair and equitable adjustment of the requirements under tlhe code. If
there is any additional pertinent information to which we have not had access
and which would enable us to arrive at an early adjudication of this matter, I
would appreciate it if you would put this information at my disposal so that it
could be considered fully to the end that we may arrive at a solution within the
letter and spirit of the code."

Under date of April 19, in reply to a letter from the firm stating they %rare
studying tle figures, ad desired a conference, Mr. Bell wired as follows:

"Replying your letter 16th previous conversations not disregarded but cal-
culations basel on our best understanding situation. Agree with you discussion
of matter advisable. Glad have you here Tuesday or Wednesday next but
certainly urge you send on your figures at least one day in advance so we can study
same thus saving your time and ours when meet for discussion. Please wire
collect when you plan to be here and when figures can be sent."

Pursuant to the last paragraph of the letter of April 11, a meeting was held at
the code uathority offices on April 30 and on May 1. At that time counsel for
the code authority gave it as his opinion that, in making up a bill against the
company for deficiencies, the staff should not take into account so-called " waiting
time", and that a bill should be sent to the firm on the basis of the investigator's
report within such allowance.

Accordingly, on May 2 the first bill to the firm was sent, stating that on the
basis of the investigator's report and pay roll reports available, the amount of
such deficiency was $37,654.04.

Under date of June 5 the firm asked for a hearing before the II (d) committee,
and such hearing was held on June 12. At that hearing it was brought out that
the code authority had identified workers by clock number for the purpose of the
bill, since the pay-roll reports submitted by the firm did not give the name of the
worker but merely the clock number.

Evidence disclosed at the hearing showed that in many cases different em-
ployees at different times had the same clock number; that when a worker left
the employ of the firm his clock number was given to another worker who may or
may not have been a newly hired employee. The firm also presented evidence
with respect to the classification of certain employees, that they were nonmanu-
facturing rather than manufacturing employees, and that therefore should not be
included in the bill for underpayments.

As a result of the hearing on June 12, and the hearing on July 9, the firm asked
for a reinvestigation to clear up any disputed matters of fact.

Such reinvestigation was made on August 21 and August 22. This investiga-
tion disclosed that the average hourly wages of the lowest 20-percent class was 18
cents an hour, as had been reported in the original investigation. However, the
investigator reported that a number of workers who had been included as being
covered by the provisions of article II (b) should be eliminated from the calcula-
tions for various reasons.

Accordingly, on the basis of this information, a new bill was drafted and sent
to the firm under date of September 24, 1934, in the amount of $16,062.44.

The firm, under date of September 20, acknowledged receipt of this bill and
asked for a hearing before the II (d) committee, and said it would present analysis
of such figures and such other evidence bearing on the case as soon as possible.

The firm had a full and complete hearing on its contentions on November 5
before the 11 (d) committee. After full review by the various members of the
11 (d) committee, a request for relief from this bill on the grounds of equity was
denied and the firm was so notified on December 10. (Copy of December 10
letter attached.)

The firm was certified to the National Compliance Council for underpayment of
said amount found due, under date of January 15 1935. The matter is now
pending before the Regional Compliance Council at Cleveland. No date has been
fixed for hearing. H. K. HERWITZ.
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THE BLOCH Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio, February 6, 1964.

Mr. H. K. HElWITZ,
Nrew York, N. Y.

DEAR MR. HEnwITz: Since I saw you in New York last Wednesday, I have
been confined to bed with a case of grippe and therefore was unable to write you
previously.

In accordance with your suggestion, we have prepared figures covering a 4-week
period prior to the filing of the Men's Clothing Code and comparative figures for
a 4-week period after the code became effective. These figures are for the pur-
pose of establishing the nonproductive time prior to the filing nf th, r..dc.

We (liseiP,
4 

vqth Mr. D i1 Lte report ot your investigator, Mr. Harry Wolff.
I expressed the opinion to you and to Mr. Wolff that the number of hours shown
in Mr. Wolff's figures did riot reflect the amount of time lost in waiting for work
and therefore, these figures do not adequately indicate what the rate per hour
would be if a flow of work was relatively constant. Prior to the adoption of the
code, it was our policy to spread the work and this was done in accordance with
our understanding with the local representatives of the United Garment Workers.

I nam submitting this data for the purpose of having it presented to the com-
mittee provided for in section II-b of the code for review of what is properly
required of us in reference to section II-b, in the light of all the circumstances.

We submit to you herewith two exhibits. Exhibit no. 1 shows the number of
hours, by weeks and in total, for the 4-week period ending July 1, 1933. Exhibit
no. 2 shows a comparative period, for the period ending October 28, 1933.

In each case, these figure show the number of hours expended on coats, vests,
and pants, and .he numberof garments produced. You will note that at the bottom
of each column, we have itemized the number of sack coats, number of topcoats,
and number of overcoats produced.

The figures used to determine the number of hours per cost unit were established
by figuring sack coats as I coat unit, topcoats as 1.36 coat units and overcoats as
1.50 coat units. You will understand, of course that in order to get an exact
comparison, it was necessary to arrive at a common denominator. The figures
used were determined by ascertaining the relative time and rates for sack coats,
topcoats, and overcoats.

We, therefore, arrive at comparative figures, as follows:

Pur|bd Period
endig ending,
July I Oct. 28

urs per cost untt ................................................................. 6.93 3.83
Hours per vest unit .............................................................. 1.11 .79
Hours per pant unit ............................................................... .94 .82

Total ........................................................................ . 9 5.47
Difference, 3.51 boors or 64.2 percent. 1 !

The above figures, together with the exhibits attached herewith, have been
prepared under the supervision of our engineers, Norris & Elliott, and it is their
opinion that these figures truly demonstrate the great amount of nonproductive
time which prevailed in our shops prior to the adoption of the code.

As Mr. Wolff expressed it, we were running a "club house" and you can readily
see from these figures that the rates prevailing prior to the code were such that
had our employees put in all of the time they spent in the plant producing, the
earnings would have been a great deal higher.

For instance, on the basis of these figures, if we assume that Mr. Wolff's calcu-
lations are correct and that 18 cents per hour represented the earnings of the lowest
20 percent of our employees, it is evident that this 18 cents would be increased by
64.2 percent or an increase of 11.5 cents per hour, giving us a minimum pay of
29.5 cents per hour or, on the basis of a 44-hour week, a weekly earning of $13.

The writer believes that the figures speak for themselves and that no further
explanation on our part is necessary to convince you of our intent.

As explained to Mr. Bell and yourself, we feel that a great injustice would be
done us if the report of your examiner were allowed to stand without explanation,
because we have always endeavored to run our business on a fair basis and to give
our employees as much consideration as possible at all times.
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The writer will very much appreciate if you will give this letter your immediate
attention and let us know as quickly as possible if our contention is upheld.

Cordially yours, Tun BLOCH Co.,
By ELMER SCHEUEH,

Per VERNON G. KAY.

DECEMnER 10, 1O34,The Rmnt~r! CO.
£0320 Superior Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

GENTLEMEN: Pursuant to your application for exemption from the operation
of the provisions of article II, subdivision (b), of the Men's Clothing Code, our
committee held hearings at which your firm appeared with counsel, and submitted
testimony in support of its claim for exemption.

The report of the investigation made by the Men's Clothing Code Authority,
from which you claim exemption, covered wages paid to the workers of your
establishment for the period commencing the week ending December 2, 1933,
and ending the week ending July 14,1934. This report resulted in a charge against
your firm for underpayments to its workers who properly came under the
protection of article 11 (b), in the sum of $16,062.44 for which an itemized
statement showing the amount due to each worker was mailed to your firm on
September 23, 1934.

After a careful study of the record and exhibits in this case, the committee
as a whole, one member dissenting, was of the opinion that the firm did not pre-
sent facts sufficient to warrant the finding that it is entitled to be relieved from
the making of the underpayments to its workers as found on the investigation,
and as the same appears on the itemized statements submitted to the firm on
September 24, 1934, and voted against granting relief.

Accordingly, the application of the firm is denied, and you are directed to
send to the code authority your check for $16,062.44 on or before December 17,
1934.

Very truly yours, MEN'S CLOTHING CODE AUTHORITY,

By VIcToR S. ROSENFELD,
Acting Chairman of the Committee on II (d) of the Code
of Fair Competition for the Men's Clothing Industry.

The CHAIRMAN. General Johnson, will you be sworn?

TESTIMONY OF GEN. HUGH S, JOHNSON, FORMER ADMINIS-
TRATOR, NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION

(Gen. Hugh S. Johnson having first been duly sworn by the chair-
man, testified as follows:)

The CHAIRMAN. Do you prefer, General, to make a general state-
ment first before we proceed to question you?

General JOHNSON. I do; I have prepared such a statement. I
would like to request that I be allowed to finish, and then subject
myself to such examination as the committee wishes.

The CHAIRMAN. Very well; the committee will comply with your
request.

General JOHNSON. I have had some experience in organizing N. R.
A. and running it through its first phase of code-making. I know
little about code administration since I left N. R. A. I am speaking
for myself alone.

I have had the record of these hearings analyzed and digested to
learn what questions are in the minds of Senators and answer them
as well as I can. I have a statement prepared with this in view.

I think the fundamental questions are:
1. What conditions were we trying to meet by N. I. R. A.?
2. In what has N. I. R. A. succeeded and failed?
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3. What should or constitutionally can be done to remedy N. R. A.?
Specifically on the general question no. 2:
(a) As to little fellows.
(b) As to labor.
(c) As to consumers.
Specifically on the general question no. 3:
(k) Why go beyond mere hours and wages regulation and into fair-

trade practices?
(b) Can and should N. R. A. attempt regulation within a State?
(c) If fair-trade practices are governed by codes, what restrictions

should be placed by statute to insure against injustice to competitors,
consumers, and labor?

(d) What improvements should be made in organization and ad-
ministration of N. R. A.?

I. CONDITIONS ADDRESSED BY N. R. A.

In early 1932, our capitalistic system was in collapse because it no
longer afforded purhasing power.

(1) Production, employment and farm income were at the lowest
point since prewar and, as I believe, the lowest relative point in
history.

That is shown on three exhibits that have been prepared by the
Statistical Department of N. R. A. This onte, exhibit 1, is on factory
production that runs back to 1900. The lowest point here [indicating]
just before the war and the present was 1921, but it was not as low
as this point [indicating].

The total employment in the United States is shown by this chart,
I-A, which runs back to 1910. Manufacturing wage earners are
shown clearly at the lowest point since 1910, also the total employment
is at the lowest point since 1910.

This chart, 1-B, shows farmers' net income and the prices received
by fariners, which shows that that was the lowest point since 1910.

(2) Real wages were at the lowest point in this century. Chart 2
shows real wages. These are real factory pay rolls. The actual
factory pay rolls corrected in cost of living and going back to 1900 and
showing clearly a lower point than at any time in the century.

(3) Actual wages were lower and hours of work were longer than at
any time since the war and as I believe relatively lower than at any
time in this century.

These figures in chart 3 are the figures on the hours per week, and
here are the figures on ordinary wages going back to 1920, showing the
lowest point and the dips.

(4) Business concerns were being w iped out by failures at the most
rapid rate in recent history-and especially small enterprise.

This is shown first on exhibit 4, which is a month-to-month exhibit
and shows the fluctuations in business failures of total concerns, which,
of course, is highly seasonal as demonstrated by these peaks occurring
about the same time each year [indicating].

The failures ran up to the highest point on the chart in 1932. They
started downward after a seasonal peak beginning in 1933 and have
gone steadily downward except for a small seasonal peak in the begin-
ning of 1934.
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An examination of that chart is very interesting in comparing the
depths of that small peak [indicating] with the depths even at the
highest point of the boom, showing that something has happened here
which has absolutely ironed out the trend of business failures.

This next chart, exhibit 5, is a running average chart to iron out those
peaks, and shows the trend more clearly, and also shows the drop in
tho beginning of 1933, which has continued to this date and is still
continuing as the most recent reports of Dun and Bradstreet show.

An interesting thing about this chart shows that this line [indi-
cating] shows the number of failures in small concerns with liabilities
under $25,000, and shows a more precipitous decline on the lower
figure than those among the larger concerns with those over $25,000
liability.

The Senators have these charts in front of them in miniature.
(5) The net income of corporations had dropped from an average

of 10 billion for the 5 years 1920-24 to 3.' billions in 1932 and a
lower figure in 1933-the lowest since the war.

The net of all this is simply that about two-thirds of the Nation's
purchasing power and, hence its power to consume, produce, and
em Iy labor, had vanished.

This was a terribly acute sympton but it was just the culmination
of a long and highly destructive trend in American industry. In the
period from 1909 to 1927 the ratio of small independent enterprisers
in manufacture to the total population had been steadily reduced
by almost two-thirds and the rate of their destruction was increasing.

These blocks in exhibit no. 6 are ratio blocks indicating the ratio
of the number of independent enterprises and independent manu-
facture to the population. They have that figure right here [indi-
cating] if it was one manufacturer to e; ',ry 250 people, and in this
case the figure was about 320. In 1929 that had gone up to one
small enterprise and manufacturer to every 900 people-a very good
indication of what was happening to the small enterprises and manu-
facturing in the United States ever since 1904.

For a long period of prosperity before 1929, a very large percentage
of all corporations had been operating at a loss and the percentage was
increasing during the boom period 1925-29.

This exhibit, chart 7, il a percentage chart and shows the number of
returns rendered to the Internal Revenue Bureau that, showed no net
income or a deficit. These fures start out here [indicating] some
place around 40, and on a gradual trend go up and continue to go up
during the peak period, and, of course, go up very rapidly during the
period of the depression, but the indication there is that regardless of
the number of companies in this country, clos6 to 50 percent of them
continuously during this period renderedincome returns showing that
they were making no money.

In 1904, 50.2 percent, by number, of all manufacturing establish-
ments were those turning out an annual production of $20,000 or less
and only 16.9 percent were producing $100,000 and over. By 1929
the percentage of these little fellows had dropped to 32.9 percent of
the whole number and the producers of $100,000 and over had in-
creased to 31.5 percent of the whole number.

In 1904, only 1.3 percent of all concerns produced a million dollars
or over annually and employed 26.1 percent of all wage earners. In
1929, the number of these million-dollar producers had increased
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fourfold and they then employed 58.3 percent of all labor. In 1904,
they produced 38.5 percent of all production and in 1929, 69.2 percent,
based on Census of Manufactures, 1929.

It has been pretty clearly shown that a ridiculously small number of
groupings control the corporate structure of the country.

At the time the antitrust acts were written it is doubtful whether
the 100 largest general industrial corporations controlled a significant
fraction of the corporate wealth of the country. Since then we have
had the trust movement of the early 1900's and the merger move-
ment of the 1920's, with the result that at the end of 1929, 200 large
corporations, including utilities and railroads, owned 49.2 percent of
all corporate wealth. Two years later (1931), the percentage had
jumped to 55. If the question be limited to general industrial cor-
porations, 100 out of the 300,000 such corporations in this country
now control by direct or substantial stock ownership one-third of the
general industrial corporate wealth, not counting wealth controlled
indirectly.

The process of concentration continued unabated during the depres-
sion. In 1929 assets of these 100 corporations constituted 23.6 percent
of the assets of all general industrial corporations; in 1932, 26 percent.
Those are the latest available figures from Statistics of Income,
Bureau of Internal Revenue. Meanwhile their smaller competitors
were wiped out or crippled by the thousands.

These 100 corporations now emerge from the depression stronger
than ever. Their cash holdings, at the bottom of the depression (1932)
were practically as great as in 1929, and on the basis of Internal
Revenue Bureau compilations of balance sheets for 1932, constituted
one-third of cash and equivalent of all corporations.

Ninety-one leading corporations, selected by picking out the one
or two largest corporations in each industry group, such as General
Motors and Ford from the automobile industry, Eastman from photo-
graphic supplies, and so forth, increased their share of general indus-
trial assets from 16.7 percent to 18.6 percent during depression.
They had more cash at the bottom of the depression than in 1928,
while lesser corporations lost 23 percent of their cash.

With this situation, genuine competition is impossible, and recom-
mendations to "go back to unregulated competition" don't mean
anything. While some lulled themselves, in the twenties, with
thoughts of "endless prosperity" as the fruit of individualism, and
others commended themselves in the thirties, with praise of the
"free economic system." Both of these things had long since ceased
to be. There is no small competition against such concentrated
power as this except on sufferance.

Agriculture has been on a nonpaying basis since 1921. The actual
figures on unemployment are practically worthless, but, between
1919 and 1927, with a decrease in wage earners in manufacture
of 7 percent, there was an increase in output of 11 percent. The
quantitative output per worker in all industries increased in the first
quarter of this century, 83 percent, while population increased 54
percent and employment in all industry increased only 35 percent.
(Commerce year book 1928.) It used to be the fashion to say that
all this lag of employment, caused by greater use of horsepower and
labor-saving devices, had been taken up in trades, service, and pro-
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fessions, but there is no accurate statistical warrant for this state-
ment since there are no adequate figures.

I don't mean to draw too many ultimate conclusions from these
fragmentary statistics, but I think they are enough to show, over a
long period of years, a strong tendency to elimination of small enter-
prise, a progressive failure of industrial employment, and a gross
unbalance of agriculture, going back at least to the war period and,
,in my opinion, many years farther back. I believe honestly, and I
am far from being a radical, that it discloses a slow and implacable
disintegration of the profit system and especially of unregulated and
uncontrolled operation thereof, as a reliable plan for keeping our
people employed.

When that structure smashed in 1929 it was not a sledge hammer
cracking up a solid brick. It was the collapse of an empty shell.

The charts I have already referred to show what happened.
The obscured tendencies of the preceding 10 years simply became
more acute. Five types of concerns only could survive much of this.

(The charts referredto above on file with the clerk of the committee.)
(1) The concern with the big war chest and a swollen surplus.
(2) The natural momopoly.
(3) The dealers in indispensibles, such as food products.
(4) The sweatshop.
(5) The ghoul-buyer and operator of bankrupt stocks and assets,
After the crash of 1929, the murderous downward spiral consisted

in wage cutting, hour extension, oppression of labor, and vast de-
struction of weaker competition by any cutthroat method that could
be invented or applied. There is no argument about this. It is so
clear on the face of these charts and records that I have submitted
that there is not a child who could fail to understand it and not a
brain-trust expert who could contest it.

These figures show the hours of labor extending; they show wages
dropping; they show the slaughter of economic innocents by the tens
of thousands, decreasing prices reduced at the expense of agriculture,
and labor and falling to ridiculous figures recording a swift vanishing
of the combined purchasing power of the country. It is a picture of
the frustration of the old Adamic curse that we earn our bread in
the sweat of our labor. Under our system as it has been operated, we
cannot.

The other figures I have cited show the destruction of small enter-
prise proceeding ever since the war and a veritable holocaust after
1929. They show a vast coalescence of monopoly and concentration
of control over practically every essential industry in the country
into a very few strong hands.

This is where our economic system was trending from before the
war and to its utter and complete collapse in March 1933.

This is what happened to us under the antitrust act, the Federal
Trade Commission, and the doctrine of laissez faire and it happened
uninterruptedly and with no relieving incident for a period of 25 years.

I don't know a great industrial country that does not recognize the
necessity for taking some control of this tendency which is going on
all over the world.

I will freely admit the faults and errors of the N. R. A. and I will
fight as hard as anybody to correct them. But it was the first intel-
ligent attempt ever made by this Government to check this tendency.
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I won't admit its failure. Especially I won't accede to any madness
that would remove its control and go back to the unregulated condi-
tion of futility that preceded it. No more explosive act of destruc-
tion could be committed than to kill it now and go back to the utter
futility of the system we had here before 1933.

From my travels up and down this country, and my correspond-
ence I wouldn't like to go home with any of the blood of its destruction
on my hands.

I think we have got to keep control of this economic machine and
prevent and turn back many of the tendencies of the past 25 years. I
have never seen any attempt by Congress to do that except N. R. A.

I used to have a little kitten which amused itself and me by turning
around in circles trying to catch its tail. As yet, it hasn't succeeded
but yet I hear economists say that the way out for us is to remove all
props against downward dives and to all prices and all wages-reduce
costs through reduced wages but increased consumption. I look at
these figures of the greatest downward dive in history and think of
this cat.

I don't think the kitten would catch up with his tail any quicker if
he turned around and chased it the other way, and I don't think we
will catch up with prosperity by trying artificially to boost all wages
and all prices. But I do think that both we and the kitten would be
wiser to stop running around in these circles.

I think we should try to bring prices and income nearer to a balance
so that consumption and production could proceed to fill all needs
and I think the way to do that is to try to lift up the depressed seg-
ments and level off and hold down the runaway segment.

If it is the policy of Congress to go back to that of course I bow to
it superior wisdom but in doing so I cannot withhold the observation
that there is here recorded a complete failure of the capitalistic system
uLder the old controls. It is a fallacy that this cannot be improved
upon. But if we go back to that fallacy, the capitalistic system is on
its way out in my opinion in the very near future. For this is the
proof of its inability:

1. To maintain the right of workers and farmers to earn their
living in the sweat of their labor.

2. To protect the right of men to operate as individual adventurers,
and to prevent tha absorption of their enterprise by monopolies.

There is nothing new about the N. R. A. idea.
May I read here into the record from committee print no. 3 of the

Nye Munitions Committee a recommendation I made in submitting a
draft report for the War Industries Board. That document was
written in December 1918, 1 month after the Armistice. I quote:

This fifth lesson is perhaps the most clean-cut and incontestable demonstration
of the war. Conservation, priority, curtailment, price fixing, all required such
cooperation and agreement within each industry that the Government was con-
stantly exhibited as requiring in its hour of peril the very things which it had
been for years denouncing as criminal. That the abuses that plagued the country
in the absence of the Sherman and the Clayton Acts required the most drastic
treatment Is unquestionable. The only question Is whether there is not some
cure for those abuses this side of an absolute inhibition of such cooperation in
industrial effort as blankets our national efficiency and withholds from our people
the prosperity to which their efforts and their natural circumstances entitle them.
In short, is prohibition of cooperation necessary and is not regulation possible?

During the war, industry became organized in associations of trades, designed
for mutual help and not for profit, possessing no capital stock, and open to mer-

119782-35-nP l .. 41
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bership by all without discrimination. In these organizations the Government
had no part.

When the War Industries Board contemplated the inauguration of any policy
affecting one of the industries the representatives of the industrial organization
were called into consultation and the projected policy discussed to obtain a view
of all its possible hearings. It was then decided upon or modified and adopted.
After that, as specific directions were necessary in carrying out the policy, these
organizations were called together and the instructions were issued to them.
Sometimes these orders involved an agreement to sell within certain price limits,
sometimes to sell only under certain conditions and to certain classes of pur-
chasers, sometimes they involved curtailment in production and sale throughout
the industry sometimes standardizations of type, restrictions in the use of
material, and instructions as to shipping. In a few instances the Government
actually directed a monopoly in a particular commodity.

Now, save for the fact that the Government itself was a party, all these were
violations of the Sherman and Clayton Acts. Even the cooperative agencies, or
war-service committees, as they were called, were perhaps of doubtful validity,
and certainly the agreements and pledges to restrain or control commerce were
technical violations of statute.

No one will contend that there can ever be any peacetime necessity or reason for
such close-held control over industry as was practiced during the war, when, under
p ice fixing, allocation, and priority policies, the manufacturing facilities of the

action were almost as effectively transformed into governmental agencies as
though the Government had absorbed them. Their production was scheduled
and allocated, their compensation was fixed, and their contracts directed. Still
the great lessons remain; efficiency is attainable only by cooperation; second,
industry is susceptible of such regulatory control as would absolutely destroy it
and therefore it Is surely susceptible of such regulatory control as would prevent
the abuses aimed at by the Sherman Act and yet attain the efficiency of coopera-
tion without impairing the advantages of individual initiative.

Nor need these principles be stated in any vague and general terms. What is
needed is a statute:

(a) Validating trade organizations for mutual help, not conducted for profit
and open to all.

(b) Validating acts done by these organizations or members of them in pur-
suance of agreements with, or directions by, Government.

(c) Authorizing license by the Government to individuals to pursue specific
courses of conduct shown to be in the public interest, validating acts done in
pursuance of such Hcenses, and providing for the revocation of such licenses
whenever their continuance appears to be not in the public interest for any reason
whatever.

There is in this statement, which will be in the record, a discussion of the
possibilities of a mechanism, as well as the possibilities of a high court of corn-
merce composed of an organization with a member each for food, fuel, raw ma-
terials, finished products, labor, railroads, shipping, finance, imports, and exports.

(The same is as follows:)
To administer such an act a mechanism is required, an organization set up on a

different theory than any permanent organization we now have-not a policeman,
not a passive or negative agency, but a cooperator, an adjuster, a friend-in short,
an agency set up on the theory of the war organizations, the Food, Fuel and War
Industries Administrations.

Difficulties are apparent. Such a mechanism must be nonpolitical. The
essence of its effectiveness must be mutual confidence and singleness of purpose.
That such a consummation is not idealistic is proven to repletion by the experience
of the last few months. It may be said that patriotism was the compelling
motive during the war. But is patriotism adjourned with the signing of the
armistice? Was the Government ever appealed to the spirit of public service in
just the way that it was appealed to during this war?

The need, of course, is for men. Do we dignify public service in such a way s
to inspire a desire for it? In each branch of public service touching a particular
profession or calling, is the highest ambition of every individual to attain that
public service? It is in one branch and in one alone-the Supreme Court of the
United States. Effort should be made to preserve the awakening of the war.
We should try to secure the services of men and to set up a mechanism to deal
with these questions, so fundamental to the national welfare.

Such an organization should be composed of a member for each of the proven
divisions of the task, food, fuel, raw materials, finished products, labor, railroads,
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shipping, finance, imports, and exports. Each member should be the head of an
administrative organization, greatly reduced from but modeled on the war
organizations of the same name. Their contract should be made with trade
organizations such as the war-service committees.

The whole should be served by a central bureau of planning and statistics,
with a central mechanism for the investigation of costs and prices and for the
study of conservation and standardization. The Federal Trade Commission
should be retained as a separate body to investigate abuses and to report and
recommend action to the central agency. It should serve in close cooperation, but
it should not be a part of the central agency, which should report to the Pregident
direct. Duplicated functions in executive departments should be removed from
them and given to the central agency. It would be entirely possible to make the
concentration and readjustment by reorganization of the Department of Com-
merce under such a designation as the Department of Commerce and Industry,
but the demonstrated necessity of taking such an organization out of partisan
politics should be studiously considered.

There is your N. R. A. idea complete. Its difficulties forecast and
its essential logic stated 16 years ago.

I sometimes don't agree with Senator Nye, although I have the
greatest respect for him. For once I do. On January 5, 1932-a year
and a half before N. I. R. A.-he introduced a bill "to amend the
Federal Trade Commission Act to provide for 'trade-practice confer-
ence agreements."'

Under this bill the Commission can assemble "trade or industry or
any complete group or geographic division thereof" for consideration
and submission to the Commission of voluntary agreements; these
assemblies being known as "trade-practice conferences." Agreements
are limited in substance to prevent "unfair methods of competition",
which are not in that bill defined, establishment of "business prac-
tices" which "tend to keep the channels of commerce free from the
use of unfair method of competition * * * restraints of trade
* * * monopoly * * * and * * * establishment of dis-
continuance of any business conduct or practice which would, in the
judgment of the Commission, tend to promote the public interest and
the use of fair methods of competition."

Senator, I would like to skip a part of this because it is going into
the record, to save time.

The CHAIRMAN. Very well.
(The same is as follows:)

The duration of these agreements is determined by majority vote at the confer-
ence but cannot be less than 1 year. The Commission reviews the agreement and
if it finds that it doesn't "unreasonably restrain trade or tend to create a monop-
oly", it approves it. Such approval then becomes "conclusive evidence of the
legality of individual or concerted action conforming to its terms, taken by any
member * * * represented at the conference." If the Commission finds
that any of these Agreements tend to "restrain trade or * * * create a
monopoly" it informs the members of their opinion and provision is made in the
manner of a consent decree to get a decision by the courts; then-"All provisions
of existing law inconsistent with * * * the provisions of this section
* * * are hereby suspended and repealed to the extent that such provisions of
existing laws are inconsistent with or repugnant to or limit the effectiveness of
this section."

General JOHNSON. On the same date, Senator Nye introduced a bill
to establish a Federal trade court, very much like the high court of
commerce that I just referred to.

This bill sets up a central Federal trade court, with a chief justice
and 11 associates appointed during good behavior, and so forth, and 10
circuit courts presided over by one of the associates or the chief justice.
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These courts "have jurisdiction over all suits, actions, or proceedings.
civil or criminal at law or in equity, arising under or authorized b
* * * the antitrust laws and the Federal Trade Commission
Act." This jurisdiction is exclusive and divests the district courts
and the circuit courts of their jurisdiction ina these cases. These
courts have the power to enforce, set aside, or modify orders of the
Federal Trade Commission.

He also introduced on that day a bill to amend the Federal Trade
Commission Act, which bill prevents selling below cost in certain
circumstances and provides for the revocation of trade practice
conference agreements.

Part of the language of that bill was readingg]:
It shall be an unfair method of competition under this section for any person

In the course of commerce (a) to sell or offer to sell, as a trade incentive or for the
purpose of injuring a competitor, any article or commodity at or below his cost
price * * * to be determined in accordance with the beat accounting prac-
tice in the trade or business or in accordance with Emy basis or method prescribed
by the Commission- (b) to discriminate in price between different purchasers
* * * not including discrimination made in good faith to meet competition
* * * (c) to violate any rule adopted at a trade-practice conference by the
industry of which he is a member.

(NoTE.-This makes the trade practice conference rules applicable to those
who do not participate therein, which is not covered in the first bill. The require-
menta for full representation at such conferences, etc., are not nearly so stringent
as those developed under the National Recove-,y Administration and the Com-
mission does not participate in the conference ao the National Recovery Adminis-
tration does.)

Any person who, within one year from the date any trade practice becomes
effective as to him, finds * * * an undue hardship in the conduct of business,
may file * * * a petition * * * to revoke such rule * * * if in
the opinion of the Commission said rule is unduly oppressive the Commission
shall revoke the same.

I have just looked over a speech which Senator Nye made in the
Senate May 23, 1934, in which he attacked me for preserving monop-
olies by the codes and not taking the opportunity furnished by the
licensing provision of preventing monopolistic practices so rife in
American industry. I will go into that a little later. Just now I am
inclined to agree with Senator Nye that some of this criticism was
justified. At the time he made that speech we were still in the
throes of making codes, and a good deal of abuse crept in.

Many groups which were already in a relatively monopolistic
control of the processes of trade or industry still had and some re-
tained that control-not because of the codes but in spite of them.
This control was created and continued to exist year after year under
the antitrust laws and the Federal Trade Commission. Our defini-
tions of monopoly and monopolistic practice in 1933 and 1934 were
up in the air and were clearly in disagreement with the Federal Trade
Commission. I may anticipate myself by saying that I am not sure
that Senator Nye was not more nearly right in his three bills than
was N. I. R. A.

There was excellent suggestions in the Copeland bill, introduced in
May 1932, defining "unfair price competition"-and the lack of that
definition has been one of the greatest difficulties of the N. R. A.-
as any [readingl--
price action tending (a) to mislead or deceive or in any way to wrongfully impose
upon or prejudice the purchasing public, or (b) to unduly undermine or lessen or
prevent competition or in any way to wrongfully injure a competitor or corn-
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petitors, or (c) to create a monopoly in any line of business in commerce. The
rm "unfair price competition" as used in this section does not mean a price

reduction made in good faith for a legitimate merchandising reason or for a neces-
sary or reasonable business purpose.

Here follows in my statement a discussion of the Walsh bill, which
I shall ask to have inserted in the record but not take the time to
read.

(The same is as follows:)
The Walsh bill defined as unfair competition, price discrimination, bribery

espionage, design piracy, enticing, procuring breach of contract, false or dis
paraging statements, intimidation, concealed subsidiaries, bogus independents

selling at or below gross cost, Including selling expense, overhead, and other
proper charges, except sales in good faith to dispose of slow-moving or out-of-date
goods" all acts tending to deceive the competitors or the p:iblic, false advertising
and similar misstatements and claims as to character, purposes, properties, etc.,
of the product, untrue claims to be selling at reduced prices, "all acts which
artificially or intentionally enhance or depress prices", and also all "sales above
or below the price fixed by a contract approved by the commission, as hereafter
provided", and "specific trade practices * * * from time to time * * *
designated as unfair by the commission." This list is not to be exclusive.

The rest of this bill provides that the Commission can approve "contracts
among persons and groups of persons if the Commission is of the opinion that
the contract is in the public interest and it will be "presumptive evidence that
such contract is in the public interest if it results in a fair and reasonable com-
pensation to producers of average ability and efficiency and to labor and does
not result in a selling price of the goods or commodities * * * in excess of a
fair and reasonable price based on all fair and reasonable items of cost plus fair
and reasonable profit." Such contracts can fix prices, consolidate ownership,
control or proportion production or pool them or "do any acts which are pro-
hibited or which might be considered prohibited by the antitrust acts."

Senator Walsh also introduced a bill in the Seventy-third Congress, S. 1556
(introduced May 1, 1933) entitled, "To encourage planning in industry by per-
mitting controlled cooperation and protecting agriculture, labor, and consumers,
and to supplement the powers of the Federal Trade Commission."

Under th e bills price fixing would be possible but the questions "What is
monooly?" and what is interstate commerce?" and what is "free competition"
and what are unfair methods of competition?" are still left open. The Nyebills recognize the need for additional legislation to prevent and control monopo-
lies with which I heartily agree.

I have perhaps been misleading in relating the doctrine to 16 years ago.
Since the time when trade first developed and laws were made, there has neverbeen absolute freedom of competition. All commercial laws restrain, to a degree,

individual competition.
aGeneral JoNSON, Centuries ago, there developed in England the
necessity for cooperative action by the merchant princes of that
period. First, for the purpose of purging business of unfair competi-

tive practices, and second for the protection of the public interest.The device chosen for the accomplishment of these ends was through
societies made up entirely of merchants' guilds. The method em -
ployed was the codification of fair-business practices that had suc-
cessfully withstood the scrutinizing censorship of customs and usage.

This codification is commonly known as the "law merchant ", fromwhich we derived much of our present commercial law.
Under this commercial common law there developed restraints

upon free competition which were necessary m the public interest
and for the preservation of commerce. Some of these restraints pro-
hibited misrepresentation, commercial bribery, defamation of com-
petitor, false marking or branding, false invoicing, espionage by com-
petitor, enticement of employees, imitation of trade marks, piracy of
style or design, threats of litigation. These restraints, no doubt,
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have a familiar ring. They should have. They constitute the bulk
of trade-practice regulations appearing in codes.

Senator GORE. General; you referred to the history of competition.
Do you have some particular history in mind?

General JoHNsoN. It is just what I drew from a good deal of read.
ing on the subject. However, I could give you the references to that.
I could not give you them offhand.

a It must be understood at this point that these restraints upon free
competition were governmental restraints designed to further the
public interest as oppose fn rpatraints upon free competition by pri-
vate individuals e pub c t. This latter is what is
commonly kno as a monopolyl " an illegal even under the
engrossin s utes in n land. n the era o id industrial expan-
sion in t country, the gro of private aints on trade, or
monopo , increased at rap "as to end r the existence of
any co 1ptition ice an *d in the Ste rd Oil case:
AU orec t conditi of th cou in 1890 will re ber that there

was erywhere, n th ey, a p feelln f unrest. The
Nati had been A ort ly, a wlt p feel-u the conviction
was universal that the counf in dan r fMm another ind of slavery
tha ould result from tion of ca th ands of a w individuals
and orporatio otro or t r own p t an vantage exclusively, the
ent bu'k 1coun r Wn the1  uctio and sale of he necesities
of e. Suc dan thftlte daft that it must
be et firmly d bysu tauo re ons as would adequa y protect the
peo against press: d wronf *

G ed by th onsideratibss o he en t the peo, might not be
domi ted by vast combrnatio d mo polies, ing the rjwer to advance
their n selfish eds, ess the neral ret and elfare, Congress
passed e antitrust la. 890

This roman Act, ade itinction etween restraints
of cope 'on in the public interest and restr ts of competition
by ouso visuals for their own selfish a ntage. It blanketly
dec are any nt of trade illegal.

In contrast to t , Bntish ' d upheld rest Rints-
If reasonably necessary for the protection of the interests of the parties and

* * not adverse to the interest of the public.
This quotation was taken from the decision of Lord McNaughton

in Maim Nordenjeldt and Bun Ammunition Co. v. Hordenfdi.
Australia passed a statute known as the "Australien Industries'

Preservation Act", which recognized two factors:
1. That the producer, laborer and distributor as well as the con-

sumer, are part of the public to be protected.
2. The intent to injure the public was a requisite of a violation.
This statute has been interpreted to permit restraints of free com-

petition in the public interest.
The Sherman Act, weak as it was, was thoroughly emasculated by

the Supreme Court in some of the decisions which followed.
In the Knight case, it was ruled that the Federal Government did

not have jurisdiction because manufacture was not commerce.
The Standard Oil case injected the "Rule of reason" in holding that

the Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey was not in violation of the
Sherman Act.

The United Sates Steel Corpotion case indicated a complete meant
of evading the Sherman Act by the fiction of holding companies.
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The Tredon Potteries case pointed out that a group of members of
the industry could not stop a cutthroat price war by fixing a reason-
able price which would allow independent units to remain in business
thereby forcing the group into a loose-knit holding-company arrange-
ment similar to the United States Steel Corporation, thus actually
fostering a monopoly. The Supreme Court did, however, point out
that-

The choice between rival economic philosophies is exclusively a function of
Congress.

Because of the inadequate guides of the Sherman Act and the un-
certainties resulting from the numerous interpretations under the law
more legislation was urged. The Federal Trade Commission and
Clayton Acts were therefore enacted. Congressional hearing indi-
cated clearly the intent of these laws to relieve legitimate business of
the uncertainties which previously existed by having the Federal
Trade Commission pass iw advance upon trade agreements. The
Federal Trade Commission chose the path of least resistance and
refused to take such action. In this connection, I want to contrast
the healthy growth of the Interstate Commerce Commission which
stabilized the railroad and shipping industry by passing upon these
agreements in advance of their decision by a court.

Our attempts to legislate restraints upon competition in the public
interest have failed-thereby allowing restraints upon competition
against the public interest to flourish. The results of this failure-
the price wars, absorption of smaller enterprises, sweating of labor and
all other evils-we have had with us in 1932 and 1933.

I have tried to state the conditions in the country and the state of
mind of at least some of our legislators as to what should be done
about it as we approached the utter collapse of early 1933.

The purpose of N. R. A. was-
(1) To stop the downward spiral of purchasing power, production,

and of mortality among small companies.
(2) To substitute for the old and destructive system of absolutely

unregulated competition, a control and organization for the elimination
of those faults which we thought were wrecking our economic system.

The methods selected for this purpose were:
(1) To build up the collective power of labor in order that it might

resist any competition at the expense of hours and wages by trying to
secure for labor full rights of organization and representation without
interference or coercion.

This and the minimum wages and maximum hours were the noblest
concepts of N. R. A. They were nothing less than an attempt to
take the living standards of labor out of the field of predatory competi-
tion.

Forty-one years ago Congress declared that human labor is not a
commodity of commerce. N. R. A. is the only gesture Congress has
ever made to make that assertion anything more than a sterile but
pious generality.

(2) To create immediate purchasing power and push the then
utterly degraded condition of labor back to where it was before the
vast destruction of 1932 by an immediate and unusual spreading of
employment, by shortening hours, thus maintaining and increasing
purchasing power by increasing hourly wages.
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(3) To bring about industrial planning and administration under
Government sanction and supervision, the idea being that every act
should be under the eye of Government, subject to the veto of Govern-
ment, and that any act not authorized by Government should automat.
ically pass under the full punitive power of the antitrust and Federal
Trade Commission statutes and also under new and far swifter and
more effective punitive powers provided in N. R. A. itself.

That is the basic plan of N. I. R. A. Of course, it was a tremen-
dous task-I know of no greater one. There was no trained personnel
for such a job. We started it on June 16, 1933, from the buff with-
out much help or any precedent, guidance, or rule of action.

By October 15, through the emergency devices of the President's
Reemployment Agreement and the Blue Eagle, 96 percent of that
part of American industry which was subject to N. R. A. had ac-
Cepted the hours, wages, and collective bargaining features of N. I.
R. A., had engaged to cooperate in submitting fair-trade practice
provisions at once and had, according to a general questionnaire
census which we took at that time created 2,785,000 jobs and in-
creased their annual pay rolls by 3 billion dollars.. In the meantime a flood of codes rolled in. They could be handled
only by a rapid increase in personnel. In 29 months N. R. A. em-
ployees increased from zero to 2,000. Of course, their selection was
helter-skelter.

I have been accused of going to big industry alone for assistance.
The fact is that my immediate staff was evenly balanced as between
labor and in industry. The first deputies included:

Two college professors; 2 lawyers; 1 labor leader; I Army officer;
1 scientist; 3 industrialists.

I had to select in early control positions men I knew and trusted.
By the end of 1933, codification was about 60 percent complete.

I left in October 1934 with the process of codification almost finished.
Now I do not for one moment contend that there were not serious

lapses in this rapidity of progress, that rotten provisions did not creep
into codes, that personnel was not far from perfect, that code authori-
ties were properly organized, that administration has been perfect
Or even very good.

But I do contend and I think I can show that such faults as arose
were due to my bad administration rather than a bad law, that many
if not most of these errors of mine are in process of effective correction.
I am very sure that to destroy N. R. A. because there are these creaky
joints in its structure would be like burning down your houie to get
rid of a few rats in the attic.

So much for a statement of the conditions N. R. A. was address-
ing, what it tried to do, and how it tried to do it.

II. IN WHAT HAS N. R. A. SUCCEEDED AND FAILED?

(a) The litle fellow.-In the first place N. R. A. has succeeded in
arresting the destruction of thelittle fellow in business. May I call
your' attention again to exhibits 4, 5, and 6, which I have already
explained to the committee, especially exhibit 5?
"They are the record of commercial failures over a period of years.

When business activity is high, failures are low and this is true in
every period on chart 5 except one and that one occurred with th6
advent of the "new deal."
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The vast progress of merger and absorption has been stopped.
This is indicated by the figures on corporate financing (exhibit 9).

I do not mean to say that this is a definite condition, an affirmative
eurve, but, of course, we know that this curve taken in connection
with the curve of business failures and disappearance of individual
companies was affected always by new capital issues of domestic
corporations on the stock market. It has turned from 1919 which
shows a constantly increasing number of those issues and volume of
those issues, dropping to almost nothing in the year 1933 and 1934
where it remains.

Failures in business and especiall failures among small enterprises
are shown on chart 5 at the lowest level for all the years in that chart
although business continues at about the same rate as at the beginning
of 1932 and but little better than a year ago. Yet the failures are al
a lower rate than any period on that chart. Most significant of all
is the fact shown on the chart that the greatest decline in failures is in
the field of small enterprises, which, to my mind, proves that we have
removed the process of economic slaughter %mong them.

Recent figures of Dun & Bradstreet show a continuation of this
remarkable trend in 1935. Insolvencies are 9.3 percent less than 1934.

All figures available to us indicate that retailers generally enjoyed
an increase in sales in 1934 over 1933. Hardware stores, which repre-
sent a type of small store, made an increase in sales for 1934 over 1933
of 22 percent-the largest increase of any retail group. Retail
business in places of less than 30,000 population showed a sales in-
crease of 21 percent above 1933, while larger stores, represented by
mail-order houses and department stores, showed an increase for 1934
over 1933 of only 13 percent. The number of failures in the retail
trades in 1934 was only about one-third of that in 1933. The indica-
tions are further that this decline in failures has continued in the first
2 months of 1935 and that failures in the retail trades declined more
during the first 2 months of this year than did failures in the manu-
facturing trades.

There were more retailers at the end of 1933 than in 1929 in spite
of the tremendous number of failures in 1929-32, and in spite of the
decline in these enterprises in all but a few classes over a number of
years.

These figures seem to indicate that retailers and especially the
small stores are making better headway against the depression
than any othet enterprises and, therefore, whatever lesser hardship
they may have suffered since the inception of the N. R. A. has been
rapidly offset by improved operating results, which are due in no
small part to the operation of the codes.

These figures are of especial interest in view of the appearance here
of the chairman of the Hardware Association who said that his group
did not want the Retail Code.

That group is alone in this. Of course, you are aware that your
committee has before it a petition of all other retail divisions request-
ing extension of N. R. A.

At this point, may I insert in the record some telegrams, letters,
and resolutions adopted by trade and industrial associations expressing
group sentiment in favor of a continuation in new legislation of the
principles upon which the National Industrial Recovery Act is based.
These documents have been brought to my attention by various per-
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o and'organizations, and I have been given authority to release
them publicly as an expression of group sentiment with relation to the
National Recovery Administration. So far as I have been able, to
determine they do not include letters or expressions of opinions from
individuals, and they have not been previously referred to in the
record. The documents axe as follows and will be included without
reading as exhibit 8.

(The same are as follows:)
EXHIBIT 8

(1) Copy of a resolution of the Federal Wholesale Druggists Association, repre-
senting 16,000 retail druggists as stockholders and members, doing an annual
,business of $60,000,000. r am informed that this resolution was adopted by the
association at its convention in New York on March 15, 1935.

(And the same is as follows:)

RESOLUTION CONCERNING THE INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY OF THE NATION

Whereas it is proposed to restrict the application of the National Industrial
Recovery Act to major Industries engaged in interstate commerce; and

Whereas the Sherman Act, the Clayton Act, and the Federal Trade Commission
Act do not protect large or small enterprises from unfair and destructive competi-
tion in intrastate commerce; and

Whereas the trades and industries generally have suffered from unfair and
destructive competition in intrastate commerce more during this general busineu
depression than ever before in the history of the country; and

ereas this and other trades and industries attribute this general business
depression more to unfair and destructive competition than to any other one
cause: Therefore be it

Resolved, That the Federal Wholesale Druggists Association, representing
16,000 retail druggists as stockholders and members, doing an annual business
of $60,000,000, respectfully urges the Finance Committee of the United States
Senate, all Members of Congress, and the President of the United States to
strengthen rather than weaken the existing laws so that wholesale and retail
distribution generally, which is an Integral part of interstate commerce, may keep
its indispensable place in the economic picture and continue to function in the
interest of the consuming public and thereby prevent monopoly of production
and distribution; and be it

Resolved, That the loss-limitation clause as embodied in the Retail Drug Code
has been of great help; in fast, the only help that the retail-drug industry has had
to improve that industry and hasten national recovery is the loss-limitation clause.
For that reason we urge that the general principles of that clause at least be
preserved- and be it further

Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be immediately forwarded to the Chair-
man of the Senate Finance Committee, the Chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee, the President of the United States Senate, the Speaker of the
United States House of Representatives, and the President of the United States,
and that a copy be furnished the public and trade press.

(2) Copy of a resolution of the Oregon Mayonnaise Manufacturers Association.
(And the same is as follows:)

OREGON MAYONNAISE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION,
Portland, Org.

Whereas dispatches from Washington, D. C., indicate a belief current in some
official circles that small business is opposed to the National Industrial Recovery
Act, and whereas this association has operated under the National Mayonnaise
Code for the last year and has had an opportunity to compare conditions with
and without a code of fair practice: Therefore be it

Resolved, That the Oregon Mayonnaise Manufacturers Association, in meeting
assembled this 16th day of March 1035, approves the general principles of the
National Industrial Recovery Administration system, including the minimui-
wage scale and likewise affirms the belief that in order to continue the prince e
of fair mlnhium wages it is necessary that the small manufacturers be protected
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from destructive price cutting and unfair method" of trade competition and that
removal of one oi both of these principles from the average code would make the
code ineffective; and be it

Resolved That this resolution shall be spread upon the minutes of this associa-
tion and tiat the secretary be instructed to send copies to the members of tie
Oregon congressional delegation. K. C. EcDriaroo, Jr., President.

H. P. EoWARD, Secretary.

(3) Copy of a letter of the Printer Board of Trade, San Francisco, Calif., to
the National Committee for the Elimination of Price Fixing and Production
Control.

(And the same is as follows:)
GENTLEMEN: One of our members to whom you sent the enclosed card brought

it into me and in view of the fact that the organization here has taken a vote on
this matter, lie felt that it would be better to express the unanimous opinion of
the Trade Association.

Incidentally the printing industry of the far West is very definitely in favor of
Codes of Fair Competition and with some method of cost determination and more
control of unfair trade practices. They are also not opposed to fair wages, hours,
and working conditions arrived at by collective bargaining.

Our industry has generally felt that business will come to regard the Codes of
Fair Competition very much as industry today regards the regulation of child
labor, the industrial accident regulation, and insurance. It would he very much
more helpful to have some cooperation in the matter of making life iore worth
while to the average business mran than it has been, especially the snialler enter-
prises. We feel that most of the opposition to the codes is coming front certain
special interests rather than from tie average American bu-iness ian.

Yours very truly,
L. A. IRELAND, Secretary.

(4) Letter of the National Association of Book Publishers to Mr. Donald R.
Richberg, executive director of the National Emergency Council.

(And the same is as follows:)
MARCH 8, 1935.

DEAR Ma. RiCHBERn: We hope that in drafting detailed recommendations for
the new National Recovery Administration law, you will include provision for
retaining a code such as the Retail Booksellers' Code, whose principal clauses
were formulated to stop the use of new books as "loss leaders" and establish
fair competition in the bookselling trade. The Consumers' Advisory Board after
most careful consideration last spring gave the code price rulings its'full approval.
May we point out that these provisions do not constitute price fixing, merely
price maintenance, and that similar provisions have obtained in the book trade
in principal European countries for years?

Rook prices have not advanced since the inauguration of the code; in fact,
publishers have made every effort to keep prices down, despite increased mano-

faturing costs. It should be stated, too, that compliance has been general in
the case of the booksellers' code; the few instances of noncompliance have been
due to misunderstandings and have been speedily cleared up.

In the opinion of our executive committee the code should be continued for a
further trial period. Abandoning it at this time would seriously affect the very
real improvement in wholsesale and retail booktrade conditions. A survey
among our members, made in January, showed a substantial increase in book
sales to retail stores during 1934 and our interest in continuance of the code is
based on the belief that it is serving to strengthen and increase the number of
outlets for the books we publish.

The National Booksellers' Code Authority has received hundreds of letters
from booksellers in all parts of the country stating that the code has aided them.
Most of these are "small enterprised," a class of business which we believe you are
es ecially anxious to protect.

The cultural life of the country Is sustained by wide distribution of books. If,
In the new law, there is to be provision for the abandonment of many codes, we
trust that you will recommend the insertion of clauses permitting the continuance
of codes which have a special function to perform, valuable to the industry itself,
%nd from the standpoint also of service to the general public.
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President Roosevelt referred to the unfortunate practice some stores have
followed in the past of using books as "loss leaders", at his press conference on
January 25 last, according to an item in the New York Herald Tribune.

Sioerely yours,
W. W. NORTON, President.

(5) Copy of a resolution of the National Association of Ice Industries adopted
at its meeting March 9, 1935.

a (And the same is as follows:)
At the conclusion of a 3-day conference held in the city of Washington and

attended by 96 men chosen by 44 unit ice associations of all classes-manufac-
turers, harvesters, and distributors and covering every section of the United
States-to inquire carefully into the workings of the Code of Fair Competition for
the Ice Industry, after 1% years' experience, the following resolution was unan.
imously adopted: Be it,

Resolved, That the ice industry of America heartily approves continuance of
the Nation!il Industrial Recovery Act practically without change, at least for
indusies, the great majority of the components of which desire to continue
operation under codified regulation.

Be it further resolved, That the ice industry is preponderantly in support of the
National Recovery Administration and the Ice Code with its present provisions
intact, and hereby authorizes the National Association of Ice Industries to make
such use of this resolution as its executives may deem proper.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ICE INDUSTRIES,
LESUE C. SMITH, Secretary.

(6) Copy o ;, resolution of the National Association of Tobacco Distributors,
adopted February 23, 1935.

(And the same is as follows:) CHICAGO, ILL.

Resolved, That the members of this National Association of Tobacco Distrib-
utors, Inc., in national convention assembled, do hereby strongly urge the renewal
or extension of the National Industrial Recovery Act by the Congress of the
United States of America; and, it is

Further resolved, That the board of directors of this association be and they
hereby are authorized, em powered and directed to take such action as they deem
advisable to carry out and effectuate the foregoing; and, it is

Further resolved, That the members of this National Association of Tobacco
Distributors, Inc in national convention assembled, do hereby pledge to the
President of the 'United States and the members of his Administration, their
support of the policies of the Administration in rehabilitating the industrial life
of the Nation through the National Industrial Recovery Act.

(7) Letter of the National Association of Cotton Manufacturers to Hon. Charles
A. Buckley, dated March 27, 1935.

(And the same is as follows:) BOSTON, MASS.

DEAR MR. BUCKLEY: At a meeting at which over 90 percent of the spindles in
the northern section of the cotton industry were represented, it was voted that
the abandonment of the principles of the National Industrial Recovery Act at
this time would bring about a more serious and chaotic condition than now exists
and it was urged that, with such modifications as appeared necessary, the National
Industrial Recovery Act be continued after the date of expiration of the present
Act.

The cotton textile industry has had more experience operating under a code
than any other industry, and without question it has been of much benefit to
both employees and employers.

When this matter comes up for consideration we trust it will receive your
support.

Yours very truly, RUSSELL T. FISHER.
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(8) Letter of the National Handbag and Accessories Salesmen's Association to
Hon. Charles A. Buckley, dated April 1, 1935.

(And the same is as follows:) NEw YoaK, N. Y.
Sin: The National Handbag and Accessories Salesmen's Association In behalf

of its 200 members engaged in selling the products of the ladies' handbag industry,
are unanimously in favor of granting the request of the President of the United
States to continue the National Recovery Act.

Most of our members are residents of the city of New York, and they appeal
to you as our representative in Congress that you give your support in favor of
the continuance of the National Recovery Act for 2 years more.

The salesmen in the ladies' handbag industry possibly were the first in the in-
dustry to feel the effects of the depression because of the lowering of prices andthe reduction in sales volume. They will probably be the last to benefit through
recovery In the industry. Yet, they feel that what improvement has been made
in t industryy during the past year, was due to the National Recovery Act. and
the ," jper enforcement of the code for the industry. If the National Recovery
Act were allowed to expire in June, the industry would return to conditions even
worse than what existedprior to the approval of the code.

We request that you do everything you can to make possible the early approval
of the National Recovery Act. We assure you of our appreciation of your efforts
in support of our request.Respectfully,

BEN SHAPiRo, President.

(9) Copy of resolution of the United Infants' and Children's Wear Association
adopted March 26, 1935.

(And the same is as follows:)
Naw YoRK CITY, N. Y.

The following is a resolution duly adopted at a meeting of the United Infants'
and Children's Wear Association, held at the Hotel McAlpin, New York City, at
8 o'clock of Tuesday, March 26, 1935.

Resolved, That the United Infants' and Children's Wear Association give
public expression at this time of its appreciation for the help which this industry

as received from the National Industrial Recovery Act and through the code
authority for the infants' and children's wear industry, created thereunder, in the
maintenance of the standards of wages and hours; in the abolition of child labor;
in the elimination of unfair trade practices; injurious alike to consumer, manu-
facturer, and retailer and in the general stabilization of our industry.

Resolved further, That even though the infants' and children's wear industry
has been under code jurisdiction for less than 1 year, and though there are
apparent shortcomins in the code and the enforcement thereof, it is nevertheless
the consensus of opinion of this association that sufficient industry value has been
demonstrated to insure to us opportunity by self-government to overcome these
shortcomings: Be it further

Resolved, That this association places itself on record as unanimously aproving
the recommendation of the President of the United States that the national
Industrial Pecovery Act be extended for an additional period of 2 years and it is
further, our firm conviction that to abandon the National Recovery Administra-
tion at this time and not to create legislation which will regulate wages, hours,
eliminate child labor, and establish fair trade practices would cause such chaos to
prevail that this industry would suffer to immeasureable extent, and be it further

"Resolved, That copies of this resolution be sent to all Members of the House
of Representatives and the Senate of the United States."

I, Max H. Zuckerman, executive secretary of the United Infants' and Chil-
dren's Wear Association, do hereby certify that the above is a true copy of a reso-
lution rfuy adopted at a meeting of the United Infants' and Children's Wear
Association on the 26th day of March 1935.

Dated, New York, April 1, 1935. MAX H. ZUCKEBMANr.
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(10) Copy of a resolution of the National Skirt Manufacturers Association,
Inc., dated April 6, 1935.

(The same is as follows:)
NEW Yoax, N. Y.

Whereas the National Skirt Manufacturers Association, in meeting assembled,
are in favor of a continuation of the National Industrial Recovery Act with
modifications tending toward greater flexibility in industrial self-government and
in administration; and

Whereas the association is unanimous in its support of the President of the
United States in his recovery policy; and

Whereas the Code of Fair Conpetition for the Skirt Manufacturing Industry
has raised standards in labor relations and in business conduct, which, without
reenactment would be destroyed: Therefore be it

Resolved, That the members of the National Skirt Manufacturers Association
are unanimously in favor of the proposed extension of the National Industrial
Recovery Act; and be it further

Resolved, That copies of this resolution be forwarded to the members of the
Senate Finance Committee.

Certified as correct.
MACK SEPLER,

Secretary National Skirt Manufacturers Association, Inc.

(11) Copy of letter of St. Joseph Valley Typothetae, Inc., to the President of
the UnitedStates, dated April 4, 1935.

(The same is as follows:) SOUH BEND, IND.

Master printers assembled, representing commercial relief printing establish.
ments in the St. Joseph Valley of northern Indiana and southwestern Michigan,
strongly advocate the continuance of the National Recovery Act and codes of
fair competition without fundamental changes provided that governmental
agencies will enforce code regulations without distinction or discrimination as
between labor and fair-trade-practice provisions.

To eliminate the maintenance of fair-comptitionprovisions would mean the
return to selling below cost of production which woul[make hour and wage regu-
lations unenforceable.

To return to the cutthroat practices which have partially been corrected is
unthinkable. Future improvements depend upon ending uncertainty and initi-
ation of more vigorous enforcement with equal emphasis on all code provisions.

We would be pleased to learn that the future National Recovery Act will incor-
porate these policies.

We have the honor to remain,
Yours respectfully, ST. JOSEPH VALLEY TYPOTHETAE,

R. DWIGHT HARPER, JR.
Executive Secretary.

(12) Copy of letter of Philadelphia Resilient Flooring Association to Hon.
James J. Davis, setting forth a resolution adopted by the association on March 26,
1935.

(The same is as follows:)
At a meeting of the Philadelphia Resilient Flooring Association which was held

in Philadelphia, Tuesday, March 26, 1935, the following resolution was pass
which we are submitting for your consideration.

For your information, the Philadelphia Resilient Flooring Association consists,
of approximately 20 resilient flooring contractors who operate under the Code of
Fair Competition for the Resilient Flooring Contracting Division of the Con-
struction Industry (244-10). Each member would normally be classified as a
"small business man."

Resolved, That the Philadelphia Resilient Flooring Association give public
expression, at this time, of its appreciation for the great help which this industry
has received through the National Recovery Act, in the maintenance of standards
of hours and wages; in the elimination of unfair trade practices, injurious alike
to both the contractor and the consumer, and the stabilizing of the business in
general. Even the short period in which this act has been in effect has been
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sufficient to demonstrate, convincingly, the value, both present and prospective,
reasonably to be obtained from the principle of self-government in industry:
Be it, therefore,

Resolved, That the Philadelphia Resilient Flooring Association place itself on
record as unanimously approving the recommendations of the President of the
United States that the National Recovery Act be extended for an additional period
of 2 years, and that copies of this resolution be sent to the Members of the House
of Representatives and of the Senate of the United States from this district.Very truly yours, PauL G. MussEn, Secretary.

(13) Letter of Washington Trucking Associations, Inc., to Hon. Lewis Schwel-
lenbach, dated March 26, 1935.

(The same is as follows:) SEATT'LE, WASd.

My DEAR SENATOR: The trucking industry in this State is faced with an
extremely serious situation, due to the lack of action by the Congress in regard to
the National Recovery Act.

During the past 2 years this industry, as well as every other major industry in
the State, has been engaged under the code system in the work of stabilization,
reemployment, and the development of healthy business conditions. It was
thought by the representatives of the various industries that the value of this work
was such that when Congress convened, it would act quickly in this matter in
order to avoid business uncertainty and confusion.

Unfortunately it begins to appear that no real progress has yet been made
toward reenactment of the law, and as a result, or industries, actuated to some
extent by the unfavorable newspaper dispatches, are faced with increasing uncer-
tainty in all of their operations. If this uncertainty is continued, we are going
to lose all of the progress we have made under the code system. We already find
that due to the possibility of the codes being discontinued, there is an alarming
tendency on the part of various operators and businesses to go back to some of the
vicious practices which were outlawed by the code. Unless Congress acts quickly,
wages are certainly going to be cut to meet the chiseling which is the result of the
present uncertainty and hours are going to be lengthened for the same reason.
Thesituation from this standpoint alone is extremely serious.

If the Congress is going to discontinue the act and require industry to write
off its investment in the code system, it should do so quickly, so that we can im-
mediately undertake to readjust our operations. On the otbor hand, if the
National Recovery Act is to be extended, the legislation should be expedited so
that industry can plan accordingly.

The various representatives of the 54 major codified industries of this State
have clearly established the fact that the codes have been of tremendous benefit
to both industry and labor and believe that the code system should be continued
for at least another 2-year period. In our own industry tremendous progress has
been made under the Trucking Code. If the revised National Recovery Act
permits transportation rate stabilization and the establihment of a practical
compliance system, our industry will certainly make even greater progress during
the next 2 years both from the standpoint of capital and labor as well as reem-
ployment.

The codified industries in this State are at this time considering engaging in a
2-year reemployment program,' State-wide in scope. This program, of course,
depends directly upon the reenactment of the national recovery law, which pro-
vides the machinery under which the program would be handled.

We would be extremely grateful if you can find time to give this matter your
special consideration and let us know approximately when National Recovery
Act legislation will be cleared by the Congress.

Yours very truly,
F. E. LANanRuao, General Manager.
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(14) Copy of resolution adopted by the Providence Chapter of International
Society of Master Painters and Decorators, Inc., March 21, 1935.

(The same is as follows:) PROVmxw.cr , R. 1.

Whereas the enactment of the National Industrial Recovery Act marked the
advent of a new era in our industry, and

Whereas through this act and by the establishment of a code of fair competition
for this industry, there has resulted the eradication of those unethical practices
from which the public and labor have long suffered; and
I Whereas the benefits obtained and the improvements noted bear testimony
to the fact that this industry needs the National Recovery Act and that its con-
tinuance is absolutely necessary to maintain this progress and that its abandon-
ment would be suicidal and result in disruption of this industry at this time; and

Whereas the national code authority for this division of the industry through
its fair dealing and its honest and efficient administration has made a favorable
impression on the members of this industry, and, the cooperation extended by
the various National Recovery Administration staffs is also worthy of cormen.
dation: Therefore, be it

Reolved, That we the Providence Chapter of the International Society of
Master Painters & Decorators, Inc., assembled in Providence, R. I., this 21st
day of March 1935, fully cognizant of the benefits derived from tho National
Recovery Act and well aware of the disaster that would follow its abandonment
do hereby unanimously endorse its continuance for at least 2 years more and
strongly urge that our United States Senators, Peter G. Gerry and Jesse H.
Metcalf, vote in favor of at least a 2-year extension; and

Further, That a copy of this resolution be sent the above Senators.
Unanimously passed and made a part of the records of this chapter, this21st day of March 1935. HOWARD J. O'DoNNELL, Secretary.

(15) Certified copy of resolution adopted by the Folding Paper Box Association
of America on January 10, 1935.

(The same is as follows:)

MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE FOLDING PAPER BOX ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICA HELD ON JANUARY 10, 1935, AT THE PALMER HOUSE, CEIGAGO, ILL.-
CONTINUATION OF CODE AFTER JUNE kG, 195.

The following resolution aodpted by the national board of directors at its
meeting on January 9, 1935, was presented:

Resolved, That the national board of directors of the Folding Paper Box Asso-
ciation of America recommend to the association that it submit a petition to the
National Industrial Recovery Board in Washington on behalf of the folding
paper-box industry requesting that the code of fair competition for this industry
be continued after the present expiration date of the National Industrial Recovery
Act on June 16, 1935, for that length of time the Recovery Act itself is extended.

Upon motion duly made and seconded it was voted that the recommendation
of the board of directors be approved and that the association submit a petition
to the National Industrial Recovery Board in Washington requesting that the
code of fair competition for this industry be continued after the expiration date
of the National Industrial Recovery Act itself is extended.

This is to certify that the foregoing is a true and correct transcript from the
minutes of the annual meeting of the Folding Paper Box Association of America,
held in Chicago on January 10, 1935. E. T. WILSON, Secretary.

This is to certify that E. T. Willson Is known to me to be the secretary of the
Folding Paper Box Association of America, and that he personally appeared
before me this 19th day of March 1935, and acknowledged the due execution of

E. V. SHERWIN, Notary Public.

(16) Copy of telegram forwarded to the National Recovery Administration
by theArizona Funeral Directors Association, Marcu 29, 1935.

(The same is as follows: )
YUMA, ARIZ.

The Arizona Funeral Directors Association in session March 27, 1935, at
Phoenix unanimously passed a resolution requesting you to continue our code of
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fair practices in our profession as now existing. We are satisfied with the set-up
and want to give it at least 2 more years of trial and then decide whether to bemade permanent or not. ARiZONA FUNERAL DIRECTORS AsSOCATION,

By 0. C. JOHNSON, Secretary.

(17) Copy of letter of Queens County Pharmaceutical Association, Inc., to
chairman of the National Industrial Recovery Board, dated March 22, 1935.

(The same is as follows:)
DEAR Sit: At the last meeting of the Queens County Pharmaceutical Associa-

tion held on March 14, 1935, a resolution was adopted expressing gratification over
your reported desire to continue the Retail Drug Code in its present form.

The Queens County Pharmaceutical Association is an organization consisting
of independent retail pharmacists actively engaged in the retail drug business.
Against seemingly insurmountable odds, we had been struggling to maintain our
economic existence. Conditions were steadily getting worse the economic
depression was deepening, and retail distributors in a desperate effort to maintain
volume began a price-slashing campaign the like of which had probably never
been seen before. There was an utter disregard of cost and overhead. Appar-
ently we were headed for economic destruction.

At this juncture, President Roosevelt intervened with his plan for the economic
rehabilitation of the country. The National Recovery Administration was
established. Ruthless, uneconomic price cutting was to be stopped. Business
was to be permitted to organize to restore profit to industry. Unfair trade
practices were to be eliminated and the small merchant was to be once more
restored to his place in the sun.

The retail druggist got his drug code with a provision that no merchandise
could be sold below the manufacturer's list price. In other words, no one was
permitted to sell below actual cost disregarding, of course, overhead. A bottom
was placed below which no one could sell. The further downward trend of
prices was stopped. It has not increased prices to the consumers nor has It
worked an economic hardship on anybody with the possible exception of a small
predatory group who thrive on the demoralization of an entire industry. It has
been distinctly beneficial to the small independent pharmacist.

The Queens County Pharmaceutical Association is strongly In favor of the
retention of the present retail drug code. We trust that you will continue to
favor us with your support.Yours very truly, SUEENS COUNTY PHARMACEUTICAL AssoCIATION,

HARLES WIENER, Corresponding Secretary.

(18) Letter of the Envelope Manufacturers Association of America to Hon.
Charles A. Buckley, dated March 23, 1935.

(And the same is as follows:)
NEw YORK CITr.

DEAR SIR: Facts prove National Recovery Administration helps small business.
Do codes hurt small businesses?
Not in the envelop manufacturing industry, where small businesses are 90

percent of the companies.
Attached figures show how, under the Envelop Industry Code:
Big companies' volume dropped 7 percent.
Small companies' volume gained 8 percent.
Very small companies' volume gained 20 percent.
If the National Industrial Recovery Act is not extended with provisions to

restrain unfair competition, the small businesses in the envelop industry will lose
their gains.

A second sheet of figures is attached showing how this industry of small enter-
prises has increased wages 28 percent, and the number of its employees 16 percent.

If Congress allows ruthless competition to come back, envelop manufacturers
will find it hard to take care of their 9,000 employees.

Very truly yours,
ROLAND R. BLISS,

Executive Secretary.
!19782-3C---vT t6 --- 42
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Efect of code on small eserprise-Enetop (manfacturing) Industry Code No. 220,
effective Feb. 5, 1934

Number
of com-
panies

1934
volume

of
output in
percent-
Sage t

average
of

1931-32-3q

Percent
Large companies: Output of each, over 15i 91

20,000,000 envelops per month. Sales
per company average, $1,026,000 per
year.

Small companies: Output of each, 5,000,000 33 105
to 20,000,000 envelops per month.
Sales per company average, $227,000
per year.

Very small companies: Output of each, 70 117
less than 5,000,000 envelops per month.
Sales per company average, $42,000 per
year.

Total --------------- ------ ------ 140 ..........

Volume of output
in percentage of
total Industry

output

Pre- ade Under
average, code
1931-32-33 1934

Increase or decrease
of relative posi-

tion as to volume
ofoutput

Perreni Percent
69.5 55. 5 Lost 7 percent.

33.3

7.2

100.0

39.8 Gained 8 percent.

8.7 Gained 20 percent.

100.0

NoTn.-Statlstcs audited and compiled by Envelope Manufacturers Association of America, 19 West
Forty-fourth St., New York, N. Y.

EFFECT OF CODE ON EMPLOYMENT AND EARNINGS ENVELOP MANUFACTURINGO)
INDUSTRY CODE NO. 220, EFFECTIVE FEB. 5, 1934

The following statistics show the effects of the labor provisions of the code on
employment conditions in the envelop industry. These figures cover all classes
of employees subject to the provisions of the code, aid include both northern and
southern zones.

139 member companies reporting on 154 manufacturing plants

June 1933 March 1934

All employees:
Number of employees------- ..............-------------------------- 6,976 8,122
Number of employees added. .................-- _-------------------.----------- 1,146
Percentage increase .......................................... ---------- -------------- 1.
Total payroll (1 week) ................................................ $119,902.93 $152,667.39
Increase in pay roll (I week) ........................................................... $33, 3.46
Percentage In rea ............................................................ ..... .-2. 0
Man-hours (U week) .......-------------............ .................. 282,962.14 2M5, 9013 is
Increase in man-hours (t week)_ -.................................................. 2,93906
Percentage increase .............------------------.------ _------.-------------- 1.0
Average working hours per week ........................................ 40. 5 35. 2
Percentage decrease ------------------------------------------------------------------- 13.1
Average hourly earnings ............................................... _ $0. 422 0. 634
Percentage increase ---------------.----------------------------------- --------- .. 26.5
Average weekly earnings ------------------------------------------------- $17.20 $1& 80
Percentage Increase ---------............................................ ... 9

Employees receiving more than code minimum wage rates:
Average hourly earnings .................................................. $0.706
Percentage increase -------------------------------------- _-.--------- - - 6....... 22.8
Average weekly earnings ------------------------------------------- $23.58 $23.71
Percentage increase ...............................----------------.-.----------- 9.0

The above results were not due to any appreciable increase in volume of output,
as shown by the fact that total man-hours required for 1 week's production
showed increase of only 1 percent statistics audited and compiled by Envelope
Manufacturers Association of America, 19 West Forty-fourth Street, New York,
N.Y.
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(19) Copy of letter of the code authority of the Wholesale Monumental Granite
Industry to Col. Harry S. Berry, dated April 10, 1935.

(And the same is as follows:) WESTERLY, R. I.
Col. HARRY S. BERRY,

Washington, D. C.
(Attention Mr. Maguire.)

DEAR SIR: In accordance with our telephone conversation of last Saturday,
the writer feels very definitely that the sentiment of the majority of the members
of this industry at the present time is not to extend the National Recovery
Administration in its present form after June 16.

If we could secure, as discussed with you over the telephone, a reasonable
amount of Government regulation of the rates of wages paid in different sections
of the country, the situation would be entirely reversed. The only benefits to
the industry come about by whatever additional help the Government can give us
in enforcing uniform labor rates. This, of course, has been continually discussed
for a year or two and any help which the Government could give along this line
would certainly be a great benefit. The competition between various centers
which very largely sell in the same markets is dependent on their ability to exploit
labor and any Government action to regulate this point would be most welcomed
by a majority of the members of this industry.

Without this, we have a code which has a few trade regulations, the enforce-
ment of which seems to be entirely voluntary. The benefits to be derived from
this do not seem to warrant the necessary expense to carry on the code as now
constituted.

If there is any further information which you care to have me give you on this
subject I would be very glad to do so.

Yours very truly,
EDWARD W. SMITH, Chairman.

(20) Letter of the Muscatine County local code agency of the National Code
Authority for the Painting, Paperhanging, and Decorating Division of the Con-
struction Industry, Inc., addressed to Hon. Louis Murphy, dated March 21,
1935.

MUSCATINE, IOWA.
DEAR Ma. SENATOR: We are writing to urge that you work and vote for a

2-year extension of N. R. A. It is our experience that N. R. A. has done a very
great dual for us and could, with proper enforcement, do much more.

Our code has, in our opinion, standardized business practices in the trade, has
resulted in additional employment of labor and has improved our industry's
service to the public. Improved employment conditions for the employee has
resulted and it has very definitely rehabilitated our industry.

Our feeling is that small people in the trade have not suffered but on the
contrary the only fault we have to find with conditions is that the small "chiseler"
has interfered with complete working of the code.

We have spent our good money in setting up this code and do not want it torn
to pieces at this tite.

Very truly yours,
CHARLES C. BIERMAN,

Secretary Local Code Agency.
S. F. PHILLIPS,

President .'Iaster Painters Association.

(21) Copy of letter of the National Booksellers Code Authority to the President
of the United States, dated March 7, 1935:

(The same is as follows:)
NEw YORK CITY.

DEAR M . PRESIDENT: N. R. A. and one of its outcomes, the Booksellers
Code, has been of enormous help to the book industry in the judgment of this code
authority and the vast majority of retail booksellers and publishers. The retail
book business has been sufficiently stripped of the unfair competition resulting
from the use of books by department stores as loss leaders so that, as long as the
Booksellers Code is continued, the vast majority of retail booksellers can look
forward to staying in business.
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Without the Booksellers Code the old loss-leader practices will Inevitably-
'eturn and small enterprise booksellers will be unable to meet the loss-leader
competition and many of them, especially the small ones, will inevitably pass
out of existence. Not only will this result in increased unemployment, but it will
result in the drastic reduction of the educational and cultural advantages which
small book stores bring to communities-advantages whioh in our present troubled
civilization are sorely needed by all peoples.

We beseech you to continue the N. R. A. and the Booksellers Code.
Yours respectfully,I CEDRIC H. CROWELL,

Chairman National Booksellers Code Authority.

(22) Copy of resolution adopted at a meeting of the exectuve committee of
the Optical Retail Code Authority, held March 18, 1935.

(The same is as follows:)
NEW YoR CITY.

Whereas the members of the code authority in charge of the administration
of the Optical Retail Code have given generously of their time and efforts in the
development of a code of high ethical standards for the guidance of those engaged
in the distribution of ophthalmic products, and

Whereas through various rulings and official orders promulgated by the
National Recovery Administration, the code authority through no fault of it own
was greatly delayed in effectuating adherence to the above-mentioned code, and

Whereas the code authority has been in official existence for approximately
only 4 months, and

Whereas approval of the code authority budget permitting the collection of
necessary funds for code administration was received only 40 days ago, and

Whereas the code authority after four meetings devoted largely to the perfecting
of its organization in accordance with N. R. A. procedure is just getting properly
settled for efficient functioning, and

Whereas the public prints are rife with rumors of more or less questionable
authenticity regarding the abolition of certain N. R. A. codes or their consolida-
tion into large unwieldly groups; be it hereby

Resolved, That the Optical Retail Code Authority hereby respectfully petitions
that the Optical Retail Code, a proved N. R. A. Code No. 454, be continued in
full force and effect in order that the good already accomplished may be con-
tinued and extended; and be it further

Resolved, That the period of time since the approval of most codes and the
proper establishment of their administering body has been too short to permit
full benefit thereunder commensurate with the strenuous effort already expended
in the early development and later promulgation of rules of fair competition and
therefore it is the unanimous opinion of this code authority that the Congress of
the United States should extend the National Industrial Recovery Act in its
present form beyond June 16, 1935; and be it further

Resolved, That the secretary of this code authority be, and is hereby, instructed
to furnish copy of this resolution to the National !Recovery Administration and
the clerk of the United States Senate and House of Representatives.

(23) Copy of a letter of the El Paso Retail Grocers Association to Hon. Mforris
Sheppard, dated March 6 1935.

(And the same is as follows:)
DEAR MR. SIHEPPAR11: There is not the slightest doubt In our minds-nor in

the minds of our employees-that the National Industrial Recovery Act has had
a most stabilizing effect on business and that its provisions in general, as well as
the labor and fair trade practice provisions of the Code of Fair Competition for
the Food and Grocery Distributors, both wholesale and retail have improved
vastly the conditions both of our small merchants and of the employees in our
trade.

Nevertheless, we learn daily through the news dispatches from "he Nation's
Capitol that this part of the recovery program N seriously endangered. It mad
be true, that the program in certain industries has not worked out as expected,
undoubtedly due to defects in individual codes. It may also be true that such
defects may have caused antagonism, both wthin such industries and from their
consumers. However, it should be possible to remedy any such defects without
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jeopardizing the whole structure and returning us to the chaotic conditions that
existed before Juno 1933.

We wish to point out that one of the principal reasons for the successful opera-
tion of our code has been the trade-practice provisions. Due to these the perni-
cious customs of loss leaders and selling below cost have been eliminated entirely
and have helped many a small, struggling store to stay in business and earn a
living for its owner and his family. Our code does not establish any definite
prices, leaving each individual grocer free to exercise his beet efforts in open
competition, thus absolutely protecting the interests of the consumer. The only
provision regarding the price set-up on our trade, is the labor mark-up of 6
percent. Anyone can readily see that the labor mark-up can in no way consti-
tute an obnox'oas feature, as it is only a small part of the actual cost of doing
business.

Furthermore, it does not tend to establish any definite price structure as it
is added to the individual cost of each retail grocer, thus leaving the field wide
open for fair competitive operation. But it has resulted in a definite protection
of the workers as it was intended, to do, providing a means for the small inde-
pendent merchant to pay his employees the living wage to which they are entitled.
Without this small mark-up provision many small merchants would be unable

to meet predatory competition from larger competitors and, not only would they
be unable to pay the wages required under the N. I. R. A., but they might very
easily be definitely forced out of business, a very definite trend that existed prior
to the N. 1. R. A. and which was only stopped by the protection afforded by the
code provisions.

Every one of the more than 400 owners of retail grocery stores in El Paso may
definitely be classed as a "small" merchant. Claims have often been made in
the press and elsewhere that the codes tend to oppress the small merchant. We
do not pretend to speak for other trades-though we are entitled to our own and
very definite opinion on the matter-but we can and do speak for our own people
and we may assure you most emphatically that, to the last man we are lined up
behind the N. I. R. A. and our code of fair competition, and in this stand we are
backed by every one of the employees working in our stores.

Consequently, at a meeting of this association, held last night (Tuesday, Mar.
h), upon due motion made and unanimously carried, it was resolved that:

Whereas the National Industrial Recovery Act has been a stabilizing factor in
this trade and the associated branches of the food and grocery industries, and

Whereas the codes of fair competition approved for the retail and the wholesale
food and grocery distributors have materially helped these trades and their
workers and employees; and

Whereas these codes do not promulgate any definite price maintenance, but
do tend to eliminate selling below cost and the pernicious system of loss leaders;
and

Whereas the provision calling for a mark-tip to take care of a part of the labor
cost is rather too low than too high: Be it

Resoled, That the National Congress, through our representatives in that
body, be urged and requested to extend the National Industrial Recovery Act
in its present form, or as closely as possible to its present form, so that none of
the fair rights and advantages of the trades and its employees provided under
said act be endangered, and that no change in this legislation be made, or new
legislation enacted, that again would--directly or indirectly-permit the perni-
cious and unfair trade practices, which have been eliminated under the present
act and the Food and Grocery Codes thereunder approved, thus constituting a
safeguard to the interests of the worker and the small merchant alike; and that
copies of this resolution be forwarded to our representatives in both Houses of
our National Congress,

Again assuring you that any change in the legislation that would deprive us of
the protection afforded us at present would be deeply regretted by employer and
employee alike in our trades, I am,Sincerely yours, EL PAso RP, .'eL GROCEas' ASSOCIATION,

C. H. STOCKS, Chairman.
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(24) Resolution adopted by United Typothetae of America, the National
Code Authority for the Commlercial Relief Printing Industry, adopted in Octo.
ber 1934.

(The same is as follows:) WASHINOTON, D. C.
Whereas the United Typothetae of America, the National Code Authority for

the Commercial Reief Printing Industry, assembled at its forty-eighth annual
convention at Chicago, Ill., has had an excellent opportunity, during its experi-
ence In administering and enforcing one of the codes adopted under the provi-

Isions of the National Industrial Recovery Act, to observe and comprehend the
benefits that may be derived by labor, industry, and the taxpaying public by
reason of the adoption of codes of fair competition for business and industry;
and

Whereas numerous attacks are being made upon the National Recovery Ad-
ministration and the codes adopted under said act by persons and groups who
would destroy the entire undertaking because of a misunderstanding of the aims
and intent of the said act: Therefore, be it

Resolved, That this convention hereby approves the intent and purposes of the
codes of fair competition; and be it further

Resolved, That this convention hereby affirms its faith in the codes in general, and
pledges its support to His Excellency, Hon. Franklin Delano Roosevelt, President
of the United States, and to those to whom he has assigned the task of bringing
about recovery by maintaining and enforcing codes of fair competition; and be it
further

Resolved, That copies of this resolution be forwarded to the President, to Hon.
Donald R. Richberg, to Mr. S. Clay Williams, and to the press.

FRANK J. SMITH, President.
Attest:

JOHN J. DEViNY,
Executive Vice President.

(25) Telegram forwarded by the Tax Industry Code Authority to A. L.
Bobrick, Assistant Deputy Administrator, National'Recovery Administration, on
April 2, 1935.

(The same is as follows:)
Urge you wire immediately to Cotton Textile Institute, 320 Broadway, New

York City, as follows: "We endorse fully resolution adopted March 20 by
consumers' goods industries committee for extension of National Industrial
Recovery Act and presented by George A. Sloan, chairman, to Senate Finance
Committee.

TAG INDUSTRY CODE AUTHORITY BAXTER,

(26) Copy of telegram of Anawha Coal Operators Association to the executive
assistant of the National Emergency Council, dated April 10, 1935.

(The same is as follows:)
Anawha Coal Operators Association, with an annual production of 12,000,000

tons of high volatile coal and employing twelve to fifteen thousand miners, in
session yesterday adopted a resolution approving National Recovery Adminis-
tration Coal Code Extension. This organization is probably the most influential
of its kind in the State of West Virginia. F. WiTCHER MCCULLOUOH,

State Director.

(27) Copy of telegram of National Association of Custom Milliners to the
President of the United States, dated March 8, 1935.

(The same are as follows:)
Newspaper propaganda has created consternation in our membership ranks.

This association, which is composed of custom milliners engaged in business in
48 States, are unalterably opposed to any drastic modification of the National
Industrial Recovery Act. We urge that it be continued, with recommendation
of greater and joint enforcement through governmental agency. To radically
modify the act as originally adopted would create chaos in this industry. We
recognize the urgent need for codification and without reservation pledge our-
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selves to unitedly support a movement for an extension of the National Recovery
Act.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CUSTOM MILLINERS,
SAMUEL GOTTESFELD, Chairman.

(28) Copy of a letter of the Queens Retail Food Dealers Association, Inc., to
the President of the United States, dated March 15, 1935.

(The same is as follows:) RICHMOND HILL, N. Y.

My DEAR PRESIDrNT ROOSEVELT: In the humble position that I hold as pres-
ident of the Queens Retail Food Dealers Association, an association consisting of
450 independent retail grocers, I make this appeal to you, knowing that your
train of thoughts run for the benefit of the independent merchant.

I learn from newspapers and certain rumors that the National Recovery Admin-
istration code is about to be eliminated. I hope and pray that there is no truth
to that rumor, for the National Recovery Administration code, with its minimum
price mark-up in our trade, has been the salvation of our business. It has put
the independent grocer on a plane where he could see a decent living for himself
and his family. There is no need for me to go into detail nor to explain the chaos
that has existed in our business. Before we had the minimum mark-up clause,
somehow or other it seems that any individual who has a desire to chisel or cut
prices falls right into the grocery business and thereby forcing the legitimate
grocer to fight for existence. The enforcing of the code has been an instrument
in doing away with the unethical business methods.

I plead with you, as a representative of many hundreds of grocers who have
faithfully followed the rulings of the National Recovery Administration, to use
your efforts and influence in seeing tLz the National Recovery Administration
code should remain as it is today.

Your obedient servant, SOL KATZ.

(29) Copy of a letter of the national warm air register manufacturing industry
to National Recovery Administration, dated March 1, 1935.

(The same is as follows:)
COLUMBUS, OHIO.

DEAR MR. KINo: As the secretary of the National Warm Air Register Manu-
facturers' Institute since its formation of a few years ago, I trust I am not out
of order in expressing to you the hope that the National Recovery Administration
will be continued, as it has proved helpful in eliminating many abuses which were
detrimental to the manufacturers, their customers, and the public.

You may be interested to know that our industry has not objected to the
advance in wages and the regulation of hours the National Recovery Administra-
t4on has required because the same was imposed on all of the manufacturers in the
industry.

We have benefited greatly from the rule that all purchasers of one class must be
sold on the same basis. This has protected the small dealer and consumer.

The writer does not believe it would have been possible without the National
Recovery Administration to have brought the members of the industry into a
contact which has been the means of eliminating such manifestly unfair trade
practices as arc indicated in article VIII of the industry's code and to have had
them sustained as the rules without the aid of the National Recovery Adminis-
tration.

I assisted in formulating the code of fair competition for our industry and was,
therefore, in position to appreciate the uniform courtesy and helpfulness of your-
self and your assistants, for which I know all the members of our industry, small
and large, as well as myself are very grateful.

flours sincerely,
ALLEN W. WILLIAMS, Secretary.
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(30) Copy of a letter of the Brick Manufacturers Association of America to
Chairman of the National Industrial Recovery Board, dated April 5, 1935.

(The same is as follows:)
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

DEAR Ms. RICHEERS: Mr. George A. Sloan, chairman of the consumers' goods
industries committee, sent us a copy of the resolution adopted by that committee
in New York on March 20.

I have today sent to Mr. Sloan the following telegram:
"Executive committee of Brick Manufacturers Association of America endorses

I resolution of consumers' goods industries committee. Am forwarding copies of
this to Richberg and others."

The members of this industry feel that this resolution accurately expresses
their attitude toward a continuation of the National Recovery Administration.

I have also canvassed the cold storage door manufacturing industry which we
represent in this office, and they also have unanimously endorsed a resolution to
continue the National Industrial Recovery Act in practically its present form.

It is important to know that in the Brick Manufacturers Association and in
the brick industry as a whole, somewhere between 90 and 95 percent of all of the
concerns are small firms. It is true in the several industries which I represent
that a majority of all the concerns are small concerns, and I find that these are
the ones most benefited by the stabilization and the restraints from unfair com-
petition which the Natiohal Recovery Administration has effected.

In my judgment, all of the gains that have been made will be immediately
swept away if both the labor provisions and the fair practice provisions of the
codes are permitted to lapse on June 16.

All of the vast publicity against the National Recovery Administration as a
result of the attitude of certain politicians is comfort to the most illegitimate
type of business man. Your one radio broadcast did much to counteract this
adverse publicity, but you should speak again and frequently until this pro-
tective measure has been reassured to industry.Very truly yours,

RALPH P. STODDARD, Secretary-Manager.

(31) Copy of telegram of Pennsylvania Retailers Association to the National
Retail Dry Goods Association, dated March 15, 1935.

(The same is as follows:)
Advise Mr. Richberg of deep interest and concern of Pennsylvania retailers

over present discussion of National Recovery Administration at Senate hearing.
We strongly favor continuance of National Recovery Administration for further
period in the opinion that it is sound in its purposes and principles and for the best
interests of the consumer, worker, and employer. Recognize defects in the draft-
ing and administration and practical operation of codes yet there have been un-
doubted advantages obtained for workers and owners through shorter hours,
higher wages, improved standard of business practice and some return to profitable
operation. After such a limited trial period believe it would be unwise to en-
danger certain advantages gained by return to former deplorable methods of un-
regulated destructive competition. We favor consolidation of codes for distribu-
tive trades. We favor simplification of present codes to secure more efficient
administration and satisfactory operation. There should be permitted a fuller
measure of self-regulation and prompt endorsement of code rules should be se-
cured. Express appreciation of Mr. Richberg's able arguments for National
Recovery Administration continuance. WILLIAM H. HAOE R,

President Pennsylvania Retailers Association.

(32) Copy of telegram of North Carolina Horological Society to the President
of the United States dated March 20, 1935.

(The same is as follows:)
We strongly oppose repeal of any section the retail jewelry code particularly

pertaining fair trade features. Please favor us by refsrrlr! this message to both
north Carolina Senators and Senate Finan.e Committee and the National Indus-

trial Recovery Board.
LAWRENCE G. BALLARD,State Secretary North Carolina Horolagical Societyt.
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(33) Copy of telegram of California Retail Jewelers Association to Donald
Richberg dated March 19, 1935.

(The same is as follows:)
The jewelers, large and small, of the metropolitan Los Angeles area are in favor

of the Retail Jewelry Code and urge its continuance. DTRWARD ROWEs,
First Vice Pidess California Retail Jewelers Aeociation.

(34) Copy of telegram of Metropolitan Retail Jewelers Association to the
Chairman of the National Industrial Recovery Board dated March 14, 1935.

(The same is as follows:)
I appeal to you in the name of the Metropolitan Retail Jewelers Association

representing over 300 small retail jewelers of New York County to do all in your
power to have our code continued. We have derived many benefits through the
code and would hate to lose It.

H. GOLDSCHMIDT,
Preuident Metropolitan Retail Jeweler. Association.

(35) Copy of telegram of the National Retail Jewelry Code Authority to the
President of the United States dated March 13, 1935.

(The same is as follows:)
At its meeting yesterday the chairman of the National Retail Jewelry Code

Authority incorporated was authorized by unanimous vote to inform you that as
a result of a questionnaire to retail jewelers and of general observation it is the
opinion of this national code authority that retail jewelers and especially the
small retail jewelers of the Nation are in favor of the extension of the Retail
Jewelry Code of Fair Competition. WILLIAM D. McNEIL, Chairman.

(36) Cop', of telegram from the Oklahoma Retail Jewelers Association to the
President of the United States dated March 19, 1935.

(The same is as follows:)
Jewelers from the entire State of Oklahoma realize that the National Recovery

Administration has been their salvation in protecting them from unfair com peti
tion and urge you to use your efforts for its continuance and enforcement. They
feel that it would be a backward step to eliminate the Jewelers Code.

GEORGE B. GOLDFARB,
President Oklahoma Retail Jewelers Association.

(37) Copy of telegram from the Chicago Credit Jewelers Association to the
President of the United States dated March 14, 1935.

(The same is as follows:)
This association representing more than 100 retail jewelry organizations in

Chicago area, urges that you use your influence to continue in force the retail
jewelry code. This code has greatly helped our business and we do not wish to
have it discontinued.

CHICAGO CREDIT JEWELERs AssoCIATION.
CHARLES F. BAUMItCKER, President.

(38) Copy of telegram from National Association of Credit Jewelers to the
National Industrial Recovery Board.

(The same is as follows:)
The National Association of Credit Jewelers, representing morn than 1,500 retail

jewelry organizations, earnestly urges the continuance of the Retail Jewelry Code
of Fair Competition under the National Recovery Administration. This code
has been an inestimable benefit to all retail jewelers and its discontinuance at this
time is highly undersirable to the trade. We are counting on your influence to
prevent the discontinuance of this Retail Jewelry Code.

NATIONAL ASsOCIATIoN Or CREDIT JEWELERS.
WILLIAM GiBsoN, Presiden.
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(39) Letter and memorandum of Apparel Industries Committee for the renewal
of the National Recovery Act addressed to Hon. Franklin D. Roosevelt dated
April 5, 1935.

(The same is as follows:)
DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: I have the honor to present to you, on behalf of the

Apparel Industries Committee for the renewal of the National Recovery Act,
the enclosed memorandum prepared on the basis of questionnaires sent to various
branches of the apparel industry and upon published statistics of the Department
of Labor.

* The memorandum sets forth tile reasons why, to our industry composed almost
entirely of small men, it seems of utmost importance that the continuation of
the National Recovery Act for which you have asked be granted as expeditiously
as possible.

Respectfully submitted.
J. R. MCMULLEN,

Chairman, Apparel Industries Committee for 1he renewal of N. R. A.

We are a group of manufacturers representing the apparel industry. Our
business interests lie in varied and even unrelated types of manufacture, partici-
pating in an industry that maintains nearly 20,000 units (most of them operated
by small business men), employs over 60,000 workers, absorbs approximately
16 percent of the national income, and contributes more than 2 billion dollars
annually to the national wealth in the form of the merchandise it manufactures.
We join together in the firm belief that the National Recovery Act has conferred
benefits upon our industries, and that its withdrawal constitutes a common
danger for all of us. Knowing the results of the National Recovery Act from our
own first-hand business expert ence, we can properly value its advantages and
defects. National Recovery administration must be discussed in terms of fact
and not in political generalities , and we present time facts pertinent to our industry
so that those who must ultimately judge may first accurately know them.

Our industries are referred to as the "needlle trades", anti proverbially as the
'downtrodden needle trades." Ours has been, in the past, the outstanding
example of an economic ccek-pit business of the most bitterly competitive
character. It covers a field in which there have been in the past an almost total
absence of decent restraints to prevent the less scrupulous in the struggle for
existence from setting the standard which must be followed 'vy all. Ours has been
a business in which the sweatshop has longest survived ant thrived. Ours now
is the experience and conviction that the collective action which we have been
authorized to take and are now taking under National Reo er. Administration
has been enormously helpful as an aid to decency in the establishment of fair
standards and in the breaking down of ancient abuses.

Let its look at the facts. How were these apparel industries affected by the
depression? According to the Federal Bureau of Labor 8tatistcs, during the
years 1929 through 1932, employment dropped by 25 percent and pay rolls were
cut in half.

What happened after National Recovery Administration? During time years
1933 and 1934 the number of men and women earning a livelihood in our iidus-
tries increased b 7 percent. Our pay rolls were augmented by 21 percent.
Thus, while labor s share has increased by over one-fifth, the cost of living between
June 1933 and November 1934 has, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
risen by only 8 percent. The more remarkable is this when we consider that these
employment figures represent not only a rise in themselves, but a complete rever-
sal of time violently depressive tendencies during the preceding years.

Then, the fair trade practice provisions of our codes have,'for the first time,
given us a chance to make the conduct of business in our industries more self-
respecting. They have strengthened our hand against the grinding economic
pressure of superior bargaining power.

Criticism that the National Recovery Administration fostered monopolies is
utterly without point in our industries. There could be no monopolies con-
structed, even if our manufacturers were permitted to do so. Our product is too
varied, too impossible to standardize, our manufacturers too individualistic.
Although our pay rolls have swelled by 21 percent during the past 2 years, the
prices of apparel to the consumer have increased by only 12 percent. Not a
monopolistic tendency but the very opposite has been the case. According to
a study made by the code authority of the coat and suit industry, since that code
went into effect, there have been fewer business mortalities and a greater number
of new entrants into that industry than during the preceding year.

Other glibly used criticisms of the National Recovery Administration are
equally without foundation in our industries. Some have talked about oppres-
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sive regulation by code authorities. The fact is that if the regulation of fair
competition is better than a brutal competitive anarchy, respectable powers of
control must be placed in some suitable agency. We would rather have those
powers vested in our own representative code authorities than in some distant
officialdom, remote from an understanding of our peculiar problems and un-
responsive to our true needs. Complaints of oppression by code authorities
generally do not come from those who play fair, who accept in good faith their
industry's standards of fair competition and abide by them.

Also, som- critics have lost sight of the design of the whole project by picking
on details and exaggerating them out of their true proportions. It should be
remembered that the National Recovery Administration has been in existence
less than 2 years, and most of our codes for a much shorter period. Industrial
self-government cannot be expected to spring into existence fully developed.
Like all government, it is an object of cultivation and growth. Let it be recalled
that our very Constitution was the result of nearly a decade of governmental
difficulties in a loose federation of 13 colonies bef re our present Government
was established. Under an extended National Recovery Administration, we
could use the experience of the past 2 years to perfect an instrument for the self-
regulation of business.

Then, again, some critics have pointed to the National Recovery Administra-
tion label as placing men at the mercy of a legalized boycott. Do they nc. realize
that without some distinction between the px-oduict of the cbisler and legitimate
merchandise, we shall all be at the mercy of'the sweatshop? Since the beginning
of the century, interested groups of consumers have wanted to know the condi-
tions under which their purchases were manufactured. The National Recovery
Administration label is a symbol to the conscientious 'onsumer.

Possibly, the loudest and most hollow criticism hos been that the National
Penovery Administration is oppressive to small business men.

We are small men. In the 20,000 establishments (of the various apparel in-
du series throughout the country, the average nuinllr of workers employed totals
30. Man:, of the employers were themselves factory workers before establishing
their own small businesses. Contrasted with the great concentration of economic
wealth and power that exist in American industry today, and that can so readily
and loudly express themselves on all political changes affecting them, our in-
dtl strikes are scattered and inarticulate. Rather than have others express solicitude
for the small men, wve prefer stating their case which is our own in tie apparel
industries.

We want the National Recovery Administration. We do not want sweatshops
in our industries, but without National Recovery Admninistration, we shall have
to compete with them. We do not want to beat down the wages of labor, but
without the National Recovery Administration we will not otherwise he able to
sell our products. We (1o not want to engage in unfair trade practices, but our
buyers will press us to yield if they can wrest such unfair concessions from a few
competitors.

We knowN that, the major sentiment of our industrial project would mean
nothing but a return, so far as we are concerned, to the old tooth-and-claw
methods of destructive and relentless competition, immensely injurious to the
multitudes of workers who depend upon our industries for their support. Its
abandonment would mean something more. The savagery of the old business
warfare would be aggravated by the shattering of the promise of a new industrial
ideal, immensely helpful to us and consistent with fair dealing of just men and
women.

In our opinion, National Recovery Administration has made a contribution
not to men in these industries alone, but to the general character of American
business. We ask Congress to recognize this contribution, and by continuing
National Recovery Administration to preserve and perfect the values already
demonstrated.

Permit me also to insert here the result of a referendum by the
National Retail Code Authority which I should like to read [reading]:

NATIONAL RETAIL COD AUTHORITY, INC.,

Hon. PAT HARRISON, Washington, D. C., April IM, 1936.

Chairman Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

My DEAR SENATOR HARRiso,,: There is herewith enlosed a resolution passed
today by the National Retail Code Authority, Inc., advocating the continuance
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of emergency legislation for a period not to exceed 2 years of title no. 1 of the
National Industrial Recovery Act, subject -to changes which may be recom.
mended by the constituents trade associations.

Very truly yours, NATIONAL RETAIL CODE AUTHORITY INC.,

RICHARD M. NEUSTADT, Afa.caging Director.

RESOLUTION PASSED BY THE NATIONAL RETAIL CODE AUTHORITY, INC., APRIL 12, 193

Whereas the Senate Committee on Finance has under consideration the
extension of the Nvtional Industrial Recovery Act, and

Whereas it would appear desirable that there be made available to the com-
mittee all possible facts procurable from informed sources: Therefore be it

Resolved, That the National Retail Code Authority, Inc., the body recognized
as truly representative of the retail trade governed by the Code of Fair Competi-
tion for the Retail Trade (Code 60, art. X, see. 2) favors the continuance of emer-
gency legislation for a period not to exceed 2 years, for self-government of trade
and industry under self-determined codes, subject to changes which may be recom-
mended by the constituent trade associations; the vote on this resolution being
as follows:

For, 8 votes: Limited Price Variety Stores Association, Mail Order Association
of America, National Association of Music Merchants, National Association of
Retail Clothiers and Furnishers National Council of Shoe Retailers, National
Retail Dry Goods Association, Rational Retail Furniture Association, and Na-
tional Shoe Retailers Association.

Opposed, 1 vote: National Retail Hardware Association.

ATTITUDE OF TRADE TOWARD RETAIL DRUG CODE AND NATIONAL RECOVERY
ADMINISTRATION

The following is a tabulation of the answers which have been received to ques-
tionnaire sent out by the National Retail Drug Code Authority on December 6,
1934. This represents reports from 80 code authorities spread throughout the
country in 33 States. It gives a very good cross-sectional view of over 3,000
retail druggists.

The facts were obtained either by submitting questionnaire to the trade in
such area or by seeking a meeting at which the retailers voted directly.

Vote
Question

Yes No

1. Should National Industrial ltecovery Act he continued sfter June 193.5? ............ 3, 090 521
2. Is collective toaer, aning of any importance to you? ............................. _ _ 132 2,281
3. I~s the Dn, Code been of vale to the trade? ..................................... 3,M O2
4. Has remploy met Increased?-.....-------- -...................................... 2,203 1,234
5. lItav wages been Increased? .............-............ .............................. 2, 63 40
6. lfave trade practices improved? ---- ....... ....... ............................ _ 270 737
7. Shntld the Drug Code be contin ed? ............................................... 3 0m-- -8. Should some other form of business control replace the code? ........................ 610 2.481
9. Should retailers in towns of less than 2,500 population be exempt? ................... , 2411 2,064

10. Are the provisions governing hours of labor Satisfactory? ............................ 296 1,183
11. Should they be increased?- ....................... .....---.----- 1,045 2.046
12. Should they be decre sed? .............................................. ......... 02 2,418
15. Are the tlnirnum wages satisfactory? .......... .............. l................ l2 t _, 225
14. Should they be increased?........._.................... .......................... 794 1,071
15, Should they be decreased? .............. ................ ..... . -.............. I 579 2,119
16. Should the present loss limitation provision he continued? ..... ...... 3.... ...... . :,073 3
17. Are the other trade prct ce provisions satisftetory? -------... ...................... 0, 978 1,133

MOTOR, Tim, AUTOMOTIvE IBUSiNFSs MA(IAZINE,
New York, N. Y., October 29, l9,3.lion, 1I tIANKLIN I). HlooEVELt',

The Uhie House, lVashingtoon, D. C.
DEAR MR. PRPSIDENT: I know you are profoundly interested in the extentt to

which industry anti trade are ready to accept self-guvernment through codes.
In order to determine exactly how the motor vehicle retailing trade st,.nds in
respect to its code Motoir sent a questionnaire to the 28,450 recorded atltomobile
dcalcrv in-the United States asking them (1) if they were in) favor of the rode
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provided it could be fully enforced and (2) whether they believed their factories
should back up the code.

Returns are not yet completed, but we already have received 15,098 ballots.
Seventy-seven percent declared themselves in favor of the code and 79 per.e t
in favor of factory support. It is highly probable that fully 85 percent of tCe
total dollar volume of automobile sales in this country is handled by the dealers
who voted for the code.

Incidentally, it may interest you to know that the 15,098 dealers who cast
their ballots employ 188,686 persons in all departments of their business.

It is obvious that the greta majority of automobile dealers are in favor of self-
government through their code with the cooperation of manufacturers.

Respectfully,
JAMES DALTON, Editor.

It has been charged that the big members of industry have come
to Washington, dictated the provisions of their codes, and forced the
N. R. A. to accept them-all without any participation on the part
of the small members-I don't know what happened after I left, but
I do know that no important action in the formation of codes was
taken without days and days of public hearing at which nobody, not
even the most insulting of the country's agitators, was ever deprived
a hearing or prevented from saying anything germane to the issues.

The most persistent and consistent opponents of codes have been
the big interests, while the most zealous advocates of codes have been
the small business men. To be quite definite let me take specific
examples.

Why, do you think, are there no codes for the meat packers and
their subsidiaries? I'll tell you; it is because these packers have a
highly organized "institute", as they call it, which has resisted every
effort of the little fellow to get codes of fais' rade pnctices for the
many industries in which the packers are interested. I have seen a
letter from their official representative in which he states that "in
view of the foregoing considerations, the industry is of the opinion
that nothing will be gained, either by the N. R. A. or by the meat
industry or by producers or consumers by submitting a code of fair
competition."

They take great credit for voluntarily adopting the P. R. A. with
substitutions and claim that they are living up to all its provisions.
This they have not done. In their agreement with the President they
promise "to cooperate to the fullest extent in having a code of fair
competition submitted by their industry at the earliest possible date,
in any event before September 1, 1933." Instead of cooperating they
are using all their great influence to prevent the adoption of codes.

When the independent-ani no word could be more ironical-mem-
bers of their industries attempted to get a code, these packers, through
their highly developed organization, succeeded invariably in blocking
them. low could they? Because the big fellows were representative
of a large volume of the business involved-they were well financed-
and, through expert lobbyists, most articulate.

No code forithe meat packers-none for the sausage manufacturers,
although the "independents" begged for one. Who was it who op-
posed the egg and poultry codes-the dairy products code?

Why didn't we of the N. R. A. do something about this state of
affairs? Because we live in an economic democracy-the majority
rules-business must not be coerced-keep government from forcing
regimentation upon industry and a lot more arguments for the benefit
of the ohstriimeionists.
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But the packers are not the only big fellows content with things
as they are. Did anyone notice th -igairett mnwfifacturers rusbin,
the N. R. A. in order to get a code, which-according to suggestions
made here-would have enabled them to get together and crush the
little fellow into the ground? No, it was only after more than a year
and a half's efforts that we were able to get them under any code-
and that is a poor specimen which makes some provision for labor
but none for the little fellow by way of fair-trade practice provisions.
Why? Because 8 members of the industry do 94 percent of the total
business, and 4 of these do 85 percent. They don't need any code.
Why should the big fellows want a code? Because they found unre-
stricted competition-those sacred laws of supply and demand-the
great American rugged individualism, so much to their liking.

The net profits of the tobacco manufacturers amount to over
$100,000,000. The labor cost of cigarettes is 1 mill to a package
of 20. The total amount paid to producers of tobacco for all types
of tobacco in Virginia, cigarette, smoking, chewin tobacco and snuff,
for 1932 was $4,744,000. The total amount paidto these producers
in the nine principal tobacco States didn't equal the net profits of the
big four cigarette manufacturers in 1932. Why should the big
fellow want a code? It is interesting to note that the price of to-
bacco for these States has risen from $107,821,000 in 1932 to $240,-
937,000 in 1934. Htow about t giving the "new deal" some credit for
that?

In 1927 there were 37 establishments in this industry and in 1933
there were 28. The number of cigarettes produced in 1927 was
100,(000,000,000 and in 1933, 112,000,000,000.

Tht' annual pay envelop of the worker in the tobacco industry was
$857 in 1929 and the annual wages decreased until in 1933 they were
$670 or 22 percent less. At the present time they are doing the
greatest business of their history. Is the N. R. A. responsible for
these conditions or is it by any chance due to the virtues of the
grand and glorious doctrine of laissez faire?

Corporation returns for the year 1932 of manufactruers of tobacco
products showed 286 of the 336 firms reporting losses while 4 corpora-
tions showed net profits of $123,936,000. The firms showing losses
were the smallest members of the industry, while the four corpora-
tions doing the largest business received the major share of the net
profit.

The total wages of this industry could be doubled without its having
the slightest effect on the price of the product to the consumer.

Why didn't the N. R. A. bureaucrats do something about all this?
Because we must not interfere with self-government in business-
because Adam Smith and John Stuart Mill said something about the
laws of supply and demand-because Mussolini did something in
Italy--Lenin in Russia and Hitler in Gernany-and perhaps because
Sidney Hlillman was born in Russia. These are the conditions that
make necessary the presence of the Blue Eagle-and these are the
conditions responsible for the growth of some other and queercr
birds.

The big meat packers and cigarette manufacturers are not peculiar
in their opposition to so-called "government regimentation." There
are two schools of thought among the big fellows. One school opposes
codes per so; the other, thinking codes inevitable, tries to have a code
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as it wants it and thereafter be the controlling factor in its adminis-
tration. I hove cited a few examples of the former.

Some in the latter category with highly organized trade associations
have attempted to dictate all the provisions of their codes and when
N. R. A.-alleged representative of big interests-has refused to sub-
mit, it has been subjected to the most violent attacks because of dila-
toriness, inadequacy, and incompetency.

When we first organized the N. R. A. Food Division, the president
of the American Grocery Manufacturers' Association-known as
Agma-came to N. R. A. and said that he had been "drafted" to
help get through a master code for grocery manufacturers-that a
code satisfactory to everyone was completed and that all the division
chief would have to do was to sign it, that it had been subject to much
unnecessary delay and that he could start off his work with great
eclat by immediately putting it into effect. It wasn't signed.

It had been drafted by the big fellows. The little fellows were
against it. It has never been signed. It is interesting to note that
wion the Consumers Goods Committee reported through Mr. Sloan
as being in favor of the extension of the N. R. A., Mr. Francis, first
vice president, of the General Foods, Inc., one of the greatest units of
grocery manufacturers in the United States, and a Morgan company,
joined with Mr. Du Pont against the extension of N. R. A.

If this is an example of domination of the N. R. A. by the big
fellow then we ought to have more of it.

Generally speaking, it is the big and not the little merchant who
objects to open-price provisions. This is natural. He is the one
who wants his rebates, special prices, and purchase-control provisions
wtich are his principal weapon against his small competitors. In
most cases the smaller manufacturer would be glad of an opportunity
to be able to refuse to give these special rebates. Of course, he does
not dare come out in an open public hearing and protest against these
practices lest, the following day, he receive cancelations of orders
which he can't afford to have canceled.

N. R. A. is constantly informed by manufacturers that their true
opinion on this if published would hurt them with their big buyers.
I know of one case where, through opposition of a manufacturer to
an unfair-trade practice, $6,000,000 worth of orders was canceled by
one company alone. This turned out to be a blessing in disguise, for
the manufacturer who had been sitting back taking these large orders
and making no attempt to develop 1s normal markets thereafter
had to get out and hustle, with the result that he not only increased
his business but threw off the yoke of his big customers, who, toward
the end, had been dictating to him most arbitrarily.

In some industries and under certain conditions open prices and a
waiting pelriod may result in virtual illegal private price fixing. In
such cases the administration should see that prompt action is taken
against the guilty parties and that the code is aniended.

On the other hand, lack of an open-price provision may well cover
the very conditions you wish to eliminate. Let me be specific and
give you an example of an amazing coincidence in prices between
competitors- -and this in an industry whose code has no open-price
pro risions. I refer to the can manufacturing industry.

In tho can manufacturing industry two organizations suppy 70 per-
cent of the food packer. ' in needs. To be quite specific, the American
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Can Co. sells the packers about 44 percent of their total requirements
and the Continental Can Co.'s business amounts to 26 percent of the
total.

I have seen the American Co.'s price list for plain coke sanitary
cans, from January 1926 to January1935, inclusive.

The standard price is based on the so-called "no. 2 can", but I
am giving the prices for nos. 1, 3, and 4 as well.

On January 2, 1934, and unchanged for 1935--the American Can
Co. set its prices as follows, per thousand cans, carload lots, f. o. b.
factory: No. 1 cans, $15.60 the highest price since January 1927;
no. 2 cans, $21.67 the highest price since January 1929; no. 3 cans,
$29.14 the highest price since January 1929; no. 4 cans, $64.21 the
highest price since January 1929.

These price advances went into effect on January 2, 1934, at the
very time when the administration was attempting to get more for
the farmers' products, a living wage for labor, and a reasonable profit
for the employer.

Before anyone rushes in and charges this to the N. R. A. let's look
at the record.

As far as I have been able to ascertain, the total value of the tomato
pack for 1934 was about $35,802,000, based on 80 cents per dozen,
no. 2 cans. Of this, the raw stock is estimated at $8,206,000 or 24.8
percent; cans, including cases and freight for empty cans, are estimated
at $14,200,000 or 42.8 percent; direct labor, $4.949,000 or 14.9
percent; and brokerage, overhead, and so forth, $5,805,000 or 15.5 per-
cent; total, $33,160,000.

In other words the cans cost three times as niuch as- labor receives
in wages-and about 75 percent more than the food itself. I am
further reliably informed that in canned tomatoes the cost of the can
varies from 40 percent to 60 percent of the total cost of the product.

Now, of course, the N. R. A. and the codes are not responsible for
these outrageous prices. But before assuming this let us examine the
profits of the two menibers of the can manufacturing industry who do
70 percent of the business:

First and largest, the American Can Co. profits year by year:
1927 ----------------- i 03, 055, 000 1932 ----------------- $10, 057, 0N0
1928 ------------------ 19,863,000 1933 ----------------- -15,357,000
1929 ------------------ 22,725,000 1934 ------------------ 19,523,000
1930 ------------------ 22, 884, 000 ..- . ... .
1931 ------------------ 15, 530, 000 Total ----------- 139, 894, 000

Senator Gou. What is the number of cans they sold each year?
General JOHNO . I have not got that here. I will get it for you,

Senator.
Next lot us look at little "Orphan Annie ", the ('oniimental Can ('o,,

which' does only 26 percent, of the business-profits rising from
$4,439,000 in 1927 to $10,707,000 in 1934:
1927 ------------------ $, - 0$4 , 000) 1 9;32 --- ,4, 819, 000
1928 ----------------- 6, (;91, 0(0 1933 7, 517, 000
1929 --------- 8, 415, 540 1931 10, 707, 000
1930 S, 7:-s, ()00 . - - .
1931 ---------------- F, 671, (M I) T , l ---------- 1,7, 5S0, 090

I was discussing he Ini rm to tho little fellow from opon -prico
provisions in codes,

There is no open-price provision i ihe ('an manufacturing (ode,
therefore the members of this industry cannot lpssibly kn' wx hat
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teir competitors are quoting and so there must be some difference in
Iteir prices. Of course, if there were an open-price. provision and
then they had identical prices it would be called price fixing, and
would go to prove the iniquitous results of the N. R. A. There is
no open-price provision in the Can Code:

For your information I am showing you the sales contracts and price
lists of these two ,,onipanies for the current year, pointing out that
every purchaser must agree to buy all his cans for all his establish-
ments from the seller for 3 years. Provision is made for quantity
discounts for the little fellow, but when it gets up into the field of the
big producers, prices are to be arranged by negotiation:

AMERICAN CAN CO.

Plain cans Bas Differen-
Sizepre per bo trials per

t " thousand

No. I -................................... ........................... $14. 8 1.93 is
No. 2 ------------ -2067 266 27
No. 2 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.06 a43 34
No. 3-4 4... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-. 14 3.76 88
No. 10 ............--....... ............... .........-- - 62.21 7.49 76

CONTINENTAL CAN CO.

No I .....-----------------------------....... ..------------------ 14.85 163 18
No. 2 ---------------------.---------.------------.............. . 20.67 2.66 27
No. 2i -------------------------------- ----------- 25106 3.43 34
No 3 - . ..............---------- - - --.......... K 14 3.76 38
No. 10 --- ........------ --------. 2.70 7.49 75

May I respectfully point out th t the prices quoted are identical
to the penny in each instance. Professor Einstein will have to figure
the probability of this happening by chance.

The farmer of this country, the laborer in the canning factory,
and the consumer would be benefited if some of these profits were
taken out of the can and directed into the product.

Food prices are going up--of course thby are -food has been so
cheap on the farm that it wasn't worth while sending to market.
And besides, what difference does it make how cheap a commodity
bay be if one hasn't any money with which to buy it?

however, you can't justly blame the increasing cost of food on the
codco. Many informed persons do, but I have been attempting
to give this committee facts. You know that many food industries
are not under codes, due to the opposition of the big fellows.

Divide food industries into two groups, one codified, the other not
under codes. Prior to the approval of codes, the at-present codified
indlIlstries' products had increased in price at a greater rate than
th,)se at, present uncoditicd had increased during the same period.

)i(c codification, this codified groups' prices have becoe mnore
stabilized and tiho increase ill prices on coded industries is less than
tihe increase in prices of the uncodified industries. This is an exact
rwecrse of the conditioT before codes. Price meat, butte', eggs, milk,
cheese. They are way up. Ask your dealer why, and its 3 to 1
le will say N. It. A.---Yet none of them has a codn,?

190782 - 5 r G 43
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This applies to both retail and wholesale prices. The rim in
retail prices is:
Unoodified industries -------------.--------------------------------- 31, 3
Codified industries-....---------------------------------------------- 26.2

In the wholesale trade the increase in uncodified industries was three
times what it was in uncodified industries.

There is another question of price as affecting the little fellow that
has been the subject of much loose talk-provisions preventing the
use of so-called "loss leaders."

To my mind one of the outstanding accomplishments of the codes
has been the elimination of loss leaders. Take cigarettes as an
example.

Before the retail tobacco code was approved, the nationally adver-
tised cigarettes were the favorite loss leader used by chain stores,
cut-price department stores, drug stores, and even clothing stores.
In New York City this practice, by those outside of the trade, resulted
in cartons of cigarettes being sold for the amount of the tax alone.

As '.he cigarette business amounts to as much as 65 percent of the
small retail tobacconist's sales, you can easily see what this practice
was doing to him. This situation existed all over the country. Whien
lie attejnptod to meet competition he lost on the major volume of his
sales-particularly as the big distributors, who were guilty of this
procedure, were buying for much less than could the little fellow. In
addition the cigarette losses were an infintesimal part of the price
cutters' total sales and the increased sales in other coimnodities made
up for losses on cigarette sales many times over.

With the elimination of this practice, the small retail tobacconist's
business throughout the country has been saved to him. Imagine
his feelings when he contemplates returning to the old order. And
there are between 750,000 and 800,000 of this particular brand of
little fellows.

Exactly the same principle applies to many items of retail trade.
It is one of the principal weapons of chain and high-pressure merchan-
dising to eliminate small competition and yet it has been practically
abolished under N. R. A.

There is a good deal of material in the record about the effect on
the little fellow of the Amusement Codes. The first is the Legitimate
Theater Code. This code which was no. 8, in order approved by the
President, was signed not only by the representatives of practically
every legitimate theater in the United States, but also by the repre-
sentatives of every branch of labor in the theater. For the first time,
conditions of employment were safeguarded for the employees and a
minimum wage prescribed, even for actors. For the first time in the
history of the theater, restrictions were put upon rehearsal periods
and pay provisions; an earnest attempt was made to protect tho
public against ticket gouging, but I cannot say much for the result
of that attempt.

The next code in time onusemant divisionn was that for the motion-
icture laboratories, and ',ider this code, for the first time, so far as
know in any code, a provision is contained which required an em-

ployer to pay immediately a guarantee(l ninimunm wage for a week,
even though the employee may not work a sutifficient number of hours
during, the week to earn that minimum guaranteed compensation, at
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the hourly rates of pay. This code also was signed by the overwhelm-
ing majority of the employers in the industry and by every labor
organization in the industry.
The outstanding code in the amusement field is, of course, the

Motion-Picture Code. This code was one of the most difficult to
work out in N. R. A. The code not only applies to exhibitors, of
whom this committee has heard something during its sessions, but
applies also to all producers and all distributors of motion-picture
film as well.

For the first time in the history of the motion-picture industry, a
common forum was set up wherein producers, distributors, exhibitors,
the public, actors, labor, and the administration are all represented.
There has never been a representative trade association embracing
the three economic divisions of this industry and there still does not
exist any such trade association, It would have been a compara-
tively easy thing for N. R. A. to have secured a separate code for
producers, a separate code for distributors, and a separate code for
exhibitors, as was the case with almost all other integrated, but yet
e .ononiically severat)le, industries. But under three codes N. R. A.
could never ha:ve been given even the slightest bit of relief to the
independent exhibitor, of the Nation--and that is where the great
problems were-since it is an impossibility to take under one code
from those who possess rights under another code.

The distributors are essentially sellers of film, the exhibitors are
buyers. To make any headway against the antagonistic interest of
these buyers and sellers toward each other, it was necessary to use the
highest degree of skill, tact, effort, energy, aud persuasion, but it was
done. For which, of course, I give credit to the divisional adminis-
trator.

Exhibitors tinder this code have been given rights and privileges
which they never could have achieved except by a change in our
copyright laws or by a statute regulating the transportation of filn in
interstate commerce. As proposal by pro posal wis placed before the
distributors, they took the position that N. R. A. had no power to
make provision in derogation of their legal rights as popyright pro-
prietors and they insisted that they were entitled to have their rights
taken from them only bv court action, changes of statutes or by thpir
acquiescence and voluntary consent. N.R. A. secured their voluntary
acquiescence and consent.

Let me give but one example. The United Staies Circuit Court oj
Appeals in Paramount v. the federal Trade Commission refused to
enjoin practices against which the Federal Trade Commission had
issued a cease and desist order, that is, the practice of block-booking
was a logal and lawful method of sale and the Suprenie Court of the
United States refused certiorari and that decision of the circuit court
of appeals stood as the law of the land.

The N. It. A., however, felt that some effort should be made by it
looking toward the voluntary reinquisluaent of their rights by Ohe
distributors who sold fihus in blocks. It was finally successful. It
secured for the exhibitors of the country a 10-percent cancellation
clause. It, therefore, became lawful, by the consent of the distribu-
tors, to refuse the privilege granted by the code, although legilly
there was no way on earth, without changes in the fundamental lfrw
to accomplish this result. To date these exhibitors have canceled
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apprQxifnately 18,000 pictures wnder, this, provision for their benefit.
Another example, if youwere the big theater owner and had, as

all chain aggregations have, buying power, you could buy up all of
the motion pictures of every motion-picture producing firm whether
you used them or not and could thereby deprive the small and in-
dependent exhibitor from having any picture to show. And if you
id this in the regular course of your business and in order to assure
ourself of the pick and the choice of pictures, there was no way that

such an exercise of your buying power could be stopped or hampered.
But the code remedied this.

One of the very first cases before the Motion-Picture Code Author-
ity was one brought by an independent exhibitor in Madison, Wis.,
against theaters owned and operated by the great and powerful
Warner Bros., Pictures Corporation. The Warner Bros.' houses had
bought substantially all of the worthwhile products of all the produc-
ing companies. When the case came before the Milwaukee Grievance
Board, set up under the Motion-Picture Code, and that board upon
which sits representatives of exhibitors and distributors and a repre-
senttive of the public, unanimously ordered the Warner Bros.'
theaters to surrender to the complaining independent exhibitor suffi-
cient first-class, worth-while pictures so that lie could compete on an
equal basis against these chain theaters. That case was appealed by
the Warner Broa. to the code authority and on the code authority sat
a representative of Warners Bros. who, under the code, had no right
to sit in that particular case, because that company's interest were
involved. The code authority, after hearing the case on the very
same day, unanimously with the exception of the Warner Bros. repre-
sentative who did not vote, upheld the Milw&.ukee Grievance Board
and fhe pictures were thereupon, in conformance with the code pro-
vision, delivered to the independent exhibitor who thereafter enjoyed
theru.

I state, unqualifiedly, that the independent exhibitor could not
ive secured that relief in nny court in the land or under any statute$
written in any of the statute books.

Just one more example, with respect to the independent exhibitors,
because there are innumeral provisions in the code designed and ap-
plied in their interest. A practice of the large chain theaters was
to take clearance over the small independent exhibitor so that he
could rot, run his picture until an unreasonable time had elapsed
following the showing in the larger theaters. No suit at law was possi-
ble because that independent would either buy his pictures under such
a provision in his sale- contract, or he could not buy them at all.
The code gives relief, and far the first time the independent has a
forum, the clearance and zoning bcisrd in his territory, which is em-
piowered to grant him relief and as Che facts and figures with respect
to the (heternintion of these cages ;how, he has secured relief and
suIhbstarrtial relief in innumerable cases.

Prior to February 1, 1935, there was no substantial, accurate data
as to the number of motion-picture theaters in the United States.
()n that date, the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Conimnerce of the
l),partraent of Commerce, reporUti that there were 10,143 bona tide
notion-pieture theaters operating in this country.

The so-called "antagonism " of independent exhibitors to this code
must be well concealed because out of the 10,143 theater exhibitors,
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9,1 16 have actually signed the code and 340 additional have taken its
benefits without signing, so that 9,509 out of 10,143 have either signed
or accepted the affirmative benefits of thiscode.

But this exhibitor-distribution-relationship is not the only thing
embraced under the Motion Picture Code, Evexy form of labor from
that in the studios to that in the theaters is protected by the code
provisions.

Every organization of labor, having anything whatsoever to do
with the motion-picture industry was and is a signatory to this code.
For the first time in the history of this business the extras in Holly-
wood, chorus girls in the movie theaters, and all types and kinds of
employees have been given protection. The unions in the theaters,
signatory to the code, have agreed not to strike and the employers
not to lock them out, and a system of arbitration and conciliation
which has worked extremely successfully is provided for in the code
provisions. Labor committees who handle disputes have been set
up under the code mechanism and their record is one to be proud of.
Ask labor, if you doubt this statement.

Finally, with respect to the movie code, I want you to know that
no one in this industry pays any assessment whatsoever unless the
firm has signed the code or an exhibitor has taken its affirmative
benefits, such as the privilege of cancelation from the block of film
purchased.

I call this code one of our great voluntiy utldts aud I believe that
in its operation it constitutes a real experiment in industrial self-
Iovernment. At the same time it is well to point out that prosecu-
tions may still be brought and are still being brought by the Depart-
ment of Justice where a combination or conspiracy in violation of
thr antitrust laws is charged, and that there is not one provision in
the code which, so far as I know, constitutes such combination in
restraint of trade as would be indictable under the Sherman Act.

The code probably requires some revision and I understand that
N. R. A. based upon its experience on the code, is prepared to go
forward with such revision. But when a code authority composed of
such divergent elements as this one, with the interests of ,ffliated and
independent, big and small producers, distributors and exhibitors,
buyers and sellers, can cast approximately 94 percent of its votes on
divergent ubjects unanimously, I should say that the code had worked
pretty weli.

I need not mention the codes for the Radio Broadcastitg Industry
or for the Burlesque Theatrical Industry, except to say that these are
also charters for industrial self-government and are similarly signed
not ooly by the overwhelming majority of the employers, but alno by
every (,rganization of labor working within such industry.

Respecting thcir labor provisions alone, the codes in the Amuse-
ments Division would he vahid agreenieuts between cmiployer, and
eniployees by reason of the signatures attached thereto, even if they
were not in the status of codes of fair competition.

I ani advised by the N. It. A. Legal )ivision that uo Federal cou't
has ever found that N. I. A. discrininntes against the little business
man, The Industrial Appeals Board has been constintly open and
in not, one single case lIs such discrimination becn shown. 'rte im-
artiality of the courts can certainly not be questioned and I have
heard no one question the impartiality of the appeals board.
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It is beyond my. comprehension how anyone who pretends to be
interested in the little fellow can advocate throwing away the only
instrument for his protection and leaving him to the competition
which is becoming more and more ruthless, making it impossible for
him to have any chance of survival.

Only yesterday the papers carried the news of the formation of a
supertrade body called the American Retail Federation. This is not
tan N. R. A. organization. I quote:

The backbone of the federation is expected to be called the national retail
associations represented by the Retailers National Council, headed by Herbert J.
Tily, president of Strawbridge & Clothier of Philadelphia.

The little fellows will control the American Retail Federation and present a
unified voice in defense of their businesses.

Let's look at the executive committee which drafted the organiza-
tion plan:

Louis E. Kirstein, chairman
George M. Gales, Liggett Drug Co; that little chain of 400 drug

stores, a company selling $7,000,000..
C. W. Kress, S. H. Kress & Co.; another little 5-and-10-cent chain,

230 stores, $65,000,000 sales.
Fred Lazarus, jr., F. & R. Lazarus & Co., Columbus, Ohio; a big

department store, selling $12,000,000.
Albert If. MNorrill, president of Kroger Grocery & Baking Co., the

second largest chain of food and grocery stores in the United States;
1,400 stores and $205,000,000 sales.

Samuel Robinson, American Stores; a very large chain in the middle
Atlantic States.

Lessing Rosenwald, Sears, Roebuck & Co.; that pigmy mail order
and chain house selling $290,000,000; the greatest destroyer of inde-
pendent merchandising in the business.

E. C. Sams, J. C. Penney & Co.; another national chain organiza-
tion of general merchandise, selling $179,000,000 through 1,466
stores.

Percy S. Straus, president of R. H. Iacy & Co., the largest de-
partmenu store in the United States and the most ruthless price-cutter
of them all -their slogan for years having been that they would under-
s-!l anyone in their competitive area, regardless of the price-
$112,672,000 sales.

How much voice is the little independent retailer going to have in
the regulation of the affairs ot this gigantic organization?

Another example of what the independent operator is up against is
the cooperative organization recently organized by a group of the
biirget food Rnd grocery chain stores in the country-with the ex-
ception of A. & P.-having an outlet of 16,000 stores. This "cooper-
ative " organization is "to be used for the benefit of the little fellow"-
lperiiaps.

Is it possible that the big '.tiain organizations have begun to feel
the effects of the fair trade practice provisions in the codes?

I happen to know that some of the biggest (hains have found that
their business is not increasing at its normal rate, notwithstanding
the fact that the tutal business of their industry has increased.

From this it, will be seen that the little independent operator is at
last getting some of the t)rotection---un(ler the codes-which le has
so long sorely needed.
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A witness before this committee testified to the dreadful effects of
the N. R. A. on the flour milling industry-that it is being adminis-
tered in such a way as to put the little ihiller out of business at the
rateof 300 each month. He failed to point out that all the trade
practice provisions in his code were drawn up the A. A. A. and that it
was only two weeks ago that the President, by Executive order,
transferred this code to the N. R. A.

One of the most insistent witnesses before you was a man named
Nichols, of the Menzies Shoe Co. Stripped to its essentials what he
wants is to avoid the hours and labor provisions of his code.

N. R. A. investigations while I was there disclosed that he was pay-
ing his labor 6 cents to 9 cents an hour for a 60-hour week-less than
State and Federal penitentiaries pay convicts and the Government
feeds, clothes, and shelters them-Mr. Nichols does not. Yet this
man attacked N. R. A. personally and officially as an oppressor of the
little fellow.

The lumber code of which many complaints were made to you
disintegrated principally on account of the unwillingness of some
employers to pay wages of 10 cents an hour.

Much of the protests of clothing manufacturers were made by bulkc
exploiters of labor-sweatshops in the grand manner as evidenced by
Mr. Curlee representing Greif and the so-called "Industrial Recovery
Association." (Save the mark l)

Most of the complaints before you were the routine complaints
which N. R. A. is composing every day by the hundreds, in most cases
to the satisfaction of everybody. What you have had here is the
backwash of run-of-the-mfill N. R. A. administration.

My first attenipt to do this was the Darrow Board which I set up in
good faith. It was not in good faith. It was a political wailing wall
and it came out and recommended Communism. There was not one
fair hearing before it.

They disregarded N. I. R. A., packed the record with framed testi-
mony, disregarded every judicial rule of fairness known to man,
solicited and accepted unsupported statements, restricted or ignored
testimony unfavorable to their purposes, hazed witnesses on that other
side, insulted N. R. A. officials, and for this spent $50,00 of Govern-
ment money.

I would not mention these things if this committee had not seemed
to accept a great deal of testimony from Mr. Darrow and Mr. Mason
as important or had it called Mr. Sinclair of that board who resigned
in protest and disgust over these proceedings. Monsignor Ryan
testified before you that there was not one single case made before
the Appeals Board that had not been inunediately rectified.

You have almost nothing before you of concrete substantiated
evidence of a little follow hurt by N. It. A. except that little fellows
don't like to pay co(lo wages fur cole hours. You have apprehensions
and unsupported assertions.

I wont to examine briefly some of the only colorable cases before
you.

Swenstrom of Duluth made a complaint of injury by the basing-
point system. An amendment to that code relieved himi in May 1934.

is statement that the amendment making Duluth a basing point
did not help him is untrue. Before the aendinment the price to him
was $43.60; afterward it was $39.50.
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Pitts Carfidn, Soith'C0ar16lina, says the textile co d oppresses small
operators. Before the code 82 small mills were idle. The code
brought 50',of these to production. His statement that'the code
authority controls production is wrong. N. R. A. itself controls
that. A committee of the N, R. A. controls it and has the final say.

Mr. 0. Bear, Purity Ice Co., claims discrimination against the
small enterprise because lie could not produce a certificate of con-

S venience and necessity. Of course, this may be wrong if production
control is wrong, but it has nothing to do with the little fellow com-
plaint.

The real question there was whether there was room in the com-
munity for another ice company.

Mr. Pharis, a. cut-price tire maker, says the code won't let him sell
tires at a price lower than first-grade tires. There is no such provision
in that code.

Now, due to various conditions in the industry, there is a consider-
able overproduction which results in an unstable price situation. The
rubber-tire industry therefore suffers from intensively competitive
price wars. A particularly disastrous price war in the retail tire field
occurred in the winter and spring of 1934. When the retail tire and
battery code was approved on May 3, 1934, an emergency in the
retail tire field was declared, by action of N. R. A. on its own motion,
and minimum retail prices established below which tires could not be
sold to the ultimate consumer.

In declaring this emergency, it was the purpose of the National
Recovery Administration to provide temporary protection to thou-
sands of small dealers who were being crowded out of business and
reduced to unemployment by destructive price cutting on the part
of the larger deniers whose buying price and credit resources per-
mitted such tactics as a means of reducing competition. This
emergency continued in existence for 5 months. If it resulted in any
hardship to the Pharis Tire & Rubber Co. or any curtailment in their
sales it must have been because the Pharis Tire & Rubber Co. was
principally selling mass distributors and large retail outlets who were
obtaining their business upon a price basis only and underselling the
small independent dealers whom the National Recovery Administra-
tion was trying to protect.

I may say parenthetically that at that time we were getting the
effects of the entry into the retail tire business of some of the big oil
companies who were using some of their filling stations as tire stations,
and also from the increasing competition of the mail-order houses,
which was just wiping little fellows in the tire business out by the
thousands, and we put that provision in there to offset an emergency,
and purely as a temporary proposition.

After the emergency had been in effect approximately 3 months,
the National Recovery Administration held a public hearing on
August 3 for the purpose of determining the effect on all classes of
manufacturers and distributors of the emergency provision.

Following a showing of cause by small manufacturers, the National
Recovery Administration issued a modification of the original emer-
gency order (Administrative Order No. 410-15) effective August 22,
which established differentials amounting to approximately 10 percent
between the minimum price established for the nationally known moat
publicly accepted brands of tires and the products of the class of
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smaller manufacturers (suc4. s the Pharis Tire & Rubber Co.) which
were either not so well known and favorably received or were sold tc
large distributors under privately owned brands.. The purpose of
this order, as publicly announced by the National Recovery Adminis-
tration, was to give the smaller manufacturers, such as the Pharis
Tire & Rubber Co., a competitive area in which it could operate with
greater freedom at price levels slightly below those established for the
product of their large and better-known competitors. Mr. Butler
failed to call this to your attention. This order remained in effect for
the duration of the emergency period, or until October 1, 1934. The
above facts indicate that the claim cannot justifiably be =a~e that the
declaration of emergency prices was arbitrary andcdisruiinatory in
its effect, and that the welfare of smaller units in the industry such as
the Pharis Tire & Rubber Co. was not taken into consideration.

Vita Foods complains that prices fixed in the Mayonnaise Code
were too high. The code fixed no price. A destructive price war
caused the National Recovery Administration to call a public hearing
and announce a floor price pending determination. This ended price
war and the restriction was withdrawn.

Leon Johnson complained that a provision in the retail code pro-
hibiting sales at less than a 6-percent mark-up on invoice cost did not
enable him to make a profit. He could have marked up as much as
he wanted to. The real complaint was there that we did not provide
in this mark-up to cover as well as expense, a larger mark-up on the
invoice cost.

Keal Plankerton, plumber, of Williamsport, complained that the
code prohibited him from buying direct from manufacturers and that
Sears, Roebuck undersells him. As I understood that case, the com-
plaint there was that provided a maximum discount, and the maxi-
mum discount was not enough, and therefore that he could not buy
from the manufacturers at as low a price as Sears, and Sears could
undersell him and put him out of business.

All that the code does is to permit preexisting quantity discounts.
N. R. A. can't prescribe the quantity discounts if not in the code.

Anthony Lorano, of Brooklyn, says the Ice Code won't let big
manufacturers sell peddlers at low enough prices. The code leaves
prices free, requiring only price filing, so that there would be no secret
rebates and that the actual prices charged by the manufacturers to
their customers is known to everybody.

The lPerkitis-Tracy (cost accounting) case is one of code authority
abuse--harm done by the code authority in violation of the code.
The injured person could have secured redress by N. R. A. if all the
facts brought before this committee had been brought before it.

These are a few examples. The mass of material before you is
composed of similar stuff. Indeed, I could learn of no better case
that was presented to you than those which I have discussed.

Many were cases of enterprises dependent for existence on the
sweating of labor or some other practice which it was the unques-
tioned duty of N. R. A. to obliterate.

Up to the time I left N. R. A., I had yet to hear of a little fellow
complaint that did not resolve itself into a statement of inability to
pay code wages for code hours. I earnestly believe that a careful
study of the cases presented to your committee will disclose that this
is the real complaint in all but a negligible few and that even as to
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these few, nearly every one cduld be cuted by proper and alert ad-
ministration and without substantial change in the law, for if any
one thing is clear, it is that, if a little fellow can pay code wages for
code hours, and still sell at a lower price than a larger conpetitor on
'the terms of well-recognized commercial equality-then any code
provision that prevents his doing .o is a bad provision and any ad-
ministration that permits that to continue is bad administration.

But that goes to method and not to law, and, in view of the over-
whelming proof of trends in commerce operating on the little fellow
before andafter N. I. R. A., which shows unquestinably that the
destructive processes of a quarter century have been checked and
revised, [, feel sure that you will find some way in legislation to remedy
our few evils and save the overwhelmingly predominating good.

Of course, if it is the policy of Congress to abandon hours and
wages provisions and return to what John Lewis called competition
based on a test to see how little a worker can eat, that is the business
and responsibility of Congress. But when we do that, I earnestly
hope we shall nake it perfectly clear what we are doing and not
advance the undemonstrated woes of the little fellow in business m
a reason for striking down the N. R. A. and its protection of the real
little fellow-the child or woman toiling 14 hours a day in a sweatshop
for bare starvation wages, the black man working in a steaming lum-
ber swamp for 7 cents an hour-and such conditions of competition
at the cost of living standards as almost destroyed our economic
system in February 1933.

I think N. R. A. should speed a better, simpler, swifter method of
appeal, that little fellows should have better representation on code
authorities, and that an active little fellow guardian should be added
to the N. R. A. staff.

It has been suggested that the exemptions of hours and wages as
to small towns and employers of more than 2 or 3 he extended. You
can't do it without abandoning a large part of the benefit to labor.
After all why should you do it. Less than $12 or $13 a week for
40 hours a week for human labor whether the employer is large or
small is sweatshop stuff.

There are a great many relaxations of the provisions of the code
which I think should be applied to small enterprises and also to
operator in small towns. 1 go into that a little bit later in my
statement.

(b) Has N. R, A. fully insured the rights intended to he granted
to labor?

Candor compels me to answer this question "No."
It has done much for labor-more, I think, than any other law or

organization or administration in our history.
Don't know how this could be more clearly and incontestably

shown than by exhibit 3. The striking thing about this chart is that
it relates itself directly to N. R. A. Here are the averages of the
hourly wages (indicating]. Here [indicating] is what began to happen
to them in the depression; they went down. Here [indicating] are
the hours per week, and the downward trend is due to the sharing of
the work. But the wages went down until this point [indicating;
which represents the coming of N. R. A. From that time on you
have this remarkable effect shown in that chart. The immediate
precipitate increase in wages and a constantly increasing real wage
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for the factory pay roll. That is chart 3 that you have before you,
which relatesthe vast 1933 change in reduction of hours and increase
in hourly wages directly to N. R. A. and the data of promulgation of
the President's Reemployment Agreement.

No matter what black marks: may be smeared across the record of
N. R. A., nothing can ever take away from it the accomplishments
shown on that chart.

As I have said before, it stopped the upward sweep of hours as
employers began to turn out increased production by increased hours
and by an almost vertical increase of 33% percent in hourly wages
created a $3,000,000,000 increase in pay rolls and by both means
3,000,000 jobs.

But when we turn to the bright hope with which we started, that
labor would be permitted to organize on a broad scale for represen-
tative bargaining, I think we must admit that it has been largely
frustrated.

It enters a field of too much controversy and too little definition for
me to attempt to say why I think this happened and although I have
ideas of my own about that, they are controversial.

I can only address the situation as I find it now and recommend
what I think would improve it.

Section 7 (a) is so obscured by conflicting interpretations that it
does not and cannot be construed as a definite labor policy.

I think the first thing needed is a definition of labor policy so clear
that none can be in doubt. I think that this could and should be
worked out in the first instance, or attempted to be worked out by
an unofficial conference, officially called, between the most liberal and
broad-minded leaders in labor and industry. I think that they could
work out something that they could advocate, the industrial leaders
to labor, and the labor leaders to industry. Perhaps they could not,
but I think it is worth a try.

1 can only express a single individual opinion a.s to what I think it
should be:

1. No coercion on either side.
2. When a majority in any shop or department chooses a particular

union---no other union to be recognized.
3. Membership in no union to be made a condition of employment.
I think the Government should encoura-ge but not, compel v'ertical

industrial union.s in the principal industries with complete intrain-
dustry tribunals for settlement of disputes, their decision to be final
and both strikes and lockouts to be barred.

I think unions should also submit codes.
I think labor tribunals should not be in or under the influence of

any other department of Government.
T think section 7A has substantially failed of its original purpose.
I believe that new legislation should incorporate the following

fundamentals with regard to collective bargaining
Membership or nonmembership in any union shall not be a con-

dition of employment and no one shall be discriminated against on
account thereof.

Employers will, on application of any representative of their em-
ployees, submit to and cooperate in an election to be held outside of
their property under the auspices of a Government agency to select
representatives for collective bargaining.. In no case will employers
in any manner attempt to influence or coerce any such election.
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Employers will deal with representatives so elected.
In the event a truly representative number of employees at any

such election in any shop or department, including at least a majority
thereof, choose individual representatives of a particular union, such
employer will not thereafter, without a new election, recognize any
other representative but will deal individually with such of their

* employees as do not at such election express a desire for that or any
representation in collective bargaining.

Of course, this whole question brings up the question of the Black
bill with objects of which I am in entire sympathy but to the inflexi-
bilities of which I havenot been able to bring myself to agree., Yet
I am firmly of the opinion that we will never have full employment
and prosperity in this country without further reduction in hours and
increases in hourly rate, and I think that control of this must be
kept in Government.

Since the goal is maximum absorption of the unemployed by private
industry as rapidly as possible, Congress might legislate a flat mini.
mum wage rate and a flat maximum hour provision to be applied to
all industry. However, if we have learned anything froni N. R. A.,
it is that such a rigid fiat would be fatal unless sufficien elasticity is
allowed to meet the infinite variety of factual situations in different
localities and different industries,

What we want to attain by such legislation is the maximum pay
roll and maximum reabsorption of the unemployed feasible in each
industry.

If a blanket wage minimum is low enough to effect the maximum
possible pay-roll benefits in one certain industry and locality without
so burdening that industry as ultimately to cause less pay rolls, that
minimum may be much'too low to have any effect at all on the
purchasing power of labor in all the rest of industry. In fact, there
might be a harmful tendency for other industries to come down to
that minimum level. Thus the greatest possible increase in purchas-
ing power would occur in one industry only. Conversely, if the
mumnnum wage was just high enough to effect maximum pay-roll
benefits in one industry, it miight be too high for all other industries,
wilh the result that the maximum pay-roll benefits will be attained
in none of them.

The same is true of maximum hours. Any flat regulation high
enough to meet the absolute minimum practical requirements in one
industry may be too high to effect any reemployment in the rest of
the industry and may have a tendency to decrease employment.
Similarly, if the flat maximum hour rate is too high, certain industries
may suffer to a point whore unemployed are not being absorbed at
the fastest rate possible in that industry.

The solution is for Congress to set a workable yardstick or to define
a goal to he attained and give a mandate to an administrative agency
to point to tlt -oal. Administrative discretion should be directed to
obt in the maxim um benefits in the way of reemployment and increase
purchasing power possible in each industry. These maxima can only
be attained by a search for the point of diminishing returns-a point
which varies greatly in different industries and different localities.
The yardstick could provide that there must be a finding of fact that
the minimum wage is the greatest that can be borne by the industry
without resulting in an ultimate decrease in total pay rolls paid and
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similarly that the maximum hours will accomplish maximum reem-
ployment without so burdening the industry as to result in an ultimate
increase in unemployment.

This is not i delegat.ion of legislative power, but the approved
method of administrative law to apply announced legislative policies
to the facts as found by an administrative agency.

The yardstick might be strengthened by providing that no wage
rovisions shall be approved under 35 cents an hour or maxiinum
ours over 36 hours per week, unless facts can be proved to show that

these requirements would not effect maximauin reemployment, and
increase in pay rolls.

Provision should be made in all e.ases for time and a half for over-
time.
- Much more should and could be done to improve labor conditions,
other than mere hours and wages, such as the continuing elimination
of child labor, establishment of standards of safety and health, estab-
lishment of rules with regard to prison labor, apprentices, and so forth.
But most of these problems vary so much from industry to industry
that, again, fiat legislation by the Congress would have to be so general
as to be of little or no effect. Again Congress should give a mandate
of the goal to be attained and leave to an administrative agency the
application of this mandate to the facts in each case.

(c) To what extent has N. R. A. protected or failed to protect
consumers?

To say, as has frequently been said, that N. R. A. ignored the
consumer interest is grossly unfair. In the first place, everybody is a
consumer. The consumer's interest is just another way of saying the
public interest. A man can't be a laborer, a farmer, or a producer
when he received the benefits of N. R. A. and then kick as a consumer
when he is asked to share its burden. The President and the whole
administration is the real consumer's council,

Yet we didn't stop at that. Specific duties to protect consumers
were assigned to some very able people and they were carried out by
them.

The ultimate question as to what happens to the consumer goes
to price-this includes the monopoly argument, the whole price
argument, and nearly all the kicks against N. R. A. But the con-
sumer is not entitled to the lowest price he can get regardless of all
other consideration. If he is, then the chaos of February 1933 was
a consumer's paradise and every effort of this administration to raise
pieces to the i926 level should create a revolution. Father Coughlin's

ve-Sweenev bill should be burnt by the public executioner and the
silver bloc in Congress should walk the plank.-

What the consumer really wants is stability of price and balance
of price with income to insure maximum production and consump-
tion.

Exhibit 10 is the most eloquent argument for N. R. A. on this score
of which I am aware. It shows the extreme fluctuations of the farm
and food prices and all commodities as affected by them. But it also
shows a much different result as to "other comnodities"-the corn-
modities affected by N. R. A.

It indicates a very steep rise up to the time the N. R. A, codes
became effective in the latter part of 1933. From that time on it
shows the most stable relation we have had at any time since 1928-29.
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And as to the consuming power of workers which is their reaI
wages-the effect on their actual wages of the cost of living (exhibit
2) shows a steady and an almost vertical rise from the day of N. .R. A.
to the immediate present.

As to the effect, of codes on the price of those foods which N. R. A.
touches, I have already shown a much greater stability of price in
coded than in uncoded industries.

I think that these are the ultimate barometers of the consumer
question and I can find nothing in any of them that does not show
N. R. A. operating altogether in the consumer's favor.

So much for ultimate result. I do not mean that, in reciting that
ultimate, there were not all kinds of hurts to consumers. I do not
mean that there is not great room for improvement. But I do mean
that considering vast ultimate good against insignificant bad, how-
ever irritating, the net conclusion is not to scrap N. R. A. It is to
imp rove and if possible perfect it.

To sum up my conclusions on my first question-
Where has N. R. A. failed as to small enterprise, labor, and con-

sumer?
I think that to all it has brought a vast balance of good. In each it

has brought some harm and some of the harm is avoidable. The little
fellow has suffered from having to pay higher wages but he has bene-
fited by being preserved. To the extent that he has been hurt by
bad administration, we must cure that. Labor has been immensely
helped. It has been hurt by not getting the benefit intended by
section 7 (a). We should cure that. The consumer has been helped
by being given the power to consume at all. He was, on the verge
of losing it,

On the whole question my conclusion is clean up N. R. A.-don't
destroy it. Let us scrub our infant offspring vigorously but let us
not throw the baby down'the drain pipe with the dirty water.

R. WHAT COULD CONSTITUTIONALLY BE DONE TO IMPROVE N. R. A.?

(a) Why have ary fair trade practices?-There are those who say:
"Hours and wages, if established, will affect maximum reemploy-
ment and purchasing power." This establishes minimum labor costs
which will sufficiently stabilize prices. So long as competition does
not cut below this level, it is salutary and desirable and any restriction
of it is "price fixing" or "production control" or otherwise "tends
toward monopoly--and is therefore undesirable."

This is not true either in fact or in theory. As a matter of fact, I
seriously doubt whether the labor provisions would be enforceable in
the face of the immediate and pressing temptation to cut into labor
costs which would be brought about b a return to the destructive
competitive practices prevailing before N. R. A.

Business operates for profits., If you want to elimiinate profits,
then we are not talking about the same thing. N, R. A. was an
attempt to make the profit system work. No one makes profits by
selling his goods at just the price to meet his pay roll. When that
happens, he goes out of business and there are no more pay rolls there.

The predatory big fellow and the monopolist can do it, however,
for a limited time and in limited fields, he constantly does do it to
eliminate small competitors as I have shown in discussing loss leaders.
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It was done generally under the antitrust laws before N. R. A. Say
a big manufacturer has five lines of products, He can take losses on
one line long enough to freeze out his less well-heeled competitors and
then boost the price to where lie pleases and yet show a profit on the
undertaking because of his other lines. He then may do the same
with each of the others.

This is the type of practice we must control if we want to support
the labor provisions of N. R. A. 1 will admit that it cannot be done
without some different approach to the antitrust laws.

Let me give you some examples to prove the necessity for fair-prac-
tice provisions to support labor provisions. When we first tackled
bituminous coal miners' wages were so low that no spread of work
without enormous increase in wages would provide even the means of
life.

Yet in a very efficient mine, on the basis of those low wages, a ton
of coal costs $1.06 to get the pit mouth. Some railroads which prac-
tically controlled the life of some mines had imposed contracts as low
as 60 cents and the whole market was in such chaos that, unless we
could engineer a marked rise in price, there was no human possibility
of saving the miners from slow starvation.

John Lewis knew that. No strike could save that mess.
I presented the case to the President who knew all about it anyway

from personal observation and experience. He didn't waste 5 seconds
on a decision.

It was a clear case of absolute necessity of fair-practice provisions
to support wages and hours provisions.

Some of the same thing was true of the lumber industry. Wages
were just a disgrace. We got them up under the code but on account
of the constant bickering and pull and haul, the lumber code was
recently emasculated. Let me show you what happened to its wages
and hours provisions.

I am not going to take up the time of this committee in view of the
length of this document to read a perfect flood of telegrams that came
into National Recovery Administration in the last few days showing
that the disintegration of the fair trade practice provisions of the
Lumber Code resulted in the labor provisions just going to smash all
over the country. Some of the larger companies are maintaining labor
provisions but generally speaking they are gone.

(The telegrams are as follows:)
CH AlLESTON, S. C., A4pril JG, 1)35.

Estimates approximately 20 percent members lumber and timber industry
complying in bouth Carolina.

JOHN W. CALIFF, Executive Assistant.

RicHMOND, VA., April 16, 1935.

Not more than 5 percent of employees in lumber and timber products Industry
now employed under code condition in Virginia. Trade members here opine
code collapsed and suspended. JOHN . COSON,

Acting State National Recovery Administration Compliance Director.

ATLANTA, GA., April 16, 1935.
Estimate 10 percent Georgia members lumber and timber industry complying

present time.
1). B. LASSETER, Executive Assistant.
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LOUISVILLE, KY., April 16, 1985.
Our estimate 25 percent lumber and timber products industry observing code.

EDW. F. StILLEU, Executive Assistant.

NASHVILLE, Ti-isn., April 16, 1.935.
Not more than 50 percent is our estimate of members complying Lumber and

*Timber Industry Code. Respondents show uniformity of indifference concerning
complaints. J, A.

State National Recovery Administration Compliance Officer.

CHARLESTON, W. VA., April 16, 1935.
We believe all large and important lumber firms- this State still complying but

they believe onlymatter of short time until they will have to go off code unless
compliance is compulsory and held constitutional. Have had very few com-
plaints as yet. Suspect 10 to 20 percent now compliance among smaller firms
and contractors employing less than 30 men each.

F. PITCHER McCuLLOUnn,
State National Recovery Administration Compliance Director.

NEw ORLEANS, LA., April 16, 1935.
My estimate percentages of members lumber and timber industry complying

with code at present time is 65 to 70 percent, due probably to greater proportion
of large mills to small mills this area. ARTHUR B. HAMEOND,

State Compliance Officer.

BALTIMORE, MD., April 16, 1935.
Estimate 80 percent of members were complying with code up to February 1

at which time small loggers and members of wooden package and veneer division
on eastern shore went off the code. Seventy have lost "blue eagles" for not
paying assessments. AnThUte 11. IIjNOERFORS,

National Recovery Administration Compliance Director for Maryland.

LITTLE RoCK, ARx., April 16, 1935.
Estimate 75 to 90 percent big companies are fully complying. Estimate 50

to 75 percent small mills are on the code. Believe best compliance in southern
pine division worst in hardwood division. J. 5. tIAHRISON,

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA., April 16, 1985.
Consensus opinion this office not over 30 percent members lumber and timber

industry Oklahoma complying with code present time. Percentage figure would
be much higher if based on total production as three firms in compliance produce
over 60 percent production this State while balance produced by, scores small
producers many itinerant. B. J. WILsoN,

State National Recovery Administration Covipliancc Qficer.

DALLAS, TEX., April 16, 1935.
Various estimates indicate as high as 90 percent compliance wage-hour pro-

visions Lumber and Timber Code until last week. lteported that several large
mills went entirely off code this week, reducing mill labor from 23 to 17 aid I5
cents. Several firms formerly complying wage-hour provisions reported as
abandoning'code today. No semblance of compliance with trade-practice pro-
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visions during recent n~onths. Local code authority states: "After Belcher case
our code considered weak and our entire set-up discredited. National Code
Authority has shown no activity and issued nothing in last 30 days."

SnkiswooD H. AVERY,
State Compliance Officer.

JACKSONVILLE, FLA,, April 16, 1935,
Answering cypress hills and large pine iils claim 80 percent present production

complying with codeU Very general feeling among this class urge enforced com-
pliance. Large number smaller mills full 70 percent not complying. Many of
these desire enforced compliance. Condition growing more. (Sic.)

INDIANAPLIS, IND., April 16, 1935.
Lumber Timber Products Code Authority this district estimate not more than

40 percent of 1,146 lumber establishment; in district complying with code at
present time. This 40 percent represents approximately 60 percent of production
code authority reports. Wave of adverse feeling and difficulty in obtaining com-
pliance due to dropping Belcher case. 4 FRANcis WELL9,

Acting State Compliance Officer.

DETROIT, Micu., April 16, 19356.
Cowmpliance of members lumber and timber industry excellent in Michigan

basis of volume business; 90 percent are complying scrupulously. Some viola-
tions limited to very small producers. Mr. Feingold, adjuster of this office, just
returned from trip through northern peninsula and reports excellent compliance
and wherever cases of noncompliance reported secured adjustment without diffi-
culty. H. B. Osgood, in charge code compliance Lumber and Timber Products
Code Authority Oshkosh, Wis., confirms the above and states 90 percent volume
of business Micigan area in full compliance. ABNER E. LAnED,

State National Recvery Administration Compliance Director.

General JOHNSON. Let me also read you a summary of correspond-
ence on the same subject, which I shall insert in the record at this
point.

(The summary referred to is as follows:)

Letter from Delaware Compliance Director, October 27, 1934, showing aban-
donment of wage and hour provisions of the code by 40 small sawmills in Sussex
County, Del., which grew out of wage and hour violations prevalent in Maryland.

Attempted abandonment of code on January 15, 1935, by Southeastern Hard-
Wood Manufacturirs Club.

Attempted abandonment of code on January 21, 1935, by 100 small sawmill
operators in eastern Georgia and South Carolina.

Report of January 30, 1935, of Labor Advisory Board investigator, Meyer
L. Lewis, covering trip of investigation of conditions among small mills in
Geo*a.

Letter of January 30, 1935, from employee of Brown & Sons, Caryville, Fla.,
showing wage reduotiops and maximum hours of labor extension made February,
1, 1935.

Letter of February 14, 1935, from Stover Manufacturing Co., Mobile, Ala.,
showing forced shut-down of operation growing out of competitive wage
violations.

Letter of March 7, 1935, to Mr., S. Clay Williams, from Hon. Graham A.
Barden, of Georgia, repeating t~legranii from 11 sawmill operators, alleging less
than 50 recent code observance i their district. Letter from State Director
Wells of Jrch 18, 1935, confirming this statement.

Letter of February 22, 1935,,from Miss Emmie Geeslin, secretary of district
no. 3, Georgia Retail Lumber & Building Supply Association, Ine., alleging
demoralizing effect in Retail Lumber Code comhp ia ice hi thiht district, brought,
about by wage and hour violations of sawmills under jurisdiction of the Lumber
Code.

119782-35-PT 6-- -44
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Copy of clipping from Merphis, Tenn., paper showixig abandonment of code
provisions by Axnderson-Tully Co., C. My!. Cooch Lumber Co., anid Nickey Bros,,
Memphis, Tenn., affecting1,200 employees.

Copy of clipping from Memphis, Tenn., pa er showing strike of 1,500 employ.
ees of Chicago Mill & Lumber Co. plants at West Helena, Ark., and Greenville,
Miss., resulting from reduction of wages and extension of hours. Also, clipping
from West Helena, Ark., paper, and memorandum cfrom Lumber Code Authority
showing that this walkout affected more than 1,500 employees.

Extract. from Memphis, Tenn., paper stating that more than 5,000 lumber
workers in and around Memphis face a 20-hour increase in work hours with no
increase in income, as a result of the withdrawal of the Belcher case.

Copy of wire from James H. Morrison for employees of Hammond Box Co.,
Hiamnond, La., advising that about 150 men'were being paid 12 cents per hour
and working 60 hours a week.

Copy of memorandum, dated March 13, 1935, from Arthur B. Hammond, State
National Recovery Administration Compliance Officer for Louisiana, giving sur-
vey of compliance situation in that section following decision of Judge Wayne G.
Borah in the Hammond Box case, and recommending that wage and hour provisions
in the veneer package division of the Lumber Code be stayed in Louisiana until
after a decision in the Belcher case.

Copy of wire, dated March 23, 1935, from tie Swings Co., Ridgeley, Md., re.
questing temporary exemption from wage and hour provisions in order to com-
pete with violators.

Copy of wire, dated March 15, 1935, from the Indianapolis Wire Bound Box
Co., Indianapolis, Ind., requesting exemption from wage and hour provisions of
code for their Fernwood, Miss., plant, in order to compete with plants that vio-
lated these provisions because of decision in Hammond Box case.

Copy of wire, dated April 1, 1935, signed by 31 employees of Patten Package
Co., Calypse, N. C., stating that their employer told them that morning that
women employees would be paid a maximum of 123 cents an hour. The men
were working for 1854o cents per hour; employer declined to state new wage for
men. Told employees to work or quit. Also copy of wire, dated April 3, 1935,
from Committeeman Rivenbark for employees of Patten Package Co. stating
that over 100 employees of that company ceased work and asking for investigation.

Clipping from local Westwood, Calif., paper containing notice from the Red
River Lumber Co. of their intention to resign from the Loyal Legion of Loggers
and Lumberman.

Copy of letter of March 21, 1935, from J. W. Ethridge, Linden, Ala., showing
breakdown of wages in a planing nill.

General JOHNSON. Let's take another case of a reverse intendment,
I fought price fixing in the Petroleum Code until the code was taken
away from me and price fixing allowed. But the idea I had was not
that all control except wages and hours was unnecessary. I felt that
if we really controlled production there would be need for only a
maximum price to protect the public and not a minixnum price to
protect the industry.

I cite this merely to show that there is no magic whatever in the
name "natural resource industry". The extent to which you need
fair trade practices to protect wage schedules is not a question uf
natural resource, or no natural resource or processing or even of selling.
It is a question of the circumstances of each particular case in every
field of commerce and industry.

Take cotton textiles: Under the merciless competition of a vast
excess capacity, wages and hours conditions had been degraded to a
point that would have been shameful to any industry. The slightest
reflection on those figures of wages and hours and of the prices of the
cotton textiles industry at that time will show that without immediate
and drastic action curtailing the use of facilities there was not the
slightest chance of rescuing the disgraceful labor conditions in that
industry.

Look at the showing of destruction of small enterprise on these
charts-and the vast rescue of small enterprise also shown to have
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been had by code fair practice provision. Can any man look at that
evidence and contend that naked wages and hour provisions in this
vast pool of potential employment, would have done anything less
than wipe out both employers and employees by the tens of thousands
overnight?

Why, the very bulk of the complaint by little fellows of the bare
subsistence wage provisions of the code proves that if you had relied
on that alone and not given the little employer something wherewith
to protect himself agamst the scythe-like slaughter of the preceding
decade you couldn't have gotten any result from N, R. A.

We cannot consider destroying N. R. A., promulgating a naked
hours-and-wages law, and setting the antitrust acts to work on the
chaos thus created, unless you are willing to countenance a repetition
of the deadly lethargy toward effective controof f our economic system
of the past quarter century, with its ensuing destruction of employ-
ment and small enterprise, and of every safeguard that justifies the
existence and expense of national government. We have got to do
something to preserve the capitalist system-and if we can't control
economic tendencies better than they have been controlled by the
antitrust laws and the Federal Trade Commission in this century-
we don't preserve that system.

<D) CAN AND SHOULD N. R. A. ATTEMPT REGULATION WITHIN A STATE?

If N. R. A. be regarded simply as a vast educational effort, nothing
like it ever happened in this country. It taught us beyond question
that John Marshall was right when he said "in commerce we are one
people."

The State of Texas, asserting her right to control the withdrawal
of a vast pool of natural resource, deluges our country with oil,
destroys the potentiality of other fields, threatens installations in all
other States, upsets that whole vast segment of our economy which
floats on oil. Does anyone seriously contend that the power'of Con-
gress to regulate commerce does not go to that?

New York City runs out its sweatshops. They simply move into
the Connecticut Valley. New York manufacturers must go back to
the e same vile conditions or go out of business. Is it to be supposed
that the Nation is helpless against that?

The Birmingham gray-iron industry, paying labor scandalously low
wages, pays the high freight rate to Detroit and threatens labor in
the established gray-iron and cast-iron stove industry there with the
wage, hour, and yivng conditions of Negro labor. Is there no national
forum to which Michigan can appeal? A great public utility, manu-
facturing electricity at its coal mines, by merely moving across the
Ohio River from Illinois, into Kentucky where Tabor is unorgamzed
and starving, can pay disgraceful wages, take the markets of all
surrounding and producing States for both electricity and coal and
confront them with the choice of following suit or abandoning their
entire deydlopment. Hasn't the Federal Government something to
say on that?

We am faced by a new condition that transcends any legal theory.
There is a discussion of about threc pages which is a legal argument,

which I do not need to read at length to the very able lawyers on this
committee. It is in my statement.
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(The same is as follows:)
I think that a law which may be hold unconstitutional for a reason such as that

applying in the child-labor cases 6ould be brought within the scope of the Con&-,
tution by a change of emphasis in the drafting of the act, that is to say, by
establishing within the four corners of the act itself that the primary motive of
Congress is to exercise its recognized power to defend and protect commerce and
only incidentally to affect other objects. If, for example, in exacting the child
labor law, Congress had been able to recite facts indicating that the employment

i of child labor had a prejudicial effect upon interstate commerce and that for the
purpose of protecting and regulating interstate commerce it was necessary to
prohibit child labor then the Supreme Court might hae taken an entirely
different view of the matter.

The special application of the foregoing to the problem now in hand is this:
The present act speaks, among other things, of rehabilitating industry, improving
labor conditions, correcting the industrial depression, etc., none of wl.ich are any
legal concern of Congress as far as its enumerated powers are concerned. Labor
conditions are traditionally within the jurisdiction of the State, as established
among other things by the child-labor cases. But if Congres were to say (1) that
the sweatshop and the downward spiral of wages and the upward spiral of hours,
which inevitably uncontrolled competition in the sale of services, have a dainaging
effect upon interstate commerce; (2) that unfair competitive practices such as the
use of loss leaders and destructive price cutting also impair, obstruct, and inter.
fere with the free flow of interstate commerce; and (3) that for the purpose of
protecting interstate commerce against damage through these industrial evils,
Congress considers it necessary to regulate and control interstate coirmerce as
affected by the practices which lead to these evils, then in that case, the stress of
the legislation would be, not upon the regulation of prices or the regulation of
labor provisions, but upon the regulation of commerce.

This, in the light of National Industrial Recovery Act experience is no strained
construction.

As to regulatory powers of Congress apart from the interstate question:
Ever since the vast industrial control found necessary to national existence

during the World War (and national existence includes the existence of butchers,
bakers, and everybody else) cases have been arising in this field and have been
generally determined adversely to regulation by a divided court.

These cases all rest principally on implications of the fifth and the fourteenth
amendments about liberty of contract and due process of law-which might mean
anything-rather than on any specific definition in the Constitution. I think also
that the dissertations about'the common callings base pretty heavily on an ad-
venture in dicta in the Wolff case, decided 13 years alo. I fear that in turn that
case ran even further back-as far back as the economics of medieval England for
its philosophy

Let me quote briefly: "It has never been supposed since the adoption of the
Constitution that the business of the butcher or the baker, or the tailor, or wood-
chopper, the ining operator or the miner was clothed with such a public interest.
that the price of his product or his wages could be fixed by State regulations."
And I quote this frankly for contrast with more recent language.

I think that (in the careful, and very necessary flexible language which so dis-
tinguishes our highest Court) that our law is on the verge of reflecting more faith-
fully the problems of the present. It is my judgment that the law is abreast of our-
times and that the philosophy of the great dissenting opinion in the Oklahoma Ice
case, or the controlling opinion in Ncbbia v. New York, is likely to be the legal'
logic of our future.

I may be wrong-but may I quote in contrast to the old Sutherland opinions,
based always on what fell from Justice Taft in the Wolff case (as I think inad-
vertently) only a few sentences fi'om the Nebbia opinion:

"It is clear that there is no closed class or category of business affected with a
public interest, and the function of courts in the application of the fifth and four-
teenth amendments is to determine, in each case, whether circumstances vindicate
the challenged regulation as a reasonable exertion of governmental authority or
condenin it as arbitrary or discriminatory. The phrase 'affected with a public
interest,' nan, in the nature of things, mean, no more than that an industry, for-
adequate reason, is subject to control for the puhli. good. There can be no
doubt that, upon poper occasion, and by appropriate measures, the State may
regulate a business in any of its aspectsincluding the prices to be charged for the
products or commodities it sells."
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Plainly i in the ordinary intendment of an English language, Mr. Justice Rob-
erts, with the concurrence of the majority of the court, hero goes all the way. I
cannot believe that when the test comes in a proper case there will be any diffi-
culty ahout tb( court enforcing Federaly created fair-trade practices and'labor
regulations within a State.

General JOHNSON. The only question is a practical one: How far
it should go in doing so.

I think there will be great difficulty in carrying regulation into
small service industries which are merely units for local emnploymet
having no discernible relation to interstate conmerce.

Furthermore, I do not believe that as a matter of practice thesb
service codes can be enforced. I did not believe it when they were
permitted. I allowed them only on the insistence of their proponents
tha t they were entitled to a trial and that the law gave them an
affirmative right to a code.

We did try and failed. It was one of the greatest mistakes of
the National Recovery Administration. Ninety percent of complaints
of lack of compliance and little fellow kicks arose out of that niess,

I thought they were wiped out completely.
I do think that in the future N. R. A. should recognize the difficul-

ties of administration of small enterprises, especially where highly
localized in nature or in small communities, and this was the reason
for the President's Executive Order No. G710, dated May 15, 1934,
in which employers in towns of under 2,500 were exempted from cer-
tain provisions of all codes and agreements.

I think we could go further in tis direction (but not on hours and
wages). We could relieve a wider class from any duty to pay assess-
ments, make certain burdensome reports, or comply with certain
specific trade practices, such as price posting, for example,' the
administration of which will be more burdensome than any benefits
to be derived therefrom. I think this same test should be applied
to the codes for small industries-that is, each industry of compara-
tively small total capital investment or number of concerns or of
employees or total production of volume of sales, do the benefits to
be derived justify the expenses and burdens of administration?

Bub I am very sure if you carry the exemption of wages and hours
provisions down to those small industries, there is such a bulk of
them, and it is glowing, that you will practically vitiate the benefits
of the wage and hour provisions.

Furthermore, unnecessary duplication of codes in many cases
causes hardship especially on smaller enterprises such as retail stores
subject to five or seven codes. This condition should be eliminated
by consolidation. But it should be done administratively and not
by legislation.
N'Ilowever, I think that we should take the President's statement
that "no one in this country is oing to starve" at its face value
and provide no exception to the rile with regard to wages and hours.

Let mc make myself clear on this. Consider again the consumer
service trades and industries. The unemployment and trade prac-
tice conditions were serious in those industries. No one could argue
that the benefits to the whole country of bringing about substantial
improvement in this vast segment of its population (14 million or
luore) would be worth almost any effort we could make. As I have
said-with grave misgivings as t~o its administrative practicability-
Ilsigned the cleaning and dyeing code. It was designed to raise
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Wages, in many cases all over the country as low as $4 a week, when
they were getting paid at all-over $600,000 wasowing in' back
.wages In New York alone-to, the pitiful minimum's 'of 20 cents an
houi, and from almost unlimited hours 'running in I Many cases, 60 'to,
70 and, even more a week to the rather high. code maximum' of 40
hours. I I I I

It was estimated that this would result in an absolute minimum
immediate reemployment of 20,000 men.

Certainly this would-be worth any administrative difficulty in
bringing it about. At that time the Blue Eagle was effective and

a4 the support of the public as a symbol of shorter hours and higher
wages. But here was the rub: The cleaning and dyeing code contained
a Iprice-fixing provision, specifically designed to protect the inde-
pendent small operator from the ravages of the price activities of
great chains and other trade practice provisions intended to wipe out
abuses in a trade which everyone knows is rife with racketeering of
the worst sort, However, this was all the sweatshop employer and
the racketeer wanted, as it turned out. A great chain had new Blue
Eagles made up on which they stated they would gladly cooperate
on wages and hours, but not on price-that despite N. R. A. they had
a sacred duty to the consumer to give service at the cheapest price
which they would do in announced violation of the code.

The State of New Jersey under its own laws and codes put a small
tailor--Joseph Magod-in jail overnight against the desires and
wishes of N. R. A.-we never have heard the end of that-although
the same tailor, when the national code was explained to him, wired
me that he was all for it.

We had nothing whatsoever to do with the persecution of Mr.
Magod.

The Blue Eagle began to mean price not labor to the consumer and
support of it in all cases waned because of the effects of the Cleaning
and Dyeing Code.

We then pulled the price provisions, but we could not seem to ex-
plain this and to revivify the Blue Eagle. And we never have revivi-
fled the Blue Eagle from the illness he got from that.

All the codes for consumer-service trades lapsed, to all intents and
purposes, because of this.

Now here is the point: It has been demonstrated that these trades
are not practically administrable by a national code. But the wages
and hours provisions might be enforced therein by a revivified Blue
Eagle. Trade-p)ractice agreements can be approved and adminis-
tered on a local basis only and should have the full support of State
legislation and State agencies.

My answer to my own question is that N. R. A. should attempt
intrastate regulation through codes wherever it is clearly necessary to
protect interstate commerce and not otherwise, and that it is not so
necessary in service industries.

I have omitted to discuss price-fixing and production control. The
term "price-fixing" has been used as an epithet along with "produc-
tion control" whenever a hard criticism of N. R. A. was needed and
no facts were available, or it was desired to avoid and disregard the
facts.

The facts are these:
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Price-fixing was provided in but one m'anufacturing code and was
never put into effect. Article X'of the Code f~r the Woodease Lead
Pencil Manufacturing provided that--'
no member shall sell * * * at less than the fair minimum price
as found by the code authority and when approved by the Adminis-
trator.

That provision has never been put into effect, since it has never
been found necessary to fix the prioe. So there has been no price-
fixing there.

Price fixing was provided in -the Petroleum Code under the circum-
stances I have related to you,

Prices were fixed in the Bituminous Coal Code for the absolutely
unquestionably justified reasons I have shown you and a resale price
maintenance provision was included in the Wholesale Coal Code to
protect the price structure in the Coal Code.

These are the only cases of actual price fixing in N. R. A.-two cases
which are really one of code price'fixing and that is coal.

In addition, there are five codes which provided for various forms of
rate fixing as distinguished from price fixing. These were in public
utilities. They were domestic freight forwarding, inland water car-
rier, merchandise warehousing, motor bus, trucking.

In only two of these is rate fixing in effect, freight forwarding and
inland water carrier. In the public-utility field for over 50 years it
has been recognized that rate fixing is in the public interest.

So that there have been in all 9 codes in which there were any provi-
,ions for price or rate fixing, 4 of which have never been put into effect,
which leaves in addition to the 2 public utilities, only bituminous coal,
wholesale coal-really 1 case-and petroleum, for which I was not
responsible.-

There is no justified, substantiated case that has ever been brought
to my attention of undue hardship to any concern because of these
provisions in these codes, excluding the Petroleum Code, with the
administration of which N. R. A. is neither familiar nor responsible.

I notice that it has been charged that the prices are fixed in the
Graphic Arts Code because of trouble with accounting methods used
in determining cost to prevent sales below cost. As I understand
it, the N. R. A. has never approached the debatable cost items, and
if there has been any abuse it has been an abuse on the part of the
code authority, overstepping its powers, which should be rectified
by prompt administrative action.

But it is said that there are price stabilization provisions other
than price fixing in that there are provision depending on cost-account-
ing systems in 618 codes, and that figure of 618 has been bandied
about without any reference to accuracy or even truth. All these
codes required N. R. A. approval of any such cost system. Only 36
such systems were ever approved, and only 44 have ever been effective
at any time-some of these have expired.

Price fixing under N. It. A. is just a big bugaboo.
The basing-point system of the steel industry existed under the

Federal Trade Commission long before N. R. A. The steel industry
was built upon it. The vast installations were located where they
are because of it. It'is not single in the steel industry. Dozens of
industries have it in different forms. Every manufacturer maintain-
ing branch houses and selling f. o. b. branch does it.
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I. have always aondepw4 , The, first thing I did when I took
over a big industrial compay, wa .to aw #o it.,

But you can't do that in govepnaenpy fiat,-after you have sattwiddling your thumbs for 2tyears, athe re~era Trade Coe mi'ion
has and allowed tit'aik industria luaters to be built up on that basis.

What N. R. A. did wat to require an increase in basing poit&in an
already operating basing-point system. It was the only way to

I hadle the situation. By, agradval aeommodation to a mill base,
you can eliminate allowing a reasonable, time and an intelligent ad-
ministration to prevent chaos and destruction.

Your attention is cahlli 't6 eihihiit 11, which I hereby submit,
which is a compilation of 20 small steel companies advocating con-
tinuation of the system'. I 1 accept itas ii was handed to me and pro-
posed it for the record, although iome of the companies do not look
exactly like pygy ies t

I think it as e called to u t hooa
returns show' r little fellows in A steel ini try getting out of the
red, while t ig ones are still running deficits big ones in the red
and 25 m um and small'' doinl , in the aggr te, operating in
the blac -e i

I w kedto s t ePt it. 1 looking ove these lists just
before came in am no oon " t all 'of these mpanies are
ver all. ~Sim.,JP

( e following exhibit Wp~ eselCed:

Ei N. 110

Mi. 4E 7 Ez 8 re bW 4 AL90 useA qnd he National
R oery dmitrao t 8 o ntl e g alional Re very Admin traction a8 a

Ed rd Eh~ilers id nt aw~ j1gJ Rockaway, .3
F. Breh, vice president Wa non, 1nPl~ae , Washing tn, Pa.
Albe P. MIeWyer, vice pr" ) ivl Coke , ran Co., iver Building,Albt yer Pa. e P* "001 'IisJoy° ,

T.H. Graw, Jr., p ent. Brurn o 1 Corpora n, Braeburn, Pa.
Wyeka rawn Steel9% C .4ce box W~,Pittsbur a, rn a
J. 0. Rine vice president nt al Steel Co., Bridge Pa .
James ULp tt, chairman West Leechburgh Steel ( Ikttsburgb, Pa.
John J. or, eral manager Ellwood Steel Co n, Ellwood City, Pa.
Roy C. McKeonn , s~idont Vanadium Alloys o., Latrobe, Pa.
Floyd Rose, vice pre~s 4 Colonial Steel ttsburgh, Pa.
William P. Snyder Jr., p _. ango Furnace Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Jessop Steel Co., Vashington, Pa.
James 0. Carr, vice president Allegheny Steel Co., Brackenridge, Pa.
W. A. Hicks, vice president Penn Iron & Steel Co. Creighton, Pa.
J. M. Gillespie, president Lockhard Iron & Steel do., Pittsburgh, Pa.
S. E. Bramer, president Copperweld Steel Co., Glassport Pa.
Harry M. Reed, assistant treasurer Anchor Drawn Steel 6o., Latrobe, Pa.
C. N. Johns, general manager Page Steel & Wire Division of American Chain

Co InC, Monessen, Pa.
Edwark R, Crawford, president McKeesport Tin Plate Co., McKcesport, Pa.

R. H. Pauley, Pittsburgh Tool Steel Wire Co., Monaca, Pa.

TEn ROCKAWAY RoWNG MILL,
Rockaway, N. J., March 12, 1985.

Mr. DONALD R. Rca~ taE ,
National Rjeoeove" Admitd4itration, Washingon, D. C. ,

DXAIL Se: I notice that yo% arebeing hidden more o les by, some politiciansin the Senate Who do .not nicrstipd buie througkdy.
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Please let me' go on record as Asying that the National Recovery Administration
has given a small business such as ours, employing about 100 men, a chance to
live, and on the other hand, I have not read in the newspapers of atty of our large
competitors, such as the United States Steel Corporation or the Bethlehem Steel
Co. or any of the others, making any profit whatsoever under code operation.
Hence, it is a fair conclusion to statethat the codes have helped the little'fellows
and have mt helped the big 'fellows. Hence, if the ofiponents of the National
Recovery Administration want to hurt the vast number of small business men,
and do a great favor to the large corporate interests, then let them wipe out the
workingg of the various codes under the 'National Recovery Adminittration. The
code under which we are working not only benefitd our small customers as against
our large customers insofar that the small customer has a chance to buy' on an
equal basis with the large customer, but It benefits labor because, tinder the code
and under the President's orders, we were all obliged to advance wages, in many
cases 100 percent.

If you want any further facts regarding this, I can give them to you.
Trusting you will use the argument that the codes and the National Recovery

Administration benefit the small man, we are,
Yours very truly,

EDwAar EHLEM, President.

WASlINoTon TIN PLATE CO.,
Washington, Pa., March 28, 1985.Mr. DONALD RICaBERo,

Chairman National Recovery Administration,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR Sin: From the newspaper data which is coming out of Washington, we
feel we should go on record as favoring the continuation of the National Recovery
Administration; it having been our experience since the starting of the National
Recovery Administration that it is not prejudicial to the smaller industries, but
more in favor of them and to their betterment.

Being one of the smaller tin-plate manufacturing concerns, employing around
500 employees, we have found since the National Recovery Administration was
instituted that we are in much better position to compote in our industry.

We are heartily in favor of the National Recovery Administration and trust
you w-ill bend your efforts toward its continuance.

Yours truly,
B. F. BnEHL, Vice President.

DAvisoN CoKE & IRON Co.,

Hon. PAT H '.aaxISOw Pittsburgh, Pa., March 92, 1985,

Chairman of the Aenate Finance Committee,
Washington, D. C.

HONoRABLE SIa: It is difficult for us to fully describe to your committee the
real benefits of the Natioual Recovery Administration to our company. We
read in the newspapers much about the hardships that the National Recovery
Administration has worked on the small company, but frankly we, a small com-
pany, find that the National Recovery Administration so far as our business is
concerned has been a wonderful help.

As a manufacturer of pig iron, we meet the competition of all the steel com-
panies, including the largest, and may we say that the benefits we have derived
not only through the uniform labor conditions, but also by reason of the stipulated
code of fair practices resulting in stability in our markets, has enabled us to operate
our plant during 1934 at a higher rate and given more employment than we have
at any time since 1929.

We respectfully urge upon your committee the extension of this law, not only
on our own behalf, but also that of our employees,

Very truly yours, ALEERT P. MaYrsi, Vice Presidentt.
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BRAzEuaN ALLOY STEEL CORPORATION,

Mr. PAT UARMSON, Braeburn, Pa., March 25, 1935.

Senate Finance Committee,
Washinglon, D. C.

DEAR Sm: Our company, the Braeburn Alloy Steel Corporation, is I believe,
the smallest unit in the American Iron and Steel Institute operating under the
Steel Code. It is possible that one other concern is smaller than we are.

Now, my attention has been attracted from time to time to the serious criticisms
of National Recovery Act and the fact that the claim is made that the small
concerns are not benefited and that their outlook and possibilities are circum-
scribed by the conditions of the code.

It is not my intention to enter into any other industries, except the one with
which I am familiar, but I certainly wish to protest against any impression that
may prevail that the small industry is getting the worst of it under the National
Recovery Act. I heartily endorse the workings of the Steel Code, the method
of marketing and the control over wage and hours, as prescribed under our
code. We know definitely that our competitors are paying the same price,
under the same conditions and the same working hours that we are. We further
know that the price that we quote to our trade is uniform to one and all customers.

There may be some disposition to criticize a uniformity of price in the steel
industry. I can readily understand that such a condition would obtain when the
manufacturer of steel knows that he cannot reduce his price to one favored cus-
tomer without making the reduction to the remainder of his customers. On this
account, the price situation is very carefully studied and the price has been set
during the last couple years by the larger manufacturers at a barely living wage.
Naturally, they have all observed this low price as established. The lowness of
the price is evidenced by the inability of many of our largest steel industries to
even pay their bonded indebtedness or rather to earn their bond interest.

It is an unfair assumption to conclude that should an excessive price or a truly
remunerative price exist that a uniformity of price by all of the steel people would
naturally follow. It follows at the present time because it would be absolute
"suicide" to go below the prices already quoted and the earnings of the steel
company evidence the closeness of the price situation at the present time. Some
disposition exists to consider that under all conditions of high price or low price,
that a uniformity of price would exist. This is certainly contrary to any reason-
able analysis of what may be expected because if a living margin existed between
the quoted price and the manufacturing cost, there would always be an oppor-
tunity for either large or small companies to post a different price in the market
and true competition can exist at any time although the price of the competing
companies will be known one to the other.

The object of this letter is to protest against any repeal or denial of the extension
of the Steel Code tinder the National Recovery Administration, and to endorse
the American Iron and Steel Institute and the Steel Code; this endorsement
coming from one of the smallest tool steel concerns in the institute, but one
who is favorable to it in every sense of the word.Very truly yours, BRARnURN ALLOY STEEL CORPORATION.

T. H. MCGHAW, Jr., President.

WYCKOFF DRawN STEEL CO.,
Pittsburgh, Pa., March V6, 1935.

Mon. PAT HARRISON,
Chairman Finance Committee,

Waeshinyton, D. C.
DEAR SIn: As a small nonintegrated manufacturer of the steel industry, we

urge upon you to recommend to Congress suitable legislation to continue the
principles of the National Industrial Recovery Act so as to permit the operation
of the Steel Clode for another 2 years.

Within the past 2 years, more constructive ideas have been worked out in the
steel, industry, which benefited producers, labor, and consumers, as a result of
the Steel Code than have been accomplished in the last 30 years.

If, due to unfavorable legislation, the Steel Code was abandoned and Congress
did tiot provide a suitable substitute for constructive cooperation among manu-
facturers,'you would witness the most chaotic conditions imaginable.
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At this particular time, we attribute the lul in new business in the steel industry
to the uncertainty surrounding the future of the Steel Code and pending legis-
lation of the National Industrial Recovery Act. We therefore, cannot urge
upon you too strongly to give thip matter your earnest and sincere cooperation.

Very truly yours,

Vice President.

UNIVERSAL STEEL CO.,
Bridgeville, Pa,, March 2, 1985.

Hon. PATRICK HARRISON,
Chairman Senate Finance Committee, Washivglon, D. C.

DEAr SENATOR HARRISoN: We have been following with growing concern the
published debate concerning the continuance of the National Recovery Act,
particularly as it relates to the continuance of the Steel Code.

It is our opinion the National Recovery Act, in such form as will permit the
continuance of the Steel Code, should be continued for an additional period of
aproxinmately 2 years.

It is our opinion the Steel Code is creating stability in this important Industry,
and is prophesying industrial recovery, which is important to the success and
prosperity of capital invested, labor employed in this industry, and consuming
public which this industry serves. We do not believe it has been in effect for a
sufficient time to permit the accomplishment of all those things which will be of
substantial aid in general recovery.

It is also our opinion if the National Recovery Act were permitted to expire
and the Steel Code be canceled, a chotic situation would result which would
cause serious losses and an increase in unciployment.

We therefore solicit your influence in an effort to cause the continuance of the
National Recovery Act, in such form as will permit the accomplishment of those
benefits which have not as yet been fully realized.Yours very truly, UNIVERSAL STEEL CO.,

J. U. RINEK, Vict President.

ALLEGHENY STEEL CO.,
Brackenridge, Pa., March 28, 1935.

lion. PAT' HARRISON,
Chairman Senate Finance Committee, Washington, D. C.

M DEAR SiR: We have hoard that very strenuous objections are being made
in Washington by some of the Senators and Congressmen to the effect that the
National Industrial Recovery Act ought not; to be extended for a) additional
period of time because it has been prejudicial to the smaller concerns in business,
is monopolistic in cb'fr'icter, and has in general not accomplished the purpose for
which it was intended.

As one of the smaller concerns in the steel industry we wish to state definitely
that none of these insinuations are correct. Everylbody in the steel industry,
and particularly the smaller units, recognize the fact that the National Industrial
Recovery Act and the operation of the iron and steel industry tinder its code of
fair competition, has been of very decided benefit to the steel industry. We all
know that more men are now at work, the amount of wages paid per hour has
been very substantially increased since 1933, and the amount earned by employees
has also increased substantially over what they were prior to that time.

This National Industrial Recovery Act has had the tendency to stabilize the
steel industry and it has done this without prejudice to consumers, whether large
or small. Siatcients have been made that exorbitant profits have been realized
en the sales of steel products due to the Recovery Act and the Code of Fair
Competition but I venture to say none of the assertions can be proven. It is a
well-lnown fact that only a few of the companies in the steel industry have been
able to earn their fixed charges during the past 3 or 4 years and it also is a well-
known fact that niny of them have been operating at substantial losses even
under the advantages which they have obtained under the Recovery Act.

Under all the circuitstanes, therefore, we are firmly convinced that it would
be more or less disastrous to the steel industry to throw the Recovery Act ovet-
board at this time and we believe it would be much better for all cosscerned if it
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were extended for at least an additional 2 years, with the hope that by that time
we may have something quite substantial in the way of recovery.Very truly yours, JAMES 0. CARS, Vice President.

PENN IRON & STEEL CO.,
Creighton, Pa., March 25, 1935.The Honorable PAT HARRISON,

Chairman Finance Committee, United States Senate,
Washington, D. C.

Mr DEAR SENATOR: We favor continuance of the National Industrial Recovery
Act because we consider it fair and just to employee and employer.

More men have been employed and, despite the higher wages paid, this com-
pany has been able to operate more efficiently than before. The additional
costs of labor and materials have, however, exceeded the additional price which
we have been able to secure for our products. Despite this latter fact, we feel
that it would be a grave mistake to abandon the National Industrial Recovery
Act at this state.

We solicit your most earnest and thoughtful consideration of the above subject.Yours very truly, PENN IRON & STEEL CO.,
W. A. HIcKs,

Vice President Operations.

LOCKHART IRON & STEEL Co.,

Mr. DONALD R. RICHER;, Pittsburgh, Pa., March 26, 1935.

Chairman National Industrial Recovery Act,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: We are writing this letter in reference to the proposed continuance
of the National Recovery Act for the additional period of 2 years.

This company is one of the smaller independent manufacturers of iron and steel
products, and we thought possibly our experience might be helpful in deciding as
to whether or not the continuance of the act, in its present form, for an additional
period, is warranted and justified by past experience.

We feel that the National Recovery Act now in effect has been helpful to
industry generally (this includes the small unit producer as well as the large manu-
facturer) in that it ias had a tendency to serve as an economic stabilizer, in a
manner not heretofore experienced during 6 depression such as we have been
passing through; this stabilizing influence, in our judgment, applies particularly
to the maintenance of hourly and daily wage labor rates, salaried employees, etc.,
as well as values of finished products.

Thanking you for your consideration,
Yours very truly, LOCKHART IRON & STEEL CO.,

J. H. GILLESPIE, President.

COPPERWELD STEEL CO.,
Glassport, Pa., March 26, 1955.Hon. DON ALD RmcesE.Ro,

National Recovery Administration,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: The Copperweld Steel Co. at Glassport, Pa., is a small organization
employing approximately 700 men and women. Since the event of the code Of
fair competition, our company for the first time has enjoyed an equal opportunity
with the larger institutions in securing a share of current business. It is the first
time we have been able to compete on an equitable basis. Rebates and secret
discounts, and preferential terms not disclosed to the industry have been prac-
tically eliminated, all of which aided the small manufacturer and enabled him to
ascertain the current market price of the competitive larger producer. Thus,
we have been able to meet such competition which, heretofore, was almost
a nposuible.

We, as a small manufacturer, urge you to consider seriously the continuance of
the code of fair competition in our industry, as we are certain that to discontinue
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the code at this time would bring chaos and would eventually force us to reduce
the standard wage level in order to meet unfair competition.

We are not in favor of price fixing as such, but we dofavor price filing. We
believe that an organization should be sincere in Its quoted price and adhere to
it, The standard of honesty should be on its highest level in American business
and the Government should discourage dishonesty. It Is dishonorable, to be sure,
to have several prices unknown to the industry.

We again as a small manufacturer, beg ;--u to protect our industry and
reestablish the code of fair competition.

Very truly yours, S. E. BRAMER, President.

WEST LEECHBURO STEEL CO.,
Pittsburgh, Pa., March 26, 1935.

Mr. DONALD R. RIcBERO,
Chairman of National Recovery Administration,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: We are a relatively small company in the steel industry, employing

only 1,000 to 1,500 men. We wish to definitely state, however, that the Steel
Code, under National Recovery Administration, has been beneficial to us and we
urge continuation of it in its present form. We do not like to visualize the chaos
that would result if allowed to lapse in June.Yours very truly,

Y rEST LEECHBURO STEEL CO.,
JAMEs LIPPINCOTT, Chairman.

ELWOOD STEEL CORPORATION,
EUwood City, Pa., March 23, 1935.Hen. PATr Hanso €,

United States Senator,
Chairman of Senate Finance Committee,

Washington, D. C.
HONORABLE Siu: There is considerable discussion and agitation about the

National Recovery Administration as to benefits and disadvantages especially to
small business.

We, of course, are in this class being small manufacturers of wire nails,
Previous to the National Recovery Administration, the selling price of our

product was reduced continually; in fact there really was no price, the tendency
of practically all of us being to secure what little business there was regardless of
the price with the result that in many cases we accepted orders at ridiculously
low prices.

To enable us to come as close as possible to breaking even on all transactions we
naturally had to reduce wages and this was carried to such a point that we were
almost ashamed to meet our workmen on the street.

The National Recovery Administration has remedied this wage proposition, and
by so doing, has naturally caused the selling of our product to be increased, and
inasmuch as hourly rates in the steel industry are now uniform, our selling prices
are practically all the nme due to the fact that we can no longer quote prices
lower than our competitors and then make up the reduction by reducing wages.

The above two features alone we believe would justify continuance of the
National Recovery Administration.

We operate under the rules and regulations of the Steel Code and we have found
the American Iron & Steel Institute, which is the Steel Code Administrator, to be
very fair, reasonable, and understanding in its dealings with the Steel Code
members.

We are perfectly satisfied with the American Iron & Steel Institute treatment of
us, for we have confidence in them by knowing that any rules and regulations
adopted by them will apply to all members of the Steel Code alike.

There are, no doubt, some features of the National Rvcovery Administration
which are not desirable but we must not overlook the fact that the National
Recovery Administration is practically a new proposition and it takes some time
to get anything new to working smoothly, but according to testimony given in
the Senate, the new National Recovery Administration Administrator, M' Ir. Donald
R. Richborg, is fully aware of the defects and he is working to remedy them as they
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are brought to his attentiou, and we feel the National Recovery Administration,
under his jurisdiction, will prove of considerable benefit to 4l of us.

We will, therefore, appreciate your efforts to have tile National Recovery
Administration continued and thanking you. kindly, for your indulgence of this
plea, we beg to reushin,

Respectfully yours, ELLWOOD STEEL CORPORATION,

JOHN J. TYLER,
Treasurer and General Manager.

I

VANADIU.M-ALLOYS STEEL Co.,
Latrobe, Pa,, March 21, M1)35.

Hon. PAT HARRISON,
Chairman Senate Finance Committee, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATORI HARISON: From information we have received, it appears
that there is a serious question whether the National Industrial Recovery Act
will be extended.

We want to go on record for the continuance of the National Industrial Recovery
Act for a period of 2 years.

We believe that tie discontinuance of the National Indu'strial Recovery
Act would be detrimental to the business interests of our country.Yours very truly,

VANADIUM-ALLOYS 
STEEL CO.,

RoY C. MCKENNA, President.

COLONIAL STEEL CO.,
Pittsburgh, Pa., March 22, 1985.

Hon. PAT HARRISON,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR: For your information, the officers and management of the
Colonial Steel Co. consider it of the utmost importance that the National Indus-
trial Recovery Act be extended for a period of 2 years.

We believe that the National Recovery Administration has been beneficial to
the smaller manufacturing units of the steel industry, and we ask that you use
your influence to have the National Industrial Recovery Act extended for a
2-year period.Very truly yours,

COLONIAL STEEL CO.,

FLOYD ROSE, Vice President.

SHtNANGo FURNACE CO.,
Pittsburgh, Pa., March 22, 1985.

Hon. PATRiCK HARRISON,
Chairman Finance Committee, United States Senate,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: Knowing that the continuance of the National Industrial Recovery

Act is being given serious consideration at this time in Washington, I wold, as
one of the smaller manufacturers, like to speak in favor of it.

Our experience with the National Recovery Administration, of course, has
come through our being a member of the Steel Code. There is no question in
ny mind that with conditions as they have existed throughout the country, that
our industry has fared better workin under the Steel Code, in compliance with
the Nation'al Recovery Administration, than we were doing previous to the
formation of the National Recovery Administration.

The Steel Code, with its commercial provisions has been of material help to our
company in many instances, and I feel to the majority of other small manufactur-
ers working under it.

While industry on occasion has taken exception to various matters which have
arisen under the National Recovery Administration there are, however, many
worthwhile results which have been derived which warrant its continuance at this
time.

The iron and steel industry will, in my opinion, show better results working
under a code, such as we have, than would be the case with the code discontinued.

I earnestly solicit your valuable support in connection with this irdportant
matter.

Respectfully, Ws. P. SNYDER, JR., President.
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JESSOP STEEL CO.,
Washington, Pa., MariA 22, 1955.

Senator PAT HARRISON,
Chairman Senate Finance committee, Washington, D. C.

DEAR Sin: The newspapers and the radio seem filled 'ith the discussion, pro and
con, as to the contin nation of the National Reeovery Administration and wd would
like to go on record as favoring a continuation of the National Recovery Adminis-
tration.

Our company is a very small'one. We make only the so-called "jewelry" of
the steel business-tool Steels and stainless steels, and similar grades, but the
National Recovery Administration has been a life-saver to us. Prior to the
establishment of the National Recovery Administration there was no limit to
the price cutting in our particular industry. Under the National Rdcovery
Administration, with prices the same by all manufacturers, we have had a chance
to compete. The statement has been made repeatedly in the newspapers and
over the radio that the Natiotal Recovery Administration is stifling the small
manufacturer and favoring the large one. Int our opinion'this is just the reverse
of the real facts. While undoubtedly the large manufacturer wields a greater
influence than the small one, he has been held in cheek under the National
Recovery Administration, and we sincerely hope that you will use your influence
to continue this very valuable arrangement.

Yours very truly, JEssoP STEEL CO.,

President.

ANCHOR DRAWN STEEL Co.,
H HLatrobe, Pa., larch 21, 1938.

Hon. PAT HARRmsoN,

Chairman Senate Finance Committee, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR HARRISON: We have received information of the possibility

of discontinuing the National Industrial Recovery Act.
It has been our experience that the National Induptrial Recovery Act has been

very helpful to small industries such as our own, and we would like to go on
record as favoring the continuance of the National Industrial Recovery Act fcr
a period of 2 years.Respectfully yours,

ANCHOR DRAwN STEEL CO.,
HARRY M. RICER,

Assistant Tr#asurer.

PAOE STEEL AD WIRE L'ivisioN OF AMERICAN CHAIN Co., INC.,
Monessen, Pa., March fl, 1935.

Hon. GERALD P. NYE,
Chairman Congressional Committee on

National Industrial Recovery Administration,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: We are very strongly in favor of continuing the National Industrial:
Recovery Act and codes in their entirety as they exist today, with perhaps slight
modification of detailed point which are inconsistent.

While there has been varying results from the codes in some industries they
have, as a whole proven most advantageous to al lines of industry, both small
units as well as large. With full recovery still the ultimate aim we consider it
quite essential that the codes in our industry, including the labor provisions, pricefiling, and basing points, be extended for another 2 years if the ultimate aim is
to be accomplished.

We therefore recommend that these codes be continued and earnestly request
ycur sport In this objective.

very truly yours, C. N. JOHNS,

General Manager Page Steel and Wire Division.
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McKEEsPORT TIN PLATE Co.,March 22,~ 1985.
Hon. PAT HARRISON,

Chairman Finance QOmmitte, Washington, D, C.
MY DEAUSXNATOR: Referring to the attention now being given by your

,committee, as well as others of. te administration, to the whole situation as
regards the codes under thp National Recovery Act, we wish to add our endorse-
ment to the Steel Code now in effect.

* Our company has been amember of the Steel Code since its adoption, and we
think it would greatly retard recovery if it were to be abandoned at this time.
There has been an honest effort on the part of all steel makers to live up to the
letter as well as the spirit of the Steel Code, and it is our opinion, at least, that we
have been able to make a pretty good job of it. Wages have been increased
materially in the whole atel business, and hours of labor have been materially
decreased, as can be verified by the reports made from time to time to the code
authority. While it is true that prices of steel commodities have been increased,
a very careful, minute study of the whole situation will easily develop that they
have not been increased enough to entirely overcome the increased cost of manu-
facture, as can be verified by an examination of the steel companies' financial
reports, which in most cases phow deficits rather than profits.

o e realize that a great deal of criticism has been made publicly and otherwise,
of the codes creating a monopolistic condition, and khat they.have had the effect
of crushing the smaller business people. These views are entirely opposite to
our actual experience in the steel business. We believe--in fact we are abso-
lutely satisfied-that the code as far as the steel business is concerned, has been
beneficial to the small manufacturer, as for instance in our own particular case,
after our experience of nearly 2years, we feel we can, without reservation, endorse
the working of the code, and in our contracts with other small manufacturers
we find they are unanimous in the opinion as expressed above.

The discontinuances of the code at this time would create nothing short of a
chaotic condition inthe'whole steel business, Wkhich would tend to further unem-
ployment and reductions in labor, bringing hardship to hundreds of thousands
in making steel, and which It is devoutly to be hoped will not occur. Recovery
would be greatly retarded, and the signer cannot express himself 'too strongly in
favor of a continuance of the present code for at least 2 years.

If, after a careful study of this whole situation, your committee should, In its
vise judgment, decide to recommend a continuance of the code, it is our opinion
you would be on solid ground and acting in the interest of labor, as well as in-
dustry, both of which must of necessity go along together if we arc to achieve the
results we all hope for. '

Respectfully submitted. E. R. CawWzioD, President.

PIrgBauan TOOL STtEL WIRn Co.,
Monaca, Pa. ltarch R2, 1955.Hon. PAT HIARRISON, '"

Chairman Finance Committee, United States Senate,
Wan t,,,gton, D. C.

DRaR SIR: There are, of courpr,, difficulties in blanketing all ,units, large and
small, under a single code, and It would bt A. much to claim pesfectton for it or
for any other mechanism of human construction.

We had no part in framing the Steel Code and take no part in its administration,
but we feel that it is a righteous attempt to secure equality 'of Op portunity as
between all producers, regardless of their size or location, and with ue considera-
tion for the position of, ebnumers of steel.

As one of the smaller unlti in the Industry, and one which has been in business
continuously for 33 years, we beleve that the code has been fairly and Impartially
administered. At no time bave we found the code authorities 'arbitrary or
domineering when approached with our problems. On the contrary, their attitude
has been uniformly helpful and considerate.

We believe that the Steel Code, tinder National Recovery Administration,
should be extended for another period.Yours very truly,

PITTSBURiiH TOOL STEEL WIRE CO.
R. H. PAULEY.
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The CHAIRMAN. How much more time will it take you to finish
this statement?

Gpneral JOHNSON. I think it will be about 10 minutes more.
The CHAIRMAN. If you can finish in 10 minutes, we will continue.
General JOHNSON. Perhaps I had better say 20 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. If it is 20 minutes we will recess now until 2 o'clock

this afternoon in this room.
(Whereupon at 12 noon a recess was taken until 2 p. m. of the

same day.)
AFTER RECESS

The committee reconvened at 2 p. m., pursuant to the taking of the
noon recess.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.

TESTIMONY OF GEN. HUGH S. JOHNSON-Resumed

The CHAIRMAN. All right, General, you may proceed.
General JOHNSON. It was called to my attention during the recess

that in enumerating the codes that had real price-fixing provisions I
neglected to mention one division of the Graphic Arts Code, the
Division of Relief Printing. That is one of the divisions out of three
divisions and several subdivisions, which has a price fixing on mini-
mum prices in it, which I omitted to mention.

That provision I think is a bad provision and ought to be taken
out.

I believe in no price fixing but in a general principle that a con-
sistent practice of selling below cost is suspect. I hopo to see developed
a method of open price-posting with no waiting period but absolute
publicity on all quoted prices, terms, rebates, and discounts. If we
could have that, then anybody who wanted to make a complaint of
predatory price slashing'could do so, and if the accused couldn't
explain his prices he would be ordered to cease and desist.

But open prices have been another popular target of late. There
are two phases of the open-price question. One is that it gives com-
petitors in an industry an opportunity to know market conditions,
that is, the prices which they will have to meet in order to get their
fair share of business. I must confess that this phase has left me
cold. The other is that open prices prevent unfair discrimination
between buyers. Rebates, advertising allowances, diversion of bro-
kerage, are all common methods of discriminating in favor of special
customers. The chain stores are common recipients of these benefits.
I have known of instances where a manufacturer has been forced to
give a case of his product free to each chain-store outlet and on top
of that make a $7,000 cash payment before the purchasers would
stock his product. The manufacturer was supposed to make his
profit on the reorders.

Imagine the small retail grocer demanding such a thing.
In the food division, for example, open prices mean open prices

and the quantity discount means a discount measured by actual
savings resulting from quantity buying. If the little fellows can't
get together, and, by pooling their purchases buy in the same quan-
tities as the chain stores and other big buyers, they should be entitled
to buy at the same prices in order to compete with their chain-store

119782-15-T 0- "
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competitors on an equal basis. Does anyone object to this obviously
fair arrangement for the little fellow? Is there anyone so naive as to
believe that without open prices the independent merchant buys as
cheaply as the big organization?

In my opinion an open-price system is enough. I do think and have
sometimes said as the result of my experience in N. R. A. that we
concentrated too much on selling provisions in codes and not enough
on buying provisions, because there is as much attainment of an
advantage against small enterprises through the power of mass
buying, not exercised solely to absorb the saving due to volume, but
exercised for very many other very oppressive reasons.

Production control.-There are very few real production controls
in N. R. A. There is more economic nonsense on this subject than on
any other-this talk about a "new deal" economy of scarcity.

If your country will only eat about 600,000 bushels of wheat, if the
price of your surplus determines the price of your domestic crop,
and there is no market for that surplus that will return the farmer half
of his production cost, why should he produce half again as much
as our people will eat?

Or why should the East Indiesproduce more rubber or Brazil more
coffee than the world wants? They can't without ruining all the
labor and capital engaged in production.

Why should we withdraw and weste our expendable resources of
petroleum?

And why in the face of a vast unemployment should we invoke
every invention to end employment?

Why, with the worst labor conditions in major industry should
we insist that double the number of spindles necessary to clothe us
glut cur market with unmanageable and unconsumable surplus?

You can't do these things without further degredation and unem-
ployment of labor and a new collapse.

We can't make another mistake like 1929 to 1932--one more and
the fat is'in the fire. If we can't regulate this economic engine, it has
already proved that it has no governor. The next step will be absolu-
tion of the profit system, and page Mr. Stalin.

May I here interject that Senator Clark, I think it was, asked one
witness whether or not he had ever known of a code budget or a
salary for a code executive being reduced by the N. R. A.? A few
examples from the Food Division alone may answer that question.

Budgets

As submitted As approved

Restaurant ............................................................. $109,764.73 $87,881.30
Macronl- ..------------------------------------ 2...... ........ ....... 184,060.00 172,040.00
Dog food -- . . . . . . . . . . ..------------------------------------------------ 48,900.00 37,90000
Wholesale lobster ............................................ ........ - 2,005. 00 22,02,00
Atlantio mackerel- ..........................-. .-------- .-------------- 3,600.00 3,450.00
Retail tobacco ... -------- ------------------------------------- 1,000,000. 00 400, 000. C0
Wholesale confectionery ............................... ........... 00,000.00 278, 3M. 0
Retail kosher meat ........................--- - ---- _----------- 233,000.00 202,427.32
BottM soft drinks .....................................--------- ... 142, 850. 00 111,80.00
Retail meat ------------------------------------------- _------------- 486,000.00 15 2,30.00

In passing, I might point out that it has been frequently said that
it will cost industry $41,000,000 to administer the codes, disregarding
the fact that if it did it would be an infinitesimal price for industry
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to pay for recovery. But I want to point out that in no case has
industry been able to collect 100 percent of its assessments--and the
$41,000,000 merely constituted the goal at which industry was shoot-
in1g.

(4) What can be done to improve N. R. A. and N. I. R. A.?
We can't get out of the fog in administration of this vast new

project without some specific definition of "monopoly", "unfair com-
petition", and "interstate commerce."

I can only suggest the following:
Assuming, that competition should be regulated to the extent neces-

sary not only to protect labor standards but, in many other ways, to
prevent the many evils and abuses of so-called "free competition",
and that the antitrust laws must accommodate that, and I think I
have proved this-what is a more practicable, reasonable, and con-
stitutional way in which it can be done?

Certainly not by any flat statutory provision. The same reasons
why there must be administrative discretion in applying labor stand-
ards are even more strongly evidenced here.

Since the antitrust laws must be applied in a different way, some
administrative agency must be set up to see that in their relaxation
the abuses which they sought vainly to eliminate are not allowed.
But what legislative definitions and mandates can be given the admin-
istrative agency to insure that these abuses are eliminated without
being so rigid as to hinder the administrative agency in accomplishing
the purpose for which it was created, and what type of administrative
agency can be trusted with this duty?

Monopoly: As to monopoly, I think that a definition that would
cover the point that I mentioned would be the substantial control by
a private interest of the sources of raw material or of the processes
or facilities of production or distribution or over the market for con-
sumption of any commodity of commerce or the power to fix the price
thereof to the detriment of the public or to restrict the production
thereof constitutes a muLopoly and a burden on commerce among
the States and with foreign nations and should be forbidden by any
new legislation.

And as to unfair methods of competition, any devices, practices,
acts, or courses of conduct, the effect or tendency of which is to create,
protect, or preserve a monopoly, as defined above, and any devices,
practices, acts, or courses o? conduct determined by an appropriate
administrative agency to aggravate the recognized depressed condition
of national business activity, employment, standards of living, or
purchasing power, or to oppress or discriminate against small enter-
prizes, are "unfair methods of competition in commerce" within the
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, and
constitute a burden on commerce among the States and with foreign
nations and should be forbidden by the new legislation.

And as to interstate commerce, any act of manufacture, transpor-
tation, distribution, or sale, wherever performed, meterially affecting
commerce among the several States, and with foreign nations, or
materially affecting similar acts performed in another State or States,
is to be construed as interstate commerce.

New legislation should provide that no group should be recognized
for purposes of code administration unless it is not only representative
by numbers and volume of business but also by the natural geographic
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sections or regions in the industry. In no case should a trade associa-
tion be recognized as the representative group unless there is almost
unanimous membership and unless its governing body meets the
above requirements, unless adequate provision is made for non-
member representation on the governing body and unless the smaller
enterprises have at least one third membership.

The interest of labor and eonsu.nm mjst he conserved in code
administration. In the past, too often there were no true represent-
atives with whom we could deal, and we had to fall back on the Labor
Advisory Board to represent the labor in a particular industry.
Often the representation with which we did have to deal represented
only the few organized employees in the industry. This was unavoid-
able at first, but the failure of labor organizations to proceed as rapidly
as we expected made the administration difficult. As I have state,
a properly drawn collective bargaining clause, with a mandate to an
administrative agency to effect it, will speed the contemplated
organization of labor.

There should be on any Government agency set tip to supervise
any code, a well-qualified labor adviser and a consumer adviser.

There has been a lot of loose talk about "industrial self-govern-
ment" and about code authorities. Many acts of the Federal
Government have been attributed to code authorities and many un-
authorized acts of code authorities have been attributed to the
Government. The terms have been misunderstood. The term" code
authority" should probably never have been used. "Industrial
planning committee"or "code committee" would have been more
appropriate to their actual functions.

The N. R. A. is an agency of the Federal Government, and q cede
authority is not. A code authority is an agency of the employers in an
industry, and the N. R. A. is not. This distinction has by no means
been kept clear. The best way to make the distinction is to list the
problems of administration and see the part that each should play
therein.

The problems of administration are:
1. Industrial planning.
2. Emergency administration.
3. Compliance.
1. Industrail planning: The main duty of the code authority should

be to keep a constant watch on the operation of the industry under
the code. For this purpose it should perfect its organization and
channels of communication so that all interests are completely and
quickly represented. It should develop automatic and uniform
methods for gathering and dissemination of information so that it can
plan intelligently to avoid dangerous trends and recurrences of
unhealthy situations and keep all its members constantly informed.

It shoud make recommendations to the Government on the basis
of its observations as to changes in the code necessary to carry out
these plans. This should be a continuing and efficiently performed
function. It is a thing which industry always complained it was not
able to do for fear of the antitrust laws. Given the right to organize
to accomplish this, they should take full advantage of it. However,
in no case do these plans of industry become effective until they have
been scrutinized and finally affirmatively approved or revised or
disapproved by the Government and full opportunity has been had
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for all conflicting interests to be heard. Then, in the light of all the
evidence, the Govermnent must decide whether or not it is in the
public interest, that it is fair to labor and to the consuming public and
to small enterprises, and that it tends to increase business activity
and not to decrease it, and that it tends to distribute the benefits of
increased business activity rather than to concentrate it in the hands
of a few.

If the problem is one affecting labor, labor should be presented
joinly after agreement by the representatives of organized employers
and organized employees and should be subject to the same tests and
should be effective only when approved by Government. In other
words, industry plans and gathers facts and recommends action-only
the Government should act affirmatively.

2. Emergency administration: Often situations occur in which relief
from certain code provisions is requested by individuals or groups
because the provisions are working hardships. In these cases, if con-
sistent with the urgency, every effort should be made to get the recom-
mendations of the code authority and of the labor group, if the prob-
lems affect them. If matters require summary action to prevent h.ard-
ship relief should be immediately granted by the Government, but
should be confirmed or reversed after receiving the recommendation
of the industry or labor committee or both. Here again the only
positive action is by the Government.

3. Compliance: There should in all industries be a trade practice
complaints committee and an industrial relations board or labor com-
plaints and disputes committee. The trade practice committee should

e an employers' committee, and the labor committee should have
representatives of both the code authority, that is, the employers
planning committee and of the labor committee with a Government
representative participating. These committees should make findings
of fact and recommendations as to the action to be taken in all cases
referred to them. But this should not deprive any complainant from
putting his case directly before the proper agency of the Government
or from going directly to the courts.

Labor complaints committees have hitherto been set tip in but
few industries because of the lack of labor organization.

The trade practice complaints committees have been somewhat
more successful because there was more relative organization among
employers but not as effective as they would be with proper organiza-
tion and representation. There should never be the power in any of
these agencies to mak,. decisions even temporarily determining rights
unless there is adequate Government representation on such agency.

There should never be the power finally to determine rights under
the codes except in the courts.

This is in accordance with Senator Nye's proposal to set up under
the Supreme Court special courts for this purpose.

This then is the line of demarcation between the powers and
responsibilities of industrial self government and of the Federal
Government. It is very clear in my mind and I am sure it could be
made clear by appropriate legislation. Code authorities should have
the power to perform only those educational, planning, fact-finding,
and reporting functions placed upon them by the code. The ad-
ministrative discretion delegated by the Congress should be jealously
reserved to the appropriate agency of the Federal Government of the
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United States and no price or production control should proceed from
any other authority than the Government unit.

As I have Eaid before, an attempt of this kind cannot be effective
without the sanction and support of public opinion and of organized
employers and employees. When the people as a whole fully under-
stand N. R. A., as they did during its first phase of P. R. A., and before

a the air became befogged by confusing controversy, everyone wanted to
cooperate to the fullest extent of their ability and they did, because
they knew whom to support. There was an effective symbol of
cooperation. If the consumer could know that this effort has re-
sulted and is resulting in increased employment, purchasing power,
general business activity and is working steadily for national pros-
perity, he would still be for it and supporting it now as then. He
supported it then because he knew it was right and there was a symbol
mabling him to support it.

The same is true now and if he knew it was right and if there was an
effective symbol he would support it now.

A revivified symbol of public support, promulgated by the President
and administered under a new law clarifying those doubts under
which the people have been laboring for so many months, would
resolve almost the entire compliance problem. Proof of this lies in
the fact that one of the few continued compliance devices which has
met with complete success has been a method which utilized this
sinrple principle. I refer to the Executive order regarding Govern-
rnentcontracts. It is, of course, absurd for the Government on the
one hand to be condemning a man as a chiseler and on the other hand
dishing out its money to him as a reward for the very violation of
which he is guilty. Therefore, it was provided that no Government
money would be paid to an employer who was unable to display the
symbol of compliance. This has worked with great success. The
same principle should be applied by all the States with regard to the
expenditure of State funds and by all public institutions. But it
should be extended further. Each code should contain a provision to
the effect that it shall be an unfair trade practice under that code for a
member of that code to deal with a member of another code who has
been found to be in violation of that other code and who is therefore
unable to display the symbol of compliance. However, under such a
provision, the symbol should only be removed by action of the courts.
Findings of fact made by administrative agencies should be received
as prima facie evidence in a court hearing on such an issue.

Probably no word has been mo-e misunderstood than the word
"compliance." It has been said that compliance is the N. R. A.
word for "enforcement" to avoid the unsavory implications of the
latter word which it gained by its prohibition experience. And that
is not true. Compliance is simply the activity of N. R. A. to effect
adherence to code provisions without resort to enforcement. When
complaints began to reach N. R. A. in any volume it was found that
the vast majority were due to misunderstanding, either because the
complainant misunderstood his rights under the code or the respondent
was violating the code through misunderstanding of its requirements.
In cases of this kind if the misunderstanding were bona fide, nothing
was done except to see that the code was thoroughly understood as
such so that a repetition of the misunderstanding could not arise.
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There has never been at any time within my knowledge, any effort
by N. R. A. to keep issues out of courts. In every case where we
were convinced that there was a willful violation, that case was turned
over to the Federal Trade Commission or the Department of Justice
and the Blue Eagle was removed. It is true that the Federal Trade
Commission and the antitrust division of the Department of Justice,
having jurisdiction over these complaints, did not cooperate in bring-
ing them to a speedy final determination in the courts. However,
neither the Federal Trade Commission nor the Department of Justice
nor N. R. A. could impair the inalienable right of anyone to get relief
in the courts. On the contrary, the N. R. A. by its speedy device
of exemption furnished a forum for obtaining relief much more rapidly
than is possible under our court system. The records before you
show that up to February of this year, the N. R. A. has granted relief
of this nature in 1,171 individual cases and has granted similar relief
to unestimated tens or hundreds of thousands throughout 614 general
stays.

With proper organization of industry and labor for administration
and with the line of demarcation between governmental and self-
governmental functions clearly established and with effective means
of compliance provided for, the problem of administration becomes so
simplified that it is perfectly feasible for N. R. A.-with some changes
suggested later-to successfully administer this law, provided however
that it is clearly understood that it is but part of a huge program and
that its efforts are coordinated with the rest of that program.

One of the most valid criticisms against the whole "new deal" is
the fact that from time to time it has sorely lacked coordination. One
agency has been vigorously pushing a policy in one direction while a
coordinated agency has just as vigorously been pushing a conflicting
policy in a diametrically opposed direction. Some of this was una-
voidable and natural in a newly set-up organization of the scope and
magnitude and with the tremendous national problem of these emer-
gency agencies. But after 2 years we should be able to avoid them.

As examples, A. A. A., N. R. A., P. W. A., and F. E. R. A. were all
given their mandates more or less simultaneously and told to push
them vigorously. None of these could succeed alone. They all
must complement each other. N. R. A.'s first job was to put 3 000,-
000 people back to work by snowfall. This it did. But A. A. A.,
with power far greater than N. R. A., was supposed to equalize the
benefits so that the inevitable rise in industrial prices due to increased
labor costs would not work to the disadvantage of the already
pauperized farm consumer. This A. A. A. did not do in time. The
shoe is now on the other foot and farm prices have risen faster and
further than industrial prices. The industrial workers, such as there
are of them, are by no means up to a level where we can say safely
that they can bear this inequality.

Likewise, it was realized when this program was conceived that the
benefits which might accrue to the capital goods or heavy industries
under N. R. A. would be a long time in coming and P. W. A. was to
give them an immediate shot in the arm. P. W. A. did not move fast
enough and if anything these industries are worse off under N. R. A.
This is lack of coordination. It must be rectified. Similarly, N. R. A.
was to insure the maximum reabsorption of the unemployed into pri-
vate industry as quickly as possible, leaving to F. E. R. A. the relief
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of those still unemployed. Yet, C. W.A. was paying higher than code
wages on several projects which diverted employees from certain in-
dustries to these projects, so that actual labor shortages occurred and
relief funds were expended for this labor, where they could and should
have been absorbed by industry. An even more fundamental lack of
coordination lies in this fact, that we have unlimited capacity to pro-
duce and practically unlimited capacity to consume. Yet we aren'tproducing and we aren't consuming. The essence of the trouble ii with

our distribution machinery-our medium of exchange money. We
aren't getting goods to those that need them and the prime difficulty
is money.

One of N. R. A.'s main stumblig blocks was that industry found it
difficult to finance the increased labor costs pending the ultimate
return from the consumer, yet R. F. C. was empowered to make in-
dustrial loans and held preferred stock and other controls over a ma-
jority of the banks. There was lack of coordination. I have already
mentioned the lack of coordination between N. R. A., the F. T. C.,
and the antitrust division of the Department of Justice.

At the root of the issue was, of course, the very price policy anti-
trust law issue which is now again before us. The significant point
is that, if N. R. A. was operating under a fundamental misconception
of what the act called for, that misconception should have been
corrected the moment it arose. On the other hand, if it were not
operating under a misconception, the F. T. C. and the Department
of Justice should have proceeded igorously to the enforcement of
N. R. A.'s activities This they did not do. N. R. A. was in an
impossible situation with regard to enforcement. If this single factor
had been removed early in the game, the beneficial accomplishments
of N. R. A. would have been at least doubled, and it must be removed
if N. R. A. is to continue.

The trouble was that the various special industrial recovery boards,
industrial councils, executive councils and emergency councils which
succeeded and replaced each other in an effort to arrive at coordina-
tion were never really given the power to fix the policies for the
administration of any agency other than N . R. A., and they failed
to do this, despite the fact that the attorney general and the chairman
of the Federal Trade Commission were members of several of these
groups. Furthermore these so-called "coordinating councils" were
composed of Cabinet officers and other heads of administrative
organizations who either had to neglect the planning and policy and
coordinating work of the council or neglect the administrative job
for which they were responsible. So right off the bat, in order to
resolve the doubts of Congress as to the safety of delegating the
protections of the antitrust laws to administrative hands, there should
be over this agency (as well as over all other engaged in coordinate
activities) a body with the power to so direct their joint operations
that they do not dissipate each others forces.

I would not go into too great detail in writing an N. R. A. statute.
The trouble with the present one is too much language. What is
needed is:

(1) Definitions of (a) labor policy; (b) monopoly or monopolistic
practices; (c) unfair trade practice; (d) interstate commerce; (e) author-
ity as between N. R. A., the labor boards, the Department of Labor
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and Federal Trade Commission; (f) industrial self-government and
Federal supervision.

(2) The extent to which Congress intends to limit (a) price control;
(b) production control; (c) applications to small enterprise.

(3) Very simple provisions for code organization and administration.
I have tried to restrict these recommendations. I realize they are

far too long. They do not cover half the field of N. R. A. experience
and knowledge that should be at the disposal of this committee in
redrafting this act.

In closing may I reiterate my belief that we must take our capital-
istic system in hand. It is not in hand, is not any system of unlimited
competition decreed by law. There is another extreme of administra-
tive control by the States, and the medium line is N. R. A. industrial
cooperation controlled by the Government. To my mind we should
not go back to what has failed, we should not go forward to communism
or facism, but we must do something, and let us stick to the middle of
the road.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions of General Johnson?
Senator LONFRGAN. I would like to ask a question, Mr. Chairman.

I judge from what you have stated before we recessed, you believe
that Congress has no power to regulate commerce that is solely
intrastate?

General JOHNSON. Senator, of course when we say "intrastate"
you raise a question of definition.

Senator LONERGAN. Yes, sir.
General JOHNSON. I tried to say I thought possibly in this depres-

sion and before it had changed our concepts of what was intrastate
and what was interstate commerce, and that any act within a State
which clearly and obviously affected or burdened commerce among
the States should be regarded as interstate commerce and subject
to regulation.

Senator LONERGAN. And you would eliminate all other activity?
General JOHNSON. Yes; if they did not have a near relation to the

interstate.
Senator LONERGAN. I think that is sound.
Senator BARKLEY. You would apply the Shreveport doctrine in

railroad restriction to commerce?
General JOHNsON. Yes, sir.
Senator BARKLEY. Is there any reason, if the same constitutional

provision authorizing Congress to regulate commerce, carries with it
the power to regulate the instrumentality over which commerce is
carried, even if it be intrastate, if it affects interstate commerce, that
the same power is extended to Congress to regulate the instrumentality
over which it is transported?

General JOHNSON. Yes, sir. I would even go further than that,
and there has been a decision on it, and I think if we have manu-
facturing absolutely unregulated within a particular area it may
degrade commerce three or four States away and in every State
between, and I would go to the fullest extent by saying that any act
in the manufacture, distribution, or sale within a State of anything
in any State that would as a matter of fact burden commerce within
other States is within the power of Congress to regulate.

Senator KING. General, you are not at variance are you, with the
decisions of the Supreme Court in regard to price fxing and restraint
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of trade in American Column & Lumber Co. v. United States, 257
U. S. 377; United States v. American Linseed Oil Co., 262 U. S. 371;
Maple Moorings Manufacturers Association, et al., v. United States,
268 U. S. 563; Cement Manufacturers Protective Association, et at., v.
United States, 268 U. S. 588, and several others of like character?

General JOHNSON. Senator, that is a pretty large order. I could
not tell you what those decisions were. I could not say whether I
am at variance with them or not.

Senator KING. In view of your definition of what was interstate
I thought perhaps it would not be unfair to call your attention to these
cases and ask you whether you were familiar with them.

General JOHNSON. I suppose I am familiar with them. I do not
recognize them by title or citation.

However, I will say this: I very well know that much of the lan-
cage of the Supreme Court is against the position I took, but I do

lieve in view of the revelations of I'he last 2 or 3 years that the
Supreme Court will say that yesterday things which did not affect
interstate commerce today do affect inter state commerce.

Senator KING. Are you in favor of the provision which is found in
this bill before us, if I interpret it correctly, which practically repeals
or makes noneffective the antitrust laws, and certainly subordinates
the Federal Trade Commission to the code, or to the provisions of the
law and to the provisions of the codes which may be adopted and
which may be approved by the President?

General JOHNSON. Senator, I am not familiar with the language of
that bill, but I can answer your question, I think, otherwise. I am
not in favor of any relaxation of the antitrust law except that where
the Government itself decides that a certain act, although it other-
wise might be called a combination in restraint of trade, is in the
public interest, and that the Government may license that act con-
tingent on whatever conditions it decides to apply, and that any
violation of those conditions incidentally brings into full vigor and
effect the antitrust laws on that act.

Further, I want to say that I realize in reading this that I have not
covered all the points thoroughly, and since I prepared this in the
last 48 hours, I know it is very ineptly presented.

There seems to be an inherent criticism of the Federal Trade Com-
mission in my testimony. I do not mean to do that. I do not mean
to criticize the Federal Trade Commission. I think it is a wonderful
body and has done wonderful work. But I think we have got to
define these limits, and that within that field after they have been
defined that the antitrust field ought to be even strengthened.

Senator KING. You said the Government should decide. What
agency of the Government should decide whether it was fair practice
or whether it was a violation of the Sherman antitrust law? Do you
think a court should, or did you have in mind some administrative
body?

General JOHNSON. Yes; I bad in mind the continuance of some body
such as N. R. A., which you gentlemen might decide in your wisdom
to set up.

Senator KING. Then, if I understand you, you would give to that
organization that power subject, of course, to the review by the
courts?General JOHNSOx. That is correct.
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Senator KING. The determination of whether certain conduct or
certain practices was and were in violation of personal rights, or of*
the antitrust law, or of the provisions of the fair-trade practices as
they had been inaugurated and carried into effect by the Federal
Trade Commission?

General JOHNSON. I tried to say that, yes sir. I do not think
on ultimate rights you can take away or should take away from the
courts and put in the hands of an administrative body those decisions.
I think they have to dol it in the first instance, as many other deci-
sions, but I think they always have to be finally decided by the courts
as to whether that body is exceeding its authority.

Senator KING. As I understood your address, your statement this
morning, and it is very long, it covered many, many features, and I
am not complaining about it, and I think we are indebted to you for
such a comprehensive statement; do you not believe or, rather, did
you not convey the idea that there should be, aside from the admini-
strative organization, call it the N. R. A., or any other name that mary
be applied to it, an agency rather disassociated from the N. R. A. or
that organization, and disassociated from the industry, and yet which
should be a sole appellate court, or court of appeals, to review any
important decision of the N. R. A. on any organization set-up before
it was put into effect, particularly if it had punitive provisions-I,
use the word "punitive"-and as affecting the continuity of its
business rather than the technical term, where it implies a violation
of a criminal statute subject to punishment by imprisonment?

General JOHNSON. No, sir; I did not suggest a separate body in
respect to an administrative body, but in respect to labor provisions.

Senator KING. Yes; I recall.
General JOHNSON. I also said I thought there should be a body set

up to hear complaints like the oppression of small enterprises, which
could be immediately heard, and where it was found that there had
been oppression in violation of the statute their decrees should be
accepted at face value by the administrative body and they should
correct that abuse.

Senator KING. How would you prevent lock-outs and how would
you prevent strikes?

* General JOHNSON. You cannot do it. I tried to make clear by
what I was saying that unless you have a vertical organization of
industry alongside a vertical organization of labor with a tribunal for
final appeal to a supreme body on labor disputes whose decision
would be accepted by both sides,_

Senator KING. Do you think there is any authority in the Federal
Government or State governments to deny to labor individual labor
or groups of labor, such as the Federation of Labor, the right to strikof

General JOHNSON. No, sir. But your question goes to something
that is very intrinsic in my recommendations, and I think is intrinsic
in N. I. R. A. Now those conditions are matters of an agreement.
I do not believe if the labor in an industry and the employers in an
industry agree that the trouble can be settled that they have lost
any substantiative rights, but have sustained their own substantive

Senator KING, You think the power of the court might be called
into play to restrain a strike or lockout after an agreement had been
entered into?
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General JOHNSON. After the strike or lock-out and the body selected
was agreed to by both sides, and a decision had been reached and
handed down; yes, but not otherwise.

Senator KING. I suppose, General, perhaps it was a little exag-
gerated at the time, but do you remember saying in the newspapers
that "N. R. A. is as dead as a dodo"? You did not quite mean that?

General JOHNSON. I sort of expected that. [Laughter.]
Senator KING. You expected N. R. A. would be as dead as a dodo,

or that you would be asked that?
General JOHNSON. No; I expected the statement to be mentioned,

and I remember about that; the fact of the matter is that I was mis-
understood at the time, and I was in New York and told the press that
"The administration of N. R. A. is as dead as a dodo."

Senator KING. Oh, yes.
General JOHNSON. And my belief of that is whenever you concede

an administrative function into the hands of a board and tell it to
function as an administrative body the board cannot function entirely
satisfactorily, although I must say that after coming back and review-
ing the N. W. A. for the purposes of this testimony I have found that
there are things which those people have done in ironing out a lot of
mistakes and errors which I left there which is very remarkable.

Senator KING. Then tou understand it is still alive and a quiescent
body, but perhaps needs changes?

General JOHNSON. I doubt whether under board administration
that N. R. A. can ever more than wiggle.

Senator KING. Undoubtedly there were too many codes, were there
not, six or seven hundred codes? It is possible to commence admin-
istering that number of codes, six or seven hundred?

General JOHNSON. Senator, there is no question about that at all.
Senator KING. You would eliminate a great many of the codes,

would you not?
General JOHNSON. I would by consolidation.
Senator KING. You would by consolidation; yes.
General JOHNSON. I could go into an elaborate discussion on thai

if you wanted to. I admit that as a fact.
Senator KING. My recollection is I think we conferred together

a number of times after the law was passed?
General JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
Senator KING. And during the early administration of it, and it was

your view that the codes should be limited in number far below the
number which have been attempted.

General JOHNSON. I sometimes think that if we had not done any
more than put in the President's Reemployment Agreement and then
keep that in effect and then limit these codes to probably not more
than 20 it would have been better administratively.

Senator KING. Keeping in mind of course always the spirit, if not
the letter, of the minimum wages and hours and so forth?

General JOHNSON. In the President's Reemployment Agreement
96 percent of industry signed an agreement that they would respect
that. That was required by the law.

Senator KING. If that had been carried out I think all of this
machinery would have been better, would it not, for the country and
the industry?
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General JOHNSON. I think it would. I think that was one of my
mistakes.

Senator KING. We will assume all of us participated in that and
acquit you of it.

Senator BARKLEY. General, in the courts as a rule all proceedings
are between two people, one on one side and one on the other, one
seeking a remedy of some kind against the other; to a large extent
that is true in the Federal Trade Commission here, some aggrieved
party bringing a complaint, some other party to right a wrong.

Whatever the decision may be either in the court or in the commis-
sion or any similar body it is technically binding only on the parties
to the proceedings, and while it may be binding in a moral sense on
everybody, in order to enforce that binding opinion you have got to
go into court and probably get an order of some sort to cease and
desist, or a judgment. Is there any way in an ordinary court pro-
ceeding, or in a proceeding before a commission between two parties
to bring about a sort of mass compliance with what are coming to be
recognized as fair practices, fair methods of competition, fair dealing
between industry and labor, and all the things that have been at-
tempted under the N. R. A. set-up?

General JOHNSON. Only if the Congress provides that as a result
of an individual complaint that a ruling or a commission shall be
admitted administratively from such a body as this, and then pro-
vides that an infringement of that will be an offense which will be
punishable, so that you have a penal sanction also could what you
suggest be done so far as I know.

I do think we have got to recognize we are up against a new propo-
sition. I mean if there is not anything in this, taking the whole
economic machine along the lines Itried to show, then there is not
anything that is Lew.

nator BARKLEY. My question is not to be interpreted in any
way derogatory to the courts or the Federal Trade Commission,
which I helped to create.

General JOHNSON. I understand that.
Senator BARKLEY. But it seems to me we have got to recognize

that there must be an immediate and effective way where things can
be done so as to affect large mases of people in our industries, and
rot have to do it piecemeal.

General JOHNSON. There is not any doubt about that.
But I think you have got some parallel in the difference between

our courts declaring that a law is constitutional and the system in
Mexico, which they call the right of empirio (?) before the last constitu-
tion, in which if you had a complaint you could go before the court and
it would say the law was valid as to you, but not anybody else. I
think we did blaze the way for that doctrine in our country. I
think you have got the answer to that in your tribunal if it is satisfac-
tory.

Senator KING. General, if I understood you in reply to my friend,
notwithstanding agreements which may be entered into between
employees and employers as a. result of voluntary action upon their
part, or as the result of some of the major coercive provisions of codes
you could not deny to either employers or employees under our form
of government an opportunity to resort to courts to determine his
rights.
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General JOHNSON. That is my belief.
Senator KING. You cannot by law deprive a man of his constitu-

tional right to appeal to the courts where he thinks those rights,
personal, or individual, or property rights, to have been violated?

General JOHNSON. I do not think you can or I do not think you
ought to.

i senator KING. I do not think you ought to in a democratic form
of government.

General JOHNSON. That is right.
Senator KING. You do not care how many agree to a voluntary line

of conduct coercively if later on they agree they bartered away too
much, as the law has been construed they have the right to appeal to
the courts to determine the validity of the agreement and whether or
not the terms have been made ethically, morally, and legally?

General JOHNSON. I have no question about that in my mind.
Senator KING. You do not quarrel with that at all?
General JOHNSON. No.
'The CHAIRMAN. General, may I ask you this question: You touched

upon it briefly. How you look upon this proposition, putting in this
law, if it should be continued, that where N. R. A. authorities had
found there were some unfair practices, or some cutting or prices
below the cost of production and so forth that destroyed fair compe-
tition, that that certificate be made to the Federal Trade Commission
and immediately upon that certificate being received the Federal
Trade Commission might issue an order of cease and desist, and that
that order of ceasing and desisting should be operative pending the
more full investigation of the Federal Trade Commission and so on?
As I understand it now one of the troubles has been in the long in-
vestigation that might ensue from the Federal Trade Commission in
looking into the proposition and so on without the authority to imme-
diately issuing the order of ceasing and desisting.

General JOHNSON. Senator, I have thought aout that suggestion.
I have given it a great deal of thought. The more I think about it the
more I like it. I cannot find anything the matter with it. I think it
would be very direct and effective procedure. I think I have thought
enough about it to even recommend surely it should be one of the
provisions of any statute you might write.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you about this P. R. A. That has
been some time ago. We had almost forgotten about it. That was
an order issued by the President following the enactment of the
N. R. A. pending the formulation of these codes, was it not?

General JoHNSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And of what did the order consist?
General JOHNSON. It was not an order. It was a suggested agree-

ment under that clause of the act 4 (a) that permits the President to
enter into an agreement with an individual.

Under a code what he does is enter into an agreement with an
association. But he also can enter into an agreement with an indi-
vidual under this act.

It was an agreement, proposed by the President, that everybody
who signed it would immediately adopt certain maximum hours and
minimum wages, which were stated in the agreement, and that they
would comply with the provisions of section 7 (a) as individuals,
agreeing with the President as to collective bargaining, and that they
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would cooperate with other individuals as soon as possible to submit
codes of fair competition. And it was hardly anything else. That
was sent out broadcast, and the President made a radio appeal for
everybody to sign it. We backed that up with the "blue eagle."
Although I have been accused of originating a boycott there were 96
percent of the employers who signed that, which accusation was not
very effective. Within 60 days we had industry under that agreement.
by their own spontaneous agreement with the President, which
everybody signed.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you believe that would be possible now?
General JOHNSON. You mean to go out and do that again?
The CHAIRMAN. Obtain the same results that were obtained at that

time.
General JOHNSON. Of course, that would be just conjecture. Yes;

I believe if the sentiment were built up there would be. I do not
think you could now under this confusion. But if a lot of the un-
certainties of this thing were first cleared up by a definition which
would remove any possibility of conflict between the Federal Trade
Commission and the N. R. A. as to what these practices were, I think
that would give all industry a great jolt. I think that would be worth
trying; yes. There are a lot of "ifs" to that.

Senator KING. If agreements were entered into between the Presi-
dent of the United States upon the one hand and industry and repre-
sentatives of labor on the other do you not think there would be
somewhat of a disposition on the part of those entering into an agree-
ment to adhere to it more than those entering into codes?

General JOHNSON. I rather think so.
Senator KING. They would respect the President as standing forth

as a sovereignty of the symbol of national power and authority?
General JOHNsON. I think this is true: We had no trouble with

agreements hardly. The big fault was with the service codes. There
is no question about that. Psychology was that there was a good
deal more respect for the agreement, which was more than a code
which merely a majority had agreed to.

Senator KING. Many people in the codes believe that the codes were
rather superimposed upon them by large trade associations without
due regard to perhaps a large minority or at least a minority.

General JOHNSON. Senator, I do not think people thought that so
much, because I have, at least when I was there, attempted to give
everybody a day in court when these codes were submitted, and all
sides and every person interested had an opportunity to be heard and
register any objections and they were considered, and I did not hear
that when I left.

Senator KING. You disagree with this staid .ment-I do not want
to put you two distinguished gentlemen in juxtaposition-and I quote
from a statement made by Mr. Richberg, on August 28, 1934, over
the Columbia Broadcasting System network:
* * * The truth is that the codes have been written by hard-headed busi-

ness men, the chosen representatives of trade and industry; and that the contro-
versies developed in establishing and administering the codes have been seldom
controversies between industry and government, but usually controversies be-
tween majorities and minorities of business men who were conscientiously labor-
ing to protect their own interests and at the same time trying to accept a new
responsibility to the public interest.
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General JOHNSON. What is the date of that?
Senator KING. August 28, 1934.
General JOHNSON. No; I am afraid I do not agree with that.

That was not my experience.
Senator KING. Then another statement from a speech of Mr. Rich-

berg over a network of the National Broadcasting Co. on September
•5, 1934:

The Government did not itself attempt to write the new rules of the game.
It called upon the representatives of business to write their own rules, which the
Government would approve if they were really fair and in the public interest.

General JoHNsoN. That is true. The law required groups or an
association of busines es, but it did not require us to
approve them, a owed t em in sev ases here that I thought
were effeeti es. Of course, there were aces I have no doubt
in the wor where some stuff was put over the divisional and
deputy a istrators. Ther t any questio about that. The
law re es that the ,be bm by empl

Sen or RING. recal-I do t care to go her into that.
Is tiot aa that wre ha vtr, a great d of complaint

by amoritics in ued~~i arge ustries, large
uni of an industry, ra ted t a tivitis ich resulted
in e codes?

eneral J O N. rm tor I am n u my o experience
onl . Some d e.. f"e a e nt one. There were
mayrvisio ght beap heavily on

m cities of all e rises. 'tried to say ere, thed that
asesely as e be use wagd fire mostly that. I do
not k We ould dra#* uZ- con on t somebody
a r nded but what ed. those stances ong that line
I of almost an t atis e i tuh

Sena KING. Mi.oU, s hs s merit by Mr.
Rahe de from h h in ptember tember 19, 1934,
before t vertising Club of Baltimore, Md.?i

Pro ly th9I eat, most detailed regulatory cod at has been written is the
'steel Code hundreds of pages of le code and supplementary
reu t. It was almos entirel a industry. It Is administered
with a minimum of public inistration requires the expenditure
of $500,000 annually and a force of employees who, if established by the Govern-
ment, would be called a "bureaucracy.'" * * *

But if miyone desires to criticize the codes that have been written, and their
administration, a being enmeshed in red tape and establishing bureaucracies,
why in the name of honesty does he not criticize the business men who wrote the
codes and set up bureaucracies for their administration? The National Govern-
ment offered to industry an opportunity of self-government, and if the experi-
ment needs revision, the principal difficulty does not lie in persuading the Govern-
meut to do the job, but in persuading the business men of the country to simplify
these complicated mechanisms which they themselves devised.

General JoENSoN. I agree with part of that, and part of it I don't.
Senator KING. Do you agree with this statemmnt from a speech

made before the American Academy of Political and Social Science,
in Philadelphia, Pa., by Mr. Richberg, on December 7,1934:

We asked trade and industry to write its own laws of fair play; and we are
willing to have many inconsistent, many unwise laws written in order to learn by
trial and error what was best.

General JoHNsoN. Senator, I have tried to explain that the law
required the industries post their own costs. But we did not let them
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put in the codes anything they wanted to. Before we sent it over to
the President it was digested to the ultimate. Everybody that has a
kick was allowed to make that kick-labor, the consumers, the small
consumer, and everybody along the line. We permitted no code until
after the most exhaustive survey as to whether or not the code as
finally edited was consistent with the purpose of this act.

As I say, under as much of my administration as there was I know
things were put over, but I am saying what was the earnest and
sincere attempt of that administration. I do not believe it is fair to
say these industries wrobe their own codes. I know they did not.
They proposed a code, but I know of no case where anybody proposed
a code that went out the way they wrote it.

The CHAIRMAN. General, may I ask a question in that connection?
What is your reaction to the suggestion if the codes are written
through representatives of these various sections, equitably chosen
and so forth, for industries and so on, both large and small, and
finally approved by the N. R. A., that in the administration of those
codes that it be done by Government agencies rather than the repre-
sentatives of the industries themselves?

General JOHNSON. I tried to say that it was my belief on that up
to the point of decision and action that they can plan, they can bring
in all the statistical information they want to, they can use persuasion
and that sort of thing, but up to the time where it comes to a price
ahedule, or something like that, I think that should emanate from
the Government.

I think planning in industry can well be a function of industry, but
I tried while I was there to see to it, and I frequently stated that I do
not believe the Government should relinquish its punitive control or
pass on its responsibility to see that the purposes of this act are ful-
filled to any group outside of itself. There was a constant pressure of
people with the argument that we ought to just have an inside in-
dustrial and economic authority. I fought that all of the time. I do
not believe in it. I do not think we can ever release that supervisory
control.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Wagner, if there is anything you desire
to ask the General you may do so at any time.

Senator WAGNER. No, Mr. Chairman.
Senator KING. I want to ask another question General. I did not

quite understand your view with respect to this exibility, and may I
be pa ,doned to directing your attention to the flexibility of price and
hours, et cetera, and may I premise it by stating that you appreciate
it as well as anybody, perhaps better than any of us sitting here at the
table, that we have a large country with diversified industries,
different climatic and other conditions, so that it would seem, applying
human rules to human conduct, that a standardization of ever
industry with hours of labor and all such as that would be impossible
with such great diversity of interest such as we have with the geo-
graphical division. Did I understand you correctly to state that the
application of a uniform standard of wages and hours of labor would
be difficult, if not impossible and unwise, in view of these differences
to which I have so imperfectly alluded?

General JOHNSON. I think that it is impossible. I think you have
got to have your flexibility. I think you have got to judge each one

I 1972-M?-rr0- 45
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-on its own merits. But you cannot put a cast-iron rule over this
whole country. That is the subject in N. R. A. which caused greater
trouble than any other one subject. On the other hand, I think
there are degraded segments, which regardless of the mortality, the
Government has to move in regarding interstate control as to those
things.

I think one of the most constructive things that could be done now
would be to set up some sort of a commission to decide on questions
.of differentials. It was done piecemeal. We have now got the
picture. I will say that it has not been make properly yet.

There must be differentials, in view of the different territorial sec-
tions, territorial differentials between big and small enterprises, and
all those things have to be recognized.

They are there and you cannot make them not there by any fiat.
Senator KING. I suppose I have had several hundred letters from

people in rural communities, and several from my friend's State of
Kentucky, indicating that any policy adopted ought not to tend to
the centralization of these big units of industry, such as in the gar-
ment trade in New York, Chicago, Detroit, or in Baltimore, and we
ought to try to diffuse industry and build up industry in these rural
communities and urban communities, for the welfare of these people.

Do you believe in a plan whereby we can build up and maintain
industries in the remote parts of civilization?

General JOHNSON. Yes, Senator; if we know what we are talking
about.

Of course, the favorite diversion of the sweatshop operators is to
run out of a city and locate in a rural district, where they are not so
,closely supervised. I would not have that condition. There is a
question where you should draw the line.

In general terms, I try to draw it this way: Where a number of
cities have industries that leave for the rural communities, obviously
for the purpose of exploiting labor, I do not stand for it. But we
cannot forget our economic structure has been built up under certain
economic conditions, in these cities, under climatic conditions, and
so forth, and you cannot go in and wreck it.

Senator KING. You would not want to impose any impediments to
prevent the development of industries in the various States?

General JOHNSON. No, sir; certainly not.
Senator KING. Recurring to the Federal Trade Commission, do you

not think it could be made, while it has been highly useful, very
beneficial; that its usefulness might be increased by prescribing, au-
thorizing the prescribing of some-like the adoption of, recently, by
the whole esale druggists, who, as I understand it, in convention, at
which were present representatives of the Federal Trade Commission,
worked out, or, rather, submitted a large number of trade practice,.,
which I had the opportunity to read, which they affirmed to be fair,
and others which they affirmed to be unethical and unfair, and thoy
all assented to that, and while they did not receive, perhaps, the
absolute approval of the Federal Trade Commission, there was a
general feeling that those trade practices if adhered to, would be
entirely proper and would absolve the trade from prosecution by the
Federal Trade Commission, or from investigation by the Federal
Trade Commission?

General JOHNSON. Senator, if you took the respective officials of the
N. R. A., and those of the Federal Trade Commission, and locked
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them in the same room, and said, "You guys don't come out of there
until you come to an agreement. Let us get this thing worked out."
I think they could come oit with a definition which might be the same
definition of th'3 powers of each, and you would have an ideal arrange-
ment, because you would have made them practically one, when it
came to working together.

Senator KINi. Yes.
General JOHNSON. I think the functions of the Federal Trade Com-

mission are to enforce the provisions of any acts you write and to see
to it that they do not lapse over the restrictions you lay down, and
it becomes, then, a sort of an enforcement agency.

And this other agency, which I think you will have to have, because
the problem is great, becomes more of an administrative agency.

As to the definition on which there is to be checking, and the
principles, it ought to be the same, as to theprinciples and the policy.

Senator KING. Mr. Chairman, in view of the statement made by
General Johnson, and I do not mean to say his statement is not in
accord with what is shown here on pages 101 and 102, of the Price and
Price Provisions in Codes, prepared for the hearing on price provisions
in codes of fair competition submitted by the National Recovery
Administration, and without taking time to read it, I will ask that the
parts which are marked be inserted in the record at this point.

(The statement referred to is as follows:)
T7he excerpts referred to from volume entitled, "Prices and Price Provisions in

Codes", prepared for the hearing on price provisions of codes of fair competition,
January 9, 1935, National Recovery Administration, Washington, D. C., are as
follows:

FOREWORD

The fact that the prices of a great many commodities tend to be flexible has
recently acquired considerable prominence in public discussions. In a period of
rapid price changes price rigidity ought to be exceptional. Yet the prices not
only of individual articles but even of whole groups of articles seem to be insensi-
tive to the economic stresses of the last few years. Portions reproduced here of
some of the price studies of the Research and Planning Division and other
agencies indicate some measure of this rigidity, and seem to hint that greater
productivity and employment would result if greater price flexibility were
attained.

The material presented has been collected from many sources as an aid in
discussion of price policies.

Five hundred and sixty of the six hundred and seventy-seven codes have some
sort of provision relating to minimum prices and cost methods. Only 8 of these
have provisions which cover all 3 of the chief types included in this analysis,
that is, those prohibiting destructive price cutting, those providing for the estab-
lishment of minimum prices in cases of emergency, and those prohibiting sales
below cost. Only 12 have provisions prohibiting both destructive price cutting
and selling below cost; 66 have both a provisions for minimum prices in cases
of emergency and a prohibition of sales below cost, while 82 have provisions for
minimum prices in emergencies in conjunction with a prohibition of destructive
price cutting. Three hundred and fifteen codes, or a substantial majority of
those coming under the analysis as having some kind of provision relating to
minimum prices and cost methods have only the provisions restricting sales
below cost. Six codes limit themselves to mere prohibitions against destructive
price cutting and 32 have provisions for minimum prices only in cases of
emergency.

In some groups of codes there is a high degree of consistency in the provisions.
In the textile goods, for example, of the 75 which have some provision relating to
minimum prices and cost methods, 54 have a prohibition against selling below
individual cost, with an accounting or cost-finding method to be specified by the
code authority. Similarly, in the Chemical Division, there are 31 codes in the
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industrial paper, paper products, and rubber groups, all of which save one have
nearly identical provisions. Again, in the 13 provisions found in the Construc-
tion Division 12 stipulate no selling below individual cost and all but one of these
have attached a cost-finding system set up by the code authority' wiLh adminis-
trative approval.

The high figures in the food codes are due largely to the hs'ery industry and
its supplementary codes There are in fact 14 codes in this group containing
either a general statement prohibiting destructive price cutting and/or the pro-
vision found substantially in office memorandum 228, 8 of these in the Fishery
Industry Code and its 7 supplements. On the other hand, in the equipment
group, with its 158 codes, there is no con~entration of the 42 codes containing
such provisions unless it be in the construction section of the fabricating indus-
tries subgroup, where 10 out of the 18 codes have such a provision.

Minimum prices in case of emergency only.-One hundred and eighty-seven
codes have some provision for establishing minimum prices in cases of emergency
and it is again in the food codes that the largest proportion are found, 44 percent.However, there is no marked concentration into any particular class in this divi-
sion. The manufacturing and the equipment divisions also have a relatively
large proportion of such provisions, 43 and 39 percent, respectively. The most
marked concentration in the manufacturing group is in the fabricated materials
subgroup in which 10 out of the 15 codes have some such provision; in the small
hardware subgroup, where 10 out of the 13 have such a provision, and in the
metal treating subgroup, with 4 out of the 5. In the equipment division the con-
centration is most noticeable in the plant machinery subdivision, with 6 out of
9, and in the construction subdivision (in the fabricating subgroup) with 10 out
of 18.

Over 64 percent of the provisions relating to the establishment of minimum
prices in cases of emergency only are either exactly as set forth in office inemoran-
dum of February 3, 1934 or closely patterned after it. According to this memo-
randum, the code authority, subject to National Recovery Administration approv-
al, determines when an emergency exists and established a minimum price based
on lowest reasonable cost. In the case of the equipment group, where the
greatest number of provisions occur, the percentage is higher, 79 percent. The
remainder correspond to office memorandum 228, with only few and minor
variations, such as that National Recovery Administration should declare the
emergency and establish the minimum price.

Power is given in 12 codes to the code authority, with or without approval of
National Recovery Administration, to establish minimum prices at any time, no
cost basis being provided.

Selling below cost.-Four hundred and three, or 59 percent of the 677 codes,
have a provision prohibiting sales below cost. In 78 percent of these, or in 315
codes, this Is the only provision of any kind In the code relating to minimum
prices, but In 66 other codes it appears in conjunction with an emergency price
provision. With the exception of the public utilities group and the finance,
graphic arts, and amusements group, the relative number of codes in each group
which have a "no selling below cost" provision Is remarkably uniform, running
from 52 percent to 65 percent. Of these 403 codes 352 nondistribution codes
have a prohibition of selling below individual cost. Included in this number are
14 which also prohibit sales below a minimum cost set up for the industry and 16
additional prohibit sales below a minimum price established for the whole
industry. Most commonly in connection with a minimum price for the entire
industry the specification is made that such minimum cost must be "reasonable."
In most of the nondistrihution codes, or 82 percent, no elements of individual cost
are specified. Of the 87 cases in which they are, 54 codes specify "production
and other costs." Thirty-six distribution codes are also included in the above
403, and In these the cost is defined most commonly as invoice plus transportation.

Practically all of the codes-all except 42-which prohibit selling below cost
also provide for the establishment of a cost-accounting, estimating, or finding
method. In 87 percent of these codes the method is to be determined by the
code authority with, in practically every instance or 92 percent, the ar:-roval of
National Recovery Administration is required. In about one-fifth uf the codes
carrying such provisions members are permitted slight variations from the approved
accounting methods. Also in connection with the 'no sale below cost" provisions,
about one-sixth of the codes having such provisions require that cost data must
be submitted to the code authority or impartial agent upon request. Relatively
the greatest number of these appear in the chemical division, where one-half of the
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codes providing for no sales below cost have such a provision. A few codes,
totaling less than 10 percent of the total having "no sale below cost" provisions
provide for investigation by the code authority or impartial agent either at any
time or in cases of violations or disputes only. The vast majority have no pro-
vision for cost filing (to be distinguished from pricing filing) or for cost investiga-
tion.

In this connection it should be noted that in addition to those codes in which
accounting and cost-finding systems are establishpd in eonnecting with "no n P1ing
below cost" provisions, 126 codes call for the establishment of such systems but
without reference to their use as a basis for minimum prices.

Other than cost formulae specifically mentioned in codes, only 37 cost-estimating
or accounting systems have been approved by the National Recovery Adminis-
tration.

A large number of codes permit sweeping exemptions from all minimum price
provisions, chiefly to meet competition. Two hundred and sixty-seven codes, or
48 percent of the total having some minimum price provision permit exceptions
to meet competition of other members although 111 of these 267 provide that only
the prices of competitors not selling below cost may be met. Seventy-eight
permit meeting the prices established by any competitor and a like number permit
meeting prices of lower-cost competitors. Some codes, 65 in all, also permit sell-
ing below cost to meet competition of certain specified and definitely competitive
products and/or of equivalent but nonindustry products. About one-half of
these latter exceptions, 31, are in addition to the aforementioned provisions per-
mitting sales below costs to meet competition. While most of the provisionse rmitting the meeting of competition impose no conditions upon such selling
elow cost, a few, 12, require that approval of the code authority be secured, and

a somewhat larger number, 36, that the code authority must be notified of all sales
below cost. A few codes set tip other conditions.

Somewhat more common are the provisions permitting the selling below cost
or below minimum prices of substandard goods, so-called "distress merchandise",
or goods on special sale. Three hundred and twenty-three have such provisions,
two-thirds of which require that notice to the code authority be given in cases of
such sales, the other third require the approval of the code authority. This
,exception or exemption does not appear in any of the codes in the construction,
public utilities, finance, graphic arts and amusements, or professions divisions.

Amendments: It is of some interest to note that most of the amendments have
been in the textile division, six being incorporated in the codes to provide for
minimum price in ease of emergency, one to prohibit destructive price cutting,
five to prohibit selling below individual cost, and three to provide for the use of cost
accounting or cost finding methods specified by the code authority with approval
of the Administrator. In the manufacturing division, four amendments have
'been made to prohibit destructive price cutting and a like number to provide for
minimum prices in emergencies. In both the chemical division and the wholesale
and retail division, three amendments to provide for emergency minimum prices
have been made and in the former division three amendments prohibit sales below
individual cost. Two amendments in the food division contain a general mandate
against destructive price cutting. It may also be of some significance that 8 of
the 13 amendments prohibiting destructive price-cutting follow offce memo-
randum 228 exactly while two of the others follow it with some variations, and
of the 19 amendments to make possible the setting of minimum prices in emer-
gencies, 13 followed that memorandum exactly, and three others followed it with
variations. There was a total of nine amendments prohibiting sales below indi-
vidual cost and of six to provide for cost accounting or cost-finding methods there
has been a number of diverse amendments providing for exceptions to minimum
prices, the greatest number of which are to permit meeting the price of a com-
petitor who is not selling below cost and to permit the sale of substandard or
distressgoods.
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The following table shows the analysis in detail:

J 1 a 4 5 4 7 8 9 10 11 Total
1 3

Total number of codes ........................

I. D3STRUCTIVE PRICE CUTTING PROBIPITID

* A. GeD stLstatement without explanation or
qualificaItion---------------------.....B. As set forth in office memorandum no. 228,

exhibit B, sec. I (forbids "willfully de-
structive price cutting" and sets up pro-
cedure for hearing and appeal to N. R. A.
where complained of) ....................

C. As patterned after office memorandum no.
228 but with variations in word or minor
variations in substance .................

ti. PROVISION FOR ESTAPLI5HINO MINIMUM
PRICE& IN CASES OF EMIRGENCT ONL!

A. As set forth In office memorandum of Feb.
3, 1934 (codeauthority, subject to N. R. A,
approval determines when an emergency
exists and establishes minimum price
based on lowest reasonable cost) .......

B. As patterned after office memorandum of
Feb. 3, 1034, but with variations in sub-
stane-..-.-....._..........------------

C. As set forth in office. memorandum no. 228,
exhibit B, sec. 2 (. R. A, declares emer.
gency and establishes minimum price)....

D. As patterned after office memorandum no.
228, but with variations in word, or minor
variations in substance ...............

it. POWER GIVEN TO CODE AUTHORITY, WITH OR
WITHOUT APPROVAL OF N, a. A., TO ESTABLISH
AT ANY TIME MINIMUM PRICES

No cost basis being provided ..............

IV. PROHIBITION AGAINST SELLING BELOW COST

A. Nondistribution codes:
1. Defirition of coat:

a. Individual (Individual member's
own cost) ......................

b. Specific minimum cost set up for en-
tire industry ....................

I, food; II, textile; III, basic materials; IV,
chemicals; V, equipment; VI, manufacturing;
VII, construction; VII, public utilities; IX,
finance, graphic arts, amusements; X, pro-
fessions; XI, wholesale and retail.

(i$ Lowest reasonable.---
(2) Reasonable . .............
3) Lowest representative ..........

(4) Average .......................
2, Elements of cost specified:

a. Production or manufacturing costs
only ........... ;W66 -..--------

b. Production and other ..........
c. Specified percentage mark-up on a

uniform base for overhead costs....
d, Integrated producers must figure

products of earlier stages at mar-
et p le ................ ..........

e. No elements of cost specified ....
B. Distribution codes:

I. Definition of cost:
a. Invoice cost or cost of replacement

plus transportation ...........
b. Net purchase price ............
C. Wholesaler's list price ..........
d. Manufacturer's list price .
e, Mark-up for wages and other costs of

doing business provided for; 1. e.,
nark-up on "a", "b", "C', or
"d" above to be determined by
code authority with or without
approval of N. R. A ............
(I) For wages only .............
(2) For wages plus other cost's of

- doing business ................

57 49

2....
2....

118 1 21114 I 1I

--... I ---- 1 11

87 75 12 2 4 4 32

1 .... 1
3 - 2.....:: ... 10

I............ ....

2 4 to 6 12 10 0 1 4....

2 1 3 4. - --.....

1260 31140 7266 7 ,J 14....-

.... I ........ I ---- I .... 3

----i----i----

.... 1 2
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1 2 3 4 3 6 7 8 9 I111 Total

IV. PROHIBITION AOAINST SELLING BELOW
cOST--oontinued

B. Distribution codes--Continued.
I. Definition of cost-Contlnued.

e, Mark-up for wages, eto-Contd.
(3) Mark-up to be based upon cost

finding, estimating, or ac-
counting methods to be de-
termined by code authority
or without approval of N. R.
A ................................ ----------------- --- 10 12'
(a) Individual cost --------------- I ------- ---.---- 0 12
(b) M odel cost_ - -.........................................- 1

C. Provisin for accounting, estimating, or
finding methods to be used in determine.
ing costs in connection with the "no sell-
ing below cost" provisions of either 'A"
or I B" above:

1. To be detremined by code authority ---- 14 57 49 46 79 73 I0 6 4 3 17 357
. -Approval of N. R. A1 required .......... i0 460 42 7a 70 10 6 4 2 17 830
3. Methods named in and established by

code ................................... 7 1 7 2- .. ---- --..... 2
4. No method specified nor any provision

for developing one --------------- _ - 3 3 ---. 5 3 2 2 1 1 22 42
5, Individuals permitted slight variations

from methods established ------------ 2 8 4 1 28 16 2 1 1 __ 4 06
0. Preliminary rules established with or

without approval of N. R. A. to apply
prior to the approval of methods ....... 4 2 6 27 1 2 4 . ... 3-------- 49

D. Specific provisions for coat filing and cost
investigation to be used in connection with
the administration of the "no selling be-
low cost" provisions of either "A" or "B"
above:

1. Cost date must be submitted to code
authority or impartial agent at its re-
quest .................................. 1 1 8 .... 23 12 10 1 11 1 8

2. Provision for investigation by code
authority or impartial agent of mem-
ber'sc ots at any time -------------- 1 1 2.... 2 1 1 1 14

3. Provision for investigation by code
authority or impartial agent of mem-
ber's costs in cases of violation of dis-
pute only ..............................2.... 1 3 4 4 3 1---- .... 1

4. No provision for cost filing or coat In-
vestigation ............................ 12 54 41 18 77 3 9 4 3 31

V, EXCEPTIONS PERMITTED TO MINIMUM PRICES
ESTABLISHED IN "1" ""

, 
"S", fOr'4"

ABOVE

A. To meet competition of other members of
the industry:

1. Types of competition:
a. Any prices established by compett-

Iors ................................. 2 8 23 8 20 10 1 _. 78
b. Prices of competitors not selling be-

lowost --------------------- 916 726 819 8... 2.... 19 111
c. Pricesoflower-costcompetltors ...... 3 18 11 1 24 18 .... .... 1 7

2. Conditions, under which competition of
other members may. be met,

a. After approval of odeauthority - 3 3 . 2 3 ........ ... 13
6. Onlyupon notice to codeauthority . 6 2 9 1 14 17 .... .... 14 6

(1) At specified lime prior to meet-
Ing of competition ---- ----------------- 1 4-------------- ....

c. Otherconditions ......................... 3 3 .... I 1 I -.---- - 12
d. No conditions ....................... 9 36 29 35 34 31 5 .... 2 210 1

B. When selling substandard or distressed
goods and during special sales:

1 Approval of code authorityrecquired ...... 3 19 11 27 32 12 ............. 12 11
2. Notice to code authority required ------ 4 32 17 30 03 42---------------...19 207

a. At specified time prior to the mak-
ing of such sales ---------------- 1 .... 4 1 25 20 .... ..-... ... 57

3. Other conditions ........................ 4 17 2 3 16 5 2 ------------ 12 61
4. No conditions...-....................... 1 5 4 .... 4 21..-... .... ..- 21

C. Miscellaneous exceptions:
1. Types:

a. When ntroducing R new product .. I .1....... 1 2 ... .... ..... .... 4
b. When meeting competition of car-

tain specified end definitely com-
petitive products -------............. ........ 1 10 1- -.... .. .... .... 1

e, Wenaellilag to other members of the
Industry .......................... I .... 2 1 1 5 - -.... .... ....- 12

d. When meeting competition of equiv-
alentbutnonindustryproducts ........ a 9 21 23 ....-.....I .... . 1 5&
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1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 10 11 Total

V. EXCEPTIONS PERMITTED TO MINIMUM PRICES
15TABLIS3D IN "", "1 ", s ". OR "4",
ABOVS--continued

0. Mlsoellansous exceptions-Continued.
1. Types-Continued.

e. When fulfilling contracts made prior
to effective date of minimum price
provision ................................ 14 2 1- 2 5 27

f. When selling to affiliates -------------........ ---- -- 1-- ----- o 3
g. Other ............................... 33 2 3 3 2 1 . 6 2:3

2. Conditions under which permitted:
a. After approval of code authority ..... .. - I..... 1 7 3 - ---- - . 12
b. Only upon notice to code authority... 1 2 .4 1 12 i--- 1 36

(1) At specified time prior to mak-
iug suchosales ......-........-...-...-...-....2 1 - ----- .... 3

c. Other conditions. ................... 1.. ........ . .... I "
d. Noconditions ....................... 1 3 .... 9 15 19 15 __ I 1 11 75

VI. PROMULGATION OF COST FINDING AND AC-
COUNTING METBODS PROVIDED FOR BUT USE
AS BASIS FOR MINIMUM PRICES NOT MANDA-
TORY

A. As set forth In exhibit C of office memoran-
dum no. 228 (methods determined by
code authority with approval of N. R. A.
shall be made available to members but
are not to be used as basis for minimum
prices)-----------------.-............- . 4 5 .... 8 1 9 12 2 2... 51

B3. Otherwise (methods which while mandatory
upon members in respect to his own ac.
counts are not used In connection with "no
selling below cost" provisions as set forth
inIV, "A"or"B"above) ................. 3 7 5 5 42 4 2 2 1 1 3 75

DECLARATION OF EMERGENCIES

To further summarize the analyses of the price activities made in behalf of
industry by the National Recovery Administration the following table should be
added (it is self-explanatory):

Price emergencies granted
Termination

Industry Effective Termination Renewal of renewal
date date date date

Agricultural insecticide and fungicide ....... Nov. 11, 1934 Feb. 9, 1OU-......................
Cast iron soil pipe ......................... July 18,1931 Oct. 13,1934 ..........................
Ice:

New Orleans ........................... Aug. 8,1934 Nov. 8,1934 Nov. 6,1934 Feb. 4, 1M4
San Antonio ........................... July 26,1934 Oct. 24,1934 .........................
New York ....................... Sept. 27,1934 Dec. 4,1M Dee. 26,1934 Jan. 10,I9

Lumber and timber products ........... July^ 16.1934 Dec. 22,1034 ........ ...........
Retail tobacco trade .................... ... do......... Oct. 13,1934 Oct. 13,1933 Jan. 11, 1M3
Tires ........... ..................... May 14,1934 Oct. 1,1934........ ..............
Waste paper................................ Aug. 21,1934 Nov. 1, 1934 Nov. 18.1934 Jan. 7,1=

Retail solid fuel, approximately 150 emergencies declared and lowest reason-
able costs fixed, still in effect.

Referenda on price control
INew England man facturers, polled by Now England Council 1]

Effect of code provision

SRestriction against Price stabilization
selling below cost plan

Number lPrcent Number Percent

"Helpful......................... ........................... 1 32 225 28
"Of no effect" ............................................... 380 42 128 10
+'Hurtful........................................ 43 6 58 7
If voting "Of no effect" or "Hurtful": Amendmeut desred 128 15 88 10
Elimination desired ............................ .... 111 13 144 17

I Where percentages do not total 100, it Is because the balance did not vote on the particular question.
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NEWSPAPER AND FARM :OURNAL EDITORS

Does public opinion in your community favor the fixing of selling prices by the
Federal Government for factory products?

Replies Percent

Yes _---_------------------- ------------------------------------------------- 796 17.0
No ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 3 &784 80.5
Doubtful -------------------------------------- ------_ --------------- --. 101 22

Total ......................................................................... 4, i8@ao

Associated Business Papers, Inc. (Material from Washington Star, Ian. , 16,3.)

American industry is against price-fixing by code. It might, however, favor
a code-controlled open-price plan.

These conclusions appear evident as a result of a cross section of business
opinion collected by the Associated Business Papers, Inc., which is sounding
sentiment with an "economic ballot", printed in 17 member magazines. A large
percentage of readers who voluntarily fill it out and mail it here are heads of
their own firms.

The price-control question on the ballot reads: "In Your line of business do you
favor a plan for control of prices by a code provision establishing price-fixing?
By a code provision establishing an open-price plan?" Definite price-fixing, thus
far, has been voted down in the ratio of 4 to 1. In the steel industry alone, the
total vote received up to today was 101 against price-fixing and 31 for it. Every
other industrial group, however, registered heavier proportions on the "no" side.
The oil industry was negative by a ratio of 11 to 3; show producers and retailers,
13 to 2; machinery producers, 6 to 2; hardware manufacturers and producers,
38 to 10; meat packers, 8 to 2; hotel and restaurant men, 4 to 1, and so on down
the line.

On the question of code-controlled open-price plan, the division of opinion was
50-50. Paint manufacturers favored it 3 to 2; foundrymen, 5 to 3; oil refiners
and distributors, 8 to 5, and hardware retailers, 19 to 14, but they were out
voted by other trades. Meat packers were nearly 8 to 1 against it, the shoe
Industry, 9 to 6; steel makers, 6 to 5; bakeries and chemical plants, 50 to 50;
machine shops, 5 to 2, and hotels and restaurants, 4 to 3.

Senator CONNALLY. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, SeLator Connally.
Senator CONNALLY. Under your view as to intrastate and inter-

state commerce, as expressed a while ago, even that extreme construc-
tion would not embrace these service codes, would it?

General JOHNSON. No, Senator, because I do not think as a matter
of fact, the operation of a service code should have any real industrial
value in an industry which is not buying anything or selling anything,
but is just engaged in hiring men.

Senator CONNALLY. Exactly.
General JOHNSON. Not by any stretch of the imagination can you

bring that into a definition. There might be a few of them that affect
the commerce in the States, of course, in some cases.

Senator CONNALLY. Therefore, they ought to be left out of the
codes, do you think?

General JOHNSON. I think so.
Of course, the argument is made against that, made by my friends

in labor, which is that the unemployment in labor will burden Congress,
and therefore an attempt ought to be made to enforce hours and wage
conditions, because they affect interstate commerce.

Senator CONNALLY. Yes, but the statute itself says labor is not a
commodity.
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General JOHNSON. I know it says that, but it seems to me they said
it in order to avoid complications in labor, and wanted to justify and
wanted to permit.

Senator CONNALLY. For instance, dyeing and cleaning, and barber
shops, and repairs of automobiles in garages, hotels, and things of
that sort; they arc not really interstate commerce.

General JOHNSON. It does not seem to me you can apply any defi-
nition to that, because they do not really affect interstate commerce.

Senator CONNALLY. Certainly not. If they do not affect inter-
state commerce, we have no real power over them, do we?

General JOHNSON. I do not think so, except that they can agree
among themselves, or we may help them to arrive at agreement.

Senator CONNALLY. If they should agree, that would be a different
matter.

General JOHNSON. Senator Connally, that is my opinion. There is
very important opinion against that; I must admit that.

There is something that we have had a demonstration of here,
which is that a vast unemployment does burden the Congress.

Senator CONNALLY. Oh, to be sure. There would not have beenany N. R. A. iL' had not.

General JOHNSON. For two urgent reasons; one is the logic of it,
which is that you cannot, and we found in practice that you really
cannot enforce one of these codes as a code unless there is a pretty
strong national trade organization.

If you have a national code, and it has no influence with its own
members, you are just all over the lot; you cannot get any agreement
between any two in any one town, or all of them in one town to agree
with those that are located in another town.

Senator CONNALLY. But, say, here is a little garage, out in the
country, which pays no rent to speak of, and a fellow has a store in
connection with it; the man in town pays high rent, pays high wages
for employees, and of course he has to charge high rates, and you
could not very easily, with any accuracy, standardize that kind of
service, could you?

General JOHNSON. We tried every way we could think of, and I
think there was more time spent on that than nay other one thing.

I think everybody extended themselves, as far as they could.
The fact is, the whole attempt at enforcement was a complete

failure, all along the line.
Senator KING. General, I want to read you a line or two from your

article in the Saturday Evening Post, which we all read with very
great pleasure.

The CHAIRMAN. You will endorse that, General?
General JOHNSON. I do not know about the pleasure. [Laughter.]
Senator KING. That is, we read it.
The antitrust acts prohibit combinations-
I am reading from page 73, of the issue of January 1935-

In restraint of trade, but the National Industrial Recovery Act specifically pro-
hibits-National Industrial Recovery Act specifically permits such combinations
with Government sanction and supervision. There Is not one single code that
is not a combination in restraint of trade, and if codes are not permitted so to
restrain trade, then the National Industrial Recovery Act should be repealed
tomorrow. It does not mean a thing.
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General JOHNSON. I still stick to that. I think that is absolutely
true.

Senator KING. In the next column, another column, another sen-
once:

Of course, price control can be used as a weapon of monopoly. It has fre-' gently been so used, and that use of it was the very reason for the antitrust acts
emselves.
General JOHNSON. That is correct.
Senator BARKLEY. Those things are so good, why not put the whole

speech in the record?
Senator KING. You may do it if you wish. It is not a speech. It

may be copyrighted.
Senator BARKLEY. The whole article ought to go in, General John-

son.
General JOHNSON. If you want to take it, I have got a book, too,

Senator. [Laughter.]
Senator KING. I read from another article of the Saturday Evening

Post of January 26, 1935. I would rather read the book than this.
General JOHNSON. I am thinking of a biblical expression, about

"0, my enemies should write a book." I do not know what is coming.
ILaughter.]

Senator KING (reading):
I must ca)! attention here to another fundamental of National Recovery Admin-

istration. In view of an uninterrupted course of Supreme Court decisions, we did
not believe anybody could write the labor provisions of that bill into substantive
law to be enforced by pains and penalties. Like the draft act, the whole law is
written to depend on popular support, rather than on statutory complusion.
That is the very basis of National Industrial Recovery Act and National Recovery
Administration. It is what is being forgotten today. It must not be forgotten
unless National Recovery Administration is to fail. Those provisions can no
more be constitutionally included in this act now than they could there , and even
if they could, they would be even more futile now than then.

You assent to that, still, do you?
General JOHNSON. Yes, sir; I do.
Senator CONNALLY. General, is it your theory of the subject with

reference to the antitrust laws and restraints of trade, that they
,ought to be read into the famous rule of reason, so long as a restraint
of'trade exists? If an action is held to be a restraint of trade, that
does not leave open in full plan all the processes of competition. But,
so long as that regulation is not an unreasonable one and harmful to
the public interest, your idea is it should be permitted under the
code?

General JOHNSON. I would not like to go to that general explanation.
As I recall, antitrust laws, consolidations, and conspiracies in restraint
of trade, and every combnation, I do not kno% of any that does not
restrain trade, and I think the industry in the industrial act preda-
tor Ily merged the provisions of the antitrust law.

Senator CONNALLY. I certainly do, as to those things approved by
the President.

General JOHNSON. Yes- as to those things approved by the Presi-
dent, and the Congress placed on the President certain limitations.

But it was within the power of Congress, as to the supporting of
certain monopolistic enterprises, and I think there should have been
a sanction of two acts. I think it is the opinion of the Federal Trade
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Commission that nearly every code is at least a suspect and should
not, therefore, be permitted.

Senator CONNALLY. Would not any agreement with a labor union
to raise wages be a restraint of trade?

General JOHNSON. That is what I am talking about.
Senator CONNALLY. Would not that be lawful unless it was un-

reasonable and harmful to the public interest, and ought not to be
permitted?

General JOHNSON. Of course, I think this goes a little further with
the statute.

Senator CONNALLY. Of course, the statute specifically permits any-
thing under the present law, which is specifically suspended under
the antitrust law.

General JOHNSON. Yes; I think that is true.
Senator CONNALLY. I think this ought to go in the new act.
Senator BARKLEY. Under the renditions under which this law was

enacted, we had reached a point, where we had to recognize, had we
not, that there are some restraint- of some trades that are not harmful
to the public?

General JOHNSON. I tried to makz that point in the be-inning
I thought we had reached a point of unlimited competition without

any Government supervision at all, except governmental mandates
by statute, and that it must, therefore, be left free.

Senator BARKLEY. Take the coal industry, which was vastly over-
developed during the war, with an excessive capacity, and ever since
a number of miners who cannot get employment, and of course any
sort of production limitation would technically be a violation of the
antitrust laws, and those who entered into it would probably be
justified in fearing some department of the Government, which might
immediately pounce upon them for a techincal violation by entering
into an agreement to reduce or curtail production, which would not
be h .rmful to the public, but which would be helpful to the public,
helpful to the industry, and those who mine coal, and you could not
induce men to come into that voluntary organization if they were
keeping one eye open on the Department of Justice or some other
department, for fear they would be prosecuted for a technical viola-
tion of the antitrust laws.

General JOHNSON. We have just had that case of a steel company
which is under the code and under the processes of the Federal Trade
Commission, and even the code is on trial. That is the point I made
in saying we did not have sufficient agreement between these two
bodies as to what should be done. They should not be operated in
opposition to each other. They ought to be operated jointly.

Senator BARKLEY. There has been a great deal of criticism which
we have all shared, that too many people were drawn out of the
industry to Washington to enforce the codes, and to become officials
of the code authorities, or of the N. R. A.

But, under the codes which existed, was there any adequate body
of trained men, anywhere, not involved in the industries, who could
have been drawn to Washington, and depended upon to write the
codes and enforce the codes, without any fair knowledge of codes?

General JOHNSON. Senator, you put your finger on the whole point
in the matter. No matter how good and loyal the employees are, if
they are not typical, you are going to have great difficulty.
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We started out on June 15 with four or five people who had been
bootlegged in and who were trying to help, started with nobody; in
2 or 3 months had to have 2,000 employees with no selection at all.
It was very difficult to find anybody who was equipped for this work.
The whole thing was now, and was not simple. It was not like a lot
of kids organizing a Phi Beta Kappa, because it was simple. You
could not do that because it involved most of industry, and required
some study and conference on policy. Whether it was in code author-
ities, in N. R. A. itself, or out in the codes, you just did not have
people to do it. I think the condition is remedied now. I think they
are getting some experts in N. R. A.

But, at first, everybody was stumbling around, including maybe
myself as the worst stumbler.

Senator BARKLEY. Do you think a body of men who are attached
to industries in which they got their training has been built up now
to risk the handling of the situation or the enforcement by Govern-
ment employees without regard to voluntary code authorities that
now exist, drawn from the industry( s?

General JOHNSON. I hate to answer that question, absolutely.
I (1o think that an enormous amount of training has gone on, and

I think soine other very efficient people have been developed.
In order for a man to do that job perfectly, he has got to have a

good deal of knowledge of the industry, vet he must not have any
tie-back to it, or think about leaving it'to go back to a job in the
industry, and whether he is nfluenced or not, people think he is, and
that is the difficulty in trying to get that kind of a man, even after
this administration going this far, and that is the great, question of
N. R. A., as to whether or not the job is too big for human minds to
attempt. That is the running of the economic structure of the
United States.

I understood you to say, whether or not we had developed; I do
not think completely, but'1 think we are on the way to doing it.

Senator KING. I have before ine statements which have been pre-
pared, based on the reports of the Labor Department, as to statistics
showing in substantially all of the important industries all of the
pay rolls, the deployment, the profits, and so on, from every year
from 1923 up to and including 1934.

May I say, generally, that they show a very much larger pay roll
and a very much larger employment in those years up to 1929, and,
in many instances, up to 1930, very much larger than 1934.

I suppose you concede that, do you not, General?
General JOHNSON. Yes.
Of course, in the first place I do not believe in those unemploy-

ment figures, but I think they are pretty good indicators of the trends.
With vast unemployment in this country in 1929, I think perhaps as

much as 3,000,000 people, but we do not come to the depths of unem-
ployment in 1929 or 1930; that we achieved right after that, as these
charts show.

People tried to hold on to their employees pretty faithfully when the
depression first came. You can recall there for quite a little period
we had that share-the-work movement, which went pretty generally
all over the country, in part by Government persuasion but mostly by
people who did it themselves, and they checked pretty generally the
employment until things began to get terribly bad in 1932, and then
got the worst.
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Senator KING. In 1924, 1925 1926, 1927 and 1928 the employ.
meant was very much greater anA the pay rodls very much larger than
in 1924.

General JOHNSON. I am just speaking from my memory, but it is
my recollection that there was a decline in employment, even on those.
figures, beginning, oh, I should say, about in 1924, in the number of
people employed in the manufacturing industries, going right through
the period of boom and excessive production.

Senator KING. A hasty examination of the records does not quite
corroborate that. We are going to have an abstract of them put in
the record.

General JOHNSON. I am talking about manufacturing figures.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Senator King, you were not here when Mr.

Hinrichs, Chief Economist of the Bureau of Ltabor Statistics testified,
and he testified, so far as those figures for 1933 and 1934 are con.
cerned, that they are not comparable with the figures submitted by
N. R. A., because they have not been submitted to and verified by
the census, and so far as he was concerned he said he would disregard
the figures of 1933 and 1934 for that reason.

Senator KING. He is giving an example. I think that corroborates
the inference I have drawn.

General JOHNSON. I think the most constructive thing lately was
made in the press yesterday, which was a statement that we are
going to have a census of unemployment. We do not know anything
about unemployment.

Senator BARKLEY. Did they say that was a destructive statement?
General JOHNSON. Constructive.
Senator BARKLEY. I imagine it was.
Senator GORE. General, you may have discussed the question I

am going to submit, and if you have, I do not want to trouble you to
answer it.

But there is one section in the bill that undertakes to declare that a
number of industries, including oil, for instance, as public utilities,
which have not heretofore been regarded or treated as public utilities,
and it declares they are affected with the public interest. Do you
think that is advisable?

General JOHNSON. I am not familiar with that bill, Senator.
You say they are being declared ae being public utilities?
Senator GORE. That is in this bill?
General JOHNSON. I have not seen that bill, except I have seen the

outside of it.
What you are asking me is, What I believe coal and oil should be

declared public utilities?
Senator GORE. Yes.
General JOHNSON. I do not think it is necesary to do it. I think

you can regulate them without that declaration, for reasons I have
stated, and I do not see any further object for making them public
utilities. I do not think it makes much difference. I think you have
got to regulate them ultimately.

Senator GORE. The question was, whether a business is affected
with a public interest was a question of fact or was a question of law.

In fact-
General JOHNSON (interposing). Senator, may I interrupt you a

minute?
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Senator GORE. Yes.
General JOHNSON. I mean, if people are using terms, when you say

public utility to mean a business affected by the public interest, then
I think there is hardly a large business in this country that is not
affected by the public interest, as demonstrated in the last 3 or 4
years. I think the case you have in mind, of Nebbia v. New York,
hardly goes that distance.

Senator GORE. The Supreme Court held that the question, whether
a business was a business affected by the public interest was a question
of fact and not a question of law.

One other question: The existing law, I believe, contains this
phrase:

To promote the equalization of the productive capacity.
Tne language appears in the bill:
To promote the effective utilization of the productive and distributive capacity.
I do not know whether there is any special significance to the word,

"effective", but this undertakes to extend the law to distributive
capacity as well as productive capacity. Do you think that is
desirable?

General JOHNSON. Yes, sir; I do.
Senator GORE: Do you think that would invade the juris'iction

of the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Communications
Commission?

General JOHNSON. You mean as to pipe lines?
Senator GORE. I take thi3 to be general. It is not qualified.
The word "distributive" is used in its generic sense, just like

"productive capacity" is named in the present law.
General JOHNSON. Senator I did discuss the matter you mentioned.

I am perfectly willing togo through it again, though.
Senator GORE. I would not care to have you do that, General.
General JOHNSON. I said this: I believe our experience has shown,

in N. R. A. and during the depression, that any act of manufacture,
transportation, distribution, or sale which as a matter of fact ob-
viously and substantially affected commerce among the States, or
with another State, should be defined by the Congress as to be within
the regulatory power of Congress under the commerce clause, which,
I submit, is a blanket answer to all of the questions you asked me.

Senator GORE. There is one other phrase in this act;
Nothing in the act shall be construed to limit the power of the N. R. A. author-

ity to render decision, judgment, and decrees, and so forth, consistent with this
act."

Now, that would seem to impinge upon the authority of the Federal,
Trade Commission. It relates, as I say, to the Federal Trade Com-
mission. Nothing shall limit the power of the FederAl Trade Com-
mission to render judgments, decrees, and so forth, consistent with
this act. Are you familiar with that?

General JOHNSON. I am not; but I think I see what you are shoot-
in at.

senator GORE. What do you think the point is?
General JOHNSON. I think the point is to impose upon the Federal.

Trade Commission the interpretations of what N. R. A. means, to,
make those interpretations comport with what the Federal Trade.
Commission and the antitrust laws mean.
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Senator GORE. It seems like, running through this bill, that is the pur-
poe and that may be the desired object on the part of those in favor
of it, to bring both productive and distributive capacities under the
surveillance of this N. R. A. authority. This will include, as well,
distributing and productive capaciles of the industries of the country,
and limiting the powers of the Federal Trade Commission to deciding
questions under the existing law, but requiring it to conform to this
particular act. This makes it in a sense a code itself, and the Federal

rade Commission rather an interpreter of this act, and subjecting
to the control of the N. R. A. authorities both the productive and
distributive capacities of the country, adding to that the declaration
that all these different industries are declared affected with public
interest. It looks like the point is to concentrate in this one authority
a sort of power and supervision or a regulatory authority over all the
industries in productive and distributive capacities in intrastate busi-
nesses which never before have been supposed to be affected with
a public interest.

General JOHNSON. As I say, I am not familiar with the language
which you are talking about.

Senator GORE. Yes.
General JOHNSON. But I have expressed myself as to what I think

should be done.
Senator GoRL Yes.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. General, yesterday afternoon, the members

of the committee who did not go to the ball game heard the testimony
of Mr. Perkins, of York, Pa. Are you familiar with that case, an,
if so, would you care to make any statement or comment about it?

General JOHNSON. I am familiar with the case as I have read the
developments of it in the newspapers, as it arose while I was still
there, and I have commented upon the general rule. I think Mr.
Perkins' case, unless I am mistaken, rests upon the fact that he
wanted to pay wages in a little battery company, very much below
the minimum wages that were set by the code. I think the minimum
wag,3s set by the code are low enough, and I believe, harsh as it may
seem, and what the President said was that he believes that any
business that depended :or its existence on paying less than a living
wage had no right to exist in this country. That was the mandate
thr. I received and followed in executing N. R. A., and I believe in it.
I do not think that we can permit the minimum wage provisions to
be sapped away by the hard cases that come up.

If there is more in that case than what I have said, then perhaps
my answer is not responsive, but that is what I think.

Senator J.A FOLLETTE. He admitted that it was the most celebrated
case that had come up since the N. R. A. was passed, and said that
he had spent 18 days in jail because lie could not make bail, and then
he testified that he had volunteer counsel consisting of John W. Davis,
Newton D. Baker, he president of the Pennsylvania Bar Association,
and former Senator Reed, of Pennsylvania.

General JOHNSON. They could have chipped in and paid the bail,
I should think. [Laughter.]

Senator LA FOLLETTE. And James A. Reed of Missouri was also
in the case. And Mr. Perkins said that his attorneys decided that
he should not take the stand, and they offered no defense. I was
wondering if you had any information concerning the activities of
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the Legal Division in connection with this case, if they took any part
in it?

General JOHNSON. Well, sir, I have not checked on that, and, of
course, I have not been near N. R. A. since last October.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. I assumed you were thcre at the time this
case came up.

General JOHNSON. I can get the answer to the question for you,
because the general counsel of N. R. A. is sitting right here.

Mr. BLACKWELL SMITH. We did not engage in any special procedure
there. It was a routine case so far as we were concerned, and it
became important only because of the publicity that was given to
it by those that were mentioned yesterday.

Senator BARnLEY. Did the testimony yesterday-I happened to be
at the ball game and did not hear it-

[Laughter.]
Senator BARKLEY. But did the testimony yesterday show that

while this man was claiming that he had to go to jail for 18 days
before he could get bail, that his concern, according to Dun & Brad-
street, was worth a half a million dollars?

Senator LA FOLLETTE. No; I think the statement was that Dun &
Bradstreet gave him a rating of $17,500, but he claimed that that was
not true; that it was only $5,000.

General JOHNSON. I recall the case when it first came up in connec-
aon with negotiations of the code, and very strong representations
were made, and I do not believe that he is a wealthy man, and I do
not believe the company is a ver3 prosperous company. That part
of his statement is correct. But this element comes into it, whether
a man, just because he does not want to pay the code wage, shall come
in under this little fellow manner and get out of paying the code
wages. If there is a case that involves a regional exemption, it would
be something that would be investigated, and after a study of the
situation, a special exemption might be granted, but if it was a direct
challenge on the question of minimum wages, as I believe this was,
I do not believe in that, because the whole basis is that you are going
to take human labor out jf competition to the extent that you provide
for minimum wages ur.der a code.

Senator KING. I am not familiar with the case, and I do not remem-
ber having read anything about it-

Senator GORE. Were you at the ball game?
Senator KING. I was not at the hearing. [Laughter.]
Senator GORE. If you claim privileg, all right.
Senator KING. I assume that the defense was-and Mr. Smith can

advise me if my assumption is inaccurate, that it was purely intra-
state. He had run a little battery station, was it not?

General JOHNSON. A manufacturer of storage batteries.
Senator KING. I assume that he contended that it was purely

intrastate.
General JOHNSON. That may have been one of the contentions,

but I rather imagine on account of thi spectacular aspects of the
case, that it is an attempt to bring up the very things we are talking
about today. Not the question of interstate and intrastate.

The CHAIRMAN. If there are no further questions-

119782-35--PT 6-4T
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Senator BARKLEY. Let me ask you, General, if you can in a word
or two or in a sentence or two state what you think would hapepn
if Congress should decline or fail to extend N. R. A.? What would
the results be?

General JOHNSON. I think you would have the results of complete
chaos, and one of the things that I think leaves this Committee
a little bit blind is that employees, not the people who are repre-

i sented by organizations, but just the ordinary clerk and working
man and hotel porters all over this country, have had a day off for
the first time in their lives, and they have had their hours reduced,
and they come to me in every place Igo to, in every part of the coun-
try and they say "What is going on?" "Are we going to lose this?"
I think you are going to hear from a great big silent pool of millions
and millions of people who think this act hasdone them good and do
not want it to be taken away. They are not employers, but the
people for whom the benefit of this act was devised, and I think it
would be a very, very bad situation.

Senator KING. Is that statement not a little inconsistent with the
statement I understood that you made that the N. R. A. was dead?

General JOHNSON. I said the administration of the N. R. A. was
dead, and I tried to make that clear.

Senator KING. Mr. Chairman, I desire to insert in the record with-
out stopping to read it, a number of pages from this recent publication
of a review of the N. R. A. by the Brookings Institution, and especially
the conclusions drawn, and certain pages in regard to price fixing and
the administration, and so forth.

The CHAIRMAN. You have them marked?
Senator KING. Yes, quite a number of pages. I would like to

have them inserted in the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection it will be done.
(The seine will be found at the conclusion of the day's proceedings.)
Senator BARKLEY. Will we have the right to insert in the record

anything else that we find in the Brookings Institution report that
coincides with our views?

The CHARMAwN. I think that should be put in also.
Senator KING. I do not think you will find anything.
The CHAIRMAN. I have a communication here from Mr. Rosen-

blatt relative to the testimony of Mr. John P. Davis, which he
desires to have put in the record, and without objection, it will be
inserted.

(The communication referred to is as follows:)
NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION,

Washington, D. C., April 17, 1.935.
Hon. PAT HARRISON,

Chairman Senate Finance Committee,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

My DRAn SENATOR HARRISON: In his testimony before the Senate Finance
Committee on Tuesday April 16, John P. Davis, representing the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People and the so-called "Joint
Committee for Industrial Recovery," charged that the writer, Sol. A. Rosen-
blatt had shown discrimination against the colored workers of the South and that
the Compliance Division of N. R. A. had taken an attitude of discrimination
against allegedly underpaid colored workers in the special instance of the Maid-
well Garment Company Case of Forest City, Ark.

These charges and implications I flatly and unreservedly deny. The record
of the case shows that Mr. Davis's testimony was inaccurate in important partic-
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ulars as to the activities of the various offices of the N. R. A. Compliance Divi-
sion and was not candid in that he neglected to mention the action that immedi-
nAely followed his first interview with me and his later interview on April 12.

I knew nothing whatever of the case against the Maidwell Co. until Mr. Davis
visited me in my office on April 1, 1935. Immediately after he left my office, I
caled for a complete report on the Maidwell Garment co. That report (exhibit
A, attached) was sent to my office on April 3.

On receiving the report, I was advised that the Industrial Appeals Board of
the National Recovery Administration had started an investigation of its own.
This I confirmed with J. H. Ward, assistant chief of the compliance division and
satisfied myself that the entire case was being handled in a proper manner.

Following a second talk with Mr. Davis, I directed that the Little Rock, Ark.
compliance office should be informed of charges Mr. Davis had made with respect
to the examination of the employees of this garment company and at my direc-
tion the following wvire was sent to Little Rock:

BROOK HAYS,
Labor Compliance Officer, Little Rock, Ark.:

Re Maiduell Garment investigation charges made, you are taking testimony
of employees in presence of Ash and Mass. You are to follow regular compliance
procedure in not disclosing names of complainants. Testimony of employees
must not be taken in presence of respondent or his attorney.

L. J. MARTIN,
Chief Compliance Division.

I further directed that this wire be sent for me to Mr. Hnys at Little Rock
(copy attached):

"Rosenblatt requests absolutely no deviation from normal procedure in Maid-
well investigation.

"J. H. WARD,
"Assistant Chief Compliance Division."

The attached report (exhibit A) is conclusive answer to the charges made by
Mr. Davis x ith respect to the attitude of N. R. A. toward the former workers
in this factory, and corrects the numerous inaccuracies of date, inaccuracies of
statement with respect to the various actions taken by the compliance division,
and I submit this report, with the attached exhibits, with the request that it
nay be entered into the record of the hearings before the Senate Finance Com-
mittee.

Sincerely, Sot A. ROSENBLAT?',

Compliance and Enforcement Director.

EXIaIT "A"

MEMORANDUM

APIL 3, 1935.
To: Mr. Sol A. Rosenblatt, Compliance and Enforcement Director.
From: L. H. Martin, Chief Compliance Division.
Subject: Maidwell Garment Co. case.

The Maidwell Garment Co. case has been handled by the regional office In
Dallas and the State office in Little Rock, Ark. However, I will give you a
report on this case as I have gathered it from the various members of the com-
pliance staff who have worked on it.

The respondent is a member of the cotton garment industry. It is a cor-
poration located in Forrest City, Ark. The principal stockholders are Ed Ash,
Iis wife and his nephew. We have no definite information as to the size of the
plant, but we believe the number of employees is between 159 and 200.

I am informed that the respondent petitioned for an exception from the Cot-
ton Garment Code late in 1933. Ed Ash, the principal stockholder in the com-
pany, made a trip to New York to discuss his petition with the Cotton Garment
Code Authority. This petition was denied by the Cotton Garment Code Au-
thoritv and Mr. Ash closed the greater part of his plant early in 1934. When
this plant was closed, vigorous protests in the form of telegrams were made to
the President and General Johnson by citizens of Forrest City, Ark. Because
of these protests, a special investigator from Washington was sent to For eat
City to report on conditions there. This investigator rerrted thqt Mr. Ash
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had worked out a method whereby he could make a higher-piced garment and
pay code wages. The plant was then reopened for full operation and I under.
stand that many of the colored women, who had formerly been employed, were
not put back to work.

In February of 1934 Mr. John Davis, executive secretary of the Joint Com-
mittee on National Recovery, came into the Compliance Division In Washington
and stated that complaints alleging violation of the Cotton Garment Code by this
respondent had been filed with his committee. Mr. Davis claimed that colored
employees then working for the company were not being paid code wages and
that code wages had not been paid during December of 1933 and January of 1934.
The Little Rock office was informed of the complaints and asked to make a com-
plete investigation.

While this investigation was being made, Ed Ash went to Europe where he
stayed for several months. The Little Rock office completed its investigation,
after many delays caused by Mr. Ash's absence, and found that $115 in back
wages were due the employees of the company. Mr. Ash, on his return, agreed to
pay the $115 to his employees.

Following a report of the settlement which the Arkansas office proposed to
make, the Compliance Division instructed that office to make a more complete
examination of respondent's records for the period of December 1933 and January
1934.

At this time respondent refused access to his records and a representative of the
Arkansas office, in order to obtain information as to the pay roll during that
period, interviewed a group of persons who claimed to have been employed by
respondent at that time. On the basis of the claims made by these alleged former
employees, the Arkansas office determined that the amount of restitution due
amounted to approximately $4,000.

The respondent absolutely refused to make restitution in accordance with the
figures compiled by the Arkansas office and that office was, therefore, instructed to
transmit the case to the Dallas regional office as an unadjusted case where proper
hearing and a full investigation of the facts with all parties could be had. The
case was received in the Dallas office on January 28, 1935.

A hearing on the case was held before the regional council on March 12. The
council found that the respondent had been a flagrant violator for some time and
recommended to the regional director that he require the respondent to surrender
all "blue eagle" insignia and further recommended that the case be referred to
the litigation division, with a recommendation that litigation proceedings be
instituted at once.

It happened that on the day of the hearing, Regional Director Tutt was not in
the office on account of illness and Administrative Assistant Smith was taking
care of his duties. The recommendation of the council was approved by Mr.
Smith and the respondent was notified that the "blue eagle" would be removed
and labels withheld in 5 days because of the finding of violation. On March 14,
2 days following the hearing, Mr. Smith went to San Antonio to fill an engage-
ment which Mr. Tutt was unable to fill because of his illness. During Mr.
Smith's absence from the office, Mr. Keebler, the regional attorney, was advised
by the respondent's attorney of respondent's intention to institute injunctionproceedings against Regional Director Tutt, et al. Mr. Keebler discussed ths

case with the assistant litigation attorney and the chairman of the compliance
council and all agreed that litigation proceedings should be instituted at once.

Mr. Keebjer called Mr. Tutt at his home and told him of their recommendation of

this case.
Mr. Tutt stated that he knew nothing of the case and would have to rely on

their judgment, since he had been away from the office on account of illness.
Therefore, the case was taken over by the litigation division.

On March 14, during Mr. Smith's absence, Mr. Keebler wired me as follows:
"Regional director after lengthy hearing and unanimous recommendation by

council has notified Maidwoll Garmeut Co., Forest City, Ark., that its right to
*use labels will be withdrawn March 18. Respondent's attorney wires 'Advise

necessary procedure to appeal from your board to Washington authorities if
such is permitted; answer by wire.' Is Washington review permissible and, if so-
is label order suspended pending such review? Failure to review will probably
precipitate injunction suit in unfavorable forum here. Please wire instructionsimmediately."

In reply, I wired him on March 15 as follows:
"Retel. 14, Maidwell Garment Case. Office memorandum 344, dated March

6, stipulates industrial Appeals Board may hear complaints on all final adminis-
trative actions of N. R. A. Officials which may be unfair or discriminatory
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against or oppressive of complainants. If Maidwell Co. appeals to and appeal
is accepted by Industrial Appeals Board within 10 days labels should not be
withheld pending further action by industrial Appeals Board."

When Mr. Smith returned to the office neither lie nor any one else attached to
the regional office was aware of my instructions to Mr. Keebler that labels were
not to be withheld if the company appealed to the Industrial Appeals Board
within 10 days. Therefore, a telegram was sent by Mr. Smith to the respondent
removing its insignia and withholding labels.

On March 18, Mr. Iioffpauir, who had gone to Arkansas in connection with
the plannee litigation proceedings, telegraphed Mr. Keebler as follows:

"Maidwell filed bill Little Rock today and applied for restraining order,
which was denied by Judge Martineau. Action names only Harrison and Hays."

Un March 21, Mr. S. H. Mann, attorney for the Maidwell Garment to.,
wired as follows:

"The Maidwell Garment Co. of Forrest City, Ark., desires to appeal from an
order made on March 11, 1935, by Ernest L. Tutt, regional director, district no.
8, Dallas, Tex., to your board. We are wiring and writing formal prayer for
appeal to the Dallas office also."

This wire was sent to the Industrial Appeals Board. The same day, Mr.
Mann wrote a registered letter enclosing a formal petition for appeal. This was
also sent to the Industrial Appeals Board.

Mr. Mann came to Washington and discussed this case with me and with
Mr. Hoff of the Industrial Appeals Board. The Industrial Appeals Board
accepted the case and I recalled the file from the litigation division and ordered
that labels be issued in limited quantities, pending the decision of the Industrial
Appeals Board, because the case had been sent to the litigation division and labels
withheld contrary to the instructions given by my wire of March 15 to Mr.
Keebler. The case is scheduled to be heard before the Industrial Appeals Board
on April 15, 1935.

The file on this case is still in the regional office. Therefore I am sending a
copy of this report to the regional director and also a copy to the State director
in order that they may advise me if any statements made in this report are in-
correct or if I have omitted any of the pertinent facts. L. J. MARTIN,

Chief, Compliance Division.
The CHAIRMAN. I have a letter from Mr. Leon Marshall of the

N. R. A., which he desires inserted in the record relating to certain
testimony of Mr. Edgerton before the committee. Without objec-
tion, it will be inserted.

NATIONAL Rzcov RY ADMINISTRATION,

Hon. PAT HARRISON, Washington, D. C., April 16, 1935.

Senate Finance Commiuee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

Mr DEAR SENATOR HARRISON: The opinion of the manufacturers who compose
the Southern States Industrial Council is, of course, significant. Realizing this
fact, we arranged with Mr. Edgerton, president of the council, for an analysis by
our representative of the actual replies received by Mr. Edgerton. Mr. Edgerton
having been courteous enough to cooperate with us by permitting this analysis,
we do not wish to embarrass him, but since he saw fit to state publicly in the
record on April 12, 1935, that our analysis practically verified the statement which
he made, he has put us in the position of standing sponsor for his statements.

Knowing the facts as we do, we must bring to your attention the fact that our
analysis does not verify (a) Mr. Edgerton's statement before the Senate committee
in the form made, nor (b) the council's report which Mr. Edgerton put in your
hands, in many substantial respects.

The following are some examples of the respects in which it would seem that
Mr. Edgerton was in error:

Mr. Edgert)n stated (p. 3784) that 85 percent of the manufacturers in the 14
Southern States studied, employed front I to 50 people. This is true, but the
implication that 85 percent of those who replied to the questionnaire employ only
I to 50 persons is not true. Our anal3'sis shows that only 61 percent of those
answering the questionnaire employed less than 50 persons.

Mr. Edgerton stated (p. 3791) that approximately 1,000 replied on January 4,
the date of the report of the Southern States Industrial Council, which was placed
in the record, only 537 questionnaires had been returned and at the time of out
analysis, March 5, 1935, 760 questionnaires had been returned to the council.
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Our analysis, therefore, is predicated on a larger number of answers than is that
analysis of Mr. Edgerton, although neither of the two analysis is based on as
many as 1,000 answers.

Mr. Edgerton also stated (p. 3788) that 22.4 percent of those answering the
%uestionnaire expressed themselves as being in favor of the National Recovery
Administration; 34.2 percent expressed themselves as being in favor of it with
certain modifications, and 43.4 percent indicated they were against the National
Recovery Administration in any form. Our analysis, based on a larger number of
questionnaires, indicated that 37,5 percent were in favor of the continuation of
the National Recovery Administration with modifications, and 44.5 percent ex-
pressed them selves as not in favor of the National Recovery Administration.

As a matter of fact, even this interpretation of the questionnaires is not al.
together sound, since a much larger percentage of those answering the question-
naires were in favor of maximum hours and minimum wages. It cannot be said
that 44.5 percent were against the National Recovery Administration in any
form when the returns showed that 67.5 percent were in favor of maximum hours
and 70.6 percent were in favor of minimum wages.

Although statistical data in this regard was not secured through mean s of th~e
questionnaire, Mr. Edgerton (p. 3794) expressed himself as to the manner in
which the costs in the South were elevated disproportionately to the costs in
competing areas. As illustrative of this contention, he stated that in the cotton
textile industry costs of male labor in the 14 States studied, increased 70 percent
as against only 48.8 percent in the North and the costs of female labor increased
100 percent as against only 61.3 percent in competing areas (p. 3795).

The percentage of increase is of course, misleading since it in no way indicates
the actual increase in costs. "The Bureau of Labor Statistics report, from which
Mr. Edgerton secured his figures, shows that the actual increases were substan-
tially the same. In July 1933 the average hourly wage rate in the North in this
industry was 28.3 cents, while in August 1934 it was 42.1 cents, showing an actual
increase after the code became effective of 13.8 cents. In the South the average
hourly wage was 19.9 cents in July 1933, while in August 1934 the average was
33.9 cents, or an actual increase of 14 cents. In the North the average hourly
rate for female labor in July 1933 was 23.1 cents, while it was 37.3 cents in August
1934, indicating an actual increase of 14.2 cents. In the South the average
hourly rate was 16.1 cents in July 1934, while in August 1934 the average was
32.1 cents, showing an actual increase of 10 cents.

It is also indicated in the Bureau of Labor Statistics report that in other in-
dustries the actual increase in the South has not been in excess of the increase
in the other competing areas, although the percentage increase is much larger
due to the smaller base in the South, against the larger base in the North. For
example, in the lumber industry the average hourly rate in the West (other com-
peting area) in July 1933 was 36.8 cents and in December was 53 cents, showing
an actual increase of 16.4 cents and a percentage increase of only 48.4 percent.
In the South, in July 1933, the average hourly rate was 15 cents, while in De-
cember 1933 it was 29 cents, showing an actual increase of 14 cents per hour,
while the percentage increase was 93.3.

Mr. Edgerton also contended (p. 3795) that the National Recovery Administra-
tion had not given due regard to geographical differentials. As a matter of fact,
approximately 90 percent of the employees affected by the codes work under
codes in which there is some type of geographical wage differential.

I am attaching hereto a copy of our analysis of the questionnaires on which
Mr. Edgerton's testimony and the report of the Southern States Industrial
Council are predicated.

Very truly yours,
L. C. MARSHALL,

Executive Secretary,
National Industrial Recovery Board.

ANALYSIS Os QUESTIONNAIRE OF SOUTHERN STATES INDUSTRIAL COUNCIL

I. BACKGROUND OF THE SURVEY

In December 1934 the Southern States Industrial Council sent to 6,000 manu-
facturers and contractors on its mailing list a questionnaire designed to ascer-
tain the opinon of southern manufacturers on the future of the National Recovery
Administration. This mailing list was compiled from lists furnished by the
National Manufacturers' Association and various chambers of commerce, and
represented about one-fifth of the total numbers of manufacturing establishments
in the South according to the United States Census of Manufactures (1931).
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By March 5, 1935, 760 questionnaires had been returned representing 12.7

percent of the total number of the questionnaires sent out and 3.0 percent of the
total number of the firms in the South.questionnaires were received from a wide variety of industries (see supplement
table V) and from each of the 13 Southern States roughly in proportion to the total
number of manufacturing establishments in each State (see supplement, table VI).
Questionnaires were received from firms of widely varying size as measured by the
number of persons employed by them. The proportion of the large firms (with
more than 50 employees) to small firms reply-ng was greater than the porportion
of the total number of large to small firms in the South. The 1929 Census of
Manufactures Indicates 26,922 of the 31,425 manufacturing plants in the South
employ from 1 to 50 persons, that is, 86 percent; 464 of the 760 manufacturers
who returned questionnaires, or 61 percent, employ from 1 to 50 persons (see
supplement, table VII).

1I. ATTITUDE OF SOUTHERN MANUFACTURERS TOWARD CONTINUATION OF NATIONAL
RECOVERY ACT AFTER JUNE 16, 1935

Question 1 of the questionnaire sent out by the council asks the following
questions:

"Are you in favor of continuing the National Industrial Recovery Act to June
16, 1935? After that date?"

Tabulation of the answers to the latter part of the question which relates to the
continuation of the National Industrial Recovery Act, after June 16, 1935, is
shown in table I below:

TABLE 1.-Attitude of southern manufacturers on continuation of National Recovery
Act after June 16, 1935

(Source: Questionnaires sent out by the Southern States Industrial Council, December 1934. Analyzed
by the Division of Research and Planning, National Recovery Administration)

Attitude Number Percent

In favor of National Recovery Act .................................................. 422 5.8
As is ..........................................a-.....................--------- 285 37.
If modified'I ------ 7........................................... 137 1.0

Not in favor of National Recovery Act .............................................. 338 44.5
Total -------------------------------------- -------------------------------- 760 100.0

'Specifically qualified approval upon modification.

II. MODIFICATION OR SUBSTITUTES FOR NATIONAL RECOVERY ACT PROPOSED

Questions 2 and 4 of the Council questionnaire ask the following:
Question 2: What modifications would you propose, if you are for its con-

tinuation?
Question 4: If you are opposed to the continuation of the National Recovery

Act what recommendations would you make to Congress in the form of Federal
legislation to replace it?

Analysis and tabulation of the comments offered in response to these questions
are shown in table II below:

TABLE II.-Tabulation of proposed modifications and substitutes

(Source: Questionnaires sent out by the Southern States Industrial Council, December 1934. Analyzed
by the Research and Planning Division, National Recovery Administration]

Number mak' Percnt of total
Comment tng this com. questionnaire

meat' received '

. "Less Government lnterference in business" ......................... 97 12,5
2. "Allow industry to govern itsel" ....... ........ ............... - 31 4. 13. "Limit codes to maximum hours, minimum wages, prohibition of

chiId labor, and few basic fair-trade practices"........................ 100 14.2
4. "Enforce the National Recovery Act". ............................ 94 12.4

"Complex and conflicting codes"................................... .8
5. "Inadequate code authority representation for the South " .......... .1

."Modify antitrust laws"...........................................9 1.1
5. "Enforce antitrust laws". ........................................... 6 .7

The number making a particular comment may vary slightly according to the varying interpretation
Oiven to the comments by the individual analyzing it. The percent represents the Percent of ai those
sanding in questionnaire who made this comment.
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IV. ATTITUDE OF MANUAC70BUSR ON SPZC1PC CODZ PaOVIsIONS

A. Statistical summary of attitude on specific code provisions.-To ascertain the
attitude of the manufacturers toward specific code provisions, the questionnaire
of the council asked the following question: "Check those code provisions of
which you are in favor: (a) maximum hours, (b) minimum wages, (c) southern
wage differential on sectional basis, (d) wage differential on size-of-community
basis, (e) collective bargaining, (f) price fixing, (p) production control, (h) dis-
tribution control, (0 fair-trade practices."

The form in which the question was asked made it impossible to tabulate those
1n favor as against those definitely opposed to a particular code provision. Since
the respondent was requested to check only those provisions of which he was in
favor and was left no method of exprosng disapproval or indifference other than
by omitting a check, it was necessary to tabulate the responses as follows: If
checked, equivalent to "in favor", "no" written equivalent to "not in favop";
if unchecked, equivalent to "opinion not expressed' i. e., indifferent or opposed.
Table III on the following page shows the resuit9 Of Such a tabulation.

TABLE III.-Att udo of Southern manufacturers ou, pecific code protvisons

ISource: Questionnaire sent out by the Southern States Industrial Council December 1934. Analyzed by
the Research aod Planning Division, National Recovery Admnlnstrati]

Ffrmsfavoring con- Firms not favoring
Total firms tinuation of Na- continuation of

tional Recovery National Recv.
Specific code provisions Act sry Act

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Total firms replying on each code
provision ......................... 780 100.0 422 100.0 338 100.0

1. Attitude toward maximum hours:
In favor of maximum hours ...... 13 87.5 384 91.0 129 & 2
Not in favor of maximum hours.... 49 8.4 14 3.3 35 10.5
No opinion expressed on maximum

hours ............................ 2.1 24 5.7 174 51.5
. Attitude toward minimum wage

In favor of minimum wages ......... 37 70.8 392 92.9 14 429
Not in favor of minimum wage .... 47 8.2 10 24 37 10.9
No opinion expressd on minimum
wages ............................ 1 3.2 20 4.7 130 48.2

$. Attitude toward Southern woe dif.
ferential on sectional basis:

In favor of Southern wage differcn.
tiel --------_------............. 42 71.3 373 85. 4 19 00.0

Not in favor of Southern wage dif.
ferentiai ---------................ 3 1 20 4.7 19 5.8

No opinion expressed on Southern
wage differential --- _------------ 179 23.8 29 8.9 150 44.4

4. Attitude toward wage differential on
size of commronity basis:

In favor of city" wage differential. 2 37.8 197 48.7 59 2.8
Not in favor of "city" wage differ.

ential ............................ 98 119 60 14.2 as IL
No opinion express on "city"

wage differential ................. 37 408 165 39. 1 211 62.4
B. Attitude toward collective bargaining:

In favor of collective bargaining.... 203 28.7 177 41.9 20 7.7
Notintavorofroectivebargaiing. 191 26.1 97 23.0 94 27.8
No opinion expressed on collective.

bargaining ....................... 1W 48.2 148 35,1 218 4.5
6. Attitude toward price fixing:

In favor of price fixing .............. 11 23. 118 37.4 23 85
Not in favor of price fixing ......... 234 30.8 137 32.1 97 28.7
Noopinon expressed on price fixing 345 45.4 127 30.1 218 64.5

7 ,Attitude toward production control:
In favor of production control ...... 23.7 144 34.1 30 10.7
Not in favor of production control.. 220 28.9 129 80.6 91 2.9
No opinion pressed on production

control ........................ 0 47.4 149 3. 3 211 82.4
S. Attitude toward distribution control:

In favor of distribution control ..... 13.8 20.4 19 5.8
Not In favor of distribution control 232 30. 6 141 33.4 91 2.9
No opinion expressed on distribu-

tion oonto I...................... 43 85.7 196 46.2 228 47.8
S. Attitude toward fair-trade practices:

In favor of fair-trade practes ...... 42 60.8 47 82.2 19 34.0
Not in favor of far-rtrade practices.. as 8.5 22 8.2 48 13.6
N. opinion eapreased on fair-trade

practie ......................... 20 33 53 12.8 177 62.4
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B. Comments of the manufacturers on spedfic code provieions.-An analysis and
tabulation of the comments relating to specific code provisions which were
offered by the manufacturers is shown in table IV below.

TABLE IV.-Tabulaion of comments on spedfic code provition.
(Source: Questionnaires sent out by the Southern States Industrial Council, December 198L Analyzed

by the Research and Planning Division, National Recovery Admilpistraton

$Nmppr mak. Percent of total
Comment lg this com- questionnaires

ment received 
1

1. "Inflexibility of maximum hours provisions" .------------------------ 1 2. 2
2. "inilexibility of minimum wage provisions" ---------- --------------- 6 .8
3. "Subnormal wage for low class labor ................................. 4
4. "Elimin te section 7 (a) ........................................... 5 7.4
S. :Clarify section 7 (a) .-............................................... 14. 2
6. "Make unionsliable" ............................................. W 2.6
7. "Prevent coercion of employees by majority or by outside organizers ". 51 6.7

g The number making a particular comment may vary slightly according to the varying interpretation
g1yen to the comments by the Individual analyzing it, the p-r(,nt represents the percent of all those
sending in questionnaires who made this comment.

TABLE V.-Ditribution and number of replies by indusrie.s

1. Cotton textile ------------------------------------------------ 93
2. Lumber manufacturing ---------------------------------------- 79
& Hosiery ---------------------------------------------------- 37
4. Construction ------------------------------------------------- 25
5. Coal mining (bituminous) ------------------------------------- 24
6. Wheat flour milling --------------------------------------- 20
7. Furniture manufacturing -------------------------------------- 9
8. Chemical ---------------------------------------------------- 17
9. Brick and tle . . ..------------------------------------------- 17

10. Graphic Arts ------------------------------------------------- 16
11. Machinery and equipment (various) ---------------------------- 15
12. Structural steel ---------------------------------------------- 15
13. Stoves and ranges -------------------------------------------- 13
14. Cotton garment manufacturing --------------------------------- 12
15. Service trade (laundries, hotels, etc.) ---------------------------- 10
16. Quarry products (granite, marble, slats) ------------------------- 10
17. Paper box manufacturing -------------------------------------- 9
18. Mattress and bedding ----------------------------------------- 9
19. Banks, electric companies, and other utilities --------------------- 9
20. Retail distribution -------------------------------------------- 9
21. Paper and pulp ----------------------------------------------- 8
22. Foundry and machine shop products ---------------------------- 7
23. Wool textile ------------------------------------------------- 6
24. Men's clothing; underwear and allied garments -------------------- 6
25. Coffee ------------------------------------------------------- 6
26. Peanuts ------------------------------------------------ 6
27. Candy ------------------------------------------------------- 5
28. Hat manufacturing ------------------------------------------- 5
29. Perfumes and cosmetics --------------------------------------- 5
30. Limestone --------------------------------------------------- 5
31. Iron and steel ------------------------------------------------ 5
32. Cast-iron pipe ------------------------------------------------ 5
33. Electrical manufacturing -------------------------------------- 4
34. Fertilizers ----.---------------------------------------------- 4
35. Leather goods (miscellaneous) ---------------------------------- 4
36. Boot and shoe ------------------------------------------------ 4
37. Clay products .----------------------------------------------- 4
38. Biscuit and cracker -------.----------------------------------- 4
39. Cotton warehousing --------------------------------------- 4
40. Cottonseed oil refining ----------------------------------------
41. Meat packing ------------------------------------------------ 4
42. Baking ------------------------------------------------------ 3
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TABLE V.-Ditrbusion and number of replies by indutrsie--Con.

43. Auto body ody................................................. 3
44. Sugar refien . 3
45. Concrete pipe ------------------------------------------- 3
46. Hardware manufacturing -------------------------------------- 3
47. Silk textile --------------------------------------------------- 3
48. Pencil manufacturing ----------------------------------------- 2
49. Cordage ------------------------------------------------------ 2
60. Unclassified manufacturing ------------------------------------ 175

Total ----------------------------------------------------- 760
Source: Questionnaire sent out by the Southern States Industrial Council, December 19A. Analyzed

by tne Research and Planning Division, National Recovery Administration.

TABLZ VI.-Ditribution of replies by States and extent of coverage
[Source: Questionnaires sent out by the Southern States Industrial Council, December 1934. Analyzed

by the Research and Planning Division, National Recovery Admin stration.]

Number of Totaloumbero Percent of total
state establishments establishments establishments

replying to according to covered by
questionnaire census replies

Arkawas -----------------.---------------------------- 32 1, 017 3.1
Alabama ............................................... 14, 1 9 33
Florida ................................................ 20 i,677 1.2

Louisia ............................................... 1, 611 32KatueItypp .............................................. 8 1, 17 &1
N1orthI .....na......................................... 81 1,01 &23,M issisippi ...............--- ............................ 1 917 .
North Carolina ......................................... 317 44 3.2
Okaboma .............................................. - 21 1,322 3
South Carolina......................................... 1,044 .1
Tennessee ................-........................ .... 98 ,8 3.0
Tesat V r- - --............. ............................. 7,123 1.7
Virgiia................--------------------------------3 275 3.8
West Virginia............------------------------------17 1,128 3.8
Other ----------------------------------------------........................

Totals ............................................ - 78 25,934 3.0

S1931 Census of Manufacturers.
I The slight discrepancy In the total figure is due to the fact that 8 questionnaires were discarded as

unusable.

TABLE VIII.-Proportion of replies from small and large firms compared to census
data

Questionnaire Census data
replies received

Size oi firm
Percent Percent

Number of total Number of total
replies replies

Over 50 employes ............................................. 298 38.9 4,395 13.3
Less than 51 employees ......................--------------- 44 1.1 2,9 8.7

Total.......... ......................................... 70 1 .0 31,42 1

3 Census of Manufacturers, 1929.
Sourco: Questionnaires sent out by the Southern States Industrial Council, December 1034. Analyzed

by the Research and Planning Division, National Recovery Administraticon.

The CHAIRMAN. I have a letter from Mr. Leon Marshall, of the
N. R. A., calling attention to certain statements and testimony pre-
viously made during the hearings. Without objection it will be put
into the record.
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(The same above referred to will be found at the conclusion of thedays session.)ahe CHAIRMAN. I have also a memorandum from Senator Nye

which he desires to go into the record. Without objection it will be
inserted.

(The memorandum is as follows:)
UNITED STATES SENATE,

Hon. PAT HARRISON, April 18,198.

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR HARRISON: I enclose, herewith, memorandum on the case of
Mr. Platt B. Walker of the Lumberman's Service Association, Minneapolis, Minn.,
regarding complaints against National Recovery Administration.
I think this should have the consideration of the committee and hope it can be

Inserted into the record. The complete file is also being enclosed for the informa-
tion of your committee.

sincerely yours,
GlERALD P. Nyx .

Mr. Platt B. Walker, Minneapolis, Minn., as executive manager of the Lur-
berman's Service Association, an association of the independent lumber dealers
of Minnesota, complains against the monopolistic practices of the code authority
which is dominated by the Northwestern Lumberman's Association or the "big-
yard line" executives.

Mr. Walker claims that the Northwestern Lumberman's Association, made up
of the "big-yard line" executives has used the code to further ts own ends, has
blacklisted independent dealers who failed to be dictated to by it, and has forced
many independents out of business.

In November 1933, when the code was written and local administration of it
was being planned, Mr. Walker was appointed field agent by the Northwestern
Lumber and Building Material Code Authority with the assurance that his
services were to be utilized in assisting in the amicable adjustment of complaints
and grievances that might arise between retail distributors. For 35 years Mr.
Walker was editor and manager of the Mississippi Valley Lumberman, a lumber
trade journal, and he was well qualified to perform such duties. His first assign-
ment in the capacity of field agent was to contact some 30 concerns whose names
were selected from a long list kept in the files of the Northwestern Lumberman's
Association. From these records it appeared that they were either not legitimate
dealers or were addicted to unethical practices. Underneath the names of the
following concerns appeared this notation: "Stock and equipment not sufficientto qulify for membership."t r. Walker found that all of these dealers but three had stock amply sufficient

to be listed as fully qualified dealers, and that in many cases their lines were
more complete than the average line-yard company. Not long after Mr. Walker
turned in his favorable report on these companies, he was told that the sum
provided for his remuneration was withdrawn, and his services would be no
longer required.

Mr. Walker then formed the Lumberman's Service Association, composed of
independent dealers, to try and get fair play under the code.

The following is a synopsis of the methods employed by the code authority to
further their own ends and drive their competitors out of business:

A minimum price was set up by the code authority for the sale of lumber and
other builders' supplies by dealers to builders. This price was arrived at by esti-
mating the cost or production to the large wholesalers, with a large overhead.

There were dealer's minimum prices set up, below which he could not sell.
He was restricted to a certain territory, outside of which he could not sell. Thus,
if a dealer was running a business in a small locality, he was forced to sell at a
higher rate, if he sold less than a carload lot to any one purchaser. The big line
yards, however, were chain dealers, always buying carload lots, not restricted to
any territory, and selling as they chose. If an independent dealer sold at a price
lower than that prescribed by the code authority he was blacklisted; or, if he
sold to a builder that was blacklisted on another score, he was blacklisted as well.

Thus, the independent dealers were kept from representation on the code
authority by the blacklist of the Northwestern Lumbermen's Association,
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;;j { forced by the code authority to deli their material at a high price, and keep within
a restricted territory, while their large competitors, the same Northwestern
Lumbermen's Association, the executives of which formed the code authority,wed out their businesses.

r. Walker appealed to the code authority in Washington, to the National
Recovery Administration, and to the local compliance board, with no avail.
He was financially ifoable to come to Washington to appear before the National
Recovery Review Board, but sent in documentary evidence to prove his conten-
tion.

* (The complete file on this case is filed with the committee.)
tCThe CHAIRMAN. I have a letter from Mr. Blackwell Smith, Acting

General Counsel N. R. A., transmitting a table demonstrating- in
detail the industrial representation involved in makhig the Biti-
minous Coal Code.

(The letter referred to is as follows:)

f NATIONAL Recovany A.lDMNISTRATION,
Washington, D. C., April 13, 1935.

Hon. PAT HARRISON,
United States Senate, Washinglon, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR HARRIsoN: There is transmitted herewith for the information
of your committee a table demonstrating In detail the industrial representation
involved in making the Bituminous Coal Code.

This material 16 supplementary to the lists of code committees and code
authorities already provided your committee in response to a request made by
Senator William H. King, and is added for the purpose of demonstrating how in
a great many cases a small committee o an industry became the official negotiators
of a code after a much larger number of industry representatives had taken part
in preliminak-y steps of gode making.

While the names of all such original representatives occur in records of pro-
ceedings on the codes, only the limited code committee is shown on the lists
previously supplied you.

Sincerely yours,
BLACKWELL SMITH,

Acting General Counsel.
(The table referred to is as follows:)



Table showing representation of industry in making Bituminous Coal Code

Codes originally presented Representatives Codes presented at hearing Representatives

Northern Coal Control Association ... Waler A. Jones ------------ North-South Control Association Charles O'Neill t*l-..........J. D. A. Morrow.0 Code (Pennsylvania, Ohio, Mary.
land, northern and southern West
Virginia eastern Kentucky, Tennes.

-. 3. D. Francisr
J. D. A. Morrow *Smokeless & Appalachian Coal Associa- E. . MahanH. . Hawthorne - --tiOn (northern and southern Appala- H. R. Hawthorn- ------------------------------------- . C. Mahandy..........Chian states). A. L. Lyon ---- ------------- --------- ------------------- W. Emery, Jr.t. .........
R. E. Taggart t* -----
Tusca Morris(2) Co d e A.ocation of Indiana JouasV am ............. Coal Trade AssociationofIndiana..- Charles G. Halir HarveyC cartwright, Win It.(1) Southern Ohio Coils, Inc. (Ohio) -... . 1. Davis, F. H. Game.. Southern Ohio Coals, Inco----- -Geoge K. Smith .(4) Southwestern Coas (Kansas, Mis- fW. C. Shank ............. Southwestern Coals Code Kas, W. Shank*, A. M. Han-sour

t
. and Oklahoma)_1 

Missouri and Oklahoma). ab.(5) Alabama Mining Institute (Alabama)- James L. Davidson, D. A. Alabama Cone (Alasbama) ---------- Forney Johnston,pt D_ A.Thons. 
Thomas-'(6) Association of Producers of Hand- I.). Weeks -------------------- Uo -------------------------------- H. J. Weeks .--------------Mined Bituminous Coal (5 countiesin Tennasoee, 2 counties in Georgia).

t. D. Flanagan........... Association of Producers of Hand-......................
Mined Bituminous Coal (Tennee.
.ee-Geergi).

K entucky C oal A association W .L . P earso n . do - .................. ..... ...(7) estrn entckyCoa Amciaion C. F. Ricbard"onC_ C. Wes' -i Kentucky Coa Operators' C. F. Richardson,* A. W._(western Ketey.Reed. Ce.e Duncn .(8) Proressive Miners of America C. E. Pearcy,a Win. Kck Illinois Procresive Coal Miners C. H. Ps
. .  . . . . . . . .

(Illinois). 
Association Code.(9) Coal Producers Association of Illinois R. W. Miller ............... Coal Produers Association of Illinois R W. Miller ..............(Illinois). W. C. Gill .............. Illinois Progressive Coal Miners_ C, . Stiehl.............Association Code. W.C. Kane ..............

(10) Off-Railroad Coal Mine Operators John Sharp ............... Agreed tog,. withgeneral code ......--------- -----. -(Illinois). J. H. Arnold .......... -...............................................ni5 pflliii5. at. lli at_ _ i,,.... . . .. . ..... ...

Divisions
set up

Basic Code Committee under
basic
codes

Win. Emery, Jr.t..... Div. l.

.................. ... D iv . 1.
Charles O'Neill t ------ Div. I.

. ..... ................ D iv . 1.
---- Div. I.

D. C. Kenney .. __ Div I..
Div. I.

R. Et. Taggart t- - Div. 1.
....................... D iv - I .

....... . .... .. ... .. .... D iv . It .
- - - - Div. IV.

F. .ney Johnston t'-.. Div. 1.

.. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . D iv . I .

.Div. It.

.Div. II.

.-- 
--- --- ---P,01-04 at, jeud ofitale,
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Table showing representation of industry in making Bituminous Coal Code-Continued

Codes originally presented

(11) Vermilion County Small Coal Oper-
ators Association (Illinois).

(12) Iowa Coal Operators Association
(Iowa).

(13) Operators Association of Appanoose
and Wsyne Counties, Iowa.

(14) Coal Produers Association of Wash-

(1) lAtton Colorado Coa Operators
Association.

Rocky Mountain-Paciflc Code -------

Northern Colorado Coal Producers
Association.

Colorado & New Mexico Coal Op-
erators Amccitlon.

Utah Coal Produers Association -----

Southern Wyoming Coal Operators
Astociation.

Northern Wyoming Coal Operators
Aseoclatlon.

Montana Coal Operators Association
Central New Mexico Coal Operators

Association.
Washington Coal Operators Assocla-

dion.
(17) El Paso County Mining Association

(Colorado).
(19) Preston County Coal OperatorsAssocaLion (West Virginia).
(19) Michigan Coal Operators Association

(Michigan).

Representatives

Alex Anderson --------------

Sam Ballantyne .............

Jacob Ritter --------------

James Begley, D. S. Hanley.

John Long, Jr., George X.
C. Johnson. David Roemer.

John R. Dolin
° 
------------

P. M. Peltier, C. C. Brooks-

F. 0. Sandstrom ------------

James B. Smith, John R.
Dooln.*

L, W. Mitchell --------------

James E. Lee ---------------

No representative -----------
G. A. Kaseman .............

No representative ...........

W. D. Wade, George A.
Krause.

A. W. Hawleyo -------------

Warren E. Pippin -----------

Codes presented at bearing Representatives

Aglsed to go with general code -------- I ------------------------------

Iowa Coal Operators A&oclation Code- George leaps. Jr.* ..--...

-----do--. .----- . . . .. . . .. . . Jacob R itter ................

Rocky Mountaln-PaclO Code (Utah,
southern and northern Wyoming.
MontaM, northern and southern
Colorado.

Northern Colorado Coal Producers
Association.

Colorado & New Mexico Coal Oper-
ators Association.

Utah Coal Producers Association ......

Southern Wyoming Coal Operators
Association.

Northern Wyoming Coal Operators
Association.

Montana Coal Operators Association__
Colorado & New Mexico Coal Oper-

Association.

Preston County Coal Operators Asso-
ciation (West Virginia).

........................................

(20) Coal control of Georgee Creek and Win. J. Wolf (subscribed I Georges Creek and Upper Potomac
upper Potomac (Maryland). I to code no. 1 above). i Coal Code (Maryland).

Basic Code Committee

F. V. H. CollinsT John It. F.V.H.Collins I'-
Doolin.*

A. W. Hawley,0 John F.
Adkin.

Warren E. Pippin (miscel-
laneous representative at
hearing, did not present a
code).

A. B. Crichton, A. T. Smith.

ot¢

00
Divisions

set up
under b4
basic
codes .0

Div. It.

Dlv. I1. >

0XDiv. V.
0

Div. V.

Dtw. V.

0

N

0
0

Dlv. V.

Div.V. P-4

Dlv. I.

Dlv. L to

Dlv. I.

----------------------------------------
------------------------



(21) Nrth Dkot Indepedent Lignite Edwin Rupp, L. C. Siwns-
Opraors Association (No Da-

(22) Independent Truck Mines Ascoca- Sam T. Taylor James Mc-
tion of Southern Colorado. Cune, A. V. Madonna.

(23) Central Coas Associates (Ohio) - _ Ben Gry ................
(20 General code (Illinois PennsylvaTna, G. B. Harringtonf Hubert

West Virginia, 6hio, Indiana. Howard. D. W. Buchan-
MiefLu owaKenturk , Arkan- ant 0. K. Smith. F. E.
ma, Oklahom, Colorado, Mon- Taplin H W. Showalter,
ta, Wyoming. Wm Win. Wy .

.. .. ..... ... .... .. .. . --- --- --- ------- --.. ..... ... -- ------.... .. .. ..... .. .... .. ... . D iv.. ...... ... . V .
--------------------

Ge ea o e -- -- -- -- - -- - X.T p i - - - --- - -- -- - ---- - -- - D iv. Il.Generl coe------------------- G- B- Harrington (lolois), . BfarntmfI i.
Hubert, Howard D. W. W--19nuhnnj Di.I
BUChananD (Illinois), H. .Bsan4
W. Showalter.

SRelation between mginal code and " he " code (with or without representation).
t Shows re prsentation on Basic Code Cc Ltee which bas 5 divisions (with or without representation).Shows whic ivisou of Basic Code the asc6ton utimately connected with (with or without representation).
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General JOHNSON. Senator, I have just received a telegram in

connection with my testimony. May I put it in the record?
The CHAIRMAN, Yes.
General JOHNSON. This telegram is as follows:

The National Association of Retail Druggists, composed of 21,000 independents,
advises you that its name was used by American Retail Federation in press release
yesterday without any authority whatever and that said association will have
nothing whatever to do with this illegitimate offspring of predatory interests in

Distribution names of other national associations were also used without authority
in a deceitful ald dishonest manner.

Secretary.
ROWLAND JONES, JR.,
Washington Representative.

Senator CLARK. I would like to have inserted in the record the
Howard report. I understand the Vincent report has heretofore been
inserted in the record and I would like to insert also the Howard
report which was directly at variance with the Vincent report.

The CHAIRMAN. They may go in, F

(The N. R. A. file on the investigation of the Coat and Suit Code
Authority is as follows:) APRIL 18. 1935.

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. JOHNSTON, CLERK FINANCE COMMITTEE

In response to the letter of Chairman Harrison of March 27, 1935, requesting
the National Recovery Administration file on the investigation of the-Coat and
Suit Code Authority, the following material was submitted in response thereto by
the National Recovery Administration, W. A. Harriman, Administrative Officer
of the National Recovery Administration.

1. Anonymous complaint dated July 20, 1934.
2. Mr. Addison Snith's preliminary investigation, July 26-August 15, 1934.
3. Mr. John C. Howard's report dated October 25, 1934.
4. Report of Mr. Alexander Thomson, Administration member, to Deputy

Administrator Dean G. Edwards, September 12, 1934.
5. Report made to Mr. Addison Smith, Octber 15, 1934.
6. Memorandum report of Mr. Alexander Thomson, Administration member,

to Deputy Administrator Dean G. Edwards, dated October 22, 1934.
7. Report of Mr. Alexander Thomson, Administration member, to Deputy

Administrator XI. D. Vincent, December 1, 1934.
8. Letter of Deputy Administrator M. D. Vincent to Mr. Alexander Thomson,

December 5, 1934.
In general this material consists of the so-called "Howard report" and related

papers. The Howard investigation x:as conducted following the filing of com-
plaint as set out in an anonymous communication to Gee. Hugh S. Johnson
under date of Jure 29, 1934, with respect to the administration of the Cloak and
Suit Code by the Code Authority.

Thi material has come to the committee's files and Is handed you herewith
for such atv)n a the committee desires to take, upon what I understand to be
the request of Seinator Ne that the papers be included in the record.

Attention is called to the last paragraph in the letter of W. A. Harriman, under
date of March 29, in which it is stated that if the committee gives consideration
to these matters that it "will not obtain an accurate insight in the situation
unless you call on Mr. Vincent to present his entire experience in the adminis-
tration of this code."

NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION,
Washington, D. C., March 29, 1985.

Hon. PAT HARaIsoN,
Chairman Senate Finance Conmittee,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
My DEAR Mn. HARRISON: In response to your letter bf March 27, 1935,

requesting our file on investigations of Coat and Suit Code Authority, I am
enclosing herewith the file which contains:
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1. Anonymous complaint dated July 20, 1934.
2. Mr. Addison Smith's preliminary investigation, July 26-August 15, 1934.
3. Mr. John C. Howard's report, dated October 25, 1934.
4. Report of Mr. Alexander Thomson, Administration member, to Deputy

Administrator Dean G. Edwards, September 12, 1934.
5. Report made to Mr. Addison Smith, October 15, 1934.
6. Memorandum report of Mr. Alexander Thomson, Administration member,

to Deputy Administrator Dean G. Edwards, dated October 22. 1934.
7. Report of Mr. Alexander Thomson, Administration membe,, to Deputy

Administrator M. D. Vincent, December 1, 1934.
8. Letter of Deputy Adminisrator M. D. Vincent to Mr. Alexander Thomson,

December 5, 1934.
The above-listed file items are copies, excepting the reports made by Mr.

Alexander Thomson, administration member, of the Coat and Suit Code Author-
ity. The deputy administrator in charge states that the originals of the copies
above mentioned are not in his office. It is perahps not important but I assume
they may be in the New York City office.

I am advised that the foregoing file covers all file matter on the subject of your
request.

You understand that the administration of this code and the activities of the
code authority come under the supervision of the deputy administrator. I have
discussed this matter with the deputy, who in this case is Mr. M. D. Vincent.
I feel that if these matters are given consideration by your committee you will
not obtain an accurate insight Into the situation unless you call on Mr. Vincent
to present his entire experience in the administration of this code. You will
doubtcss recall Mr. Vincent as the deputy who testified on the Men's Clothing
Code. Sincerely, W. A. HARRIMAN,

Adminigtrative Offlcr.

NATIONAL RzCOVZRY ADmixisTPATZON

Reported from 45 Broadway.
Date, July 20, 1934.
Covering period July 20, 1934.
Special agent John C. Howard.

Complaint against: Code authority, cloak and suit industry.
Complaint by: Anonymous source. Letter of June 29, 1934 to Gen. Hugh S.

Johnson.
Subject and brief: Alleged racketeering.
Report: Interview with Emanuel M. Cohen, of Simselman & Cohen, Inc., 1385

Broadway, New York City.
JULY 20, l1i34.

Mr. RosFnr K. STRAUS. In an annonymous letter of June 29, 1934, addressed
to Gen. Hugh S. Johnson, Washington, D. C., and signed "An Honmst Cloak
Man", there is the allegation that Fierman & Kolmer Co., Inc., 560 Seventh
Avenue, New York City, are selling garments at from $2 to $5 less per garment
than legitimate coat man facturers are able to sell them for. It Js not clear as
to how this is done.

The letter reports, "This concern for this very purpose to.k a man named
Benny Levine, who is known as an underworld character, a side-kick of the
famous gangster, Lepke, who has figured here recently in v~sious investigations
in various rackets with various unions. These two men ,re known as the type
whose bidding must be done or else one who dares to cros them just wakes up in
the river or takes the customary ride from which there is no return." There is
much more of this same general nature which it is net necessary to set out in full.

Further down the letter states; "Such deploriole conditions have not been
brought alone to my attention but to many others in this line, and they have told
me so. It is common gossip in the trade. We-li, what is the use to compare with
them? They are exceptions. You know they are in right, they have Benny
Levine."

The other concerns are Sisselman & Cohen, Cummings & Schernoff, and Lew
Schneider.

I interviewed Emanuel Cohen of Sisselman & Cohen and talked generally with
him bout business and the cloak and suit industry. He had a lot of grievances

119752---sv 6-48
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which didn't pertain to this report but gave me a petition of the Garment Manu.
facturers Association Inc., for amendment to the basic power in the coat and suit
industry, which he asked me to read over. He said he had plenty of complaints
he would like to make later.

With regard to Benny Levine, he said he knew him well. He said Benny
Levine had a third interest in the profits with Fierman & Kolmer Co., Inc., that
Benny used to work for him, that he had a way of getting along with labor that no
other man had, that the men liked him and would work for him. He offered to
bring Benny Levine to the office so that I could interview him at any time that
suited my convenience.

I asked Mr. Cohen to give me the names of some manufacturers who would give
me the other side of the picture. He said to see Morris W. Haft. That Haft had
lost a $100,000 order of the Rothschild Co., of Illinois and that he was sore against
Fierman & Kolmer Co. and Benny Levine. That everybody in the industry
knew about It.

This investigation is being continued.
Respectfully submitted. JOan C. HOW .RD, s pecial Agent.

Gen. HuaiH S. JoHNsoN, JuNcE 29, 1934.

Washington, D. C.
GE-N rNLME: The question involved here is not one of just individual impor-

tance, but of paramount Importance to the entire life of the entire cloak and suit
industry. The very life and intention of the National Recovery Act is attacked
and brought to naught, it is laughed at and ridiculed by a selected few who through
some sort of connections are able to do as they choose, thereby inflicting I ,avy
burdens on the rest of the industry to such a frantic point that the other legiti-
mate concerns in the industry must seek relief whether honorable or otherwise,
in order to be able'to survive. This condition existed during the entire past
spring season, and now at the threshold of the coming fall season, I am authori-
tively advised that even greater advantages will be practiced than before.
The President's radio address of last night directly attacks these chiselers, so
wh should it go on unchallanged?

?herewith respectfully submit the manner, as far as I am able to know, in
which these unjust practices are accomplished.

There is, first of all, one of the foremost concerns in this industry,_Fewman-.
Kolmer Co., Inc., at 500 Seventh Avenue, New York City, who at this very
moment are able to sell garments at from $2 to $5 less per garment, which
in itself immediately puts the legitimate cloak man in an unfair light and this
difference is only brought about by unfair manipulation, but cannot be done if
the code is to be observed. This concern, for this very purpose, took a maP
named Bennie Levine, who is known as an underworld character, a side kick of
the gangster Lepke, who has figured here recently in various investigations of
various rackets with various unions. These two men are known in this market as
the types whose bidding must be done or else the one who dares cross them just
wakes up in the river or takes the customary ride from which there is no return.
Bennie Levine is of no other value to this concern except for his connections to
accomplish the purpose of undoing anything the National Recovery Act stands
for, in fact he also helps out several other concerns with underhand tactics, for
which he is remunerated. Now this concern operates a factory on its own
premises, one in Bridgeport, and also have many contractors, everything con-
trolled under their own terms and conditions regardless of i-nything, or anyone.
For the production of all of these they are able to secure legitimate labels, in
spite of the fact that they are not entitled to the use of same. The employees in
their contractor shops are union men, but without a union, and they are compelled
to submit to prices given them; they have no choice in the matter at all and no
representation of their own choosing. In a few instances the workingmen that
were displeased with the price were told to go to the union and file their com-
plaints, and when they did this they were advised that the union Is sorry they
cannot do anything for them and that if they did not like It they should try and
get a job somewhere else. Of course they knew they could not get a job somewhere
else, because they would see to that, so what else could this family man do but
go back to this same job, and with bent head make the best of the situation.
These people are paid at a rate that is 50 percent less than is being paid for the
same garment at any ether cloak house. There is no recourse, because Bennie
Levine with his pal Lepke are known as the union themselves; what they say there
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goes and no one disputes their having the last word. It is common knowledge
around the trade that what Bennie Levine can do no one else can do.

The clerks, both In the office and all other departments of this concern whether
they be male or female begin their day at about 9 a. m. and work until mid-
night, of course in the season only, and just as the help In the factories, they will
not utter a protest, because they know that if they do Bennie Levine will stop
them from getting a Job anywhere else in thh: line. Of course, they are wel
advised to say that they are the second shift, but there is no such thing at all,
the fact remains that they get $1 for supper money, in other words 6 or 7 hours
night work for $1.
Now gentlemen, you can readily see that this concern, being visisted by

practically every buyer visiting this market, sees how cheap garments can be
sold, that when they visit other showrooms to make their comparisons, the rest
of us look so utterly ridiculous that no sale can be made, in fact time and time
again these very same buyers ask "Well how Is it that Fierman-Kolmer c.an do
it' and many of them will refuse to visit any other showroom with this remark
"What is the use of going up toyour place, to see your samples, you know as well
as I do that they have Bennie Levine up there and you know with him there I
can always get the same as you want to show me for very much less money?"
Such a deplorable condition has not aloiqe been brought to my individual atten-
tion but to many others in this line and they have told me so. It is common
gossip in the trade, well what is the use to compare to them, they are an except-
tion, you know they are in right, they have Bennie Levine.

The other concerns are Siaselman & Cohen, Cumings & Chernoff, Lou
Schneider.

The question now remains, are we to be governed by gangsters who help to
rip apart the National Recovery Administration with its code or do we have to
go out of business.

I trust you will give the above the attention Its importance deserves, and you
have my assurance that a check-up will find that my accusations are correct.

I must ask you to be kind enough to excuse my omitting my Identity as I do
not wish to fall into the clutches of these gangsters, as I am a respectful business
man of long standing, who has devoted many years in this Industry, and have
been prompted to write this, because in all my experience I have never witnessed
such brazeness against law and order.

With many many thanks for giving this your attention, I am,Sincerely yours, AN HONEST CLOAK MAN.

Reported from iNew 'York City.Covering period Jukv \28-August 15.

Region: New York, Igew Jersey, and Connecticut.Special agent: Addison Smith.

Preliminary investigation made in this matter prior to interruption by trip to
St. Louis tends to show that this code authority Is entirely dominated by the
union and Mr. Nathan Wolfe. That labels are bem withheld from many jobbers
and contractors without definitely establishing olations of the code. Thatlabels are used in place of stink bombs to force men into associations and to
unionize them. That unless a contractor belongs to an association, he Is unable

to secure designations. That when violations of the hour and waes provision

are found, an arbitrary amount is set by the code authorityas restitution-and

this arbitrary amount must be paid by the respondent whether it be fair or not

before he can again do business. That these arbitrary amounts can be changed

and reduced by Joining the association. That when restitution le made by firms,

there is no evidence of the workers ever securing back pay but there is consider-

able evidence that they do not. That gorilla methods are used in examining

books and employees of firms by code authority investigators. That small firms

are actually put out of business at the will of certain members of the code authority,

The following report is an annotation of data collected by this agent through
interviews with jobbers, manufacturers, and contractors of the coat and suit
industry. It also Incorporates several affidavits obtained from workers in several
c1Ttractor shops, etc.
1. Thc collective agreement between the American Cloak and Suit Manu-

facturers Association, Inc., the Merchants Ladies' Garment Association, Inc.,
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the Industrial Council of Cloak, Suit, and Skirt Manufacturers, Inc., and Inter-
national Ladies' Garment Workers' Union, are monopolistic.

All of the above agreements were drawn subsequent to the adoption of the
National Coat and Suit Code. The code authority in enforcing the code

recognizes the said agreements.2. Members of the code authority are selected by the organizations cited in

paragraph 1 above. Nonmembers of the above associations have no representa-

tion excepting the western area. Representation on the code authority should
be had by the nonmembers.
* 3. The code authority is not impartial; improper methods of investigation of
members in this industry and enforcement of the code are used against those
who are not members of the above assoeiations,-and whose employees do not
belong to the Industrial Council of Cloak, Suit, and Skirt Manufacturers, Inc.
The collective agreements provide that workers must join the international union.
Workers cannot join any union of their own choosing as provided for in the
Code by the N tional Irdustrial Recovery Act. The code authority recognizes
those agreements and workers are compelled to join the international union.

4. Contractors in this industry are prevented from being designated with
jobbers unless said contractors' workers are members of the International union
and contractors are members of the American Cloak and Suit Manufacturers

p Association, Inc. This is absolute discrimination. As a result of nondesignation,
the code authority refuses to issue labels for garments made in nonunion and
nonmember plants, even though these plants comply with the labor and hour

* provisions of the code.
5. Contractors who are members of the American Association and employees

members of the international union are favored in many respects by the code
authority, in that, if such plants or members have violated the code, the code
authority will make concessions and relieve them of actual penalty that they
should pay for such violation.

It was learned that I. Eakin & Son, of Camden, N. J., violated the code by
underpaying salaries which the code authority had knowledge of but never col-
lected 'I cent t6'pay back 'wages to emloyis .

Hod-Rose Coat Oo.. of Orange, N. J., has underpaid over $90,000 to workers
and the code authority allowed him to settle for $400.

The above cases were settled due to the fact that these two contractors worked
for jobbers who are very influential with the associations and can get any favor
from the code authority they desire. If a contractor would be a nonmember of
the association, and workers not unionized with the international union arbitrary
penalties would be fixed by the code authority.

See case of Paramount Tailoring CV.; otNaaic, N. J.
See case of D. Pescatore & Son. Hoboken, N. J.
6. Contractors are not permitted to increase their plants without permission

of the code authority and under the collective agreements. The spirit of the
National Recovery Administration is to engage workers who are tunmployed
o relieve unemployment. These agreements are contrary to such spirit, and

instead of relieving unemployment tends to create a greater amount of unem-
ployment.

7. For the eastern area the code authority makes no provision for apprentices.
Replacement, of help cannot be had, due to the fact that the contractors would
have to pay a minimum wage to apprentices which will run the cost of garments
so high that it would be impossible for him to secure work to operate his plant.

8. Curtailment and production of work is sponsored by the above associations.
This fact is indicated in a statement made by Samuel Klein, executive director
of the Industrial Council of Cloak, Suit, and Skirt Manufacturers, Inc. This state-
ment was published in the New York American on July 3, 1934, page 25.
The collective agreements between the said associations point out to that fact
exclusively.

9. Secure the minutes of the hearings before the fact-finding commissions held
June. 27 and 28, 1934, at the Hotel New Yorker. In these minutes you will
discover the statements made by Harry Uviller, manager of the American Cloak
& Suit Manufacturers Association, Inc.; Samuel Klein, executive director of the
Industrial Council of Cloak, Suit & Skirt-Manufacturers, Inc.; Harry Dubow,
secretary of the Merchants Ladies' Garment Workers' Union, and Isidor Negler,
manager of the joint board of the International Union, which brazenly indicate
the plans of the above associations are nothing but monopolistic, curtailment of
operation, and to prevent any relief for unemployment. Many jobbers, con-
tractors, and other members of this industry engaging workers who were con-
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fronted with charges for violating the code have paid penalities and back salaries.
In many cases such salaries have not been paid to workers. An investigation
shall be made as to what disposition was made of funds received by the code
authority.

10. The price of labels sold by the code authority is 2 cents each. For 6
months the code authority had received from the sales of such labels approximate-
ly $267,000. Investigation shall be made why the code authority operation
mchinery shall cost that much. This code authority is exacting the highest

price for labels of any other code authority that is authorized to issue labels
indicating that merchandise is made tinder the National Recovery Administration.

11. Business agents of the International Union have recognized the fact that
it is a necessity for apprenticeship and the hiring of new help to replace the old help
who either leave through unemployment, death, or otherwise. Letters have
been signed by business agents permitting Auch employers to pay wages below
the minimum fixed by the code. The following have received exceptions to pay-
ment below the code: Morris Barnett, Hoboken, N. J.; Camden Cloak Co.,
Camden, N. J.; Perfect Coat & Suit Co., Camden, N. J.; Jack Goldfein,
Newark, N. J.

In some of the above cases the code authority had penalized these contractors
but never said anything of penalizing the union for having been parties to such
violation.

12. Contractors who had been working for certain jobbers for the past few
years and before the national code was adopted have been unable to secure
designation with their jobber for whom they were working, nor receive labels
from the code authority, by reason of the fact that the workers are not members
of the International Union and such contractors being nonmembers of the Ameri-
can Association. H. & J. Block, a jobber in New York City had engaged approxi-
matelv eleven contractors in New Jersey. After the code authority had exacted
from H1. & J. Block the sum of $9,500 as penalty and back salaries, Block was
forced to give work only to such contractors who would have their workers
unionized with the International Union and such contractors who will become
members of the American Association. In order for these contractors to exist
and operate, several of them reluctantly joined the American Association and
forced the workers to join the International Union. If such workers did not join
the International Union, the contractors were ordered to discharge them. At the
head of the national code authority is a director whose name is George W, Alger
who is a practicing attorney of New York with offices at 50 Broadway, and is still
engaging in private practices. He is also head of the Mooreland commissions of
the State of New York, investigating trust and title companies. He is also im-
partial chairman for the four associations set up in the collective agreements.
Mr. Alger never in his experience has ever been engaged in the coat and suit
industry to know the technical details thereof. A director is supposed to be an
impartial person. His rulings have absolutely been partial in many cases and
he is directed to do things by F. Nathan Wolf, ihe secretary of the code authority.
As impartial chairman for the above associations, he is supposed to settle con-
troversies arising between the associations as the impartial chairman. If any one
in this industry, who is not a member of the four associations mentioned in the
collective agreements, appears before this impartial chairman, there is a great
doubt if he would render any decision in favor of such nonmember because he is
paid by the four associations as etch impartial chairman an annual salary of
$7,500.

13. F. Nathan Wolf, the secretary of the National Coat and Suit Code, who
seems to be the guiding factor of the code authority and was formerly an auditor
for the International Union, his interest therefore, would naturally be placed
toward the union and the set-up toward the collective agreements between the
associations.

14. Alexander Printz, of the Printz-Beiderman Co. in Cleveland who is con-
sidered one of the authorities in the coat and suit industry has asserted himself
by criticizing the functions of the Coat and Suit Code Authority. (See state-
ment of the article appearing in the Women's Wear Daily on March 6,1934, which
is self-explanatory.)

15. A thorough investigation shall be made of the trucking situation. Truck-
men are engaged to cart work from New York by jobbers in New York to con-
tractors in their plants. There is an agreement entered into between the asso-
ciations and the Truckmen's Association whereby truckmen are not allowed to
cart work from the jobber to such contractors, unless the contractors arc mem-
bers of the American Association and workers are unionized with the International
Union.
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16. Many jobbers and manufacturers who are members of the Industrial
Council of Cloak Suit and Skirt Manufacturers, Inc., and the Merchants' Ladies
Garment Workers' Union, do not agree with the principles of the associations.
Such members are afraid to voice their disapproval of any agreements or tactics
used by the associations, by reason of the fact that the code authority nd the
union will place their business in jeopardy and as a result be forced out of business,
either by withholding labels or by penalizing such member raising an objection,
by imposing a heavy penalty. If these jobbers were interviewed personally, they
would, no doubt, give their objections to any Government agent of the tactics
eed by the associations. The same applied to contractors of the American
Association. The power and the fear of these associations with the union over
the jobbers and contractors compel them to keep quiet making this industry be in
the control of a few individuals.

The following is an interview with a member of the industry who is quite well
informed on the modus operandi of this code authority:

"The cloak and suit industry, prior to the adoption of the code under the
National Recovery Administration, in the city of New York, operated on ar 60-percent basis nonunion, and the other 40 percent was union, where manu.

0 facturers who worked on coats and suits from $10.75 down wholesale, were in-
volved. The manufacturers of merchandise from $10.75 up, were 90 percent

* unionized and 10 percent nonunion.
* r"The reason for the great number of nonunion operators in the lower-end

merchandise, was due to the fact that inexpensive coats and suits could be made
away from the city of New York, in little cities up-State or in Connecticut, in
New Jersey, in Blatimore, in Pennsylvania, and in adjoining States. The union
could not unionize any plants in those cities, without resistance on the part of
local authorities, who wanted all the additional industries they could get in their
cities.

"The nonunion manufacturers of this low-prices merchandise did not belong to
any association, and worked independently. There was in existence at that time
two coat and suit associations, of which manufacturers were members; one was
the industrial council, that was supposed to have for its members, only those
merchants who cut and made and manufacturered all of their products on the

mises. This association was headed by Mr. Klein. The other association,
wn as the 'Merchants Garments Association', had for its membership,

supposedly all manufacturers who gave out to be made through contractors and
subcontractors, all their products.

"At the time the representatives of these associations, and the union associa-
tions met in Washington, and while this code was being worked on, they made
statements to the press, in the industry, such as the Women's Wear, that all
merchants not belonging to any association, would have to be licensed directly by
the Government, and as a result, a new association was hurriedly formed, known
as the 'Ailiated', and its representative was sent to Washington as part of the
making of the code. This representative was not recognized, because the other
two associations and the union did not want to recognize them, and as a result,
the members of this association, and the entire association was sold to the indus-
trial council, at a certain figure per member, by the people who had started that
hurried association. The members in bulk, through this sale and certain appli-
cations eventually given them to sign, unknowingly had obligated themselves to
a union contract which expires in 1935, and which was renewed in 1933 at the
time that this code was being made. All subsequent manufacturers, who joined
into the industrial or merchants garments, and who had not as yet been a member
of either of the three associations, likewise signed applications agreeing to live up
to the bylaws, and although the bylaws and rules were not explained to them.

"The unfortunate part about the entire coat situation, is the fact that the
union contract expired in June 1933, at the same time that the President of the
United States declared that all industries would have to go under a code of their
own. And because of the same, and to avoid delay in getting started for the
fall season, representatives of the two associations and their executives, although
all manufacturers who made better merchandise adopted the code as dictated
by the union and its officials, which was very harmful to the inexpensive manu-
facturer; for example the out-of-town factories, who made nonunion merchan-
disc, employed lots of young girls and old people, and they worked 45, 50 hours
per week and possibly more, at a wage, possibly of $8 or $10. These same people,
under te present code, had to make minimum, $22 a week; as a result, these
poor old, helpless and unfortunates, having no ways of getting money, were
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replaced by competent help, and the young girls who helped support families,
likewise had to be replaced. Of course, it was the President's Intent to do away
with these long hours and poor-wage system, but the sole object was a 35-hour
week and a $14 minimum. Had the cloak and suit industry had that in the first
place, we wouldn 't have had the trouble we have today. As it is, the code was
written according to union requests and is little below their standard.

"On the code authority, we have Mr. Dubinsky, who is the head of the Inter-
national, a subordinate of the American Federation of Labor, in this city for the
needle industry. We have Mr. Uviller, the head of the American Association,
which has as its members all the union contractors, most of whom were non-
unionized originally, but who were unionized through forceful methods. Mr.
Uviller and Mr. ubinsky always worked hand in hand, because it was to
Dubinsky's interest to have more union members, and it was to Uviller's interest,
so that he could get more contractors to pay the dues to his association, to have
the union work with him. It is said that Mr. Uviller made everywheres from
$25,000 to $50,000 out of the association. All kinds of destructive methods were
used to force people into membership, as are used today where union is con-
cerned, throughout the country.

"Besides these two men, there is a Mr. Wolf, who is secretary of the code
authority, who has complete change of the office, since he is the only one of the
code authority that is actually engaged in administering the code on the premises,
who was previously the accountant for Mr. Dubinaky and the union. He was
employed, and his people were employed in the following method: When a manu-
facturer was found guilty of having manufactured merchandise in out-of-town
factories, or local factories that were nonunion, and he being a member of the
association, and having an agreement with the union, had committed a wrong by
doing so, his books were then ordered examined. Mr. Alger, the impartial chair-
mand and Mr. Wolf and his men were the ones who did the examining, so that if
a manufacturer made 40,000 coats or suits in nonunion shops out of the 100,000
had had made a season, the difference that he saved in labor on those 40,000
coats and suits, he was assessed for, and that money vas to be paid to the unions
and the associations. In other words, Mr. Wolf and lila association were strictly
for the union.

Mr. Alger, the impartial chairman, who was Moreland commissioner, under the
Moreland Act, for the State of New York, automatically assumes that whatever
Mr. Wolf tells him, and having great confidence in Mr. Wolf, is correct, and while
the evidence is presented in a great many code cases, where the firm which is in-
volved shows that they are entitled to some consideration, Mr. Alger is governed
by whatever Mr. Wolf says."'Besides these three men mentioned on the code authority, there is Mr. Alger,
the chairman, and having at all times been the impartial chairman before the
code, and favored labor situation and the unions, likewise favors the unions and
its associates today. There are two other members on the code. One is Mr.
Coplef, now no longer the head of the Merchants Garments Association, but
entirely away from the industry, and the other one, Mr. Klein, the head of the
Industrial Council. Both of these men have their hands full in handling the
balance of the code executives. In other words, the entire code is being run, and
was written by the union.

"It wasn't the intent of the Government to unionize anybody that didn't want
to be unionized, nor to have union officials force contractors or manufacturers
into the union, by using the code or its power, in this particular industry, as in
the other needle industries. A label was used as a method of assuring a minimum
wage and maximum hours only. Unfortunately the label has not only been
used for that, but has been used to unionize manufacturers and contractors. A
great many people who worked code hours and paid minimum wages under the
code, were requested by various members of the code authority, who worked under
Mr. Wolf, to join a union and unionize so it would be much easier to get the
labels.

"It is quite evident that if the Washington authorities will issue a statement
that they will see to it that all these people who work under the code and who
are being forced or were forced to join the union or were molested because they
are not in the union will make statements to that effect, hundreds of such state-
ments will appear upon the scene, The average merchant and contractor has
the one fear that if he makes an affidavit or says something, he won't get the
labels and he can't work. Assure the manufacturer and contractor that he will
get labels, provided he works under the code, and see how quick the cry of help
will come. As it is, Mr. Wolf sits, just as a dictator would, with the sole power
in his hands to do as he sees fit.
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"Now, a great many fines were collected assumably for back pay, by the code
authority and Individuals to whom the money was to have beer sent, could not
have received the money, as a great many of the contractors didn't have the
addreses of the employees, and they merely submitted names and hours. What
has become of all that money?

'Why should the salaries be paid that they are paying up at the code authiority,
which are almost three times what they got when they worked for the union?
Why should they be permitted? Labels weren't sold as an internalrevenue
tax, they were sold for the maintenance of the code and the -ketping of the code
regulations. For example, if the code authority has budgeted itself on $300,000
a year and they sold labels and took fines for $600,000, the other $300,000 should
go back to the manufacturer or to the United States Government to help maintain
the general code.

"Besides collecting for the labels from every manufacturer, they are assessing
manufacturers $100 or more for investigation, where they think there is an irregu.
larity. The extra assessment for the maintaining of the codes, as specified in
that recent ruling by President Roosevelt, I think it was several months ago,
was to the effect, that these assessments would have to be made where the coder was not self-sustaining, where there were no specific things sold, like labels.
But where there are labels sold bringing in so great an income, why all these
extra charges, what is happening to all this money?

"The amount ef as esameit is for back pay, arrived at in the following manner:
* The contractor or the manufacturer issue weekly reports with the names of their
* employees, plus the number of hours they worked that week. A great many of
a the contractors don't know what bookkeepi-g is all about, and in filling out

those sheets, do it in the best way that they cen, o that, if for example, a finisher
was supposed to make $22 a week minimum on a 35 hour week, he fills in the
boxes daily 7 hours a day for the 5 days, and at the end puts down $18 pay, it
would mean that this person was underpaid, and there is a back pay of $4. A
great many of them fill in any old thing and send it back, and they are taxed for
back pay, if the person didn't work the 35 hours. When the manufacturer or
contractor tries ',o show that they didn't Aa rk the 35 hours, they say, your sheets
were evidence that they did, and that is sufficient evidence. A lot of the con-
tractors never had the addresses of employees. They just come and go, they are
not stationary, they shift. The entire cloak and suit industry is 5 months a
year. In a great many eases the money never went to the individual people.
S"In a great ma'y cases, where the manufacturer refused to pay the asessment
Mr. Wolf arranged that an arbitrary figure be made, and said, well make a settle-
ment for that amount. Why should that be done? If the manufacturer or
contractor owes back pay and he owes it definitely, then he should pay all or
nothing. The manufacturer pays the part settlement, as suggested, because he
has got to do it, to get the labels, if not, he goes to Washington and spends the
week there with a big delegation, and possibly comes back with nothing, because
it happens that what the code authority and the union says, seems to prevail.

"If an individual census were taken by the Federal authorities, as to what is
wrong with this code, and as to what is being done, you will find that half the
industry is unsatisfied with the method of procedure of the code authority.

"The code of 35 hours and $14 minimum, if it were so, would have been better
for the industry than the code of 35 hours and minimum wage of $22. The
though of the code, as originally planned, as in other industries, is marvelous.
Unfortunately, this code has been misused for the benefits of the union.

"Prior to the code, all sorts of methods'were used to uniordxe peopleim our in-
dustry, and now the label is the method, and that was never the intent of the
National Recovery Administration. It would be only the fair thing to do to make
the man in charge of the code office, where the labels are issued, an impartial one,
placed there by the Government, and the salary to be paid to him by the code
authority, and monthly statements issued to the trade, as to receipts and disburse-
ments, so that any one in the trade has a right to complain when these things are
too high. As it appears, this entire label thing is a racket, pure and simple.

"Manufacturers at the present tin e may he held up a, where front, a week to
4 weeks fur any excuse the cude authority wants to fid, and they rind plenty
when they want to'find it, right or wrong. Coats and suits cannot be shipped
without labels, because the Retail Code has embodied in it that ready wear has to
have a label when they buy it. The result is that the manufacturer who is
working under the regulations and rules of the code, but who may be nonunion,
cannot ship his merchandise until. he gets the labels, and they make it so difficult
that he either becomes unionized, or has somebody somewheres got him the labels."
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INTERVIEW WITH A FORMER INSPECTOR OF THE COAT AND SUIT CODE AUTHORITY

All investigators employed by the National Coat and Suit Code Authority
are informed that Uz. board governing the Coat and Suit Code Authority, con-
sists of two members each of the following associations: Industrial Council- Mer-
chants Association; the American Associr~tion; the Coat, Suit, and Skirt tnion;
and that Mr. George W. Alger is director and Mr. Nathan Wolfe is secretary.

On the reports of the investigators, they must indicate whether or not the con-
cern in question is affiliated with one of the above associations. (Mr. Klings-
berger, the accountant in chargu- of the investigators, tells the men that during the
course of investigating nonaffiliated concerns, to inform the owners in some sub-
terfuge manner that It would be to the concerns' advantage to become affiliated,
such as receiving immediate, attention from the code authority on label requests
and of their assoc' )tion or, any violation made.)

Copies of these reports are then turned over to the respective association.
When violations are indicated on reports of affiliated members, such as giving

work to nondesignated contractors, this information is immediately turned over to
the association and charges are brought against this firm by the respective asso-
ciations and not by the code aut hority.

When reports of violations a-e turned in for nonaffiliated members, such as
giving work to nondesignated contractors, they immediately stop issuing Na-
tional Recovery Administration labels to this concern.

To better understand the abuve, it is best to analy,,e the working agreement
between the associations. When a manufacturer or a job'er is a member of the
Industrial or Merchant: Asrsciation, this member is required to give work to
American Association contractors only. Should work be given to any other
contractor this concern is immediately fined by the association and the code
authority immediately stops issuing National Recovery Administration labels
to this concern, despite the fact that this contractor may Pave lived up 100
percent to the regulations as to hours and earnings of the Coat and Suit Au-
thority.

The thought behind this, as expressed In conversation with the code authority
officials, was to keep newcomers out of the industry and to center all work
in New York City. When nonmembers of the American Association were
designated by nonaffiliated members, the code authority delayed the issuing of
labels to this contractor, thus making it impossible for the contractor to manu-
facture the garments with labels, and thus discouraging the jobber from giving him
any more work. This contractor was told in many cases that it would be to his
advantage to join the American Association and would be given jobbers wl ere
he could obtain steady work.

This resulted in the closing down of many nonaffiliated contracting shops
because they did not have the required amount of cash which as from $660 to
$1,160, and could not get any work from the jobber because of his inability to
get National Recovery Administration labels, regardless of the fact that he
lived tip 100 percent to the National Recovery Administration regulations.

It is beyond a question of doubt that tile National Coat and Suit Code Au-
thority works exclusively for the benefit of the above associations and not for
the industry as a whole.

The specific cases of favoritism and aboslute disregard of the national coat and
suit law and the body officials of the Coat and Suit Code Authority follows:

1. An investigation of the books and records was made of the firm of Lehr
& Kress, of Elzabethport, N. J., and it was found that they worked their
employees anywhere from 40 to 60 hours a week and the average pay was $12
to $14 per week, where the pay should have been $28.35 per week for a 35-hour
week.

This firm of Lehr & Kress was working for a canceled jobber and successfully
concealed their jobber and his records. Mr. Kress of this firm was brought
into the office of the Coat and Suit Code Authority and was told by Mr. Sol
Kingsberger, chief accountant and direct assistant to Mr. Nathan Wolfe, secretary
of the Coat and Suit Code Authority, that if he would disclose the jobber for whom
he was working that the officials of the code authority would overlook the fact
that he was paying way below code minimum and violating hours of employees.
Mr. Kress then disclosed the jobber, the Perfect Kiddy Coat Co. This informa-
tion was then turned over to the Merchants Ladies Garment Association, and
the Perfect Kiddy Coat Co., as a member of the association was fined $700 for
giving work to an undesignated contractor.

The firm of Lehr & Kress were permitted to join the American Association
and was not required to make any back payments for underpaid salaries, nor
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were they fined for violating hours. This you will note was done for the advantage
of the association and not for the benefit of the employees who actually suffered
in this deal.

2, The firm of H. & J. Block, an Independent house and nonaffiliated, dis.
tributed their work to about 30 contractors in New Jersey, New York, and
Connecticut. These contractors in New Jersey, New York, and Connecticut
were found to have been violating hours and earnings and wages received and the
employees of these contractors were at least 50 percent below code minimum.
This firm of H1. & J. Block is permitted to sell their coats without NRA labels for
their fall and spring season, a total amount of garments at approximately
$500,000. They were finally brought up on charges and Mr. Wolfe, secretary
of the Coat and Suit Code Authority, compromised with this concern on a
promise that they would join the United Infants Wear Association, and tba
contractor would join the American Association for the sum of $9,000 and $500
cost of investigation.

The writer has investigated these contractors and practically all of the shops
and is willing to testify and prove beyond a doubt that back pay due from H. & J.
Block would exceed $50,000. You will note in this case that the firm of H. & J.
Block only paid for the cost of the garments shipped without labels and not any
back pay which was to go to employees.

3. On May 3 Mr. Alger, code director of the coat and suit code authority,
made a statement in Washington at the rehearing of the coat and suit code law
thot all records are confidential. It is a known fact that every record of investi-
gation made by the accountants is immediately turned over to the various asso-
ciation and union. Mr. Alger further stated that all they are interested in is
whether or not the concern lives up to the National Recovery Administration
code provisions and they do not care whether a concern is union or nonuinon.

The question arises, then, Why are the investigators of the Coat and Suit Code
Authority specifically sent out to jobbers to see whether or not they sent their
work to a designated contractor instead of investigating hours and earnings and
violations?

Attached to this report are copies of affidavits showing the methods used by
inspectors for the code authority. Also affidavits from workers who have en-
deavored to collect back wages due them from funds collected by the code
authority from former employers. Also exhibit marked "X-1" with letters
attached are self-explanatory.

EXHIBIT X-1
AIRIL 10, 1934.

To whom it may concern:
I, the undersigned, Morris Barnett, do hereby declare to make the following

statements:
I operate a plant of 14 machines at 251 First Street, Hoboken, N. J.
I have engaged two operators named Anna Sciametta and another female

operator named Kalamaridi.
The International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union Local 148, located at 746

Bergenline Avenue, Union City, N. J., through their business agent, Mr. Charles
Cirrincione, had come to my plant and fixed the amount of salaries these two
employees were to receive from me while working in my plant as such operator.
Said business agent, knowing that said employees were unskilled told me that I
shall pay 322.50 for 35 hours work per week. Said Charles Cirrincione also
informed me that he is sending me letters to the effect that the said two operators
are to receive the sum of $22.50 per week, which I received by mail, and copies
of such letters are attached hereto. Prior to fixing the prices of such employees,
said Charles Cirrincione also told me that if the code authority investigators
shall examine my records and find an underpayment of wages as fixed in the Coat
and Suit Code, that he, as a business agent of tbe International Ladies' Garment
Workers' Union, will see to it that the National Code Authority will not file any
complaints agaiu-t me for such undnrpaynwiot, and that the Intornational Ladies'
Garment Workers' Union will protect woe in every respect against such violations.

He also assured me that he could arrange with the National Code Authority
not to have any charges preferred against me for underpayment. Relying upon
these statements and assurance of Mr. Cirrincione, I engaged these two employees.

I received a letter from the National Code Authority claiming that I owe brk
pay to these employees. I appeared before them and they demanded that I
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pay the back pay. I informed them that I received such letters from the union,
ut they have disregarded them entirely.
I am not a member of the American Cloak & Suit Manufacturers' Association.

One of the primary purposes of the National Code Authority is to have everyone
in this industry join the American Association. I not being a member of such
association, but having union employees, this union has set this trap to catch me,
of which I am an innocent victim.

I am not a very well educated man and believing and trusting in other people
that they are honest like I am myself, and relying upon statements of a business
agent of a union, and a member of the code authority and receiving the assurance
from such business agent that no comp sint would ever be filed against me, I
Scel it improper on the part of the code authority to make such demands for back
pay when the prices I received for making garments in my plant were prices
based upon such salaries as the union had fixed in my plant.

I, therefore, respectfully submit that my complaint be heard so as to receive
the proper adjudication in this matter,Respectfully, BARNETT CLOAK CO.,

By MoRRIS BARNETT,

INTERNATIONAL LADIES' GARMENT WORKERS' UNION, LOCAL 148,

Union City, N. J., March 21, 1934.BARNETT CLOAK Co.,
lHoboken, N. J.

GENTLEMEN: Anna Sciametta, an operator in your shop, because of ineficiency
which is due to natural reasons, is hereby permitted to work for $22.50 per week.Yours truly,

CHARLES CIRRINCIONE,

Business Agent.

INTERNATIONAL LADIES' GARMENT WORKERS' UNiON, LOCAL 148,

Union City, N. J., March 21, 1934.
BARNETT CLOAK Co.,

Hoboken, N. J.
GENTLEMEN: Kalarnaridi, an operator in your shop, because of inefficiency

which is due to natural reasons, is hereby permitted to work for $22.50 per week.
Yours truly, CHARLES CIRRINCIONE,

Business Agent.

STATE OF NEW YORK,
County of Orange, ss.

Annafrnaplan, being duly sworn, says:
I reside at 122 Front Street, in the city of Port Jervis, Orange County, N. Y.
My age is 29 years, and for the past 14 months, I have been employed as a

machine operator at the Shifrin & Barcan factory, located at 20 Church Street,
Port Jervis, N. Y.

On July 27, 1934, while performing my duties, I was interviewed by a man,
who I afterward learned was connected with the National Recovery Administra-
tion.

The gist of the conversation with this man was as follows:
He asked, "What are you making." I said, "$28.35", and he replied, "Don't

hand me that gag." He asked how much per lining I got, and I said I was not
working on piecework. He said, "What are you trying to do, put your boss out
of business. The boss told me you were working at piecework, and you tell
me you are working at timework." He said, "Don't tell me any different from
what your boss says. You were working until now, this week, at piecework
and now you are on tim'work." I answered, "Yes", because I was afraid to say
different. He asked me how many linings I could make a day, and I said I
didn't know. The boss keeps track of all the work I do. He said, "Do you
trust him that much", and Isaid, "Sure." He asked how much I was getting
for making linings, 6 cents, and I answered, "Yes ", as I did not know what else to
say. He asked me how much I made last week and I said $18. That amount
just happened to come to my mind. I then went her- and he called me back,
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and he asked the same questions over again, and I told him that I was lying to
him because he forced and coerced me in making me say these things. He then
asked why I was lying to him.

Deponent further says that my work is that of timework and not piecework
and my compensation being 81 cents per hour for 35 hours per week for a total of
$28.35.

ANNA KAPLAN.
Sworn to before me this 8th day of August 1934.

W. H. STORES,
Notary Public, Orange County, N. Y.

STATE OF NEw YORK,
County of Orange, sas:

Sadie Viacerta, being duly sworn, says:
I reside at no. 8 First Street in the city of Port Jervis, Orsage County, N. Y.
My age is 30 years, and for the past 3 weeks my occupation has been that of a

machine operator.
lam employed at the Shiffin & Barkin Coat Factory, 20 Church Street, PortJervis, N. Y.
On July 27, 1934, while performing my duties at the coat factory (Shiflin &

Barkin), I was interviewed by a man who was affiliated with the National
Recovery Administration.

The gist of the conversation with this man was a follows:
He asked my name, and how long I had worked, to which I replied, "Only a

weeks." He inquired how much I got the first woek, and I replied, "Four days,
receiving twenty-one-dollars-and-some-odd cents." He then remarked that I
ought to get more. I then told him that I nosxt received for 3 days' work $17.01.
He then asked, "Are you working on timework?" and I answered, "Yes." le
further asked whether I was working on piecework now, and I said, "No; but
some years ago I worked on a piecework basis in another factory."

My wage is on the basis of 81 cents per hour. SADrue VsCuerTrA.

Sworn to before me this 8th day of August 1934. XV . HI. STOKEs,

Notary Public, Orange County, N. I.

STATE OF Nrw YORK,
County of Orange, ss:

Lopriare Vincenza, being duly sworn, says:
reside on no. 29 Thompson Street, in the City of Port ervis, Orange County,

N.Y.
My age is 19 years and for the past 9 months I have been emlloyed as a ina-

chine operator at the Shiffin & Barkin factory located at 20 Church Street,
Port Jervis, N. Y.

On July 27, l?4, while perforninf, my duties at the coat factory, I was inter-
viewed by a man who was employed by the National Recovery Administration.

The gist of the conversation with this man was as follows:
lie asked me whether I was working on piece or time work, and I replied

"Time work". lie then remarked, "Do you want to make the boss a liar'?" i
then became so excited that I (lid not answer the question. He then said that
the boss told him that she was working on a piecewcrk basis. He then asked rue,
"How ruph do You get", and I replied, "$28.35 pe week, being paid on a basis
of R1 cents per hour."

He kept, on sneaking of piecework endeavoring .o make ine say that I was
working on piecework.

I have been in this country only 4 years. I had gone home and he sent for ile
and got rme to sign a tal'nnt which purpourtcd to say that I was working on a
piecework 1n-,is. f an' if ltal,:in hirt'', ar' I do' nuot ru''erstaild English laud-
writing and that togeth(,r with icing excited, I was induced to sign rch state-
nient.

Lor'RIAurE VINCENZA.
Sworn to before me this Sthi day of August 1931.

No Ha, STOKE'.Notaory lPbhie, Orange Coutnty, Ar, Y.
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STATE Or NEw YORK,
County of Orange, ss.

Pauline Scieri, being duly sworn says:
I reside at no. 67 Frankin Street in the city of Port Jervis, Orange County, N. Y.
My age is 42 years and for the past 14 months I have been employed as a

machine operator at the Shiffin & Barkin factory located at 20 Church Street,
Port Jervis, N. Y.

On July 27, 1934, while performing my duties at the coat factory, I was inter-
viewed by a man who I afterward learned was employed by the National Recov-
ery Administration.

The gist of the conversation with this man was as follows:
lie asked whether I worked time or piece work. I answered him timewrk.

lie then asked me how much I worked for and I told him $28.35 per work. lie
endeavored to get me to say that I worked at piecework, but I said, "No; time-
work basis." ie forced me to say I worked at piecework and I was so excited
that I answered, "Yes." He asked me how much I received doing piecework,
and I said, "$29 per week." Later in the day Ile came over to my house and
wanted to know from me how much everybody got in the factory. I did not tell
him the truth when I told him I was doing piecework that, as I before stated, was
working for $28.35 for a 35-hour week.

PAULINE SCIER.
Sworn to before me this 8th day of August 1934. W. H. STOKE,

Notary Public, Orange County, N. Y.

STATE OF NEW YORK,
County of Orange, s:

Lillian Barbarino, being duly sworn, says:
I reside at no. 4 Brown Street in the city of Port Jervis, Oage County, N. Y.
My age is 36 years, and for the past 5 weeks I have been cvtp. )yed as a machine

operator at the Shiffin & Barkin factory located at 20 Church 1 treet, Port Jervis,
NY.
On July 27, 1934, while performing my duties at the coat factory, I was inter-

viewed by a man who was employed by the National Recovery AdminIstration.
The gist of the conversation with this man was as follows:
lie asked me whether I was working timework or piecework. I said "Time-

work." He then said that everybody told him that they were working at piece-
work and you say that you are working at timework. I agrin said to him that
I was working at timework. He repeated the same qubsiion again, evidently
for the purpose of inducing me to say I was working at piecework. I became so
worked up and nervous and in order to get rid of him said I worked piecework.
lie then asked how much I was getting and I replied I was going to receive $28.35
for timewgrk on my next pay on a basis of $0.81 per hour for a 35-hour week.

LILLIAN BARBARINO.
Sworn to before me this 8th day of August 1934.

W. H. STOKES, Notary Public.ORA:CoR COURT;, N. Y.

STATE OF NEW YORK,
County of Orange, sa:

Laura Shirley, being duly sworn, says:
I reside on the Clove Road, R. F. D. 1, Montague, N. J.
My age 38 years and for the past 8 months I have been employed as a machine

operator at the Shiffin & Barkin factory located at 20 Church Street, Port Jervis,Y.

On July 27, 1934, while performing my duties at the coat factory I was inter-
viewed by a ian who I afterwards learned was connected with the National
Recovery Administration.

The gist of the conversation with this roan was as follows:
Ile asked me whether I was working at tiniework or piecewoirk, and I said

timework. Iev then said that it was funny that I was working at timework
when everybody else was working at piccwork. He seemed persistent to get
me to say piecework, and so in order to get rid of him I said piecework. He asked
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whether I had any record of my work and I replied I don't keep any. He further
asked how much I was paid per week, and I said $28.35 on a basis of $0.81 per
hour for a 35-hour week.

Sworn to before me this 8th day of August 1934.
W. H. STOKES, Notary Public.

fri ORANoE COUNTY, N. Y.

STATE oF NEW Yonx,
('oudy of New York, city of New York, ss:

.J.-cph Walko, being dril" sworn, deposes and says:
That he resides at 782A Birdline Avenue, West New York, N. J.
Your deponent alleges that lie is .43 years of age, an American citizen, and has

been working in the cloak and suit industry since lie swas 11 years of age.
That your deponent was so employed by 1I. & J. Block Co. at Htammonton,

N. J., about the first week in January 193*4 until 1 week after Easter, at which
time he, with all the other employees, were let out.

Your deponent further alleges that one Mr. Frank Dunn, the manager of said
H. & J. Block Coi., stated that the code authority was going to examine the books
and therefore wanted to clear the place out.

That during the time of said employment deponent worked for the sum of $511
per week. At the time lie was let out, there were 147 boirs overtime at the rate
of $1.13 per hour, or the son of $210.21 coming to him.

Deponent further alleges that lie was instructed that the National Recovery
Administration sent a telegram stating that they were always permitted to work
overtime, and that is why lie was obliged to work, This breach in which depton(jt
worked was known as the Interstate Coat Co., 30 Front Street, Hammonton, N. J.

Your deponent further alleges that about 5 weeks after th:s shop was closed lie
went to see H1. & J. Block Co., and they told him that they had paid all the m ney
due the employees to the code authority, and that lie should go there to get this
back pay.

Your deponent further alleges that about 5 or 6 weeks after seeing Mr.Block,
he went to the code authority and saw Mr. Nathan Wolf. Mr. Wol stated that
in a few weeks he would straighten the matter out. Two weeks later, deponent
again saw Mr. Wolf, who again put him off. Then deponent went to see him as
late as a week ago, or about July 24, and was just told by Mr. Wolf that he would
let deponent know when he could get his pay.

Deponent further alleges and says that in au interview with Mr. Karp, union
delegate at union headquarters, New Jersey, Mr. Karp stated to deponent that
the latter would be a better man than he is if lie could collect the money froni the
code authority.

JosEPH WALK,
Sworn to before me this 1st day of August 1934.

JosEPH J. LERNER, Notary Public.

New York County clerk's no. 297 registration no. 51440; Kings County clerk's
no. 68 registration no. 5302. Commission expires March 30, 1935.

Joe lValko, pressers overtime

January: Hours February: Hours
19 ------ ---------------- 8 1 ---------------------- '
20 ----------------------- 7 2 ------------------------ 1
22 ----------------------- 1 5 ------------------------ ,
23 ----------------------- 1 6 ----------------------- 2
24 ----------------------- 7 ------------------------ 1
25 ---------------------- 1 8 ------------------------ 1
26 ----------------------- 1 9 ------------------------ 1
29 ----------------------- 24 10 ----------------------- 6
30 ----------------------- 12 ----------------------- 2
31 ----------------------- 2 13 ----------------------- 1

14 ----------------------- 2
Total ---------------- 26 15 .-------------------- I

16 --------------------- I
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Joe Walko, pressers overtime-Continued

February---Continued. Hours
17 -------------------- 8
19 -----------------------.. 1
20 ----------------------- 2
21 ----------------------- 1
22 ----------------------- 1
23 ----------------------- 2
24 ----------------------- 7
26 ----------------------- 1
27 ----------------------- 2
28 ----------------------- 2

Total ------------------ 50K'

March-Continued. Hours
9 ------------------------ 1
10 -----------------------
12 ----------------------- 2
13 ---------------------- 2
14 ----------------------- 1
15 ----------------------- 2
16 ---------------------- 2
17 -----------------------
19 -------------------
20 ----------------------- 0
21 ----------------------- 2
22 ----------------------- 4
26 ----------------------- 2

March: 27 ----------------------- 2
1 ------------------------ 2 28 ----------------------- 3
2 ------------------------ 2 29 ----------------------- 4
3 ----------------------- 7 30 ----------------------- 2
5 ------------------------ 0 31 -----------------....... 5j
6 ------------------------
7 ------------------------ 2 Total ------------------ 78
8 ------------------------ 2

tou's for month of January_ -------------------------------------- 26%
Hours for month of February ------------------------------------- 50
Hours for month of March ----------------------------------------- 78

Total hours for 3 months.-.--- -------------------------- 155
Ilours allowed .--------------------- ------------------------- 8

Total number of hours for Mr. Walko ---------------- -- ___.147
147 hours at $1.43 an hour is $210,21.

STAt oF NEW YORK,
County of Orange, s:

Fannie I. Bishop being duly sworn, says:
I reside at 'No. 5 hornbeck Avenue, irs the city of Port Jervis, Orange County,

N.Y.
My age is 55 years and for the past 0 years I have been employed as a finisher

at the Hinden Coat Co., 136-142 Pike Street, Port Jervis, N. Y.
On July 27, 1934, while performing my duties at the coat factory, I was inter-

viewed by the two meh, who I afterward learned were connected with the
N. R. A.

The gist of the conversation with this man is as follows:
A man unknown to me came over to the table where I was working without

saying who he was. He asked my name and whether I had punched a card. I
told him that I punched a card every day I worked. He asked me how much I
received per hour and I replied 57 cents per hour. He then left me and went to
the machines at the upper end of the roont and came back in about 15 minutes.
He then stated that you said 50 cents per hour didn't you? Not thinking what
he said, I replied, "Yes", but after I thought what I had said to him, I corrected
myself and said 57 cents per hour. He was given to understand that I was
working on a basis of 57 cents per hour for a 35-hour week or $19.95 per week for a
full-time week.

FANNIE E. BisHop.
Sworn to before me this 8th day of August 1934. W. H. STOscEs,

Aotary Public, Orange County, N. Y.

STATE OF NEW YORK,
County of New York, City of . ow York, ss:

Joseph Walko, Jr., being duly sworn, deposes and says:
That he resides at 782 A Bergenline Avenue, West New York, N. J.
Your deponent alleges that he is 17 years of age, an American citizen, and has

been working in the cloak and suit industry 134 years.
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That your deponent was so employed by the H. & J. Block Co., at Hammonton,
N. J., for about 8 weeks prior to their closing, about 1 week after Easter; that
during this time they paid him the sum of $14 per week, or 41 cents per hour,

Deponent further alleges that he was working as a machine presser and thatr! the amount paid to him should have been at the rate of $1.18 per hour.
Deponent further alleges that he was made to work overtime nearly every day,

but was paid for same at the rate of $14 per week. JoE WALKO, Jr.

Sworn to before me this ist dy of August 1934.

JosEen J. LnRmaa, Notary Public.
New York County Clerk's No. 297, Register No. 51440; Kings County Clerk's

No. 618, Register No. 5302. Commission expires March 30, 1935.

STATE OF NEW YORK,
Counly of New York, City of New York, ss:

Jacob Tartikoff, being duly sworn, deposes and says:
That he resides at 784 Bergenline Avenue, West New York, N. J.

- Your deponent alleges that lie is 55 years of age, an American citizen, and has
been working in the cloak and suit industry 10 years.

* Deponent further alleges that he was employed by the H. & J. Block Co.
at Hammonton, N. J., ii a plant known a, the Interstate Coat Co., 30 Front
Street, Ilaminmonton, N. J., and worked there about 6 weeks, beginning ie cod of
January.

Deponent further alleges that for these 6 weeks he received the sum of $25 per
week as an operator, and was entitled to $35 per week.

Deponent further alleges and says that to date he has received no money from
either the l1. & J. Block Co., or the Cloak and Suit Code Authority.~JACOB TARTIKOFF.,

Sworn to before me this 1st day of August 1934.

JOSEPH1 J. LeavEn, Notary Public.

New York County Clerk's No. 297, reg. no. 51,440; Kings County Clerk's no.
68, register no. 5302. Commission expires March 30, 1935.

NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION

Reported from New York City. Repoi, New Jersey, New York, and
Date, October 25, 1934. Connecticut.
Covering period August 15 to October Special agent, John C. Howard.

15, 1934. Approved by -

Complaint against: Code Authority Coat and Suit Industry.
Complaint by: Manufacturers, jobbers, contractors, and employers.
Subject and brief: Discrimination, coercion, oppression, violating Sherman Act.
Report: Covers above except settlement of wage violations and payments to

employees.
Recommndation:
Reports.---Region file no, --, cast status, refer, continued, special agent Howard,

pending July 20, 1934; district court file no. -, closed, special agent Smith,
August 15, 1934.

Confidential; not for public inspection.
Copies to Robert E. Straus (2), Mrs. Anita M. Rosenberg (1), New York file (1).
In the manufacture of cloaks and suits, work is done oil the premises or outside

in c,ittractors' shops. Generally speaking, there are four kinds or classes of
emt lovers.

'Cte insitle mianifatitrer ntuct his own shop or factory and cuts and pro-
dtlies liii gariiittiLt oin hisvit wn tircuises.

The johttr tas his gtttts cut, ant made up for him in outside shops, to whom he
furnishes the material. Jobiers sitietiiies purchase the garments from mnanu-
fseturers to .iell to retailers.

The .stumanufacturer cuts and sews garments for the jobber froni the material
firnished I)y the johter.
The contractor sometimes spoken of as bundlee contractor" works for manu-

facturers ot, garments delivered to him in cut form, which he finishes.
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In the metropolitan area, there is one employers' association made up princi-
pally of manufacturers, the Industrial Council of Coat and Suit Manufacturers;
one jobbers' association, the Merchants Ladies' Garment Association and one
contractors' association, the American Cloak and Suit Manufacturers' Association.
These three associations submitted the code of fair competition which was ap-
proved for the industry August 4, 1933. Each of these associations elects 2
members on the code authority, and these 6 members, with 2 members elected
by the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union, make 8 members out of
the 9 members authorized for this code; the other member is elected from the
western area.

In the new code, which was approved August 20, 1934, these three associations
have the same representation on the code authority; that is to say, 2 members
from each association, or 6 in all. The representation of the International
Ladies' Garment Workers' Union is increased by 1, giving the union 3 representa-
tives. This gives a combined representation of 9 out of a total membership of
14; the other representatives are 2 from the Western Area Coat & Suit, Inc., 1
from New Jersey-the Administrator or a Deputy Administrator of the Council
State Recovery Administration of New Jersey, 1 from Infants' and Children's Coat
Association, and 1 from eastern area outside of the metropolitan district of New
York.

There are a number of complainants in this case, manufacturers, jobbers, and
contractors, employees, and some anonymous, from parties not willing to disclose
their identity in fear of reprisals from the code authority and the union.

The defendants are the fouowing-named associations: The Industrial Council
of Coat and Suit Manufacturers, tie Merclants' Ladies Garment Association
Inc., the American Cloak and Suit Manufacturers' Association, the International
Ladies' Garment Union, and the Joint Board of Cloak, Skirt, and Reefer Makers'
Union of the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union, which is the New
York City metropolitan area branch of the Industrial Ladies' Garment Workers'
Union, and the code authority.

The complaint is that the above-named associations, the union, and the code
authority is a monopoly in the restraint of trade in violation of the Sherman Act
and of the National Industrial Recovery Act, and is using this monopolistic
power (1) to discriminate against small enterprises and nonunion manufacturers,
jobbers, and contractors; (2) to coerce said employers to join one of these associa-
tions by withholding labels, delay in furnishing labels, threats of strikes, and by
strikes; (3) that employees are being forced to join the union to obtain work;
(4) that in some cases, the code authority has compromised labor-violation cases
by allowing employers to pay less than the labor violations assessed against them
on condition that the manufacturer or jobber join the Industrial Council of
Merchants' Association and the contractor join the American Association, and
that all nonunion help be unionized.

That the code authority does not represent the industry as a whole, but the
dominant associations in the industry. That members of these associations
receive preferential treatment in the adjustment of labor violations because of the
majority representation of these associations in the code authority, and because
many complaints against association members are turned over to the associations
and the union for adjustment.

The charges, if true, constitute not only a violation of the National Industrial
Recovery Act but of the Sherman Antitrust Law Act as well.

The National Industrial Recovery Act (see, 4) authorizes the President to
enter into agreements with, and to approve voluntary agreements between and
among, persons engaged in a trade or industry, labor organizations, and trade or
industrial organizations, associations, or groups, relating to any trade or industry,
if in his judgment such agreements will be consistent ixith the requirements of
clause 2 of subsection (a) of section 3 for a code of fair competition.

Clause 2 of subsection (a) of section 3 reads as follows: "That such code or
codes are not designed to permit monopolies or to eliminate or to oppress small
enterprises and will not operate to discriminate against them."

The Sherman antitrust law declared illegal every contract combination in the
forn of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy in restraint of trade or commerce among
the qoecrnl States, and provides that every person who shall make any such
contract or engage in any such combination or counspiracy shall be deemed
guilty of a usisdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine
not exceeding '5,000, or by imprisonment not exceedilg 1 year, or by both said
punishments, in the discretion of the court.

110782-35- T 0-
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This act also authorizes the several district attorneys of the United States,
under the direction of the Attorney General, to institute proceedings in equity
to prevent and restrain such violations, and gives to any person who shall he
injured in his business or property by any other person or corporation, by reason
of anything forbidden or declared to be unlawful by this act, the right to sue in
a circuit court of the United States and recover threefold the damage by him
sustained, and the cost of suit, including a reasonable attorney's fee.

After the adoption of the code of fair competition approved August 4, 1933,
fit contracts were entered into between these associations and the union
(exhibits A, B, C, D, and E).

October 18, 1933: Industrial Council of Cloak Suit & Skirt Manufacturers,
Inc., and American Cloak & Suit Manufacturers Association, Inc.

September 20, 1933: Merchants Ladies Garment Association, Inc., with
American Cloak & Suit Manufacturers Association, Inc.

August 19, 1933: Industrial Council of Cloak, Suit & Skirt Manufacturers,
Inc., International Ladies Garment Workers' Union and the Joint Board of
Cloak, Skirt, and Reefers Makers Union of the International Ladies Garment
Workers' Union.

August 26, 1933: Merchants Ladies Garment Association, Inc., with Inter-
national Ladies Garment Workers Union, and the Joint Board of Cloak, Skirt,
and Reefers Makers Union and the International Ladies Garment Workers'
Union.

September 19, 1933: American Cloak & Stilt Manufacturers Association, Inc.,
with the National Ladies Garment Workers' Union and Joint Board of the
Coat, Skirt, aod Reefers Makers' Union of the International Ladies Garment
Workers' Unon.

The code is made a part of the contracts of the Industrial Council and the
Merchants' Association with the American Association.

"The code of fair competition for the coat and suit industry, as approved by
the National Recovry Administration on August 4, 1933, a true copy of which
is herewith annexed and marked 'Exhibit A', is hereby made a part of this

* agreement, with the same force and effect as though each of the provisions therein
contained were here set out at length."

It would scene ttat it was the intentiorm of Aie association N hiIch proposed the
codes to make these agreements a part of the odes.

In the code approved August 4, 1933, articles 12:
"Wherever in this iirrlustry, agrecirents between employers and employees

arrived at by collective bargaining slhall exist or shall cone into existence here-
after, all the provisions of such agreements with reference to labor standards net
prohibited by law and not inconsistent with National Industrial Recovery Act
until it shall be administered as though a part of this code."

in code approved August 20, 1934, article 5, section 11:
"Wherever in this industry agreements between employers and emrrproyees

arrived at by collective bargaining shall exist, all the provisions of such agreeinrts
with reference to labor standards not prohibited by law and not consistent with
thn National Industrial Recovery Act shall, sulject to the approval of the 1'rcsi-
dent, be administered as though a part of this code, provided, however, that in
no event shall the observance of any such provision have the effect of reducing
the obligations hereunder of any niernmwr of tire industry. Any and all extensions,
modifications of said agrenements and/or futre agreements iretween employers
and employees arrived at by co'llective bargaining after March 20, 1931, of 7B
of the National Inndustrial Recovery Act shall Ire administered as though a part
of this code."

it would seen that the purpose of making or attempting to nake these agree-
nents a part of the code, is to take away front a nrmnrufacturcr or jobber the right
to select his own contractors and for a contractor to select his manufacturer or
jobber, and to bring ahout a complete unionization of the industry.

The code isrovides article 9:
"Accordi.gly, all firms origaged in tire coat and silt industry who cause their

garments thus to bh' irade h) contractors or submanufacturers as aforesaid shall
designate the contractors actually required, shall confine andr distribute their
work eqpitainly to and runong the, and shall adhere to the payment of rates for
such production in an amount sulhcient to nable the contractor or subirirmn-
facturer to pay the emlnyees tie wages und earnings proviied for in this cerle
together with an allowance for the contractors' overhead."

The countries provide that nrebhers of the Industrial Council or the Nier-
chants' Association will in designating sauhanufacturers and contractors, confine
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such designations to the members of the American Association exclusively .
A member must designate the contractors or submanufacturers actually required
to manufacture his garments and duplicate lists of such designations containing
the names and addresses shall be delivered promptly to the American Assofcation.
The number actually required shall be determined by taking into account:

(1) Tie volume of such member's production for the year 1932 -33; (2) the
character of such member's work; (3) the capacity of contractors or submoanu-
facturers to produce; and (4) the increase in volume of meniber's business.

Each member also agrees that he will confine his production to the contractors
or submanufacturers designated by him and will distribute his work equitably
to and among said contractors or submanufacturers with due regard to the
ability of the contractor or submanufacturer and his workers to produce and per-
form.

A contractor or submanufacturer shall work exclusively for the member desig-
nated him unless otherwise approved by the associations and union tor by the
impartial chairman. All of these contracts prohibit a member of the Industrial
Council, the Merchants' Association or the American Association from employing
nonunion workers. The union agrees to send once a week to the Industrial
Council and the Merchants' Association a list of all union shops that are operating
under contract with the union has declared a strike until such strike in each case
has been fully settled.

The union exercises a veto control over the admission of new members to any
of these three associations. Before admitting a new member the associations
shall inform the union in writing of the application for membership. If a strike
or dispute shall be pending between, the applicant and the union at the time,
the union shall give to the association within 10 days a written statement con-
taining full particulars of the matters in dispute, and the associations vill not
admit such applicant until such dispute has been adjusted.

Further, to bring about a unionization of employees and a control of the
industry, the union in its contract with the American Association agrees as
follows:

"The partio hereto recognize the necessity of organizing or stabilizing the
entire industry in the metropolitan district as well as eliminating the sweat shop.
In order to bring about such organization the union will make every effort to
organize all employees and shops in the industry and the American Association
will cooperate with it in such efforts. The American Association will make every
effort to organize the subnanufacturers and contractors and the union, realizing
the greater responsibility of the organized submanufacturer ard contractor,
agrees not to settle or enter into any agreement with any submanufacturer or
contractor unless such submanufacturer or contractor is a member of the Amer-
ican Association.

Contract of the American Association with the union provides that where it
shall be established that there has been underpayment made by it nueniber of the
American Association to the workers, the aiouit of such inderpayment shall be
paid by said member of the American Association to the riion for 'distribution to
workers as underpaid. If such underpaymient shall have been deliberate or the
result of airy collusive arrangement, the member of the American Association,
shall in addition to tie foregoing be subject to the penalties provided by and under
the National Industrial Recovery Act.
, In its dealings with independent employers net meniers of these associations,
the union agrees to insert a clause iii such agreements to the cllect that such em-
ployers submit to the supervision of tire impartial clisirmnan herein provided for
and the code authority for the coat and suit industry, and that till such ide-
pendent employers shall be required )y the union to contribute to the mainientnce
of the collective machinery ill tire industry ani to (d)osit cash security for tie
performance of the agreement oii their part. The amiiount of such contribution or
cash security of such deposits shall )e bused ont a scliri le which shall take into
account tie size of eiployers' shops and the volume of their business.

All damages and pertalties collected for violetiots of the agreement against ion-
linion production shall it' paid into the furnt maintained ill the industry for
making investigations hinder the terns of the areenueit tietwie ,i the Arnericsrr
Asrurciatumn ni the ti uion. All other daiwuges and ptonalties shah be paid over
to the uioen.

All of these contracts provide for' thu cuektioun f au iripnrii chisirman. The
impartial catirran is authorizerl to settle all disputes between the union arid three

of the associations, and disputes butw'ien tie respective associations.
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All trucking is done by union trucknien and the impartial chairman is the
arbitrator to settle all controversies between the association and the union truck-
ing companies.

For a time there was some question as to whether manufacturers of infants'
and children's coats and suits should conic under this code. When this question
was finally settled, the United Infants' Wear Associntion entered into contracts
with the "American Association and the union similar to the contra(ts of the
Industrial Council and the Merchants' Association with the American Association
and the union.

A preliminary report was made in this case by Special Agent Addison W. Smith,
August 15, covering invest tiiio July 25 to August 15. Sonic of the data con-taimed in the report will be rielly referred to.

New Jersey has a code of fair competition. Prior to the passage of the law au-
thorizing this code, New Jersey contractors had difficulty getting labels from the
code authority. While it cannot be definitely stated that the code authority
discriminated against New Jersey contractors as such, it does seem that business
in New Jersey suffered because of the large number of nonunion ceontractorships
there, as compared to New York.The report of the fact-finding commission published in Women's Wear, July27, 1934, shows a 20-percent increase of business in the Urnited States since the Na-

-tional Recovery Administration. The business in New York City increased
19.45 percent while the business in New Jersey dccreaied 12.58 percent.

A number of witnesses at a hearing in New Jersey presided over by Harry
Tepper for State recovery board at which George W. Alger, Wolf Klingsburg,
alias Lieberman, council for union, Sam Klein, Harry Uvillier, and Morris Green-
berg, Deputy Administrator, and Thomas W. Holland, National Emergency
Director. A number of contractors testified relative to their contacts with the
New York code authority. A summary of the testimony taken at this hearing
folio was:

Canarozzi, Ample, Hoboken, N. J.: Refused labels and designation. Reason:
Workers not niemhers of international union, and contractor not a member of
American Associatiou.

Barnet, Morris, liobokei, N. J.: Employees are unionized with international
union, but contractOr not a member of American Association. Business agent of
international union told him to engage unskilled employees, and also gave special
permission in writing to pay employees below scale, assuring him that union
having representation on the code authority will not consider such payment below
scale a. violation. Subsequently brought up on charges for violating code for
underpayment of wage scale to such employees. Contractor felt Ile was trapped
by the union in order to force him to join American Association.

Cappizzi, Patsy, Hoboken, N. J.: Refused designation awl labels. Reason:
Not a member of American Association and workers riot unionized with intertis-
tiuttal union.

College Cloak Manufacturing Co., New Brunswick, N. J.: National Code Ast-
thority refused designation arid labels. Reason: Not a member of American
Association and shop not unionized.

DeLucia, A., & Son, Bergenfield, N. J.: National Code Authority refused desig-
nation ad labels. Reason: Not a member of American Association and workers
rit unionized with international union.

Efrus & Rives, Newark, N. J.: Forced to join American Association and union-
ize workers with international union in order to secure designation antI ]alels.
Aneritti Association now penalized this firm ini the stun of $500 because 

5
e.s

Jersey isociation interceded to adjust a strike it his plant through the Hate
laIhtr board. American Association informs him that lie will riot lie ahle to ,,c eire
,inv work unless such line is paid.

Panlip Coat Manufacturing Co., Inc., Passaic, N. J.: National cole autho ity
refused designation arid labels. Reason: Not a member of America, Associa-
tiou, anl workers 1i0t unionized with international union.

Fashion Garment, Inc., Newark, N. J.: This concern is a wholesaler and was
forced to join American Associa en by the iuion and the riatitial code air-
thority in order to secure labels. This firm being a mrnufacturor and not a
cottractor had no reason to join a contractors' association.

Fit-Rite Cloak Co., Newark, N. J.: Was forced to join American Association
by the union antd national code authority. This concern is a wholesaler arid not
a contractor, and had no reason to join a contractors' association.

Garfield Coat & Suit Co., Garfield, N. J.: This concern was forced to join
American Association and unionize its workers with international union in order
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to secure designation. The New York branch of the international union directed
the wholesaler, who was furnishing this contractor with Work designated through
the code authority, not to furnish this contractor with any more work because
he was engaging employees in New Jersey and not employees from New York.
Workers refused to join the New York local. Jobbers having a great deal of
trouble with union previously, who forced to comply with such order of union
and would not send work to contractor. Complaints taken up before the na-
tional code authority and matter was never acted upon. This contractor was
ow. of work for a long time and designation was refused him, and also for a great
many wholesalers who wanted to furnish this contractor with werk. This con-
trator's records were audited by national code authority on many occasions and
no violations were ever found against them.

Leopardi, John, Hackensack, N. J.: Forced to join American Association and
have help unionized in order to secure designation and labels.

Maidrite Coat Co., Hackensack, N. J.: National Code Authority refused des-
ignation and labels. Reason: Not a member of American Association arid help
tint unionized. Industrial Council forced a jobber who had been sending him
work to suspend giving him any work. Reasun: Because nonmember of Ameri-
can Association.

New Jersey Cloak Co., Vineland, N. J.: National Code Authority refused des-
ignation and labels. Reason: Not a member of American Association and work-
ers riot unionized with international union. International union tried to put this
contractor in a trap to engage 8 girls at $20 per week, a sum below code scale,
in order to secure evidence against him for violation of the code.

Paramount Tailoring Co., Passaic, N. J.: National Code Authority refused
designation arid labels, telling him that be must join American Association and'
mionize his help with international union, American Association refused to
make him a member saying le is blackballed en account of his activities with
the New Jersey association. The contractor's records were audited several tirns.
No violations ever found against him.

Pescatore D. & Son., Hohokei' N. J.: National Code Authority refused desig-
ration arid labels. season: Not a member of American Association, and workers
not unionized with international union. This contractor lost a wholesaler with
whom he had worked previously on account of being unable to secure labels.

Raritan Garment Co., South River, N. J.: National Code Authority refused
designation ,nd Isis Ii. Reason: Not a member of American Association arid
help rot unionized with international union. This is one of the largest plants
in the Stte. The 'ode authority realized that there is rnot one wholesaler that

can supimAy him with 'uficient work. Rules of code authority are that contractor
can bi designated f i one jobber or wholesaler only. If this contractor should
he designated, lie corrot secure sufficient work to w,)rk a full week by being
tlesfgrted with me jobber.

S. & B. Cloak Co., Garfield, N. J.: Forced to join American Association and
unionize shop in order to become designated arid receive labels. The National
Code Authority is clearing house for all associations which make tip the code
authority, Any violations found by the investigators of the code authority
are reported to the various associations, who go around antI give contractors
ard wholesalers threats in order to comply with their demands.

Supreme Coat Co., Passaic, N. J.: Was forced to join American Association
and have help unionized. After becoming designated with the jobber, code
authority permitted such jobber to open up "inside shop", thereby wiping him
out completely from receiving anyw ork. At present all the work he receives
is 'Ibootleg work" without attached national labels,

A number of witnesses gave verbal testimony to Mr. Anthony Shimko, but
diI not appear at this hearing. Mr. Shimko said that most of these contractors

.re forced to joii the American Association and were afraid to testify.
The following parties gave verbal testimony to Mr. Shimko but did not appear

,;t the hearing:
Camden Coat Co., Camden, N. J.: This contractor was refused labels and

designation, because lie was not a member of Amer(an Association.
Cumberland Cloak Co., Millville, N. J.: Joinect Aneriena Association unwil-

lingly and workers were irlonized with International Unioi in order to secure
designation arid labels.

Fitwell Coat Co., Newark, N, J.: Was forced to join American Association
by the union arid Nation. 'Jode Authority. This con cern is a wholesaler arid not
a contractor, and'had no reason to join a contractor's association.
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Ginsberg, A., Newark, N. J.: This is a wholesale concern and was forced to
join the American Association otherwise labels would have been refused to him.
American Association also asked $300 more of this concern than from others
before he became a member.

lanonton Coat Co., Hammonton, N. J,: National Code Authority refused
designation and labels because lie was not a ienirer of tire American Association.

Interdonatr, S.; Lodi, N. .J.: Member of American Association and employeesf 4nioized. Designated with contractor, but not receiving equal amount of work
as other contractors. Complained to union but received no relief. With very

J-Clittle work, caumrt r.xist much longr in business. Workers do not earn a liveli-
hood. Desires t,) secure another johber but cannot because designation will be
refused.

Jersey Ch)ak Co., Newark, N. J.: Was forced to join the American Association
in order to secure designation and labels.

Kaidlowitz, A., & Sons, Park Ridge, N.J.: National Code Authority refused des.
ignation and labels. Reason: Contractor not a member of the American Asso-
ciation and vorkers not unionized.r Ratko, I.; Freehold, N. J.: Forced to juin American Association and unionize
help in order to secure debignatior and labels.

Kroll, H{. & i. National Code Authority refused laeire and designation.
Reason: (ontractor not a member of American Assorciat'on and help not
nienisers of the International Union.

Main Cloak Co., Freeheld, N. J.: Forced to join American Association and
unionize his hel) in order to secure designation and labels.

Miracle Girl Coat House, Inc., Passaic, N. J.: This concern is a wholesaler and
was force by the Industrial Council, of which he is a member, to suspend giving
any stork to Maidrite Coat Co., of Hackensack, N. J.

Perfect C(oat & Suit Co., Camiden, N. J.: This contractor unionized his help
after co ne wa a oi ted. On account of scale provided in code lie complained
lie carLot Imey vcrkers that the union forced him to engage the scale provided
by tie co6e. llisiness, agent told him to engage these employees at a price that
said bUsiness arent fixed below the said scale. Said business agent also inforrmed
him that their organization being members of the Ccode Authority would absolve
him of any violations. After operating fur sonic time, an American Association
relresertative came and toild him to join American Assrciation and no violations
would he preferrd iy Code Authority. On this refusal, Code Authority brought
charges against him with Recovery Boacrd in Washington. His blue eagle with-
drawn hy National Compliance Borard. Criminal charges are expected to be
brought against this concern. He applied for designation and labels previous to
this but same were refused. This is another of the clever traps fixed by the union
in order to put in jeopardy those who are not members of the American Asso-
ciatioun.

Polchak, Fred, Freshold, N. J.: Was forced to join tire American Association
and unionize help in order to secure designation and labels. American Associa-
tion demanded of him $500 more than other contractors to become a member of
their association because he operates in New Jersey.

Prosperity Coat, Shop, Passaic, N. J.: For 5 months this contractor was refused
desigration and labels by National Code Authority. Reason: Nonmember of
American Association and workers not unionized with International Union.

Sarstora Coat Co., Lodi, N. J.: Was forced to join Ame)rican Association and
had unionized his help in order to secure designation and ':abels.

Seheib, S. & Sons, Dumont, N. J.: National Code Authority refused designation
and labels. Reason: Nonmember of American Association and workers not
unionized with International Union.

The following is a brief summary of some of the statements and affidavits in
the New York tile of this case:

Joseph Winkler states in his affidavit that ba went to the office of tire American
Association tor apply for membership, talked with Mr. Susman and told him he
was a New Jersev contractor and Mr. Sussrman said at the present time they were
not accepting ainy more members and advised him to stay out. Mr. Sussman
further stated that new members and ,rch would be reciuired to pay in cash
$1,160 before an application would be considered. Mr. Winkler lost his desrna-
tion as contractor for Budd & Morganstern because of tire refusal of the American
Association to accept him as a member and two other contractors were designated
in his place. In these circunst uces, Winkler was forced to work for a nondeslg-
nated jobber to earn a livelihoourd and as Ire could not get labels from the co e
authority was forced to ship dhe coats without labels.
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A. B. Fisher in his affidavit, states that he had a jobber who was willing to give
him work if he became a member of the American Association. He applied for
membership in the American Association and Mr. Sussman told him that if he
became a member of American Association, he would have to accept the con-
tractor that they should designate for him and this in spite of the fact that he
had a contractor at the time who was willing to give him work. In these cir-
cumstances, Mr. Fisher was not able to obtain labels from the code authority
to work for the contractor who was ready to give him work.

The affidavit of Frank Lipshitz states that he worked for one jobber, Silver-
man, Fuche & Axelrod, for 7 years. When the code was adopted his jobber told
him to join the American Association, and if he did not join the American
Association he would be compelled to stop sending him work. He said he was
willing to join the American Association but did not have $160. He offered to
pay this sum in installments to the American Association. This offer was refused
and he was told by the American Association it would be necessary to pay $160
and have his help unionized. He put the proposition of unionizing his help up
to his workers and they refused to join the International Ladies Garment Workers'
Union. He then wenit to the Coat and Suit Code Authority in New York and
stated his case. le was to'd he would not receive work from any one unless he
joined the American Association and had all his help unionized. They told
him it made no difference how long he had worked for a jobber, unless he did as
the code authority ordered, he would go out of business. He went to see his
jobber who tried to arrange through the union officials for him to pay his initiation
fee and year's dues to the American Association in Installments. When this could
not be done, his jobber told him that since he had joined the Industrial Council
for the Coat, Suit, and Skirt Manufacturers, Inc., if he gave him work contrary
to the code authority's orders, the Induistrial Council would fine him $1,000 as a
penalty and that he would be unable to secure labels from the code authority.
As a result of all this, his plant was closed for a whole season, putting 50 employees
out of work and later he was left without funds after paying his bills and rent
and was forced to sell out and dismantle his plant.

The affidavit of Anthony Succi states that the United Clothing Co., of which
be was a member, had been forced to shut down their plant which was sold at
public auction, and that all workers were turned out of work by reason of the fact
that the United Clothing Co. was unable to secure designation with other jobbers
or wholesalers after losing jobbers for whom this company had worked for years.
That he was not permitted to work for these jobbers after they joined the Mer-
chants' Association and United Clothing Co. was not permitted to join the Ameri-
can Association.

Lasser Coat Co., Inc., infants', children's, juniors' coats 270 West Thirty-
eighth Street, New York City registered the Quality Giri coat Co., 763 Main
Street, Passaic, N. J., with the code authority and gav his contractor an order
for labels. Labels were refused because the code authority exlained The
Quality Girl Coat Co. was not a regularly designated coat contractor. Two months
prior to this, the Lasser Coat Co. made an attempt to give work to the Parisian
Garment Co. of Bridgeport, Conn. At the time, they were informed that It
would be necessary, in view of the fact that the Lasser Coat Co. was a member of
the Merchants' Association, to have the Parisian Garment Co. join the American
Association and have their help unionized. Mr. Uviller of the American Associa-
tion told the Lasser Coat Co. and the Parisian Garment Co. that it would be
necessary for the Parisian Garment Co. to put up $1,160 before the application of
the Parisian Garment Co. for membership in the American Association, could be
accepted. Mr. Laser pointed out that other contractors only paid $160. Mr.
Uviller answered that that was the ruling of the association and he could not
deviate from it. Work was started with the Quality Girl Coat Co. without having
this com any join the American Association because it was impossible for the
Quality Girl Coat Co. to raise $1,160 to join the American Association.

Paramount Tailoring Co. 75 Jefferson Street, Passaic, N. J. Edward Kramer,
one of the owners of this company was also secretary of the N. J. Garment Manu-
facturers Association. This company employing from 50 to 75 employees, sought
to become designated as contractor for Horowitz Bros., New York City. Horo-
witz Bros, advised Kramer that they had been forced to join the Industrial
Council and being a member of this organization, it would be impossible to
designate the Paramount Tailoring Co. as their contractor because their help
was not unionized and this company was not a member of the American Associa-
tion.
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Kramer interviewed the code authority to find out if he could secure labels and
talked with Mr. F. Nathan Wolf, secretary and Mr. Lapidus. Mr. Wolf advised
Mr. Kramer that in order to become designated and receive labels he should join
the American Association and have his workers unionized with the International
Ladies' Garment Workers' Union. Mr. Kramer went back to his plant and his
workers refused to become unionized. HIe went to the American Association
both with Mr. Sussman and was advised that he was "black-balled" from becon-
in; a member of the American Association because of his activities with the New
Jersey Garment Manufacturers' Association. Paramount Tailoring Co. therefore
shipped coats without labels in order not to have to close their plant.

Rochelle Coat Corporation, 244 West Thirty-ninth Street, New York City.
This company, according to affidavit of Harry Gold, designated A D Cloak Co.,
45 South Washington Avenue, Bergenfield, N. J., as their contractors.

request was made for labels and the code authority said "we cannot passupon your contractor until he is fully investigated." Three weeks passed without

any word from the code authority although in the meantime, investigators had
vited the plan+, of the A. D. Coat Co., and had found nothing wrong and soreported to the A. D. Coat Co.

'The Rochelle Coat Corporation tried to get labels through Mr. Fries, Label
Review Officer. Later, Mr. Gold telephoned Special Agent Smith that he hadjoined the American Association and that the code authority had given him
labels and not to do anything more about the case.

Goldstein & Rubin, 528 Eighth Avenue; Louis Goldstein and Max Rubin.
Mr. Goldstein when interviewed August 30, 1934, said he had been in business[ 17 years and had joined the American Association 3 weeks ago, that they em-
ployed 6 contractors, 4 are members of the American Association, and 2 ale
nonunion and nonassociation contractors.

The four union contractors were ordered to stop work by the American Asso-
ciation. These contractors telephoned Mr. Rubin and said they had no right
to work for a jobber who is not a member of one of the employers' associations.
They were therefore forced to take out a membership in the American Association
or these four contractors could not work for them. Mr. Goldstein said that in
another 2 months, all manufacturers would either have to join an association
and do business with the union or go , ut of business.

Shapiro & Sons, 265 West Thirty-seventh Street, New York; Harry Shapiro.
This firm was forced to join the Industrial Council. Shapiro & Block Co. ob-
tained a large order from the J. C. Penny Co. for a polo coat at $3 which would
cost other manufacturers $3.25. The code authority only made H. & J. Block
Co. pay back $9,000 and $500 cost of investigation, whereas labor violations
would amount to $100,000.

The H. & D. Garment Co. is reported in the trade, to have underpaid employees
$17 000 and made a settlement with the code authority for $4,500.

Ess & Ay Coat Co., 130 East Seventh Street, was only assessed back pay on
account of their contractors of approximately $7,000.

Pickwick Coat Co., 553 Eighth Avenue, New York City; Joe Katz, when
interviewed August 30, 1934, said his company employs three contractors, John
Murella, Brooklyn, Patano & Russo, Brooklyn; and Lloyd Apparel, Twenty-
fifth Street, Now York City. The help was taken away from these shops Tues-
day. The union official told the contractors that the Pickwick Co. would have
to join one of the associations and that the help could not go back to work until
the Pickwick Co. joined one of the associations. This information was telephoned
to Mr. Katz by the contractors, Mr. Katz was interviewed again September
25 and said everything had been fixed up all right and that the contractors were
working. I said, "Did you join one of the associations?" lie said, "No, that
was not necessary "; that he had fixed it up with the union through some men who
were friendly with the union; that lie would rather pay them than join one of the
associations and be unionized. The union scale for piecework is made on scale
to yield on an average for male operators, $1.50 per hour or $52.50 for a week
of 35 hours; whereas, the minimum in the code is $1 an hour or $35 a week.

Another jobber in the industry had a similar experience to that of Mr. Katz
of the Pickwick Co., but his fixing went one step filrther. lie first had trouble
getting labels from the code authority and fixed thia through a friend. Later a
strike was called in one of his contractors' plants and lie fixed this through a
friend, He said if I wanted to know more, Icould go to tho contractor's place
of business ,nd see who was sitting outside. On leaving, he told me lie had paid
$1,800 in , months, that it was necessary to do this or go out of business, if he
wished to work independent of the associations and the union, Il e feared reprisals
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if his name became known and asked me not to divulge his name in making my
report.

In connection with these last two interviews, an interview a few days later with
H. Nelson of Julius Nelson, 247 West Thirty-eighth Street, New Vork City, is
interesting.

Julius Nelson is a member of the Merchants' Association, always has worked as
a union shop, and manufactures high-priced garments. Mr. Nelson objected
to the difference in the scale between union and nonunion. He took this matter up
with some union officials and asked them why they could not organize all the
shops as union shops and this official said "We're doing the best we can." Mr.
Nelson said that the union in former years employed a number of men in organi-
zation work and that the union felt indebted to these men some of whom had
even gone to jail for the union. That with the adoption of the code and the
control which the code authority had over the industry through the power to
withhold the issuance of labels, these former employees were no longer necessary
to the union, that they were out of a job and that the union would let them make
money on the side and not molest nonunion shops which paid them for protection.
He said that an industry doing $300,000,000 worth of business a year, could
easily afford to pay $50 000 a year to keep these men from interfering with the
work of unionization. lie said this idea was not original with him, that he had
heard that a prominent labor leader in another industry was taking care of former
employees of his industry in this way.

Attached to this report and marked "Exhibit F2", is a statement in affidavit
fornm of Benjamin Seldin of the Seldin Coat Cn. This affidavit form covers many
pages and a series of transactions starting as far hack as January 1, 1932, at about
which time, Mr. Seldin, a Baltinore manufacturer, opened a place of business at
250 West Thirty-ninth Street, New York City. This affidavit is interesting in
that it sets out Mr. Seldin's contact with the union. He went through every kind
of intimidation anl violation including being burned by acid thrown in his face.
lie cane to this oftice first because the code authority refused to give him labels.
lie was employing Baltimore cutters in New York and paying Baltimore scale.
'rlhe coe authority very promptly and properly found lie would have to pay tile
New York scale iii NewN York but in view (of the fact that the union demanded,
according to Seldin's affidavit, that he employ Baltimore cutters and forced him
to emply two uiexperienced Baltimore cutters that they picked for him and set
tile wages that lie was to pay to them, one being paid a little above the Baltimore
scale and the otiler a little below the Baltimore scale, lie was between the devil
and tire deep blue sea. If lie didn't obey tile orders of the union, they would call
a strike and with his former experience in mind, lie could not refuse toi obey the
orders of the union; and yet when he obeys union orders, the cede authority
assesses a labor violation against him and takes away his labels. Mr. Seldin
states that lie vould not mind paying New York rates if lie could pick his own
cutters but (lid nt feel that, he should pay New York rates to inexperienced
workers picked )y the union.

Attached to this report and marked "exhibits G, 11, and I," respectively, are
extracts frontr minutes of the meetings of tie code authority August 30, 1934.
Case nom. 236, Lo lane Coat Co., copy of decision of Deputy Director Arthur
H. ltilin, September 4, 1934 and affidavit of Mary Weiss of'October 10. Mr.
Hirsehkowite on page 2 of extracts from the testiurnoy, says: "I want to make
myself clear that this is so unusual something or meeting and not having any
exl)erience I don't want the chairman to misunderstand ine that nor am I a
lawyer, I understand as nmy common sense teaches rile that a man cannot be
brought up twice on the same charges. In February, as 'Mr. Wolf reported here,
the early part of 1934, we tried here, cross-examined, and this ease was disposed
of right thA n and there, if it's so, 1 don't know why it was brought up again."

1)r, Rubin: '"i'le case in iFebruary was not dismissed. The cases are con-
tinued ii a very curious way. That when you have violated the code, tire viola-
tions that are I)rovod at any timie can be helmd open pending further violation and
coupled with further violations charged in a complaint. That disposes of the
question that you can be charge with the same complaint twice."

Aft,'r Mary Weiss rmamle her affidavit, I went to the oftice of ILo Bane Coat Co.,
370 West Thirty-fifth Street, New York City, and got from Miss Weiss, canceled
check of the Lo Itaie Coat Co., no. 4378, dated April 27, 1934, on Sterling
National Bank & Trust Co., deposited to reinibursement account of Coat and
Suit Code Authority in Central Hanover Batik & Trust Co. I got a list of seven
employees to whom this money should have been paid which is as follows: Mrs.
Bartfield, Mildred Glassman,* Mr. Kashenbaurn, Mrs. Dashow, Mrs. Angelo,
Mrs. Greerrburg, A. Sax.
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The address of none of these parties was on the books of the Lo Rane Coat
Corporation nor the first names of any of these parties except Mildred Glassman.
Only three of these parties are now working for the Lo Rane Corporation, Mrs.
Greenberg, Mr. Kashenhaum, and A. Sax. Mr. Fried of this company said
Kashenbaum's name is Be nny, Mrs. Greenberg's name is (hossie. 1ie is going
to get the names of the other employees for me. None of these parties has
received any back pay from the code authority for these labor violations. The
period covered was February 5 to week ending February 21.
s After the adoption of the code, David P. Seigel, a New York attorney, isti-
sluted a sIuit in tile Supreme Court of the District of Coinmbia for the Garment
Manufacturers Association, Inc., against the code authority. This association
was made up of manufacturers making a cheaper grade of coats selling at pries
of $10.75 and less. Anther suit was filed by Mr. Siegel in the United States
District Court for the District of Connecticut for Philip Scapelliati and others
against the code authority and others. In the files of the latter case, there are a
number of cases similar to the ones set forth in this report. As these files are
available and the eases are of the same nature, it would only add to the length
of this report to refer in detail to them. These cases were clismissd after con-
ference of attorneys. There are two cases, however, which deserve special
attention, one, a stipulation of Marks & Rubim, the Merchants' Ladies Gar-
ment Association and the other, an extract from an affidavit of Sol Harting of
Industrial Garment Manufacturing Co., Inc. These follow:

"It is hereby stipulated and agreed that Marks & Rubin shall immediately
rejoin the Merchants Ladies' Garment Association.

"That the Biltright Garment Manufacturing Co., Inc., of 105 Gregory Street,
Bridgeport, Conn., agrees to immediately join the American Contractors Associa-
tion, and that the American Contractors Association agrees to immediately
accept the Biltright Garment Manufacturing Co., Inc., as a member of said
organization in good standing pending payment to it of $660, the sum of $60
being initiation and membership dues and the sum of $500 being the ustal secur-ity."That the Biltright Garment Manufacturing Co., Inc., agrees to cause the
unionization of all of its employees and the International Ladies' Garments
Workers agrees to accept such employees into the union and the Biltright Gar-
ment Manufacturing Co., Inc., agrees to insure the payment by the employees
of the initiation fees and dues, one-half of which said initiation fee shall be paid
on March 2 and one-half on March 9, 1934.

"That Marks & Rubin agree to pay the sum of $450, $300 of which is a fine
heretofore due and owing by said Marks & Rubin to the Merchants Ladies'
Garment Association and the sum of $150 for current dues.

"That Marks & Rubin agree to use only the designated contractors, G. Lacosia
& Co. and the Biltright Garment Manufacturing Co., Inc., as contractors, and
agrees to equally divide among them and confine to them all work to be manu-
factured or contracted by the said Marks & Rubin during the coming season,
e nd to make no changes in the sai agreement except provided by toe terms of the
various collecting agreements applicable to the industry.

"That prior to the adoption of the Code of Fair Competition for the Coat and
Suit Industry in August 1933, the International Co. was engaged as a contractor
for Marks & Rubin, a copartnership manufacturing garments from cut mer-
chandise. That in and about the month of July 1933, one Getzen, who stated
that he was a representative of the American Cloak & Suit Manffacturers Asso-
ciation, Inc., and one Gross who stated that he was a representative of Interna-
tional Ladies' Garments Workers' Union, Inc., visited the plant of the Interna-
tion al Co. and had a conversation with your deponent. They state d t(. deponent
that they had desired the plant of deponent to stop operations in cooperation with
other contractors until certain adjustments had been made in the industry.
Your deponent stated that he could not do so at once but would inform them of
his decision on the day following. Thereupon, said Getzen gave to deponent hi&
card and wrote on the reverse side thereof the name and telephone number of
Mr. Harry Uviller, the general manager of the American Cloak & Suit Manu-
facturers Association, Inc.

The following day the deponent telephoned Mr. Uviller and informed him that
the plant of the Internatonal Co. had complied with the request of his represen-
tative and had been shut down. Mr.Uviller replied that he was very well pleased
at this action and thanked deponent for his cooperation. He further stated that
representatives of the association were on the road near Bridgeport and would
visit deponent's plant in the course of the next few hours. Within an hour,
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Messrs. Getzen and Cross again appeared at my plant, and saw that the same
was fully shut down. They suggested that deponent visit Mr. Uiviller in New
York and make application to join the American Association. The following
day I came to New York, went to the office of the American Association, inquired
for Mr. Uviller, and was referred to Mr. Sussman to whom I gave the details of
my business. He had me fill out an application blank for membership in tire
American Association and stated that I would be called upon before the rnentner-
ship committee within the course of the next few days.

On September 4, 1934, after a conference with Robert K. Straus, Special
Assistant to the Administrator, and I)ean G. Edwards, Deputy Administrator, and
Alexander Thompson, newly appointed administration member for this industry,
I was instructed by Mr. Straus to work in cooperation with Mr. Alexander
Thompson in obtaining information from the code authority. Accordingly,
several visits were made to the office of the code authority and the case discussed
generally, and Mr. F. Nathan Wolf, secretary to the code authority, promised to
give full access to his files and furnish any information requested. After this,
we took up the H. & J. Block case. One afternoon was spent in going over the
files of this case and no definite information was received. It is common talk
among manufacturers in the coat and suit industry that labor violations in this
case are somewhere between $50 and $100, but because of low prices paid to
workers by the H. & J. Block Co., they were able to beat their competitors'
prices by 25 cents a coat. This case was settled for $9,000 and $500 of investi-
gation cost. I was shown a letter written to Mr. Wolf to the I. & J. Block Co.
asking the Block Co. to furnish a list of employees to whom this money should
be paid, and the reply of the Block Co. that they had written to their contractors
and received word that all of their contractors paid code wages and they were,
therefore, unable to give this information. It appeared after this interview that
no progress was being made and 1, therefore, got in touch with Mr. Thompson,
administration member, and went with him to the office of the code adminis-
tration authority arid Mr. Thompson requested Mr. Klingsbcrg to furnish a list
of all labor violations in which money had been collected to be paid to employees,
and in those cases in which a settlement had been made for less or more than tine
original demand, that the reason for the settlement be given. This information
was requested September 14 and promised the early part of the following week.
We first talked with Mr. Klingsberg, then to Mr. Wolf, and then to Mr. Alger.
Several calls were made to the Coat and Suit Code Authority for this information
and finally, the data was promised definitely by September 28. October 2, Mr.
Thomspon went to the office of the code authority and talked to Mr. Klingsberg
in the presence of Mr. Wolf. Mr. Klingsberg said that the matter was out of their
hands, that it was on Mr. Alger's desk, and that lie did not know when it would
be ready. Mr. Straus talked with Mr. Alger about this report October 11.
It will be ready by Wednesday, October 17. I will call for it that day. Mr.
Straus has requested a report in this case by October 15. Accordingly, this
report is being mailed October 15 and a supplementary report will be, covering
the settlement of wage violations and the payment to employees, made.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In a fair consideration of the evidence set forth in this report, it is neccs.sary to
consider some facts which are peculiar to this industry. For mary years, sweat-
shop conditions prevailed, and it was found necessary to restrain in sore way
contracts entered into by manufacturers and jobbers on the one hand, arid con-
tractors on the other hand. Production is seasonal and in times of limited pro-
duction, contractors are at a disadvantage in entering into contracts with johbers
and are forced to accept jobbers' terms to get any business at all. This condition
is clearly set out in the following, which is an extract from a report of one of tile
Governor's committees appointed to investigate conditions in the coat and suit
industry:

"With this in view, we recommend that the parties adopt a system of linita-
tion of submanufacturers with whom a jobber may do biusincss. At definite
intervals, every jobber shall, in accordance with a standard to bo agreed upon
between the parties, select and designate the submanufacturers needed to handle
his production, leaving him the necessary freedom in securing samples and in
changing submanufacturers for cause shown. We shall not give work to other
manufacturers when his designated manufacturers are not busy, and shall adhere
to as practicable a policy or equitable distribution of work among submanufac-
thrers designated by him."
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It is also necessary to keep in mind that laborers have a greater freedom in
entering into iuirtracts in partial restraint of trade than employers. The reason
for this right is concisely stated in Chief Justice Taft's book on the Anti-Trust Act
and the Supreme Court. Chief Justice Taft says, "The proper reason for the
legality of the combination of laborers to raise prices is to be found in the necessity
for allowing them to deal on an equality with their employers. If they did not
have this power they woud be at the mercy of employers who have this capital
and resources and who are not compelled to live from day to (lay on their daily
earnings" (p. 25).

Chief Justice Taft clearly differentiates between this right and the right to enter
into contracts which restrain the rights of third persons not parties to the contract,.
Quoting again from this work: "The secondary boycott has such possibilities in
the way of injuring the whole community in bringing into contest riot of their
own making so many indifferent and innocent persons, that ethics and law and
public policy all require the recognition of the distinction which makes lawful the
-combination of working men against employers in their natural controversies
over wages and terms of employment, but condemn the use of combination by
,either party to compel third persons against their will to go into the fight."

"The suggestion is made that working men ought to be allowed to use the
secondary boycott, because if they do not, then they will resort to force. This
seems to be a very poor argument, it assumes that militancy and the use of
criminal means to further a cause should be recognized as an effective method of
changing law."

The purpose of the Sherman Antitrust Act is to bring about democracy in
business by restraining combinations of capital or labor from interfering with the
rights of consumers and small business. Tie National Industrial Recovery Act
seeks to make this effective by providing a inachinery for the control of business
through self-government. It is the anthithesis of force and coercion and all
methods of coercion must give place to fair agreements. Congress recognized this
when, in enacting the National Industrial Recovery Act, it permitted agreements
and codes only on condition "that such code or codes are not designed to promote
monopolies or to eliminate again.ot them." And with tie added provision that
no employee and no one seeking employment shall be required as a condition of
employment to join any company union or to refrain front joining organizations,
or assisting a labor organization of his own choosing."

The code of fair competition in this industry adequately protects the right of
workers and contractors. It provides that "accordingly ll firms engaged in
the coat and suit industry, who cause their garments thus to be made by con-
tractors and submanufacturers as aforesaid, shall confine'and distribute their
work equitable to and among them, and shall adhere to the payment of rates fcr
such production in an amount sufficient to enable the contractor submanufac-
turer to pay the employee the wages and earnings provided for in this code,
together with an allowance for the contractor's overhead." This provision goes
further than the recommendation of the Governor's commission heretofore set
forth:

Contractors must be designated.
There must be an equitable distribution of work between them.
The pay of contractor must be sufficient to guarantee the wages and earnings

provided in the code and an allowance for contractor's overhead. The code
authority has ample power to enforce obedience to these provisions, and if this
had been done it is safe to say that there would have been a marked improvement
in conditions in the industry.

But another course was followed. The code authority is enforcing not the
code, but a series of interlocking contracts entered into by the manufacturers,
jobbers, and contractors associations and the union with the following results:

The code authority has denied to manufacturers and jobbers tile right to choose
their own contractors and the right of contractors to choose their jobbers and
manufacturers.

The code authority has withheld the issuance of labels to coerce manufacturers,
jobbers, and contractors to enter into contracts. Manufacturers, jobbers, and
contractors in some instances have been put out of business.

Manufacturers, jobbers, and contractors not members of these associations and
not employing union labor have been coerced by the code authority and the
union into joining these associations, and employees likewise have been coerced
into joining the union.

The extent of the domination and control of the union and the code authority
can best be 'realized from the fact that many contractors have been forced to
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employ ex-union employees, and now racketeers, to protect them from the union.
In view of the above, it appears that the code authority is not fairly represen-

tative of the industry. The members of the code authority have two interests:
Dealing impartially with all members of the industry; promoting the interests of
these associations and looking after the welfare of their members. This makes it
impossible for the code authority to give the same fair consideration to complaints
instituted against nonassociation and nonunion employers as is given to associa-
tion and union employers. The method of electing the code authority should,
therefore, be changed and some method devised which will be truly representative
of the industry, and not of the dominant associations which control the industry.

The code authority, in enforcing the contracts between the associations and
the union, set out in the exhibits in this case, instead of the code of fair compe-
tition, is a combination in restraint of trade, as prohibited by the Sherman Anti-
trust Act. This is another reason for the election of another code authority to
take the place of the present one. The National Recovery Administration should
not be in a position of countenancing the violation of the Sherman Act, which is
the very cornerstone of the National Recovery Administration set-tp and without
which we would have a government of industry by force imposed either by capital
or labor; in other words, fascism or communism, such as prevails in many of the
countries of Europe.

Respectfully submitted. JoHN C. HOWARD.

ExHIBrr "A". CODE AUTHORITY, COAT AND SUIT INDUSTRY

AGREEMENT BETWEEN INDUSTRIAL COUNCIL OF CLOAK, SUIT & SKIRT MANUFAC-
TUBERS, INC., AND AMERICAN CLOAK AND SUTIT MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION,
INC.

Agreement made between the Industrial Council of Cloak, Suit & Skirt Manu-
facturers, Inc., domestic corporation, for and on behalf of its members, herein-
after called "Industrial Council," and American Cloak & Suit Manufacturers'
Association, Inc., a domestic corporation, for and on behalf of its members, here-
inafter called "American Association." Witnesseth:

Whereas the Industrial Council represents the manufacturers and wholesalers
in the city of New York and the American Association represents the organized
submanufacturers and contractors who are the producers and employers of labor;
and

Whereas the parties hereto realize that the stabilization of this industry depends
to an appreciable extent upon a proper basis of cooperation between them; and

Whereas the parties hereto desire to cooperate in an effort to eliminate chaotic
conditions that have existed in the industry for many years and to establish an
equitable basis of fair dealing, to minimize disputes and provide for a speedy and
efficient means of settlement and determination of such disputes; and

Whereas the parties hereto are signatories to the Code of Fair Competition for
the Coat and Suit Industry as approved by the National Recovery Adminis-
tration: Now, therefore, in consideration of the foregoing recitals and for other
good and valuable consideration, it is agreed, as follows:

First. The Industrial Council and the American Association obligate themselves
on behalf of its members to observe and perform in good faith all of the provisions
of this agreement.

Second. The American Association agrees that its members will assume full
responsibility to the workers employed in the shops of the members of the said
American Association designated and selected by the members of the Industrial
Council.

Third. The Code of Fair Competition for the Coat and Suit Industry as ap-
proved by the National Recovery Administration on August 4, 1933, a true copy
of which is hereto annexed marked "Exhibit A" is hereby made a part of this
agreement with the same force and effect as though each of the provisions therein
contained were here set out at length.

If any of the provisions of this agreement conflict with, alter, or change any of
the provisions of the code, it is understood that the provisions of the code shall
prevail and that this agreement shall amplify but not change or modify the
provisions of the code.

Fourth. The members of the American Association are recognized in this
industry to be the efficient, responsible and standard shops, capable of assisting
and stabilizing the industry and eliminating the so-called "sweat-shop" evil and
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niubstandard shops. A copy of the agreement between the union and the said
American Association is annexed to this agreement and made part hereof. Accord-
ingly the parties hereto agree that the members of the Industrial Council will in
the designation of submanufacturers and contractors as herein provided, confine
such designations to the members of the American Association exclusively.
The obligation of the members of the Industrial Council to thus confine its
designations and work to members of the American Association is conditioned
upon full performance and compliance of the obligations hereunder by the
members of the American Association.

h'lie foregoing obligations is assumed by the Industrial Council further upon the
understanding that the American Association is an organization of contractors
avl submanufacturers and it shall not be binding upon the Industrial Council if
the nentbership of the American Association shall contain wholesalers, jobbers,
or manufacturers as defined in this agreement, selling their garments on their own
account substantially in the same manner as members of the Industrial Council.

Fifth. Every member of the council who employs or steals with contractors or
submanufacturers shall within 2 days following the execution of this agreement
designate the contractors or submanufacturers actually required by such member
to manufacture his garments. Duplicate list of such designations containing the
names and addresses shall he delivered promptly to the American Association.
The number of contractors or submanufacturers actually required by the member
making such designations shall be determined by taking into account:

(1) The value of such member's production for the year 1932-33.
(2j The character of such member's work.
(3) The capacity of the contractor or submanufacturer to produce; and
(4) The increase in volume of member's business.
Sixth. (a) Every member of the Industrial Council who employs or deals

with contractors or submanufaeturers agrees to and will confine his production
to the contractors or submanufacturers thus designated by him. He will dis-
tribute his work equitably to end among the said contractors or submanufacturers
with due regard to the ability of the contractorsor submanufacturrs with due
roga:d to the ability of the contractor or submanufacturer and his workers to
prodice and perform:

(b) If th member making such designation shall at any time change the char-
actor of his product and the contractors or submanufacturers designated by him
or any of them shall he incapable of meeting his changed requirements, the mem-
ber rmcv substitute and/or add such other contractors or submanufacturers in
place of those incapable of meeting his changed requirements. Such substitution
ar.d/or addition shall not be mad'e until after the decision of the impartial chair-
raan on notice and hearing within 48 hours;

(c) A contractor or sobmuanufaeturer shall work exclusively for the member
of tie Industrial Council designating him unless otherwise approved by the
associations actir,g together or by the impartial chairman;

(') A contractor or submanufacturer thus designated shall not distribute or
sell dii, ctly, or indirectly any merchandise included in the term "coat and suit
in(u;trv " as defined in the code of fair competition for the said industry to any
other manufacturer, merchant, jobber, wholesaler, retailer, or consumer.

Seventh. The Industrial Council agrees that its members will pay to the con-
tractor or submanunfactuier rhtes for production of garments in an amount suffi-
cient to enable such contractor or submanufactuier to pay to the workers the
wages and earnings provided foe in the code for the coat and suit industry and
the agoenent between the American Association and the union, copy whereof
is annexed hereto and marked "Exhibit B" together with a reasonable payment
to tic contractor us submanumfacturer to cover his overhead. The minimum
amou-t allowed the contractor or submanufacturer for his overhead for the full
season of 1933, shall be not less than 33Y3 percent of the direct labor cost in the
production of garments, except where such labor cost is $2.50 or less, the per-
centage shall be 30 percent instead of 33% percent.

When the present fall season shall have been substantially completed, but not
later than December 15, the parties hereto shall meet and endeavor to reach
promptly a' adjustment with regard to the overhead to be paid for the coming
season, this overhead to be based upon data ascertained and accumulated by the
parties during the present fall season.

Eighth. There shall be established as soon as possible a labor bureau under the
supervision of the impartial chairman to ascertain and pronounce as speedily as
can conveniently be done full and comprehensive classifications of standard types
and grades of garments as a basis for piece rates as provided in the agreement
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between the Industrial Council and the union, Such rates shall be based on the
time consumed in the various labor operations involved in making such garments
by the worker of average skill in the inside shops and in the outside shops.
When thus ascertained and pronounced, such classifications shall apply to all em-
ployers as defined in the Code of Fair Competition for the Coat and Suit Industry.

Pending the ascertainment by the said bureau of the classifications of work
and piece rates of the various crafts applicable thereto, the representatives of the
Industrial Council, the American Association, and representatives of the Mer-
chants Ladies' Garment Association, Inc., and the union shall determine such
classifications and rates. If there is disagreement, it shall be submitted to the
impartial chairman.

Ninth. (a) Whenever it shall he determined that there has been an under-
payment made by a member of the Industrial Council to the contractor or sub-
manufacturer, the amount of such underpayment shall be paid by such member
through the Industrial Council to the American Association for the benefit of
those entitled to receive it. If such underpayment shall have been deliberate or
the result of any collusive arrangement, the member of the Industrial Council
and/or the contractor or submanufacturer involved therein shall, in addition to
the foregoing, be subject to the penalties provided by and under the National
Industrial Recovery Act.

(b) Should a submanufacturer, or contractor working for a member of the
Industrial Council default in the payment of wages to the workers for work done
on garments for such member of the Industrial Council who paid to such contrac-
tor or submanufacturers the rates provided for in accordance with the terms of
this agreement, the American Association will pay such wages immediately to
the workers in the shops of such submanufacturers and/or contractors.

(c) The Industrial Council obligates itself to see to it that none of its members
will deal with any submanmfacturer or contractor who has defaulted in the pay-
ment of wages to their workers unless and until such submanufacturers and con-
tractor shall have reimbursed the American Association and shall in addition have
been reinstated as a member of said association, nor will the member of the
Industrial Council deal with a person, firm, or corporation, the principal or agent
of which has been previously or is then connected with the firm which had
defaulted in the payment of such wages.

Tenth. The parties hereto further agree that the members of their respective
associations shall adhere to the following rules and regulations:

(a) Members of the American Association shall not be charged by members of
the Industrial Council for any items other than materials furnished and such
charge shall be a memorandum for bookkeeping purposes only;

(b) Piece goods will have the original mill ticket attached thereto and the
American Association member will be charged for net yardage;

(c) Members of the Industrial Council will pay all moneys due members of the
American Association on Saturday if convenient, but not later than the Monday
following before 12 o'clock noon of each vuek for goods delivered during that
week.

(d) No claim of any kind or nature shall be made by a member of the Industrial
Council after 5 lays following the delivery of garments by such member of the
American Association to the member of the industrial cou; il.

(e) All claims whenever made must be in writing amid filet] against the member
aid a duplicate thereof sent to the association.

(f) All terms shall be net; no discount and no deductions shall be allowed or
permitted for insurance, sponging or other charges, except for materials supplied
and furnished.

Eleventh. All complaints, disputes or grievances arising between the parties
hereto involving questions of interpretation or application of any clause of this
agreement, or ainy acts. conduct or relations between the parties or their respec-
tive members, directly or indirectly, shall be submitted in writing by the party
hereto claiming to be aggrieved, to the other party hereto, and the managers
of the associations, the parties hereto, or their deputies, shall in the first instance,
jointly investigate any complaints, grievances or disputes and attempt an adjust-
ment. Decisions reached by the managers or their deputies shall be binding on
the parties hereto. Should ihev fail to agree, the question or dispute shall be
ref' rvd to the "impartial chairman" in the industry and his decision shall be
final and binding upon the parties hereto.

The parties hereto shall, within 5 lays after the execution of this agreement
jointly agree upon and designate an impartial chairman to act duing the term of
this agreement and if they should fail to agree the Governor of the State of New
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York shall, on application of either party, summarily appoint such impartial
chairman.

Should the impartial chairman resign, refuse to act or be incapable of acting,
or should the office become vacnt for any reason, the parties shall immediately
and within 5 days after the occurrence of such vacancy, designate another person
to act as such impartial chairman. If they fail to agree the Governor of the State
of New York shall, on application of either party. summarily make such appoint-
ment.

Each case shall be considered on its merits and the collective agreement shall
constitute the basis upon which decisions shall be rendered. No decision shall
be used as a precedent for any subsequent case.

A decision reached is hereby agreed between the parties hereto to have the
effort of an award entered under the arbitration law of the State of New York

and may be entered in the Supreme Court, New York County, as a judgment in
accordance with such decision.

All decisions reached by the managers of the parties hereto, or their deputies,
or rendered by the impartial chairman, shall be complied with within 48 hours.

Should any member of the association fail to comply with such decision within
such time, he shall automatically lose all rights and privileges under this agree-

60. ment and the association and either of them shall be free to take action to enforce
the rights of the association hereunder against such member.

The procedure hereinabove outlined for the adjustment of the disputes between
the associations shall also apply to all dis utes between the Merchants' Ladies
Garment Association and the Industrial Council and the American Association
and the union, and between the associations themselves and the impartial chair-
man shall serve in that capacity with respect to the determination of all such
disputes. All disputes shall be heard on notice to all parties interested therein

Thirteenth. All members of the associations at the time of the execution of
this agreement and the persons, firms, and corporations becoming members thereof
subsequent to the date of the execution of this agreement shall be and continue
to remain personally and individually liable hereunder for and during the term
thereof irrespective of whether said member shall cease to be a member of the
saId association prior to the date set for the expiration of this agreement and such
liability shall be deemed to have survived the termination of such membership
and shall condnue for and during the full term hereof.

Fourteenth. This agreement shall commence from August 21, 1933, and shall
remain operative and binding upon the parties hereto until the 1st day of June
1935.

In witness hereof the parties hereto have caused these presents to be signed
by their respective officers and the seal to be affixed the 18th day of October 1933.

INDUSTRIAL COUNCIL OF CLOAK SUIT,
AND SKIRT MANUFACTURERS, INC,,

By LEO A. DEL MONTE, President.
AMERICAN CLOAK AND SUIT MANUFAC-

TURERS ASSOCIATION, INC.,
By JOSEPH SCHWARTZ.

EXHIBIT B. CODE AUTHORITY COAT AND SUIT INDUSTRY

AOREEMENT OF MERCHANTS LADIES' GARMENT ASSOCIATION, INC, WITH AMERICAN
CLOAK AND SUIT MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION, INC.

NEw YORK, September 80, 1933.
Agreement made between Merchants Ladies' Garment Association, Inc., a

domestic corporation, for and on behalf of its members, hereinafter called "Mer-
chants' Association," and American Cloak & Suit Manufacturers' Association
Inc., a domestic corporation, for and on behalf of its members, hereinafter called
"American Association."

WITNESSETH

Whereas, the Merchants' Association represents the organized wholesalers in
the City of New York and the American Association represents the organized
submanufacturers and contractors who are the producers and employers of
labor; and
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Whereas the parties hereto realize that the stabilization of this Industry
depends to an appreciable extent upon a proper basis of cooperation between
them; and

Whereas, the parties hereto desire to cooperate in an effort to eliminate chaotic
conditions that have existed in the industry for many years and to establish an
equitable basis of fair dealing, to minimize disputes and provide for a speedy and
efficient means of settlement and determination pf such disputes, and

Whereas the parties hereto are signatories to the Code of Fair competition for
the Coat anl Suit Industry as approved by the National Recovery Administration,

Now, therefore, in consideration of the foregoing recitals and for other good and
valuable consideration, it is agreed, as follows:

First. The Merchants' Association and the American Association obligate
themselves on behalf of their members to observe and perform in good faith all
of the provisions of this agreement.

Second. The American Association agrees that its members will assume full
responsibility to the workers employed in the shops of the members of the said
American Association designated and selected by the members of the Merchants'
Association.

Third. The Code of Fair Competition for the Coat and Suit Industry as
approved by the National Recovery Administration on August 7, 1933, a true
copy of which is hereto annexed marked "Exhibit A" is hereby made a part of
this agreement with the same force and effect as though each of the provisions
therein contained were here set out at length.

If any of the provisions of this agreement conflict with, alter, or change any of
the provisions of the code, it is understood that the provisions of the code shall
prevail and that this agreement shall amplify but not change or modify the pro-
visions of the code.

Fourth. The members of the American Association are recognized In this
industry to be the efficient, responsible, and standard shops, capable of assisting
and stabilizing the industry and eliminating the so-called "sweatshop" evil and
substandard shops. A copy of the agreement between the Union and the said
American Association is annexed to this agreement and made part thereof.
Accordingly the parties hereto agree that the members of the Merchants' Asso-
clation will in the designation of submanufacturers and contractors as herein
provided, confine such designations to the members of the American Association
exclusively. The obligation of the members of the Merchants' Association to
thus confine its designations and work to members of the American Association
is conditioned upon full performance and compliance of the obligations hereunder
by the members of the American Association.

The foregoing obligations are assumed by the Merchants' Association further
upon the understanding that the American Association is an organization of
contractors and submanufacturers and it shall not be binding upon the Merchants'
Association if the membership of the American Association sha l contain whole-
salers, jobbers, or manufacturers, as defined in this agreement, selling their gar-
ments on their own account substantially in the same manner as members of the
Merchants' Association.

Fifth. Every member of the association who employs or deals with contractors
or submanufacturers shall within 2 days following the execution of this agreement
designate the contractors or submanufacturers actually required by such member
to manufacture his garments. Duplicate list of such designations containing the
names and addresses shall be delivered promptly to the American Association.
The number of contractors or submanufacturers actually required by the member
making such designations shall be determined by taking into account:

(1) The volume of such member's production for the year 1932-33; (2) The
character of such member's work; (3) The capacity of the contractor or sub-
manufacturer to produce; and (4) The Increase in volume of member's business.

Sixth. (a) Every member of the association who employs or deals with con-
tractors of submanufacturers agrees to and will confine his production to the
contractors or submanufacturers thus designated by him. He will distribute'his
work equitably to and among the said contractors or submanufacturers with due
regard to the ability of the contractor or submanufacturer and his workers to
produce and perform.

(b) If the member making such designation shall at any time change the
character of his product and the contractors of submanufacturers designated by
him or any of them shall be incapable of meeting his changed requirements, the
member may substitute and/or add such other contractors or submanufacturers

119TS2-- - G-8 o
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in place of those incapable of meeting his changed requirements. Such substi.
tution and/or addition shall not be made until after the decision of the impartial
chairman on notice and hearing with 48 hours.
(c) A contractor or submanufacturer shall work exclusively for the member of

the association designating him unless otherwise approved by the association
acting together or by the impartial chairman.

(d) A contractor or submanufacturer thus designated shall not distribute or
sell directly or indirectly any merchandise included in the term "Coat and Suit
Industry" as defined in the code of fair competition for the said industry to any
other manufacturer, merchant, jobber, wholesaler, retailer, or consumer.

Seventh. The Merchants' Association agrees that its members will pay to the
contractor or submanufacturer rates for production of garments in an amount
sufficient to enable such contractor or submanufacturer to pay to the workers
the wages and earnings provided for in the code for the coat and suit industry
and the agreement between the American Association and the union, copy whereof
is annexed hereto and marked "Exhibit B ", together with a, reasonable payment
to the contractor or submanufacturer to cover his overhead. The minimum
amount allowed the contractor or submanufacturer for his overhead for the fall
season of 1933 shall be not less than 33% percent of the direct labor cost in the
production of garments, except where such labor cost is $2.50 or less, the percent-
age shall be 30 percent instead of 33,,s percent. When the present fal season
shall have been substantially completed, but not later than December 15, 1933,
the parties shall meet and endeavor to reach promptly an adjustment with regard
to overhead to be based for ensuing season, to be based upon data ascertained
and accumulated by the parties during the present fall season.

Eighth. There shall be established as soon as possible a labor bureau under the
supervision of the impartial chairman to ascertain and pronounce as speedily as
can conveniently be done full and comprehensive classifications of standard types
and grades of garments as a basis for piece rates as provided in the agreement
between the Merchants' Association and the union. Such rates shall be based
on the time consumed in the various labor operations involved in making such
garments by the worker of average skill in the inside shops and in the outside
shops. When thus ascertained and pronounced, such classifications shall apply
to all cmp oyers as defined in the Code of Fair Competition for the Coat and Suit
Industry.

Pending the ascertainment by the said Labor Bureau of the classification of
work and piece rates of the various crafts applicable thereto, the representatives
of the Merchants' Association the American Association, representatives of the
Industrial Council of Cloak, Suit & Skirt Manufacturers, Inc., and the union,
shall determine such classifications and rates, if there is disagreement, it shall be
submitted to the impartial chairman.

Ninth. (a) Whenever it shall be determined that there has been an under-
payment made by a member of the Merchants' Association to the contractor or sub-
manufacturer, the amount of such unducrrayment shall be paid by such member
through the Merchants' Association to the American Association for the benefit
of those entitled to receive it. If such underpayment shall have been deliberate
or the result of any collusive arrangement, the member of the Merchants'
Association and/or the contractor or submanufacturer involved therein shall, in
addition to the foregoing, be subject to the penalties provided by and under the
National Industrial Recovery Act.
(b) Should a submanufacturer or contractor working for a member of the Mler-

chants' Association default in the payment of wages to the workers for work
done on garmetns for such member of the Merchants' Association who paid to
such contractor or submanufacturer the rates provided for in accordance with the
terms of this agreement, the American Association will pay such wages imme-
diately to the workers in the shops of such submanufacturers and contractors.

(c) The Merchants' Association obligates itself to see to it that none of its
members will deal with any submanufacturer or contractor who has defaulted in
the payment of wages to their workers unless and until such submanufacturer
and contractor shall have reimbursed the American Association and shall in addi-
tion have been reinstated as a member of said Association, nor will the member
of the Merchants' Association deal with a person, firm, or corporation, the prin-
cipal or agent of which had been previously or is then connected with the firm
which had defaulted in the payment of such wages.

Tenth. The parties hereto further agree that the members of their association
shall adhere to the following rules and regulations:
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(a) Members of the American Association shall not be charged by members of
the Merchants' Association for any items other than for materials furnished and
such charge shall be a memorandum for bookkeeping purpJses only.

(b) Piece goods will have the original mill ticket attached thereto and the
American Association member will be charged for net yardage.

(c) Members of the Merchants' Association will pay all moneys due members
of the American Af,sociation on Saturday if convenient, but not later than the
londay following before 12 o'clock noon of each week for goods delivered

during that week.
(d) No claim of any kind or nature shall be made by a member of the Mer-

chants' Association after 5 dyivs following the delivery of garments b~y such
member of the American Association to the member of the Merchants' Asso cia-
tion.

(e) All claims whenever made must be in writing and filed against the member
and a ltullicate thereof sent to the Association.

(f) All terms shall be net; no discount and no deductions shall be allowed or
permitted for insurance, sponging or other charges, except for materials supplied
and furnished.

Eleventh. All complaints, disputes, or grievances arising between the parties
hereto involving questions of interpretation or application of any clause of this
agreement, or any act, conduct or relations between the parties or their respective
members, directly, or indirectly shall be submitted in writing by the party hereto
claiming to be aggrieved, to the other party hereto, and the managers of the asso-
ciations, the parties hereto, or their deputies, shall in the first instance, jointly
investigate such complaints, grievances, or disputes and attempt an adjustment.
Decisions reached by the managers or their deputies shall be binding on -he parties
hereto. Should they fail to agree, the question or dispute shall be referred to the
impartial chairman in the industry and his decision shall be final and binding upon
the parties hereto.

The parties hereto shall, within 5 days after the execution of this agrement,
jointly agree upon and designate an impartial chairman to act during the te'm of
this agreement and if they should fail to agree the Governor of the State of New
York shall, on application of either party, summarily appoint such impartial
chairman.

Should the impartial chairman resign, refuse to act or be incapable of acting,
or should the office become vacant for any reason, the parties shall immediately,
and within 5 days after the occurrence of such vacancy, des gnate another person
to act as such impartial chairman. If they fail to agree the Governor of the State
of New York shall, on application of either party, summarily make such appoint-
ment.

Each case shall be considered on its merits and the collective agreement shall
constitute the basis upon which decisions shall be rendered. No decision shaI
be used as a precedent for any subsequent case,

A decision reached is hereby agreed between the parties hereto to have the effect
of an award entered under the arbitration law of the State of New York and may
be entered in the Supreme Court, New York County as a judgment in accordance
with such decision.

All decisions reached by the managers of the parties hereto, or their deputies, or
rendered by the impartial chairman, shall be complied with within 48 hours.
Should any member of the associations foil to comply with such decision within
such time, he shall automatically lose all rights and privileges under this agreement
and the associations and either of them shall be free to take action to enforce the
rights of the associations hereunder against such member.

The procedure hereinabove outlined for the adjustment of the disputes between
the associations shall also apply to all disputes between the Merchants' Association
and the Industrial Council of Cloak, Suit and Skirt Manufacturers, Inc. and the
American Association and the Union, and between the associations themselves
and the impartial chairman shall serve in that capacity with respect to the determi-
nation of all such disputes. All disputes shall be heard on notice to all parties
interested therein.

Twelfth, All rules, regulations and methods of procedure required to effectuate
this agreement and each and every clause and provision thereof not specifically
provided for herein shall be agreed upon by the parties hereto in conference within
21 days after the execution of this agreement and should such parties fail to agree
with respect to any of guch rules, regulations, and methods of procedure, the same
shall be adjusted in the same manner as hereinabove provided for the settlement of
grievances and disputes between the parties,
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Thirteenth. All members of the association et the time of the execution of this
agreement and the persons, firms and corporations becoming members thereof
subsequent to the date of the execution of this agreement shall be and continue to
remain personally and individually liable hereunder for and during the term
thereof irrespective of whether said member shall cease to be a member of the said
association nor to the date set for the expiration of this agreement and such
liability sha be deemed to have survived the termination of such membership and
shall continue for and during the full term hereof.

Fourteenth: This agreement shall commence from the date hereof and shall
remain operative and binding upon the parties hereto until the lst day of June

w n 1w35 .
In witness whereof, the parties hereto have caused these presents o be signed

by their respective officers and the deals to be affixed the day and year first
above written.

MERCHANTS LADIES' GARMENT ASSOCIATION,
By 1. J. RUBN, President.

AMERICAN CLOAK AND SUIT MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION,

By JOSEPH SCHWARTZ, President.

STATE OF NEW YORK,
County of Nrew York, sas:

On this - _. day of August 1933, before me personally came ----------- to me
known, who being by me duly sworn, did depose and say that he resides in
------------- , that he is the ------------ of Merchants Ladies' Garment Associ-
ation, Inc., the corporation described in and which executed the above instru-
ment; that he knows the seal of said corporation; that the seal affixed to said
instrument was such corporate seal; that it was so affixed by order of the board
of directors of said corporation; and that lie signed his name thereto by like
order.

STATE OF NEW YORK,
County of New York, ss:

On this _ -- day of August 1933, before me personally came ------------ to
* me known, vho being by me duly sworn, did depose and say that he resides in

,------------ that he is the ------------ of American Cloak and Suit Manu-
facturers' Association, Inc., the corporation described in and which executed the
above instrument; that he knew the seal of said corporation; that the seal affixed
to said instrument was such corporate seal; that it was so affixed by order of the
board of directors of said corporation; and that he signed his name thereto by
like order.

EXHIBIT C. CODE AUTHORITY, COAT AND SUIT INDUSTRY

AGREEMENT OF INDUSTRIAL COUNCIL OF CLOAK, SUIT, AND SKIRT MANUFACTURERS,
INC., WITH INTERNATIONAL LADIES' GARMENT WORKERS' UNION AND THE
JOINT BOARD OF CLOAK, SKIRT, AND REEFER MAKERS' UNION OF THE INTER-
NATIONAL LADIES' GARMENT WORKERS' UNION

NEW YoRK, August 19, 1938.
This agreement, made and entered into this 19th day of August 1933, by and

between the Industrial Council of Cloak, Suit, and Skirt Manufacturers,' Inc.,
hereinafter designated as "the council", and the International Ladies' Garment
Workers' Union and the joint boagd of Cloak, Skirt, and Reefer Makers' Union
of the International Ladies' Garment Workers Union, all collectively designated
herein as "the union";

WITNESSETH

Whereas the council is an organization whose members are engaged in the
coat and suit industry, as defined in the code of fair competition for said industry
as approved by the President of the United States on August 4, 1933; one of the
objects of the said council being to deal collectively with the union; and

Whereas the union represents a great majority of the workers employed in the
work of mal rig up garments for the members of the council; and

Whereas the parties hereto desire to cooperate in establishing conditions in
the industry which will tend to secure to the workers a living wage and eliminate
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such of the manufacturing establishments as operate tinder unfair conditions of
labor and sanitation and to provide methods for a fair and peaceful adjustment
of all disputes that may arise between the different factors in the industry so as
to secure uninterrupted operation and general stabilization of the industry;

Now, therefore, the parties hereto agree as follows:
First: The council obligates itself for its members that they will live tip in

good faith to all the provisions of this agreement, and the union obligates itself
in good faith for all of its members that it will live up to the provisions of this
agreement and that the workers will perform their work conscientiously, faith-
fully, and efficiently under the terms of this agreement; it being agreed and under-
stood that the sail council hereby contracts in behalf of itself and of all its
members, and that the union contracts in behalf of itself and in behalf of all
members now employed or hereafter to be employed by the members of the council
directly or indirectly.

Second. For the purpose of this agreement the following words are defined as
follows:

(a) A "union shop" is one that employs at least 14 machine operators and a
corresponding number of employees in other branches of the work and employs
none but members in good standing of the union to perform all the operations in
connection with the production of garments and is in contractual relation with
the union and observes the union standards of such contract.

(b) A "manufacturer" is one who produces garments on his own premises and
from his own material.

(r) A "submanufacturer" is one who makes up garments from uncut material
delivered to him by a manufacturer, merchant, jobber, or wholesaler.

(d) A "contractor" is one who makes up garments from goods delivered to him
in cut form.

(e) An "inside shop" is one that is conducted by a manufacturer as herein
defined.

() "Outside system of production" shall refer to the system of having garments
produced in submanufacturing or contracting shops.

(g) The term "metropolitan district" refers to the city of New York and all
such cities and towns in the States of New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, and
Pennsylvania in which garments are being manufactured by or for members of
the council or other manufacturers, merchants, jobbers, or wholesalers doing
business in the city of New York.

Third: The council agrees that all of its niembers who produce all or part of
their garments oii their own premises will maintain union shops, and that all of its
members who have their garments produced by submanufacturers or contractors
or who purchase their garments from other manufacturers, merchants, jobbers,
or wholesalers will deal only with such firms as conduct union shops.

The union shall have the right to have its representative visit the shops of the
members of the council once in every season for the purpose of examining tie
union standing of the workers, which examination shall not involve the loss of
work time. All such examinations shall le had on notice to the council which
shall, in each instance, designate a representative to accompany the union repre-
sentative on such examinations.

When permanently engaging a new worker, each member of the council shall
send the name, address, and designation i;f craft of such worker to the council
and the council shall immediately communicate such information to the union.

No member of the council shall make or cause to be made any work for any
person against whom the union has declared a strike until such strike in each
case has been fully settled.

Fourth, The council on it9 own motion will investigate any or all of the books
and records of its members to ascertain whether they are giving work to or
deaing with nonunion shops, Upon complaint filed by the union, the privilege
wil also be accorded a representative of the union to accompany a representative
uf the council to examine the books and records of thenimember against whom a
complaint has been filed, for the purpose only of determining whether such
member is giving work to nonunion shops. Such examination shall be under-
taken within 48 hours from the receipt of the request, and shall be conducted
undor such conditions and limitations as the impartial chairman, hereinafter
mentioned, upon the request of an interested party, may prescribe.

Upon the request of the union, the impartial chairman or hus accountants
shall also examine the books of any designated council member for the purpose of
investigating the condition of the shop and for the purpose of scortaining whether
the provisions of this agreement are fully complied with.
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A uniform set of books and records relating to pay rolls, labor coat, and outside
production shall be adopted by all members of the council and by the entire
industry. The form of such records and books shall be prescribed by the impartial
chairusan. Such records and books shall be open to the examination of the
impartial chairman or his accountants at all reasonaMle times.

Fifth. For the purpose of carrying the provisions of the above clause into
effect the union shall immediately submit to the council a list of all union shops
who are operating under contracts with it and shall at least once in every week
notify the council of all changes in and additions to the list.

NO 01cznbers of the council shall employ or continue employing a subnauo-
factitrer or contractor whose name is not included in the latest corrected list of
"union shops" furnished by the union and shall not order or purchase goods or
otherwise deal or continue dealing with a manufacturer, merchant, jobber, or
wholesaler whose name is not included in such list.

Whenever it shall appear that a member of the council gives work to or deals
with a nonnion shop, the council shall immediately direct him to withdraw his
work frous such nonunion shop or to discontinue dealing with it, whether such
work be in processes of operation or otherwise, until the shop enters into contrac-
tual relations with the union.

Should a member of this council be found giving work or dealing with a non-
union shop or with a nondesignated shop, the council will proceed to impose a
fine for the first offense under the authority contained in its bylaws and its
agreement with its members. The amount of such fine shall be determined with
reference to the sum involved aud shall be sufiticcnly high to offset tite advan-
tege gained by the member through such transactions, together with an appro-
priato penalty. A second offense shall mean expulsion and in this connection
the council shall adopt such other measures as in the judgment are necessary and
expedient to prevent members from giving work to nonunion shops. The
proceeds of fines collected shall be used towards fraying the expenses incurred
by the impartial chairman hereinafter provided for.

Sixth. (a) Every member of the council who employs or deals with a contrac-
tor or submanufacturer shall, within 2 days after the execution of this agreement,
designate the contractors or submanufactures actually required by him to manu-
facture his garments. Such designation shall be made from those contractors
or submanufactu irs who were in contractual relationship with the union on
May 31, 1933, whose names appear on the latest corrected list of "union shops"
funished by the uion or such others who may be approved of by the union
and substantially from those coi:l'i-tors or sbinanufecturers heretofore cm-
ployed by such members of the council.
(b) The number of contractors or submanufacturers actually requited by the

mr tber making such designations shall be determined by taking into account
the following.

1. The volume of such member's production for the year 1932-33;
2. The character of each member's work;
3. The capacity of the contractor or submanufacturer to produce;
4. The increase in volitnie of the member's business.
(c) Lists of such designations containing names and addresses shall be delivered

promptly to the union, to the American Cloak and Suit Manufacturers Associa-
tion and to the impartial chairman.
(d) Every member of the council who employes or deals with contractors or

submanufacturers shall confine his production to the contractors or submanu-
facturers thus designated by him. He shall distribute his work equitably to and
among the said contractors or submanufacturers with due regard to the ability
of the contractor or submanufacturer and the workers to produce ald perform.
(e) No member of the council operating an inside shop shall register contractors

or submanufacturers unless he car, fully supply his inside shop with work.
(f) No member of the council shall send out cut goods to contractors unless

he operates an inside shop.
(g) If the member making such designation shall, at any time, change the

character of his product and the contractors or submanufacturers designated by
him or any of them shall be incapable of meeting his changed requirements, he
shall have the right to substitute and/or add such other contractors or subntanu-
facturers in place of those incapable of meeting his changed requirements. Such
substitution nud/or addition shall not be made until after the decision of the
impartial chairman on notice and hearing within 48 hours.

(h) A contractor o:- submanufacturer sall work exclusively for the member of'
the council so designating hint unless otherwise approved by the council, the
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American cloak and Suit Manufacturers Association and the union, or the
impartial chairman. A contractor or submanufacturer thus designated shall nO
distribute or sell directly or indirectly any merchandise included in the term
"coat and suit industry", as defined in the code of fair competition for said in-
dustry, to any other manufacturer, merchant, jobber, wholesaler, retailer, or
conlsu lier.

(i) A member of the council whose garments are made by contractors or sub-
manufacturers shall pay to such contractors or submanufacturers at least an
amount sullicient to enable the contractor or submanufacturer to pay to the
workers the wages and earnings provided for in this agreement and in the code
and in addition a reasonable payment to the contractor or submanufacturer to
cover his overhead.

(j) Where it shall be established that there has been an underpayment made
by a member of the council to the contractor or submanufacturer or the workers,
the amount of such underpayment shall be paid by such member of the council
to the parties so underpaid. If such underpayment shall have been deliberate
or the result of any collusive arrangement, the member of the council ano/or the
contractor or submanufacturer involved therein, shall, in addition to the fore-
going, be subject to the penalties provided by and under the National Industrial
Recovery Act.

(k) Each member of the council shall be responsible to the members of the
union for the payment of their wages for work done by them on garments of such
council member made by submanufacturers or contractors, provided that such
liability shall be limited to wages for 7 full working days in every instance.
Notice of such default shall be given to such council member within I week
after such dulault.

Seventh. Wages shall be paid not later than Tuesday of each week for work
done in the preceding week. Such wages shall be paid in cash.

Eight. A week's work shall consist of 35 hours in the first 5 days of the week;
work shall begin at 8:30 a. m. and end at 4:30 p. m., with 1 hour interval for
lunch. There shall be no more than one shift of workers in any day.

Ninth. No overtime work shaH be permitted unless an extension of hours is
granted by the Administrator of the National Industrial Recovery Act, under
the provisions of paragraph "third" of the Code of Fair Competition for the Coat
and Suit Industry. If such hours of work shall be extended, the Administrator
shall determine the rate of compensation to be paid to the workers for such
additional hours.

Tenth. All workers enumerated below shall work by the week and shall receive
not less than the following minimum wage scale:

Per
week

Coat and suit cutters ----------------------------------------------- $47
Samplemakers ---------------------------------------------------- 40
Examiners -----------------------------.-------------------------- 36
Drapers ------------------------------------------------------- 29
Begraders on skirts-----------------------------------------------32
Bushilmeu who also do pinning, marking, and general work on garments._ 36

The wages of workers of the above crafts now receiving in excess of the minimum
scale herein set forth shall not be reduced.

The workers in the crafts enumerated below shall work on a piece-rate basis.
They shall receive guaranteed minimum wages not less than the following:

Per hou
Jacket, coat, reefer and dress operators, male ------------------------ $1. 00
Jacket, coat, reefer, and dress operators, female -----------------------. 90
Skirt operators, male ---------------------------------------------. 90
Skirt operators, female --------------------------------------------. 80
Piece tailors ----------------------------------------------------. 90
Reefer, jacket, and coat finishdrs ------------------------------------. 85
Jacket, coat, and reefer finishers' helpers -----------------------------. 63
Jacket, coat, reefer, and dress upper pressers ------------------------ 1. 00
Jacket, coat, reefer, and dress under pressers --------------------------. 90
Skirt upper pressers ----------------------------------------------. 90
Skirt under pressers ----------------------------------------------. 85
Skirt basters -----------------------------------------------------. 60
Skirt finishers -------------------------.--------------------------. 60
Machine pressers ----------- --------------------------------------- 1.80
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In fixing piece-work rates on garments, the same shall be computed on a basis to
yield to the worker of average skill of the various crafts for each hour of con-
tinuous work, the following amounts: Per hour

Jacket, coat, reefer, and dress operators ----------------------------- $. 50
Skirt operators ------------------------------------------------ 1.40
Piece ta (,.--------------------------- ------------------------ 1.30
Reefer, jacket, and coat finishers ----------------------------------- 1. .25
Jacket, coat, and reefer finishers' helpers ----------------------------- 1. 00
Jacllet, coat, and reefer and dress upper pressers ---------------------- 1.35
Jacket, coat, and reefer and dress under pressers ----------------------. .25
Skirt upper pressers ---------------------------------------------. 1.25
Skirt under pressers ---------------------------------------------. 125
Skirt basters ----------------------------------------------------. 80
Skirt finishers ---------------------------------------------------. 70
Machine pressers ------------------------------------------------ 1. .80

With the consent of the workers and of the union, a member of the council may
substitute the week-work system in place of the piece-rate basis, in which event
the following shall be the minimum scale of weekly wages: Per wek
Jacket, coat, reefer, and dress operators ---------------------------- $50.00
Skirt operators ------------------------------------------------- 48. 00
Piece tailors --------------------------------------------------- 43,00
Reefer, jacket, and coat finishers ---------------------------------- 41. 00
Jacket, coat, and reefer finishers' helpers --------------------------- 33. 00
Jacket, coat, reefer, and dress-upper pressers ------------------------ 4& 00
Jacket, coat, reefer, and dress-under presses ------------------------ 41. 00
Shirt-upper pressers -------------------------------------------- 41. 00
Skirt-under pressers -------------------------------------------- 41.00
Skirt basters --------------------------------------------------- 27.00
Skirt finishers-- .---------------------------------------------- 23. 50

Such substitute, if made, shall remain in force throughout the season in which
it is made.

Buttonhole makers shall be paid $1.50 per hundred buttonholes, the employer
to furnish machine, silk, and finishing. If silk is supplied by the buttonhole
maker, the employer shall pay 10 cents additional per h kindred buttonholes.

The wages of workers, and the regulation of the use of labor-saving machinery,
such as pressing, basting, felling, and button-sewing machines, shall be adjusted
by the council and the union through the processes provided in this agreement.Eleventh. There shall be established, as soon as possible, a labor bureau under

* the supervision of the impartial chairman to ascertain and pronounce as speedily

as can conveniently be done full and comprehensive classifications of standardtypes and grades of garments as a basis for piece p rices provided for herein.
Such rates shall be based on the time consumed in the various labor operations
involved in making such garments by the workers of average skill in the inside
shops and in the outside shops.

When thus ascertained and pronounced such classifications and rates shall
apply to all employers as defined in the code of fair competition for this industry.

Pending the ascertainment by the said labor bureau of the classifications f

work and piece ratetsei applicable thereto, the representatives

of the council, the American Cloak & Suit Manufacturers Association, Mer-

chants Ladies' Garment Association, and the union shall determine such classifica-

tions and rates. If there is a disagreement, it shall be submitted to the impartial

chairman.Twelfth. In the adjustment of piece rates, contractors or submanufacturers,
and the persons employing them and/or their representatives, the Union and the

representatives of the workers of the shops shall participate. If they slll fail

to agree, the dispute shall be submitted to the impartial chairman for final

adjustment within 48 boors. Workers shall not be required to work on garments

before the piece rates have been adjusted with respect thereto.
Thirteenth. All complaints, disputes, or grievances arising between the parties

hereto involving questions of interpretation or application of any clause of this

agreement, or any act, conduct, or rations between the parties or their respec-

tive members, directly or indirectly, shall be submitted in writing by the party

hereto claiming to be aggrieved, to the other party hereto, and the manager of

the council and the manager of the Union, or their deputies shall, in the first

instance, jointly investigate such complaints, grievances, or disputes and attempt
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an adjustment. Decisions reached by the managers or their deputies shall be
binding on the parties hereto. Should they fail to agree, the question or dispute
shall be referred to a permanent umpire to be known as the "impartial chair-
man" in the industry and his decision shall be final and binding upon the parties
hereto.

The parties hereto shall, within 5 days after the execution of this agreement,
jointly agree upon and designate an impartial chairman to act during the term
of this agreement and if they should fail to agree the Governor of the State of
New York shall, on application of either party, summarily appoint such impartial
chairman.

Should the impartial chairman resign, refuse to act, or be incapable of acting,
or should the office become vacant for any reason, the parties shall immediately,
and within 5 days after the occurrence of such vacancy, designate another person
to act as such impartial chairman. If they fail to agree the Governor of the State
of New York shall, on application of either party, summarily make such
app ointment.

Each case shall be considered on its merits and the collective agreement shall
constitute the basis upon which decisions shall be rendered. No decision shall be
used as a precedent for any subsequent case.

All decisions reached by the managers of the parties hereto, or their deputies,
or rendered by the impartial chairman, shall be Complied with within 48 hours.
Should any member of the council fail to comply with such decision within such
time, he shall automatically lose all rights and privileges under this agreement
and the Union shall be free to take action to enforce the rights of the workers
against such member.

The procedure hereinabove outlined for the adjustment of disputes between
the union and the council shall also apply to all disputes between the union and
the Merchants Ladies' Garment Association and the American Cloak and Suit
Manufacturers Association if and when such association enter into collective
agreements with the union, and between the associations among themselves,
and the impartial chairman shall serve in that capacity with respect to the deter-
mination of all such disputes. All disputes shall be heard on notice to all parties
interested therein.

Fourteenth. All rules, regulations, and methods of procedure required to effectu-
ate this agreement and each and every clause and provision thereof not specifically
provided for herein, shall be agreed upon by the parties hereto in conference
within 21 days after the execution of this agreement and should such parties fail
to agree with respect to any of such rules, regulations, and methods of procedure,
the same shall be adjusted in the same manner as hereinabove provided for the
settlement of grievances and disputes between the parties.

Fifteenth. The union obligates itself to enter into no contract, oral or in writing,
express or implied, directly or indirectly, by reason whereof any person, firm,
or corporation engaged in the coat and suit industry in the metropolitan district
shall receive any benefit or aid not accorded the members of the council pursuant
to the terms of this agreement.

Sixteenth. All week workers shall be paid for the following legal holidays,
to wit: Washington's Birthday, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day,
Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day, and for one-half of Election Day. And such
holidays shall be observed.

Workers may also refrain from working on Columbus Day, but without pay.
luring the week in which a legal holiday occurs, employees working less than

a full week shall be paid for the holiday pro rata for the hours worked.
Seventeenth. No contracting or subcontracting within the shop shall be

permitted.
There shall be no time contracts between the members of the council and their

workers, either individually or in groups.
Eighteenth. The employer may discharge his workers for causes such as incom-

petency, misconduct, insubordination in the performance of his work, breach of
reasonable rules to be jointly established, and soldiering on the job.

In the adjustment of disputes between the parties hereto, complaints of im-
proper discharge of workers shall have precedence over all other cases, and deci-
sions on such complaints shall be rendered within 48 hours after the union de-
mands a clerk for the investigation, unless the time is extended by mutual written
consent. Should such decision be delayed beyond such time, a worker unjustly
discharged shall be compensated for loss of time.

Nineteenth. During the term of this agreement there shall be no general
lock-out, general strike, individual shop lock-out, individual shop strike, or shop
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stoppage for any reason or cause whatsoever. There shall be no individual
lock-out, strike or stoppage pending the determination of any complaint or
grievance. Should the employees in any shop or factory cause a stoppage of
work or shop strike or should there result in any shop or factory, a stoppage of
work or shop strike, notice thereof shall be given by the council to the union.
The latter obligates itself to return the striking workers, and those who have
stopped work, to their work in the shop within 24 hours after the receipt by the
union of such notice, and until the expiration of such time, it shall not be deemed
that the striking workers have abandoned their employment. In the event of a
substantial violation of this clause on the part of the union, the council shall have
the option to terminate this agreement. The existence or nonexistence of such
substantial violation shall be determined by the impartial chairman, as consti-
tuted under this contract, on all the facts and circumstances. The union agrees
that if the striking workers fail to return to work within the stipulated time it
will forthwith state in writing and in the appropriate press or otherwise that there
is not a strike in or against such shop in which the work has been stopped and that
the shop is in good standing with the union and entitled to all the rights, benefits
and privileges provided for by the terms of this contract. Should any member of
the council cause a lock-out in his or its shops or should there result in any shop or
factory a lock-out, notice thereof shall be given by the union to the council. The
council obligates itself, withina24 hours after the receipt of such notice, to termi-
nate the lock-out and to cause its members to reemploy the workers, and until the
expiration of such time, it shall not be deemed that the employer has forfeited
his rights under the agreement. In the event of a substantial'violation of this
clause on the part of the council, the union shall have the option to terminate this
agreement. The existence or nonexistence of such substantial violation shall be
determined by the impartial chairman on all the facts and circumstances.

Twentieth. In times when the employer shall be unable to supply his workers
with work full time, the available work in the shop shall be divided as equally
as possible among all the workers who are competent to do the work.

Workers may be divided into shifts and alternated.
As to cutters: When there is insufficient work, the work shall be divided equally

by the week.
As to presser': The managing presser shall be entitled to no more work than

the other pressers in the factory.
Twenty-first. No member of an employing firm or foreman thereof shall do

cutting. If a member or foreman of the firm is found to do the work of a cutter,
such firm shall become liable to and pay to the union a sum equal to the minimum
weekly wage scale of cutters, i. e., $47 for each of such violations of this agreement.

Twenty-second. Each member of the council shall have the right in good faith
to reorganize his factory. A reorganization in good faith shall mean a bona fide
reorganization of the employer's business, necessitated by a permanent curtail-
ment of his business or a fundamental change in the character of his business.

Twenty-third. Before admitting a new member the council shall inform the
union in writing of the application for membership. " If a strike or dispute shall
be pending between the applicant and the union at the time, the union shall
give to the council within 10 days a written statement containing full particulars
of the matters in dispute, and the council will not admit such applicant until
such dispute has been adjusted. The council may undertake to adjust the dispute
and/or may submit such adjustment to the impartial chairman of the industry.
Such adjustment shall be made on the basis of the agreement existing between
the union and the applicant and the rights of the union and the employees under
such agreement shall be preserved up to the date of such adjustment. After the
applicant has been admitted to membership in the council this collective agree-
ment shall supersede his individual agreement with the union.

Firms which have made application for membership b)ctwen June 1, 1933,
and the date hereof shall not be admitted to the said council until the provisions
of this paragraph have been complied with.

Twenty-fourth. The union agrees to insert a clause in all its agreements with
independent employers to the effect that such employers shall submit to the super-
vision of the impartial chairman herein provided for and the Code Authority for
the Coat and Suit Industry.

All such independent employers shall be required by the union to contribute
to the maintenance of the collective machinery in the industry and to deposit
cash security for the performance of the agreement on their part. The amount
of such contribution and cash security deposits shall be based on a schedule and
shall take into account the size of the employer's shop and the volume vt 33
business.
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Contracts with independent employers shall riot run longer than the period
of the union's agreement with the council.

Twenty-fifth. Any employee of a council member may, with the written cur-
sent of the parties hereto, be temporarily released during the dull season. In
such event the employer shall not substitute the worker so released unless and
before a reasonable time has been given him by the Council through the union
to return to the shop of the employer.

Twenty-sixth. All members of the council at the time of the execution of this
agreement and the persons, firms and corporations becoming members thereof
subsequent to the date of the execution of this agreement shall be and continue to
remain personally and individually liable hereunder for and during the term thereof
irrespective of whether said member shall cease to be a member of the said council
prior to the date set for the expiration of this agreement and such liability shall
be deemed to have survived the termination of such membership and shall con-
tinue for and during the fill term hereof.

No member of the council, shall enter into partnership or consolidate or merge
with another person, firm or concern in the industry unless the new firm assumes
all accrued obligations to the workers of the con ,tituert cone 'ns. Upon the
formation of such a partnership or upon such consolidation or merger, surch new
firm shall give preference in employment to the workers of the absorbed concern
over all the other workers except those then employed by the firm which continues
in business.

Twenty-seventh. The members of the American Association are recognized in
this industry to be the efficient and standard shops capable of assisting and stabi-
lizing the industry and eliminating the so-called "sweat-shop" evil. Accordingly,
the parties hereto agree that members of the Industrial Council will confine the
manufacture of merchandise made for them in contracting or submanufacturing
shops to members of the American Association exclusively. And the members
of the American Association undertake to give preference to members of the
Merchants Association and members of the Industrial Council of Cloak, Suit and
Skirt Manufacturers, Inc.

The above obligation is assumed by the council upon the understanding that
the American Association is an organization of contractors and submanufacturers
as defined in this agreement. It shall not be binding upon the said council if the
membership of the American Association shall contain inside manufacturers
producing garments for the market on their own account substantially in the same
manner as members of the council.

Twenty-eighth. The council shall be represented on the joint board of sanitary
control existing in the industry and shall contribute its ratable share toward
the expenses of maintaining the board, such expenses to be shared also in an
equitable manner by the other organized factors in the industry and by all firms
signing independent contracts with the union.

Twenty-ninth. An employment bureau is to be established under impartial
direction. Placements and replacements are to be made through such bureau.

Thirtieth. In cases where employers in addition to foremen employ one or
more examiners in the pinning, marking and general work on garments and/or
examining or busheling, such examiners shall be members of local 82 of the union.
Foremen shall not be required to be members of the union. A foremen within
the meaning of the foregoing clause is an employee whose principal duties are those
of supervision and superintendence, although he may also continue performing
such duties as he has been performing heretofore.

Sample makers who work exclusively as such shall in all instances be employed
from among the members of locals 3 and 48.

Thirty-first. No employer and no worker or group of workers shall have the
right to modify or waive any provision of this agreement.

Thirty-second. The union shall not enter into any agreement with any indi-
vidual, concern, or association employing cutters unless the individual, concern,

,or association operates a complete inside factory as herein defined.
Thirty-third. All members of the council shah do all of their trucking of mer-

chandise exclusively by union truckmen.
Thirty-fourth. Menibers of the council who have operated on a week-work

system of work as herein provided for, for two full preceding seasons shall have
the reorganization rights provided for in paragraph 'Thirty-sixth" of the agree-
ment made between the parties hereto under date of June 1, 1929; subdivision "e
of the said "Thirty-sixth" paragraph shall be superseded by this clause.

Thirty-fifth. Thjs agreement shall enter into force on the date of the execution
tnereof rind shall remain operative and binding upon the parties hereto until the
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Ist day of June 1935. If either of the parties hereto shall desire to make any
changes, modifications, or additions to this agreement at the expiration thereof,
it shall notify the other party of such desire in writing at least 3 months prior to
the date of the expiration of this agreement. Within 2 -- from the receipt
of such notice the parties hereto shall meet in conference for the consideration
of such proposed changes or additions. If no such notice is given by either party
to the other as above provided this agreement shall automatically continue anl
remain in force for another year. The same provisions shall apply with respect
to an' extended term of this agreement.

In V'itness whereof, the parties hereto have caused these presents to be signed
by their respective officers and their seals to be affixed the day and year first
above written.

In presence of- INDUSTRIAL COUNCIL OF CLOAK, SUIT AND
LINDSAY RoGERs, SKIRT MANUFACTURERS, INC.
WILLIAM KLEIN. By LEO A. J)EL MONTE, President.
FREDERICK F. EMHE . SAMUEL KLEIN, Executive Director.

INTERNATIONAL LADIES' GARMENT WORK-
ERS' UNION.

By DAVID DUniNsKy, President.
JOINT BOARD OF CLOAK, SKIRT & REEFER

MAKERS' UNION OF THE INERNATlONAL
LADIES' GARMENT WORKERS' UNION.

By ISIDOBE NAGLER.

EXHIBIT "D." CODE AUTHORITY COAT AND SUIT INDUSTRY

AGREEMENT OF MERCHANTS LADIES' GARMENT ASSOCIATION, INC., WITH INTER-
NATIONAL LADIES' OARMS"NT WORKERS' UNION AND THE JOINT BOARD OF CLOAK,
SKIRT, AND REEFER MAKERS' UNION OF THE INTERNATIONAL LADIES' GARMENT
WORKERS' UNION

Dated, NEw YORK, August 26, 1933.
This agreement made and entered into this 26th day of August 1933, by and

between Merchants Ladies' Garment Association, Inc., hereinafter designated as
"the association", contracting fur and in behalf of itself and all its members, the
International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union, all collectively designated herein
as "the union", for and in behalf of the said union and for and in behalf of the
members thereof now employed or hereafter to be employed by the members of
the association:

WITNESSETI

Whereas the association is an organization whose members are engaged in the
coat and suit industry, as defined in the code of fair competition for the said in-
dustrY approved by the President of the United States on August 4, 1933; as
one of the objects of the said association being to deal collectively with the union;
and

Whereas the union represents a great majority of the workers employed in the
work of making up garments for members of the association, directly or indi-
rectly; and

Whereas the parties hereto desire to cooperate in establishing conditions in
the industry which will tend to secure to the workers a living wage. and eliminat-
ing such of the manufacturing establishments as operate under unfair conditions
of labor and sanitation and to provide methods for a fair and peaceful adjustment
of all disputes which may arise between the parties hereto and the different fac-
tors in the industry;

Now, therefore, the parties hereto agree as follows:
First. The association and the union, each on behalf of its representative

members, obligate themselves in good faith to observe and perform all the pro-
visions of this agreement.

Second. For the purpose of this agreement, the following words are defined as
follows:

(a) A "union shop" is one that employs at least 14 machine operators and a
corresponding number of employees il other branches of the work and employs
iione but members in good standing of the union to perform all the operations in
connection with the production of garments and is in contractual relation with
the union and observes the union standards of such contract.
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(b) A "manufacturer" is one who produces garments on his own premises and

from his own material.
(c) A "submanufacturer" is one who makes op garments from uncut material

,delivered to him by a manufacturer, merchant, jobber, or wholesaler.
(d) A "contractor" is one who makes up garments from goods delivered to

him in cut form.
(e) A "merchant", "jobber", or "wholesaler" is one who does not produce

garments on his own premises but who has them made by submanufacturers as
herein defined.

(f) Ani "inside shop" is one that is owned, conducted, and controlled by
member of the association, in which lie produces 'ds own garments from his own,
material.

(g) "Outside system of production" shall refer to the system of having gar-
ments produced in submanufacturing or contracting shops.
(h) The term "metropolitan district" refers to the city of New York and all

such cities and towns in the States of New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut
and Pennsylvania in which garments are being manufactured by or for members
of the association or ether manufacturers, jobbers, or wholesalers doing business
in the city of New York.

Third: The association agrees that all of its members who produce all or part
of their garments on their own premises will maintain union shops, and that all
ef its members who have their garments produced by submanufacturers or
contractors who purchase their garments from other manufacturers, merchants,
jobbers, or wholesalers will deal only with such firms as conduct union shops.

The union shall have the right to have its representative visit the shops of the
members of the association once in every season for the purpose of examining
the union standing of the workers, which examination shall not involve the loss
of work time. All such examinations shall be had on notice to the association
which shall, in each instance, designate a representative to accompany the union
representative on such examination.

When permanently engaging a new worker, each member of the association
shall send the name, address, and designation of craft of such worker to the
association and the association shall immediately communicate such information
to the union.

No member of the association shall make or cause to be made any work for
any person against whom the union has declared a strike until such strike in each
case has been fully settled.

Fourth: The association on its own motion will investigate any or all of the
books and records, of its members to ascertain whether they are giving work to
or dealing with nonunion shops. Upon complaint filed by the union, the priv-
ileges will also be accorded a representative of the union to accompany a repre-
sentative of the association to examine the books and records of the member
against whom a complaint has been filed, for the purpose only of determining
whether such member is giving work to nonunion shops.
Such examination shall be undertaken within 48 hours from the receipt of the

request, and shall be conducted under such conditions and limitations as the
impartial chairman, hereinafter mentioned upon the request of either party, may
prescribe.

Upon the request of the union, the impartial chairman or his accountants
shall also examine the books of any designated association member for the pur-
pose of investigating the conditions of the shop and for the purpose of ascertaining
whether the provisions of this agreement are fully complied with.

A uniform set of books and records relating to pay rolls, labor costs, and outside
production shall be adopted by all members of the association and by the entire
industry. The form of such records and books shall be prescribed by the impar-
tial chairman. Such records and books shall be open to the examination of the
impartial chairman or his accountants at all reasonable times.

Fifth. For the purpose of carrying the provisions of the above clauses into
effect the union shall immediately submit to the association a list of all union
shops who are operating under contracts with it and shall at least once a week
notify the association of all changes in and additions to the list.

No members of the association shall employ or continue employing a sub-
manufacturer or contractor whose name is not included in the latest corrected
list of "union shops" furnished by the union and shall not order or purchase
goods or otherwise deal or continue dealing with a manufacturer, merchant,
jobber, or wholesaler ivhose name is not included in such list.

Whenever it shall appear that a member of the association gives work to or
deals with a nonunion shop, the association shall immediately direct him to
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withdraw his work from such nonunion shop or to discontinue dealing with it,
whether such work be in processes of operation or otherwise, until the shop enters
into cor tractual relations with the union.

Should d a member of the association be found giving work to or dealing with a
nonunion shop or a nondesignated shop, the association will proceed to impose,
a fine for the first offense under the authority contained in its bylaws and its
agreement with its members. The amount of such fine shall be determined
with reference to the sum involved and shall be sufficiently high to offset the
advantage gained by the member through such transaction, together with an
appropriate penalty. A second offense shall mean expulsion and in this connec-
tion thi association shall adopt such other measures as in its judgment are neces-
sary and expedient to prevent members from giving work to nonunion shops.
The proceeds of fines collected shall be used toward defraying the expenses incurred
by the impartial chairman hereinafter provided for.

Sixth. A. Every member of the association who employs or deals with a con-
tractor or submanufacturer shall, within 2 days after the execution of this agree-
ment, designates the contractors, or submanufacturers, actually required by him
to manufacture his garments. Such designations shall he made from those
contractors or stibmanufacturers who were in contractural relationship with the
union On May 31, 1933 and whose name appears on the latest corrected list of
union shops" furnished by the Union or such others who may be approved of

by the Union and substantially from those contractors or submanufacturers
heretofore employed by such member of the association.

B. The member of contractors, or submanufacturers actually required by the
member making such designation shall he determined by taking into account
the following:

1. The volume of such member's production for the year 1932-33;
2. Tire character of such member's work;
3. The capacity of the contractor or submanufactorer to produce;
4. The increase in volume of the member's business.
C. Lists of such designations containing names and addresses shall be delivered

promptly to the union, to the American Cloak and Suit Manufacturers Associ-
ation and to the impartial chairman.

D. Every member of the association who employs or deals with contractors
or submanufacturers shall confine his production to the contractors or sub-
manufacturers thus designated by him. He shall distribute his work equitably
to and among the said contractors or submanufacturers with due regard to the-
ability of the contractor or submanufacturer and the workers to produce and
perform.

E. No member of the association operating an inside shop shall register con-
tractors or submanufacturers unless he can fully supply his inside shop with work.

F. No member of the association shall employ cutters or send out cut goods
to contractors unless he operates an inside shop.

G. If the member making such designation shall at any time, change the-
character of his product and the contractors or submanufacturers designated
by him or any of them shall be incapable of meeting his changed requirements,
he shall have the right to substitute and/or add such other contractors or sub-
manufacturers in place of those incapable of meeting his changed requirements.

Such substitution arid/or addition shall not be made until after the decision
of the impartial chairman on notice and hearig within 48 hours.

If. A contractor or submanufacturer shall work exclusively for the member
of the association so designatig him unless otherwise approved by the associa-
tion, the American Cloak and Suit Manufacturers Association and the union,
of the impartial chairman. A contractor or submnanufacturer thus designated
shall not distribute or sell directly or indirectly any merchandise included in the
term "coat and suit i industry , as defined in the code of fair competition for said
industry, to any other manufacturer, merchant, jobber, wholesaler, retailer, or
consj moec,

I. A neniber of the association whose garmets are made by contractors, or
subnaofactnrrers shal pay to such contractors or submuanufacturers at least an
amount sihlick-0t to enable the owotractor or submanufacturer to pay to the work-
ers the wages arid erirnings provided for iii this agreement and in the code and,
in addition, a reasonable payment, to the contractor or submanufacturer to
cover his overhead.

J. Where it shall be established that there has been an underpayment made by
a member of the association to the contractor, or submanufacturer or the workers,
the amount of such underpayment shall he paid by such members of the associa-
tion to the parties so underpaid. If such underlayment shall have been deliher-
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ate or the result of any collusive arrangement, the member of the association
and/or the contractor or submanufacturer involved therein, shall, in addition be
the foregoing, be subject to the penalties provided by and under the National
Industrial Recovery Act.

K. Should a submanufacturer or contractor doing work for a member of the
association default in the payment of wages to the workers and should the asso-
ciation of which said submanufacturer or contractor is a member fail to make
payment thereof on demand, the Merchants' Ladies Garment Association agrees
to make prompt payment thereof to the union for the benefit of the workers,
provided, however, that such liability shall be limited to wages for seven full
working days in every instance.

Seventh. Wages shall be paid not later than Tuesday of each week for work
done in the preceding week. Such wages shall be paid in cash.

Eighth. A week's work shall consist of 35 hours in the first 5 days of the week,
work shall begin at 8:30 a. m. and end at 4:30 p. m. with 1 hour interval for
hnch. There shall be no more than one shift of workers in any day.

Ninth. No overtime work shall be permitted unless an extension of hours is
granted by the Administrator of the National Industrial Recovery Act, under the
provisions of paragraph "Third" of the Code of Fair Competition for the Coat
and Suit Industry. If such hours of work shall he so extended, the Administrator
shall determine the rate of compensation to be paid to the workers for such addi-
tional hours.

Tenth. All workers enumerated below shall work by the week and shall receive
not less than the following minimum wage scale: Per week

Coat and suit cutters ---------------------------------------------- $47
Samplemakers --------------------------------------------------- 40
Examiners ------------------------------------------------------- 36
Drapers --------------------------------------------------------- 29
Begralers on skirts ------------------------------------------------ 32
Bushelmen who also do planning, marking, and the general work on gar-

ments -------------------------------------------------------- 36
The workers in the crafts enumerated below shall work on a picce rate basis.

They shall receive guaranteed minimum wages not less than the following:
Per hour

Jacket, coat, reefer, and dress operators, male ------------------------ $1.00
Jacket, coat, reefer, and dress operators, female ----------------------- 90
Skirt operators, male --------------------------------------------- 90
Skirt operators, female ------------------------------------------- .0
Piece tailors ----------------------------------------------------. 0
Reefer, jackets, and coat finishers ----------------------------------. 85
Jacket, coat, and reefers finishers' helpers ----------------------------. 6.3
Jacket, coat, reefer, and dress upper pressers ------------------------- 1. 00
Jacket, coat, reefer, and dress under pressers -------------------------. 0
Skirt upper pressers -----------------------------------------------. 90
Skirt under prefers 5------------------------------------------ 5
Skirt masters -----------------------------------------------------. 60
Skirt finishers ---------------------------------------------------- .60
Machine pressers ----------------------------------------------- 1. 30

In fixing piecework rates on garments, the same shall be computed on a basis
to yield to the worker of average skill of the various crafts for each hour of con-
tinuous work, the following amounts:

Per hour

Jacket, coat, reefer, and dress operators ----------------------------- $1. 50
Skirt operators --------------------------------------------------- 1. 40
Piece tailors ----------------------------------------------------- 1.30
Reefer, jacket and coat finishers ----------------------------------- 1. 25
Jacket, coat, and reefer finishers' helpers ---------------------------. 1. 00
Jacket, coat, reefer, and dress upper pressers ------------------------- 1.35
Jacket, coat, reefer and dress under presser -------------------------- 1. 25
Skirt upper pressers --------------------------------------------- 1. 25
Skirt under pressers --------------------------------------------- . 25
Skirt basters ----------------------------------------------------- 80
Skirt finishers ---------------------------------------------------- 70
Machine pressers ----------------------------------------------- 1.80
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With the consent of the workers and of the union, a member of the Association
operating an inside shop Inay substitute the week-work system in the place of
the piece-rate basis, in which event the following shall be the minimum scale of
weekly wages:
Jacket, coat, reefer, and dress operators --------------------------- $50. 00

.Skirt operators -------------------------------------------------- 48. 00
Piece tailors -------------------------------------------------- 43. 00
Reefer, jacket, and coat finishers ---------------------------------- 41.00
Jacket, coat, and reefer, and dress upper pressers -------------------- 45. 00
Jacket, coat, and reefer dress under pressers ------------------------ 41.00
Jacket, coat, and reefer finishers' helpers --------------------------- 33. 00
Skirt upper pressers --------------------------------------------- 41. 00
Skirt under pressers --------------------------------------------- 41. 00
Skirt basters ---------------------------------------------------- 27. 00
Skirt finishers ------------------------------------------- ------- 23. 50

With request to the outside system of production, a member of the Association
may, with the consent of the union, substitute the week-work system in place
of the piece-rate basis as herein defined, provided:

(1) If inside shop and all submanufacturers and contractors designated by
such member shall operate under the same system, and provided

(2) That the workers employed on such week-work basis in the shop of the
member and in such designated submanufacturing and contracting shops shall
be aid not less than the minimum scale of weekly wages provided for above.

Such substitution, is made, shall remain in force throughout the season in
which it is made.

The wages of all week workers now receiving in excess of the minimum scale
herein set forth shall not be reduced.

Buttonhole makers shall be paid $1.50 per hundred buttonholes, the em-
ployer to furnish machine, silk, and finishing. If silk is supplied by the button-
hole maker, the employer shall pay 10 cents additional per hundred buttonholes.

The wages of workers and the regulations of the use of labor-saving machinery,such as pressing, casting, felling, and buton-sewing machines, shall be adjusted

by the association and the union through the processes provided in this agree-
ment.

Eleventh. There shall be established as soon as possible a labor bureau under
the supervision of the impartial chairman to ascertain and pronounce as speedily
as can conveniently be done full and comprehensive classifications of standard
types and grades of garments as a basis of piece rates provided for herein. Such
rates shall he based on the time consumed in the various labor operations involved
in making such garments by the worker of average skill in the inside shops and
in the outside shops.

When thus ascertained and pronounced such classifications and rates shall
apply to all employers as defined in the code of fair competition for this industry.

Pending the ascertainment by the said labor bureau of the classifications of
work and piece rates of the various crafts applicable thereto, the representatives
of the association, the American Cloak & Suit Manufacturers Association, the
Industrial Council of Cloak, Suit, and Skirt Manufacturers, Inc., and the union
shall determine such classifications and rates. If there is a disagreement, it
shall be submitted to the impartial chairman.

Twelfth. In the adjustment of piece rates, contractors or submanufacturers
and/or their representatives and the persons employing them and/or their repre-
sentatives, the union and the representatives of the workers of the shop shall
participate. If they shall fail to agree, the dispute shall be submitted to the
impartial chairman for final adjustment within 48 hours. Workers shall not be
required to work on garments before the piece rates have been adjusted with
respect thereto.

Thirteenth. All complaints, disputes, or grievances arising between the
parties, hereto involving questions of interpretations or application of any clause
of this agreement, or any acts, conduct or relations between the parties or their
respective members, directly or indirectly, shall be submitted in writing by the
party hereto claiming to be aggrieved, to the other party hereto, and the manager
of the association and the manager of the union, or their deputies, shall, in the
first instance, jointly investigate such complaints, grievances, or disputes and
attempt an adjustment..

Decisions reached by the managers or their deputies shall be binding on the
parties hereto. Should they fall to agree, the question or dispute shall be referred
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to a permanent umpire to be known as the "impartial chairman ", in the industry
and his decision shall be final and binding upon the parties hereto.

The parties hereto shall, within 5 days after the execution of this agreement,
jointly agree upon and designate an impartial chairman to act during the term of
this agreement and if they should fail to agree the Governor of the State of New
York shall, on application of either party, summarily appoint such impartial
chairman.

Should the Impartial chairman resign, refuse to act, of be incapable of acting, or
should the office become vacant for any reason, the parties shall immediately,
and within 5 days after the occurrence of vacancy, designate another person to act
as such impartial chairman. If they fail to agree the Governor of the State of
New York shall, on application of either party, summarily make such appoint-
ment.

Each case shall be considered on its merits and the collective agreement shall
constitute the basis upon which decisions shall be rendered. No decision shall be
used as a precedent for any subsequent case.

All decisions reached by the managers of the parties hereto, or their deputies, or
rendered by the impartial chairman, shall be complied with within 48 hours.
Should any member of the association fail to comply with such decision within
such time, he shall automatically lose all rights and privileges under this agreement
and the union shall be free to take action to enforce the rights of the workers
against such member.

The procedure hereinabove outlined for the adjustment of disputes between the
union and the association shall also apply to all disputes between the union and
the Industrial Council of Cloak and Suit and Skirt Manufacturers, Inc., and the
American Cloak and Suit Manufacturers Association, if and when such aasocia-
tions enter into collective agreements with the union, and between the associations
among themselves, and the impartial chairman shall serve in that capacity with
respect to the determination of all such disputes. All disputes shall be heard on
notice to all parties interested therein.

Fourteenth: The union obligated itself to enter into no contract, oral or in
writing, express or implied, directly or indirectly, by reason whereof any person,
firm or corporation engaged in the coat and suit industry in the metropolitan
district shall receive any benefit or aid not accorded the members of the associa-
tion pursuant to the terms of this agreement.

Fifteenth. All week workers shall be paid for the following legal holidays, to
wit: Washington's Birthday, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day,
Christmas Day, and for one-half of election day. And such holidays shall be
observed.

Workers may also refrain from working on Columbus Day, but without pay.
During the week in which a legal holiday occurs, employees working less than

a full week shall be paid for the holiday pro rate for the hours worked.
Sixteenth. No contracting or subcontracting within the shop shall be permitted.
There shall be no time contracts between the members of the association and

their workers, either individually or in groups.
Seventeenth. The employer may discharge his workers for such causes as:

Incompetency, misconduct, insubordination in the performance of his work,
breach of reasonable rules to be jointly established, and soldiering on the job.

In the adjustment of disputes between the parties hereto, complaints of impro-
per discharge of workers shall have precedence over all other cases, and decisions
on such complaints shall be rendered within 48 hours after the union demands a
clerk for the investigation unless the time is extended by mutual written consent.
Should such decision be delayed beyond such time, a worker unjustly discharged
shall be compensated for loss of time.

Eighteenth. During the term of this agreement there shall be no general lockout,
general strike, individual shop lockout, individual shop strike or shop stop page
pending the determination of any complaint or grievance. Should there be a
stoppage of work or shop strike in the factory of any member of the association
immediate notice thereof shall be given by the association to the union. The
latter obligates itself to return the striking workers to their work within 24 hours
after the receipt by the union of such notice, and until the expiration of such time
it shall not be deemed that the striking workers have abandoned their employ-
ment. In the event of substantial violation of this clause on the part of the
union, the association shall have the option to terminate this agreement. The
existence or nonexistance of such substantial violation shall be determined by the
impartial chairman ou all the facts and circumstances. Should a member of

119782-M-5PT 6--51
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the association cause a lockout in its shop, notice thereof shall be given by the
union to the association.

The association obligates itself, within 24 hours after the receipt of such notice,
to terminate the lockout and to cause its members to reemploy the workers and
until the expiration of such time, it shall not be deemed that the employer has
forfeited his rights under this agreement. In the event of a substantial violation
of this clause on the part of the association, the union shall have the option to
terminate the agreement. The existence or nonexistance of such substantial
violation shall be determined by the impartial chairman on all the facts and
circumstances. The consideration of stoppage by the impartial chairman shall
have precedence over all other complaints and grievances.

Nineteenth. In times when the employer shall be able to supply his workers
with work full time, the available work in the shop shall be divided as equally as
possible among all the workers who are competent to do the work. Workers may
be divided into shifts and alternated.

As to cutters: When there is insufficient work, the work shall be divided equally
by the week.

As to pressers: The managing presser shall be entitled to no more work than
the other pressers in the factory.

Twentieth. No member of an employing firm or foreman hereof shall do cutting.
If a member or foreman of the firm is found to do the work of a cutter, such firm
shall become liable to and pay to the union a sum equal to the minimum weekly
wage scale of cutters, i. e. $47 for each of such violations of this agreement.

Twenty-first. Each member of the association shall have the right in good
faith to reorganize his factory. A reorganization in good faith shall mean a bona
fide reorganization of the employer's business, necessitated by a permanent cur-
tailment of his business or a fundamental change in the character of his business.

Twenty-second. Before admitting a new member the association shall inform
the union in writing of the application for membership. If a strike or dispute
shall be pending between the appicant and the union at the time, the union shall
give to the association within 10 days a written statement containing full par-
ticulars of the matters in dispute, and the association will not admit such applicant
until such dispute has been adjusted. The association may undertake to adjust
the dispute and or may submit such adjustment to the impartial chairman of the
industry. Such adjustment shall be made on the basis of the agreement existing
between the union and the applicant and the rights of the union and the em-
ployees under such agreement shall be preserved up to the date of such adjust-
ment. After the applicant has been admitted to membership in the association
this collective agreement shall supersede his individual agreement with the union.

Firms which have made application for membership between June 1, 1933,
and the (late thereof shall not be admitted to the said association until the pro-
visions of this paragraph have been complied with.

Twenty-third. The union agrees to insert a clause in all its agreements with
independent employers to the effect that such employers shall submit to the
supervision of the impartial chairman herein provided for and the Code Authority
for the Coat and Suit Industry.

All such independent employers shall be required by the union to contribute
to the maintenance of the collective machinery in the industry and to deposit
each security for the performance of the agreement on their part. The amount
of such contribution and cash security deposits shall be based on a schedule
which shall take into account the size of the employer's shop and the volume of
his business.

Contracts with independent employers shall not run longer than the period of
the union's agreement with the association.

Twerty-fourth. All members of the association at the time of the execution of
this agreement and the persons, firms, and corporations becoming members thereof
subsequent to the date of the execution of this agreement shall be and continue
to remain personally and individually liable hereunder for and during the term
thereof irrespective of whether said member shall cease to be a member of the
said association prior to 'he date set for the expiration of this agreement and
such liability shall be deemed to have survived the termination of such member-
shi and shall continue for and during the full term hereof.

?o member of the association shall enter into partnership or consolidate or
merge with another person, firm, or concern in the industry unless the new firm
assumes all accrued obligations to the workers of the constituent concerns. Upon
the formation of such a partnership or upon such consolidation or merger, such
new firm shall give preference in employment to the workers of the absorbed
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concern over all other workers except those then employed by the firm which
continues in business.

Twenty-fifth. Members of the American Cloak and Suit Manufacturers Asso-
ciation are recognized in the industry to be the efficient and standard shops
capable of assisting and stabilizing the industry and eliminating the so-called
"sweatshop" evil and substandard shops. A copy of the agreement between
the union and the said American Cloak and Suit Manufacturers Association is
annexed to this contract. Accordingly, the parties hereto agree that the mem-
bers of the association will, in the designation of submanufacturers or contractors,
as herein provided, confine such designations to members of the American Cloak
and Suit Manufacturers Association exclusively and will confine the manufacture
of merchandise made for them to the said association exclusively, provided the
American Cloak and Suit Manufacturers Association will live up to those pro-
visions of its agreement with the Merchants Ladies' Garment Association upon
which the latter's agreement to confine its designations and work to members of
the American Cloak and Suit Manufacturers Association is conditioned.

Tile above obligation is assumed by the Merchant's Ladies Garments Asso-
ciation upon the understanding that the American Cloak and Suit Manufacturers
Association is an organization of contractors and submanufacturers only, as
defined in this agreement. It shall not be binding upon the said Merchant's
Association if the membership of the American Association shall contain whole-
salers, jobbers, or manufacturers as herein defined in selling garments on their
own account substantially in the same way as members of the Merchant's
Association.

Twenty-sixth. The association shall be represented on the joint board of
sanitary control existing in the industry and shall contribute its ratable share
toward the expenses of maintaining the board, such expenses to be shared also
in an equitable manner by the other organized factors in the industry and by
all firms signing independent contracts with the union.

Twenty-seventh. An employment bureau is to be established under impartial
direction. Placements and replacements are to be made through such bureau.

Twenty-eighth. All examiners employed by members of the association shall
be members of Local 82 of the union. Any person who does pinning, marking,
and general work on garments and/or examining or busheling shall be deemed an
examiner for the purpose of this clause.

Twenty-ninth. Members of the association shall be permitted to employ
samplemakers provided that such samplemakers work exclusively on samples
and do not work on regular or stock garments. If a member of the association
shall violate the conditions of this clause, the permission to employ samplemakers
shall be withdrawn from such member for such period of time as the Impartial
chairman may determine.

Samplemakers shall in all instances be employed from among the members of
Locals 3 and 48 of the union.

Thirtieth. No employer and no worker or group of workers shall have the
right to modify or waive any provision of this agreement.

Thirty-first. All rules, regulations, and methods of procedure required to
effectuate this agreement and each and every clause and provision thereof not
specifically provided for herein shall be agreed upon by the parties hereto in
conference within 21 days after the execution of this agreement and should such
parties fail to agree with respect to any of such rules, regulations and methods of
procedure the case shall be adjusted In the same manner as hereinabove provided
or the settlement of grievance and disputes between the parties.

Thirty-second. Theparties hereto having agreed to principle that the trucking
of merchandise to and. from submanufaeturers and contractors when trucking
is necessary shall be done exclusively by union truckmen, and having submitted
to Dr. Lindsay Rogers as arbitrator the question of the exceptions which should
be made with respect thereto the parties now agree that upon the rendition of the
final decision by Dr. Rogers on this question, a clause shall be formulated in
accordance with said decision and incorporated in and made part of this agree-
ment with the same force and effect as though it were now contained herein.
In the meantime the present preliminary decision of Dr. Rogers shall prevail.

Thirty-third. A member of the association who shall intentionally or delib-
erately violate any of the terms or provisions of this agreement, either alone or in
collusion with others, shall, in addition to the penalties which may be provided
for in this agreement, be subject to the penalties provided for under the National
Industrial Recovery Act.
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Thirty-fourth. This agreement shall enter into force on the date of the execu-
tion thereof and shall remain operative and binding upon the parties hereto until
the 1st day of June 1935. If either of the parties hereto shall desire to make
any changes, modifications or additions to this agreement at the expiration thereof,
it shall notify the other party of such desire in writing at least 3 months prior to the
date of the expiration of this agreement. Within 10 days from the receipt of such
notice the parties hereto shall meet in conference for the consideration of such
proposed chages or additions. If no such notice is given by either party to the
otherlas above provided, this agreement shall automatically continue and remain
in force for another year, The same provisions shall apply with respect to any
extended term of this agreement.

A member of the association who shall have operated an inside shop tinder the
week-work system as herein provided for two full precoedlng seasons shall have
the reorganization rights provided for in the thirty-sixth clause of the agreement
made between the union and the Industrial Council of Cloak, Suit, and Skirt
Manufacturers, Inc., under date of June 1, 1929; subdivision "o" of said "Thirty-
sixth" clause being superseded by this paragraph.

In witness whereof, the parties hereto have caused these presents to be signed
by their respective officers and their seals to he affixed the day and year first above
written.

MERCHANTS' LADIES GARMENT ASSOCIATION, INC.,
By I. J. RUsIN, President.

INTERNATIONAL LADIES' GARMENT WORKERS' UNION,
By DAVID DUBINSKY, President,

JOINT BOARD OF CLOAK, SKIRT AND REEFER MAKERS'
UNION OF THE INTERNATIONAL LADIES' GARMENT
WORKERS' UNION,

By ISIDORA NAGLER.

Exaxarr E

AGREEMENT OF AMERICAN Cr')kK AND SUIT MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION, INC.,
WITH INTERNATIONAL LAD " GARMENT WORKERS' UNION AND JOIN'? BOARD
Or CLOAK, SKIRT AND REEFER MAKERS' UNION OF THE INTERNATIONAL LADIES'
GARMENT WORKERS' UNION

SEPrEMBzR 19, 1933.

This agreement, made and entered into this 19th day of September 1933, by
and between American Cloak and Suit Manufacturers' Association, Inc., herein-
after designated as "The American Association" and the International Ladies'
Garment Workers' Union and the joint board of the Cloak, Skirt and Reefer
Makers' Union (c the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union, all col-
lectively designated herein as "the union."

WITNEBSETH

Whereas the American Association is an organization whose members are
engaged in the coat and suit industry, as defined in the code of fair competition
for said industry, in the production of coats and suits for manufacturers, whole-
salers and jobbers, one object of said American Association being to dea col-
lectively with the union; and

Whereas the union represents the great majority of the workers employed in
the work of making up such garments; and

Whereas the parties hereto desire to cooperate in establishing conditions in
the industry whjch will tend to secure to the workers a living wage and eliminate
such of the manufacturing establishments as operate under unfair conditions of
labor and sanitation and td provide methods for a fair and peaceful adjustment of
all disputes that may arise between the different producing factors in the industry
so as to secure uninterrupted operation and general stabilization of the industry;

Now, therefore, the parties hereto agree as follows:
First. The American Association obligates for itself and for its members that

they will live up in good faith to all the provisions of this agreement and the
union obligates itself for all of its members that it will live tip to the provisions
of this agreement and that the workers will perform their work conscientiously,
faithfully, and efficiently under the terms of this agreement, It being agreed and
understood that the said American Association hereby contracts for and in behalf
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of itself and of all its members, and that the union contracts for itself and in behalf
of all members now employed or hereafter to be employed hereunder.

Second. For the purposes of this agreement, the following words are defined
as follows:

(a) A "union shop" is one that employs at least 14 machine operators, or such
other number as may be agreed to by the union, and a corresponding number of
employees in other branches of the work and employs none but members in good
standing of the union to perform all the operations in connection with the pro-
duction of garments and is in contractual relations with the union and observes
the union standards of such contract. A member in good standing is one who
is not in arrears for more than 0 months in the payment of his dues and aseas-
ments to the union and carries a union membership card.

(b) A "manufacturer" is one who produces garments on his own premises and
from his own material.

(c) A "submanufacturer" is one who makes up garments from uncut material
delivered to him by a manufacturer, merchant, jobber or wholesaler.

(d) A "contractor" is one who makes up garments from goods delivered to
him in cut form.

(c) A "merchant", "jobber", or "wholesaler" is one who does not produce
garments on his own permises but who has them made by submanufacturers as
herein defined.

(f) An "inside" shop is one that is conducted by a manufacturer as herein
defined.

(g) "Outside system of production" shall refer to the system of having gar-
ments produced in submanufacturing or contracting shops.

(h) The term "metropolitan district" refers to the city of New York and all
such cities and towns in the States of New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, and
Pennsylvania in which garments are being manufactured by or for members of
the American Association or other manufacturers, jobbers, or wholesalers doing
business in the city of New York.

Third. The American Association agrees that each and all of its members will
maintain union shops as herein defined and that no member of the American
Association will engage any worker unless he presents a working card issued by
the union directing him to the place of business of the member.

No member of the Anwriean Association shall make or cause to he made ai'y
work for any person, firm, or corporation not in contractual relations with the union
or against whom the uiion has declared a strike until such person has entered into
contractual relations with the union or until such strike isi each case has been fully
settled.

The mion agrees to supply periodically to the members of the American Asso-
ciation lists of the firms in contractual relations with it and of the firms against
whom strikes are pending.

Fourth. No member of (he Americai' Association shall sed out any work to be
made into garments,

If a memicr of the American Assciation is fowd violating the ahove provision,
the Ameriean Association shall for a first otene isipose a ftm which shA.l ho lsrge
enough to offset any advantage gained and also to defray the expend ses iscurred it
aseertaining the violation. For a second offense, the weioher shll be expelled.

Fifth. A duly authorized officer or representative of the union shall have access
to the place of business of each member of the American Association at all reason-
able times for the purpose of investigating the condition of the shops and examining
the books and records of such member to ascertain whether (lie Irovisions of this
agreement are fully complied with. Such investigation s and examinations shall
be conducted so as not to cause interferese with the work of the shop. Whens-
ever an investigation involve an) examination of the firm's books, the member may
have a representative of the American Association take part in such investigation,
provided the investigation is not thereby unreasonably delayed.

Sixth. A uniform set of books and records relating to pay rolls, labor cost, etc.,
shall be adopted by all members of the American Asssciahion and by the entire
industry. 'rhe forn of such records and books shall be prescribed by tie impartial
chairnani. Such records aind books shall be open to the examination of the impar-
tial chairman or his accountants at all times.

Seventh. A week's work shall consist of 35 hours in the first 5 days of the week;
work shall begin at 8:30 a. m. and end at 4:30 p. in. with 1 hour interval for lunch.
There shall be no more than one shift of workers in iy day.

Eighth. No overtime work shall be permitted unless an extension of hours is
granted by the Administrator of the National Industrial Recovery Act, under ti
provisions of paragraph "Third" of the code of fair competition for the coat and
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suit industry. If such hours of work shall be so extended, the Administrator shall
determine the rate of compensation to be paid to the workers for such additional
hours.

Ninth. All workers enumerated below shall work by the week and shall receive
not less than the following minimum wage scale: Pet vee*

Coat and suit cutters --------------------------------------------- $47
Samplemakers --------------------------------------------------- 40
Examiners ------------------------------------------------------ 36
Dralpers ----------------------------- 29
Begfaders on skirts------------------------------------------32
Bushelmen who also do pinning, marking and general work on garments-. 36

The workers in the crafts enumerated below shall work on a piecework basis,
They shall receive guaranteed minimum wages not less than the following:

Per howi
Jacket, coat, reefer, and dress operators, male -------------------- $1. 00
Jacket, coat, reefer, and dress operators, female .--------------------. 90
Skirt operators, male ------- --------------------------------. 90
Skirt operators, female -------------------------------------------- .80
Piece tailors -----------------------------------------------------. 90
Reefer, jacket, and coat finishers ----------------------------------- .85
Jacket, coat, and reefer finishers' helpers ----------------------------. 63
Jacket, coat, reefer, and dress upper pressers ----------------------- 1. 00
Jacket, coat, reefers, and dress upidor pressers ------------------------ .90
Skirt upper pressers ----------------------------------------------. 90
Skirt under pressers ----------------------------------------------. 85
Skirt busters ------------------------------------------------------ .60
Skirt finishers -------.-----------------.-----------------------. 60
Machine pressers ------------------------------------------ 1.30

In fixing piecework rates on garments the same shall be computed on a basis
to yield to the worker of average skill of the various crafts for each hour of con-
tinuous work, the following amounts: Per hmr

Jacket, coat, reefer, and dress operators ----------------------------- $1. 50
Skirt operators ---------------------------------------------------. .40
Piece tailors ----------------------------------------------------- 1.30
Reefer, jacket, and coat finishers ---------------------------------- 1. 25
Jacket, coat and reefer finishers' helpers ---------------------------- 1. 00
Jacket, coat, reefer, and dress upper pressers ------------------------ 1.35
Jacket, cost, reefer, and dress under pressers ------------------------ 1.25
Skirt upper pressers ---------------------------------------------- 1.25
Skirt under pressers ---------------------------------------------- 1. 25
Skirt basters ----------------------------------------------------- .80
Skirt finishers ----------------------------------------------------. . 70
Machine pressers ------------------------------------------------ 1. 80

Should a member of the American Association desire to substitute the week work
system in place of the piece rate system, such substitution may be made only
with the consent of the union and the American Association. If such consent Is
given, the following shall be the minimum scale of weekly wages:

Jacket, coat, reefer, and dress operators - ------------------------ $50. 00
Skirt operators ----. . . ..------------------------------------------ 48.00
Piece tailors . -------------------------------------------- 43.00
Reefer, jacket, and coat finishers ---------------------------------- 41. 00
Jacket, coat, and reefer finishers' helpers --------------------------- 33. 00
Jacket, coat, and reefer and dress upper pressers ------------------- 45. 00
Jacket, coat, and reefer and dress under pressers ------------------ 41.00
Skirt upper pressers ----------------------------.---------------- 41.00
Skirt under pressers --------------------------------------------- 41.00
Skirt basters ---------------------------------------------------- 27. 00
Skirt finishers --------------------------------------------------- 23. 50

Such substitution, if made, shall remain in force throughout the season li
which it is made.

The wages of all week workers now receiving in excess of the minimum scale
herein set forth shall not be reduced. Any increases of wages which may be
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granted to any workers after the date hereof shall continue in force and effect
during the term of this agreement.

Buttonhole makers shall be paid $1.50 per hundred buttonholes, the employer
to furnish machine, silk, and finishing. If silk is supplied by the buttonhole
maker, the employer shall pay 10 cents additional per hundred buttonholes.

The wages of workers and the regulation of the use of labor-saving machinery
shall be adjusted by the American Association of the union through the processes
provided in this agreement.

Tenth. Wages shall be paid not later than Tuesday of each week for work done
in the preceding week. Such wages shall be'paid in cash.

Eleventh. All week workers shall be paid for the following legal holidays, to
wit: Washington's Birthday, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day,
Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day, and for one-half of election day. And such
holidays shall be observed.

Workers may also refrain from working on Columbus Day, but without pay.
During the week in which a legal holiday occurs, employees working less than a

full week shall be paid for the holiday pro rata for the hours worked.
Twelfth. Each member of the American Association except those who operate

exclusively as contractors shall employ at least one cutter.
No member of an employing firm or foreman thereof shall do cutting. Ifa mem-

ber or foreman of the firm is found to do the work of a cutter, such firm shall be-
come liable to and pay to the union a sum equal to the minimum weekly wage
scale of cutters, i. e., $47 for each of such violations of this agreement.

Thirteenth. All examiners employed by members of the American Association
shall be members of Local- 82 of the union. Any person who does pinning,
marking and general work on garments and/or examining or busheling shall be
deemed an examiner for the purpose of this clause.

Samplemaker shall in all instances be employed from among the members of
Locals 3 and 48.

Fourteenth. In times when the employer shall be unable to supply his workers
with work full time, the available work in the shop shall be divided as equally
as possible among all the workers who are competent to do the work. Workers
may be divided into shifts and alternated.

As to cutters: When there is insufficient work, the work shall be divided equally
by the week.

As to pressers: The managing presser shall be entitled to no more work than
the other pressers in the factory.

Fifteenth. There shall be at all times in the shop of each member of the Amer-
ican Association a shop chairman elected by the employees at a regular shop
meeting called by the union. The shop chairman shall act as the representative
of the employees in the dealings with the firm.

Sixteenth. All workers engaged after the signing of this agreement shall, after
a trial period of 1 week, be considered regular employees.

Seventeenth: No member of the American Association shall discharge a worker
except for misbehaviour before notice in writing is served on the union of the
reason for the intended discharge. The union shall investigate the notice of
intended discharge within 48 hours of the receipt of the same.

Any complaint made by the union of a discharge of a worker in violation of this
clause shall have precedent over all other complaints, and decisions on such com-
plaints shall be rendered within 48 hours, unless the time is extended by mutual
consent. Should such decision be delayed beyond such time, the worker un-
justly discharged shall be compensated for loss of time.

Seventeenth. (a) Members of the American Association who have operated on a
week-work system, as herein provided for, for 2 full preceding seasons shall have
the reorganization rights provided for in paragraph "Thirty-second" of the agree-
ment made between the parties hereto under date of July 16, 1929, as amended by
agreement, dated August 1932; subdivision (e) of said "Thirty-second" paragraph
shall be superseded by this clause.

Eighteenth. Whereas the Code of Fair Competition for the Coat and Suit
Industry contains a provision for the limitation of contractors and submanufac-
turers; and

Whereas the agreements made by the union with the Industrial Council of Cloak,
Suit, and Skirt Manufacturers and the Merchants Ladies' Garment Association
contain provisions requiring members of said two associations to designate the
contractors or submanufacturers actually required by them to manufacture their
garments and other provisions intended to make effective said system of limitation
of contractors: Now, therefore, the following provisions are made part hereof:

(a) Each member of the American Association shall work exclusively for the
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manufacturer, jobber or wholesaler designating him unless otherwise approvedby the association of which the said manufacturer, wholesaler, or jobber is a mem-
her, the American Cloak and Suit Manufacturers' Association and the union or
the impartial chairman.(b)M Manufacturers, jobbers, or wholsalers who employ or deal with contrac-
tors or submanufacturers shall confine their production to contractors or sub-

manufacturers designated by them. They shall distribute their work equitably
among the contractors or submanufacturers so designated with due regard to the
ability of the contractor or submanufacturer and the workers to produce and
perform.

(c If a manufacturer, jobber, or wholesaler shall at any time change the
character of his work and the contractors or submanufacturers designated by
him or any of them shall be incapable of meeting his changed requirements, he
shall have the right to substitute and/or add such other contractor or sub-
manuacturers in place of those incapable of meeting his changed requirements.
Such substitution and/or addition shall not be made until after the decision of the
impartial chairman on notice and hearing within 48 hours.

(d) A manufacturer, jobber, or wholesaler whose garments are made by con-
tractors or submanufacturers shall pay to such contractors or submanufacturers
at least an amount sufficient to enable the contractor or submanufacturer to pay
to the workers the wages and earnings provided for in this agreement and in the
code and, in addition, a reasonable payment to the contractor or submanufac-
turer to cover this overhead.

Eighteenth A. There shall be established as soon as possible a labor bureau
under the supervision of the impartial chairman to ascertain and pronounce as
speedily as can conveniently be done full and comprehensive classifications of
standard types and grades of garments as a basis for piece rates provided for
herein. Such rates shall be based on time consumed in the various labor oper-
ations involved in making such garments by the worker of average skill in the
inside shops and in the outside shops.

When thus ascertained and pronounced such classifications and rates shall
apply to all employers as defined in the code of fair competition for this industry.

Pending the ascertainment by the said labor bureau of the classifications of
work and piece rates of the various crafts applicable thereto, the representatives
of the American Association, the Merchants Ladies Garment Association, Inc.,
the Industrial Council of Cloak, Suit, and Skirt Manufacturers, Inc., and the
union shall determine such classifications and rates. If there is a disagreement
it shall be submitted to the impartial chairman.

Eighteenth B. In the adjustment of piece rates, contractors or submanufac-
turers and/or their representatives and the persons employing them and/or their
representatives, the union and the representatives of the workers of the shops
shall participate. If they shall fail to agree, the dispute shall be submitted to
the impartial chairman for final adjustment within 48 hours. Workers shall not
be required to work on garments before the piece rates have been adjusted with
respect thereto.

Nineteenth: Where it shall be established that there has been an underpayment
made by a member of the American Association to the workers, the amount of
such underpayment shall be paid by said member of the American Association
to the union for distribution to the workers so underpaid. If such underpay-
ment shall have been deliberate or the result of any collusive arrangement, the
member of the American Association shall, in addition, to the foregoing be sub-
ject to the penalties provided by arid under the National Industrial Recovery
Act.

Twentieth: Every member of the American Association shall be responsible
to the workers for the payment of their wages. The American Association as
such hereby assumes responsibility for the payment of wages to the workers of
every member of the American Association for 7 full working days in every
instance: provided that notice of such default by the member of the American
Association shall be given to the said American Association on or before the
next pay day after such default. Should the American Association for any
reason whatever fail to pay such wages upon demand, the union will proceed to
collect the same from any other association, person, firm or corporation who may
have assumed liability or responsibility for the payment thereof.

Twenty-first: No contracting or subcontracting within the shop shall be per-
mitted. 'There shall be no time contracts between a member of the American
Association and his workers either individually or in groups.
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Twenty-second: All complaints, disputes, or grievances arising between the
parties hereto involving questions of interpretation or application of any clause
of this agreement, or any acts, conduct or relations between the parties of their
respective members, directly or indirectly, shall be submitted in writing by the
party hereto claiming to be aggrieved, to the other party hereto and the manager
of the American Association and the manager of the union, or their deputies,
shall in the first instance jointly investigate such complaints, grievances or dis-
putes ard attempt an adjustment. Decisions reached by the managers or their
deputies shall be binding on the parties hereto. Should they fail to agree, the
question or dispute shall be referred to a permanent umpire to be known as the
"Impartial chairman" in the industry, and his decision shall be final and binding
upon the parties hereto.

The parties hereto shall, within 5 days after the execution of this agreement,
jointly agree upon and designate an impartial chairman to act during the term of
this agreement, and if they should fail to agree, the Governor of the State of
New York shall on application of either party, summarily appoint such impartial
chairman.

Should the impartial chairman resign, refuse to act, or be incapable of acting,
or should the office b-come vacant for any reason, the parties shall immediately,
and within 5 days after the occurrence of such vacancy, designate another person
to act as such impartial chairman. If they fail to agree the Governor of the
State of New York shall, on application of either party, summarily make such
appointment.

Each case shall be considered on its merits and the collective agreement shall
constitute the basis upon which decision shall be rendered. No decision shall be
used as a precedent for any subsequent case.

All decisions reached by the managers of the parties hereto, or their deputies,
or rendered by the impartial chairman, shall be complied with within 48 hours.
Should any member of the American Association fail to comply with such decision
within such time, he shall automatically lose all rights and privileges under this
agreement and the union shall be free to take action to enforce the rights of the
workers against such member.

The procedure hereinabove outlined for the adjustment of disputes between the
union and the American Association shall also apply to all disputes between the
union and the Industrial Council of Cloak, Suit and Skirt Manufacturers, Inc.,
and the Merchants' Ladies' Garment Association if and when such Associations
enter into collective agreements with the union, and between the associations
among themselves, and the impartial chairman shall serve in that capacity with
respect to the determination of all such disputes. All disputes shall be heard on
notice-to all parties interested therein.

Twenty-third: Diuring the term of this agreement there shall be no general
lockout, general strike, individual shop lockout, individual shop strike, or shop
stoppage for any reason or cause whatsoever. There shall be no individual
lockout, strike, 'or stoppage pending the determination of any complaint or
grievance. Should the employees in any shop or factory cause a stoppage of work
or shop strike or should there'result in any shop or factory a stoppage of work or
shop strike, notice thereof shall be given by the American Association to the union.
The latter obligates itself to return the striking workers and those who have
stopped work to their work in the shop within 24 hours after the receipt by the
Union of such notice, and, imitil the expiration of stch time, it shall not be deemed
that the striking workers have abandoned their employment. Should any
member of the American Association cause a lockout in his or its shops or should
there result in any shop or factory a lockout, notice thereof shall be given by the
union to the American Association. The American Association obligates itself,
within 24 hours after the receipt of such notice, to terminate the lockout and to
cause its members to reemploy the workers, and, until the expiration of such
time, it shall not be deemed that the employers has forfeited his rights under the
agreement.

Twenty-fourth. An employee may, with the written consent of the parties
hereto, be temporarily released during the dull season. In such event the em-
ployer shall not substitute the worker so released unless a reasonable time has
been given him through the union by written notice to return to the shop of
the employer.

Twenty-fifth. The American Association shall be represented on the joint
board of sanitary control existing in the industry and contribute its ratable
share toward the expense of maintaining the board.
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Twenty-sixth. An employment bureau is to be established under impartial
direction. Placements and replacements are to be made through such bureau.

Twenty-seventh. The parties hereto recognize the necessity of organizing
and stabilizing the entire industry In the metropolitan district as well as eliminat-
ing the sweat shop. In order to bring about such organization, the union will
make every effort to organize all employees and shops In the industry and the
American Association will cooperate with it in such efforts. The American
Association will make every effort to organize the submanufacturers and con-
tractors and the union, realizing the greater responsibility of the organized
subnanufacturer and contractor, agrees not to settle or enter into any agreement
with any submanufacturer or contractor unless such submanufacturer or con-
tractor is a member of the American Association.

Twenty-eighth. The union agrees to insert a clause in all its agreements with
independent employers to the effect that such employers shall submit to the
supervision of the impartial chairman herein provided for and the Code Authority
for the Coat and Suit Indust

All such independen oyers s aired by the union to contribute
to the maintenance the collective machiner the industry and to deposit
each security fo e performance of the agreemen their part. The amount
of such cont tion and cash security deposits shall based on a schedule
which shall e into account the sizj f the employer's op and the volume of
wft/busfr g "

Cont: with indepe empl ers s not run long than the period of
the uni rfme t Ame an Ass iation.
,-ITw ehu nf to enter into o contract, oralor i rdireto~y, by re n whereof any

or In iting, exp r im ed r inr ly, re nwhroay
erga nation, person ra ng c oak a suit industry
in t metropolitan district eiv more o ble terms ith res ect to
)a standards than those id for in this ent.

Ient n fore ttin a new ber, he Americ Association
sh inf t in ng the a option for membership . The union
sh within 0I y n ,thny objecti n that it may
hay to the' a ;6sion0 ch Shap ant shall n be admitted
uni with theonsenf the uni approval of the Impa ial chairman.

N rter d no rker, cup of workers shal ave the right
to m ify ora ny proves. n thW' t.
Th y-first.Should a meb e erican ciation found to have

viola the provisions of t ' meant Ith to deali with nonunion
shops, in any other te hall, n action of t first offense, be
ajudg to ay dam in an vunt c' to offset t pecuriary dvan-
tages gai Dy him throf$ vjlation, ther with a ppropriate penalty.
The amou of such damages a be fixed in the man herein provided for
adjustment isputes.

A repeated o se shall be punished by expulsion the American Associa-
tion unless the unlf agrees to another dispositio

All damages and ; s thus collected elation of the provisions of this
agreement against nonunid be paid into the fund maintained
in the industry for making investigations under the terms of this agreement. All
other damages and penalties shall be paid over to the union. The American
Association agrees to collect from each of Its members a deposit of $150 as security
for the faithful performance of this agreement on the part of each of its members.

Thirty-second. All members of the American Association at the time of the
execution of this agreement and the persons, firms, and corporations becoming
members thereof subsequent to the date of the execution of this agreement shall
be and continue to remain personally and individually liable hereunder for and
during the term thereof irrespective of whether said member shall cease to be a
member of the said American Association prior to the date set for the expiration
of this agreement, and such liab:lity shall be deemed to have survived the termi-
nation of such membership and shall continue for and during the full term hereof.

No member of the American Association shall enter into partnership or con-
solidate or merge with another person, firm, or concern in the industry unless tho
new firm assumes all accrued obligations to the workers of the constituent aon-
cerns. Upon the formation of such a partnership or upon such consolidation or
merger, such new firm shall give preference In employment to the workers of the
absorbed concern over all other workers except those then employed by the
firm which continues in business.

Thirty-third. This agreement shall enter into force on the date of the execution
thereof and shall remain operative and binding upon the parties hereto until the
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1st day of June 1935. If either of the parties hereto shall desire to make an
changes, modifications, or additions to this agreement at the expiration thereof,
it shall notify the other party of such desire in writing at least 3 months prior
to the date of the expiration of this agreement. Within 10 days from the receipt
of such notice the parties hereto shall meet in conference for the consideration of
such proposed changes or additions. If no such notice Is given by either party
to the other as above provided, this agreement shall automatically continue and
remain in force for another year. The same provisions shall apply with respect
to any extended term of this agreement.

In witness whereof the parties hereto have caused these presents to be signed
by their respective officers and their seals to be affixed the day and year first
above written.

In presence of-
AMERICAN CLOAK AND SUIT MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION, INC.

By JOSEPH SCHWARTZ, President.
INTERNATIONAL LADIES' GARMENT WORKERS' UNION,

By DAVID DURiNSxy. President.
JOINT BOARD OF CLOAK, SKIRT AND REEFEa MAKERS'

UNION OF THE INTERNATIONAL LADIES' GARMENT
WORKERS' UNION,

By ISIDORE NAGLER.

NATIONAL REcovERY ADMINISTRATION,
New York City, September IS, 1984.

DEAN G. EDWARDS.
Deputy Administrator Division V, National Recovery Administration,

Department of Commerce Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR Mn. EDWARDS: Following your verbal instructions, I was in contact with

the Cost and Suit Code Authorities, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
of last week. .4

I had an interview with Mr. Alger Wednesday by appointment. This lasted
probably 30 minutes. For 5 minutes of this time Mr. Nathan Wolf, executive
secretary of the code authority, was also present. I felt at this interview that I
had been gradually, but firmly "eased" out of the office by pressure of "other
and previous appointments,"' I made definite arrangements, however, for an -'
Interview with Mr. Wolf the following day.

I felt at this first interview that Mr. W'olf was the dominating force, and that
Mr. Alger was, to a large extent, a very courteous, old gentleman who did not
know what was going on. This impression of Mr. Alger, however, was not con-
firmed on my succeeding visits. I have had several conferences with himand I
am now convinced that, to a large extent, he is conversant with everything that
is going on.

I still believe, however, that he is dominated by Mr. Wolf, who is one of the
most forceful and dynamic characters I have ever met; a man with a fine mind and
wonderful memory who has had 20 years experience in the coat and suit industry.
Before this interview I had been led to believe that I would be given a "run
around" by this man and that I would get nowhere with him, but nothing could
be further from the facts.

On Wednesday of last week I spent 4 hours in a private interview with Mr.
Wolf, during whiich we "waded" through several typed pages of requests for
information which I had previously prepared, and none of which was refused to
me. I asked for and obtained, among other things, the following:
The names, addresses, and detailed past history of all members of the code

authority, with their business affiliations, position held now, or in the past, with
the union or associations.

List of officers and emp. ees of the code authority with their duties and
salaries.

List of committees and dates of formal committee meetings.
Complete copies of the minutes of all meetings since the organization of the

code authorityy in August 1933.
Detailed information on the International Ladies Garment Workers Union,

American Cloak & Suit Manufacturing Association, Industrial Council of Cloak,
Suit & Skirt Manufacturers, and Merchants Ladies' Garment Association.

A full discussion of the proposed budget was had, amount of probable income,
how it should be derived and how spent, and how much money had been spent
to date and for what purposes. We discussed labels, bringing out the rules for
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issuing them, rule for withholding them, caes of labels refused or held up, form
of application.

I cite the above to show the more or lees exhaustive nature of the requests made
by me during that interview, and to bring out the fact that none of that informal.
tion was withheld Mr Wolf even going so far as to turn over to me, for my tem.
porary use, records of which he had no other copy.

I also took up with Mr. Wolf specifically the Masse and Duke case, with which
you are, I think, somewhat familiar. In general, the position that Mr. Wolf
takes, and I may say it is the position held by all members of the code authority
with vhom I have talked, is, that in this matter, and in all similar matters relat-
ing to these violators or "chiselers", the code is the law and the code authority
proposes to enforce it 100 percent. They feel they have the cooperation of the
administration in this. They further feel that nothing can swerve them from
this determination, neither political pull, pressure from unions or associations,
unofficial pressure from Government agencies, nor threats of personal violence.

You have the ruling set forth in this case by Dr. Arthur L. H. Rubin, rendered
September 4, 1934, after sitting as impartial chairman on this case. You have
also a further "comment" from Dr. Rubin of the same date, explaining to some
extent, his original ruling. You are also in possession of correspondence from
Mr. George W. Alger, Director of the Coat and Suit Code Aithority, sent to
you last irday. These documents are, to a large extent, self-explanatory.
The code authority feels that Dr. Rubin's ruling is very clear and means exactly
what it says. As far as Masse and Duke are concerned, their whole case seems
to come down to this: They claimed that one partner of the firm which they had
designated as a contractor had released them from the designation, and that this
release was binding upon the other partner, and that they were, therefore, free
to designate another contractor.

The code authority feels, or at least so the Secretary states, that until this
release were executed, the remaining partner would be out of business as he
cannot be designated by any other manufacturer. He wants and needs the
business and they say he should have it. You will note the statement in Dr.
Rubin's decision "Whether that is the case or not it is sufficient that the partner
remaining in business denies that he wants the release."

There are some side issues to this case which are now being followed by the
parties with whom you asked me to work last week, and I think that the whole
matter will be brought to a head shortly. I do not think it best to discuss these
matter. in a letter to you at this time, for the reason that such discussion might
possibly nullify the efforts of the men now at work.

In regard to Bitterman & Hindin of Port Jervis, as I advised you by wire on
Saturday last, this firm has been released 2 week's supply of labels, which is more
than sufficient to carry them to the date set for the compliance hearing in Wmh-
ington, if that is held. This firm acknowledged their violations and agreed to
permit a survey of their factory next week, in order to determine what adjust-
ment is to be made, and left a check with the code authority of $250 as a guarantee.

In this case, also, there are some side issues which are being followed in the
same manner as in the case of Hasse and Duke. 1 will keep you informed on any
further developments.Very truly yours, ALEX THoMSON, Administration Member.

MEMORANDUM

NEw YoRK CITY, December 10, 1984.
From: E. R. Schaeffer.
To: Mr. G. H. Gitchell, Special Adviser.
Subject: Mr. Thomson's report on the Coat and Suit Code Authority, October 22.

Attached is a report of Mr. Thomson's, dated October 22, to Mr. Dean Edwards
pursuant to your telephone request. E. R. SCHAEFFER,

New York Regional Office.
MEMORANDUM

Oc'roaa 22, 1934.
To: Dean G. Edwards.
From: Alexander Thomson.
Subject: Report on Coat and Suit Code Authority by Special Agent John C.

Howard.
At your request, I have read the report by Special Agent John C. Howard,

giving in detail an account of his investigations of the Coat and Suit Code Author-
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ity in New York, New Jersey and Connecticut, and covering the periods from
August 15 to October 15, 1934.

Pursuant to your instructions, I worked with Mr. Howard at intervals from
September 4 to October 9, 1934, and as administration member of the code
authority, I was able to obtain for him access to the office and records of the code
authority. The extent of my cooperation is fairly outlined in Mr. Howard's
report on pages 21 and 22.

You will note several pages (7 to 11, inclusive) of summaries taken from a
hearing held by Harry Tepper for the State Recovery Board of New Jersey; also
additional statements covering verbal testimony given to a Mr. Anthony Shimko
(pp. 11 to 13, Inclusive); and several summaries of affidavits from the files of the
New York office (pp. 13 to 18, inclusive).

I do not, of my own knowledge, know much about the cases referred to above
as they were under consideration before my appointment to this code. I may
say, however, that wherever I have investigated these, or similar cases, I have
been unable to find that the respondents have been able to support such state-
ments as are set forth in this report.

If you can take the time to read the minutes of the Lo-Rane Coat Co. hearing,
held before Acting State Director Anna M. Rosenberg in New York City on
October 11, 1934 (which [ regard as a typical case as far as my own observations
go), you will, I think, have a clear idea of how most of these accusations and state-
ments disappear when subjected to an impartial hearing a.t which both sides have
the opportunity to present their case.

I am very willing to go on record as holding that if the statements made by the
individuals mentioned in Mr. Howard's report are true, that the situation con-
fronting the Coat and Suit Code Authority is serious and that a further investiga-
tion should be made. This would, of course, mean that the code authority should
be Informed of the charges against them and also that they be given adequate
time to prepare an answer to such charges.

I believe that in reading Mr. Howard's report, you should note that it is
essentially an indictment such as a grand jury would hand down, in that it
presents but one side of the case and I feel, therefore, that Mr. Howard is not
entitled to draw any such conclusions as he has made in ending his report

ALEX THOMSON, Administration Member.

DECEMSBR 5, 1934.
Mr. ALEXANDER TuoMoN,

Administration Member, New York City.
DEAR Mr. ThousoN: Thank you for your letter of December I containing very

full report of deficiency receipts and disbursements by the Coat and Suit Code
Authority and an explanation of their procedure in disbursing deficiency
collections.

I am also very much gratified by your report of the splendid efforts being made
by Mr. Alger, Mr. Wolfe, and their associates in code enforcement. I have at
all times had entire confidence in their intention and determination to bring
about an effective administration of the code, and I am confident their efforts
will gradually achieve their object.

Will you take occasion to express to them my best wishes.
I am, as you request, handing your report to Major Gitchell.

Very truly yours,
M. D. VcNcENr,

Deputy Administrator, Apparel Section.

NEW YORK, N. Y., December 1, 19.4.Mr. M. D. VINCENT,
Deputy Adminitrator of National Recovery Administration,

Department of Commerce Building, 11, ashington, D. C.
DEAR MR. VINCENT: Major Gitebell on his last trip here asked me to obtain

for him a statement from the Coat and Suit Code Authority showing just what
disposition was made of the moneys collected by the code authority on account
of wage deficiency violation of the code. For his information and yours I make
the following report:

All moneys that have been and are collected on account of wage restitution
are deposited in bank accounts separate and apart from the general fund of the
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Cost and Suit Code Authority. A receipt, copy of which is attached, is given to
all persons or firms from whom such moneys are collected.

In New York these sums are deposited in the Central Hanover Bank & Trust
Co., in an account called "Coat and suit reimbursement account." Checks
drawn against this account are signed by F. Nathan Wolf, secretary of the code
authority, who is bonded in the sum of $25,000. This authority was conferred
upon him by the code authority at a regular meeting.

Similar accounts are used in the regional offices, checks drawn against these
accounts are signed by the deputy directors, who are each bonded in the sum of
$2,50 .

Th amount collected for restitution of wages due to workers and deposited in
the bank is $64,139.91. This statement is from the "Reimbursement account for
restitution of wages collected for workers", as of September 27, 1934. The
amount paid out to workers is $30,381.22, for which the code authority holds the
individual receipts of the workers. This leaves an amount due the workers of
$27,758.69.

I enclose herewith a schedule of wage deficiencies not distributed as of Septem-
ber 27, 1934. This schedule accounts in detail for the $27,758.69 mentioned
above. You will note that of this amount $7,583.98 additional has been paid
up to November 28 1934, leaving $20,174.71 of the attached schedule not dis-
tributed. Mr. Wolf has certified to me the accuracy of this schedule.

May I at this time call your attention to my report of September 12, 1934,
to Mr. Dean G. Edwards, and my memorandum of October 22, 1934, also ad-
dressed to him, which are on file in your office. These communications, together
with this letter cover, I feel, the situation I was asked to investigate in this code.

I believe that the members of the Coat and Suit Code Authority, as at present
constituted, are earnestly trying to do a very difficult job, and in my opinion
succeeding to a very large extent. Without exception they are earnest, capable
gentlemen with whom it has been a pleasure for me to associate. I have found
nothing to indicate that their acts have been influenced by anything more than
a determination to enforce the provisions of their code to the limit, which they
felt was necessary for the good of the industry.

May I say, as I have stated verbally to Major Gitchell, that I believe it is wise
that investigation 'ito the claims of abuse of power in the past by the code au-
thority, should cetise at this time.

I feel that the future relationship of this code authority to the Administration
will be to a large ex ent in the hands of their new Administration member, and
I shall be glad to do everything in my power to help him in this undertaking, if
it is so desired.

Very truly yours, ALE.X Ttto~soN€,
Administraion Member.

Schedule of wage defidencies not distributed as of Sept. 57, 1934

Date Name of firm Amount Reason for nondisbursementon hend

July 30,1934 ........ Aaron Bros., Bridgeport, Con -...... $1,183.00 Rehearing to be set.
Apr. 28, 1934 ..... Advance Cloak & Suit Co., New 6.30 Old-age permit to be issued to

York City. worker.
Mar. 12,1934 ....... Alcoma Coat Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.... 28.78 Addresses not obtainable to

date,
June, July, Au- American Cloak Co., Baltimore, Md.. 334.82 Paid Nov. 14, 1934.

gust, September.
Sept. 21, 1934 ....... Amo Manufacturing Co., Bronx N.Y_ 19. 80 Paid Oct. 8, 1934.
Apr. 20,1934 ....... B. & M. Cloak Co. Vineland, N. J . 2.50.00 Pending further investigation.
Jan, 24, 1934 B ....... B.L. T. Garment 60., Beecon, N. Y. 30.40 Addresses not obtainable to

date.
May 10, 1934 ....... T. Bacchl Brooklyn, N. Y ............ .28 Do.
Sept. 21, 1934 ....... Jos. Badolato, Brooklyn, N. Y ........ 19.38 DO,
Aug. 9, 1934 ........ Ban el-Tepper, Inc., New York City.. 4.17 Do.
April and May ..... . arnett, Hoboken N. 75.27 Do.
May, June, Sap- 1. Bengelsdorf, New York City...:. 200.00 Paid Oct. 23, 1934.

timber.
May 10, 1934 ....... Louis Blanculfl, Long Island, N. Y. 20.90 Out of business, cannot get ad.

dresses.
May-August ....... H. & 3. Block, New York City ........ 8, 000. 00 Awaiting instructions from

Washington.
Aug. 22, 1934 ....... Bank & Purett, Kansas City, Mo .... 150. 84 Paid Nov. 14,1934,

Do........... M. Csplasn & Co., Kansas City, Mo 148. 71 150.
Aug. 31, 1934 ....... LoUis Cohen, New York City......... 14. 50 Paid Oct. 8, 1934.
July, August, Sap- Cohen Bros., Baltimore, Md ........ 1,040.70 Paid Nov. 22, 19,

tember.
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Schedule of wage deficindes not distribute as of Sept. 27, 1984-Continued

Amount Reason for nondisbursement
Data Name of firm on hand I

Sept. 13, 1934 -----

Aug. 9, 1934 ........
Feb. 26, 1934 .......
Apr. 14, 1934 .......
June 1, 1934 ........
Aug. 7,1934 .------

Mar. 16, 1934 .......
Sept. 22, 1934 .......

Mar. 20, 1934 .......

February 1934 ......

May 21, 1934 .....
Aug. 20, 1934 .....

Sept. 21, 1934 .......

Do .............

Sept. 28, 1934 .......

Mar. 23,1934 .......

Apr. 7,1I3 ........

Aug 21,1934 ........

April, June .........
Sept. 24, 1934 ......
August, September.

Mar. 20,1934 .......
July 14, 1934 ........

Apr. 10,1IOU .......
June 12, 1934 .....

April, May ........
Sept. 17,1934 .....
August, September.
Aug. 22,1934 .......
Apr. 10, 1934 .......

Sept. 4 and IS ......

Jan. 26, 1934 ........

May 2Z, 19 ......

Aug. 17, 1934-.
Sept. 21,14 .......

Do ..........

May 29, 1934.....
Aug. 1, 1934 ........

Apr. 10, 1934 .......

Aug. 22, 1934 .......

Sept. 21,1934 .......
August ............
Mar. 8, 1934 ......

March, May -----

Mar. ", 1934 .---
Aug. 27, 1934 .......

May, July, Sep-
tember.

Apr. 9, 1934 ........

Sept. 17,1934 .......
April, May ........

Cohen-Frledlander-Martin & Co.,
Toledo, Ohio.

Colton Costs, Inc., New York City.
A. Conduso, New York City_._
Cumberland Cloak, Milville, N.J.
Albert Cutler, Los Angeles, Calif ....
Daily Style Girl Coat Co., New York

City.
Du.Well Cloak Co., New York City..
Elo Sportswear, New York Ciy.....

Elite Girl Cost Co., Yonkers, N. Y....

Ellis Cost Co., New Britain, Corn....

1. Eskin, Camden, N. 3 ....------
Feldman & Center, South Norwalk,

Conn.
Finkestein Cloak & Suit Co., New

York City.
Harry Frank Garment Co., New-

burgh, N. Y.
Fried & Schnipper, Long Island, N.Y.

Theo. S. Funk, Inc., Newburgh, N. Y.

0. A. 0. Manufacturing Co., New
York City.

Gem Girl Coat Co., Inc., New York
City.

J. Goldfein, Newark, N. I .............
Goldman Coat Co., New York City..
Goldstein & Rubin, New York City..

Grand Coat Co., Long Island, N. Y...
Great Eastern Cloak Co., New York

City.
H. & 0. Cost Co., Brooklyn, N. Y....
Hamburger Manufacturing CO., San

Francisco, Calif.
Hod Rose Coat Co., Orange, N. J...
Home Tailoring Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Benjamin Israel, New York City ......
Karosen & Sons, Kansas City, Mo....
Kessler Coat Co., Brooklyn, N. Y...

Sleinkote Manufacturing Co., New-
burgh, N. Y.

Korsen & Huttner, New Rochelle,
N.Y.

L. T. H. Manufacturing Co., New
York City.

Lesser Cost Co., Now York City.
Benjamin Leldner Now York City...
Herman Levine, New York City......

Nicholas Lowy, New York City ....
Loyal Cloak Co., lir New Yo rk

D. Lustgarten & Co., Inc., New York
City.,

Lyndaw Manufacturing Co., Kansas
City, Mo.

Marcy Coat Co., New York City ....
Marrone & Errante, Brooklyn, N. Y..
Middletown Novelty Cloak Co.,

Middletown, N. Y.
I. Mittman, Brooklyn, N. Y ..........

Miss Dotty Costs, New York City-.
Monogram Garment Co., New York
Cplty

Mo/town Coat Co., Morristown,
N.J.

Moshelm-Geler Co., Inc., New York
City.

P. Nashkin, Cleveland, Ohio ..........
New York Girl Cost Co., Summit,

N.J.

$164.60

.30
10.04

100.00
.14

37.80

.80
550.00

50.00

5,11.86

64.64
10.39

8.93

100.00

30.8703O.07

87.53

Z 000.00

105.47
9.86

700.80

3.65
3.70

7.8016. 69

439.00

232, 20
133.87
134.00

810.00

422.90

85.00

13.56,78
11.7,

100. )0
12.-4

100

2M3. 08

7.00
247.12
344.99

124.46

.20
31.90

22& 99

80. 0

12.2
172.37

Paid Oct. 8, 1934.

Address not obtainable to date.
Do.

Paid Nov. 7, 1934.
Address not obtainable to date.
Paid Oct. 8, 1934.

Address not obtainable to date.
Account further investigation;

case closed; balance $53.97,
Address not obtainable to date;

collected Oct. 29-Nov. 15.
Subject to code authority rul.

ing.
Address not obtainable to date.

Do.

Paid Oct. 23, 1934.

Deposit, deficiency not deter.
mined.

Addresses not obtainable to
date.

$49.69 paid Nov. 7, 1934; other
address not obtainable to
date.

Paid Oct. 8, 1934.

Deposit; total deficiency $9,.
38,59 determined by Wash-

ington, Nov. 14, 1934.
Paid Oct. 8, 1934.

Do.
To be applied to Shl fran & Bar.

can deficiency paid, $50 Nov.
13 1934.

Paid Oct. 23, 1934.
Addresses not obtainable to

date.
Do.

Paid Nov. 22, 1934.

Paid Sept. 29, 1934.
Paid Oct. 8, 1934.

Do.
Paid Nov. 14, 1934.
Addresses not obtainable to

date,
Payment on account.

Pending appeal.

Paid Sept. 29, 1934.

Paid Oct. 8, 1934.
Do.

Addresses not obtainable to
date.

Do.
Paid Oct. 23, 1934

Address not obtainable to date,

Paid Nov. 14, 1934.

Paid Oct. 23, 1934.
Paid Oct. 8, 1934,
Addresses not obtalpable to

date.
$16.74 paid October 1, other

address not obtainable.
Paid Oct. 8, 1934.

Do,

Addresses not obtainable to
date.

Paid Nov. 14, 1934.

Paid Oct. 8, 1934.
Addressed not obtainable to

date.
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Schedule of wage deficiewis not distributed as of Sept. 07, 1934-Continued

Date Name of firm AmountNameof frmo1 hand IReason for nondisbursement

Sept. 21,IOU ....... Olympia Sportswear, New York City.

Apr. 17, 1034 .......
Dec. 16, 1933 .......
Mar. 2, 1934 ........

May 16, 1934 .....
June, September...

Jan. 13, 1934. ...

Apr. L,, 1934 ........
July 26, 1934 .-

Sept. 21, 1934 .......

Aug. 20, 1934 .......
Sept. 2J, 1934.

Do .....
Aug. 7,1934 ........

Sept. 20, 1934 .......
Sept. 21, 1934 .......
Sept. 34,1934 .......

Apr, 12, 1934 .......

Apr. 10,1934 .......

Sept. 2, 1934 .......

Aug. 22, 1934 .....

Sept. 24, 1934 .......
May 33,1 N .......
Aug. 22,1934 .......

June 20, 1934 .......
Aug. 17, 1934 .....
Aug. 7, 1934 ........
March-April .---

May 31, 1934.......- United Dress Co., Brooklyn, N. Y...
May 8, 1934 ....... Victor Coat Co., Inc., New York City.

R1f & Altman, New York City-......Weintraub & Schiller, New York City.

Total ...................

$14.93 Adiresses not obtainable to
date.

.70 Do.
2.0 Do.

31.95 Do.

1.90 Do.
1, 000. 00 Paid Nov. 21, 1934.

19 1 Addreoses
date.

.27 Do.
14555 Do,

Pab Co., New York City ............
Paone Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y .........
Park Cloak Co., Bronx, New York

A. .tiper, New York City -..---....
Progressive Garment Co., Camden,

N.J.
Prosperity Cloak Co., Mount Vernon,

N. Y.
Rahway Nee Coat Co.i Rahway, N.J.
Regent Manufacturing Co., Beacon,

N.Y.
Rich & Cirl, New York City .........

Royal Cloak Co.. Bridgeport, Conn..
Sally Coat Co.. New York City .......
Schilman & Shane, New York City..
Schlansky Baum & Co., New York

City.
Seldin Coat Co., New York City......
SeleRman & Katz, New York City....
Shipman, Aranow & Abel, New York

City.
M. Sicherman, ew York City .......

Harry Sirons Coat Co., New York
City.

Sisselman & Cohen, Inc., New York
City,

Sokol Bros., New Britain, Con ......

Sperling & Sperling, New York City..
Spin garmentt Co., Chicago, IlII ......
Starn-Slegman-Prins Co., Kansas

City, Mo.
Style Headgear Co., New York City..
Teller-Weisman-Owods Toledo. Ohio.
Antonio Trapani, Brooklyn, N: V....
United Cloak Co., Stamford, Con...

not obtainable to,

Addresses not obtainable to
date.

Do.
Paid Nov, 14, 1934.
Paid Oct. 23, 1934.
Addreossw not obtainable to

date.
Paid Oct. 17, 1034.
Paid Oct. 8,1934,

Do.

On account, further inveostiga-
tion.

Address's not obtainable to
date.

Do.

Paid $885.76 Oct. 1 and 8, 1934;
other addresses not obtain.
able.

Paid Oct. 23,1034.
Address not obtainable to date.
Paid Nov. 14, 1934.

Paid Ott. 8, 1934.
Do.
Do.

Addreseo not obtainable to
date.

Paid Oct. 8, 1934.
Paid $0.42 Nov. 14, 1934; other

addresses not obtainable to
date.

Paid Oct. 8, 1934,
Do.

I$7,583.98 0 above total paid to workers up to Nov. 28. 1934.

REPORT MADE TO ADDISON SMITH, SPECIAL AGENT, NATIONAL RECOVERY
ADMINISTRATION,

NEW YORK CITY,
October 15, 19354.

ELLIS COAT Co.,
New York City.

Present: Sidney Ellis, secretary of the Ellis Coat Co.; Robert M. Greenberger,
counsel to Ellis Coat Co, ,

On or about the middle of July, we had three trucks loaded with ladies' coats,
coming from New Britain, Conn., into the city of New York. These trucks were
not permitted to be unloaded. We were so informed by our truckmen, and then
we asked them who was the party or parties whom we were to speak to regarding
the unloading of this merchandise. We spoke with several people from a truck-
men's association, and we were told that all the truckmen had become organized
into an association, and their help were affiliated with the International Ladies'
Garment Workers Union, and due to the fact that we had no affiliation with this
union, we could not unload this merchandise. It was therefore, necessary for us
to become affiliated with this union.

14.30

4.56
26.10
37.5

.22

831.47
18.81
24.65

200.00

751.91

17.12

975.04

2& 40
.30

101,58

1.58
7.17

14. 00
447.00

47.92
.29

21.00

23.95

127, 768.69

Sept, 24, 1934 ......
Sept. 21, W4 .......
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Previous to this situation, Scapellati of New Britain Conn had been doing our
trucking. For them to truck merchandise into New 1York, they would have put
themselves in a position where physical harm would have been possible. Not
wanting that to occur, this trucking was at that time transferred to H. G. Fisher
& Co. When we spoke to Mr. Fisher, and told him that for 15 years, or ever since
we have been in business, we have never had any union affiliations, we asked him
if there wasn't a humanely possible way, in all fairness and justice, for us to get
these three trucks loads of goods into our New York shipping room, and after these
three trucks were unloaded, for us tobe able to collect our thoughts and consider
the matter, and find out what was to be done regarding the trucking. He said,
"I cannot do anything, but I will take you to see Mr. Metz, the head of the union
for thetruekmen."

I saw Mr. Metz and pleaded with him for ourselves, only asking him to have
those three trucks unloaded, as we did not have any previous notice, and that we
had been trucking our merchandise without any friction at any time. Further-
more, if I recollect, I called Mr. Dubinsky, the president of the International
Ladies Garment Workers' Union, whom I had met in Washington at several
hearings, and asked him, if he couldn't possibly allow these trucks to go through
at this particular time. He answered in the negative.

Mr. Metz finally said, if you join up with the union, with the truckmen's union
and sign the membership form, your trucks will go in and you will have no
trouble as far as trucking is concerned. There was only one thing for us to do in
justice to our customers and to our business, wherein we had orders to be
delivered, and in order to deliver those orders, we had to sign.

Scapellati Brothers, who were doing our trucking, who were natives of New
Britain, Conn., could not come Into New York with their trucks, for fear some
bodily harm would be done them by this new association, which was affiliated
with the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union, as they were not mem-
bers of the New York Trucking Association.

In signing the membership form of the Truckmen's Union and/or association
(it is one as far as I am concerned) of New York, there must have been thousands
of words which I could not understand, wasn't desirous of understanding and
didn't have the time to understand, and there must be some clause in that
application which tells me that I must only employ union truckmen and that the
union truckmen must only truck for union contractors. The agreement provides
that the Ellis Coat Co. must become affiliated with the Manufacturer's Asso-
ciation, having contractual relationship with the union in the International
Ladies' Garment Workers' Union.

After signing the Truckmen's Association, we asked if we could then proceed
to unload the trucks which we already had, and we were told at that time, by Mr.
Metz, that we would first have to have the 0. K. from the industrial council,
In view of this, Mr. Charles Miller, assistant secretary of the Ellis Coat Co.
together with Mr. Harry G. Fisher, the truckman, went to the industrial council.
Mr. Safer of the industrial council gave him an application blank, Mr. Miller
asked Mr. Safer, I will sign this application form but we never had anything to
do with labor unions and..in signing this, we do not want to have anything to do
with labor unions. Is that all right? Mr. Safer said "yes." The application
was signed, and Mr. Miller, above his signature, wrote two words "pending adjust-
ment.' After that we were able to do our trucking.

At or about this time, it was understood throughout the industry, that manu-
factured garments would have to bear National Recovery Administration labels.
In order to secure these labels, one would have to be a member of one of the several
organizations, which were to my knowledge at that time, the industrial council,
the Merchants Ladies Garments Association, and the United Infants Wear. That
in itself compelled us to join with the industrial council, because if we did not
join, we could not function.

At a future date, I phoned Mr. Klein of the industrial council, from New
Britain, Conn., telling him that it was impossible for me to continue with learners
and unskilled help who had never operated on a sewing machine, and pay them
81 cents an hour, that it was necessary for me to get an apprentice clause or some
help. I told him that I was leaving for New York Immediately. He said, "Do so
andI will see what I can do." Iarrived in New York and together with Mr.
Miller, I went to Mr. Klein's offices. Mr. Klein, through his switchboard opera-
tor, made a telephone connection with Mr. Uvillier of the American Association,
myself in an adjoining room and Mr. Klein In another room. I spoke with Mr.
Uvfllier and told him how difficult it was for us to function, and Mr. Klein and
Mr. Uvillier agreed that I could operate with 15 percent of my help at the western

119782-35-PT 6 ' 52
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semiskilled rate of 62 cents per hour. Again at a future date, accounts of the
code authority, after examining the books of the Independent Cloak Co. in New
Britain, Conn., found that 15 percent of our help hpd been working at 62 cents
per hour, which according to his statement was in violation of the code. I told
him that I had received this privilege from Mr. Klein and Mr. Uvillier, who were
members of the code authority. Again, at a future date, Mr. Wolf advised me
that I would have to put the 15 percent of my help on the 81-cent minimum, and
that I should write him a letter saying that Mr. Klein and Mr. Uvillier allowed
me this 15 percent, but in the future, I must abide by the 81-cent rate, and nothing
woulI be done about it, and I would be excused for what I had done during those
5 weeks.

The little relief that had been extended to me was not gone, and having in
mind a suit, wherein our code would be put on an equitable and fair basis, I did
not write this letter to Mr. Wolf, for fear that it might incriminate me. This
15 percent at 62 cents per hour, instead of 81 cents amounted to a difference of
$500 on a total of $25,000 pay roll for 5 weeks which we, paid, and after paying
this, we were able to secure labels again which we couldn't get on account of
that, and they gave us 9,000 labels.

After this transpired, we went to a Federal court in the Western district of
Hartford, and secured an injunction restraining the code authority from inter-
fering with compelling us to adhere to any provisions of the Cloak and Suit Code.
After we had received our injunction pendents lite, upon advice and conferences
with Mr. John Keating, Mr. Byers Gitschell, Mr. Greenberg, we were told the
only manner in which we could receive labels, though we had this injunction from
a Federal court judge, was to withdraw our case. We therefore, withdrew.
We have now at the code authority about $5,400 deposited which is the difference
in the amount of moneys paid to our help while operating on the western code
during the injunction, instead of operating under the eastern code. A settlement
has not been made as to the disposition of this money, though Mr. Klein has said
that he is of the earnest opinion that the most we should be compelled to pay
our help would be 50 percent of the $5,400.

A hearing was promised in Washington in the very near future, wherein our
situation as regards the wage differential would be brought out. We attended
this hearing, and it was decided that a fact-finding commission should be formed
and that this fact-finding commission, after surveying the industry throughout
the entire United States, should show its finding immediately, and corrections
would be made immediately if any, with the understanding that something would
be done by August 1, 1934, at the latest. It is now October 15, and nothing has
been done.

At the present time, if we are to operate through the collective agreements
between the Industrial Council and the union, the wage scales, if examined care-
fully, would show that our minimum rate for an operator would be $1.50 per hour
instead of 81 cents. We have at the present time enough merchandise on hand
to manufacture fall garments for the next 2 months. We have been permitted
to operate in the present manner for 14 months. This is now the height of our
season. We have taken business and built our line of merchandise in accordance
with present labor conditions. If we were to be subjected to any higher labor
costs, without advance notice, or a reasonable length of time for us to consider
change of our styling, price ranges, and operate on different materials, an untold
hardship would be set upon us and we would be unable to function, and 300 to
400 people employed at the Independent Cloak Co. would be thrown out of work.

At a recent conversation had with Mr. Klein, on or about Monday October 8,
we asked him if he thought that we could get the proper contractors for the
Ellis Coat Co., who would have been able to manufacture our merchandise in
accordance with our quality specifications and also in accordance with our
figured labor costs, and that these contractors undoubtedly would be affiliated
with the union. In so doing, we could be allowed to operate up until January 1,
as we now do. The Independent Cloak Co. ,would have to close its doors due to
the fact that we would not force our help to join the union, as we did not think
it was under our jurisdiction to compel them to join a union, and in working
through contractors, they would be without a job or sales organization. We
figured that after the expiration of the collective labor agreement, we could then
in June 1934, work with the Independent Cloak Co. again.

Mr. Klein said, that when we went into contractural relations with the union,
that at the end of this agreement, which was June 1934, if we desired to have
our merchandise manufactured in New Britain, Conn., we could not do so,
because the people in the other shops would be without work and we took upon
ourselves an obligation to keep them supplied with work. fie also told us that
the code authority would not permit us to do that.
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The Ellis Coat Co. has three stockholders: J. G. Ellis, 60 percent; Charles
Miller, 20 percent of the stock; Sidney Ellis, 20 percent of the stock. The Inde-
pendent Cloak Co. has four stockholders: Mr. Herbert Greenberger, 1 share;
Frieda Ellis, 1 share; David Elkind around 25 percent of the stock, and Sidney
Ellis has the balance. The Ellis Coat Co. is the New York jobber, and belongs
to the industrial council. The Independent Cloak Co. is the contractor who is
not affiliated with any organization and therefore is nonassociation and nonunion.

We include copy of a letter which we are giving to the board of governors of
the industrial council tonight, on the question of our being expelled or our resig-
nation.

"OcTOBER 15, 1934.
"INDUSTRIAL COUNCIL OF CLOAK AND SUIT MANUFACTURERS,

New York City.
"GENTLEMEN: We have been informed by Mr. Samuel Klein, executive

director of your council, that either we must affiliate ourselves with a union con-
tractor if we are to retain our membership in your council, or else withdraw
from the organiztion.

"The first notice that this was necessary was received by us on October 8, 1934,
although we have been affiliated with the Industrial Council since August 31,
1933. During the 13 months which have elapsed since our application for mem-
bership in the council, no official or individual, connected with the Industrial
Council has ever given us any indication that we were required to become affilia-
ated with a union contractor.

"In all our years of operation, we have never had any connection with any
union organization. To be ordered suddenly to become affiliated with union
contractors when we have no specific knowledge as to what is to be required
of us and without being given any opportunity to give sufficient deliberation to
such an important decision would be unfair and unwarranted.

"This is the height of the season when everybody in the cloak industry is
busy. We have already said that to have to make a quick decision wouldbe
unfair from every standpoint. We are desirous of determining just what would
be expected of us if we are to have union contractural relations. Very deep
study is needed in order to give every phase of this problem the consideration
which it justly deserves and we submit that by the end of December, we will
have determined what our position will be.

During the first code hearings in Washington, where representatives of the
entire industry appeared, we did not have any notice or any say in the making
of the code.

Senator BARKLEY. Was tlere a minority report filed on the part
of anybody who was on the Darrow committee?

The CHAIRMAN. My recollection is that there was.
Senator BARKLEY. I would like to have that filed as part of the

record.
The CHAIRMAN. The Darrow report was field with the clerk, and

I hope that some one will obtain the minority report and file it with
the clerk.

(The clerk subsequently received the following letter from Mr.
Smith, acting general counsel, National Recovery Administration.)

NATIONAL IRECOVIRT ADMINISTRATION,

Mr. FELTON JOHNSTON, Washington, D. C., April 19, 1935.

Clerk Senate Committee on Finance,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

My DEAR MR. JOHNSTON: I am enclosing the following mimeographed papers:
1. Report submitted to the President of the United States by John F. Sinclair,

member of the National Recovery Review Board, bearing date of April 14, 1934.
2. Statement by John F. Sinclair on May 7, 1934, as reported by the Asso-

ciated Press.
3. Statement by John F. Sinclair on May 17, 1934, as quoted in the New

York Times.
In accordance with the Instructions of the committee, will you kindly Incor-

porate the enclosures In the record?
Very truly yours, BiLcxwut SMrr,

Acting Genr ' teu,•
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REPORT SIUBMITEMD TO T E PRESIDENT ny Jonr F. SINCLAIR, MEMBER NATIONAL
RECOvERY REvizW BOARD

NATIONAL REcOVzRY REvIzw BOARD,
Washington, D. C., April 14, 1934.

DuzA Ma. PazsurT: On March 7, 1934, when you created the National
Recovery Review Board, you prescribed the duties and functions of the Board as
follows:

"(1) To ascertain and report to the President whether any code or codes of
fair competition approved under the authority of title I of the National Industrial
Recovery Act are designed to promote monopolies or to eliminate or oppress small
enterprises or operate to discriminate against them, or will permit monopolies or
monopolistic practices, and if it finds in the affirmative to specify in its reports
wherein such results follow from the adoption and operation of any such code or
codes.

"(2) To recommend to the President such changes in any approved code or
codes as in the opinion of the Board will rectify or eliminate such results."

Since that time, the Board has been engaged almost continuously in hearing
complaints, general and specific, arising under certain sections of the completed
codes of the various industries.

During the past 5 weeks the Board has conducted hearings upon complaints
arisinF from the following completed codes: Bituminous coal, cleaning and dyeing
electrical, ice, lumber and timber products, motion picture, petroleum, retail
solid fuel, rubber (footwear division), rubber (Monarch Rubber Co.), steel, wood-
cased lead pencil.

In all, 146 witnesses have been heard, whose testimony Is covered in more
than 2,753 pages of records. We have conducted 12 hearings. The digest of
these will be forwarded to you shortly.

Obviously, in so short a time it has not been possible for us to begin to investi-
gate all the com plaints which we have received arising from these various com-
pleted codes. Many codes which are now under severe attack by "little business"
men took months to complete--some are not finished yet. Hence this report,
which you requested to be in your hands by April 15, must necessarily be incom-
plete and largely inconclusive.

A good deal of the testimony which was presented before the National Recovery
Review Board tended to show the difficulties under which the small man is work-
ing since the various codes have been put into effect. The main objection seems
to have been that in trying to work out the principle of "self-government in
industry," the "little man"-the small independent business man-was largely
ignored, both in the writing of the codes and in filling the various committees
set up to enforce the codes. Nearly every complaining witness heard raised this
issue.

Considerable testimony developed to show that many big business leaders
accepted appointment in the National Recovery Administration and supervised
the writing of the codes. After the codes were accepted they resigned from the
National Recovery Administration and accepted work as code authorities to
administer and enforce them. The small independent business men in industry
were left, according to such testimony, without any influence as to the control
to be exercised under their own businesses by the code authorities.

General Johnson, on February 27 last, in presenting his 12-point program
of the National Recovery Administration, used these words:

"The certainty of protection against monopoly control and oppression of small
enterprise and especially, the inclusion in codes of adequate buying (as well as
selling) provisions to guard against oppression of small business is badly needed."

In the old days the small business man was protected from monopoly by the
threat of the antitrust laws. These laws are expressly exempted from the pro-
visions of any National Recovery Administration code or agreement affected
under it or any action taken in accordance with the terms of such code or agree-
ment, with the exception that-

(!) Codes promulgated under the National Recovery Administration shall
not permit monopolistic practices (sec. 3 (a)); and

(2) Nothing in the act shall be construed to impair the powers of the Federal
Trade Commission under the Federal Trade Commission Act as amended
(sec. 3 (b)).

"The precise significance of these qualifications is not clear," says George
Terborgh, of the Brookings Institution, in a recent study on Price Control
Devices in National Recovery Administration Codes, "but in any event they
have not deterred the National Recovery Administration from approving codes
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containing a variety of arrangements for the control of prices and production,
some of which appear to be definitely contrary to the antitrust laws as heretofore
Interpreted by the courts."

In this able study of the first 250 completed codes, Mr. Terborgh discussed
four main types of price control, which tend in some degree to modify or abridge
the freedom of an individual member of an industry to control his own production
and to make his own price and terms. These four main types are:
(1) The fixing of minimum prices under the codes;
(2) Prohibition against selling below individual cost of production;
(3) Open price arrangements; and
(4) Limitation of production or productive capacity.
Each of these types of control, according to the testimony of many witnesses,

is under attack by the small independent man as limiting in some form his
freedom of action.

Definite resear.oh development along these four lines would be extremely help-
ful In finding out in what way or ways such provisions work as a detriment to the
independent business -mn.

This Board has taken up in a critical way some of the most important codes that
have been approved. We have heard, largely one side of the controversy-that
of the complainant. We had no power to subpena witnesses, and thus all hear-
ings have been largely ex part, with no power to command both sides to appear.
Naturally this ha been a great disadvantage in bringing out all of the testimony
that the Board should have had in arriving at conclusions definite enough to report
to you under section 1 of the Executive Order of March 7, last.

Price fixing, limitation of production and other factors of monopolistic control
approved by the National Recovery Administration lead us to believe that in
some situations they tend to strangle the independent business man in various
ways. Of course, approved codes can be amended or modified by administrative
order.

The fatal weakness of our work up to this time-and this matter cannot be
emphasized too strongly-centers in not having secured at the very start of our
investigation a thoroughly competent professional staff of men-experts in code
law and economic raweareh-to assist the Review Board in digesting a great mass
of testimony that had been pmaented before various National Recovery Admin-
istration and Fedeual Trade hearings, bearing upon the effect of the various
completed codes upon the small business man. Had this work been seriously
undertaken, our Board would have saved a great deal of time and effort, and it
would have enabled the various members of our Board to have iad an intelligent
grasp of the dfsputed questions involved in the various codes before our open
hearings began.

But the majority of the Board has not seen fit to approach this investigation
from the int of view of careful research and analysis. As a result, the con-
clusions o the Board, based, as they are, upon only a very limited amount of direct
testimony-and that very largely giving only one side of the situation-must
necessarily be inconclusive, incomplete, and at times misleading and unreliable.

With regard to section 2 of the Executive Order, we have this observation to
make:

A great many of the completed codes, now exceeding 390, embracing over 90
percent of the industrial pay rolls of the Nation, were hastily drawn and will
have to be amended sooner or later in order to protect the little business man
from exploitation and monopoly.

We have received several thousand complaints coming from distressed com-
plainants in nearly every State in the Union from small business men who claim
that they are being strangled under the various codes as administered. An
analysis of these letters and complaints would indicate that a large percentage
c! them, possibly 80 to 90 percent, could be classified as coming from those who
lack knowledge of the code and code procedure. Most of the questions raised
by the vast majority of complainants do not present a fundamental question
whiih concerns monopoly or monopolistic practice. Such complaints in our opinion
could and should be handled within the National Recovery Administration itself,
giving a time limit of 10 days to dispose of every complaint advanced. The
balance of the complaints, the 10 to 20 percent, are distinctly fundamental and
important. They present cases that strike at the very foundation of American
business life, so far as the little man Is concerned. These cases should be handled
outside the National Recovery Administration by an independent review board.
This is vitally important, since many of these smaller men fear to tell their real
troubles to the code authorities upon the ground that these authorities are the
most powerful competitors of the small independents within their own industry.
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We had no time to examine into the problem of credit for small business, but
considerable testimony was presented to show that credit for the independent
business man has been very difficult to secure since the beginning of the depres-
sion. The inability to secure credit has been the major cause in many cases of
extreme hardship. Ample and safe credit, easily available, for the little man is
necessary to give him equality with his largest competitor.

In conclusion, therefore, Mr. President, we recommend, as the result of our 5
weeks of preliminary examination and intensive work:

(I) That within the National Recovery Administration series of review boards
be set op to take care of the numerous cases which raise no fundamental issue but
in which the time factor is so vital; and

(2) That a review board of appeal be established by Executive order, inde-
pendent of the National Recovery Administration, to pass upon those funda-
mental cases which are appealed not only from the National Recovery Adminis-
tration Review Board, but also arise from original complainants to the board
itself. We suggest that this board be a full-time one, ably staffed, nonpoliticaJ,
with power to pass finally upon all such questions dealing with monopoly and
monopolistic practice and oppression of small enterprises as arise under sections 1
and 2 of your Executive order of March 7, last, and to continue during the life of.
the National Recovery Administration itself.

Respectfully submitted.
JOHN F. SINCLAIR.

Hon. FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT,
The White House, Washington, D. C.

STATEMENT BY JOHN F. SINCLAIR, MEMBER or DARROW BOARD

M&r 7, 1934.

(Reported by the Associated Press from Minneapolis)
Not in my 25 years of business and research experience, during which time I

have been a member of many boards and committees of investigation, have I
witnessed such utter disregard for fair play of the basic facts as the National
Recovery Review Board under Clarence Darrow, has shown, even in its open
hearings. Such an attitude in times like these is nothing short of tragedy.

I have opposed from the beginning the kind of sloppy, one-sided, half informa-
tion that is the foundation upon which the Darrow-Russell report has been
written. The barrage of newspaper talk emanating from certain quarters in
Washington seems to infer that it is because of my friendship for General Johnson
that I have opposed Mr. Darrow. There is not "a word of truth in that."

STATEMENT BY JOHN F. SINCLAIR ON DARROW RiEVIEW BOARD MAY 17, 1s4 (AS
QUOTED IN THE NEW YORK TIMES)

What is distressing to me is that a Board such as this one has not taken ad-.
vantage of its vast opportunity to do a magnificent job and really show how
"the little independent business man can maintain himself in this era."

This fight, which has developed national interest, is not a personal one between
Mr. Darrow and myself, but a difference in viewpoint on procedure; Mr. Darrow
has definitely taken the position of a special pleader against the position of careful
research, which I believe to be the correct approach.

Most of the complainants who appeared before our Board had given testimony
when the codes were being drawn up by the various industries, but all of this
testimony was completely ignored by our Board. As a result, we merely scratched
the surface, taking a day or two on a code to hear a few complaining witnesses,
whose testimony was already of record before the various National Recovery
Administration hearings.

Nevertheless, an enormous amount of material had been collected by the
National Recovery Administration before the various code hearings, which was
available to us, and had we been organized in an effective way could have been
of invaluable use. But we were not interested in research. We were homespun
fellows, and didn't need anybody to tell us anything, except what we wished to
hear.
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The majority report should be called the "Russell-Darrow report" because the
four other members of th6 Rsview Board have had no more to do with selecting
the personnel, laying out the plans, or writing the report, than they had to do
with starting the last World War. It was all done by Clarence Darrow, working
through the pen of his special pleader, Charles Edward Russell.

Senator KING. In connection with the testimony of Mr. Blaisdell,
I desire to have inserted in the record the following excerpts from his
statement at the public hearings on employment provisions in the
codes on January 30, 1935, as follows:

EXCERPTS FROM "STATEMENT AT PUBLIC HEARINGS ON EMPLOYMENT PROVISIONS
XN THE CODES, JANUARY 30, 1935, PRESENTED BY THOMAS C. BLAISDELL, JR.,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR CONSUMERs' ADLsoRY BOARD

3. Despite growing employment there still remain large numbers who are un-
employed. Since the enactment 61 the' National Industrial Recovery Act, some
3,000,000 people have been put back tO work. But the amount of such reemploy-
ment as we have had has been discouragingly small in the light of the hopes and
expectations of the summer of 1933. The magnitude of our task, 18 months after
the launching of the National Recovery Administration, is still appalling.
Between 9 and 10 million workers are still without income except insofar as
savings, friends, charity, or the Government may supply it. (See table VI.)
There has been a substantial increase in the number of persons on relief or sub-
sisting on work provided by the Federal Government.

9. What really matters is the buying power of wages. Although aggregate
earnings of workers in industrial and commercial concerns have risen in the las

'

2 years more rapidly than total living costs, they have done little more than keep
abreast of retail food and department store prices (chart C). Moreover (chart B),
average earnings per worker have failed to keep abreast of even the lowest living-
cost line.

The figures on per capita weekly earnings may be deflated with a cost-of-living
index of buying power. Such indexes as these show that the total buying power
of the workers pay envelop increased during the 2-year period by only 0.6 per-
cent (charts D, E, and F). On the average, however, the buying power of the
weekly wage was still far below the level of 1929. From June 1933 to December
1934, the buying power per worker in manufacturing industries not only failed
to gain but, according to the index of the National Industrial Conference Board,
actually declinect by 2.5 percent.

The data on employment, hours, and earnings, which we have set out above
show, we think, that although some headway has been made in the expansion of
employment, the National Recovery Administration has succeeded in making
only a beginning in the campaign against unemployment. Our economy is so
complex and the forces at work so numerous, conflicting, and often obscure, that
the gains recorded can scarcely be credited or the losses debited to the National
Recovery Administration, or, indeed, to any single agency. What has happened,
has happened. We now have opportunity to take stock of policy.

(The chairman subsequently received the following letter and
accompanying data relating to the Howard Report on the Coat and
Suit Code Authority:)

NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION,

The Honorable PAT HARRISON, TWashington, D. C., April 16. 1935.

Chairman Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

MY DEAR SENATOR HARRISON: On March 29 I forwarded the file on investiga-
tions of the Coat and Suit Code Authority which you had requested as Chairman
of the Senate Finance Committee. I then indicated that the committee should
have the comments of Acting Division Administrator Vincent on the matters
raised in that report. I am attaching a memorandum of Mr. Vincent to me,
which I hope you will consider when you look into the matters raised in the
earlier report.

Sincerely,
W. A. HARRIMAN, Administrative Officer.
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APRIL 15, 1935.
MEMORANDUM

To: W. A. Harriman, Administrative Officer.
From: M. D. Vincent, Acting Division Administrator, Textile Division.
Subject: John C. Howard, report on Coat and Suit Code Authority.

There are perhaps but two points that call for a statement.
The first is the following finding by Mr. Howard:
"The code authority is enforcing not the code, but a series of interlocking

contracts entered into by the manufacturers, jobbers' and contractors' associations,
and the union with the following results: ".

Obviously Mr. Howard failed to obtain an understanding of the collective
agreement between the manufacturers, jobbers, contractors, and the union. The
agreement adopts the provisions of the code relating to hours, wages, etc.

It is sufficient to say that the code authority is not enforcing this agreement
but when it enforces code provisions which have been adopted as part of the
agreement the latter is, in consequence, made effective. The code authority is,
however, enforcing code provisions and not the agreement.

The other finding in the report to which attention is directed is as follows:
"The extent of the domination and control of the union and the code authority

can best be realized from the fact that many contractors have been forced to
employ ex-union employees, and now racketeers, to protect them from the union."

Stripped of needess implications, Mr. Howard finds that some members of
the industry are employing racketeers to resist code administration. This is the
actual fact and the code authority has resolutely refused to submit to such
tactics.

Following payment inspections of some of thho raaisting members, the home
of Mr. Nathan Wolf, code compliance director, was bombed. Proof that this
bombing was the work of the racketeers employed by resisting industry members,
is not available but I believe the deduction can be left to the facts and cir-
cumstances.

Attached is the first paqe of the Brooklyn Daily Eagle of August 23, 1934,
reporting Mr. Wolf's experience. Attached also is the New York Journal of the
same date containing an account of the bombing of Mr. Wolf's house.

This is a highly organized and very much stabilized industry. It has made
ratifying progress in code administration. There is a small resisting minority.
ith something like 2,800 members, however, the issuance of labels has been

suspended in only 91 cases. In most instances the noncompliance consisted in
underpayment of wages or violations of both wage and hour provisions of the code.

The code authority has been exceptionally successful in maintaining code
standards, and is aided by a voluntary cooperation on the part of a large majority
of the industry. There has occurred a very substantial spread in employment,
an increase of approximately 20 percent in volume of business during 1934, and a
substantial increase in total pay rolls.

I am entirely justified in saying that code authority officials of this industry
are men of integrity and have courageously carried their responsibility for code
enforcement in the face of a small but determined and dangerous group.

I can understand Mr. Howard's report only upon the theory that he is quite
unacquainted with the organization of the industry, its nature and problems;
otherwise, he would not have attempted to justify the racketeering opposition
to the code authority, which he evidently found and recognized.

Attached is a photostat copy of an article in the New York Times of August 12,
1934, and an editorial which quite fully and graphically pictures the code authority
administration of this industry.

Inasmuch as this report has been laid before the Senate Finance Committee
I believe the facts above briefly stated, should also be placed in the committee's
hands.

M. D. VINCENT,
Acting Division Administrator Textile Division.
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[From the New York Times, Sunday, Aug. 12. 1934]

COAT AND SUIT INDUSTRY Is AT PEACE UNDER CODE

OPENING OF SECOND YEAR FINDS ENFORCEMENT HAS HELPED LEADERS CUT DOWN
LABOR TROUBLES

By R. L. Duffus
One of the most closely organized and policed of all the National Recovery

Administration codes and perhaps the one in which labor comes nearest to parity
with the employing groups began its second administrative year last Monday.
This is the Coat and Suit Code, of interest to New Yorkers because 85 percent
of the business affected is in the New York area, and of interest to students of
codes everywhere because it has brought an almost unprecedented degree of
order into an unusually chaotic and individualistic industry.

Supplementing but not supplanting a collective agreement between workers
and employers, which was designed to prevent destructive strikes such as have
again and again crippled the industry, the code has subjected employers to a
degree of control comparable only with that existing in government-regulated
public-utility industries.

Most of the provisions so far accepted and enforced have had to do with the
protection of the workers, and of contractors and submanufacturers whose status
is half way between that of worker and employer. Code amendments already
agreed upon will bring trade practices as among employers under stricter regu-
lation. Meanwhile, by the use of labels, without which practically no women's
coats and suits can be sold in the United States today, by requiring employers
to submit their pay rolls and time sheets each week, and by regular examinations
of the employers' hooks, the code authority has reduced evasions to a minimum.

GOVERNMENT BY CONSENT

Probably 90 percent of the employers, in an Industry about 90 percent unionized,
have accepted this rigid supervision willingly as the only way out of a ruthlessly
and destructively competitive situation. The atmosphere of code administra-
tion, under the directorship of George W. Alger, is one of government by consent.
Mr. Alger's dual role as code director and as impartial chairman under the pre-
viously existing collective agreement between the unions and the employers
emphasizes this feature.

A few years ago the coat and suit industry-or cloak and suit industry, as it
used to be called-produced nationally about half a billion dollars' worth of
goods each year. Now its annual production is about $300,000,000. Since this
amount is divided among about 3,000 producing units, there is no single producer
comparable in importance with typical manufacturers of steel, automobiles or
even textiles. The largest coat and suit manufacturer does a business which
ranges between five and ten million dollars a year. The smallest may be produc-
ing on a investment of a few hundred dollars and his gross receipts may be only
a few thousand dollars a year.

There are not much more than 50,000 coat and suit workers in the country,
and so the average is about seventeen workers to each shop. Jews and Italians,
with a sprinkling of other races, make up the labor force.

DIFFICULTIES DEVELOPED EARLY

The results under the code will be easier to understand if some of the history
of the industry is recalled. Beginning on a small scale before the Civil War,
the manufacture of ready-made clothing for women assumed large importance
during the latter part of the nineteenth century. The smallness of the units
and the intense competition between the shops made it difficult to enforce decent
wages or fair working conditions, and this d fliculty has continued to exist.

very early the system took somewhat the same form it has today. There are
a few "inside manufacturers" who produce goods In comparatively large shops
of their own and who may sell them directly to the retailer. Next there are
jobbers or wholesalers who may also do some "inside" manufacturing but
who give out most of their work to submanufacturers or contractors. The sub-
manufacturer receives from the jobber the cloth and trimmings for the garment,
which he cuts makes, and delivers. The contractor differs from the submanu-
facturer only In that he receives the goods already cut up.
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For many years the making of coats and suits was a sweated industry, first,
because the jobbers were able to force prices to a low level by encouraging com-
petition among the submanufacturers and contractors; and, secondly, because
the latter could not make a living unless they in turn drove wages down to a star.
nation level. This was true of all the needle trades.

MA TERS COME TO A HEAD

Labor unions, special legislation, and an occasional investigating committee
were brought into play to remedy intolerable conditions. The International
Cloak Makers Union of America was organized in 1892, and from time to time
strikes shook the industry as they did the other needle trades. In 1900 needle-
trade unions joined to form the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union.
In 1910, after a discouraging decade during which sweatshop conditions returned
in their old squalor, occurred what Dr. Louis Levine calls the "Great Revolt",
in which the cloakmakers played a leading part. This strike was settled by the
famous "protocol" largely worked out by Louis D. Brandeis, now a justice of
the United States Supreme Court.

The protocol, as Dr. Levine says, was "inspired by a profound faith in the
possibility of industrial peace. It contained, as Director Alger and his asso-
ciates see it now, the germ of the system of self-government now existing under
the code. Applying first to the cloak makers, it was later extended to other
needle trades. The protocol itself was abandoned after some years in favor of
more conventional systems of collective bargaining, tempered by strikes, but its
ideals continued to exist.

During the war and post-war years the needle trades, and with them the
cloak makers, experienced the ups and downs common to all labor. In 1924,
after a strike lasting 10 weeks, a collective agreement was made between the coat
and suit unions and the employers, and Raymond V. Ingersoll, now president of
the Borough of Brooklyn, became impartial chairman. In 1931 Mr. Ingersoll
was succeeded by Mr. Alger.

Relations did not remain altogether tranquil. A 26-week strike shook the
industry to its foundations in 1926, and there were lesser strikes in 1929, 1932,
and 1933-the last ended by the intervention of the National Recovery Adminis-
tration.

DRAFTING or THE CODE

The experience of the 9 years from 1924 to 1933, however, as well as the early
experiment of the protocol educated both employers and workers in the need
and uses of a system of government for the coat and suit industry. The code,
when it was drawn up, laid emphasis upon labor problems because these had been
found to be the most disturbing. It was submitted and accepted by the employer
organizations, but it stipulated that the code authority should include 2 union
representatives in addition to the 8 who represented the various employing groups.

For manufacturing employees the code established a maximum work week of
35 hours, with overtime forbidden except by special permission of the director.
The minimum wages established were among the highest in codified industries,
ranging up to $47 a week for cutters in the Eastern area and from $29 to $40 a
week for other skilled workers.

The sweatshop was completely ruled out. To make sure that conditions
imposed by the code were complied with it was agreed that every garment manu-
facturer under it should carry a specified label and that the code authority should
have charge of issuing the labels. Complaints are referred to a grievance com-
mittee, and if not adjusted are heard by the code director. If abuses cannot be
checked in this fashion they are reported to Washington and prosecution may
follow.

LABELS AND INSPECVON

The two points which stand out for one who visits the code authority's New
York offices and studies what is going on there are the machinery for distributing
labels and the system by which, under the direction of the code secretary, F.
Nathan Wolf, violations are ferreted out. A similar system is in use in other
clothing trade centers.

The label itself is a small strip of white, satin, on which is printed National
Recovery Administration insignia, the nane of the code authority and a serial
number indicating which manufacturer, jobber, submanufacturer or contractor
handled the garment. No employer can procure more than 2 weeks' supply at
one time and none can order more than once a week. If a violation occurs, the
supply of labels is cut off until a satisfactory settlement has been made.
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Precautions ar taken to prevent misuse of labels, which are guarded almost
as carefully as if they were so many gold certificates. A few attempts at counter-
feiting have been discovered and stopped. To popularize the label with con-
sumers a special staff is maintained under the direction of Miss Bessie Beatty,
and attempts are being constantly made to teach purchasers to demand the
National Recovery Administration Insignia on every garment bought.

Inspections of shops and examinations of books go on continuously under Mr.
Wolf's direction. Each week each employer turns in at the code office a pay-
roll report on a form prepared and sold at cost by the authority, and each of these
reports is carefully checked by an expert accountant familiar with the industry.
The data thus obtained are supplemented by the shop visits, which are likely to
be frequent and unexpected when violations are suspected, but which as a
matter of routine are planned to include all shops several times a year.

Since this work was started at least 5,000 inspections of books each about as
thorough as that of a bank examiner, have been made In the New York area,
and about 15,000 physical inspections of shops have been carried out. In
addition the retail stores, though not officially under the code, are visited
regularly to make certain that labels are being used in the garments on sale.

RELATIONSHIPS LIMITED

Not only wages and working conditions but also the relations of manufacturers
and jobbers with submanufacturers or contractors, come under the code au-
thority's jurisdiction. This is done under the rule that each manufacturer or
jobber shall deal only with specified submanufacturing or contractors, and vice
versa. Under this system the old cutthroat competition for orders is largely
done away with.

As the work of regulation goes on a strenuous effort is being made to build up
a body of scientific information on which it can be based in the future. Con-
tinual studies of piecework rates, as has been pointed out, are necessary because
of style changes. To supplement these a technical bureau has been set up to
Investigate problems of engineering and timing In connection with the industry.

In addition to the technical bureau a statistical bureau is at work gathering data.
Such facts as annual earnings, which vary widelyin a seasonal Industry, living costs
in New York City and other communities in which the coat and suit trade is
carried on, production costs and profits will be brought within the scope of this
country.

To say that the code had brought permanent peace into the coat and suit indus-
try would be risky. The protocol of 1910 was thought to have achieved this, but
in the end it failed. The code, however, goes further than the protocol in that it
provides a legal means of bringing the mavericks into line.

IMPLICATION O THE CODE

The broad implication of the Coat and Suit Code lies in its influence on other
codes not only in the needle trades but in general industry. It may point the
way toward a far greater acceptance of labor participation in industrial govern-
ment and of more stringent restrictions on "rugged individualism" than has been
achieved generally under the codes.

fHow much the past experience of the coat and suit industry anticipated the
National Recovery Administration may begathered from a letter written by Mr.
Alger, as impartial chairman, to Secretary Perkins more than a month before the
National Industrial Act was passed.

"The organized industry', Mr. Alger declared, "is today looking hopefully to
Washington to help with this problem of uneconomic, ruthless, and insane compe-
tition which, today imperils the lives of our workers and makes decent wage scales
and fair hours and conditions almost impossible. We believe that we are on the
verge of a new era if the law will permit the decent to live industrially by giving
them some reasonable protection against these destructive forces, consistent with
fair protector, to the consuming public.

"We believe that there are many industries besides our own which would be
glad to become organized on a basis similar to ours, to enter into collective agree-
ments with labor, provided the net effect of such organizations and the acceptance
of such standards, should not make them still more vulnerable to attack by dis-
ruptive and destructive competition by concerns that disregard all ethical stand-
ards in industry."

That Mr. Alger's arguments had influence on the original conception of the
National Recovery Administration cannot be doubted. That the past year's
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experience of the Coat anc Suit Authority will have effect on the prospective re-
ramping of the National Recovery Administration is also deemed a strongprobability.

EDITORIAL-CLOAK MAKERS AT PEACE

The coat and suit industry-" cloak" and suit industry as it used to be called-
appears to be one that is at peace under the system of codes. The reasons why
that is so, set forth in an article by Mr. Duffus in the special feature section of
toda3e's Times, are of more than local significance, even though 85 percent of the
business affected is in the New York area. The history of these needleworkers
has been turbulent in the extreme. Some 50,000 strong, they are employed in
hundreds of different lofts, a handful in each shop. The smallness of the unite
and the intense competition between the employers has made it difficult to estab-
lish fair wages or decent working standards, and for years sweat-shop conditions
prevailed. Strikes were frequent. Out of the disorder men and women like
Louis D. Brandeis, Frances Perkins, Raymond V. Ingersoll and George W.
Alger long sought to bring some sort of order and stability. In 1910 a protocol
was signed which contained the germ of the present system of code control.

In the dual role of code director and impartial chairman undar the former
collective agreement, Mr. Alger now presides over an industry in " hich it can at
least be said that frequent earthquakes have for the present given way to occa-
sional tremors. The code fitted this particular trade like one of i3 own cloaks.
The great need was for limitation of hours, maintenance of wage, improvement
in working conditions. These could be brought about only by collective action,
with cooperation between employers and employees and some means of enforcing
standards. All that has now been achieved. Pay rolls are checked weekly, and
the little white satin label of the trade, with its "blue eagle" and serial number,
carries such authority that without it practically no women's coats and suits can
be sold today anywhere in the country. "To say that the code has brought
permanent peace into the industry would be risky," writes Mr. Duffus. But it
does seem to have laid the foundations for something more enduring than a tem-
porary truce.

(From the New York Jonaft, Aug. 22, 1S4
N. R. A. PROSECUTOR'S HOME BOMBED

FIVE NARROWLY MISS DEATH IN BLAST-TWO HUNDRED FLEE HOMES AS
EXPLOSION ROCKS BROOKLYN AREA

Violence marked the opening of a new war on the enforcement of National
Recovery Administration codes early today when a bomb wrecked the Flatbush
home of an official of the Cloak and Suit Code Authority and threw hundreds of
persons into a panic.

Women clad in night attire and clutching babies in their arms fled from their
homes in the wake of the blast which barely missed killing five persons In the
two-family house owned by F. Nathan Wolf, unrelenting prosecutor of cloak
and suit code violators.

Wolf and his wife, Minna, were in an up-State resort town, but police announced
that the code authority official had been threatened repeatedly for his vigilance
in ferreting out price-cutting.

Mrs. Anna Jacobs, her three grown daughters, andl a house guest were sleeping
on the ground floor of the home at 116 East Fourteenth Street, in the Parkville
section, when the bomb exploded, evidently from a time fuse.

The guest, Samuel Fass, was hurled several feet into the air. Plaster showered
both Fass and the Jacobs family.

[From the Brooklyn Esge, Aug. 23, 15541

BOMB WRECKS HOME OF NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION PROSECUTOR,
SWEATSHOP NEMESIS

F. NATHAN WOLF ABSENT WHEN BLAST SHATTER WINDOWS AND CEILNGS-
FLATBUSH AREA IN PANIO--FEDUEAL PROBE LIKELY

Echoes of sweatshop resentment against National Recovery Administration
interferrence reverberated through quiet Flatbush at 1 o'clock this morning with
a bomb explosion which sent hundreds of panic-stricken residents fleeing into We
streets.
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The bomb was tossed on the porch of a 2-family stucco home occupied by F.Nathan Wolf, secretary to the Cloak and Suit Authority and vigorous prosecutorof small shops which try to persecute their workers. The house is at 1162 EastFourteenth Street, near Avenue L.Mr. and Mrs. Wolf were out o! town, but five sleepers in the house barelyescaped serious injury in a showcg of window glass and plaster.The blast shook the dignified residential section for blocks around. Parents,clad in night clothes, snatched up babies and children and rushed into the streets.Police headquarters was besieged with frenzied calls from the neighborhood.Because of the National Recovery Administration angle, police announced theywould lose no time in turning the case over to the Federal authorities."We want especially a list of sweatshops which Wolf has harassed", explainedDetective Max Black of the Parkville station.The Wolfs, who occupy the top floor of the house, have been away for thesummer at their home near Peekskill, N. Y. Downstairs lives the family ofIsidore Jacobs, owner of a fish business in FelUsburg, N. Y.

THRoWN FROM BEDS
Jacobs was also out of town, but the apartment was occupied by 5 persons:Mrs. Jacmbs; a daughter, Martha, 12; 2 daughters of Mrs. Jacobs by a previousmarriage, Sylvia and Ruth Goldstein; and a guest, Samuel Fass.The women were thrown from their beds by the blast and Fass, sleeping on asun porch, was nearly buried by falling plaster. None was seriously injured."My family hasn an enemy in the world", Mrs. Jacobs later told police.Whoever threw the bomb must have been someone after Mr. Wolf."The bomb was of the type known as a "scare" bomb, designed more with aneye to terrifying its victims than to causing great damage. Police believed it tohave been a home-made affair consisting of a paper bag filled with gunpowderand fitted with a fuse.Police said Wolf had been threatened before in connection with his NationalRecovery Administration vigilance.

PRINT SHOP BOMBED
CxhcAoo, August 23 (A. P.).-Thomas J. Cullen, printer, who came into thelimelight a week ago with his charges that the National Recovery Administrationcode groups were in a conspiracy to ruin his business, was in the news againtoday. A black powder bomb causing $1,500 damage exploded in his shop.Police said they knew of no motive for the outrage.
Senator KrNG. I desire to have inserted in the record the following

excerpt from page 92.(Excerpt from p. 92 of Hours, Wages, and Employment Under theCodes, issued by N. R. A., Research and Planning Division, January1935.)

Probably some three and a half million laborers have been able to find employ-ment in industries under the codes since March 1933. But here the caution isparticularly needed not to impute all or two-thirds or any other precise fractionof such increase in employment to the National Recovery Administration. Fortruth there is no statistically precise method whereby the exact amount whichthe codes have contributed to employment; can be separated from that increasewhieh has undoubtedly been caused by relief and publio-works expenditures, byaid given to the banks and to farmers and by all the other recovery measureswhich have helped to steer American business foward on the road to recovery.Senator KING. There is a letter in the record from Mr. Richbergenclosing with it a report made by the N. R. A. to the President atthe direction of the President.From that report, entitled "A Study of the Effects of ExecutiveOrder No. 6767 Upon the Maintenance of Standards of Fair Com-petition to Public and Private Purchasers", I desire to have placedin the record certain excerpts which I have marked.(The complete report of this study is on file with the committee.)
(The excerpts are a follows:)
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EXCERPTS FROM A STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 6767 UPON THE
MAINTENANCE OF STANDARDS OF FAIR COMPETITION TO PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
PURCHASERS.

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

On June 2C of last year, the President issued Executive Order 6767, permitting
bidders on public contracts to quote prices not more than 15 percent below those
allowable to private purchasers under their codes. The expedient was new, the
results not fully predictable. Consequently, in paragraph 3 the order provided
that " the Administrator for Industrial Recovery is directed to cause a study
to be made of the effects of this order upon the maintenance of standards of
fair competition in sales to public and to private customers and to report to the
President thereon within 6 months of the date of this order." In pursuance to
this paragraph, the Research and Planning Division was allotted the task of
watching developments and reporting its findings.

Postponing to subsequent chapters a scrutinizing of the details of supporting
evidence, and remembering that conclusions at so early a date must necessarily
be tentative, let us present our summary of findings forthwith.

In the first place, the preponderance of obtainable evidence indicates that
Executive Order 6767 was only sporadically effective in increasing -ompetitive
auction bidding upon contracts to be let by public purchasing agents. Out of a
total of 85 sets of contracts studied (a total including practically all the purchases
of the Procurement Division of the Treasury and the Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts of the Navy), 41 showed an increase in the amount of tie-bidding after
the order was issued, 10 showed no change or at any rate not one exceeding 5
percent, while only 34 showed a decline. The percentage of tie-bids increased
notably in such industries as the iron and steel, paper and pulp products, and the
building materials industries. It remained about the same in such industries as
the automotive, paint and varnish, chemical, and glass container industries, and
decreased substantially in such industries as the asbestos, scientific apparatus,
and cement industries.

In the second place, practically no evidence was found that the order secured
to the public exchequers even a fraction of a percent of the potential savings
which, it was hoped, a 15 percent discount upon governmental purchases would
achieve. Permission to grant a discount as allowed in the order was used with
frequency by firms in less than half a dozen codes, and used only infrequently by
firms in less than a dozen more. Almost universally bidders upon public contracts
tailed to offer a discount.

In the third place, there is no objective evidence to indicate that the order
promoted even a semblance of the price-cutting predicted by industries objecting
to the order. Although by the very terms of the order industry was encouraged
to apply for a reduction in tolerance so as to permit, say, a discount of only 5
percent instead of 15 percent, only 23 industries actually did so, and of these
only 2 were willing to support their protests with conclusive facts concerning
price cuts, costs, profit margins, mark-ups, etc. A study of the prices of
articles upon which bids were submitted to public purchasers reveals no decline
of substantial importance directly attributable to the order, not even for indi;
vidual items.

Finally, the order has not served to loosen at all the grip of strongly organized
industries upon the prices and upon the consumers of their products. So far as
the evidence obtainable for this study is concerned, monopolistic competition,
that is, competition between only a few firms or sometimes only two, has con-
tinued and has even been stabilized in many respects by the codes. It seems to
have become more monopolistic and less competitive in such fields as the elec-
trical machinery, and iron and steel industries. The evidence that is here to be
had shows overwhelmingly that these monopolistic or quasi-monopolistic groups
have cartelized under the codes to such an extent as to bring about increased
rigidity and gradual petrification in the price structure. Objections against the
fairness of the order, fears of disrupting pricing mechanisms and consequently,
so it is alleged, of lowering levels of wages, and dire predictions were to some extent
groundless; no price cutting occurred as a result of the order. In fact many of
the bidders on public contracts as well as many of the purchasing officers them-
selves were wholly ignorant or largely unfamiliar with the order. In short a
realistic and factual analysis, cutting to the heart of the problem, can scarcely
have other outcome than to pose emphatically the question, how can the codes
and the National Recovery Administration be welded into a device which, by
promoting fair competitive practices, price flexibility, and industrial stability
thereby brings about increased industrial production and Increased real social
income?
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Consequently, the codes set up controls over channels of distribution, over
methods of quoting prices, over terms of discount, etc. But while the codes
quite generally contained numerous specific and liberal provisions designed to
prevent so-called "destructive" price cutting such as the provisions forbidding
sales below cost or those establishing the practice of filing prices with or without a
waiting period, they contained'no such abundance of specific and incisive provi-
sions promoting price flexibility at the top, in the area of "imperfect competition"
or "monopolistic competition." (See e. g., Joan Robinson, The Economics of
Imperfect Competition. New York and London, 1933, and Dewin Chamberlain,
Monopolistic Competition, Cambridge, Mass., 1933.)

Only a few months elapsed therefore before the price provisions in the codes
came under widespread attack. As a result, a price hearing was held on January
9-10, 1934, followed by a public hearing on February 27 to March 2, 1934, and
in all of these hearings charges of price uniformity and excessive price advance
were freely made. Though the large body of consumers were wholly inadequately
represented, individual complaints increased in volume and intensity.

But the outstanding complaints made at the hearings came from another quarter.
The purchasing departments of city, State, and Federal Governments as well as
those of many universities and other quasi-public institutions reported serious
difficulties in making awards because of the substantial increase in the number of
tie-bids. This not only seemed to indicate an increase in price rigidity, but
occasioned no small amount of critical comment.

Some of these industries showed a high degree of price uniformity prior to the
code anyway, so that the code only reinforced a tendency already present, as in
the surgical dressings, cement, mica, and compressed-air industries. On the
issuance of the order not only were the precode conditions restored but sometimes
even greater bid differentiation was brought about. For example, the tie-bids
and tie-low-bid percentages for surgical dressings were 83 and 14, respectively,
in the precode period and 85 and 15 in the post-order period compared to 100 -"
percent and 62 percent under the code. On the other hand, bid uniformity of
cement, compressed air, and chain manufacturing was definitely lowered corn
pared to precede conditions. However. quoted cement prices have stabilized
at approximately the 1929 level.

The bituminous coal code provides that prices were to be fixed by regional
market agencies with the approval of the Administrator. Precode tie-bid con- f
ditions have been substantially restored. Tie-bids were 42 percent, 98 percent,
and 43 percent for the three periods respectively. Tie-low-bids were 2 percent,
48 percent, and 7 percent. Yet quoted prices were higher than in the first half of
1934.

Those industries had zero percentages for uniform bids prior to the code,
attained a large percentage of tie-bids for a short period under the code and have
relapsed subsequent to the order. Such industries are cork, steel wool, shovel,
dragline and crane, laundry and dry cleaning, machinery and valve fittings.

Prices to public purchasers.-We turn now to a wholly different matter, namely,
Were prices to public purchasers advanced? Upon this question the evidence so
far collected is extremely fragmentary but illuminating. In charts I to V are
shown prices on identicalitems bought by two public purchasing offices, and the
percent of identify of prices at the bid openings at which these prices plotted
represent the figure of the successful bidder. Particularly interesting is the
contrast afforded by the case of brass union purchases for the city of Philadelphia
(chart V). The sharp break in price at the December 1934, bid opening was
accompanied by the complete absence of identical bids on this product. In
general the charts show the line and the height of the bars rising and falling
together, pointing to a measure of association at least between tie bids and higher
prices. Both may have been joint results of a common cause.

Something of this nature is indicated in table A which in its three segments
show the trend toward uniformity of prices by the shifting of the tally marks
downward and to the left around the line which indicates perfect uniformity;
that is, one in which no matter how many bidders were present they would all
make the same bid. Nothing brings out more clearly the fact that Executive
Order 6767 failed to make the slightest impression upon the seemingly irresistible
trend toward uniformity of prices and bids in the iron and steel industry.

In conclusion, the painstaking attention of the reader is earnestly solicited for
the 12 tables and the booklet of charts which are attached as appendixes to this
chapter. The tables present for each of the codes the experience of public
purchasing agents in the Federal, State, and local Governments. Note that in
general the code periods show a distinct rise not only in the percent of tie bids
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but also in the percent of tie bids that were low bids. Note that this seems to
hold equally well for codes that do not provide for open-price filing as for those
that do. the conclusion is striking, suggesting that the knowledge that the anti-
trust laws were suspended was acted upon by business generally, whether under
codes or not under codes. Note also the extraordinary increase in the price of
building materials, a matter of peculiar importance to the Public Works Adminis-
tration and the Federal Housing Administration. From all the foregoing, the
conclusion seems hard to escape that the order had but slight effect. * * *

By way of summary, so far as the manufacturers and distributors are con-
cernedo the evidence indicates strongly that Executive Order 6767 has in no case
brought a threat of destructive price cutting, nor has it led to the suspension of
open-price provisions in the codes, nor has it resulted in sales below cost. It has
in short been ignored or disregarded. The tide of business stabilization or ration-
alization given an impetus by lifting the threat of the antitrust laws has in
overpowering fashion gone on its way counteracting, without itself being even
appreciably retarded by the small amount of competition provided for in
Executive Order 6767.

(Excerpts from the report of the Brookings Institution on the
National Recovery Administration are as follows:)

THE BRooKiNGs INSTITUTION,
Washington, D. C., April 16, 1936.Hon. PAT HAssalSON,

Senate Offw Building, Washington, D. C.
My DzAR SSNATOR HARRrsoN: At your request I am sending you and the

members of the Finance Committee page proof of the general study of the Nation-
al Recovery Administration, which the Brkings Institution has been carrying
on under my direction. It is unnecessary, I am sure, to indicate that this, like
all of our studies, is a detached and objective investigation made without reference
to any private or political interest. During the ourae of the study, which has
been In process since the inauguration of the National Recovery Administration,
four of the authors have had the opportunity to be parts of the Recovery Admin-
istration and to learn of its operations at first hand.

As this is page proof, minor errors may not have been corrected and cross-
references have not been put in. At the end of each major part of this book
you will find a chapter of conclusions.

Respectfully, LzvZTT S. LON,

Executive Vice Preaident.

Tic: BaooKINGs INSTITUTIOr,
Washington, D. C., April 17, 193M.

My Dzaa SENATOR HaRIssoN: Herewith is a mimeographed copy of a final
chapter to be attached to the page proof on the National Recovery Administra-
tion, which I sent to you yesterday.

Respectfully, Lvznzv' S. L-o,

Executive Vice President.

(Subsequently the following letter was received from Mr. Lyon, of
the Brookings Institution:)

TH BROOKINGS INSTITUTION,
Washington, D. C., April 1V, 1935.

MT DEAR Ma. JOHNSTON: The following statement of responsibility as among
th.e several authors of our study on the Nat'onal Recovery Administration will
appear in the published volume and should be noted in connection with the page
proof which I sent you a day or two ago.

"The gen eral relationship of responsibility as among the authors should also
be specially aoted. The volume has been planned as a unified study to cover
various major aspects of the Recovery Administration. This has afeted the
work of each author in that. each section has been planned and handled in a way
to avoid unnecessary overlapping and duplication of others. Moreover, as the
various authors have been associated as a group and as the subject matter of the
book has been of more or less continuous discussion, it would be impossible to
allocate in accurate Aetail credit for every idea or item of evidence which ap,--Rv
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Each author is, however, directly responriible only for the particular part of the
work for which credit is assigned to him below. There has been no effort to
strive for unanimity on points of detail, and since each author was alone in
possession of all the data out of which his specific judgments arose, the primary
interpretation is necessarily his.

"Mr. Lyon and Mr. Homan are responsible for the writing of part L Mr.
Dearing is responsible for chapters IV and V, Mr. Homan for chapters VI to IX,
and Mr. Dealing and Mr. Homan jointly for chapter X, Mr. Lorwin is respon-
sible for part IV, Mr. Lyon for part V, and Mr. Terborgh for part VI. The
factual content of the analysis of wages and hour provisions of codes appearing in
part III is the work of Mr. Marshall, who before his appointment to the National
industrial Recovery Board was a member of the staff working on the study. Mr.

Marshall, .however, is not responsible for the expressions of judgment and
appraisal which accompany the factual text." v SLuvuamrr S. Lyox¢,

Esscni vice Pvssides.

THE NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION: AN
ANALYSIS AND APPRAISAL

By Leverett S. Lyon, Paul T. Homan, George Terborgh, Lewis L. Lorwin,
Charles L. Dearing, Leon C. Marshall, all of The Brookings Institution,
Wasbington, D. C.

PART I. Tnz UNDERLYINO LAW
Chapter.
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III. Objectives of the act.

PART II. AsmimsTmuAzo, ORGANIZATION, AND PocXDuXX
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VI. The code structure.
VII. Agencies for code administration.
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IX. The National Recovery Administiation and code administration.
X. Summary and conclusion.
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XI. The approach to labor provisions.
XII. Minimum wage provisions in the codes.

XIII. Wages above the minimum.
XIV. Hours provisions.

XV. Continuing issues.
PART IV. Tao NATIONAL RzcovERa AsmmsnrrTAoq AND INDUA5ThAJ,

RZLArONS
XVI. The goal of "united action."

XVII. Collective bargaining under the codes.
XVIII. Changes in the position of trade unionism.

XIX. Summary and outlook.
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PART VI. THa NATIONAL RzcovzRy ADMINISTATION AS A RECOVERY MRASUR

XXXI. Tha criteria of recovery.
XXXII. The National Recovery Administration purchasing-power theory.

XXXIII. Wage rates and prices under the National Recovery Administration.
XXXIV. Prices and purchasing power.

XXXV. The National Recovery Administration and the durable goods
industries.

XXXVI. The National Recovery Administration and employment.
XX VII. The National Recovery Administration and employee income.
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PART VII. CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

(Chapter to be written)

APPENnIXES

A. Title I of National Industrial Recovery Act.
B. The labor provisions in the President's Reemployment Agreement.
C. Statistical methods referred to in part VI.
D. List of codes.

PART 11. ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION AND PROCEDURE

CHAPTER V. T,. CODE-MAItNG PRccZse
* * * * * * *

Of these various incentives, the second was no doubt the strongest and most
accountable for the large number of code applications. The early flood was based
on hope alone. Soon, however, favorable harbingers began to arrive. The
first code provided for indirect control of production through limitation of ma-
chine hours, and the second prohibited selling below cost. On August 15 the
electrical manufacturing code was approved. It contained a fully developed
open-price reporting provision. And finally on August 19, the approval of the
Iron and Steel Code and the Lumber and Timber Products Codes sent business
hopes soaring. The former contained elaborate price-reporting, merchandising,
and minimum price -protection provisions. The latter contained a forthright
system of price fixing, and provisions for the control of production, including
allocation. The promise of constructive relief from the antitrust laws was
proving no mirage.

BUMMARY

Viewed In its entirety the code-making process as it was actually conducted
presents a series of striking contrasts with the formalized statement of the
conflict of forces out of which "truth and composition" were expected to emerge.

The early formal picture was one of a small number of highly competent and
impartial officials, conducting a series of orderly conferences and hearings, during
which a group seeking to cooperate in the drive for reemployment presented basic
proposals for the consideration of the National Recovery Administration. In
order to guarantee unbiased treatment of the proposals and to protect the interests
of other affected parties, proposals of the applicant group were to be exposed to
the test of public hearing andto the partisan attack of the accredited representa-
tives of three equally well implemented groups. Since the constituency of each of
these groups covered the entire range of industrial, labor, and consumer interests,
the applicant's proposals were in effect to be subjected to the ultimate test of
conformity with the public interest. By such alchemy the deputy was to forge
a document which would operate equitably upon all interests concerned. That
it constituted an equitable arrangement for the groups immediately subject to
its provisions would be attested by the fact that a group "truly representative"
of the trade or industrial operations concerned had assented to its provisions.
That it was a document which would not be detrimental to the public welfare
would be adequately attested by the approval of the President, or his agent, the
Recovery Administrator, acting as guardians of the public Interest.
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The real picture was one of numerous officials, ranging the entire scale in
individual competence and motives, struggling under pressure of time to secure,
by whatever method available, some common ground for agreement among a
number of contending groups. In this confused struggle the deputy sometimes
lost his identity as an impartial referee and appeared as an active participant in
the controversy, lending support first to one group and then to another accord-
ing to his own conception of desirable economic and social controls, or his notions
of how to facilitate progress on the code. The nice alinement between advisory
groups and their stated functions suffered strange distortions. By reason of
circumstances their advisory functions were forced into bargaining patterns.
As a result, the theoretical parity of their advisory opinion was destroyed, for
one of the groups was strongly organized to operate as a pressure group, the
second mildy so, and the third not at all. In order to function at all, the latter,
the consumers' group, was compelled to adopt a method which was alien to the
entire N. R. A. scheme.

Commonly, the code scene disclosed two active and distinguishable contenders
in the drafting of labor provisions The code committee and the labor group.
The bulk of the former was somewhat enhanced by the shadowy embodiment of
the industrial advisory group, though this board at times was an influence in
restraining rather than promoting the attitude of code committees.

In the making of trade-practice provisions the lines of conflict were less clearly
drawn. Frequently the controversies within the code committee itself were the
hardest to resolve. But there were continuing seeds of conflict in those price-
control and other restrictive provisions which the consumers' advisory group
opposed In principle. While the "consumers' interest" was a somewhat formless

the' the deputy administrator was Subject to some inhibitions imposed by
tevague N. R. A. policy against granting direct powers of administrative

direction in matters of price and production control. Other inhibitions arose
from questions of legality.

A good deal of the time spent upon the negotiations of such provisions there-
fore was taken up with bargaining upon the details of formulas, rather than with
the more direct form of bargaining which was possible on wages and hours.

Throughout the whole process the deputy's actions were notably dictated by
the desire to bring the negotiations to an early end. For many codes, especially
smaller ones, the negotiations could be much foreshortened by the application of
formulas established by precedent. But for many others, extended and at times
bitterly controversial negotiations were required.

As code making extended to include hundreds of separate groups, it became im-
possible for the Administrator to exercise his separable function as "protector of
the public interest." He was forced to depend more and more upon the judg-
ment of his agents and subagents that specific code provisions would not operate
contrary to the public welfare. The structure of each code had become so intri-
cate and the codes had become so numerous, that only these agents and the par-
ticipant groups had any comprehension of the potential effects of given codes
upon the public welfare. But each agent was operating largely independently
of the others, and without any specific standards by which to gage the public
interest.

* S * * * * a

CHAPTER IX. TH N. R. A. AMD CODE; ADMINISTRATION
* * * * * * S

* * * Whatever the services of prompt justice in discouraging crime, the
customary theory of justice does not permit legal officers to overlook the offenses
of known willful violators of law. This is exactly what has been done under
N. R. A. compliance machinery. The outcome is a system of "selective justice""
under which a few violators are selected to be made examples of, with no pretense
of prosecuting other cases of similar nature. But even this system has not been
sufficiently manned to establish "the fear of God."

A related weakness has been the hesitation to litigate certain kinds of cases.
This is especially true of cases under the local trade and service codes, many of
which represent a very low degree of compliance. In approving such codes the
National Recovery Administration failed to keep code jurisdiction within reason-
ably well established concepts of interstate commerce (or at least within a reason-

i This hgpy phrase is usd with the consent or the lawyer who invented It, and who elsins no pro-Pr tat.
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ale estimate of juristic flexibility). The fact that the bulk of operations covered
byl many codes can only by the most strained interpretation be claimed either
to be in or affecting interstate commerce has led to a marked timidity on the
part of National Recovery Administration enforcement officials in pressing
court cases dealing with these operations. This timidity is even more marked
in the case of the Department of Justice attorneys who are legally responsible
for the conducting of court cases. Chronic violators have operated with im-
punity to the disadvantage of complying competitors. Prestige both of Na-
tional Recovery Administration and of code authorities has of course suffered
In cosequence.

CONCLUSION

The situation which now faces the National Recovery Administration as an
enforcement and supervisory body may be concisely stated. The range and
volume of its duties go far beyond what was anticipated. It cannot with even
moderate adequacy discharge its responsibilities for compliance. Nor can it
discharge its responsibility for supervising the administration of codes by their
own administrative agencies. Its present administrative machinery is already
jammed by the mass of detailed problems which converge upon the higher
officials from the rim of the administrative wheel. Yet to discharge its duties,
additions to the machinery of startling magnitude would be required. A decision
to retain the National Recovery Administration with approximately its present
coverage and range of duties entails one of two alternatives; either the flagrantly
Ineffective administration of a body of law, or the creation of an army of Federal
inspector and officials under a decentralized system of executive organization
These are unpleasant alternatives, and imply the judgment that on strictly
administrative grounds, divorced from the policy considerations to be considered
at length in later portions of this book, the National Recovery Administrotionou gut not to continue to be what it now Is.

The dark picture of the prospects of code administration is believed not to
misinterpret the state of the facts. It does not perhaps give sufficient credit for
sincere and able efforts at code administration, wherefrom more encouragementmight have been lent to those who think the principle of collective action to be
the proper foundation of a new national economic policy. Nevertheless the

existing situation represents an outcome of code operation other than was ever
Intended by anyone. Quite regardless, therefore, of anyone's interest in code
operations or his bias on matters of economic organization, the administrative
difficulties are necessarily high on the current agenda of discussion concerning
the future of the National Recovery Administration. Their character is not in
the least changed by anyone's interest in the outcome.

In the following chapter attention is given to the question whether the Na-
tional Recovery Administration has inherent In it the ability to reform its own
administrative weaknesses. Clearly one's judgments concerning such weak-
nesses must be softened if it can be shown that they are merely the defects of
haste which over a period of time can be eliminated. The next chapter should
be read as a body of sumnrary conclusions applicable to the whole preceding
group of chapters which make up part II of this book. In writing this body of
conclusions, it has been impossible to escape overstepping the boundary of strictly
administrative considerations since th, latter are #o organically related to the
body bf code rules which make up the subject matter of administrative action.

* * * S * * *

CHAPTER X. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

1. It is much to be desired in connection with congressional delegation of
power that the specific objectives of the law be stated in unambiguous terms,
and that the standards of judgment and measurement to be used by the ad-
ministrative agency in pumuing the objectives be stated in as definite terms as
possible. Undoubtedly, difficulties are involved in the definition of objectives
and the establishment of standards which will serve as real administrative
governors and guides. On the other hand, if a reasonably restricted definition of
legislativee intent cannot be written into a law, it is doubtful whether the public
interest will be secured by chancing the varying interpretations which are likely
to be placed upon it under executive direction.
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2. In the degree that, under the regulatory scheme undertaken, the standards
of measurement are largely subjective and considerable discretion must be placed
with the designated agency, it becomes important that the legislature, if it is not
completely to abdicate its function, establish an administrative organization cap-
able of maintaining continuity of policy and method. (This logically follows since
the basic rights of individuals subject to the provisions of a law are determined in
large measure by the specific rulings of the designated agency rather than by the
original action of the legislature. The activities of this agency therefore become,
In effect, legislative rather than administrative.) With respect to both the
points mentioned, Congress failed in the proper performance of its legislative
duty when passing the National Industrial Recovery Act.

3. The superior authority for such an organization as the National Recovery
Administration needs to be a board rather than an individual, and impartial
rather than representative. Members need to be appointed for a stated period
and to be removable only for cause. Its primary responsibility should be that
of promulgating and supervising the execution of administrative (as distinguished
from general) policy. Given functions of the sort stated, it would appear to be
axiomatic that they cannot be performed properly by a representative board
engaged in continuous bargaining and playing for group advantage. Whatever
its character, such a board can only be expected to function in a reasonably effec-
tive manner when, in terms of objectives and standards, it is properly instructed
concerning the character of its functions, something that has never been done for
the responsible officers of the National Recovery Administration.

4. Since Congress has chosen to create, or to delegate the power to create a
multiplicity of agencies which, by virtue of indeterminate definition of powers
and duties can be operated at cross purposes, there is no alternative to the estab-
lishment of an executive coordinating agency. Granting this necessity, the func-
tions of such an agency need to be defined and limited. It should, for example, have
no power, such as the Industrial Emergency Committee now has, to promulgate
policy affecting any single agency, nor the power to veto the administrative
policies and acts of any given commission or board except upon definite showing
that they are at cross purposes with acts arid policies of other agencies regarded
as having prior importance in the circumstances.

The fundamental purpose of coordination is the elimination of inconsistencies
and the promotion of united action toward definite objectives. Given proper
legislative determination of general policies, the necessities are reduced to coordi-
rating the lower orders of administrative discretion. In the absence of such
determination with respect to the National Recovery Administration either by
Congress or by the President, the task of coordinating the work of the National
Recovery Administration with that of other governmental agencies is quite
hopeless. The primary necessity is therefore not coordination, but clarification
6f purpose.

It is not to be supposed that a mere meeting of the formal administrative
criteria just mentioned guarantees appropriate action in the public interest.
Objectives, however clearly stated, may be unwise. Forms of organization and

rocedure, however technically sound, may miscarry through defects in the
uman element. But to ignore the dictates of experience in such matters Is

merely to compound the probabilities of unwise action.
Should Congress continue the powers delegated under the National Industrial

Recovery Act without essential clarification of objectives and standards or pre-
scription of organization and procedure, it is problematical whether any improve-
ment in the quality of administrative action may be expected to occur. Certainly
experience has demonstrated to the National Recovery Administration that the
delegation of general policy-making functions to the executive arm in no way
diminishes the necessity for performing them. But this is merely posterior en-
lightenment coming from past errors. Whether this new wisdom can be used
effectively is another matter.

The difficulty is that the National Recovery Administration is almost wholly
occupied with the attempt to administer the province of action which it has
created. The primary present requirement on the side of policy is, however, to
determine whether it should continue, and if so, to what end and in what form.
The inertia of forward motion on the track of administrative action is antipathetic
to the appropriate action on matters of policy determination. The National
Recovery Administration in its present form is distinctly unfitted for the per-
formance of this function.

Whatever body falls heir to the present empire of the National Recovery
Administration will find itself in continuous difficulties for all the various reasons
that have been dislayed in the preceding chapters. If it were not assumed that
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the National Recovery Administration was to be reformed, it would be rather
foolish to discuss matters of administrative organization. Assuming the intention
to reform, importance attaches to such matters, No more delicate task could be
assigned to any group of men than the processes of disentanglement, partial dis-
mantling, salvaging, adjustment, and constructive effort through which it might
be attempted to put the National Recovery Administration. Should the present
delegated legislative and judicial functions continue to be commingled in the
persons of administrative officers who have not time even for the proper dis-
charge of their executive duties, the continuance of the principle of muddle is
urediftable for the future as evidence of it is observable in the past. As the
National Recovery Administration "acted" itself into an ,indi#crimiuate recon-
struction of the control of American industry without ever making any rational
and deliberate choice to do so, it may equally "act" itself into a further series
of unpremeditated consequences.

As a case study in administrative law the National Recovery Act appears
destined to become a classic. As a phenomenon, it offers strong confirmation of
the traditional prejudice against extensive delegation of legislative power to the
executive arm of the Government. The necessity for some degree of such dele-
gation being, however, admitted, the peculiar warning is against following a
principle of "action" unlimited by rational ("academic") analysis of processes,
clear definition of objectives, careful selection of procedures, and in general the
appeal to experience.

Were it necessary to judge the National Recovery Act purely on the basis of
its merits as an administrative system, it would be marked for the most radical
metamorphosis of form. The future of the National Recovery Act is not, however,
to be blocked out entirely on the basis of an administrative study. The future
of the body of substantive law which it has erected is at issue in any such dis-
cussion. Form, content, and processes become intertwined, and final judgments
must represent a distillation of conviction from the whole complex.

CHAPTER XXII. RANGE AND CHARACTER OF REGULATIONS

TRADE PRACTICE REGULATIONS IN NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION CODES
WITH APPROXIMATE PERCENTAGE OF CODES CONTAINING EACH

I. Requirements
Percent

Practices tending to effect minimum price ---------------------------- 79
Uniform methods of cost finding- .---------------------------------- 72
Open prices ------------------------------------------------------ 59
Specified discount and credit terms ----------------------------------- 43
Specified standards for industry products or services -------------------- 38
Specified transportation terms -------------------------------------- 27
Standard forms or terms of contracts -------------------------------- 22
Specified forms or terms of, or conditions surrounding the making of, bids

and quotations ------------------------------------------------- 18
Classification of customers----------------------------------------- 17
Specified forms of arbitration --------------------------------------- 13
Limitation of machine and plant hours ------------------------------- 12
Specified terms for Government purchases ---------------------------- 9
Control of capacity ------------------------------------------------ 8
Charge for sup-plying of specified nonindustry products or services ........ 4
Specified classifications or descriptions of industry products ------------- 3
Filing of sealed bids ----------------------------------------------- 2
Specified production quotas --------------------------------------- 2
Charge for estimating ------------------------------------------
Control of inventory ---------------------------------------------- I
Specified hours of business ---------------------------------------- I
Specified invoice forms --------------------------------------------- I

CHAPTER XXIII. TRANSFER OF POWER OVER PRICES

TRANSFER OF POWER OVER PRICES

The transfer of power over the determination of prices which the Natibnal
Recovery Administration has effected takes a number of clearly distinguishable
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forms. For purposes of convenient discussion these forms.may be considered
under the following headings: (1) Minimum price determination; (2) cost pro-
tection; (3) loss leaders; (4) destructive price cutting and emergency price fixing;
and (5) waiting periods in open-price systems. The various types of code pro-
visions by which such transfer of power has been brought about and the numerical
frequency of each are set forth in the table on pages 580-583.

MINIMUM PRICE DETERMINATION

The most extreme form of transfer of power over the determination of prices
which has been brought about by the National Recovery Act is found in those
cases in which it has authorized something approximating a complete license to
fix fxtimum prices.

1

Such grants of power are made where an industrial group, through the code
authority, is given the power to determine prices at which individual members of
the group shall sell, without there being established any criteria of guidance or
with criteria so vague that they are ineffective.

Examples of such grants of power are found in provisions which authorize the
code authority to initiate price control, limited ouly by the requirement that
minimum prices shsll equal "the lowest reasonable cost ,f productionn, or be
"fair and reasonable", or equal the cost of the "lowest cost representative firm."
Under these various headings there are reported some 38 codes. (See the table
on p. 580.) Twelve of these thirty-eight are reported as representing "power
given to code authority with or without approval of the National Recov-ry Admin-
istration to establish at any time minimum prices, no cost basis being provided."
Such transfers of power may he illustrated by the provision from t he Bituminous
Coal Code.

"The selling of coal under a fair market price (necessary to carry out the pur-
poses of the National Industrial Recovery Act, to pay the minimum rates herein
established, and to furnish employment for labor) is hereby declared to be an
unfair competitive practice and in violation of this code * - * *.

"The fair market prices of coal of any grade and character * * * shall be-
* * * the minimum prices * * * which may be established

by a marketing agency or by marketing agencies * * * (or)
* * * where no such marketing agency exists * * * by the respec-

tive code authorities * * *
* * * * * * *

"The term 'marketing agency' or 'agency' * * * shall include any trade
association of coal producers complying with the requirements of a marketing
agency and exercising the functions thereof." 2

There are a number of codes which grant a similar degree of price-fixing power
to code authorities by permitting them to reject prices filed in an open-prioe
system on the grounds that such prices would promote "unfair competition",
without any criteria being set forth in the code as to what constitutes "unfair
competition".'

(Tabulations on "Analysis of provisions relative to minimum prices and costs
methods" appears in General Johnson's testimony.)

It appears that such grants of power go far toward granting, if they do not
actually grant, legal sanction to the representatives of an industry to utilize
their own judgment as to what is the most desirable price. Without the forces
of competition being operative and without legal criteria by which they must be
guided, groups with such grants of power are in a position to establish monopoly
prices.

Such ;rants of power over prices, to industrial groups, are without precedent
in American life. Some of those who, within the National Recovery Adminis-
tration and without, have argued for such grants to industrial groups have made
much of the point that control over prices, prior to the National Recovery Act,
was held by certain groups. While it is presumably true that such examples
exist, the industries with such power held it without authority and only in oppo-
sition to law. It has been the theory of American economic organization, ex-
pressed in the antitrust laws and in the long series of court decisions interpreting

I It would seem hardly neewy to sWplaiO that, for all practical purpoes, the power to fix a minimum
pie lain effect the power to ft price. Yet insmuch as there as been, even within the National Recovery
Administration Itself some confuso on the point. the Met should be stated. Obviously even monopoly

g do not object it members offer products at higher than the fixed minimum.
.VI, s. 1 and .

'Thm may be Illustrated by the origl iron and Steel Code and by the Paper and Pulp Code In
the mended Iron and Steel Code provision was omitted.
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them, that where industrial groups have secured such power the public interest
requires that it be destroyed or completely supervised by some Government
body. It is unprecedented to grant such powers to industrial groups with the
sanction of law and the support of Government agencies of enforcement.

A second type of transfer of power over price determination to industrial groups
places certain limitations upon the exercise of these powers. Transfers of this
sort may be illustrated by those codes which provide that no individual may sell
below the average industry cost as determined by the code authority. As is
shown in the table on page 580, there arc some five codes granting industries power
to determine minimum prices with these limitations. Article III, section 3 (b)
of the Lime Code offers an illustration of such a grant.

"Each district control committee shall determine within its own district
* * the weighted average cost of each industry product manufactured in
such district. * * *

"After such average cost of each industry product is so determined for any
district, no manufacturer in the industry shall sell any such industry product for
delivery in such district at less than such average cost, plus basing rail freight

* *P"
Even in this type of provision there is no small degree of discretion permitted

the code authority. The method of determining cost and the method of arriving
at the weighted average not being clearly defined in the code, the door was
opened wide for administrative judgment.

COST PROTECTION

A less extreme, but far more frequent, transfer of power over prices is that
achieved by prohibiting sales below individual cost, commonly known as "cost
protection." There are reported 352 codes containing such provisions. (See p.
580.) Important among the industries having such cost protection are canning;
carpet and rug manufacturing; men's clothing; hosiery; cement; glass container;
furniture manufacturing; salt producing; paint, varnish, and lacquer manufactur-
ing; rubber manufacturing; plumbing fixtures; electrical manufacturing; farm
equipment; structural steel and iron fabricating; and trucking.

To understand how no-sales-below-individual-cost provisions transfer power to
determine prices, it is necessary to see that the decision as to what is an individual's
cost has been transferred to a group. This is typically done by requiring, that
each individual include in his costs such elements as are specified in a uniform
Rstem of cost finding. All codes which forbid sales below individual cost provide
tht there shall be drawn up by the code authority a system of cost finding which
shall become effective, usually upon approval by the administrator. Of the more
than 350 codes providing for their establishment, accounting systems had by
'anuary 9, 1935, been approved for only 39.1 At a public hearing held on this
itte the director of the Research and Planning Division of the National Recovery

'Administration stated that accounting systems had been submitted for some 230
other industries, but had not received administrative approval. The reason for
this withholding of approval is clearly related to a significant dilemma which
'developed as a result of a division between declared policy and earlier practice in
the spring and summer of 1934. This dilemma is discussed in chapter XXIX.

There are a number of instances in which the no-selling-below-individual-cost
provisions are implemented within the code provisions themselves. There a

7 codes having provisions In which at least some of the required cost elements
specifically stated. (See the table on p. 580.) In addition, there are some 23

odees which incorporate existing cost systems into codes by reference. These
p'e typically systems of long standing in use by trade associations.

While technically provisions for no sales below individual cost which do not
themselves define cost are inoperative until an implementing cost-accounting
system has been approved, there is evidence that code authorities exercise no
itule influence over price in the period during which cost systems are being
designed. To the extent that code authorities desire to exercise such unauthor-
<'Prices ad Pric Provisions in Codes, Natotl Pecovery Administration, Ja 9, 1935, reported these 15
inist ies to be: Re4il lumber,lumber products, bulldingmnaterials and buldng peeilti trade; fertillser;
hIaereni; hardwood distillation; fishing tackle; coffee; boiler manufacturg; maII=Ve Iron; cement; cavo
goods; hosiery; lUnestone; washing and " machine; a liances and ap , tile contracting dlvi-*2? of construction; ready-made furniture slip covers; tlnfulslnsallance manufturng; motor

epperatn manutuing; -nch.board manufacturing; Cal=oras = e processes; silverware manu.eturng; moking-plpe manufacturing; furniture manufacturing; clgar container; gray Ico foundry; drop
forging; merch be warehouslng; novelty curtain, draperies, bedspreads, and novelty pillows; paper di-

htlng; rubber manufacturing; plumbing fixtures, automatic sprnkler; wood heel; trucking; wing,
Screw ma&chine products; luggage and fancy lesther goods; earthenware builders' supplies
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lied powers, they are aided by the fact that members of industries are by no
means always clear as to the meaning of the cost provisions or of the extent of the
code authority's power, and are unwilling to meet the expense and discomforts'
of making a test. Furthermore, such unauthorized powers sometimes are exer-
cised to influence prices even after the accounting systems are approved. It Is,
of course, without doubt impossible even for Government authorities to measure
or assess with accuracy the exact extent of the improper exercise of such power
but it occurs frequently and in some cases the methods employed are strongly
coercive.

In a certain industry having a no-sale-below-individual-cost provision In its'
code, the small size of the units concerned, the untrained character of the owning
and managing personnel, and additional reasons, made it impossible effectively to
use a cost system. The code authority drew up a schedule of costs in terms of
dollars which was circulated to the industry with the statement that any member 3
of the industry who sold below this schedule would be challenged as having sold
below his individual costs. While under the conditions such action may have
been necessary if the provision was to be administered, it is obvious that when
so administered a no-selling-below-individual-cost provision becomes in effect
direct price fixing.

Such unauthorized use of power has been strongly supported by the general
ideology surrounding the recovery program. It is a matter of common discus-
sion among those familiar with the processes of making and enforcing codes that
industry members believe that the Administration desired "to get prices up."
With this general belief as a background, every suggestion by the code authority
to the effect that the code required prices to be held at a certain point, or to be
increased, could be made an appeal to "patriotism." Belief that the Administra-
tion wanted prices "stabilized 'was even at times made a basis for threats.

In some instances it was not necessary for the code authority to go beyond its
authorized powers in making effective a no-sales-below-individual-cost provision
prior to the approval of the system of cost finding. The structural clay-products
code, for example, provides that:

"During the period between the effective date of this code and the application
of the cost provisions provided * * * each regional committee * * *
may after a survey of the estimated cost, both direct and indirect, of
the reasonably efficient plants * * * recommend an allowable
cost. * * * Upon approval by the code authority * * * no member of
the industry shall sell *** any * * * product below its allowable
cost. * * *Ili

It is highly probable that in every instance in which the National Recovery
Administration guaranteed cost protection to industries it was expected that
such protection would bring about a price higher than the competitive price.
It is needless to say, therefore, that it is in effect price fixing.

Unless the cost systems, the use of which was required of individuals, included
elements of cost that were not being earned, there would be no demand on the
part of industries for such provisions. The precise extent to which no-sales-

elow-individual-cost provisions bring prices above competitive prices depends
in part upon the elements included in costs. In part it depends upon the extent
of use of unauthorized powers by the code authority.

An analysis of the first 16 accounting systems approved indicates that in each
cost system elements of "cost" specified include not only all direct labor and
material costs, but a large proportion of indirect manufacturing expenses and
administrative and selling expenses. Such an analysis shows that the following
types of elements have been included in approved cost systems.'

Raw material (actual shrinkage).
Direct labor.
Fuel and power.
Depreciation on utilized buildings and equipment.
Maintenance and repairs (ordinary only).
Indirect labor.
Office and administration salaries,
Light and heat.

I Art. Vi (e): Tls amounts to en Identification of "no sling below individual cot" with some form4uniform minImum prices, i, the talking of the code-makers. There are reported 40 codes having"
hiinary" ruins established with o without approval of National RecowytAdministration to pi ply
prior so the approval of methods. g table on p. 82-63.oThe satiretlist did not sour in any single Industry but is rather a composale of elements gathered from,1
1- approved systems.
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Rent (only up to depreciation and similar property expense on actually used
buildings).

Insurance, all kinds.
Office and factory supplies and incidentals.
Telephone and telegraph.
Taxes.
Legal and accounting expense.
Selling and delivery expense: Sales, salaries, and commissions; advertising

and promotion; bad debts; freight and cartage.
Truck# drivers' salaries.
Gas, oil, depreciation, repair, obsolescence, insurance, garage expense.
Collection expense.
Warehouse expense.
Royalties.
Director's fees.
Amortization of leasehold (not to include interest).
Patents.
Postage.
Professional services.
Stationery and printing.
Stock registration.
Dues, donations, welfare.
Experimental work.
Meetings, entertainment, welfare work, fire drills, etc. (early codes).
Rent (whether building owned or rented, an amount equal to taxes on land

and building depreciation on fair value of building, insurance and maintenance
costs. No greater amount may be included, but any additional cost should not
be overlooked in determining sales prices).

Donations.
Entertainment of customers.
Uniform shrinkage charges.
Rent paid.
Stumpage.
Depreciation at not less than that allowable for income tax purposes.
Miscellaneous expense.
Sales convention expense.
Development expense (research and engineering), drafting, patents, royalties,

patterns, tools, dies, testing (all but unusual):
Employees' welfare.
Accident compensation.
Travel and entertainment.
Donations up to the amount deductible for income tax.
Depreciation base of original cost as maximum.
Depreciation rate no greater than allowed for income-tax purposes.
Dues, memberships, subscriptions.
Miscellaneous selling expense.
Depreciation base-on plant and equipment purchased recently at abnormally

low prices-fair replacement value.
Plant equipment fully written down must nevertheless have depreciation

charged in.
An all-inclusive cost provision.

MINIMUM PRICE DETERMINATION COMPARED WITH COST PROTECTION

It is desirable next to compare and contrast the reallocation of power over
price determination which is effected by provisions requiring that there shall be no
sales below individual cost with those which grant to code authorities power to
determine a uniform minimum price. Any member of an industry governed by a
code which contains the former type of provision may sell as low as his own costs,
computed according to the accounting formula for the industry. Since the costs
of one member, even thus computed, may vary considerably from those of
another, it is obvious that if no one may sell below his own costs, all members of
an industry excepting the one with the lowest cost might find themselves unable
ue to price their goods as to find any market.? In a number of codes containing
no-males-below-individual-cost provisions, attempt has been made to meet this
problem by permitting an individual to sell below his own costs to meet the price

' Whether or not this Is true depends upon (a) the demand evidenced for the commodity (b) the produc-
tive capacity of the lower-coat producs, and (o) the costs of the higher-oost producers.
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of a lower cost competitor. As the phrase went in National Recovery Adminis-
tration discussions, the higher cost producers are permitted "to sell down to meet
competition." This may be illustrated by the provision from the furniture man-
ufacturing code (art. VII, sec. 1), which provides that no furniture manufacturer
shall sell at a price-

"That will result in the customer paying for such products less than their cost
to the furniture manufacturer, except:

"(a) To meet existing competition of lower-cost producers on products of the
same or equivalent design, character, quality, or specifications."

Quite aside from the obvious difficulty, if not total impracticability, of deter-
mining equivalence of design, character, quality, and specification of goods sold
in everydayy market transactions, permission "to sell down to meet competition"
uces not solve the problem. The products of many industries are not standard-
izod and fungible.

.'n these industries products of practically identical physical characteristics
ofton have varying degrees of buyer acceptance. Accepted products, accepted
perhaps because of brands and advertising, and less accepted products, even
though physically identical, are sold side by side but at different prices. It is
the existence of the price differentials that makes it possible for the producers of
less well-accepted products to remain in competition with the producers of the
widely accepted products. But if the producer of the accepted product chooses
to sell down to the price of the unaccepted product when the producer of the
unaccepted product is selling at the "price floor" established by the no-selling-
below-individual-cost provisions, the latter is doomed even if he is permitted to
meet competition. He has, truly enough, a price floor below which he may not
go, and the producer of the accepted products by lowering his prices can crush
him upon this price floor.

This analysis has application to an intensely practical problem in the making
of codes. This is the problem of price differentials. Any form of price-fixing,
be it minimum price determination or cost protection, opens the probability of
destroying the competitive position of individuals marketing a less well-accepted
product. It is frequently answered to this point that less well-accepted products
are "gyp", substandard, or otherwise improper to offer on the market. Such a
statement, of course, only raises a new issue. If this means merely that there
is a difference in quality, there are no social grounds on which such products
should be eliminated from the market. The National Recovery Administration
could properly work in the direction of enabling buyers to distin~izish between
the relative physical qualities of products offered them, but there is no practical
fact better known to business men than that products with no significant physical
differences sell at different prices. If it is true that the product is unsanitary or
otherwise injurious, it is proper to eliminate it; but there is no point in attempting
it by such indirect or cumbersome means as no-sales-below-cost provisions, which
may eliminate competition which is socially desirable.

A second question of the most intensely practical character is involved in price
fixing either by minimum price determination or cost protection. In National
Recovery Administration discussions of price fixing the point has frequently been
urged that the public interest cannot be harmed if individuals are forbidden only
from selling below their own costs and if members of an industry are permitted
to sell down to meet competition. It is pointed out that by such regulations the
individual is not prohibited from selling below the point at which he would desire
to sell if he knew what he was doing, unless he was doing so to secure a monopoly
position.

It is a well-known business fact, however, that there are Zonditions in which
businessmen find it profitable for a time to sell below their costs--even their
direct cost--even though they have no hope of thereby attaining a monopoly
position. During periods of depression, for example, nothing is more common
than businessmen selling below costs "to stay in the business picture." Far
from hoping to attain a monopoly, they hope merely to stay alive. To do this
they must retain their market connections with a view to a better day. When a
business man thus finances himself through a period of loss he Is doing in effect
the same thing as he does during a period in which he is promoting and initiatinga new enterprise. During such periods he is more or less continuously engaged
in selling below cost. Accountants customarily capitalize such losses in the form
of organization expenses.Sales below cost, moreover, are a commonplace whenever a new product is
introduced or a new market territory is entered. It is clear that in all of these

cases there is no lack of understanding on the part of the business man of what he
is doing. Indeed, It is a part of his deliberate sales strategy. It is equally clear
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that monopoly is no necessary sequence to such actions. They are the ordinary
tools used to secure a "share of the business."

A further serious fault in cost-protection provisions, even when they allow
selling down to meet competition, is to be observed. Such provisions may result
in the creation of unprecedented power for certain industrial groups or for certain
individuals within industrial groups. If these lower-cost members do not choose
to sell below the costs of higher-cost members of the industry, those with higher
costs are powerless to initiate price reductions. This situation is completely
stultifying to action by higher-cost members of the industry who may be con-
sideri~g a reduction of price with a view to increasing production and its con-
sequent possibilities of increasing total profits through a reduction of overhead
cost per unit. It follows that this power in the hand of the lower-cost producers
may constitute a degree of monopoly position.

A cost-protection provision gives a code authority power similar to the power
to fix minimum prices. This is because, by determining the elements of cost to
be utilized in connection with such a provision, it is in effect establishing a mini-
mum price. In either case it is in a position to prevent the individual business
man from charging such prices as he wishes.

The difference between the two grants of power is entirely a matter of degree.
A code authority specifying elements of cost in connection with a no-selling-below-
individual-cost provision finds its authorized power over price determination
limited by the costs of the lowest cost producer.'

On the other hand, the code authority fixing a minimum price is sometimes in
a position to specify a higher price. This is the case, for example, if the cost base
is set by some such phrase as "weighted average cost", "modal cost", "fair and
reasonable cost", "lowest reasonable cost", or "prices that do not promote
unfair competition." Such tests make it possible to fix a higher minimum price
than do no-sales-below-individual-cost provisions. The cost basis implied by any
of these phrases is, therefore, a greater subtraction from the power of individuals
and a greater addition to the powers of industrial groups over price Jetermination
than is a provision for no sales below individual cost.

Yet this difference should not be exaggerated. In some instances the elements
of cost specified in cost protection provisions are of such character that they fail
to allow for actual variations in individual costs. This occurs in two general
ways: First, through the specification of a cost formula in the form of prime cost,
or s'wsn other base that varies relatively little between producers within an
industry, plus a uniform percentage mark-uip. Illustrations of this are furnished
by the code for the crushed stone, sand and gravel, and slag industry, and the
code for waterproofing, danipproofing, caulking compounds, and concrete
floor treatments manufacturing industry.

9

The second way in which no-sales-below-individual-cost provisions may be so
framed as not to give full allowance to individual variations in cost is through the
inclusion in costs of a uniform mark-up in terms of dollars, again on a base that
varies little between the various units of an industry. This is illustrated by the

I It has already been pointed out that code authorities sometimes secure unauthorized powers.
I Art, VII, see. 2 (d) of the Cnshed Stone, Sand and Gravel and Slag Code requires that no producer

sell belos prime plant cost plus 10 percent. Prime plant cost Is defined as Including all items of cost exclu-
sive of return on capital Invested, interest on borrowed capital, depreciation, depletion, admlnlstratiou,
selling costs, and reserves.

Art. VII (2) of the waterproofing, dampproofing, caulking compounds, and concrete floor treatments
manufacturing code permits on sale below "allowable cost" defined as materials costs, cost of containers,and cost of "recessing plus a reasonable percentage of these 3 as determined by the code ruthority.

In such cases the Item, In which individual variations in cost can occur, If the specified formula Is e-
ployed, are those elements of cost In which typically there is the least variation between Individual firms.

be result is that "no selling below Individual cost" when so defined reduces the opportunity to express
individual differences in cost. Under these circumstances a great degree of power over price determination
t transferred to the code authority. Furthermore, the specification of some items of cost as uniformly 
percentage of other cost elements Indicates that "actual" cost is not to be the basis for the determInation
of prices. It thereby removes another important limitation of the code authority's power impued in the
no-selling.below-Ind I dus Icost provision. To be more specific, code authorities under thLs interpreta-
tion of "individual cost" are not limited In their powers over price determination either by "IndivIutal
variations" or by "actual costa."

There are a number of instances in which the code provisions themselves do not reveal the full extent
to which this sort of development is taking place This occurs when the cost systems which the codes
authorize, but which are not cheroselves outlined in detail in the codes, contain coat specifications similar
to those indicated above.
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structural clay-products industry.

0 
The effective grant of power given to code

authorities when they are enabled to specify a uniform mark-up in defining
"cost" in connection with no-sales-below-individual-cost provisions makes it
possible for them to go further in the direction of restricting individual price
determination than the limits set by the costs of the lowest cost producers.

In effect this amounts to minimum price determination.
From an administrative point of view the code authority is given a larger

degree of power over prices through minimum price protection provisions than
through cost protection provisions. This is true because minimum price de-
termination requires the administrative determination of a price; whereas cost
protection requires the administrative determination of only a cost formula.
However, where a no-sales-below-individual-cost provision permits the inclusion
of a, uniform mark-up in dollars, this difference largely disappears. Whenever
a code authority is granted powers of administrative price determination, its
influence is much more certain and effective than when it merely specifies a
formula.

The paint, varnish, and lacquer manufacturing industry offers an interesting
illustration of how industries which have cost protection provisions in their codes
sometimes develop these provisions into minimum price determination. The
original code for the industry required that market replacement value be used
for raw materials cost. This eliminated actual cost difference between the units
of the industry on this item-differences that may have arisen, for example,
froip alert pirehasing or efficient production. Processing costs were, however,
left in the form of a statement of elements to be included.

These provisions were apparently not satisfactory because some 4 months
later amendment 8 in amendment 1 to the code provided:

"The Paint Industry Recovery Board shall classify the products of the industry
and establish and furnish to all manufacturers figures representing all direct
factory costs, such as power and labor, depreciation determined in accordance
with the provisions of the Federal income tax laws, plus a proper proportion of
all indirect factory expenses (excepting interest on investment) in accordance
with the share each class of products should bear. Such figures shall be the
lowest reasonable cost of manufacturers, large and siiall, throughout the in-
dustry and (subject to change by the Board) shall be used as the minimum pro-
cessing cost by of members of the industry, subject to the approval of the Ad-
ministrator."

By this provision the code authority is enabled to determine dollar values for
processing costs which must be used by all members of the industry irrespective
of their actual costs. Also, it appears that the code authority has gone so far
as to make arbitrary stipulations even of general and administrative expenses:
Orton W. Boyd, Chief of the Research and Planning Unit of the National Re-
covery Administration which has charge of approving cost-finding systems, writes.

"For instance, in the paint, varnish, and lacquer industry there has been
established a schedule of minimum prices uich are intended for permanent use.
Sales of any product of this industry cannot be made for 1e9s than the sum of
replacement value of the raw materials, and certain specified allowances for
losses in handling, for the labor and overhead in processing and packaging and
for general and administrative expenses. The provisions for the loss factors was
expressed in terms of percentages of the raw material cost, ranging from 1
to 6 percent. The allowances for processing vary from 6 percent. The allow-
ances for processing vary from 6 cents a gallon for the cheapest grades of paints
to 39 cents per gallon for the most expensive types of enamel. The minimum
packaging charge ranges from 1.5 cents a gallon for paint in barrels or drums to
60 cents per gallon for the one-sixteenth quart sizes. The provision for general
and administrative expenses is, at present, 10 percent of the sum of all other
costs." n

LOSS LEADERS

The cost protection which the National Recovery Administration has granted
in the field of distribution is usually referred to as related to so-called "loss
leaders." While the term "loss leader" is used with great looseness, it is applied

"oArt. VI b) provides: "It shall be unfair competition ' ' for any member ' of the in
dustry to sell ' soy product , of todustrustry at tss than the allowable coat of that prod.
uc ' * such allowable cost to be the individual direct factory cost of sUch member plus the weighted
aver indirect allowable con ' * as determined (by the code authority) * *."
Thnet."weighted average Indirect allowable cost" Is in terms of dollars and uniform for the Industry.

Thus ther is even lees opportan ty for Individual cost varlatons than In the first type discussed above.
The only possibility of variation lies In the differences in Individual direct costs, which vary lass between
units of an industry than the other items of cost.

U "NRA and Destructive Price Cutting," Certified Public Accountant, February IMi, vol. XV, p. 70.
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in general to the sale of products by distributors at low prices by implication,
though not necessarily in fact, at prices so low that not all elements of cost are
covered. Such low pricing has been objected to by competitors who do not find
such devices useful. It has been the subject of particular complaint by inde.
pendent stores against chains. It is also complained of by manufacturers who
allege that such pricing breaks down the I normal" price structure

Provisions in distributors' codes aimed at the use of these pricing policies have
typically been of ono or another of four general types. They have required that
the distributor shall charge as a minimum (1) invoice cost plus transportation
(2) rt purchase price plus allowance for wages,'

4 (3) net purchase price plus a
mark-up including other costs of doing business as well as wages, or (4) list price,
ty pically a wholesaler's or manufacturer's list price.'

0

It will be seen upon censideration that the last of these forms, no sale below
list price, amounts in effect to mandatory resale price maintenance. This is
significant in view of the fact that there is brought about in such codes, by
authority of law, a practice which the courts have heretofore held invalid when
made by contract or concerted action.

These regulations in the Distribution Codes appear to effect a transfer of power
over price determination of two different sorts. As among distributors they
subtract from the freedom of action of those who are In a position to sell on a
more flexible price basis than that permitted by the codes. It strengthens the posi-
tion of those who are not able to sell and places them in a relatively advantageous
position with reference to the former group. It is commonly believed that these
provisions would work against pricing poll es which have been common among
chain, and mai-order houses and in many instances would advantage the other
types of distributors, more particularly the traditional wholesaer-independent-
retailer channel of distribution.

The other reallocation of power brought about by these provisions of distribu-
tion codes is among manufacturers. Manufacturers who are desirous of main-
taining through the distributive channels a set of more or less standard prices
have now a new instrument in accomplishing their purposes. On the other
hand, manufacturers who prefer more flexible pricing are placed at a disadvantage.

Whatever the purposes for which loss leaders were used, there is no basis of
analyzed knowledge which makes it at all certain just what regulation of loss
leaders will in reality accomplish. Moreover, thinking on the matter is muddled.
In considering its use for the purpose of protecting small units, specialized types
of outlets such as tobacco retailers are often confusedly identified with small-
scale business. Such advantages as may accrue to the consumer through loe
leaders have seldom been presented as perhaps offsetting the alleged disadvantage
to him. The loss-leader problem is one of those far too frequently discussed
with easy assumptions and with a utilization of question-begging words playing
the role of facts and analyses. In view of the fact that the loss leader is now
being widely discussed as appropriate for congressional action, the full implica-
tions of such action should be very carefully considered. It seems reasonably
sure that if certain purposes, such as the protection of small business, is the objec-
tive of loss-leader provisions, it would be wiser to undertake such protection
by direct legislation rather than by the fixing of prices, the varied effects of which
cannot be determined in advance. In any event much greater knowledge of the
economic effects of loss leaders than now exists is necessary before sound public
policy on this question may be determined.

Loss leaders are somewhat similar, both as to the nature of the regulation and
the economic effects involved, to fixed differentials used in connection with cus-
tomer classifications. Fixed differentials are discussed in chapter XXV and may
be read at this point.

CONTRADICTORY NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMIN'ISTRtATION THEORIES?

CodFt, m'oviding for minimum price fixing and cost protection characteristically
contain certain exceptions which appear to contradict the provisions themselves.
One type of exception is made to permit the disposal of damaged goods, distressed
merchandise, job lots, discontinued lines, perishable merchandise, seconds, and
the like. Another type relaxes the regulations; to permit the introduction of a

"Thesloss-leader question is toa involved to be adequately treated hers.
"As Illustrated by the wholesale dry-goads division of lbs wholesaling or Distributing Cede.
'As Ililustrated by the Paper Distributing Code.

.1 The Retail Farm Equp meant Code, for "xape, requires the Inclusion of "overhead."
"As illustrated by the Machtne Toot and Equipment Distributing Code.
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aew product, or to meet the competition of certain specified and definitely com-
petitive products.

It is important to observe that these exceptions recognize eertnin weaknesses
in the sort of rigidifying of price making which the minimum price and cost pro-
tection regulations are designed to accomplish. Exceptions which permit the
sale of obsolete. dizeontinued, or distressed merchandise go far toward acknowl-
edging the fe,.t that peor judgments may be made in utilizing productive resources
and that those mistakes can best be rectified by changes in price which will read-
just the situation to mp'iket demand. An exception which permits the relaxation
of minimum pr cC and cost protection regulations to permit the introduction of a
new product goes far toward recognizing the fact that it is desirable for individuals
to be left free to initiate changes even though these changes may be disruptive to
the calculations and commitments others have made and may cause merchandise
of the latter to become "obsolete", "discontinued", or "distressed."

Permitting individuals to introduce new products even though this may result
in forcing the producers of competing products to sell at a loss, and allowing the
latter to sell at a loss to meet the new conditions, are an essential part of the
philosophy of a business system. It is through actions of this sort that individual
initiative and ingenuity are counted upon to bring about economic progress.

The theory behind these exceptions, which results in allocating power over the
determination of price and production policies to individuals, is in direct con-
tradiction to that theory which results in such allocations of power as are em-
bodied in minimum-price and cost-protection provisions. Comments similar to
these may be made With respect to exceptions permitting selling down to meet
competition, discussed above.

DESTRUCTIVE PRICE CUTTING AND EMERGENCY PRICE FIXING

So-called "destructive price cutting" and so-called "emergency price fixing"
have been closely related in the actions of National Recovery Administration.
Emergency price fixing has generally been used as a means of relieving the pains
of "destructive price cutting."

DESTRUCTIVE PRICE CUTTING

Something over 100 codes are reported to have in one or another form a man-
date against destructive price cutting. (See the table on p. 580.) The first
question raised by such provisions is as to the meaning of destructive price cutting.
Widely used as though it were self-explanatory, the phrase seems better adapted
to begging the issue than to explanation. Since more than 40 codes follow a
certain definition of destructive price cutting, that definition may be cited.

"Willfully destructive price cutting is an unfair method of competition and is
forbidden. Any member of the industry or of any other industry or the cus-
tomers of either may at any time complain to the code authority that any filed
price constitutes unfair competition as destructive price cutting, imperiling small
uterprise or tending toward monopoly or the impairment of code wages and

working conditions. The code authority shall within 5 days afford an oppor-
tunity to the member filing the price to answer such complaint and shall within 14
days make a ruling or adjustment thereon. If such ruling is not concurred in by
either party to the complaint, all papers shall be referred to the Research and
Planning Division of National Recovery Administration which shall render a
report and recommendation thereon to the Administrator."

'
?

The first difficulty with such a definition is the determination of how small an
enterprise is before it is small in the meaning of the term. What is the meaning
of "imperiled?" It Is hardly to be supposed that every existing unit must be
protected, but if not, which ones should be denied protection? Hardly less difficult
is the determination of "tendencies toward monopoly" or the "impairment of
code wages," and no less difficult is the interpretation of "working conditions."

It is because powers of price policy determination so difficult of definition are
allocated to code authorities, and because the procedure and criteria for dealing
with complaints is left so uncertain, that it is impossible to state the exact nature
or extent of the allocation of power achieved by such provisions. This indefinite-
ness of power granted makes more significant the grant of power. Under such an
indefinite delegation it is impossible for those subject to regulation to be aware
of the rules to which they are subject and there is opened opportunity for abuse of

V' This definition is In N. R. A. Office Memorandum 228, though not on the basis of the policy recommen-
datlons on which the maorprt of this memorandum was founded. For a discussion of the origin o"this
memorandum see chap. XXtr
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power by those in whose hands administration is placed. An investigation on
iuch a charge, even though groundless, may subject a company to great expense
and, through the unfavorable publicity involved, to serious loss of goodwill.
There is widespread complaint that code authorities use threats of charge
destructive price cutting in an attempt to force industry membere to raise prices.
It In reported that members of an industry, when faced with such an accusation,
have not infrequently raised prices rather than be harassed by the procedure
involved. There are, moreover, reports of competitors using threats of chargig
destructive price cutting to bring about a price increase, and instances in which
*they ltpve undertaken to use them even to effect changes in distribution channels.
In fairness to the National Recovery Administration, it should be said that the
term "destructive price cutting," undefined, appeared in the recovery act.
Thi did not, however, justify the Inclusion of the term, still undefined, In codes.
The dangers in such a vaguely stated "criminal statute" are extreme.

UMURGUNCY PRICB FIXING

There is no more interesting method hy which the National Recovery Adminis-
traton has removed power over price determination from the forces of individual
'enterprise and competltio procedure called "declaration of
•.M~a~mey it or "am g price fing." cy price-fixing provisions in
oodes may be R1 by the follo ng, which approved on February 3,
194, as datn or this purpose:

"'When t ode authority determines that an emerge exists in this industry
and that th use thereof is destruct liice cutting such to render ineffective
or seoua endanger the ten o provisions o code, the code
authority y ase to e in the lo t reasonable t of the products
.of thi dustryc r tion besu ct to such noti and hearing as
the A t.ator requ The strator may app ae disapprove,

-or y the dete ,during perod of e emergency,
'it be an unfair trade pra r an membe f he industry sell or offer
to eany products of the in ry r wI th ow resonab et has been
de edatsu pces on such tern o ondi ons of sale at the buyer
will less th than t e we*reasonabl cost of uch produce

.. c th code auth ity upon its
own tiative o upon nque ofyj5 y, shall c se ihe deter-

onto be viewed.
s provisi sho be-,M ed 'o * dustries as desirabl n new codes,

and course, d a udlitu approved code the industry
d"U r this provision no e nto t lower st compe ion within the

"0th ece tons, $o dlistre tks, or ort purpo and to compete
withilow Lxnpor , as at n."

Charac y, declare emergency have gr from complaints
.within the In ry that prices of certain competitive uni ere at a "destructive
level." Suc plaint made to the deputy i othe industry's code
or to the oher nal Recovery Adminitration ls, have resulted in one
or several h 'so ferenoes. Followin hearings or conferences the
request for a d nation d or an emergency declared and
a minimum price fixed.

Administrative orders reveal declarations of emergency and fixing of minimnpu
prices in connection with the following commodities:
1 Agricultural insecticide and fungicide, cast-iron soil pipe, ice (3 in effect Jan.il,
1935i at one time 8 in effect), lumber and timber products, retail solid fuel (ap-
proximately 150 emergencies declared and lowest reasonable costs fixed; still in
effect), retail tobacco, retail rubber tire and battery (battery later voluntarily
withdrawn), waste paper, wholesale tobacco.

SNational Recovery Administration offios memorandum, Feb. 5. 154. This clatwe or others which
provide for sm: y price fg a r in 188 codee. (Bee table oz p. NO.) It Ia interesting that this~p.p/ unstlpouibility of price ogugh emergency declarations was added to many codes which
Already contained provisions for cost protection. See, for example, the r)rop Forging Code.
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A number of cases of applications for the declaration of emergencies and the
fixation of minimum prices were reported on December 14, 1934, as either pending,
voluntarily withdrawn, or denied.'

In connection with these declarations of emergency several facts should be
noted. In each case of a declared emergency a minimum price has been fixed,$
These minimum prices are presumed to be useful in remedying the conditions of
the emergency. The test of an emergency has most commonly been that de-
structive price cutting existed. The section just preceding has indicated the
vagueness of this concept. The administrative authorities responsible for declar-
ing emergencies find it necessary not only to try to determine what this vague
concept means in the particular industry concerned, but in addition to determine
what will be the right price to bring about the conditions which it is desired to
effect. Unless one believes that there are ways in which there could be made
accurate forecasts as to the effect of certain minimum prices on code wages,
working conditions, and the protection of small enterprises, to say nothing of
such larger interests as nat ;ial production, national income, and national real
wages, the possibilities of naisuse of the power granted in these cases must be
admitted to be great.

The difficulties of meeting eiaergencies by price fixing may be illustrated by
the case of the retail rubber-tire and battery code. A formal emergency was
declared, and "lowest reasonable costs" determined, to become effective on May
14, 1934.

2 
The avowed purpose was to preserve the independent dealers and

small manufacturers against the company-owned stores, filling stations, and mass
distributors. Several months' experience indicated, however, that these prices
did not effectively accomplish the desired results, and in fact placed the inde-
pendent retailers at a still further disadvantage by driving all prices to the
established "floor" and eliminating the differential essential to their existence.
Accordingly, experiments were made with a new series of "floor" prices, this
time accompanied by a set of fixed differentials between the prices of different
types of distributors.

22

It is significant in this connection to note the lack of understanding of the effects
the so-called "lowest reasonable costs" would have on the declared emergency.
The only type of action considered by National Recovery Administration in
meeting these "emergency" situations was the fixation of minimum prices.
The low prices resulting from so-called "destructive price cutting" on the basis
of which emergencies are declared in most instances reflect rather than con-
stitute the so-called "emergency condition." That is, these destructive prices
often grow out of such conditions as changing demands or changing techniques.
Under these circumstances the low prices regarded as destructive represent merely
an effort to make the best of mistakes already made in gaging market conditions
at the time capital investment was originally made, or in foreseeing changes in
demand or production conditions.

It thus appears that so-called "destructive price cutting" may not be destruc-
tive in any social sense. As conditions of demand and production change, busi-
ness men find it advantageous to reduce prices as a way of expanding sales and
increa t g profits. Such price reduction expands production and employment.
This e pansion is socially advantageous and directly in line with the purposes of
the R recovery Act.

Further, the fixing of prices cannot remedy the underlying facts of shifting
demands and changing conditions of production. To fix prices is to treat a
symptom rather than a cause. In fact, to apply price fixing often has the opposite
of the desired effect. It may further reduce demand.

t Those pending include cigars, 2 for 5 cents; rayon yarn dyeing, retail solid fuel (several districts); rosin
barrels.

Those voluntarily withdrawn include acetate cloth dyeing, beating (Los Angeles), battery retailing, lee
(Dallas, Fort Worth) knitted outerwear, mayonnaise.

Those denied include Atlantic mackerel fishing, barbering (several districts), bottled soft drink#, cleaning
and dyeing (several districts), earthenware (southern district), glaed .srn, hosiery dyeingI hotels, too

( , ice-cream oones, laundry (several districts), macaroni, motor-veIisl storage and paring (several
ltrcts) photo finishing (New York), retail monument, retail solid fuel (several district), shoe rebuilding

(several Astricts), shoe shanks, shower doors, umbrellas, washing and ironing machine, wholesale con-
fectionery.

" As will be noticed by reference to the office memorandum quoted on p. 0, the minimum price fixed is
relerred to as the lowest reasonable cost. This designation does not alter the fact that It is minimum price
fixing. Further, Inasmuch as the term 'lowest reasonable cost' like the term 'destructive price Cutting",
is vague, It adds to the degree of discretionary power granted the administrative agency fixing the mnimum
price.

'I National Recovry Administration release no. 4830, May 4, 1934.
*I National Recovtry Administration release no. 7444, Aug. 28, 1934.

119782-36--PT 6- 54
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To attempt to remedy conditions of maladjustment by fixing prices raises an
even more fundamental question. If mistakes in making investments are, where-
ever possible, remedied by creating a moratorium on competition to protect the
position of private capital, there is a much reduced incentive to use care in the
making of capital commitments. The social value of private property and the
competitive determination of prices and production are reduced as the incentive
to compete is destroyed and responsibility for errors of judgment shifted to the
shoulders of society."

Furthermore, the National Recovery Administration procedure in declaring
emergencies is open to the gravest question. In dealing with such an important
issue, a full record of sworn testimony, coming not only from those desirous of
securing the fixation of a price, but from all other interested parties, should have
been maintained and made available for public observation. Such a record
should have been, it seems reasonable to say, accompanied by an analysis of the
evidence and a statement of the circumstances which justified the decision.
While the National Recovery Administration did undertake a certain degree of
inquiry in the cases in which emergency price fixing was asked for it is conserva-
tive to say that the time required for an investigation which would have analyzed
the fundamental causes of difficulty and for making certain that the fixing of
particular prices could in any real sense remedy the underlying maladjustment,
and at the same time further the larger purposes of the Recovery Act, was not
utilized. Nor is there available for public consideration a record of testimony
or any "opinions" analyzing the testimony and explaining the reasoning behind
the decisions rendered.

WAITING PERIODS AND OPEN PRICES

A further means by which the National Recovery Administration took power
to make decisions over price control away from individuals and granted it to
groups was by the setting up of open-price systems with waiting periods. Open-
price systems have been utilized in various forms in many industries over a long
period. In their simplest form they are arrangements by means of which members
of an industry secure, usually through some central agency, knowledge of the
range of prices.

The National Recovery Administration permitted the establishment of 422
open-price plans and 29 bid-filing systems. Of these, 297 provided for the lapse
of a period of time between the filing of announcement of prices to members of
the industry and the time when these prices could become effective for sales. It
is this period between the announcement of prices and the time when they become
effective which is known as the waiting period.

There are two ways in which the establishment of a waiting period in an open-
price plan may transfer power over price determination from individuals to groups.
One is through the limitation it imposes on the freedom of individuals to alter
their prices as they change their estimates of market conditions, or as production
conditions vary. Whatever changes may occur during the waiting period, which
varies in National Recovery Administration codes from 1 to 30 days, the individ-
ual businessman having filed his price cannot readjust it to meet that situation.

A second way is through the assistance which it gives to any group undertaking
to exercise coercion over the prices of individual members. With the prices of
competitors before them, those desiring to coerce are in a position to determine
whether agreements which may have been made are being observed and to deter-
mine where, if no agreements exist, efforts toward influencing prices may be most
"usefully" directed.

The extent to which open prices have been utilized to aid in furthering coer-
cion, in "turning on the heat", is a matter of much discussion. No other action
of the National Recovery Administration with reference to prices has received
anywhere nearly as much unfavorable publicity and objection as has the waiting

riod in open prices. While it is safe to say that waiting periods and open prices
ave not given groups a degree of control comparable to that conferred by certain

of the methods discussed above, they have been seized upon and made a major
form of attack on National Recovery Administration price policy.

A full consideration of the waiting period and of the open price in general as
an instrument in the hands of the National Recovery Administration requires
much more elaborate treatment than can be given here. Chapter XXVI contains
a further discussion of certain elements of an open-price system.

* As was pointed out in chap. 1, one influence behind the Recovery Act was the belief that a minimum
rie program might change business psychology from pessimism to optimism. This belief in the admin-

istration of the act beame mergd with theories of wage increases and other Ideas of recovery. The Na-
tional Recovery Act - a recovery measure is discussed in pt. V1.
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ADMINISTRATIVE DIFFICULTIES

In nearly all of the price-control devices in codes--whether minimum price
determination, cost protection, loss leaders, or emergency price fixing--some form
of cost is used as the basis for prices. Wherever cost determination is necessary
a series of difficult, indeed practically insurmountable, administrative difficulties
arise. The National Recovery Administration in attempting to enforce its

Srice-control provisions has been continually in the toils of these difficulties.
It has, through its experiences, gradually become aware of the seriousness, if

not the impracticability, of the tasks which it has undertaken. Only a brief
outline of the problems involved in cost determination and of the entangle-
ments of the National Recovery Administration in these problems is appropriate
here. Such a brief outline, will, however, suffice to make clear the general
character of the difficulties in which the National Recovery Administration has
involved itself with its price provisions.

The basic difficulty which the National Recovery Administration encounters is
In the effort to devise a cost-accounting system which is applicable to all the
units of an Industry. Variations among the units of an industry as to size, variety
of products produced, techniques of production utilized, channels of distribution
utilized, age of the firm and degree of integration, all combine to make the ex-
tremely difficult problems of cost-accounting approach the impossible when an
attempt is made to apply any single system to an industry as a whole.

A first difficulty comes from the variations in size of the units of an industry.
The small concern often cannot afford or finds relatively useless the highly com-
plicated system of accounts which is indispensable for cost determination for a
large company. A second difficulty comes from the fact that within a given
industry there is a great variation in the number and diversity of products pro-
duced by any individual unit. There are also wide differences in the techniques
employed in the production of any single one of these products. For each different
product manufactured and each different technique utilized, it is ordinarily
necessary to have a differently constituted cost formula. To construct a cost-
finding system that will have some applicability to all variations in size, prod-
ucts, and techniques, it becomes necessary to use very loose and vague definitions
of cost items.

The problem of the accurate definition of cost cannot be exaggerated. The
term used to designate any given element of cost is generally open to a wide
variety of interpretations, even where identical methods of production and distri-
bution are employed and a similar range of products is produced. If a system of
cost finding is applied to an industry In which there exist differences in production
or marketing methods, and variations in the range of products manufactured by
individual units, the variety of different meanings which may be given to any
single accounting term is multiplied.

Many elements of cost do not vary with the volume of production. Other
elements cannot be accurately determined in advance of production. Prices
ordinarily must be quoted before manufacture is undertaken. If costs are to be
utilized in price determination, arbitrary approximations of the volume of produc-
tion and of some elements of cost must be made. The difficulty of discovering
a basis for making such estimates applicable to all units of an industry has resulted
in the establishment of formulas that often have no bearing on the situations of
many members. At best a formula is arbitrary, and is always open to the weak-
ness that volume of sales is a function of the very price which the cost base is
supposed to establish. Wherever per unit costs vary with the volume of produc-
tion, and such is the ease in any plant that owns buildings or machinery, this
insurmountable problem will arise.

Somewhat similar difficulties of cost determination develop wherever products
are manufactured under conditions of joint or common cost. The allocation of
costs to any individual product is, under such circumstances, almost entirely
arbitrary. This set of problems will arise in almost every producing or distribut-
ing unit that manufactures or sells more than one product. General rules regard-
ing the allocation of joint or common costs are, because of their necessarily arbi-
trary character, always difficult to justify. They become almost impossible of
application where the combination of products produced or the techniques
employed vary bctw.ei the units of an industry. Such is almost always the case.

The establishment of a cost basis for new firms or new products raises further
problems. There is no way of making any reasonable estimates either of the
volume of sales or the extent of some of the elements of cost.

The valuation of plant and equipment and the determination of rates of de-
preciation are difficult enough under even the simplest conditions. Where firms
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continue to utilize plant and equipment which they carry in their accounts as
fully depreciated, or where some establishments have plant and equipment
purchased at bankrupt sales or large amounts of idle or obsolete machinery, an
additional series of controversial issues is raised.

Somewhat similar, though much less difficult, is the problem of evaluating raw-
material costs. Systems of cost finding approved by the National Recovery
Administration specify methods of valuing raw XnateriaI ranging from "market
value" to "a combined average of actual costs of materials on hand and existing
commitments or contracts." Some concerns own their own material supplies or
manufacture them. Among those who buy their materials and supplies in mar-
kets there exists a wide variety of conditions of purchase. A definition of cost of
raw materials applicable to all the units of an industry is difficult to frame.

In some industries charges for depletion need to be calculated. This involves
estimating reserves, valuing them, and appraising the value of the reluaining land.

To all these difficulties should be added the fact that a single manufacturing
unit, because it is subject to more than one code, may have to operate under a
number of different, perhaps conflicting, cost systems.

Because of the fact that many units cannot usefully employ elaborate account-
ing systems, and because precision of definition and applicability to all situations
cannot be attained no matter how carefully a system of cost finding is planned,
there has been some tendency to draft cost systems so as to use "actual" cost
only for a few of the more easily defined elements and to make arbitrary stipula.
tions of others. This tendency has been stimulated by the additional reasons that
many code authorities desire a more certain and a more effective control over
prices than, cost protection can provide. There .ias been a strong impulsion for
.code authorities to go so far, even without authority, as to substitute minimum
price determination for the formulation of systems of cost finding.

The exercise of such unauthorized powers has no doubt developed, at least in
part, from the administrative problems created by the unenforceability of cost-
protection provisions. Even if cost could be readily and unambiguously defined,
and even if a cost-finding system applicable to all members of an industry could
be developed, no code authority could undertake to keel) under inspection, for
comparison with filed prices, the cost calculations of all the members of an industry.

The greatest stumbling blocks to the enforcement of cost-protection provisions
have proved to be (1) the location of firms presumably violating cost provisions;
and (2) the determination of whether sales made were actually below cost. The
inadequacy of cost records, together with all the difficulties cited above, has made
the establishment of proof of sales below cost nearly impossible.

In spe.9%ing of this problem, S. Clay Williams, then chairman of the National
Industrial Recovery Board, has said:

"* * * They" (price-maintaining ,visions) "are not self-policing to any-
thing like the extent that wage and hour provisions are. Moreover, in many
cases it is almost impossible to get a starting point or basis on which to test for
compliance or noncompliance. Actual cost is such a difficulty determinable
thing that it cal hardly be established accurately for all of the varying conditions
that prevail. And if it could be established accurately the extensiveness of the
operation involved would make it all but impracticable." 24

At the hearings on price provisions of codes covered by the Recovery Board on
January 9, 1935, Sol A. Rosenblatt, director of enforcement, summarized the
administrative difficulties in these words:

"* * * Violations of minimum prices are among the most difficult types of
violations to deal with from an administrative viewpoint. * * * Even when
done openly the ordinary delays which constitutional requirements entail while
enforcement proceedings are prepared and carried on subject complying members
of the industry to irreparable damages.

"The existence of a minimum price schedule itself offers an inducement to the
willful price cutter. * * *

"Penalties provided by law are insufficient to offset advantages thus
obtained. * * *

"* * * There is no general conviction on the part, of the buying public
that price cutting is undesirable. * * *"

Again:

3 N. R. A. Release no. 9216, Dec. i 114. A typogrphiol error In the rnlean has been corrected t
accordance with Information from Mr. Wisiams' oi ce.-
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.'Violations of code provisions prohibiting sales below cost are not as spec-

tacular as the undercutting of minimum prices. * * * However, the handling
of such eases involves administrative problems of far greater complexity.

"An important difficulty arises in connection with the securing of" (adequate
data). * * *

"After adequate data has been secured, it is still extremely difficult to establish
the fact of a sale below cost. * * *

"Because of these factors it has been impossible for the Compliance Division
to act on a large majority of sale-below-cost cases filed with it. * *

"In view of these facts, the impracticability of many of these provisions become
apparent. * * * The result is that in many codes prohibitions of sales below
cost are mere 'window-dressing'."

When price control extends as far as the direct fixing of minimum prices, prob-
lems in addition to those indicated above are raised. It becomes necessary to
make such calculations as "weighted average cost" or the cost of the "lowest
cost representative firm." What weights should be used in calculating average?
What firm is "representative"? The administrative problems raised by the use
of ambiguous phrases of this sort, as in the case of cost protection, lead to arbi-
trary determination.

In the fixing of emergency prices the unavailability of data from which to
determine the effects of prices in terms of the desired objectives has been earlier
indicated.

An interesting illustration of the difficulties involved in making cost calcula-
tions, and of the abuses of administration that are likely to result where respon-
sibility exists for taking action where knowledge or the time and facilities for
accumulating knowledge for inadequate, is furnished by the fixing of emergency
prices for coal in St. Louis.

In rejecting theprice established by the St. Louis Divisional Code Authority
for the Retail Solid Fuel Industry, the Research and Planning Division of Na-
tional Recovery Administration explained its action as follows:

"(1) The cost used as a basis for determining the lowest cost for the area was
not representative. Cost reports for only 29 deals s out of 1,200 known members
of the industry in that area were used as a basis, in which reports no class "C"
dealers were included.

"(2) The method used in projecting the costs of the 29 dealers by size groups
on the assumption that those who had not reported would show average costs
similar to those reported was not proper.

"(3) The simple average basis used by the foregoing projected costs unduly
inflated the results in that the same weight through this process was given the
dealer whose sales amounted to over 80,000 tons during the year as to ones whose
sales were less than 2,000 tons. It is necessary that a very large proportion of
the tonnage handled should be represented in a cost tabulation with a shoLil
of the cost range as well as the tonnages that were handled at different levels o
costs. This has not been done.

"(4) The method used on page 10 of the accountant's report, where there is a
set-up of simultaneous equations for the purpose of determining a relative cost
for handling commercial versus domestic sales, is not proper in that those equa-
tions are entirely fallacious and in no way do they give the answer to the relative
costs of these two types of sales.

"(5) The code authority committee used the simple average cost of $2.75,
determined as outlined in (3) above, and to this figure added an arbitrary amount
of 0.23 cents per ton, which they state is a calculated additional cost for 1934
over 1933. No method by which this additional figure was obtained is given.
The following quoted statement from the committee's report indicates that the
basis which they used in determining the lowest cost was not secure even in the
minds of the code authority committee:

" 'Timidity, however, prevailed and the cost margins finally selected by the
code authority averaged a net return, after reduction of an approved domestic
cash discount and commercial quantity discount, of $2.70 a ton.

"(6) After arriving at the average basic cost, determined in accordance with the
foregoing, of $2.98 per ton, the code authority committee adjusted this cost by
an average discount of 70 cents per ton for commercial consumers and 5 percent
for cash for domestic consumers. On this basis it was calculated that the average
domestic net margin would amount to $3.01, while the average commercial neA
margin would amount to $2 26 or a composite average net margin for domestic
and commercial business of $2.90 per ton. The achedulo of eommerclal.discounts
given in the cost committee's report is not substantiated by any data Included in
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the report and ranges from no discount for less than 10 tons to a discount of $1.25
per ton on purchases of over 200 tons per month."

To the difficulties of calculating cost in emergency price fixing are added those
of discovering the effect of the fixation of a price on the volume of sales, and the
relative competitive positions of the various units within an industry. Emergency
prices are usually fixed to protect certain units of an industry. But the fixation
of a price will affect the various members of an industry differently. Even
physically identical products have different degrees of market acceptance.
Price-fixing plans, furthermore, ordinarily cover a wide variety of only broadly
similar products. The attempt to meet this situation may require the establish.
ment df a series of price differentials. This creates the almost impossible task
of estimating the differential effects of a contemplated fixed price on the various
members of an industry. Further complications arise when directly competing
products are not included in a price-control plan. The impossibility of regulating
the price of these competing products may invalidate any calculations of the
probable effects of a contemplated minimum price and vitiate any efforts toward
control.

The dangers involved in incorporating into codes provisions that are essentially
unenforceable, and which extend vague and indeterminate powers, has been elabo-
rated earlier (set, p. 269). To these dangers roubt be added those which arise out
of the impossibility of making other than arbitrary calculations of many elements
of cost, and the almost insuperable difficulty of framing systems of cost finding
applicable to all the units of an industry. The occasion ,d opportunity
to exercise broad powers arbitrarily, are under such circumstances, greatly in-
creased, and the probability of equitable administration correspondingly reduced.

PRICE FIXING AND TIE PJItiPOSE OF TIE ACT

The fdregoing pages have made it clear that the National Recovery Adminis-
tration has, through several devices and in a wide range of industries, shifted an
important measure of control over prices away from individual determination
and increased the degree of influence and control of industrial groups. The precise
difference from competitive prices which has been brought about by this shift
either in individual industries or in industries in general is impossible of deter-
mination. It eems undeniable, however, that unless it were believed that the
influence of minimum prices, cost protection, loss leaders, emergency price fixing
and waiting periods in codes tended to lessen competitive forces and to result in
a higher than competitive price, the pressure for these provisions would not have
been so great and they would not have appeared so extensively in the codes as
made. The fixation of prices at a higher than competitive level is almost certain
to reduce both production and employment in the industries in which such prices
are fixed, and if not in those industries, in others that will suffer as a result of
the larger proportion of national income being expended in the industries having
fixed prices. A twofold result then follows from these reallocations of power over
the determination of prices. Industries being accorded the "privilege" of price
fixing conceivably profit at the expense of other industries. Total national pro-
duction and employment is in any event, likely to be deercased.

It would appear in the light of the foregoing statements that recovery was
hindered rather than helped by the extensive transfers of power over prices which
the administration of the law made possible. Rather than eliminating unfair
competitive practices, the price-fixing actions discussed have tended to lessen
competition itself. Furthermore, in those instances in which price-control
devices were designed partly at least for the protection of small business, as in the
case of loss-leader regulations and some emergency price fixing, there seems often
to have been a confusion of small business with specialized bIvtbi . Tlvio was
also a lack of understanding of the different effects of price fixing on small business
In distribution, as contrasted with small business in manufacturing. These
differences may not be fully developed here. But it may be said that the differ-
ences In costs of units of various sizes and the effects of the use of brands, as
compared with more strictly price competition, combine to make direct price
fixing a greater protection oi small units in trade than It does in manufacturing.
Indeed, in the field of manufacturing price controls are likely to injure, rather
than to protect the small units.

The Nationl Recovery Administration's experience with price fixing suggests
that if an administrative agency is to be given such significant economic powers,
It should be given those powers with a more specific statement of purposes and

UN. H. A. Wms inn. ", July 2, 1934
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should take action only when adequate study has demonstrated that the action
contemplated will with reasonable certainty achieve the declared objectives.
The determination of what is fair in competition is of great difficulty in connection
with prices. It is particularly difficult not to be misled into believing that prices
should be so regulated as to protect every industry. It is but natural that with a
Government agency to which they may appeal, every industry and every unit
within an industry seeks an opportunity for salvation from those changing condi-
tions of production and demand which tend to eliminate them or to injure them.
Under these circumstances the administrative group must be constantly on its
guard to distinguish between suggestions which are designed to achieve the
interests of special groups and those which can be considered as promoting the
general public interest.

CHAPTER XXIV. TRANSFER OF POWER OVER PRODUCTION AND PRODUCTION
CAPACITY

A second major method by which the National Recovery Administration codes
shift control away from individual enterprise and the area of competition is to be
found in those trade-practice provisions which regulate production and production
capacity.

TYPES OF CONTROL

These provisions fall into four general types:
1. Those which provide for the establishment of limitations upon the number

of hours within a given period during which machines or plants may be operated.
2. Those which establish or permit the establishment of maximum production

quotas for each individual producer within an industry.
3. Regulations which control the creation of production capacity in an indus-

try. The requirements of these are usually referred to as capacity control.
4. Provisions which restrict the amount which an individual manufacturer may

prodtfce for purposes of stock. Such provisions are usually referred to as provid-
inginventory control.

he first two of these, machine and plant-hour limitations, and production
quotas, have the same general economic effects in the sense that they tend to
limit the quantity of a commodity produced. Capacity control, while perhaps
superficially somewhat different, has the same effect on the production of com-
modities but in a longer run sense, in as much as it limits the facilities that are
created for the purpose of producing the commodities. It also has more imme-
diate effects in reducing current demand for the types of plant and equipment
which are being controlled.

Inventory control, however, is of a somewhat different character, in that it
permits the production of an unlimited quantity of goods so long as a producer
finds a market for its sale. These types of trade-practice provisions will be dis-
cussed in turn with a view to indicating the reallocations of power and the general
economic effects which they entail.'

MACHINE- AND PLANT-HOUR LIMITATIONS

Reference to the table on page 626 will show the particular forms of provisions
by which machine- and plant-hour limitations are imposed. The methods of
placing limitations are several and the allocation of power varied as between
individual groups and government. It wil seen that there are in all 60 cases
of such limitations.2

In 58 of them the details of the limitatio' . e specified in the codes. There are
two cases in which the details are left to the code authority with approval of the
Administrator. It is important to observe, however, that there are 13 cases in
which the code authority may alter the provisions specified in the code, and two
in which a majority of the members of the industry may do so. In only 9 of
these 15 cases is administrative approval required, but there are 3 others of
them in which the Administrator may independently alter the provisions.

I In considering the reallocations of power which are brought about by the trade-practice provisions
here discussed, the reader should be reminded of the statements made on p. 578. Specifically, it is to be
remember that this discussion must center largely on code provisions and that code provisions have ben
put into effect with different degrees of vigor in the different industries affected, administered with different
nalities of skill and force, and subjected to different degrees of government and personal Influence in
iffereotosses. No full assessment of these various factors can be made. It is necessary to realize, therm

fore, that statements concerning the shifts of power provided for in code provisions must be to a greater or
less degree qualified because of these forces,

I In one case the provisions have been stayed.
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Several different methods of control have been employed to place a limitation
upon the length of time during a given period for which machines or plants may
be used. One method is to place a limitation upon the number of hours per day
or week for which a plant or machine may operate. Such limitations vary from
as low as 7 to as high as 16 hours per day and from as low as 27 to as high as
144 hours per week.

Another method of effecting the regulation is to place a limit upon the number or
duration of shifts per day or week which plants or machines may operate. The
number of shifts allowed varies from one to two. The maximum duration of
shifts Rer day is in all cases 8 hours. The maximum duration of shifts per week
varies Yrom 35 to 40 hours.

Of the 60 cases of machine- and plant-hour limitations 43 are to be found in
the textile division. Six cases appear in the chemical division, five being in the
paper industry. The manufacturing division has five cases. There are two
each in basic materials and equipment, and one each in the professions division
and the wholesale and retail divisions. None are found in foods, construction,
public utilities, or in finance, graphic arts, and amusements.

There is a distinction in the economic effect of limitations on plants as con-
trasted with limitations on machines. Where the limitation is on machine-hours
it may be possible so to stagger the use of machines in a plant that the plant itself
may be continuously operated. This is not possible where the limitation is on
plant-hours. This distinction is particularly important in industries that main-
tain a "line" or "process" type of production, in which (at this point are charts
which will be found on file with the committee) the expense of opening and
closing a plant is an important element of cost. Of the 60 cases of machine-
or plant-hour limitations there are 13 in which the restriction applied to plant
hours. There are 19 cases in which the table indicates that it is not clear from
the codes whether the restriction refers to machine- or plant-hours.

A discussion of the economic implications of machine-and-plant-hour control
may be deferred until other types of code provisions relating to control over.pro-
duction and production capacity are considered. (See p. 637.)



Machine- and plant-hour limitation provisions in National Recovery Administration code4 I
(Key: X-rovllon appears in oode. M-provision effected by code amendment. A-administrative approval. disapproval, or review required. AO-provislon established

or affected by administrative order. BS-provision has been stayed]

Apply to-- Details fixed by code R m e

Name of code ,-W,+ -

a a S

Food Division. --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- None ------ - ..................
Textile Division:

Cordage and twine I .. .. .. .. .. .. . ..--------------------------------------------- 303 - X------ ------------ 80 2 40 ------ ------ A
Textile Bag 3.. .. ... .. ... .. ....-------------------------------------------------- 27 - X ------------ ------ 80 2 40 ----- ..... - ------ ------
Textile Prcessing I-----------------------------------------------------35 ----- XM X------- ------ 80 2 40 ---- ------ ------ ------ X
LaoseManufacturing I--------------------------------------------------6 - -- -X------- --------- 80o 2 40 -- ----- ------
Cotton Textile ------------------------------------------------------ I--- -. XM ----------------- SOM 2 40 ----------------- X XAO
BilkTextile k---------------------------------------------------------- 48 ---- X------- ------ ------ 80 2 40 --- ------ ----
Rayon and Silk Dyeing ------------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 172 X X ----------------- 0- 2 40 5 - X
U nderwe rand A lli d Producta -........... ....................... .......... -- - - -- - -- -------- -- ------ l- ........ ....

Knitting---------------------------------------------------------- ------ ------ X ------ ------ ------ 80 2 40 ---- ------ ------ XMfXM
Sewing---------------------------------------------------------- ------ ------ X------- ------ ------ 40 1 40----- ------ ------ XAIXM

Velvet I ----------------------------------------------------- ...------------------- 0 2 40......................
Ready-Made Furniture Slip Covers -------------------------------------- 283 ----------------- -------------- I ------ --- --- - ----- 6--
Umbrella Manufacturing ----------------------------------------------------- 51 ---------------- X 8 40 1 ------ 5 ------------ X
Drapery and Upbolstery Trmmings ---------------------------------------- 212 .X ----- -- ------------ 2 40 _....................
Narrow Fabrics ----------------------------------------------------------- - -312 - X ------------------ 80 2 40 ------.............- '.
Hair Cloth ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 157 - -- X - ------ -------------- 40 ...................
Knitted Outerwear ------------------------------------------------------------- 164 ------ X ....... .......... 2 40 .........................-_--
Fur Manufacturing - ----------------------------------------------436----------------- 35 ------------- ------- A .
Dress Manufacturing -------------------------------------------------- 64------- 35 1 ------ 5 ------ X ------ X
Soft Fiber Manufacturing ------------------------------------------------------ 393 ------ ------ --------- so 80 -_ - -..........
Upholstery and Drapery Textiles ----------------------------------- 125- X------------------ 30 2 40-
SolldBraded Cord -------------------------------------------------------- 0 - x- X ------------ -------- 2 40 ------ ----------------- -----
Bee footnotes at and of table.



Machine- and plant-hour limitation protisions in National Recvry Administration codes-Continued

Name of code

Textile Dlvision-Continued.W ool T extile . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 . . .
Nottingham Lace Curtain ------------------ ............. .. .. 78 ...
Handdkrhlef Manufacturing -------------------- "___- - 3 M- -

Ladies' H andbag --------------------------------------------------- -- -- 332 ---
Celluloid Button and Buckle 40
Novelty Curtain Draperies ------------------------ 700

C oa a d al . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ................ ... .. ... .. . ..Corset and Brassiere -- - -- - - -- - -- - -- - -- -- -- - -- - --- -- 7 Xc oat and Suit~ -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - -- - - - -
Cap and Cloth Hat ---------- 4-7 ..... 4
S lit F a b ric ............................................................. 2 14 ---
C cotton G arm ent .................................. .. . 118
Pleating, Stitching --------------------------------------------------------- 276 ---
Blouse and Skirt -------------------------------------------------------------- 194 -----
Men's Clothing ----------------------------------------------------------------- 1 i
Light Sewing -----------------------------------------------
Throwing ....------------------------------------ . ...... 226 .Seh fll La .... ... ... ..... ................. " .................. 54 ------
H osiery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .----.. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16 X 4
Robes and Allied Products -------------------------- ------------------------ 25 5 .
Undergarmient and Negligee ---------------------------------------------------- 408 ....
Hat Manufacturing & ----------------------------------------------------------- 259 .....
Shoulder Pad ------------------------------------------------------------------ 262 -

Basic Materials Division:
Glass Container s ---------------------------------------------- X
Terra Cotta . -_---------------------------------------------------------- 74

Chemical Division:
Paper and Stationery ----------------------------------------------------------- 190 X
Wall Paper ------------------------------------------------------------------- 19X
Rubber Manufacturlng Rainwear -----------------.------------------------- 156 X
Newsprint --------------------------.--------------------- Ii

Apply to-

3 1 t'

!: °

Detal fixed by aode

40 1 40 ------

----- 1 40 ----
40 40---- ---

1... . 3 5 1

40 .. 1 . ......

36 I 36 ------
80 2 40 -
80 2 40 ------
40 1 40 5
80 2 40 5-------- 1 40 ------

37% 1 -...........

-- -- - ------.. ------ 6

-- -- ---- ..... .2-a
---f4 ---- 0---

8-- - - - -

Rulesmyb

M Cq M U

-A- ----- -

A -- - - -- - - - - -

:::: -: - ---- :------ -- ---
--- ------ X X
----A ----

x----_,- ...... .....
-- - - - --A- - - - - -

----- A x------



W a xed P a pe r ------- .. ----------..---- ------..------------------------.......... 166 X ------. ............ ...... 144 ------ . .. .. --- -- ...... ...... ...... ......-----
Envelopes ............------------------------------------------------- 220 X ---------- ----.------ 40 ---------------------------- X --

Equipment Division-.C a n n in g a n d P a c k in g M a c h in e r y --- ---------- - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - 7 5 - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - X -- - - --- - -- - - --- - - - - - - - - - -- 6 ------. .....

Sew ing M achine' ..................... ....................................... 402 X ------ ... . ......- -6-- - '--- - ------ 6 ...... A------
Manufacturing Division:

C ast Iron Soil P ipe ................... ......................................... 18 ------ - X ------ 27 ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... X
C iga r C ontainer --------------------------------------------------------------- 135 ------ X ...... ...... ...... ........ I 8 ------ - ..... - - -
F funeral Supplies ------------------------------------------------------------ - 900 ------.. . .. .. X - 2 ...... ...... ...... ...... --- .
Wet Mop------------------------------------------------------------- 227 I---X ------ ------ ------ ---- 2 40 ---- ------ ------ ------ ------ 0
Medium and Low Price Jewelry ---------------------------------------------- 175 ------ X X -------------- 40------ ------ ---------- A ---- -

Construction Division -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- None .-------.------.------ ------ ------
Foblic Utilities Division ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - None --.------.------------------------
Finance, Graphic Arts, Amusement Division --------------------------------------------------------- --- None. -------------------------------
Professions Division:

Dental Laboratory -----------------------------.----------------------------- 217 X ------------------------ 52 -------- ------------------------------ o
Wholesale and Retail Division: 40 . .

Machined Waste -------------------------------------------------------------- 149 - --.-------.------- - 40 1 ---------- -------------------

I This is a reproduction of a sectlun of the table entitled "Division of Research and Planning, N. R. A., Analysis of Trade Practices, Provisionsryattng to Plant and Machinefpurs, Productive Caprcity and Inventories," N. R. A., Report on the Operation of the National industrial Recovery Act, p. 53. With the exception of necessary changes in or 0
editions to footnotes, and the omission of the numbers of the industry divisions, the table is exactly n its originsi form. The data were derived from ah analysis of 535 master codes t

and their supplements and amendments approved before Dec. 15, 1934.
0 Code a so contains provisions restricting productive capacity.
I Provisl )ns subject, by amendment, to power of majority of industry to alter or amend.

R Exc.ons may be permitted.
01Provi ns applicable to certain divsions of Industry only.

*Code aso contains provisions for production quotas.
I Provisions effective only at initiation by code authority, with administrative approval. 0
'Provisions may be suspended at any time by Administrator. Io

ii
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PRODUCTION QUOTAS

A second method which the trade practice provisions of National Recovery
Administration r-oes have employed for limiting production is the application
of production qao~as. This method consists of fixing the maximum amount of
the products of the iLdustry which each individual member of the industry may
produce. An examination of the table on page 630 will show that there are alto-
gether only 8 cases of production quotas, and that 6 of these fall within the baskc
materials division. There is one each in the food and chemical divisions.

Thq allocaton of power over the determination of production given by pro-
ductioh quotas is largely to industrial groups. In one case, that of copper, the
actual quotas are set up in the code; in a second case by a distinctly Federal
Government agent, the Petroleum Administrator. In five other cases the power
is given to the code authority, administrative approval being required in four
instances.

In setting up production quotas, it must be understood, two decisions are
necessary: (1) Determination of the quota for the industry (2) determination of
the parts of this total which will be assigned to individual units. As a (at this
point is another chart which will be found on file with the committee) glance
at the table will show, the bases used for determining the total quotas of the
industry are in each case based on the general conception of "balancing production
and consumption", a vague concept to which attention will be given later in the
present chapter.



Production quota provision. of National Recovery Act codes'

[Key: X-provision appears in code. A-Adminislative approval, disapproval, or review required. R-provision dos not eloely fit above alaffistion and code should be
consulted)

Name of cse

Determined
by-

Ba i ae ti i ilaFd D ivision: Atlantic M aekew ........................................... ............. .............------- 3 ....--- A ----.... - -... ............-..............-X- A ...

Basic Materials Division:
Lumber and Timber ...........................--------------------------------------------- ------------------------- -9 X ------ ---------------- X A

Gin Co ta ner 11 A -............................................. ....... .- ..... . - --- A A ---
Cem nt3 --- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- A- 1X-..-A------ ---- ------- i--- - ------X- --X ---

PerlmsA------------------------------------------------------------------------- I A----------------1 X0X--------- - ----- A-- -- --- ------Chemical Division: CorrugatedandSolid FiberShipping Contain I ----------------------------". -- ------- ---- R . . .

' This is a reproduction of a table entitled: "Division of Research and Planing. N. R. A., Analysis of Trade Practices, provisions relating to Production Quotas," N. R. A,
Report on the Operaton of the National Industr al Recovery Act, p. 52. With the exception of necessary changes In or additions to footnotes, and the omission of the numbers of
the indmtry divisions this table is exactly in its or Iginal form. The data were derived from an analysis of 535 master codes and their supplements and amendments approved before
Dec. 15. 1934-

'Plan is for sales quotas rather than for production quotas.
3Code also contains provisions restricting productive capacity.
' Code also contains provisions for plant-hour limitation.
' Code also contains provisions for inventory control.
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Method of defermi

Total
quotas

Food Division: Atlantic ".Iack--------- ----- X
Basic Materials --. ,'v--

Lumber and Timoer ------------------- X -1X
Copper ' ---------------------------------- X
Iron and Steelt I ------------------------- ....
Glass Container , . .------------------- X X
C em ent " ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- --
P etroleum a....-.------------------------- ----- -x

Chemical Division: Corrugated and Solid I
Fiber Shipping Container 3 -------------------

Individual q
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x x --

--- --- - - -

x ----

x
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x --

Plan is for sales quotas rather than for production quotas.
3 Code also contains provLsions restricting productive capacity.
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4 Code also contains provisions for plant-hour limitation.
& Code also contains provisions for inventory control.
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The bases on which individual quotas are determined are several. It will be
observed that the most common single criterion used requires that the quota shall
be "equitable." Other criteria are based primarily on the quantity of existing
productive capacity, or the past use that has been made of such productive capac-
ity. When criteria relating to present capacity or past performance are used In
determining individual quotas, it would appear that there is little opportunity ofvarying that part of the total industry production which goes to individual units.
To the extent that this is true there is a tendency to make rigid the relative
competitive position of the members of the Industry, and in some instances to
rigidify the total production of the industry. There are, however, code provi-
sions permitting periodic revision of quotas.

In the Iron and Steel Code no limitation is placed upon the code authority
in its establishment of either individual or total industry quotas, except that the
purposes of the act must be fulfilled. When code authorities are allowed to regu-
late the production of an industry with only vague and indefinite guides, the ad-
ministrative discretion permitted conveys large grants of power to industrial
groups. The economic effects of these provisions will be discussed below.

RESTRICTIONS ON PRODUCTION CAPACITY

Restrictions on production capacity are regulations which prohibit or put limi-
tations upon the quantity of [at this point is another chart which will be found on
file with the committee] plant or of other producing equipment which may be
produced. The capacity restricting provisions of codes are of five general types.
They are: (1) Limitations on construction, sometimes applied to limit new mem-
bership; (2) limitations on the changing of existing facilities from one type of
production to another; (3) limitations on the removal of existing facilities from
one locality to another; (4) limitations on the opening of plants not operating
within a specified time prior to code approval; (5) limitations on the opening of
new routes or the extending of existing ones.'

In 35 cases the provisions on productive capacity are reported as mandatory
and included in the code. There are 7 cases in which the provision reqaires
some initiating action on the part of the code authority, administrative approval
being required in 5 of them. Two of the former group are also reported as
becoming effective only upon voluntary agreement of members, with approval of
the code authority.

s Reference to the table on pp. 633-35 will Indicate the number of times each is reported to be In codes.



Restrictions on productive capacity in N. R. A. code
MKay: X-rovlWon appears In code. M-prov.slan effected by code amendment. A-admIastrative approval, disapproval or review required AO-provlslon establIse or

affected by administrat ve order. R-provslon does not closely fit above clalfiMtdon and code should be consultedi -

I I V Provisions effective only I Acts restricted I Maner in which restricted I Exceptions

Name of code

Food Div o --on .. . ... . . .. . ..

Tetlo fivis:on-
Cordage and Twine i ---........
T extile Bag I ........... .........
Textile processing ..............
Lace Manufacturing ' ---.........
Cotton Textile I ............... .
SIlk Textile2 ...................
Rqyon and Silk Dyeing 3 - -
Underwear and Aihed Product';"

Knitting ...................
Sewing ......................

Velvet I
Basic Materi5als Division:

C em ent, ' ........................
Petroleum * 3 ---------------------
Glass ContaIner 4
Excelsior .........------_------
American Glassware .............
Crushed Stone, Sand 7 ......
Structural Clay .............---
Clay and Shale Roofing Tile ....
Clay Drain Tile ...............
Soft Lime Rock ...............

33X .. . . .. X I
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235M
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Feldspar - - -- -- - - - -- -- 2()&X --- 'x! ----- ---- X X - - - -f ----China Clay ------------------- 5i t_ -- -- .--- I -- - - .... ----ForanV all Clay Tile ----- 9( --- --I,---- K- ---- ---
--- -- A ----- ---- X k -t- - ---- X I-- -- - -- -- --

Ch ei c oDiiso : -- ---------- 1 X -------- ;- --- - j ---- -- -- --- -- -IL --- --------- i -----
Arlloy a -------------------------- 515 - - - .- , A X I .---- ---- --- --- --- X -_ , _ - - -" -.. .

PIroand SW_#_-----------------iXI ------.---- _------ ----- ----- -----

Corrugated aund Solid Fiber Ship- I I - 3- -f I
pln-Containe---- ------------- X ---- ----- -------------- ---- I ------ --- - --- ---- - ---- ---- ---- - -----L i e- ...........---- -- .31 M_ - - .... ---- .... .... -- --- 1 1- ------ - -- - ----- ------ -- -M M iCemuicaln Division----------------------------nn

Manufacturing Division: Tool and i ----------
Im plIment -X --.. I ...................-- X . . - - - -

C o n t eru c ho n D v is io n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I . . . . . .n e.- --.. . - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - ---. 1 4 8 ---- ---- - . . n

T ing . ...ai ers'.1 .. . ...-- _-- .2 X [ - - ---- --- I--- 

Caonl ufacturin------------ ------ ------XR---- ------ : - ------- -----~ --- -R X-- ----- ---------- ---- ----------- i

Ai .rn po t ............ R.. -- ----..- - -- -- -
Trueking-iv - -- ---- - -..---------- --- ----- ---- ------------- . .----.----.----. -

Impemierte --------h-------- 4 X --- x-- -- -- ----- X---- --I ------- ---- --- -x----------------------C o s r c n vso n -- --- -- ---- .. .. . .. .. ... . -----.. 1 1, none ----.. --- --- ----- ----- -.--<I __

Biviss ok U i t , n : I- ----- -.. ------ ----- --- -
Trasit ---------- -------- X---- ---- ----- ----- -- - ---- ---- - --- - - --- -- --Mor M , t------ --- ------------------- -X--- -- -- ... - ------- -;- --- ----.------ir Trad ,,, ---- Plat - - ---- ---- -- - -- ---- --- ---- ---- H

-a--n - - -- - -- - -- - --- - -- -- - - - - - -- - --- -- -- -- - -- - - -- - - --Preukion--------------------- gX ------ X---- ---- ---- ---- ----O ---- ----- ------ ---- ----- ----- ---- ---- ---- --------- 0

Disolalnd ealDviis-

rad MidCeorpi lte- 11 X L: :i::I - -

iI IMau 1cturin------------ e1 .I --------- .- --

i TPhis is a reproduction of a section of the table entitled: "Dii !on nt Rvseacth and Plinnin, National Recovery AdminiStration. 'Jnalryis of Tra~de Practcees, Provislosretating to Plat ad Machine Rootts, Producetive Caplaeity, and Inventories". National Recovery Administration, Report on the. Operation oi tue National industrial Recovery
Act p.w 53 nt thee xception of, n e nrycances on or additions to f ootnotes, atnd omision of theo numbers of the industry" divisions, this table is exactly in its orikinal form.

T sn dt ere dlerive from nnalysis of 533 master codes and their supplemental and amendments approved before Dec. , lIR,'Code aso contain povisions for mchine- or plant hour limitations.
3Provisions subject, by amendment, to pOwer of majority of industry to alter or amend. -Code alo contains provision for production quotas
roode also contains provisio- for inventory control.
SProhibition of shppin oil in interstate commerce from new fields, without approval of Department of fnterlor_
o Ettectlve only at specilled level of production and to cetain divisions of the industry, for which see Code.tReatMiction ony on construction by nw members.
S iovisn applicable to the Dolomit e tleite indtt try only. Under intrctions from the National Recovery Administration ofcle which constructed this table this

lAcs.try b it bese e added to the compilation since the table was nmde upi, Effeive on at voluntary a red meant of members, with approlnd of code authority. Members my withdraw from groeemnt.
rcotio to Adm cnstrator must also be mwven.

u Some corrctons have been made& In the tabulation of this industry, under the direction of the National Recovery Adminstration office which constructed the ia'lhW.

ramcs)"'s _0100001
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Restrictions on productive capacity are in some cases subject to exceptions.
These exceptions are on several different bases. For example, replacements are
permitted (1) to maintain a "similar number of units" or to "bring operation of
existing machinery into balance"; (2) to maintain the same capacity; (3) to
improve efficiency or quality; (4) to lower costs; (5) to effect modernization.
Certain exceptions permit transfer of equipment from a manufacturer to a sub-
sidiary.

The greatest number of cases of control is found in the Basic Materials Division.
Therl are a number of cases in the Textile Division and a considerable sprinkling
in the Chemical Division and Public Utilities Division. There are two each in the
Wholesale and Retail Division and in the Finance, Graphic Arts, and Amusements
Divisions; there is one in the Manufacturing Division. (Discussion of the eco-
nomic implications of production-capacity control is deferred to p. 646.)

INVENTORY CONTROL

The trade-practice provisions of four codes call for control of inventories. In
general terms these regulations put a maximum limit upon the amount of inven-
tory, or stock for sale, whioh an individual member of an industry may have
on hand. (See table on p. 638.)

Inventory control provisions in N. R. A. codes I

IKay: A-administrativo approval, disapproval, or review required. X'provision appears in code.]

Basis of limitation

Namseof code . ~ e

Food division_ _.................... .................... ...... None None ..... . ......Textile division:
Carpet and rug .----------- _-- 202 X ........... X . ...... X ---...

Basic materials division:
Cement I I -----............... . 128 _ A ............ ........ A X ......
Petroleum l------ -------- ....... 10 X ...... ..... .....-........ X ...-..-......

Cbemical division:
Carbon blsk I _ - ------------- 269 X ...... X ___ X ...-------- X

Equipment division--------------- ------- ------ ------ ------ None None -- _... ......
Manufacturing division ...............-.. -...-...... ........ None None . ..........
Construction division ...........- ------------------------ None None .................
Public-utilities division ----------------------------... None None ............
Finance, graphic arts, amusement

division -------------------- -- ------------------ None None ...............
Professions division ----------- ....... ------ ------ ----- None None ... _
Wholesale and retail division ........... ------ ------ None None .......

1 This is a reproduction of a section of the table entitled: "Division of Research and Planning, N. R. A.,
Analysis of Trade Practices, Provisions Relating to Plant and Machine lours, Productive Capacity and
Inventortes", N. R. A. Report on the Operation of the National Industrial Recovery Act, p. 53. With the
exception of necessary changes in and additions to footnotes, anrl the onission of the numbers of the in-
dtustry divisions the table is exactly in Its original form. The data were dried from an analysis of 535
master codes and their supplements and amendments approved before Dec. 15, 19:4.

1 Code sh contains provision for product ion quotas,
Code also contains provisions restricling productive capacity,

Inventory control does not place restrictions upon the amount whlch may be
produced so long ai the amount produced cart be sold. It will be seen that in
this respect such provisions are sharply different from all other types of control
described above. The primary idea of value behind such regulation is this:
If business men may not accumulate beyond certain limits for inventory, atten-
tion is fixed on balancing production with market demands. There is thus a
tendency to avoid a large accumulation of stocks merely for purposes of specula-
tion. The economic effects of these provisionS will lip diseussRed below.
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ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF PROVISION FOR LIMITING .?HCDUCTION AND PRODUCTION
CAPACITY

The types of provision just summarized are not simply different routes to the
same objective. Their economic significance therefore has to be considered
under separate headings.

CONTROL OF PRODUCTION

The various devices for control of production-limitation of machine hours,
limitation of plant hours, and (at this point is another chart which will be found
on file with the committee) production quotas-are very commonly described as
means of "balancing production and consumption."

It would seem almost unnecessary to point out that such a concept furnishes
no criterion for control of production. Yet the phrase has been so generally used
in recent years, as though it denoted a profound economic discovery, that a com-
ment is needed. The amount of production which can be balanced with con-
sumption is primarily a question of the price at which the product is sold.

While there are limits of course-prices so high that none ca, be sold, and con-
ceivably amounts of production which could not be entirely mocd at any price -
between these extreme limits, which are seldom if every reached, there is possi-
bility with every product for balancing with consumption vastly different quan-
tities of production by varying the price. Balancing production and consumption
is a phrase which has no meaning in a business economy except in conjunction
with the connecting term of price. The argument for control of production
therefore has to be reduced to more explicit terms.

Proponents of machine- and plant-hour limitation have typically asserted that
four beneficent results may be achieved. First, it is contended that while under
such limitations certain plants may get less business, others will get more. The
total volume of business will thus be spread. Second, it is pointed out that
such control may result in a regulatization of production. Third, it is pointed
out that if limitations on plant-hours are made to restrict night production they
can be used to do away with the so-called "grave-yard shift." Fourth, it is con-
tended that machine- and plant-hour limitations result in a stimulus to tin
buying of new equipment, and thus act as a stimulus to the capital goods industry.
Each of these points needs brief consideration.

1. The spreading of the available business.-There are at least three circum-
stances under which the imposition of machine- and plant-hour limitations would
have no effect on the spreading of available business among the units of the
industry. 'First, there would be no effect if the maximum hours which plants
were permitted to run was greater than the actual number which any plant in
the industry was being operated at the time the limitation was placed. Second,
there would be no effect if at the time the imposition was placed there were
available in any plant, which would otherwise be affected, idle machines of the
same types as those affected and of sufficient capacity so that there could be
shifted to them the production taken away from the machines formerly operated.
The "spreading" that wolid take pace would be between machines within a
given unit of the industry rather than between units. Third, there would be no
effect In cases where production had been so seasonal that the total volume could
be spread over a longer period of time. In this case the "spreading" would
again be within an individual unit rather than between units.

It is altogether probable, however, that those designing machine- and plant-
hour limitations will so arrange them that there will be art effect of spreading
work as among the several plants of the industry. If there is such a redistribu-
tion, there are strong reasons to suppose that the shift will be away from lower
cost plants and to higher cost plants. This is based on tie reaonable presump-
tion that if competition in an industry has been fairly sharp, production at any
given time will ibe in the hands of those plants which can produce most economi-
cally, .,ad that they will be utilizing their most efficient machines. To the degree
that this is true, machine-hour limitations will necessarily result in the use of
less efficient machines or less efficient management, or both. Such leqs efficient
production means higher cost production and the probability of higher prices.
Higher prices resulting from these facts being a tendency toward less Ituying of
the product; consequently less production and consequently less emplloyment.

4 While It is, of course, true that fruit Is allowed to spoil In the orchards fnd other crops are at times not
worth shipping, roses In whichi commodities fully produced, In the economic sense, cannot be sold at seme
price, are extremely rare to say the ]east.
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The question may be asked why, if there is to be a transference of business
from some enterprises to others, the ones slated to lose business will voluntarily
consent to be thus "victimized." The only answer seems to be that in spite of
the transference they expect to be better o4, or no worse off, than before. This
implies their belief that the effect of production control will be to support a
higher level of prices from which they can offset their loss of volume. Insofar as
there are firms for which the rise in prices does not promise full offset to the loss
of volume, the presumption is that their adherence to the system will not be
voluntary but imposed.

ThSre then remains the question of what the presumed benefit is of redis-
tributing production among the plants. When stated in relation to specific
industries the reasons are always those of salvaging special groups. For ex-
ample, it is claimed for the Cotton Textile Code that it is preventing the complete
economic collapse of whole communities whose mills could not be run in open
competition. This may well be so, but if this is the reason for the Cotton Textile
Code, the argument should be put explicitly on those grounds. There should
be an understanding that the Nation is paying the relief bill and that this
spreading of work does not relate to recovery from depression or any of the
stated objectives of the Recovery Act. Purely as a relief measure, production
control is open to the fatal objections that it diminishes total national production,
thus hindering recovery from depression; it distributes benefits without discriml-
nlation as to need and asseses its cost without reference to ability to pay.

2. Regularization of production.-The spreading of work more evenly through-
out the year is an end much to be desired. It cannot, however, be done without
offsetting damage. In the first place, it may entail the loss of livelihood to those
persons who would otherwise receive employment at peak periods. In the
second place, the reduced flexibility of operations, the necessity of carrying
larger stocks, and possible additional labor costs may result in diminished pro-
duction. This would entail a form of sacrifice upon the Nation at large. Reg-
ularity of employment for workers is so desirable, however, that some sacrifice
of production might be thought a reasonable price. It should be realized, how-
ever, that regularization of employment does not necessarily follow from regular-
ization of production. In cases, for example, in which workers achieve regularity
of employment by shifting from one type of work to another, regularization of
production in any single type of work might actually reduce the regularity of
employment.

It is possible that under some circumstances hour limitations might be used
to accomplish some regularization. If this is no reason to suppose that, in
practice, any of the systems now in force are actually for the primary purpose of
pursuing this objective. Where the result is obtained largely as a corollary
consequence to some other objective, it is likely to be only with the disadvan-
tageous result of diminished production. Moreover, the attempt to secure
regularization by limiting machine- and plant-hours prevents an individual from
running his plant at mo'e than the legal maximum even if he could run it for
more than that maximum with complete regularity.

3, The "grarce-yard" shift.-It is contended that machine- and plant-hour
limitations may result n doing away with that period of night work known as
the "grave-yard" shift. It is true that those upon whom restrictions are placed
might apply the regulations in such a way that this is in whole or in part ac-
cornplished. Such a method of approaching the problem of the grave-yard
shift is, however, inept %nd clumsy. Further, such regulations might fail
entirely to effect the desired end. If it is believed desirable to do away with the
graVe x'ard shift this should be done by regulations directly forbidding employ-
ment ")r operation for the specific hours in question, recognizing that while this
might cause a rniitation on production the ends accomplished were believed to
be more valuable than the social losses through diminution of output.

4. Effects on capital goods industries.-It is contended that machine-hour
limitations are desirable, in that they bring about a stimulation of capital goods
industries through creating a demand for new machines. This contention is
hbsed on the assumption that businesses which cannot supply the demands made
upon them with their existing facilities tinder the limitations imposed will add
to their equipment. It is possible, if the prices of the products being produced
in the industries on which niachine-horir limitations are imposed should rise high
enough as a result of these limitations, that there would be sone tendency to
increase the demand for machines. If such a stimulation does occur, plant and
equipment already in existence and capable of utilization are duplicated. At
best, the result of such an effort would be to approach hut never to reach a
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condition of productive efficiency equal to that existing before the machine-hour
limitations were imposed. More machinery would be in existence and yet the
total annual volume of final consumers' goods produced would not he greater
than that produced before the limitations on production were imposed. Labor
utilized to create these machines would thus have been employed without making
any addition to the total national production,

There is scarcely more productivity in such operations than there would be in
tearing down an existing office building and reconstructing it as a means of finding
employment for workers. So long as the limitations on operations remain in
effect total national wealth is not even as great at the end of the activity as it was
before the limitations were imposed. Natural resources have been consumed in
duplicating plants which are forced to be idle through production control regula-
tions. The reasoning behind the idea that such operations are advantageous is
commonly known as the "make-work fallacy." The reduced average production
of labor which is involved in this employment of more workers with no greater
output would in all probability result in a lower average real wagc.

It should be added that the increased number of machines which result from
such conditions as those being discussed constitute an aggravation of any element
in the situation which may be regarded as overcapacity. Thus the very condi-
tion which limitations on machine hours are presumed to remedy is made worse,
and any relaxation of the methods of Government control made increasingly
difficult.

In addition to the foregoing arguments, it has often been contended at the
National Recovery Administration that production-control provisions are neces-
sary to support the required increased wage rates imposed, That is, it is said
that if wages are to be increased by regulations it becomes necessary to control
production in order to raise prices so that the higher wage rates may be paid.

If it is to be asssumed that a minimum wage regulation cannot itself be effec-
tive, it is not likely that production control will make such regulation any more
effective. The higher prices that will result from production control will not
make producers any more likely to pay other than the lowest competitive price
at which they can secure labor. In addition, it must be recognized that a restric-
tion on production reduces rather than increases the competitive demand for
labor which might have been relied upon to increase wage rates. If it is desired
to effect minimum wage rates, emphasis should be placed directly upon the
enforcement of these regulations. If minimum wages are imposed, business men
will find it necessary to adjust production to the reduced profitableness of employ-
ing labor, without the aid of any additional artificial restrictions on production.

What has been said above regarding machine- and plant-hour limitations is
applicable in large part to production quotas. This follows inasmuch ns the
primary effect of production quotas is to limit the total output of an industry.
These differences may be noted. Under the quota system there is no oppor-
tunity for an expansion of the total industry production excepting by a revision
of the quota. I urthernsore, the proportions of this total industry product which
will go to each unit of the industry will not necessarily be the same under each
system. If plant- and machinc-hour limitations are imposed, the proportions of
the production going to individual units of the industry is still left in large part
to competitive forces, Under the quota system arbitrary methods for fixingindividual quotas are provided, and there may be a tendency to rigidify the
relative competitive positions of the members of the industry.

In addition to the arguments abo,e reviewed an important reason entertained
by groups desiring production control is to improve the financial prospects of
the members of the industry through the device of "contrived scarcity.

The real question of public policy raised by such provisions therefore is whether
the financial aid to a particular industry is worth the price of a contrived restric-
tion of production, with its correlative diminution of the ability of the industry
to give employment. It is entirely feasible to engage in such aid at the expense
of the rest of the community, but the more widely such action is taken the more
deeply it eats into the productivity of the economic system. The National
Recovery Administration has never made clear on what grounds it believes the
public interest to be served by making an industry produce less than it would
otherwise produce, and employ fewer than it would otherwise employ.

I There is intended In this no argument against creating work where extemsive uncnsmloyment exLts.
Criticism is directed only at such wer.creatioa activities which, like production control, do not add to
the total national income.
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CONTROL OP PRODUCTION CAPACITY

It is clear that control of production capacity is a means of deciding, by other
than the judgment of business men and investors, the amount of equipment
which shall be constructed in the industry or industries regulated. In economic
terms it is a control over the flow of capital.

The Interest of particular groups in control of capacity is that of building a
wall around their competitive territory, warding off the impact of new com-
petition, or additional competition from their own more enterprising members.
By ajimitting capacity control provisions Into codes, the National Recovery
Admnistration in effect certified it to be in the public interest that the present
amount and ownership of productive equipment in certain industries be frozen
in its existing pattern, subject to such exceptions as the code authority or the
National Recovery Administration might permit.

Capacity control raises issues of most serious character. (1) By restricting the
flow of capital into given industries it raises the serious question of how one was
to determine that the alternative uses to which such capital would be put were
socially better umes than those to which it would be put under conditions of free
investment. (2) It raises the further important question of how to decide what
industries shall be accorded the sort of protection to private capital that inheres
in capacity control. (3) Serious from an immediate point of view is the challenge
of capacity control on the ground that it interferes still further with an already
too inactive capital market, and thus constitutes a distinct hindrance to economic
recovery.

There is no evi(lence that the Notiuiual Recovery Administration ever arrived
at any basis for determining the alternative uses to which capital would flow if
it were restricted from entering given channels, nor is there any reason to believe
that such restrictions could do otherwise than throw a guard of protection around
certain special interests and delay the processes of recover.

Now one perhaps would claim for the market a universal wisdom in properly
directing the flow of investment funds. Until very much more than has been
done is done to study this problem, regulation of production capacity is, however,
as likely to negate social purposes as to serve them. Unless it can be and is
determined that regulation of capital flows by industrial groups or the Govern-
ment will direct the process of capital formation to more useful purposes than
private investment, and until adequate measures of control are devised to see to
it that industrial groups do not use such regulations to secure or strengthen
monopoly positions, the unwisdom of capacity control is obvious. In any event,
it is unwise to lodge such a power with the majority membership of an Industrial
group, and a depression is a poor time in which to commence such regulation.

INVENTORY CONTROL

In sharp contrast with the type of production control discussed above, both as
to purpose and technique, is inventory control. This form of control, by limiting
merely stocks on hand, places no limitation upon the power of an individual
enterprise to produce goods so long as it can find a current market. Industry
groups have sponsored inventory control as a way of preventing the accumula-
tion of large unsold stocks which, overhanging the market, at times occasion
sharp price declines.

Limiting inventory may prove socially useful through encouraging business
men to make a more careful analysis of market demand before undertaking pro-
duction and through reducing the opportunity of producing for speculation.
Whether or not inventory control will bring this about depends very much upon
the form of the reglation employed, and its specific application in particular
cases.

It is important that individual business men be not restrained by an artificially
determined maximum inventory, if such a maximum is likely to interfere with
the effectiveness of their operationR, particularly in those circumstances wherc
there are seasonal variations in demand, and in which regularization of produc-
tion and employment may require a large volume of production for inventory.
It is not at all clear that the bases for inventory control set up in codes, namely,
"prior sales" and "stock in storage", bear any relationship to the desirable
objectives above suggested.

It is important to observe the similarity and dissimilarity between the theory
underlying inventory control, and that underlying the establishment of production
quotas. In drawing up quotas the beginning lies necessarily in making some
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assumption as to what consumption is going to be. A "balance" Is then achieved
by producing this assumed amount. In inventory control the business enter-Priser, so long as his production can be moved into the market without an accumu-

tion of inventory beyond the maximum fixed, is left free to make his own calcu-
atiouls of market demands at variance prices and to produce any amount which

he can sell, and vary his price in any way.
Properly administered, it appears that inventory control has important poten-

tialities for improving the effectiveness of the competitive process. It could, on
the other hand, be so administered as to become a restrictive device creating
contrived market shortages.

In reading that part of chapter XXVI which deals with the facilitation of
effective competition, it will be seen that some forms of inventory control could
be classified with the devices there discussed.

In considering any of the devices described in this chapter emphasis should be
placed on the fact that code authorities exercise large powers in administering
these regulations, powers that are often made even larger by the indeterminate
character of the relevant code provisions.

We have at present no knowledge that justifies us in using Government regu-
lation to check the amount of capital, labor or natural resources that should flow
into one industry rather than into others. Sufficient study might reveal instances
in which such regulation would be socially useful, but control should not be under-
taken until such studies are made. If found socially desirable the serious admin-
istrative problems of such control should be faced before control is walercaken.
If undeiASken administration should be in the hands of the Government, rather
than under the control of parties of special interest.

CHAPTER XXX

CONCLUSIONS

The trade-practice problem is primarily a problem in organization of economic
life end of the problems of equity that arise therefrom. in dealing with it, the
National Recovery Administration attacked a problem which has been the sub-
ject of legal decision and statute law for many centuries and has occupied a large
part of the Federal Trade Commission's attention since its creation.

The National Recovery Administration attacked this problem under the most
serious handicaps. It carried an obligation for the performance of a series of
other and for the most part unrelated duties, which it was required, by its own
theories of what was of relative importance, to achieve immediately. Under the
combination of duties imposed by the law, the necessity of creating voluntary
codes on the basis of industry proposals, the nature of the problem itself, the lack
of adequate information for dealing with it, and the philosophy of recovery which
animated the Administration, sound economic action on trade practices was an
impossibility. In terms of the objectives of the law it must be concluded that
the trade practice regulations of the National Recovery Administration have
achieved very little that may be regarded as socially useful.

So far as making competition more fair is concerned, the results were negative
rather than positive. Its efforts to facilitate competition are its most creditable
additions to the economic structure. It has made it possible for industries,
through code authorities, to aid industry members in knowing their costs; It has
made it possible for industries so to draw plans for open prices that they tend to
eliminate the evils of secrecy and discrimination and to be of benefit to the public.
Some contribution has also been made in the field of Informative labeling, grad-
ing, and standardization. Unfortunately, all the major contributions in the direc-
tion of further facilitation of competition came late In the code-making process
and stand at present rather as matters of declared policy than as approved code
pi, isions.

1, Ae National Recovery Administration in its regulation of trade practices
molified but little the plane of competition already established by common and
statute law and Federal Trade Commission pronouncements. The codes restated
the well-recognized tenets of the law and brought them vividly to the attention
of the industries concerned, but made a minimum of specific contribution.

Unfortunately, it is on the negative side that National Recovery Administration
work with trade-practice regulation is most impressive. There Is much in the
record vrl ich, instead of making competition fair, has tended to lessen competition.
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The National Recovery Administration has made extensive reallocations of
power as between individual initiative and industrial groups. It has extended to
Important industries, and in a grave degree, power over determination of prices,
determination of production, and productive capacity, and determination of the
nature, forms, and area of specialization. The number, as well as the import-
ance, of industries for which such changes have been made in codes is sufficient
to justify the statement that in written terms at least the general cast and char-
acter of American business has been materially modified in the direction of vastlyincreasing the power of industrial groups.

So (ar as inducing recovery is concerned-interpreting recovery to mean in-creaseS production, increased consumption, increased employment, and increased
real wages--it must also be concluded that the trade practice provisions of codes
have been a hindrance rather than a stimulus, While it is conceivable that in its
inauguration the abridgement of the antitrust laws may have lent some degree
of hope, even of confidence, to business men, so large a part of the provisions put
into effect were restrictive rather than promotive in character that, so far as such
comparisons are possible, it may be concluded that they more than offset what
gains may have been contributed by temporary confidence. An ultimate evalua-
tion of this aspect of trade-practice regulation cannot be given without reletion-
ship to the general effect of the Nainal Recovery Administration upon recovery.
Such an analysis is presented In part VI.

That phase of the law which declared that codes should not"eies
small enterprises and will not operate to discriminate against them" was at least
in certain instances interpreted as a sanc fomtio n or a ping to aid small enter-
prises. C arin direct actions were taken to this end; chiefly, prohibitions against
loss leaders in distribution codes and certain of the various minimum prices
fixed under so-called ' declarations of emergency." Analysis gives no indication

that these devices would accomplish these purposes; nor has the experience of
the National Recovery Administration furnished any satisfactory evidence that
they were accomplished. In addition, there is inre than a probability that in
those cases in which increased control over prices, productin, and specialization
has beentgive to industrial groups, this control tends to be more largely under
nthe influence of the larger units than of the smaller. To the extent that this is

so, it may he assumed that it will be exercised with some preference for the
larger rather han the smaller units.

Deficiencies of trade practice regulation under the National Recovery Adrinis-
tration, as already stated, grew in large part from the clts of circumstance in
which it found itself. Codes of fair competition were, under the law, to be

voluntary codes. This meant that industries might oiler their proposals and
must assent to regulations which they imposed upon themselv es. Second, under
the theory of recovery with which the National Recovery Adiiinittation was
imbted (combined to some extent with ideas of reform) it was believed to be of
first and immediate importance to increase wages, reduce hours, and otherwise
modify conditions of employee nt. These were not provisions in which industrial

groups had a primary and leading interest. Although in many cases individuals
and groups were not opposed to such changes and were even favorable to them on
general humane grounds or because they may have believed that they would be
conducive to recovery, they were for the most part provisions which they were
willing to gra t "voluntarily" only in exchange for an increased control over
prices, produntionand other matters which they regarded as desirable. Under
these crcumstancs it was impossible to consider trade practice provisions on
their merits. Moreoevr in evaluating the trade-practice proposals resented,
the National Recovery Administration had no adequate factual data or analyzed
experience. Nor ws it able to foresee the effects of specific trade-practice
regulation in relation to the stated purposes of the act.

Under the impulsion of the influences gt work the trade-practice provisions
written into codes came from a bargaining procedure until late in the code-mking
process. It was only late that there began a development of policy to trade
practices with a view to the general public interest ald without reference to the
exigencies of particular code-snaking situations. This change made it possible
not only to avoid in large part ti e granting of trade regulations as concessions
but to consider proposed regulations in terms of the purposes of the act and their

broader economic implications.In viewing the contrast of trade-practice provisions which have been written
Into codes with policies which have been annunced, the National Recovery
Administration finds itself in a dilemma. If codes are to remain voluntary, the
National Recovery Administration confronts a serious problem. This problem
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is how to incorporate into codes already made the policies which it has more
recently developed.

The opportunity for industries to bring their conflicts, irritations, and diff
culties before an interested Government agency is to be encouraged. Such an
agency to perform in the public interest must, however, be so established as to
be completely free from any sense of compulsion to approve or disapprove any
proposal made to it excepting on the basis of criteria which it believes reflect a
social interest broader than that which can be embodied in the interests of any
individual or industry. Such an agency should be free to consider the extension
of Government control in an industry to any degree, It should be as free to
consider the lessening ,to any degree of Government regulation and influence in
an industry. It should be within the province of such an agency to discover, if
it can, means of modifying the plane of competition or of facilitating the com-
petitive activities within the industry. It should exercise its own inventiveness
and ingenuity in these matters as well as give consideration to the suggestions
which are brought to it. In any of these fields approval or disapproval should
be rendered only after the most careful weighing of the economic effects of con-
templated regulation in terms of criteria of public interest.

Whatrver the extent of the powers granted to a body established to deal with
the trade-practice problem, such a body should be impartial in the sense of being
charged with tie duty of determining and preserving the general public interest
as distinct from the interests of special groups. Any commission or commissione
established to deal with trade-practice problems should have a membership chosen
primarily on the basis of special qualifications for this difficult task. The notion
of having a policy-making body made up of representatives of conflicting pressure
groups, the theory that has dominated the National Recovery Administration, is
a procedure clearly inapplicable to the construction of sound public policy. As
the problems with which it deals are no less important than those with which the
Supreme Court is concerned, appointments to a trade-practice commission should
be made with the same care and deliberation. Competency to make economic
rather than legal judgments should, however, be the test. Tenure at the mini-
mum should be for a period of years, and at the maximum upon the basis of the
Supreme Court.

Suc a commission should not be burdened with administrative duties. It
should be responsible for establishing policy in trade-practice regulation in har-
mony with the general lines of policy laid down in the law which created it. In
the development of such policy it should give a sympathetic hearing to every in-
dustrial complaint and suggestion. It should have a research staff competent to
analyze the economic and social factors, knowledge of which would be essential to
sound decisions in the public interest.

Once a policy has been determined, this commission should hear complaints of
parties at interest and pass upon the application and meaning of its policies in
specific industry situations. It should be ready to modify its policies as study
and observation of their economic and social effects bring further understanding.

PART V1. THE NATIONAL RECOVERY ACT AS A RECOVERY

MEASURE

CHATrER XXXI. Tr CaTEZA OF RECOvWRY

In the diverse hopes and interests which it embodied, the National Industrial
Recovery Act came near to being "all things to all men." It gave to labor the
promise of shorter hours, higher wages, and the right of collective bargaining.
To industry it offered at last a relaxation of the antitrust laws, and the right,
subject to administrative review, to restrain through price stabilization
schemes and trade practices regulations what was rather vaguely described as
"cutthroat" or "destructive" competition. To social reformers and humani-
tariars it seemed a way of obtaining at one stroke national legislation on maxi-
mum holiir- minimum wages, child labor, and other subjects theretofore beyond
the reach of the Federal Government,. To those interested iu economic plarusing
it seemed to promise in some measure both the organization and the control of
further advance along that line.

It is obvious that although the immediate concern of tre National Recovery
Administration was an attack on the business depression, the program which by
the terms of the Recovery Act it was cmpowered to execute weart much further
than this. It embraced both recovery and reform. Indeed it might even be
said that it sought recovery though reform. The raising ot waes and the
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shortening of hours were measures advocated for decades by organized labor
in season and out, in prosperity and depression alike. These were from the labor
standpoint essentially permanent and continuing reform proposals, not special
measures addressed to depression conditions. The relaxation of the antitrust
laws in favor of industrial self-government was similarly a long-standing reform
proposal of organized industry antedating and independent of the depression.

That these two politically powerful interests, whose proposals made up the
heart of the National Recovery Administration program, should have considered
their pet reform measures to be conducive to economic recovery is no occasion
for surprise. This is simply because these measures were regraded by their
proponents as beneficial at all times and under all conditions. The possibility
that such reforms might retard the emergence of the country from depression was
accordingly excluded.

We are concerned in the present study with the effect of the National Recovery
Administration on recovery, not with its accomplishments in the field of reform.
The latter will be considered for the most part only in their recovery aspects.
It should be observed that in the long run the enduring effects of the codes on the
organization of industry, trade practices, labor standards, labor relations, and
the like, may prove of far more importance than their more immediate effects
on the revival of business. It goes without saying that no final balance can be
struck between the gains and losses resulting from the activities of the National
Recovery Administration without taking these factors into account. At the
outset we wish to make it perfectly clear that we have no intention of trying to
strike such a balance here.

Our test of whether the National Recovery Administration has furthered
recovery is whether the Nation has enjoyed under it a larger production of goods
and services than it would have enjoyed without It. If the raising of certain
classes of wages and the control of competition through "industrial self-govern-
ment" have increased the output of goods and services, they were recovery
measures; if not, they may still conceivably be justified on grounds of reform.
Thus, for example, a given change in the distribution of the product of industry
among different recipients might be deemed by some more important than a
moderate loss in the size of the aggregate output. By our definition, however,
the output remains the criterion of recovery.

It is one thing to define what is meant by recovery and quite another to find
some basis for a judgment as to how it has been affected by the National Recovery
Administration program. It is often assumed, even by those who accept the defi-
nition, that the National Recovery Administration can be justified or damned, as
the case may be, by citing the record of productive activity under its regime.
This in itself proves very little, It is open to the supporters of the Recovery
Administration to say of a poor production record that, except for the codes
conditions would have been still worse; and to the opponents to say of a gooA
record that, but for the codes, it would have been still better. The same recor'l,
indeed, can be held to justify both points of view.

No amount of perusal of production statistics can tell us definitely whether,
say at the end of the first year of the National Recovery Administration, output
was higher or lower than it would have been otherwise; much less can it tell us
by what percentage it was higher or lower. Production records at the most sup-
port only certain loose general inferences and then often very doubtfully. It
may be inferred, for example, that the National Recovery Administration has
hindered recovery because in the fall of 1934 industrial production was below
the level of May 1933 (see the chart on p. -); because it has not since the inau-
guration of the codes (up to the end of 1934) reached the precede level of June
and July 1933; because certain foreign countries have had a greater recovery
without a National Recovery Administration than we have with it; because in a
like period of time we made larger gains in the recovery from the preceding major
depression (1921) than from this one; and so on. It is true that our recovery
under the National Recovery Administration has been quite disappointing, and
It may be hard to believe that we would have made less progress without it;
nevertheless the situation is so complex, with so ,z-y unprecedented elements,
that considerations of the kind just cited are in themselves of comparativelylittle weight.

Index of industrial production

'The National Recovery Administration is but one of a galaxy of recovery
agencies operating simultaneously and with intermingled effects. Economic
developments since its inauguration have reflected not only the activity of these
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agencies but the effects of monetary, fiscal, and other policies composing the
program of the Roosevelt administration. They have reflected also wide-spread
changes in business and industry due primarily to othf., factors than Govern-
ment activity. Since the influence of the National Recovery Administration on
the volume of production cannot be directly segregated statistically, it can be
judged, if at all, only by an indirect process of reasoning and inference based on
such effects of the program as it is possible to measure or appraise separately.

The National Recovery Administration had little or no power to expand pro-
duction by direct means. It could not compel a single producer to turn out one
additional unit of product. If an expansion of output resulted from its activities
it was, we believe, largely an indirect consequence of the changes in wage rates
and prices that the code program occasioned. The general magnitude of these
changes it is possible within certain limits to estimate. By so doing we obtain
a basis for many of the inferences and conclusions as to their effects on recovery
which are set forth in the following pages.

If the effect of the National Recovery Administration on production must be
arrived at largely by such a process of roundabout reasoning it is quite evident
that it cannot be the subject of precise measurement. It may be possible to
reach a conclusion as to whether the net effect has been on the whole favorable
or unfavorable, and whether it has been substantial or of little importance, but
in any event the result must be stated in adjectives rather than in arithmetic.

Because of the importance of theoretical analysis in any attempt to appraise
the effects of tie National Recovery Admin'stration on recovery, it may be worth
while to begin the entire discussion by a critical examination of the theories held by
the official sponsors of the code program. Why did they believe that it would pro-
mote recovery? Was this, under the circumstances, a reasonable expectation?
To this inquiry we turn in the following chapter.

CHAPTER XXXII. THE N. R. A. PI-iAt5i,-1NO POWER THEORY

It would be a serious error to regard the National Recovery Administration as
a studied attempt to give institutional embodiment to an economic theory. It
was primarily a plan of action to meet what was conceived to be an emergency.
It responded to concrete immediate objectives; to get idle workers on the pay
rolls of industry, to shorten hours, to raise wages, to put a "bottom" under prices,
to r utlaw "unfair competition ", to abolish child labor. Theory was secondary to
P, ion, not action to theory.

It is in part for this reason that we have no formal officijil version of the economic
doctrines underlying the National Recovery Administration. There is instead an
accumulation of public statements emanating from different Government officials
and varying widely in emphasis and completeness. To distill from these declara-
tions anything approaching a clear-cut, well-reasoned, and consistent body of
doctrine is patently impossible. For the most part they originated as propaganda
dashed off in the campaign to "sell" the National Recovery Administration to the
public, and they reflect the confusion and incoherence characteristic of such
material.

It need hardly be said that there isseldom in these statements any clear separa-
tion of the reform and the recovery aspects of the National Recovery Adminis-
tration program. In many cases it seems to have been simply assumed that
recovery was a natural byproduct of reform. The program itself, as we have
pointed out in the preceding chapter, was essentially an embodiment of the long-
standing reform proposals of organized labor and organized industry, higher
wages, shorter hours, and collective bargaining on the one hand; and the right of
business, subject to certain governmental cheeks, to regulate prices, production,
and trade practices oa the other.

For what reasons were these measures thought to be conducive to recovery?
Without in any way pretending to do justice to all of the ideas expressed by all of
the official exponents of the National Recovery Administration theory, we venture
to summarize the main points of agreement as follows: (1) Raising of wage rates
and thus aggregate wage payments would expand the purcl'asing power for oods
and services, the increased demand for which would enlarge the volume Jpro-
duction arid start the upward spiral of recovery; (2) raising wages would check
the downward drift of wages and prices that had accompanied the depression,
abate "destructive" price comp tition based on wage cutting, and stimulate the
revival of spending upon which recovery depended; (3) relaxing the antitrust
laws in favor of collective action would enable industry to eliminate cutthroat
and destructive competition and prevent overproduction. The resulting stabili-
zation of prices was thought favorable to recovery.
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Of these three lines of support for the National Recovery Administration as a
recovery measure, the most frequently stressed and the one to which we shall
give the most attention is the so-called "purchasing-power" theory. To this the
remainder of the present chapter is devoted. The other two arguments will be
touched or in the development of the analysis in the following chapters.

THE STATEMENT OF TIrE THEORY

The main outlines of the purchasing power theory are fairly simple. Employers
wore tN raise wages and thus expand their pay rolls. The return flow of these
enlarged payments in the form of demand for the products of industry would
increase the physical volume of goods and services sold. This voold mean greater
production, still greater pay rolls, a further expansion of demand, and so on
up the ascending spira! of recovery.

Ito was held, by the President at least, that there was one important condition
to the achievement of this sequence: employers must not raise their selling prices
as far as they raised sage rates. If they did so, the return flow of their enlarged
pay roll disbursoieets would be absorbedd in the payment of higher prices rather
that, in the movement of more goods. Tile same physical volume as before would
be taken off the market, with no real gain to recovery. This angle is clearly set
forth in the President's statement outlining the policies of the National Recovery
Act at the time of the passage of the Recovery Act.

"1 am fully aware tlat wage increases will eventually raise costs, but I ask that
managements give first consideration to the improvement of operating figures by
greatly increased sales to be expected from the rising purchasing power of the
public. That is good economics and good business. The aim of this whole effort
is to restore our rich domestic market by raising its vast consuming capacity.
If now we inflate prices as fast and as far as we increase wages, the whole
project will be set at naught. We cannot hope for the full effect of this plain
unless, in the first critical months, and, even at the expense of full initial profits,
we defer price increases as long as possible. If we can thus start a strong sound
upward spiral of business activity, our industries will have little doubt of black-ink
operations in the last quarter of this year."L

General Johnson's statements on this point swing back and forth between the
view that employers must raise wages before prices are increased and the essen-
tially different views that they must merely not raise prices ahead of wages.
A statement of the latter view follows:

"In the first place, don't forget that nobody expects employers to pay'the in-
creased cost of reemployment. That is not possible. The consume--as
always-pays the bill. It is no argument to say, "Oh, this will cost this great
company $1 ,000,000 a year," or "this small employer $200 a month." Of course
it will do nothing of the sort. It is inevitable that the employer will raise his
prices and will himself pay nothing at all. The only restraint that is asked of
him is that he not raise his prices any more than his costs are raised. Except in
a limited class of cases there is simply nothing to the claim that any emnployer
pays this bill." 2

Without 'ndertaking the hopless task of reconciling all of General Johnson's
statements with each other, or with thosi' of the President, we shall take it for
granted that the most auithoritative statement of the National Recovery Adminis-
tration purchasing power theory called for a lag of price increases behind wage
increases. This lag was expected to result in an expanskin of productive activity
and in lowered unit costs of production, which would obviate the need for raising
prices later to the full extent that would have been required had the w'.ge increases
been offset at the original level of production. At the best, tire theory was
exceedingly vague as to the ration of the lag and the extent to which emiployCra
were expected to dig out their pockets to finance the wage increases before recoup-
ing through higher prices.
I Addilonal light on ths President's views may b found In ths terms of the Presideet's Agreemnt which

required a pledge from ths signer "not to incrsoe th prie of any merchandise soid after the (into thereof
oer the orc' an July 1, 1033, by more than Is mode noms try by actual increase 10 praiuutlot, replace-

Mnet, or jayc0es coats am mrandise, or by taxeo ar othr costs resultiug from action tkoe la)rsuaaL to 1,e
Agricultural AdJustmanc Act, s01Ce Ju ly 1, 1933, and, [n setting such price lnereas&,, to give full weight to
probable Increaeso in sales volume, and to refrain from inking profiteering advantg? of Ie consumingrublile" (italics ours). The Italicised portion of the pledge appears to indicate the view Iliit the full Inarease

coets should not b immodlitely p:sand on In higher prices.
I Natlanal Reovery Administration release no. 281, Aug. 10, 1.33. Not only were Osnoral Johnson's

admonitions to employers to raise wages first and prices afterward Intesrisoed with requests simply tat
theyraie prices no faster than wages, but exhortations to keep prlw down wore alternated with prophcles
that they wore surely going up, and even with statements that higher prioee were one of the goals ot the
National Recovery Administration program. It should not be surprising that such confusing counsels
often led employers to stretch a point to their own Interest.
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THE THEORY IN PRACTICE

Before we proceed to the discussion of this theory we should record the fact
that in practice it did not work out as planned. We shall see in the following
chapter that the anticipated lag of price advances behind wage increases did not
in general occur; indeed, that on the average prices rose ahead of NNage rates.

In view of the circumstances attending the inauguration of tle NationalRecov-
ery Administration, program, this result is not surprising. The codes and the
President's Agreement (lid not become generally effective until August 1933.
Meanwhile the entire program, with its practical assurance of higher costs and
Prices, had become public early in May, had been formally placed before Congressgy the middle of the month, and passed by the middle of June. Since industry
was virtually given notice of impending increases in labor costs 2 or 3 months
before they became effeetiv a wave of speculative anticipation of these cost
increases and of the price advances they were certain to bring sept prices up
even before the codes were ready for operation.

Before this rising tide of prices the National Recovery Administration stood
as important as King Canute before the ocean. Speculative price advances 1Nere
repeatedly decried, but without noticeable effect. The great majority of em-
ployers looked on the National Recovery Administration as a means of eliminating
losses, not of increasing them, and there was a rush to get orrt of the red by the
most popular routc-price raising. In the justifiable belief that the National
Recovery Administration had practically reduced the antitrust laws to a state of
suspended animation, they raised and stabilized lhir prices, in marry cases by
agreement, In other cases prices were boosted without agreement

3
, By the

time wages were raised by the codes it was a question of catching up with prices,
not of leading them up.

4

It is the first and most obvious criticism of the National Recovery Administra-
tion program for increasing real purchasing power that wile depending for its
effect on a certain relaton between wage ineease and price increases it offered
no Femblance of control over one of tie facts in this dual relationship. In the
wisdom of retrospect, at least, it is apparent that there was even at the outset
little reason to expect that the result would conform to the preconceived design.
If the program represented planning, it was planning without any adequate
means of execution.

We shall discuss in later chapters the economic effects of the National Recovery
Administration as it actually worked out. For the remainder of the present
chapter, we shall consider the merits of the National Recovery Administration
purchasing power theory itself. The question is admittedly somewhat academic
in view of the failure of the National Recovery Administration to secure the
practical application of the theory, but it is of sufficient importance to warrant a
brief consideration.

RAISING WAGES WITHOUT PRICE ADVANCES-A HYPOTHETICAL CASE

Since the most authoritative version of the National Recovery Administration
purchasing power theory appears to consider wage increases beneficial only insofar
as they are not accompanied by compensatory price advances, it may be inter-
esting to speculate on what would have happened if the National Recovery Ad-
ministration had raised wages and had at the same time forbidden price increases
entirely. While we have no reason to believe that the theory contemplated
anything quite so drastic--we have already observed that it is impossible to
ascertain exactly what it did contemplate. The consideration of this hypothetical
case should cast some light on the fundamental issues involved. The case repre-
sents the theory carried to its logical limits.

If employers are to absorb higher-wage costs the first and most obvious ques-
tion is where, except by offsetting price increases, they are to get the money for
the extra pay roll? On this point the official National Recovery Administration
literature is rather noncommital. The reader is frequently left to infer that the
wherewithal to pay the higher wages will be obtained from the increased spend-
ing of the benefited wage earners. Obviously, this puts the cart before the horse.
Before these workers can spend more they must receive more. By the same token,
before the employers can receive more from the return flow of their wage disburse-

& It should not he inferred that prices advanced ahead of wige rares in each and very case. Many em-
ployers were unable to rise their ipices and others delayed dng so. Increases were so widespread, how-
ever, as to prodnrc a sharp rise in tho general level of prices.

4 See ch, XXXIII. As early as July 20, N3, dieneral Johnson issued a warning that "the rapid rise of
retail prices ahead of consuningr power way pr imitate anoRhser crisis." N. R. A. release no. 72(a), July 20.
1933.
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ments, they must find the money to expand those disbursements. This brings
us back where we started.

Before we consider possible methods, other than price advances, by which
employers may finance enlarged pay rolls, it should be made clear that the en-
largement of total wage pay tolls is by no means a necessary result of a raising of
wage rates. Confronted by higher labor costs and pegged selling prices, employ-
ers may avoid unprofitable operations by shutting down their plants and paying
no wages whatever. They may discontinue a part of their operations and so
reduce their labor force that their pay-roll disbursements are no Iarger, or are
even les, than before. They may speed up their labor, by "stretch-out' and other
methods, so that their wage costs on a given volume of operations are not in-
creased. For these and other reasons, compelling employers to absorb higher
wage rates is a very different thing from compelling them to increase their aggre-
gate pay rolls.

It seems exceedingly probable that the imposition of higher wage rates under
the conditions assumed in this hypothetical case would result in a relative Increase
(if any) in pay rolls much smaller than the average wage-rate increase. Because
the higher price of labor would make it unprofitable to conduct many operations
theretofore extant, the amount of lbor taken off the market would contact.
Pay rolls might conceivably fail to expand at all. Let us assume, however, for
the sake of the argument, that the d.ine in the amount of labor purchased by
employers does not entirely offset t,.c -ffect of higher wage rates for the labor
that continues to find t market and tlat the total wage disbursements of em-
ployers are actually expanded. hoes this mean that there is an enlargement of the
purchasing power of the community as a whole? Let us turn to a consideration
of this question.

There are three principal expedients, other than price advances, by which
employers can finance whatever pay-roll increases are occasioned by wage in-
creases: (1) They can curtail their nonwage disbursements in order to divert
additional funds to wage payments, (2) they can use up their available cash
reserves, (3) they can borrow from banks (with the consent of the bankers).

Consider first a shifting of employer disbursements to wage earners at the
expense of alternative payments. It is often easy for a time to allow accounts
pay bible to accumulate, to let inventory run off, to cut down on repairs, replace-
meats, and additions to plant, to delay retirements, to curtail dividends and other
priprietary withdrawals, and to reduce salaries. Some of these expedients in-
-,olve a reduction in the employers' direct demand for commodities while others
indirectly reduce demand by cutting down the flow of funds distributed to
otheli spenders. In either ease the curtailment may offset the benefits derived
from toe additional spending of wage earners.

If the brcwn-eyed inhabitants of the United States were to donate 10 percent
of their incomes to the blue-eyed inhabitants, few people would argue that this
transfer would i ,crease either the power of the entire population to spend for
goods and services or its actual expenditures. One group would presumably
spend less and the other more, by a like amount. If the employers of the cot' ntry
add 10 percent to the weekly pay rolls of wage earner and curtail by a like amount
their payments ts others, the result may be similar.

It is sometimes argued that a redistribution of employer disbursements in
favor of labor, even with no increase in their aggregate amount, shifts income from
slow spenders to rapid spend s, hence that the redistribution itself generates a
larger demand for goods and services within a given period of time. Insofar as
employers enlarge their pay rolls by a curtailment of their own expenditures for
materials, supplies, repairs, replacements, and the like, there seems little reason
to believe that the funds thus diverted will reach the markets for goods and serv-
ices sooner than if the diversion had not occurred. Insofar, however, as their
disbursements to labor are expended by a curtailment of payments to the recipi-
ents of property income--interest, rent, royalties and dividends-the case is
somewhat different.

It is probably true that money paid out for these purposes returns on the
average more slowly to the markets for goods and services than if paid to wage
earners, If this is so, it is due to the fact that a considerable portion is "saved "-
a porportion much larger than in the case of wages. Before these savings find
embodiment in physical goods they have ordinarily to go through the relatively
tortuous channels of the capital market, a process that usually requires more time
than the expenditure of the unsaved portion of the funds received by wage
earners.
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The display is particularly marked during periods of low business confidence
and inactive capital markets, it cannot be inferred simply from this difference
in rate of expenditure, however, that a shifting of employer disbursements from
capital payments to labor payments will, in the absence of an increase in the aggre-
gate for both purposes, augment the total spending of the community. In the
first place, the pos ibility of such a shift is several limited. Secondly, we must
reckon with its effect on the rate of expenditure of funds which continue to accrue
to the owners of property after the shift has been accomplished. Let us consider
these points in order.

The possibility of diverting to labor through wage increases the disbursements
employers are making for interest, rentq, and royalties is within any moderate
period of tine comparatively slight. These payments are governed by contract
and are not quickly reducible. If we may judge conditions at the time the
National Recovery Administration was launched by the showing of nonfinancial
corporations in 1 32, employers' disbursements for interest, rent, and royalties
aggregated much larger than their disbursements for dividends 6 

The 'major
part of the property income paid out by employers was apparently of a kind not
subject to quick curtailment. The flexible part, namely dividends, was very.
small in relation to the total of payments to labor. We have estimated that if
the National Recovery Administration had been able to divert to labor (1) all of
the corporate dividends and (2) all of the property earnings withdrawn by the
owners of unincorporated enterprises, the total labor income of the country
would have been increased only 5 to 10 percent. Of course, the possibility of such
a complete diversion was nil.

Even if employers had stopped entirely all dividend paymenst and other with-
drawals of equity income and had added to their pay rolls the amounts thus
obtained, it is far from certain that the somewhat more rapid expenditure of the
diverted funds at the hands of labor would have compensated for a slowing up
in the expenditure of property income accruing to the recipients of interest, rent,
and royalties, not to mention funds saved from labor income. The slowing up
in the rate at which the savings of the community find embodiment in goods and
services would be a probable result of the extinguishment of dividend payments.

Without pursuing the matter further at this point, we may record the con-
clusion that at the time the National Recovery Administration was launched
little stimulus, if any, could have been given to business merely by diverting to
labor a part of the employer disbursements which, except for wage increases,
would have gone to other recipients. It was essential that the plan should actually
enlarge the aggregate outgoing payments of employers instead of merely redis-
tributing them. Only in this way could it be expected to enlarge materially the
return flow of such payments in the form of demand for the products of industry.

Still continuing our hypothetical case, let us ask whether, if the National
Recovery Administration had raised wages without permitting price advances,
employers generally would have been induced to expand their aggregate disburse-
ments. This brings us to a consideration of the two principal expedients by which
they might have tried to do so, namely, bank borrowing and the using up of cash
balances. Was there at the time the National Recovery Administration was
proposed any strong probability that, in toe absence of price increases, wage
Increases would lead to any general resort to these devices on a scale sufficient to
be of importance to recovery?

Insofar as increased labor costs are not financed by price advances, employers
obviously suffer at the outset either a dimunition of their profits or an aggrava-
tion of their losses. Their net earnings go down as the income of labor goes up.
The question is whether, if the National Recovery Administration had prohibited
price advances employers would have generally borrowed from banks and used
up their cash to meet the additional losses forced upon them.

It must be remembered that when the National Recovery Administration was
proposed the employers of the country were collectively running in the red to the

I According to Statistiw of Income, 1932 U S Bure of Internal Revenue, interest payments by non-
financial corporations were alone nearly as large as their dividends (2.5 billion dollars as sgenst 3.1 billions).
Rent and royalty payments are not available.

# There are several expedients of much les importance than bank borrowing and the reduction of cash
balances by which employers may attempt to finance increased total disbursements. They can, for exam-
pis, force the collection of debts owing them, sell assets they would not otherwise have disposed of borrow
from others than banks, etc. (Borrowing by allowing ordinary payables to accumulate is excluded here as
a reduction of dlsburmament.) As ice forcing the col:ection of receivables it is a case of robbing Peter to
pay Paul. Spending power gained in this way by the collector is lost by the one who is forced to pay.

Extraordinary sales of assets and non' ank borrowings may be of some account, but whether the transfer
to workers of funds so obtained enlas the total spending of the community for the products of current
industry depends on when and for what the previous holders of the money would have spent It if the trash.
action had not occurred. In any event such operations are likely to be ot minor consequene
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tune of several billions of dollars a year. In 1932 corporations alone had a com-
bined net deficit, after income taxes, of nearly 6 billions.

7 
Less than 20 percent of

these corporations showed net income. It also must be remembered that up to
the time the National Recovery Administration was proposed the unprecedented
business losses accompanying the depression had not led employers as a whole
either to increase their bank borrowings or to impair their relative cash position.
On the contrary, these borrowings were drastically reduced, while aggregate cash
holdings were strengthened in relation to the volume of business.

8 The Olepres-
sion experience points strongly to the conclusion that the pressure of losses will
not as 4 rule indicate either businessmen to borrow or bankers to lend, and that
there is the greatest resistance against the reduction of cash balances in order to
meet deficits.

While we do not wish to stress this evidence too heavily, we see little reason to
believe that the reaction of employers to losses imposed by National Recovery
Administration wage increases (accompanied by a prohibition against price
advances) would have been essentially different from their reaction to the losses
already encountered during the depression. We seriously doubt if they would have
financed these additional hosses to any considerable extent by bank borrowings or
the Impairment of cash positions. It appears more probable that they would
have obtained the funds for whatever additional pay roll (if any) resulted from the
wage increases largely by a curtailment of non-wage expenditures, that is to say-
by a redistribution rather than an enlargement of their outgoing payments. Such
a reaction, as we have already observed, would have reduced "purchasing power"
in one place while increasing it in another. The shift might have been desirable
from some points of view, but it would not have been likely to promote recovery
as we have defined the term.

The National Recovery Administration was right in holding that if we were
to get out of the depression somebody had to begin spending more money.
More goods had to be taken off the market. It was right also insofar as it
held that this revival of spending, if it was to occur otherwise than by an enlarge-
ment of Government expenditures, could best be initiated through an expansion of
the disbursements of business organizations. The country's greatest reserve of
unused private purchasing power was the dormant funds of business enterprises
and investors and the potential bank credit which awaited their decision and
ability to borrow.' If the National Recovery Administration had raised wages
without permitting price advances, we think it unlikely the added losses thus
imposed on business would have forced into use any considerable part of this
latnt spacing power.

We have previously pointed out that the National Recovery Administration
had no power to reach the reserve purchasing power in the hands of investors
whose income was derived from interest, rent, and other sources not materially
affected by the wage-raising program. Even if the compulsory absorption of
higher labor costs could have pried loose a certain amount of idle money held by
employers it is a fair question whether the increase in losses might not have
seriously aggravated the hoarding of investment funds held in these other quarters.
Timid money cannot be dragooned into expenditure. Since the National Recov-
ery Administration had no adequate power to appropriate such funds, or to
prevent their steady accumulation through the process of saving, the logical course

I Statistics of Income, 1932. While the computation of net incomes and deficits for income tax purposes
ives a somewhat more gloomy picture than would be derived by ordinary accounting methods, the dif-
erences are not sufficient to change the picture essentially.
I No figures are available showing separately the bank loans of employers for business purposes, Loans of

all banks in the United States declined from near 42 billion dollars in 125 to a little over 22 billions In the
spring of 1(33. (A minor part of this decline is due to the withdrawal of the loans of suspended banks from
the figures as reported). Business loans make up a preponderant part of the total and have undergone
drastic liquidation. This Is further Indicated by the trend of "all other" loans as reported by the Federal
Reserve member banks, While by no means identical with loans for ordinary business purposes, this
classfication Is perhaps the best Indicator of their movement. These losns declined 55 percent during
the depression.

In spite of unprecedented deficits the cash balances of nonfinancial corporations declined only 20 percent
from 1929 to the edo 1932. Since the dollar volume of business transacted with these balances was b0 per-
cent lower, the ratio of cash to transactions actually increased by 0 percent. More noteworthy still, this
ratio was virtually the same in 1932 for corporations showing net deficits as for corporations with net incomes.
(These eomputations are based on the Statistics of Income for 1929 and 1532. Te ratio of cash to the dollar
volume of buainess is not necessarfly by itself an adequate measure of the strength of the cash position, but
It sunflies nevertheless to show in a very rough way what has occurred. The volamo of business is measured
by pes receipts.)

h have already cited the fact that the cash holdings of sorporations were extraordinarily large In els-
tlion to the current volume of business, The overflow into expenditure of the redemtaant portion of these
balancs, not to mention the peoseda of new bank loans, would have provided a powerful stimaslus to bus-
inet There Is good reson to believe, though here satisfactory statistics are lacking, that there were larse
ace mulationsofidleem htothe hands of individual businesenterprises nd investors. This was probably
not true In genial of wage erers and others in the low-income groups.
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would have been to promote their voluntary utilization. To this end the doctrine
of salvation by Increased losses seems inappropriate. 0

Insofar as the National Recovery Administration purchasing power theory
called for a general increase in income of employees at the expense of the earnings
of employers, it was, we believe, ill suited to the conditions prevailing when it
was advanced. A curtailment of profits to the advantage of labor might be
under some circumstance conducive to the enlargement and stabilization of
production, but this was certainly not the case in the spring of 1933. With
most of industry operating in the red, any feasible expansion of pay rolls at the
expense of profits was slight indeed. Moreover, this attempt to squeeze blood
from the turnip of business earnings would have aggravated the stagnation of
business and investor expenditures, thus still further delaying the release of
the large reservoir of purchasing power impounded for such expenditures.

One more point and we shall leave our hypothetical question. It is sometimes
argued that the expansion of productive operations made possible by the increased
spending of the workers benefited by wage increases would enable employers
generally to regain their profit position, without price increases, through a lowering
of unit overhead costs. There can be no doubt that if raising wages while pro-
hibiting price advances were a means of expanding the aggregate volume of pro-
duction there would be, on the average at least, a reduction in unit overhead
costs. In many cases there would also be a gain in output per man-hour with
accompanying reductions In direct costs per unit. The important question,
however, is whether under the conditions confronted by the National Recovery
Administration the raising of wages without price increases would have so
expanded aggregate production as to bring these potentialities into realization.
For the reasons advanced above, we are constrained to doubt it.i

WAGE RAISING FOLLOWED BY PRICE RAISING

The foregoing hypothetical case was propounded in order to examine the
probable consequences of raising wages at the expense of profits. We have ex-
pressed the view that under the conditions existing at the time the National
Recovery Administration was launched this policy would not have promoted
recovery. As we have already pointed out, however, the National Recovery
Administration did not contemplate anything so drastic as a prohibition of price
advances. It left prices free to rise but hoped merely that they would not rise
as fast and as far as wage rates. It expected that employers would voluntarily
"absorb" higher wage costs, at least at the outset, and thus effect that enlarge-
ment of pay rolls at the expense of profits which was conceived to be the essential
condition of the success of the scheme. This raises the pertinent question
whether the conclusions reached from our hypothetical case are inapplicable to a
voluntary absorption of increased labor costs by employers when prices are left
free of governmental restraint.

If the National Recovery Administration had raised wages more promptly,
say in June 1933 instead of in August and September, it might have secured some
lag of price increases behind wage increases, if for no other reason than that price
readjustments require a certain amount of time. If the raising of wages tinder
such circumstances had resulted in a stimulus to business it would not have been,
in our opinion, because the lag in prices resulted in an absorption of increased
labor costs by employers, but because the imminence of higher prices occasioned

10 The theory has sometimes been advance that since producers and distributors always have on hand
an inventory of goods processed or bought iii the pest, they con sell these goods on the basis of original cost,
regardless of the fact that replacement costs have been raised by the codes, and still make as much profit
on them as thy would have made if replacement costs had remained the sane as I tie originals; hence It Is
concluded that for as long as the low-cost inventory Is being sold employers can pay higher wages or other
costs without curtailment of profit.

Despite some of the amounting conventions that enter into the coculation o profits, this view seems to
us erroneous, If inventory is being sold at less than the cost of replacing It, the proceeds of the sale, when
embodied in new inventory, represent fewer goods than before. The owner Is actually poorer in real wealth,
even though he nay show a gain in dollars. By selling at orig nal cost in period of rising costs and Prices,
industry would have constantly to drain away Its eash, antin the end would have to borrow, noerely to
preserve a constant tnvento y in physci terms. That dollar profits may be shown tinder these conditiotts
does not alter the fact that in terms of goods industry would be Incurring losses.

t1 It is not Inconceivable that If employers borrowed enough from banks, let us say, and continued to,
disburse the proceeds with sufficient persistence while foregoing price advances they might realize a size-
able expansion in their aggregate volume of operations, Eventually they might by this alone achieve a
restoration of the profit and loss position obtaining before the higher wage rates were effective, The
amount of expansion in volume necessary to reach this result without price Increases would depend on the
extent of the initial increase in wage costs and the rate at which average unit costs decline with an expansion
of operations. The theoretical possibility of this result is one thing-, the practical probability of it another.
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by the increased labor costs offered a speculative inducement to build up inven-
tories before the upward price readjustments were completed. This speculative
buying would have brought about a temporary boom production even though the
squeezing of profit margins resulting from the lag of price increases behind wage
increases were in itself of no benefit. Such a boom, even though accompanied by
some absorption of higher wages by employers, would not have depended on this
factor and indeed would have been stronger without it." We believe that the
conclusions on profit squeezing which we reached from our hypothetical case are
generally valid, when applied to the conditions facing the National Recovery
AdmiAistration, even in the absence of such an absolute prohibition against price
increases as is postulated in that case.

The National Recovery Administration theory attached an exaggerated im-
portance to the matter of the timing of wage and price increases during the
transition from lower to higher levels. The transition period was bound to be
brief, a few weeks or months at the most. The really important question is not
whether wage rates were raised a little sooner than prices, or vice versa, but
whether the readjustments in the economic structure which survived the
transition were conducive to a continuing recovery.

The National Recovery Administration envisaged the raising of wages as an
immediate "pump-priming" operation, or as an initial shove needed to get the
industrial engine off dead center. It expected, by a sudden increase in the
purchasing power of employees to launch a "strong upward spiral" of business.
It was forgotten that much higher levels of employee purchasing power had
formerly not prevented a strong downward spiral. 'Upward spirals of business
activity are not a necessary result of any and every initial push. The result
may equally well be a temporary flurry, followed by a leveling off or a recession
to previous conditions. The development of an upward spiral requires not only
an initial push but a continuing one.

We do not believe that moderate differences in the timing of wage and price
increases on the upswing would have made any substantial difference in the char-
acter of the readjustments when completed, or in their lasting effects. We have
already stated that in practice the National Recovery Administration occasioned
an advance in price levels at least concurrent with, and probably preceding, the
raising of wage-rate levels by the codes. The analysis of these developments,
and of their probable economic effects, occupies the succeeding chapters. The
conclusions therein derived from a consideration of actual developments under
the National Recovery Administration may be taken as our judgment as to what
the effect of the codes would have been had they raised wage rates to the same
degree but in advance of the upswing of prices, of course assuming the movement
of prices to have been subjected to no more Government restraint than it actually
encountered.

CHAPTER XXXIII. WAGE RATES AND PRICES UNDER THE NATIONAL RECOVERY
ADMINISTRATION

If we are right in believing that the most important effects of the National
Recovery Administration from a recovery standpoint were the changes in costs
and prices which it occasioned, some measurement of these changes constitutes a
preliminary step in the appraisal of its results. As a background for this under-
taking, let us first consider briefly the situation at the time the National Recovery
Administration was launched.

CHANGES IN WAGE RATES AND LIVING COSTS DURING THE DEPRESSION

One of the reasons frequently advanced to justify the broad-gaged campaign
of wage raising which the National Recovery Administration conducted was the
acute shrinkage in labor income during the depression. From this it was inferred
that the general level of wage rates had been excessively reduced and that
restorative measures were called for.

That the total payments of wages and salaries declined sharply during the
depression is not in itself evidence that hourly wage rates were inordinately

11 Had wages risen ahead of prices, the speculative expansion of production during the transition to
igher cost ad p rice levels weld have been somewhat smaller tbsn proved to be with prices oeneraly

dvancin ahead of wages. When prices are rising before prospective increases are in effect,In dustrytries (1) to get as much finished goods as possible produed her wages are raisedI, and (2) to acquire l arge
inventories of raw materials and supplies before prices rise further. Hd the National Recovery Adminis-
traton raised wages promptly and left prices to be readjusted thereafter, there would still have been the
second Incentive, which ih well have provided a considerable temporary stimulus to business, thoughof less fore than that afforded by the two incentives in combination.
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reduced. The falling off In total payments reflected not only a scaling down of
wage rates but a shrinkage in the number of workers employed and a curtailment
of working time for those still on the pay rolls. The wage-rate reductions were
therefore far less drastic than the decline in total labor income, and of course
cannot be measured by it.

Before we attempt to gage the extent of these reductions in wage rates it is
appropriate to ask by what test we may determine whether they were excessive.
TIle question raises many far-reaching issues of economic theory, the discussion
of which is beyond the scope of this study. Without venturing any general
solution of the problem, we shall advance the purely negative proposition that
wage-rate reductions during the depression were not excessive when paralleled
by equivalent reductions in the cost of living; in other words, when real wages
per hour did not decline.

Since the cost of living during the first half of 1933 averaged 27.7 percent lower
than for the year 1929, any reduction in wage rates less drastic than this left real
earnings per hour higher than before the depression.t Is there evidence that wage
rates declined generally by more than this amount?

Unfortunately, the available statistics on the average hourly earnings of labor
do not for the most part run back of 1912. For this reason we must rely largely
on inferences drawn from changes in average weekly earnings, for which we have
more comprehensive date. The accompanying table shows for a number of differ-
ent industries and classes of workers the average weekly earnings in 1929 and in
the first 6 months of 1933, just before the National Recovery Act, together with
the average hours worked per week in the latter period and the change in average
real rearnings per week since 1929.

Despite the general reductions during the depression in the average number of
hours worked per week, the average weekly real income in many lines actually
rose.

Changes in nominal and real weekly earnings between 1929 and the first half of 1988 1

Percentage chane
A verage nominal i weekly Averageweleanns earnings hours

Industry and class of labor pr

1929 1933 Nominal Rea 1 1933

Manufacturing (wags earners only) ................ $25.80 $1.8.79 -37.6 -13.7 89.0
Mining (wage earners only):Anthrate coale..y............................. 31.26 24.26 -22.4 +7.3 29.3

Bituminous coal ................................ 2 05 12.32 -50.8 -320 27.4
Metalliferous .................................. 30.19 18.46 -38.9 -15 4 39.2
Quarrying and nonmetallic ..................... 23.67 12.62 -4. 7 -26.2 36.
Crude petroleum ............................... 1". 37 26.52 -27.1 +0.9 44.6

Trade:
Retell ' ......................................... 22.67 16.22 -28.5 -1. 1 47.0
Wholesale ...................................... 36.06 27.13 -24. +4.0 46.9

Public utilities:
Telephones and telegraphs ...................... 25.37 23.88 -&9 +30.2 37.2
Electric light and power ........................ 30.02 24.62 -1&50 +13.4 43.5
Electric railways ................................ 33.02 27.80 -1l&8 +16.4 45.7

Steam railroads:
Wage earners .................................. 3z 01 25.54 -20.2 +10.4 42.1
Salaried workers ............................... 43.92 3. 97 -15.8 +16.4 (1)

Service:
Laundry ........................................ 18,87 13.7 -27.1 +0.8 42. 1
Cleaning and dyeing ............................ 24.69 15.93 -356 -1la8 4&4
Hotel .......................................... 16. 97 11,10 -28. 7 -1.4 51.2

t All 1933 figures are for the period Janusry-Juno only. For sources, and methods of computation, see
a ppendIx.

INominal weekly earnings In 1933 were divided by 0.723 (the ratio of the 1933 cost of living to the 1929
cost) and the result was compared with nominal earnings in 929.

3 A part of the decline n average weekly earnings is due to a shift during the depression from full.tlme to
part-time employees. The latter actually Increased in number while the forer showed a substantial
decline. If the average real earnings per week are figured separately for the two classes of employees a
gain over 1919 is shown in both cass.

' No data.
I Monthly cost of living index of the National Indusrilal Conference Board. This decline does not differ

eubstantlally from that of the index of the U.S. Bureem of labor Statistics. The latter, which Is computed
semlannually, shows the average of D scem bar 1932 and June 1933 to be 24 percent Iower than the yer 1M,
The corresponding figure (or the National Industrial Conference Board index Ia2 peent.r (That the aver-
age for the first 6 months of 1033 is 27.7 percent under 192 instead of 2 percent, Is due toe sagin of the
Index between the terminal months of the 1933 period.)
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The decline In nominal earnings was less than the reduction in the cost of living.
It may be taken -for granted that where average real earnings per week either
rose or showed little change the average real earnings per hour were considerably
higher in 1933 than in 1929.2 Even where real earnings per week showed a sub-
stantial decline, however, it does inot follow that real hourly earnings went down.

A glance at the last two columns of the table indicates that where the weekly
real income was materially below 1929 the average hours were low. Thus in the
case of manufacturing wage earners (for whom we have 1929 data on working
hours) the decline of 13.7 percent in average real income per week was due wholly
to a dleeline in average hours from about 50 to 39. The average real earnings per
hour actually rose about 10 percent.

3

We may say with considerable assurance that average real earnings per hour
werc higher in the first half of 1933 than in 1929 in all the lines of industry shown
in the table, with the exception of bituminous coal, quarrying, metalliferous
mining, and cleaning and dyeing.

4 
It is even doubtful whether it is necessary to

except the last two of these. In some fields the increase was very substantial.
Certainly it is safe to say that the reduction during the depression in the general

levels of hourly wage rates was not excessive when compared with the decline in
living costs. With real wages per hour averaging higher than in 1929, it is ob-
vious that the decline in the aggregate real income of labor was generally attribit-
able to unemployment, either partial or complete, not to low wage rates.&

An increase in average real earnings per hour appears to have been enjoyed by
unskilled anid skilled labor alike. Although the data on this point are limited
largely to wage earners in manufacturing, and can support at the most only ten-
tative inferences as to other fields, they indicate that the average real hourly
earnings of unskilled workers in the first half of 1933 were above 1929 by about the
same percentage as those of semiskilled and skilled workers.

It is unquestionably true that in certain industries, localities, and establish-
ments wage rates had been reduced much more drastically than living costs. We
need not debate here the question whether it was desirable to intervene in some
of these situations with minimum wage standards. From a recovery standpoint,
such a restricted program would have made little difference one way or the
other.

7 
It would also have had little resemblance to the program that the

we lhave no actual figures for most of these employments to show average hours worked per week in
lu, but data for various earlier years indicate quite clearly that the average week was shortened during

the depression in alt or nearly all of the employments covered in the table.
3 'rhIs 10 percent increase Is calculated on an assumed average week of t0 hours in 1929. The manufac.

tWring establishments reporting to the National Industrial Conference Board showed an average of 48.4
hours, but since workers in these plants have averaged consistently a shorter week than those in the much
largerr number of plants reporting to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (figures for the latter do not go back
of 1932), it scents reasois.ble to suppose thac the BtIrau's average, if it had been computed in 1929, woula
have been at least 20 hours.
According to data compiled by the National Industrial Conference Board, the average hourly real earn-

ings of wage earners in 25 manufacturing industries were 7 percent higher in the first half of 1933 than In 1929.
(Cotiputed from Wages in the United States, 1914-30, table 13, and Supplement to Conference Board
Service Letter, May 1934, table 1.) Another computatln, based on a special Conference Board study,
shows that the average hourly real earnings of wage earners In over a thousand manufacturing estaltlish.
meats were 9 percent higher in January 1933 than in January 1930. Calculated from wage data reported In
the Conference Board Service Letter, February 1933, page 11.

I calculations tsascel oi tudes of average hourly airings in bituminous coal mining In 1929 and 1933
(precee) iniFcate a decline of 14 percent In average real earnings per jiour in thIs field. These studIes, by
the I urc:iu of Lebor ,4totities, are reported in the lMonthly Labor Review for September 19 33, p. 636.
The calculation of aveago real earnings is oair own.

'tiis concluion based on data for only a part of the country's employees, is In line with the figures
published Icy th, l3spartsuent of Cooimerce, showing that the average annual earnings of all employed
workers were slightly higher in 1032 thai in 1929. Since many types of workers had their hours shortened
this points to vo mgs real earnings per hour considerably higher than In 1929. See National Income
192U-32, U. S. Dep itient of Commerce, table 9.

o Data compteil by the Nat unal Idustrial Conference Board indicate that between 1929 and the first
half of 11l,:1 toe sercigo hourly real earnings of manufacturing wage earners increased as follows: Unskilled
male v kers, 7 percent: skilled and semiskilled male, 8 percent; female, 4 percent. (Computed from Wages
in the United tites 3914-Wt, table 13, and Supplement to Conference Board Service Letter, May 1934,
table 2) Another calculatlon leased on Conference Board data for skilled and seniekilled workers and Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics sinta for comnion labor (entrance rates) shows that in the 8 nmnufacturing Industries
covered by both serhs the hwirty real earnings of common labor rose about 9 percent between 1929 and the
first half Of 19313, as compared with a rise of 5 percent in the raes of skilled labor. (Computed from data
published by t he Bureau cf labor Statistics In the I aontly Labor RevIew, December 1934, p. 14M; and from
the 1933 Ceisus of NTtiifoetures, The 8 Industries were weighted In accordance 8s ith 1933 employment.)

Further light on changes in the wage rates of unskilled labor during the depression may be derived from
the fact that from 1)29 to the firsc half of 1933 the average hourly real earnings of common labor on Federal
aid highway projects rose 15 percent. (Computed from wagerate compiled by the Bureau of Public Recad.)

It is impossible to say with any e:actness what proportion of the country's employees would have been
affected by the code minimum wage rates had there been no accompanying reduction of hours and no
attempt to raise wages above the minimum. It is clear, however, that the proportion would have been
small. The weighted average hourly minimum wage rate (the codes belng weighted by the number of
employed covered) was probably under 35 cents (see ehep. XI, pp. 324, 326). Dats on rates actually
being paid unskilled labor before the National Recovery Administration are comparatively limited. A
study by the Bureau of Labor Statistics as of July 1, 1933, showed an average hourly entrance wage rate of
36 cents for male common labor (Monthly Labor Review, December 1934, p. 1454).
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National Recovery Administration put into operation. In part because of its
adherence to the idea that higher wages were beneficial as a means of enlargingp urchasing power, and in part because the spreading of employment through
imitations on hours involved raising hourly wage rates to prevent reductions in

the weekly earnings of those whose hours were cut, the National Recovery
Administration boosted these rates generally.

8

The basic difficulty in the spring of 1933 was not that hourly wage rates were
generally too low, but that there were not enough hours being worked. It did
not seen to occur to the National Recovery Administration that in some cases
wage rates might be too high instead of too low, or that a high price for labor
might restrict the amount used. Onl the contrary, it seems to have been assumed
that employers would buy more labor at a high price than at a low one. This
idea we shall have occasion to examine later on.

THE PROBLEM OF MEASUREMENT

The measurement of the special effects of the National Recovery Administra-
tion on wage rates and prices can be accomplished only by the use of some
assumption, express or implied, as to what would have happened in its absence,
It must be admitted that in a situation so complex and in many ways so unpre-
cedented as that into which the codes were launched, assumptions of this char-
acter are perilous at the best. It is fortunate from the standpoint of statistical
analysis that the changes in wage rates and prices attributable to the National
Recovery Administration appear to have been for the most part concentrated
within a relatively brief period of 1933. This makes it possible to compare pre-
code and post-code wage and price levels only a few months apart, and to make
the assumption, subject to certain qualifications, that during this short interval
changes in these levels due to other influences than the National Recovery
Administration may be ignored.

This method of segregating the effects of the National Recovery Administration
from those of other elements in the situation becomes less and less trustworthy
as the time span covered by precede and post-code comparison is lengthened.
Comparisons involving the last few months of 1933 and the pre-National Re-
covery Administration months in the first half of the year are for many purposes
fairly satisfactory. Those involving conditions in 1934 and precede conditions
in 1933 are very much so. With a time span of a full year, the assumption that
but for the National Recovery Administration there would have been no material
change in wage and price levels becomes exceedingly shaky. For this reason we
shall for the most part confine our analysis to developments accurring within the

,calendar year 1933 (though the calculations will be carried to the middle of 1934).
In thus limiting the time span for pre-code and post-code comparisons we shall

unavoidably omit from consideration some of the delayed affects of the codes.
It is well known that in many cases wage readjustments arising out of the codes
(or the President's agreement) continued to be made for sometime after these
became effective, and that price advances were sometimes delayed for a con-
siderable period. Because such trailing readjustments continuing over into
193 4 are not satisfactorily separable statistically from changes due to other factors
their importance cannot be measured, but they are believed to be comparatively
small in relation to the adjustments accomplished (luring the transitional period
of 1933.

Even within the limited time span just defined the difficulties in the way of
measuring changes in the general levels of wage rates and prices are formidable
indeed. The only usuable indicator of changes in wage rates covering currently
any large number of workers consists of data on average hourly earnings. Not
only is the indicator somewhat inexact at best, but it is not available for all of the
industries subject to the National Recovery Administration.9  

For the rest we

For the same month the National Industrial Conference Board reported average hourly earnings of 37.5
cents for unskilled male wnge earners in manufacturing and 30.3 cents for female workers. Without pressing
these fragments of evidence too far, we may venture the tentative conclusion that at the time the National
Recovery Administration was inaugurated the average wage rate of nnskilld labor throughout the country
was approximately the same as the (weighted) average of minimum rates Inorporatel into the codes.
This would suggest, as a rough guess, that something like one-half of the unskilled workers in National
Recovery Administration industries were getting less than the applicable code minima. Had the codes
affected only these subminimum workers the increase in the total labor cost of production would have been
slight, the bulk of that cost consisting of paynnts to skilled and semiskilled labor.

0 Although in the momn tow hourly rates were raised more than high ones, increases were sot confined
to the lower brackets. For a further ditscusson of this subject, see chap. XXXVII.

For several reasons, changes in average hourly earnings as currently computed may (all to measure
accurately the (welgbted),averske change Is wagerates in thsIndnstries they represent. (1) Whenemploy-
ment is increasing there is some tendency for I lie added workers to be taken on In disproport ionate numbers
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must rely on estimates. As for the cost of living-the price series that from the
standpoint of National Recovery Administration theory should be compared with
changes in wage rates-the only general indexes available purport to cover only
budgets of the families of urban wage earners. Not only are these indexes of the
doubtful usefulness as reflections of the cost of living of other classes of employees,
but it is questionable whether in the transition period of 1933 they reflected
adequately changes in that of the wage earners themselves.

10 
For this reason

we have had to construct our own index, based in part on estimates, though
we believe it to be superior for our purpose, it is a rough approximation at the best.

In tiew of these obstacles to the measurement of changes in wage raves and
price levels due to the National Recovery Administration it is obvious that a
large component of judgment and opinion inheres unavoidably in any result
obtainable. Absolute proof is impossible. It follows, of course, that any conclu-
sions reached can be formulated only in the most general terms.

WAGE RATES AND LIVING COSTS

The effects of the National Recovery Administration viewed particularistically
were exceedingly diverse. They fell differently on different establishments,
industries, labor groups, geographical regions. It is not our purpose at present to
explore these variations as such, but rather if possible to form some opinion as to
the net effect on the economy as a whole.

That the National Recovery Administration raised hourly wage rates for some
classes of employees by more than it raised living costs there can be no doubt.
That for other classes it raised the cost of living without any increase in hourly
compensation there can also be no doubt. Leaving aside for the present the
question of whether the benefited group should have been favored at the expense
of the other group, let us ask whether for all employed workers considered col-
lectively the gains exceeded the losses. Did the National Recovery Administra-
tion in other words raise hourly wage rates on the average as fast and as far as
it raised living costs?

The reason for putting the question in this way is obvious. The National
Recovery Administration was supposed to promote recovery by increasing the
total real purchasing power of employees. From this standpoint it is not suffici-
ent to know that for certain groups and classes of workers it raised wage rates
more than it increased the cost of living. If other groups were adversely affected
the increase of peak purchasing power in one quarter may have been neutralized
by losses elsewhere with no net gain for the buying power of labor as a whtle.
To get at the total result it is necessary to include in the calculation even workers
in employments exempted from codes. The National Recovery Administration
altered their cost of living if it did not alter their wage rates. From a recovery
standpoint, their real purchasing power is just as important, in proportion to its
size, as that of any other type of labor.

It may be reasonable to assume that changes in wage rates in the middle of
1933 (as evidenced by changes in average hourly earnings) can be attributed al-
most wholly to the codes and the President's Agreement. It is not safe, however,
to make this same assumption as to changes in the cost of living. During the
period of the inauguration of the National Recovery Administration an important
part of the rise in living costs was owing to the rapid advance in the prices of
farm products attributable to the Agricultural Adjustment Administration
program and to other factors for which the National Recovery Administration
was not responsible. It is necessary, therefore, to make some adjustment for
these elements in the situation. The cost of living index shown in the chart
below has been computed in such a way as to exclude that component of retail
prices consisting of payments to farmers (plus processing taxes) and payments for
imported commodities.

In the less skilled jobs and to be paid less than older employees even en the same Jobs and to be paid las
than older employees even on the same Jobs. For this reason the average hourly earnings of new and old
employees combined may change without commensurate changes in the average earnings (or wage rates)
of the old employees alone. (2) The average hourly earnings of a varied group of employees may change
merely because of a shift in the relative Importance of different types of labor in the composite. (3) Whor
= comnsation is on a plece-work basis, as It frequently Is in manufacturing and mining, aversge hourly

may change because of differences In the continuity or intensity of work apart from changes in
the rates of pay. (4) The actual data on average hourly earnings are based returns from only a part of each
industry, these returns coming chiefly from the larger enterprises In the field. They may be in some degree
unrepresentative of the noreporting units.

it See appendix C, p. 96.
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For the movement of the adjusted index in the summer of 1933, the National
Recovery Administration is believed to be chiefly responsible." It is compared
In the chart with an index of average hourly earnings for all employees in the
country.

While the character of these indexes is not such as to warrant any fine-spun
conclusions, they do show satisfactorily the extraordinary upsurge of living costs
and hourly earnings within a period of 3 months, affording the clearest statistical
evidence available of the influence of the codes.

The chart Indicates no such lag of price increase behind wage increase as was
called for by the National Recovery Administration theory. The codes appar-
ently raised living costs on the who e concurrently with, or even in advance of,
the hourly earnings of labor.(Chart on "estimated average hourly earnings and adjusted cost of living of
all employees in the United States," is on file with the committee.)

It appears also that the relative advance of the two indexes was roughly the
same. In the post-code months of 1933 both stood 9 or 10 percent above their pre-
code lows.ts We may phrase our conclusions from the chart as follows: (1) The
National Recovery Administration raised substantially both the average hourly
earnings and the cost of living of the Nation's employed workers as a whole.
(2) If on the average wage rates per hour were raised more than living costs, the
difference was small. For the most part gains In money earnings from this
cause were offset by the effect of the National Recovery Administration on the
prices of the goods and services bought with these earnings. Average real earn-
ings per hour were but slightly affected."3

WA E RATES AND WHOLESALE COMMODITY PRICES

While we are not warranted by the available data in stating any more precisely
than this the effect of the National Recovery Administration on the real purchas-
ing power of the average hourly wage of all employees in the country, some fur-
ther light on the relation between price increases and wage increases may be
derived from a consideration of a limited group of wage rates and prices for which
we have better information than we have for wages and the cost of living in
general. In the accompanying chart is shown an index of the average hourly

It The two adjustments cited probably ever the great bulk of the effect on living costs of the depreciation
of the dollar in foreign exchange which followed the gold regulations of April 1933. This depreciation of
course effected the prices ofsome export commodities other than farm products, but the change in the cost
of living due to this rector was apparently negligible.

Insofar as the increase In the cost of living in the summer of 1933 cannot be attributed to the risen farm-
prduct prices (including processing taxes), end to the influence at the depreciated to (1) the National

o Admnistration program, 12) a natural firming up of prices with the expansion of productiveoperations, end (3) general "inflation psychology," The second of these factors could reasonably account
fr only a vary minor part of the extraordinary rise which occurred. AsIor "inflation psychology",a con-siderable part of it was due to ths impending Incease In caste and prices under the codes, and as such maybe considered one of the effects of the Natienel Recovery Administration program.

It seems very doubtful if such inflation psychology as weo based on onr monetary experimentation can
be credited with much of the rise in the adjusted coot of living index during the summer of 1933. In the firstplace the timing of this rise was such as to suggest the dominant influence of the National Recovery Ad-
ministration program. The monetary enperimentetion began in April 1933, but neither the adjusted coal.of.lving Index nor an index of wholesale commodity prices similarly adjusted began to rise significantly
until June. The advance was practically completed by September. Thereafter neither the gold-buying

rga fthe 'Teasury, initiated Oct. 21, the silver buying program, initiated Dec. 2I, nor the reduction
n h odcontent of the dollar on Jan. 31, 1934, had any visible effect, on either the wholesale or the

retell adjusted indenes..Secondly, while a vague inflation psychology based on monetary experimentationdoubtless afected speculative security and commodity markets, It eemson general groundaunlikely that
it wouldpr.uce ataction of thl wide-spredt change In the prie of finished goods that actually oecurre.
On the other h and, the coertain imminence of higher production costs under the codes, and of price advances
occasioned by those higher osts, was calculated to raise the prices of finished goods, and did so.

'The ae0o average hourly earnings in ugg 193 as deat flete in part the noNational Reovery AAwmiistratio es .a s wehe aldy ped o (p he eisn st w

me asuinrgreayed efTsthe odes xelmon bean or pries, but nethe were oablyte ofsno
Oiin Ineporec cma e o w hstment acomplihe dringes tilrlasterid bea of 1933. gife
untoth avneraghe sourlye eanns pandthell coslte iigd bpee. oingdownfteadniyhefr the ifl-uyne

pomof the 'rwy Nationald Reco5 te very Admnitrano pro grm mntae Doan to, befetoEeni the dxswreuctom
In thegold cntent of the ainal Recver 194 Adinisaion upecon eacher etherwoesl or the

rteaigh bjuthe abexsecofdy the e hae onfltindytodeln or bsaeo months longerimneeditn
seemls oablethat teyul a vedntoitog hchwudhve deuiyadcmoit akI e cli gneda theroen one cha
saith mlpouc asurance.ion ftew-prean potcodg hepriso coeingshadbrief tmhati factoreis
O rltel mnor impoth crtainmnc e nc fhge rdcincssude h oeado rc da
joined reoyo the ros aj cltdon (192) the cs of iigos coninud to.g o o
nearly advea afte h iku npouto ean average hourly earnigIn13waduatlstIngsrtt ion-anuting ter
prinilsries available. Als deine foreme mont.o (See Wsg3)i there Uite nosatsactoryway Na-
tioalsusrithdale oferectfhe Bode, alon Weitherd wage oines, lomet andm wearnig prbnl ofepeityr

ran e eresonmp.re 113.) smnt copihe uigte rniinpeido9319thdcie average hourly earnings n Apue o3 rflvn a eetIn pathoiing of ntail eorkes afuec

loerm avrae rttha the wold ones were pai. tog wasc wperid ofv expanind thploymnneca
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earnings in mining, manufacturing, transportation, and wholesale trade, compared
with an index of wholesale commodity prices so computed as to exclude that
component of wholesale prices consisting of payments to farmers (plus processing
taxes) and payments for imported goods.

This chart shows clearly both a lag of wage rates behind wholesale price ad-
vances in the summer of 1933 and a general correspondence in the relative in.
creases attained by the two series, once the codes (or the President's agreement)
had taken effect on wages. Wholesale prices adjusted for changes in farm and
import prices apparently advanced fully as much as the hourly earnings of the
labor engaged in producing, transporting, and wholesaling the goods. This
parallism of wage rates and commodity prices up to the wholesale stage of
distribution tends to corroborate the general conclusions reached in the preceding
section from a consideration of hourly earnings in all employments and the retail
prices of all goods and services consumed.

(Chart on averae hourly earnings in selected industries compared with adjusted
wholesale prices o commodities is on file with the committee.)

The rapid upsurge in this wholesale commodity price index in the summer of 1933
may be attributed very largely, we believe, to tile influence of the National Re-
covery Administration. Never before, so far as the records show, has there been
such a sudden and drastic movement coincident with the early stages of recovery.
The usual thing, apparently, is for the wholesale price level to continue downward,
or at least to remain relatively stable, for several months after the pickup in
production."

THE DISTRIBUTION OF WAGE AND PRICE INCREASES

Since we are concerned here with the broad effects of the National Recovery
Administration on recovery rather than with its specific bearing on particular
industries or labor groups we shall not undertake an analysis of wage rate and
price movements in detail, It is well known that the effects of the codes on
different areas of the wage and price structure have been exceedingly diverse.
By way of showing this in a broad view, in the chart on page 792 we have compared
indexes of average hourly earnings for several leading industrial divisions, and
in the next chart (p. 793) indexes for various groups of retail prices.

It is apparent that hourly wage-rate advances under the National Recove'y
Administration have been concentrated largely in certain fields, chiefly mining
and manufacturing, trade, and some service industries. It is not often realized
tl t industries, having, at the time the National Recovery Administration was
launched, over a third of all the employees in the country, were wholly exempt
from its jurisdiction."8

(Chart on average hourly earnings, by industrial divisions, is on file with
the committee.)

Moreover, a considerable number of industries nominally subject to codes (or
the President's agreement) already had wage and hour schedules so favorable
that very few of their employees were affected by code provisions. With ovcr a
third of the country's employees in exempted industries, and with a sizable
proportion of the workers in National Recovery Administration industries un-
affected by code provisions, it is probably safe to say that less than half of the
employees in all industries combined had their hourly wages raised as a result of
the National Recovery Administration.

In view of the conclusion reached in the discussion of the table on page 778 it is
probably safe to say also that a majority of the workers whose hourly rates were
raised were already making more real income per hour than they made before
the depression. This was apparently true even for manufacturing and trade
for which the National Recovery Administration raised wage rates on the average
25 percent and 15-20 percent respectively.

(Chart on retail price movements is on file with the csmninittee.)
These indicators of retail price movements offer interesting evidence of the

diversity of this field. Not all of the changes shown are due to the National

14 Colonel Ayers' survey or 13 major depresoons In the past 100 years shows an overage lag of e months,
(Cleveland Trust Co. Bulletin, Sept. 15,1932.) In 195, I89(13,1, 1915, nd 1921 the wholes a commodity
price index did not pick tip materially until about 9 months or more ofter the upswing Jn production and
trade had definitely begun. It is ture of course that few depressions hove seen so drastic a decline In prices
and wage rates as this one. In 1921, however, the closest parallel, the wholosale price level, notwithstanding
a severe collapse on the downswing, did not rise significantly untui 9 months after the turn in production,
while the cost of living continued to decline for a year ofter the turn.

For the grounds on which the upswing of the adjusted index in the summer of 1933 may be largely credi"d
to the National Recovery Administration, see note il p. 78e.

tI Agriculture,, steam railroads,,OavArcOe, ,donette service, professionals service, nonprofit Instltu-,
tions, and others.
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Recovery Administration, since these indexes include the effect of changes in
farm products and import prices, but adjustments for these factors would still
leave very wide differences in relative movements.

INTERNAL READJUSTMENT OF THE PRICE STRUCTURE

The effects of the National Recovery Administration on prices were in no
sense the result of planned readjustments. On the contrary, they were largely
an incidental byproduct of other phases of National Recovery Administration
policy. The raising of wage rates went on for the most part without thought
of the effect ou prices, or on the interrelations of prices. It is natural that the
results were in some cases favorable to the correction of price maladjustments,
and In other cases adverse.

A detailed study of tire price maladjustments obtaining in the spring of 1933
and the effect of the codes on their correction would be far beyond the scope
of the present investigation, even if adequate tests of maladjustment were availa-
ble. At the most we can consider only broad groups of prices, using as a crude
indicator of correctional tendencies a realignment toward predcprssion relation-
ships.O

There can be no doubt that the price movements occurring in 1933 helped to
correct some of the most glaring disparities that had accumulated dirririg the
depression. Several groups of prices that had declined disproportionately made
greater than average gains on the upswing. Thus, for exaiiph,, farm product
prices rose faster than those of industrial prodricts. Raw materials gained on
finished goods.

17

Such correctional tendencies are a natural accompaniment of business recovery,
however, and their appearance in this case does not in itself indicate that the
National Recovery Administration has been the principal generating factor.
Indeed, while absolute proof of the proposition is impossible, we think it likely
that the National Recovery Administration has on the whole hindered the restora-
tion of predepression relationships.

One example of this may be found in the effect of the codes in retarding the
realinement of the prices of farm products with those of commodities bought by
farmers. The price-raising activities of the National Recovery Administration
have run flatly counter to the efforts of the Agriculture Adjustment Administra-
tion to restore "price parity" for agriculture. Prices of commodities bought by
farmers have risen abruptly, largely because of the influence of the code program
(see the chart of p. 793). The attainment of "parity" for farm products has
not only been pushed further into the future but will require a more drastic cur-
tailment of agricLultural production than would otherwise have been necessary.
The National Recovery Administration this case has not only delayed price read-
justment; it has contribuiVd to the increasing of scarcity.

Another example is the influence of the codes in delaying the restoration of a
relationship between building costs and rentals which would make possible a
large-scale revival of construction. With building costs already relatively too
high the National Recovery Administration was instrumental in boosting them
further. Indeed it raised the prices of most durable goods, despite the fact that
these goods had as a class declined in price the least during the depression and
despite the fact also that their production had fallen off the most.X

Wo need not multiply instances in which the effect of the National Recovery
Administration on the rectification of the price structure has been adverse.

1

As we have already observed, no rational result could be expected from any
thing so essentially random and unplanned as the influence of the codes on prices.
Whatever the outcome, it was in the nature of the case fortuitous. That the
harmful effects should have outweighed the good is not, therefore, surprising.
If There is no rosonu to suitnie that prices of individual commodities ever will return to a pattern of

Inter-relations closely resembinK that obtaining in 199, nct indeed is it desirable that Ihey sioruld do so.
Even in the CrLe of broad grouro of pri s, predepression aliinrents are at best a rather unsatisfactory norm
for the futie,

i1 Seo Frederick (, Mills, .heens of Recent Price Movements," Natlional Burim of Economic
Research Bulletin 48. See aln s lDu etin 53.

In February 1933 building materials and goods Intended for capital equipment bad a unit exchange
value relative to all eominoditios 23 percent and 1 percent higher, reiretively, than in July 1929. See
National Bureau of Eoonomic Research Bulletin 53. The effect of the National Recovery Administratio
on the durable goods industries Is discussed at length in gh. XXXV.

It Mention may be made In passing of the effect of Increased prodnretion costs on the ability of American
fndutry to compete In foreign m kets. The toffnence of the National Recovery Admlntra on in tlis
respect was clearly unfavorabic.
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CHAP'rEs XXXIV. PRICES AND PURCHASING POWER

In a previous chapter we argued that if the National Recovery Administration
bad succeeded in expanding pay rolls at the expense of profits of employers it
might have done much more harm than good.' If we are warranted in our opinion
that for employees as a whole the National Recovery Administration raised living
costs in about the same proportion that it raised average hourly earnings it is
suggested, at least, that for employers as a whole profits were not seriously reduced
by the codes, While the effect of the National Recovery Administration on profits
cannot be satisfactorily gaged from these facts alone (the effect of the codes on
man-sour productivity must be considered) we shall anticipate the conclusions
of a later discussion on this point to say that the inference just drawn from the
movement of prices and hourly earnings appears to be justified.

2 If the National
Recovery Administration had as one of its objectives a basic" redistribution of
the income of the Nation to the advantage of labor as distinguished from property
income-wages and salaries as against interest, rents, and profits--its efforts along
this line have had comparatively little success. If the objective be more narrowly
defined as increasing the income of employees at the expense of the income of
employers the same verdict must be pronounced.

We do not believe that any change attributable to tha National Recovery
Administration in the distribution of the total income from production between
employers and employees, collectively, was of sufficient magnitude to have much
effect on recovery one way or the other. The fact that the codes raised wage
rates on the average a little more or less than prices was in our opinion of far less
significance than the fact that they raised both by a substantial amount.

What is perhaps the most important question involved in the analysis of the
effect of the National Recovery Administration on recovery may be phrased as
follows: Under the conditions prevailing at the time the National Recovery Ad-
ministraton was inaugurated, there was a substantial and, in terms of averages,
a broadly equivalent increase in wage rates and price levels conducive to the ex-
pansion of production? This question is the subject of the following discussion.

THE PRECODE BOOM

The first point to be noted is that whatever may have been the long-run effects
of the National Recovery Administration program, there can be no doubt that it
evoked a temporary burst of industrial activity. In the early summer of 1933
the certainty and imminence of impendiDg cost and price increases under the
National Recovery Administration offered a well-nigh unprecedented incentive
to speed up, to "beat the gun", and industry responded with an acceleration in
activity that perhaps has no parallel in the history of the country. From April to
July 1933, the leading index of industrial production, seasonally adjusted, rose
50 percent.' We need have no hesitation in crediting to the National Recovery
Administration a very considerable part of this increase.

In the nature of the case a boom of this character Is not likely to last long.
Much of the increased output goes into stocking inventories in anticipation of

forthcoming cost and price advances. There Is of course a limit to the amount
ofjinventory that can be piled up for this reason, whether by producers or by
ultimate consumers. Moreover the eventual realization of the expected advances
removes the incentive for further accumulation and invites a return to more
normal levels. Naturally, when the holders begin to liquidate their excess stocks
they are able to curtail or suspend their replacements for a while, with results the
opposite of those which occurred during the period of accumulation. In the
present instance, industrial production reached its peak in July 1933, and began
declining even before the National Recovery Administration codes (or the
President's agreement) had become generally effective. The recession which
set in in August continued into November and lowered the rate of operations to a
level only 10 percent higher than that of the preceding April.

If the National Recovery Administration is to be credited with this boom It
must of course accept responsibility for the subsequent recession. It has been
argued by supporters of the code progam that seve.e as the recession was It did
not wholly cancel the gains attributable to the Netional Recovery Administra-
tion, and that some of the momentum of the speculative precede period carried
forward after the ensuing liquidation. While we think the contention doubtful
It I not of great significance. The really important question is not whether the

' Ch. XXXII.
Ch. XXXVIII,

a Se the chart on p. 754.
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postcode recession completely offset the gains from the boom or almost did so;
it is whether the changes in costs and prices occasioned by the codes-changes
which survived both the boom and the recession-were thereafter conducive to
a larger volume of productive activity than industry would otherwise have at-
tained. It is these continuing effects, after the speculative spree and its after-
math were over, that must determine the verdict as to the influence of the
National Recovery Administration on recovery.

HIGHER INCOME VERSUS HIGHER PRICES

There is no necessary relation between the level of costs and prices prevailing
in a community and the adequacy of its income, or purchasing power to absorb
the output of industry. The income available for buying the finished products
of the productive process comes from the process itself. It consists of the funds
distributed by producers in payment for the productive services of capital and
labor, such as wages, salaries, interest, rents, and royalties, plus the earnings of
the producers themselves. In the nature of the case these costs of production,
together with what producers have left over after paying them, necessarily equal
the amounts received from the sale of the final product and are, ipso facto, suffi-
cient to buy that product. This equivalence obtains regardless of whether the
level of costs and prices is high or low, and irrespective or whether costs are high
or low in relation to prices.

Because producers receive from their sales enough to buy the product sold it
must not be inferred that the dollar demand for the output of industry must
be constant. If the costs and producer earnings paid out at any stage in the
cycle of production and distribution (let us say by the retail sellers of finished
goods and services) were to return in the form of demand for more products at
the same rate at which they were previously disbursed, the dollar volume of sales
would remain steady. In practice, however, the return flow of funds paid out
in the productive process is irregular. Before the money disbursed today by the
sellers of finished goods reappears in their markets as demand for more goods it
must complete a circuit, or rather a number of circuits, the traversing of which
occupies varying intervals of time. If for some reason these circuits are increased
in deviousness or intricacy, or if something occurs to slow up the velocity with
which the funds in transit move through them, or if a part of these funds is ex-
tinguished en route, the volume of dollar purchasing power arriving in the
finished goods market so is reduced. Contrary results of course follow from a
shortening of the average circuit, an acceleration of the velocity of turnover, or
an addition of new dollars en route.

To maintain a constant volume of dollar demand for finished goods and services
it is for these reasons not sufficient merely that a dollar received by the sellers of
such goods purchase another dollar's worth if and when it returns to the finished
goods market; the timing of its retun it all-important. If it requires on the aver-
age 4 months for a dollar to compete a circuit from one retail expenditure to
another, the annual volume of retail trade, measured in dollars, is three times the
amount of the circulating medium outstanding. If it requires 6 months, the an-
nual volume is only twice as large. The number of dollars spent for finished goods
and services during any given period of time may thus vary because of changes in
the amount of the nedium of exchange outstanding, 'or because of changes in its
circuit velocity, even though there be, necessarily, a continuous equivalence
between the amount received by sellers and the amount needed to buy the goods
sold.

Now a decline in the dollar volume of demand for finished goods and services
need occasion no shrinkage in the physical volume taken off the market, provided
the prices of such goods decline on the average as fast as the dollar demand.
During the depression the latter declined much more rapidly than prices, and
there ensued a marked shrinkage in the physical volume of production and con-
sumption.

4

This may be crudely indicated by the fact that from 192 to 1932 the cost of living (of wa earners)
declined about 20 percent while the "paid-out" net income of the country was reduced by 40 percent.
(See National Income, 1929-32, U. S. Department of Commerce, pp. 14, 19.) *

Net income paid out to individuals falls short of the total purchasing power of the Nation for finished
goods and services, since it does net include undistributed business earnings or funds spent cut of such
earnings for the replacement and extension of the country's capital ats. Such expenditure are just aimportant, in preportien to their size, as those mcads from the income received by individual. Bothsupport productive activity. Since the former have declined during the depresion relatively more tha
the lttar, the decline in "paid-out" net income understate the declne in the total national purchai
power for finished products.
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The expansion of production, consequently, called for a reversal of this trend
in the relation between the dollar volume of income in the community and the
level of prices for the goods and services bought with that income. Whether by
a movement of prices and income in opposite directions or a movement in the
same direction but in differing degrees, a realinement of the two was essential
to recovery. A frll utilization of the country's productive capscities , ld be
achieved only by getting the national income high enough, in relation to tne price
level for finished goods and services, to take off the market a capacity output.

Since the money income of the Nation comes from its spending for production,
the cihancement of dollar purchasing power depended upon an enlargement of
such expenditures. More money had to flow into the markets for the current
output of production and for productive services)

The National Recovery Administration attempted to enlarge the expenditures
of employers by raising the price of labor. The employers tried to increase the
expenditures of their customers by raising the price of goods. This presents a
fundamental question. Since price raising automatically increases the dollar
volume of expenditure needed to take off the market a given volume of labor or
goods, is it a likely method of raising real purchasing power?

Consider the case of a price increase on some article of merchandise. Con-
fronting buyers with a higher price does not in itself give them any money to
spend. Unless they do increase their total spending whatever gains accrue to
the seller of the higher priced goods or services must be at the expense of other
sellers dependent on the spending of the same buyers. The money income of

all sellers combined is not increased and the real income of buyers is reduced.
Despite their greater expenditure on the articles of which the price is raised,
they probably buy fewer physical units than before, while their curtailed ex-
penditures on other articles being them likewise a reduced physical volume of
these. The money income of the community as a whole is unchanged but its
real income is contracted in proportion to the reduction in the physical volume
of goods its money buys.

6

In order that an increase in the price of an article shall bring more money
Income to the sellers of this and other articles combined, it is necessary that buyers
spend more before they have more to spend; in other words, before they them-
selves receive any increased income as a result of the price advance. This is, of
course, not possible. Given adequate inducement, they may draw down
their cash balances, borrow from banks, or otherwise finance expenditures in
excess of their current incomes, which expenditures, of course, enlarge the
incomes of the sellers of goods and services to whom they flow, enabling them
in turn to spend more. It would certainly be erroneous to say that price raising
can never enlarge the total money income of the community. It would be eqotally
erroneous to assume that it automatically enlarges it by enough to off-set the
absorption of income by the higher price. Indeed, the presumption is against
its doing so.

Even if price and wage raising is general, as it was under the National Recovery
Administration, so that it simultaneously affects many people both as buyers and

$A considerable volume of spending In modem economy has only a remote connection with the farther-
ance of current production, and even expenditures directly concerned with the productive process %re many
times as large as the Income available to purchase the final product.

This income is equal to the payments made for the productive services of capital and labor. Much
spending incident to the productivity process is for other purposes than payment for these services; hence
the total of Income-as distinguished from receipts-is but a fraction of the total expenditures of the Nation.
It is none the less true, however, that the way to enlarge income is to enlarge the volume of productive
expenditure.

Spending can be enlarged without a price expansion of Income, as for example through the use of accumu-
lated cash, or through the conversion into cash of noncash assets via the commercial banks end the u5s
of the proceeds. Income cannot be enlarged except as a result of increased spending somewhere in the
system.

*It is sometimes assumed that if the increased receipts from the sale ot an article on which theprlce kis
been raised are passed along as higher wages to the workers who produce it this enlargement of their pur-
chasing power offsets the bad effects of the price increase. Let us suppose for convenience that the article
In question is shoes. The added money collected from the public and transferred to shoe workers does not
return to the markets as demand for goods simultaneously with its diversion from the markets for other
things than shoes by those who bought the higher priced shoes. It returns later. By the time the shoe
workers spend It, it could have been spent by the workers or employees in the other industries from wlich
It was delivered. It arrives in time to make up for the loss in expenditures by workers and emploers in
these other industries (the loss occasioned by the reduction in sales while the diverted funds are In transit
through the shoe industry) but not In tlme'tp make up for the loss In expenditures (for other things than
shoes) involved in the diversion itself. This loss continues as long as the diversion goes on, and is of equal
magnitude, Sincs theshunting l added funds through the shoe Industry at the expense of other industries
does not augment the dollar income of the community as a whole, the loss in real Incee occasioned by the
htgher-prlced shoes Is evident. It can be avoided only if the buyers ofshoes, when confronted by the higher
prices, augment their total expenditures for all purposes by enough to maintain undiminished their aggre-
gate purchases measured in real, rather than In dollar, terms.
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as sellers, the presumption is still against it. As a recovery measure it can be
justified only as a means of getting the Nation to spend more money. For this
purpose it is perhaps the worst method, since it automatically absorbs through the
increased prices themselves much of all of the gain in spending that results,
without corresponding benefit to the physical volume of goods and services sold.
Indeed, the general probability is that such an arbitrary boosting of prices will
enlarge spending by less than prices are increased, and will, accordingly, reduce
the amount of labor and commodities taken off the market. Any method of
enlarging the spending of the community that does not generally boost prices is,
on the other hand, effective to the full extent in expanding the physical flow of
production, the real object to be achieved. If the public can enlarge its spending
(and thus its income) in order to pay higher prices it can do so in order to take
more goods (or labor) at lower prices.

In trying to get the public to buy inore goods and labor by making its dollar
buiv less, the National Recovery Administration espoused a theory and a line of
action that involved rowing upstream. Doubt as to the wisdom of this course
is not seriously qualified by the fact that during the brief speculative interlude
that preceded the National'Recovery Administration codes the flight from money
into goods temporarily increased spending even faster than prices. The income
generated by such expenditures was as evanescent as the speculative inducement
itelf. After the spurt In spending subsided, the higher level of prices remained
in cur judgment a continuing hindrance to the expansion of the physical volume of
activltv. Raising prices was not conducive to the expansion of income in
relation to prices.

INCOME EXPANSION

Tho dollar income of the community is not generated by prices aq such, and,
as we have already said, it does not ne cessarily increase merely because prices are
pushed ip. It is generated by the spending and responding of the outstanding
money supply in productive activities, A program of income expansion called
for measures adequate to accomplish one or both of the following objectives: (1)
The activation of idle and redundant cash balance? through a revival of business
confidence, and the promotion of readjustments needed for a revival of the type of
expenditure for which such balances were being held; (2) monetary expansion.

7

Activation of idle funds.-If the cost-and price-raising activities of the National
Recovery Administration had been the means of activating the dormant pur-
chasing power of business enterprises otherwise than temporarily in inventory
speculation; if these activities had drawn into productive use the idle investment
funds of individual savers; if they had brought about the expansion of bank
credit which normally accompanies; then the circulation of the formerly Idle and
the new funds might have generated a volume of money income more than ade.
quate to offset the higher prices which the codes produced. Even so, a like ex-
pWansion of money income without price boosting would have been preferable.
we find little evidence, however, that the National Recovery Administration
accomplished any of these objectives. That it probably: delayed the readjust-
ments needed for a revival of the capital goods industries w'e shall see later
(ch. XXXV). While its activities did little to put into use the dormant pur-
chasirg power of business organizations and investors, it interposed additional
price barriers in the path of the inadequate income generated by the mobile por-
tion of the money supply.

8

Monetary expansion.-That the National Recovery Administration failed to
contribute materially to the expansion of the outstanding monetary supply of the
country is even clearer than its failure to mobilize any considerable part of the
idle funds already in existence. Presumably the only way it could expand the
money supply was to give businessmen an effective *incentive to increase their
bank borrowings. In this it was largely unsuccessful. The outstanding volume

I In the following discussion the term "money" Is used loosely to denote the entire medium of exchange,
including demand deposits In banks.

I The bulk of the sluggish or idle money of the countryhas been In corporate and other "business" bal-
ances, and in the personal accounts of large investors or speculators. We have previously described the
situation in the case of corporations (p. 768). Some additional evidence may be found in the tact that
demand deposits in New York, where business Investment, msd speculatve balances are relatively much
more important than elsewhere, have during the depression and under the National Recovery Adminis-
tration shown s much lower rate of turnoverin comparison with the average for 1919-3 than have demand
deposits In smaller cities. Apart from the pre-code boom, the New York turnover rate showed no significant
recovery for many months under the National Recovery Administration. During the year following the
1933 boom it remained at 5-So percent of its 1919-23 average. Velocity outside leading financial centers
likewise showed little recovery during the year after the boom but remained about 90 percent of its 1919-25
average. (See appendix 0, p. 914.) The velocity data are, "ery imperfect for the purpose in hand and
can support at best only very broad inferences.
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of bank loans continued its downward drift for many months after the National
Recovery Administration began operations. The money supply did in fact
expand, but from causes for which the National Recovery Administration de-
serves no credit (chiefly reopening of closed banks, gold imports, and the financing
by banks of the Federal deficit).

With the outstanding monetary medium in the spring of 1933 about 30 percent
below 1929 and a considerable part of this more or less continuously inert, the
indications did not favor an abrupt increase in cost and price levels.' Income
reflation was under the circumstances difficult enough to obtain without neutral-
izing i*s benefits by higher prices. The monetary expansion that has occurred
since the spring of 1933, from causes other than the National Recovery Adminis-
tration, would probably have done more than it did to expand the physical
volume of production, had not a part of the income which its circulation generated
been absorbed by the price increases attributable to the codes.

1 0

PARTICULAR VERSUS GENERAL INTERESTS

In launching a campaign involving general increases in wage rates and prices
the National Recovery Administration assented to the desires of labor on the
one hand and industry on the other, without adequate recognition of the fact that
these interests usually get their ideas in reaction to limited individual situations,
not from a consideration of the economy as a whole. One group of workers may
improve its relative position by higher wage rates and one industry may benefit
itself by higher prices, but this is merely because wages and prices are not simi-
larly raised elsewhere. When the game is played universally it is self-defeating.

It is quite possible for the economy as a whole to be injured by a generalization
of the aj.quisitive tactics that have proved advantageous to particular groups of
industrialists and workers. Such groups can frequently, if not generally, increase
their share of the social dividend by enhancing the scarcity of the product they
have to sell, a policy reflected in higher prices or higher wage rates as the case may
be. But to promote scarcity all around by a general program of wage and price
boosting is to court disaster. The Nation as a whole needs abundance, not
scarcity.

Instead of generalizing as a public policy the efforts of particular business and
labor groups to get out of their difficulties ou a price basis (higher wage rates,
higher commodity prices) the administration would have been advised first to
get out of the depression on a volume basis, more man-hours worked, more units
of goods produced. The revival of spending and of money income that was a
p recondition of the payment of higher prices could equally well have supported,
and have been supported by, an expansion of volume without increases in
general price and wage-rate levels.

I Individual demand deposits in banks, plus money in circulation, declined from 30-31 billion dollars
In 1929 to roughly 22 billion in April 1933.
10 It Is a fair question whether since the beginning of 1934 the pro-National Recovery Administration

boom may be regarded as liquidated by that time the turnover of the money supply of the country has
been materially higher than it would have been in the absence of the price and cost-boosting program.
Certainly the low rate that prevailed in 1934 (about the same as in the corresponding months of 1932) sug-
gests the improbability of any lower level had the National Recovery Administration never been born.

On general grounds there seems little reason to believe that a higher as distinguished fr,'n a rising price
level leads to e more rapid turnover of money. Velocity of turnover varies with the staff qlness senti-
ment, and with speculative activity, not with the price level as such. It is accelerated . .. y develop-
ments which generally increase the willingness of people to spend promptly snd freely and retarded by
others which impair their confidence and optimism, but favorable or unfavorable circumstances may
arise at any price level.

In the long run, the rate at which money turns over, the amount of "work" it does, depends not on
the prico level but on the habits of the community in the use of money. Unless they are affected by unusual
apprehension or pessimism on the one hand or exceptional speculative optimism on the other, most spenders
tend to maintain average cash balances In a loose customary ratio to the volume of transactions settled
through these balances. This is in part due to the predilections of bankers, who wish average balances in
checking accounts large enough in relation to the transactions cleared through them to compensate for the
expense of handling them; but more important than this, it is due to the fact that since a cash balance
serves as a buffer to cover disparities between the receipts and expenditures of the holder a larger stream
of receipts and expenditures requires a larger buffer. If income and outgo were perfectly synchronized
no balance would be necessary on this account. Because of this an increase In the dollar volume of trans-
actions in the community, resulting, let us say, from increases In wage rates and prices, is likely to lead a
good many spenders to acquIre and maintain larger average balances.

The enlargement of the average balances of some spenders, unless accompanied by an expansion In the
total volume of money outstanding, involves necessarily a curtailment of the balances of others. This is
likely to lead to an effort, or the part of the holders of these depleted balances, to rebuild them through a
retardation of outgoing payments. Accumulation through a curtailment of expenditures occasions alos
of income by those who would otherwise have been the beneficiaries of the suspended disbursements. To
maintain other accustomed balances they are likely to curtail their own spendLog with similar effects further
down the line. Thus the effort of separate individuals to increase their balances by a curtailment of pend-
ing appears for the community as a whole in the form of a diminution of both income and expendtures
made with an unchanged balance.
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A lag between the revival if spending and the upturn in the price level would

have comported with the typical pattern of recovery from previous depressions.
As a rule no significant upturn in the general level of commodity prices has
appeared until several months after he revival of spending has turned the busi-
ness tide." Since for many lines of reductionn the expansion of volume, up to
a certain level, brings a further loweri ig of unit costs, there is often no immediate
occasion for higher prices.

Expanding profits can be obtained on a volume basis, without price advances.
The usual lag in the advance of the price level as a whole made possible by the
actual realization of these volume economist permits the revival of spending to
have its maximum stimulative effect on recovery. A premature pushing up of
prices and wages is a retarding force.

With the physical volume of industrial production in the early spring of 1933
scarcely more than 50 percent of 1929, what most Ii,, of business needed above
all else was more volume, not higher prices. In view of the sharp reductions
in wage rates and salaries during the depression, and the marked increase in
man-hour productivity, it seems entirely probable that a volume of operations
even approaching predepression levels would not only have restored a satis-
factory level of profits to most branches of industry without further price advances
but would have enabled many of them to make still further price reductions to
the benefit of the consuming public.'

2 We have previously seen that the hourly
real earnings of labor were on the average considerably higher than in 1929.
Both employees and employers needed primarily more work.

PUTTING A BOTTOM UNDER WAGE RATES AND PRICES

It was frequently urged in behalf of the National Recovery Administration
program that it was necessary to put a "bottom" under wage rates and prices
in order to check the long decline that had gone on during the depression. The
bottom was to be put under wage rates, of course, by the code provisions on hours
and wages. It was to be put under prices indirectly through the wage provisions
and directly through the price-control arrangements.

Few would be disposed to deny that there were some industries in which the
wage rates, at least of certain classes of labor, had fallen so far during the depres-
sion as to justify remedial action, but it was equally true that wage rates in some
fields had fallen too little. Certainly with average real earnings per hour of
labor higher in most industries than in 1929 there was no need for putting a
bottom under wage rates generally. 3 

Much less was there any reason for a
general campaign of wage raising such as the National Recovery Administration
conducted.

Not only was there no need apart from exceptional cases to put a bottom under
wage rates but there was in our opinion, little justification, except in such cases,
for putting a bottom under prices by means of wage-rate bottoms. Certainly if
some prices were relatively too low others were by the same token too high. A
general raising of wages on the National Recovery Administration model offered
no assurance that these interrelations would be improved.

As for the argument that it was necessary to check the decline in prices gen-
erally because declining prices discouraged buying, the answer is, in our opinion,
that the cure proposed was worse than the disease."4 Putting a bottom under
costs and prices in the face of a failing demand is one way to accelerate the con-
traction of volume. The failure of many prices and costs to go down during the
depression was itself one of the maladjustments that aggravated and prolonged
the trouble. Without denying that artificial price pegging or even price raising
may sometimes be warranted in individual cases of an exceptional character, we
nevertheless feel certain that putting a bottom under prices generally by such a
promiscuous boosting of costs as the National Recovery Administration fostered
was an unwise method of preventing further decline in the price level. That
objective could have been accomplished, as we have previously indicated, by the
promotion of measures calculated to strengthen demand by a revival of spending.
Until demand revived sufficiently to justify higher prices, they should neither
have been frozen against decline nor pushed up arbitrarily.

11Bee noe i4, p.791.
"tFrederic 0. Mills has found for a number of manufaeturing industries a median gain of about 1S percent

between 1929 and i93 in the average 4aa-our output of wage earners. See National Bureau of Economic
Reserch Bulletin 53 p. .

0 See ch. XXXI, p. 780.
14 Except for the influence of farm product prices the wholesale-price level was virtually unchanged

throughout 1032. While it receded somewhat during the banking crisis of 1933, there seems little reason to
believe that it was headed for a further protracted decline,
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If putting a bottom under prices through wage increases was of doubtful
benefit to recovery, so also, in our opinion, was the attempt to do so through the
grant to industry of powers of direct price control. Most of the excessive price
competition of which industry complained would have disappeared naturally with
the revival of business. It was a symptom of the depression; not a cause of the
disease. We have no intention of discussing here the subject of price control,
which is treated elsewhere in this volume, 5 

except to say that from a recovery
standpoint the various schemes embodied in the codes were for the most part of
negative value. By and large they tended, insofar as they worked at all, to raise
and freeze the price structure at the expense of volume, to shove prices up in
advance of demand.

It would be going much too far to say that none of the wage and price raising
accomplished by the National Recovery Administration was justifiable on
recovery grounds or that none of the "bottoms" put in wage rates and prices
were warranted. Our contention goes no further than that most of these changes
were undesirable. The net result fell on the wrong side of the ledger.

THE QUESTION OF DEBT BURDENS

The argument most frequently advanced by the Roosevelt administration for
raising the general price level-as distinguished from readjusting particular
prices or groups of prices in relation to each other-is that higher prices would
lighten the burden on debtors who contracted long-term obligations before the
price level declined, and who are now required to meet debt charges in dollars
of higher purchasing power than those they originally received.

While much may be said as to the general desirability of lightening the burden
of long-term debt, this is not necessarily an objective which should take precedence
over all others. It may conflict with the achievement of more important goals.
If boosting the price level in the face of an inadequate national income tends to
reduce the volume of production, as we believe it has under the National Recovery
Administration, it may far outweigh in its harmful potentialities any mitigation
of debt burdens resulting from higher prices.

It is not even certain that price raising will reduce the aggregate debt burden
of the community. While as a general rule it may be expected to do so, the price
Increases may be so distributed, and may be of such a character, as to increase
rather than relieve the weight of debts. Debt charges are paid from income, not
from prices. It is frequently overlooked that higher prices (including the price
of labor) mean higher production and living costs and that debtors whose incomes
are increased less than the prices of the things they buy are harmed, not benefited,
by the change. We believe that on the whole the price and cost changes attribu-
table to the National Recovery Administration were so distributed as to aggravate
the total burden of long-term debt. Even a casual survey of the situation dis.
closes several important groups for whom the codes had an adverse effect.

For convenience let us classify long-term debt as that of corporations, of indi-
viduals, and of governments. At the time the National Recovery Administra-
tion was launched the three classes amounted, in round numbers, to 50, 40, and
35 billions of dollars, respectively.5

Of the corporate funded debt, nearly 60 percent is owned by railroads and
public utilities, both of which have had their expenses materially increased by
the National Recovery Administration with no compensatory advances in rates
charged. There can be little doubt that their debt-paying capacity has been
curtailed by the code system. Some 20 percent of corporate long-term debt
consists of the obligations of real estate and real estate finance companies, to
which the benefits of the National Recovery Administration price increases are
on the whole dubious indeed. The cost of repairing and operating buildings was
certainly raised to some extent by the codes, while there is far less certainty that
they occasioned offsetting gains in rental income that would not otherwise have
occurred.

Is See pt. V.
Is Ths corporation figure is based primarily en Statistics of Income, Umnitsd States Bureau of Internal

Revenue. Government long-term debt Is derived in the case of the Federal Government from official
figures, and in the case of State and local governments is estimated from the Financial Statistics or States,
and Financial Statistics of Cities (both published by the Department of Commerce), and other sources.
The debt of individuals is our own estimate, based on a variety of sources.

Short-term is not included here, since the bulk of such obligations outstanding In the spring of 1033 bed
been contracted at depression price levels. The problem of restoring equitable relations between debtors
and creditors did not arise with this class of debt; indeed substantial increases in price levels might have
caused more Inequity than it cured.
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The long-term debt of individuals consists very largely of mortgages on real
estate. Of this a major protion is owed by people whose incomes have not been
directly benefited by the National Recovery Administration but whose living
expenses have been substantially increased by the codes. Farmers, over whom
the National Recovery Administration had no jurisdiction, and who owe some-
what less than a quarter of the total individual long-term debt, have lost a part
of their gains from the Agricultural Adjustment Administration program (and
the drouth) in the form of National Recovery Administration price increases on
what they buy. Individuals indebted on urban real estate are largely in the eco-
nomic stratum above the wage-earners directly benefited by the codes-salared
and professional people, skilled workers, entrepreneurs, recipients of investment
income-in short, the so-called "middle" and "upper" classes. It Is doubtful
if the income of these groups have been increased by the National Recovery
Administration enough to offset the increase in the cost of living occasioned by
the codes.' 7

With this showing for corporations and individuals, it seems reasonably certain
that the cost- and price-raising campaign of the National Recovery Administra-
tion has, on the whole, increased rather than diminished the burden of private
funded debt. It happens that this debt is so distributed that most of it is a
charge on the incomes of those who received little or no net benefit from the pro-
gram. Even if the burden has not been increased, it has certainly not been
ightened enough to constitute any justification for the National Recovery

Administration's contribution to higher prices.
With this conclusion as to private debt we may forego speculation as to the

effect of the National Recovery Administration on the revenues and expenses
of government. It is clear that the debt-burden argument for a policy of general
price boosting has been much overdone. Such a policy may do more harm than
good, depending on how the more important classes of debtors fare in the race
between prices and costs. The problems of relieving debtors Is a highly specific
one, requiring different measures in different cases--downward adjustment of
debts in one, high selling prices in another, lower costs or even lower prices in
still others.'

There were many ways of handling the problem that did not involve a perma-
ture and undesirable raising of the general price level, much less the sort of pro-
miscuous boosting that the National Recovery Administration fostered.1"

CaAPMrx XXXIX. CoNcLso s

To guard against any possible misunderstanding, we repeat what we said in
chapter XXXI, that since the National Recovery Administration was designed
to promote both recovery and reform, no final judgment of its accomplishments
can be made without weighing its effects in both fields, and that we have at-
tempted no such appraisal here. Our problem has been the net effect of the
National Recovery Administration program on recovery, a term which we
have defined for the purpose as the expansion of the aggregate production of
goods and services. However difficult this problem may be, it is nevertheless
comparatively limited one, and whatever judgments and opinions are reached in
its exploration should not be taken as conclusions applicable to the National
Recovery Administration program as a whole.
it see ch. xxxvcx.
1' See Evans Clark: The Internal Debts of the United States.
10 The gravity of the debt problem has been much exaggerated. Horrifying totals for all kindsof debt

combined have been matched with estimates of "national wealth" to prove that the country as a whoe
was "insolvent." This is, of course, merely nonsence. The gross total of all kinds of debt outstanding
is virtually meaningless, since it includes a vast anmunt of pyramiding and duplIcation--debt secured by
other debt--rather than by the tangible assets that are counted in the "national wealth" estimates.
Pyramiding does not increase the burden on the earnings of these tangible assets.

A mortgage on real estate, for example, Is no greater teed on the debtor because it is held by a bank and is
used to secure the bank's deposit obligations Teepostsosecureare, however, a part of the Nation's
gross debt, The primary obligation is in this way counted twice.

Not only is a large fraction of the gross debt directly secured by other debt, but more of it is so secured
indirectly by the fact that most debtors hold some creditor assets not specifically pledged to secure their
own obligations. Debts may be ignored to the extent that they are offset by creditor assets In the bands
of debtors. Thus receivables are an offset to payables. The real burden to a debtor Is measured by hts net
debt position after creditor offsets. The sum of the net debt positions of all debtors in the United States is
probably less than half of the gross total of all debts (this total being roughly 250 bUlions ctfdolars).

From the standpoint of the Nation as a whole, of course, the obligations of debtors are assets to creditors.
With the exception of a relatively small volume of international debt transaction, the national debts am
held "within the family." They redistribute the Income of the Nation but re not, as is sometimes imagined
a net drain on it.

119782-- -35-- Pr 6-- -57
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Since we have expressed our views at length in the course of the foregoing
analysis, no extended restatement is necessary. The principal findings and the
main line of the argument may be briefly recapitulated as follows:

The National Recovery Administration expected to promote recovery by en-
larging the real purchasing power of certain classes of labor. This was to be
accomplished by raising wage rates ahead of the prices of goods and services.
Because of the delay attending the Inauguration of codes and the speculative
anticipation of their effects, prices rose on the average ahead of wage rates.Even after the latter had been raised by the codes, the gain, when averaged out

over All employees in the country, proved to be about the same as the increase in
the cost of living attributable to the program.

The rise in prices prevented the Increase in the total real purchasing power of
labor expected accrue from wage raising. Some groups of workers had their
incomes raised more than living costs while others lost ground; some employers
were able to raise their prices more than their costs, others less; but on the whole
price and wage-rate levels both moved to considerably higher ground without
material change in their relative positions. The codes, moreover, made little
change in the distribution of the aggregate income from production between
employers and employees considered collectively.

Not only did the program fail to work out as planned, but the plan itself was in
our judgment a mistaken one. The conditions were not propitious for a sizeable
expansion of wages at the expense of profits. If this had occurred It would prob-
ably have frozen up more purchasing power than it released. Under the cir-
cumstances little could be gained by forcing into the hands of wage earners for
consumer expenditure a small part of the funds otherwise destined for some form of
capital expenditure. This reservoir of purchasing power should, if possible, have
been tapped by readjustments conducive to its voluntary utilization.

As it worked out, the National Recovery Administration proved to be a means
of boosting both wage rates and prices. The general level of wage rates was
already high, as measured in terms of average real earnings per hour, and both
wage and price levels were high in relation to the income and expenditures of the
country. While the transition period in the summer of 1933 brought about a
temporary production boom, based in part on speculation, the higher cost and price
levels remained after this stimulus was removed. The codes apparently evoked
no expansion of bank credit and no lasting activation of the idle money of the
country. It is very doubtful if the higher wage and price levels enlarged the dol-
lar volume of expenditure after the boom by enough to compensate for their
absorption of expenditures. They tended to diminish the physical volume of
production.

The internal readjustments in the cost and price structure which the National
Recovery Administration effected were for the most part planless and haphazard.
They retarded the restoration of parity for agricultural prices, and the adjustment
of construction costs to the demand for building. On the whole they were prob-
ably adverse to the revival of the capital-goods industries. As a means of secur-inpg favorable specify! ' readjustments in the cost-price structure the National Recov-
ery Administration a it actually operated was of very doubtful benefit.

In trying to raise the real purchasing power of the Nation by boosting costs
and prices, the National Recovery Administration put the cart before the horse.
Raising the prices either of labor or of goods is not the way to get a larger volume
purchased. Instead the National Recovery Administration should have sought
the maximum enlargement of spending with the minimum increase in costs and
prices, thus securing with the augmented expenditure the greatest gain in the
number of units of labor and goods taken off the market. Thus increase in spend-
ing could have been sought by (1) the removal of the deterrents to the free and
prompt utilization of the existing money of the country, and (2) monetary ex-
pansion. The National Recovery Administration accomplished neither of these
objectives.

The conclusion indicated by this rdsum6 is that the National Recovery Admin-
istration, on the whole, retarded recovery. To what extent it was detrimental no
one can say with much assurance. The situation has been too complex to war-
rant any definite conclusions from comparisons of recovery in this and other coun-
tries, or of this recovery and previous ones. The verdict must rest, we believe,
largely on considerations of the sort outlined in the foregoing discussion. We do
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not feel justified in stating our own judgment more definitely than to say that
the retarding effect of the National Recovery Administration has been substantial.'

The outcome of this experiment casts doubt on the feasibility of improving the
aggregate real income of labor by a general increase in nominal wage rates.'The so-called "hgh-wage doctrine," held universally by organized labor and
widely by industry itself, fails to distinguish between money wages and real
wages. If a general advance of nominal wage rates accompanied by correspond-
ingly higher prices for goods and services is a hindrance to the expansion of
production, it cannot increase the real income of labor as a whole, however much
it may improve the relative position of particular groups within the whole.
While some workers gain, others lose.

It may be argued that although wage raising under the National Recovery
Administration occasioned price advances averaging about as large as the wage
increases, this result is not conclusive as to the effects of wage raising generally.
While no one can contend that experience under the National Recovery Adminis-
tration is absolutely conclusive on this point, it does appear to us to be quite in
line with reasonable expectations. Since for production as a whole the earnings
of labor regularly make up 80 percent of the total return to labor and capital
combined, it is evident that general wage increases of a substantial character must
either raise prices or curtail drastically the profit margins on which business
operates.

2 While the response of prices to a higher level of labor costs might under
some circumstances be less prompt than it was under the N. R. A., we see little
reason to doubt that the forces of competition, operating on the higher cost level,
would in time approximately restore the relative share of the product of industry
going to capital. Certainly in view of developments under the N. R. A. the
burden of proof is on those who hold that the distribution of the national income
between labor and property can be materially altered by a general advance in
wage rates.

3

It is quite natural for wage rates to rise gradually in relation to prices (or for
prices to decline in relation to wages) as the efficiency of production increases.
Tsslow realinement has in fact characterized the movement of wage and price
levels in the past. It is the method by which gains in technology have been
passed on to labor. But raising wages generally and suddenly without reference
to this slow advance in productivity of labor is quite a different matter. As a
means of raising the total real income accruing to labor this scheme may easily
do more harm than good.

The National Recovery Administration has done much to propagate the fallacy
that raising wage rates is always a good thing. So far as we are aware it has made
all of its wage adjustments in one direction-upward. It has gone far to spread
abroad the idea that wage rates should never be reduced, and to make downward
revisions difficult even under adequate justification and proper safeguards.

This freezing of the wage structure against any downward readjustments has
involved als6 a very considerable freezing of the price structure. To price rigidi-
ties attributable to this factor have been added as well those resulting from the
permission granted to business associations to stabilize prices through concerted
action designed to eliminate cut-throat competition. The two factors have
combined to increase resistance to price realignments which are essential to the
expansion of productive output.

This tendency to freeze the cost and price structure against downward adjust-
ments must be regarded as one of the most potentially important long-run effects
of the National Recovery Administration. During periods of expanding na-
tional income and rising prices its influence will tend of course to diminish, but
whenever the economy runs into periods of maladjustment and declining demand
resistance to price and wage realignments may prove a serious barrier to the
maintenance of the physical volume of production.

It is necessary in an economy based upon a price system that prices, whether
for labor or commodities, be permitted to move in response to changing economic
conditions. In practice it is impossible to achieve complete flexibility in the price

I We may repeat here what we stated in chapter XXXI that no valid conclusion as to the net effect of the
National Recovery Administration on recovery may be drawn merely from the fact that we have actually
made some progress from the low pointof the depression. (Seecharton p. 754.) Even If this recovery had
occurred simply In spite of the National Recovery Administration the latter would almost inevitably be
credited by its partisans with having produced it, As we have previously observed, the production record
In itself proves nothing as to the factors responsible for it.

I On the distribution of labor-capital costs in the depression, see p.
3 In expressing doubt as to the possibility of altering materially the distribution of Income between labor

and capital by means of general increases in wage rste, we do not mean to imply that the object cannot
be achieved by other means, as, for example, by cerfain forms of direct taxation.
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structure, In many lines of business activity, owing to private agreements or
regulation by the government, prices move very sluggishly or not at all. Long
before the establishment of the National Recovery Administration such unre-
sponsive prices served to impede the efficient functioning of the economic system.
That some of the rigidities already imbedded in the price structure may be
justified on social or political grounds few would deny. Nevertheless, anything
which tends to freeze wages and prices still further against necessary adjustments
makes more difficult the stabilization of business at a level of full production and
full employment. It is this type of stabilization, not the stabilization of wage
rates and prices, that is the real object to be achieved.

PART VII. CONCLUDING 6 OBSERVATIONS

CHAPTER XL. CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

In bringing to a close this review of National Recovery Administration activi-
ties no attempt will be made to restate the detailed conclusion reached in the
several parts of the volume. For these the reader is referred to those parts,
especially to the concluding chapters thereof. The object here is merely to add
certain final observations that emerge from the study as a whole.

No one can fail to approve certain general social objectives which were avowed
in the act, such as the restoration of prosperity, the improvement of industrial
relations, and the improvement of trade practices. These are proper goals of
Government action. Nor is there any ground for criticizing the National, Re-
covery Administration merely because it employed somewhat novel govern-
mental methods; indeed ingenuity in devising means to achieve ends of public
policy is desirable.

The law granted to the President an unprecedented amount of power with
vaguely defined objectives under a unique set of political circumstances and
with reference to issues which had not been subjected to extended public dis-
cussion. The law, moreover, was directed to varied objectives, some concerned
with stimulation of recovery, others with significant changes in the organization
of American economic life. In administration, also, attention was divided
between the primary objective of stimulating recovery and the promotion of
long-run changes. Though the general social objectives, and in particular the
recovery objective, had wide-spread public support, the pursuit of them affected
powerful groups whose special interests were necessarily sometimes in conflict
with one another and sometimes in conflict with public ends. In some degree
there developed a confusion between what were public objectives and what were
the objectives of groups. The administrative procedures adopted accentuated
froup conflicts and tended to distract attention from single-minded pursuit of
public ends.

Partly as a result of the success of special groups in attaining their desired
objectives, in part as a result of the vast range of diverse matters with which the
National Recovery Administration has dealt almost every person finds some
specific feature or possibility in the National recovery Administration to which
he can give support. There are moreover certain accomplishments of the
National Recovery Administration which commend themselves rather widely
on a social basis as distinct from the support of group interest. These are of the
sort which represent progress toward eliminating various undesirable conditions
of industrial employment and business practice.

Apart from the content of codes, there is also real importance in crystallization
of sentiment for the removal of economic and social abuses. Moreover, there has
been an accumulation of information on working conditions and trade practices
far more extensive than has existed heretofore. This experience adds much to
the possibility of subjecting these aspects of economic life to analysis and inter-
pretation and, if intelligently utilized, will throw much light upon the wisdom
and feasibility of many types of collective control under varying circumstances.

Significant also was the contribution of the National Recovery Administration
to the state of renewed hope and confidence which was ushered in with the
Roosevelt administration. The psychological "lift" engendered was consider-
able. Whether this fact has anything more than an ephemeral importance is a
point upon which opinions may differ.

Whatever achievements may be credited to National Recovery Administration,
the consequences of its activities are such as to raise grave misgivings. Working
at high speed under a statute that gave little guidance and without clear stand-
ards of its own, it enacted into law a huge mass of rules and regulations arrived at
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by a process of bargaining among conflicting interests. Out of this process came
codes, one substantive effect of which is quite generally to allocate to private
groups important powers which may be used to the disadvantage of the public.
The willingness of such groups to cooperate with the Government is very closely
allied to the presence in codes of the provisions granting such powers.

From the administrative viewpoint both the body of code laws and the agencies
set up to administer it are seriously defective. Quite commonly the provisions
are incapable of being given precise meanings in law. The effective operation of
codes is very commonly undermined by the fact that they include nonadminis-
trable provisions. The administrative agencies set up under the codes are not so
constituted as to provide either effective or impartial administrative action. The
National Recovery Administration itself is not able to provide adequate enforce-
ment of provisions or adequate supermiqinn of code agencies. Nor can the higher
administrative officials cope intelligently with the mass of problems which press
upon them.

It is in the light of the preceding considerations that the practical question must
be confronted whether there is a reasonable probability that if the Recovery Act
is reenacted in substantially its present form, the National Recovery Administra-
tion can be transformed into a satisfactory instrument of economic and social
policy. The complexity of the problem may be indicated by listing the basic re-
forms necessary to remove the more obvious defects embedded in the system of
law and administration which the National Recovery Administration has created.

The necessary reforms would include: (1) The elimination of those codes under
which noncompliance is very extensive and for which the compliance prospects
are unpromising; (2) radically strengthening the compliance, supervisory, and
code machinery; (3) the elimination of code provisions which are patently non-
administrable; (4) building up an adequate system of economic reporting and
analysis; (5) the attainment of much greater simplicity, standardization, and
elasticity in code provisions; (6) reconstituting the administrative organization
of the National Recovery Administration in such a way as to achieve continuity
of policy and method; (7) the modification of code provisions to bring them in
line with clearly determined criteria of public policy.

If an attempt is made to carry out these reforms, particularly if an attempt
is made promptly to modify codes in line with clearly determined public policy
and to enforce such modified codes up to any reasonable standard of administra-
tive efficiency, then the code system may be expected to go into a very wide-spread
collapse. This would result from the voluntary character of codes which affects
both the making of provisions and their enforcement. Wherever voluntary
acquiescence in a code was predicated upon the inclusion of socially damaging
elements of special privilege-and these cases are numerous-these elements
solidly resist removal by the customary National Recovery Administration
process of negotiation among interested parties.

Furthermore, authoritative removal of those undesirable elements of codes
which industrial groups regard as important would undermine the whole scheme
of code administration and voluntary compliance upon which the system rests.
The power to impose or modify codes which is granted in the act is riot therefore
capable of extensive use for reforming the system which has been created.

In view of these conclusions the basic issue is not the reform of the National
Recovery Administration within the limits of legislation substantially like the
present act, but the determination of policy and lines of action with respect to
the matters with which the National Recovery Administration has concerned
itself. Since it is no longer possible to think of the National Recovery Adminis-
tration as a recovery-inducing agency, it is necessary that the determination of
policy be divorced from the emergency principle and be related to long-run ob-
jectives. As the future is faced, what has to be determined is the character of
the responsibilities which the Federal Government wishes to undertake on a
continuing basis within the boundaries of constitutional powers and adminis-
trative feasibility.

An immediate reconsideration of these issues is important because of the danger
that inertia and political exigencies may permit the pattern of the National
Recovery Administration to harden into a permanent mold of defective and
ill enforced law.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the committee will recess until
10 o'clock tomorrow morning, at which time we will have executive
session.

(The hearings were concluded. The following matter was orded
inserted in the record.)
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(Letter from Mr. Leon Marshall, executive secretary, National
Industrial Recovery Board, National Recovery Administration,
previously referred to by the chairman, is as follows:)

NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION,

Hon. PAT HARRISON, Washington, D. C., April 17, 1985.

Chairman Senate Committee on Finance,
W Lhington, D. C.

My DEAR SENATOR HARRISON: in view of the serious consequences which
may result from the existing uncertaity concerning the pending legislation, the
National Industrial Recovery Board is in accord with the Finance Committee's
policy of expediting its proceedings on National Recovery Administration. We
realize that time will not permit the calling of an opposing witness to answer
the testimony of each complaining witness. However, since we know the com-
mittee would desire to be safeguarded against reliance on inaccurate and mislead-
ing statements appearing in the record, we are calling to your attention and com-
menting upon some of these statements. In view of insufficient particularity of
many witnesses and lack of time for thorough research on our part, we cannot
hope to treat all inaccuracies and misleading statements.

Examples follow:

ANALYSIS OF STATEMENT BY MR. IRWIN

Page 1774 shows that Mr. Irwin testified that prior to the code' he could
purchase mahogany for $109 and that he has recently been quoted around $147
and $150. Further, that he has been offered mahogany at $100 if he could get
a quota, but that he is doubtful of being able to get a quota. In reply to the
following question from Senator Connolly: "Who fixes the quota, the code?",
Mr. Irwin states: "The code and the Government; they have the authority;
the National Recovery Administration has the authority."

COMMENT

The statement that mahogany prices were increased between 40 and 50 per-
cent under the code is approximately correct. However, the second statement
that he could now get lumber for $100 if he could get a quota, and that
he is doubtful of being able to get a quota because of the Government, partic-
ularly the National Recovery Administration, is not true. Specifically the code
provides that anyone who applies shall be granted a quota. Secondly, the
National Recovery Administration does not set any quotas under the present
code. If Mr. Irwin had appealed to the administration and submitted evidence
that he could not get a quota there would probably be more facts to go on, but
we have no records of any such submission. There has been a submission by
the American Trading Corporation, of Seattle, Wash., to the effect that they
had been unable to get a quota under the Philippine Mahogany Division. Upon
calling this to the attention of that division they immediately gave us the assur-
ance that an application blank was sent to the complainant.

The testimony on page 1778 set forth that on January 17 Mr. Irwin received
an offer to be supplied with certain types of maple at $44 and $46. He states:
"There was a meeting of the hardwood lumbermen in Chicago on January 15."
There is nothing to indicate whether Mr. Irwin is speaking of January 1934 or
1935. We presume, however, since no year was mentioned and since the testi-
mony occurred in March of this year, that he was referring to January of this
year. We have no record of any'meeting being held in Chicago on January 15
of this year. We have a statement from the Administration representative
that no meeting was held on that date by the Northern Hardwood Division.
If there was an unofficial meeting and prices were fixed (which we believe unlikely)
it certainly has not the approval of the Administration. The only price material
issued as an official action of the code authority is a periodical report on past
sales, which has been issued since the suspension of minimum prices. These
prices show a fluctuation from week to week and do not give any indication of

ing fixed or being arrived at by common agreement although they range from
6 percent below to 6 percent above the previous code prices.

Further, since at the hearing this group was one of the objectors to fixed
minimum prices under the code, we cannot conceive of them being In favor of
such things since suspension. However, it may be true, and probably is, that
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one or more of the suppliers of hard maple, in finding that the market would stand
it, withdrew a lower quotation in order to put In a higher one, but this has nothing
to do with the code or the code authority.

ANALYSIS OF STATEMENT BY MR. HAMBURGER

Mr. Hamburger (p. 2796): "I also say that the code authority ad composed
right now-there has been in our industry, which is solely and completely under
the domination of New York, to the exclusion of any other industry-that only
means that the industries will eventually be naturally wiped out. It is only a
matter of time. That is exactly the way our industry has been affected in
Baltimore."

Senator King (p. 2796): "Do you think the Board as drawn and enforced
tends toward the concentration of this industry in New York City or its environs
and to the elimination of the independent units of the industry in Baltimore
and in other sections of the United States"?

Mr. Hamburger (p. 2796): "Unquestionably."

COMMENT

As indicated by the above testimony and other testimony in the record, Mr.
Hamburger's basic protest against the operation of the Coat and Suit Code is
that Baltimore has not been given a wage differential adeuqate to permit it to
compete with New York City. A complete answer to his allegations is that in
the entire United States, the volume of business in this industry increased in 1934
as compared with 1933 or over 20 percent. During the same period the volume
of business in Baltimore increased 76.97 percent. In the New York City and
New York State area, which Mr. Hamburger claims dominate the industry, the
volume of business increased only 19.45 percent.

Mr. Hamburger (p. 2791): (Mr. Hamburger placed in the record a telegram
dated Aug. 4, 1933, which implied that he bad not been given full opportunity
to be heard at a public hearing held on the Coat and Suit Code.)

An examination of the record of the public hearing in question shows that after
Mr. Hamburger had stated his position briefly Deputy Howard asked, "Doesn't
that take care of the matter then?" and Mr. hamburger replied, "It takes care
of the matter excepting one other thing; that will only take me one-half minute."
Mr. Hamburger then finished his statement on the matter without further
comments by Dr. Howard.

Mr. Hamburger (p. 2797): "We have so much more added cost in attempting
to compete with a section that is absolutely the market that has everything, that
it is perfectly natural that we are always behind them in fashions, we have the
additional cost of freight, and all of the materials, which, by the way, are also in
New York, every fabric, every piece of lining, every piece of fur that goes into
the makeup of these coats must be brought from New York and the freight paid.
And we have not the choice of those materials which the New York manufacturers
have."

(Comment:)
In May 1934 an impartial commission was appointed to investigate the question

of the necessity for a wage differential for the city of Baltimore. The Commission
consisted of Dr. N. I. Stone and Dr. Paul F. brissenden, two impartial econo-
mists who had in no way been connected with this industry. The Commission
found as follows:
" (1) That Baltimore's position as regards availability of labor, necessity for

training workers, and distance from the center of the industry, is substantially
the same as the position of other eastern markets outside of New York City;

"(2) That as shown in this report, Baltimore section shops enjoy the lowest
labor costs per garment in the country, the difference In cost being substantially
in excess of the basic differential between the eastern and western scales;

"(3) That it follows, therefore, that Baltimore section shops have been able
to adjust themselves to the wage changes brought about by the code.

"(4) That the Baltimore tailoring shops which employ two-thirds of all the
workers in the market are now paying wages substantially higher than the
eastern minimum scale and, therefore, would not be materiay affected by a
transfer of Baltimore to the eastern area.

"(5) That Baltimore failed to prove its contention that Its selling costs are
higher than those of New York, and that there is nothing in the figures obtained
through the Commission's own investigation to sustain Baltimore's claim. (It
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should be stated that not all the Baltimore concerns were willing to furnish the
figures called for by the Commission. Among those which refused were two of
the largest concerns in Baltimore.)

"(6) That Baltimore's indirect labor costs, which include the cost of super-
vision and training, are among the lowest in the country, thus disproving the
assertion made by the spokesman of the Baltimore manufacturers at the Com-
mission's hearing that Baltimore was entitled to a differential to offset its higher
cost of supervision and training.

"1,0 That Baltimore's shop overhead is likewise among the lowest in the

" (8) That in the matter of buying ,osts, Baltimore has failed to submit any
figures that would p rove that It has higher costs than any other market in the
eastern area, and the Commission has no other ground for believing that Balti-
more is at a disadvantage in this regard as compared with any other center
subject to the eastern code rates.

"(9) The same conclusion A M4VM ight charges on piece goods,
since Baltimorm's geogra osition is such as t iu on substantially the
same footing as other sern markets with respect to iht costs."(10 The Co ion finds that Baltimore has faile to substantiate its
claims of higher 5 under any of the itgps mentioned by I pokesman."

Mr. Hamb r (p. 2812): Speakinj ouis Marcus C oration, a cor-
poration with branch factor or, a., ted:

"* * rhe code a y d ald Its ages, the Enforce nt Division,
the enforce ent directomemid inv tigato to r with the Adm 'strator and
Deputy trato char f t in hington, expressly
and ta-citl accepted tho- tan acc gly, all su Pennsyl-, Vanilt operated under the weqot ra Iovil ai bmitted their pay-roll
records d other data in the R fash on as jhe er ops in the altimore

*I
maket r **" / ,r

Comp nt was fl again the Louis b4ar slCo on the gr nd that
It was Ui pa Ing t wge t requirefAli eastern area. Whe the com-
plaint w re erred th mpliance ivisi an investigation wa made to
certain whether or o e corliratio ha-  ted a stay or xemption

from the ration of wags rate pesscrild f'r the e area. I was found
that the ntistration had issued stay or emotion o this co ration nor
represented t any time to t * opori ion -tht it w ot requi to operate
under the rn area w cla. 8271t n. TW co ration, ho ver, claimed
that it has granted s xem tion a as it related to wages paid
prior to the da on which the co i ion was actually not id that it must
operate under th. rn area wage scale. il

Senator King (p. 98): "The code authority is all in hand of the New
York manufacturers? -'

Mr. Hambu "The Now York acturers Association has
members, the Job re Asaoeho of Yw. has 2 members, the Con-

tractors Association of Wew York has 2 members, the union in New York
has 8 members, and all of the manufacturers from Cleveland, west, combined
only have 2 members, Baltimore has I member, Boston has 1 member, and
Philadelphia has 1 member, but each of these 3 only have, I think, a one-third
vote."

(Comment:)
As compared to New York, Baltimore has 1 representative on the code author-

ity casting one-third of a vote, and New York has 6 representatives casting 6 votes.
This is more than fair an shown by the fact that there are 31 members of the
industry in Baltimore and 1,948 in New York, while the dollar-volume of business
in New York is approximately 82 percent and in Baltimore only 2 percent.

ANALTSIS OF SATrMNT ST Ma. Hxirz4a

On page 2372, Mr. Hettinger replied: "I would say no" to a question by
Senator King as follows: "Have you examined part 3 (Price and Price Provisions
in Codes) to ascertain whether or not the data found in part 3 harmonizes with
the statements contained In the report from which you were Just reading?"
(Report on the Operation of the National Recovery Administration.)
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(Comment:)
The price pamphlet covers the detailed analysis of price provisions in 677 codes

and supplements up to October 15, 1934.
The report covers these same 677, in addition to 54 codes and supplements,

for which analysis, had been completed after the price pamphlet was issued.
The two "harmonize."

Both the report and the pamphlet were furnished members of the Senate
Finance Committee several weeks before Hettinger's testimony.

On page 2385, Mr. Hettinger tates that charts nos. 8 and 9 show "that the
number of complaints received periodically exceeded the number of complaints
closed, and yet in spite of that, the number of complaints on hand declined."

(Comment:)
The chart, as explained by the heading, represents the record of complaints

on nand, received, and closed by field offices. The category "closed" includes
only those cases closed at the field offices, and does not include tle number referred
to other agencies for disposition which number is, however, deducted currently
from the number on hand in the field offices.

On page 2378 Mr. Hettinger states: "The truth of the matter is that National
Recovery Administration simply tangled up in a kind of a Frankenstein grip,
was trying to patch and work through as well as it could, and that is a dishonest
statement that 'until recently the major portion of the efforts of the Recovery
Administration was devoted to the formulation of codes.'"

(Comment:)
Although only a few codes were adopted in the last 6 months, a great amount

of the efforts of the National Recovery Administration was devoted to amend-
ments of existing codes and attempts to codify industries which presented ex-
tremely difficult problems. These latter industries covered almost 3,000,000
gainfully occupied, as of 1929, and included, for example:

Industry: emplowpas
Meat packing -------------------------------------------- 122, 505
Fluid milk distributing ------------------------------------- 134, 839
Bell Telephone ------------------------------------------- 372, 000
Electric light and power ------------------------------------ 284, 000
Telegraph ------------------------------------------------- 92, 958

Throughout the testimony of witnesses before the Senate Finance Committee,
and particularly by Mr. Hettinger on page 2354, there is comment on the rise in
prices, with intimation that these rises were caused by code provisions.

Chart no. 2, in the Report on Operation of the National Recovery Administra-
tion, shows graphically the course of wholesale prices for group of industries
under National Recovery Administration codes. Most codes cXd not become
effective until 1934. Reference to the chart will show that the major portion of
the price level rise took place in the second and third quarters of 1933, before
manv codes were formulated.

Dhiring 1934, the Bureau of Labor Statistics index of "all commodities other
than farm products and foods", which presumably represent commodities under
National Recovery Administration codes, actually declined from 78.3 in January
1934 to 77.7 in January 1935.

ANALYSIS OF STATEMENT BY MR. MAsoN

Mr. Mason (p. 2552): "I do not believe there were more than four complaints
which dealt with the question of wages * * * and the few complaints
which we did have on wages were not ruled on by the Board."

(Comment:)
There is no way of checking on the contents of the three thousand-odd complaints

received by the Darrow board. Of course no one appeared before that board aM
a champion of sweatshop conditions. The point is that Mr. Mason counsel for
the board (who conducted practically all of the questioning) made absolutely no
attempt to develop whether or not the real burden of the complaint was the wage
hardship. A typical example of the board avoiding the wage question appears
in its hearings on the Wood Case Lead Pencil Code. The principal complainants
were the representatives of the southern manufacturers who were dissatisfied
with the wage differentials. Bul, the board's report makes no mention whatever
of this feature and hangs Its entire argument on other grounds.
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Mr. Mason (p. 2551): "During the 4-month investigation which the board
conducted of the National Recovery Administration, my department handled
3,375 complaints. We reported on 34 codes and held 57 public meetings."

(Comment:)
The record actually shows (although we cannot determine the number of com-

plaints filed) that hearings were held on 35 codes and but 22 codes were reported
upon to the President.

Mr. Mason (p. 2555): "There were, however, many deputy administrators
who d4V not cooperate, who had the 'mother complex' about the codes they were
administering. A great many of them were recruited from the industries in
which they helped draft the codes, and they seemed to resent any investigation
into the activities of the industries for which they had worked and to which they
presumed they would return. In those instances they either refused to appear,
or after they appeared they were openly rebellious and refused to testify."

(Comment:)
The record only discloses that deputies were called in eight cases in all and of

the codes reported on, deputies attended in only five cases. The five codes re-
ported on in which deputies were present are:

Portland cement Deputy Murray.
Retail trade, J. 6. Yocum, assistant deputy; T. I. Emerson, legal adviser.
Rubber manufacturing, E. G. Holt, assistant deputy.
Boot and shoe manufacturing, Harry S. Barry, deputy; L. E. Ore, assistant

deputy; Hobart Newman, assistant counsel.
in , C. R. Nikalson, assistant deputy.

None of these deputies, assistant deputies, or legal advisers had any previous
connection with the industry in question. So instead of "many" deputies being
called, we find that actually 2 deputies were called, Murray and Barry, 4 assistant
deputies, and 2 assistant counsels, and then on only five codes which were reported
upon. There is no evidence of recalcitrance or refusal to testify in these cases.
This whole allegation is based upon Rosenblatt's experience. Rosenblatt had
heard a mere rumor that some phase of the Motion Picture Code was about to
be heard. He went over there in the audience as a spectator, to find out what it
was all about. He was not called nor informed of the hearing by the Board.
The minute that his face was seen in the audience by counsel for the Board he
was called to the stand. He was totally unprepared as he had been given no
notice and had not the faintest idea as to what the investigation was about.
He, therefore, desired to make a statement to this effect and to request permis-
sion to have his files and records of the code with him if he were to be called upon
to testify to those records. This privilege was denied him in the manner set out
in the transcript of the actual questions and answers, which speaks for itself, and
which is indicative of the attitude, procedure, and methods of the Darrow Board.
This was the only instance in which there was any question about a deputy's
testimony. The entire record shows that the Darrow Board had no interest in
having deputies testify. General Johnson had placed personnel and records of
the National Recovery Administration at the disposal of the flarrow Board and
these were not availed of except as outlined above.

Mr. Mason (p. 2596): "While the printed set-up of the code would indicate
that all of these cases were reviewed by National Recovery Administration, as a
matter of fact, the practical way they worked out was that the industry in the
particular community decided whether or not they should have a competitor,
and the application of this particular man, who testified before us, was referred
to a committee of five of the large manufacturers of ice in his community, and
they voted against his receiving permission to build his plant."

(Comment:)
This statement is a half-truth with respect to the administration of article XI,

prior to November 1, 1934, when the code was transferred to the Food Division
at that time the procedure with respect to these applications was completely
changed. (6f. pp. 20-26 of Report of Deputy Administrator to N. I. R. B. on
Administration of Trade Practice Provisions of the Ice Code.) As the provision
is now administered, National Recovery Administration officials conduct the
hearings locally, make the investigations and the decisions. The industry mem-
bers play a very little part in the proceedings.

Senator King (p. 2597): "The code authorities claimed that they had the right
to refuse to permit him to construct a plant to manufacture and sell ice?"

Mr. Mason. "That is correct."
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(Comment:)
National Recovery Administration and not the Ice Code Authority determines

whetherpermits to erect new ice plants shall be granted.
Mr. Mason (p. 2598): "Of course, they (the industry) had a provision in

their code that it would be subject to the approval or disapproval of the Adminis-
trator, but we found no case that we had where it was ever possible to get the
approval of the Administrator if the group that were operating the ice plants
down there voted against it."

(Comment:)
The implication of this statement is false and misleading. Here is the actual

record to date (Apr. 12) with respect to applications submitted to National
Recovery Administration, pursuant to article XI.
Total applications received ----------------------------------------- 395

Of this number the following were:
Withdrawn ---------------------------------------------------- 59
Exempted (i. e., granted) --------------------------------------- 69
Denied ------------------------------------------------------ 52
Approved --------------------------------------------------- 143
Pending ------------------------------------------------------ 72

Of the 143 approvals, 37 were granted despite the recommendation of denial
of the code authority.

Senator Black (p. 2623): "These 43 that have been denied; do you know
whether or not the National Recovery Administration made any investigation
of the price at which ice was beinj sold to the consumers in that particuar dis-
trict, and make any effort to regulate that price and get it down to a normal
basis and a fair basis to the public?
"* * * but they (National Recovery Administration) made no effort

whatever to find out whether the public can get ice at a fair price and whether
competition is needed in order to reduce so that they would not make an
exorbitant profit."

Mr. Mason: "That is a very good statement of just the situation in the ice
business and in many others too, Senator, where we have limitation of produc-
tion."

(Comment:)
The answer to this question is that status of local competition, demand and

"Price" are always taken into account by National Recovery Administration in
handling applications.

Mr. Mason (p. 2623): "No, Senator, that is impossible, because after working
2yea on the question they admit that they cannot arrive at any fair account-

ing for cost and price.'

(Comment:)
This statement is incorrect. Cost determinations have been made in New

York City, New Orlean, and San Antonio. National Recovery Administration
is constantly seeking additional information on the ratio of costs to price, but
there is no difficulty in reaching an approximate determination. P

Senator Clark (p. 3620): "In other words, what this code set out to do was to
set themselves up as public utilities and make the code authority a public
service commission for the purpose of granting certificates of necessity and
convenience?"

Mr. O'Bear: "Yes, sir, and that is exactly what I am told was done in the
initial stages. The code authority itself undertook to pass upon whether any-
body else should come into the industry. Some complaints, I have been In-
formed--or rather, some requests--were acted upon by the code authority,
requests to engage in business, without their ever having reached the deputy
administrator."

(Comment:)
In the initial stages, some of the actions which Mr. Obear complains of may

have taken place but this has been completely changed as less stress has been laid
by National Recovery Administration upon "self-government" and more upon
"adequate governmental sanction and supervision." However, we know of no
ease where action has been taken without approval of National Recovery Admin-
istration. If it was so taken, it had no legal standing.
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Mr. Mason (p. 2603): "Senator KiwG. Was labor represented on the codes?
Mr. MASON. No, Senator, except in the textile industry, I do not know of one

code that has a labor representative on it."

(Comment:)
Upon examination by the Research and Planning Division it is found that there

are labor representatives sitting upon 55 code authorities.
Senator King (p. 2603): "So that the codes were administered by persons in

the industry whose interest it was to fix prices, or at any rate to prevent competi-
tion at secure a monopolistic control of their respective industries."

Mr. Mason. "And on top of that, Senator, we do not even have the control
that the fascists have of an independent court where these questions can be
taken and adjudicated."

(Comment:)
The above is gross exaggeration in that a code authority has limited powers

and can only act within the limits prescribed by the particular code. Further,
an appeal lies to the Administration and to the courts.

Mr. Mason (pp. 2599-2601): "In the Bituminous Coal Code, the Darrow
Board charged malfeasance and misfeasance in office upon the part of the code
authorities. Here was a report from a Government body demanding the removal
of a code authority. The Darrow Board demanded the removal and recom-
mended to the President that they be immediately removed, and made specific
charges first of oppression of small enterprises by price fixing without regard to
grades of coal. In this case it was the high price that was used to put out the
small producer of bituminous coal.

"This particular man did not have the machinery and the equipment to wash
his coal. He had always employed and he kept in continuous employment, some
600 miners for many years, but he sold the coal, although he paid them the regu-
lar rate, under the market price because it was unwashed and because it had a
high sulphur content, as I recollect, but he had to sell it at less than the regular
price of standard coal because of that condition.

"When the code authority got hold of this situation and declared a price
emergency, they set the floor price so high that the man of course would not sell
his coal. When the railroads and the other industries were to buy coal, they
wanted to get the very best grade they could at that price. The day the code
went into effect, he shut down and has never opened since. I understand that
last week he received an order for some coal which is the first business I have
heard of him getting since the code went into effect."

(Comment:)
Mr. Mason's testimony before the Senate committee has so confused "the

evidence" before the Darrow Board upon which the Board's recommendations
to the President were based that it is difficult, even if not impossible, for the
National Recovery Administration to determine who is the "particular man"
about whose condition he complains. His reference to employment of 600 men,
lack of facilities to wash coal and new business which was secured for the first
time under the code very recently would indicate that the Lober Gas Coal Co. of
Pittsburgh is the subject of this complaint. If this be true, Mr. Mason's testi-
mony is false and misleading in respect tf the following facts:

(1) The Lober Gas Coal Co. was shut down for lack of profitable business
continuously several years prior to the effective date of the Bituminous Coal
Code. The Kennedy interest which controlled the Lober company, took ad-
vantage of the approval of the Bituminous Coal Code by reopening this mine
and attempting again to engage in business. All of this of course is in direct
contradiction of Mr. Mason s charge that the Coal Code forced Lober to close
on the effective date of the code.

(2) Shortly after Mr. Lober reopened, J. W. Kennedy, vice president of the
company, complained both to the Subdivisional Code Authority for Western
Pennsylvania and to the administration in Washington, that his coal had been
improperly classified by the subdivisional code authority. The substance of his
complaint was that the coal of the Pittsburgh Coal Co., a competitor of his, was
sold under the prices established by the code authority at a price of only 5 cents
above the price established for Lober coal, despite the fact that Pittsburgh's
coal was washed and Lober coal was unwashed.

As a result of Mr. Kennedy's complaint the extensive investigation of the facts
by disinterested persons, the spread between the Pittsburgh coal and Lober coal
was raised, first to' 15 cents and subsequently, upon a finding that such spread
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was too large, was lowered to 10 cents. Subsequently the Deputy Administrator
recommended to the Western Pennsylvania Subdivisional Code Authority that
classification of, Lober coal be reduced so as to result in a further decrease in price
therefor of 5 cents a ton, upon the basis of a record made in a hearing held before
the Deputy Administrator on July 5, 1934, in respect to complaints by Mr.
Kennedy. Thereafter the Deputy Administrator was advised that the Lober
Gas Coal Co. had submitted a bid to the State of New York, guaranteeing an
analysis of its coal which conclusively indicated that the Lober coal was of higher
quality than Lober had represented to him at the hearing upon its complaint. As
a matter of conclusive fact the Lober Coal Co.'s complaints have received, at all
times, the strictest attention of the Dputy Administrator in charge of the coal
cdde. He'has afforded Lober every opportunity to prove its case of oppression
by the action of the Western Pennsylvania Subdivisional Code Authority. The
records made at these hearings have convinced the Deputy Administrator that
no injustice has been done to Lober which has not been cured by expeditious
action on the part of the administration.

(3) Mr. Mason states that the Lober Gas Coal Co. is a small enterprise. The
fact is that Lober is one of the larger operators in the Western Pennsylvania
District, the average railroad shipping mine which is considerably larger than the
average mine in western Pennsylvania employs, exclusive of supervisory and
clerical employees, less than 250 men; whereas Mr. Mason states that Lober
employs 600 men.

(4) It is obvious, in view of the fact that the Lober mine after being shut down
for several years was reopened about the time the code became effective, that Mr.
Mason's testimony that Lober had always employed and kept in continuous
employ 600 miners is not consistent Nith fact.

(5) Comments should also be made upon the misstatement of Mr. Mason that
the code authority declared a price emergency. No code authority in the bitu-
minous coal industry has any power to declare a price emergency. That emer-
gency was declared by the President of the United States when he approved the
code. In addition, every effective price of the Bituminous Coal Code is approved
by a Government officer appointed directly by the President.

(P. 2602.)
"Senator KING. Did it appear from the testimony before the Darrow Com-

mittee that the code authorities in the bituminous coal industry were all or
substantially all producers of coal?

"Mr. MAsoN. Yes; they were. Out of 8 on 1 code authority I think 7 were the
large producers, through captive mines or else owned by-in the Western Penn-
sylvania area they were controlled by the Mellon interests, and that was the area
where we asked for the removal of the code authority for malfeasance in office.

"Senator KING. Were thy removed?
"Mr. MASON. They were not removed and they are still on. One man

resigned from the code authority but he put one of his employees in his place,
as I understand.

"Senator KiNa; Were there any representatives of the consumers on the
code authority?

"Mr. MASON, No, Senator."
(Comment:)
(1) To the contrary of Mr. Mason's statement there is no code authority among

the 22 code authorities established under the Bituminous Coal Code in which
representatives of comparatively small producers do not outnumber the repre-
sentatives of the larger producers.

(2) Mr. Mason denied that there are any representatives of consumers on the
code authority. It is well known that upon each code authority there is an
appointee of the President placed there in order to protect the interest of the
public.

(Pp. 2608-2610.)
"Mr. MAsoN. I might say that the Administrator in answering that-did not

deny that the code authorities had used their office to attract coal business from
railroads.

"As I understand, the request came to N. R. A. that the report should not be
made public.

"Senator KiNG. Did the Darrow committee see the report?
"Mr. MAsON. No; I have just received that information in a round-about

channel, but I am sure if you subpena Mr. Ryder, that you will be able to find
that report.
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"I would like to just readone paragraph from the Darrow Board, not com-
menting now upon it, of the average cost of food.

"Senator Kewo. Reading from the report on the bituminous coal industry.
"Mr. MASON. On the bituminous coal industry report:
"'According to the bulletins of the Department of Labor taking the average

cost of all foods in 1913 as 10, their cost in April 1933 was 90, and in April 1934
it was 107. Fifty-one cities showed in this year an advance in food prices from
10 to 27 percent. Rents, fuel, lights, house furnishings, and other items showed
that at te end of the year, after the codes had begun to operate a marked upward
tendency.'

"Senator KINo. Was that not expected and was it not desired by some who
were strong proponents of codes?

"Mr. MASON. Yes, Senator, but the difficulty was that while the cost of living
increased under the codes, wages did not rise in accordance with it. That was
the condition, and that was the contention of the Darrow report. I am just
reading from the Darrow report on that. I have no opinion of my own on that
particular subject."

(Comment:)
(1) On May 21, 1934, contrary to Mr. Mason's statement that the Adminis-

trator did not answer the charge of the Darrow Board that certain bituminous
coal code authorities had used their offices to attract blisiness from railroads, the
White House published a report made to the President by the Administrator and
General Counsel of the National Recovery Administration which contained a
complete answer to this charge of the Darrow Board.

(2) On June 5, 1934, the Assistant Attorney General in charge of the antitrust
division of the Department of Justice submitted to the then Administrator a
report or certain reports made by an adjuster of the Bureau of Investigation of
the Department of Justice, May 21 and May 26, 1934. respectively, in the matter
of the activities of the Western Pennsylvania Subdivisional C{ode Authority.
The Assistant Attorney General stated that the investigation upon which these
reports were based was incomplete and had been suspended pending a presentation
of the situation to the National Recovery Administration. On August 24, 1934,
the then Administrator of the National Recovery Act advised the Assistant
Attorney General that he could see no reason why the Department of Justice
should not go ahead with the investigation.

Since that time the National Recovery Administration has not been advised
of any further progress made of this investigation by the Department of Justice.
At not time has the National Recovery Administration requested that a report
should not be made public, although the administrative officer has requested the
Department to make the results of the investigation, when completed, available
to the National Recovery Administration before it is disclosed to others.

(3) Mr. Mason complains somewhat generally but with reference to the bitu-
minous coal industry in particular that the cost of living has increased under the
code, or wages have not risen in accordance with it. Even if Mr. Mason is dis-
satisfied with the rise in wage as compared with the rise of cost of living under
the Bituminious Coal Code, he should have stated, in order that his statement
present a complete picture, that the minimum wage rates in the Bituminous Coal
Code represent an actual accord reached between a majority of the pioduvems of
the industry and the responsible officers of the only national labor organization
operating in the bituminous coal field, which organization represents approxi-
mately 90 percent of the employees engaged in production.

In view of Mr. Mason's criticism of the attitude of officers of the Administra-
tion displayed toward the Darrow board in refusing or acquiescing reluctantly to
appear before the board, it must be stated in behalf of the Deputy Administrator
in charge of the Bituminous Coal Code that lie was never requested by any mem-
ber or officer of the Darrow board to appear before the board in any capacity to
explain the charges made against the administration of the Bituminous Coal Code.

It is pertinent at this time to call attention to the comments of the General
Counsel of the National Recovery Administration, Donald R. Richbcrg, made on
the Darrow report, in part as follows:

"The criticisms by the Review Board of Price Increases under the Coal Code
furnish a perfect demonstration of the illogic of the Board's recommendation that
hours and wages should be regulated by Government, but that those paying the
hours and wages shall be denied any opportunity to protect themselves from cut-
throat competition. Under regulated hours and wages in the coal industry and
"savage", "wolfish" competition, the result would be the survival only of highly
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mechanized, low.cost-produetion mines,. throwing out of, omplbynbthouuomads
of miners,'closing down every small enterprise which is strugglifg to survive.a4,
in the eventual day when only a few great coal producers survived, thepra..,
tical monopolization of coal production by these few powerful survi,'ors. ,

Mr. Mason (p. 2616): Speaking of the boot and shoe industry, Mr., Mason
stated "the tendency was. toward monopolistic control."

(Comment:)
The above does not square with the facts. On the contrary this industry Is

suffering from forms of extreme competition, partly traceable to the ese of
renting costly shoe machinery, involving migration and the opening of. plant In
low-price labor territory. Report of Research and Planning discloses the foJp.
lowing:
"In March 1933 there were 186,700 employed. In March 1934 this figure

reached 211,600, a gain of 24,900 over 1933 and 6,000 over the monthly average
of 1929. Seasonal fluctuations have been less than usually severe and gains
have been substantially held, the employment figure for January 1935. being
199,700.

"Monthly pay rolls of $2,382,000 in March 1933 rose to $3,764,000 in March
1934. In January 1935, due to seasonal fluctuation, this figure was slightly down,
to $3,242,000. The average hourly wage, which in May 1932 was down to 81.9
cents, rose to 43.6 cents in August of 1933 and 51.1 cents in September 193*, de-.
clining in December 1934 to 50.7 cents.

"Meantime the volume of production which had dropped from 361,000,000
in 1929 to 313,289,000 in 1932 moved back up to 356,000,000 in 1934, but prices
stayed down so the dollar volume of sales was estimated at $855,000,000 compared
with $952,860,000 total for 1929."

Mr. Mason (p. 2637): "The plumbing fixture case I called to the attention of
the committee yesterday, where there is a limitation of selling only grade A
products * * * ."

Senator King: "Did that interpretation militate against the interests of the
small producers * *?

(Comment:)
Actually only three firms complained under that provision which has been of

no effect for almost a year and is now not part of the code. Further a great
number of firms have been driven out of business because it was not possible
for them to meet price-cutting competition which the National Recovery Admin-
istration Code was not restrictive enought to prevent.

Mr. Mason (p. 2557): "We have in that particular industry the counsel for
the National Recovery Administration who is an administrative member of the
Steel Code, Mr. Simpson, who was the first deputy in charge of drawing that
code, who was a member of that industry, and who has since left the employ of
the National Recovery Administration and jone back into the industry, and is
also an administrative member of that code.'

(Comment:)
Mr. Simpson was never a member of the iron and steel industry, but is a mining

engineer with a degree of Master of Arts in geology and metallurgy, and spent
many years in Nevada and other western Stae_ cuuLected with the gold mining
business. During the World War, he was technical advisor in the War Depart-
ment. After the war and until he came to National Recovery Administration,
Mr. Simpson has been a consulting engineer in New York City and has been so
engaged since leaving National Recovery Administration. He has never been
employed by any member of the iron and steel industry. He was sufficiently
familiar with the general problems of the steel, coal, and oil industries to enable
him to serve, first as Deputy Administrator, and then as Division Administrator
in National Recovery Administration.

Mr. Mason (pp. 2557, 2558): Mr. Mason quotes from the magazine, Steel, of
January 21, 1935:

"Around open prices as great a controversy can arise as over the present price
clauses. The crux of open prices is a waiting period; if prices are filed following
sales they became historical prices only, but if a waiting period is retained change
from the present system is negligible.

"'In any event, National Recovery Administration is coming to see that in the
case of steel, base prices are only the core of the apple. If the code authority
retains control over extras, it need not worry whether base prices are historical.
open ones or are filed under present restrictions.
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"1'On many Products, and some of them common ones, extras ame 10 to 16 times
the .W8slae the Steel Code became effective August 19, 1938, three, books of
ez*=, eah larger than the preceding one, have been issued."' Mr. Mason,
referring to the above:

"*,, • Yet from this statement of the steel trade paper, It seems that it
has raised its prices 10 to 16 times as much as the base, and [might say that was
a practice which was not in force and effect prior to the adoption of the code."

(Comment:)
The man aine, Steel, states that in some cases extras are-that is, amount to-

10 to 16 times the base, which in entirely different from Mr. Mason's interpret-
tion namely, that the steel industry has raised Its prices 10 to 15 times as much
as the base. It is true that the aggregate of extras on certain products may
amount to a much as 10 times the amount of the base, but this Is not necessarily
a new practice for the reason that steel products have always been priced on base
prices, plus extras. It is also true that National Recovery Administration has
been giving close attention to the matter of the power of the Steel Code Authority
over extras and that the majority of complaints made to National Recovery
Administration against extras have been adjusted, in some cases, by suspension
of the extra approved by the code authority.

The Chairma (p. 2568): "Does that affect a very small percentage of the
trade?"

Mr. Mason: "It is a very painful percentage, so far as the small fabricators
are concerned, because it puts the small fabricators, especially in areas not close
to the base point, at a decided disadvantage, and in many cases it will put them
out of business If It continues."

(Comment:)
Mr. Mason disregards the fact that there are numerous types of extras. A

great many different qualities and finishes require an extra over the base for that
generic type of product and it is these quality extras that are now and have been
in the past several times the amount of the base price, for example, the base price
on common wire may be 2.3 cents per pound, but for square wire with sharp
corners and a coppered finish, an extra of 6.5 cents must be added to the base
price. Therefore, these quality extras are charged for any quantity and do not
affect the small fabricator any more than the large fabricator. Mr. Mason may
have in mind extras for small quantities but it is not clear whether he recommends
that the price on 100 tons be the same as the price on 100 pounds. Nearness to
the basing point has no effect upon the relationship of extras. Under the Steel
Code if the large fabricator orders a small quantity he has to pay the extra, if
any, for the small quantity just the same as the small fabricator who may order
a similar small quantity. Thus, the code has benefited small fabricators because
prior to the *ode almost monopolistic buying power of certain large fabricators
made it possible for them to force the steel producers to waive extras which the
steel mill should have obtained, and frequently did obtain, from other and smaller
buyers.

Mr. Mason (p. 2559): "In the original Steel Code, the code authority, which
is the Steel Institute, had the right to set prices on all products, that is, everybody
did not like it they would send auditors in to audit the books and set the new
prices which the man should charge. That was section 5 of the Steel Code.. "The Darrow report came out, Ithink, 2 or 3 weeks before the Steel Code was
up for renewal, and It was very embarrassing to the steel group to have the
report come at that time, but it did, and they had to change that, so they struck
out section 6, which gives the Institute the right to fix all prices, but left in
section 7, which Vives the Steel Institute, and it now gives them the right, to fix
prices on extras.'

(Comment:)
It is true that the original Steel Code gave the code authority the power to set

aside an unfair price filing and to fix a fair base price, but this power was never
exercised. This power was removed by the amendment to the code on May 30,
1934, so that there is now no minimum price, or cost recovery provision, in the
code.

It seems somewhat presumptious for Mr. Mason to assume that the Darrow
report was entirely responsible for this change in the code, in view of the fact
that on November 17, 1933, the President extended the observation period of the
Steel Code to May 31, 1934, during which time the National Recovery Adminis-
tration carefully studied the operation of the code with a view toward necessary
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amendment at the end of the observation period on May 31, 1934. The Darrow
board was not appointed until March 7, 1934, and its report was issued May 4,
1934, so that it is hardly reasonable to assume that the Darrow board report
was responsible for all the changes made in the code on May 30 when it was
reapproved by the President. Although the National Recovery Administration did
carefully consider all the statements in the Darrow board report, many of which
were based on incorrect assumptions, the changes in the code proposed by the
Darrow board would have left nothing but the labor provisions, and, consequently,
no means for the industry to obtain the increased labor cost of the code, which
amounts to approximately SlOO,OO,O00 per year. The industry, as a whale,
has shown a loss in both 1933 and 1934, with the loss for the industry greatly
reduced In 1934, due to higher operations.

Mr. Mason (p. 2559): "In consequence thereof, when the extras have gone to
10 or 15 times what the base price is, you can see they will have a strangle hold
on this industry, so far as fixing price is concerned."

(Comment:)
See comment above concerning pages 2557 and 2558 in respect to quality

extras, only a few of which are as much as 10 or 15 times the amount of the base
price. National Recovery Administration has been critical ever since the code
was effective of the code authority's powers over extras and probably would not
approve such powers much longer, but extras being an inherent part of net prices,
the open price method of the code requires known extras and the demoralization
in the field of extras when the code commenced required strong powers to re-
establish proper extra charges for quality and small quantity. The matter of the
code authority's power over extras for many months has been considered by the
National Recovery Administration to be of prime importance in any. extension
of the steel code.

Senator King (p. 2560): "Before you proceed, may I ask why was the Steel
Institute given authority to manage, and control the code, formulate the code,
and execute the code?"

Mr. Mason: "They represent about 95 percent of the entire steel industry.
In fact, this is one case where we have no complaint of small industries, because
there is nobody who could complain, except the consumer. They received Code
No. 11 because they would get together pretty quick on their code.

"What they did, as I see it, they took the Pittsburgh-plus ruling in the Federal
Trade cases, and simply changed the words from must not' to 'must.'

(Comment:)
Mr. Mason appears to admit that the small enterprises in the iron and steel

industry are not complaining, which is substantially the case. The Federal
Trade Commission's Pittsburgh-plus order was directed against only certain
subsidiaries of the United States Steel Corporation and the industry, in general,
did not follow the order. By criticizing the Steel Code for not requiring a strict
adherence to the above portion of the 1924 Federal Trade Commission order on
the part of the entire steel industry, it would seem to be implied that between
the latter part of June and the middle of August 1933, the National Recovery
Administration should have done in those 9 weeks what the Federal Trade Com-
mission seemed unable to do in the 9 years from 1924 to 1933. Incidentally, the
multiple basing point system in the code is not the same as "Pittsburgh-plus"
and we know of no authority indicating its illegality prior to or after National
Recovery Administration approval of the code. Mr. Mason's statement also
seems to imply that the selling method used by this industry for the last 30 years
or more and now under the scrutiny of the Nationa Recovery Administration
should have been entirely changed and returned to a mandatory free-on-board
mill system (the constitutionality of which is open to question), with price cutting
of all kinds encouraged, under Government sanction; or, in short, a procedure
which would destroy many marginal units in the industry and which would pro-
mote price cutting and chiseling, to say nothing of the damage which would
inevitably result to the workers in the industry and to the financially weak pro-
ducers, especially the many small enterprises which the code preponderantly
actually protects, as evidenced by many unsolicited statements from small
enterprises.

Mr. Mason (pp. 2561 and 2562): "Isolating raw material. into one trade makes
it pretty hard on the independent fabricator, because the big producer, like the
United States Steel, who have the fabricator, Ambrig, and Bethlehem with its
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Mash & McClititick, are at an advantage, and under the code the small fabrica-
t6a have to'charge the code prices.

"For instance, if Senator'Black is the subsidiary of one of the companies thev
can hand him the material and make no charge whatever, and he can underseli
the small independent fabricator, because he is not bound by the code.

"That is why there are so many of the small midwestern men at the spot, such
as the Ames case now before the Supreme Court, on the question of fabricators."

(Comment:)
Mr. tason's statements are such a confusion of errors as'to make specific

comment difficult. He appears to believe that a steel company could sell to its
affiliated fabricating shop at prices lower than it has filed under the Steel Code.
This is not the case, for the steel producer cannot sell to its affiliated fabricators
at a lower price than to any other buyer. Mr. Mason apparently is confusing the
effects of the absence of an effective Code of Fair Competition for the Structural
Steel Fabricating Industry, which would govern the practices of structural steel
fabricators, such practices not being covered by the steel producers' code, which
is the code here tinder discussion.

It is pertinent to quote from a letter addressed to Senator Arthur Capper by
Mr. H. A. Fitch, president Kansas City Structural Steel Co. Mr. Fitch is very
active in the affairs of structural steel fabricators and was formerly president of
the Central Fabricators' Association. Frequently he has complained that the
steel code does not do what it was intended to do in the way of eliminating certain
abuses in connection with fabrication in transit freight rates and sales by mills
distant from the place where steel structure is erected. In his letter he says:

"I will speak now specifically of the Steel Code and the structural steel fabri-
cating industry. Out-industry has no code because somehow the terms could not
be agreed upon. That fact is immaterial for our present purpose. For many
years the commercial relations between the steel producers and the structural
steel fabricators have been unsatisfactory. Needless to go into the details.
For one thing, there have never been uniform prices; for another thing, these same
steel mills have fabricating plants that are in competition with the independent
fabricators. For many years we have had the antitrust laws and the Federal
Trade Commission.

"These are of no value to an individual operator or even to a secondary in-
dustry in correcting abuses that prevail as at present between the rolling-mill
industry and our own industry. These agencies are too slow and too expensive.

"I am convinced that if the steel producers are allowed to continue their opera-
tions under a code of fair competition, that the fabricators and other processors
will be able to force an equitable adjustment of the evils that have for a long time
existed.

"In other words, as a small operator, I believe we will be much better off under
the National Recovery Administration system of codes than we would be to
return to the old individualistic system, wherein there was no order and no
responsibility. On August 13, 1933, I delivered an address--a sermon, in fact-
on the subject of 'Industrial control versus individualism'. I have in no way
changed my opinion as to the efficacy and necessity of this principle of industrial
control. I am enclosing herewith a copy of that sermon, which I have marked
with red pencil emphasizing certain features of the subject.

"I would add just one other thought. The administration of the National
Recovery Act should continue through a special organization for that purpose.
That organization should, however, be much more simple and direct than it is at
present. There are altogether too many advisory boards. They only add to the
confusion and very much retard definite and important decisions. What the
small operator wants, is some place where he can go with a complaint and obtain
a definite and prompt decision. In other words, we want an umpire to whom
we can explain our contention or our problem and have him make his decision.

"I apologize for so long an epistle. I only hope that the National Industrial
Recovery Act will be reenacted in very much its present form and with the
administrative feature much simplified."

Senator King (p. 2562): "Mr. Mason, have you read the findings of the Federal
Trade Commission recently submitted in their report respecting the monopolistic

-conduct of the steel organization?"
Mr. Mason: "Yes, sir."
Senator King: "Do you agree in their findings?"
Mr. Mason (p. 2563): "Absolutely, Senator. It will wipe out all of the small

independent fabricators if we do not do away with those practices in the steel
industry now."
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<Comment:)
By "fabricators", Mr. Mason presumably refers to those who purchase the

Products produced under the Steel Code and who fabricate these Steel Code
products in various way. Such fabricators would be structural steel shops,
automobile body plants, steel barrel producers and others, none of which is covered
by the Iron and Steel Code. Therefore, it Is not clear as to what injury Mr. Mason
believes the Steel Code does to such consumers of steel code products, especially
since ,under the Steel Code large and small customers pay the same price for the
same quality and quantity which, as previously pointed out, was not the case
prior to the code.

Mr. Mason (p. 2564): "In other words, if a small fabricator wants to buy some
steel, he has to tell the United States Steel Corporation who his customer is, in
order to even get a price, and after the corporation gets that name it does not
take much of a stretch of imagination to believe they can turn that over to Ambrig
or March and McClintick, and the small fabricator will find he will have a com-
petitor who does not have to pay the price he does, and who can get the business,
so that the small competitor is out of it."

(Comment:)
The fabricator purchasing material subject to fabrication in transit freight

rates, does not have to tell the steel producer who his customer is, nor does he
have to reveal the location of the job until he has secured his order and is ready
to purchase the material. By that time the age-old system of reporting jobs
would have revealed this to the big companies without any question, if it were
of any considerable size. The reason he is required to name the location of the
job when he places his order is to correct the very abuses against which certain
small fabricators complain and which the Steel Code endeavors to correct.

Mr. Mason (p. 2565): "* * * they also contain basing points on materials
which I do not believe exist, such as ingot bloom, and such items, which I do not
believe exist. While I am not entirely familiar with it, yet I do not believe there
is such a thing in commerce which is sold."

(Comment:)
Mr. Mason refers to "ingot bloom." No such product is named in the Steel

,Code. A group of products are named "ingots, blooms, billets, and slabs." If
he means ingots and blooms, these, of course, are well known in the industry.

Mr. Mason (p. 2565): "Increase in price does not help the fabricator, because
the only man who can file the price is the man who has a mill in that particular

'location."
(Comment:)
It is not clear what Mr. Mason means by "the fabricator." The statement

that the only man who can file the price is the man who has the mill in that
particular location, is both incorrect and obscure. Under the Steel Code, all
producers must file prices for the nearest basing point for the product in question
(p. 2566). Apparently, Mr. Mason's comment concerning paragraph (b),
section 5 of the code, does not refer to the Steel Code, because this does not con-
tain any method of determining costs-in fact contains no mention of cost.

Mr. Mason (pp. 2570 and 2571): "No; practically all of the employment, I
believe, came before the codes were adopted, under that splendid reemployment
agreement of the President * * *."

(P. 2571): "My own opinion is, I would have to have an honest difference of
opinion with you there. I believe it was the President's reemployment agree-
went. I do not believe the steel industry and the large integrated industries
which are the only ones that have been able to take advantage of it, because they
can police their own trades, and therefore I do not believe it has helped employ-
ment in their branch."

(Cojnment:)
These two statements of Mr. Mason, while not entirely clear, may be intended

to imply that the Steel Code has not increased employment, or otherwise bene-
fited labor. The facts are that June 1933 was the last precode month, because
the industry voluntarily commenced to put into effect some of the code labor
provisions during July and early August before the code was approved August 19,
1933.

Therefore, June 1933 is taken as a pre-code base and upon comparing this
with February, it is found that although the total hours worked in this industry
increased 6 percent, the total number of employees increased from 338,000 to
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420 000, the increase being 82,000, or 24 percent, showing that under the code,
in ebruary 1935, 24 percent more men were used to do 6 percent more work
than in June 1933 when there was no code. Average earnings per week in Feb.
ruary 1935 were 25 percent higher than in June 1933, although average hours
per week were 9 percent less, due to the increase in the average hourly rate for
wage earners from 47.3 cents in June 1933 to 65.8 cents In Feburary 1935. It
should be noted that the average hourly wage in the iron and steel industry in
1929 was 65 cents and with the cost of living in 1929 as 100, the cost of living
today is said to be 20 percent less than in 1929, so that the present hourly wage
is codidderably above the 1929 wage in purchasing power. The President's
Reemployment Agreement never affected the iron and steel industry, whose
code was effective before the President's Reemployment Agreement went into
effect August 31, 1933.

Mr. Mason (p. 2480): "In fact, Senator, a great many of the recommenda-
tions of the Darrow Board has been followed by the National Recovery Admin-
istration. It was after we filed our report against the Steel Code that they changed
that in some respect@ * *

(Comment:)
See our comment above with reference to Mr. Mason's statements on page

2559 concerning the Darrow Report, in which we pointed out that when the code
was extended in November 1933, it was provided that it automatically came up
for review and possible amendment on May 31, 1934, and National Recovery
Administration had been reviewing the entire operation of the code for more
than 8 months when the Darrow report was issued.

Mr. Mason (p. 2581): "That is correct in most codes, Senator. There were
some codes that actually fixed prices. Steel had it. We are operating now under
a Steel Code which actually fixes prices. The Steel Institute decides the price to
the consumer."

(Comment:)
Under the Steel Code the producer files whatever base price he may elect.

Therefore, it is not correct to say that the code fixed prices. All other elements
in the net price are constant at any one time. Mr. Mason, in stating that the
Steel Institute decides the price to the consumer, must be referring to the matter
of extras which we have discussed above, but it should be pointed out that a large
percentage of the sales of this industry take no extras, such as Mr. Mason refers
to. And a still larger percentage takes only extras which amount to a minor
part of the sales price.

Mr. Mason, continuing (p. 2581): "That was best illustrated in the contro-
versy between Mr. Eastman when the question came up of the loan to the rail-
roads to buy 800,000 tons of T-rails over 60 pounds in weight. As you recollect,
Mr. Eastman wrote to the four largest steel producers of the organization and
told them that he would like to have assurances that there would not be collusive
bidding if he loaned the money to the railroads.

According to his correspondence, the agreement was that there was not to be
collusive bidding. When they bid, all of their prices were the same. It was $37.75.
Mr. Eastman, who has considerable experience in this line, was of the opinion
that $35 a ton would net the steel industry a fair return for their profit. And
being aware of the fact that this International Steel Conference which Mr.
Schwab has just returned from prevents the importation of steel from foreign
countries, where the price of steel has gone down with the price of living, Mr.
Eastman felt that they should come to some understanding about this price
before he would loan the money to the railroads."

Later, on page 2683, Mr. Mason states that the steel companies "finally with-
out acquiescence of Mr. Eastman, struck a figure of $36.376 * * *," and later,
" don all bids, it is the same price, which of course Senator, of itself shows that there
is collusion and shows that the public is not getting a fair break."

(Comment:)
The following statement issued from the White House in connection with the

rail matter, gives the most authoritative description of this subject:
"The President and the Federal Coordinator of Transportation met today

with the steel rail manufacturers, who explained that the recent offer of all four
companies to supply steel rails at the uniform price of $37.75 a ton was based
on the following understanding by them of the Steel Code provisions:

"The United States Steel Corporation states that without consultation with
the other manufacturers and in conformity with the code, it notified the Iron and
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Steel Institute that it proposed to reduce its price for steel rails from $40 a ton
to $37.75 a ton.

"This notice having been given to the institute, became public property, and
thereupon the other three manufacturers of steel rails reduced their price to meet
the price established by the Steel Corporation.

"At the conference today the steel-rail manufacturers maintained the position
that the price of $37.75 per ton represented to them only the cost of production
plus a fair profit. The Coordinator of Transportation stated again his belief
that not more than $35 a ton would represent a fair purchase price.

"In the interest of getting people to work in the heavy industry of producing
steel rails, the President proposed a price half way between, or $36.375 a ton.

"This price was accepted and the Coordinator will advise the Administrator
of Public Works of this decision and of the actual tonnage needs of the various
railroads."

Thus, it would seem that the $37.75 price resulted from the open-price me-
chanisin of the code, whereby one producer flIed this and the others met it, and
that the final price of $36.375 was proposed by the President.

Mr. Mason's statement about foreign countries where the price of steel has
gone down along with the price of living, makes it pertinent to refer to The Iron
Age of October 5, 1933, page 38, where it is shown that steel rail prices were then
considerably higher in foreign countries than in this country.

Mr. Mason (p. 2583): "Of course, the steel over there does not cost what it
costs here, because their price, have followed down along with the other trend,
while here, ours are the same. I mean, it has remained the same."

(Comment:)
It is difficult to know what Mr. Mason means by saying that steel prices here

have remained the same. The Iron Age composite finished-steel price was 2.775
in the year 1933; 2.409 in the year 1926; 2.297 in the year 1929; 1.923 in March
1933, and is now 2.124. For an outstanding example of a steel product that has
declined greatly in price, we take auto body sheets, which were 5.19 in 1923;
4.30 in 1926; 4.06 in 1929; 2.30 in March 1933, and 2.95 at present, this being
the Pittsburgh base price, according to The Iron Age.

Mr. Mason (p. 2595). (In speaking of Otto Swanstrom of Duluth, Minn., a
manufacturer who desired that Duluth be made a basing point for products which
he purchased): "Mr. Swanstrom spent a good many months down here trying to
get some relier from that situation, and was unable to do so. After the Darrow
Report was filed, exposing the condition, and using Swanstrom as a specific case,
the steel group in their new code put Duluth as a basing point for material which
he wanted to buy, but raised the base price so that lie had to pay exactly the
same amount anyway, so he has, of course, received no benefit from that."

(Comment:)
As stated in our comment upon the Darrow Board Report, National Recovery

Administration had been working on this matter since early in 1934, but to make
Duluth a basing point for these products required an amendment to the code
and this was done when the code was amended May 30, 1934.

The statement that Mr. Swanstrom had to pay the same amount after the
establishment of Duluth as a basingpoint for merchant bars, is incorrect. For
example, the lowest base price on this product at Chicago is $37 and if Duluth
were not a basing point the lowest price delivered at Duluth would consist of this
Chicago base price plus $0.60 freight, or $43.60 per ton f. o. b. Duluth; whereas,
the base price at Duluth on this product is now $39, which, with the switching
charge of 50 cents makes the f. o. b. Duluth price $39.50 per net ton. T.,s, the
saving to Mr. Swanstrom is $4.10 per net ton.

Mr. Mason (p. 2620): "The Steel Code sets prices absolutely themselves
without any supervision in the Government."

(Comment:)
Under the Steel Code a producer files whatever base price he may elect and once

filed it is an unfair practice to use coercion or coercive means to induce him to
change that price. Therefore, it is not clear what Mr. Mason means by this
statement. So far as supervision of the Government is concerned, Secton 6,
article XI, of the Steel Code gives the National Recovery Administration Admin-
istrator the power to suspend any action taken by the code authority which may
a pear to the Administrator to constitute a modification of the code or an exemp-
tion of any one or more of the Industries from the application of the co-e. Under
this power National Recovery Administration has acted to cause the suspension
of certain extras which had been proposed by the Code Authority.
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Mr. Mason (p. 2640): "Steel, the number 11 code had one of their high-priced
lawyers come down, and they are one of the few who have absolute price fixing."

(Comment:)
As previously pointed out, the Steel Code provides for producers to file what-

ever base prices they mey desire to file. It is not clear, therefore, what Mr.
Mason means by "price fixing" under this code unless he has in mind the power
of the code authority over extras. It would not be likely that the United States
Steel Corporation would have a deficit of $21,000,000 in 1934, with fair opera-
tions, if "absolute price fixing" were possible.

Mr. Mason (p. 2644) (referring to data presented by Senator Barkley show-
ing the following aggregate figures on net earnings for 1934 of three classes of
companies in the iron and steel industry; 5 large companies, deficit $29,000,000;
12 medium-sized companies, profit $13,000,000; 13 small companies, profit
$2,000,000): "If that is so, those figures are true, but I do not think they reflect
the proper relation between the small people, the small man in the steel in-
dustry is not a producer, but is a fabricator. And in defining the fabricator's
position, we have got to take into consideration that a great deal of those profits
have been at his expense."

(Comment:)
What Mr. Mason means by a "fabricator" is not clear. The iron and steel

industry as defined under the code, includes all concerns that operate a plant for
the production of the products defined in the code which are generally speaking,
rolled and drawn steel and iron products, and pig iron. A 'fabricator' is gen-
erally understood to be a concern that purchases rolled or drawn iron or steel
products from members of the Steel Code and fabricates such products into
various useful articles. In this sense a fabricator is not covered by the Steel
Code. Mr. Mason may have in mind what is called a "nonintegrated rolling
mill", that is one that does not produce steel ingots, but purchases semifinished
steel and rolls or draws this into other shapes. For example, he may purchase
billets and from these roll bars, or he may purchase rods and from these draw
wire.

Senator Barkley (p. 2653): "Do you know whether the Washington Tin Plate
Co. is a fabricator or producer, of Washington, Pa.?"

Mr. Mason: "That is a fabricator."

(Comment:)
The Washington Tin Plate Co. produces tin plate by operating a rolling mill

which rolls semifinished steel into black plate for tinning, and a tinning depart-
ment which tins this black plate. It is not a fabricator in the correct sense of
that word.

Mr. Mason (p. 2653): "I assume most of those are producers rather than
fabricalors. They may be subsidiaries of other companies. They did not men-
tion the Ambridge Co., which is a fabricator?"

(Comment:)
Mr. Mason's reference to the "Ambridge company" may have been meant to

refer to the American Bridge Co., which is a fabricator of structural steel but is not
a member of the iron and steel industry as defined in that code.

For purpose of record, it is pointed out that of the 13 small companies shown In
the data on earnings by Senator Barkloy, the following companies do not produce
steel but purchase semifinished steel and roll this into other forms: Superior Steel
Corporation, Apollo Steel Co., Acme Steel Co., and the Michigan Steel Tube
Products Co., and therefore are "fabricators" as Mason understands the term.

ANALYSIS OF STATEMENT UY FREDERICK S. KELLOGG

It is believed that the substance of the testimony given by Mr. Frederick S.
Kellogg and relating to the provisions of the Iron and Stee! Code, is incidental to
the recent action of Mr. Kellogg's client, W. Ames & Co., in challenging the con-
stitutionality of the National idustrial Recovery Act, the Iron and Steel Code,
and Executive Order No. 6646 in the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia.
This belief is supported by the witness' remark on page 2669 of the subject report,
as follows:

"Another matter that we wish to object to is the attempt of the Federal Govern-
ment to regulate matters of production, that is, manufacture as distinguished from
commerce, and included under this head is the relation of employer and employee
in the productive piocesses."
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In fairness to the National Recovery Administration, it should be made known
that W. Ames & Co. has never requested any exemption from the provisions of the
Iron and Steel Code, even from the trade practice provisions to which it objects
so strenuously, but has merely applied for an exemption from Executive Order
No. 664 as evidenced by the following statement quoted from said company's
letter of July 21, 1934, addressed to National Recovery Administration:

"In view of the fact that we are asking exception from the Executive order and
not exception from the Steel Code, the conclusion stated is probably correct.
The question of basing points for billets or other products does not have any
direct pertinency, however, on the question of our inability to agree to the basing
point and other provisions of the various codes which purport to apply to our
products. W. Ames & Co. does not intend, by this application or by anything
which it may do in pursuance of any exception which may be granted, to waive
any of its rights."

It should also be pointed out that the National Recovery Administration
advised W. Ames & Co. that it could properly execute a certificate of compliance
with the Iron and Steel Code, merely by complying with all the applicable pro-
visions and that there was no requirement in this connection to sign the letter of
assent to the code.

For the reasons above stated, it does not appear that exhaustive comments on
each subject of Mr. Kellogg's testimony would serve any purpose here. Practi-
cally all of the complaints against the provisions of the Steel Code in his testimony
are repetitions of complaints which have received the careful consideration of the
National Recovery Administration, some of which are specifically referred to in
the National Recovery Administration Report on the Operation of the Basing
Point System in the Iron and Steel Industry, on pages 77, 81, and 83.

There is one statement by Mr. Kellogg in this testimony which is erroneous and
misleading and involves a subject of such importance as to justify comment and
correction however brief the treatment permitted here. This is his statement with
reference to section 2 of article V of the Steel Code which prohibits the construc-
tion of new blast furnace or open hearth or Bessemer steel capacity, subject to the
suspension of this provision by the President. W. Ames & Co. have never
applied to National Recovery Administration for suspension, in its case, of this
provision in the Steel Code, which could be accomplished without amending the
code, contrary to what Mr. Kellogg appears to imply. National Recovery Ad-
ministration would be glad to consider carefully any such request from W.
Ames & Co.

The United States Steel could not block such a suspension because amendment
is not required. Inasmuch as United States Steel has 40 percent of the industry's
steel ingot capacity, the fact that it had but 25 percent of the voting power on
the basis of 1933 sales, indicates the fairness of the voting basis of the code mem-
bers. It is not at all certain that this corporation will have 25 percent of the
voting power when 14 sales are determined.

ANALYSIS OF STATEMENT By WALTER MITCHELL, JR.

Mr. Mitchell is secretary of the Furniture Code Authority. The products of
the furniture industry are so nonstandardized that it falls in the group to which
an open-price filing system would be of questionable benefit.

Mr. Mitchell attacks the fixing of specific prices (2851 ff.) with particular
reference to lumber prices, and then proceeds to discuss mandatory price-filing
systems (2857). He urges instead voluntary filing of past prices (2857). Con-
sequently, his attack centers chiefly on two things, the waiting period and the
requirement to file.

Against the waiting period, he raises two objections: (a) That it is a period of
coercion (2857) and (b) that it destroys the incentive to lower prices (2860). It
seems quite unnecessary to answer these charges, inasmuch as present National
Recovery Administration policy opposes the use of waiting periods and such
provisions have been consistently stayed in codes approved during the last 9
months.

The argument for voluntary price filing apparently rests upon the belief that
mandatory price records are unfair to the small business man (2859). It is alleged
that it permits the leaders to determine the differentials, although Mr. Mitchell
states that he has no supporting evidence (2860). Of course, the attitude of
large enterprises toward small members of the industry is a matter of general
policy. It is absurd to imagine that, without price filing, they are not aware of
the behavior of the small companies. Nor does it seem reasonable that a large
concern will lower its price, over its large market, in order to meet the competition
of some very small competitor.
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This is but one of the many factors which determine prices. As a matter of
fact, at the January price hearing, evidence was Introduced showing that the
small producer benefited from price filing, in that he was spedily informed of
price changes by the leaders in the Industry, and was also enabled to take advan-
tage of their superior judgment and knowledge of general market conditions.
Likewise, by forcing large enterprises to give identical treatment to all customers
in any given class, it prevents the giving of special concessions to win away
customers from small competitors. Finally, some consideration should be given
to buyers, and the small buyer is wholeheartedly in favor of price publicity.

Mrl Mitchell, by inference, suggests that prices tend to be raised by price-
filing systems (2862). However, the illustration offered relates to the lumber
industry (2863) which is a case of price fixing rather than price filing, and even in
his substantive argument, he finds it necessary to assume the existence of a
gentleman's agreement in order to lead to the stated result (2862). Again, it
should be pointed out that this does nothing hut confuse the issue. Businessmen
always desire higher prices, and will arrange it, if collusion exists, regardless of any
price-filing system.

With his argument that open-price filing must include not only the cash price,
but terms and conditions of sale (2858), there can be no disagreement. It may
be noted, however, that present National Recovery Administration policy
leaves each member of the industry free to make his own determinations in these
matters. The only requirement is that they filed. Likewise, Mr. Mitchell's
defense of the use of impartial agencies (2867), for price filing is in accord with
present policy. His closing argument (2868) that effective labor minima can
contribute to price stabilization, is identical with the position of National Recov-
cery Administration policy.

t is unfortunate that Mr. Mitchell has intertwined his discussion of price
fixing and price filing. The first is clearly a matter of tampering with prices,
the second is an attempt to improve the functioning of the market. When
properly administered, an open price-filing system offers some approximation
to the type of market necessary If competition is to determine price on the basis
of fundamental economic conditions. Perhaps its greatest service is in eliminat-
ing secrecy from the pricing process. As long as individual prices are unknown,
unscrupulous buyers have been able to misquote one seller to another, creating
a price situation based upon deception and deceit. There is no method of elimi-
nating this type of unfairness, except through price publicity. Furthermore, it
permits buyers to know the treatment given to other purchasers by any manu-
acturer, thus tending to eliminate uneconomic discrimination,

While open price filing does not necessarily either eliminate or enhance any
collusion which may exist, it should be noted that the automatic creation of anoffcial record of individual prices for an industry, will permit a much more
adequate judgment of the extent to which it is or is not operating in the public
interest than has ever beenpossible heretofore.

Mr. Horen (p. 2941): "Coal prices in St. Louis were raised on the average20 percent above competitive market prices as a result of code price fixing of
'minimum costs.' In some instances code prices were double market prices."

(Comment:)
The facts show that the prices paid by the consumer for coal in the St. Louis

area were not raised by reason of the cost determinations made pursuant to the
code, although they were raised to some extent by other factors. Only the
dealers' margin is fixed pursuant to the code. The p rice to the consumer wasarrived at by adding the mined price of the coal, the dealer's margin and the freight
charge. But the code was responsible only for the amount of the dealer's margin.
The following tables indicate that the dealer's margin as fixed pursuant to the
code was less than the dealer's margin actually charged prior to the fixation of
the margin under the code.

Thefacsisowehatth prices padbytept osue for3 coal in th t oi

aeason Coos det.ina st determination Nov t

Mie t Dealer's End Mine Dealer's End

price margin price price margin price

Standard mp .......................... $50 $20 U76 U10 $1.84 99
Standard eg- -....................... . 35 2.35 4.75 1.59 1.84 4.84
Middle liump -----------.------- - 17 2.20 100 230 2.19 5.54
Middle grads ----------- 1.80 135 5.00 2.16 119 8.39
Mih grade lum .......................... .3 240 .00 2.8 3I N &14
High s . ......................... 1 220 2.40 6.00 Z 46 18 1 .14
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Mr. Horen (p. 2941): "The exhibit F attached hereto shows 24 ads specifically

offering standard egg or lump coal at least $1.25 per ton below the so-called 'code
minimum cost' on September 17, 1934, and the minimum cost data was gathered
prior to this date."

(Comment:)
On September 17, 1934, no floor-level prices were in effect in the St. Louis area.
Mr. Horen (P. 2955): "I want to enter here this cost sheet from the National

Recovery Administration in which they add on 6 percent in investment In large
property which is contrary to the National Recovery Administration law."
(This cost sheet is on p. 2956 of the record.)

(Comment:)
This cost sheet was prepared by the divisional code authority and never had

the approval of the National Recovery Administration. The National Recovery
Administration has consistently refused to allow such items in cost determinations
and this write-up of 6 percent was one of the substantial reasons why the National
Recovery Administration refused the first determination arrived at by the divi-
sional code authority.

Mr. Horen (p. 2916): "The relief agencies could save at least $85,000 a year
in hauling St. Lois relief coal alone if they asked for competitive bids, and the
saving would not be at the expense of labor."

(Comment:)
On March 10, 1934, all lowest cost determinations on relief coal were abolished.
Mr. Horen (p. 2905): "Yes, sir. There are 3,000 small and tiny dealers not

represented on that code authority at all. All of the larger companies in size are
represented on the code authority."

It is true that at the present time no small dealers are members of this code
authority. The records show, however, that all small dealers were given an
opportunity to vote on the membership of the code authority and that a sub-
stantial number did so. Each dealer had one vote for each 500 tons of coal
handled and each dealer was given the opportunity to nominate anyone whom he
wished for membership on the code authority.

Mr. Horen (speaking of the representative character of the code authority, p.
2906): "Senator Clark, the National Recovery Administration itself in fairness
felt that the selection was not representative, and when the cost figures came
through they discarded these cost figures and there was one reason given out:
That there was not sufficient notice given of the hearings. In other words, they
used the costs of 29 dealers out of a known 1,200 dealers, while really these people
engaged in the coal business."

This statement is absolutely untrue. The National Recovery Administration
did not abolish the cost determination because the divisional code authority was
not representative.

As Mr. Horen states, however, the costs of only 29 dealers out of a known 1,200
were used by the divisional code authority in the price determination. This was
one of the substantial reasons why the cost determinations were abolished by
the National Recovery Administration itself. The reason was not that the code
authority was not representative.

Senator KinF p. 2946): "Who is one of them who is petting $10,000?"
Mr. Horen: 'a r. Kern, who Is a coal man's son, has just taken up law, and I

want to be fair to him, but I do not think he could make anything like $10,000 a
year on the outside, which he gets as an attorney for the code authority."

(Comment:)
Mr. Kern received $1,000 a year as counsel for the code authority and $4,50@

a year for representing the code authority in its compliance problems, making a
total of $5,500.

ANALYSIS OF THE TESTIMONY BY MP. RoBzN BURTON PIT's (VoL. 25, PP.
3410-3414)

Mr. Pitts (p. 3412): "Fourth, I do not believe that the code authority should
be allowed to exercise any control over the amount of our production; if, however,
much control is exercised, I think it should be based upon a percentage of prior
production for a given period of years."

(Comment:)
The extent to which the code authority is allowed to exercise control over-

production beyond the limits prescribed by the code is entirely within the super-
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vision of the National Recovery Administration. Under the administrative
order of March 26, 1935, the Cotton Textile Code Authority is governed by the
recommendation of a special research andplanning committee which is advised
bv a technical adviser selected by the National Industrial Recovery Board.

he narrow power of the code authority is limited to a period of emergency which
has been declared to exist in the cotton textile industry by the National Indus.
trial Recovery Board during a period of 12 weeks from March 26, 1935. The
right of appeal of individuals or groups is preserved so that if any individual
complains that a determination of a code authority is unfair or discriminatory or
contrary to the public interest, he may appeal directly to the National Industrial
Recovery Board, and any action taken by the code authority or the exercise of
any authority conferred upon it may, at any time, be revoked, modified, or sus-
pended by the National Industrial cover Board.

With reference to the second portion of Mr. F:tts' testimony as above quoted,
the question narrows down to the necessity of determining whether the method
of controlling production should be a flat limitation of hours of operation of
machinery as prescribed by the Cotton Textile Code, or whether it should be an
allocation of production quotas based on prior production for a period of 2 years
of individual mills, as recommended by Mr. Pitts. In support of the method of
control contained in the Cotton Textile Code, it should be pointed out that limi-
tations on machine hours places a premium on efficiency, preserves the competi-
tive element between mills, and is undeniably capable of better enforcement
than the production quota system of control.

The burden of securing compliance with either system of control in 1,281
plants is a very difficult one, but it can be stated with assurance that there is a
greater likelihood of "bootlegging" under the system of production quotas than
under the system of limitation of machine hours. It is extremely difficult as a
matter of practical administration to keep a check upon the output of a mill.
It is comparatively simple, however, to keep a check upon the number of hours
of its operation. The system of allocation of production quotas based upon
production of the previous 2 years or any other period effects a "freezing of
operations which will inevitably result in considerable hardship and complaints.
It is a far more drastic method of control than the machine-hour limitation.
Furthermore, a production-allocation system, according to past records, would
result in a rigid apportionment of sales and in a control of price which cannot be
achieved under the present system of control so Ion as the industry averages
less than the permissible 80 hours per week in a double shift.

It is alco a fact that the method provided in the code has definitely contributed
to the stabilization of the industry, and has made notable contributions toward
industrial recovery. Weekly payments for wages have averaged $5,170,000 per
week from December 1934, or 69 percent above the weekly average for 1932 which
was $3,035,000. Pay rolls since the code went into effect are only 17 percent
below the 1929 level in spite of the fact that the value of the product is 35 percent
or more below 1929.

ANALYSIS OF STATEMENT BY MR. LIPSETT

A detailed examination of Mr. Lipsett's testimony shows that some of his
figures are inaccurate, some of his statements are exaggerated and confuse the
issue.

1. On page 3416 it is stated that during the past year and a half the purchase
price of waste paper has been reduced about 50 percent and the selling price of the
finished paperboard products has been advanced at least 25 percent. Thelatter part of this statement is incorrect, as a board prices were not advanced,
but, on the contrary, began to drop around the middle of 1934. On page 3420
Mr. Lipsett gives the following price quotations:
Chipboard: Per ton

1934 --------------------------------------------- $32. 50
1935 ------------------------------------------------------- 37. 50

Newsboard:
1934 -------------------- .--------------------------------- 35. 00
1935 ------------------------------------------- ---------- 40.00

These quotations differ from the prices quoted In the Bureau of Labor Statistics
wholesale price list and from the ones quoted in the trade journals, Fibre Con-
tainers and the Official Board Markets. The Bureau of Labor Statistics figures
for chipboard read'as follows
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1934:
January to June ------------------------------------------- $40. 85
January to November --------------------------------------- 3X 90
Decem r ------------------------------------------------- 3t 30

1935, January -------------------------------------------------- 33.75
The trade journals, Fibre Conl ainers and the Official Board Markets, quote the

following prices for chipboard (in central territory):
First half of 1934 ------------------------------------------------- $45
Second half of 1934 ------------------------------------------------ 40
February 1935 ---------------------------------------------------- 40

As to the third trade joiirnal of importance, the Paper Trade Journal, we do
not have a complete series of its quotations available at the present time. Two
quotations for the months of September 1934 and February 1935, however, indi-
cate that the price for chipboard remained unchanged during this period in both
eastern and middle-western markets. It thus appears that two out of three
available sources show a price drop and the third source shows a stable price
level, while none of these sources substantitates Mr. Lipsett's statement of rising
prices. The same discrepancy appears between Mr. Lipsett's quotations of news
board prices which show a rise from 1934 to 1935, while the above-mentioned
sources quote falling or stable prices.

2. As to waste paper, it is true that prices fell during the last months of 1934
and the first months of 1935, but the price of $2.50 for mixed papers as given by
Mr. Lipsett is lower than any published price quotation. On the basis of Paper
Trade Journal quotations the New York and Chicago prices are at present be-
tween $3 and $4, while the Official Board Markets quote a price of $5.50 for
Chicago and $3.50--$4 for New York.

3. The profit figures quoted by Mr. Lipsett for six paper-board companies
showing a very substantial increase of profits in 1934 over 1933 are correct.
His statement of an increase of 715 percent in the earnings of the Eddy Paper Co.
is entirely wrong, that company having suffered a loss of $355,500 in 1933 and
showing a profit of $360,648 in 1934.

4. The statement made on page 3417 that the waste-paper company which is
controlled by Robert Gair, buys for Robert Gair and other board mills waste
paper amounting to about 65 percent of the consuming capacity of the East,
seems to be a vast exaggeration. Robert Gair's capacity amounts to about 6
percent of the aggregated board mill capacity of the country, and to something
roughly in the neighborhood of 15 percent of the eastern mills. The waste-paper
company which Robert Gair controls is generally stated to be capable of handling
only a fraction of Robert Gair's own consumption. It therefore seems absolutely
impossible that the waste-paper firm in question could handle anything but a
small fraction of the amount indicated by Mr. Lipsett. Robert Gair's control
over the De Benedetto Waste Paper Co. is the only case of a captive waste-paper
firm in the East. The general conviction is that the eastern waste-paper markets
are free and not controlled markets.

5. It is true that the great majority of the paperboard mills in the country are
members of a statistical reporting service which has a decided tendency to work
like a system of allocating production and, indirectly, of stabilizing prices at a
high level. This control scheme, however, is voluntary and has nothing to do
with the National Recovery Administration Code of the Paperboard Industry.
The origin of this scheme goes back to the end of 1932, before the inception of
National Recovery Administration. Later on members of the industry made dif-
ferent attempts to have the National Recovery Administration approve some kind
of control measures, but the National Recovery Administration declined to do so.
The present Paperboard Code is a mere labor code containing no significant pro-
visions other than the ones relating to wage rates and hours of work. The most
extreme statement that could possibly be made concerning the National Recovery
Administration's relation to collusion in the paperboard Industry, regards the
fact that the National Paperboard Association which operates the above-men-
tioned statistical reporting and voluntary control schemes, gained increased
influence over industry members, because its executive committee was designated
as code authority under the National Recovery Administration.

6. Mr. Lipsett's figures on page 3425 regarding the size of board mills are
wrong. There art about 125 paperboard companies in the country, operating 180
separate plants. The 20 largest companisA control somewhat less than 60 percent
of the aggregated industry production.
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ANALYSIS OF THE TESTIMONY

Rivers Peterson (p. 4146, lines 20 et seq.): "For about 2 months a Richmond
(Va.) druggist has been openly and flagrantly violating the price-fixing provisions
in the Retail Drug Code and National Recovery Administration will not bring
the offender into court nor has it stopped him by other means. A similar situa-
tion exists in New Jersey."

(Comment:)
This statement is partially incorrect and palpably unfair. The witness refers

to Standard Drug Co., Inc., Richmond, Va., and the Weissbard Cut Rate Shops,
Newark, N. J. His testimony may be accepted as substantially correct. His
general condemnation of the retail trade code, express and implied, is unjustified.

Standard Drug Co., Inc., Richmond, Va., about September 4, 1934, a com-
pliance council hearing resulted in the deprival of the right to use National Re-
covery Administration insignia. Later, a proceeding was commenced in the
State court entitled "T. Gray Haddon, Commonwealth Attorney for the City of
Richmond, v. Standard Drug. Co., Inc., which resulted in a decision favorable to
the plaintiff on November 15, 1934. About that time the State supreme court
of appeals held a certain Virginia Milk Act unconstitutional, and the lower State
court thereupon declined to grant an injunction in the code violation proceedings
on the ground that the decision of the supreme court of appeals in the milk case
created a doubt as to the constitutionality of the act relating to the code. About
March 29, 1935, the supreme court of appeals reversed itself in the milk case,
and the lower court thereupon granted a temporary injunction in the code viola-
tion case, but the same was stayed by a supersedeas to the court of appeals.
The code violation case is now pending in the Supreme Court of Appeals, but the
court will not convene again until about June 1, and the State act expires on
June 16. Accordingly, this proceeding will prove abortive.

About March 21, 1934 another proceeding was instituted by a bill filed in the
United States District court of Virginia, Eastern District. This proceeding is
still pending and apparently is not being pressed.

Weissbard Cut Rate Shops, Newark, N. J.: A State proceeding was instituted
about December 15, 1934, and about January 7, 1935, the Acting Governor of
the State of New Jersey terminated the State act, with the result that this pro-
ceeding came to an end. About December 15, 1934, Weissbard commenced a
proceeding in the Federal court to restrain the Government from enforcing the
code provisions. About February 15, 1935, a proceeding in the Federal court was
commenced against Weissbard under the Retail Tobacco Code and another pro-
ceeding under the Retail Drug Code. Later the Federal court declared the act
unconstitutional, and the case was lost.

The foregoing demonstrates that, far from permitting these violations to con-
tinue and refusing to bring this matter into court, National Recovery Administra-
tion has been quite active in these matters.

Rivers Peterson (pp. 4146-4147): "Yet thousands of druggists are asking
for continuation of their code under the delusion that the price-fixing provision
is legal and will be enforced."

(Comment:)
This statement contains a wholly erroneous implication. The druggists are

not under any "delusion" with reference to the loss-limitation provision applicable
to retail druggists. The National Retail Drug Code Authority and National
Recovery Administration have been exerting a vigorous effort to obtain com-
pliance, both through compliance hearings and court proceedings. The best
available evidence is to the effect that the retail druggists, particularly the small
retail druggists, are enthusiastic in their endorsement of the loss-limitation pro-
vision and have given substantial support to it. The difficulties have arisen
with some cut-rate establishments, which constitute a small minority in the trade.

Rivers Peterson (p. 4149, line 7 et seq.): "The Retail Code is not a voluntary
document, and general compliance can only be secured through boycott, coercion,
and intimidation-if at all.

(Comment:)
This statement is incorrect and unfair. The code was sponsored by nine

Important trade associations and presented as a voluntary codq. There has been
no such general attempt to evade the code as this statement implies.

Rivers Peterson (p. 4150, line 1 et seq.): "The National Retail Hardware Asso-
ciation openly opposes extension of the act in the retail field. But there Is indis-
putable evidence that its views are shared by thousands of retailers in other
fields."
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(Comment:)
This view is not shared by the National Retail Code Authority, Inc., as i

shown by the resolution adopted by it at a meeting held on April 12, 1935, which
has been sent to Senator Pat Harrison. This resolution, approved by representa-
tives of S of the 9 associations constituting the code authority (the only dissenting
vote being cast by the representative of the National Retail Hardware Associa-
tion) stated that the National Retail Code Authority, Inc., favored "the con-
tinuance of emergency legislation for a period not to exceed 2 years, for self-
government of trade and industry under self-determined codes, subject to changes
which may be recommended by the constituent trade association."

Rivers Peterson (p. 4150, line 12 et seq.): "This report shows that only 782
local code authorities have organized, indicating a definite lack of interest on the
part of all classes of merchants subject to the code in a large number of towns.

(Comment:)
There is evidence to the effect that the failure on the part of the National

Retail Code Authority, Inc., to organize additional code authorities was due
largely to the opposition of the witness (as chairman of the code authority) who
took theposition that the National Retail Code Authority, Inc., was not justified
in expending the necessary funds. Local code authorities have been extensively
organized, and the failure to organize additional code authorities did not indicate
a lack of interest on the part of members of the trade.

Rivers Peterson (p. 4150, line 20 et seq.): "The principal activity, so far as
is shown, of 348 of these bodies for self-government has been the collection of
assessments."

(Comment:)
This statement erroneously implies that the members of local code authorities

are solely interested in the collection of assessments. This is not true. The
members of local code authorities serve without compensation and only employees
of these code authorities receive pay for their services.

Rivers Peterson (p. 4159, line 20 et seq.): Administration of the National Re-
covery Act to date offers no hope that hardware dealers will be relieved from
these undue hardships."

(Comment:)
Various efforts have been made and are being made to relieve small retailers

generally of any unusual hardships that arise from the operation of the codes.
Rivers Peterson (p. 4162, line 22 et seq.): "Perhaps these small dealers were

too unimportant to be considered. Large interests have been."
(Comment:)
This statement is untrue. A considerable amount of time and attention is

being constantly given by the National Recovery Administration to the problems
arising in connection with the small establishments.

ANALYSIS OF THE STATEMENT BY HoN. John W. BOZHNm, JR.

(Pp. 4277-4279.)
Congressman Boehne, of Indiana, read into the record a letter from certain

manufacturers, located in Evansville, Ind. The writers complain that they, as
consumers of pig iron, have been discriminated against by southern producers of
pig iron since the effective date of the Steel Code. The substance of their com-
plaint is that the southern producers have set a price on pig iron for delivery to
the northern bank of the Ohio River which is $2.88 more per ton than for the
same product delivered to the southern bank of the river. They point out that
the difference in freight across the river is only 30 cents per ton and blame this
-condition on price fixing under the Steel Code.

(Comment:)
The substance of this complaint has received the fullest consideration of the

officers of the National Recoveryr Administration charged with the administration
of the Iron and Steel Code. Price fixing is not provided for in the Iron and Steel
Code, and this fact prompted the Deputy Administrator, acting upon the advice
of his legal adviser, immediately after he had determined that the gravamen of
the complaint was price fixing by agreement among the southern producers, to
have the entire complaint transmitted by the proper officer of the Administration
to both the Federal Trade Commission and the Department of Justice for what-
ever action they might take thereon under the antitrust statutes. National
Recovery Administration records show that the complaint was forwarded to the
Federal Trade Commission for its attention on December 26, 1934, and to the
Attorney General on December 27, 1934.
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ANALYSIS OF STATEMENT BY B. C. MARSH

Mr. Marsh (p. 3289): "Mr. Leon Henderson, Director of Research and Plan-
ning of the N. I. R. A., in his report on the operation of this act says 'although
pay rolls in December 1934 were only about 60 percent of their total in 1926,
dividends and interest were 150 percent of their total in 1926. In short, the
income enjoyed by those who received dividends and interest was 50 percent
higher than in 1926, even though the national income has declined nearly 40 per-
cent since that date and volume of production has declined by one-third, rough
as the compilations are, clearly the recipients of profits have not failed to enjoy
their proportionate share of the increase in industrial recovery.'"

(Comment:)
Additional information to be considered in relation to the above is as follows:
(1) In the above statement, dividends and interest are combined while it is

implied that "profits" stand in somewhat the same relationship to 1926. "Pro-
fits", of course, bear relationship only to dividends and not to the combined figure
of dividends and interest. Interest does not fluctuate as widely as dividends,
profits or pay rolls. Insolvency would result from failure to pay interest.

(2) The facts are as might be expected (see table 37 in booklet entitled "Tables
on the Operation of the National Industrial Act, as prepared by Research and
Planning Division * * * February, 1935"). Dividends in 1929 were 495
million against interest of 431 million and labor income (nonfarm) of 4,290
million. We find that in 1934 interest payments were fluctuating between 410
million and 441 million (i. e., about the same as 1929), whereas dividends had fallen
from 495 million to 186 million, and labor income had fallen from 4,290 million
to 2,633 million.

(3) Profits, however, fell even further than dividends and much further than
labor income. In other words, the combination figure of interest and dividends
is an inaccurate picture of distribution of profits, and the separate figure of divi-
dends is an inaccurate indication of profits, and both dividends and profit have
fallen and stayed below wage income.

As indicated in table 36 of the above-mentioned booklet, industrial corporation
profits only rose to an index figure of around 126 in the second and third quarters
of 1929 on a 1926 base of 100; and fell to an absolute deficit continuing from the
second quarter of 1932 to the first quarter of 1933 (both inclusive) ranging from
a minus index of 4 to 13. On the same basis, industrial corporation profits for the
first three quarters of 1934 ranged between an index figure of 26 to 37.

In other words, corporate profits were slightly more than one-fourth of the 1926
base in the first three quarters of 1934 against pay rolls in December of 1934 of
about 60 percent of the 1926 figure.

(4) From the foregoing, it is clear that even the small dividends (relative to
1926) that were paid during the recent depression years, at least including 1933,
had to be at the cost of corporate capital, including surplus. The following state-
ment of this aspect of the matter appears on page 7 of Bulletin 55 dated April 11,
1935, of the National Bureau of Economic Research:

"DIVIDEND PAYMENTS AND CORPORATE SAVINGS

"The decline in profits and the appearance of losses did not, of course, affect
dividend payments immediately. The natural lag, and the fact that not all
companies suffered losses, helped to sustain the stream of dividend payments
even though the reservoir from which they flowed was not replenished, in the
aggregate. In an effort to take care of holders of common stock as well as those
of preferred stock, even concerns that suffered losses continued to declare and pay
dividends. The savings of the preceding years of prosperity were drawn upon.

"The corporate saving shown is of course a net figure. Although it was
negative from 1930 through 1933 (and there is some evidence that It was nega-
tive also in 1934), some corporate earnings were saved. Even in 1932 at least
some $130,000,000 were accumulated by corporations with net income.

"The situation revealed is a dark one. In the aggregate, the drain in the
form of losses and dividends for the period 1930-33 exceeded the corporate
savings of the entire post-war decade."

(5) Another fact that needs to be taken into consideration as between dividends
and profits on the one hand, and pay rolls on the other, is there relative size in
gross figures. (See table 37 in the booklet referred to in par. 2 above.) The
dividends disbursed in the year 1934, for example, amounted to a monthly aver-
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age a approximately 175 millIon, against a monthly average of labor income approxi-
mately 2,650 million. In other words, the total volume of dividends was relatively
insignificant compared with the total volume of labor income, and its fluctuation,
unless extreme, could not have substantially affected the labor income.

(6) Another factor that needs to be borne in mind is that the base figures on
which dividends and interest were paid increased from 1926 to 1932, inclusive,
by something like one-third. In other words, the share of the national income
distributed to security holders relative to that distributed to labor seems to be
spread over a larger amount of capital investment, indicating a shift in the ratio
of equipment to employees.

ANALYSIS OF TESTIMONY OF JAMES M. BUTLER, REPRESENTING THE PHARIS
TIRE AND RUBBER Co. OF NEWARK, OHIO

James M. Butler (p. 3498): In speaking of emergency price declarations, Mr.
Butler stated, "It is perfectly self-evident that a little company like mine must
quit * * * if it must sell at the same price as the big companies."

(Comment:)
Mr. Butler's testimony is inaccurate and misleading for two reasons:
(1) It is implied that there are price provisions in the Code of Fair Competition

governing the rubber-tire industry which require the Pharis Tire & Rubber Co.
to sell their products at the same prices as the tires manufactured by large com-
panies bearing nationally known brands. The fact is, that there are no such
provisions in the said code governing price.

(2) Due to various conditions in the industry, there is a considerable over-
production which results in an unstable price situation. The rubber-tire industry,
therefore, suffers from intensively competitive price wars. A particular disas-
trous price war in the retail tire field occurred in the winter and spring of 1934.
When the Retail Tire and Battery Code was approved on May 3, 1934, an
emergency in the retail tire field was declared and minimum retail prices estab-
lished below which tires could not be sold to the ultimate consumer.

In declaring this emergency, it was the purpose of the National Recovery
Administration to provide temporary protection to thousands of small dealers
who were being crowded out of business and reduced to unemployment by destruc-
tive price cutting on the part of the larger dealers whose buying price and credit
resources permitted such tactics as a means of reducing competition. This
emergency continued in existence for 5 months.

If it resulted in any hardship to the Pharis Tire & Rubber Co. or any curtail-
ment in their sales it must have been because the Pharis Tire & Rubber Co. were
principally selling mass distributors and large retail outlets who were obtaining
their business upon a price basis only and underselling the small independent
dealers whom the National Recovery Administration was trying to protect.

After the emergency has been in effect approximately 3 months, the National
Recovery Administration held a public hearing on August 3 for the purpose of
determining the effect on all classes of manufacturers and distributors of the
emergency provisions. Following a showing of cause by small manufacturers,
the National Recovery Administration issued a modification of the original
emergency order (Administrative Order No. 410-15) effective August 22, which
established differentials amounting to approximately 10 percent between the
minimum price established for the nationally known most publicly accepted
brands of tires and the products of the class of smaller manufacturers (such as
the Pahris Tire & Uubber Co.) which were either not so well known and favorably
received or were sold to large distributors under privately owned brands.

The purpose of this order, as publicly announced by the National Recovery
Administration, was to give the smaller manufacturers, such as the Pharis Tire
& Rubber Co., a competitive area in which they could operate with greater free-
dom at price levels slightly below those established for the product of their large
and better-known competitors, this order remained in effect for the duration of
the emergency period or until October 1, 1934.

The above facts indicate that the claim cannot justifiably be made that the
declaration of emergency prices was arbitrary and discriminatory in its effect,
and that the welfare of smaller units in the industry such as the Pharis Tire &
Rubber Co. was not taken into consideration.

ANALYSIS OF STATEMENT BY E. R. HAROTH

Mr. IHaroth (p. 3427-3443): In substance, Mr. Haroth contends that the local
Code Authority for the State of Maryland in the Sheet Metal and Roofing Con-
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treating Industry is not truly representative of its appropriate area. He states
that on June 8 an election was held at which time seven members were selected
by a majority of those present as the Maryland State Code Authority. He con-
tends that later this ode authority, even though selected by a majority of the
industry concerned, was dismissed by the national code authority and another
code authority was appointed which did not give adequate representation to the
smaller members of the industry, leaving the control of the code authority's
activities entirely with the large members of the industry.

commentt:)
The code for this industry provides for the establishment of local code author.

ties or administrative agencies to be appointed by the national code authority
upon the condition that the appointees are truly representative of the group
affected. The rational code authority has followed the wise procedure of
permitting local groups to elect their own representatives in the belief that the
local members of the industry would provide for adequate representation of all
groups. It is the duty, however, of the national code authority to ascertain
whether or not those elected are truly representative of the group.

At the election on June 8, about which Mr. Haroth speaks, the vote was taken
on a numerical basis without regard to the volume of business or number of
employees affected. Mr. Haroth's association, consisting of some 30 members,
elected its entire slate with no representation of the larger members of the industry
and no representation of the nonassociation members of the industry. The
national code authority, upon investigation, found that Mr. Haroth's associa-
tion, having elected its entire slate, represented only 15 percent of the volume of
business done in the affected area. The national code authority, therefore, de-
clared the election void and subsequently endeavored to secure agreement be-
tween the various factions upon a truly representative group to be designated as
the code authority. This, however, could not be done and consequently the
national code authority, as was its duty pursuant to the code, appointed a group
which It considered a representative code authority.

There are 8 members of this local code authority, 3 of whom come from 11
larger members of the industry who do approximately 70 percent of the volume
of the business, 3 of whom were taken from Mr. Haroth's association's slate rep-
resenting 15 percent of the volume of business and 2 of whom were takcn from
the nonassoclation members of the industry. it is apparent that this code auth-
ority Is representative of the Baltimore and Maryland State areas and that Mr.
Haroth's contentions are not based on the true facts.

He also contended that there was a predominance of union shops represented
on the present code authority. The facts show that 5 of the members of the
code authority are representatives of nonunion shops and 3 are representatives of
union shops, indicating that Mr. Haroth's contention in this regard is untrue.

ANALYSIS OF LzTarEs OF T. J. A'cocK, SR., oF THE VITA-FooDs, INC., OF JACK-
SONVILLE, FLA., IN PAGRs 4674-4679 oF 'ran TRANSCRIPT FOR APRIL 16,
1935

P. 4675, par. 3.)
Mr. Aycock writes "The code was secured through the work of the old Mayon-

naise Institute which was dominated by Best Foods, Inc., and Kraft-Phenix
Cheese Co., manufacturers of advertised brands, and has since been dominated
and run by the same crowd."

(Comment:)
It is not true that Best Foods, Inc., and Kraft-Phenix Cheese Co. "dominated"

the formulation of the code. The Mayonnaise Institute was and is a trade
association which, before the approval of the code. was found by the Administra-
tor for Industrial Recovery to be truly representative of the mayonnaise industry
and to impose no inequitable restrictions upon membership.(P. 4675, par. 5 and p. 4676, par. 1.)

Mr. Aycock writes that after having found that an emergency existed in the
industry it was ordered by the code authority that prices be put in effect which
placed advertised brands at 13.4 percent higher thau the unadvertised brands."
He also states that 16 days after the first prices were put into effect by the codeauthority "this same authority raised the prices on unadvertised brands to a
point where the advertised brands were only 8.7 percent higher than unadvr-tised brands."
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(Comment:)
It is not correct to state that the code authority "ordered" certain prices.

Pursuant to the provisions of article 10, section 4, of the code an emergency was
declared by the code authority because of destructive price cutting in the indus-
try, and the code authority caused to be determined the lowest reasonable cost
of products of the industry. This determination was subject to administrative
approval and a notice of hearing was given to the industry for the purpose of
establishing the lowest reasonable cost. The two largest producers were the
price cutters who had brought about this situation. If such prices had con-
tinued, the condition or the Industry would have been chaotic. Telegrams, let-
ters, and communIcations of all sorts from all parts of the country were addressed
to the Deputy A ministrator in charge of the code, indicating the concern of the
industry as . whole with respect to the price situation and requesting that

immediate action be taken to alleviate it. The Research and Planning Division
of the National Recovery Administration was in accord that an emergency
situation was in existence. The Deputy Administrator called a meeting of the
two largest competitors in the industry and, as a result thereof, the destructive
prices were discontinued and the firms involved filed prices which soon had the
effect of abating the emergency. The handling of the entire situation was at all
times under National Recovery Administration control and it cannot be'accu .

rately stated that the code authority dominated the situation.

(P. 4676, par. 3.)
Mr. Aycock writes that the code "prescribes the manner in which mayonnaise

and salad dressing must be made and the size containers that it must be put in.
In other words; the code authority, dominated by the advertised brands, fur-
nishes the yardstick by which the little manufacturer must do business * * 5".

(Comment:)
Standards of quality are set up in article 8, sections I and 2 of the code. These

standards accord with the principles of the Food and Drug Administration;
received the complete approval of that Administration as well as that of the
Consumers Advisory Board. The products of ths industry look so uniform that
it is difficult to tell whether good or poor mayonnaise is being sold. Consumer
protection requires the maintenance of standards.

Container standards are set forth in article 9, section 1 of the code. The
provisions allow for 4-, 8-, 16-, 32-, and 128-ounce containers. It is difficult to
conceive of any need for an off-size container except it be for the purpose of
deceiving the consumer. When off-size contiiers are used, they are usually just
under the standard sizes so that the price can be changed without the consumer
realizing that he is getting less in quantity. The industry as a whole recognias
the practice of using off-size containers as an unfair trade practice.

(Pp. 4077-4678.)
Mr. Aycock refers to a proposed amendment to article 8 in Oqanection with

standards of quality and a proposed amendment to article 10 in connection with
the filing of prices. Inasmuch as no action has yet been taken upon the applica-
tion for the approval of such amendments by the National Recovery Adminis-
tration and they are not presently in effect, it is difficult to understand upon what
basis Mr. Aycock's complaint rests.

ANALTSIS Or STATEMENT Or Ma. IAAWLTON

Mr. Hamilton (p. 4969): Speaking of the wholesale drug Industry, "Senator
Xing. But the N. t A. labor provions ip their industry? They still exist
and they are subject to the wage proy ions?'

Mr. Hamilton: "Yes."
(Comment:)
The above question and answer Imply that the wholesale drug industry is

subject to provisions 6f an existing code which hipplication is not fatally true,
in that no code for aid industry has ever been approved.

110782-35--PT --
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EXCERPTS FROM FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION BASING POINT STUDY

The record contains several excerpts from the report of the Federal Trade
Commission to the President on the basing point system in the steel industry.
The National Recovery Administration has also made a report to the President
on this subject containing findings and conclusions in some particulars at variance
with those contained in the Federal Trade Commission report. We respectfully
request that such National Recovery Administration report be attached to the
record in order that the committee may be fully advised with respect to the
subject matter.

BRIzFS AND OTHER STATEMENTS IN WRITING

Many briefs and other ex parte written statements discussing one side of various
issues concerning National Recovery Administration activity have been pre-
sented to the committee during the course of its hearings without opportunity
for presentation of the other side. Some of these statements are included in
the transcript but others are merely identified therein and incorporated into the
record by reference. On April 10, we requested the committee secretary to
furnish us with a list of such statements in order that we might obtain copies
and place any information in our files bearing upon the subject matter in the
hands of the committee. No list was available and the secretary advised us
that it would be at least 10 days before such a list could be prepared.

A cursory examination of the ex parte statements included in the record which
have come to our attention indicates that the National Recovery Administration
undoubtedly has factual data in its files which if available to the committee
when such statements are considered will enable it to consider both sides of the
issues presented. If the committee desires, we shall examine such statements
and furnish all available information with respect thereto as quickly as possible.

As pointed out in the opening paragraph, thorough research has been impossible,
but the information contained herein has been obtained from the official files
of the Administration from the members of the Administration in charge of the
various subjects discussed.

In conclusion, we respectfully request that this letter be made a part of the
record.

By direction of the National Industrial Recovery Board.
L. C. MARSHALL, Executive Secretary.

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF ROBERT W. IRWIN, CHAIRMAN NATIONAL COM-
MITTEE FOR THE ELIMINATION OF PRICE FIXING AND PRODUCTION CONTROL

At the time I appeared before the committee I gave the result up to that date
of a poll which is being taken by the National Committee for the Elimination of
Price Fixing apd Production Control. I was requested to give further informa-
tiot in connection with this poll to the committee before its hearings were closed
and was also given per mission to amplify, if I desired, the testimony given at the
time I appeared before the committee.

The platform of the National Committee for the Elimination of Price Fixing
and Production Control asks that there be incorporated in any new National
Recovery Administration an affirmative prohibition against price fixing and pro-
duction control. The question asked of industry was whether or not it approved
the committee's platform.

In taking this poll, which is probably the most comprehensive one which has
yet been taken, our committee has used the listing of the Thomas Register, 1935
edition, which contains 50,000 names. The ballots are being sent to every con-
cern listed in this register with the exception of the natural resources industries,
such as coal, copper, oil, etc. These ballots have been mailed from the alpha-
betical arrangement of names, so that in each day's mailings or returns there is
a fair cross section of all types of industries.

I am giving herewith the result of the poll to date, tabulated in a way which
shows in most Instances the daily result, with percentages for each day as well as
for the total.

The poll asked for not only the signers' approval or disapproval of the com-
mittee 's platform but also for an indication of the type of business and number
of employees. The total number of employees represented by the returns tabu-
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lated below is 251,000. Tle average number of employees per concern is 92.
The small average employment shows clearly that this poll represents a good
cross section of industry, both large and small.

Total Approve poap-
Date received answers m Percent co omit- Percent

received fers
..... iforml

Mar. 27 ------------------------------- 510 420 82.4 90 17.6
Mar. 28 _ . . . ..------------------------------------- 32 319 81.4 73 18.6
Mar. 29 ...................... ...... 511 436 5. 3 75 14.7
Mar. 30 .............-- - - - - - - --........- 2.... ... _6 207 80.0 49 19.1
Apr, I ......-..................... ............ . 566 476 84.1 90 15.9
Apr. 2----.....-.... --- ..... 117 96 92.0 21 18(0
Apr. 3 ................. -........ . ........... ---- 1 104 87.8 27 12.2
A pr. 4 to 10 . . ............................. 565 447 79.1 116 20.9

Total -----------.- ...........-------- -- 3, 138 ,595 82.7 543 17.3

Permit me to call attention to the fact that there is a very slight difference in
the percentages of approval and disapproval on any one day'r return from the
percentages of the total returns.

The comprehensiveness of this poll and the close relationship of the daily vote
with the total of all votes so far received demonstrate that iudustrv is overwhelm-
ingly opposed to price fixing and production control as is now b eiug exercised
under the present National Recovery Administration law.

I am appending to this statement a certified statement outlining in detail how
the poll was taken by Everett Phillipus, the mailing service which addreh,,ed and
mailed all of the ballots in connection with this poll.

I am also attaching to this statement extracts from a few of the hundreds of
letters expressing similar sentiments which have been received either by myself
or the National Committee for the Elimination of Price Fixing and Production
Control, which, if permissible, I desire to introduce into the record.

Our committee asks that there be not only a foil reinstatement of the antitrust
laws, but in addition that there be written into the law an affirmative prohibition
against price fixing and production control. In the judgment of our organiza-
tion the mere reinstatement of the antitrust laws will not be sufficient to prevent
the continuance of a harmful measure of price and production control.

In my former testimony I suggested a form for such a prohibiting clause.
I desire to substitute for the Suggestion which I gave at the time I appeared
before the committee, the following:

"Or the limitation, regulation, or control of production; nor shall such code
or codes be in aid of price fixing or permit any form of direct or indirect price
fixing or call for any plan of compulsory price filing."

Respectfully submitted.
ROBERT W. IRWIN.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 15th day of April 1935.
[SEAL) Louis M. LARZELERE,

Notary Public, Kent County, Alich.
My commission expires September 6, 1938.

EVERT PHILIPPUS,
MAILING LISTS FOR THE HOME FURNISHING INDUSTRIES,

Grand Rapids, Ml ich., April 15, 1935.
I hereby certify that in mailing the questionnaire for the National Committee

for the Elimination of Price Fixing and Production Control I have used a standard
industrial list known as the "Thomas Register, 1935 edition." This list contains
about 50,000 names.

I am mailing from the alphabetical arrangement of the names, and the ques-
tionnaire is being sent to every name in this register with the exception of those
engaged in natural resources.

EvERT PHILIPPUS.
Subscribed and sworn to before ine this 15th day of April 1935.
[sEALJ LOUISE M. LARIELERE

Notary Public, Kent County, Mieh.
My commission expires September 6, 1938.
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EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS RECEIVED BY THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE
ELIMINATION OF PRICE FIXING AND PRODUCTION CONTROL OR BY ITS CHAIRMAN
ROBERT W. IRWIN

Walla-Walla Gum Co., Knoxville, Tenn., March 20, 1935:
"I might mention that in connection with our National Recovery Administra-

tion Chewing Gum Code we have had to fight for our very existence from the
beginning. In scrapping over this matter we were told that since 3 large gum
manufacturers produced more thap 75 percent of the gum output, had the greater
part or the money invested in this business, employed the greater part of the
labor, and sold the greater part of the output, that it would be unfair to them for
as many as 90 percent of the total number of manufacturers in this business, and
who are recognized as being the minor manufacturers, to have a controlling voice
in any of our regulatory methods.

"Our situation is as follows. We have more than 30 manufacturers making
chewing gum. The 3 large manufacturers that produce the larger part of the
product are classed as being the major members of the industry. The remaining
90 percent or more are compelled to swallow any kind of bait, hook, line, and sinker
that is passed to us.

"If they had cut both of our legs off above the knees and then told us that this
would help us to walk better we would have the same kind of an example that has
been given to us through our Chewing Gum Code.

Edelblute Manufacturing Co., Reynoldsville, Pa., March 26, 1935:
"As soon as the National Recovery Administration permitted the Sherman Act

to be abrogated and allow the suppliers to combine for the purpose of price fixing,
they put into effect suci sales of prices that are nothing short of outrageous.
This was not universal, for suppliers of certain standard steel forgings, steel chain,
nuts and bolts, and some other items either had moderate advances in price or
else no advance e. all.

"Our largest expenditure is for steel and iron castings, and in the foundry
industry we have found a very strong combination of all foundries to raise the
prices beyond all reason. They state that they are compelled to do this by the
code authority, but everyone knows that they themselves support the code
authority. We will give you a few examples. There is one steel casting that we
have used for 12 years. Over a 10-year period, from 1923 to 1933, we had this
casting made at 4 different foundries and the average price over that 10-year
period was 10Y2 cents per pound. The new price under the National Recovery
Administration code has been 15.3 cents per pound, which is an increase of 45
percent. Another steel casting had been made for 7 years by 3 different foundries
at an average price of 8% cents per pound. The National Recovery Administra-
tion code price has been 13.1 cents which is an increase of 54 percent. A mallea-
ble-iron casting, which had been furnished over a 5-year period by 2 different
foundries at an average price of 5% cents per pound, now carries a price of 12%
cents per pound, which is an increase of 127percent. One foundry told the
writer that they would still be able to make this casting at a profit at the same old
price, but were compelled to charge the new price. Another malleable-iron
cas ing was furnished at an average price of 7 cents per pound over a 5-year
periu by 3 different foundries. The new price on this casting has been 11.9
cents, which is an increase of 70 percent. We can recite many more examples,
but we believe the above exam ples are sufficient".

H. Eikenhout & Sons, GrandRapids, Mich., April 9, 1935:
'%"The Roofers' Association who work under the code have not and are not
making a success of maintaining prices. This organization has even gone farther
than the lumber dealers. They are asking us to double our price to the small
dealer and the manufacturing plants. In this case we would be held to an un-

reasonable price and the asphalt can be bought from the Standard Oil Co. and
felts from the chain stores or the manufacturers, leaving us out of it entirely."

Drexel Furniture Co., Drexel, N. C., February 18, 1935:
"You know how I felt about this whole National Recovery Administration

proposition. It has done just what I thought it would do--plainly and flatly, it
has impeded recovery."

Commercial Furniture Co., Chicago, 111., January 22, 1935:
"I feel that industry must have as free a hand as it has had in the past and that

we will get out of this depression much more rapidly If industry can run its own
business free from governmental control."
i The Cundy-Bettoney Co., Boston, Mass., March 20, 1935: "This is in reply to
your letter of March 16, with reference to the purpose of your committee. Ihave
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received the literature contained in your letter and have read it. I agree with
you absolutely in everything you say."

The George F. Cram, map and atlas publishers, Indianapolis, Ind., March 27,
1935: "The writer made a canvass of the officials of this company and we are
unanimous in saying that the platform as submitted by you and the policy
advocated by you is 100 percent in harmony with our own views, which we have
reached as a result of observation and experience in our own business, particularly
during the past year."

Carolina Wood Turning Co., Bryson City, N. C., March 30, 1935: "We totally,
thoroughly, and heartily disapprove of the National Industrial Recovery Act both
in theory and practice. We have been victinis of the unfavorable phases and
have had not one least benefit in any respect."

The Amsler-Morton Co., engineers and contractors, Pittsburgh, Pa., March
27, 1935: "We heartily approve of your program and shall be pleased to lend
our assistance in every way."

J. F. Hodgkins Co., manufacturers trolley wheels, trolley-wheel bushings,
railway-motor bearings, brass and bronze castings, "Sampson" lifting jacks,
Gardiner, Maine, April 2, 1935: "We sincerely believe that National Recovery
Administration in its present form has broken a lot of small industries, and will
continue to do so, and it is a mystery to understand why a bunch of theorists
should be allowed to dictate to American industry as they have been doing the
past 18 months."

American Excelsior Corporation, Chicago, Ill., February 5, 1935: "Instead of
having industry prepare a code which has almost unanimous acceptance, it cannot
be denied that the various code provisions actually were inserted in codes by the
larger, more influential members of any industry. This does not necessarily con-
stitute an indictment of such provisions--in most cases such provisions were the
best obtainable from a rather critical, inexperienced, and bureaucratic adminis-
tration."

Cleveland Mill & Power Co., manufacturers and dyers, dealers in general
merchandise, Lawndale, N. C., January 30, 1935: "I am very fearful of the ulti-
mate consequences resulting from the G1overnment's endeavor to run and control
everybody's business. If I knew positively that this Government is going to
pursue indefinitely the activities, plans, and policies which it has been practicing
during the last year, I would prefer to liquidate my business and go to another
country where initiative and individual efforts are not only unmolested, but
actually encouraged."

Chase & Co., growers' supplies, Sanford, Fla., March 27, 1935:
"The whole scheme of price fixing is repulsive to my instincts."
Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber Co., Cape Girardeau, Mo., January 25, 1935:
"I am afraid the smaller business units are being maneuvered into the position

where they will be bound by groups and associations controlled by the larger
interests, and will be forced to operate under rules and regulations favorable to
those in control."

Edward Hines Lumber Co., Chicago, Ill., April 10, 1935:
"I am thoroughly in accord with your program and wish you every success."
Hawkeye Pearl Button Co., Muscatine, Iowa, January 31, 1935:
"I feel that the present price fixing applied in some industries together with

the restrictions placed on manufacturers, the interference by the Government in
the operation of plants, and the uncertainty of the future is retarding recovery
worse than anything else."

Huston-Starr Co., building-supply distributors, slate and roofing materials,
Pittsburgh, Pa., April 2, 1935:

"I think the whole thing should be kicked out with the exception of hours and,
wages, and this should be enforced."

International Shoe Co., St. Louis, Mo., January 24, 1935:
"Therefore, as I see it, our business organizations have offered to concede

certain fundamentals in exchange for the deluded hope that the few industries
which want price fixing, etc., will be permitted to have them."

National Retail Furniture Association, Chicago, Ill., April 1, 1935:"Your aggressive efforts to get price-fixing provisions removed from codes
merit and deserve the hearty commendation of our association officers."

Standard Valve Manufacturing Co., manufacturers of plumbing and heating
supplies, Boston, Mass., March 30, 1935:

'It is about time that business men realized the danger that is confronting
the country generally on account of price fixing and production control that Is
prevailing in the country today as a result of the codes formulated by the National
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Recovery Administration. As a suggestion, why not have committees formed
in every metropolitan city with the view of interesting business people in your
work."

The Wickes Boiler Co., Saginaw, Mich., January 31, 1935:
"Personally, I am most heartily in accord with any movement that would

abolish price fixing, bureaucratic control, etc. In fact, we have, on our own intia-
tive, carried a price-fixing feature of our code before the National Recovery Board
at Washington. General Johnson issued an administrative order in our behalf
whiclhwas later rescinded by the National Recovery Board after General Johnson
left office."

Peoria Cordage Co., Peoria, Ill., February 21, 1935:
"Merely for what it is worth, please'let me make one comment based upon a

considerable experience in recent months with groups of business men. I have
discovered that about one-half the business men of this country are in favor of
continuing price listing, which, of course, practically means price fixing, though
a much smaller part of business men favor production control.

"Those who favor this price listing to my notion are those who look at the
whole matter selfishly and are aware of the fact that through practically price
fixing they have been able to force upon the consumer the extra cost of all this
social program, and these people, therefore, are not seriously and earnestly
working to the welfare of the entire country."

J. C. Rochester & Co., building specialties, New York, N. Y., March 30, 1935:
"We have returned your postcard saying that we approve and we are just

dropping this line to reiterate that we think you are undertaking a job which has
been too long left undone.

"We have had considerable difficulty in the last couple of years convincing
ourselves that we were still in the good old U. S. A. We had been taught from
childhood that life has something to do with human nature, personality, individual
initiative, and other similar frailties. It has been, therefore, quite difficult to
turn both our business and our personnel into machines even under the alluring
pretense of it being a 'new deal'"

Reese & Reese, neckwear manufacturers, Omaha, Nebr., March 27, 1935:
"We are firmly convinced with Calvin Coolidge that no government is big

enough to regulate prices, or production or in any way change the natural laws of
sup ply and demand."

The Robbins Knitting Co., manufacturers of fine hosiery, High Point, N. C.,
March 6, 1935:

"I should like to see the entire Industrial Recovery Act repealed. It has been
a menace and every code should be wiped out. They have been nothing but
hell, chaos, and confusion to every industry that we know anything about.'

Thos. ONeill Machine Shop, Huntington, W. Va., January 21, 1935:
"Replying to yours of the 19th. Go to it and more power to you, National

Recovery Administration was the biggest piece of assaninity ever attempted
since it was tried the first time 2,000 years before Christ and failed."

(Letter from Mr. S. Clay Williams referring to previous testimony
before the committee:)

NATIONAL RscovzRy ADMINISTRATION,
Washinton, D. C., April 18, 1985.

Hon. PAT HARRISON,
Uri*'oq ,atqeR Senate, Washington, D. C.

MT DEAR SENATOR HARRISON: In accordance with the suggestion that I would
file as part of the record of my testimony certain things referred to therein, I now
file and ask that there be incorporated in the record as part of my testimony the
following:

I

The paragraphs from Mr. Donald Richberg's article in the October 1934 For-
tune Magazine to which I referred and subscribed are quoted from page 178 as
follows:

"Who can be Intrusted with the power to fix a fairprice that will insure justice
to labor, investor, and consumer? The answer is: No one, neither a private as-
sociation nor a board of public officials. There is no fair price that does not
depend upon the fairness of material and production and distribution costs and a
fair return upon investment. But the fairness of each cost depends upon what
is a fair remuneration for services employed and property used. What test of
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fairness can we apply except the competition between willing sellers and buyers
in a free market?

"In this problem we find the justification and necessity for many of the so-
called "wastes of competition", and the political economic wisdom of preserving
competition. Under the socialistic theory of production for use instead of for
profit someone must decide what shall be produced and what are the relative
values of services and properties employed, so that prices may be fixed as the basis
for an exchange of products. The total elimination of profit in a socialistic
program would not eliminate the necessity of fixing costs and using money as a
measure of the relative values of things and services exchanged.

"Yet in the face of this fundamental problem of a socialistic economy which
they abhor, business men continually seek to experiment with production con-
trols and price-fixing devices; and thus somewhat unconsciously to develop
through trade associations a sort of lopsided guild socialism which they misname
'price stabilization.'

"They rush in where wiser opponents of State socialism fear to tread. How
can individual freedom and the benefits of a competitive economy be retained if
any organization (political or private) is authorized to dictate how much shall be
produced and at what prices it shall be sold? The 'golden rulers' of industrial
associations, invested with such political power, may easily become the 'tyranni-
cal bureaucrats' of tomorrow. Business men should be able to look ahead at least
that far.

"(NATIONAL aEcovuRa ADMINISTRATION OPPOSITION TO PRICE FIXING

"It has never been the policy of the National Recovery Administration to
encourage or approve such a program. From the beginning it was recognized
by the administrator, his economic and legal advisers, and all the influential
members of the recovery administration, that price fixing by public or private
agencies had no place in a normal, competitive economy. It was, however, plain
that in emergencies it might be necessary to stop destructive price cutting, and
that even in ordinary times the device of selling below cost was an unfair com-
petitive device with which large enterprises or monopolistic combinations could
destroy small competitors, or compel a trade or industry to maintain the prices
set by a dominant group." II

The statement referred to by Senator King in one of his questions to me
regarding a speech made in New York on December 13, 1934, before the American
Arbitration Association, the Chamber of Commerce of the State of New York,
and the Merchants Association of New York is included in the following quotation
from that speech:

"In the net the business man of these United States 1i called upon, in the
general interest and in his own, to help bring it about that the wage of the working
man shall not be submitted to competition that will drive that wage below fixed
minimums, and meanwhile, whether as compensation or as an independently
constructive plan he is permitted to sit down with his fellows and between them
solve at least some of the problems that hinder him.

"In another way of saying the same thing--one item of the cost of making
goods or of doing business has been removed from, or at least limited in, the
list of things over which competitors compete with : ach other. But it is not
necessary to the success of American business that competitors shall 'compete on
all items of cost or expense. For instance, it has been a long time since it was
possible for any business man to get a competitive advantage in freight rates over
his competitor in the same location. And just there let us note the perfection of
the automatic compensation to the business man for doing what he is asked to
do under National Recovery Administration. All of us know many, many busi-
ness men who have long been anxious to see a greater liberality of wage practice
than has been possible at times in the past. But as long as there was a com-
petitor who was willing to use an inordinately low wage as a means of working
to a price that more liberal competition could not meet there was no chance for
the pyer of the liberal wage to protect himself against his less liberal competitor.

"Ibelieve that if there were nothing else than that in National Recovery Ad-
ministration, its capacity to serve that situation would justify both its creation
and the expenditure of much more energy upon it even than has been spent.

"So much will suffice for a review of what National Recovery Administration
was intended to be and is. Let us turn to some of our experiences under it. In
the time at our disposal I shall discuss only those experiences related to compliance
and to attempts at price maintenance.
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"Of course the securing of compliance with code provisions, particularly as
to wages and hours, has always been the biggest task of National Recovery
Administration and the one in the full and final solution of which there is the
greatest tmportanoe. The workers feel, as do all other well-wishers of the codes,

at'provisions as to wages and hours are of no avail, may even be a hindrance,
eaept as they are complied with.

"On the other side of the case some code members in those industries in whose
codes there are provisions of one kind and another for the purpose of stabilizing
or putting a floor under price have felt that all was vain and would in the end
fail oT all value except as these price-maintaining provisions should be sustained
and made fully effective.

"Of course all of these provisions tending to raise the price to the consumer
naturally met with much resistance and criticism at the hands of consumer
representatives and of the public generally. They present great difficulty of
enforcement too. They are not self-policing to anything like the extent that wage
and hour provisions are. Moreover, in many cases it is almost impossible to get
a starting point or basis on which to test for compliance or noncompliance.

"IActual cost Is such a difficult determinable hing that it can hardly be estab-
lished accurately for all of the varying conditions that prevail. And if it could be
established accurately the extensiveness of the operation involved would make it
al but impracticable.

"In the face of the developed difficulties of enforcing these provisions, it is very
encouraging indeed to find that many of those industries and trades which at firstregarded such provisions as esential, have come to regard them as of much less
importance and even as of very doubtful value in most cases.

'A part of the explanation of this change of attitude lies In the fact that it has
come to be realized that whex one's competitor can no longer take a margin of
difference in the cost of his goods out of Inorinately low wages for his employees
6*' iuporper trade practices with his suppliers, his chance of selling goods belowthe proofrprIees of hi competitors Is largely destroyed.

"I an tot unaware of the Importance in which some groups still hold the provi-
sions of their codes that were designed, inserted, and insisted upon as necessary to
their chance of prosperity. , And yet, out of the observations I have just made, I
raise before you the question of whether the problem of compliance with wage
provisions and the problem of price maintenance provisions are in fact two sepa-
rate problems requiring two separate answers or whether on the other hand the
twq prpblemu arc not so closely interrelated that the answer to the first automati-
cally solves the second for most industries and businesses to as great an extent as
it can ever be solved in any other way or combination of ways. Let us look at
that again: I am asking'you if it may not be true that when full compliance with
wage and hour provisions of codes is established it may not then appear that provi-
sions by way of putting floors under prices may not in most industries and busi-
nesses be found to be of no importace whatever?

"If that is true, a I believe it Is, we are exceedingly fortunate particularly since
in so many instances the enforcement of price-floor provisions with fairness tb all
concerned has been demonstrated to be all but impossible. Maybe the simpler
provision with its self-policing quality can, while serving its own immediate pur-
poses, also serve to the greatest practicable extent those othet purposes we have
sought to serve through highly complicated machinery incapable of exact and
thoroughly effective operation and impossible of the fullest acceptance at the hands
of the public. Provisions for roper wages and hours can have the full support of
public opinion; it is doubtful whether direct provisions for the maintenance of price
floors can in business generally, have that support in this country.

"And there is another enormous advantage, both to business and to Govern-
ment, in solving the problem of prices through wage and hour compliance instead
of through specific provisions to that end. Of course where Government lends
its approval and support to provisions, for example, against sales below cost an
inquiry into costs is essential to a determination of whether or not there has been
compliance. That involves a volume of work entirely out of proportion to that in
the simple task of checking pay rolls for wage compliance and, more than that, as
any business man or accountant knows, often leads to Interminable and even
indeterminate arguments as to what cost really is.

"And so I am suggesting this conclusion to that argument: If your code con-
tains no provision by way of establishing a price-floor for the product you make or
sell, it is important to you as a complier with the wage and hour provisions of
your code to lend your every effort to the cause of requiring every one of your
competitors also to comply. Therein lies your only protection against competi-
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tive prices you may not be able to survive. And if, on the other hand, your code
happens to be one in wh'eh there are provisions by way of fixing a price-floor,
the chances are that you will still go further in protecting yourself against prices
below the floor by lending your aid in wage and hour compliance than you will
by disregarding that and simply trying to support the artificial floor. And if any
new National Recovery Administration that may be set up should fail to provide
for price floors you would meanwhile have solved your problem and taken your-
self out of a position of dependence upon a provision which may not be carried
forward beyond the period of the present aet * * *."* * * I am not expecting to find any very vigorous provisions for price
maintenance in any re-enactment of the National Industrial Recovery Act* * *. But there are some other provisions which I am convinced will be
found in any re-enactment. The banning of child labor under the codes has met
with such wide approval and commendation that it is inconceivable that its pro-
hibition will not be continued. Provisions against wages below certain mini-
mums and hours above certain maximums are generally regarded as having made
such a valuable contributon to both relief and recovery and the principle of
preventing the worker from being subjected to competition below minimum rates
that for fixed hours represent a living wage is such an acceptable measure of reform
in American life, that I feel sure these provisions too will be carried forward. So,
too, will the provision guaranteeing collective bargaining to the workers wherever
they want or need to use it. It is my thought too that there will be some provision
for the prevention of trade practices that are unfair and for some measure of
cooperation-innocent of price-fixing result-between the members of an indus-
try."

. CLAv WILiAXs.
April 18, 1935.
(The foil0o "n statements, briefs, letters, and telegrams received

frdzh individuals m lieu of a personal appearance before the committee
were ordered printed in the record:)

LETTER AND STATEMENT FROM THE NATIONAL CODY AuTiaori AivmRTISiNG
TYPOGRAPHY INDUSTRY, Nsw Yoax, N. Y.

NATIONAL CODE AuT'Raorry ADVsRTziwo TYPOoAPHY INDUSTRY,
461 Eighth Avenue, New York, April 160, 1985.Mr. FELTON M. JOHNSTON,

Clerk Senate Finance tommittse, Senate Office Building,
Woehington, D. C.

Duan Mn. JOHNsTON: Your telegram of April 15, in which you inform us that
due to lack of time it is not posible to hear this code authority and that we may
submit our case in writng, has been received.

I enclose you a copy of a statement regarding this code authority and its
operation.

We think it is important that the attention of the honorable Finance Com-
mittee be called to the fact that this is one of the very small codes for a specialized
branch of the printing industry; that it is composed almost entirely of small
enterprises; that not a single one ha. gone out of business or been oppressed by
the code. On the contrary, we believe that small enterprises, under the code,
receive more protection than in precede days when large firms could out prices,
offer advantages, and crush the small enterprises at any time.

This industry desires the extension of the National Recovery Administration
as it is necessary for its future existence under preseat economic conditions.

Very truly yours, ALBERT AnRANAMS, Exectivle Secretor..

STATEMENT Or THE NATIONAL CODE AUTHORITY FOR THU ADVERTISING TYPOGRAPHY
INDUSTRY

The advertising typography industry, a highly specialized branch of the print-
Ing industry, has been operating under a C6de of Fair Competition since Feb-
ruary17 1934, which was the date of the signing of the Code of Fair Competition
for the graphic Arts Industries, under which its jurisdiction is defined as follows:

"No. D-3. Adverti*ing typography.-This industry shall Include all establish-
ments engaged In the production and sale to others of typesetting of advertise-
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ments which are intended to appear in newspapers, magazines, periodicals, and
other publications; and all establishments engaged in the production of the
typesetting of such advertisements, excepting those establishments included in
other industries subject to this code; and all establishments which purchase such
typesetting of such advertisements for purposes of resale."

This industry, prior to -the enactment of the National Industrial Recovery Act
and the innovation of the codes of fair competition, endeavored to sustain and
organize itself through its trade association, namely, the Advertising Typographers
of 4merica. This organization was established on a national basis in 1926,
thodgh local associations had functioned prior to this date.

Through this voluntary organization, efforts were constantly made to encourage
uniform trade practices and establish a basis of fair competition and first-class
business standards. This could be accomplished to a limited degree only, as
the industry found itself constantly harassed by a minority who chose to be a
law unto themselves, and this- minority always stood as a threat to the existence
of the major portion of the industry.

Through the trade association a standard of ethical practices was set up; cost-
finding systems were developed and Installed and everything possible done to
put the business on a common-sense basis that would be fair to labor, to the
industry, and to the customer.

With the advent of the depression and the absence of all power to enforce fair
trade practices, the business found itself in a deplorable and helpless state. The
business volume had dropped down below 50 percent of normal and most houses
were headed for certain bankruptcy.

This honorable committee would be interested to know that this industry is
comparatively a very small one; and further, that it is composed almost entirely
of small business enterprises; and in view of the many statements that have been
made and the many tears shed pyer the fate of small businesses under codpq, we
are sure halt 'the statistics oftflis industry, since its operation under 'thbe code,

.ptlove that the codes in no, way'injire .ialenterprises, but on the contrary, the
code has furnished a medium whereby' )salU enterprises can be adequatelyjwro-
tected and monopolistic tendencies curbed.

Tbiere are about 110 establishments in the United States located in the large
centers, and at this time we know 'f not a single once which has gone btit of
business since the code of fair competition operated in this industry, and we are
able to show that several new small concerned have established themselves since
the signing of the code.. The average number of employees In these plants
average from 3 to 150.

Since the operation of the code, our establishments show conoiderable increases
in pay rolls and volume of'business' Typical of the improvement is a letter
from the firm of Bohme & Blinkman, Cleveland, Ohio, which was sent to all the
members 6f this honorable committee. They claim that their business showed

'an increase of 40 percent, and that 1934 showed a slight profit in contrast with
a severe loss for 1933. We believe from Information that this condition is
'general in our industry and we believe that it is not all due tb chance and accident
but that the National Recovery Administration played a major role in accom-
plishing this improvement.

Our establishments are now operating on a basis of safety, security,. and
optimism in contrast with the hopelessness of the precede period. The discon-

"tinuance of the National Recovery Administration would mean unnatural
retrogression. It would be economically unsound to turn back the orderly
progress of Industry under the codes.

It is claimed by those who are against the National Recovery Administration
that it is purely a price-fixing proposition. So far as this industry is concerned
there is not a scintilla of truth in this charge. We know of no increases in this
industry that have taken place under the code.

This industry composed of small businesses, has been able to resurrect itself
through the code of fair competition and the overwhelming majority of the
establishments in this industry desire the continuance of the code. The average
minimum wage scale paid to mechanics in this industry is over $1 per hour.

This industry was able to subscribe to all the requirements of the National
.Recovery Admiiistratiom; it was able to show that its code authority Was repre-

e tentative of the industry; It was able to secure approval of its budget through the
,submission of statistical faets; ittlrew its books and records open to governmental
- agents, and it is now ready to submit any facts or statistics on any of its activities

f required to do so. - I
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This industry of small business men, who perform a highly specialized service in
the advertising field, requires a code of fair competition to retain its identity. It
has now established itself on a code foundation; to tear it away by any violent
legislative changes would destroy the present business structure which this
industry needs to assure itself of survival. We operate under the fair trade
practices and general provisions of the Code of Fair competition for the Graphic
Arts Industries. We also operate under a uniform sales contract form, which
constitutes the trade customs and business regulations of this industry, and
their continuance is essential to the orderly progress and future life to this
industry.

Surely as there are fundamental laws for the governing of society, there must
be similar laws for the government and operation of business in the future; if
not, chaos is inevitable.

In view of the above the National Code Authority for the Advertising Typog-
raphy Industry respectfully requests that the National Industrial Recovery Act
be reenacted into law so that the orderly reconstruction of industries and of our
country may continue.Respectfully submitted. ALBERT ABRAHAMS, Executive Secretary.

LETTER AND EXHIBITS SUBMITTED uY THE AMERICAN MILLERS ASSOCIATION,
DAWSON SPRINGS, Ky.

AMERICAN MILLERS ASSOCIATION,
Dawson Springs, Ky., Apri4 10, 1936..

Mr. FELTON JOHNSTON,
Clerk Finance Committee, United States Senate,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR MR. JOHNSON: Please accept my thanks for the invitation extended by

the Finance Committee through you to appear before your committee to set
forth the position of small millers regarding the extension of the National Indus-
trial Recovery Act. We regret very much our inability to accept due to lack of
funds.

Like other small enterprises we are greatly handicapped financially ad other-
wise in presenting our case and trust that your committee will recognize this fact
and accept this statement certified under oath for the records of the committee,
for which we requested permission in our former communication. -

The organization that I represent spent over $12,000 in a futile attempt to
secure justice under codes, and since the code was adopted our members have
been assessed for the expenses of operations but more important still have been
subjected to heavy increased expenses under code rules and most of our members
are in a position where every expense except those absolutely unavoidable mtst
be eliminated. Indeed, myself and my associates who are spending a large part
of our time for the association are serving without compensation. The gratitude
and appreciation of small millers as well as our sincere conviction of the injustice
that is being done them inspire us to carry on this fight for fair play. However,
in our opinion the consequence of continued injustice to small enterprises generally
will produce consequences far beyond the injustice of the owners of small mills.
It will mean a decrease of private purchasing power, an increase in unemploy-
ment, a large increase in relief rolls, and demand for jobs on public works projects
which must be paid for out of private incomes eventually, and through loss of
revenue to the Government through the elimination of small enterprises, and
through the increased burden on the Government in caring for the people it will
throw out of work and their dependents, the credit of the Government already
strained will be more seriously jeopardized. (See exhibit A.)

In the light of our experience we believe the act should not be extended because
the complication in the enforcement of the act are so great that it is doubtful If
injustices can be eliminated through amendment. However, if it is to be extended
we respectfully urge that the clause reading: "Nothing in this act shall be
applied in such a manner %s to promote monopoly or oppress or eliminate small
enterprises" shall be amplified and clarified to such an extent that the clause can-
not continue to be ruthlessly perverted. Our specific recommendations are
covered in a letter to Senator Nye (exhibit A) a copy of which is enclosed. In our
opinion this is merely a request for a fulfillment of the promises made by the
President of the United States as set forth in his campaign speeches and his book
Looking Forward, from which we quote as follows:
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"A recent careful survey of industry in the United States develops the fact
that two-thirds of American industry is controlled by six hundred-odd corpora-
tions, while the other third is owned by 10,000,000 men. I concede the right to
every man to make the most of himself but I do not propose that in the name of
that sacred work 'individualism', a few powerful corporations shall be per-
mitted to make industrial cannon fodder out of the lives of half the population
of the United States. The independent business man is fighting a losing race.
Area after area has been pre empted by powerful corporations and the small man
is eitlter being squeezed out or absorbed. I propose an orderly and practical set
of remedies which shall protect not the few but the great mass of men and women
who, I am not ashamed to repeat, have been forgotten by those in power. Equal
rights to all and special privileges to none is the eornersione of my policies '

The clause quoted above from the National Industrial Recovery Act was
apparently' included in partial fulfillment of the President's promise. Yet
despite the clarity and unmistable intent of the clause Mr. Clay Williams, retiring
head of National Recovery Administration (incidentally President of the R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. which is probably one of the six hundred-odd corporations
controlling two-thirds of American industry) is reported by the press to have
admitted in testifying before your committee that probably 10 percent of industry
would be eliminated if the Recovery Act should be extended and on further
examination testified that most of the 10 percent were those of small operations
In other words instead of "an orderly and practical set of remedies which shall
protect not the few but the great mass of men and women" we find from the
testimony of the head of the National Recovery Administration that it will do
exactl- the reverse. We submit that it is also the sense of Mr. Williams' state-
merit that the clause purp6rting to prevent the elimination of small enterprises
will be ignored in the f iture as it has been in the past by the National Recovery
Administration. We further submit that the policy of appo"iting men like Mr.
Williams from the large corporations to protect small enterprises from those very
corporations such as the one he heads would, be ridioslous if itwre not so serious.

As to tbo injustices small millers under the code, we submit that this case
could best be set forth only after a thorough investigation of corporations both
large and small and the compilation of great amounts of statistical data which
obviously small millers have neither resources nor the accessability to records to
secure. However, the proof of the pudding is the eating thereof. Mr. Riehberg
says the National Recovery Administration should be continued although he
admits he has had no business experience. The millers themselves should be the
best judge of whether or not the good in codes has outweighed the bad or vice
versa. We submit as exhibit B the report on a referendum in which ballots were
mailed to every member of the industry asking whether or not they favored or
opposed the termination of the code. You will note from this vote that an
overwhelming majority of those voting favored the termination of the code as a
whole and also favored the termination of the trade practice provisions even if
the labor proiaious were to be cmtinued. We, also ivite your attention in this
report to the reasons set forth and the expressions of opinion of the industry
regarding the code.

We respectfully urge that these results be given your sympathetic consideration
not only from a standpoint of justice to small enterprises but from a standpoint
of the welfare of the Nation and that the National Industrial Recovery Act
either not be extended or else amended as proposed in exhibit A.Very truly yours, T. W. VINsox, Secretary.

ExHIBIT A
APRuI 10, 1035.

Hon. GXRALD P. Nys,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

Subject: Amendments to National Industrial Recovery Act.
DEAR SENATOR NYs: We note that Senate Harrison has introduced a National

Recovery Administration extension bill which we understand is supported by the
administration. We have only seen meager press accounts, but it is reported
that the same does not meet with Senator Borah's support although we did not
notice any comment from you regarding it.

While it is devoutly to be hoped that the act will not be extended, but since it
may be, we submit for your consideration some amendments to this act which
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are really clarifications and amplifications of the declared purposes of the act-to
increase prices, and at the same time protect consumers. I do not see what
reasonable objection can be offered against them. These amendments follow:

'In order to effectuate the aims of this act, namely, to increase employment; to
protect consumers; to protect small enterprises against oppression and elimina-
tion; and to insure true self-government of industry insofar as it may be con-
sistent with public iliterest; there is hereby created a National Recovery Appeal
Board of the Federal Trade Commission.

"This board shall consist of five members to be nominated by the President
and confirmed by the Senate. The members of this board shafl serve, barring
death, removal, or resignation, for the period of the extension of this act in which
case vacancies shall be filled by the same procedure as set forth above. The
salaries of this board shall be dollars per annum; and to carry out the
duties of the members of the board and to pay said salaries the sum of
dollars is hereby appropriated.

"The powers and duties of the Board shall be as follows:
"1. It shall review the method of election of the members of the code author-

ities for the several industries as approved by the National Recovery Adminis-
tration and in the event that in its judgment such a method of election tend to
promote monopoly and/or discriminate against the smaler enterprises the Board
shall have the power to order a revision of such methods or to establish methods
and procedure in order that an equitable voice In the selection of the code author-
ity may be accorded to small and large enterprises and to minority groups.

"2. It shall have the power to review the results of elections of members of the
code authority and in case of fraud or unfairness shall have the power to declare
said election void and to order a new election which in the discretion of the Bbard
may be conducted under its immediate supervision and according to rules and
regulations established by the Board.

"3. On petition of 5 percent of the units of any industry it shall be the duty
of the Board to conduct a referendum of that industry on any or all of the follow-
in uestions:

. To determine whether or not a trade-practice rule is approved by a ma-
jority or the units of industry and if as a result of said referendum any trade
practice rule is disapproved by more than half the independent units of an in-
dustry voting in the referendum the Board shall declare such trade practice
provision null and void.

"B. To determine whether or not any paid employees of the code authority
of the Government representative on the code authority are rendering fair and
impartial service to the industry. If a two-thirds majority of the independent
units of industry voting shall oppose such representative the Board shall have
the power to cause the removal of such employee of the code authority or Govern-
ment representative of the code authority. In submitting said referendum to an
industry the charges of the petitioners and a reply b e accused shall be set
forth by the Board in a statement accompanying the ballots.

"C. To take a referendum on the adoption of any new trade practice provi-
sion. If 60 percent of the units of an industry voting regardless of capacity or
production or over 50 percent of the units of an industry which constitute at
least 50 percent of the productive capacity shall approve such a rule then said
rule shall become effective provided in the opinion of the Federal Trade Com-
mission said rule is not contrary to public interest.

"4. Whenever the Consumers Advisory Board of National Recovery Adminis-
tration and/or Agricultural Adjustment Administration shall so request the
Board shall investigate any trade rule under National Recovery Administration
to determine whether or not said rule is contrary to the public interest and in the
event that the Board upholds the charges of the Consumers Advisory Board it is
empowered to declare such a rule null and void.

"5. On petition of a minority group of an industry setting forth complaints to
show the said group is oppressed, it is the duty of the Board to investigate such
complaints and to require such adjustment as may be necessary to eliminate
said complaints.

"6. It shall be the further duty of the Board in cooperation with the Depart-
ment of Labor and Department of Commerce to determine the cost of production
of typical units of all coded industries and also to determine the cost of living in
typical localities and based on this information to require labor provisions to be
set up in such a manner that employees will have fair treatment, but to prevent
competitive dislocations between different units of an industry with reference to
cost of production.
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"The decisions of this Board shall be final except for review by the courts.
In the event of appeal from the Board's decisions by the courts it shall be the duty
of the Department of Justice to defend the decisions of the Board or the Board
in its discretion may employ counsel."

We believe the reasons for these amendments are to a large extent obvious,
based on 2 years' experience with the National Recove y Administration. How-
ever, will comment on same briefly:

Mr. Richberg is reported to have said that the majority of small enterprises
favor the National Recovery Administration. This might be assumed to mean
that they favor the rules and regulations and the persons who are enforcing the
codes. Therefore he should have no valid objection to referenda on either per-
sonnel or trade-practice provisions and if both should be endorsed in referenda it
should very effectively silence those whom he describes as "recalcitrant minori-
ties." Furthermore, if minorities have no just complaint he should welcome
attention of the fact by a board appointed by the President with the consent of
the Senate. Mr. Richberg has further stated that complaints against the National
Recovery Administration have come from the chislers and sweatshops.

Mr. Richberg is apparently well pleased with the trade-practice rules, but
admits that he has had no business experience. We submit however that the
majority of the units of industries would be more capable of judging whether or
not a trade-practice provision is for the best interest of an industry which it is
designed to protect than by Mr. Richberg himself with the counsel only of large
corporations who may have divergent interests from small enterprises and those
like himself who have also had no business experience. You will note we do not
propose that a simple majority of the units have the power to prescribe a rule.
We do submit that they are entitled to veto power overa rule presumably designed
for their protection.

As to the "operators of sweatshops" who have claimed relief we believe those
thus designated bv him want only the opportunity to continue to make a living.
We hold no brief for the genuine chiseler and willful sweatshop operator. It is
very easy to answer any request for wage adjustment by appealing to prejudice
and sentiment which is Mr. Richberg's characteristic method of dodging funda-
mental issues.

In the amendment on the subject of labor provision proposed you will note
that there is no request for sweatshop hours or starvation wages but merely
power for the board to act on a basis of fair treatment and on a basis of finding
of facts. Those of the low cost production units should have hours short enough
to permit adjustment of higher cost units by extension of hours of labor per week
on the same weekly wage scale without undue burden on labor. The workman
is interested primarily in his weekly pay envelop, and not the hours employed.
If the minimum pay were established on a weekly basis equitable adjustments
might be made with fairness to all.

We beg to call your attention to the testimony of Hon. Clay Williams before
the finance committee in regard to this proposal. Mr. Williams states that if
the National Recovery Administration were continued probably 10 percent of
industry which was "inefficient" would be eliminated.

In President Roosevelt's book, "Looking Forward" he quoted figures from a
survey of American industry which showed that two-thirds of industry was con-
trolled by "600-and-odd" corporations, and the other third by 10,000,000 citizens.
Mr. Williams said that the 'inefficient" 10 percent that would be eliminated
were mostly small industries. It is therefore seen from his statement and data
quoted by Mr. Roosevelt, that probably this 10 percent of American industry is
really one-third of the smaller industries which are owned by one-third of
10,000,000, or three and a third million persons. Assuming that these owners
have an average of three dependents each, and that they employ an average of
four persons with two dependents each, it is not unreasonable to estimate that
there would be in round numbers 88,000,000 owners, employees, and dependents
in this 10 percent of industry.

Data in the possession of the code authority of the flour milling industry will
show that large units of industry employ only half so many men per barrel of
flour produced as the groups of small mills. If this situation applies in other
industries (and it Is obvious that large industries employ more labor-saving ma-
chinery and the 'difference between milling and other industries is only oqe of
degree) it is possible if not probable that not more than half this number will
be absorbed by the large industries, which would mean that 19,000,000 additional
people would become wards of the Government.

Thus the injustice to the owners of the small units is entirely of secondary con-
sideration. With the resources of the Government already strained to the utmost
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to care for the present unemployment the augmentation of relief rolls by this.
huge number wo lid inevitably result in a complete break-down of the public
relief program. It cannot be too strongly em' ised that these owners and
employees are now assets to the Government but if this cruel, ruthless policy
should be continued and enforced it would mean that the large corporations not
on y lose the aid of these small enterprises in sharing tax burdens, but also they

lose the tremendous purchasing power derived by their own efforts in crea-
tion of wealth, instead of, as will happen inevitably, their future purchasing
power will be limited to Government funds which will be derived from the revenues
of taxing large corporations.

We sincerely trust that you may agree with our views on this and that you
may find these proposals acceptable to you and that you will use your influence
for their adoption.

With respect and esteem.
Sincerely yours,

T. W. VINSo N, Secretary.

ExHIBIT B. BULLETIN AMERICAN MILLERS ASSOCIATION

JANUARY 1935.
THE CODE REFERENDUM

Do the millers of the country favor the code? Are the hours and wage provisions
satisfactory or a burden on the industry? Has the price situation improved under
the code? ' Has the code helped or hurt the small mill? Has the code and its
enforcement been fair and just to both the large and small mill? The code
budget for the first year was $244,722. Is the exaction of that amount from the
industry justified?

The above are questions which many millers are asking and which all of the
industry would wish to know. This information is vitally important at the
moment, because the present Congress may have something to say about the
National Recovery Administration and the codes. We believe the administra-
tion, the Congress, the officials of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration and
National Recovery Administration would welcome the facts with regard to these
matters.

The Independent American Millers Association has undertaken the task of
getting this information. It has no desire to destroy or hinder the code if it is
best for the industry and the greater numbers of those affected. It does not wish
to interfere with the enforcement of the code or add to the burdens of its enforce-
ment officers. It simply wants the facts and it wants to know whether or not the
milling industry approves and favors the code. If it is helpful to the small and
independent miller, all well and good, because he is the wheat farmer's best
friend. The success of the small mill is an economic necessity.

On the other hand, if the code was the will and wish of the large milling chain
organizations, and its enforcement controlled by them ith the power to destroy
the small units of the industry, the time has come for someone to call a halt, and
to make a determined effort for its repeal. The consuming public of this country
is in no mood to condone a monopoly, even though such monopoly is made by the
enforcement of a code.

The results of this referendum with brief comment by numerous millers will
give a very clear insight of what the industry thinks of the code.

On January 1 we mailed the following letter with a post-card ballot to 3,750
mills, the North Western Miller's list, including all large and small mills in the
United States. The letter and ballot follow:

DAwsoN SP'iNos, Ky., January 1, 1935.
DEAR MILLER FRIEND: The milling industry has now had a code in operation

for approximately 6 months. This should give the members of the industry
ample time to determine its net effect, whether for good or bad.

While the millers have had the opportunity to express themselves on certain
provisions of the code, they have not been permitted to express their views as to
whether or not it has been harmful or beneficial. Our officers believe that millers
are entitled to this privilege and that the administration would welcome an expres-
sion of opinion from the entire industry, and that the Independent American'
Millers Association is rendcring a distinct service -to the millers in'takihg this
ballot. We are asking for a yes or no vote on the questions of - Other or not'
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they approve of the code as a whole and also whether they approve the trade
practices to the exclusion of the provision relating to labor and wages.

The reason for asking these two types of questions is because it has been stated,
and probably with considerable foundation, that there will be some form of labor
and wage provision, whether or not there are trade practice provisions. It is,
therefore, well not only to have vote on the code as a whole, but also to vote on
the amsumption that the industry will be forced to accept hours and wages whether
it likes it or not, while the trade practice provision is for the industry to decide.

PleAse vote on the enclosed ballot Yes or No to both questions. If you care to
do so, we will be pleased to have your comments in a separate letter.

Please do not fail to vote.
Cordially yours, T. W. VINsoN, Secretary.

REFERENDUM ON MILLERS' CODE

1. Do you favor the Wheat Flour Milling Code now in effect? Yes ---- No ---
2. Regardless of wages and hours provisions, do you favor the other provisions of

the present Wheat Flour Milling Code? Yes No - ...
Please make a cross mark after Yes or No according to your preference in

answer to each question. ~Name) . . . . . . . . . . . .
M ill) -- -- - -- - -- -- - -- -

(Address) ----------------------

BALLOT RESULTS

Total ballots cast, 619

Votes cast question 1: Votes cast question 2:
Favor of code ------------- 69 Favor of code ------------- 84
Opposed to code ---------- 514 Opposed to code ---------- 499
Noncommittal on code ---- 36 Not voting --------------- 36

Total ----------------- 619 Total ----------------- 619

Total capacity of vote ----------------------------------- barrels-- 104,135
Capacity vote favoring code ------------------------------- do-. -. 35,780
Capacity vote opposing code ------------------------------- do--. 8,375
Number of mills over 300 capacity voting -------------------------- 62
Number of mills below 300 capacity voting ------------------------- 517

The ballot by States, where 4 or more votes were east, follows:

Favor Oppose Favor Oppose

Colorado .....--------------- 0 5 New York .................. 1 1]
Delaware .................... 0 4 North Carolina .............. 4 16
Idaho ............------------ 0 13 North Dakota ................ 0 5
Illinois ....................... 4 22 Ohio ......................... 9 41
Indiana ...................... 6 38 Oklahoma .................... 1 11
Iowa ......................... 0 4 Oregon ....................... 0
Kansas ---------------------- 5 12 Pennsylvania -------- _------ 4 67
Kentucky .................... 2 49 Suth Dakota ............... 1 4
Maryland .................... 0 26 Tennesse .................... 1 28
Michigan .................. 2 31 Texas .................... . 0 9
Minnesota .................. - 8 Utah ..................... . 4 9
Missouri ..................... 3 Virtnia ...................... 8 57
Nebraska.................... 9 Washngton .................. 1
New Mexico ----------------- 0 6 Wlsaonsiz ................... 2 7

We are quoting briefly from a few letters which came from millers. The name
of the State is given, but the miller's name is withheld.

.Virginia.-I do not like the code and had nothing to do with making it. They
require more than I can do and I am trying to sell my mill.

Oregon.-The milling industry Is still controlled by the big mill combine and
the same unfair practices by those mills are permitted. In our opinion the oode
is made by and for big business. The small mill does not have a chance. The
directors in the West are all from the big mills.
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North Carolina.-I am running a little 45-barrel mill and have done my best
to conform with regulations, but the code gives the mills who are chiseling the
United States out of tax a big advantage over the law-abiding mill. They are
allowed to do as they please with no investigation. If the Revenue Department
would send a man to investigate, it would be a big relief to the rest of us.

Maryland.-It is utterly impossible for small mills to comply with this co-called
"Millers Code." There will be, in our opinion, a lot of small millers on the relief
gang if they are forced to pay such unreasonable wages for such limited hours.

e have labored hard to keep going. They come along and compel us to pay
not less than 40 cents per hour for not more than 42 hours per week for unskilled
workmen who are perfectly content to work for less to keep off relief. If we
were hoarding and making tremendous profits, it might be well founded. When
folks are forced to do the impossible, trouble is always sure to arise.

Pennsylvania.-We have sent our referendum card in and we voted no on both
questions. We feel very strongly that this entire code proposition is un-American
and very prejudicial to the interests of the smaller miller. As we view the matter
it is easy to set wages and assess and collect dues, but we have no assurance what-
soever that competition will be fair and that the prospect of increasing our profit
to take care of the increased cost will be forthcoming. As a matter of fact, we
doubt seriously if the "chiseler" as he is commonly called, can be thwarted by
this or any other method. We can say truthfully that in our 30 years experience
we have never had as hard competition to meet as at the present time. Business
is simply a game, and we doubt seriously the advisability of the Goverunent
getting into it to act as an umpire, and especially one feature of it, and letting
the other to the devices of some unprincipled member.

Oregon.-We are handing you card checked as you request. However, just
to answer as we have on this card doesn't mean that we don't see any good in
the codes. The writer believes there is good in setting a minimum wage scale
in the lower brackets in flour-mill work per hour. This would not hurt anyone
and would be a protection in the lower wage brackets for those who no doubt
need this protection and also that they receive overtime pay. The writer doesn't
believe there should be any restriction in any way in competition for business.
If you don't look out, the very large milling firms will have it all bottled up so no
one but them can operate.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The Independent American Millers Association gave every miller in the United
States its first opportunity to vote on the Wheat Flour Milling Code. A com-
plete analysis and discussion of the results might cover a good sized volume, but
its chief points may be summed up as follows:

About 650 replies were received; some advised they were out of business, others
that they did not care to vote. However, 619 millers voted, one way Df the other
and the vote was approximately 7 to 1 opposing the code now in effe-t, while 6
to 1 opposed the trade practice provision alone. The proportion oi mLii
voting from the standpoint of numbers was about the same percentage as voted
in the recent poll on consumers premiums and other specific phases of the code.
The vote on capacity was smaller, showing that the proportion of the voters in
this poll came from the smaller mills. However, the total vote cast represented
more than 100,000 barrels a day, or a sufficient amount of capacity to supply
one-third the domestic requirements of the United States. It is also Interesting
to note that the percentage of the number of replies equaled the percentage of
replies in the Literary Digest straw votes on presidential candidates and pro-
hibition which were later proved to be a remarkably accurate forecast of elec-
tions. it is also interesting to note that the vote was very representative geo-
praphically; votes being received from every State where milling was of any
importance, and the number )f votes received from the different States were
roughly in proportion to the total number of mills. The votes from every State
showeda majority opposed to the code; while the opposition was more pronounced
In some States than others, the unanimity of opposition could not be confined to
any section. For instance, Kansas and Nebraska were about 8 to 1 opposed to
the code, while Oklahoma and Texas were 9 to 1. Maryland and Pennsylvania
cast 83 votes against to 4 for the code, or 20 to 1 while Virginia voted 67 to 8
and North Carolina 15 to 4 'nat it, while Norti Carolina's daughter State of
Tennessee voted 28 to I against the code. Out of 31 votes east In the Rocky
Mountains and Pacific coast sections only I favored the code. While none of
the chain corporations voted the unassailable conclusion can be reached that the

119782-33--T 6--6
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smaller nd1ler of the United States are overwhelmingly opposed to the code now
in operation, both with respect to the code as a whole and the trade-praotice pro-
visions in particular. This tramsendoua opposition is all the more surprising
because of he public hearing just & year ago where every sise and section were
adequately represented only one group of seven or eight southwestern mills
opposed the code on qeneral principles. Therefore, it is fair to say that this
opposition to the code is a result of experience and not of prior prejudice. It is
true that many millers were opposed to codes on Principle but were willing to
bow to the dictates of a majority in the hope that their fears as to its practical
operation milht prove ill founded.

While we did not ask millers toexlain their votes, many members of the indus-
try voluntarily did so. T I than analysis, of previous corre-
spondence an discus may warrant us in e ing an opinion as to the rea-
gans for this opo ni.

(a) e code pri has p ved c trary he American spit.
(b) nditlons i the differ t units dustry are so va and complex

that t is no fo tothe try as a w le.
(n) he objectives of the uril vy Act to rc cc uncmploy-

ment nd place industry on fi le b ha ut ry failed i both respects
acco ng to m author e sources. h been a re entation of
ind q W i I nsati be ts (R axy to eith employers r employees.
The ontt n o utry A, tr c''on and entation of
labo t ugh ntral rorga z rep t tothe ra and file of
labo nd indust . _ ,

(d) The Nati A tra executives and thos n immediate
ch of codes posod ly ing persons, bu artly of men
who little o imese and m so sa ted with th large corpora-
tion's *t of view that the nhalm a Chan gecroa

(a) The bqr of the code a oity are elected by an democratic method
Which allow large holdinto outvote ousand small millers.
This method o tion was pted after vigorous t by our association.
While a slight con 'on was made, it was only a ure.

(b) Four requests ads of the Gov t by a clear majority of the
milling industry which w .number of large mills. Wash-
ingn denied the wishes of the majority and bowed to the wishes of a powerful
minority with lre capacity. These were--

1. Code authority elections under American principle of representative Govern-
ment.

2. Prohibition of consumers' premiums.
3. Machine-hours restriction.
4. A stop-lose provision.
Two of these rules may have been contrary to public interest and the Constitu-

tion but, if so, why did the Government permit them in other codes?
(c) The annual cost of about one-fourth of a million dollars for the operation

.Of the code is opposed for two reasons:
1. The burden on the industry is not commpensurate With its benefits, if any.
2. On principle as an outrageous example of violation of the Constitution which

delegates exclusively to Congres the rights to levy taxes. To all practical pur-
poses the code authority determined the burden for defraying the expenses of a
police service for the industry 's gwp good (?) which the industry does not want.

It has been stated both p flcly pd privately $ daose of this outrageous
taxation without representation that awaU poIera don't know what is good for
them. The fact, however .nmnot b) denied that the survivors in the deplorable
mortality among fsoux Z nihenldleates, oat many of these small millers have
man" to survive terrific Qompet'tl ni for gnerations without help (?) from
wat nr and Chicago, ad would lir, a cace t do so again

(d) ehe oode permits appointees of a cc deuthQrity composed chiefly of large
ooinpetitorspf small exami, confi~lental records and to require the setting
up of elaborate'account ng systems at prohibitive cost.
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(e) Its labor provisions discriminate against small enterprises whi.oh are, per
unit, the largest employers of labor.

The vote, we believe, fairly reflects the basis of opposition to the code by small
millers. Our association earnestly requested a square deal and no preferred
treatment for small millers, but this was denied, despite approval of our claims
by the industry as shown in the poll conducted by Congressman Crowe. We
must, therefore, reluctantly conclude Lhat the best the small millers can hope to
get is the worst of it, and relief can only be had by its termination, or at least to
make compliance with codes voluntary.

LETTER AND STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY THE AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION, DETROIT, MICH.

AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION,
FORMERLY NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,

Detroit, .ifich., April 17, 1935.
Hon. PAT HARRISON,

Chairman Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, L). C.

My DEAR SENATOR: Knowing your desire to bring hearings on the National
Industrial Recovery Act to an early close, the board of directors of the Automo-
bile Manufacturers Associatiou have decided not to ask for time for a presentation
of their views before the committee, but, instead, respect ,lly request that their
brief on this important subject be considered by the committee and made a part
of its records.

Summarized, our position as follows:
1. We feel strongly that i , present provisions dealing with hours should be

retained without change. Further rigidity such as that proposed in the new bill
(S. 2445) would impose burdens that could not be met without substantial
increases in the cost of our product at the expense of the consumer. We are
already paying the highest hourly wage we have ever paid. Further reductions
would definitely limit earnings of the employee to less than an adequate annual
wage.

2. Section 7 (a) should be strengthened by a clause which would prevent
coercion from any source and safeguard a man's right to employment regardless
of his membership or nonmembership in any organization.

3. In general, the basis for any continuance of the act should be a modification
and simplification of the existing act rather thar, the injection of new conditions
which would destroy the very foundations of the recovery program in our
judgment.

Our position in detail is set forth in the brief. I am, sir,
ALFRED REEVES, Vice President.

STATEMENT OF THE AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

The Code of Fair Competition for the Automobile Manufacturing Industry
was one of the first to be approved by the President under the National Industrial
Recovery Act. Although this industry had no problems of unfair competition
which it desired to control through a code, and wages and working conditions
were generally among the best in any important industry, it expressed its desire
to cooperate in the President's recovery program by submitting a code. This
code was limited to labor provisions only and contained no price-fixing or trade-
practice provisions of any kind. By this action this industry gave evidence not
only of its desire to cooperate with the President's program but at a critical period
to register its support of the principle of adequate wages, reasonable hours, and
good working conditions for labor.

The members of this association now feel very strongly, however, that any
extension of the National Industrial Recovery Act should be in a simplified form,
whicl will not provide new bases of controversy or complicate the problem of
business recovery by further uncertainties and which will also maintain the present
arrangements to which this industn has adjusted its operation.

This industry believes that any extension of the law in modified form should
provide a guaranty of collective bargaining with assurance of complete freedom
of choice of representation, eliminating, interference or coercion by employers,
labo>r organizations, or others; should continue the present provision for a basic
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minimum wage and the present provision for maximum hours, which permits
averaging over a period sufficient to guarantee that flexibility in operation which
is essential to seasonal industries. It is likewise essential that the law continue
to recognize the necessity that an employer have the right to employ and dis-
charge employees on the basis of merit without regard to membership or non-
membership in any organization.

S. 2445 and H. R. 7121 depart in so many particulars from the principles above
stated, that the industry feels obliged to oppose their passage for the reasons,
among others, stated below.

I. GENERAL PROVISIONS

A. Section 8 (c), records, reports, and examination thereof; amendment, cancelation,
and withdrawal of codes.--This section provides that "the President may, as a
condition of his approval of any such code, impose such conditions (including re-
requirements for the making of reports and the keeping of books and records and
the examination thereof) for the protection of consumers, competitors, employ-
ees, and others, and in furtherance of the public interest, and may provide for
such exceptions to, exemptions from, and amendments of the provisions of any
such code as the President, upon a finding of fact, deems necessary to effectuate
the policy of Congress in accordance with the standards of this title."

The first part of this section may very well end all right of privacy of the
business man. The innermost secrets of his business will be subject to report or
investigation by Government agents at will.

The provision relating to amendment of codes when taken with the following
provisions of section 10 (a), "The President may, from time to time, cancel or
modify any order, approval, rule, or regulation issued under this title", make all
codes in effect unilateral agreements. They are in the nature of contracts with
the Government. In effect, these provisions give one party to the agreement the
right to amend, modify, or cancel it at any time. If, in fact, some flexibility in
control is required by the administration, it should be balanced by an equal
right to withdraw a code at any time by an industry both without penalty, or
even the threat of an imposed code contained in section 3 (c).

B. Section 7 (a), labor rights.--Section 7 (a) is the same as in the present law
with one significant change of language. The present law provides that every
code, agreement, or license shall contain "the following conditions". The new
bill would require every code or agreement to contain "the following statement of
rights of employees, which are hereby declared and affirmed." The purpose of
this change is clear. The merit clause in the Automobile Manufacturing Code
in essence, was a statement of the right of employers to employ, promote, and
discharge on the basis of merit. This change in section 7 (a) would emphasize
that that section is to deal with the rights of employees only and would give the
National Recovery Administration or its successor a definite ground on which to
refuse to approve inclusion of a merit clause in any code.

This change in language serves also to aggravate the inadequacy of section 7 (a)
as a declaration of labor's rights. It provides that "Employees shall have the
right to organize and bargain collectively through representatives of their own
choosing, and shall be free from the interference, restraint, or coercion of employ-
ers of labor, or their agents, in the designation of such representatives or in self-
organization as in other concerted activities for the purpose of collective bargain-
ing or other mutual aid or protection", and "no employee and no one seeking
employment shall be required as a condition of employment to join any company
union or to refrain from joining, organizing or assisting a labor organization of
his own choosing."

The history of this section in the original act, is familiar to all. Because of its
one-sided, prounion bias, instead of affirming the status quo of labor relations, It
was construed by labor agitators as a mandate to take advantage of the country's
emergency, aud, by misinterpreting its meaning to workers, to force unionization
upon unwilling workers and their employers.

This failure to hold the balance even in the original act has been tht cause of
most of the difficulties under the National Recovery Administration. klusiness
men who were willing and anxious to cooperate with the President for recovery
have, in many instances, confronted the threat of unionization of their businesses
as the price of cooperation.

This error in the original act should not be repeated. This declaration of labor's
rights should be made complete by amendment to forbid coercion of employees
from any source.' During the past 2 years coercion and intimidation of workers
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In a great variety of forms has been constantly practiced by professional unionorganizers.Furthermore, it is a fundamental American principle that a man's right to work

should not depend upon his membership or nonmembership in any organization.
It is wrong to require as a condition of employment that a man be required to
join any labor organization, and pay tribute to its professional exploiters as the
price of a job and a living nr his wife and family. This section should be amended
accordingly, to restore the fairness which was destroyed by amendment of the
section as originally drafted in the course of passage by Congress of the original
act under pressure of a great emergency and at the instigation of the American
Federation of Labor.

C. Section 10 (b), legalization of boycoU.-Under this section, the President
would be specifically authorized to provide for the use of insignia and labels and
to require that departments and agencies of the United States purchased from
persons complying with codes and agreements.' He would, furthermore, be
authorized to so regulate the distribution, use, and display of such insignia and labels
that purchasers and consumers of goods and services "may be assisted insupporting the standards of fair competition provided for in this title."

The purpose of this section is to legalize the hitherto extralegal boycott by
consumers and the government of those who for one reason or another fuuud
themselves without a code, or in conflict with the National Recovery Adminis-
tration. No feature of the conduct of the National Recovery Administration has
been more widely or justly criticized. On the one hand, it amounted to coercion
of business to participate in what was loudly proclimed to be a "voluntarypartner-
ship", and on the other to "a sentence of economic death" without trial. Boycotts
have long been abhorrent to the law, as they are to the instinctive American sense
of justice. The law provides a wide variety of penalites for those who violate it.
There is no need to place in the hands of those who will administer it a power so
great and so inconsistent with all American tradition.

D. Section 10. (c), "President's power to eascetei:"-(Se comueit, unter'
sec. 3 (c), pp. 2-3.)

E. Section l2 (b), Penalties.-In addition to the possibility of a Government
encouraged boycott by the public, and exclusion from participation in Govern-
ment business, violators are subject to conviction and fine as misdemeanants.
Also by the provisions of section 12 (a) it is made the duty of the United States
district attorneys to institute proceedings in equity to prevent and restrain
violations of any code or agreement and by section 12 (f) the provisions, including
penalties of sections 9 and 10 of the Federal Trade Commssion Act are made
available to any agency utilized in the administration of the law. Certainly
the desirability of this "partnership" may be questioned in view of the number
and variety of penalties invited by those who may venture to enter into it.

The provision of section 12 (f) conferring upon any agency utilized by the
President under section 2 (a) the broad powers conferred in sections 9 and 10
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, would have the effect of giving to an un-
numbered group of minor Government officials of varying talents and capacities,
powers, of very broad scope, susceptible of great abuse.

The very novel provisions of section 12 (b) giving any such agency power to
compromise any penalty of payment of a sum not in excess of an amount to be
determined, and the entry of a consent decree, is subject to the same criticism.

F. Section 12 (c), (d), and (e), "Complaints by employees and their representa-
tiveg."-This section provides that whenever after due notice and opportunity
to be heard, any agency of the National Recovery 'Administration shall-find
upon complaint of an employee or his representative that there has been a viola-
tion of any code provision as to minimum wages or maximum hours, it shall
determine the facts and the amount of damage suffered by the employee, and
make an order incorporating the findings, fixing damages and directing payment.

If the alleged violator does not comply with this order, the complainant may
sue within 6 months, the findings of the agency to be prima face evidence, and
the petitioner to be absolved of liability for costs. Damages in any ease sall be
not le-ss than ---------- amount (to be inserted in the bill later), and the peti-
tioner shall be allowed a reasonable attorney fee as part of the costs of suit if he
finally prevails.

The inducement which these sections offer to dissatisfied employees, union
business agents, and shyster lawyers to promote complants on the chance of
profit, is readily apparent. If enacted, they will result in a constant flood of
complaints and litigation.
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11. AS TO IMPOSED CODES

The provisions of the pending bill concerning "limited" codes, which may be
imposed by the President, are important not merely as terms which may be so
imposed in a limited number of owes, but also as they may act as a guide to
administrators as to the viewpoint of Congress, and govern their determination
of the provisions of codes voluntarily submitted.

(1) Section 8 (d) D.-Provides that the President may impose "such provisions
ashefinds necessary to prevent unfair or oppressive conditions of employment."

The indefiniteness of this provision is such that the agents of the Recovery
Administration could impose virtually any conditions they might see fit. Under
such provisions, men lacking knowledge of a given industry, could very well
impose conditions, through ignorance or in a punitive spirit, upon an industry
which they conceived to be recalcitrant, which would in fact be a sentence of"economic death."

(2, Section 8 (d) B.-Permits the Administrator to require such information to
be furnished, and books and records to be kept, and such examinations thereof
to be made as are necessary, etc. (See comment under see. 3 (c), pp. 2-3.)

(3) Section 8 (d) E.-Also provides that "the maximum hours provided for in
any code shall not be less than ---- hours, nor more than ---- hours per

*week (to be inserted in the bill later), except that when It Is found necessary,
,overtime work in excess of the prescribed maximum, to be paid for at the rate of
time and one-half, may be provided for in such code."

- This industry finds itself handicapped In developing its views on this section
-by the unusual fact that the number of hours which it is suggested that the Presi-
.dent may Impose upon an industry is not stated in the bill. In view of its impor-
* tanoe to this and other Industries subject to a fluctuating demand for their prod-
nets, thereby necessitating flexibility it operating conditions, it is regrettable
that more exact information is 'not available As to the limitation on weekly hours

•which-It is contemplated that the President may impose.
In any event, it appears that this section leaves to be determined by the Con-

• gtess, Within limits, the total weekly hours which may be imposed by the President
-and presumably, while not required, will guide the administrators in approval of
such provisions In voluntary codes.

It is doubtful if'Congress can define such limits successfully for the wide variety
of industries which make up .our economic system. Certainly to accommodate
such differences, a very wide latitude must be allowed.

* Any'rigid limitation of working hburs would have disastrous effects upon the
automobile industry, and all other industries subject to fluctuating demand. '

This industry is subject to a wide fluctuation in demand for its product. Sales
are concentrated largely in the spring months.

Because the product is not susceptible to storage, production must be keyed
closely to demand. While the industry, in cooperation with the President, has
recently adopted the plan of announcing new models in the fall to stimulate de-:
mand at that time, and thereby lessen the spring peak and otherwise seeks to stabi-
lize employment, it will in the nature of things continue to suffer from seasonal
peaks of demand and production.

Producers have met this problem in different ways at different times. On the
one hand, it has been recognized that there is a limit to the number of hours that
an employee should work in any one week. On the other hand, there is a limit
beyond which it is inadvisable from a social standpoint, and inefficient from an
operating standpoint, to add temporary workmen to the pay rolls for short dura-
tion during peak periods.

From the social standpoint, it must be borne in mind that a large proportion of
the automobile manufacturing industry is located in communities affording rela-
tively few opportunities for employment other than those provided by the auto-

'mobile and allied industries and by business primarily dependent upon them.
Since the typical automobile producer is situated in such a community, the employ-
ment during a short period of a large number of temporary workmen would place
an excessive drain upon the relief resources of that community during the months
when they were out of work.

It also causes difficulties by creating temporary shortages of certain classes of
highly skilled labor upon whose output the steady employment of the mass of
production workers is dependent.

Any rigid limitation of hours will impose excessive costs upon the consumer
without commensurate benefit, and will create excessive social burdens upon auto-
mobile communities.
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It will aggravate Vreatly irregularity of employment in the automobile industry
by requiring the addition of a larger number of workers who could be employed for
only a few months in each year. This would increase the fluctuation between the
lowest and highest number of employed during the year.

Our experience under the present code has demonstrated this. In 1934 the
Industry operated under a code restriction to an annual average of 40 hours per
week with a provision permitting up to 48 hours during peak periods. Despite
this limited flexibility, the variation in employment between the lowest and high-
est months was the greatest in the past 6 years, exceeding even the year 1929
when the collapse of the boomeaused a rapid decline in the late months of the year.
The high and low points of employment in each year, and the spread between them
were as follows in terms of percentage of the average number of employees as 100:

1929 130 1931 1932 1933 1934

Peak month ........ .......... --------- 120 120 112 131 117 17&
Low month .........--------------- 0 3 3 74 78 9

r- . 3--- 7 29 57 39 ,8

If the code had provided a maximum of 40 hours with no elastic provision the
number of temporary employees hired for the peak requirements would have
been considerably greater.

The effect of this provision upon the worker must be given serious consideration.
For example, although the Automobile Manufacturing Code permits weekly
hours to be averaged over the year with the requirement of an annual average of
40 hours per week, but permitting 48 hours in any one week, nevertheless in its
first year of operation under the code, its employees averaged only 32 hours work
per week for the year.

It is perfectly cleat, therefore, that under any requirement that an industry
do not exceed a fixed number of hours per week, employees will actually secure an
average work week much below that-figure. For example, a requirement that no
employee in this industry be permitted to work more than 40 hours per week
would result in an average of about 30 hours or less for each employee. This is
another way of saying that if employees cannot expand their hours when work is
available, they cannot make up for time lost due to absences, interruptions of
production, and seasonal delines in activity. A further result is that employees
are prevented from earning a total annual income sufficient to uiaint'i a satis-
factory standard of living in spite of high hourly earnings received while working.

This industry has been a leader in the study of regularization of employment for
the maintenance of higher annual earnings in an industry subject to wide fluc-
tuation in demand for its product. It has taken many progressive steps to that
end. As a result of its studies of the subject, it is convinced that the only fea-
sible way to limit hours (f employment is on the basis of an ar.nual average rather
than a rigid weekly limit. Thus a fixed limit of 40 hours per Week in the auto-
mobile industry would be disastrous to industry, worker, and consumer, while 40
hours per week averaged over the year allows necessary flexibility to the
industry, permits the workers to earn an adequate annual wage, avoids the
social burdens created by the addition of large numbers of temporary employees,
and avoids burdening the consumer with unjustified costs.

Section ;- (d) E.-Also provides that the maximum number of hours per week
imposed i, iv be exceeded, where the code so provides, by paying one and one-
half times the regular wage rate for all time over the fixed maximum. While this
may give the appearance of flexibility, in actual practice it will operate as a fixed
maximum. In order to keep production costs down, of necessity, the manufac-
turers will avoid overtime during the peak season and hire temporary employees
instead.

The financial condition of most producers will force them to follow this course.
Of the 17 companies whose published income statements are available since 1929,
only 3 had any net earnings. Even the three who made profits had a profit mar-
in which was very low as compared With previous years. In the case of one of
these, the earnings were merely nominal. The other 14 companies failed to make

any profit, although they paid out $50,783,230 in wages during 1934.
It is certain also that any material use of overtime would add measurably to

the sales price of the product. The success of this industry in increasing sales,
output, and employment, and thus leading the way to recovery in the past 3.
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years, has been based entirely upon the policy of the lowering of the cost of the
product. Experience of the Industry clearly shows that even very slight increases
in cost and price result in lowered sales and consequently in employment. The
automobile Industry's life depends upon flexibility in working hours without
penalties.

Section 3 (e) provides that "the minimum wages so provided may be differ-
entiated according to experience and skill of em ployees, eto."

This provision clearly permits classified mnmmu i wages. It cannot be jus-
tified on the ground which supported a baslc minimum wage, namely, that social
considerations justified putting a floor under wages to prevent unfair competi-
tion by sweating underpaid labor. It is a concession to the American Federation
of Labor, which has demanded from the beginning that National Recovery Ad-
ministration impose its arbitrary union wage scale upon all industry, regardless
of economic considerations and whether an industry could stand it or the consumer
affordit. It needs little imagination to pieturethe tug-of-war that will result on
every code before the classified minimum wage scale for that industry is deter-
mined. It will make this scale the subject ofpolitical instead of economic con-
siderations, the result of compromise rather than practical determination. It
is inconceivable that any individual or group in the National Recovery Adminis-
tration organization can determine soundly a classified wage scale for any one of
the vast number of industries to be codified. The wisdom and the propriety of
any governmental agency attempting such a task is seriously questioned.
The conclusion is inescapable, therefore, that S. 2445 constitutes proposed legs-

lation of a far-reaching and drastic character which departs almost as far in many
respects from the original National Industrial Recovery Act as it does from
traditional American principles, It thrusts upon the Government new and ex-
tensive responsibilities amounting virtually to dictatorship over all business
activities. The Automobile Manufaotirers Association earnestly oppoe.'s its
passage.

~Ro6Vifl~l1fsublnitted'. AuouonmL MANVUFACTURkRU ASsOOXATO.

LTTHH FROM THiR BLAcK MANUFACTURmINo CO., PXNNHHURO, PA.

TH% BhAcK MANUPAOTURINO CO.,
Ponneburg, Pa., April 6, 1986.

The SmT FINANOR CoMmuin,
Washingoon, D. cy.

GONT MrRN: We have been requested by tho code authorities of the Ladies'
Hand Bag Industry, stating that Nye are satisfied with tile National Recovery
Administration and everything that goes with the codes, but we think different.

We are not satisfied with no National Recovery Administration, and we are not
satisfied with tho code, To our estimation the code is the biggest racket since
prohibition, and the sooner we do away with this code business, the sooner the
salvation will come, and more reemployment,
I Our reason for saying that is this: Before this code went into effect we employed
about 40 people, today we only employ about 20 because of the code restrictions
setting forth that we must pay so much and not less, We haed elderly women
working in our factory that could not possibly come up to the minimum wagon;
becalsooof theirage we had-to let them go, Some of thom pleaded with us that
they must earn something to sustain life, anl that they have no other means of
making a living, Btlu tie ltwst of the code authorities forbade to employ anyone
without payin them the minimum wage.

The smlnl towns arc very hard hit because of these restrictions. It is a
.nown fact that th! people in big cities are more efficient and more capable of

prchueing larger quantities, But in order to put the Ittlo fellow oi in the small
town, a few men in our industry got together without consulting the majority of
tho mani facturers who are out of the city of New York and made up the code and,
of course, we have to abide by the rulen 'f the code,

We are enclosing you a letter and a sample copy from tle odo authorities,
urtin us to write to you, stating that we are satisfied with the code and that the
00ok 0 s fine.

Do you know why gentlemen; because they want to keep their big Jobs and
live oi the fat of, the land.
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We wish to go on record that we are protesting against this outrageous racket,
and, to our estimation, the sooner you do away with this code business, the more
people will be employed.

Very truly yours, TusE BLACK MALNUF'rOBING Co.

HANDBAG INSTITUTE oF AMERICA, INC.,
New York, March 22, 1935.

GENTLEMEN: We enclose copies of a few letters that have been written by
members of the industry. You may pattern your letter after these, but avoid
using the same verbiage, if possible. Write them with a punch.Very truly yours,

HANDBAG INSTITUTE OF AMERICA, INC.,
SOL MUTTERPERL, Chairman.

Mr. Mutterperl is the Code Administrator.

(Enclosure to above letter of Mar. 22, 1935)

YouR LETTERHEAD
Date

Dear Senator
I have been a manufacturer of handbags for - years. My factory is located

at - . I employ workers to whom I am paying considerably more
than the code wages.

The Code for the Ladies' Handbag Industry, under which I operate, ls done
excellent work for the National Recovery Administration and for the entire
handbag industry. It has lifted the basis of competition in our industry away
from the exploitation of labor. It has lessened destructive competition in the
industry. It has helped the industry to show a profit for the first time in 4 years,
and at a time when twice the number of manufacturers are competing for one-half
the normal volume of business. National Recovery Administration must
continue if we would prevent a return of our industry to conditions even more
serious than those of the early part of the year 1933. If labor provisions will be
retained, either in codes or through special legislation, industry mhst have com-
pensating benefits in the way of fair trade practices.

I urge that you do everything possible to grant the President's request to
continue National Recovery Administration for two years more. I urge this
also in behalf of my - workers who see in National Recovery Administration
only hope for the future.

Sincerely yours,
(Signed) ...........................

(Authorized Signature)

Firm name ...........................

(Enclosure to above letter of Mar. 22, 1935)

Your LErmRHEAD
D ate -------------

DEAR SENATOR - : May we urge your favorable consideration of legisla-
tion the object of which would be to continue 4he National Industrial Recovery
Act.

For all the faults which National Recovery Administration undoubtedly has,
and despite the great difficulties and weaknesses of its enforcement, it is certainly
better than the chaotic conditions, particularly with regard to minimum wages,
maximum hours, and business practices, which existed prior to its enactment.
Prior to the enactment of the National Recovery Administration, Massachu-
setts' minimum wage laws and maximum hour laws, so far as our own industry
was concerned, were more often ignored than observed. The $8 minimum for
a 48-hour work week established for learners as a minimum wage decree for our
industry was a high wage. There were inumerable instances where wages were
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m low as $3 per week. Firms which tried to maintain decent wage levels found
themselves unable to afford employment to their workers, because they could
not meet the competition of manufacturers who had no scruples regarding decent
standards.

While tha National Recovery Administration has not completely cured the
situation, it has improved it infinitely, and it would be unthinkable if, having
made these advances, we should return to the barbaric and chaotic conditions
which~existed prior to 1933.

Very truly yours,
Firm name .............................

(Signed) -----------------------------------------
Authorized signature

LETrERS RECEIVED FROM THE BLANxE-BAER EXTRACT AND PRESERVING CO.,
ST. Louis, Mo.

BLANX3-BAER EXTRACT & PRESERVING CO.,
NSt. Louis, Mo., March 5, 1985.Mr. FELTON M. JOHNSTON,

Clerk Finance Committee, Unied States Senate,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: We understand that the Finance Committee of the United States
Senate will in the near future consider legislation providing for extension of the
National Recovery Administration as recommended by President Roosevelt.

In this -connection we are heartily in favor of the following provisions of the
codes under which we operate:

(1) Maximum working hours.
(2) Minimum wage schedule.
(3) Old-age pension, provided that the cost is equitably distributed among the

employer, the employee, and the public.
(4) 'Prohibition of child labor.
(5) Unemployment Insurance on the English plan.
(6) Standards and definitions for food products so as to maintain high stand-

ards, and the enforcement of these standards as outlined in the codes and the
Pure Food and Drug Act of June 30, 1906 and amendments thereto. We are
also in favor of placing in the bands of the individual States the enforcement of
these standards in all instances where interstate commerce is not involved.
Furthermore, we believe the industry should cooperate with city governments
in adopting and enforcing ordinances and rules covering sanitation and other
health precautions in food factories.

(7) Enactment of State Laws on maximum working hours, minimum wage
schedules, etc.

All of these provisions are enforcible because they are in keeping with the
human and social requirements of our present age, and therefore have the support

,of public opinion.
On the other hand, we are absolutely opposed to open price filing, and to any

attempt to establish minimum cost prices below which the product of the industry
may not be sold. The enforcement and proper regulation of these provisions
is practically impossible because-

(1) The buying public are not in sympathy with price fixing of any sort since
they naturally want to exercise their inalienable right of buying as cheaply as
possible in the competitive market.

(2) Price fixing performs no service to society and hinders rather than helps
the proper functioning of our economic system.

(3) It practically compels those manufacturers who cannot obtain the estab-
lished prices to resort to deceit, trickery, and lawlessness in securing orders at
lower prices.

(4) Like prohibition, it is unenforcible so long as even a considerable minority
.are not in sympathy with the regulations.

(5) It is doubtful if the National Recovery Administration could compel
compliance from those small manufacturers who sell their products locally, and
therefore are not doing an interstate business. For instance, we understand there
are about 300 preserve manufacturers in the United States at present, and of
these possibly two-thirds are operating entirely in a single State,
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This last is vividly demonstrated by an incident which happened right here in
St. Louis recently in connection with one of the other codes. The code authority
attempted to bring pressure to bear on a small manufacturer to raise his prices
to those which had been established by the code authority as the minimum
cost prices for the products of that industry. The manufacturer simply explained
that he was not doing an interstate business and therefore was not subject to
Federal jurisdiction. The code authority was checkmated.

The National Recovery Administration expires in June and it is very doubtful
if new legislation can permit open price filing and establish minimum cost prices
below which the product of the industry may not be sold, against the protests of
the consumer.

Therefore, if conditions become unbearable, large manufacturers could establish
small plants in each of the 48 States, placing themselves also outside of Federal
jurisdiction; and the beneficial effects of the codes would then be completely lost.

Of course, as you doubtless know, under many of the codes sponsoring open
price filing deceit is already being practiced. Some of the most common methods
are as follows:

(1) The verbal agreement is made between the manufacturer and the wholesale
grocer, for instance, that while a shipment will lie billed at the published prices
of the manufacturer, the jobber will pay for it on the basis of a lower price.

(2) Spoilage allowances are made by the manufacturer in such a way as to give
the jobber a rebate or discount.

(3) Advertising allowances are used to cover price concessions. This particular
abuse has existed for years.

Of course, established minimum prices or minimum costs necessitate a uniform
and reliable cost system; but in this connection it is practically impossible, in our
opinion, to establish one which would apply equitably to all manufacturers. If
the manufacturer has an opportunity of buying some raw material at a very low
cost to him, he can hardly be compelled to base his cost on the higher prices which
his competitors have to pay for their raw materials. Furthermore, if a manu-
facturer is overstocked with certain raw materials, it is practically impossible to
prevent him from reducing his stock by selling the products at a temporary low
price, and some of the codes do permit this.

Possibly these particular provisions could be enforced by a dictatorship, or by
socialism, but these we do not have today and we doubt if the American people
will ever be ready for either of this type of government. We hope not.

We also protest against excessive assessments levied to maintain the code
authorities. We do not believe they have any means of enforcing collection of
these assessments and we have paid our assessments under protest, pending filing
a claim against the respective code authorities, both as members of the code
authorities and as individuals. For example, we are enclosing copy of the expenses
of the Mayonnaise Institute in connection with maintaining the Mayonnaise
Code Authority.

We further protest against certain features of the codes giving the majority
of vote to 2 or 3 large manufacturers-particularly do we refer to the Mayonnaise
Code, from which we quote the following:

"ARTICLE VI. ADMINISTRATION

"A. ORGANIZATION AND CONSTITUTION OF CODE AUTHORITY

"SECTION 1. There shall forthwith be constituted a code authority for the
mayonnaise industry to consist of seven (7) members, which is hereby designated
as the agency for the administration of this code. All members of the mayon-
naise industry who shall have qualified to participate in the selection of the
members of the code authority in accordance with section 7 of this article shall
have the right to vote for the members of the said code authority. Four of
the members of the code authority shall be elected by and shall be representative
of those members of the industry whose individual gross annual sales of products
of the mayonnaise industry are less than $3,000,000. Each of such members
of the industry shall have one vote for each of such four members of the code
authority to be elected, and such voting may he cumulative. The other three
members of said code authority shall be elected by and shall he representative
of those members of the industry whose individual gross annual sales of products
of the mayonnaise industry are $3,000,000 or more. Each such member of the
industry shall have one vote for each of such three members of the code authority
to be elected, and such voting may be cumulative. Of the votes cast by those
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members of the industry whose individual gross annual sales are under $3,000,000,
the four persons receiving the greatest number of such votes shall immediately
become members of said code authority, and of the votes cast by those members
of the industry whose individual gross annual sales are over $3,000,000, the
three persons receiving the greatest number of such votes shall immediately
become members of the code authority, etc."

We sincerely hope therefore that in arranging legislation that you will-
1. 1Eliminate price filing.
2. Make the contributions to the code authority voluntary by the members

of the industry.
3. Make the operations of the codes purely democratic by allowing each

firm belonging to a code to vote, irrespective of size.
We respectful) commend the above to your attention, and believe us,

Your.~ Ny truly, BLANKE-BAER EXTRACT & PRESERVING C.

Annual budgeted expenses of the code authority for the mayonnaise industry
Executive salary ----------------------------------------------- $12, 000
Executive traveling expenses ------------------------------------- 3, 500
Assistants to managing agent ----------------------------------- 10, 000
Traveling expenses for assistants ---------------------------------- 6, 000
Secretary to managing agent ------------------------------------- 2, 080
Bookkeeper ---------------------------------------------------- 1,684
Stenographers -------------------------------------------------- 3, 500
Telephone and telegrams ----------------------------------------- 4, 800
Printing and stationery ------------------------------------------ 1, 750
Postage -------------------------------------------------------- 700
General office expenses ------------------------------------------- 500
Rent ---------------------------------------------------------- 576
Code authority expense ------------------------------------------ 5, 000
Code election expense -------------------------------------------- 300
Legal fees ----------------------------------------------------- 5,000
Legal expense -------------------------------------------------- 1,000
Mimeographing and multigraphing -------------------------------- 5, 000
Divisional committees expense ----------------------------------- 3, 500
Product standards and analysis ----------------------------------- 500
Reserve ----------------------------------------------------- 7,610

Total ------------------------------------------------- 75,000
(Please note salaries in this budget.)

BLANKE-BAER EXTRACT & PRESERVING CO.,
St. Louis, Alo., April 2, 1935.

Hon. PAT HARAISON,
Chairman Senate Finance Committee,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR: We enclose copy of a letter we are addressing to the Hon.

Weld M. Stevens, Deputy Administrator, National Recovery Administration, in
connection with application of the code authority for the mayonnaise industry
for approval of budget and basis of contribution covering expenses in adminis-
tering the mayonnaise code for a period from April 10, 1935 to October 10, 1935.
We would appreciate anything you and your committee may do towards stopping
the approval of this and any other budget for a period past the period of the
present National Industrial Recovery Act.

We particularly oppose, as stated in your letter to Hon. Weld M. Stevens, to
contributing to any codes which provide for price filing, and we are surprised to
note that the Natio.al Recovery Admiiistration is even entertaining applications
for budget expenses extending past the period of the present National industrial
Recovery Act.

We would appreciate your carefully reading the attached letter, which gives
more in detail the reason for our protest against the proposed budget.

Thanking you for your efforts in our behalf, we remain,
Yours very respectfully,

MIILLER WViNSTON, ,Secretary.
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BLANKE-BAER EXTRACT & PRESERVING CO.,
St. Louis, Mo., April 3, 1935.Hon. WELD M. STEVENS,

Deputy Administrator National Recovery Administration,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: We are in receipt of Administrative Order No. 349-27, entitled,
"Notice of Opportunity to be Heard" in connection with application of the Code
Authority for the Mayonnaise Industry for approval of budget and basis of
contribution covering expenses in administering the mayonnaise code for a period
from April 10, 1935, to October 10, 1935; said notice reading in part as follows:
fl'"The total amount of the budget for the period from April 10, 1935, to June 16,
1935, is $13,522.26. The basis of contribution is at the rate of one-sixth of the
annual rate of assessment listed below:

Basis of assessments
Annual

Dollar sales year ended Dec. 31, 1934: asssment
Under $500 ------------------------------------------------ $5
Between $500 and $5,000 ------------------------------------- 10
Between $5,000 and $15,000 ----------------------------------- 20
Between $15,000 and $25,000 ---------------------------------- 40
Between $25,000 and $50,000 ---------------------------------- 80
Between $50,000 and $100,000 --------------------------------- 175
Between $100,000 and $200,000 -------------------------------- 350
Between $200,000 and $400,000 -------------------------------- 700
Between $400,000 and $700,000 ------------------------------- 1,000
Between $700,000 and $1,500,000 ----------------------------- 2, 000
Between $1,500,000 and $4,000,000 ---------------------------- 8, 000
Over $4,000,000 ----------------------------------- --------- 12, 000

The contribution on the above basis is due and payable upon receipt of a notice
of contributions due, which will be mailed to members of the industry by the
code authority as soon as practicable after the budget is approved.

The total amount of the budget for the period from June 17, 1935, to October
10, 1935, is $23,977.74. The basis of contribution is at the rate of one-third of
the annual rate of assessment hereinabove set forth and is due and payable upon
receipt of a notice of contribution due, which will be mailed to members of the
industry by the code authority as soon as practicable after the approval of thebudg et.beustrongly protest against the approval of this or any budgets for adminis-

tration of codes until Congress has acted regarding extending the National In-
dustrial Recovery Act, and we are particularly opposed to contributing to any
code or codes requiring price filing-which is required under the Mayonnaise Code.

The elimination of the price filing proviso of the Mayonnaise Code (if the
National Industrial Recovery Act is extended past June 1935) should reduce the
expense of administering the code, in our opinion, 50 percent, so would it not seem
advisable to wait until Congress reaches a decision regarding price filing and
regarding the extension of the National Industrial Recovery Act before approving
anfurther code budgets?

We also protest against any such assessment as this, which is particularly
unfair to those companies whose sale of mayonnaise and salad dressing products
is only a small part of their total volume. Since our sales of mayonnaise-salad
dressing products represent probably not more than 17 percent of our total busi-
ness, and the proposed swiessment for out dues on the basis proposed in applica-
tion for approval of new budget from April 10, 1935, to October 10, 1935, by the
code authority for the Mayonnaise Industry would amount to perhaps one-fifth
of 1 percent of our sales of these products, this would obviously work a hardship
on us. If we were so assessed by each association under whose code we are operat-
ing it would mean that we would have to pay one-fifth of 1 percent of our entire

s for dues. The capital stock tax of one-tenth of 1 percent Is generally con-
sidered unreasonably high, and one-fifth or one-tenth of 1 percent of our sales
of any item in our business would surely be unequitable and unjust.

There are a number of concerns in the United States whose business is confined
exclusively to the manufacture of mayonnaise, salad dressing, sandwich spread,
French dressing, and similar products, and it would seem their contributions based
on their sales should almost be ample for the Mayonnaise Code budget.

To us it would seem that one-twentieth of 1 percent should be assessed against
those manufacturers where the mayonnaise line forms the major portion of their
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business, and the top limit for those manufacturers where mayonnaise is not the
major portion of their business should not be more than $100 per year.

Wold it not seem advisable to you that this budget be reduced to one-third.
and particularly since the office of the peanut butter industry and the mayonnaise
industry are in the same offices, and the agent of these Code Authorities the same
pc, son? Would it not also seem advisable for you to investigate to ascertain if
an', minor positions of both Codes are held by the same persons?

Web sincerely believe that the President's original proclamation of April 14,
1934, and Adninistrative order, from which we quote section 3 as follows:

"Provided, however, That no member of any trade or industry shall bo deemed
in violation of a code for failure to contribute to the expense of administration
of the code for any trade or industry other than for that trade or industry which
embraced his principal line of business, subject to such exception as the National
Recovery Administration may provide."
should be a guide in this matter. The entire theory of the President's procla-
mation has been nullified by too many "exceptions". We are being assessed
and required to contribute to other Codes governing products, the sales of
which products comprise less than 4 percent of our business.

We should appreciate hearing from you in reply to this letter, and thanking
you for your courtesy in the matter, we remain,

Yours very respectfully,
BLANEE-BAER EXTRACT & PRESERVING Co.

LETTER FROM M. M. BROHARD, THE BROHARD-RAINER SHIRT CORPORATION,
CINCINNATI, OHIO

THE BROHARD-RAINER SHIRT CORPORATION,
Cincinnati, Ohio, April 11, 1935.Hon. Senator PAT HARRmsoN¢

Chairman Investigating 
c

ommittee, National Recovery Administration,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR: You've probably read in the papers about the "cry babies",
and small business man who has been complaining bitterly for definite action of
relief from the burden of the codes, but nothing has been done to alleviate this
unfortunate condition.

Referring to your letter of March 22, 1 wish to explain that ' received a tele-
gram from Mr. Felton M. Johnston, clerk of the Senate Finance Committee, and
was forced to wire him as follows:

"Retel. Sorry physically unable appear. Suggest committee discuss monopo-
listic tendency section B article 3 Cotton Garment Code against mall manufac-
turers wbih creates hardships. Not one single solitary reason hLa been given
by officials why $35 week was specified except it took care of key positions if large
concerns. This article should be eliminated from all codes and give small -oncern
square deal. Refer to Senator Nye requesting him to ask Mayor Johnscn meriti
of article. Executives of small concerns just as important for protection anc
promotion of their business as executives of big shots. Letter follows."

However, in view of my physical inability to testify before your committee,
I am taking the liberty of asking you to read this letter to your committee, which
is written in behalf of the small manufacturer, and request them to discuss the
monopolistic tendency of section B, article 3, of the Cotton Garment Code, which
reads as follows: "Secretaries, factory department heads, and executives earning
more than $35 per week are exempted from this provision." That plays "hob'
with the small concerns. Rather lop-sided, indeed.

If that provision is not 100 percent monopolistic, we will give a check for $500
to the varm Springs Foundation. Furthermore, the writer challenges any
official of the 'Cotton Garment Code, or anyone else, to a public or private debate.
Moreover, I'll lay aside my religion, and wager a bet of $1,000 that it is monopo-
listic.

I'm not making this challenge to be sarcastic or resentful to the National
Recovery Administration. Far from it; but, believe it or not, the little fellow
is certainly getting a "raw deal" and your investignt ing committee should know
it. We are 100 percent for limitation of hours, minimum wages, and child labor,
but aside from these features of the code, we are 100 percent against it. I am
certainly surprised indeed that the administration cannot see or realize the harm
certain features of the code do small manufacturers.
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How in the world can any group of so-called "intelligent business men" con-
sistently say that a salary of $35 a week should apply to both small and large
concerns? Why didn't they make it $100 a week? (Evidently, the $35 per week
protected the key positions of the "big shots".)

It seems to us that the salary of an executive, or a department head, should be
based upon the capitalization, or the net worth of the concern, or the capacity
in which they serve. Every business man with an ounce of horse sense knows
that you cannot pay the same salary for an executive of a concern doing $100,000
business annually as you can for a concern doing $1,000,000. The executives
or the heads of departments of the small concern are just as important for the
protection and promotion of their business as the executives of the "big shots."

We want to live up to the code 100 percent, and we believe every little manu-
facturer is anxious to do the same; but, it is absolutely imperative that the admin-
istration eliminate the "army policy" from the codes, otherwise it will make
crooks out of honest business mien. Absolutely! In other words, I don't think any
rigid restrictions should be inserted in the codes to retard the promotion of
legitimate business, which is so essential and necessary for our recovery.

Frankly and candidly, we believe the fundamental principles of the National
Recovery Administration should be extended. In fact, they should become a
permanent law. But, we certainly would give it a different name than National

recovery Administration on account of the fact that National Recovery Adminis-
tration has a might weak or poor reputation. It has served its purpose and done
a good job, and now it should be given an honorable burial. Everybody is sick
and tired of hearing about these kindergarten letters. Why not inject a little
business sense into our new plans, thereby creating enthusiasm-the basic factor
for success. In other words, put the redeeming features of National Recovery
Administration in a new bill and call it the "Prosperity bill" and put the right
selling campaign behind it. Then, we're offI Cut off this "Continental Army"
to enforce it. Put the business man on his honor instead of classifying him as
a crook.

Don't forget to have our good friend Maj. Gen. Hugh S. Johnson to give his
explanation of section B, article 3, in the Cotton Garment Code when he testifies
before your committee.

Is it possible for the Government to give us "little potatoes" a square deal?
Good luck and best wishes.Yours respectfully, M. M. BROHARD, President.

LETTER FROM TuE CATERPILLAR TRACTOR CO., WASnINGTON, D. C.

CATERPILLAR TRACTOR CO.,
Washington, D. C., April 1, 195.

Hon. PAT HARRISON,
Chairman Senate Finance Committee,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: I listened with much interest to Senator Black's attempt, during

the testimony of Mr. Robert W. Irwin on last Friday morning before your com-
mittee, to prove that the enactment of the 30-hour bill would increase total wage
payments, stimulate production, and thereby reduce the necessity of heavier
taxes to meet our increasing costs of unemployment relief. He said that it would
be better in his opinion to increase wages, thereby increasing purchasing power
and production than to be forced to levy heavier taxes to carry our ever increasing
relief burden.

This is a reiteration of the so-called "purchasing power theory" that is so fre-
quently heard and that has apparently been responsible for much threatened
legislation designed to still further obstruct and hamper our production machine,
ti, y retarding reco-ery and producing increased unemployment.

( nder the circumstances a brief attempt to analyze his case and point out its
obvious defects would appear to be in order.

1. Production results from man hours. Men multiplied by hours obviously
produce man hours. If we have a thousand men working 40 hours per week,
we have forty thousand man-hours of production in that week. If we reduce
the hours worked per week to 30 hours then obviously it will take 1,333% men to
produce 40,000 man-hours of work per week.

2. If our average rate of pay per man per hour is 60 rents then a weeks' pay
roll for a thousand men at 40 hours will amount to $24,000. It is assumed that
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the Senator plans to pay each of the 1,333 new men the same weekly pay as
each of the former 1,000 men receive, for otherwise his plan would be merely a
work sharing plan and not productive, as he said, of increased purchasing power
through higher aggregate wage payments.

Based upon this assumption, our total weekly pay roll would be increased from
$24,000 to $32,000, a 33S percent increase (each man before received 40 times 60
cents, or $24 per week. Each of the new 1,333 men would also receive $24 per
week, or a total of $32,000).

3.6 It must be admitted that business could not meet an increase of 33 A percent
in its aggregate wage payments without increasing its prices. There is no other
place from which an increase could come. Since the percentage of total national
income now going to labor is roughtly 60 percent thereof (I think the actual figure
is somewhat higher), or say 33,000,000,000 out of an estimated total of 55,000,000,-
000, an actual increase of one-third in our national wage payments would mean
approximately 11,000,000,000. This increase incidently far exceeds our present
annual relief bill. Its sudden imposition might well prove a shock so staggering
as to be paralyzing in its effect on business. Certainly prices could not so quickly
and so substantially be raised without disastrous effect upon production, from
which wages, taxes, and all other forms of purchasing power flow.

4. Any attempt to raise prices generally at this time, when they should be
reduced, will inevitably result in further losses of markets for our own goods not
only abroad but here at home. It isn't enough just to produce under a price
system; that production must be sold and if too much inventory is produced, at
excessive costs, the threat to solvency is obvious. Further losses of markets can
only mean further reduction in production which in turn can only mean lower,
and not higher, standards of living.

5. There are "bottle necks" in industry which must not be overlooked. For
example there are many plants that have neither the room or the machines to take
care of or utilize an increase of 33K percent in their man power. In such cases,
cutting down hours will simply mean cutting down production with further loss
of purchasing power. In some localities there exist actual shortages of skilled
workers such as tool and pattern makers. Cutting down the working hours of
such skilled workers would again mean reduction In production not only in their
departments but in other departments dependent upon the output of such pat-
tern and tool makers. The existeua-e and significance of such "bottle necks"
should be more generally appreciated and recognized. A 30-hour week will only
aerve to intensify their constricting effect.

6. We are not now meeting our mounting annual relief costs with taxes. Un-
fortunately we are merely finding these costs, for the most part, in order to permit
our children to pay for them or to subsequently wipe them off our books through
inflation when they become too onerous, Consequently the Senator overlooks
our present policy when he intimates that any 30-hour bill would lower our
present taxes for relief because we are not trying to collect such taxes now. Per-
haps if we did, there would be more interest in finding the right solution to our
unemployment problem.

7. We are still in a depression. Our total production, the primary factor in
national income, continues on a limited basis. There is only one known way to
increase production and only one known way to increase our circle of buyers and
that is not by increasing costs and prices. Labor's share of national income and
of total production is limited and has to be limited as are all other shares. Labor
gets more when there is more production. It has to take less when there is liss
production. Since our world is competitive, when domestic prices get too high
then our domestic consumers buy from foreign producers arid foreign manufac-
turers. They are doing that today. Our first step, therefore, is to increase our
own production, and that cannot be accomplished by raising costs and prices.
We muet all be satisfied with less until we get our production back to par. We
cannot pay out to labor or to capital or to the Government in taxes more than we
produce. Production cones first.- As production expands, we will utilize addi-
tional labor on a sound and permanent basis and everyone's share in production
will be increased, but we cannot pay out more than we produce, nor before we
produce.

Labor should properly be assured a fair minimum wage, but let's stop rocking
the boat with 30-hour bills, by fixing or encouraging the fixing of prices, by stifling
fair, honest, and vigorous competition, by attempting to hold protective "um-
brellas" over inefficient and uneconomical production units, and by any other
legislation which results in the retarding of our production machine, We can
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only divide what we produce and we must produce before we can divide if we are
to continue to be a solvent Nation.

We trust" that it will be possible for you to place this communication in your
records.

Very truly yours, CATERPILLAR TbAcoR Co.,

DONALD G. SHERWIN,
Vice President.

TELEGRAM AND LETTER FROM MR. FLOYD B. JOHNSON, PRESIDENT CENTRAL
WEST GARMENT ASSOCIATION, ST. PETER, MINN.

ST. PETER, MINN., April 11, 1935.
FELTON M. JOHNSTON,

Clerk Senale Finance Conitnidee, Washington, D. C.:
Being unable to present our case in person is unfortunate but we ask you con-

sider this telegram as vital to us fast-disappearing small Midwestern garment
manufacturers. National Recovery Administration labels to penal institutions
is very harmful and legitimatizes their output and competition as never before.
Wage differential between North and South favors South to our serious harm.
Continuing these practices and the nonenforcement of penalties under the code
compels us to urge scrapping the code with the exception of uniform hours of
labor and wages and then enforce these two provisions. Other factors tending to
wipe out small industry aid increase monopolistic business is the price favoritism
granted mass producers ano buyers. Unless you do something soon our carcasses
may be placed beside that of the extinct dodo bird in the business efficiency
museum created by monopoly aid dedicated to theory that small business is
inefficient and wasteful even though it did give the most employment.

CENTRAL WEST GARMENT ASSOCIATION,
FLOYD B. JOHNSON, President.

CENTRAL WEST GARMENT ASSOCIATION,
Des Moines, Iowa, April 16, 1985.FsmLTOw M. JOHNSTON,

Clerk, Senate Finance Committee, Washington, D. C.
DEAR Sin: This association rep ?sents 141 garment manufacturers of the

smaller and diversified class selling independent and relatively localized retail
trade. We have probably experienced more grief and fewer benefits from the
National Recovery Act than any group of businessmen in the country. We have
even been annoyed and regimented to an extent that we are gradually becoming so
distracted that we can no longer give the proper attention to our occupation of
ilIying, manufacturing, and selling.

We are not partisan in our protest. We are among the "new deal" Americans
who, perhaps a bit unsophisticated, took the National Recovery Act as 100 per-
cent pure and unadulterated. We raised wages, reduced hours, and complied
with the true desire to increase employment and so meet the national emergency.
We now find we are unlike the larger producers catering to concentrated distri-
bution, who by so-called "efficiency measures" changed their production set-up,
etc., increased machine production per operator for a 40-hour schedule against
a 48 to 54 pre-code schedule. Many of these ae still increasing their per-
niachine production to the extent they are producing one-third more per operator
this year than last year. Such schedules and methods evade the purposes of
the National Industrial Recovery Act.

The above paragraph carefully analyzed is the picture of the monopolistic
development of the National Recovery Administration program. It results in
centralized manufacturing, and centralized retail distribution-all of which is
detrimental to the small and diversified manufacturer, and is tearing down the
economic structure of this section of the country, the small community, and the
sinall independent thinking and independently operating businessman. It i.
clanging the old America which was the land of opportunity for the man of aver-
age ability.

This analysis of our position with reference to the National Recovery Admin-
istration is not based to general National Recovery Administration set-up, but

11782--35--n 6-61
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on our own experience with the National Recovery Administration under the
Cotton Garment Code. It is our impression that the National Recovery Act
application is not the same for every branch of the various industries which operate
under its continued and increasing regimentation and control.

Under our code, the Cotton Garment Code, we have had none of the ad-
vantages of fair trade practices, nor have the rulings eliminated even that curse of
50 years standing, prison labor competition (the granting of National recovery
Administration labels for prison garments was the most unjust action ever perpe-
trkted upon free industry and labor at a time when we in America were attempting
to meet an unemployment crisis). We have enjoyed none of the promised advan-
tages of trade association management by agreement tinder Government supervi-
sion. We have had only Government regulation and regimentation by a varied
assortment of administrators, who were not, in most cases, at all familiar with the
industry as a whole. We find a regimented code set-up in charge of and influenced
by the sectional and selfish control of large manufacturers in the industry plus the
selfish, extremely selfish, influence of special interests such as organized labor. All
of this has resulted in extremely favorable rulings for the benefit of the larger manu-
facturers and organized labor to the detriment of the smaller and diversified
manufacturer of the Middle West.

Please note the following which are putting us out of business and are attributed
to the National Recovery Administration Cotton Garment Code:

Failure of entire National Recovery Administration program to carry out the
original Idea of regulation of business by business through its associations with
Government counsel and supervision.

Lack of true representation and voice of the multitude of small manufacturers
on code authority.

National Recovery Administration label instead of being a benefit in distribu-
tion is a detriment, and carries the stigma of class legislation favorable to city
Industrialists and industrial workers in the minds of small industries, retail
merchants, and farmer-population consumers.

Inequality of dollar exchange of the laborers and farmers dollar for cotton
garments, due to the high minimum wage in the cotton-garment industry, which
is 36.9 cents per hour against a lower minimum in most all industries, even those
employing male workers.

Cost of code assessments and entire code administration costs, and multiplicity
of codes under which small and diversified industries must operate.

Minimum wage per hour is not fair to worker or manufacturer and is acknowl-
edged so by the union laborer wage schedules, which in the garment industry set
up piece rates instead of hour rates, which equalize territorial and tempera-
mental and plant set-up variations.

It is absolutely impossible to operate in most sections either North or South,
outside of industrial centers, on a basis of a set minimum wage per hour without
gross injustices to both workers and proprietors. The resent sch edule is working
to the advantage of the poorer workers and to a relative disadvantage of the
better workers. The human factor must be considered. The schedule is favor-
able to the careless and speedy and unfavorable to the painstaking and careful
but slower body and mind. The present schedule is definitely unfavorable to
the type of people who live in the Middle West.

A selfish effort to steal from us as diversified manufacturers a part of our pro-
duction which for years and years was our business, and confiscate it for an
"industry" which has specialized in specific garments. We have all manufac-
tured items in our plants to meet the needs of our general merchants or clothiers
in our section. Our "industry" has been the "general needle industry ", not

pants", or "shirts", or "woolen jackets", or "dresses", or "children s play-
suits", or "overalls." Failure to scientifically analyze the problems or the effect
on the workers and the manufacturers in this industry in which there are some
thousand or more plants in all sections of the country, so that the entire program
would contribute to the purposes of National Industrial Recovery Act-reemploy-
ment. The writing of the code and the subsequent changes were executed with-
ut an understanding of the conditions existing in the industry as such, and little

consideration was given to the majority in both number of employees and
number of plants.

Prison labor National Recovery Administration label grant.
Increase of quantity price preferentials since 1933 which have played favorably

into the hands of mass producers to the detriment of smaller manufacturers.
Denied universal piece rates the industry needs more wage differentials to care

for the slow and less efficient worker, who is now forced out of employment and
many cases is on relief. This is more vital in the midwestern area kith limited
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occupational opportunities and limited supply of labor on the other than in
industrial areas.

Inability of purchasing power to consume products on the basis of 36.9-cent
hour minimum, and 36-hour maximum work week, which is the lowest work-week
schedule in 90 percent of the industries in our country. This schedule is efleotive
as a result of an order arbitrarily Issued for the industry, against the wisifes or
best judgment of the industry, with no beneficial effects as to weekly wage earn-
ings or reemployment of workers. In fact, this order has had a retarding effect.

No allowance for peak periods of production without wage penalties under
special dispensation.

The writing into code regulations which are impractical for compliance enforce-
ment and have been acknowledged as such. More of these and all the compliance
enforcements under heaven cannot enforce even the best of codes for this industry.

No benefit from fair trade practices, and no serious effort on the part of the
administration to foster them or provide for funds already subscribed by the
industry to enforce them. The few fair trade practices as were finally written
into the code were subject to several interpretations and were weak-straddling
efforts.

Inequality of North and South wage differentials. We subscribe to wage
differentials as set up in the Presidential code on basis of populations.

Code authority dominated by large manufacturers.
Code domination by East and Washington influences,
The following is an attempt at constructive recommendations:
Eliminate minimum wage; substitute therefor universal piece rates. The

industry of this country pays piece rates, not hourly wages in its factories. If
one-half of the moneys expended today on code administration had been spent
upon the establishing of piece rate by industries there would now he in operation
without friction and controversial criticism a fairly smoothly operating National
Recovery Administration in the garment industry. Why must Government be so
extremely unscientific? The above is one of the major points which will save the
small garment industry.

If National Recovery Act is continued we must have sectional association code
administration under Government counsel. A code for diversified garment
manufacturers based on the main item of manufacture.

Solution of prison labor abuse through such legislation as H. R. 7297; surely,
the withdrawal of National Recovery Administration labels from prison garments.

We are unalterably opposed to all influences resulting in further concentration
and control of retail distribution by the so-called "chains."

We recommend that selection of all members of Cotton Garment Code Author-
ities be voted on by written ballot of the entire industry, thereby giving the small
and diversified manufacturers equal voice with the larger manufacturer, and that
no man be eligible to election to the code authority or as administrator unlesshe
has a practical understanding of and is familiar with the problem of cotton
garment and diversified cotton garment manufacturing.

We also recommend that no code authority or administrator be permitted to
make any change In the code, the rules, or the regulations without first submit-
ting such proposed changes to the members of the industry to be voted on by a
mail vote for the entire membership of said industry. If such changes are voted
upon favorably the result shall be made known to the entire industry and become
effective 30 days after such notice.

We recommend a simplification of the Cotton Garment Code within the limits
of the ability to enforce complete compliance.

We subscribe to the elimination of child labor.
We subscribe to maximum hours with peak load allowances.
We subscribe to a minimum wage only on a basis of piece rates for piece-work

operators and a minimum hourly wage for week workers.
We, 1il western diversified manufacturers and members of the cotton garment

industry and the Central West Garment Association and classified as small
manufacturers, appeal to you to give our cause for complaint your most serious
consideration and grant us the relief and help us to save our industries, not only
for ourselves but for our employees. If such relief is not extended, the multitude
of small manufacturers through tout our whole country is doomed.

Respectfully sulmnitted.
CV.NTRAI. Vxsv GARMENT ASaOeIATrzON,

By Fi,oYD Bi. ,JOHNSON, Presidert.

The above is submnied by the special committee appointed at convection of
this association held in Des Moines, Iowa, to outline our individual and collective
views.
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LETTER FROM THE DrxiE MACMNZRT MANUFACTURING CO., ST. Louis, Mo.
ST. LOuis, April Itl, 1955.

Hon. Senator PAT HARRISON,

Chief of the Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D. C.

SiR: As a small manufacturer who is being penalized by added costs, we wish
to &dd our protest to the extension of the National Recovery Administration.

We are one of the many unfortunates who do not have the financial ability
for lobby purposes to show many reasons why the National Recovery Adminis.
tration has affected many of us small manufacturers in the successful operation
of our business.

We will appreciate our protest being made a part of the Investigating com-
mittee's report and will be glad, upon request, to produce facts to show why the
National Recovery Administration has been injurious to small industry.

Respectfully yours,
DIxIE MACHINERY MFo. Co.,
C. M. BINDNER, Secretary.

LETTER FROM THE DURABLE GOODS INDUSTRIES COMMITTEE, WASHINGTON,
D. C., AND PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The HOxOnAetE PAT HARRISON, PHILADELPHIA, April 13, 1935.

Chairman Committee on Finance,
United Stales Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR HARRISON: I have had an opportunity to read the testimony
of Mr. A. J. Hettinger, Jr., given April 1st and 2d, before your committee on the
extension of the National Industrial Recovery Act.

Mr. Hettinger is an economist of national standing who devoted much time and
effort to the initial organization and early administration of the National Recov-
ery Administration. lie is now the executive secretary of the Durable Goods
Industries Committee, of which I am chairman. Mr. Hettinger has stated clearly
that his testimony, with respect to the administration of this act, was an expression
of his own personal observations and viewpoint and not the opinion of our
committee.

The Durable Goods Industries Committee has endorsed and wishes to support
the recommendations of the Conference of Business Men held at White Sulphur
Springs in December 1934 with respect to the extension of the National Industrial
Recovery Act for a further trial period of 1 year only. Codes authorized there-
under should be truly voluntary on the part of industry, but subject to the ap-
proval or disapproval of the administrative agency which, however, should be
without power to modify a code other than to withdraw its approval, or to impose
a code of any kind. The recommendations of this conference on this subjectwill
be found on pages 11 to 14 of the attached copy of the report of the conference,
which we respectfully submit for your consideration.Yours faithfully, GEouGE H, HousToN, Chairman.

REPRINTED FROM THE DECLARATIONS OF THE JOINT BUSINESs CONFERENCE
FOR ECONOMIC RECOVErRY HELD AT WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS, W. VA., DECEM-
BER 17-19, 1934

NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY ACT

By its own terms the National Industrial Recovery Act expires not later than
June 16, 1935. The administration has indicated its desire for further trial of
certain features of the act. Experience has not sufficiently determined whether
f ermanent measures are desirable, or if desirable, the form they should take.
In view of these considerations, this conference recommends that new emergency

legislation be enacted, prior to June 16, 1935, for a period of 1 year, in conformity
with the principles hereafter stated.

Such legislation should be administered by an administrative agency of at
least five meinbers possessing the authority to approve or disapprove codes of
fair competition in or affecting interstate commerce that had been voluntarily
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submitted by an association or group truly representative of a given trade
or industry

LADORt PROVISIONS OFP t"J COMM
The National Industrial Recovery Act wasa temporary measure, designed to

meet a national emergency and it is recognized that its expiration would entail
hardships in certain industries, the operations of which are being temporarily
conducted under its provisions. In view of this fact and without prejudice to
the opposition of industry to Federal legislation in the Aield of local labor relations,
this new emergency legislation should follow the National Industrial Recovery
Act upon its expiring date, such legislation to conform to the following principles:

1. Any new legislation continuing the National Industrial Recovery Act should
be of the same temporary emergency character as the original act, and one year
is recommended as the term of any such law.

2. The continuance of present codes or the adoption of new codes should be
conditioned upon the voluntary action of the respective industries or trades.

3. The now act should require every Code of Fair Competition to contain
suitable provisions concerning maximum hours and minimum wages, )rohibiting
child labor, safeguarding both labor and employer by giving to labor the right to
deal with employers either individually or collectively, directly or through rep.
resentatives of their own free choice, without intimidation or coercion of either
party from any source.

4. During the emergency period the problems of child labor, of minimum
wages, and of maximum hours are likely to be especially acute. In any Industry,
therefore, not o orating under a code of fair competition in which the adminis-
trativo agency finds that child labor is used or threatened or wages are so low
or hours so long as to impair materially our living standards, we appeal to em-ployers in such an industry voluntarily to apply for a code in order to prevent or
correct conditions which all responsible employers condemn.

oPHTIxIV PRACTICE MovisIoNs oF CODES
It is recommended that the new legislation provide that any industry or trade

voluntarily desiring to do so may, subject to the approval of a governmental ad.
ministrative agency provided for in such legislation, and after proper investigation
and public hearings, adopt and make effective a oode of fair competition,

A main objective of codes of fair competition in this period of emergency line
been and should be to aid in Increasing employment, relieving pressure on wages,
and In scouring the restoration of the sound functioning of the compotitivo sys-
tem by mitigating the effects of destructive competition aggravated by the de-
pression. It should be the objective of these codes thereby to aid in securingcompetitive conditions fair to producer, distributor, and consumer, the restora-
tion of credit, the resumption of replacemonts and improvements in operating
machinery, and rolled from that instability of markets which retardsi eolnidont
Inoreano in prodution and consumption.

The standard to be set forth In such legislation, which the adrinitrtive
Aconcy Is to ia ply fi passing on the provisions of a uro ies 00o(d e fair l comp
tilien, should Co consistent lgith and should promote theme objectives and, to that
end, should facilitate the elimination of unsound and unfair method R of coipe-
tition and In proper cases In the public Interest, should peri t of aetieablo

ses0 Keroo or prevent rice d enoralization, to secure reason le adjust-mont of available capacity to available (lerandl In ovor-eapacitated Indiuntries,
and( to afford proteeton against the elimination er oppression of oiall business.
No gre1t provision should be approved or continued which results in A price level
udrvelnsoneo and unfair to the public, Provisions of each cooe should bo deotr.

m rined by and adapted to th particular conditions of that industry.

In sonme natural resource Industries conservation is a matter of groat public
concern andl may require sipecific treatment. These industries should beo ~( to
uitilize such provisions of general legislation as outlined heroin; but since these
Iprovisions may not be mufli doent to ineet the needs of the Indlustrcos and protect
ihe ltiblic Interest, speciffc legislution should be considered to meect their require-
Monte. 8ueh legilion should follow tho general principle that the further the
actions thus approved extend Into fields otherwise resitricted or prohibited by law,the greater the governmental st~porvieon necessary to protect tAmu public intoroat.Tio de(lvelepment nd~ thle subiss~fion of codes of fair Com, option 141li 1(11)

uMjgtarZ on the puart of indIustry, and1( subject to the approvalI or dlisapproval of
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the administrative agency, with opportunities for resubmission to the same
authority for approval of modifications. The preparation and proposal of a
code, in whole or in part, should be a solo responsibility of the petitioning
industry.

In order to prevent confusion in the transition period between the expiration
of the National Industrial Recovery Act and the adjustment of codes to the
provisions of the new law, existing codes for industries so desiring may continue
in effect until termirttr,ed or amended.

'Wlse administrative itgency should have the right to terminate, after public
hearing, existing codes ur those formulated under the new act. Industry through
its representatives should also have the right to terminate such codes or propose
amendments to them.

There should be opportunity for members of industry to enter into agreements
between themselves, which agreements, when approved by the administrative
agency, should ho enforceable against all parties to the agreements.

As to actions in conformity and compliance with provisions of approved codes
of fair competition or approved voluntary agreements, the new legislation should
supersede any other statute with which it might otherwise conflict.

The new act, in its application, should extend only to those businesses which
are engaged in or affect interstate commerce.

The new act should provide for mandatory assessment of all members primarily
engaged in an industry for financing code administration, subject to the approval
of the administrative agency, unless the industry has provided. for said financing
by volmtary methods. It is recognized that in other than the retail distributive
and service fields, multiple assessments may be desirable, and in such cases the
general objective should be to limit further mandatory code assessments upon
any person to those secondary or incidental lines in which he is a substantial
factor in competition.

The effectiveness of codes depends upon the prompt enforcement of all provi-
sions. Violations should, in the first instance, be adjusted, if possible, by the
code authority with the aid, on proof of violation, of the administrative agency,
with ultimate resort to judicial process. The Government in its purchases should
not require compliance certificates of any kind nor discriminate against any
person not determined by due process of law to be violating a code. The use,
application, or possession of National Recovery Administration labels or other
such emblems or devices should not be required as a condition of the right to
manufacture or sell commodities.

Under appropriate safeguards, approved codes of fair competition should ba
binding upon all members of the industry.

LETTER ADDRESED TO SENATOR RICHARD B. RUSSEL, JR., OF GEORGIA, FROM
THE EMPIRE MANUFACTURING CO., WINDER, GA.

EMPIRE MANUFACTURING Co.,
Winder, Ga., February 22, 1985.

tlc. RICIHARD B. RUSsELL, Jr.,
Se&natc 0ice Bttilding,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR HRUSSLL: The National Industrial Recovery Act and the

Cotton Garment Code are wrecking our industry and especially the sniall con-
cerns, I have just reat President Roosevelt's recomniendation to Congress
regarding extending the National Industrial Recovery Act for 2 years and note
lie made the ft.llowing statement: "We have begun to develop new safcglai ds
for small cnterl rises."

The ll) oVt solinrs gol, )u t we Iave seenti nio signs whlittever of anyiy protection
aitti unless stttlo'thiuig ii done immediately it will he tot) late.

If I recdl e 'erctly, ctottcn was selling aromot 6 cent in February 1933, at
which time we were selling the best grade overalls at $7 per dozen. Cotton with
)rtc'ssirg tax is today Irrirgitig around 17 cents and we are beig forced by the

large producers to sell the same garment at t low price of $10.37% per dozen.
Yoi will ntte that we are getting only $3.37Y2 per dozen moire with 17 cent cotton
against 6 cents. Besides having had to raise wages from 75 percent to tOO per-
cent, purchase National Recovery Administration labels and still operate 33
percent less time. The $10.37% prlce on overalls is the price set by the large
manufacturers and has become the standard price.
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We have always had hands worth $1, $2, $5 per day, etc. Why pay the $1
hand $5 or the $5 hand $1?

Of course everyone would like to see everybody employed with good wages,
but why kill the goose that lays the golden egg when it is absolutely impossile
to sell our goode at a price that will not permit us to break even on the present
hours and wages. After raising our piece rates from 75 percent to 100 percent
our small concern had to contribute over $1,000 from July through December
1934 to employees who did not earn the minimum wage. Now in addition to
all of this burden, we have an Executive order requiring our industry to reduce
hours an additional 10 percent and increase wages 10 percent, so you can imagine
what we are up against and can see the impossibility of staying in business
under such conditions,

While you are having the Nyc-MeCarran investigation of all codes, we believe
you can get evidence enough to show that 3 or 4 overalls manufacturers to-
gether with the prison labor competition is setting a price so low for overalls
and pants that it is detrimental to small concerns.

Two of the largest overalls manufacturers several months ago sent out a letter
to the general trade and one stated in part as follows:"We reduced all men's overalls and coats $1 per dozen. You can accept
our statement 100 percent that there is no justification for today's low prices
and they are far below cost and we unhesitatingly advise you to buy your
requirements."

Sales, collections, and prices combined have been the poorest in this industry
I have seen in my 19 years' experience. I am sure every manufacturer hero
will vouch for these facts given you and what is true here I believe is general
in this industry. I trust you will give this matter your serious consideration
and see that the small enterprises get a square deal.Yours very truly,

EMPIRE MANUFACTURING Co.
. L. EAVENSON.

TELEGRAM AnDREsE1o TO SEN AroR HOMEit T. BONE FROM II. E. FLiMIN(, Pnr.-
IJI.NT UINO COUNTY AsSOCIATION OF ICE MANUFACTURERS, SEATT,E, NVARH.

SEATTLE, WASH., April 16, 1935.SEN ArOR toMER 'T. Iloar,
United Statue, Senate, Washington, D. C.

King County Association Ice Manufacturers and T)ealers-conisisting Seattle
lee, Arctic Ice, Poplar Ice, City Ice, University Iee, Crystal Ice, Rainier Ice, Ice
l)elivery, Booth Fisheries, San Juan Fish & Packing Co., Highland Park Delivery,
Diantid Ice & Storage, Washington Cold Storage, Northwest Ice & Storage, all
in Secattle Renton ice & lee Creami, IRciton; l)es Moines Auto Freight, Des
Moines; East Side lee, Kirklanl; Miles Delivery, Bellovue-reprsenting siiall
and large operations in King County, authorize me to wire you conveying our
sentiments for contiition (if Nrtional Recover; Act and Ice Industry Code in
present form. Retention control of production lprovisioi vital necessity to
industry's future and present satisfattory working coiditions to labor. 1 under
Ice Code ii'ustry ii this section enjoying most stabilized competitive Pon'itions
in history at no increase to consumer and increased wage scale and impl roved
conditions to hlor. We urge your hearty cooleratioli to continuation of National
Recovery Act and Ic, Code it present forn.

It. E. FLEMINl, Prceidcent.

LETTER IlIOM MI R. .1. A. NI YrEiR, I'1tESIDNT "LOIADORA )RE S SIno', INC.,

ATI.AN''A, (IA.

Fto.tI)ORA l)iF,t S r oi',

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTFE, clotot, Gi., M1rch 50, 195.
N, tional lccovcry Adlninistrttlion Itorcstiflatin, 11%ishinfoe, 1, C.

HONn+ Anra SIs: Ihis letter is written as it fornial protest on the part of an
American merchant opposed to granting Pr,'si-elilo Roosevelt's request for a 2-
year extension of the National Recovery Administration.
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Our business was organized in 1929, and during the depression years we always
managed to maintain a good credit in the markets and at the end of a year show
a small reasonable profit. Since we signed the President's National Recovery
Administration agreement, we have operated at a loss. Our selling expense has
advanced from 6 percent, the maximum allowed retailers (according to the
Harvard Research Bureau) to over 10 percent during 1934. This increased
selling expense resulted in an operation loss of $2,500. This loss impaired our
working capital and was the direct cause of our becoming slow in payment of our
bills during the past season. The mercantile agencies in New York, ascertaining
we were running slow on our bills, refused to continue to recommend our account
favorably until additional working capital was placed in the business. This
working capital was obtained by the writer borrowing every cent he could on his
life insurance. Our credit has since been reinstated favorably by four out of the
"big five" credit agencies in New York. However, should we attempt to live
up to the National Recovery Administration requirements for another year, the
same condition will prevail, and our working capital will be so jeopardized (and
with no more cash values left in my personal life insurance) that our credit will
again become impaired and we will be forced out of business. This is the con-
dition confronting small merchants all over the United States, and men like
Clarence Darrow, Senators Borah, King, and Nye have certainly informed your
committee correctly. Hon. Donald Richberg in stating before your committee
that the "small merchants had benefited through operation of National Recovery
Administration" misstated the facts.

Big business has been the ones who have profited from National Recovery
Administration and they know that a continuation of same will ultimately
result in forcing all small merchants out of business. This firm vigorously
protests continuation of National Recovery Administration and thinks, outside
of the fair trade practice provisions, same should he scrapped. The Government
should not interfere with the operation of commercial business.

Even if your august body should recommend granting the President's request,
this firm has no alternative but to surrender its Blue Eagle, refuse to comply
with provisions of the act, and carry the fight to the United States Supreme
Court, as we simply cannot live up to the provisions of the code and remain
in business. Natural liquidation or bankruptcy is inevitable under such
conditions.

We might further add that this firm organized with a paid-in capital of $10,000,
by losing $2,500 last year, which loss has been attributed by our auditors to in-
creased selling expense, reduced its working capital by one-fourth. You can
readily see how utterly iniputsibl it would bc to try to comply with the cod, for
another year or two.

Thanking you for your consideration, and trusting you will weigh the above
facts carefully before reaching a final decision, we beg to remain,

Yourst obediently, FLORADORA DaEss SHO, iNc.,

By J. A. MEYEn, President.

STATEMENT OF JAMES R. I~LBouRNw, BOSTON, MASS., RErILESENTINO TIo
NEw ENGLAND MEAT PRODUCTS Co.

The National Recovery Administration should be scrapped, with the possible
exception of the mininium wage and minimum hour recqutrements. Fair compe-
tition has been made impossible because large businesses are able to undersell
smaller producers and manufacturers. This is made possible through tile large
producers and manufacturers securing control of the code authority and estab-
lislhiig regulations arid price selie'liflo which the small nian cannot meet.

We are principally interested in the imports division of the National Recovery
Administration. The reciprocal trade treaty policies of the Government have
made it almost impossible for the small business oan to hope for any alleviation
from foreign competition. Our business is that of preserving and cannilg mieat
products, and we are now faced with the tremendous increase in importations of
these products from foreign countries. The imports division of the National
Recovery Administration fails to take into consideration tie elements of trade
which exist outside our country--that is, between other countries of the world-
and as a result of this we find our export markets being gradually whittled away.
I should like to cite and example of the need for intelligent long-range planning
insofar as our foreign trade is concerned,
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BRITISH-DUTCH CATTLE AGREEMENT

The United States had been killing off thousands of head of cattle and hogs
and at the same moment inviting a destruction of our export market for these
products. While we undertake a courageous program of reduction in the number
of cattle on our western ranges in order to avoid disastrous overproduction, other
countries are expanding this same production. The effect of this is becoming
apparent. It is understood that the British Government is contemplating a
treaty with the Dutch for colonization on the cattle ranges of Guiana. At the
present time something like 8,000,000 acres of grazing lands are unused in interior
Dtch and French Guiana because the only access to a seaport is through the
British territory. Under the proposed agreement the ranges of British Guiana
would be extended completely through the Dutch territory and eventually into
French Guiana.

This region is adapted to the cattle industry. Breeding stock from India
thrives under conditions which would decimate the type of steers grown in
this country. If the long-range planning of the Dutch should prove success-
ful, cheap labor, composed large y of bush negroes and Indians, will be able
to raise enough cattle on the waste lands of the Guianas to furnish meat for
half o f the British Isles. What then becomes of our export market? How can
we expect to send our meat to Cuba or Puerto Rico or the West Indies?

We must think of foreign trade in terms of world trade and not confine our
planning to our present customers. Canada, Australia, and New Zealand are
sending 250,000 pounds of meat into this country every month. The importa-
tions are increasing. The importations of raw hides and of leather products
are likewise mounting with alarming rapidity. Last year Great Britain sold
11s leather appraised in excess of $1,000,000. The sale of British leather products
in American stores is already becoming a menace to our domestic industry.

Our Government should' immediately recognize the expansion abroad of
tho!:e industries which we are attempting to curtail within our own borders.
If tle British and the Dutch enter into their agreement for the colonization of
Dutch terrilorv in South America, the latter, with the aid of Argentina, will
have the land'and labor to produce sufficient livestock to destroy our market
throughout the North aud South American continents. If foreign nations
persist in long-range expansion of this kind, we must take steps to protect our-
selves by placing quota limitations on meat and leather products from those
countries. To allow the Dutch to get control of our market for meat and hides
in South and Central America, as well as the Bahama and West Indies Islands,
is to further encourage the deterioration of domestic agriculture.

TELEGRAM FROM LEONARD BROS., FORT WORTH, TEX.

FORT WORTH, Tax., April 11, 1985.Senator PAT HARRISON,
Chairman Senate Finance Committee:

We are independent retail merchants and cater needs independent me-'.""nts
through our wholesale house, Fort Worth wholesale grocery. Our opiniit prict -
fixing provisions National Recovery Administration all respects should i.ot b3
extended but should be specifically prohibited. Our opinion these provisions
hurtful and not helpful progressive independent distributors; furthermore, pro-
visions are unfair to consumers and are curtailing consumption at time whin
movement volume goods is most necessary. Employment Is affected directly
by movement units merchandise and not necessarily so by dollar sales. Further-
more, provisions are clumsy always unfair to some types distributors, unin-
forceable except by bluff and intimidation unworthy of governmental sanction.
We know this represents opinion overwhehning majority aggressive distributors
Texas our acquaintance and believe it represents view majority of distributors
point of volume In State not including national chains We, along with many
others, find we must attend to our bumnz-. e in order keep it going forward and
therefore cannot spend time necessary attend hearing. Please include these
views records.

LEONARD Bnos.
CARL BR NER.
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MEMORANDUM AND STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY THE MERCHANDISE WAREHOUSING
TRADE CODE AUTHORITY, CHICAGO, ILL., AND WASHINGTON, D. C.

Memorandum to the Senate Finance Committee in re the position of the Mer-
chandise Warehousing Trade Code Authority concerning the extension of the
principles of the National Recovery Administration

GENTLEMEN: The Merchandise Warehousing Trade Code Authority, at its
rewIlar meeting, December 5 to 8, 1934, considered the question of the extension
of he National Industrial Recovery Act. After full discussion of the question,
there was unanimously ado pted a resolution to the effect that the National In-
dustrial Recovery Act should be extended for the period of at least 1 year, and
the principal reasons therefor are included in the attached copy of the memo-
randuri approved by the code authority at the time.

At the meeting of the members of the Merchandise Warehousing Trade in New
Orleans, during the week of February 4 to 9, 1935, inclusive, this action of the
Merchandise Warehousing Trade Code Authority was discussed, and attached
you will find an excerpt from the minutes of that meeting wherein the members
of the trade approved the recommendation of the Merchandise Warehousing
Trade Code Authority in this regard.

Our trade has contributed to the economic recovery program of the President
of the United States and of our Congress, as expressed through the National In-
dustrial Recovery Act in an endeavor to rehabilitate our industry and stabilize
economic conditions by efforts tinder the code of Fair Competition for the Mer-
chandise Warehousing Trade, and to increased purchasing power through increase
in employment. From a survey for the month of May 19:34, as compared with
the month of May 1933 (the Merchandise Warehousing Trade Code became
effective February 10, 1934), the facts determined 'hroughi a questionnaire to the
members of the trade indicate considerable increase in employment, resulting ini
a total increase in wages of just about 30 percent.

While there are many problems still facing the merchandise trade, it is our
considered judgment that benefits to our industry, to labor, and to the Nation
as a result have accrued through the effectuation of the provisions of our code
under the National Industrial Recovezy Act. Stabilization provisions, such as
those of our code, are requisite to our trade. Our industry is clothed with a
public interest; it is part of our transportation and distribution system. Stabili-
zation is necessary in the public interest as well as for the effectuation of the
code provisions within the industry. Without a proper basis for stabilization,
it is the unaninious opinion of our code authority members that our code pro-
viAols would be of little yhlsin; t th Isbur and wage provisions of our code
would not be possible of effectuation, and that the smaller members of the trade
would not be protected as row against monopolistic practices.

The position of the Merchandise Warehousing Trade Code Authority regarding
stabilization is probably best expressed in the memorandum presented January
11, 1935, before the National Industrial Recovery Board at a public hearing in
Washington, at which tinie tire secretary of the code authority presented the
position of tire merchandise warehousing trade, A copy of this memorandum is
also enclosed.

The attached resolution regarding continuance of the National Industrial
Recovery Act expresses riot only the opinion of the code authority, composed
of both small arid large members of our trade, but also the position of the trade
members, as shown it) the minutes of the nceting of tire ienlbers of the trade
about 2 months ago.

Respectfully yours,
A. LANE CRIcnHR, Counsel.

STATEMENT OF THE MERCHANDISE WAREHOUSING TRADE CODE AUTHORITY RE
CONTINUANCE OV THE NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY ACT

It is our belief that the National Industrial Recovery Act should he extended
for a period of one year rather than permit it to expire arid rather than have
new legislation enacted at the coming session of Congress.

The present act is an eniergency measure arid that eirergency still exists.
The extension of the present act would only require a joint resolution of Con-

gress. This is a simple matter compared to writing arid passing of measures of
new legislation which may take place. Any new legislation would only be the
product of a limited period of experience under the present act, and insufficient
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experience does not permit crystallization of opinion. Another year is required.
We are beginning to achieve a degree of stabilization, and this should be permitted
to continue. Certainly, strife over any new legislation would contribute nothing
to business recovery. Even consideration of new legislation would have a strong
deterring effect upon the progress being achieved under the approved codes.

If the present act is permitted to expire, what is to happen to these some 600
codes now in effect? Some of these codes, in fact most of them, are otnly now
becoming really effective; industry is only now beginning to show the benefits
of operation tinder codes. For example, the merchandise warehousing trade
finds that under its code of fair competition almost a 30-percent increase in tho
annual payroll has been its contribution towards increased employmnent and
wages. At the same time, the trade is only beginning to achieve stabilization
tider the fair trade practice provisio']s of the code.

New legislation would certainly mean rather ineffective use of the present
codes in the last few months of their existence--just at the time that the pro-
visions of the codes are beginning to be understood and applied, and the results
of the various programs of education are commencing to bear fruit . Codification
of business, were it to continue tnder any new legislation, would require simply
a repetition of the process of approving codes with the attendant uncertainties
alld contfusion involved.

Any criticism of the present National Industrial Recovery Act is not properly
aimed at the theory of the act, itself; we hae studied each provision of this act
and believe not only% that it has been soutdly conceived but also that it is practical
in that it presents real opportunity to achieve the policies set forth as its objective.

If the present act is extended for a year, it may be hoped that conditions by
that tie will have changed. Industry will then have had over 2 years' experi-
ece under its provisions and approved codes. With this longer experience, the
administration and Congress will, upon a basis of fact, be emabledi to determine
thie character of any legislation then to be enacted.

We present these views as the utatinaotns opitnion of the Merchaidise Ware-
hon.itg Trade Code Authority, voted at its meeting held Decenher 5-8, 1934.

MERCHANDISE WAREIIOUSING TRADE CODE AUTHORITY,
D. S. ADAMS, Cairtaon.

Attest:
WILSON V. LITTLE, Secrebtry.

DCEM1aBE 8, 1934.

STATEMENT OF WILSON V. LITTLE, SECRETARY OF THE MERCHANDISE WAREHOUSING
TRADE CODE AUTHORITY BEFORE THE NATIONAL INDUWAIiAL ntECOkik%1 1OARD

Any contribution that the merchandise warehousing trade may be able to
make to this symposium on the subject of price controls in codes of fair competi-
tion approved" under the National Industrial Recovery Act must necessarily be
made in the light of the trade's needs and its experience tinder its approved C ode
No. 232, which was submitted to the National Recovery Administration on
August 24, 1933, was approved January 27, 1934, and became effective February
10, 1934,

The merchandise' warehousing trade has had an experience of 11 months tinder
its code.

The members of this trade are known in commerce as "merchandise ixarehouse-
men". They serve primarily as agents of manufacturers, producers, importers,
and other owners of merchandise in the maintenance of stocks of merchandise
in the various markets throughout the country, in having custody of these goods,
and in making physical deliveries from these stocks to the customers of their own-
ers on instructions from the owners. A single manufacturer may use the facilities
and service of from 60 to 100 members of the merchandise warehousing trade in
as many different cities throughout this country.

The relations that a merchandise warehouseman has with his customers are not
spasmodic, such as the sale of a product, constituting a definite and completed
transaction. On the contrary, the warehotiseman is an arm oif the manufacturer's
traffic department, being used continuously so long as need for his service exists
and his service and his tariff of ;ates and charges warrant no change in the
relationshi'.

The facilities of merchandise warehousemen are, therefore, part and parcel of
the Nation's distribution system, and merchandise warehouses are distinctly
public-service institutions, closely allied with other agencies employed by manu-
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facturers and other producers to move their goods in interstate commerce.
Indeed, the National Recovery Administration has so recognized this trade as an
agency in commerce peculiarly affecting the public Interest, by placing this code
under the jurisdiction of the National Recovery Administration a transportation
section of its Public Utilities Division.

In some States, such as California, Washington, Minnesota, and Indiana, mer-
chandise warehouses are public utilities under the law, along with the railroads,
telephone, telegraph, and other utilities. In such States it is necessary for ware-
hou~emen to publish tariffs of their rates and charges, and to file them with the
public utility regulatory commissions therein. In some cases, the rates and
charges have to be approved by these commissions before becoming effective,
and changes from existing tariffs on file may not be made until after 30 days'
notice to all concerned.

Because of this public-service character of our operations and because no other
national law was applicable to this trade, it was felt that the National Industrial
Recovery Act was peculiarly adapted to the purpose of bringing about the stabili-
zation in rating procedure needed by merchandise warehousemen anxious to par-
ticipate in the recovery program. Accordingly, in August 1933, the. merchandise
warehousing trade submitted its proposed code of fair competition to the Na-
tional Recovery Administration providing for a sort of public utility regulatory
set-up, calling for the filing of tariffs and a waiting period of 30 days with respect
to changes therefrom, features in effect for many years in States where there is
public utility sups 'vision over members of our trade.

With this* background in mind, you will understand why the stabilization fea-
tures that are in the Merchandise Warehousing Trade Code are natural to and
needed by the trade. Article IY of the code reads:

"Each member of the trade shall publish, post in a conspicuous place open to
public inspection, and file with the code authority, a tariff containing all rates,
charges, terms, and conditions covering his warehousing facilities and services,
which rates, charges, terms, or conditions shall not be changed except upon the
publication, posting, and filing of a new or supplemental tariff, to become effcive
10 days thereafter."

It will be observed that the Nationil Recovery Administration, while readily
assenting to the tariff-filing procedure, did not feel able to approve the 30-day
waiting period common in the transportation field and even within our own tradewhere State laws apply.

It is economically unsound for rates and charges in public warehouses to fluctu-
ate from day to day. It is necessary for manufacturers, importers, and other
warehouse users to know in advance of their sales what the cost of delivery is to
be. These is need for them to know what the warehousing factor is in their dis-
tribution expense, just as they know what the railroad rates are for the trans-
portation of their products. They want to know also that their competitors are
paying no less than they are for public warehousing service In their various com-
petitive markets. It Is, thereforet in the interest of the public served that the
rating procedure in the merchandise warehousing trade have stabiity, and that
changes in rates and charges be made by orderly process, just as with other agen-
cies utilized in the movement of goods from faory to consumer. We know of
no other way by which this stabilization may he maintained except through thepublication and filing of tariffs; and a 30-day waiting period usual with otheragencies in distribution, would be more efficacious than the I 0-day period that
the trade's code now provides for.Another price control that the trade should have, in our judgment and whice
was in the proposed code but not included in the a p proved eode, is the pawer f
the trade's administrative agency to suspend a tariff or supplement against which
complaint has been made on the ground that the rates and charges contained
therein are inadequate, such suspension being subject to National Recovery
Administration review and disapproval after the trade's administrative agency
has made its finding as to the inadequacy cu mplained of. Such supervision over
merchandise warehousing rates and charges would be similar to that exercised by
the Interstate Commerce Commission over the warehousing rates and charges
of railroads that do also a merchandise warehousing business. This procedure
would brin about nationally a sabilization within our trade in tetiae manner
that stabilization Is felt to be needed and is attained in States wh ervichandise

warehouses are public utilities under the law. We think that this particular
stabilization feature is in the public interest and would be practical in our trade
under the proviaoes of the National Industrial Recovery Act. As I say, the trade
asked for it, but the National Recovery Administration had not developed
sufficiently to assume the roles of a regulatory body of the kind required.
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The cost provision in the code is not what the trade asked for but is what
National Recovery AdminiEtration concocted for us as being in line with its
pricing policy as it then existed. A "price floor" is established, no rate being
permitted that is below the "lriest reasonable cost of the most efficient and low-
est cost operator in the locality." Under this provision a member of the trade
may sell below his own cost, provided he is not the most efficient and lowest
cost operator in the locality. However, there has been a "floor" established by
the code, which, along with the other controls, does contribute its influence in
procuring the stabilization that we have assumed the National Industrial Recov-
ery Act contemplates for our trade.

The National Renovery Administration has approved the trade's recognized
cost method, with some omissions, and in this connection, as well as relating to
other stabilization features in the code, I wish to direct the Board's attention
to the fact that our code authority is cooperating with the Federal Coordinator of
Transportation in a program baviug to do with stabilizing the voluntary ware-
housing services performed by the railroads, steamship lines, State and municipally
owned facilities, and port terminals generally. Prior to the National Industrial
Recovery Act, such effort had been more or less futile. In other years, intense
competition among transportation agencies has brought about a system of charges
below cost, allowances, rebates, and improper absorptions, injurious to all concern-
ed, including the public served arid particularly taxpayers. These stabilization
features in our code give us now the opportunity to cooperate with the Interstate
Commerce Commission, the Federal Coordinator of Transportation, and other
agencies in order to remedy this situation; and we are positive that the elimination
o any of these features from our code will prevent this cooperation and largely
handicap the Federal Coordinator. It would then require legislation to place al
of these industries concerned under some other Federal control if the problem of
voluntary warehousing by transportation agencies is ever to be solved.

We have recently made a survey of employment conditions in our trade and find
that the members of the trade have, in the aggregate, increased their pay rolls
almost 30 percent over the same period last year, and the number of employees
by a like amount. This has been their contribution to the recovery program,
The fair-trade practice provisions have not had sufficient time to operate to bring
corresponding improvement in sales revenue. In fact, it is only the promise that
these provisions give for the future that has warranted the members of our trade
in subscribing so wholeheartedly during these past few months to this procedure
for bringing about better employment conditions. Take away these stabilization
features from the code--the filing of tariffs, the 10-day waiting period, and the cost
provisions--and our trade would be in the same status that all industry was in
when the National Industrial Act was conceived. It was not able to participate
in any employment program unless bad competitive practices would he abolished
so as to permit the acquirement of the revenues necessary to pay the increased
pay-roll expense contemplated under the program. Take away these stabilization
features that are bringing about saner competition, and we are where we started
18 months ago. We shall have the increased pay-roll requirements but nothing
to meet them with.

We have no fixation of actual prices in our code. These price controls that we
do have are practical, were known to the trade prior to National Recovery Act,
are needed now under the recovery program, and they should be retained in this
trade because of the quasi-public utility character of the service that it renders to
the shippers of this country.

EXTRACT FROM PAGE 29 OF THE MINUTES Or THE MEETING OF THE MERCHANDISE
WAREHOUSING TRADE, FEBRUARY 8--a, 106, NEW ORLEANS, LA.

"Whereas at the meeting of the Merchandise Warehousing Trade Code
Authority, held December 5-8, 1934, a resolution was passed urging the con-
tinuance of the National Industrinl Recovery Act for a further period of at least
1 year from its expiration date, and in accordance with this resolution a statement
was prepared and forwarded to the President of the United States and members
of the National Industrial Recovery Board, the President of the Chamber of
Commerce of the United States, and other officials in Washington: Be it therefore

"ReBolved, That the American Warehousemen's Association, Merchandise
Division, in session at New Orleans this date, hereby approve and endorse the
action of the Merchandise Warehousing Trade Code Authority as set forth above.

"If it is in order, I would like to change the words 'American Warehousemen s
Association, Merchandise Division', to the 'Merchandise Warehousing Trade.'
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")hairrir \dirrs: Yol l.uvo all h'ar( the resoltion OnfCred hy Mr. Ifal:ett.
Is there a soeorit?

Mr. (. C. Daniel (ffiansas Cit, Mo.): I will KeolO it.

"The question was called for * *
"Ciairman Adams: All in favoc signify by saying 'aye'; contrary.
"'T'1' reslutimn is adopted."
It is iwreby certified that the above is a true and corre 4t copy of time vernatim

minutes of the meeting of the Merchandise Warlehousing Triee at New Orleans,
lehroary 8-9, 1935.

WiLrso- V. LITTLE, Secretari.

LETTER FaoMu MOnVAT & Sons, INc., BRIDGETON, N. J.
" AP~iL 9, 1935.

Finance Committee of the United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

QFNM'IFMEN: Your telegram'received and regret very much that as u (li as I
desire to l)e present on the tIth to testify against tie continuation of the National
Recovery Administration beyond the date of June 16, ciremrustaes will not
permit the time and expense.

You have directed me in your telegram to prepare a written statement. There-
fore, I take the privilege of using this soeans to bring before you the facts as
briefly as possible.

Speaking of the National Recovery Adominsii, .tion and its effects, permit me
to state as follows:

We have been in the business of manufacturing ladies' apjl biucu 15o.
Since thai tie, to the present date, we never had any labor troubles. A little
after the National Recovery Administration was introduced with its section 7a,
the National Needle Workers' Unios took it upon themselves to euroll all workers
and they sent their represciitatives to begin agitation among employees of our
town. They engaged peoph, outside of our factory to appear in front of same
with large placards on whlik was printed "We are representing N. R. A." and
"Youni must enroll in the nion." Several agitators visited our workers in their
homes and used all sorts of persuasions, even coercion and physical injuries,
continuing these efforts for nearly 3 months, failing in their efforts only on accomt
of the satisfied conditions of our loyal workers. We made complaints to the
National Recovery Administration authorities, but they would do nothing to
hel r 8.

After their failure to organize our forces, the disappointed agitators began to
file complabits against is for alleged violations; and to answer those groundless
accusations, we were obliged to appear in Newark, 130 miles away from our place
of business, causing us the loss of tinre and expense which we could ill afford.
No sooner had we dispoved one complaint than tihey launched another.

Winn the code covering our industries went into effect, none of the conditions
vital to is, situated as we are in a small community where efficient operators are
few, were taken into consideration. When we applied to Washington, bringing
these vital matters to the attention of the various boards, they referred our case
to the code authorities at New York which are composed of lig city manufacturers
and uniom labor leadrs. What chance (lid we have to get satisfactory action
front them? None whatever!

NViile the administrationr desires to decentralize the industry, their interest is
to anrililate all small, country industries and concentrate all business ih the
large cities, to have all the field to themselves; the labor leaders, on the other
hand, to have all the workers pay tribute to their.

The fact-finling commission covered the field to learn what would be the
proper differential In regards to the ninimurn wage. They arrived at the con-
chision, anl reported hack, that at least 30 percent less should be paid by manu-
facturers situated as we are, in a small communit,, tha by those conducting
business ii large cities. We have never received relief inn that respect. There-

fore, we ciurot compete with the large, city manufacturer, )ie to our extra
transportation charges, the lack of efficiency of our workers compared with those
of the city, and the fact that during the spring and sunrmer months qnite a nimn-
her of our trirend help stay horre to iellp on the farrirs and we are ohliged to fill
their ilrm'es with urVrahircd or aged workers, we are at a great disadvroitage anul
imve a hard st iggle to hold our own against tie prevaihing odds. The fart is
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thst our losses aro piling up due to the high cot of labor an1d materials, plis the
fact that what Nwe produce we are obliged to sell without profit to compete with
the large city manufacturer.

('lo 't u i let tially thc :n tlode u:;d by organ iced !Uhor will be Iiiu .r , hl
the, fact that while we are restricted to 36 hours, Oie ionized shop within a short
block of our factory works 6 days a week all hours without anyone disturbing
them and they have no tine records, while the open shops are harassed beyond

our niagillatio, Iecently, tne Sndl con tractor of our town who has been
called for alleged violations aid loas been denied labels by the code authorities
uinless lie submits to certain conditions which we all know lie cannot comply with,
was told by the union representative to sign up his workers and they will wipe off
the slate with the code authorities.

I could cite onerous cases which come to my knowledge, one more unequitable
and vicious than the other, tmi flontish their testimonies to prove every word of
it if you desire to give ine the opportuity.

Thanking you for the courtesy extended, I remain,
Sincerely yours, " MoavaY & Sows, Inc.,

Vxc'roR W MoavAY.

Li'rElt FROM MR. GEoRGE H. MeGOVERN, PREiSICENT BUILDERS SUPPLIES
CoRpoRArION, WILMINoTON, DEa.

WIeMINGTON, DEL., April 5, 1935.
FELTON M. .lOtINSTlNT, Es(i.,

Clerk, Senate Finance Comititee, Unit d States Senate,
Wa1shinaqton, D. C.

IAt SIc: Vo,,t litter of April 2, 1935, arrived during my absence from the
city.

By reason of ill ness I wired you today in reply to your telegram as follows:
"Cannot attend meeting of Finance Committee April 8 regarding National

Recovery Act. If committee desires to hear me at later date reqtest ytu ,rrange
to htve National Recovery Act or W. H. Talley, secretary of Retail Coso. Code,
Wilmington, Del., produce their record of public hearings for reference in order to
substa ltiate questions that may ite asked. Cole authority has refused my
request to protice these records. Ansv;er to your telegrams delayed by my
absence from Wilmington."

With reference to your suggestion that i statement beprepared by me and that
1 indicate tl1s tito th' at maty be roqliired to present it: We arc g ling you a state-
iicnt of the improper procedure u(titer the National Recovery Act which should
le gliarded against iti any future legislation on this subject. The time to be
required for the preselitatiti of these points would rtepel primarily upom the
cllmnlittie and the tinolint tf vcciieatiom: that may be required by it to sub-

Stitiatie each iteii.
Our statemrient is is follows:
1. Restrictions should te inserted in. any future legislation which would fix

responsibility for the making of altida ius and using tlii prestige of the President
an1t tile Government. This could be apceonplished by requiring the makers of
litilt.avits to post indemnifying bonds. We have ben socecasful in contestitig all
litigation against this eontany despite the false affidavits filed against us. We
hav, been subjected to mholtis of jilblicity atad now that we have b,'en snucessftul,
tee are without recourse; as to costs or damages because all of this litigation has
been carried on in th 1m1ne of the Chiverimont,

2. 'tlt this tililli' has paid and is paying higher wages than provided for
by the code.

3. That the code authority has practiced a fraud upon the public by the tse
of false price lists as to cost price of coal to the dealer.

4. That the code authority has misrepresented the effective dates uponi which
prices took effect,

5. That the code authority assumed arbitrarily to change prices and their
effective dates.

0. That tit prices of coal before their effective (late were fraudulently repre-
'inttd in court as of Augitst 18, 1934, while it enforced and put into effect an
entirely different schedule of prices on that date and prior thi,'reto.7. 'Tlt tle code authority violated its own regulations in establishing prices.
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S. That lie cowde authority changed prices arbitrarily without the approval of
the Administrat,.

9. That, the cod. authority rcpreJ.eiAti.ldl si changes could be automatically
made, hut bas tailed to proviw ( vidence of 5110n anoomatic authority.

10. That the code authority has attempted to have the representation that
prices were approved while as a matter of fact uo signature of approval has been
produced to support such fraudulent act.

II. That the code authority has avoided and refused to make an honest
statement relative to the official approval of the schedule of prices.

12. That the code authority maliciously selected this company for prosecution
and oppressive litigation despite the fact that a large number of other dealers
were selling coal at prices lower than this company.

13. That this company has successfully combated this malicious litigation,
and is still reaiy to preserve its co-stitutiotal rights tegadiess of the aSSmUptioo
of authority and "hip-pocket" law.

14. That the local code authority was illegally elected in violation ef the
provisions of the code as signed by the President.

15. That the code, as signed by 'he President, was changed particularly in
relation to the classification of members.

16. That the ballot used in the election of the local code authority was so nuiip.
ulated as to give preference.

17. That despite the provisions of the code that no inequitable restriction on
membership be imposed, the granting of votes upon a tonnage basis, or amount
of business done, does impose arbitrary discriminatory and oppressive restrictions
upon the small dealer, and therefore, is a violation of article 8, Monopolistic
practices.

18. That the arbitrary discrimination permitted the control of the solid fuel
industry and sue 'tiutijaeLv y'ini4 ~txu Uinj VIAU bysL it

and interest.
19. That this company was deprived of its vote in its pro)uer class under the

code by the arbitrary changes effected through the manipulation of the ballot,
20. that a list of proposed candidates was circulated prior to the election

whereby the same candidates at large were voted for under each class of mneniber-
ship, resulting in the election of two officers from tihe largest dealer.

21. That the wording of the certificate of compliance required the assent which
in effect was to create a combination detrimental to the constitutional rights of
an American citizen.

22, Tiat this company has liven denied the right to make extracts from the
record of the proceedings of the public meetings of the code authority, thereby
depriving it of its proper information for the co(luct of its lousinKs and its (,on-
stitutional defense against the unwarranted and prejudiced action in court as
promoted through the action of tho vode authority.

23. That this company has been 'boyrottei' in the expiiliture of our local
tax monies as well as Federal funds in an effort to xorce and coerce us to give up
our constitutional rights under our Governmunt.

24. That the consumers' committee was nut represented ani unable to express
their views upon the action of the code authority or the prices as fixed.

25. That the costs were not properly secured by the administrative member.
26. That the administrative member made a false Jlfldavit in reference, thereto.
27. That the administrative member was riot qualified to secure costs.
28. That the administrative member padded up the basic costs according to

hiis so-called "philosophy", to the injury of this company aid the consumer.
29. That the administrative member arbitrarily attempted to coerce this

company from doing a cash business, and endeavored to force us to go into a
credit business.

30. That the administrative member expressed pleasure at the prospect of
having an opportunity to testify in court, making reference to the fees he had
secured in cases for so doing, and stated to us that lie had "teeth and could use
them."

31. That perjured testimony was resorted to in atm effort to harass this company.
32. That subornation of perjury was resorted to in having identical affidavits

made in the United Statos district court against this company, despite the fact
that in a public meeting time maker of such affidavits made statements contrary
to those made in such affidsvits.

33. That the effect of such perjured affidavits was ani attempt, through a coilii-
sive combination to destroy the hiusiniss of this company.
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34. 'l'Tlt we have been denied copies or the records of the code authority,
despite the fact WO, agreed to furnish all expei.ns e connected with the finishing
of ,ane.

Very ruly yours, BomnoDslns SoPesroas (>ovePonAnOsn,

GE4ou(E 1i. Mc(GovERN, I're.ident.

LETTER FROM T E Nn' ENGLAND JOBUR AND MANUFACTURERS M1LLNI:ER
AssoCIATION, BOSTON, MASS.

BOSTON, MASS., April 16, 1935.
M¥r. F ELTON ll., JOHtNSTON

Clerk Senate finance committee, ll'ashington, D. C.
1)EvA SiR: Replying to your telegraphed notice that the Finance Committee

would give us a hearing at 10 a. in., Wednesday, the 17th, on the National
Recovery Administration investigation, we wired: "Impossible to give personal
appearance Wednesday. Mailing written statement with supporting information
of our criticism of National Recovery Administration Millinery Code."

Our objections to the National Recovery Administration, as applied to our
industry, are as follows:

1. That it is un-American and contrary to the spirit of liberty that we have
been taught is our birthright. Our workrooms and books are inspected and
audited, our employees questioned by inspectors and auditors looking for viola-
tions and transgressions-such inspections being taken as a matter of right, not
by permission; whereas, even in a criminal procedure our police department
would hesitate to enter our business premises without complaint and a search
warrantL issued by the court.

2. Our hours of labor are limited tn five 7-hour days with permission for over-
time not in excess of 12 weeks in 1 year of 7,2 hours per week, this overtime to
be paid at not less than time and one-third of the normal waFe rate. Our wages
are classified as to every operation. Ours is a seasonal business with long dull
periods between the spring and fall seasons, and wages which are paid by classifi-
cation, giving no elasticity of cost where the most skilled often is not a fast
worker and piecework must be paid equal to the classified hourly rate. These
reguistions are a haidnlip to all, especially the small manufacturer, who is
deprived of any personal direction of his own business in matters of vital
importance to his well-being.
:3. Is the matter of extravagant expense of administrating the code. The sales

of our industry for 1934 amounted to $105,000,000; the cost to the 1,373 estab-
lishments in the business was $576,628.27, or $419.98 per factory. This, we
think, is excessive. Our code authority fitted up their New York headquarters
at a cost. as follow:
Oftfie furniture (desks) -------------------------------------- $6, 068. 87
Ollice equirioent (typewriters) -- ------------- 1, 537. 12
Oilier furnishings (carpeting) _-.---------.----------------------- 1, 646. 34
Shelving - -- --------------------------------------- 1,263. 94
Partitims and emstructions .. .. . . .------- 5, 219. 45
Electric fixtures ----------------.-------------------------- 2, 369. 28

Total --------------.------------------------------ $18, 105. 00

In this office are installed onr ...- &iary per year
Code director ..... ------......----------- $20, 000
Code secretary- --------.-------------- -------------.----------- 10,000
Code auditor-- ------------.------------ 10, 000

The above figures are excessive, especially the salaries -which, ti our mind, are
out of proportion toi salaries paid in more responsible positions and to many occu-
pying positions high in public affairs. In these trying times we cnnot help hut
question tin expenditirc of such anioints simply to force upon an industry rules
anl regulations which arc necessary only for the sniall minority of unethical
manufacturers anojig us.

110782 -275 PT - (32
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Our asseitio i. liartil iln aecoril t lhat, sweat, sho)s Will (Axplhitioll of Chii
labor Alllld 1wc doo 11txilv \'f[, Itild Omilt, (,1fforevaihe laws bo mlade, to( cover lok

o ny ihese I vY) 1 41, Ill1t ti1I1 h I llih t('st, ci iseleor m id ( graffter iii i i(istr, as \veil,
[Fit(' ~lt7llJ~ t hiti ltg lti~l ; [illl's ,+u¢ ld oit i l ti ." 1'' hf t llll ii

1 
-

c!nt efde~s that, with Che -ir (exavld ''t'(fet (,meq wwoCllll 'l', are,0 beating the very life'-

blood (llt of our blsilY l'Xi:th'I'(' aii taxin, tihe iolsiuinllli pIblic Ilwyond t h('r
alility to piaty.

Tlalnking; you1 fmr XIllr d c1,1( idiratfh 1Of th' Rlhovv an1d for 11ii; ofiJrl("ll
-

ntr 1of exlre-sing Oilr views to your uoillitttel', ,'e r'lillaili,
Yours trulIy,

NF,W l]N(I.ANl) J sOIatB s & 1\IFIIIS. 4,llL,INviIY Ass'"'.,
•w iy .ITIIIt{, COOK, T]reasmurer.

1'., Figires quoted are tLknlJ fronl A(1uli Report mid idget of the Core
,lutl ,rily (if the Mllinery Industry.

('T e report referred to above is on file with the committee)

LET'rrbll AN.o SrA'rrlErNT SomMirrFD Ill" Mu. I). 11. Nr-WFsi,, C oin'io), N. It.

1). ti. NEWELL, INC.,
PATRIOT BUILDINGi, CONCORD, N. H., April 12, 1935.

Mr. FEILTioN M. ,]iINslON,
('lrk, (Z'om m ilYiee on Fine nre,

I 'nihed States Selalte, 11shi lton, D. (.
1lw,, ' 4w 'r!i, i ) i eornflitlt 5"5llt, the Nntoml-] rindlfiQNl prorovrv At

(lar I'llarly as applied to the distriuting of bitunlinlols coal. It is all outline of
the wOy the Coal Codes tinder National Industrial Recovery Act have affected
this lliles;,

I write' this not as a. ronsurvative, a radical, a denoerat, republican, or ally other
lsill 'e''pt baellIdll-S(l il-m--- uaet lponmlyl l) actuIal experiene and tile experi-

enceII'' (If till' colllpany of.which I ami head.
As ill introduction, please lto the writer, a m11an1 of 51 years of age, has spent

appr(lxinately 20 years of that t1 ie as a wholesaler of coal, chiefly litilfillo6ii coal.
It' hall his training iii Philadelphia and the ruilinig r'egions of Pellinsylvalia;
lie went through the wIr period in tih wholesaling of coal with headqllarters at
Philadelphia and, over a period of years, Ill(lll of his tm111 was spent in the soft
coal regiions of PiN'ulmsy allia, ilortherln West Vilgilia, and w'stern Maryland.

This cllleerli was established ill Septlmher 1925 t1o act as Hides agents (Jr 1n10
lglilits fort o he l1, of od iln Nw I lhlJshire tit)( (Ihl eastItorn waters ed of Verllililt
aii 11a1s brved that tcrritoi1y tn1e1st exelIusivlly for th 9}4 y'ars sinew' thrt 111110
1'l,,ase lote that we are decidedly a '"small" llshless Plelte note thltlit t i , that
period I% have never failold to pay il, mine 1il1 o time; and, if our expert knowledge
and service Xv.X niot1 liecessary toI this trritory, wo woul l ilt 141v lasted eloii. to
10 years, particularly throillgh such 11 lleriod of itlilstlial dtel)ri ssiill its w have
lately suffered.

Ve areo llrely i wholesaO eolleerln, an1d ollly Iandle coal iil arluoi lots dil'octIy
from tile mil to nellsilmler.

Following tile Presidilt'i Iproe;Iunltion in 1933, ve joined tile Alerican
Wliolesle Coal Association andi(1 the New 1';lighllild Wholesale Coal AsXIciatiu
anld paid Oulr Yearly (Illtu inl lutivanceG., Wer took Oulr tinme and mlonley tit) 41ttellt]
mleeting!s of thel New WIhl!Idllolemi!0 Coal~ Assocei'atioji ait Bostonl. * We foundit

that rellreselltntives of till largest prulleilg ,and selling cimaie11414'.s (tle tao are
well talIgled ui) ihadt taken it lIIII ftliemlselves to go to NWashlliegtol and draw Lip
codes made to order f'o' themselves. We found Ire lad no voice whatsoever.
As our first year's lmlielIbe'rsllip llrow to [til on1d1, we0 rtisignled from1 boti asstielltio li.
We resigned because we were convince(l theso org:liizatiolls :and th coil l o(lCs
were ilot living up tl either the spirit, letter, or intelitioll of the Natioinl] I imistrial
Recovery Act passed by Congress. We withdrew because we llade' ilup our miid
that, its exercise(l, the whole thing was no mort' tllli i schle to ui t out
'If bllbil('s8 s11mall llld elllell sized lliellers of tihe coa1l i r:ide. We resigIel
)Calls(! We did n1ot iltelid to lnger eolI.rillli' tovr(.i t11 1o(st of the rope that
\%,ils to ho0 lixed to) hangl 11: .
Thel( prolducers, Coal codes welnt into Oeviee, (Oeto..r 1, 193;), withl it liinilltiu

p~rin(' to c'll'illmi,'tl o '. ~ e- th sop 'ttt coolt , W 41, %d't o'ulI c il, thirough ] the organll Iizat"
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Lios we had joined aod try direct cootn't with code authorities, to ort)tin copies
tf these prices tori toite regulations. We cout not obtain their until the ninti
for which the rririnimn pricci applht'r wt s nearly over.

'itt pot 4i,' en tmo '~ntr , irp a ricren, rowhereby dttribution of co.
wre, ir n rider the heads of Ce.tt'rri I Dintril tor " find '" Itegion Distrirutor,"
Tie g'nert1 ditri tor was one w hruttrketed the entire Orutprrt of at given
tnr', '1l'w genrcral distributor cold take any eomnission arrrgerents he
please with tho mine he repre' anted. On the other hand, tire regional dis-
tributor, who often did the actual sales work, was limited to a 7 percent Cer-
mission, Allow me to point out the viciousness (if the above scheme.
Many mining concerns had their own general sales office under a different cor-

porate heau. Sometimes this selling agency nrirest to that pattieular mine or
groip of mines was a holding company for a second selling concern. Therefore,
these one, t.wo, or -- ree selli concerns niide' tMir itde nt arrangements
ats " general Distributor" with the mines and each other and may have been
allowed a dollar a ton or any other percentage for selling.
Oin the other hand, my siriall concern, in most instances buying directly front

the producing company, was restricted to) a 7 percent commission. While one
part, of tie Iederal Government is going alter "holding companies", another
sectitt of the Federal Govertnient is creating them and placing in their hands
the opportunity for unlimited bonuses or commissions,
You can easily see that the above "general-distributor" Echeme would enable

the larger wholesale houses, or holing companies, to take large commissions,
put agents oln the road with the proceeds, and force the smaller wholesalers with
their limited incomes out of business. Thereby it would limit the means of dis-
tribution of the small or medium-sized mines and force those mines into the
hands of tire large wholesaling and holding companies at such terms as these
Attigl'd C t1D7ilAiJ'i' '-ca!Ilod "genera! mitiuosr'ight dictate+n. T .. e-, ) '
would be very expensive--but a monopoly would know just how to get it all
back from the consutmeri In the end, the bituminous coal industry would be
smashed just as has the anthracite coal industry. The example is before you.
No craftier attempt to build up a monopoly has ever been devised.
'rihe first part of January 1034 a grorp of th larger wholesaling concerns--

"general distriutors"--ci rely broke away froitl tire codes and took sizable con-
tracts at prices to coisutters conAiderably tindtr the rniinuin code prices which
tihry lheniselves had established tire previous 1st of Octrlter. We learned tif it
whei wr started to iieet vagie but positive sales reAistatec. By tie middle of
Janurey, th trle had leaked cot aind, of course, we then knew wiat the resistance
nitr't. Naturally, the industril buyer, bedeviled by iis own cones, wais try-
ing to ge't iris citrl as Cheeaply as ptrssible, and contracted is far ahead its pIosil hr
at, tih lower than code prices which were offered early hi ,wiiary 1934. T'rus
heavy I oirlgra were I.akert offt the iortrk't, as far its the irediit-sized and those
tntol, i r t know" factors in tie trade wurr cioernierd. After the horse had

les'r'ti stolen, the different e'ides got, together, published lit,' fact rif how exetri(IIgly
sorry their lt'ntitrs were, rnd prmitisd to he goo its of the middle' ott' latter
part of lanuary. In other words, the ad Indians ie-tnri laek on the reservation,
were probthably admionished try th loud tohlnson not to do it, agari, ati promised
the'r'after to he. "goo iinjtis.''

Jtrst, tow did t iorve affect my business? J.tt wr're cio 5ou ine get the
ih li that the deeeri', honor, and integrity of the ciral tr'd is wrapped up i its
largest ietor? Just where does the present adilnitistratie branch of our
( o'ernlnt gi that idea? If tie)y don't have that idea, why has no ichtinite
attemt euen made to consult, or to protect, the sinall aim ni'ditu-sized factors
of eI i coal trade, both on the producing and distributing ends? The National
industrial Recovery Act is perfectly eler that th smaller fietirs should be

protected by this selicte that was supposedly devised for the general good. Is
it the hidden intention of

" 
the present administration to inake but two tlsses of

Aiericans--the tieur-lords of great wealth and the serfs who must live off welfare
assoeiations and doles passed out by tin' various divisions of Governient?

Although th producers' codes and the wholesalers' codes were stiipoerd to
control th bittruinots-col in tlry, we find itong thi eastern sealbard centered
it 0i0 itort if instill brother code, alh'd lIhe " lock Oierators' Code " Please
not(, iris ri-onstrrsity itant thiik rtf lhe inl ugrity of the (overnernt olliciris ind
Cod' officials who innivo iliovt'd it to go tn for so nirniny mnolitirs with th,ir knrwl-
rnlgd ' 'K li i.t.r.. rir" 's ti 0 i is ),tk Olrt'riorrl (u' td tre lrge, very large, coal
rrnrr''rns. Maybe sOim if Ihent owr itirri's, May e t,hey art' just ''goe'irrl

iii. I ribl 'r Ms '' A', ui, ' rat', trheYi rhe lai' coag,r l c oin re s oitrr'nrlig alng
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the ,astern seaboard and hace pluisui at connections and affilliationls in the West
Virginia and l'erinsylvania coal ichls aid coal tratb. They ripjresenit ti, of the
largest of omr Amerioan coal eempanies.

This i;s whia "T;Lc Dock C ,de", thcir ee, i.cwln If any imonit," "ants to
change the p ice oaf f. . e. cars piers (lost m, or other distarging point, they
must fie such change, of price wit. the secretary if thm dock ' .ode. Thcr

t 
y the

otlor inomios (if this select group nay know when emIO of their ioiiliitriots is
cutting prices. No oti not a meeiber (if thi favored group loa the benefit of
tbis information. The members of the group are tlioise bringing toiiinages of
coal by water, largely from thi' loading points at liamlitoi Roads, Va., to unload-
ing points siclh as Providencie, Boston, Portsmouth, N. 11., and Portland, Maine.

The iiniilui code prices on coal should he observed by all hliiest men.
Therefore, ly concern buys a carload of coal from it rine in Peinisylvaiiia at
O .e iiniin, "ode price of, say, $2.40 per net e , mi's. We stll it at that
price to the factory, assume the credit rink, ad be mine operator allows ts 7
percent coinission. The freight front the tineil it Peiisylvania to the point
of destination of the coal is published. Therefmt, the mine operator, the dis-
itributor, coniteitovrs, and the buyer know exactly what the cost of tM coal will
be f. o. h). desticiation.
Now take the coal that comes to New England from the West Virginia fields

via water fron the ports of Hampton Roads; "Dock Code Coal." that coal is
supposedly bought at code prices in West Virginia. It has added the rail freight
rate froni wines to tidewater at Hampton Roads, Va. Here is the joker: It
also costs so much a ton for that coal to be brolight by steamer to Boston (the
going rates the past winter have been published as $0.65 to $0.75 per ton).
After it gets to Boston or some other New England unloading point, there is a
very definite cost to unloading that coal. Also must be added insurance, shrink-
age, inter- , nd a oni,'lic n5 all of there before thum f. f. b. car , riner f prino iq
arvin Mr Lie consumer, The codes have in no respect forced a statement of all
tlese carriage expenses from these large "Dock Code" companies. They have
over $1 per ton hanging loose to pity wih in [ihe nailing of a pri-e to consumers;
heve tacitly acknowledged that they have broken the code prices and fall back
upon their own little d(iok coe' as a defense. Their glib reply to a cout price is
"We have our own boiits. We can charge ourselves anything we want to for
transportation and costs. "

Just where do we figtire against chat kind of government-aided competition?
We sell coal at the code price. On the other hand, the inemnbers of the (lock
cole if they want to take business frorm us, have the above in(itioved mness of
expenses from tidewater loading point to f. o. Is. cars tidewater destination point
totaling niore than $1, to juggle with. If they waot. to take a piece of tiusiness
away from D. i. Newel, Inc., who is living up to the codes, they just underbid
us. This they make ulp by "socking" the price to some other consumer not
located to benefit, by our all-rail competition. Our transportation costs are
known and pulislied. Theirs are partly hidden. We have no Ieeway. They
have a dollar a ton to play with. They are the great would -le inonopolists of tIl
coa i trade, one of thell i receivership. We are a small concern living up Wo the
law and paying our bills,

The above situation has not gone unknown to the Federal officials over the
Coal Codes. It has iot been unknown to the code officials dravmn from the coal
trade. We do not know what swaps and agreements have been made on the
quiet among the large factors which would allow the above unjust situation to
continue since 1933.

It is well to call your attention to the fact that the production of soft coal in
Pennsylvania is not being entirely financed by Pennsylvania operators and banks,
It is being fnanced largely by wholesalers, such as oursels es, scattered all over
the East. Banil in each of the Middle and New England States are doing a
large part to finance the production and sale of the coal mined in Pennsylvania.
Am I wrong in assuming that, after we have been killed out, the Federal Govern-
ment is going to go down in its pocket and do that financing? Of course, you
understand that, being out of business, we won't be able to pay the taxes you
must assess.
The Federal Government has allowed itself to be imposed upon by the large

factors In the mining ant selling of bituminous coal. These claimed that intoler-
able conditions obtained in the bituminous-coal industry, which the industry
itself was powerless to correct.

The writer believes the bituminous industry has been and is no worse off than
other great industries. It suffers from the excessive greed of its largest factors.
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Thcse factors are now begging you for a monopoly in the mining and distilbiting
of bituminous coal. A monopoly breeds resentment and suspicion in the minds
of the. people. It is sure to become greedy, dictatorial, and dishonest Its
rocwer ig fonght for ii hp political Prena ird its proponents ask you to adopt tids
method to poisn the whole social body of 124,000,000 people so that a group of
less than one million can work together in amity. The consumer is coesideeed
only as the one wh1o makes such s method posdble, - -he, which is society, pay8s
the hills. Substitute any other price-fixing code for coal and tlhe foregiig is
equally a!plicahle.

The writer has no intention if being critical without being constructive.
Therefore, if the operators and minors insist to the satisfaction of the Government
that conditions in the industry and the general welfare demand a degree of
Federal control, I offer the attached method which gives a fair deal to miner,
operator and consumer.

Very truly yours, D. H. NEWELL.

PLAN

We question the wisdom of "price-fixing" under the codes and doubt the
justice and equity of arbitrary and artificial price levels set by any authority other
than the m people themselves acting under their natural interests. We question
whether any group or central authority, however high their motives, has wisdom
enough to fairly do this task. The results of 18 months' trial carry conviction
that justice and general welfare do not lie in tha i method.

Coal, furnishing power and heat, is a base of industry. The power to fix the
price of this essential is the pbwer to tax industry. To give this taxing power to
a central group made up of the large factors in this industry, who derive the
greatest profit from this scheme, is Bourbonism, not Americanism.

It it is answered as an argument for this method of price ixing that the bitu-
minous coal industry wxo in ouch a condition before the adoption of the codes
that some regulation was imperative, that labor was being exploited, that it is a
quasi public utility being a natural resource on which all industry is dependent,
vwe offer the following method of control:

METHOD AND EXPLANATION

I. Maintenance of present minimum wage schedule.
2. Removal of all price restrictions and regulations whatever.
3. Whenever, after a year's operation, a coal mine shows a loss from operation,

it is closed down for that reason; to stay closed so long as the average price of coal
remains at or below the level of price of this commodity in the year in which the
loss was suffered. If the average rises, and the owners deem they can operate at
a profit at the new price, they may be permitted to open. (The conditions of
this clause will be accepted by agreement with the factors pressing for Govern-
ment regulation, if these factors of the coal trade are acting, as they claim, for
the public weal.)

4. Federal examiners, similar to bank examiners, would set up accounting
systems and determine profit and loss. One item of cost that would be deter-
mined by the government, and would be the same for every mine, would be the
value to the nation of the coal in the ground. It is this value that is the "social
value" and the factor that makes this industry a national resource.

1. This method would protect the consuming public from excessive and unjust
prices.

2. 7t would protect labor from being exploited.
3. It would prevent the capital fund invested in the business from being

frittered away in senseless competition.
4. It would prevent the dissipation of a national resource.
5. It would put the test of remaining in business on efficiency and not on special

privilege, masquerading as general welfare.
To develop briefly these last five statements:
1. That it "would protect the consuming public from excessive and unjust

prices'" If prices rose from any cause, more mines would open to increase the
supply and satisfy the demand and keep the level of prices fairly even. It would
tenA to eliminate the excessive lips and rises of the price line on the chart.

2. That "it would protect labor from being exploited." The present wage
scale is tl,e result of agreement between employers and employees under circum-
stances favorable to labor. Producers of coal were ssured of prices sufecient
to pay labor what was mutually agreed as fair. Th present wage scale came
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frin a council of good will it niot warfare. We hae Ito oiijc'itioi to iayiing a
pries for coal which is fair to those lishorihg to proeit this li'CCSFiti'. Wi
believe that good i ages art econlic'd wages, tood flint thoi; units in thle indstrv
rint pay stili waiges will iju tlhonc to live and profit itili'r thi:: pln t We
r'cognie also tOat if Iiltr is to le employ: ed it. omt, ie efficient oil siare fl,:
respoitsilility vuith intllligent rii'tei~t.

3. That "it w'iiilmd Irvnrit the 'apitol fit invistl in lhe hushitss front
heiig frittered a 'ay in 'lisli"t competition "

14 Th'liat "it would prevent, tfle dissiliation of at iatiiial resitu(e.u." 0ii'
greatest 'rational resionrie is our aceimToulhitc(Il wealth, the result of the labor amii
thrift of 'ountles millions that lhave lZttrt liefort. We cannot spin a t hreal
witliiit it. 'Co waste this greatest nao it Iaiisset in order to desjmil the Nation
of another oat liital resource is iitsane folly. Unrestricted competitioni in tlhii
itdurstrv has dnc ' that in the p'av-t and wil it ji in thei fitre. TlIs )Its would
conserve both national remources4, the capital fund, a iri fie coal in it ground,
awl at till same tite a'.sure consltnier.; of intelligent and efftivo tialwtition.

5. That 
"

it wotild pit tI' test of rlnairtirig ill lisiriess oi eflici'rtc amid not
o n slieial-pnrivige, msquerading as general welfare." The prices u' soft coal
for the last year have lie;i imnatural price., fiseti by thu, edict of tfie ,etral
government ant, in the nature of tlie 'ircunstanc's, largely iufltinne liv trost

in tusitiun to real) the greatest profit.
Whatever its aim, the present systi'm mirtrches toward a mnoipoly. It is

admitted that many siiall f'ietir', in this indiistry have hsini elininaf(c(l ini th,
past, year aiil that tli: hasi' iniluitstry is hecoiinrig raore centralizeI and unotopt:-
list ic. We believe tle welfare of the NatiOir lies' in a reversal of this trend atl
ask for the end of this unsocial oethliod of control.

The system I present is practical and simple. Tormage flat is shiippei iii
ireiglu ears is eu s io tiuhk. INtcnu.. lra te is t of
hnikkecpirig hy which large units ste wont to disgtiis'. or cover ll) earnings. To
continue in hriiiss they would have to show a profit. It wuli give large
capital all tine advantages that are claimed for it, and give the small factor all
the advantages lie claims for his comnpact super,ison aid managernent-ui
allow the coinsomer to keep his tune weapoll of def'nss,--eunretitio:a.

1). H. NNV,:nt.

'sTATE SuINT STI it 'T t T li]t EBY Il Altll'utoii'Ta (PC CORPORATION, NoW
Yois, N. Y,

'To Mu ]S lt al+ ui tire ('it iii Committe'
The unmtailiated dental manlfactius and dcalr.s of KUluIlies arid equipniutt

through t her slokesinii, the Resarh Produets (olprtntiom of the City of New
York, State of New York, lpr'ernt hlii following bjctions to the present set-up
of the dental goods ard equilimnnt iutlustry and trade code rd the code atilhority
for said industry.

As present y constituted the code itself is inefftelial and serves no purpose
so far as the bettermnent ot the industry is concerned but merely presents an
opportunity for certain individual concerns which, as will lie shown hereafter, to
obtain advance information concerning the trade secrets of its competitors, and
permit theim to itersell the mrnarket of their competitors and also secure lower
operating costs for themselves as aguirst a higher standard act for their con-
petrit ors. The particular code in question ties set up by the American lcntal
Trade Association, which in the past has been seeking to dominate and control
the industry. IBy reaso of thie fact that there was too active competition and
new inventions for use of the dental profession were making serious inroads on
old standard products sold by association members it was deensed expedient to
adopt, some means or measures to eliminate this competition.

It is urgently brought to the attention (if this committee that the industry
involved does have a public interest ina'mih as the products of this industry
are used for the safeguard of the health oif the people. To effectuate a continuing
improvement in dental professions and the practice of dentistry a free and open
market must be maimained, and to permit stagnation or destruction of progress
through stifling competition will react to the damage of the general public.

Coacernir- the metnlorshil) of the code authority for this induistr,, an exami-
nation of this code specifically shuia a that tire American mental Trade Association
controls the Code Board and that the authority if this cole bard will h t sub-
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verti to forthir the nses nod pirjisis 1,4 wi' American DenttJ Trade As'ociation
i gail) ng, a Illoo lly o)vert hie inustry.

If it, is the int('tiii (of its comitnitit' to formally proposi' to the Senate boly
an Vil'ctive iCi if 1)rinitiig fitir eiinlititioo it the tit in's industries, it is
rtswetfttlly sHlcgAstet that l', ti t Fideril 'lradc i(hi ission le given
i2i'hlivt ai ~liorith to govern alnd pirotet ilittit ris against fair trade prtuctites
nd i tat inslefil if Iavitig regiinal ilirertors for tht Ntional Ptcoviry Adini -

t ii,n, ie Fcd'ral Tradie ( .imiisiii be orgaitize(l so that each State will have
a sulhiiis'iim wliese 1tiiiiirs \i ]itt(, t vi any idfilist ionl With My inditstry
Shlity(iioer nod whio eat it, impartial> antid hear and determine charge' of corrupt,

oiod mifair trade )racticle for which a definition has already loin accepted and
which tie Federal Trad ( oilissiii alriviy takr:., cgnizance, of.

Ini recognition of the fact that the present Imli-g of" indfst r as ti thei details
if operation ha;, brktighit nti.ut redicuto.is atid anltiy in4 ,itiuations w'ihe ha'e no
tearing l1p1on I1 lfair operate ,Iott t ties it i tistries, it is ftrthe respect iy

sitggested that. only those provisions of the National Industrial ilcctver v Act
which fetd to li)rtect the wae level and rilevet itot) great iverworing if 'ahtir,
shtht I he rctaiied and till othor points a, inst which issues have hen raised
ttey slhouhl tie abandoneti.

To the enld tihat this (,itinittee mav well toil tritll' serve not only t,,i, htius-
tutialts bit also the nation it large, this hrief is rcsltectfltthy stliiiiittcd.

Va-'[I tl,1), (C., April 19, 19.35.

Re i~,~tw tacottours ConeiPrATION,

Nitw York City, N. 1'.
By PAIUL Pt t(,TSC KE, 1'rCSh it,

(Ihrotgh ELdward H. Rtoscnhatt, Cottnsel.)

bki'r'rni AND Rantii,i nuN kt ibm enn It;. IAii, foltJ iI ANDJ i DI0NO ii .A I ikiiAi

CODE AUTHOITY, WAsIIINGTON, D. C.

RETAIL LItMBR & ttIiLDINUi MATERIAL CODE AUTHOiRITY, INJ
TWashingion, I). C., April 16", 1935.lion J'AT lTAxnnisoNu,

Opiirmttin Scnaate Fir ii tro (ontiittee,
Senate fflhice Building, tVishington, D. C.

iDnF SHit: We sul)mit herewith ai resolution urnanittmously adopted by the
representatives of the 32 divisions of the Retail Lumber and Building Material
Code speaking for the retail hinier industry of the entire country. This reso-
lition in extireosive of our ninture judgment on this subject and we trust that it
nity receive vour carefl consihleration.

lht i hilly. \ii,tiUi, Iicc Cliniruoi.

uIEsoi,UrioN ON REENA(ITMENT (iF NATIONAL INDUiSTRIAL iECOVRiiY AiT AND
iuiTAIL LUMfiiIB, ANTi BUi,INO NMArTERIAL, CODE, UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTED BY

RETAIL LUMIBEIt AND BUILDING MATERIAL CODE AUTHIORITY

WASnINOTON, D. C., April 18, 1935.
Whereas the declared principle of the National Industrial Recovery Act is the

organization of industry for the purpose of cooperative action among trade groups,
the maintenance of united action by labor and management under adequate
Government sanction and supervision, the elimination of unfair competitive
practices, the reduction of unemployment, the improvement of the standards of
labor and the rehabilitation of industry; and

Whereas the President has declared that the purpose of the National Recovery
Act shall be the attainment of the objectives above set forth through tho definite
enforcement of standards of business conduct to be enunciated in codes of fair
competition; and

Whereas the National Retail Lumber Dealers Association on June 17, 1933,
by resolution of the board of directors concurred in by 32 constituent divisional
associations submitted for the approval of the President a code of fair competi-
tion for the retail lumber, lumber products, building materials, and building
specialties trade; and
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Wberear the Petail Lumber and Building Material Crode Authority and iL
cosstitient divisions have earnestly endeivoted, with tie assi ce of the
National Recovery Administration'to fairly and hops rtially adniitister the
aforesaidi code, anldy

Whereas after an experieuce of 18 months in the admimistrrstion of the cod-
and (if intensive study of the prubleis rising therefrom, it is our belief tut the
following stAiteient represents our considered judgment as to the prsoeist. sta:stiu
of this subject and tho nion whih 0hioulid now lie taken by our indiiiry:

1. Our iiltustry, labor ai;d the coniisirring pobli
, 

has i the main ,djustud
itself to our code. While the practical operation of the code liw not beon
uniforroly successful, to abolish the code niw woulil in rianv sections of the
country, check recovery and destroy retirising confidence. Therefore, it, the
event clhat a satisfactory National Industrial Recovery Act is recisacted into

Law, eask t~haa n A,,5. cadoptd. to* take effect on linc 16iwhen the reset
Recovery Act expires.

2. Should a new code he adopted it should meet the following conditions:
A. Fair trade practice piovisions shall )e effective it) such divisions as deter-

mine to operate under the code. The cost of mcitainiiig the necessary adrinis-
trative machinery to make effective the aforesaid provisions shall le horii by
such divisions as agree to estalilish fair trade practice provisions and maintain
appropriate administrative rmahinery for this purpose.

13. Tie present regulations relative to hoiirs and wages should be continued.
C. Definite fair trade, practice provisios for the protection of the consuming

pishlic should be enacted.
1). Tfie revised code should Permit divisions and slih(livisions wil so desire

to make effective the so-callcl "open-price filing provisions" with modifications
required for effective operation,

I. A new revised code shnuld permit divisions nd subdivisions to mnae
,ff active tI,- s o-tinrd "liquidated damage Cluise" as a method of cliforecsocnt.

3. It is our judgment that if hour; and wages are to he stabilized, thi ;,i -
petitive practices which are destructive to ths stability of our industry wiid whih
make it difficult for the smaller units to survive must le chclked. If tieoe code
provisions which have to a measurable extent benefited our iridustr are now
swept away, we foresee the depletion of capital and the demoralization of wages,
all of which are how leing held in cheek.

4. We are strongly opposed to the adoption of any law prescribing either a
30-hoir week or any rigid limitations as to hours and wages. Wc iholieve such
legihatin to be uneconomic, impracticable, and dangerous and that regulation
urir the code system is highly preferable to such a measure: Therefore le it,

Iesolsed, That this statement be transmitted to the National Recovery Admin-
istration and to the Senate Finance Committee, and that the executive cimmittec
of our code authority be instructed to tike such steps as it may deem wise to
effectuate the objectives hrein set frt . PAUL S. COraLmanr, Sccceiiry,

Attest:
II. W. WILnUR, ViCe (iisiriaa,

REsOLUTON SUBMITTED BY THE RoCtmEsTvR HOTEL AsSOCIATION, ROoImSTErt,
Ml INN.

Whereas, after full and fair trial, extending over a period of 15 months, it is
clearly evident that the application of National Recovery Administration to
the hotel business has been a failure; and

Whereas, in partial recognition of such fact, President Roosevelt in an Execu-
tive order issued May 26, 1934, placed hotels in a special category of service
trades and abolished the National Hotel Code Authority; and

Whereas, compliance with the code has been proved impossible without
business bankruptcy; and

Whereas, by the very nature of the hotel business, which is essentially a local
duocestic service and riot industrial or manufacturing in character, such regula-
tion by National Recovery Administration is impractical as well as uinjurt; and

Whereas, further, hotels are not engaged in interstate commerce, which fact
is tacitly admitted and proved by the failure of the Government to join in a
test case on the grounds of unconstitutionality. Therefore be it
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Resolve d by the undersigned hotels onisobers of the Rochester lotel As ociaion,
That, we protest against the inclusion of hotels, including hotel restaurants, in
any proposed National Recovery Adininistration legislation.

Ilochiesler, I'limi., April '2, 1935.
BoY WATSON,

President Rochester ltce Associatiov.
FRANK J. PhrSK,

Secretary Rochester Hotel Asociation.

MEMBERS OF THN ROCHESTER HOTEL ASSOCIATION

Hotel Kilder Hotel Arthur, Hotel Carlton, lintel Martin, Hotel Zumbro,
Itl Br n, t l (1 nmr,hrll T-"fl l flron "fpl NtNrnn, -RH5d g,,, ruiq

Hotel elookJiotel Norton, Hotel Virginia, Hotel
Wagoner, Hotel Claton.

LETTER AND STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY TIHE CODE AUTHORITY OF TaiE SCIENTIFIC
APPARATUS INDUsNrRy, PHILADELPHIA, PA,

Philadelphia, Pa., April 10, 1985.
Mr. FELTON Al. JOHNSTON,

Clerk Senate Finance Comn,,ittee, P,'oshfngto, D. C.
)EAR Mr. JOtNSTON: This is to acknowledge wvith thanks, your telegram of

April 15 respecting the termination of the hearings on National Recovery Ad-
ministration before the Senate Finance Committee.

I realize that a large volume of testimony has already been presented and that
more would probably he sip'rflnors. However, we nrea eceoptog your in vitnton
to submit a statement in order ta .o , ad...t.y i.y L ... . a. ..' "'C"-
a continuance of industry operation under a code of fair competition, Ocher under
the authority of the present Act or one which is substantially equivalent.

Under the circumstances, we have endeavored to make our statement as brief
as possible, giing only the essential and pertinent information. We trust it
may be found useful.

For such use as you may choose to miake of it, and as part of the record, we are
enclosing copy of letter sent to ile National industrial Recovery Board on
Docemter 10, 1934.

Yours very truly,
L. B. LENT, Fxecdivc Officer.

STATEMIENT BY SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS INDUSTRY

Pertinet information respecting our industry and its code is as follows:
1. Jndustry is now composed of 460 cootributing meiiibers, allocated In nine

sectiois, in accordance with code provisions.
2. Our code of fair competition, no. 114, was approved onA November 14, 1933

and became effective on Novendier 27, 1933.
3. Most inerobers are relatively small fircus; largest member eniploys 1,500;

smallest employs 2 men, Total present employees is about 15,000; total nornial
employees is about 20,000.

4. Present airual value of sales is about $75,000,000.
5. Since , the code became effective, number of productive employees has in-

creased 30 percent; other employees have increased 25 percent.
6. Code provisions permit the filing of price information, but allow no methods

of price or production control.
7. Compliance with all code provisions on the part of members has been very

satisfactory. About 99 percent of all possible "equitable contributions" for code
administration have been collected without undue effort.

8. Code administration has been satisfactory to industry members and to the
National Recovery Administration . It has laiso proved to he very beiieticial in
stabilizing what was previously a rallier dem oralized industry.

9. Code administration has riot been oppressive to small enterprises, nor
tended to promote monopoly. In fact, sma! icr industry m.-embers have enjoyed
a much greater protection (both in kind and degree) than before the code becanie
effective. And' thme smaller members constitute the larger part of those who
desire to continue operation under a code of fair competition--as the results of
a recent questionnaire to all members will show.
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The industry's wishes are as follows:
The industry desires to record its witd to continue operatiotiv under its cde.

To be deprived of the benefits of 18 months' effort in building industry stability
and protection would, indeed, be a -erious hardship.

It, is our hope that the Fina'in C'inuit teiUf ich, ,o;atc w.ll flnd It :lc.irda
t
'l

to favorably report the passage of a hll continuing the emergency Rid the
National Industrial Recovry Act for such % period as will detcrunieo cictir
or not industrial set(-governnient undcr governnmwt al suctiotl sihamld become
a part of cur national industrial structure.

Ou industry believes that a larger measure of industrial seIF-govermnnen, thail
is now permitted by the multiplicity of National Recovery Admi nistration cin,
regulations, and policy Tnemoranda would permit us to evon more efl'crtively
carry out the policies of the Recovery Act, and that rhe record of the past 18
months of our industry code administration fully justifies suell a belief,

..... EXHlIBIT B
I)zEEMBFR 10, 1934.

NATIONAL. INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY BOARD,Washington, D. C.

" GENTLEMEN: From information which has been gathered from official National
Recovery Administration sources, and other authoritative sources, it, woulti appettr
that consideration is being given to legislation which would make permanent
some provisions of the present Recovery Act and the corclative provisions of
approved codes.

We are led to believe that the so-called "open-price system" may be retained
in such industries as find it helpful in carrying out the policies of the Re'overy
Act.

But it appeafs to be a fact that those who have rtudied the ubiect in National
Recovery Administration have come to the conclusion that a so-called "waiting
period" is unnecessary, anti is ,iotrio-netal to the interests of those concerned, and
is not consistent with the policies of the Recovery Act.

We are convinced that this is not so, as it affects our industry, and desire to
protest against any deletion of the waiting period in the open-price policy
permitted by the provisions of our code. rho reasons therefor are substantially
as follows:

A careful analysis of prices filed during the past year, during which the code
has been effective, indicates that in most cases revision of prices lias resultedl in a
general decrease rather than in any increase. Thu tendency sents to be ever
down ard.

There has been no coercion on the part of the majority, or by the larger manu-
facturers, to induce the minority, or thu smaller matufaeturcrs, to increase
pries.

The policies enunciated in title I of tie Recovery Act have bei our guide
in code admitistrattitn. We have faithfully endeavored to reduce an'd relieve
tmernploynct, and to improve standards tif labor. it i, fair to say iltal sub-
stantiial increases i numbers of employees and rates of pay have ocetrreil ii otu r
industry. We are now in tLe r of attempting to rehabilitate the indtiry,
atnl surely necd the aid granted by the pricing provisions of our code.

Some adjtistuentrs of the destructive prices of 1929 have betn made, thus
preventing the baik,,iptcy of several concerns and the consequont discharge of
many workers.

Our industry is divided into nine sections, all of which are pturt tf ti same
family, but in which ett(ditions vary. The out put, or production, of several of
these sections is almost entirely sold to governmental purchasing ageities. In
such eases, the quoted price is the prime factor in determining he awtiard. Even
if identical prices on the specific product are quoted to goernmintal purchasing
agencies, there should be no legitimate complaint, if the price is a fair one. Under
the competitive conditions which surround bids to governmental pureha sing
agencies, amid in view (if the fact thit the lowest htid must (other things Ieing
qril) secure the award, it is to be expected that identical prices, should appear

in many or all of the bids on a particular product.
If the waiting period were removed, it would be possible for any member of

our industry to instantanously revise his filed prices for thc plirluose of securing
ami award, and subsequently revise his prices upward to their foriner, or higher
level. Permitting such a performance would recreate the destructive conditions
existing before the recovery act became effective, and restore a situation in
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Wlieic everybody was essentially Iiddtiug in tiol dark, with no knowledge of wltit
mini mum prie : might ho.
The imp(oitimo of at waiting Wrid gives time lo publish inforliatiol to ('n-

pitlitors, tins giving tlemnt knowledge of tim lowest, price ;'hiici nlmy lei qiitd
by any "nmhr of the indu';try, ai rem,-ing th, doubt Nlicli iutht ,'rt"ii',V
woil exit if thin price ilformioo is not iliinal to tho se oetenld; bor.
it miay hu c',;O 1 in qili ttl,iot is or salts.

It is our convietoi that the riinovil of tilt ,,-ealln tt' wtilt[irc iwriod" fiot
thw, pi'ovi: ois of our cio wouil(t completely destroy tltw (elettiv'm's 'tiil wls -
fillness3 of tie t rici-liling provisiolis of our ,ode.

We a:',sert that any degree tif rehtihittttimi whicl oir iudstr has enjoyed
51iIc1 our ([(iltllicaut effective hias ben largely thu Co thoe irovisiotsof iuir
Code Frtuitti ig the filing amid oxelitig o price nforo: mn ,'sieit..ig partit'tlla
1 lVodUlt.9. TO eliniillt tlls privileg, and iire esptcitlly to eliminate the
watinion trind. would h to vtry lare vty doeri ieu of n. tmitt, 'iel ivo nIstriment
in reha ilitating the indtustry.

It 'nay i' prtinent to add that, nit a iigle tompiaint ims Ieen made against
any momnbit' if our itustry fitr i, 4,oltion of the wage ,iitl hour or labor provi-
ions of our note, and tl'tt throughout the industry the scale of wages is very

materially higher timn the minimum portnitteI by lte code. Employment hag
increased since tile effective dato of [ur edu, and is continuing to increase. The
coalition of the intlisti'y is leiing improved, tnd awll ny n rlir haive been saiv ed
from b emkroptcy, an1 thsll,, permitteid to ctmtinue tile enllo yme(nt of skilled
workmen at much higher wages than in most other initstrie's.

While it is difficult to )roVe, we think it is fair t.it stty thit in uh of this has
been accomplished because of those provisitias of our cdel which permit the,
exehaige of price information it our opinion, it would he a severe blow to tile
orderly and progressive rehabilitation of our intustr to distUrb, or otherwise
chtinge, the conditions which exist .t pet.,

By order of the code authority zneeting in Nexw York, Dermaober 
3
, 19,;4.

L. B. LENT, Eccutire Offieer.

Lm'rFraR FRoM THE SnTsw MFrAm. MANUFACTURING CO., YOorNes'TOwN, OtlO

THE SnEEr METAL MANUACTIIINo CO,,

[Ion. PAT H AY6oSN,
Senate 01,ice Building, Washngton, D. C.

MY DEAR SENATro: With further reference to our complaint of February 20,
filed with you as to the restraint of trade monopoly in violation of ile Shernian-
Clayton Antitrut Acts of the Steel (ode, we have tolay filed with Willard L.
Thorp, chairman of the Advisory Council, Natinmasl Ieco'icry Administration, a
hrief, ter copy ecilosed, as to tile coercive, oppressive, And destructive operation
of the Steel (Xolte amti its utitfair competition in relation to indepe'lent johbers,
middlemen, and distriltutor.4.

Anticipating the closed may ibe of some service to you in addition with our
complaint of Feiruury 20 mitI thanking you kindly for the intcre t already
dellttostratel, Ne renmilin,

Yours very trtily,
THONAS F, Faiutznl.,,

t rcsitU lt.

YOVN'is'rowN, Ou, Ma;,ch 6, 1935.Mr. WuuLsuo L. Tnoat,
(Thairman Adiiisory f5;.nl, Natlioal Jecorry Administration,

l'ashiinglon, D. C.
DEAR SI: We herewith submit allegations of the unfair methods 'if competi-

tion in the distrilutions from tile manufacturer to the retailer anid/or consumer
practiced and operative nider the Steel Code, provisions of which were intended
to correct.

(a) As to the nature of the unfair methods of competition among the channels
of distribution from tile manufacturer to the retailer which Steel Code provisions
were intended to correct.

(1) The Steel Code provides for minimum selling price schedules to be filed
by each steel manufacturer with the Steel Code Authority These filed minii-
mum schedules have in practice at all times heen the maxiimn selling-price
schedules.
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(2) The schedule of prices, so filed, are alike applicable to the wholesaler,
jobber, broker or middleman, without any allowances or differentials whatoever
and are likewise applicable to the consumer or retailers.

(3) Effective prohibition has thereby been established against the distributor
cGmpeting with the manufacturer for carload hu.ziness, effectively restraining
competition in this class of business solely to the manufacturers where a close
monopoly is had owing to the system of open-price filing-effectively eliminat-
ing anvy price competition.

(4) Covering less carlot shipments quantity differentials are charged by the
steel manufacturers which are applied on the purchases of the middleman as
well as the consumer or retailer, thereby permitting the manufacturer which
has proved under the operation of the Steel Code a very destructive fact to
invade, disorganize and disrupt the competitive field of the middleman by the
manufacturer.

(5) Under the open-price filing system of the Steel Code wherein no provision
whatsoever is made for a schedule of differentials applicable to the middleman's
purchases-the manufacturer successfully and absolutely precludes competition
fro1 the IddlLUeHmn ini either carload or less-uarload business.

(6) Through wholly owned subsidiary, distributors, and middlemen who are
not, under the Steel Code, required to quote selling prices in excess of the mild-
mum filed selling prices of the parent company which are the minimum cost
prices of independently owned distributors or middlemen, the manufacturers are
prosecuting a totally unfair and wholly destructive competition through these
wholly owned subsidiaries, distributors, or middlemen against the independently
owned distributors.

To concretely illustrate: The Wheeling Steel Corporation, member of the
Steel Code, wholly owns the Wheeling Corrugating Co., a distributing middle-
man of steel products. The Wheeling Corrugating Co. in any of its warehouses
located in all of the largest cities in the country, as a wholly owned subsidiary
do not have to, nor do they quote selling prices in excess of the minimum prices
filed with the Steel Code Authority by the parent company, the Wheeling Steel
Corporation, which minimum selling prices of the Wheeling Corrugating Co. are
the minimum cost prices of independently owned middlemen or distributors
competing in any of the said cities against a warehouse of the Wheeling Corru-
gating Co.

(c) As to the degree to which present code provisions of this type axe not
operating in the public interest.

(7) Clause C: As to the degree to which present code provisions of this type
are, or are not, operating to the public interest. The provisions of the Steel
Code are operating entirely against public interests, eliminating from business
and throwing out of employment the employees of the independently owned
distributing and warehouse companies, formerly engaged in profitable business
and rapidly being displaced by the unfair competition of the wholly owned sub-
sidiary, distributor, or warehousemen.

(8)'The penalization imposed by the Steel Code at the rate of $10 per ten
for any violation by an independent distributor of the filed minimum selling
prices of his supplier works a detriment to the public in artificially raising and
maintaining an unjustifiable level in the prices of all steel products to the consumer.

Most members of the Steel Code and all of the larger members are now unfairly
and illegally competing against jobbers, middlemen, warehousemen, and other
small independent industries who sell or consume products Of the steel industry;
through the unfair operation of the Steel Code whereby such wholly owned sub-
sidiaries, regardless of their classification and the field of tiade in which they
operate are not required to sell their products at a greater price than the minimum
selling ptico posted by the pare t company, vh-- -- -- _-. i" +c mi.

-

cost price of an independent competing company. These provisions of the Steel
Code were drawn with but one purpose in mind-to eliminate as rapidly as
possible all independent companies engaged in the fabrication and distribution
of steel and steel products.

For the reasons stated herein we submit this request for relief from the present
oppressive and destructive operations of the Steel Code and pray for an altera-
tion of the Steel Code to establish a fair schedule of distribution differentials and
the elimination of wholly owned subsidiary competition.Very truly yours,

THE SHEET METAL MANUFACTUFUNG Co.,
- , President.
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THE SHEET METAL MANUFACTURING Co.,
Youogstow, Ohio, February 20, 1935,

RE: STEEl, CODE--RESTRAINT OF TRADE-MONOPOLY-VIOLATION SHERMAN-
CLAYTON ANTI-TRUST ACTS

As written and operative, the Steel Code is in flagrant violation of the Sherman-
Clayton Acts, creates a monopoly and is an abrogation of the "due process of
law'' clause of the Constitution.

Section 4 in said Steel Code clearly specifies that should a jobber, warehouseroan,
or any other middleman, such as ourselves, purchase and take delivery from a
stcel mill of steel, they would 1e precluded, under penalty of a fine of $10 per ton,
from selling thereafter at a profit if their selling price was less than the mills'
selling price at, the time the jobher offered the steel for sale.

To illustrate: Assuming our purchase and delivery from a mill of fiat gal-
vanized sheets at $3.10 per hundredweight base, the present mills' selling price.
Assumning that we offered these sheets for sale next N ovemfier at $6.20 per
hundredweight base, which would represent a 100 percent profit. Assuming
that next November the mills' selling price of these same sheets was $6.50 per
hundredweight base, if we sold for 1 penny per hundredweight less than the
mills' selling price next November of $6.50 per hundredweight we would be fined
$10 per ton, not only on every ton involved in that particular sale, but in addition
on every ton sold to the involved customer during the current year, regardless
of whether prior sales did or did not conform to code prices or covered the same
or different products. This, notwithstanding,that to force us to sell at the mills'
selling price at the time we desired to make the sale would result in an injustice
to the consumer and an extortionate profit to us.

Every jobber, warehouseman or distributor of any classification who signed
an agreement under section 4 of the Steel Code has not only made himself liable
to the penalization stated above, but further has signed over to the Steel Code
Authority an absolute power of attorney, whereunder they can fine him and as
his attorney confess for him judgment in the amount of the fine so assessed,

This price compliance section of the Steel Code has effectively prohibited the
liquidation, even at a profit, of an inventory which on a declining market would
thereby effectively control, restrict, and possibly ruin the finances of any jobber
or middleman.

Under tihe present provisions of the code (if iair competition governig the irou
and steel industry, all of the steel mills are required to file with a committee of
the Steel Code Authority a schedule of minimum prices for the various steel prod-
ucts before the same can be offered for sale, which prices when once filed cannot
be changed or deviated therefrom for a period of 10 days thereafter. Any viola-
tions of this selling price schedule on the part of the mills subject the offender to
a fine of $10 per ton for the material sold and in addition thereto a like sum of $10
per ton for any other materials sold to that same customer during the year, re-
gardless of whether the former sales were within the minimum price schedule or
not.

The above is termed "open-price filing." The prices so filed are supposedly
the uninhibited fair selling prices of each member of the Steel Code based on costs
plus a fair profit. Common knowledge dictates that there is a great spread in the
cost of steel as between the various mill members of the Steel Code, with the ex-
pectant result that a similar spread would be evident In their filed selling prices.
Since the code has been in operation and such prices have been filed. there has
not been a single, solitary instance in which the prices filed by each and every
member of the Steel Code have not been absolutely uniform, showing definitely
collusive and illegal actions prior to filing to secure the uniformity of prices
posted.

We are not signators of the jobbers' agreemeni and penalization provided for
by the Steel Code and accordingly are in no danger of any penalities that would
otherwise arise thereunder. Freedom of competition is denied us, however,
through coercive action by the Steel Institute or Steel Code Authority on our mill
suppliers. A concrete Ulustration is the following:

Tender sealed bids we recently quoted the State of Ohio for furnishing 200 boxes
of tin plate. On pubIk opening of such bids ours was 10 cents per box less than
the otherwise uniform price quoted b? all competing mills. Directly this knowl-
edge was made public the Steel institute or Steel Code Authority endeavored to
have our supposed supplier influence or coerce us to withdraw our low bid, which
request we complied with as otherwise we would in the future have paid an ex-
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cessive penalty through secret, illegal, and coercive actions by the Steel Code or
individual members thereof.

Most members of the Steel Code, and all of the larger members, are now un-
fairly and illegally competing against jobbers, middlemen, warehousemen,
stampers, fabricators, and other small independent industries who sell or consume
products of the steel industry, through the unfair operation of the Steel Code
whereby such wholly owned subsidiaries, regardless of their classification and the
field of trade in which they operate do not have to sell tkieir products at a greater
price than the minimum selling price posted by the parent company M1ich1 Ia all
cases iP the minimum cost price of un independent competing company. Tinse
provisions of the Steel Code were drawn but witn one purpose in mind-to elimi-
nate as rapidly as possible all independent companies engaged in the fabrication
and the distribution of steel and steel products.

In violation, we believe, of the rules and regulations of the Interstate Coln-
merce Commission as to the inviolability of shipments, the members of the Steel
Code, to insure to themselves knowledge of the jobber, middleman, or ware-
houseman's customers, are inserting on all of their bills of lading covering ship-
ment made for the middlemen the following clause: "The goods covered hereby
are the property of the consignor until delivered To the consignee at the desti-
nation herein specified and shall not be diverted or reconsigned without per-
mission of the consignor."

They have secured legally or illegally, we know not, the cooperation of all of
the railroads in making effective the above-stated clause, so that it is impossible
for a middleman to keep from his mill supplier, a member of the Steel Code, the
knowledge as to the middleman's customer. The members of the Steel Code,
through the operation of this clause, illegally retain to themselves custody of the
shipment notwithstanding that tinder the terms of the Steel Code delivery is
always accepted by the buyer f. o. b. cars at the seller's plant.

Schedule B, section 2-the method provided in the Steel Code for apportion-
ment of votes to elect directors who will control the steel industry-automatically
gives complete control of the board of directors, the Steel Code Authority and
consequently of the steel industry, to the United States Steel, Bethlehem Steel,
and not over one or two other large steel companies inasmuch as their dollar sales
are a majority of the total dollar steel sales.

We are enclosing a copy of a brief of complaint filed with Administrative Office
of the National Recovery Administration on January 8, 1935, by the Code
Authority for the Secondary Steel Products Warehousing Trade which amplifies
the complaint made herein as to the distribution of primary steel products.

Operations in the steel industry since the Steel Code became effective have
demonstrated the inevitable and ruthless elimination of all independent com-
panies in the industry with the certainty that in a remarkably short space of
time the steel industry will have become'the worst monopoly ever evidenced in
this country.

The Steel Institute has, through the medium of the Steel Code, put across on
the United States Government and people an illegal restraint of trade that they
have unsuccessfully endeavored to secretly manipulate through the activities of
the same Steel Institute for the past 15 years.

The complaints set forth herein as to the monopolistic operations of the Steel
Code have borne out the prophesy that we made in our complaint of July 20,
1933, to the Federal Trade Commission, as per copy attached hereto.

Under the Steel Code price, of the most profitable products manufactured by
the Steel Industry have obeen advanced enormously, some cases as much as 58
percent, while real dollar wages have been advanced insignificantly, If as much as
10 percent.

if the National Recovery Act is continued at all beyond its present expiration
date, then it should only be with tme strictest injunction against price fixing,
regulations or posting in any form whatsoever with drastic penalties for violation
or for any collusive action to regulate, post or fix prices and against subversive,
secret and coercive actions -,s now practiced.

Trusting the information contained herein may be of some service in remedying
the evils complained about and assuring you that you have the support of all
independent business and all labor which together with the consumer have been
the sole sufferers of the operations of the National Industrial Recovery Act and
will have only the opposition of monopoly which has been the sole beneficiary of
this intolerable act.

We were one of the first 10 companies in the United States to adopt and make
effective the conditions of President Roosevelt's blanket agreement and we are
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perfectly willing to and are very desirous of according to labor every possible
prote e on, realizing that revival can only come from Its increased consumption,
but we are certainly unwilling to continue to be the crucified victims of monopoly
and special privilege.Yours very truly, THE SHEET METAL MANUFACTURINO CO.,

President.

CODE AUTHORITY FOR SECONDARY
STEEL PRODUCTS WAREHOUSING TRADE,

Clcveland, Ohio, January 8, 1934.
Ion. W. A, HARR IMAN,

Admninistrative Officer,
National Recovery Administration, Washington, D. C.

Si: The undersigned, the code authority for the secondary steel products
warehousing trade, hereby submits its objection to the price-fixing provisions of

th~ Coa of air Copetito o the iron anod Steel i.,dustr, ;insofar =. t)he same
relates to the sale of products to the industry covered by the secondary steel
products warehousing trade.

Under the present provisions of the code of fair competition governing the iron
and steel industry all of the steel mills are required to file with a committee of
the Steel Code Authority a schedule of minimum prices for their various steel
products before the same can be offered for sale, which prices, when once filed,
cannot be changed or deviated therefrom for a period of 10 days thereafter. Any
violation of this selling price schedule on the part of the mills subjects the offender
to a fine of $10 per ton for the material sold and in addition thereto a like sum of
$10 per ton for any other material sold to that same customer during the year
regardless of whether the former sales were within the minimum price schedule or
not.

The filing of these minimum prices on the part of the various mills has resulted
in two things; first, the minimum prices filed are likewise the maximum market
price for the material; second, an absolute uniformity on the part of all of the
mills as to these price schedules. What has been set forth relates not only to the
so-called "prime materials" covered by the Iron and Steel Code, but to the sec-
ondary products which is the trade represented by the undersigned code authority.

One of the fundamentalprinciples underlying the National Recovery Adminis-
tration tinder which all codes are founded, was the principle that no code should
work a hardship on any then existing industry nor should there by any provision
in the operation thereof that would be detrimental or injurious to any then existing
business. Likewise, in the operation of said codes nothing should be of a monop-
olistic nature. The net result of price filing and price maintenance on the part
of the steel mills, as now conducted under its steel code insofar as the sale of their
secondary products are concerned, creates an absolute monopoly on steel seconds,
creates a price which is at once both a minimum and maximum price for all
secondary materials and in no instance is the same controlled by supply and
demand and which leaves the mills without any control over the sale or distribu-
tion of their secondary products excepting upon the prices fixed by the filing
system now in use.

The remedy that the undersigned code authority submits for the present
condition is as follows:

1. Insofar, as the sale of the secondary steel products of the steel mills are con-
cerned the requirement for the filing and publishing of prices should be eliminated
and each individual mill should be left free to sell and dispose of their secondary
products in such manner and on such terms as they see fit.

2. As an alternative to the foregoing proposition if it is still the desire of the
Iron and Steel Code Authority to seek to control the prices of the mills' secondary
products, then there should be set up to the undersigned industry a differential in
price schedules under the terms of which this trade and industry would be given
a price somewhat lower than the price quoted to the ultimate consumer. This
special price should apply both to carload lots and less than carload lot shipments
from the mills.

Supporting the above the practice of the mills operating under their code is to
sell to the ultimate consumer their secondary products on the same basis that the
mills sell these same products to the secondary trade. Why the Steel Code
Authority has differentiated between the method of handling its secondary prod-
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ucts from its prime products is indeed difficult to see. On certain sheets and other
prime products the Steel Code Authority has granted to the prime warehousing
trade and the prime sheet metal distributors special prices which were not granted
to the consumers. Why the same rights were not granted the mills insofar as
other secondary products were concerned does not appear clear. It must be
perfectly apparent to this Administration that it is impossible for this trade to
continue tinder the present set up. Here is an essential industry that has long
been in existence; that it will be entirely wiped out within a few months unless
relief is granted immediately, is clear. The present method has eliminated
practically all opportunity for any margin of profit for this industry.

In the manufacture of steel all of the products of the mills that pass inspection
are known to the trade as " primes", which is a product free from defects and com-
plies with specifications. In the process of making the above product the mills
frequently run into trouble and produce material that is not in accordance with
specifications, or may be pitted, warped, not true to gage, or have other apparent
defects, all of which material is thrown into a class known as "seconds." Further,
in the production of prime orders there is an excess of material run which is
accumulated and sold in sizeable tonnage to members of this association as excess,
shop-worn or obusolctc, stuck. This excess consists of miscellaneous sizes, gages,
and finishes.

All of the members of this association are engaged in the sale of the so-called
"seconds", "rejects", "excess" or "wasters" of rolled, drawn, or cold finished
steel products.

It is apparent from the nature of the material itself that the same rules of sale
and distribution that apply to "prine uniform sheets of steel" cannot apply to
the secondary products sold by the members of this association.

These secondary and reject materials are resold to manufacturers and fabri-
cators whose finished products require the lower cost afforded by the secondary
character of the material. It has extended and enlarged certain classes of
manufacturers production that otherwise i,\ould not have bcen possible. Specific
illustrations in this connection are the use of these sheets in the manufacture
of buckets and shovel toys sold by the 5-and-10-cent stores; the use of these
sheets in the manufacture of wall ties for use between brick and mortar; the use
'if these sheets in the manufacture of turpentine cups for the running, and convoy-
ing of the turpentine sap from the trees; the use of these sheets in the manufacture
of small parts and stampings by building, automobile, trunk, etc., hardware
manufacturers. The use of these sheets has positively inereas"d the production
and consumption of prime sheets by initiating and opening up fields of manufac-
ture that would not o

t
herwise have been possible iii the initial stages because of

the additional cost of primary material over this secondary material.
This industry also prevents the creation of distressed stocks and inventories at

the mills and acts as a shock absorber between production and consumption, as
the members of this industry constantly carry an inventory of between $10,000
and $12,000,000 of steel seconds, insuring a stead) source of supply to the
small manufacturer at all tinies, which otherwise would not be available.

Some 20 years ago substantially all of the materials handled by the undersigned
trade constituted practically a total loss to the steel mills. About that time a
resident of Cleveland by the name of F. 11. Morse conceived the idea of purchasing
this excess stock and imperfect materials and distributing the same to small
manufacturers who could produce an article at a much less cost because of the
price of this material and which material for his requirements was in every shape
as good as prime materials, lIe conceived the idea of inducing other manufac-
turers to change from the use of wood to the use of the cheaper steel materials in
the construction of various manufactured articles. Soon thereafter this industry
spread until it has reached the sizeable industry represented by this code authority.
Thei same has only been developed by reason of intensive salesmanship, ingenuity
of its members in finding avenues for the use of this material and the creation of
new ideas whereby this material could be up-d.

In the manufacture of the prime materials of the mills the accumulations of
the secondary steel products vary. It U, no uncommon thing for the mill to have
from 100 to 1,000 tons of accumulations. These consist of various sizes, gages,
finishes, and various stages of imperfection. When these accumulations occur
they must be moved. The members of this trade have heretofore been able to
purchase clean-ups of these accumulations but under the present regulations it is
impossible to do this unless it pays the price that any consumer may pay for even
a very few pounds of this same material.
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The steel mills today, of course, are pciniarlty in the manufacturing business,
iiit a s a choosing usi ess. 'lie steel mills do not have an organization equipped
or trained to handle thl, setojiday irldtucts equivalent to the industry represented
by this ',.

The ind'strv represented by this code authority requests only that the stcl
mills caN i,,tt'viIIlly I e free to do as they please in i eMeCtion with the sale
of their secondary pirodutis granting to th mnibers of this trade such prices
as they choose and granting to the mills the right to handle these secondary
prodits in suwh Iiiiater as they see fit. This industry does not seek to compel
the mills to miaittin prices or method of sales but inerely that the Steel Codle
AuthIcrity releme the mills froii their present obligations io maintain the prices
of their setoindary trdiii'ts and their present niethonl of classifying these products.
That is aill this trade asks.

As has iiecii stated heretofore, xxi have suggested an alternative to the above,
which. if elurse, Icy flo stretch of the imagination could it lie as satisfactory as
the first heretofore suggesteil. It would, lwever, grant sonie tinporary relief
to this trade and industry. The members of this trade and industry, however,
81hiuil! 1,' grottel a sqidtiuti4l riio'tioto in tho published prices of the secondary
products. , view of the, services rendered tii the public generally aid to the
ills iii particular this should e doike. Failure tii grant the relief requested in
this application will result in the destruction of an industry that has been in
existence for a long period of time; hat lbsa invstd in it millions of dollars
alid employ t iihis:nds of workers and more the very fundamental principle
inderlying the Naliii al Rce, very Administration will have been violated amid

an existing industry will have bcen throttled, hammered and destroyed, fortune
lost and thmsands of ni'n thrown out if etployemnt.

For these various ras,)ins we stlimit ou(r re(li test, f,,r relief.
CODE AUTitRITY FOR SECONDARY Y STEeL

PRODUCTS VAR HOTmiJ1No(, TRADE.

JULY '20, 1933.
Re: rile l1 (. t-146. Se,',l Code: Re;traint of trid', violation Sherum-Clayton

Antitrust Acts tsee sec. 4), dicisiom on jobbers status.
Mr. stIsHmAsm, BUrTON,

Chiof lrn a ibier, Fderl Trade (,imn issioa,
lWashingtoli, D. C.

J):Ai MnI. BURTON: As written, tie Steel Code is in flagrant violation of the
Shermati-Claton Acts and an abrogation of the "due process of law" clause of
the Constitution.

TlIc lortion iniderliuieil in co)y of the code attached hereto clearly specifies
that shou ld a jobber, such as ourselves, purchase and take delivery fromn a steel
mill of steel, they would be pirccludel uitder penalty of at fine of $10 per ton from
selling therecifter it a Ir>il, if their selling liriee Ntas less than the mill's selling
lric' At th time the jodhor offered the steel for sal,.

To illustrate: ,.ssimlnog our purchase aml ilelivery from a mill of flat galvan-
I-,ec sheets it $2.85 peir hidretlw'ight hase, the present imarkeut selling price.
Asacmimg that we, offered these shtis for sale next Ntveiber at $5.70 per hun-
devd(hvight hase, wh iii would represent aI 100-percent lrofit. Assuniig that
,iixt No member tht mills' selling prie, if these siame shtt xx cs $611 ler hundred-
weight cas(, if we sold for 1 p N, per himdredweight less than the mills' selling
irict' next Novtmnilicr if $t per hulniredweight, we would he fined %1(1 per ton,
into ithstanding that to force its to sell at the nilh' selling price tit the time NN'e

desired to mnale the sale, would result i atn iinjuslice to the 'ouismncer and ;in
,t, at iuiite uroliit t us.

'lhis ,cclib'it , the icode effectively prohibits the liquidation, (veiit i a profit,
if :1 in-uimtor' on at detlining mrkt, thereby controlling, restricting, al pos-

sihly c'uinilr t fitimucs of a jobibei.
Tin, fi.t schedule of selliig prices suiccmittcd u'ider ihis code biy its meiibers

sill irlic't, to your hionui hie holy, its intention to absolutely fix and control
stalts pri(ms andt restrain c ,iitimtith beetouse we are certain that that schedule
sill he liled ndformlk, by all members.

helwulh' It. ctiom, 2: Thc iiethod ptrovidhing for apportionment of 'ote's to
elect cici,efirs who will coictrol the steel intlustry automatically gives completed

I 9782 -3lo .
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control of the board of directors and consequently of the industry to the United
States and Bethlehem Steel Companies inasmuch as their dollar sales are a major-
ity of the total steel sales.

The Steel Institute is endeavoring with this Steel Clode to nut across an illegal
restraint of trade that they have unsuccessfully endeavored to manipulate through
the activities of the institute for the past 15 years.

I anticipate this letter and a careful perusal of the code would be of interest to
the Commission for the roasona stated above and particularly to your Messrs
C-[as and Sibbet who have for some time past, under the file number above, been
carefutly investigating irregularities and illegalities of the National Association
of Sheet and Tin Plate Manufacturers who are a division of the Iron and Steel
Institute.

I would very much appreciate your advising whether the Commission intend to
give this code their atten" )n and to have an observer at the hearings to he held
before General Johnson.

I would ask that you have your examiners carefully study the portions of the
code which I have underlined and which to my way of thinking, are strictly
illegal and unconstitutional.

Many thanks for the courtesies extended me in the past, remain,Yours very truly,
Tux SHEET METAL MAXNUFACTrIJINO CO.,

,Plreidsnl.

LETER ADDRESSED TO SENATOR RICHARD B. RUSSELL, JR., OF GEORGIA, 3Y THE
SMITHS, INC.. BARNESVILLE, GA.

THE SMITHS, INc.,
Barnesville, Ga., March 6, 19-55.

Senator R. B. RUsSELL, Jr.,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATUR: Attached is carbon of letter to the Manufacturers Division
of the National Recovery Administration. We have been watching proceedings
in Washingtnn sd from the Associated Press of yesterday we conclude that an
investigation of the National Recovery Admi istration is to be made by the
Finance Committee. Senator George is a member of this committee but we arc
writing you for the reason that we know you much better than we do Senator
George. We feel that you will know what is best to be done and ask that you coil-
tact Senator George and either work through him with his committee or present this
matter to the committee yourself.

We operated, as you know, the largest buggy manufacturing enterprise south
of the Potomac River until the automobiles put the buggies off the road. We
converted our buggy factory into a furniture factory 7 years ago and have gradu-
ally built up a splendid business. Of course there was no such thing as codes and
a the business grew we took care of the increased demand by working a double
shift in our machine rooco, where the parts of the furniture are manufactured.

Our pay rolls show that in 1933 we were employing 121 men. When the blanket
code was issued we signed and operated under same with 121 men. When the
permanent Furniture Code was issued extra shifts were prohibited and we were
compelled to lay off 41 men who were on the second shift. Naturally, our volume
was decreased %nd we have not been able to satisfy the demands of our trade and
have been operating practically at a loss because we could not get sufficient
volume to take care of overhead.

When these 41 men were laid off, they met and appointed a committee of 3 to
go to Atlanta, and their situation was laid before the code authorities in Atlanta.

hey were told that nothing could he done for them.
By adding sonic new machines and making some other adjustments we have

been able to put 7 of these men bck to work, but our pay roll is still short
34 men.

There is no other furniture factory in Barnesvillc or nearer us than Austell
or Toccoa, which are north of Atlanta. These men have made an honest effort
to get employment but not a one of them has a job. I consulted today the man-
agement of the Georgia Emergency Relief Administration and have the informa-
tion that eight of these employees are on public relief on Emergency Relief
Administration projects and draw 15 cents per hour on a 30-hour week. With
us they would have received from 30 to 50 cents per hour on a 40-hor week.
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Most of these men arc married with families. Further information is given
that five others of these men have applied and are hoping for public relief.

Barnesville, as you recall, is a small city of around 4,000 inhabitants, having
one cotton mill and two underwear mills, Most of the employees in these textile
inlistrics are women and girls. I think it is conservative to say that 80 percent
are females. There is no other factory or industry in Barnesville which can or
sill employ the men and boys out of these families.

The code provides that we can run an extra shift by paying time and one.
half, which means that a man drawing 60 cents per houir would have to be paid
9(i cents per hour, etc. This evidently is intended to cover a condition which
might arise whereby a man on regular employment would he a-ked to make
I or 2 hours overtime. It is impossible for us to pay the extra shift extra wages.
They will draw the same wages as the same class of workmen on the day shift
and they will all be glad to go to work on the extra shift. In fact, as we have
stated, they had previously worked on the extra shift.

I am sure that the situations in Washington are favorable for this matter

having proper consideration, and we trust that you will present it in the proper
way to the proper committee who is investigating the National Recovery
Administration.

With personal regards of the writer and our very best wishes, we are,
Yoitrs sincerely,

TnK SMITHS, INC.,
Per W. B. SMITH, Presidend.

MARCH 6, 1935.
NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATlON,

lVashinqton, D. C.
Attention Division Manufacturing
Re: Application for exemption from article IV, section 5, Furniture

Manufacturing Code.
GENTLEMEN: This letter is in reply to yours of February 2.
We do not understand what you mean by "certificate of compliance with the

Furniture Manufaeturing Code." We signed the Furniture Manufacturing
Code and are operating under it. Our registration number on our Blue Eagle
is 10-4. The following information is offered in answer to your requests num-
bering from 1 Lo i1:

(I' The following employees are requested ot either a night shift, or an ext'rs
shift: 1 foreman, 1 cut-off saw operator and helper, 2 rip-saw operators and 2
helpers, 1 molder operator and helper, 1 tenon-machine operator and helper,
1 mortising-machine operator, 2 shaper operators, 2 band-saw operators, 1 lathe
operator, 1 carver operator, 1 router operator, I sander operator, 3 helpers, 2
g tie-clamp operators.

he above list aggregates 25 men.
If the above employees are approved for an extra shift In the machine room,

vhiere all of the furniture is manufactured, the following old employees can be
roinstated on the regular (lay shift operating between 7 a. xn. and 4 p. m.: 8 men
in cabinet department, 5 men in finishing department, 2 men in shipping depart-
nient.

This list aggregates 15 on the regular shift, but the addition of these men is
impossible without the extra shift.

The number of hours on the regular shift is 8 hours per day for 5 days, or a
40-hour week

(2) For the 25 melt on the night shift the number of hours would be 8 hours per
tight for 5 nights, or 40 hours per week.

(3) These men would be employed regularly and steadily with such lay-off.
as might be necessary in dull periods.

(4) No present employees would work on the extra shift.
(5) This information is fully covered in (1).
(6) This information is covered in (1).
(7) The wages would range from 30 cents per hour to 60 cents per hour.
(8) No overtime will be ntade or extra compensation allowed.
(9) We are paying better wages than each claw commands in our vicinity.
(10) No union.
11) Approximately one-fourth of our orders are canceled or refused us oil

account of our delay'or inability to fill.
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We are at present operating from 7 a. in. to 4 p. m., so your suggestion in the
concluding paragraph of your letter otters no relief. The night shift would go on
at 4 ), in. ald off at 12 nigl t.
We mish to repeat the paragraph in our former letter il which we stated that

8 of our former employees arc still on public relief and the ad(led information that
5 others have applied.

The emploves which '%e were compelled to lay off are all unemployed aml such
of them its are 1ot oii pul (lic relief are rippoited by the female members of tle
faquilx who had to go into the textile inidustxy, where three shifts are allowed.
"If the object of the National Recovery Adiuiistration is to decrease employ-

inet, you have succeeded in a notable degree w ith us., Our output has been de-
creased from above $25,000 monthly to around $18,000 which n- ';os that wc are
operating practically at cost and some mootlis "in the red,"

Further progress with us is absolutely impossible under existing conditions acd
unless we can get the Iiggc:;tt'd relief the wise thing for us to do would he to
discontinue.

Yours very truly,
'TF SIMlITrjs, INC.,

Per W, B. SMIT,ii Pr'sido't,

STATEMENr SUiMITTED Y Mu. FtkNK (. STEWART, EXECUTlv SECRETARv

WHOLESALE Au'O-MOTIVE TBADe AUTIOi'rv, W's\ASINTON, I). C.

WtREIle DO wE iTAND WITH Till; NATIONAL IiEOVER'Y ADMINISTRATION?

(A ode prosplictivti as viewed by a 0 lolesaler after over a y'ar's exprien le as
exeltive scoretat of a code authority)

We can not get at the real answer its to w hit is needed in National iecvry
Administration codes today withoul t considering the problem as a whoe, All
codes were devised ant writti to accomplish a definite plilase, To ce osid,,r a
single article or provision of these codes without the general plan of operation,
under which they were conceived accentuates one point and is likely to lead to a
decision that would break down the entire codtc structure. The starting point
was well established. Work was to be distribisted to absorb th( argo miYii of
imimlh yed, and the Government put the problem squarely in the lap of i idustry
with the demand that they take steps to absorb it.

The Administratioi realized that industry needed a stimulant or redistribution
in order to permit already weakeicd (Hilts to absorb this extra borden. The short-
eeri hours and the advanced rates if pay were easily spelled out and definitely
established. Each code has its uiiiistakable share of labor prluvisoils. In most
cases these meant a tremendous burden through increased expense of operation.
To offset this burden the Government created a formula that would offset this
extra load and icrrmit industry to carry it safely. This was to be accomplished
through the fair-trade practice provisions which industries were to prescribe for
themselves, as a balancing factor.

The increased employnient of labor was accepted as it necessity. Businewsas
vi whole realized that this was the only way out. They also accepted in good faith
the Goverrment's proni',! to lighten this burden through the protective codprovisions.

From this point on, till' (overnit, beetini' a guardian of business, and should
have heen in a position through proper legislation to back up these fair-trade
practices which became it part of the agruennt and upon which industry based
its fallith.

[ uwiless men realized the riiany unfair trade practices that had 5lpr(ln (i in
their various fields and settled (town diligently to write the fair-trtde praetee
provisions for their code that would create a fair and equitable distribution (it
Ihusirless by the elimination of practices Ihat, were cancerous in nature and sampled

their income, nit-re is no questionI bit that many if these provisions wcre
lilsollld or unwiirkaile. There were possibly sime writes for thlie lilrlrSp of

gaining alt advantage for a minority.
It is mny opinion thr't instances of these caies ive been magnified hv ths'

critics who wish to bring discredit, upon all code provisions through these I\aniili's.
Mistakes made'ii fornmlating these cod provisions were by lo meats confined
to inudit ry. Articles ve ve written, rewrit ten, and uhuleted by Nat iomal Recovery
Administrathum deputies to conform to policy. These policies were promulgated
by the National Recuery Admiiistratio to blanket many codes without, the
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proper rrrlivirlal trid': as to their propriety ill certain cod('s where conditions
differd from those whieli preceded tliter.

Tie final result of thin, prming rl t i arriIng to lign with policy frequently
left inily ni shell to retliee the stricture which vi':t designed lo offset their added
burden. Where the proper protective provisions have been allowed to renirni
in the odes and they have belen backcd up by conipliatnce, the trades oir industries
have moved forward ioig the plate' Vt whinch they were originally intended to
operate.

Fundamentally, this is correct. if tie original ncitet is followed through,
they cannot help but benefit. The plan is sound and feasible, and business men,
large al small, in every sect ion of the country rallied to support the plan.

Tihe first, disoiragernent came with the long delays inl getting lhe codes
approverl. lit our ease, we spent 6 months wrangling over the arious code
provisions heore it was accepted and signed.

Tile next blow came whenr lhe finisliedt product was pubislied and it was
funid that our most viimbhle points were either deleted or inoperative. T1tis
disappoiiniomeit wrs soniewhat offset by our faith and belief that these wriild
he 'rrrected and wxi Inilsteret i ) ouir hopes by tIe promise that the Nationil
lecrvery ArIrinisiration would .correct lhese conditions ,isi soon as they cold
get tlirrugh the rih of code rrakin anti study the indivihilttl requirements.
(i l'lniarv 21, 1934, we held mtias greetings ill 50 trailing centers throughout
the l'niled S tates and forced district administrative cnniiittees, to administer
the code in t heir respecetive districts. The response its indicated by the attendance
at these meeting, was gratifying. Entlinsiasm still prevailed and members of
the trade elected their committeemen with a zeal engendered b)' the hope that a
iew deal xx irs actitlie at hand arnd they were at last to get thei needed protection
through th" efforts of their code authority rnd their newly elected rirnitteemen.

h'lre next Irlw came when these coininittes nut ant'l settled diocn to the Ir'sk
of adnidnistering the code. There were practically no instructions for procedure
and the national code authority was powerless tot help without the Natinral
Recovery Administralion's approval of their procedure matnal. It was not,
tnitil about the 1st, of April that ririr inuch abridged proeerlure irranual was
rele' seni for their guidance.
The next blow came wvhen their compliance cases were forwarded to the National

Code Authority oitice at WVashingtrt, and we were unable to get appropriate
atction. After 15 I-oiainhs of operation, we havc net been cucceraful in bringing
a single compliance case through the court for disciplinary action in connection

with our fair-trade prr'ti'e provisions.
This a ertkness has bero mreat for tire chiselers. At first, those wlo were carsing

nost of orir troirle corrected their tactics to a large degree, due to tlir fear that
this code would he enforced ini the manner they had tein le(( to believe it would.
As teciriiiiities blckei the compliance niiteinery they became holder and
finally openly defied our committees.

It can tie well urnidlersttood the enrbarrfissing position inl which this body of
eariest busins rei were placerI when they rhret ill giond fiith and attelriptei
to tarry on. 'lhe emen it( ministering this tede were sriecteI as the leaders in
their trades, antd it is :rot diffi'rlt to rrrtlerstarid wh they worill lose confidence
an1 entlrusiassi in carrying out a prograrir where they x ere tht'el iit a isition
of riticile. All <tring'this trying period the press if tlit country carried iteis
tlat were stteicrnt to ireak tie moral' if any organiz.iti>nr. T'he good th ings
aboit, the coles ai d the polinits where they were i working did rot furiiish rews.
're entire burden if brolrstering the morale and m oviig forirwarI n ut loaded oin the
hacks of the cride authorities, aitlglilted try sutc little help as could inn given
theri through the National Recovery Administration purlicity.

Ili the fte of these manifold diiculties rur conniitteenoet not only dol.rtted
their tine and energy, but in many eases actually financed aninistrative moves
nut of their own ptoekets. The voluntary asessrients were a failure. Our better
firtns who conducted their businesses in rin ethical manner were tIre ones who tatre
forward with voluntary contributions. The firns we were attempting to police
paid rt,thing.

'fli trades or itidustries that wer covered hy a single association, and that
were tI'orot ghly organized before the advent of the codes, did not meet with the
ditfictlties encountered by the unorganized bodies. The fully organized trades
ir industries neteed the codes the least. Their administration troubles were.

siniplitied as iveil as their financial problems.
Finally, the enforced assessment was developed to assist tire code authorities

who were not so fortunate as to be fully organized aid self-supporting prior to
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the National Recovery Administration. This plan should have been put into
operation a year ago. However, it is far from perfect now. The actual enforce.
ntent is not only complicated, bitt questionable. Our habitual dodgers realize
the many barricades and deficiencies in its operation and are successfully stalling
the payment of their equitable proportion of expense in the hope that the act will
expire and tite burdent will be borne by their public-spirited competitors who have
done their bit and are carrying the hil.

19 it nv wonder there are critics denouncitng every angle of the Natiotal
Recovery Administration? I think the average. American business nian retains
fkith in his Government institutions, and if given a little couragement will
support then to the limit. Certainly, it cannot be said that they did not rally
to its support when this movement started. As I said before, the basic plati was
correct, and is correct, but we must go back to the fundamental principle and see
that it is carried through in a logical maner. In spite of these nianifold diffi-
culties, we still have a large army of men who are holding on with the hope that
their convictions will be justified and that the administration will coite to the
front with legislation that will sas e them from being buried in an avalanche of
ridicule.

The administration gave us a job to do, and I feel as a whole we have created
a credible organization that has moved forward in cleaning up many difficulties.
It would be difficult to calculate the amount of energy and time that has been
donated to this cause. It would be a sacrilege to tear down or dissipate these
gains by wantonly scattering this expenditure to the winds. The mistakes and
delays of the organization period will he forgotten in the attainment of its purpose.

Ye cannot tear down and hope to again build up this organization through
our lifetime. To tear this structure down now would invite chaotic conditions
that would be far worse then if codes were never initiated. Our Congress must
move forward to patch up the flaws that will a],low the National Industrial Re-
covery Administration to move forward with confidence.

The entire air surrounding the National Recovery Administration is perm-ated
with the fear that any move that is made is contrary to the act. A return of
uncertainty should be avoided, Steps cannot now he taken with assurance,
and final actions that should be taken are tabled due to the inadequacy of the
tools which Congress has given us. The administrators aid the code authorities
are left to flounder around in the' hope that they will nod sone way to patch up
code procedure and allow us to carry on. Manty of the National Recovery Ad-
ministration deputy administrators have -sadecl into the naze of uncertainty
and kept codes alive by this diligence in finding ways to bridge the gaps that were
created by inconsistent policy. The National Recovery Administration etinniot
continue to keel) men of intelligence to carry on the work, either in the code oit-
Inittees or their own organization, when they arc finally convinced there is ito
backing for their actions.

One of the strongest safevuards against nionopoly is the original policy of
functional codes. New legislation should strengthen this feature. No cielhouhl
be prevented from entering or departing frotm th field in which lie chooses to
operate. lie must, however, be hound by the rules of the road which govern the
nictihers of the trade in the field which lie elects to enter. If laws are enacted
which wvill pernlit a trade or industry to roam the fields of competition unham-
pered liv the fair trade practices which. govern the particular function, it wiii be
impossible to maintaini an organization working against these odds. For the

anme reason, all ce petitors working within a lield must bear their eq.,itable
burden of code administration costs.

There have been charges of monopolies created and siall business oppressed
by certain code.s. I cannot speak for other trades or industries, but I cait speak
w ith assurance and without fear of contradiction that this code has not oppressed
sanall business. I will defy any one of the approximately 7,000 members of this
trade to cite an instance where the fair trade practice provisions of this code have
been unfair to them. It is probatbly true that many of them have been unable to
recoitp the losses brought tn ty the labor provisi(uns through the application of
our fair trade practice provisions. This would tot have been true had we beei
able to support them as they were written.

1 can truthfully say that there is tl portion of this code that favors large bisi-
ness to the detriment of small business. Such provisions as are operating are the
only protection the small wholesalers have against the inroads of large and power-
ful competitors.

The one glaring weakness in this code is its inability to cope with the elements
that use priQe-cutting as their primary bid for business. The mainstay in our
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code was that portion which we felt would block the chiseler. This article was
written into our code, but has been inoperative, due to administration policy
which has checked the action of the board, in spite of the tremendous volume of
factual evidence which we presented to support our need for protective legislation.
The hue and cry against price-fixing seems to block every avenue of approach to
meet the insidious practice of the chiseler.

We did riot contemplate price-fixing in our code, Article VI of the Wholesale
Automotive Trade C')de deals with resale schedule maintenance on branded or
trade-marked merchandise. This is particularly essential in our field, as a cer-
tain few large elements in our business are in a position to demand price conces-
sions from our manufacturers; through these they are in a position to undermine
our market at will with the same brand of merchandise which we carry. These
large elements are enabled to skim off the cream as represented in our volume
items, leaving the 7,000 independent wholesalers to carry the large, slow-moving
stOcks in order to serve the public.

If this is allowed to go unchecked, the public will stiffer as well as the approxI-
mately 80,000 employees working for the wholesalers. There is an essential
service element connected with this business, as well as wide availability. Our
fulfillment of these obligations to the motoring public will riot be maintained if
the seed of a monopoly grow, thus bringing about a break-down of our economic
structure. Our need for this protection is vital. The maintenance of resale
schedules on these items leaves the field of competition wide open between
manufacturers of various brands and trade-marks, as well as the normal com-
petition between retailers. With the proper support, our code provisions can
prevent monopolies, not create them.

The codes can be salvaged and made to serve their intended purpose if Congress
will give them the needed support and not delay this action until the disintegra-
tion has become complete. The attitude of the National Recovery Administra-
tion must be changed from one of stagnation to one where action is at least
augmented, if not initiated. The code authorities cannot, remain as puppets to
bzar criticism from both sides. The Administrators must be put in a position
where they can help the code authorities solve their problems in connection
with the administration of fair-trade practices, as well as look out for the interests
of labor. Our problems should be their problems. lrr.,gularities in fair-trade
practices should be followed with the agility and the sure-footedness that is
displa)cd in policing hours of labor and rates of pay. Both are essential and
need to be operated uniformly.

You have created a structure and unless you inject the support that is now
lacking, its gaunt wreckage will stand as a landmark for future generations to
view as the result of a national experiment that failed, notwithstanding its high
purpose and one-time acceptance of its insignia as a banner second only to our
flag.

FRAN G. STEWART,
Executive Secretary Wholesale Automotive Trade Codr Authority,

lWashington, D. C.

LFTER FROM CH.saLES H. STONE, CHARLOTTE, N. C.

CHAtEs H. STONE, CHEMICALS,
Charlotte, April 10, 1935.I-en. PAT tARISON',

Chairman, Committee on Finance, The United StateN Senate,
Washington, D. C.

Mr, DEAR SENATOR HARRIsoN: As to the 1ill you are now considering for the
extension of the National Becovery Administration for 2 years, I wish, in my
capacity of a very sniall manufacturer, to suggest-

First. All the useful functions of the National Recovery Administration could
no doubt be properly performed by some already permanently established agency
of the Government as effectively and much inore economically than these func-
tions are now performed by the temporary National Recovery Administration
organization, in connection with the various code authorities.

Second. My experience with and observation of the National Recovery Admin-
istration are that no group affected haa been materially benefited. This is true of
my organization, and I believe it to be true, insofar as the chemical Industry is
Concerned. The scale of wages in the chemical industry was on a fair basis
prior to the existence of the National Recovery Administration, and, of course,
as been so maintained.
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Third. Manufacturers have benefited only in a limited way if at all by th)e
operation of the National Recovery Adniniitration; meantime, they have had to,
ta\ the industry with multitudious expenses of the National Recovery Adin -
istration, which{ have inclded hearings it) Washington, the expenses of the code
authority, and the incidental expenses necessary to suiply the proper data to ire
various agencies, all, as I see it, without any recompense.

Fourth. If, however, it seems desirable to continue the National Recovery
Administration, I think many of tho objectionable feature. could be avoided Iv
the elimination of codes for nany small industries. I employ regularly from 25 to
SQ people. I am a member of the Chemical Alliance and operate under the
Chenmical Code; three other code authorities have insisted that I place all or a
p art of my operations under their control. If I bad done so, this would have
ed to no end of complications and additional expenses, and the only gainer by

having followed such a course would have been the three code rothorities who
would collect dues.

Mr. Richberg has, according to the articles in the paper, of Mareh 13. pro-
posed the elimination of 550 codes, and, if this is done, one main oljectiri to
the National Recovery Administration will be removed.

If we are to have National Recover) Administration, master codes shorrid
be set up, embracing, insofar as possible, all related industries, and the chief
provisions of these codes, in my judgment, should be the establishing of max-
imum hours, minimum wages, and the prevention of child labor. And in these
respects, these results could no doubt be just as well accrrmplisheri by an already
well-established governmental agency a by continuing the National Recovery
Administration.

I thank you sincerely for your kird consideration of my position, and remain,
Yours faithfully,

CnAREs 11. STONE.

COm-.LAINT AGAINST THE LUMBER INDUSTRIES COD, SUBMITTED BY E. 0.
TALBOT & Co., ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS, CHICAG, ILL.

CHICAGO, i,.., April 5, 193,;.
NATIONrAL RECcVERY RIEmw BOARD,

Washington, D. C.

LUMBER INDUSTRIES CODE

GENTIAMEN: Attached hereto 1 am sumbnittirg the details of 1rN compjilaint
against the Lumber Indur iries Code, ti accordance with tie brief statement
mailed yom under dafe of March 20, 1934. Thry are su.mitted as .a matter of
public policy, Imy a private citizen, who holds no brief fr arn her

This is a subject of more vital interest to the United States than appears or
the surface, since it contain:i n alrne the rehalrilitatio and stabilization of tho
lumber industry, and the many industries that have their source in our forests,
but also affects the result o a y policy that may ire adolrted looking to the con-
servation rof our fore-st whiuthr for the pUrpose of a ustairerd yield of tinriter,
reforestatin for the preservation rrf garrr, fr recreation, ror as a part (if the
Nation's schenre looking to flooi ciontiol.

The prrocess of manufactr:rig and umrketing lrnber has hecorne nior cnonr-
plex than i:; g rerall' r underst id, due ii large neasume to the adoptiorn from
time to tinne of methods omigirally designed to overcome the effects of clraiging
conditions, atd the irereased number rrf species put on the market andt the
increasing coiplctition of substitutes fr lumber during the twentieth ccmtury.
For this reason it becomes necessary to discuss the subject at son length.

Stabilization of Our econominic structure eamrt be effected by '" homeopathic"
treatment. The "dry-rot" that has caused its collapse must first 1)r renroved,
and replaced with sound structural material.

Respectfully submitted.
E. A. TALBOT.

LUMBER INDUSTRIES CODE

Detailed statement of facts submitted by E. A. Talbot, of Chicago, in support of
his condensed statement against the code as a whole, and his reasons for iaert-
ing that it would tend to oppress small business
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REASON 1. 14TIlE CODB BEING CItIEFLY BASED ITFON METHODS IN USE PRIOR TO
THE ENACTMENT OF THE NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY ACT, WILL NOT EFFECT
THE PURPOSES OF THE ACT."

This statement is niade Its a resist of a practical knowledge of f ie operate imis
of manufacturing, and marketing (both wholesale and retail), from woods to
finance, together with an intensive study of the cause for the industry's past

chrollic distress " and present "chaos.
This experience has led to the incontrovertible fact that the, generally accepted

met hod of calculating the flinancial results of the, industry's operat ion of converting
tUifier into lumber is contrary to the f miaumental principles upn which sound
aCcounting is based, and does riot produce figures that reflect tile true causes--
vl,"ther "cost or market " are the major factors in producing the net results as

tlemnonstrated in terms (if dollars and cents. The continuance of this method of
accounting has in a large measure iullified the value of the application of improved
mechanical appliances iii the manufacture of lumber. it iQ nay ,-stimate that its
effect hias constituted a tax upon the industry for many years, of approximately
15 percent.
The method re'ferrdc to is that iif arriving at results b ,v "gvneral avs'ragou."

Thi' lasis of these "general averages" being the division of' th. total financial
,s',s of the operation of lulhar maiiifactiir iy the hoard measure, iir the total
quantit Y of limber produced at a given cost, result ilg in the cost is expr sse in
dollars and ceiits of the recognized iunit of measure .1,000 feet ,horil measure.
This unit of measure represents 1,000 lineal feet Of timber, 1 inch thick, and 12
inches wide, to which unit all sises and lengths are riluccid By this mcth the
c'uiatitative cost of it out of lumber is asertidined.

RtEA'-iX 2. "THE NEV;HJTEDJ AVERAGE METHOD PRESUPPOSES CONDITIONNS THAT
N RVEt EXI ST''

This is true both oif iidividiil o ieratimis and of collective or group operations;
the reason being that the results as nieasired by tii unit of nuvair' (1,000 feet
board ieasurc) art' influetectd by maay inconstant faiiirs incidental tio the opr-
atioui of lumber manufacture. II point if fact no t,', i'prators, engaged in (he
mimifiuture. of lumber from anm spec[tes of tinittr '' , eto deal with ilentical
ccditions, nor do they ommifatture their logs to the saute lengths, wiiths, an'
thicknesses is other manifacturers that may be iclied in their partict.'ar group
The effect of striking a general "wu'igldtd it vcrage'" (art. hi, see. a) of sueh groip
would have the eftet of pieiualizin.g oi' aid favoritig another member of such
group,

It has beei imposed to segregate manufacturiig costs frost the appraised value
of the I itmer. Sice the grade of the iiniohr produced front the timber cannot
he igtr-eel as a factor in thetr riiiing tile value of the expenditures incurred in
manufacturing 1,000 fet board measure if luimlur by quantity, it becontes ari
absolute necessity on account (if the variable percentage tf high or low grades
which predominate in any cuto of lumber, to includth the t'feet of grade Uijkm the
opert.ting costs.
61rale, I ccitrollig focIor.-W'lther this limi teen igmor'd, o overlooked in

the 'Irafhtig of t ho code is nit clear, but for the purpotie of making sound coin-
htarisim of the linaicial results of the operatim of manufacturing and marketing
limihcr, the fact, of grade ctitrol cmiit , ie igiiorih. Th act of segregating
limber cut friuo any species of tinb(er into grades atitomaticall)y recognies that
lumbr has iothi a quartiitative ind qu'litative valuc.,

the principle iiuullvel is that ishich determines the value of milk per Itumndred
potuds, the average lrie liing fixed upon a definite cream tir butter-fat content.
Since the different breeds if ca ttle produce variable iuanitities of cream for the
same cost of feeling, this factor in cost is obvious, wherever materials are maim-
factured by one press antd subs',uuentlv graded. The recognition of this fact
is asolutely ne!-emsary in detrining thIe value of every itim of cost up to the
pioiit where rough lumber is placed in the pile. In point tif fact the prices at
which lumber is sul must be based upotn the necessit' that the upper grades
absorb the losses arising from the sale of the lower grades hielow their costs.
This fact is a result of a custom which cannot be abruptly set aside.

It therefore becomes necessary to establish standards of units of value to meet
the varied ctnditions that have arisen as a result of the grading rules that, have
been established by regional associations.

How grades affect manufacturing cos;.ts is illustratsd by the following com-
parisons of the approximate cost to manufacture northern hardwoods at three
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different periods. The increases in costs are based upon the assumption that the
average grade value of the lumber produced during each period was the same, or
83% percent by grade.

Year 1913 1920_ 1929

Average manufacturing cost exclusive of timber per thousand feet board

Additional coot duo to pradoronance of Sw grade----------------- ---. $.... _ . ,
Actual cost per thousand units of value ................ 1................ i s 30 30

This means that the manufacturer would have to log and saw 1,200 feet board
measure of lumber in order to obtain sufficient lumber of equal grade (83% percent
grade value) to recover his wr"nufacturing outlay, independent of what the market
might be. If on the otiaer hand the condition is reversed, as it frequently is,
and high grades predninate to the extent of 18% percent above par, the follow-
ing cost would result.

Year 1913 120 1929

Averae manufacturer's cost excusive of timber per thousand feet board meas-
ure-- .. . . . .. . . .. . ..-- --------------------------- -.-- - $15.00 $30.0 $2.00

Deduct reduced coat due to predominance of high grade ...................... 2.14 4. 28 3. 57

Actual cost per thousand units of value.,......................... 12.0 2Z.72 21.43

A noteworthy fact is that low-grade lumber increases the unit cost per thousand
more rapidly than high grade decreases the cost.

REASON 3. "THE PRICES AT WHICH LUMBER HAS BEEN SOLD ARE THE RESULT OF
CONDITIONS THAT HAVE NO RELATION TO COSTS, THEREFORE ARBITRARY"

When we take intc consideration the facts already stated under reasons 1 and
2, this statement seems somewhat of a repetition, for it must he evident that with-
out definite proof of costs, any distribution or allocation of the cost of individual
grades by any method that did not take into consideration the unit of value cost
of lumber would be essentially unsound, since there would b3 no mathematical
proof of the correctness of the calculation of the cost of individual grades.

Frequent reference has been made by those authorized to represent the indus-
try to "haphazard selling" as a primary caust of the lumber industry's present
economic condition. The fact is that maliuformation, due to "haphazard"
grading, and ignorance of the effect of grading upon the cost of the product have
been major causes. Since lumber has been chiefly sold "on grade", and the
grading rules of the associations under which any species of wood is sold compel
the seller to deliver one dollar's worth of lumber for every dollar received, based
upon the sales price at which a particular grade is sold, It becomes an absolute
necessity that the manufacturer know, as far as humanly possible, the cost of
his lumber per thousand unite of value. Otherwise he cannot equitably distribute
his costs to the different grades. Obviously a manufacturer who does not know
his costs is not conducting his business on an equality with the wholesaler and
retailer of his product.

Here It seems necessary to support these statements by those originating with
men who have taken active part in the councils of both the national and regional
lumber manufacturing associations. In reporting the proceedings of the Southern
Pine Association's annual meeting February 24, 1916, American Lumberman
quotes Mr. Charles S. Keith, president of the association, theni acting as chair-
man of the committee on accounting and statistics, as saying:
"It is the judgment of most men in the business that if we all knew what it

-- t- tp-dU n
ur rNl,,t it would not be sold at a loss. We might sell it at

0st but when the price reached a lower basis, in order to save our assets we
wouid not liquidate them at les than they stand on our books, or at les than
their cost of replacement."

This, despite the fact that in January1907 the St. Louis Journal of Commerce
used to be I~ublished a cost-accounting statement by Carl Wedderin entitled

"The Exact Cost of Lumber, a Problem Solved."
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In June 1925 Mr. Keith addressed a letter to the members of Southern Pine
Association assembled at Memphis Tenn., which American Lumberman reports
under the caption "Allocation of Southern Pine Costs and Value", which has
the appearance of an attempt to reconcile Mr. Wedderin's theories. In his con-
chiding remarks Mr. Keith has this to say:

"As the custom now is, the sales departments are forced to sell the product
without any relation to cost, and are blindly marketing our lumber without
knowing whether each sale yields a profit or loss. Until we begin to treat this
matter seriously, as other industries treat other commodities, we will have wide
fluctuations in prices and prices will be made to move stocks regardless of cost.
While from the attached statement, you will note that the largest percentage of
any one itens made is 3.5 percent, losses on item sales made can readily be
absorbed and never be apparent in our profit statement."

And this, in face of the fact that millions of dollars were spent in the interim
between 1916 and 1925 in ascertaining by experts in various callings the suns due
the Government from the lumbering manufacturing industry in payment of excess
profits and income taxes.
That the same condition obtained in the industry down to 1929 may be gathered

from the following extracts from an article by D, W. Evans, of Chattanooga,
Tenn., a hardwood manufacturer and exported r, published in Southern Lumoerman
,f August 15, 1931:

"[las the cost of producing lumber anything to do with its selling price? The
answer is, "No I"

"Has the cost to produce lumber anything to do with the profit and loss derived
from the manufacture of it?

"The answer is, emphatically "Yes!"

"Now you ask, if all this cost-finding business is so valuable, why have not the
associations done something about it before now? * * *

"What are 1se going to do about it? Keep on stumbling along in the dark, or
get a little light to see by, even if it be a lantern."

In commenting u1)on these conditions an editorial in the November 1921 issue
of th Western Lumberrman (Vancouver, British Columbia) asserted that ''Ions-
ber is a speculative commodity-idustry a gamble."

REASON 4. "THE EFFECT OF PLACING AUTHORITYY IN TOE HANDS OF THOSE
WHO DEVISED THE VARIOUS i(AllING hULES IS, IN EFFECT, PLACING THE LAROE
MILLS IN THE POSITION OF BOTH BUYER AND SELLER, A VIRTUAL MONOPOLY"

In confirmation of the fact that tie large operators have dominated the lumber
industry, it is only necessary to refer to lpiblisled reports of the National Lum-
ber Manofacturers' Association, in sVhich it will be noted that the dominant
voices heard in their counsels have been those who have had financial interests
in the North (Lake States), South, and west coast.

This fact, in conjunction with the statements already submitted under Reasons
1, 2, and 3 of this cniplaint, which set forth that the foundation upon which the
success of the Coile's administration rests is not capable of soondl mathematical
proof, but is based upon a combination of unrelated factors, confirms the con-
clusion that the decisions of the administrators would of necessity be arbitrary.

Examples of how the code may operate against the small operator I find in tle
following: selective logging, grading, price-fixing, trade marking.

Selective logging.-This plan seems to be based upon the theory that the con-
sumer demands better lumber both as to grade asd manufacture. This means
that the larger and clearest logs must be used for that purpose. In view of the
fact that the "small" or portable mills find their supply chiefly amongst small
timber, in quantity not of sufficient volume to warrant lodging operations as
carried on by the larger operators, it is obvious that the selection of only the large
trees for the purpose of manufacture would prove a serious handicap to the
operator using a portable mill. It would seriously curtail the quantity of timber
available at a given point, increasing the opzrat-nr cesta And in conjunction with
the allotment might even close his opportunity to maint4in those dependent upon
him, and also his ability to meet his obligations, and render his investment in

mnuupmelid valuelum.
As an example of the lack of any definite basis upon which to predicate the

point at which timber may be profitably logged, I quote from a report made by
Mr. R. D. Garver senior forester, of the Forest Products Laboratory as a result
of tests made by im at Fordyce, Ark., early in 1929. An exhaustive analysis
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of this report proves that no such basis had been established. Instead, the com-
clusions were not supported by the facts.

In the case of trees of every diameter chosen for this test - 8 to 211 inches in
diameter, breast high --- ot one failed to show a realization of from 9 to 12 percent
less than the average Ielling prices used as a basis of comparison with the average
board measure cost of each size of tree usd; this loss iif income being chiefly die
to a prelponderanee of low grade lumber arl an unbalanced market.

Had the grade of the lbmlr pr iwed l c, a relative niue of 100 lpirceit hy
gkde, or hteri up1 to "Tr", or prodieced lmnl'r coritairing olei thousand Ulidt Of
valne tn the thousand feet 1iozrd mvaire, trees of a lesser diatir't''r than 12 iiiehv
breast littli cildd hla. e liven i rifitaily lo ,d iltd iamniNeture'd to luiher, anid
the value of Ii'th the timber ariid rnnufiacturir'g costs really eit rei!, :ltltolhl
Mr. Cars r strows that trees if a diroteti r of 12 inches I'reast ish is the n mi-
norm '1:i/' that ran ic he1 irofiai'ly manufactured. This test is 'in outntzoidiig

a'irl h of the ned or constant bases of comlparinli for ill 1 mtering operations,
(7roidiq n? pri';~',-/iiq. -- Fron what has been said of the alritrary motliur'i

used in (ulterndning 11th grade and prices it seems tiiilerllnotl to discuss flen
further here, except to note that the mary chat ges in the grading rules of all
species of luniher since 1900 plit to the fact that tic.cse changes )ase ben the
result of competition both within 3mtI 1Aint the hidustry, and t necd to
liqo date tie capital asset tiniber, in order to rit(,t tlte financial obligations (if
ilhiirni f iarc ge ah ikof til, 'en. A Viota"ble c:annilc of these changes in graiVxg
rules may be ritrld ilo te record of the National Hardwood Lum)ernt's
Assietcron, which has ci'nged its rules four times since 11108, the last record
heing those adoptird Sertem (r 17 arid 18, 1931, at Chicago, as a resillt of cia-
ferenecs :nd insi,eclions cnimctiid 1iv y mantofact irers, consimiers, aid whole-
salers of liiuh the mnenbership of this association is composed. 'p to that
time tIs association ied not interested themselves in costs.

Trad' ii,a 'tig.---Tlie chief objection to this riling arises from, the require-
mert that al lunber cold must be narked with the grade and source of origin.
Not aiiiolkc o he, pi t thk mall operator to iiditional expertse, but seems to
preclude iini fri) s ,iling to others than tiotte whno ihave san-l "grad, mark

i
nRg"

facilities. It a oulih lii sver to preclude the manifattrre if Innuber by siiitl
olir't rs whi has, a (t)ile' if ecotoical ise iif spare time between seas, ms
N liin either their crop., are w v ing, ir there is a " dill season " to ibe filled in in
thoir rcrpiLur occupatiion ; in waOitioiii it 'iitlih prevent th'ir ,lling unther to
t heir ilii al t'iao iigiliors.

iow impti nt this ratte r is miiay be gatiere(I from Iliie slatenert pirit)lilhci
in the Anicrican i Inrberin utf Novemier 29,1 J30, that during 192h, oif it 'arl'y
14,000,00,0t00 feet of hint1her prodit'eit in 11 stirtheri Si ciss, atiproxilit ely
One-half of the production was by (1,851 "siili" saw Ziill (ehtietfy purltl,u'
tie rernaindthr being irodtcei iy 239 ''large'' saw mills.

REASON 5. TilE CDE o S NOT A SOUND 13ASIS FOil RFOIisSTATIOs. AND iEe ONiii r,

SELECTION OF TIMB}I1

It has becll 'oiiewhlat difficult ti avoid ariticipati lg lii statement in disetissing
pritr reasons of my original reply of March 

2
0, 1034, There are, however,

factors outside those already discussed that must be taken under consideration,
such as demand, l"ro".imity to point:A of consumption, the competition of substi-
tubes, attd imports frorr foreign sources, a notewourthy factor in determining the
valie of timber being its location and cost of transportation to t in points of
consumption. Thus, given a particular grade of any species oif hiber produced
or the west cotst which cal be ured us a stu stitute for smrthern pine, or northern
hemlock, the hm)er from the west, coast has to compete with luniber having
freight rates to Chicago from AlS to $14 per thousand feet of Irmber less than its
Owlt.

Another angle to this subject is the fact that steel and other substitutes have
arade large inroads into markets formerly held by lumber. According to Blletin
No. 1119 issued by United States I)epartrnIent of Agriculture, "The production
of lumber in 1920 was 33,800,000,00t feel board measure, which is 2.2 per cent,
less than the production ill the previous year. This, in itself, dotes not se, rl a
great, reduction. The feature of real meaning with regard to production is that
imin.4aonu- u ~ £.,. ,.rar: , -d th- ws' hnv reached a toint where the

cut is 27 percent less than the peak production which occurred in li9M.
These Ict setmmi to have been noticed by the late John E. Rhodes, a former

secretary-manager of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Assicintion, when as
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secretary and general manager of Southern Pine Association he wrote in the May
1915 issue of American Lumbermn, "Al appeal to yellow-piie limbermen", in
which he said, "There has been no material increase in tire value of standing
timber since 1908.

"And, Mr. Lumberman, it is right here that, you have been asleep:
" You have not realized that thousands of men have engaged in the t,rmfacttUre

if t myriad substitutes ftr lumler.

"We are now fice to face with tihe Situation that the prices of lutimber ill the
future will not lie influenced quite as much by the fact that the rtitw material is
hecooring scarcer its by the fact that, sdbstitutes can be procured at lower prices."

Speakit g before the Cionber of Comnrce of tlie United States at Atlautic
City, N. ., in April 1931, Mr. A. C. Dixon, president of the National Lunber
Manufacturers Association, said:
"It is obvious that with a rapidly decreasing per capital cousuniption the dura-

tion of the life of thte retaining supply is autoiaticilly extentled ard there is no
doubt whatever that the growth of timber iii this country, even without further
improvement in reforestation plans, plus the remaining virgin stand, will take care
of :dl of the necessary denrand; ard, if the rate of decrease in per capita corsump-
tin cointitics, there vill lie always a very great surplus. Lumhiermen hope to
help tteitselves by correcting tile current error of belief that lumber suarcith or
humtiber famine is imminent."

The proponents of selective loggitlg as a imeanis to itbi, e a giiiar ' for
their product, seem to ox erlook ar important factor in cost. That is that
reducing the quantity of timber to be logged from any area will automatically
h,,rease the logging cost per unit of measure.

lit tis connection it is obvious that some definite rule must lie devised by
which to determine the size arid grade of tine log that shou }li used, in order
that the purpose of citisers atioi may not lie defeated. This is particularly
true in view tif the fact that timber can be ii.ed for other Ittrposes than its manu-
fiwture into lmaier.

A.IICLiE IX. SI'CTION A OF Tire CODE, STUMPGIi AND LOi COSTS

hrtLm the remarks made by Mr. I. S, Siedman of the firm of Siedman & Sied-
tt, official acutiit for the adrinistrator, as reported it' the yearbook ard

oilicial report, thirty-sixth annual convention of National Hardwood Lumhier
Aso nation, year 1933, I gather that, it is the intention to deduct the cost of
mtmiufacturiig the lumber for a given period from the net returns obtained from
the sale of the lumber, and that from the balance arrived at, it is assumed that
the administrator wil

t 
ire able to determine the value of the timber cut over the

period, or to use a method of similar character for that puripose. Tie objection
t, this method has already been noted, since it presurpposes that the grade value
of the liuiher cut and tiw litnber sold during ary period contain the saie unit
of value. It is obvious therefore that not only would this rule produce a :bitrary
figrires, but result iii itrquitable decisions. A notable insialee of the effect of
grade upon the nct realization front the sale of lumber can be found in the May
1921 issue of American Lumbermran, which reports the operations of tire Miehi-
gan hardwood iiustries for 1920. In this case, of the six species of hardwoods
cut, the net realization varied froni 97 to 80 percent of the average selling price
of each species. These figures do tot take into consideration tire effects of
market upon the results.

lit addition to the average manufacturing cost of these six species when grouped
together being considered equal, the average quantity of the whole realization
front their sale would be affected by the percentage of each species ini tile whole
cut, since tire prices at which they were sold would vary sharply. T'his brings
its to the question of log costs, which will be discussed later.
Now, since it requires large sums of money to provide a sufficient tinnber supply

for a manufacturing mitt, and tire financing of these projects involves the borro\\-
hug of large suns of money, we dare not overlook the fact that taking the mst
valuable trees from any starid of timber ati.tomatically reduces the security give
iii exchange for such loa.ti..

Here it should ie noted thimt much stress has been laid in the code on the neces-
sity of protecting the coisumin public from unfair practices, but I have failed

me: ruietirirn of a provision looking to the protection of the investing
public. It's obvious that ttre quality Oi suio thcbri, ! jht .... t !..w-: i 5

'
i,

the demand for the particular species, will at ill times play air important part ii
deciding its loanable vabie. This question if valie can only be determined by
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careful examination, by those who have experience in the manufacture and grading
of lumber, as well as cruising the timber.

How great is the necessity for more accurate estimates of the value of standing
timber, may he found with prospectuses for the sale of bonds issued during the
period between 1920 and 1930. Analysis of the figures on sone of these pro-
spectuses indicates that some of the appraisal values have been from 50 to 100
percent in excess of the economic worth of the tiniber based opon net re.Lurns of
prior periods.

Log values and log rules.-It has long been recognized that the grade of the l%;
affects its value, but by reason of the custom of figuring their value by certain
variable rules, tnd the fact that it is necessary to differentiate between their cost and
the cost of stumpage as a result of the work or labor necessary to produce logs, it is
obvious theft, there insist be a more equitable rule than that found in the various
log scales, which constitute a combination of values and content measurement.
Since higher accounting was given prominence late in the nineteenth century
by the formation of large trade combinations, many tests have been made looking
to the establishment of cost accounting systems for manufacturers of lumber.
One of these tests was made at Goodman, Wis., by agents of the Forest Labora-
tory. It was familiarly known as the Goodman Test. In the agent's report in
this case he makes the following important statement: "To keep pace with the
general industrial development in the United States, the lumber industry must as
soon as possible base its operations on exact data. The opinions and experience
of men are excellent as far as they go, but they do not form the basis needed to
meet present-day competition."

Unfortunately this operator commenced his examination with the use of a
log scale (a combination of related factors), resulting in a showing of 99 per-
cent more board feet of lumber in the smallest size of logs used, 9 inches in
diameter, than the log rule showed to be the contents of the log before sawing.
The largest logs used in this test, being 17 inches in diameter at the small end,
showed an overrun of 27 percent more lumber than the log contained as shown
by the log scale. Since there are many different log scales authorized by law
in different States, all of which have been used in various tests, it will be seen
that this subject of log scaling plays a very important part in the equitable
transactions, particularly where the logging is done by piecework, or logs are
bought from small owners of timber.

A recent pronunciation of this subject was published in the March 1932 issue
of 'the Timberau (Portland, Oreg.), by Mr. E. F. Rapracger, Pacific Northwest
Forest Experiment Station, United States Forest Service, Portland, Oi-eg., under
the title "The Iniquitoua Bo uad Foot", in-hichhesay:

"This lack of standardization has been recognized by the Pacific Logging Con-
gress. The attitude is expressed in the following extract from the address of
President R. F. Vinnedge at the Nineteenth Pacific logging Congress, Portland,
October 24, 1928: ' One of the most lamentable and archaic phases of our operat-
ing practices is the method employed in determining the contents of logs, quanti-
tative and qualitative. Our system, or the lack of it, is deplorable. No generally
recognized standard exists for intelligently determining the cubical contents of
logs * * *.' The lack of standard scaling methods, the use of several log
rules and the use of an iniquitous, ill-defined unit, the board foot, log scale, has
resulted in mistrust between workmen and employers, log shippers and carriers,
log buyers and sellers. Fortunately, of the 45 and more board foot log rules
developed in the United States, only four are sanctioned by common usage or
statute in Oregon and Washington.'

The anomaly of this situation is that the United States Government, with the
"best Bureau of Standards", legalized at least two of these prehistoric Instru-
ments which in effect give a greater specific gravity to logs of the same species of
small diameter, then to those of larger diameter.

PRODUCTS OF LUMBER

This statement would be incomplete were we not to include some remarks on
the effect of grade upon moat of the items coming under the divisions and sub-
divisions 20-36 in schedule A. Two will suffice as examples:

1. Flooring.-Having frequently heard from those closely allied to this industry
that "it all depends upon the market", the following figures resulting frmth an
examination of a statement published in American Lumberman of April 26,
1930, under the caption "Figuring Costs by Grades" led to an analysis of the

giires submitted. The conclusion arrived at by the compiler of these figures
wis that:
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TLe average cost per thousand feet board measure including lumber used- $63. 64
T e average realization per thousand feet from the sale of the product

,as ---------------------------------------------------------- 62. 10

Resulting in a loss per thousand feet of ---------------------------- 1 54

The facts in this case are that the average of the prices at which this lumber
was sold was $56.15, or nearly $3.50 less than the actual 100 percent cost of the
lumber, the difference between the true cost and the realization being the result
of a preponderance of high-grade flooring in the whole quantity. In this instance
the rough lumber was included in the costs as $35 per thousand feet board
measure. The loss of quantity sustained in manufacturing this lumber to
flooring strips equaled 2, percent of the wh)le, which the report shows to have
increased the cost of the flooring strips $11 per thousand feet, or to $46. As a
matter of fact, if this manufacturer were to recover his costs at the then
market of $56.15 he could not have afforded to give more than $30 per thousand
for his rough lumber of equal grade.

3. Snmall-dimension stock.-An outstanding example of the need of a definite
basis of comparison may be found in the twenty-third of the committee's series
of reports of the consumers' subcommittee on small-dimension stock of the
National Committee on Wood Utilization, issued in 1932 by the United States
Department of Commerce under the title "Inldustrial Uses for Small-Dimension
Stock" in which two different grades of oak are used under entirely different
conditions, the prices for both grades being arbitrary. They do not offer the
manufacturer of the lumber an opportunity to discover whether his lumber is
costing too much or whether he can better afford to sell his lumber in the rouh,
or to manufacture it except as determined by the market for his lumber, which
already has been shown to be a wholly unsound basis upon which to predicate
his biard-measure costs.

ADMINISTRATIOr'

In view of the following statement made by Wilson Compton, secretary-man-
ager of the National Lumber Manofacturers' Association, at the annual conven-
tion April 1922, in reply to Secretary of Commerce Hoover in regard to the
grading of lumber:

"It goes to the very root of the basis of competition. Competition cannot be
effective nor be expected to be effective, nor fair nor intelligent nor efficient, unless
there is some definite unit under which man can compete, a unit of quality and a
unit of quantity. When in any industry it is difficult to define a unit of quality,
the problem of grading will be continually a difficult problem. In the matter of
quantity the unit is the thing to which references was made a few moments ago.
Unless two men are competin)g for the same thing with respect to both quantity
and quality and make delivery of the thing sold, the maintenance of fair and
effective competition is exceedingly diffielt. That situation in the lumber
industry affects all, but some perhaps more than others."

Does it not appear that since no two lumber manufacturers are competing for
business at any consuniing point under the same conditions, there must be some
equitable basis upon which to determine whether they can profitably compete
with their neighbors for the business at a given consuming point? It is true that
Mr. Compton was speaking of grading as it affects the wholesaler, retailer, and
consumer, but it would seem also to definitely establish the fact that the manu-
facturers recognize the influence of grade upon values. But the Code does not
determiiie how these values are to be established. Hence there can be no "fair
practice." And any decision, whether judicial, or by an administrator, in en-
forcing the provisions of the code would ba essentially arbitrary and inequitable.

LETTERS SUBMITTED BY THE UNITED STATES COPPER ASSOCIATION, NEW
YORK, N. Y.

UNITED STATES COPPER AssoCIATION,
r RNew York, April 16, 1935.

Senator PAT HtARRISON,

Chairman Senate Committee on Finance,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DE.R SENATOR IIARes3SON: At a meeting of the United States Copper Asso-
ciation which repreents almost -, entire copper-producing industry ill the
United States, held this morning, the subject of the extension of National Recovery
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Act was discussed anti as secretary I was instructed to forward to you the en-
closed letter setting out in general terms the position of the industry.

We would like to have this letter filed with the committee and made a part
of the record of the hearings on National Recovery Act extension.Very truly yours,

A. E. PETERMANN, Secretary.

UNITED STATES CoPEIFo AssocIATION,
26 Broodtcny, New York, April 161 1935.CO ' E ON FINANCE,

United Stales wt, II'ashington, D. U.
GENTLEMEN: '[h copqiper industry in tie liteli Statve ha; given consideration

to certain proposeol legislation for the extension of the Natioi al Industrial
Reco. cry Act.

It is opposed to Senate hill Nj. 24,15 foer the reasm that the bill not only fails
to meet tie re(ei iireiice its anecl reces.silies of the industry, but is also eitjectionable
in that it subjects the industry to the jeopardy of ace eiecde nieasure of involutary
control.

The industry is in favor of tli emaetteent of legiislation which will permit its
members to cooperate volictarilv, particularly with reference to Ierotiduction, the
liitidation of surplus stocks, the marketing of its product and the adolt ion of
riles of fair competition.

The industry respectfully suggests that the legislation necessary for this pur-
pose, whether enacted independently (or as a compeone t part of legislation extend-
lug the National Industrial Recovery Act, take a form similar to that of the
Capper-Volstead Act applying to agriculture enacted in 1922 arid in effect since
that time. With -Ane slight modifications, both the sulstance and the language
of that act can le adapted to cover the needs of the copper industry and the in-
dustry therefore lirings the subject of that type of legislatioli to the attention of
your committee at this tieie and asks that it, be given consideration in the fornu-
lation of any legislation allectiiig this indiistry.

Respectfielly submitted.
UNITED STATES (oPP-NEd A,'oi(rATION,

By A. . PRrE:rNANN, ;ccrctry.

BRIxF PREPAaX, By A. HARTLEY G. WARD, MIVANAOEri OF REMINGTON WAitD,
PRINTERS, NEWcowr, R. I., ON TIE CODE FOrt THE GRAPHIC ARTS

1. The power -ef admidistration of the Graplhic Arts Coele for this territory
was vested in the Typothetac of Rhode Island. This group represents erily 10
percent of the industry in this territory, the other 90 percent having absolutely
no representation in code matters.

2. To secure representation on the code authritY, the independent printer
must first join the Typothetac of Rhode Island, which costs in dues alone, ap-
proxieately $150 per year. In addition tie must install complicated, cost-finding
systems, and pay additional lielp to operate these systems. In the case of the
small shop, the cost-fiudbig systems become uwieldy arid impracticable.

3. vie National Recovery Administration offices in Washington have assured
this office time and again, that everyone Nsas entitled tie representation on the
ede authority, whether or not he was a member (ef the Typothelae. Such is

not the case, however, lied tic independent printer has cbiu siutey no repre-
sentation.

4. The matter of assessments is ex
t
remely important. The budget for the code

in this section was corilled by the Typothetae, without regard to the individual
printer's rights in the matter. The expenditures in the budget are unreasonable-
salaries being exorbitant, and in one case at least, two salaries being paid to
the sane man. Inasmuch as every printer is supposed to support the code, lie
certainly is entitled to a right ic the matter of assessrrents "Taxation without
representation is tyranny" is just as good today as it wes in 1776.

5. The matter of apcas should deserve soire of vour consideration. Under
the code, page 24, section 11, "An establisliroent shall lave the right to appeal
from any decision * * *." Every printer in Newport appealed last April 1934.
I have since appealed individually, but no definite relief has been given, nor has
any definite assurance heen received from Washington, that the matter woteld
Ik s..- I oA IT# f.his reeenectie. t lee last comnrunication I had with Washington
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about my individual appeal was a letter from Mr. Payson Irwain under date of
December 5, 1934 as follows: "I am having a study and analysis made of all
the charges which you present in your letter, and just as soon as I have word
from the national code authority as to their position, I shall communicate with
w'olt further," Whether the arguments I presented at that time were so timely,
and couldn't be answered satisfactorily by the code authority-whatever the
cause of delay, I have had no further word from that time. Certainly when
every printer in a community appeals on the same grounds, some attention should
le given the appeal.

6. The code as it is now being worked out works a hardship on small businesses
because tile majority of Typothetae members are "big" printers. Consequently,
their overheads are higher than the small shops, and their hourly costs therefore
are correspondingly higher. Through the Typothetac, and therefore the code
authority, they art attempting to compel the small printer to use the same
hourly costs, when as a matter of record and fact, the small printer can afford to)
do work far cheaper and still make a satisfactory profit. The small printer has
little use for Typothetae nirthods and cost systems. They have been tried in
Newport by four priitirs with (lire results, each one saying that under no con-
sideration would he ngain become a member of the organization. (Names of
printers will be furnished upon request.) The does of Typothetac membership,
together with other expenses involved, coupled with code assessments, make a
considerable item of ,verhead-which after all is entirely unnecessary. This
office has been running for almost 80 years, and it hasn't seen the necessity yet
for code interference.

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT

1. Under this heading comes first tile matter of representation. In our
opinion, it is entirely unconstitutional to compel a person or business to pay an
assessment or tax unless ie is duly represented in the assessment of it. Under
the present set-ip this is not tie case.

2. Take the code authority away from the Typthetae, and let ecl commu-
nity have its own local code authority, as is done in other codes. Newport isa
sitner resort and is far removed, economically at least, from the surrounding
cities. What will work satisfactorily in Providence, the seat of the code author-
it' at present, will not work out at all ili Newport. Our business is done in
a 4-month period in the sunitner. Providence enjoys year-round prosperity.
At least we understand it does.

3. Cut out expensive and costly eoie administration. There are too many
good mien out of work to have to pay $12,500 salaries to people who already havegood sayingg posi t i oIs.g 4 L, ev'r) printer think he has a little say in how his business is to be run-

Everyone wants "fair competition." There should be an easy and inexpensive
way of getting it, but it will never come by a minority group dominating the
majority.

STA'TEIENFNT OF EIN1'.T VEi s WILLIAMS, WVASHnINGTON, D. ('.

APRIL 17, 1935.
Because of my interest in certain ecInoifc elements of the industrial control

features of the National Recovery Administration, and belief that they should be
continued in future legislation, I desire to submit certain recommendations to
the committee which may be of soile interest to its members.

First, tnay I point to what I believe is an immediate necessity of at least one
additional permanent congressional and one Senate committee, to coordinate and
supervise the activities of the nw governmental department ahich has appar-
ently been born from the present emergency? I believe that most of the difficul-
ties which the National Recovery Administration has fhced could have been
avoided had sich congressional enninmittees bxen functioning, and charged with
the study and approval of policies, and charged also with reviewing the prior
and current business connections, and even the personal characteristics atid the
economic and social views if those charged with the administration.

It would indeed 1'e miraculous i an7 organization such ms tile National Recovery
Administration hl suicessful fulhilied its function tinder the direction of an
international banker, or even under the direction of one primarily Int,rested in

I 1752- ;5--Pr .----- 64
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trade-association connections. While it is possible that the effect of such past
connections, or even present connections, might ,e small-of little importance--
there are too many possibilities. While congressional committees are normally
the center of a storm of adverse criticism, it can be safely said that there has
been no outstanding success in the production of a satisfactory substitute; and the
salutary effect of a permanent congressional committee charged with the responsi-
bility for such supervision has been proved iany times. Appointees to key
positions in such agencies as the National Recovery Administration, I believe,
should be subject to congressional confirmation. Moreover, with the presence of
suh a congressional committee, and Setriate committee, a certain legislative free-
dom may possibly be allowed which otherwise might be impracticable; arld
undesirably restrictive legislation for their administration avoided.

May I suggest, as an excellent reason fr the continuance of the industrial
control features of the National Ree)very Administration, that such control
insures the presence of a defensive weapon which under certain contitions iiight
be vital.

As a further general reason for the cintinuance of governmental control of
business, may I say that the present economic plight if an overwhelming pro-
portion of the population proves, if such proof is necessary, that people are
no longer able to protect themselves individually from an econoriic standoint,
and that protection must hereafter he a governiertal function? Tho neces-
sity of governmental protection of the lives and property has been long recog-
nized, and a certain depeide cv upn the police force, upo the courts, by the
citizen for hi physical prirut i n, 1rlials, is not hroktul u-inii disparagingly.
A new type of c'iriirnic pruitection of the public is not needed ticarsc today's
people are less ecver than their forebears,' but c,,mrrerce and trade have become
too complex fr the ilivihral to sureessfully cirnat.

If further justification if the necc's.sity for industrial control is needed, may
I point out that there is a very slight difference tCtw(een a prodrictive and an
unproductive national economic plan, and "industrial contrcd" while that
necessary slight change is teing effeeted is essential. The necessity for iii-
nrediately going off the "ehar'ty standard" is apparent.

The second siuggestion is Irought up in urnni.etirin with the "sacrifice of
personal liberty" which is freiurtly and strongly brought into the picture,
and the more or less mechanical facts which make' "industrial control" neces-
sarily a part of the frtire American scene,

The extent to which "industry" actually was controlled when the Consti-
tution was written should ihe appreciated. It was a control which involved every
feature of the National Recovvr'v Adniiristration, it it was exerted iso natlially
and so easily that it was not oien noticed, arnd there was no escape front it-
there were sO "exenrption,."

This control was complete; yet it was so complex a thing that it could hardly
be translated into law. 'That natural ", dustrial conrrl" a4 it iifluurced the
simple American business of long ago involved startlingfeatures which have not

tet appeared in the administration of the Natinal Recovery Administration,
?ot which nust, 1 believes actuallyy he a part of future legislation, because

it was a means by which those people protected themselves; ard it did rot involve
the aliehitiori of anyone's rights, because n one had the rights then, aid in ore
has the rights nowv, which riodern "business' hits considered as its natural right.

American history shows a loi g perioil of people subsisting mostly front their
own farors, ard even making their own clothing. The conimunities-the trading
rarkets-which sprung up were comparatively small, and tIe business which

it as (lne was under the watchful eyes of all parties directly and indirectly
in solved. The cist of merchandise, the relation of that cost to the price charged,
xias Niide-spread public knowledge---and the final and effective eheek-rein upon
th i- tire transaction, or succession of transactions, was the individual prosperity
of i ach riember of the group; which was alsi common knowledge.

Whether one had a mortgage upon his home, whether lie had money in the
bank xas public knowledge in evcry small crmmrity. If, in the perforniairce
of a business function, an n iisua prosiperity developed for ai individual, it
became inirediate public I uixiledge, and the extent of the service rendered,
brlaniced against the price charged for that service, was "gossip", perhaps; but
it wvas, neverthicless, eni ioun.dred a public rnatter. Likewise, if the thrifty and
industrious and corpete.t nerblwr of a particular craft apparently was not
receiving his due share of the general propserity of the community, a rafsci charges,
for his services normally and natrally would b received without protest.

It was upon this basis that price( s were raised or lowered. The idea that price's
should be based primarily upon "competitive conditions"- a sweet-sounding
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term but meaning the extent of the monopoly and how much the traffic will
bear-was outside this picture.

The effect of such a public control was that the industrious and thrifty and,
let us say, conscientious members of the community reaped a natural and normal
prosperity; and certainly the National Recovery Administration has not yet
attempted such a complete control as tils.

The ditticulty of translating that nebulous but very effective public control
into law is apparent. Legally everyone had a right to increase his prices, his
charges for his services, whenever he saw fit to dto so. Perhaps that "~as a "right
of ownership." Yet there was this public knowledge and public judgment which
stood out as an effective huiwark. There was no written law preventing price
increases-yet here was a price control, and a control of the individual, and a
control of raclhinerv. also, which was in effect superior to the written law. TIis
control, then, was the law; and it was not on any statute books.

This unwritten, but nevertheless functioning and effective law, this complete
industrial control, was repealed by the coming of the railroad, the telegraph, the
telephone, the automobile, and good roads, which completely and suddenly and
without notice hroke down a type of social organization which haud existed for
thliousands of ears. Statutes and statesnien might make State lines; but trans-
portation and communication repealed those statutes and State lines without a
I-i appearing on the books. There were no leesal precedents; few of the effects
were seen.

The communities which wire practically self-supporting, self-containd sticial
s, teams were suddenly broken in pieces; and a host of legal lireceilents mid per-
feetly logical interpretations of property rights and personal rights liecame ill
effect legal buccaneers, protected by tire Constititi ni; and a legal structure which
wis intended to protect homes and forms and to insure men obtain'ing a just
return from their industry was in fact turned against the piulic.

As I explained before this committee in the hearings on the Economic Security
Act--I did not cay it, but I believe I explained it quite thoroughly and unmis-
takably-the Government itself had changed in its relation to its people-not a
slight change, but a terrific change, and a very bad change, which has only recently
been completely identified-and I believe that the Congress will immediately
correct that changed relation. With this changed relation, and naturally stand-
ing behind its legal structure, Government was more or less forced to cooperate
in aiding an organized raid of business and property interests agains the general
public to an extent which would lie laughable if it were not so terribly serious,
and so completely against the will of the Congress; all this due prinmrily to a
sudden centralization of wealth, in combination .,ith necibanization auc changes
in transportation and conimn, -ieation.

Into this condition cane the National Recovery Administration. A recent
national broadcast credits or accuses the United States Chamber of Commerce
of parentage; I trust that the Congress will not accept such an unreasunable
assertion as that. Correction of the condition has never appeared as the pur-
pose of such trade, business, or banking associations. The industrial control
features of lhe National Recovery Administration xvere intended to replace the
natural community controls of business which were suddenly lost to the American
people, after having been exercised completely before ati after the Constitution
was written-controls which were not rentouceil in any fashion, and which were
taken away from them much against their will, and with very great damage to
them.

The rights of individuals and corporations to a return upon wealth and prop-
erty have for some hitdreds of years been greatly misunderstood, and in the
course of the misuse of those accepted tut erroneous property rights, the rights
of the individual to produce new wealth and reap substantial benefit thereby
have been forgotten.

If the principles of the National Recovery Administration are understood to
be primarily these--of a renewed appreciation of the public interest in business
that is transacted, whatever its nature; ard the right of the productive individual
to prosperity as the result of his efforts, involving today a necessary govern-
mental guarantee to him of that prosperity-the "dollar volume" of those wages
being merely incidental-the National Recovery Administration and its purposes
will be better understood.

The prevalent conception, especially by soine business meni, that tire National
Recovery Administration and its principles are primarily for tihe purpose of
maintaining a firm and fruitful price structure, and the certainty of profits and
easy payment of all possible charges, regardless of conditions, is erroneous.
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The creation of permanent committees in the House and Senate to coordinate
and direct the activities of the National Recovery Administration and the exten-
sion of its principles into further legislation is, I believe, an immediately necessary
ste

n connection with the "purposes and principles" of the National Recovery
Administration, and future legislation along this direction, may I invite attention
to the principles of patent laws? The purposes of patent laws are plainly stated
in the Constitution-to insure proper reward to inventors-to insure the benefits
oflinventions to the public. If existing legislation, including the definite wording
of the Constitution itself, actually and in practice is an open door to monopoly,
and if the public benefits are overbalanced by the effect of patents being to place
the citizen in unfair competition with the machine, it would appear that the
purposes of that constitutional "experiment" have been led astray; and the
renewed National Recovery Administration might well include a definite
reference to it.

By reference, may I include my statement of February 15, 1935, before the
Senate Finance Committee in connection with the Economic Security bill; and
invite the committee's attenti r .94 k submitted att hat time?
I thank you.

TEERA R WuLr BROTRSni, IN NEW ~ Y,, RELATING TO

TEFOAM~ OPERATION OP MEN'S Cdrft No0 CODE AUTH TY

NE YoRK, N. Y.
Re invest' action Fina omin ee Mel's Cik ng Code Autho y.
Hon. PA HARRISON.'

Unde igned suffered o nce'tcian Bloc Code at hority pre-
ponder tly comprised of cen m ket derat a d amalga ted agents
persec d us under charges qf allegedd viola!or Oui numerous tempts to
obtain il. bill c j ticulars .rec. ug any ion w e unavaili. Subse-
quentl publicizecwit emgiin ch*ges never por by facts d we were
depriv of labels r per of 2 month# ankrins d, posting of od under
threat economic annihl ion. Sai bopd requiring guarantee of ompliance
with p visions of c edto bav4

een violated, though proof o uch viola-s w n e d. stil d charges still nding, not
depriv of labels, e authority-4nd its ad inis n evading every attempt
at show wn. Wolf Brothers, inI respectfully requ~t this statement be in-
corporate in record. .

(The fowiag let from tht Intctn;*na Salt 0h, Scrainton.,
Pa., addr d to Senator'R ,. CopMnd, was orfre printed in
the record:)

INTERNATIONA.ALT Co., INC.,
Hon. ROYAL S. Coe.L . Scran , Pa., April 16, 195.

United Stales Senate, Wat L.k- ""'-44

My DEAH SENATOR: As a niember of the code committee of the salt-producing
industry, uider which our company operates a rock-salt mine and two
evaporated-salt plants in New York State, I beg to advise you of a resolution
unanimously adopted at a meeting of the Salt Producers Association held in
Chicago on April 11, 1035, so fuilows:

"Whereas the s'alt-producing industry was among the first of industries to sub-
mit to the National Recovery Administration a code of fair competition, this
code having been approved by the President of the United States on September 7,
1933, and the early approval thereof has resulted in a considerable period of
experience in the operation of this industry under said code; and

'Whereas there is now pending in the Congress of the United States legislation
designed to extend the National Industrial Recovery Act; and

Whereas this industry, while one of the smaller industries, employing approxi-
mately 7,000 employees, yet is one of those industries essential to the continued
health and welfare of the people: Now, therefore, be it

"Resolvd, by the salt-producing industry that it transmitto the Senate Finance
Committee, with the request that it be incorporated In the record of the pending
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hearings on the National Industrial Recovery Act, the following statement
expressing the views of this industry in connection with said legislation.
"l1. This industry, by its code of fair Competition, was among the first to

prohibit the employment of persons ioder the age of 21 years in mining operations
below ground.
"2 As a result of the adoption of the code, employment in this industry has

increased approximately 23.3 percent and the ainoiiiit of wages paid has increased
approximately 13.1 percetit.

-3. The inidstry, its employees, and the public have adjusted themselves t
operation unde, a. code and to now abolish the code would destroy the confidence
that has beenl built up and possibly precipitate chaotic conditions within the
industry.

"4. The present rate of unemployment makes it essential that this act be con-
tinied to prevent any resumption of the downward course in wages or construe-
tioll of employineilt and purchasiiig power.
". The National Industrial Recovery Act, should lie extended for a further

period of at least 2 years in as nearly its present form as is possible because:
(a) The public, industry, anrd labor, as well as the National Recovery Adminis-
tratioL, have had nearly 2 years oif experience iii the administration of the present
act, advatitage of which will lie of no avail if the law is to substantipoty cian, ,d,
(b) the flexible provisions of the present act make it possible to deal with emer-
gencies with a minimum of delay; (c) decisions of the courts unler the present
act will be more nearly applicable to provisions of the new act.

"ti. This industry believes that all industries, regardless of size or the number
of cmployves, shoiud havi the opportunity of adoptiiig a code to ha administered
by mein familiar with the industry, rather than to be forced to beet te a part of
a large group of industries governed by a single code.

"7. This industry is strongly opposed to any iaw prescribing a 30-hour week,
or any other rigid limitatio as to hours and wages, because it believes legislation
of this character to be uneronomic and impractical."

We employ iii N'iw Yiork Sta.e alone upward of 475 employees, all of whom, as
a result of the code, are receiving higher wages than prior to its adoption, and I
wislh to emtihiasize teL fact that these employees and our employees in other
States. as well ias in the salt-luroducing industry as a whole, have benefited
Orogugh the opera uions of the National tlst rial Recovery Act. While I
realize that the present act is not perfect anl should lie modified or amended,
nevertheless it is my belief lia as a result of the experience uinider the existing
law, if further oshluortiiit*ty Nvic afforded for developnmenit ad iniprovemnt iof

its administrativee feat1ires, industry as a whole would lit benefited.
",'l(e is one foal ire ift ihe Natiomd Industrial Recovery Act which particularly

dleu'; lhe sm't lprodlceri., uf Niw I'ork State. i. e. section 3 (), which provides
for eot rol if foreig ioeiilte it io, We liiliive the metirod of nmectiiig this situa-
.ion ,shilll(l ie sinplified' so !is to enaile ulomnestic calt puioducers more readily to
titiiect thtu'niselvis wiiiil thu imported product, with which it competes . Such
turcigi -mlls art' prodhui'ced ill iomitirit's loig nuich lower lahor cots coiplcd with
li' miltift (if \\ water Irautiiirtiuinl n''sts, as cimp'ared with ilte labor rates
privii'd ill our codtie and railr'oad freight rates in rl'ecl from ilhi' smul-priuciug

Stiil lls eiooiitrv to the ctml)ard. i hope hi hav an -tiuetrunity ill the
wear fUt lire 1i discuss with youi this lihase if our sit ummti,

While it is true that oullr i oclhistry is a coipiarmt ivel' small oite, neverthelesR it
is euIally true tiat, it is oliv of tiht miuose essent al imiilostric in this coontr; , Salt
being al)sohluily luueessarv not oiilv Ii' hunian and animal life but required in
immt)mv industrial enterlirises.

Ma3' I restectfillyV urge you to give favorable consideration to the resolution
adopted Iy th i Salt 'roehicers Associiiftion, which represents over 90 percent of
tli total salt production ill the United States.

Thiaki g you in advaiwe for whatever support you mar see fit to give to our
request, I reiiiain,

Very truly yours,
P. SILAA WALTER, lice President.
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(The following letter and enclosures addressed to Senator David
I. Walsh by the Massachusetts Wholesale Liquor Dealers Associa-
tion, Inc., was ordered printed in the record:)

MASSACHUSETTS WHOLESALE LIQUOR DEALERS ASSOCIATION INC,Boston, Mass., April17,1935.
Hon. DAVID I. WALSH,

Senate Finance Committee, Wasldngton, D. C.
JEAR SENATOR: At a regular monthly meeting of our State associationn held

at the Hotel Bradford, Boston, Mass,, we were instructed to ask your aid in the
proposed amendments to the National Recovery Act Harrison bill known as'Senate bill 2445", which amendnents have been filed with you by our national
association.

Respectfully yours,~HUoR J. MCMACKIN, Sc'cretarq.

NATIONAL WHOLESALE WINF, AND
LIQuOR DEALERS' ASSOcIATION, INC.,

Washington, D. C., April 17, 193-5.
Hon. DoVID I. WALSH,

Senate Finance Coinmittee, Washingloa, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR: With reference to Senate bill 2445, known as the "Harrison

National Recovery Act" we should like to see this bill amended as per the en-
closed copy.

Practically all codes provide for industry representation on the same. Whereas
in the code of fair competition for the various divisions of the alcoholic beverageC industry no industry member is represented upon the Board of Directors of the

-" Federal Alcohol Control Administration, and while the various codes effecting the
industry have been placed in the hands of the industry members for its enforce-
ment, principally the paid employees, the industry has no voice in the final
drafting of any of the code rules, regulations or interpretations issued by the
Federal Alcohol Control Administration, and we believe that. in fairness to all
industry employing 1,000,000 people that they should not only have a voice
but likewise a majority voice, and shall ask that you kindly submit the attached
amendment.

You will be interested to know that the Federal Alcoho! Control Administration
have issued 425 sets of rules and regulations; they have issued over 200 of what is
known as releases and have issued over 200 legal interpretations, and have set
up many departments none of which are represented by industries. Your
assistance along these lines is much urged.

Respectfully yours,
Hou J. MCMACKIN, Secretary.

AMENDJENT TO SENsTs: 2445

The following amendment is offered to section 2, paragraph A, line Il, on page 4
of Senate bill 2445, by adding and inserting the following:

"That the governmental agency known as the"' VedcralAlcholcolnlr1 Admiin-
istration shall consist oi a board of directors of 5, which shall he appointed by the
President who shall designate 1 as its chairman, who shall not Is affiliated with the
alcoholic beverage industry, and I member to he appointed from the brewing
industry, 1 member to be appointed from the wholesale industry, I member to
be appointed from the distilling industry, ani I niimber to he appointed from the
wine industry."

Amend section 3, no. l, at the end of line 24, b) adding after the word "and"
''and any secretary of any trade (or industry association shall be eligible to act
as secretary for any code body or d"vilion thereof of industry."

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY IH E. NILES, CHAIRMAN FAIR TARIFF LEAGUE,
NEw YORK CITY

J confine myself in the following statement to the manufacturing codes only,
and any references to codes is to be so considered.

Some weeks ago the question of the Fair Tariff League's appearance at your
hearings on National Recovery Act was considered by the league's governing
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committee which consists of officials of farm organizations with a membership
of approximately 1,500,000, of labor organizations of some 600,000; of economists
and others. The representatives of more than 1,000,000 farmers and of a con-
siderable portion of the wage earners and economists earnestly desired this
appearance. The desire was unanimous on the part of all who expressed them-
selves. They, knew that while their chairman, myself, shared their judgment, it
would not be to him a pleasant duty to express that judgment.

The work of the league and of the preceding organizations of manufacturers
and to business men to a total of 8ome 80,000, out of which the league grew, has
covered for 30 years substantially every issue involved in the National Industrial
Recovery Act, wages, hours of labor, child labor, foreign and domestic prices,
and, with particular r.nphasis, monopolies.

We charge that the National Industrial Recovery Act codes are criminal;
criminal beyond endurance, so criminal and so destructive as not only to retard
but to prevent the prosperity that we long ,. We affirm that it is better to
continue to suffer whatever ills mar coni--to suffer these ills for God and for
righteousness than to compromise longer in any form or manner with the crime
of monopoly. We affirm that if Congress and the administration does not enforce
the antitrust acts, the time has come when the American people must for right-
eousness sake, for themselves, and their children act independently with tine good
jud merit that frequently ias distinguished them in emergencies.

The s a ene o -- ral Johnson and others. that the capitalistic system is
ln danger is false. Every American is a capitalist or hopes to be. But today
and at last crime is in danger, the biggest economic power in America, crime is
In danger. And we are justified in excpecting, and possibly in believing, that the
laws against crime are to be enforced, not only where the Attorney General likes
to, but where he most ought to.

That done, monopoly prices will end and competitive prices will, after a few
weeks or months of convalesence, bring us all the prosperity we want and with
such betterment in the distribution of wealth as will lift our civilization to new
levels.

Let every man post the words "The Crime of Monopoly" upon his walls and
in public places to stir the mind and move the will and the job is done.

The Attorney General.-Without much exaggeration it may be said that the
Attorney General of the United States is both ,iie biggest and the littlest man
in America; the biggest if he will mind his oath of office, the littlest becaunne he
wont. The power of the Department of Justice is shown in its stopping kid-
naping, and now bank robbing, almost overnight. Its detestable weak ness for
30 years has been our near destruction in that it chums with, encourages, and
abets that group of criminals whose loot exceeds that of all other groups com-
bined. It is this group in its several divisions in manufacturing that for the
first time in history has been given badges of honor by the Federal Government
with each subgroup made a part of the Government in violation of the major
criminal statutes, the antitrust acts. Says Johnson (Saturday Evening Post):
"We did not repeal the antitrust laws; we simply ignored them." Repeatedly
he says that the two cannot exist together; that the antitrust laws do not deserve
respect.

Tien, in complete reversal, Johnson turns about and says that the codes are
not monopolistic, that they can't be. Says hw:

"Code combinations * * * are open to a whole industry on absolutely
eoual terms, to great and little con ipnies. It wnldd be impossible to create a
combination of that kind that cold be monopolistic. * * * If all competi-
tors in an industry operate under the same code rule, that rule could not possibly
be monopolistic" (Saturday Eevening Post, Jan. 19, 1935).

This is to say that when a combination injudes every maker in the United
States of a certain product it cannot be monopolistic. When a monopoly is 100
percent organized and effective it ceases to be a monopoly

You know the extreme care aid patience, with which the now outmoded and
superseded laws and practices of the United States were made. The codes were
made "principally by plain horse trading and bare-faced poker playing," said
Johnson ibidd., Jan. 26, 1935, p. 91, col. 2), in speaking of the Coal Code:

"Long grueling sessions-night and day, day after day, week after week-in
an effort, by persuasion, sometimes by bluffing, principally by plain horse trading
and bare-faced poker playing, by which most of the early great industrial codes
finally came into being."

I would like not to quote Johnson, but where, as here and later, he discloses
that he (and the rest of his associates) knew all along the things he tells of. It
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is important to thus disclose the character of the persons, then and now, of the
code folk by their own confession, what kind of folk insist on governing us.

I wouldn't call it poker playing. The riles of ; ur were riot observeil. On
one side of the table was a noisy bluffor playing a lon hand who said in advance
that lie could insist on nothing in any code but must take what Ile could get.
On the other side of the table were, in each of the niany games, from 10 to 50
powerful inen who had nothing to lose becatse they were doing without codes in
the trusts just what they would do in the codes. Each of these 10 to 50 men saw
into the hands of all the rest oin his side of the table. It wasn't even poker playing.
Add every industrial trust duplicates in all essential particulars those first trusts.
And where there weren't trusts, as in lumber and lead pencils, trusts were created.

Of course, I am sorry to rise the words criminal and theivery; but I have seen,
for 30 years, the helpless victims of monopoly afraid to designate monopoly by
its sole major characteristic, crime. By dodging the word, we have weakened
our understanding and our will. Thousands of business men whom I have rep-
resented in this field date not speak out because their businesses depend on
monopolies for their supplies of material. They hate monopolies. At one tire
some 80,000 business men were more than grateful to me, their official representa-
tive, for speaking plainly their judgments at my risk and riot theirs. So is my
present organization pleased.

Are monopolists criminals? How great is the crime of monopoly? So great
that its agents are subject to files for each offense (hundreds of thousands of
them annually) and to the penitentiary; so great that all their merchandise (many
millions every day) in transit between States is subject to confiscation; so great
that anyone suffering from monopoly is entitled to threefold dansges. Is there
any greater punishment except for murder?

It is these controlling and criminal men who, as General Johnson says: "created,
for the first time, ar economic Government throughout the United States imposed
upon the political Government and nearly as wide iii extent"-their government
instead of the people's government.

If we don't visualize this clearly and the character of the control, we cart neither
understand nor cope with it. All that the trusts want is a chance to go on. They
will go on anyway, as for 30 years past, but it is of great convenience to them to
be able to say to the public that they contiire under the guise of the statutes.
That they don't care particularly how the new law is worded is shown by their
amazing disregard and negation of the present Recovery Act in its monopoly
provisions.

NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY ACT CODES, VIOLATE THE RECOVERY ACT

The very first reqirement in the Recovery Act, the all-inclusive, all-compelling
requirement, is that (see. 3 (a)) the President shall accept no codes unless he
"finds S * * that such code or codes are not designed to promote monop-
olies • and * * * P-o1e, Tha,:h,,.b de or codes 4ha.l not
pernnkt monopolies rrr monl)olistic practices."

I know rof no other statute that states a prrihilition twice in six lies. The
double iprohibition should palsy the minds of thi Federal gents i lh would
attempt tri evade it. The second prohibition also provides that it shall not be
pleaded in court that the President's findings are sufficient. It he is ill error, a
code is void if it "permits rtnnop(llics or moropolislie practices"; that is, if it is
contrary to the antitrust acts excelt .s it st 'ps child labor, starvation wages, etc.,
as later' provided.

This provision is a scrap of paper to the trusts. Each trust wrote into its
code, or what is the same thing, provided through its code for the contiuece
of every worst trust practice of the last 30 years. Thus, the United States
Government, heretofore protecting the trits by its inaction, became a major
artner in tke promotion of each traist to the linit of the powers of govermnent,
beg you to ponder this. Also not, to confuse this all-important fact with other

elements in the code that have no necessary relation to it.
If the steel code were not criminal in fixing its prices, that industry, running

tinly 47 percent of capacity, would not be out of the red with only the producers
who are carrying inefficient and obsolete plants still a little in tire red. Evi-
dently, the industry is making tie public pay a profit on both halves of the plants
when only one half is in use. No industry should be profitable under 80 percent
or 85 percent of production. None would be under competition. This industry
and all other trusts are as much on the dole as are the millions who are on relief.
Yet some 250 ?f these industries and their financially allied outside groups own a
very great percentage of the national wealth.
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THE SUPREME COiRT CAGED AN1) HAMThTNo FOR 40 YVARS

Do you love and respect the Supreme Court? How godly and comforting was
its decision in the Gold case. The framers of the Constitution thought that they
made the Supreme Court the bulwark of our liberties. Potentially, it is the
bulwark and there is no other. But the founders counted on the Attorney
General's invoking the Court in every important question of law. Here was the
failure. This public agent came, years ago, to be less honest than the founders
thought possible.

The Supreme Court is as dead and useless as a parked automobile unless and
until an outside force steps on the gas and releases its energies. The Attorney
General is the outside force. He is under oath to act. A private suit is for private
gain. In such suits the public is Lazarus under Dives' table. It gets a few
crumbs, but its inclusive and compelling interests can, fairly speaking, be secured
only through the Attorney General and his department. It is his most par-
ticular duty to see that the public interest is presented to the Court quickly and
with utter intelligence and effective purpose.

It is not unlikely that when the Almightly took from President Roosevelt's
side, by death, Thomas J. Walsh, 2 days before he would have become the Attor-
ney-General of the Unitedl States, the Nation suffered a loss comparable to the
death of Lincoln, just when he had set about to unite immediately the South
and the North in a happier, stronger, and more effective Union that ever before,
a Union of understanding and good will, L.incoln might have saved 20 years of
shame and loss.

Walsh would have made the Nation honest; first by compulsion of law and
then by habit. Walsh saw straight, More important, because he went straight.
Teapot I)ome had a thousand difficulties for others, and none for hin.

Had Walsh cleared the judgment of the exceedingly burdened President
concerning the proposals and the insistence of the trusts, the codes would have
complied with the law and the then marvelous goodwill and purpose of the
suffering public would have done the rest.

With Walsh the Supreme Court would have set everyone right quickly on the
questions that now palsy jitdgment and will. Who cats measure the upswing
of our millions of people when they know that they are going right. Now
millions believe they are going wrong. The "thers are uncertain.

My study with the assistance and advice of able counsel in the last year
assures me that, as my advisers say, the Attorneys-General have, without imrpor-
tant exceptions, and for 30 years, as respects monopoly, made of the Supreme
Court only "a lion in a showman's case with the Attorney-General holding the
key." Let him who doubts read, as everyone should, Fetter's Masquerade of
Monopoly, and the chapters on Monopoly and the Courts in Senator La Follette's
autobiography, or other like authorities. They disclose that, in substance, the
Government has lost even the cases that it has won against the trusts. At times,
the conviction of a trust has been followed by enormous increases iin the profits
of the t . t.a da -, n th : me of hue .n
watered stocks and the like, witness the Northern ,Secrities case. In almost
every instance time Government's case was poorly drawn or poorly presented or
both.

The f'ueent Decinion. by the Supreme Court discloses'virtually the entire
situation. An entirely enonl)etent Federal representative tells me that during
the oral arguments in tle Ccroment case, an attorney for the Government, answering
questions from the bench, said repeatedly that the Government did not charge
conspiracy, price-fixing, or extortion. Said the Court in its decision:

"The Government (the Attorney General) does not charge any agreement or
understanding between the defendants placing limitation on either prices or pro-
duction. The evidence does nct establish that prices were excessive or unreason-
able.

"It is neither alleged or proven that there was any agreement * * * either
affecting production, fixing prices or for price maintenance. * * * It was
neither seriously urged before this court that any substantial uniformity in price
had in fact resulted * * * The Government does not charge that there was
any understanding or agreement, either expressed or implied at the meeting or
elsewhere with respect to prices."

This quotation is from the Maple Flooring case that was decided the same day
and, by reference, made substantially one with the Cement case, the principles
involved being the same.

More important was the Court's reference to the American Column case (257
U. S. 377) which denounced that company's practices "because of inevitable
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tendency to destroy real enapetition as long understood and thereby restrain
trade."

Also refercoe was mad, to the Linseed Oil case (262 U. S. 371) wherein con-
certed action "is forbidden when the necessary tendency is to destroy the kind of
competition to which toe public has long looked for protection."

In the above quotations is direct notice to the Department of Injustice to mend
its case and win. Every informed person including 10,000 buyers know that the
"cement trust" is an extortionate and wicked from the trust standpoint, as shrewd
and onscienceiess producers have been able to make it with the help of the devil
for 40 years. Why won't the Attorney General bring suit?

Answering my question, Why? An agent in the Department of Injustice said
to me, "We feel sensitive about the loss of the Cemet ase. We think we should
have won. We are sensitive. You can't expect us to bring another suit." Well,
I don't expect them to. Nor do the cement producers.

Meantime cement carries a first, or mill, ,ost in efficient practice of about 53
cents a b.i, 6, and, at most, twice this including all costs. Against this con-
sumers nay $2.35 and up, ard at the represntative low bulk wholesale price on
tht 14,idson River, $1.70, the pro-iuccr; m4ie at least 55 IEcaeot Aet cash profit
as against 2 to 6 ner'ent net profit in department stores on heir retail sales of
gee eral merchandise-10 times more profit on burnt and ground limestone in
carloads than on little packages of pins, shoes, and shirts.

I also learned at the Department last summer that a man was, and long bud
been, busy, or pretending to be busy, in getting evidence on cement and with no
consequence. It must be assumed that the Trade Commission's report on cement
a year before and its second report about a month before ioy visit were known to
the Department's agent. They were widely discussed in the public prints and
elsewhere. This Department's sleuth could have gotten all the information in
the world from these reports. He hadn't them. When I asked why he would
not get them by mail or by walking eight blocks for them lie replied, "We here
have a feeling that if the Trade Commission wants us to see anything they will
send it to os." These aren't the Department's methods against criminals that
it dislikes.

Of such is and has been the "Department of Injustice" as respects trusts for
30 years. It has kept away from the court as much as it dared. When it has
acted, it has brought defective charges, poorly supported by counsel, and about
April 1 when it feared the judgment of the Supreme Court it picked up its brief
cases and ran out of the court. Now it returns with a case of its choosing which
I am told involved in part the sale of diseased meat. If it wins that case will
be heralded as a victory for the National Recovery Admijistration.

The Cement case was like bringing a murder to court charged with horse stealing
and discharged because lie had not stolen a horse. The United States Stecl case
was as crooked. Read Fetter's Masquerade of Monopoly and the La Follette's
Autobiography (chapters on courts and trusts) and you'll discover a close conspir-
acy through all the years to nuake it easy for the t u ,tCrinual5 who stole twenty
billions in the 1920's at a cost of 40 billions to consumers, with a maldistribution
of isealth in that amount. There is .othing to the trust codes but a continuance
of the 19201's practices.

TIMt IS MONEY-IN TIME IS JUSTICF AND HONOR

TIe Sherman Act requires that the lower courts shall act iroinediatly 1upon
trust cases if so requested by the Attorney General. The writer finds no such
request. The Cement case was filed in the district court on June 1, 1921. A
request from the Attorney General might have brought a decision in from 3 to 5
months. Instead, the decision was made October 23, 1923. The stealings of the
trust during 21 months that might have been saved by a note from the Attorney
General amounted to about $100,000,000.

A new suit might have gone through both courts in something like a year.
Instead the Attorneys General of that -day and since have brought no suit.

The Cement Trust has stolen meantime from 500 million dollars upward,
Today it is not acting as heretofore from the tacit approval or negligence of the
Attorney General but is itself an arm of the Federal Government. It is in effect
the law itself. It is stealing tens of not scores of millions of dollars from the
Federal and State appropriations for Public Works that are largely of charitable
intent, not expected to return in economic value their total money cost, to be
paid in taxes that will burden the present generation and the next.

Buyers of cement, steel, etc. for public projects say that they are paying
uniform and extortionate prices because the Attorney General has told them that
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uniform prices are lawful. Thu statement warrants the official declaration of an
English judge when h) sentenced an English nobleman to prison as a common
felon. Said the judge, "A half truth is no different from a downright falsehood."

A half dozen persons can agree each to buy shoes at $4 and sell them to the poor
at the uniformprice of $2. Insofar the alleged statement of the Attorney Gen-
eral is right. But if a number of persons corner the shoe market. and raise the
price of $4 shoes to $6, they are criminal.

That the codes do not alter the legal status is shown by United States District
Judge Mack's decision (Southern N. Y.) last year against the refiners of imported
raw sugar. He busted their monopoly and stopped precisely the practices here
complained of. There was an honest prosecuting attorney in that district and
he was not subject, in this case, to the Attorney General. That's all.

The decision busted the trust, lowered consumer prices greatly, declared in
some 40 items of cease and desist and in effect, that all the declarations made in
my present statement and in the findings of the Federal Trade Commission in
its Steel Report are right in law and necessary in morals.

The industrial codes were in effect when the decision was rendered and for many
months before. The Recovery Act was not pleaded because it could not be.
In substance the decision damns the trust codes and emphasizes the delinquency
of the Department of Injustice.

The Supreme Court is the Nation's moral and legal umpire within the statutes,
God's interpreter, as nearly as a human agency can be. Life is a game in the
sense and the joy of high endeavor for excellence. The more honest men are the
more they seek our "greatest court in the world" and the oftener, that there may
he no question about the meaning of the law, the rules of the game. But there
comes a brutal bunch who make and enforce their own rules and avoid the
umpire. The consequences are shown equally in the debauch in the 1920's
and the misery in the 1930's. No men can see this so clearly as the members of
the Supreme Court. Who can doubt that these men must feel a sorrow and
a wrath akin to the sorrow and the wrath of God as they ponder upon the Nation's
course for these 30 years, and the consequences that the Court would have saved
kis from if successive Attorneys General had not prevented the Court from per-
forming its constitutional functions.

Reestablish the lost power of the Supreme Court by compelling the Attorneys
General to release its powers to "open the cage" and keep it open-a government
of law won't hurt us.

THE ANTITRUST ACTS

Says Johnson, "We did not repeal the antitrust acts; we simply ignored them."
Repeatedly he says that the codes and the antitrust acts are antagonistic; that
they can't exist together. And what are these acts? They are only an expres-
sion of the common law of the centuries, of the Constitution, and of human
rights.

John Sherman said when his act was before Congress, - It is as clear, simple,
and direct as the English language can make it." President Taft said:

"The Antitrust Act is the expression of the effort of a freedom-loving people
to preserve equality of opportunity, the enterprise of the individual, his industry,
his ingenuity, his intelligence, and his independent courage."

Again and again he thundered for the complete and immediate enforcement of
the antitrust laws. Would that every citizen knew the economic and spiritual
values that these laws would safeguard if the Attorney General would mind his
oath.

As you know, the opponents of the law have, upon several occasions through
the years, sought to iodify it exactly as the proponents of the National Indus-
trial Recovery Act now seek to modify it. Congress decided when the act was
passed, repeatedly since, that the act cannot be modified.

The law is like the law against murder. Don't kill. Don't offer excuses. The
public interests involved are so great that the risk of breaking the law must be
borne entirely by those who take the risk. Everyone who joins with others in
conduct that teimds to restrain commerce knows what lie's doing. As says St.
Paul to the Romnans, even the heathen who have no laws "exhibit proof that a
knowledge of the conduct which the law requires is engraven on their hearts."
The human mind is not capable of qualifying sin. It has infinitely more phases
and more means of expression than the mind can anticipate. The court knows
when it gets the facts in the case. Meantime, the law written in the hearts of the
american people make them know our trusts for what they are and hate them,
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THE CORRUPTION OF LANGUAGE WITH CRIMINAL INTENT

It is human speech that distinguishes us from animals. It is speech that has
made us what we are. He who rapes our language would destroy our under-
standing. None so skilled in this as the trusts and their friends. Congress
didn't imagine when it required the elimination of "unfair competition" that evil
menl would fix maximum prices in the name of fair competition.

Witness this: The South Chepter (Pa.) Tube Works located at tide water
(Feteral Commission, p. 49, first steel report), "sought, assurance from the board
of directors of the Institute that it would not be deprived of the advantage in
competition which its location on tide water gave it, urging that 'it was not the
intention of the National Recovery Act to destroy or impair advantages incident
to the geographical location of a plant."'

In reply Mr. Lamnt, president of the Steel Institute whose directors administer
the Steel Coade, said:

''* * * to leave such advantages with you would result in continuing unfair
competition in your favor as against your competitors who, for some reason or
other, may not be as advantageously located in respect of transportation as are
you."

This ruling compelled the tube company to continue to rob its customers lby
depriving the tube works of their natural advaitages. Orange, Va., flooring case
next mentioned.

It was in the name of "unfair competition" that the maker of oak flooring in
Orange, Vs., who got his rough lumber from nearby mills on a $3 freight charge
and shipped the finished product to Washin,:ton, D. C., at the same freight charge
was compelled against his will to charge the consumer on the basis of $10.50 in
freight as if the rough lumber has come from Memphis, Tenn., plus $7.50 out-
freight as if the shipment were from Johnson City, Tenn.-a total of $11 inn fic-
tious and dishonest freights to be borne by the Washington householder.

A Grand Forks, N. Dak., lumber dealer had a fair income buying a kind of
lumber for $24 desired by his farmer customers and selling to them for $32, a
margin of $8. The code forced him to charge $43. That might have pleased
him, except that et $43 he could sell none. The farmers wouldn't buy. They
couldn't. They shouldn't. The $43 price included $6.50 for delivery to the
customers whe in fact the farmers backed their trucks up to the pile and took
the lumber away themselves. The code aLuthority said that this made ito differ-
ence. In this case only, I speak from a good memory. It is in the Darrow report.

I was born in the tall timber. The big fellows in Wisconsin, Michigan, and on
the Pacific coast stole the timber tracts, as I suppose you know. False affidavits
of preemption were common. They stole in such quantities as to make even
taxes on the stealings a hardship. About half of the present capacity must quit.
I have no care which ones, nor can the Government have. The cases can't be
umpired. I was a large buyer for 25 years. I think I know.

I trust that you know that in the interests of the "big three" makers of bath-
room fixtures, the United States Government requires that such fixtures, bathtubs,
washbowls, etc., as are slightly defective shall )e destroyed instead of being sold
as previously at a discount profitable to risers and makers-fixtures so good that
all hotels are said to be equipped with their. To be sure the United States
Government still permits these "seconds" to be exported; but this arm of the
Government, this "big three" knows that the little fellow can't export while the
"big three" can and do "fair competition forsooth."

Every citizen should know of innumerable other casei ruonring through all the
codes and exactly as nasty as the above illustrations; but your time must be
spared this recital. Doubtless you know.

Let me note the method of the code authorities respecting these iniquities
when the public is generally advised of them. The Government corrects, say,
1 in 10. The Federal Trade Commission calls attention that it does not cure,
nor measurably correct, air evil to single out illustrations arid doctor them.

Self-government.-This is another vicious corruption of language. In honesty
there can be no such thing. Dillinger governed himself. Al Caporre's group
governed themselves. Those who plead that they may govern themselves have
shown in the codes precisely what they are after tinder the plea of self-government
and precisely what they will do with it. The billions that the lessor has cost
should be in final payment. But the pleaders won't stop till their purpose, lost,
is stopped.

President Roosevelt said to these self-government fellows when first summoned
to make their codes, that it was their chance to show in practice what their self-
government would mean. They have shown.
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Not an honest group in America wants, or could want, self-government. Who
will name one? Government means nothing but the government of all by a
central body of law, bearing equally and fully upon everyone. Group govern-
ment is group secession. If the idea is scotched forever there will be some gain
as against the evils of the present experience.

At the annual meing of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States in
1933 I listened for a half day to dreary pleas for self-government, all to the effect
that big business can manage itself better than the Government can manage it.
Then I said, "Everyone knows that business can run itself better than the Gov-
ernment can run bitsiness. The point is that business won't. You know it.
Why not say so. You'll never run your businesses right until the Government
makes you come tinder the law." There was no answer because there could be
none.

COMPETTITON-ITS JOYS AND ITS REWARDS

Few American business men know the joys of competiton except the old men
who were in the very thick of it for long years prior to 1902, when trusts and
price fixing were enthroned. Competition implies rules. Without rules there
cannot be competition. Competition fails if a player fouls or is fouled. It is
for Congress to make the rules concerning child labor, wages, hours, etc., and
then let every man alone except for policing iii the good old ways that made is
happiest and best. In the days of competition, when a man got ahead everyone
knew that lie had done something of unusual excellence. Always the law of
competition gave the greater part of the benefits of his performance to the public.
It could not be otherwise. There was no chance for the millions to hate the few.

It is misleading and untrue for sonie to say that the evils of the 1920's and the
different evils of the 1930's were "under the antitrust acts." They were not,
They were for want of the enforcement of the antitrust act.; Nhich acts were
iiere words on paper. Dead for want of use.

Regretfully I speak of imy personal experience for 25 years under severe coii-
petition. I know neot otherwise how to describe the joys and the consequences
for good in competition.

The public does not understand that every factory has a relatively enormous
free fund, the shrewd control of which is a principal factor in success. The
difference between the first or mill cost of a factory product is, virtually always,
one-third of the factory selling price. In trust products, the mill cost is half or
less. In cement one-third. In the 1920's the heavy steel producers had around
$900,000,000 of free ioncey above their mill costs. 'Mill costs include wages, raw
materials, and whatever goes directly into the liproduct. The other charges mostly
run on regardless whether the factories are running full or at only a fraction of
production. Under competition th" use of this margin determines largely between
success ii various degrees and failure. Under competition, if a man makes his
prices too high or makes then inflexible, he fails mneasureably or wholly. Under
competition, every hour of every day all the manufacturers in any industry are
playing cards, as it were, in the sum represented by their gross nacgin, one-
third of their selling price, to which this mnargie is restricted by competition.
When asked if I played cards, I used to say, "Yes. From 9 in thme morning until
6 at night; never after supper."

I made vehicles of every sort, except pleasure vehicles for the very rich. In
early spring and sunimer everyone wanted vehicles. They cared little about the
exact price if they could get deliveries. Consequently a lI producers asked full
prices. Then came 4 months of diminished demand and in coninmn sense and
honesty concessions were made that induced increased orders to the advantage
equally of producers, distributors, and consumers.

Then camie winter months, with no denimand. I stood to lose $20,000 per
motih for 3 months. Codes would have nmcde cue lose it, and I would have
cursed them. Instead, I completely reversed my policy to em im-loss lce.sis. In
justice, it was and could be mn may's t eei~tess cIlat, I did ile selliceg culy owl
property. I paid proper wages and servedd the conunandments. That is
enough. But I did more than that, and by the only means possible. I thought
business. I broke every rule that a code would make, sinqply because I Wets not
a fool. I kept my shop besy. I stopped a loss of $60,000. I made every sort
of concession that could be thought ctt. Sometimes. terms would get an order.
h mionthms' time instead of 4; senletim s I would throw in a delivery truck wit 1h
time customer's name in gold that Ie would loct buy, hutei delighted teo l)eSV's. I1
meant to him $135, regular price. It meemant to me $75 because I was lucky in
the methods of production and nmde it when otherwise I would be idle, l BY
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paying rent for space whereever a customer would buy and store, I gained much
business at inconsiderable extra expense, Sometimes I sold on consignment to
people virtually not worth a dollar-an utterly unbusineslike procedure, as a
general rule, but through all the years worth $10,000 a year to me because of
the oversight and special provisions of my commission contracts. For years I
made one sale of a thousand buggies each mid-winter at no slightest profit that
I could discover. This because the buyer would rent an old, wooden, lopsided
rolling-skating rink and fill it to the top of its .50-foot ridgepole with these buggies,
and wouldd give me a fat, perfect note of hand in payment, which I sooner would
endorse over to a baik than borrow direct. This sale kept the factory full in
the 2 weeks that otherwise, in the dead of winter, my workers would have been
idle, spending and not earning. The sum of these dull-season sales kept local
re. alers from anxiety over credits to people out of work, and brought probably
$20U,000 to my community for general liquidation purposes.

This simple story could be repeated in other terms by substantially eery
factory producer of like commodities in America. I delight to think of myself
as one of 250,000 manufacturers who each hour of each day kept their little
worlds happy, comfortable, and with money in pocket, not by keeping some
50 rules made by nobody from nowhere and "superimposed" upon the lawful
government that would :et us render our considerable, social, and economic
service by selling our merchandise at the price that the conditions applicable to
each sale warranted, and required if we were to he directed by comnson sense
and the elements involved in each transaction.

Sometimes at the end of a year the three most fortunate of us would compare
profits, pleased as schoolboys that our profits were almost identical and so satis-
factory; and more pleased that we had profited through service and not by
bludgeoning our customers. Each of us, in effect but not of purpose, had done
all he could to make the others* prices as low as possible in reason; but each had
insisted on a livimu profit for himself. In a word, we were old fashioned. If the
game was hard in the tax upon our characters and our ingenuity, it remains that
the three best of us were nationally recognized and honored for our services in
business. Today, we might be in the peitentiary, for we were not made of the
stuff that would yield to lunacy.

If you want to see the difference between the methods above indicated, note
that under competition factories were always running throughout the year, ex-
cept in ctncs that carried their own cure, buyers were satisfied, consumption was
enormous. I bought steel for 80 cents per hundred pounds, bars, against $1.80
now; cement for 75 cents to $1.10 against $2.35; other things in proportion, and
I sold on the basis of these costs and 7 percent to 9 percent net profit, because I
was unusually fortnt,,te in my practices. So were all of the leading manufac-
turers everywhere. Competition did not account for all the good in those days.
Far from it. But it very nearly exemplified President Wilson's statement that
private business is public service for private profit. Awd competition saw to it
that the profits from enterprise went mostly to consmiuers, as it should. In that
way everyone shared in them.

fn those days there was no whining about the fellows who lost out. They
were simply misplaced. They found place, that fitted. No one lost employ-
ment except temporarily. Some who wvent broke came back and got rich from
the experience. Is it not best that the unfit change to places that they fit? The
present codes are based entirely upon keeping unfit people in unfit places, and at
such expense in excessive prices of commodities as required the recent congres-
sional appropriation of nearly $5,000,000,000, a huge sum, entirely unnecessary
except that the code policy in industry penalizes and prevents the innumerable
and convenient adjustments that would be made tinder competition, as above
indicated, if Americans were free, as once they were. That freedom to make
and to lose, to grow in statute and in strength by freedom, subject to the rules
that competition requires in order to he competition at all-that competition
would have in the last year brought back the $30,000.000,000 of lost income per
year, or most of it, the loss as cempard with the nfineteen-twenties.

Do not think that price reductions by ma ufacttire s mean trade disorganiza-
tion. The contrary. Shrewd buyers are shrewd sellers. They get all they
fairly can. The firm that bought the 1,000 vehicles above note sold at full
prices. My $5,000 discount was for a definite unusual service. No one else
would have rendered it. I admire the buyer for making me pay high though it
smarted. His customers had no interest in the matter. They were given none.
The goods were sold them at market. Just so the thousands of price reductions,
etc., are in substance on the principle that no sellers can get more than buyers
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will pay, and concessions are to get business rather than go without it. In depres-
sions there is nothing so good as concessions on merchandise, etc., that is produced
with fair consideration to wage earners.

The horrible reductions in wages avd working c',,ditions in 1932 were solely a
substitute for starvation. The common-sense judgr' sut of buyers whose pockets
were virtually empty and whose fears justified their keeping every possible penny,
had to be overcome, and no one has told yet what else could have been done in
those days before relief eane by act, of Congress. That prices were not too low
on the basis then prevailing is indicated by the fact that consumer purchases were
so limited even at those prices. The explanation may not be more pleasant than
the facts were horrible. But for these facts to be exploited by criminals and their
friends with the purpose of carrying the criminals through the rest of the depres-
sion to the retardation of recovery and-their particular aim-that they may be in
full form and fettle to steal four billions a year for all the following years of pros-
perity-this to me is no prettier story than the story of 1932 and its wage prices

Iow many know that upwards of 200,000 of our manufacturers, including all
the little fellows, hate the trusts because the trusts so Injure these lesser and
"intermediate" manufacturers by making the cost so high to them on their sup-
plies that they cannot produce at prices that induce sales and consumption.
Three-fourths of these smaller manufacturers have little capital and almost no
free capital. That's one reason why they die off in such numbers in a depression.
Another reason is that there are always a few rich and fortified makers of substan-
tially everything that the little fellows make, or of substitute articles. For in-
stance, a high official in the next largest farm implement company in the country
told me that the International Harvester can sell its enormous product at the
bare cost of this next greatest customer with a profit to the Harvester company
because it makes its own steel. If you would the intelligent tens of thousands
of little manufacturers, see that they get their supplies under competition.

I know how tens of thousands of small manufacturers, intelligent, admirably
competent, worth from a half million down to $5,000 and leas, feel because I
have officially represented thei and heard the prayers and the implications that
they dare not utter aloud lest they die for want of "raw materia. ao-called. In
this connection please note the mark-ups on criminally priced merchandise. One
instance will do. The figures are made with utmost care. In 1927 the heavy
steel producers sold for $300,000,000 above competitive prices. The mark-ups
of implement manufacturers necessarily added, plus the 50 percent mark-up of
retailers, added $100,000,000 to the farmers' mplements, $400,000,000 to con-
sumer purchases of automobiles and precisely similar mark-ups on everything
made of steel. The mark-up to railroads was not much more than 400 millions
because they bought direct or wholesale.

Judge my surprise respecting chain stores when the managers of one of the
greatest showed me, probahhl without their realizing it because it wa incidents!
to other business, that their low prices are often the result of these managers
showing manufacturers how to produce at margins satisfactory to the latter and
lower than the manufacturers had thought possible. That is beginning at the
beginning and with trained intelligence. All the advantage goes to the con-
sumer except that the stores get a fixed and larger margin, though entirely reason-
able, than I had thought. Those stores certainly serve the poor. I speak not for
them but for the truth in this respect. I accept Justice Brandeis' dissenting
opinion in the Florida case that any State has a right to tax chain stores out of
existence if the State believes that the disadvantages of these stores outweigh
the advantages. Even then manufacturing and storekeeping has been made
more intelligent because of them.

Would that all could know the righteousness of price reductions, and share in
the delights of those who make these reductions when they are due to what I call
the American miracle of low costs combined with high wages. In ordinary times
half the complaints at least come from those who don't know why the prices were
reduced. 'This may permit a last story.

The first cost of proprietor medicines, etc., "including the cork and the
wrapper," as a great distributor said, is one-eighth of the retail selling price.

'hen I bought an article at the great Macy store in New York that carried a
standard price of $1.50 for $1.17, my general price convictions were shaken for
an instant. Then I realized that the first cost was around 20 cents and that Macy,
in my judgment, got it for not above 80 cents. Also that Mace must have de-
lighted the maker with an order 100 times greater than the average, and that the
rce to Macy enabled the latter to sell jut quickly and repeat. Was anyone
urt? Not I, tie consumer.
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Then I thought of Macy's balance bhet for 1934 shouiog sales of soie
$112,000,000, largely to poor people and when about one-third of the people in
New York City aere on relief; that they were saved, about $6,000,000; that Macy's
gross margin was aroud 36 millions; and that this margin was used with such
honor and intelligence as to save fcr the stockholders iore than $3,000,000 in a
had year; and with evervoie conecrictd so pleased as to assure succeedini years of
like operations. This is simply cite instance of the way that "price' policies
help to make business what President Wilson said that it ought to he, "Public
service for private profit." And lastly, sone $30,000,000 of Macy's gross margin
some 6 or 8 thousand unuiScily choice salesi people-happily and w as all used to
lighten the burdens of the coinunit x.

It was by free prices, induced aond required by free competition, arid cfttntging
constantly to mueet the ilnfinite periuttions of each differezit set of circumstances,
that Carnegie made his millions, America astotished the world by her stilerioriey
in production and accoiplin.hitit. It is by crinital and excessive price fixing
that one-third of our factories (for which there is nto possible use Iecause the re-
mainig efficietit factories will supply ts for years to colie) have become otlsolcte
and are still operated because the e peslive prices make them profitable arid the
efficient factories three to five tintes itore profitable titan they shtild be; all, of
course, at the cost of those who. catitot enter COIihiimttioits and are bled white by
them because the la% s against them are tt enforced.

What of wage earners? Every reduction in hours, from 16 per day 150 years
ago to 8 recently, liar resulted ini higher wages per day because of greater pro-
duction in the shorter hours. Indeed we are approaching a tiie when we can
say with the employer of the nm mentioned in the brickyard who. machine
produces 50,000 bricks jer day, "it does tiot make a hit of difference what I pay ",
the cost. per thousand being 2 cents. I hope to live to see intany iiore such
machines and a million or millions of workers of average excellence getting $10
a day to consumers' advantage.

I submit that trust prices mnut be liquidated. Every man should boycott
heavy steel products and all other such products uitil trust prices are liquidated.
If his roof leaks let him niend it himself with a piece of old tin. Trust securities
have been liquidated--everything liquidated except trust prices. When trust
price are liquidated arid freedom is given to the energies and self-expression to
our marvelous and generous people, we must have by natural consequence the
ainmost instant recovery that has followed every depression.

The Federal Trade' Coninission.-This Commission looks to God only. The
fact is aa unusual as the statement. No one questions its findings concerning
the codes. That is why there is general denunciation by those who cannot
answer. British commissions are cotntioily of this sort. I hope we have atther
commission that is absolutely itonest and straightforward; but long familiarity
with Washington has shown tne 'tone. It would have been worth hillicnls if the
Tariff Commission had stayed honest after 1922.

When I say honest I mean honest; looking straight to God with no intervening
clya idols or fears.

mean the kind of honesty that would naturally compel the Interstate Coin-
inerce Commission to require the railroads to buy their supplies at fair prices.
This Commission controls railway incomes by fixing their freight anid other
charges. It determines the outgo in wages. Then it slits its eyes and lets the
railway supply people charge the roads what the sellers will to a fair estimate of
400 million dollars in excess charges per year in the 1920's-a total of 4 billions
in 10 years. As Prosident Wilson said, through directorates, stock ow nership,
t to., the people who supply the railroads control 55 percent of then. Thus, as
we all know, the supply people are on both sides of the table. They sell to them-
selves. And it amounts to a coninon understanding that when by these sales,
the railroads art, badly a cakened (or weakened by other means that would be
cttdlira;le were it riot for the losses nanted), their the Iterstate Commerce
Citiniss-io permits freight rates toi be increased at public cost. It thus contributes
to thievery, and especially to the farmers misery . Mark the difference b)etweetn
this smug commission and the Trade Commit,,iin that suffers slander aid risks
the curtaihimet of its proper powers by sly new phrases that eneities would have
you insert ini t ie law. To iveaken the Federal Trade Commission or take the
slightest chance of weakening it would be a national calamity, partly because it
is our only example of utter efficiency aid righteousness among the coniinssions
that aftec the nienid interests.

The "Darrow" Board.-It sees a duty to say a word about tie Darrow Board.
I know no member of it. I &in absolutely anti-communist. I know the Board
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only by its report. Everyone should read it. To me it is inconceivable that
the plain statement of facts with which the report is filled are untrue. This is
not a question of the Board orly-it is a question of the integrity of the manu-
facturer in Orange, Va., above quoted, and of other business men in many parts
of the country and their statements of fact. It Is inconceivable that american
business men would lie in quoting their own prices; their actual freight charges;
and the charges for merchandise and freights that the code authorities require
them to charge. The figures speak for themselves and leave the reader to agree
or not with the opinions of these men that the code exactions are ruinous to them
and hurtful to the consumer.

To general readers Johnson's general and all inclusive denuncia of the report is
a denuncia-tion of these manufactures. His utterly false statement to you April
18 that "it recommended communism" and his "dead-cat" use of this statement
was a national calamity in that he was so far believed that the public had no
desire to read the report and profit by its startling and most helpful disclosures.
The gist of the findings should be printed and available to every voter. There is
no word about communism in it as you know.

I must accept the statement made me in the Board's headquarters that afterthe report was finished and signed and the Board gone, a member of the Board

formerly Darrow's partner, nagged Darrow to read what became a supplementaryreport of these two men. Darrow is old, not strong. He was exhausted by his
labors, He said, "I can't read it, I wont." Persisting, the other man told the
contents to Darrow, omitting the Communist statement. Said Darrow, "It

that's it, I'll sign." A subsidiary report is not the report of a committee. I at

told that the method of its procurement broke a lIlong friendship.There are rules in spurt; there are none, not even in the reasonin gof men seek-
Inder nor in their propaadizing representatives.
ln Pu, p I dno
Sbeg you to consider the oreang statements, ot as mine, but as the bt

expression I can give of the judgment of the millions of farmers and others wo
share the views nf the committee whc n ere rot esent to the best of my ability.

I speak not in malice. I like and admire those whose criminal conduct I
abhor. We must love America more than we like them.

LTrR FROM MR. NATHAN YAMINS, FALLS RIVER, MAss., RELATING To
TESTIMONY PRaVIuUSLY MADE BEFoie THE COMMITTEE IN CONNECTION
WrH THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

NATHAN YAMINS,
Fall River Mass., April 17, 19.55.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITeTEE,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

GENTLEMEsN: I read with conrsiderable Anterzet a report that appeared in a
New York newspaper, of the hearing held by your committee on April 8, on the
code for the Motion Picture Industry. This report stated that Attorney Albert
charged a member of the code authority, Charles L. O'Reilly, with not being an
exhibitor but rather as a vendor of candies in theaters and intimated that he did
not truly represent the interests of the Independent exhibitors on the code
authority.

In justice to Mr. O'Reilly, I, as a member of the code authority representing
the independent exhibitor interests, wish to go on record as stating that Mr.
O'Reilly is a legitimate theater operator, and even though in the candy business
as well, has fought valiantly in protecting the independent exhibitor interests,
and that the independent exhibitors of the United States could not find a more
loyal champion of their cause than Mr. O'Reilly. My only regret is that there
are not more members of the code authority who have the sense of loyalty,
patriotism, and fairness that Mr. O'Reilly possesses.

Yotrs respectfully, NATHAN YAMINS.

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY THE BUILDING TRADES DEPARTMENT, AMERICAN
FEDERATION or LABOR, WASHINGTON, D. C.

APRIL 19, 1935.
We deem it our duty to take issue with the statements made before your com-

mittee by representatives of the National Association of Real Estate Boards
attacking the Construction Industry Code; also desire to bring to your attention

110782-35-PT 6-65
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many of the unfair practices which will occur if the Land Development and
Home Building Industry Code, sponsored by the above-named association, is
approved by the National Recovery Administration.

There is no land development which ,s peculiarly associated with the construc-
tion industry, as land development is a speculative activity founded upon fore-
casts as to possible land uses and needs. The process of land developing, o- the
subdivision of land into lots, not only relates to small homes but also to larger
homes, businesses, and industries. Land development is not peculiar to home
building and is not definitely associated with it; it is geared to the desire for profits
from real-estate activities rather than from construction. Its primary concern is
the profitable sale of land.

We believe that home building is not separable from the construction industry;
the definition of the construction industry includes the building of homes and all
types of residential buildings. It is ridiculous for the real-estate operators to
protest the construction code and propose a separate code for the erection of the
1-family, 2-family, and 3-family houses, and then to distinguish between the
detached, semidetached group, and row housing as the service that is performed
in all is that of construction.

The Construction Code is the proper place for this building division since it
furnishes the necessary protection for the public. The industry is essentially a
service one. Quality is, therefore, the paramount consideration. Great care
has been taken by the labor organizations and the legitimate contractors to main.
tain high standards. Homes are built to exist and to preserve that guarantee it
must come within the industry where it is most likely to be preserved, which in
the opinion of the organized building trades workers of this country Is the Con-
struction Code.

The experience of labor with many of the realtors and speculative builders who,
are members of the Real Estate Board, attacking the Construction Industry
Code, is that they are merciless chiselers of wage scales paid to the workers in
the indust.-y, though we will admit, there are exceptions.

The Construction Code provides for the establishment of mutual agreements
for a specifically defined region or locality, the standards of hours, wages, and
such other conditions of employment when approved by the President, is
applicable to those engaged in the area.

The construction code also contains a minimum rate of pay for unskilled
workers, and several of the supplemental codes contain minimum rates of pay
for the skilled workers. It also provides for a national planning and adjustment
board composed of an equal number of representatives of labor and employers,
presided over by an impartial chairman appointed by the President.

The unfair trade practices in the construction industry are developed around
the rate of wages paid to the worker; hence it is our belief that all of the con-
struction industry should be integrated through the basic code for the construc-
tion industry. It is our opinion that the protest to the Construction Industry
Code made by the real-estate board is on account of their desire to not adhere to
the more favorable labor provisions contained in the supplemental codes of the
construction industry.

As many of the codes in the construction industry have been approved for only
a short time, and believing that it will require further time so that these codes
can properly function, we believe that the National Recovery Act should be
extended, and as president of the building trades department of the American
Federation of Labor, which is composed of international unions engaged in the
construction industry, I respectfully urge that your committee approve the
National Recovery Administration bill in accordance with the recommendations
made to your committee by William Green, president of the American Federation
of Labor.

Very truly yours,
XM. J. McDoNouoH,

President Building Trades Department.

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY THE CONTRACTING PLASTERERS' INTERNATIONAL
ASSOCIATION, INC., CHICAGO ILL.

APHIL. 20, 1935.

Your petitioners, the contracting Plasterers International Association respect-
fully file this brief in support of the continuance of the National Industrial Re-
covery Act from and after June 16, 1935, and for a further period of not less than
2 years from such date.
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In support of this request and petition, we respectfully submit that the Coll-
trtcting Plasterers International Association is a national association of local
associations and individual members located throughout the United States. The
Co'itracting Plasterers International Association is the only national coordinating
association of the plastering and lathing industry from the employers standpoint
in the United States. The lathing and plastering craft or trade is of the greatest
a'itiquity, with a historic background of centuries. Its connodity is inseparably
-onnected with the housing and other structures, necessary for the health, comfort,
and safety of our people.

Over 150,000 highly skilled and semiskilled workers are directly dependent
upon the industry for their normal and usual employment. The association is
the sponsor of the Code of Fair Competition for the 'Plastering and Lathing Di-
vision of the Construction Industry. In its sponsorship of the code the associa-
tion and the code has the sanction and support of the representatives of all
organized labor employed in the industry.

The salient features of the code are reflected in the minimum wage scales for
skilled and semiskilled workers, maximum hours of work and standards of work
necessary for the protection of building ownership. During the past 4 years it is
estimated that less than 20 percent of the workers of the industry have been able
to find trade employment. This has resulted in a breakdown of wages and hours
of the industry's workers.

We believe that the code requirement will correct such exploitation of labor
and will result in the responsible employers in the industry to successfully com-
pete for work. Although the code of the industry was approved by the President
as effective July 27, 1934, even to attempt to coordinate such a fa'rflung industry
as ours in within a few months, is a matter of impos.sibility, and we submit for
your consideration our opinion that the time has been entirely too short, so far as
our industry is concerned, to demonstrate the inherent possibilities for good of
the National Industrial Recovery Act.

We therefore petition your honorable committee to recommend a continuation
of National Industrial Recovery Act with such changes as the committee in its
wisdom may deem necessary to insure the principles of fair competition for
employer, employee, and building ownership alike.

Respectfully submitted.
OSCAR A. REem, President,
EDWARD McDONNELL, Secretary-Treasurer.

LETTER AND STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY THE NATIONAL-AMERICAN WHOLESALE
LUMBER ASSOCIATION, NEW YORE, N. Y.

Hon, PAT HARRISON,
Chairman Senate Finance Committee,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR HARRISON: We have been furnished with a copy of statement

submitted to your committee on April 16 by Mr. David T. Mason, executive
officer ot the Lumber Code Authority. In this statement Mr. Mason says:

"Although fair competition requires that wholesalers, who market more than
half of the lumber produced, as well as manufacturers be under the jurisdiction
of the code, the wholesalers were left out, notwithstanding unceasing efforts
by the code authority since the approval of the code to have them included.
This deficiency proved a vital defect."

Enclosed is copy of statement which this association filed with the National
Industrial Recovery Board at its lumber-price hearing commencing December 11,
1934. We refer especially to the last paragraph in this statement, which was our
answer to some statements at the December hearing that the break-down in
certain prices occurred because wholesalers were not under the code. It has
been demonstrated that where groups of wholesalers were already under the code
satisfactory price compliance was not obtainable.

We wish to emphasize what we said at the December hearing, to the effect
that there has been the same relative degree of compliance among wholesalers
as among manufacturers and that violations by wholesalers were caused prin-
cipally through initiation or connivance on the part of manufacturers. There
is no reason to believe that bringing all wholesalers under the Lumber Code would
result in any greater degree of compliance than existed among the manufacturer&
when code prices were in effect.
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We wish to file this communication with the enclosed statement as part of the
record of your committee hearing.

Respectfully,
W. W. ScHUPNER, Seo-.wy.

STATEMENT

The National-American Wholesale Lumber Association has reluctantly come
to the conclusion that minimum prices should be eliminated. The association
'has made inquiry among the wholesale industry at large and replies were received
from wholesalers who handled over 5 billion feet latte year. The sentiment is
overwhelmingly opposed to the continuance of minimum prices, the vote being
nearly 3 to 1 (both as to number of wholesalers and volume handled).

The principal reasons for this decision divided themselves, first, into those
which affect the lumber industry as a whole, and second, those which particularly
affect wholesalers.

AS TO THOSE FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF THE INDUSTRY AS A WHOLE

1. Code prices are being drastically and flagrantly cut, not in all species, but
particularly in those which furnish the greatest volume of present-day require-
ments such as yellow pine, fir, and many classes of hardwoods.

2, And very important, is the fact that substantial voluntary compliance is
apparently no longer obtainable, and without it succesful enforcement is un-
obtainable also. This is true of any general law, rule, or edict, as has been repeat-
edly proven in the past, and only recently in connection with the Prohibition
Amendment-either there is voluntary compliance to a large extent, or failure.
One whole year has passed since minimum prices were put into effect, and each
month has witnessed a lessened degree of voluntary observance, and a greater
degree of chiseling and evasion along many lines.

3. The growing lack of observance of code prices will encourage disrespect for
other important provisions, such as hours and wages, control of production, and
essential trade practices and regulations. Lawlessness is contagious, and when
one important provision of a cede is constantly violated to the extent that it is
more honored in its breach than in its observance, it rapidly tends to lower respect
for and obedience to all of the other provisions, and the value of the entire Lumber
Code structure to our industry is rapidly being destroyed by the retention of a
price structure from which voluntary compliance has largely been withdrawn.

4. In many sections large numbers of producers are in revolt against price
maintenance. It is reported from the West Coast that a very large percentage
of the mills are not adhering to established prices. In the South the Roofer
Manufacturers Club, Small Mill Pine Association and many hardwood manu-
facturers have openly pronounced against prices. Most railroads have actually
abandoned placing their business with any consideration of or adherence to
minimum prices.

5. The fixing of prices on a delivered basis, using arbitrary freight calculations,
aver~go weights, and zoning of terrItory has placed a burden on mills unequipped
to cope with complicated tariff rates and traffic problems. The arbitrary freight-
rate barriers have removed the benefit of proximity to markets, thereby'unfavor-
ably affecting those whose investments depend upon geographical advantage.

6. Present court decisions are conflicting and raise doubts as to the legality of
the whole price structure. Public statements as to the attitude of National Re-
covery Administration officials create uncertainty as to the length of time price
fixing will be permitted.

7. If it be argued that elimination of price protection would bring price cutting,
the answer is that price cutting is now on the increase to the disadvantage of those
who comply. On the other side, when the prices are controlled only by natural
forces and the present artificial barriers are removed, those buyers, who at present
are holding off because of the uncertainty as to the maintenance of Code prices,
and because of the prospect of the continuance of chiseling, will come into the
market and do their buying in the normal way for their future requirements.

REASONS FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF THr WHOLESALER

1. The chiseling of code prices has brought in its wake a train of other evils
such a9 the improper granting of discounts, which is caused by the absence of
definitions of wholesaler and wholesale trade, such as the industry has constantly
sought to obtain. Not only have retailers received this discount, but it has been
also granted to other customers who are in no way entitled to it. This is of
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particular concern to wholesalers whose normal customers receive the discount
which should be allowed only to wholesalers for performing specific functions.
This is the most disrupting influence in the entire industry today.

The fallacious argument has been advanced that the public benefits through
the improper allowance of discounts to retailers. This is clearly not so. The
retail modal mark-up Is based on the Lumber Code prices with no deduction for
wholesale discounts and retailers getting the discount havy ui unfair advantage
over their competitors who observe the rules.

2. Through order X-48, the administration itself improperly permits the allow-
ance of the wholesale discount to Government agencies and has ruled that co-
operatives are entitled to such discount. Neither the Government agencies nor
the cooperatives perform the services required of wholesalers nor do they meet the
wholesale terms of sale. The wholesaler is thus eliminated from this business and
so also are his small mills, These improper allowances of discounts have greatly
added to the confusion of our interbranch relationships and the lumber market
in general.

3. The price provisions are largely responsible for the confusion in the Lumber
Code and require most of the Authority's time to remove inequities, yet inequities
still exist and will continue as long as minimum prices are in effect.

It should now be realized as a fact that the situation is fraught with too many
complications and human equations to expect to keep some 30,000 units in line,
particularly when with so many the question of self existence is involved. We
hoped for something that could not be accomplished and we have been disillu-
sioned.

4. Eliminate minimum prices from the Lumber Code and such vexatious ques-
tions as maximum wholesale discounts, requirement for selling delivered, intermill
exchange, small mill differentials, order X-48, quantity discounts, proposed
obnoxious contracts with wholesalers, wil disappear.

5. We believe in minimum wages, maximum hours, and control of production.
We recognize the difficulty of enfoiing even these provisions, but we also believe
public sentiment favors and supports them. Public sentiment opposes price
fixing and will not support it. There is consumer resistance.

Our conclusion is that the maintenance of hours and wages and control of pro-
duction are entitled to and will continue 

t
.o receive a large measure of voluntary

compliance, and are backed by public sentiment. These together with voluntary
divisional basic price lists, more readily responsive to the law of supply and de-
mand, will furnish a more generally satisfactory price structure for the lumber
industry than any further attempt to maintain minimum code prices, in the face
of the complete failure that now confronts us.

During this hearing several speakers stated that the break-down in certain
prices occurred because wholesalers were not under the code. Let me point out
that yesterday you heard from the Intercoastal Lumber Distributors, who as
wholesalers are now under the code as a subdivision of the west coast division, to
the effect that they are unable to obtain satisfactory compliance. I wish to
emphasize the fact that there has been the same relative degree of compliance
among wholesaLrs as among manufacturers. We concurred in the original code
as submitted at the first public hearing and placed much importance on the value
of article 9e as a means of enforcement among wholesalers. Lack of enforcement
of that section Is not our fault. I albo wish to repeat what was said at a previous
hearing that violations by wholesalers are principally caused through initiation
or connivance on the part of manufacturers. We hold no brief for any wholesaler
who resorts to subterfuges and wh:le It is possible for wholesalers to chisel on their
own initiative, the meager discount, allowed them does not permit their rutting the
price to any great extent on their own account. When they cut prices it is pri-
marily because their mills do so in the first instance. Those mills art. now under
the code and their orders and Invoices are supposed to be checked by the divisions.
In that manner cut-price sales by mills to wholesalers should be caught and
stopped, which in turn would stop most violations by. wholesalers. We recognize
that experience demonstrates it is physically imp- Asble for the divisions to catch
these mill violations, but failure in that respect in turn accounts for most viola-
tions by wholesalers.

W. W. SCHUPNER, iSecretary.
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STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY THE NATIONAL CONSTRUCTION PLANNING AND
ADJUSTMENT BOARD, WASIJINGTON, D, C., (WITH REFERENCE TO THE NA-
TIONAL INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY ACT AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PROVISIONS
JN THE PROPOSED NEW ACT)

For the construction industry, continuation of the National Industrial Recov-
ery Act is of vital importance. The present act and the code have offered the
industry its first opportunity for solving the distressing problems which have
brought it close to a complete prostration. A splendid beginning has been made
bt the time of operation under the code has been insufficient to permit the indus-
try to do much more than. clear the road for progress toward realizing the high
hopes stirred by the prospect of integration and for unity of action and industry
planning.

Because of characteristics which are peculiar to the construction industry and
which distinguish it from all other manufacturing industries, any act extending
the National Industrial Recovery Act should contain provisions which will facil-
itate and not obstruct its application to construction.

The cost of labor in construction is one of the two controlling cost factors. As
between areas and communities there are wide differences in wages and conditions
of employment. These differences are of long standing, reflect local living condi-
tions, are firmly established and cannot be disregarded.

The construction industry is characterized by extreme mobility and intermittent
employment. The industry moves from site to site, assembling at each site the
required materials and labor, and leaves its product behind it. The industry
moves, creating and stimulating interstate commerce. Its product is immovable.

Nearly all construction contracts are secured through competitive bidding
between contractors. The competition is on estimated future costs. There can
be no fair competition unless wages and conditions of employment are established
in the area where the project is located and are known to the bidders. Wage
stabilization, therefore, is essential to fair competition, and the maintenance of
,suitable wage rates.

The only possible application of section 7 (a) of the present act to the con-
struction industry is through agreements arrived at by collective bargaining for
specified areas which establish rates of pay, hours of work and conditions of
employment. This method of stabilizing the wage has been provided for in the
code.

In order that these collective area agreements may be consummated in both
organized and unorganized areas and so provide wage protection for employees
and bidding parity for employers, the act continuing the National Industrial
Recovery Act should so define the term "truly representative" that it means
in referring to beth employers and employees, those regularly e gaged in the
industry.

The new act should also provide for a system of electing representatives of
employers and employees for the purpose of collective bargaining for the col-
summation of area arguments which is based upon the procedure in electing
representatives to State legislatures and Congress in this country and for the
selection of legislative representatives under any representative form of govern-
ment. Representatives selected for the purpose of collective bargaining should
be elected by a majority of those voting when all those qualified to vote as
"truly rep-rectati've" have been give) proper vlotice gnd on onnortunity to vote.

In connection with any new National Industrial Recovery Wct the natter of
compliance requires special consideration. The whole system oi securing code
compliance must be simplified in the interest of prompt prosecution of code
violators. It is urged that the new act permit a code authority to file directly
with the United States district attorney a complaint against a code violator, and
asso charge the district attorney with the responsibility for prompt prosecution if,
in his judgment, prosecution is justified by the facts.

LETTER SUBMITTED BY R. U. DELAPENHA & Ce, INC., IMPORTERS AND PACKERS
OF FOOD PRODUCTS, NEW YORK, N. Y.

NEW YORK, April 19, 1935.
FELTON F. JOHNSTON,

Clerk Senate Finance Committee, Washington, D. C.
DEAR MR. JOHNSTON: Thank you for your telegram of the 15th instant, noti-

fying me that lack of time prevented your calling me to be heard on the National
Recovery Act hearing, but that I might forward a written statement which will
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be given consideration by the committee. I take pleasure in enclosing herewith
such a statement.

It is unfortunate that you had to hear so many witnesses that I was deprived
of the pleasure of addressing you personally in regard to the hearings that have
been held for the last. fortnight on the National Recovery Act.

I do not propose to burden you with a long statement, because you have suffi-
cient data from witnesses that have appeared, to have given you a pretty clear
picture.

I do desire to say, however, that in my judgment it would be little less than a
crime to allow the National Recovery Act to lapse on June 16. If we look back to
the conditions that existed in the last half of 1932, and in 1933, one wbuld have to
possess a very poor memory not to recall the chaotic conditions that existed at that
time in industry generally. If the National Recovery Act should be allowed to
lapse, in my judgment we would immediately be faced with the same conditions
that existed at that time.

We consider that substantial progress has been made since then. Nor could
any sane person expect that a change so radical in our system could have been
worked out to function even as well as it has done without grievous mistakes
having been made, and without dissatisfaction from certain quarters. There
isn't any law or any regulation that Congress would pass that wouldn't find dis-
favor amongst a certain percentage of our people, and we should all of us look to
the larger benefit that accrues rather than to the lesser. There is no question
but that labor has been b'dnefitted, and those industries whose codes have per-
mitted them to stabilize their industries have also been greately benefitted. I
could mention several, but they are so we." known to you that it would be purely
in the line of repetition, which I wish to avoid.

As chairman of the Code Authority for the Preserving Industry of the United
States, whilst we have whole-heartedly asked for and obtained a code of fair
business practice, we have been unable to put this code into operation because
we had no way of enforcing the regulations of fair business practice provided for
in the code, and we have had no assistance whatever of a practical nature from
the National Recovery Administration.

Much haa been said, and much has been written, in regard to monopoly, but
even with the Sherman Act in existence the whole trend of business in the United
States has tended toward monopoly. In other words, large aggregations of
capital are banded together for the purpose of controlling industry, and this
statement can amply be proved if sufficiently and carefully analyzed.

One of the functions of the National Recovery Act was to save the small man,
and prevent business being controlled by the few. This can still be accomplished,
provided some means can be found to enforce the requirements of each code.
Some of you will remember that the statements that I made before the Senate
Finance Committee, prior to the passage of the Industrial Recovery Act when it
became so self-evident to industry that unless the Federal authorities took some
action to prevent the ruinous competition thtt the country was passing through,
that there would surely have been a collapse in business, and by consulting a
report of the hearings at that time, the remarks that I made then will be confirmed
to you.

I feel exactly the same today. Whilst our industry has suffered, and is still
suffering, nevertheless minimum wages and shorter hours of work have done
considerable to increase efficiency and I feel confident that if Congress passes a
new act to supersede the old, eliminating some of the features that were found
unworkable, that industry during the next 2 years will continue to benefit by
being under a form of control that is absolutely necessary during this period of
emergency.

I do not believe that any code can be successfully established, unless there is
some control over the price structure. As I write to you, jams, jellies, and pre-
serves are being sold freely below the cost of production, purely because the code
authority has apparently no control over those engaged in industry who refuse to
voluntarily abide by their own code. Some measure of control must be given the
control authority, backed up by the Federal Government, to prevent mauofac-
turers from selling their products below the cost of production, and so far A our
industry is concerned, if this can be accomplished the farmer will get a better
price for his products, and the industry can once more be put on a stable founda-
tion.

We anxiously trust, then, that in your deliberations you may take into con-
sideration the ideas hereinbefore expressed.

Yours very sincerely, R. U. DELAPENHA, President.
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LETTER AND STATEMENT SUBMIT'rED BY GrLBHRT & GILBERT, NEW YORK, N. Y.

APRIL 9, 1935.
CHAIRMAN SENATE FINANCE CoMMIrrT,

,Senate Bsilding, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: You are undoubtedly interested in the legal questions to be pre-

sented to the United States Supreme Court in the so-called "Schechter case"
which involves the live poultry code in force in the metropolitan area in and about
t~e city of New York.

We are the attorneys for a group of receivers, commission merchants, and
jobbers who are affected by this code, and on their behalf we have filed a protest
against the code and have requested the amendment of the code, the effect of
which is to free these commission merchants, jobbers, and receivers from the
compulsion of the code.

For your information, we enclose a cop of our protest.
If the matters therein contained are of interest to you, we believe that some of

the people affected, whose names are attached, would be willing to appear before
your committee in Washington and give you such information as they can in
connection with the matter.

Yours very truly,
FRANCIS GILsEwR.

To the ADMINISTRATOR OF THE NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY Acr and Hon.
H. A. WALLACH, SECRETARY OF AoRICULTURE:
We, the undersigned, comprise 80 percent of the commission merchants, job-

bers, and receivers in the live poultry business in the metropolitan area and 100
percent of the commission merchants, jobbers, and receivers, members of the

ew York Live Poultry Commission Merchants Association. We represent 80
percent of the volume handled. We hereby present our request and petition that
the Code of Fair Competition for the Live Poultry Industry of the Metropolitan
Are a in and about the city of New York, promulgated on April 13, 1934, and
thereafter amended, be further amended by eliminating therefrom all provisions
which in any way apply to the undersigned and impose upon the undersigned any
obligation to contribute to the expense of administering the said code. In the
presentation of this application, the undersigned do not waive any rights which
they might otherwise have by law to challenge by way of legal proceedings the
nature and extent of tbe obligations which purport to be imposed on the under-
signed by the said code of fair competition.

Nothing herein contained is to be deemed an expression of unwillingness on the
rt of the undersigned to accept the beneficient provisions of the National
cover Act insofar as they relate to hours of labor and rates of pay. On these

points, the undersigned desire to cooperate with the President of the United
states to the fullest extent so as to increase employment, to improve standards of

labor and generally to promote and increase the well-being of our people. To
this end, we are willing to subscribe to a code properly designed to meet the
problems of our particular branch of the industry, and this protest is not to be
construed as hostile to the principle of the National Recovery Act, but only as
an objection to the particucr code now under consideration.

The grounds of this application are the following:
1. Although the aforesaid code is designated as a code of fair competition for the

live poultry industry, it comprises within its scope branches of the industry
whic arm not in competition and while it imposes on the commission merchants,
jobbers and receivers obligations and restructions with respect to their manner of
dealing with their vendees, namely, the proprietors of slaughter houses, it imposes
no corresponding obligations and restrictions on the vendees with respect to their
trading with the undersigned as the vendors.

2. The power to administer the said code is lodged in a code supervisor and an
industry advisory committee. lhe industry advisory committee is so constituted,
however, as to leave the undersigned without adequate or effective representation.The advisory committee consists of 16 members, of whom 7 are receivers, j ohbers,
and commission merchants, and 8 represent slaughterhouse operators. It must be
obvious, that whenever the 8 members representing slaughterhouse operatorsvote in favor of a given proposition, the power to vote reserved to the other branch
of the industry has been reduced to a mere form. This balance of power in favor
of the operators of slaughterhouses necessarily will always be used by them to
further their own commercial interest and against the interet of those from whomthey purchase, namely, the undersigned.
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3. The industry advisory committee, among its other powers, has the power to
authorize the expenditure of moneys, and to levy and collect from the members of
the industry contributions to this expense by way of a tax. It is elementary that
the power to tax is equivalent to the power to destroy. We protest, therefore
against this situation which leaves one branch of the industry at the mercy o
another branch of the industry, subject only to the control possibly of the code
supervisor or the Secretary of Agriculture or the National Recovery Administrator.

4. Under the provisions of this code and the power vested in the operators of
slaughterhouses, the effect is to enable the slaughterhouse operators by power
of their majority vote, Lo appropriate to their use the capital invested by the
undersigned in their respective business venture.

5. The budget, originally commended by the advisory committee and
adopted, has been discarded and a much larger budget adopted through the
recommendation of the code supervisor. While, to be sure, the members of the
advisory committee are in theory free agenvq. nevertheless, it must be remembered
that if the code supervisor has the pc wer to i,.utitute or to cause to be instituted
proceedings, both civil and criminal h, character, we would have to disregard all
human experience if we did not assume t. the members of the advisory com-
mittee in voting for or against any particular proposition, were conscious of this
pownr resting in the code supervisor. In any event, when the increased budget
was adopted, the undersigned (omitting for the moment those who are members
of the advisory committee) were not given a fair opportunity to protest and to
be heard.

6. Ea-A of the two main branches of the industry has a different status under
the law and is subject to different commercial, economic, and competitive factors
and each is regulated by different provisions of law. The operators of slaughter-
houses are engaged principally in intrastate commerce. Many of the jobbers and
receivers are engaged in interstate commerce. Both branches of the industry are
to some extent subject to the regulations of the city of New York. The commis-
sion merchants are subject to the regulations of the State of New York. The
commission merchants, receivers, and jobbers are to a greater or lesser extent
subject to various provisions of the laws oi the United States. Insofar as unfair
trade practices are concerned, those engaged in interstate commerce are subject
to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, while those who are
engaged exclusively in intrastate commerce are not subject to the provisions of
the Federal Trade Commission Act. The operators of slaughterhouses, all of
whom are situated in the city of New York, re engaged in competition among
themselves, but do not have to meet competition outaidea of the limits of the city,
or more particularly outside of the limits of the particular portion of the city m
which they happen to be located. The commission merchants, jobbers, 'and
receivers are in competition with all similar enterprises located throughout the
United States, and while the undersigned are subject to the provisions of this
code, their competitors, and particularly those in the territory within a radius of
1010 milcs of the city of New York, and most of which area is not included in the
code, are not under similar restrictive provisions. The undersigned are therefore
placed at a serious commercial and competitive disadv-Antago against which they
protest. Moreover, the operators of slaughterhouses, parties to this code, keenly
aware of this competitive disadvantage under which the commission merchants,
jobbers, and receivers are laboring since the promulgation of the code, have in-
creased their purchases from sources outside of thi modified area because in an
uncoditied area they are able to purchase their merchandise at a price less than
that possible within the codified area. During the period of the code, the ship-
ments of live poultry to nearby points in the uncodified area have increased,
while during the same period shipments to the codified area have diminished.

7. The code is unfairly discriminatory in favor of those who engaged in more
than one activity and against those whose activity is limited to one branch of
the business.

8. When this code was presented for public discussion, the undersigned,
through their representative, stated that we were willing to subscribe to this
code onl as an experiment, and as an attempt to help the operators of slaughter-
houses eliminate from their branch of the business unfair and ruinous methods of
competition. It was stated that our capital could only be protected if the credits
which we extended to the operators of slaughterhouses were protected. We
were willing to become parties to this experiment in the hope that by so doing,
not alone would our customers be benefited and their businesses stabilized, but
that this benefit would in turn reflect itself in our own businesses. After these
11 months of the experiment, we have seen no improvement in the slaughter-
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house trade. On the contrary, we have seen that trade more disorganized than
it was heretofore. We, in turn, have continued to suffer, our outstanding credit
situation has not improved, and in fact it has grown worse, and generally we
find ourselves worse off than we were before the code. We were willing to devote
a portion of our capital as our contribution to the experiment, but convinced as
we are that the experiment so far as we a, concerned, has proven a failure, we
are unwilling to continue under the financial burden imposed on us by the code.
Subject to the proper limitations to be placed on us in order to protect labor, and
subject to any other desirable limitations that affect us and our competitors
equally, we are willing to accept a code that will be designed to meet our problems,
but we are unwilling to continue to be held subject to the obligation to contribute
our capital or any portion of our earnings for the maintenance of the business of
others.

9. As to the budget obligations.-Shortly after the promulgation of the code and
the appointment of the code supervisor, the industry advisory committee, after
conference with the code supervisor, arranged for a budget for the coming year of
approximately $48,000, because it was then contemplated that the expense to be
incurred would not exceed approximately $42,000. It was not contemplated that
any additional expense would be incurred, but it was thought wise to prepare for
a budget of $48,000 even though the expense actually in contemplation amounted
only to $42,000.

An assessment against the commission merchants, receivers, and jobbera of
1 cent per hundred pounds of sales, and with respect to guinea hens and other
articles 1 cent per dozen heads sold, was agreed upon; and with respect to wh:le-
sale and retail slaughterhouses an assessment of I cent per 50 pounds of sales ind
1 cent per dozen heads of guinea hens was agreed upon. Apparently, the pro-
posed assessment did not realize sufficient money with which to pay the cur ent
expenses of the code authority due to a number of facts, among them: (a) during
the summer months the receipts of poultry were less than the monthly average
contemplated, based upon the preceding year's receipts; (b) a large number jf the
wholesale and retail slaughterhouse proprietors failed to pay their assess nents;
and (c) some, constituting a small number of the commission merchants jailed to
pay their assessments.

The code supervisor conceived the idea of raising the assessment temporarily
to cover the summer period, and this temporary increase of assessment was not
objected to. Thereafter, a budget was presented which contemplated an expense
for the entire budgetary period of $88,997.85. This budget was objected to by
many of the undersigned, but notwithstanding their objections, the budget was
adopted and the present rate of assessment was established and now is in force,
namely: For commission merchants, brokers, receivers, and jobbers, 2 cents per
hundred pounds of sales, except guinea hens and pigeons, and on guinea hens and
pigeons 2 cents per dozen heads sold; for wholesale and retail slaughter houses, 2
cents per 50 pounds of sales, except on guinea hens and pigeons; and on guinea
hens and pigeons, 2 cents per dozen heads sold.

Although we do not have access to the books of account, we are informed that
the code authority has been spending at the rate of $2,000 a week, and that such
amount is far in excess of the pro rats weekly amounS, contemplated by the present
budget nor intended to be expended when the present budget was adopted.

The present budgetary period ends on May 1, and in contemplation thereof the
code authority has presented for consideration a new budget which calls for an
authorized expense for an additional budgetary period from May 1, 1935, to April
30, 1936, in the sum of $105,120. As we have already pointed out, this code ex-
pires by limitation of law on June 15, 1935. There can be no 6ecasion then to
consider the adoption of a budget for a 12-month period, except, possibly, in the
expectation that, a majority on the Advisory Board, unaware uf the legal signifi-
cance of their act and disregarding the wishes of the minority, may be induced to
adopt this budget so that it may then he claimed that indirectly the members of
the industry have consented to a continuation of the code.

The undersigned do not want to continue under the burdensome provisions of
the code now in existence. They feel that the money spent or contemplated to
be spent by the code authority can be spent by them to better advantage in
their own businesses. They look with alarm at the ever-increasing amount of
the budgetary expense and they emphasize that if they, are to be saddled with
the continued obligations of the code, with an ever-increasing budget, they are
facing disaster. They appeal to the two governmental agencies charged with
sole authority in the premises to recognize the justice of their demands and to
relieve them forthwith from the burdens of this code.
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10. We entered the code in the belief and on the representation that the
National Recovery Act was to terminate on June 15, 1935. We did not sub-
scribe to any code" of any longer duration. We are now rapidly approaching this
expiration date. As business men, we must always be prepared for a particular
situation long in advance of the eventuality. Having in mind, then, that this
code must terminate in any event on June 15, 1935, we respectfully ask the coop-
eration of the governmental agencies having jurisdiction thereof in our desire
to bring this code to an end so far as we are concerned on or before April 15, the
end of the budget year, so that we may make our plans now for conducting our
business under conditions which will exist after the code has been terminated.
We urge, therefore, that this matter be given immediate attention, to the end
that we may have a prompt disposition of our request.

Respectfully submitted.
Samuel Werner, Inc., by Charles F. Werner, treasurer; Avon Com-

mission Co., Milton Rosenstein; Acme Commission Co., Louis
Spatz; Central Commission Co., Dave Danziger; Chas. Collins
Co., E. V. Dwyer, president; Chelsea Commission Co., George
Levin, secretary- Samuel Fleck & Co., Samuel Fleck, Jr., presi-
dent; Sol Franiel, Inc., Bert Frankel- Garlick Poultry Co.,
Albert Garlick, president; Sahn Bros., Charles Sahn, president,
Ideal Commission Co., J. Bloom, secretary; Julius Kastein, Inc.,
Julius Kastein, president; James N. Norris, Inc., William H.
Norris, president; L. J. Schwab, Philip J. Schwab, secretary-
treasurer; Charles Werner, Inc., Morris Werner, president;
Western Commission Co., Irving Sokoloff.

The following letters and telegrams, some advocating the extension
of the National Industrial Recovery Act, with or without modifica-
tions, and others recommending that it be allowed to expire on June
16, 1935, have been selected as typical of thousands of letters that
have been received by members of the Senate and referred to the
Committee on Finance for its consideration. It was impossible to
near all of the persons desiring to appear in favor of or against the
extension of this act, and these letters have been -elected as repre-
senting the sentiments of those who might otherwise have been called
before the committee. They do not indicate the ratio of letters
asking for extension to letters opposing extension.

THE FOLLOWING ADVOCATE THE EXTENSION OF THE NATIONAL
INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY ACT

THE COOKING AND HEATING APPLIANCE
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY,

Washington, D. C., April 10, 1935.
CHAIRMAN OF THE FINANCE COMMITTEE,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
Sin: We are taking the liberty of submitting to you herewith for your careful

consideration in connection with the hearings on the bill ior the extension of the
National Industry Recovery Act for a period of 2 years after June 16, 1935, a
resolution adopted by the Code Authority for the Cooking and Heating Appli-
ance Manufacturing Industry.

This industry earnestly a dvocates the extension of the National Industrial
Recovery Act and the continuance of codes in their present form. In addition
to our petition for extension of the National Industrial Recovery Act, we
respectfully request that the Code for the Cooking and Heating Appli.ance Manu-
facturing Industry be kept separate and distinct from all other Co(les for the
following reasons:

1. This industry is a distinct unit whose operations could not effectively be
comLined with any other iwiustry or code without working an undue hardship
on thf, manufacturers in t! 's industry because of the competition which exists in
the cooking and heating neld between appliances using various fuels.

2. 'The operations of the industry are of a decidedly interstate character.
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3. This industry is sufficiently large, both in dollar volume and number of
employees to warrant a separate code and a separate code administrative agency.
The volume of the industry in 1934 ia estimated to be approximately $40,000,000.
We believe this volume to be the largest in the cooking and heating appliances
field although we do not have sufficient statistics to make this statement author-
itatively. The industry in peak season employs a proximately 20,000 persons
and in the normal months of operation between 16,T00 and 17,000.

We hope that this letter may be incorporated in the transcript of the hearings
on the proposed legislation for the extension of the National Industrial Recovery
Act.

Very respectfully submitted. SAMUEL DUNCREL,
Confidential agent.

RESOLUTION UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTED BY THE CODE AUTHORITY FOR THE COOK-
ING AND HEATING APPLIANCE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY AT ITS MEETING
HELD ON FEBRUARY 10, 1935

Whereas the Cooking and Heating Appliance Manufacturing Industry has
been operating since February 12, 1934, under the terms of the code of fair com-
petition approved by the President of the United States (Approved Code No.
236), pursuant to title I of the National Industrial Recovery Act, hereinafter
referred to as the act; and

Whereas the said act terminates not later than June 16, 1935; and
Whereas the Code Authority for the Cooking and Heating Appliance Manufac-

turing Industry is convinced that the industry as a whole has sincerely endeavored
to conform to the code in the belief that it is a salutary and effective medium
for the self-regulation of business; and

Whereas the code authority in its relations with the National Recovery Ad-
ministration is convinced that all the policies of its code have been fairly con-
sidered and equitably disposed of to the benefit of the members of the industry as
well as the general public and in full consonance with the objects of the act; and

Whereas it might be of import to suggest certain modifications in the imple-
mentation of the act to further facilitate the operation thereof: Now therefore,
be it

Resolved, That the Code Autbority for the Cooking and Heating Appliance
Manufacturing Industry endorses the general purposes and principles of the act;
and be it further

Resolved That this code authority petitions the Congress to extend the effective
period of the act, in recognition that the basis of the act was an emergency which,
in its opinion, still exists; and be it further

Resolved, That the procedure for securing enforcement of the act and of codes
be simplified to permit prompt and effective handling of fair trade practice as
well as of labor violations; and he it further

Resolved, That section 7 (a) of the act be clarified to enhance the rights of manui-
facturers and that these rights be more specifically defined; and be it further

Resolved, That to insure the continuous operations of the act, codes be continued
in general in their present form, subject to amendments which may be proposed by
industry; and be it further

Resolved, That to "eliminate unfair competitive practices" the National
Recovery Administration approved standard cost prlncfples consistent vith good
accounting practice, to insure enforcement of the undercoat selling provisions of
codes; and be it further

Resolved, That more clearly defined powers te given to code authorities in the
handling of code violations in order to promote self-government of industry; and
be it further

Resolved, That this resolution be transmitted to the National Industrial Re-
covery Board for distribution to the appropriate committees of Congress.

Respectfully submitted.
SAMUEL DUNCxEL

MARCH 1, 1935. Confidential Agent.

H-Ion. PAT HARRISON, KNOXVILLE, TENN., March 30, 1935.

United Staes Senate, Washinglon, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR: I notice you have introduced a measure to extend the Na-

tional Recovery Administration, and in this I think you have done the country a
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service. I have a lot to do with the enforcement of the labor provisions of this
act, or rather the codes provided under the act. I have filed many suits in the
State court to collect National Recovery Administration wages under the various
codes and have collected many claims. 1 am always met at the very threshold
of the suits, a plea that the State courts have no jurisdiction, but in each case
so far, the courts have held that they do have jurisdiction but urie Nashville
circuit court judge held otherwise and as result laborers have up to date been
deprived of any wages, except in come cases, the compliance division have suc-
ceeded in requiring a refund. I just wondered if you could not insert an amend-
merit to section 3 (c) of the National Recovery Administration Act and at the
end of the last clause thereof, the following: "But the above remedy shall not
preclude any laborer from prosecuting a suit, for wages or overtime, under a'iy
code of fair competition, in the State or Territorial court having general jurisdic-
tion of the parties and the amount involved." If this above amendment is
added, it sure will insure the prompt compliance with the various codes, a.; it
removes one of the main defenses in such cases.

I refer you to Hou. J. Will Taylor, Member of Congress, from this State.
Very truly, S. E. N. MOORE.

MOuRRs LEVTNSON & SONS,
New York, March 27, 1935.

SEMATU FrNr's COxurriux ,
Senate Office Buildng,

Washington, D. C.
GENTLEMEN: The continuance of the National Industrial Recovery Act is to

be voted on soon, and at this time we want to take this opportunity of going on
record as being favorably inclined towards keeping this act in effect.

We feel that since the enactment of the National Industrial Recovery Act our
business has been put on a more equal basis with our competitors, and our costs of
operation have been equalized to the extent that none of the trade caa operate at
a much smaller overhead than others in the line.

Before the National Industrial Recovery Act our inventories had depreciated
in value to such an extent that large losses were sustained within a very short
space of time, but, since that time, there have been fluctuations in prices up and
down, and we feel that while this law is in effect, there will not be a possibility of
wide fluctuations in prices downward that will cause any serious loss in our capital.

If the National Industrial Recovery Act had not come into existence at the
time it did, the majority of business men in the country would have been prac-
tically wiped out, as expenses could not have been reduced as fast as profits cur-
tailed, due to the reduced value of merchandise, and at the same time merchandise
depreciating in value because of overproduction at that time, which naturally
forced the prices of commodities and labor to a very low level.

If this law is permitted to expire, we feel that a chaotic condition will overtake
the country, because we do not know what the result will be at this time, of un-
controlled production, which will tend to reduce wages of labor and capital
value.

Although there are good and bad points In all of the codep, we believe that the
experiences of the past will be the means of perfecting the codes so that all those
concerned will be benefited to the fullest extent.

We therefore urge upon you, the committee, to recommend and vote for the
continuance of the National Industrial Recovery Act.

Yours very truly, ALFax.o LEWrNsoN.

STROM & SMTH,
San Francisco, Calif., March 27, 1935.

Hon. PAT HARRISON,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: I am reading in the newspapers about a lot of opposition to the
National Recovery Administration. I cannot figure out how anyone can be
opposed to a code of fair trade practice, provided it is enforced by the top code
authorities. No doubt there are a number of loopholes in all codes of fair com-
petition as I know there is in the construction code which I am trying to comply
with.

For instance the awarding authority on a building job starts calling for bids of
all crafts, and then I understand the Construction Code allows them to reject all
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these bids and get a so-called "noninterested party" in and he g .- s ahead and
does the job on cost-plus basis, or time-and-material basis. Then this same gen-
era] contractor can go out and get bids from subs that did not figure on the job
the first time, and this all happens within 1 or 2 weeks. To me that is chiseling
and iy no means fair competition, because anyone with common sense knows that
tho awarding authority or owner of this property is not going to let someone do
their work without knowing what it is going to cost them.

So by all means, Senator, help us to get fair competition in the building line, as
the way we operated before was terrible, as I did not make a profit, and bid
petldling was a common practice in this part of the United States.

,(,u rs tr,!ly,
E. S'raOM.

HIRSCH-WraIS MANUFAC-rURING CO.,
Porliand, Oreg., Mfarch 28, 1935.

MR. PAT HARRISON,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: We consider the National Industrial Act necessary.
It has eliminated many unethical trade practices. It has made many business

men conscious of their unfair business tactics, giving them a moral responsibility
which has been conspiciously noted of late in our business relations.

We realize that this act should be boiled down. Many parts can be eliminated.
The beneficial portion should be continued.

We are referring particularly to those sections that try to eliminate unethical
business methods, chiseling, discontinuance of-child labor, wages, hours of labor,
collective bargaining, etc.

Those beneficial portions will be instrumental in gradually reducing to a
minimum, unfair and unethical business methods.

Those in charge of business and industry whose methods have not allowed
them to boast of their business integrity and business ethics will gradually
become" more conscientious and trained to the thought that unethical, unfair
business methods as well as chiseling is a thing of the past.

Yours truly,
MAX S. HIRSCH, President.

MACARONI CODE, AUTHORITY,
Chicago, March 30, 1935.

The HONOIAHI.E CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS,
Senate Finatnce Co pi ittee I rvestigaiing Nlatio al Recovery Administration,

lWashington, D. C.
GENTLEMEN: At a meeting of the members of regions 6 and 7 of the macaroni

industry, embracing the States of North and South Dakota, Minnesota, lowa,
Wisconsin, Missouri, Illinois, Michigan, Indiana, Arkn sas, Kansas, Nebraska,
and Colorado, held in Chicago, Ill., March 29, the following resolution was passed
with but one uti.-enting vote. The menberq vntiig, repre-enotd ap'proximately
30 percent of the total production of the macaroni industry.

Whereas the 'resident of the United States has proposed to Congress tile
enactment of legislation to extend the National Industrial Recovery Act for an
additional 2-year period, and

WIreas ti' Senate Finance Committee desires to learn the attitude of industry,
labor, and the consul, mer toward the President's recommendation, amid

Whereas the mnemhers of the macaroni industry, having endeavored seriously
and earnestly to nualist themselves to the provisions of the act and the Code of
Fair Compeiltion for the Macaroni Industry, therefore, be it

Resolved, That we give, herewith, this public expression of our views on the
proposed extensiut of the National Recovery Act:

That we favor its extension for an additional trial period for 2 years, provided
that:

1. The act e amended to be more easily enforceable, equitable alike to em-
ployer, employees, and to the public.

2. We retain the present hour and wage provisions with slight modifications,
and the abolition of child labor that, have proven so beneficial to labor.

3. Since the proposed 30-hour week and similar rigid limitations are uneco-
iniic, impractical, and dangerous, they should hot, under any conditions, be

included in the amended act.
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4. Definite provisions be made to prevent practices that have resulted in
harmful disruption of prices making it nearly impossible for the macaroni industry
to maintain the increased burden of wages amounting about to $1,700,000 per
year in addition to the processing tax on raw materials amounting to nearly
$4,000,000 per year.

Yours very truly, G. G. HOSKINS, Chairman.

ST. Louis, Mo., March 30, 1935.
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,

Washington, D. C.
GENTLEMEN: We are enclosing, herewith, copy of letter aeit to Mr. H. A.

Toplitt, acting code director, as per his request.
Very truly yours,

ADJUSTABLE ENGINEER'S CAP CORPORATION.

ST. Louis, Mo., March 30, 1935.
H. A. ToPLsrr,

Acting Code Director Code Authority of the Cap and Cloth Hat Industry,
New York, N. V.

DEAR SIR: In reply to yours of March 22, we wish to state that we are not in
favor of continuing the code as it exists at present. We are in favor of a code
which will do away with price cutting, selling below cost, sweatshop conditions,
and other forms of dirty and unfair competition.Very truly yours, ADJUSTABLE ENGINEER'S CAP CORPORATION.

HERTZ CuP Co., INC.,
New York, N. Y., March 29, 1935.

Hon. PAT HARRISON,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

HONORABLE SIR: We desire to place before you our position in the matter of
the National Recovery Administration, which we understand will be put before
Congress shortly.

We feel that the National Recovery Administration should be continued in
substantially its present form. While there are doubtless many weaknesses In
various codes which can and should be corrected, we feel that the codes them-
selves have been of distinct value to American industry; that they have been a
stabilizing factor and that to abandon them at this time would be very dangerous.

To pass a bill which would govern only wages and hours of labor, we believe,
would be disastrous, because, unless manufacturers are enabled to operate on a
basis that will give them a fair profit, the result can only be a slowing up of
industry and a consequent increase in unemployment. To avoid this, we believe
that the "open price" plan should be continued in those in those industries thaL
feel they require it, and that industries in general shall operate under the freestI,, , r _."-govc,,..-ent consistent with the best intcrrt ,f thp piihli- at. lsrge,
and we believe that these interests can and should be protected by reasonable
Government regulations and supervision.

We are not in favor of blanket codes because regulations governing such codes
are too general and do not take into consideration the individual needs of Indi-
vidual industries.

We are one of the smaller concerns in the cup industry and we feel that with-
out the protection that our code has given us in the last 2 years, our path would
have been a difficult one. Under the protection of the "open price" plan,
which has existed in this industry, we have been able to operate successfully.

While in many instances the plan has not operated 100 percent effectively,
we do believe it has greatly improved conditions and that with more experience,
conditions will continue to improve.

We feel you will give your careful consideration to the foregoing and we sin-
cerely trust that you will use your vote and influence in the direction of main-
taining the National Recovery Act substantially in its present form.

We are, sir,
Respectfully yours, G. A. BRESCHEL, Sales Manager.
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BLANKE-BAER EXTRACT & PRESERVING CO.,
St. Louis, Mo., March 5, 1935.Hon, PAT HARRISON,

Finance Committee, Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: We understand that the Finance Committee of the United States
Senate will in the near future consider legislation providing for extension of the
National Recovery Administration as recommended by President Roosevelt.

In this connection we are heartily in favor of the following provisions of the
codes under which we operate:

1. Maximum working hours.
2. Minimum wage schedule.
3. Old-age pension, provided that the cost is equitably distributed among the

employer, the employee, and the public.
4. Prohibition of child labor.
5. Unemployment insurance on the English plan.
6. Standards and definitions for food products so as to maintain high standards,

and the enforcement of these standards as outlined in the codes and the Pure
Food and Drugs Act of June 30, 1906, and amendments thereto. We are also in
favor of placing in the hands of the individual States, the enforcement of these
standards in all instances where interstate commerce is not involved. Further-
more, we believe the industry should cooperate with city governments in adopting
and enforcing ordinances and rules covering sanitatioi and other health pre-
cautions in food factories.

7. Enactment of State laws on maximum working hours, minimum wage
schedules, etc.

All of these provisions are enforcible because they are in keeping with the
human and social requirements of our present age, and therefore have the support
of public opinion.

8n the other hand, we are absolutely opposed to open-)rice filing, and to any
attempt to establish minimum-cost prices below which the product of the industry
may not be sold. The enforcement and proper regulation of these provisions is
practically impossibIe because-

1. Tme buying public are not in sympathy with price fixing of any sort since
they naturally want to exercise their inalienable right of buying as cheaply as
possible in the competitive market.

2. Price fixing performs no service to society and hinders rather than helps the
proper functioning of our economic ayst iii.

3. It practically compels those manufacturers who cannot obtain the established
prices to resort io deceit, trickery, and lawlessucss in securing orders at lower
prices.

4. Like prohibition, it is unenforcible so long as even a considerable minority
are not in sympathy with the regulations.

5. It is doubtful if the National Recovery Administration could compel com-
pliance from those small manufacturers who sell their products locally, and there-
fore are not doing an interstate business. For instance, we understand there are
about 300 preserve manufacturers in the United States at present, and of these
posibly Lw-thlirdb are operating entirely in a single State.

This last is vividly demonstrated by an incident which happened right here in
St. Louis recently in connection with one of the other codes, The code authority
attempted to bring pressure to bear on a small manufacturer to raise his prices to
those which had been established by the code authority as the minimnum-cost
prices for the products of that industry. The nianufacturer simply explained that
he was not doing an interstate business and therefore was not subject to Federal
jurisdiction, The code authority was checknmated.

The National Recovery Administration expires in Tine and it is very doubtful
if new legislation can permit open-price filing and establish mnininum-cost prices
below which the product of the industry may not he sold, against the protests of
the consumer.

Therefore, if conditions become unbearable, large manufacturers could establish
small plants in each of the 48 States, placing themselves also outside of Federal
jurisdiction; and the beneficial effects of the codes would then be completely lost.

Of course, as you doubtless know, under many of the codes sponsoring open-
price filing deceit is already being practiced. Some of the most common methods
are as follows:

1. The verbal agreement is made between th manufacturer and the wholesale
grocer, for instance, that while a shipment will he billed at the published prices 4) f
the manufacturer, the jobber will pay for it on the basis of a lower price.
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2. Spoilage allowances are made by the manufacturer in such a way as to give
the jobber a rebate or discount.

3. Advertising allowances are used to cover price concessions. This par-
ticular abuse has existed for years.

Of course established minimum prices or minimum costs necessitate a uniform
and reliable cost system; but in this connection it is practically impossible, in our
opinion, to establish one which would apply equitably to all manufacturers. If
the manufacturer has an opportunity of buying some raw material at a very low
cost to him, he can hardly be compelled to base his cost on the higher prices which
his competitors have to pay for their raw materials. Furthermore, if a manu-
facturer is overstocked with certain raw materials, it is practically impossible to
prevent him from reducing his stock by selling the products at a temporary low
price, and some of the codes do permit this.

Possibly these particular provisions could be enforced by a dictatorship, or by
Socialism, but these we do not have today and we doubt if the American people
will ever be ready for either of this type of Government. We hope not.

We also protest against excessive assessments levied to maintain the code
authorities. We do not believe they have any means of enforcing collection of
these assessments and we have paid our assessments under protest, pending
filing a claim against the respective code authorities, both as members of the code
authorities and as individuals. For example, we are enclosiup copy of the ex-
penses of the Mayonnaise Institute in connection with maintaining the Mayon-
naise Code Authority.

We further protest against certain features of the codes giving the majority of
vote to two or three large manufacturers-particularly do we refer to the Mayon-
naise Code, from which we quote the following:

ARTICLE VI. ADMINISTRATION

A. ORGANIZATION AND CONSTITUTION 0F CODS A-UTHORVTY

SECTION 1. There shall forthwith be constituted a code authority for the
mayonnaise industry to consist of seven members, which is hereby designated as
the agency for the administration of this code. All members of the mayonnaise
industry who shall have qualified to participate in the selection of the members
of the code authority in accordance with section 7 of this article shall have the
right to vote for the members of the said code authority. Four of the members
of the code authority shall be elected by and shall be representative of those
members of the industry whose individual gross annual sales of products of the
mayonnaise industry are less than $3,000,000. Each of such members of the
industry shall have 1 vote for each of such 4 members of the code authority to
be elected, and such voting may be cumulative. The other three members of
said code authority shall be elected by and shall be representative of those
members of the industry whose individual gross annual sales of products of the
mayonnaise industry are $3,000,000 or more. Each such member of the industry
shall have 1 vote for each of such 3 members of the code authority to be elected,
and such voting may be cumulative. Of the votes cast by those members of
the industry whose individual gross annual sales are under $3,000,000 the four
persons receiving the greatest number of such votes shall immediately become
members of said code authority, and of the votes cast by those members of the
industry whose individual gross annual sales are over $3,000,000, the three
persons receiving the greatest number of such votes shall immediately become
members of the code authority, etc.

We sincerely hope therefore that in arranging legislation that you will-
1. Eliminate price filing.
2. Make the contributions to the code authority voluntary by the members of

the industry.
3. Make the operations of the codes purely democratic by allowing each firm

belonging to a code to vote, irrespective of size.
We respectfully commend the above to your attention, and believe us,

Yours very truly,
SAMUEL H. BAER, President.

119782-35---n 6-46
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Annual budgeted expenses of the Code Authority for the Mayonnaise Industry

Executive salary ---------------------------------------------- $12, 000
Executive traveling expenses ------------------------------------- 3, 500
Assistants to managing agent --------------------------------------- 10, 000
Traveling expenses for assistants --------------------------------- 6, 000
Secretary to managing agent ------------------------------------- 2, 080
Bookkeeper --------------------------------------------------. 1,684
Stenographers ------------------------------------------------- 3, 500
Tel phone and telegrams ---------------------------------------- 4, 800
Printing and stationery ------------------------------------------ 1,750
Postage ----------------------------------------------------- 700
General office expenses ------------------------------------------- 500
Rent ---------------------------------------------------------- 576
Code authority expense ----------------------------------------- 5,000
Code election expense -------------------------------------- 300
Legal fees ---.------------------------------------------------- 5,000
Legal expense --------------------------------------------------- 1, 000
Mimeographing and maltlgraphing -------------------------------- 5, 000
Divisional committees expense ------------------------------------ 3, 500
Products standards and analysis ---------------------------------- 500
Reserve ------------------------------------------------------- 7,610

Total --------------------------------------------------- 75,000

(Please note salaries in this budget.)

NEW YORK, April 4, 1985.
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
CoMmirrnE ON APPRoPRIATIONS,

House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.
Sxas: May I respectfully advance several suggestions on the subject of the bill

to revise the National Industrial Recovery Act which has been introduced in the
Senate?

1. I respectfully submit that the regulation of industry should be vested in a
commission on industries analogous to the Interstate Commerce Commission,
and not in the President.

Such regulation is not an executive function, and, therefore, should not apper-
tain to that office.

In addition, it is obvious that the President in person can exercise very little
of the power provided for by the bill, and the result is that he acts through personal
appointees, who, in the circumstances, cannot be expected to develop an inde-
pendence of judgment and a sense of responsibility, which are indispensable to a
proper functioning of the system. And the device of exercising Presidential power
through agents, seems to result in comparatively frequent changes of personnel
and shifting of authority, such as we have witnessed in the administration of the
Recovery Act now in force.

Furthermore, the delegation of power to a commission, as a quasi-legislative as
well as quasi-executive meehar,:sm, can be expected to be looked upon by the
Supreme Court with much greater favor than the delegation of such vast power
to the President. I venture to suggest-although it is pure surmise on my part-
that the underlying inarticulate premise of the Supreme Court's decision in the
"hot oil" case, was an abhorrence and fear of the vesting, in the Chief Executive,
of power tantamount to that of dictatorship or leaning very strongly in that
direction. And it seems to me that by that decision, the Supreme Court has
issued a very timely and sagacious warning, which should be heeded by all lovers
of democratic government.

Finally, useful regulation of industry is such a Herculean task that in the
performance thereof there should be developed an expertness such as can be
expected best in a board or commission that has a firmer standing than executive
proclamation, revocable and alterable at will.

2. The appearance in the bill of reliance upon "voluntary action" on the part
of the several industries, I respectfully suggest, is undesirable. Judging from
what transpired under the present law, the theorem of voluntary action is, to an

,appreciable extent, untrue; and yet its presence in the law gives rise to a feeling
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that codes are subject to the will of the respective industries, and should be
discontinued when so desired by them. There is no more reason for making
regulation of industry dependent upon the willingness of the respective branches
to submit themselves thereto than there is in the matter of the regulation of the
railroads, or the stockyards or the boards of trade, or the issuing or marketing of
securities.

While it is well to enlist the cooperation of those whose conduct is to be regu-
lated-and agencies may be set up for the promotion of such cooperation-the power
of government must be dominant and prevail over the selfish interests of groups,
whether such interest be enlightened or Bourbon.

3. We must despair of developing a truly stable and ever-flowing properous
interstate commerce unless we so order our economy that the entire population
of the country can share fairly in the produce of our soil and industry. So long as
we have incomes that unreasonably exceed the consumption or spending ability
and habits of those who receive them, it is inevitable that there should be con-

_, less than is proiieei with thp result that not only have we starvation and
privation on the part of large numbers, but industry and commerce itself in the
course of several years becomes constipated with accumulated stocks, causing
the more marked periods of economic infelicity that we call depressions. It has
been quite generally recognized by those who have thought on the subject that
the only way of avoiding the insanity of starvation in the midst of plenty is to

,enforce a more equal distribution of income. Minimum wages and maximum
hours, alone, cannot effect the desired result, because those who are in control
of industry insist upon satisfying their exaggerated notions of what, they are
entitled to, and to achieve that result merely increase their prices. In that way
we are brought back to where we start, despite years of tremendous effort and
turbulence and strife. Therefore, there must be a control of prices and of profits.

The proposed bill provides for the fixing of minimum prices where that is
necessary to avoid cutthroat competition. But it wholly omits a provision for
the fixing of maximum prices when that is essential to the prevention of general
throat-cutting.

Maximum prices should be fixed so as to effect the limitation of profits. Further
limitation can be effected by provision for the distribution of excessive profits of
an enterprise among the wage earners employed therein. And of course taxa-
tion-high rates in the high brackets of income-is a means of turning back to
organized society income that is unsocially large; but taxation I assume is out-
side the scope of tie regulatory law hereconsidered.

I am aware that the constitution of such price and profit limitation will be
questioned. In my humble judgment, based upon very thorough study, section
1 of the bill sets forth an adequate and sound basis for such regulation.

4. If the larger social aspirations voiced above are not to be essayed 11pon at
this time, I would like to make, if I may, several suggestions with respect to the
lill in its present form:

(a) Concerning section 3 (d), should there not be power to impose codes when-
ever such are necessary to effect any of the results enumerated in the very excel-
lent section 1 (c)? As drawn at present, the power seems to be much more
restricted.

(b) Concerning section 3 (e), I respectfully suggest that the minimum wages
"shall be those which the President finds to be fair and reasonable and calculated
to promote or to maintain the free and equitable flow of interstate commerce
and the prosperity thereof and calculated and promoted to maintain fair com-
petition * * *."

(c) Con-erning section 7 (a), I suggest that there be added at the end of clause
2: "Nor shall any employee be discharged or demoted, or have his compensation
reduced, or be refused an increase in compensation, or otherwise discriminated
against by reason of his membership or activity in a labor organization of his own
choosing or by reason of his nonmembership in, or refusal to join, any company
union." I think that some such specific provision is necessary in order to avoid
such a holding as was made by the court of appeals of this State in Sherman v.
Abeles (265 N. Y. 3s3), wheftit it was held that section 7 (a) did not limit the
right of discharge. While I am convinced that the court of appeals failed to con-
strue section 7 (a) properly--for it seems to me rather clear that that section did
limit the right of discharge to the extent of prohibiting a discharge because of
union activity or nonmembership in a company union-nevertheless it would
seem wise to make the point perfectly clear.

(d) With reference to section 12 (a), I suggest that there be added immediately
preced ng the first semicolon", at the instance or upon suit of any person in
interest.,
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I respectfully submit the foregoing suggestions for such consideration as you
may deem them worthy of; and I beg to remain,

Respectfully,
COPAL MINTZ.

GREAT LAKES SUPPLY CO.,
GREAT LAKES SUPPLY CORPORATION, SUCCESSORS,

Senator JAMES HAMILTON LEWIS, Chicago, March 26, 1936.

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: We are taking the liberty of addressing you, as an Illinois corpora-

tion, to express our views on the National Industrial Recovery Act.
We wish to go on record as favoring the continuance of this act in essentially

its present form, so far as particular industry is concerned. We operate under
what is known as the "Code of Fair Competition for the I industrial Supplics and
Machinery Distributors' Trade."

On the enactment of this legislation our personnel was increased by 11 percent
and our pay roll by 13 percent.

It is our opinion that while it is possible mistakes have been made in the admin-
istration of this law and that the law itself was of such broad scope that it was
necessary for refinement and interpretation, in the main it has been beneficial
to industry and to labor. The undertaking itself was so great that no thinking
man shonid expect 100 percent. WVe are firmly convinced, however, that the
benefits to both industry arid labor greatly outweigh any of the disadvantages.

It is our understanding that the Congress of the United States will be called
upon to decide the fate of the National Recovery Act. We sincerely trust that
you will support a continuation of this act for at least 2 more years.

While it is quite true that due to inexperience and great rush many of the
codes incorporated impractical provisions, basically it is our opinion that the
act was sound and by cooperative thoughts and measures a refinement can be
brought about in an orderly way which will remove some of the phases that
have been found objectionable.

We sincerely hope that you will support such a new act and will include pro-
visions which will serve to prevent demoralizing price competition.Yours very truly,

GREAT LAKES SUPPLY CORPORATION,

C, A. CHANNON, Vice President.

GEO. W. DIENER MANUFACTURING Co.,
Chicago, March 26, 1955.Hon. J1. HAMILTON LEWIS,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR: We understand the question of continuing or discontinuing

the National Recovery Administration in its present form is being seriously
considered. We would much dislike to see it discontinued or in fact any change
made in it at this time. It has been a big help to us in our business and a big
help to the industry at large.
Our industry, the Fire Extinguishing Appliance Manufacturing, before the

adoption of its code of fair competition on November 4, 1933, was in a most
deplorable condition, a condition that spelled ruin for at least the smaller manu-
facturing plants, such as ours and we have been able to rebuild our business some-
what, only through the help of National Recovery Administration. In other
words, it has been a blessing for our company at least and we believe we are
expressing the opinion of many other such factories in our industry.

We, therefore, write to ask you to do all in your power to prevent discontinuing
the National Recovery Administration or any change being made affecting the
trade practice provisions of our code. We urgently solicit your support in this,
a matter of vital importance to us all.

Thanking you for duiag wht you ca.n foi ua, wr
Yours very truly,

H. W. DIENER.
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THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COTTON MANUFACTURERS,
Boston, Mass., March 27, 1935.Hon. AUGUSTIN E LONEROAN,

United S states Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR LoNEROAN: At a meeting at which over 90 percent of the

spindles in the northern section of the cotton industry were represented, it was
voted that the abandonment of the principles of the National Industrial Re-
covery Act at this time would bring about a more serious and chaotic condition
than now exists, and it was urged that, with such modifications as appeared
necessary, the National Industrial Recovery Act be continued after the date of
expiration of the present act.

The cotton-textile industry has had more experience operating under a code
than any other industry, and without question it has been of much benefit to
both employees and employers.

When this matter comes up for consideration we trust it will receive your
suppnrt.

Yours yvery truly,
RUSSELL T. FISHER.

LE Roy SHIRT Co.,
South Norwalk, Conn., March 22, 1935.Hon. A. LONEROAN,

United States Senator,
Washington, D. C.

SIR: Regarding the legislation pending in Congress for the extension of the
National Recovery Act, we favor a new and simplified law which will provide a
minimum wage, a maximum number of working hours (preferably a 40-hour
working week), the abolition of child labor and sweatshop conditions.

We are unalterably opposed to price-fixing provisions in any of the codes.
We also feel that the bureaucracy which is developing and perpetuating itself
under the present law should be stopped. Any bureaucracy is contrary to the
spirit of the Constitution and the traditions of the country.

The present law has many oppressive features, the worst of which is the dele-
gating of lawmaking powers to individuals on code authorities whose regulations
are hampering industry, individual initiative and enterprise.

In the matter of enforcement, the best results can be achieved by referring this
part of the law back to the respective Labor Departments of the individual States,
under the general supervision of the United States Department of Labor.

In giving you these views, we are not only expressing our own sentiments, but
those of every manufacturer in this part of the State of Connecticut.

Very truly yours,
I. ELEPPEL.

CAMERON ICE & FUEL Co.,
Cameron, Alo., April il, 1985.Senator PAT HARRmSON.

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: We respectfully uxge that the National Recovery Act be continued

as now written, and that no legislation curtailing control of production, or any
other provision concerning Ice Code industry be enacted

Very respectfully,
C. S. ESTEP.

BIRMINGHAM FLASHINo Co., INC.,
Birmingham, Ala., April 15, 1935.Senator PAT H[ARRISON,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
My DEAR SENATOR: While there is considerable discussion about the con.

tinuance of the National Recovery Act, the consensus of opinion seems to be
that it should be continued until the business of the country gets accustomed
to ethical methods.

The greatest trouble, in the past, seems to be cutthroat competition, thereby
destroying the profits and prospects of all concerns. One phase of the National
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Recovery Act should be strengthened to the point where at least minimum prices
and wages would be established in every business and, besides that, teeth should
be put in the law to put a penalty on violators of prices and wages. If this
were done, small concerns like ourselves would have no fear and every concern
would have an equal chance to get out and get legitimate business. I know,
myself, that codes established in industries are being violated every day in these
two phases. Sometimes this is accomplished by private discounts, by the ship-pg of extra goods, or a confidential arrangement between seller and purchaser.
Conditions of this kind, of course, would destroy the purpose of the National

covery Act and in the end would accomplish nothing because it could not,
permanently be kept a secret.

My opinion is that, under present conditions, the question of antitrust laws
should not be considered. In fact, the antitrust laws were never effective and
accomplish very little, as no matter how large a concern can be they can always
be regulated when they start to exercise their power in an unreasonable way.
Thp talk about price fixing beia. maostutivual should have no place either
in the effort for recovery am ost people cohfida it at most a purely technical
matter

If something is done so that reaso.;Ae prices reid profits and wages can
be maintained, would really mean that the Nationat Recovery Act would
become a ver -e k measure.

Your ery respectfully,.
'N ORGE M. CL President.

NA OAL ODS 5'fSW FiNG AN*#REST M LCOST CODE uI SCONTACTING If15o91 OF lE CoNaBIO N I) A TRY,
' Apri 17, 1985.

Hon. AT HARR!n, /
United dt Y4nate, Wathin*n, D. C.

DE SIR: I h d the aslrootntena you y sago in my ome town,
Mem is, Tenn., nd am tlng the liblrtyftp *rite Y1 connectionith Senatebill 2445. NI *_ f

I ha e been ae ely reed in #. R. A. pnd particularly thelJode for our

indust [which is t fing anIshetenet*1 I ting division of te construc-
tion inl stry. I assisted in the wi-f eo code 4am on the National Code
Authori 6

eing chairman of the fwftce andlbudget co mittee of tat body.
An eff is being made b4yfie Unjted States Chsa~ er of Contnerce, the Na-tional Ass nation of M manufacturers and others to ftave volunta codes for only

those indus 's that wiah'Tha. -
In the igh my experience, ttspositively state this would be a serious mis-

take, as you k w there are a tremendous number of our tizens who have the
right of suffrage, but through indifference and other cause, failed to exercise this
right and I am reasbly sure a large number of tbomnembers of our industry
are just as indifferent toward anything that is for general good of the industry.

At a recent meeting of the Awe aiou a4A6fing, Metal, and Heating Engineers
of which I am president and which was attended by over a hundred members of
our industry, I asked the direct question, "Do you want a code?" and the unani-
mous answer was "No." However, when I asked another question, "Do you
want a mandatory code with mandatory provisions requiring the compliance of
all members of the industry to the trade practice provisions and the payment of
equitable proportion of expenses of operating codes," the unanimous answer was'Yes."

May I ask you to consider the following suggestions in connection with the new
recovery act:

1. Codes should be made mandatory.
2. Mandatory provisions should be made for compliance with trade practices

as set up in the code. Provisions should be made for real legal collection of
assessments.

3. The right should be given code administration boards to secure injunction
against violators of trade practice provisions, so that the violation may by cor-
rected before the member of industry executes the work covered by his violation.

4. The division of National Recovery Administration having charge of the
various divisions in the construction industry should have a personnel that knows
the construction problems. At present, this is not the case, which results in
indecision on the part of the present personnel who only gain knowledge of the
construction problems through method of "trial and error".
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The feeling of our industry is that National Industrial Recovery Act can be
,nade to work only if it is mandatory and enforceable as above suggested. Our
industry has lost heart and code administration and compliance is at an extremely
low ebb due to the present codes not being enforceable.

I have personally given practically all of my time the past 2 years to code work,
but I will have to cease my efforts unless the new act gives us mandatory and
enforceable codes, as I realize it will be a waste of time otherwise to endeavor to
get compliance.

We recently had a National Code Authority meeting in Cincinnati followed by
a national meeting of the industry and I believe the sentiments expressed as to
my own feelings was reflected by all members of industry taking part in these
meetings.

Assuring you of the utmost cooperation of the members of our industry, if the
new act can correct the above evils of the old one, I am,

Sincerely yours, W. Roy EicHBIZua.

CALIFORNIA CONTAINER CORPORATION,

Emeryville, Calif., April 15, 1986.
Hon. PAT HARRISON,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: As there is so much advocacy before the Senate in favor of the repea

l

of the National Recovery Act, so many claims made that small business has
Buffered through its operation, we feel our best interest demands that we present
to you just how the National Recovery Act has affected this business which is
a small unit in a large industry.

We employ a little over a hundred people on an average and manufacture
corrugated cases, being governed by the Container Code under the National
Recovery Act, and we have found that during its operation, it has greatly improved
the conditions in the industry here on the Pacific coast and has operated to the
advantage of both large and small interests within the industry.

We believe that an overwhelming majority of the members of our industry will
still agree that the National Recovery Act has enabled the container manufac-
turers to at least start a constructive job in eliminating unfair competitive
practices and improving labor conditions, both in wages and working conditions.

While our code contains very few provisions that are mandatory, except those
covering hours, wages, and working conditions, it has created a cooperative
psychology which is chaugin , the philosophy of competition from a "dog-eat-
dog' to a "live-and-let-live' type of individualism. It has brought about a
change in the individual's mental attitude resulting in greater cooperation for
the common good.

This corporation has been able to improve its position materially since the
operation of the National Recovery Act and feels that it would be a step back-
ward for this splendid machinery to be thrown in the discard.

We emphatically do not wish a return to the 1932 conditions, which we feel
will happen if the National Recovery Act is repealed.

We therefore urge you with all the sincerity at our command that you act
favorably on an extension of the act for a further period of 2 years from June
16, 1935.

Yours very truly, WILL EVANS,
Vice President and Sales Manager.

VIRGINIA WHOLESALE CONFECTIONERS ASSOCIATION INC.,

Lynchburg, Va., April 15, 1935.Senator PAT HARRISON,
Washington, D. C.

My DEAR SENATOR: As strongly as possible the Virginia Wholesale Confec-
tioners Association, Inc., representing a large number of candy jobbers in the
State of Virginia, urge and insist upon the extension of the National Industrial
Recovery Act. Without it. half of the candy jobbers face failure and bankruptcy.

Also we think effective price fixing provisions should be incorporated whereby
destructive price cutting and chiseling may be reduced and wiped out.

Thanking you, we are,
Yours very truly, J. E. REDFORD, Jr., President.
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THE OHIO SALT Co.,

Hon. PA' HARRISON, Wadsworth, Ohio, ApriU 1o, 195.

Chairman Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR Sin: The President of the United States on September 7, 1933, approved
.a Code of Fair Competition for the Salt Producing Industry under the National
Industrial Recovery Act.

While our industry is small, yet it is one of those industries essential to the
.coutlnued health and welfare of the people.

Experience has established the fact that our code of fair competition has
prohibited employment of persons under the age of 21 years in mining operations.

Also, it has increased employment in the industry approximately 23 percent.
The industry has now adjusted itself to operation under a code with evident

satisfactory results. Discontinuation of this code would destroy these results and
possibly precipitate chaotic conditions.

Therefore, it is ouir opinion that it is essential this act, be continued as nearly as
possible in its present fo)rm to avoid a downward ourse in wages an(l a contrac-
tion of employment and purchasing power.

We desire, also, that all industries, regardless of size or the number of cmplo(ycts,
should have the opportunity of adopting a code to he administered by men familiar
with the industry, rather than to be forced to become a part, of a large group of
industries governed by a single code.

We are strongly opposed to any law prescribing a 30-hour week, or any other
riKid limitation as to hours and wages, because we believe legislation of this
character to be uneconomic and impractical.

We wish to go on record as being opposed to the National Labor Relations
Act, otherwise known as the "Wagner bill."Yours very truly, L. F. FILy, Vice President.

THE C. M. PimT & SONS Co.,

Hon. PAT HARRISON, Baltimore, Md., April 16, 1935.

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SiR: We believe that the National Recovery Act has done an immense

amount of good and that if properly enforced continued improvement in business
would result.

There is no doubt that it has been the means of providing more jobs with less
hours of work and better pay, and that business has benefited to an appreciable
extent.

In our own business our pay roll has increased very materially, our selling
prices while very much below the predepression prices and only very slightly
higher than the low point, have been fairly stable and we were able to make for
the first time in the past few years, a fair profit.

We strongly urge that the National Recovery Act be continued in approxi-
mately its present form as we feel that the discontinuance of the National Recov-
ery Act would result in vicious and destructive price cutting thereby pulling
,down the wage rates, lengthening hours of work. aud forcing many business
-concerns out of business, throwing more workers out of jobs and on relief.

On the other hand, if only the child labor, maximum hours, and minimum
wages were retained, all of which in theselves are most excellent features,
yet if they were not backed up by the open-price plan, prohibition against selling

below cost, prohibition of unfair trade practices, we are afraid that the whole
business structure would be so weakened that it would be impossible for business
to continue to pay minimum wages and restrict the work to the maximum hours
provided for.

In order to carry out the aims and purposes of the National Recovery Act we
'urge that the National Recovery Act be extended and that there will be continued
in the codes the following provisions:

I. The open price list plan. This plan stabilizes prices and does not work to
the advantage or disadvantage of any particular class of buyers whereas without
this provision the very large purchasers were oftentimes sold below cost and this
demoralized the trade from all angles, penalizing other buyers and causing losses
to the sellers as a whole.

2. Prohibition against secret price discriminations.
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3. Prohibition against selling below cost. Cost should be defined as the cost
of the raw materials (based on market or replacement costs), plus direct labor,
plus indirect labor, plus packages and labels, and plus delivery freight (if same
is prepaid or allowed), and plus a percentage equal to the weighted average of
the other necessary costs of doing business computed on the average costs of
entire industry.

4. Prohibition against advertising allowances.
5. Prohibition against the payment of brokerages or other compensations to

trade buyers or the corporate chains, voluntary cooperatives, or any other form
of buying associations. Sales brokerages should not be paid to anyone except
the salesmen hired by the seller and to legitimate independent sales brokers who
utilize their sales efforts in selling various lines to various outlets.

6. Protection against imports sold at duty-paid prices less than cost of domestic
manufacture. Where it is shown that costas under National Recovery Act have
so increased the cost of domestic manufacture that imported merchandise can
be sold on a duty-paid basis at less than the cost of the domestic product, the
duty is to be increased accordingly.

7. Prompt and strict enforcement of all provisions of the codes with appro-
priate penalties for noncompliance.

The retention of the above provisions is imperative and absolutely necessary
if we are to continue to pay the wages as specified in the codes and to limit the
number of hours to the maximum allowed in the codes.

The consumer will be amply protected by the forcs of competition within each
industry because each member is allowed to bas, his selling prices on his own cost
and the eagerness of each manufacturer to increase his sales will tend to keep the
selling prices down very close to the cost of the most efficient producer.

Very truly yours,
C. B. Pir, President.

WEST CHESTER HOSIERY MILLS, INC.,West Chester, Pa., April 16, 1935.
CHAIRMAN SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: Knowing that your committee is at present studying the advis-

ability of extending the National Recovery Act for another 2 years I wish to
express, on behalf of the company which I represent, my strongest approval for
such legislation.

Although I do not consider by any means the Code of Fair Competition for
the Hosiery Industry perfect in every respect I wish to point out that the pro-
vision of restricting productive operations to two shifts of 40 hours each only,
is invaluable to our industry. Further I wish to state that although our present
wage scale is approximately 50 percent in excess of the minimum wages stipulated
in the code the minimum wages have checked and corrected the undesirable
low wages which had developed in some branches of the industry as a result of
lower demand and competition.

Lifting of all restrictions at this time would undoubtedly create a chaos out
of which only a small percentage of the present manufacturers would emerge.

If at all possible I would welcome an early decision regarding the extension of
our code, since the present uncertainty as to the future is retarding buying im-
mensely and at the same time makes it impossible to work out plans for the future
development of our business.

very truly yours,
G. D. H. PaUssINo, President.

J, H. BaAMsTncr & SONS,
St. Louis, Mo., April 15, 1935.Senator PA T HARRmsoN,

Capitol Duilding.
DEAR SIR: We manufacture ice in the St. Louis district and would appreciate

it if you would lend your assistance to the continuation of the National Industrial
Recovery Act in its present form, so far as it applies to the ice industries. We
have been benifited by the Nationial Induistrial Recovery Act through t1he stabili-
zation of the prices, hours, and wages, thereby putting eai, on an equal basis.

Hoping you pass this bill in our favor,
Yours truly,

A. N. BRARSTD
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ELMER W. MILLER PRINTER,
Cincinnati, Ohio, Aarch 28, 1935.FHon. PAT HARRISON,

Chairman National Recovery Administration
Investigations Committee, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: I am heartily in accord with the National Recovery Act. Labor has
been taken care of. The smaller groups from whom we buy our materials are
getting along fine. But something must be done for the employing printer.

I %yould ask that some form of fair trade-practice provisions be made in the
Graphic Arts Code; particularly the prohibiting of selling below cost. With the

resent set-up, we cannot make a profit when so many printers are willing to sell
clow cost just to get an order.

I personally suggest the adoption of the Franklin Price List as the printers'
yardstick for the determining the economic cost for printing.

Your careful thought and cooperation will be appreciated.Sincerely,S l 
ELMER W. MILLER.

ST. Louis STEEL CASTING CO.,
St. Louis, Mo., March 27, 1935.

Senator PAT HARRISON,
Senate Office Building,

Washington, D. C.
HONORABLE SENATOR: We wired you on March 22 as follows: "We desire to

voice our opinion in favor of the continuance of the National Recovery Act.
We are classed as one of the small industrial concerns and feel that the National
Recovery Act has been fair to the larger corporation, small corporation, and
labor.

The operation of the National Recovery Act has served to eliminate many
of the bad practices which were being used in industry prior to the advent of
the National Recovery Act.

Our employees as well as ourselves have benefited by the National Recovery
Act.

The steel founders' industry is operating under the code on an open price
plan with a 10-day waiting period. This plan has been fair to both the large
and small concerns alike. Wages of the workmen have been raised in a larger
proportion than the prices of steel castings. The open-price plan with a 10-day
waiting period has not caused price fixing. Instead it has caused as much com-
petition as previously, but without the unfair trade practices.Very truly yours, C. A. BINDER, Vice President.

THE CAMPsION COATED PAPER CO.,
lamilton, Ohio, March 29, 1985.

Senator PAT HARRISON,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

My DEAR SENATOR: This company is the largest manufacturer of coated paper
in the world; also one of the very large manufacturers of other grades of book
papers and similar paper products. National Recovery Act has enabled its to
employ hundreds of additional men and women, and through the provisions of
minimum wages and prevention of unfair practices, we have been able to raise our
hourly rates considerably, and great progress thereby has been accomplished in
the industry, which would not have been possible, in our opinion, without National
Recovery Act.

National Recovery Act has assisted in restoring confidence, and we greatly fear
if it is not continued for at least another year, or possibly 2 years, chaotic condi-
tions, such as we were enduring some 3 years ago, will again be upon us; and this
chaotic condition will be accentuated by the confusion incident to the change from
code to noncode operation. The crying need of the country is stability. Fre-
quent changes greatly retard recovery because industry cannot progress rapidly
in the face of an uncertain future.

We believe that small units in our industry have een helped to an even greater
extent that larger units, and this is no doubt true of a great many other industries.
As vou probably know, our codes in the paper industry have no price-fixing clauses,
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but only call for price filings, leaving the way open for any manufacturer to make
lower prices if he so desires. Even with the high wages being paid today, prices
of practically all grades of paper are lower than at any time during the past 10
years with the exception of a short period when the effect of the depression was
greatest.

We feel that it is to the best interest of our Nation, and of the paper industry
as well, that National Recovery Act be continued and we earnestly urge your
effort to this end.

Yours truly,
ALEXANDER THoMsoN, President.

Tssos. MOULDRING FLOOR MANUFACTURING CO.,
Chicago, Ill., March 29, 19,35.Mr. PAT HARRISON,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: The National Recovery Act has been of benefit to us and we

would not like to see Code No. 150 for the Asphalt and Mastic Tile Industry
abolished next June.

Were you to attend any of our meetings you would be assured of no monopolistic
tendencies.

Yours very truly,
STAVER MOULDRINO, Manager.

ROWLEY ELECTRIC,
Pasadena, Calif., April 1, 1935.Hon. PAT HARaRISON,

Senate Finance Committee, Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: We strongly urge that your committee recommend the retention
and strengthening of the fair trade practice rules of the construction industries'
codes and the extension of the National Recovery Act for at least 2 years.

The rules mentioned have very materially improved competitive conditions in
our industry. To suspend them or modify them downward would do us irrepara-
ble damage,

Yours very truly,
C. A. ROWLEY.

KIERNAN-HuGnEs Co.,

Senator PAT HARRISON, Jersey City, N
r
. J., MIarch 29, 19.35.

Chairman of Committee on Finance,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: We have noted with interest the attitidc of Congress in regard to
the National Industrial Recovery Act which expires by limitation on June 16,
1935.

Discussing all angles of this act with different branches of our industry, we
agree with them that continuance is quite essential in our industry, "Set-up Paper
Box Industry." We note that the public press does not represent the opinions
of industrial interests and that a movement is afoot to abolish the National
Industrial Recovery AcL.

This act has helped considerably to stifle cut-rate competition and to regulate
costs of manufacturing in order that business can be conducted on profitable basis
instead of continual loss. We hope that you will consider the thousands of manu-
facturers who feel the same as we do, and work in behalf of continuing the National
Industrial Recovery Act, so well titled.

Very truly yours,
JAMES I. KIERNAN, Assistant Treasurer.
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WzER DRY GOODS Co.,

Hon. PAT HARRION, Cairo, Ill., March 9, 1985.

United States Senate Offce Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: We are writing to request that you, as a member of the Senate
Finance Committee, give particular attention to the National Recovery Act and
the feasibility of continuing it for 2 more years.

W4 consider the National Recovery Act necessary chiefly because it defines
and clarifies the functions of various types of business anid has codified rules of
practice for fair competition.

On the whole, the National Recovery Act appears to have been very beneficial
to business. Although there have been some mistakes in administration and
some unworkable features such as section 7a, these could be rectified, and the
beneficial sections retained. For example, through the existence of the National
Recovery Act child labor and sweatshop conditions have been prevented.

The working hours and wages in our business have always been as good or
better than those prescribed in the code, but if the act is permitted to expire our
business will suffer front the most pernicious form of unfair competition. This is
outlined in the enclosed circular letter to our customers, the retail merchants.
All the wholesalers and retailers have protested against the nonenforcement of the
differential provision of the General Wholesale Code. This provision was intended
to protect them from being undersold and forced out of business by chain stores
and other large retail organizations who have unfairly forced manufacturers to
give them lower prices than those to legitimate wholesalers. This is obviously
detrimental to the public interest, for when thousands of independent retailers
are forced out of business, the chain stores then mark up their prices to whatever
they choose; after they have unfairly chiseled manufacturers and obtained from
them prices to which only wholesalers are entitled, and these make up a large
volume of the Nation's business.

If the differential provisions of the code were enforced as approved by the
President, unfair competition and price discrimination would end and the results
would be beneficial. In the future we hope that the code will be a great safeguard
for good business ethics, and that it will clarify the rules of business for all con-
cerned. It could supplement the Sherman Antitrust Act and the Clayton Act
and make them more effective, so that unfair and unethical competition would
not be tolerated.

I trust that you will see the benefits and good features of the National Recovery
Act and you will recommend to your committee that it be continued for 2 more
years. Yours truly, HAROLD S. WEBrR.

STRsATHMORE, PAPER Co.,
West Springfield, Mass., March 80, 1985.Hon. MARcUs A. CoorbDoR,

Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENA'roR COOLIDGo: Will you kindly record us as favorable to a continu-
ation of the National Industrial Recovery Act, possibly somewhat simplified but
.dtaning provision, which definitely benefit labor and permit industry to operate
without damaging effects of unfair practices?

In the paper industry-particularly those divisions to which we belong, namely
the writing and cover paper divisions--we wish to say unqualifiedly that the act
has been on the whole very beneficial.

It has stabilized labor conditions throughout the country, increased employ-
ment, and given stabilization through practical elimination of unfair practices.

The opeu-price filing system has been responsible for the elimination of destruc-
tive price cutting on tie part of a few t,, depths which permitted no profits what-
ever but in general heavy losses. A continuation of these conditions would, of
course, have resulted in much less employment whereas there has actually been
a considerable increase in employment with higher wages than before.

We greatly fear a return to the destructive cutthroat conditions which existed
prior to the passage of the act.

Very truly yours,
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CHICAGO, ILL., March 18, 1935.Hon. J. HAMLT/OS I0uWss,
Senate OffWe Building, Washington, D. C.

It is of vital importance to continue Code No. 37. Builders Supplies Trade,
Chicago area, hoping you will do everything possible to continue same.

A. L. STHATEAN & SONS, INC.

NEW YORK, N. Y., April 16, 1935.Senator PAT HAnRIsoN,

Chairman Finance Committee,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

As one of the smaller units of the steel industry, we wish to impress upon you
as strongly as possible our conviction that National Industrial Recovery Act
should be extended for a further 2-year period. Our experience has convinced
us that small steel producers have been aided in maintaining competitive position
under the Steel Code which has been we believe fairly administered, and dis-
continuance at this time would only lead to confusion and obstruct recovery.
Extension is imperative. NEWMAN CROSsY STEEL COaPOnTION'.

STATE OF NEW JERSEY RETAIL ICE DEALERS' ASSOCIATION, INC.,
Harrison, N. J., April 15, 1935.

Senator PAT HARRISON,
Chairman Senate Finance Committee,

Washington, D. C.
My DEAR SENATOR: Please be advised that this organization is composed of

small operators; National Recovery Act and Ice Code must be continued in its
present form.

We further request of you that National Recevery Act as now written is the
salvation of the ice industry, no legislation curtailing control of production or
any other provision to Ice Code be enacted,Respectfully yours,

JOHN F. RYAN, Secretary.

METALS & ALLOYS, INC.,
Groee City, Pa., April 13, 1935.H-on. PAT HARRIsON,

Chairman Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

My DEAR SENATOR HARRISON: We wish to enter our vigorous protest against
the passing of either the Black 30-hour week bill or the Wagner national labor
relations bill. It is inconceivable to us that legislation of this character should
receive serious consideration.

We would also like at this time to register With you our approval of the National
Industrial Recovery Act. We feel that this particular organization and the
industry of which we are a part have been benefited by the National Recovery
Administration, We sincerely hope that you will lend your support to the con-
tinuance of the Nationa! Industrial Recovery Act beyond June 16.

Very truly yours,
H. B. EvANs,

General Manager.

EVANSVILLE, IND., April 16, 1.35.Hon. PAT HARRIsoN,
Chairman Senate Finance Committee.

We demand continuance of National Recovery Act. Control of production
does not oppress small enterprises but on the contrary makes possible payment
of wages demanded through Goxernmnent partnership.

STERLING BREwERS, INC.
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THEODOR LEONHARD WAX Co.,

Hon. BENNETT CHAMP CLARK Paterson, N. J., April 8, 1935.

Senate Office Building, Wa'shington, D. C.
HONORABLE SIR: As a member of the Candle Manufacturing Industry and

the Beeswax and Bleachers Refiners Code, we request the Finance Committee
to expedite its investigation and report out at the earliest date the best possible
legislation obtainable to extend an improved and strengthened National Industrial
Recovery Act.Very truly yours, R. J. MAYER, Secretary.

CODE AUTHORITY OF THE SADDLERY INDUSTRY,

Hon. PAT HARRISON, Chicago, Ill., April 15, 1935.

Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

MY DEAR SENATOR HARRISON: The National Recovery Act. under which the
Code of Fair Competition was established for the Saddiery industry, has bene-
fited members of the industry, principally through equalization of hours and
wages.

The Saddlery Code provides a minimum for unskilled labor, with a differential
of 2% cents per hour in favor of certain Southern States, and a differential in
favor of skilled labor amounting to 20 cents over and above the minimum .-r
unskilled labor, which differential in favor of skilled labor exists in all sections.
This has stopped the exploitation of labor by some companies that formerly
paid only 25 to 35 cents per hour for skilled labor, and only 15 cents per hour
for unskilled labor, even when working 60 hours per week. Such wages were
paid by several companies engaged in the manufacture of saddlery, according
to their own testimony.

The establishment of reasonable maximum hours, and reasonable minimum
wages by the Saddlery Code has made it necessary for the firms that were ex-
ploiting labor to bring their labor up to the reasonable basis observed by other
members of the industry, and made it necessary for companies that formerly
exploited labor to bring their prices of products somewhere near in line with
prices made by companies that paid reasonable wages even before the code
went into effect.

The net result has been to distribute business moce evenly over the United
States, and to increase the volume of manufacture and sales of a great many
small manufacturers that can get business in their own trade territories now
because they have been relieved from competition by factories that had been
exploiting labor.

This equalization of hours and wages has benefited the great majority of
companies engaged in the manufacture of saddlery to a greater extent than is
generally realized.

In my judgment, as a manufacturer of saddlery and as Chairman of the Code
Authority of the Saddlery Industry (in which position I receive no remuneration
but which does bring me in contact with firms throughout the country) I believe
that a substantial majority of the members in the saddlery industry desire to see
the National Recovery Administration extended at least 2 years to test out more
fully the effect of such equalization of wages and hours.

It ss not been possible to bold a meeting of the members of the saddlery
industry since this question came up, hence no definite verdict can be sent in at
this time; but in a meeting of the members in the Southeastern Division, to wit,
east of the Mississippi River and south of the Ohio River, including the State cf
Virginia, but not West Virginia, which meeting was held at Nashville, Tenn.,
April 5, a direct vote was taken of the 12 firms there represented, on the question
of whether or not the National Recovery Administration should be extended for
another 2-year period. Only one-third voted against the extension of the Na-
tional Recovery Administrafion.

In my judgment, group meetings in the other zones and a poll of the members
therein, would show similar returns.

Very truly yours,
C. W. A ROWnLOW,Chairman Code Authority Saddlery Industry.
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LEVINE & TANZ, Iirc.,

St. Paul, Minn., March 88, 1985.SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

GENTLEMEN: Our firm is specifically interested in the advancement of retailing
here in the Northwest, as we have several stores scattered throughout this
district, mainly in Minnesota.

It is our belief that the National Recovery Act has materially benefited our
business since it was started over a year and one-half ago. We wish to go on
record at this time as being in favor of having the National Recovery Act con-
tinued.

Respectfully yours, T. L. WARNER.

DAWSON COTTON OIL Co.,
Dawson, Ga., March 92, 1935.Senator PAT HARItasoN,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SI.: We Rtronglv favor the operation of the National Recovery Act.

There has been much saida about the little business not getting a break.
Most of our competitors are large operators and we can testify that in the

fertilizer industry the little fellow is getting a better break than the larger
operators.

Prior to the inauguration of the National Recovery Act we paid common labor
43 cents per hour. We are now paying them 25 cents per hour. We find that
we can pay 25 cents better than we could pay 4, cents. We were losing money
when we were paying 43q cents, and we are making money in paying them 25
cents.

Yet in our particular line of industry the goods we are selling have advanced
less than any other product we know of.

We are for the National Recovery Act. The farmer is making money, labor
is getting a better break, and we are making a small amount of profit instead of
"losing our britches."

Yours very truly, ED STEVENS, President.

ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE OF THE
NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION,

PRINTING INK MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY,
New York, N. Y., March 25, 1986.

Hon. PAT HARRISON,
Senate Office Building,

Washington, D. C.
MY DEAR SENATOR: I write urging favorable consideration of tho National

Industrial Recovery Act. Business has far too long been permitted to run riot.
Liabilities listed in insolvencies over the past 5 years are: 1930, $442,799,681; 1931,
$736,309,102; 1932, $928,312,517; 1933, $502,830.584; and 1934, $264,248,176.

These figures do not include commercial settlements made out of court. The
annual bill of commercial economic loss can safely be calculated at approximately
one-half billion dollars. The public pays that price.

With Federal regulation of trade practices, industry could help correct that
situation.

Much appears in the public prints about squeezing the little fellow. This
industry is decidedly one of small units, 56 percent in number doing under
$50,000 in annual sales. The so-called "little fellows" in our industry want
Federal regulation to make the 'nbi fellow" behave. How else can they accom-
plish it? They can't do it by unbridled competition. They haven't got enough
capital. The real opposition to National Recovery Act has come from "big
fellows" either directly or indirectly in the guise of prom pted covered resistance.

The present act has probably not accomplished all that was intended for it
bccauzz of lack of enforcement, uncertainty as to Supreme Court approval, and
general error involved in a movement of such magnitude. Then too, time
allotted for acclinatiol ha been far too short. But to throw out the entire
notion of industry regulation will merely bring back old conditions which caused
the chaos. And industry regulation is not new in principle what with the Inter-
state Commerce Act, and the Sherman and Clayton Acts.
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I have refrained from discussing labor conditions because labor interests will
do their own urging-not that we are opposed to maximum hours and minimum
wages; but Government should regulate business in some measure such as reason-
able trade practices so that business doesn't run hog wild.

Tuly yours, DAVID H. SLOANE.

THs DURAPLEX CORPORATION,
Baltimore, Md., March 26, 1935.

Hon. PAT HARRISON,
Senate Finance Committee,

Washington, D. C.
D A SIn: As a small manufacturer, it is our experience to date with the

National Recovery Act in our industry, that the continuation of National Re-
covery Act is vital, if not essential t0 the life uf the industry, and to prevent
monopolization in the hands of limited financial interests.

Strengthening of the act is needed in fair and judicial administration, with due
consideration for the actual differences in conditions obtaining in small industries.

In general, the effect of National Recovery Act on this industry to date is better
rather than worse, and it should by all means be continued.

Very truly yours, RALPH BOLOIANO, President.

[Telegram]
Nsw YORK, N. Y.

S'.nator PAT HARRISON,
Senate Building-

Emphatically recommend continuance of National Industrial Recovery Act
with elimination of section 3e from the act and prohibition price-fixing practices
under fair trade practices provision.

LEACOCK & Co., INC.,

R. S. BENEPE, President.

FIsIER & SANG, INC.,
Buffalo, N. Y., Mtarch 26, 1935.

Senator PAT HARRISON,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR HARIsoN: We are writing you for your cooperation in the
continuance of the National Recovery Act. We believe that it would be the
worst possible action to eliminate all the good work that has been done up to
this time.

The National Recovery Act has benefited us greatly. It has removed unfair
competition to a very large extent and we are heartily in favor of its continuance,

We will appreciate your support.
Very truly yours, PHILIP P. SANG.

FRANK C. BINGEN EIMER,
Niagara Falls, N. Y., March 26, 1085.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
Washington, D. C.

GENTLEMEN: Your favor is asked for a continuance of the Nati nal Recovery
Act.

It has been a decided factor in stabilizing the retail coal business in Niagara
Falls, N. Y., shortening working hours and making a higher wage scale possible.Very truly yours,

FRANK C. BINGENHEIMER.

CARTER DRY GOODS CO.,
Louisville, Ky., March 25, 1985.

Senator P.T HARRISON,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: We- are wholesalers of dry goods and kindred lines. It is our opin-
ion that the National Recovery Act should be continued. The basis of this
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opinion is the result of operating under the Wholesale Code and the supplementary
Dry Goods Code.

If the act is permitted to expire, as far as this business is concerned, many
unethical practices now prohibited will again become customary.

We favor the simplification of those codes wherein there are provisions of a
controversial nature or not in the public interest.

Yours very truly,
Jos. P. DUMESNIL, Vice President.

THE STRONo, CARLISLE & HAMMOND CO.,
Cleveland, March 55, 1935.Hon. PAT HARRISON,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR MR. HARRISON: We believe that the code system as developed under

National Recovery Act has been helpful to business generally. Each Industry
has its problems, many of which are hard to solve unless a large majority In the
industry woi k together. National Recovery Act was the means of bringing the
noncooperators together to assume their share of the responsibilities of the in-
dustrv.

Our industry is highly diversified, but in spite of this we have v6tn distinct
betterment in the way of cooperation between the members of our industry; we
have less sales below cost, and a tendency toward greater price stabilization.

We believe the tendency of the code system under National Recovery Act is to
restrain the indiscriminate price cutters and thus to enable the employers to con-
duct a profitable business, thereby enabling them to pay reasonable salaries and
wages. The first thing to be cut when profits evaporate Is the price of labor, and
the proper conduct of the code system enables the fair-minded employer to com-
pete with the ones who have no sense of responsibility toward their employees
and who exist solely by destructive price cutting.

Yours truly, H. W. Srnow€o,

President-General Manager.

GRAND TRUNK TERMINAL WAREHOUSE CO.
South Bend, Ind,, March 85, 1955.Hon. PAT }IARRISON,

Chairman Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D. C.

HONORABLE SIn: In view of the fact that the fate of the National Industrial
Recovery Act is now pending before Congress we wish to express our opinion
that by all means third act should be extended for a period of 2 years.

During the short time that the code, applying to the refrigerated warehousing
industry, has been in effect we have obtained innumerable benefits that have
resulted in the reduction in the amount of red ink used in our accounting depart-
ment. Our pay roll is considerably higher than it has been for several years but
naturally the only road back to prosperity is the restoration of the purchasing
power to the consuming class.

We earnestly urge that the National Recovery Act be extended and that the
code for the refrigerated warehousing industry be continued as a separate and
distinct code.

Very respectfully yours, CHARLES F. IW w, Retaine.
R. VAse DIZx, Manager.

CuT'mx & CUTLER, INe.,
Portland, Maine, March #5, 195.

PAT HARRISON,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: There has been considerable talk in regard to the continuance of fair-
trade practice rules in codes.

We might say that this portion of the National Recovery Act has been a god.
send to the electrical industry and places no hardship on electrical contractors. If

119782-35--v 6- 67
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this practice should be eliminated, conditions in our industry wili become chaotic
and result in bankruptcy and ruin.

We are heartily in favor of the continuation of the National Industrial Recovery
Act and fair-trade practice as incorporated in code.

Very truly yours, S. H. CUTLER.

Hon J. HAMILTON Lsws, CICAGO, ILL., March 26, 1935.

Washington, D. C.
Agitation to discontinue National Recovery Act next June disturbs us. Believe

same should be extended 2 years. Ours is a comparatively small unit in the
shippiug-coutainer industry and we believe that advantages to our workers in
raising of level of wages have been most salutary and in the direction of restoring
buying power. Discontinuance of National Recovery Act would surely de-
moralize competitive conditions to a level in which the dog-eat-dog practices
of pre-National Recovery Act days would be resorted to again. We ask your
support for its continuance. ATLAS BOX Co.,

WALTER S. GOODWILLIE,
President.

BOSTON, MAs5.j March 29, 1935.
Senator PAT HARRISON,

Wash gton, D. C.
The report of consumer goods industries comittee filed with you is sound

and if followed will definitely hell) smaller-sized business enterprise like our own.
We urge that the National Recovery Act be received with more efcctive enforce-
ment. The set-up paper box industry needs it.

MARKET PAPER Box Co.,
Brighton, Mass.

EUhEKA FURS, INC.,
New York, March 28, 1935.

Senator PAT GARRISON,
Senate Office Building, l'oshington, D. C.

DEAR Sin: 1 note that tremendous pressure is being brought about from time
to time by assiduous sources to eliminate the National Recovery Act.

I have been an employer in the fur business for over 25 years, during which
time one naturally experiences many trying problems. To my way of thinking,
and from every possible angle, the Pur Code in the fur industry has practically
saved the industry from ruin and destruction in the past yenr.

To eliminate the National Recover) Act from the fur industry would be fatal for
the employer as well as tie employee. The great good that tho Nationl
Recovery Act has injected into this industry is the 35-hour N cuk for the employee,
and control of inarketing of goods, as well as discounts, for the cmplover.

To eradicate the hereinabove NAill positively mcan a drastic set-back to both,
I very humbly urge, vou, in thi interest oif conion good, to vote for the positive
enforcement of the N artioal Recovery Act.

Very truly yours.
S. 8, SAM V ETS, Scrrctary.

FuERsTENnDERO & CO,
Chicago, March 26, 1935.

Hon. PAT GARRISON,
Senate Office Building, Washington, L, C.

DEAR Sin: We are writing this leti cr to you so that you may know something
about our experiences with the Ntionai Recovery Act.

For our company N e have found it ver, beneficial. Oa r company is not a large
one, however, we have been in business for more than 20 years and for 3 years
prior to the National Recovery Act we did not know where we were at but since
the National Recovery Act went into effect the textile business has had some
stabilized influence.

Furthermore, National Recovery Act has made it possible for us to make a
profit whereas before its use we were unable to make any for several years.
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Fru 1-7y own personal )bservation 1 found that the South is buying goods
instead of only selling them, and while it has made some mistakes I believe the
benefits have far exceeded its failures.
We are aware of the fact that you no doubt are receiving many letters from

people who oppose the National Recovery Act, but we want you to list our name
in favor of it.

Our business has more than doubled and we know a great portion of this
additional business is through the efforts of the National Recovery Act, and if
you would like to have a more detailed record of our experiences we will be pleased
to furnish it to you.

We feel that at this time should the National Recovery Act be disposed of that
it would throw the entire textile business into a chaotic condition which it cannot
very well stand for and we feel that the benefits of the National Recovery Act
have been so many that regardless of what faults it may have had we benefit more
by having it with all its faults. We are also very much interested in the new social
item.

Yours very truly, It. IB. FUERSTENBERO.

RESOLUTION OF OREGON MAYONNAISE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION,
PORTLAND. OREG.

Whereas dispatches from Washington, ). C., indicate a belief current in some
official circles that small business is opposed to the National Ind mistrial Recovery
Act and whereas this association has operated under the National Mayonnaise
Code for the last year, and has had an opportunity to compare conditions with
and without a code of fair practice; therefore be it

Resolved, That the Oregon Mayonnaise Manufacturers Association, in meeting
assembled this 16th day of March 1935 approves the general principles of the
National Industrial Recovery Act, including the minimum wage scale, and like-
wise affirms the relief that in order to continue the principle of fair minimum
wages, it is necessary that the small manufacturers be protected from destructive
price cutting and unfair methods of trade competition and that removal of one
or both of these principles from the average code would make the code ineffective:
And be it

Resolved, That this resolution sb41 be spread upon the minutes of this asso-
ciation and that the secretary be instructed to send copies to the members of
the Oregon congressional delegation. K. .. EaDRxoor, JR., President.

H. P. EnWARD, Secretary.

McKxa & Co.,
Cincinnati, March 29, 1955.

lion. PAT HARRIsON,
National Recovery Administration Investigating Committee,

Wfashington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: We earnestly hope that you will do your utmost for the continuance

of the National Recovery Act and the Graphic Arts Code. Also that you will
give some thought to include provisions to induce fair trade practice and prohibit
selling below cost.

Trusting we can depend upon you for cooperation in this matter and thanking
you, we are,

Respectfully your, M CKEE & Co.

MONROE CouNTY AssoCIATION OF BUILDERS' SuPviY DEALERS,
Rochester, N. K., Apr1 9, 1935.SrATsr. FINIANC:E C' oMMITTreE:

rashuinyton, D. C.
HONORABLE Sins: At a meeting of the Monroe County Builders Supply Asso-

ciation on April 8, 1935, the following resolution was pass U representing the group
opinion of approximately 50 builders supply dealers in the county of Monroe, who
are operating in conformance withi the Code of the Builders Supply Trade as
amended october 25, 1934.
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We believe the Code of Fair Competition for the Builders Supply Trade has

been and still in beneficial to our business. It has stabilized wages on a uniformly

higher level. It has benefited the larger as well as the smaller dealers by minmiz-

ing destructive price chiseling and has promoted a feeling and practice of fairer

and more ethical business methods.
We therefore respectfully request y ur cooperation and support in the con-

tinuation of the Recovery Act for another period of at least 2 years
Yours very truly, 1. P. D Secetary.

SALT PRODUCERS AssoCIATION,
Detroit, Mich., April 13, 1935.

1ti. PAT HARRISON,
Chairman Senate Finance Committee,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

)EAR SIRn: In view of the fact that the members of the salt-producing industry

of the United States are vitally concerred in the proposals for a continuation of

the National Industrial Recovery Act, the following resolution was unanimously

adopted at a meeting of the Salt Producers Association held on Thursday,

April 11, 1935, Chicago, the members of which manufacture over 90 percent of

the total salt tonnage produced in the United States:
Whereas tie sal-producing industry was awong the fir4 of industries 0 to cub-

mit to the National Recovery Administration a code of fair competition, this

code having been approve] by the President of the United States on September

7, A.U3, and the early' approva
1 thereof has resulted in a considerable period of

experience in the operation of this industry under said code; and

WVhereas there is now pendng in the Congress of the United States legislation

deligiI to extend the NOti -al Industrial Recovery Act; andi

WNhereas tljib industry, N. -e one of the smaller industries, employing approxi-

mately seven thousand employees, yet is one of those industries essential to the

continued health and welfare of the people: Now, therefore, be it

LcsUlccd by tie sal-produci rg industry, That it transmit to the Senate Finance

Committee, with the request that it be incorporated in the record of the ending

hearings on the National Industrial Recovery Act, the following statement
exprcssing the views of this industry in connection with said legislation:

1, This indstry, bhy its code of fair competition, was among the first to pro-

hihit the employment of persons under the age of 21 years in mining operations

below grown.
2. As a result of the adoption, of the code, employment in this industry has

inere,:ted ;',pproxinately 23.3 per. en end the amount of wages paid ha increased

approximately l.I percent.
;i. The industry , f,4 employees and the public have adjusted themselves to

operation under a ode and to now abolish the code would destroy th confluence

that has been buil, op and possibly precipitate chaotic conditions within the

industry.
4. '1 lie prewit rate of unemployment makes it essential that this act be con-

tinued to prvctt any resumption of the downward courar in w,ges or contrac-

tion of cinnloviment and purchasing power.
5. The Nationl Indutrial lRecovery .Act 'h, is5 ho extended for a further

period of at l4ast 2 year' in as nearly its present form as Is possible because--

(a) 'he public, industry, anil lah(i, as well a the National Recovery Ad-

ministration, have had nearly 2 yv... of experience in the admiilstratlon of

the presont act, advantage of whirl will be of no avail if the law Is to be sub-

star tsrtly char: geil
(1) Thi th'exiblo provisions wi tiht !)resent act make it possible to deal with

emergencies with a rinimium of IcIy
(c) Decisions of the courts inder the presecut act will b more nearly applicable

to provisions of the new act.
1i. ihis industry believes that all industries, regardless of size or the number of

employees, should have the opportunity of adopting a code to De aaministered

by men familiar with the industry, rather than to he forced to become a part of

a large group of industries governed by a single code.
7. This industry is strongly opposed to any law prescribing a 30-hour week, or

any other rigid limitation as to hours and wages, because it believes legislation

of this character to be uneconomic and impractical.
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8. This industry wishes to go on record as being opposed to the National Labor
Relations Act, otherwise known as the "Wagner bill."Very truly yours,r FRANK MORsE, Secretary.

APPAREL INDUSTRIES CGMMITTSE,
FOR THE RENEWAL OF NATIONAL RECOVERY ACT,

New York City, April 5, 1985.
Hon. PAT HARRISON,

Senate Finance Committee, Washington D. C.
DEAR SENATOR. I have the honor to submit to you a memorandum prepared

by the Apparel Industries Committee for the Renewal of National Recovery Act.
and passed at a meeting of that committee held at 99 Park Avenue, New York
City, today. This memorandum was prepared on the basis of questionnaires
sent to various branches of the apparel industry and upon published statistics of
the Department of Labor.

It was the sense of that meeting that however much individuals may be opposed
to the workings of this or that specific regulation, to drop the National Recovery
Act now would take from every intelligent manufacturer and merchant in this
country his initiative and legitimate means of defense, and leave him adrift I,
the fog in a boat with no oars, no compass, and no port in sight.

I ask you on behalf of our committee to speet. the wheels of congressional ma-
chinery as rapidly as possible and remove this uncertainty which is hurting our
business in its most critical season and retarding general recovery.

Respectfully submitted.
J. R. MCMlLEN,7;, Chairman.

FROM TIlE APPAREL INDUSTRIES COMMITtEE FOR THE RENEWAL OF NATIONAL
RECOVERY ACT

We are a group of manufacturers representing the apparel industry. Our
business interests lie in varied and even unrelated types of manufactuire, par-
ticipating in an industry that maintains nearly 20,000 mnits (iost if thentl
oper.ited by small business men), employs over 600,000 workers, absorbs approui-
mately 16 percent of the national income, and contributes more than $2,000,000,000
annually to the national wealth in the form of the merchandise it manufactures.
We join together in the firm belief that National Recovery Act has conferred
benefits upon our industries, and that its withdrawal constitutes a common
danger for all of us. Knowing the results of National Recovery Act frim our
own first-hand business expercnce, we can properly value its advantages and
defects. National Recovery Act must be discussed in terms of fact and not inl
political generalities, and we present the facts pertinent to cukr indutistry so that
those 'vho must ultimately judge may first accurately know them.

Our industries are referred to as the needle trades, and proverbiallv as the
"downtrodden needle trades." Ocirs ils been, in the post, the ,ottstandim:
example of an economic cockpit business of the most bitterly comniqchlitive ebrr-
acter. It covers a field in which there have been in the )ast alo ,, nh,).t lotal
absence of decent restraints to prevent the less scrupulous in the struoogl, for
existence from setting the standard which must he followed 1:: ill. Ours has
been a business in which the sweatshop has longest survived n,; thrill, (hr
now is the experience and conviction thtt the collective action etiCti we li,1
been authorized to take and are now taking uindcr Nationial tR1'rvcry o\(,t has
been enormously helpful as an aiI to deceniey in the estat dslnt' tf f i,r sf:lml-
ards and in the breaking down of ancient albises.

Let us look at the facts. Hlow were these apparel iidutries ":Tl'.,ctel lby the
depression? According to the Federal Bereau of bait ar ,i vs. <uring the
year., 1929 through 1932, employiittcut dtu liwd 16N 25 v c~rei,i ai,'4 tay olls were
cut iii half.

What hpedafrl-c ctma icscyArDc: c c o. 1933
and 1934, the nuniber of rut ' Nt woin'i earlitill g a livelihtood in 'oi ioim hot ries
increased by 7 percent. Our pay rolls were augmented by 21 licrcit. Thus,
while labor's share has inerea.dsel bv over one-fifth, the cost of living between
Jone 1933 and November 1934 has, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
risen by only 8 percent. The more remarkable is this when we consider that
these employment figures represent not only a rise in themselves, burt a coruilete
reversal of the violently depressive tendencies during the preceding years.
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Then, the fair-trade practice provisions of our codes have, for the first time,
given us a chance to make the conduct of business in our industries mqre self-
respecting. They have strengthened our hand against the grinding economic
pressure of superior bargaining power.

Criticism that National Recovery Act fostered monopolies is utterly with-
out point in our industries. There could be no monopolies constructed even
if our manufacturers were permitted to do so. Our product is too varied
too impossible to standardize, our manufacturers too individualistic. Although
ourspay rolls have swelled by 21 percent during the past 2 years, the prices of
apparel to the consumer have increased by only 12 percent. Not a monopolistic
tendency it the very op)posite has been the case. According to a study meide
by tire code authority of tire coat and suit industry, since that code went into
effect, there have been fewer business mortalities and a greater number of new
entrants into that industry than during the preceding year.

Other glibly used criticisms of National Recovery Act are equally with-
out foundation in our industries. Some have talked about oppressive regu-
lation by code authorities. The fact is that if tche regulation of fair competition
is better than a brutal competitive anarchy, respectable powers of control must he
placed in some suiable agency. We would rather have those powers vested in
our own representative code authorities than in soei distant officialdom, remote
from an understanding of our peculiar problems and unresponsive to our true
needs. C,molpdnts of oppression by code authorities generally do not come
from those who play fair, who accept in good faith their industry's standards of
fair competition and abide by them.

Also, sonie critics have lost sight of the design of the whole project by picking
on details and exaggerating them out of their tru-e proportions. It should be
remembered that the Nutioial Recovery Act has been in existence less than
2 years, and most of our codes for a much shorter period. Industrial self-
government cannot be expected to spring into existence fully developed. Like
all government, it is an object of cultivation and growth. Let it be recalled that
our very Constitution was the result of nearly a decade of governmental difficul-
ties in a loose federation of 13 Colonies before our present government was estab-
lished. Under an extended National Recovery Act, we could ise the experience
of the past 2 years to perfect an instrument for the self-regulation of business.

Their, again, some critics have pointed to the National Recovery Act label as
placing men at the mercy of , legalized boycott. Do they not realize that
without some distinction between the product of the chiselerr" and legitimate
merchadise, we shall all be at the mercy of the sweatshop? Since the begin-
niig of the century, interested groups of consumers have wanted to know the
conditions under which their purchases were manufactured. Then National
Recovery Act label is a symbol to the conscientious consumer.

Possibly, tire loudest and most hollow criticism has been that National Re-
covery Act is oppressive to small business men.
We are small rrar. In the 20,000 establishments of the various apparel

indrastrirs 4lrroughout the country, tie average number of workers employed
totals 30. Marry of the erirployers were themselves factory workers before
establishing their o1Nn small businesses. Contrasted with the great coneentra-
tioni of ecomie wealthy) and power that exist in American industry today,
antd that can Mi readily rnd loudly express themselves on all political changes
affecting their , iur indiustries are scattered and inarticulate. Rather than have
otherss express s solicituhe for tire sinall men, we prefer stating their ese which is
our ox,'n in the apparel iridistrics.
Wc want the Natio)al ltecmiery Act. We do not want sweatshops in our

iidrustries, urt awithrout National itecovery Act, we shall have to compete with
tlr ur. We do riot want, to heat dowil the wages of labor, but without the
\a:iiial Recovery Act we will rot otherwise ie able to sell our products. We do

irot N rut to engage in udair trade praeticra, hut cur buyers will press us to yield
*1w -,, N% sired si,ii unfair coincussiorrs fromnnr a few coniretitors.
We ht ow that the nr.jor sentinrnt of our industries is overwhelmingly in favor

of Nation, l
1 

Itecovery Adinristration. We are convinced that the abandonment
of t h-r i.,itri. priict, woiul me,,n nothing by . return, so far as we are
corcerrnel, to the l tooth-and-claw methods of destructive and relentless compe-
tion, immensely injurious to the ririrtitudes of workers who depend upot our
industries for their support. Its abandonment would mean something more,
The savager,, of the uAd business wutrfare would lie aggravated by the shattering
of the promise of a new industrial ideal, imniensely helpful to us and consistent
with fair dealing of just men anti women.
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In our opinion, National Recovery Administration has made a contribution
not to men in these industries alone, but to the general character of American
business. We ask Congress to recognize this contribution, and by continuing
National Recovery Administration to preserve and perfect the values already
demonstrated.

COOS AUTHORITY FOR THE UNDEROARMIENT AND NEGLIGEE INDUSTRY,
New York, March 25, 1935.

CHAIRMAN SENATE NATIONAL RECOVERY
ADMINISTRATION INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SiR: Please be advised that at a special meeting of the Code Authority

for the Undergarment and Negligee Industry held on March 23, 1935, the follow-
ing resolution was adopted:

"Whereas the Congress of the United States is now engaged in consideration
of the continuance of the National Industrial Recovery Act; and

"Whereas the Code Authority for the Undergarment and Negligee Industry
has had actual experience of the operation of the law and the code approved
pursuant thereto, its benefits and its deficiencies; and

" Whereas the operation of the code has prc ,ed to be a stabilizing factor in our
industry, with resultant benefit to the employer, employee, and consumer; and

"Whereas our industry is composed mainly of manufacturers employing less

than 60 workers; and

"Whereas the code authority has always given careful consideration to the
special circumstances inuived in the business of the small manufacturers; and

"Whereas our industry never requcstcd the inclusion in our code of any price
fixing or curtailment of production provisions; and

"Whereas the abandonment of the act, in our opinion, will have an effect to
destroy the benefits thus far gained: Now, therefore, be it

Resolvlcd, That we approve the position of the President of the United States as
expressed in his message to Congress for the continuance of the National In-
dustrial Recovery Act, with such modifications as experie.n"- hc hnm nh
necessary; and be it ;urther

"Ifcsohed, That a copy of this resolution be sent to the chairman of the Senate
Investigating Committee."

Yours very truly, THOMAS . D Seetary.

FAYETTE R. PLUMB, INC.,
Philadelphia, March 11, 1935.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,

Washinglon, D. C.

WHY WE WANT TO KEEP OUR CODE

GENTLEMEN: We are a small business operating under the Supplementary
Code of the Tool and Implement Manufacturing Industry engaged in the manu-
facture of hand tolls for mechanics for about 80 years.

The writer has been president of the company for 30 years, and for 29 of those
years has been oppressed by the uneconomic effect of the antitrust laws on small
enterprises. In our experience the effect of the antitrust laws has been to favor
the large bnsinesss units with their highly developed sales forcep, their power of
ihfilucace and their capital resources, while denying to the small units the right
to Oven consult together or organize in any way to beet this competition. Under
the code the freedom of self organization under Government suo.'rvision has been
granted us and we want to retain it.

Before the code we were told it was unlawful for two competitors to even
exchange information regarding prices, because if as a result they met each others
competition, it would be considered that the result, was an agreement in restraint
of trade. B:ut it is f ece-ary. malufact lrr to know .wvhat his omptitors'
prices are. If a seller ntus

t 
ely solely IJi the statements of buyers, he is fre-

quently misled. What is more natural tor him therefore than to attempt to
check the accuracy of the information he receives by asking his competitor.
Self preservation demands it. And if he is able to worm out of his competitor
that he if; giving rebates or special prices to certain favored buyers, what is more
natural than an agreement that "if yoe will confine these special favors to certain
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buyers I will confine mine to certain others." The very difficulty of and delay
in getting correct information leads to agreements.

There is no more chance of enforcing the Sherman law against the multitude
of small business units than there was of enforcing the prohibition law. A remark
one of our competitors made to the Chairman of tIre Federal Trade Commission
more than 10 years ago represented a common attitude. He said if he had to
choose between sending his family to the poorhouse and going to jail, he would
go to jail.

Azanufacturer roust know what his competition is. One with a small organi-
zation cannot spend all his time running down the claims of buyers and so he
must attempt to stabilize or remedy whatever condition he finds to exist. In
this the small enterprise is at a disadvantage against a more powerful competitor
with a large sales force.

Under the code we and all our competitors are required to file our prices with
an impartial agency. These prices are distributed to !dl competitors and are
open to the inspection of all other interested partiess including customers, Having
this information we know the competition we have to meet and we do riot have
to divert our energies from the problems of better manufacturing, reducing costs,
labor relations, tinancing, and selling, to rim after competitors trying to Check
up the clairwi Of buyers as to what they are doing. Also, as we know swe will le
immediately advised of any revision of price by any of our competitors, th lueecd
for fixing a price that was formerly discovered with difficulty, does 1it exist,
During the I!et year that our code litr tiei in teffcet there has beei haritly a wc-k
that sMnie comletitor or we have tiot revised sonte trite. Notic of t eo- rex it-ions
we get iontediately and generally we file a revision otf our ow to ntit the uxw
prices or courditions of sale tiled by a competitor. This pririepie if rpult price
filing under Goernimerit supervision is e.xtetturig to industry the tmetst- tliat
was adoiited to, meet the cil of r..ilread secret rebates. It is al i-t oxKiidiig to
matufacturing tite practice adopted by the hotter retail triatle heni they abolished
secret cost marks from which the salcsiialr liicrgained wit'l the clistouti i ill f'aVor
of open price tags. When prices are opetit they are more al t lie fair Unfair-
ness hides. We are willing to take our chance w itli an. ioinietitor xxoi will
come out in the open.

Other provisions in our suppletmnttry or basic code I r',)id unfair practices
that existed srch as misreprcseitation of product, untriutifl disparagetrit of
coriptitor's product or bi iiess, iiiitation that trade uria tir cirnititir's reju-
tatiin, deceitful records such as false invoices, sling tilis cost IroVieud it is
destructive to fair wages or to capital invectnint cficietl ,nagei, faxirtisr
to special customers, or uninformed new competition.,i , iny le that there are
remedies in law for ary of these abuses, but the srall etter!irise lhas neither the
time nir the money to spend individually onr law suits. Organized tidecr the
code the industry can.

I was a riretber of the committee that drafted our code ,& I, struggi,-d many
301g months xxith the National Recovery Administration tio get it approved.
In framing the code for presentation we held many tectit p.s of tie ieritbers of
the industry during which we talked and w. ezigled aid co,,proin'sed, mclh as
Congress duet- in framing a law. We though, xxe had wotrkid out a pre tty god
code that wa.s satisfactory as a whole to 90 pircett of tire ii(histry, hit twhtei we
pre-ented it to the National Recovery Administration we found we did not realize
the effect of some of tire provisions or that they were not clearly erugh stated.

Objections to vrorious provisions vete raised by the consumers, adis itry hoard,
the labor advisory board, the industrial advisory board, and the Igal thisiLiou,
The consequent delays were very irritating to our industry, but we tiret, amilrit
that the changes were inr the public interest and, in the long run, in rotr irtire st,
except possibly the uniform administrative provisions itiposed uropi is, whi h
sore nrenibers believed involved the relinqitishnirnt of coustitrtim l right.

We fuuit that the National Recovery ,Xitminritiuli (inhtiix', xxhii i-,,ts-

sarily lackIlg a kiiwlledge of the details of our itudustrv, did tavt a iradl kutil-
edge of general principles gained from experience in haidligi; oitt-r -(ilcs :tu a
concept of the general welfare that we lacked and that wer,- I real litp in avoitltig
mistakes that we had not reve;L-i- in the ,original framing of ,or edl.

This ,!ode, the law to govern our industry, was developed first by the I tclitictr
expert knowledge tif the members engaged in the industry, then snbnitied to lhe
ertical examination of othcrn who might be affected by it, and then subjected to
the approval of representatives of the Governrent, mindful of the public welfare
and the policy of the Government. In this way a law adapted to tht- needs of
our particular industry was franed.
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No general law could be framed to fit so well the particular needs of our indtw-
try. Privileges might be denied to us for which there was not sufficient need that
could be safely granted some other industry or privileges might be granted us
under governmental supervision that would lead to bad effec4 in some other
Industry.

This supervision under National Recovery Administration is continuing. A
representative of the Administration attends our meetings to check us if we go
astray. This is the kind of supervision that industry needs and can adapt itelf
to. Business men want to obey the law. The time to correct them is before they
break it. Catching and punishing them afterward has little deterrent effect on
others, and to go back to such a method at this time would have a paralyzing
effect on industry. Continue the codes in the manufacturing industries to give
the 80 percent who are neither big enough to oppress or chiselers who want to
cheat a chance to compete fairly, openly, and intelligently.

Very truly yours,
FAYETTE R. PLUmS, President.

ILLINOIS ENoINr ERING CO.,
Chicago, April 1, 1985.Ron, PAT HARRISON,

Chairman Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR: On March 25, MVir. U. . Planning, chairman of the code
authority of our industry, wrote you as per attached letter, which you doubtless
already have in your file, and I am writing you as one of the smaller members in
this particular industry to not only confirm what Mr. Lanning ha said in his
letter regarding the National Recovery A ct, but to advise that I believe-contrary
to the general type of publicity given by the ,ress-that the National Recovery
Act has in the majority of oases helped the smaller manufacturer, and that with
some minor modifications in set-up, it should be continued for at leant 2 yearn
more.

I further feel that an unbiased investigation would show that a great many of
the smaller meniters of all industries feel just as I do. I have just returned from
a 4,000-mile trip covering the South and East, as far as the South Carolina State
line ,ind New York City, and have had an opportunity of discussing this with a
great many of the smaller manufacturers in the territories that l ave gone
through, and the sentiments that I cxpres in this letter were expressed practically
universally throughout the territory I covered.

Thanking you for your consideration in this matter in advance, I am,
Yours very truly,

J, C. Marcar~r.

IARaY BUTTER & CO.,
Dorchester, Mass., April It, 1965.

Senator PAT HARRISON,
Senate Finance Covonittee,

Senate Office Brdrding, Washington, D. C.
DEAR Sut: We undersand at the present time that you are debating on

whether or not the National Industrial Recovery Act is to he continued in its
)resent or niodified form, or other bilis may be enacted to take the place of the
National In dustrial llecovery Act.
W, are nmembor of the Brav

, 
and Bronze 1ngot Code,' and have found that

durit)g'k the period tli', t.i N, tiorel Irdu;trial Ierovcry A0, has been in force
that we are abir tI mor jilnrt in o leratirin 5 days Jweaek primaily because
of the doiog away of rif:air coop'fitim,.

We are putting our tiv OiN record w; frv,;rirg 61i, vioruinausiion oi thie Nauohual
Industri-al Heo,,rvry At. in its pres' t form.

Voirive ry ioly,
II AntY BUTlTER.

lilA's. Xt+ INx & COOR Co., INC,
1 A frookly?, A'. 1., April 12, 19';

Senate U/fire BRel .ry, Dbir}ior,, D. U.
MY l)EAR Si:,s'TO ,As yu uIriho,'itedly know, the printing ink industry of

which we are a part in a small industry with annual sales of approximate,4
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$30,000,000. Up to the present writing, the National Recovery Act has not
done this Industry any great direct good beyond the fact that it has brought the
various manufacturing units in the business into closer accord, which beneficial
influences we feel would be lost should the National Recovery Act be scrapped
entirely.

With a more closely knit industry, we feel that we can eventually eliminate
some of the harmful trade practices and for this reason, we believe that some
sort of a National Industry Act, which would make it possible to keep our indus-
try together under governmental influence, should be passed by the Congress.

W are chiefly concerned with the fact that as our industry is constituted, it
might be possible for a small handful of men to upset the normal conditions of
this industry if the governmental influence is withdrawn.

We are therefore writing to urge your support for this class of legislation.
Yours very truly, A. . EIOHIDOR.

NATIONAL CODE AUTHORITY FOR TINE PAINTING, PAPERHANGING, AND DECORAT-
ING DIVISION OF THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY, INC.

PHILADELPHIA, April 1R, 1955.
Hon. PAT HARRY soN,

Chairman Finance Committee, United States Senate,
Washington, D. C.

SiR: The National Code Authority for the Painting, Paperhanging, and
Decorating Division of the Construction Industry, Inc., representing more than
50,000 contractors throughout the United States, at its first annual meeting in
the Book-Cadillac Hotel, Detroit, Mich., April 9, 1935, unanimously adopted
the following resolution:

"Whereas the National Code Authority for the Painting, Paperhanging, and
Decorating Division of the C2onstruction Industry, Inc., is the administrative
body for the code of fair competition for this, the largest group of subcontractors
in the great construction industry, on the rehabilitation of which full national
Industrial recovery largely depends, and

"Whereas competitive conditions prior to the institution of the code of fair
competition for this industry had reached a condition of chaos through the
operations of unskilled, dishonest, unscrupulous contractors, and

"Whereas the above conditions menaced not alone the capital investments,
life savings, and means of livelihood of tens of thousands of reputable, established
painting, paperhanging, and decorating contractors, but actually menaced the
country's real wealth as represented in its homes and budness properties, through
cheap, shoddy, unreliable workmanship and the substitution of worthless mate-
rials for good materials, and

"Whereas the first year of administration of this code of fair competition, in
the course of which administrative agencies and other bodies have been set up
in more than 350 American cities, has proved to our satisfaction that we have in
this code precisely that instrumentality by which the evls of our industry can be
eradicated, and

"Whereas continuation of this code of fair competition will permit the completion
of a task begun which has for its object the establishment of fair and honest
competitive conditions, proper wages, proper working hours and conditions and
the protection thereby of the American property owner; therefore be it

"Resolved, That the National Code Authority for the Painting, Paperhanging,
and Decorating Division of the Construction Industry, Inc., in annual meeting
assembled in Detroit, Mich., this 9th day of April 1935, go on record as favoring
the continuation of the National Industrial Recovery Act, with such changes as
are necessary to clarify its intent, to make it more effective, and assure more
rigid enforcement, for a period of at least 2 years after June 15, 1935."

Very truly yours, G. S. STUART, Executive Secretary.

CncAou TUBING & BRAIDING Co.,
Maywood, Ill., April 4, 195_.

Hon. PAT HARRxsoN,
Senate Finance Committee,

Washington, D. C.
DEAa Si: Ybu have heard much from many champions of the "little fellows"

about how National Recovery Act is depriving them of everything from their
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constitutional rights to their life blood. We are small manufacturers in a small
industry and differ with our champions whom we did not appoint.

Instead of sapping from us our lifeblood, National Recovery Act has given us
new good blood. Pre-National Recovery Act blood was bad-thin; labor felt it
because employees were willing to work for little to stave off starvation; big buyers
profited by whipsawing one manufacturer against his competitors, and we poor
fools let them-and down again went prices and wages. Profits had disappeared
long before.

Come National Recovery Act. Immediate result labor benefited-and still
does. Next raw-material cost advanced rapidly. Result no profits. Reason:
Our entire industry, unorganized, without precedent for concert of action, ob-
viously ignorant of National Recovery Act benefits, floundered.

There followed a period of education of what the entire industry could accom-
plish under National Recovery Act-what we had to accomplish to live. Our
selling prices had to rise to balance our increased costs; they have risen-most, not
enough.

Our education continued; confidence is growing. But if you take from us the
benefits of National Recovery Act labor will suffer-all of u3 will suffer.

National Recovery Act probably has some faults-but today's trouble is not
National Recovery Act primarily. Today's trouble is those men, both large and
small, whose fear of one another so paralyzes their vision that they can do nothing
constructive for themselves nor for anyone else.

Solntion: Educate them to the benefits of National Recovery Act and at the
same time assure them you will not tax away all their profits.Very truly yours, JoHN F. P. FARRAR, Vice President,

THE UNITED RETAIL GROCERS & DELICATESSEN

DEALERS ASSOCIATION, INC.,
Brooklyn, N. Y., April 9, 1984.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
United States Senate.

GENTLEMEN: We, representative of the United Retail Grocers' end Delicatessen
Dealers Association, consisting of a membership of 725, do wholeheartedly sup-
port the National Recovery Act and approve of its continuation for another 2
years and urge your committee to approve its reenactment.

May we impress you now, that the discontinuance of the protection of the code
at this time would result in a chaotic condition, unparalleled in the history of
our industry.

This code has been a protection to the small business man and has helped him
in his business.

JOHN F. BEHaMANN, Secretary.

THE CHAMPIONr FIRE CO.,
Canton, A'. C., March 27, 1985.

Hon. PAT HAaRSON,
Chairman Senate Finance Committee,

Washington, D. C.
My DEAR Ma. IARRISON: We are greatly interested in the pending legislation

affecting the continuation of the National Recovery Act. Our experience under
the operation of the act in the past 2 years has indicated definitely that it has
resulted in increased employment, both in numbers and in wages, and, through
the provisions for minimum wages and for prevention of unfair practices, has
accomplished a stabilization that has made possible progress which could not
otherwise have been achieved.

It has prevented chaotic conditions in industry and trade which would have
been harmful to all elements of community life.

Confidence has not yet been restored; aid withoutt some such artificial neans
of exercising control, cutthroat competition, uncertainty, and ui. mployment
would inevitably follow.

Our observations have indicated that small units have been protected to an
extent even greater than the benefits obtained by the larger units. This is
certainly true in the pulp and paper industry and I am sure it is also true of many
others.
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I am firmly of the opinion that an extension of National Recovery Act is urgently
demanded if the best interests of our Nation are to be served.

Yours very truly, REUBEN B. ROSsRTsON, Preesideat.

CoDIFID INOUATRsES AND TRADES OF TEXA9,
Houston, Tax., March V8, 1936,.

Senator PAT HARRISONI
Chairman Senate Finance Committee, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR HARRISON: At a meeting March 25, 1035, held under the
auspices of Codified Industries and Trades of Texan, a large group of representa-
tive business men of this city were present and a resolution was passed, unani-
mously, endorsing National Recovery Administration in principle and to pCti-
tion our representatives in Congress and the Senate to use their best influence
to got an extension of the National Industrial Recovery Act or the enactment
of a similar )ill.

I am further directed to advise you that our organization thinks that the
Government should undertake a vigorous advertising campaign on the "blue
eagle."

We shall appreciate an expression from you as to the probalsie date of passage
of the new National Industrial Recovery Act, as business interests here are
rather confused.

Very sincerely yours, Capt. ii. Dica GOLI~oNo,

Sucreary-Treas s er.
P. .--- I ani attaching newspaper account of our meeting as well as copy of

ictteji igiog continuance of the National Industrial Recovery Act by t- l--bor
group of this city. Any comments will be appreciated.

REVERE COPPER AND BRASS, INC,,
New York, April 5, 196.Hon. PAT HARRIlSON,

Chairman Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: We hear considerable comment and see varied opinions in the press
concerning the continuance of National Industrial Recovery Act after June 16,
1935. No, wo commentators apparently have exactly the same opinion concerning
tho provisions which may remain in effect after that date. It is usual when an
existing law or policy becomes controversial, that the opposition makes itself
heard to a greater extent than the supporters.

1unlder the circumstances, it is believed that you will welcome and will desire to
give consideration to the viewpoint of a member of industry. In the final
analysis, thie success or failure of the National Recovery Administration depends
uponi the supi)port and cooperation of industry, labor, and government.

As a member of the Copper and Brass Mill products industry, we have co-
operated under a code which has born eminently successful in achieving the results
contemplated by the passage of the National Industrial Recovery Act. Average
wage rates n'ave been increased by 30 percent while hours have been decreased,
with the result that hundreds of men have been put back to work and our pay
rolls increased by 75 percent..

All of this has been made possible by imprvement in competitive couitions
brought about by the fair trade practice provisions of the code. These provisions
have not increased the burden on consumers but have merely tended to support
price structure. in a market so highly competitive that cut-throat competition
should necessirily have resulted without them. We have had no labor troubles.

To sun ip, we believe that industry should be allowed to govern it e after
June 16, 1935, under substantially the same conditions as under the present
National industrial Recovery Act. To continue the labor provisions alone, will
not be sufficient. If industry is to he controlled as far as lours, wages, an rela-
tions with employees are concerned, it should be permitted to retain fair trade
practice provisions that have made possible compliance with these labor pro-
visions.

Yours very truly,
C. D. DALLAS, President.
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NATIONAL SKIRT MANUIACTURzRa AssocIATION, INC.,
New York, N. Y., April 8,1935.

non. PAT HARRISON,
Chairman Senate Finance Committee,

Washington, D. C.
My DEAR SENATOR: Enclosed you will find a certified copy of a resolution

unanimously adopted at a meeting, on April 6, 1935, by the National Skirt Man-
ufacturers Association, supporting President Roosevelt's industrial recovery
policy and favoring the proposed extension of the National Industrial Recovery
Act.

The resolution has been forwarded to all the members of the Senate Finance
Committee. Our industry wishes to express its hearty endorsement of your con-
structive work and to assure you of its willingness to cooperate.

Very truly yours,
H. J. PERAHIA, President.

NATIONAL SKIRT MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION,
New York City, April 6, 1985.

Whereas the National Skirt Manufacturers Association, in meeting assembled
are in favor of a continuation of the National Industrial Recovery Act with modi-
fications tending toward greater flexibility in industrial self-government and in
administration and

yleia the association is ,uiaanlous in its support of the President of the
United States in his recovery policy, and

Whereas the Code of Fair Competition for the skirt manufacturing industry
ha- raised standards in labor relations and in business conduct, which, without
re actment would be destroyed: therefore be it

itesolved, That the members of the National Skirt Manufacturers Association are
unanimously in favor of tho pr,,o... c--n-ion of t. .N. ...... R -
ery Act and

Be it further resolved, That copies of this resolution be forwarded to the members
of the Senate Finance Committee.

Certified as correct.
MACK SEPLER, Sceretary.

THE HINDE & DAUCH PAPER Co.,
Sandusky, Ohio., April 5, 1985.Hon. RoBERT J. BULELEY,

United States Senator, Washington, D. C.
My DEAR SENATOR: On March 25, 1 sent you a telegram like the enclosed.

The Washington correspondent of the Sandusky Star Journal forwarded the
information, which they published locally.

I am so sincerely interested in the continuation of the National Recovery Act,
and I understand that any telegrams or letters, when turned over to the Senate
Finance Committee, secure proper recognition, and further, that requests are
made that they be published in the Congressional Record. If my information
is correct and you concur, will you please follow the above suggestion.

Your acknowledgement of my telegram, under date of March 26, stating that
you will give the legislation your careful attention when it is reached, is much
appreciated.Sin~cerely yours,

SIDNEY FROISMAN, President.

SANDUSKY, OHIO, March 25, 1935.
Bon. ROBERT J. BULKLEY,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
Any scrapping of the National Recovery Administration or eancelation ofe_ e for tbp container and nap~er board industries would, i, ' on pi: ion, seriously

endanger the entire structure, breaking down in turn the wage and hour opera-
tion in spite of any law to the contrary. In behalf of 2,400 wage earners and
department heads of this company who have benefited in increased earnings
from the National Recovery Act please vigorously protest any withdrawal and
urge continuance of codes for another 2 years.

Tim HINDE & DAcH PAPER Co.,
SIDNEY FROHMAN, President.
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11INDE & DAUCH PAPER CO. ASKS N. R. A. CODE CONTINUANCE FOR 2 MORE YEARS

(Sandusky Star Journal, Mar. 29, 1935)

WASHINGTON--Continuance of thp National Recovery Act for another 2 years
was urged by Sidney Frohman, president of the Ilinde & Dauch Paper Co. in
a telegram received today by Senator Robert J. Bulkley.

The Senate Finance Committee is now holding hearings on the legislation
sponsored by President Roosevelt to extend the National Recovery Act for a
2-yar period starting next June. Upon completion of the hearings, the Senate
will consider the measure.

Frohman's telegram reads as follows:
"Any scrapping of the National Recovery Act or cancelation of the Code

for the Container and Paperboard Industries would in our opinion seriously
endanger the entire structure breaking down in turn the wage and hour operation
in spite of any law to the contrary.
" In behalf of 2,400 age earners and department heads of this company who

have benefited in increased earnings from the National Recovery Act, please
vigorously protest any withdrawal and urge continuance of codes for another
2 years."

(IWNT AL FIR55 PRODUCTS Co..

PAPER MILL DIVISION,
Qmncy, Ill., April 3, 1985.

Hon. J. HAMILTON LEWIS,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: From information we are receiving, there appears to be a tendency
toward elimination of the National Recovery Act, with the possible substitution
of a law regulating wages and hours bt without recognition of any right on the
part of industry to regulate competition in any degree.

We are writing to urge you to oppose any legislation to discontinue the National
Recovery Act at this time, as we feel, unquestionably, that should the code in
the paperboard industry be discontinued, the result would be a return to the
chaotic condition which existed in this industry for a perod of several year
preceding the National Rccov ,ry Act.

The industry, as a result of this legislation, has been placed on a fairly sound
basis and, as a result, is employing a large percentage of additional men at higher
wages than existed for years, notwithstanding the fact that there has been no
great increase in the ar.Ic-t of output.

In behalf of the 800 wage earners and department heads of this company who
have benefited greatly In increased earnings, as a result of the National Recovery
Act, we ask that you vigorously protest any attempt to discontinue the code for
another 2 years.

We hope that we may have your suppur6 in 'nhis matter.
Very truly yours, 3. G. MCFARLAND.

ELoN! SWEEPER Co.,
Elgin, Ill., March 86, 1985.

Hon. PAT HARRISON,
Senate Finance Committee, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: Knowing that your honorable committee is considerin the matter
of recommending to Congress the advisability of continuing the National Recov-
ery Act, we wish to say that we heartily approve of continuing the desirable
features uf the National -e-very At-. There is no question but that thl
establishment of fair-trade practices has corrected many of the abuses tlk
business has been subjected to, and we hope that this feature of the No,,t, nal
Recovery Act wil be continued.

As for ourselves, we are a small manufacturing concern making a specialized
product and located in a moderately small community. Most of our employees
are men of long training in our particular line, and they were receiving as much
or more than the minimum wages specified when the National Recovery Act
was enacted.

We have operated at a loss for 3 years but now have increased business In pros-
pect, and our problem is our inability to operate our plant more than 35 hours
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per-week because we are unable, in this community, to secure qualified men to
duplicate our present force and thus permit the operation of our factory equip-
ment to its regular capacity at this time of tha year when the demand for our
product is at its peak.
p Our inability to satisfy this demand not only means the loss of business, but
creates a restricted earning capacity which is unsatisfactory to our employees,
especially at this time when business is available.

We sincerely trust that your honorable committee will decide upon a recom-
mendation to Congress that will provide for retention of the useful and helpful
features of the National Recovery Act and for the elimination of those features
which handicap production to meet increasing demands.

Respectfuiiy,
D. M. TODD, President.

GEOROE BRUNSSEN CO., INC.,
New York, N. Y., March 27, 1935.

S JNATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,

Washington, D. C.
GENTLEMEN: We take this occasion to register our protest against the threat-

ned scrapping of the National Recovery Act.
Our factory gives employment to 37 individuals. We have always paid union

wages for union hours. For some time previous to the founding ofthe National
Recovery Administration a terrible condition arose in the industry. Unemployed
workers established themselves as manufacturers in their own homes, and with
no regard for working hours, living conditions or business ethics, took whatever
price they could get for their merchandise. Needless to say, avaricious buyers
made this condition considerably worse in their efforts to continurily drive better
bargains.

The National Recovery Act has relieved this condition: It has stipulated a
minimum wage and established livable working hours. It has prohibited the
selling of merchandise below cost of production. By limiting working hours it
has necessitated the hiring of additional labor.

We read a retu n to pre-National Recovery Act conditions. At this time we
feel it would be more proper to have thl National Recovery Act strengthened
and improved: To give it the proper "teeth" for enforcement purposes.

Please consider the foregoing: There must be thousands of other business
organizations who feel exactly as wo do. Please bear in mind that outcries
against the National Recovery Act generally come from those who are reluctant
to pay a living wage and who want to extract intolerable working hours from their
help. The recent cases which were brought into court will fLar witness to that
statement.Respectfully yours,

HERMAN JULICH, Treasurer.

TEXTILE FABRIcs AssOcIATION,
New York City, March 27, 1985.

Hon. PAT HARRISON,
Chairman Senate Finance Committee,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR HARRISON: Our association is composed of over 150 integrated

producers and converters of cotton piece goods. In line with many other indus-
tries in the country, our industry has been operating under a code of fair com-
petition approved by the National Recovery Administration and which code is
known as Supplementary Code No. 1 to the Cotton Textile Industry Code.

O_.r oA , ,,i, ,,, 1, fair tradn oraotvi'e miles as the industry is governed
under to hours and general labor provisions of the Cotton Textile Iildustry Code.

Our board of directors believe that you and the members of your Finance
Committee should know that thu members of our industry are very well satisfied
with the operation of the trade-practice provisions as carried in our code and
believe that through the operation of these rudes moany unfair methods of com-
petition have been eliminated. We wish to make it plain that our code trade-
practice rules do not include any price-fixing arrangements or other features
tending toward monopolistic control. Our rules cover such trade matters as
deliveries, terms of sale, fabric demonstrations, etc. Iii fact, the rules are very
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similar to those approved by the Federal Trade Commission under their Trade
Practice Conference Division.

We therefore wish to record ourselves as favorable to the extension of the
National Recovery Act as requested by President Roosevelt. In fact, we believe
that if such extension be not granted by Congress, an extremely chaotic and
disaetrou. situtation will result.

Very truly yours,
W. V. PIcKET, President.

CODE AuT'rORTY WHOLMSnUNO OR DISTRIS UTIN TLADE,
New York, March 27, 1935.SEDNArU Fzwancue 

'OMMflTES,

Washington, D. C.
GENTLEMEN: By authority of a resolution passed by the Code Authority for

the Wholesale Trade, at its last regular meeting, I am instructed to transmit the
following:

"It is the sense or the Code Authority for the Wholesale Trade that the aban-
donment of the codes in the distribution trades would be calamitous at this
time; that widespread criticism now being aimed at Natiunal Recovery Aot is
definitely resulting In demoralization and injury to business as a whole; that
prompt action shouwid be taken by Congress to determine the future of National
Recovery Act, as the confusion and uncertainty which now exists have already
cased a cessation of operations in many lines of trade and, to a noticeable degree,
arq slowing down business operations generally."

he above is respectfully submitted with the very earnest request that your
influence be exerted to the end that the present confusion may be promptly
terminated.Very truly yo ir, F. GARRISON, Chairman.

KLEIN, FRANKFELDT & ARNoFSr, INC.,
New York, March 27, 1935.SwanAg FINANCE COM5&IrTEE,

Washington, D. C.
GavrnMnm: We jare taking this opportunity to write to let you know that

we do not want the National Recovery Act scrapped for the simple reason that
the National Reoovery Act has helped our industry in the following ways:

1. It has equalize&. the working hours of all employees within our industry.
2. It has established a minimum wage.
3. It has established certain terms for all the manufacturers.
All this has benefited our industry as it helped decrease the terrible cutthroat

competition in our line. Should the National Recovery Act be scrapped, it will
kill our business. TLere will be no bottom, to which our prices will drop. They
will be cut to the bone and will be sold for less than cost. The National RecoveryAct prevents all this.We arc em ploy' 11 people and we believe that the National Recovery Act
has helped us all.We do not want you to scrap the National Recovery Act.Yours very truly,

o LEIN, FRANKFELDT & AaNorr, INC.

TH
e 
METHODIST BOOK CONCERN,
Cincinnati, Ohio, March 26, 1985.Hon. PAT HIARRIS0N,

Chairman National Recovery Act Investigations Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

Honoaa.LE SIR: We strongly urge your support in advocating the continuance
of the National Recovery Act and Code of Fair Competition for the Relief
Printing Industry, without fundamental changes.

Governmental agencies should enforce code regulations without distinction
between labor and fair-practice provisions. Hour and wage regulations should
continue. Selling below cost should be especially prohibited.
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Much advancement has been made toward stabilization, and to return to the
old practices would be most unwise.

We thank you for your support.
Very truly yours, W. E. GARISON.

LEWIS & AYLESBURY,
Los Angeles Calif., April 16, 1985.Hon. PAT HARRISON,

Chairman Committee on Finance,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: We respectfully submit to you our wish that the National Recovery
Act be continued. Also that in an extension of this act that the interests and
welfare of all small and independent business firms be protected by adequate
provisions which will eliminate unfair price discriminations in favor of the large
corporations or combinations of large companies. And in this connection we
refer particularly to the payment of brokerages or commissions to trade buyers
as outlined in the testimony of Mr. Paul Fishback before your committee on
April 4, which testimony we have read carefully and sincerely believe is a true
statement as to the unfairness of such a practice.

Yours very truly, • E. T. AYLESBURY.

BoWns ENVELOPE & LITHOGRAPH Co.,
Indianapolis, Ind., farch 29, 1985.

Mr. PAT HARRISON,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. HARRISON: Recently the officials of this company have had brought
to their attention the fact that there is a very strong lobby in Washington against
the National Recovery Act and that there is a possibility that these folks will be
of considerable influence in seeing to it that the National Recovery Act is dis-
continued.

We wish to protest against any change whatsoever in the present National
Recovery Act and would like to see it continued for another 2 years. Before the
National Recovery Act came in, the envelope industry was in terrible condition
with no one making even a decent wage, and competition was so keen that it was
very ruinous and practically everyone in the industry was on the verge of bank-
ruptcy. With the interest of the National Recovery Act the industry was put
back on its feet, more people were employed and at a good wage. It would be a
calamity for our industry if the National Recovery Act were discontinued.

We urgently request that when this subject comes up for discussion you stand
by the National Recovery Act and do everything in your power to see that it is
continued in the same form as it stands at the present time,

Very truly yours, CLYDE A. BOWERS, President.

ALEXANDER THoMsoN, INc.,
Cambridge, Mas., April 11, 1935.

Senator PAT HARRISON,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR Si: We are informed that the above bill extending the life of the

National Recovery Act is now pending in the Congress of the United States.
As a small business concern we would advise that previous to the passage of

the National Recovery Act we were about ready to close our business for an
Indefinite period. Through the National Recovery Act this has been post-
poned for the present, and we strongly urge that the bill extending thin recovery
act be passed immediately.

Very truly yours, T. L.

119782-3- i35l- -68
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R. H. TODD LumBER, Co.,

Hon. DUNCAN U. FLETCHER, Ocala, Fla., March 80, 1935

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR FLETCHER: Please pardon me for worrying you, but I do want

to urge you to support legislation for the continuation of the principles of the
National Industrial.Recovery Act.

'The operation of the Nati6nal Industrial Recovery Act has been a great benefit
tb the retail lumber industry and its employees and we want to see it continued.
I I trust you will lend your assistance to its continuation, adding to whatever
new legislation there may be enacted a plan of enforcement that will be effective,
as the only weakness there has been in the act is the lack of proper enforcement.

Hopiig for your efforts in this work, I remain,Sincerely,
Rusa H. ToDD.

TH FOLLOWING ARE OPPOSED TO THE EXTENSION OF TIlE NATIONAL
INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY ACT

SILVERDALE LIMESTONE1 Co.,
Wichita, Kans., April 16, 1935.Hon. PAT HARRISON,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR: We have been requested by our code authorities to write our

Senators and Congressmen as to our opinion on the extension of the National
Recovery Act.

National Recovery Administration has had a retarding influence on the buyer
and because he justly feels that industry is organized against him, he must be sure
he is buying in an open market or he will retard buying rather than increase it.

The increase of operating cost to the average small industry such as ours is just
another burden, in times when we have difficulties in keeping the wheels turning.

We are operating under two codes-the Retail Monument Industry Code and
the Limestone Industry Code.

In the limestone industry our assessment for code administration alone is over
5 percent of our gross sale price, being 2 cents per foot on rough quarried blocks,
which sell for 35 cents per cubic foot on sawed slabs, which is the bulk of our
business. The assessment is also 2 cents per cubic foot and the selling price is
77 cents. These extra taxes added to other increased costs on the slow market
for our product are a burden and not a help. Bid filing in the cut-stone industry
is slowing up the consummation of sales and retarding fair competition because
the small bidder cannot afford to hire the services of expert estimators who cannot
be obtained at a moment's notice to fill out all the technical blanks so that he may
file his bid with the code authority a certain number of hours before the letting
date, etc.

The extra cost of approved forms, summary sheets, stationery, time involved
in filing, and computing needless information which must be sent to code author-
ities, and the threatening attitude of needless phrases and phases of law, hundreds
of pages of reading matter of a voluminous, tiresome, and irritating nature,
instilling fear and contempt for the industry in which lie is engaged, all keep the
small man so busy that he has little time left to work at producing or otherwise
using his spent energy in the regular channels of his trade.

If business needs a child labor law and minimum wage law, such a law can be
had without discouraging aud disrupting the initiative of the individual who
tries to maintain a small business and who cannot lift himself by his boot straps.
Thousands of small industries have used their surpluses and have wisely cut down
their overhead to weather the depression, and if the heavy toll and added expense,
disruption of concentrated effort and distraction from undivided attention to
producing and sales is further aggravated by the burden of the National Recovery
Act, small business will fade out of the picture, and the public will pay the price
to large corporations and great combinations who by the twisted intent of the
National Recovery Act to their own use will shortly throttle the last breath out
of small industry. If recovery is to come through business, the small businessman should be aided the same as the large one.

Thousands of small industries have depleted their stocks, and under the present
set-up of higher expenses and greater costs, cannot employ more people and pay
higher wages until the actual upturn of business warrants such expenditure.
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Our present experience leads us to believe that business will never govern
itself to the best interests of all concerned, and that the worth while phases of
the National Recovery Act such as the elimination of child labor, hours of labor,
and minimum wage should be directed and enforced by the Government.

We hope that if the National Recovery Act is extended it will not be the
cumbersome unenforceable law that it is at the present time.

Yours very truly, We. QUI5INu.

J. 1t. McADEN, Ixc.,
Charlotte, N. C., March 22, 1935.

Senator PAT HARRISON,
Senate Office Building, Washington, N. C.

DEAR Si: We are writing to ask that you allow the National Recovery Act
to die in June and do not renew it or extend it in any way whatever. We believe
,that it is illegal and unconstitutional and should be repealed at once. As it is
almost at an end, we think it would be proper just to let it expire in June.

After experience with it we do not consider it is at all necessary, and we do not
think it has accomplished nearly as much good as it has evil and do not believe
lin the future that it can be of any substantial benefit to the country. In fact
we think it is holding back the country and helping keep it in the depression.
We are opposed to this act and believe that the average people who operate under
it are decidedly opposed to it. We consider it an un-American form of control
which is violative of States' rights and fundamental American principles and ask
,that you do not extend it or continue it in any form or manner whatsoever.

We do not believe that any possible ill effects which may result from its expira-
.tion in June will be anything like equal to the detriments, dangers, and damages
which will be inflicted on the country by its continuance. We have no patience
,whatever with the view that it will be disruptive of business not to continue it.

This letter is written to all members of the Senate Finance Committee in
response to a communication received this morning from our code authority sug-
gesting we get in touch with you regarding it. Instead of writing you to con-
tinue it in whole or in part, as they suggest, we write you to discontinue it fully
and completely.

Yours very truly, 3. H. McADEN.

HAUCK MANUFACTURING Co.,
Brooklyn, N. Y., March 23, 1935.SENATE FINANCE COMiMITrEE,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
GENTLEMEN: On March 19 Mr, W. J. Parker, who is retained as manager of

the Code Authority of the industrial Oil Burning Equipment Manufacturing
Industry, circularized the members of the industry and of its code on tie code
authority's letterheads, in effect advocating the continuance of the National
Recovery Act, and urging members of the industry to communicate with your
committee.

The writer is a member of the code authority of the industry, and wishes to
advise you (and by means of a copy of this also Mr. Parker) that the use of the
code authority's letterhead was unauthorized. Further, it may interest your
committee to know that not one member of the code authority feels that the
National Recovery Act should be continued.

Speaking for this business alone, we have found that the National Recovery
Act has been an expense, an annoyance, and a handicap, and we trust that its
extension will not be authorized by Congress.

In referring to the expense and annoyance, we also have In mind that the slight
increase in our business, whether or not due to the National Recovery Act, has
not resulted in any material benefit to this company on account of the fact that
our costs have risen, whereas our sales prices must of necessity remain where
they were.

Yours very truly. H. T. GErDES, PrtsidnU.
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TICKNOR BATTERY MANUFACTURING Co.,

SENATE FINANCE COMITTEE, Jacksonville, Fla,, March 2, 1935.

Washington, D. C.
Oun DEAR Slas: We say scrap it in big letters. 'Tis the big fellows eating up

the little ones and nothing else. Especially in our line. Thirty-six small battery
plants in Florida will have to quit. For Heaven's sake, let us alone. We can
live nddo honest work if let alone.

LInd of liberty, of thee I sing-or not.
Yours truly,

A. R. TIcKNoR.

lEuclosure to above letter of Mar. 22, 19551

NATIONAL CODE AUTHORITY,
ELECTRIC STORAGE AND WET PRIMARY BATTERY INDUSTRY,

New York, N. Y., March 21, 1935.

BULLETIN No. 23--To THE ENTIRE INDUSTRY

EXTENSION OF THE NATIONAL RECOVERY ACT

There is a very grave danger that the National Industrial Recovery Act may
be scrapped or at least robbed of essential details unless pressure is immediately
brought to bear upon unsympathetic Senators and Congressmen.

According to reports reaching us, the Senate Finance Committee is apparently
opposed to National Recovery Act as a general proposition and is particularly
hostile to the trade practice provisions now contained in codes.

This hostility extends through the Senate, and among the members of Congress,
and the cause of this opposition is the large nu,'Ter of letters which Senators and
Congressmen have received, complaining of the effect of National Recovery Act in
general and against the trade practice provisions of certain codes in particular.

Unless there is registered In Congress, and particularly with the members of
the Senate Finance Committee within the next few days an industry sentiment
favorable to National Recovery Act, then the report of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee is certain to be in opposition to any continuation of trade-practice rules in
codes.

Labor provisions will be retained either in codes or through new special legis-
lation, but all rules of fair competition will be scrapped unless there is positive
evidence from industry that the retention of these rules is vitally necessary.

I do not know what your attitude is toward our code. I do know that all of our
fair-trade-practice rules have not worked as well as we might have wished, but on
the whole they have been beneficial, and it would seem a shame to go back to
unrestrained competition.

Some of the more obvious benefits thus far derived from our code are:
1. The definite 90-day guarantee with the fixed adjustment periods for batteries

of different capacities in the different groups.
2, The uniform terms of payment.
3. Stricter observance of proper branding.
4. Less unfair competition through the misuse of seconds and discontinued

lines.
5. Better control of the rebuilt-battery situation.
6. Less consignment, less misrepresentation in advertising, and less selling

below cost.
Now, if you want to retain the trade-practice provisions of your code, I urge

you to write to the members of the Senate Finance Committee, and to the two
Senators from your State.

Tell them in your own way as a citizen and as an individual business man:
1. Why you consider the National Industrial Recovery Act necessary.
2. What the National Recovery Act and the code has accomplished for you.
3. What the effect will be on your business if the act Is permitted to expire.
4. What you hope or expect your code to accomplish in the future. 0
We all know that you can't pull a rabbit out of a hat, and that nothing is

perfect, but since June of 1933, as a result of the National Industrial Recovery
Act, we can point to some very definite accomplishments.

1. Over 3 million people reemployed.
2. Purchasing power increased by about 3 billion dollars.
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3. Hours of labor decreased.
4. Child labor abolished.
5. Considerable cutthroat competition eliminated through the fair-trade-

practice provisions of codes.
(The members of the Senate Finance Committee herein referred to are listed

below, and all may be addressed in care of the Senate Office Building, Washington,
D. C.)

I think the majority in our industry feel -that the act as a whole has been
beneficial. If you honestly feel that National Recovery Act has been helpful, let
me urge you to write and express your views unless you want to see an industrial
upheaval and a return to perhaps even worse business conditions than we expe-
rienced early in 1933.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

Pat Harrison, William H King Walter F. George, David I. Walsh, Alben W.
Barkley, Tom Connally, Thomas P. Gore, Edward P. Costigan, Josiah W. Bailey,
Bennett Champ Clark, William Gibbs McAdoo, Harry Flood Byrd Augustine
Lonergan, James Couzens, Henry W. Keyes, Robert M'. La Follette, ir., Jesse H.
Metcalf, Daniel 0. Hastings.

Yours very truly,
FRAN E. CONNOR,
Secretary, Code Authority.

[Enclosure to above letter oa Mar. 22)

ORDER NO. 40-22, NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION, INTERPRETATION

Name of code: Electric Storage and Wet Primary Battery Industry Approved
Code No. 40.

Applicant: The Boston Regional Office.
Facts: Schedule II, section 2 of the code provides as follows:
Guarantees an adjustment policy: Every storage battery shall be covered

by the following standard guarantee, and no battery shall be covered by an
adjustment policy for periods longer than are provided for in the following stand-
ard adjustment policy.

Standard guarantee: The manufacturer agrees to repair or replace at his
option, for the original user, f. o. b, factory, or at any authorized service station,
without charge, except transportation, any battery of his manufacture which
fails to give satisfactory service within a period of 90 days from date of sale to
the original user.

Standard adjustment policy: The manufacturer further agrees, after expiration
of the 90 days' guarantee period, to replace with a new battery on a prorata basis
for the original user, any battery which fails in normal service.

A manufacturer contends that the guarantee period of 90 days is a minimum
period and a contrary opinion is expressed that sane is a maximum period.

Question: Is the 90-day guarantee period provided in schedule TI, section 2, a
minimum or a maximum period, or ioth?

Interpretation: The 90-day period is the maximum period for which free repairs
or replacements may be made and the minimum period, prior to the expiration
of which no prorata adjustments wtay be made.

NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY BOAlD,
By BARTON W. MURRAY,

Division administrator, division 2.
February 21, 1935.
Approval recommended: B. T. Romney, code legal adviser; Dexter A. Tutein,

deputy administrator, division 2. Found not inconsistent with established
policy; E. M. Jeffrey, chief review division.

VSRENES ICE CO.,
Aiken, S. C., April 16, 2935.1100. PAT HARRIsoN,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR MR. IlARHISOr: We beg to confirm our telegram of even date, wherein

we voiced our opposition to the Ice Code now in affect. In so doing we were
prompted by a lengthy telegram addressed to the various ice manufacturers, in
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this State by Kline E. Harris, who, we understand, is secretary of some ice
manufacturers' organization.

In this telegram are quoted excerpts of another message received by him from.
Leslie C. Smith, secretary of the National Association of Ice Industries, in which
the situation is termed as "critical." We are urged, as each manufacturer is
urged, we suppose, to communicate with our Representatives in Congress, urging
them to support the present code. In our telegram we advocated the opposite
coo ee

ATi-s true of many codes and many industries, the small operators are not
represented in the various codes, nor have they really had a part in the formation
of these codes, while the larger operators also see to it that they are amply repre-
,;ented. For instance, it is natural to suppose that the Great Atlantic & Pacific
Tea Co. would have a representative in Washington in the interest of the
Grocers' Code, whereas the hundreds of thousands of small independent grocers
would find t difficult, if not impossible, to send representatives. With particular
reference to the ice industry, we wish to reiterate that adherence to the code
placed us in the red last year for the first time, a heavy loss resulting from the
limitations placed on us and our operation.

We know many instances where an ice manufacturer is permitted to give poor
service, charge unreasonable prices, and sell filthy ice. Since the code gives them
a monopoly the ice-consuming public have no alternative, while if matters were
left to develop by natural economic laws, it goes without saying that the prices
would be more reasonable, the service more courteous, and the negligent manu-
facturers would take the trouble to wash their ice cans. With reference to our
particular case, we have been excluded from the major part of Horse Creek Valley,
in our ,'wn county and State, in favor of Georgia manufacturers, who had been
recognizing this territory as rightfully belonging to Aiken and had relinquished
for a quarter of a century.

This matter is of vital importance to us and we are voicing, we believe, the
sentiments of a vast majority of small operators in respectfully urging that you
ignore petitions for the perpetuation of this code and the attendant limitations on
private initiative.

Yours very truly, VaaRnosS Ie Co.,

E. A. GREaoRY.

YORK ICE MACHINERY CORPORATION,
Philadelphia, Pa., March 18, 1985.Hon. A. HARaY Mooaa,

United States Senator from New Jersey,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR. I understand that the administration Is now considering
extending the life of the codes with view to making them more or less permanent.
With this understanding in mind, I enclose herewith a copy of the Ice Industry
Code and draw your attention to article XI. You will see by this, coupled with
the fact that this particular code administration is in the hands of established
Ice manufacturers, whose first interest is to limit competition, that establish-
ment of new plants has become almost an impossibility and that therefore all of
u,; who have all our interests tied up in the manufacture of ice-making machinery
have been seriously affected.

Further, many hundreds of mechanics engaged in such manufacturing and who
heretofore were always able to make a good living have been forced to look to
other lines, already overcrowded, to find employment with the result that many
of these worthy men have been forced to accept relief.

So long as the code was considered a temporary expedient, we were perfectly
willing to work with the administration, even though we realized that it cost us
fully 80 percent of our business in this line. However, we are not in favor of
the extension of the code with article XI as it now stands. We see no reason
why we should stand idle while our business interests are being sacrificed to this
extent.

This article XI is so radical as to absolutely out-Hitler Hitler. The permanent
limiting of legitimate business enterprise is so contrary to American ideals as to
be offensive to all who still think that we can get along without accepting socialism
as a theory of government and follow it out in practice.
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I write you this letter so that you will see the ice-mrachinery manufacturers' sideof this question and will therefore use all your efforts in getting article XI of this

code eliminated.
Respectfully yours, FEEID. W. MASTER.

TnE NATIONAL SURVEY,

The CHAIRMAN COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, Chester, Vt., April 1, 1985.
Uni ted States Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: Wo ,indorstand that your committee is Investigating the operationsand results of the National Industrial Recovery Act. This organization operatesover 14 Eastern States and has very numerous contacts through its salesmen withbusinesses both small and large, but particularly small businesses throughout theEast and New England. From the nature of our work and the extensiveness ofour contacts we of course get a very much better picture of conditions than thataccorded the business man with a local business or with a business dealing in largeunits or in a business selling to one class, as we sell to all classes.A year ago we found very little support for the National Industrial RecoveryAct and a great deal of condemnation. At the present time we find no support atall and unanimous condemnation of its operations as a serious detriment to busi-
ness and to recovery.

Furthermore, we find everywhere that the codes are circumvented, disregarded,
and "bootlegged." The dire results of this organization have been so forcefullybrought home to us through numerous contacts and tile harm done is manifestedin such a multitude of ways that any enumeration would be hopeless from thestart. It is our earnest hope that this organization will be totally and completelydone away with as not only a wasteful and unnecessary Government expense, butan exceedingly harmful interference with normal business recovery.Very truly yours, LAWTON V. CROCKER, President.

BARNARD & LEAs MANUFACTURING CO.,

Senator PAT HARRISONP Moline, Ill., March .8, 1985.
Chairman Senate Finance Committee,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR Sin: We read the various reports from many angles with reference to

the future of the National Recovery Act.
We have been conforming to this act as best we can, having an association

and code.
During the past year, that is, 1934, we spent several hundred dollars supportingthis proposition. The benefits we have received consist of a material reduction

in volume of business with an added expense.
The trade which we serve, that is, the flour milling industry, and a large por-tion of the units are at the present time almost forced out of existence and oper-

ation by endeavoring or being brought under a code.
We refer to the smaller units, which are forced out of business by a few ofthe larger combinations, and if the existing conditions are continued it simplymeans the closing of thousands of small flour mill plants throughout the country,throwing out many thousands of workmen and of course means our closing up.Due to these conditions our business so far in 1935 is below the latter part of

1033 or the forepart of 1O4.
It will be obvious to you that in view of these conditions and the fact that,we would all like to have a chance to exist, we would be very glad Indeed to seethe National Recovery Act pass out in a natural and quiet going June 10, 1935,as we feel it would be quite an advantage to us and to all of the small industries

throughout the country,
On the other hand, if it continues in anything like its present "form, it willmoan a largo increase on the relief rolls and a monopoly confining the volume ofbusiness to the largo concerns in mass production,
We simply mention those things , hoping that through your influence somecondition may be brought about in this act that will give everybody an equal

lOW.w Yours very truly,

W. S. BRASIEAR. P asaidont.
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B. & 0. BATTEaY Mx4rAcTuRINo Co.,
Huntington, W. Va., ApriL 4,1985.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D C.

GENTLEMEN: I am writing you this letter in regard to the National Recovery
Act as it applies to my particular business. This letter may be a little long,
but if you have the interest of the small indueFtries at heart you will read it.

About 13 years ago I stated a small battev,.y factory in this city. At that time
batteries were only sold through battery dealers; tires through tire dealers. Since
that time tire dealers hav' taken on batteries and battery dealers have taken on
$ires. This partly eliminated some of the sale of my product here. Later tire
manufacturers took on a line of batteries and told their dealers, "If you sell our
tires you got to sell our batteries." And automobile manufacturers took on a
line of batteries and told their dealers, "If you sell our cars, you have got to sell
our batteries." This again eliminated part of our sales. L.,ter the chain stores
came Into the city with what we thought then were cutthroat prices and this
again eliminated part of our sales, Then gasoline companies took on batteries
acd told their dealers, "If you sell our gasoline you have to sell our bat-
teries." This eliminated still more of our sales. This all leads up to chain-store
merchandising.

We wern able to compete with all this and still stay in business and pay our
,employees a living wage. Due to the fact that our factory is small our product
is made almost entirely with hand labor. We had to compete with a machine-
made product and yet we were able to hold our own and still pay our employees
satisfactory wages. Then the darn National Recovery Act came along and
told us that we were expected to shorten the hours of labor and employ more help
and pay more wages per hour. And in doing so we were told that we would be
able to get more money for our product and service, to compensate us for doing
so. Having the interest of our country at heart we gladly complied with all this.

Then the code authority started to send reports to fill out and in order to com-
ply with all these reports I was compelled to hire extra office help to do so. Then
the Government through thecode began to tell us how to in-,ufacture our product,
and in order to do this I was compelled to invest several hundred dollars in new
equipment which was quite a sacrifice on our part, due to the fact that we are
small in the industry. Since the code has been put into effect, in place of being
able to get more for our products we have been compelled in order to meet com-
petition to make several cuts in prices, and we were still able to keep our employees
at work at a living wage.

Recently a store has been opened in this city, known as the " Liquidators"
selling what they call "factory surplus", actually selling batteries, tires, and
other accessories below factory cost. If the Government expects me to meet
this new competition and comply with all code requirements and still remain In
business, it just can't, be done. I will eventually be compelled to close my little
factory and let the Government feed S or 10 inore families which I have been
taking care of.
I am only a West Virginia "hill-billy " but I have sense enough to know that at

least 75 percent of our trouble is due to chain-store methods of buying and selling.
And the sooner this method of cutthroat competition is broken up by legislation,
the sooner our country will revert to normal times,

You can step into a large department store now and get a hair cut, get your
shoc.s repaired, get your eyes fitted with glasses, get restaurant service, or prac-
tically anything else that you want, all under one nuinagement or ownership.
Do you realize what this is doing to the small places ot business down the street?
That is the reason why you will find so na, y naall vacant store buildings in a
town like Huntington, and unless this chain soc method of buying and selling
is eventually broken up into unit, there will be an explosion In this country that
will jar the foundation of our Government.

I will tell you frankly that from now on I am going to conduct my business In
such a way that will satisfy my customers and my employees regardless of the
code authority, and if the Clovernment through the code wants to law me out of
business, I will gladly be relieved of the responsibility of taking 'are of these
families, as I feel that'I have this responsibility, due to fthe fact that these employ-
ees have worked for me faithfully during the times that I was able to make a
little money.

Yours truly, R. J. BALL, Proprieor.
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THU GRIPFITH LABORATORIZS,
Chicago, April 1, 19$5.Hon. PAT IRIAlSON.

Senate Chamber, Wa,hinaton D. C.
DEAR SI: I have carrofully wAtched the passing review going on in your com-

mittee referring to the Nationa, Recovery Act extension bill.
The people are against this bill all over the country. They feel that monopoly

should not be encouraged and prioe fixing should not be encouraged and that every
man, both large and small, should have an equal chance to get ahead in business
as American men have been able to do for the last hundred years. The intention
of the National Recovciy Act was to raise prices so that manufacturers could
employ more people and we found that raising of the prices increased monopolies.
The small man was squeezed out because his community of sales was too small
to stand any increase in his prices. Thus the small business man was destroyed.
The larger group could form a monopoly and raise prices, as they did, and no one
could stop them because of the antitrust laws which were to be eliminated.

We think the National Recovery Act should die on the 16th of June as was the
original intention, and we call upon you to think carefully before you fasten this
un-American law on the people. We ask you to work and vote against the exten-
sion of the National Recovery Act.Very truly yours, E. L. GaIFFITH, President.

KOBACKER'S,

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE, Gary, Ind., April 8, 1935.

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
GENTLEMEN: Regarding the continuation of the Retail Jewelry Code, which

is coming up for consideration, we would appreciate it if you would give this
matter your valued attention and oppose it.

This code is particularly obnoxious because it prevents the legitimate advertis-
ing of price for watch repairing.

We do not know of any other similar restriction to the advertising of a legitimate
service to be performed and see no reason for such a restriction to be placed on
this item.

We thank you for your attention.
Very truly yours, L. F. SNYDER.

PEERLESS HosixRy MILLS, INC.,
Burlington, N. C., April 4, 1935.

FiNANCE COMMITTEE,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
GENTLEMEN: Recently there have been several press reports of conferences

with your committee and big financiers, representatives, of big industries, and
Mr. Richberg pertaining to National Recovery Act and proposed or suggested
changes in National Recovery Act after June 16.

It seems to us that in justice to small corporations their ideas might well be
considered also, particularly since the majority of all employees in the Nation
are employed by firms who employ less than a hundred people.

We can speak intelligently only about the hosiery industry, it being the onl
one in which we are engaged. The effect of National Recovery Act on the sma
hosiery mill is rapidly becoming disastrous for the reason that when the 89-hour
machine law became effective the large corporations begun buying additional
machinery to build their production of 80 hours per week operation up to pre-
National Recovery Act levels, thereby continually bringing about a greater
difference of manufacturing costs between the small mill and the large mill until
the small mill operating as he must under code and National Recovery Aut
rulings is finding it a very tough existence.

If you are going to permit the big corporation to increase production and lower
cost at the same time by buying additional machinery, It Is very difficult for us
to see why we should not be permitted to operate our equipment a third shift.
This would givei just as many more people work as the new equipment method.

The big nill puts more people on his pay roll and takes the same number off
some other because he has increased production by that much without Increa-
Ing the consumption of his product by a single unit.
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The hosiery production is overproduced greater now than it was in 1932 an-
cording to code statistics which Is only saying that limited machine-hours is
only a very temporary relief and in the end only adds to one's troubles.

Yours truly, . L. COLMAN.

IVAN H. GORE,
Columbus, Ohio, April 3, 1985.Hon _PAT HtARRISON,

enate Finance Committee, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIm: In the face of continued evidence that construction costs are

handicappingthe revival of new-home construction, and with the apparent action
developing that tends to confirm our conclusion that low-cost-house pro ects
will not be feasible on a practical basis under these conditions; I am herewith
urging and requesting on behalf of the Columbus Real Estate Board and Home
Builders Organization that, first, you support action that will abrogate the Con-
struction Code now in effect and, secondly, that in any event land development
and home building should not be included under the Construction Code.

Recognizing that the building Industry must revive before any healthy business
relief develops, we shall appreciate all the cooperation which might be given
toward bettering these conditions.

Respectfully yours, IVAN H. GORE,

WHITCOMB & KELLER, INC.,
South Bend, Indl., April 8, 1935.

Subject: Construction Code.

Mr. PAT GARRISON,
Chairman Finance Committee, United States Senate,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR MR. HARRISON: We have been building in normal years about 100

homes and have sold, on time largely, over 2,500 homes. We are quite familiar
with the ability of people these days, with their reduced incomes, to pay for homes.
We realize that it is impossible for the average home owner to pay for a home
built under the Construction Code on account of the high prices caused by
the code.

We have always built a good class of homes, but have never paid the amount
of wages paid on office buildings, apartments, and other big construction work.
In normal years we were able to keep our men at work nearly the year around,
and they were satisfied to work for less wages per hour than the wages paid on
big construction work, and on account of the irregulsrity of work on big construc-
tion jobs they made more per year on home-building work.

We believe there should be no code whatever governing house construction,
but if there is to be a code, we are in favor of the code proposed by the home
builders.

With kindest personal regards, I am
Yr truly, FRED W. KELLER, President.

TIao RooFING Co., INC.,
Stratford, Conn., March 22, 1935.

Hon. PAT HAfRISON,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. HAnRIsoN: This letter Is prompted by the numerous requests being
circulated to flood the Senate Finance Committee with points in favor of the
National Recovery Administration. We cannot accede to these requests, but
feel that under the conditions it is wise to give you additional information on the
other side of the National Recovery Administration question.

Our business in included In chapter VII of the Construction Code. Chapter
VII covers roofing and sheet metal, and our experience to date in regard to this
code has been as follows:

1. Our section of the industry has no contact with architects or general con-
tractors but deals direct with the home owners, and since the Construction Code
and chapter VII are dominated by the large contracting and architectural firms,
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our protests in regard to the action they have taken have been completely dis-
regarded.

2. We asked for a separate code, or a separate chapter because our method of
doing business is entirely different. We were denied this opportunity, although
we furnished figures showing that a large number of firms were employing 25,000
employees.

3. According to conferences in Washington before the Administrator, the code
committee drafting the code had 5,000 assentees claiming approximately between
9 and 10 thousand in the industry. At the public hearing in Washington on
December 19, 1934, in filing statistics regarding assessments, they claimed there
were 25,000 members. In other words, the code was written by 20 percent of the

i industry.
4. At the time the code was approved they claimed the industry did a business

28 million, but when they wanted a budget of 1 million, they suddenly found the
industry did 150 million.

5. At the public hearing in Washington on December 19 every individual who
talked in favor of the budget and assessment was either on the pay roll of the
National Code Authority, or hoped to obtain a paid position as secretary to some
regional or local code authority. Not one person who was not going to obtain a
monetary return spoke in favor of the budget and plan of assessment.

6. Every day it is more evident that this code is a racket for the benefit of a
few who hope to obtain salaries. We sincerely believe that if it were left to a vote
of the individual members of the industry, the code would be dead, as they are
showing absolutely no interest either in living up to its regulations or in paying
assessments. It is being kept alive, if you can call it alive, by the efforts of paid
secretaries, most of whom have not received any pay because the assessments
are not paid, but who hope to receive pay.

7. Although enthusiastic at first, it was evident in a very short time that a code
.covering at least 25,000 members (and we sincerely believe this figure should be
50,000), composed of firms doing as high as two or three million dollars a year down
to individuals doing two or three hundred dollars a year (in accordance with the
statement of the Administrator), is absolutely impossible to enforce. The result
has been that those firms and individuals with some conscience and responsibility,
In trying to live up to the code, have suffered at the hands of those who do not
even attempt to live up to the code.

8. The code has caused an unnecessary burden, and if assessments were paid
would cause an additional burden, without one iota of benefit to the employees,
the employers, or the public.

ry truly yours, TILo ROOING Co., INC.,

R. J. TOBIN, Vice President.

THE BEAUFORT GAZETTE,
Beaufort, S. C., March 80, 1985.

Senator JAMES F. Bvrois,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR BYRNES: We gather from press reports that a special committee

is giving consideration to the redrafting or extending of the National Recovery
Administration Act. While we are in sympathy with the general purposes of
the National Recovery Administration, we find that the same is not working to
the advantage of our people and is a great detriment to us. In fact we have lost
more business since the code due to the general increased prices required under
the code. We ask you to use your influence as to inserting a provision in the act
or code applied to us as to exempt all small printing concerns doing a yearly
business of less than $12,000 or $15,000. Our business was down in 1932 to 40
percent of what it was when we organized in 1927. Since the codes have come
into operation we have dropped an additional 40 percent.

We would like to have an investigation as to why the State emergency relief
administration has in the past, as we understand it, not followed the code govern-
ing prices, etc.

Very truly yours, E. 0. WILSON.
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HOUSTON OXYGEN Co.,INc.,
Houston, Tex., February 88, 1985.Hon. Jos H. EAGLE,

United States Congress, Washington, D. C.
DEAR Sin: Through the newspap trs we notice that you are championing the

cause of small manufacturers from being oppressed by the laws or codes that
emanated from the National Recovery Administration.

Through the appeals of the newspapers, as well as those of our President, made
to citizens of this Republic that they ignore the depression and use their savings
forithe purpose of buildin,, creating, and repairing homes, factories, etc., we
decided to do our bit by withdrawing our savings and building a small oxygen
gas manufacturing plant, in Houston, Tex., for the purpose of manufacturing
and selling oxygen gas for welding and cutting of metals and for medical pur-
poses. This plant was finished February 1, 1935, and as soon as we sold the
first cylinder of oxygen, we received a complaint from some supervising agency,
located in Chicago, Ill., to the effect that we had violated the law and were
liable to be prosecuted by the Department of Justice.

We began to investigate matters and here is what we found:
First. That we had two competitors; namely, the Linde Air Products Co., a

subsidiary of the Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation of New York, and th3
Magolia Airce Gas Products Co., a subsidiary of the Air Reduction Sales Co.of New York.

Second. That the two above-named competitors have for the past 10 or 15
years bought up about 95 percent of the competitors in the United States.

Third. That, being the only two such firms in the State of Texas, they divided
the business among themselves, increased the costs to the consumer, and were
acting in accord as to terms, price, and other conditions, to the point that many
consumers felt that they were oppressed by these two large trusts, without redress,
as there was no second or third party from whom to purchase this oxygen.

Fourth. That these two trusts have increased the price of oxygen to those
who would not sign a 5-year contract with them. Thus both trusts were able
to sign up almost all consumers on contracts.

Fifth. That these two trusts drafted their own code, and thus made it a
felonious offense for an independent concern to approach, or solicit the business
on oxygen gas, of a consumer with a contract, and as they all had contracts, no
one else could manufacture and sell oxygen gas.

Sixth. That previous to our actual operations of February 1, these two trusts
had broken their own contracts by inducing their customers to cancel such con-
tracts which were to expire within the next 2 or 3 or 4 months, by decreasing

prices or by other considerations, thus making new contracts for the next 5 years.
hey did this with the purpose in mind of preventing us from being able to secure

any possible business from consumers whose contracts might expire within a few
months.

Seventh. That these two trusts have threatened consumers with the refusal
to sell them, or to increase the price on, carbide and compressed acetylene gas,
if they purcha',a oxygen gas from us.

Eighth. That these trusts have refused to sell us carbide on the basis of whole-
sale carload lots, and have managed it so that European countries would not sell
us any carbide at any price; carbide being the raw material from which acetylene
gas is made, which gas is used in conjunction with oxygen gas for cutting and
welding of metals. However, the ratio of consumption of these two gases by
industries is about 75 percent oxygen and 25 percent acetylene gas, and we can
sell our manufactured oxygen at a fair profit, provided these two trusts, with
the help of the Department of Justice, will not cause us to be fined, shu down
or thrown in jail. A citizen would feel very bad if he could not purchase a pound
of sugar in one store or a pound of coffee in another store; nor would any citizen
care to sign a contract with any manufacturer that, for a period of 5 or more
years, he must purchase only one kind of bread or one kind of automobile. We
believe the same condition should prevail with regard to the manufacture and
sale of oxygen gas, and that, if a consumer wants to buy it from an independent
manufacturer or from us, we will be free to sell it to him without the threat of
going to jail in so doing.

Ninth. TI. it we will obligate ourselves to pay salaries and work hours as cr
proclamation of our President, and that we will always sell at a fair profit.

Tenth. That our total production of oxygen gas is only 5 percent of the amount
used in the State of Texas, and as long as we spcnt our money in building this
plant at a cost.of $35,000, we feel that as free citizens of this Republic, we are
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entitled to earn our own ]iving by e-.gaging in the manufacture and sale of oxygen
gas, without being threatened by pmosCCuuion.

Eleventh. That we did not know, Nlien we built this plant, of the existence of
a code for this industry which makes :t a felony to sell oxygen gas to customers
who want to purchase it from us. Had we known this we would not have built
anything.

Twelfth. That we did not sign such a code, nor the National Recovery Act
because the plant was finished February 1, 1035,

Thirteenth. That we do not care to bel,)ng to the code, but would gladly sign
the National Recovery Act, because our t business is not interstate, it Is too small
whereas the two trusts have hundreds of plants all over the Nation, and for that
reason we want to be exempt from a code established by the trusts with the
purpose in mind of closing the door to any new enterprise, as well as of nr per-
mitting the customers of Houston to uurhase their oxygen requirements from a
third party.

Fourteenth. If the time has come, however, when the younger generation has
no opportunity in business and the law of the land will say to the young men
that they go to seed and not be permitted to go into business and there ae no
jobs to be secured; and if you wlil find that we will have to comply with this
egotistical, impossible code, Lhen let either the Government or the two trusts
purchase our plant and give us jobs so that we can make a living in the city of
Houston. Tex.

Fifteenth. My father and I are Democrats; have voted the ticket since 1921;
we own our home; we own this oxygen plant; we have always paid taxes; we
were never bankrupt: we have never had a law suit, and we have always worked
hard and saved so that some day we might become independent as manufacturers.

Sixteenth. We wish, dear Senator that you would look into this case seriously
and advise us whether to go on and work, or to sell under duress to the trusts.
We do not want to sell, because this is the means of our earning a living, but we
also desire to keep up our record as long as we live, through honesty, fairness,
and hard work, and not to be framed by an unnatural law that may send us to
jail.

Wishing you the best of health and success, my dear Senator, we remain,
Respectfully yours, HOUSON OXTOEN CO.

AL SMITH, President.

(Copies to Hon. Patrick MeCarran, Senator from Nevada, Washington D. C.;
Hon. Pat Harrison, Senator from Mississippi, Washington, D. C ; Hon. bonad
Richberg, Director of Recovery, Washington, D. C.)

N w YORK BOARD OF TRADE, INC.,
n PNew York City, Aprn 1U, 198,Ron. PAT IAnassoze,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
My DEAR SENATOR HannisoN: The New York Board of Trade favors the

abandonment on its exnit.ation date, June 16, 1935, of the National Industrial
Recovery Act and opposes the enactment of any similar legislation to replace
this act or maintain its agency, the National Recovery Administration.

The statement of the reasons upon which this conclusion is based is attached
hereto.

The. New York Board of Trade Is an association of business men and its roster
of members Is a very accurate cross section of the diversified business interests
centered in New York City. The attached statement and resolution was mailed
to each member 5 days in advance of the meeting.

It Is our firm belief that experleece for almost 2 years with the National Recov-
ery Act has amply demonstrated that it has failed In its primary purpose. We
believe other established agencies of government could and should be empowered
to handle all the problems presently under the juri dietion of the National
Recovery Administration, and we believe that there is no need of this present
cotly, euwbersome agency of doubtful legality.

We as ouuiness men, earnestly request you to ive your most thoughtful
consideration to the new bills introduced designed to continue the National
Recovery Administration.

Respectfully yours,
M. D. G reiTH,Executive Vice Preident.
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THE NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY ACT

The National Industrial Recovery Act was enacted as an emergency measure
for the purpose of encouraging industry into activity and of absorbing into
industry appreciable numbers of the unemployed.

The act was proposed as a method of establishing a partnership between.
Government and business at a time when all the normal agencies usually adapted
to this purpose were prostrated.

In return for the provisions for collective bargaining and for the protection
aijorded labor, the employers were'promised codes of fair competition having the
force and effect of law. All the abuses of price cutting and trade wars were
thereby to be abolished

Scarcely had the first codes been adopted when the National Recovery Adminis-
tration instituted oppressive practices against industry. The codes materially
increased production costs while the administration strove to maintain low dis-
tribution and consumption prices. Industrial strife manifested itself in an epi-
demic of strikes.

Most of the experiment under this act has proved a failure and a dangerous
obstacle to genuine, substantial industrial recovery. Four features of the act
have proved beneficial to a degree: (1) The elimination of child labor; (2) collec.
tive bargaining; (3) the establishment of minimum wage rates; and (4) the
institution of maximum work hours. But even these benefits are of doubtful
permanent value and they all depend on the permanent enactment of this act.

Meanwhile, there are departments and bureaus already established in the
Government which can and should carry out normally the functions of the National
Industrial Recovery Act and National Recovery Administration. They should'
be put in condition so to function.

Furthermore, the weight of legal opinion, the growing popular conviction,
practical experience, and even the Government's own authorities are opposed to
the act on the fundamental grounds of its unconstitutionality and its practical
unworkability in a country and upon a people constituted as are this Republic
and the American people.

The honest, practical, sensible thing to do is to return to American first princi-
ples and to adapt those departments of government already constituted to meet
the changed conditions and requirements of our times in a normal manner.

The directors of the New York Board of Trade, therefore, recommend the
adoption of the following resolution:

Be it resolved, That the New York Board of Trade favors the abandonment on
its expiration date, June 16, 1935, of the National Industrial Recovery Act and
opposes the enactment of any similar legislation to replace this act or maintain
its agency, the National Recovery Administration.

DUNTEN & NoRRis,
La Grange, Ind., March 18, 1985.Hon. PAT HARRISON,

Chairman Finance Committee of the United States Senate,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR: We have been advised by the Indiana Retail Hardware
Association that it is not compulsory for our firm, which deals in retail farm
eiqpment and runs a general hardware store, to comply with the code, and yet

r. David E. Darrah, executive manager of the Central Code Authority for
Retail Farm Equipment Trade, claims that it is necessary that we pay a percent-
age on our business to help operate their office.

The town of La Grange has a population of about 1,800, and our understanding
is that we are exempt from all codes. He writes us as follows: "The official budg-
et period of this code will close March 31. The code is law. It is not voluntary.
It applies to all dealers selling farm equipment. Assessments are mandatory.
Failure to pay on the part of any dealer leaves this code authority the option of
certifying his name to the Compliance Division at Washington. No exception
can be made in your case."

It is our desire to cooperate with the Federal Government in any way possible,
to obey all the rules and regulations that come within our knowledge, as we believe
the Government in turn Is doing its utmost to aid us, but we do want full under-
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standing of these matters before we pay out money, which, under present condi-
tions, is damned hard to get.

Sincerely yours, P. H. DXNTEN.

P. S.-Mr. David E. Darrah's address is 400 West Madison Street, Chicago, Ill.

WEST SIDE CUT STONE Co.,
Chicago, April 11, 1985.

Senator PAT HARRISON,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: In regard to the bill now pending in Congress for the extension of
the life of the National Recovery Act, I wish to say that I sincerely hope that you
will be opposed to its continuance.

The code for the limestone industry was made up solely by the big quarry
owners in the Indiana limestone belt district for their benefit only. They set the
price at which we are to estimate our work while they themselves do not figure
accordingly. It is impossible for us to compete with them. Prices today are
lower than before we had a code. All we do is support the officials of the code
office. Everybody in the industry does as he pleases, so why continue the code?

Very truly yours, H. BIFDFaDT.

MARCH 23, 1935.
Hon. Senator HARRISON,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: Being one of the victims of the National Recovery Administration,

I feel like expressing a few facts in regards to same as it may help you in your
investigations right now.

Being a small manufacturer my experience is that the only way to get
exemption from the code authorities, regardless of whether it is a Dress, Coat,
or Blouse Code is by bribery and graft. This ruins the small business man
who cannot afford to pay hundreds of dollars every time he wants certain ex-
emptions.,ffind that the National Recovery Administration has instigated more racke-

teering and grafting in 1 year than prohibition did in all its years. .
If the National Recovery Administration will last much longer you will have

every small business wiped out, and you will just be wondering at the army of
criminals it raised in so short a time.

I also know that the National Recovery Administration on account of a mini-
mum wage has caused more unemployment of old men and old women and
young men and girls who might not be very efficient. It has also caused a
reduction In earnings for experienced and good employees, since the 11,000,000
people unemployed and employers can afford to hire the best type of help for
minimum wages.

If the Senate would only adopt Senator Black's bill so that there would be a
strict law that the maximum working hours should be 30 hours per week, we
would be on the road to prosperity now, inasmuch as with the National Re-
covery Administration the working hours still average about 50 hours per week.

I would also suggest that they should eliminate for a year or two every woman
or girl whose husband or father is earning more than $5,000 dollars per year.

Very truly yours, AARON H. KALIS,

Jackson Heights, Long Island, N. Y.

BOSTON, MASS.,March *8, 1985.

CHAIRMAN OF SENATE INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE OF

NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION:

We believe that 70 percent of the automobile dealers are violating the code
with the result that those dealers trying to live up to the code are suffering
materially. We also believe that, with the high prices set by pricing committees,
makes the consumer pay much higher prices for a used car than their real value.
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This in itself retards volume. Over 70 percent of the prices in Code Book are set
by a small group of dealers and therefore makes our code a price fixing code.

THE HENLEY KiMBALL Co.

TownSEND SAsH, DOOR & LmBER Co.,
Lake Wales, Fla., March 80, 1986.Hon. DUNCAN U. FLETCHER,

I Washington, D. C.
My DEAR SENATOR FLETCHER: This letter is written regarding lumber codes.

We are both manufacturers and retailers.
In the manufacturing department of our business, we operate under the Lum.

ber and Timber Products Code as administered by the Southern Pine Association.
We own six retail lumber yards and in our operation, we operate under division

no. 4 of the Retail Lumber and Building Material Code Authority, Orlando Fla.
The leaders in the Southern Pine Association are a high-class lot of men. TIhey

have worked conscientiously and very hard to cooperate with the National Recov-
ery Administration, but the National Recovery Administration has made many
promises about enforcement and cooperation that have never been kept, and now
the Belcher case appeal will be dismissed at the request of the Department of Justice,
In our sawmill operation, we have operated and we are operating now 100 percent
on the Lumber and Timber Products Code, while all around us other mills are
not and have not been operating under this code. They have not observed pro-
duction control or the labor provisions of the code. They have broken every-
thing about the Lumber and Timber Products Code, and those who have been
trying to operate on the code have to compete with that class of operators. You
can imagine the disadvantage. If the National Recovery Administration is not
going to give us any cooperation (and they have failed to do so) this Lumber and

imber Products ode should be handed back to the National Recovery Adminis-
tration with the Invitation to jump in the Potomac with It.

The Retail Lumber and Building Material Code has had a similar experience
with the Lumber and Timber Products Code, but the writer notes that code
authority officials at Orlando are trying to "turn on the heat" now to try to save
this Retail Lumber and Building Material Code. This code has been of very
little benefit to our six lumber yards and we are payin* considerable code fees
each month. And in view of past experience with abilities of National Recovery
Administration to enforce provisions of the code, it is the writer's opinion that
this Retail Lumber and Building Material Code should also be thrown into the
Potomac.

Of course, a lot of these salaried code authority fellows are more anxious to see
some of these codes continued than the owners of businesses who are paying the
code fees. This remark, however, does not apply to the Southern Pine Associa-
tion.

If National Recovery Administration can give us codes that can be and will
be enforced, we are willing to cooperate, and as stated before, we have cooperated
and we are cooperating now. But it has cost us some money and the way the
things have been handled has caused a lot of mental anguish.

I sincerely hope that your health is good and also hope that you will not try to
work~too hard as the hot weather comes on, and with very best wishes, I am,Sincerely yours, J. F. TOWNSEND, President.

EDELBLUTE MANUFACTURING CO ,
Reynoldstille, Pa., April 16, 1956.Senator HARaxsoN,

Chairman of linance Committee the United States Senate,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: We understand that the future of the National Recovery Act is in
the hands of your committee for the present. If so, the following information
is offered on that subject.

This business is a small manufacturing business engaged in the manufacture
of iron and steel specialties for the engineering and industrial trades. When
President Roosevelt put out his original agreement, we immediately subscribed
to it. The provisions concerning minimum wages, maximum hours, and working
conditions were no burden to us whatever, as we already paid more than the
minimum. Neither has there been any production control of our products, nor
has there been any price-fixing control on the selling prices of our products.
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Where the code authorities of various industries have caught us very hard has
been in the price-fixing policy of firms, from whom we purchase the major por-
tion of our raw materials and semifinished materials. This has proven such a
burden, that it is impossible to continue this business much longer. It is better
to wind it up) and go out of business, or else go bankrupt eventually.

As soon as the National Recovery Administration permitted the Sherman Act
to be abrogated and allow the suppliers to combine for the purpose of price
fixing, they put into effect such scales of prices that are nothing short of out-
rageous. This was not universal, for suppliers of certain standard steel forgings,
steel chain, nuts and bolts and some other items either had moderate advances
in price or else no advance at all.

Our largest expenditure is for steel and iron castings, and in the foundry
industry we have found a very strong combination of all foundries to raise the
prices beyond all reason. They state that they are compelled to do this by the
code authority, but everyone knows that they themselves support and are the
code authority. We will give you a few examples. There is one steel casting that
we have used for 12 years. Over a 10-year period, from 1923 to 1933, we had this
casting made at four different foundries and the average price over that 10-year
period was 102 cents per pound. The new price under the National Recovery
Administration code had been 15.3 cents per pound, which is an increase of 45
percent. Another steel casting had been made for 7 years by three different
foundries at an average price of 8% cents per pound. The National Recovery
Administration code price has been 13.1 cents, which is an increase of 54 percent.
A malleable iron casting, which had been furnished over a 5-year period by two
different foundries at an average price of 5N cents per pound, now carries a price
of 12 cents per pound, which is an increase of 127 percent. One foundry told
the writer that they would still be able to make this casting at a profit at the same
old price, but were compelled to charge the new code price. Another malleable
iron casting was furnished at an average price of 7 cents per pound over a 5-year
period by three different foundries. The new price on this casting has been
11.9 cents, which is an increase of 70 percent. We can recite many more examples
but we believe the above examples are sufficient. Their code authority will tell
you that they do not fix prices, but that it is done by open price filing. Any
foundry man is outlawed who dares to file prices lower than their code schedule,

A free and open market is the only American way of doing business. Price
fixing and production control should be eliminated entirely. The Sherman
antitrust laws should be returned and enforced. If not, we cannot continue
operating this business at a steady loss any Ionger, and will be forced to shut
up shop and quit. Business has been so harassed, regimented, and ruled by bu-
reaucrats, that it has retarded recovery and will soon eliminate all business.

The quicker that the entire National Recovery Administration is buried out of
existence, the quicker we will have real recovery. While you are at this burying
business, you might include the "brain trusters", alphabetical bureaucrats, and
similar crackpots and cankers who seek to destroy America. A year ago, the
idea was prevalent that "the President could do no wrong". Not so now. He
is the man who has broken most of his campaign pledges; debased our currency;
violated the Constitution; caused and led us into these fantastic schemes which
have practically all failed; and is now forcing a debt-ridden future from which
chaos must result.Very truly yours,

EDELBLUTTE MANUFACTURING CO.,
T. H. EDELBLUTE, President.

THE HENLEY KIMBALL CO.,
Boston, Mass., April 16, 1935Hon. Psw HARRIsoN,

Senate Finance committee,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR HARRISON: I noticed in the Saturday edition of the Auto-
motive Daily News that F. W. A. Vesper, president of the N. A. D. A., has written
you a letter stating that "30,000 dealers in the United States were interested in
continuing the automotive retail code."

I cannot imagine on what assumption Mr. Vesper takes this stand, as there has
been no vote taken by the dealers authorizing such a statement and, therefore
these must be his own personal views.

119782-85--- 6-69
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It is safe to say that in New England, at least over 70 percent of the dealers are
off the code, and thoae that are on the code in many instances are only living up to
it because they believe it is a Federal law and must be upheld.

We have lost money in the automobile business for the last 4 years, but have
lost more money under the code than before the code was put into effect. I am
certain that if your committee wish to make an analysis to see if the Automobile
Retail Code was being lived up to, you would find that in almost every instance
the dealer would make a direct violation in order to make a sale.

,This code makes me think of the time when we had prohibition-no one was
supposed to buy liquor from a bootlegger, but about everyone did.

I believe that if you were to insist today that a written vote be taken from all
automobile dealers as to whether or not they would like to continue or discon.
tinue the code, you would find the majority would rule very strongly in favor of
discontinuance.

Very truly yours, F. A. ORDWAT,

President and Tteasurer.

Ta NATIONAL RETAIL HARDWARE AsSOCIATION,
Indianapolis, Ind., April 16, 1935.COMMITTEE ON FINANCE ,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
GENTLEMEN: On April 12, 1935, the National Retail Code Authority, Inc., by

a vote of 7,q to 1, passed and transmitted officially to your committee a resolu-
tion which stated:

"Be it resolved, That the National Retail Code Authority, Inc., the body recog-
nized as truly representative of the retail trade by the code of fair competition
for the retail trade (code 60, art. X, sec. 2), favors the continuance of emergency
legislation for a period not to exceed 2 years, for self-government of trade and
industry under self-determined codes, subject to changes which may be recom-
mended by the constituent trade associations."

The National Retail Hardware Association has the largest membership of any
national association represented on this code authority. Its representative
voted against passage of this resolution because its members are almost unani-
mously opposed to continuation under code rule, supplemented by the following
reasons which we ask to have entered in the records of the hearings on the
National Recovery Administration by the Finance Committee.

1. The resolution quoted implies that an overwhelming majority of members
of the retail trade subject to this code favor its continuance for a further period
of 2 years.

There are no factual data to support such a conclusion. It is estimated that
approximately 300,000 retail esta is ments are subject to the retail code. A
large majority of the firms or corporations operating these establishments are not
members of the eight associations whose representatives on the code authority
voted in favor of this resolution.

These nonmember retailers had no part in choosing these code author' ! mem-
bers and have not delegated to them the right to speak for them in legislative
or other matters.

The fact is that few, if any, of the eight associations whose representatives
favored the resolution have even consulted all their own constituent members as
to continuance of the retail code.

2. Such evidence as does exist as to the attitude of the retail trade at large
toward the retail code gives reasonable grounds for concluding that the majority
does not favor continuance of the retail code.

This is evidenced by the failure of retailers in many communities to organize
local retail code authorities for the administration of the Retail Code, and to the
inactivity of the majority which have organized, as shown in exhibit no. 4, sub-
mitted in connection with the testimony of Mr. Rivers Peterson before your com-
mittee on April 12, 1935.

3. The position of the National Retail Code Authority, Inc., has heretofore
been that its function consisted solely of administering the retail code and that
it was not privileged to act as a legislative body for the retail trade.

In adherence to this policy the National Retail Code Authority, Inc., in con-
nection with a questionnaire mailed to all Local R ail Code Authorities In the
fall of 1934, specifically ruled that this questionnaire should not question the
members of these Local Retail Code Authorities as to their attitude toward con-
tinuance of the Retail Code beyond its present expiry date.
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Yet, having given neither local code authorities nor all constituent members of
trade associations the opportunity to express their opinions, the National Retail
Code Authority, Inc., by the resolution mentioned, assumes the autocratic right
to speak for these merchants.

It is the opinion of the National Retail Hardware Association that the resolu-
tion exceeds the powers of the National Retail Code Authority, Inc., is an un-
warranted invasion of the rights of non member retailers, and that it should
have no weight of evidence before your committee.Respectfully submitted. HERBERT P. SnEETS, Managing Director.

CHICAGO, ILL., April Re, 1985.
Thousands'of our members report public cannot afford to buy homes at existing

artificial code produced levels of constructions cost. Is there not some way we
could get relief for home building now from these impossible burdens. There is
good potential demand in many cities at present for homes but costs are 30 percent
too high. Two thousand home builders of our association are ready to go ahead
with thousands of homes as soon as we can be relievedof short-sighted and ignorant
regulations. We ask for help now by excluding home building from all codes and
hope your committee will give it. H. U. NELSON,

Secretary National Association of Real Estate Boards.

VIs-O-TuBE Co.,
Chicago, Ill., March 23, 193 .

Senator PAT IARRISON,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: Permit us to register our opposition to the extension of the National
Recovery Act. Its price fixing masquerading as codes of fair competition, is
sponsored by the controlling firms, to the detriment of the smaller firms, thus
giving them a monopoly of the business. We believe it should be abandoned
and let business regain it's freedom from the National Recovery Act nightmare.

Child labor and maximum hours h old he enforced by other Government
agencies.

Very respectfully, ARIN Rmss, President.

THE CRAFTSMAN PRINTING Co., INC.,
Cincinnati, March 226, 1935.

Hon. PAT HARRISON,
Chairman National Recovery Administration Investigating Committee,

Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR HARRISON: I have been asked to write you a letter concerning
the status of the National Recovery Aet for the printing industry. Let me say
that since our industry has the protection of the National Recovery Act prices
have been worse oil than without the National Recovery Act.

The printer has a hard time making a profit, because he hes been made the
banking tool for all the other allied industries-paper, ink, and plates. The
printer must pay his bills on a set time limit, yet if he wants to stay in business
he must extend credit to his customers. Few printers can borrow money from the
bank, and in many cases, neither can his clients. The allied industries, upon
whom the printer must depend, have all raised prices on their commodities, and
the printer finds himself with less chance for making a legitimate profit. I am
sure the income tax reports of the printers will bear me out in this statement.

I am speaking from the standpoint of the small printer, and for the benefit of
the small printer.

Yours respectfully, I. M. LAIsSON.
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BEACON DEvIcES, INC.,
North Tonawanda, N. Y., March 28, 1935.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,

Washington, D. C.
GENTLEMEN: We are in receipt of circular letter from the Carbon Dioxide

Institute, Inc., requesting that we write you and express our opinions in regard
to the National Recovery Act as to whether it should be continued or not and
we viish to go on record as being utterly opposed to every phase of the National
Recovery Act. We find from our personal experience that the National Recovery
Act has greatly retarded our progress and from observation, we know that it
has retarded the progress of other concerns with whom we come in contact. It
is unfair to the workmen, both skilled and unskilled. It prevents both employee
and employer from making the most of the opportunities that are before them
and we firmly believe that it is the restriction of the National Recovery Act that
is at fault, and should it be removed from industry, that recovery would be materi-
ally hastened.

We wish, therefore, to go on record as being absolutely opposed to the National
Recove 7 Act in every detail.

ours very truly, C. . PHILLIPS.

COLUMBUS, OHIO, April 19, 1935.Senator PAT HAaMUsoN,

Chairman , enute b since Cornmillee,
T,, Capilol, lWashington, D. C.

I note that General Johnson has criticized tile Pharis Tire & Rubber Co. and
questioned my statements made last week to your committee. It is difficult to
follow General Johnson's figurative language and his extravagant claims that
are often purely imaginary. What his secret intentions were when lie ordered
price fixing for our rubber-tire industry is unimportant. I must judge from what
he did and from the deadly effects produced thereby. lie implies that the Pharis
Co. was concerned only because of our sales to mass distribitors and large retail
outlets. The truth is that our weary fight was waged for the very life of our
little retailers without whom we could not live. The Pl'aris has no company
stores and no service stations and no great automobile companies to whom to
sell millions of tires for original equipment and must preserve its little retailers
or quit business. When General Johnson says that price fixing was intended to
protect the little dealer he either accepts his ideas from the big manufacturers or
wholly closes his eyes to the truth. This new argument fostered by Johnson
and Richberg will not save price fixing, for the small dealer knows that it ultimately
destroys him. Pharis does not sell to giant distributors like Sears, Roebuck and
Montgomery Ward and Standard Oil, all of whom buy chiefly from the big mann-
facturers. Does not General Johnson know that Pliaris fought a hung time to
defeat allocation and production control? Has he ever learned or stated the
fact tiiat the big manufacturers (hid not observe price fixing?

Does he now know that in Columbus, day after day, we checked and found
that while the little fellow was adhering to the fixed prices the big fellows under
the guise of competition had conic down to the little fellow and thereby destroyed
all differentials? Does he not know thairt as we warned his deputy administrator the
minimum prices for the little fellow surely became the prices for the industry?
Does he now know that the enforcement of price fixing degenerated into such
lawless nonobservance and into such basic injustice to the little fellow that it
was impossible to conlinrie it? lIas le never learned that the price wars of the
old days were not caused by the little fellows but by the big manufacturers trying
to tike advantage of each nther? General Johnson's bonubastic attempt to assume
all the sins and mistakes of the National Recovery Administration appears silly to
those of us who were kept brsy dodging his brickbats and his dead cats, when to
doubt the divinity of his ideas or commands was to incur the wrath of his vocab-
ulary. He fails to see that thoso thious which lie most praises as National Recov-
ery Administration accomplishments could be quickly and simply written into
laws by the Congress and enforced huy one central commission, thus rescuing
business from the terrible incubus of a multitude of codes with all their attendant
manipulations, petty tyrannies, and high costs. When I receive the text of the
general's address before your committee I shall write you more fully.

JAMES M. BUTLER,
For the Pharis Tire & Rubber Co. of Newark, Ohio
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THE FLAT ROCK CANNING Co.,
Flat Rock, Ind., March 27, 1985.Hon. SHIERMAN MINTON,

United States Senator, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR: We notice that the President has requested Congress to pass

a new National Recovery Act bill to take the place of the one expiring in June.
We were promised by the Preisdent when this bill was passed that it was only
an experiment and would be abandoned if it didnot work. In our opinion it
hns bcen a total failure. We do not feel that it is necessary to go into any long
argument, but will say this, that we do not care anything about the political
part of it. We are not strongly partisans.

We feel sure that prosperity is being retarded and has been retarded by the
executive part of this administration. To put it in plain, blunt language, we
think the so-called "brain trust" should be fired out of Washington.

We are respectfully asking you to vote against any renewal of National Re-
covery Act.

Very truly yours,
E. C. NEWTON.

ARGUS MANUFACTURING Co,,

Hon. PAT HARRISON, Chicago, Ill., April 6, 1935.

Senate Finance Committee, WaOhington, D. C.
STi: We wish to take the liberty of presenting our views on Senate bill

S. 2445, designed to reenact, amend, aid extend tLe National Industrial Recovery
Act.

We sincerely believe that the past history of the National Recovery Adminis-
tration has conclusively proved that it failed of its purpose. Whether the
National Recovery Administration has actually retarded I usinss is a matter
open to dispute, but the fact remains that it, has not helped all business in general.
This applies particularly to the small establishment which has been handicapped
uder the National Recovery Administration xi hile the larce industries have been
benefited, possibly at the expemnse of the small industries wlich have been unable
to adopt big-business methods without bankrupting themselves.

The proposed nen act would be not only a continuance of practically all of the
objectionable features of the present National Recovery Administration, but it
has niany additional provisions which closely appro:dimate dictatorship over
business, employer, and employee, with a consequent surrender of constitutional
rights. It is our sincere belief'that if business in general is permitted to take the
initiative without any hindrance or guidance by governmental control, that
industrial recovery x ill he effected more s)eedily, satisfactorily, and permanently.

For this reason we believe tlhe present National Recovery Act should be
allowed to expire on Junie 16, 1935, and the proposed new act should be voted
out. We sincerely trust that our objection, together with thousands of others
which ou NNill no doubt receive, will have your consideration when this bill is
brought up for a vote. Will 3'01 kindly favor us at your convenience with an
expression of your views on this important subject?

Respectfully yours,
.1. P. Nnaazsxsc', President.

INTERNATIONAL TRADING CORPORATION,
Seattle, March 11, 1985.The lion. PAT HARIIIsoN€,

Senate Finance Commitltee, United States Senate,
Washington, D. C.

Mn I)s a Siii: linsniueh as you are in charge of the investigating of injustices
against smaller iduisries in the National Incustrial Recovery Administration
and its codes, and the monopolistic tendencies under these codes, we are taking
the liberty of writing you direct.

For the past 17 years, we have been importers of various hardwoods from all
parts of the world. Woods such as teakwood, ironbark, Honduras mahogany,
Spanish cedar, Cuban mahogany, lignum vitne logs, rosewood logs, etc. NVO are
strictly importers, not wholesalers nor retailers, and sell to the wholesale yards,
shipbuilding and dry-dock firms, and furniture manufacturers. Up to the present
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time we have never imported Philippine hardwoods, but have recently completed
a connection with one of the most reliable firms in Manila.

Wishing to comply in every way with the National Recovery Administration
and its codes, we wrote to the Philippine Mahogany Manufacturers' Import
Association, Inc., Los Angeles, the administrative agency of the Philippine
mahogany subdivision of the Lumber and Timber Products Industry Code of
Fair Competition, requesting information as to what it is necessary for us to do
and what forms we must fill out in order to be able to obtain a permit and quota
fortthe importation of Philippine hardwoods.

We received a reply giving us the names of four retail hardwood merchants in
Seattle and Portland, and advising us to procure our requirements through one
of these firms. The combined quotas of these four would be only a part of the
amount we intend to import. They then curtly informed us that they will advise
us in advance of the next allocation date, so that we may file our application.

For your information, we understand this administrative agency to be con-
trolled by the three largest importers of Philippine mahogany, who direct the
tilotment or quota permit which each firm may import each 6 months, allotting
to themselves whatever quantity they may dusime.

It is our understanding that the recent decision of the United States Supreme
Court, relative to the production of oil, was sufficiently broad to embrc.ce many
other commodities, including the importation of these Philippine hardwoods.

Be that as it may, it has been our belief that the object of the present adminis-
tration is to stimulate, build up, and increase the volume of business in this
country, as well as to make it profitable for the smaller firm to operate. We can-
not believe that our Government, or any branch of it, if it had full knowledge of
these actions, would condone the present method of restricting importation of
Philippine mahogany into the United States, and the present methods of business
employed by the Mahogany Association, Inc., another branch of the Lumber
and Timber Products Code.

There never has been a question of destructive price cutting. There never has
been a question of selling this lumber below the cost of production. It has
always been a reasonably profitable business. There is no logical, moral, ethical,
or legal reason why this lumber should not be imported into the United States
just as freely as teakwood, ironbark, Spanish cedar, and other foreign hardwoods.
The present method of operating is smothering and retarding business instead
of stimulating and increasing it. And it is such abuses and disgraceful attempts
on the part of the large interests and such men as Gee. Hugh S. Johnson to take
advantage of the unfortunate financial situation of this country that has in-
stigated the many complaints issued against the present code system. It is
such abuses and methods as are employed by these interests that is making
radicals, Communists, Bolshevists, and almost anarchists out of our good, solid,
middle-class Republicans and Democrats.

It appears plain to us, as well as to many others in the industry, although
naturally we do not have the direct proof, that the Mahogany Association, Inc.,
the administrative agency of the genuine mahogany subdivision of the Lumber
and Timber Code is, in reality, the little "Ethiopian concealed in the woodpile."
For many years they have endeavored in every manner to prevent and limit the
importation ilnt( this country of these Philippine hardwoods, and the so-called
"Philippine mahogaTly." Now, working through other channels, they seem to
find a very willing tool in the code system to assist them in their purpose.

We recently lost two Governiment contracts through the questionable methods
employed by *one of the larger firms in this industry, although we were the lowest
bidder. The Mahogany Association, Inc., now openly writes and boasts of their
being able to use our Government agencies as a means of forcing their wishes on
those firms who in any way oppose them.

The writer travels extensively, but has yet to find in hotel lobbies, observation
cars, smoking compartments or business offices, a well-posted, intelligent individ-
ual (aside from members of code authorities and officers of the large interests)
who is in favor of the code system in its entirety.

Apologizing for this lengthy letter, which however we feel we should write you,
and trusting that in your investigation you may be able to eliminate this disgrace-
ful quota-permit system of the Philippine hardwoods, as well as the other bad
features connected with the codes, if not entirely eliminate them, and wishing
you the best of success in the investigation, we remain,

Respectfully yours,
G. W. NELSON.
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CATERPILLAR TRACTOR Co.,

HON. PAT HARRION, Peoria, IU., March 25, 1935.

Chairman Senate Finance Committee, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: Your committee is now engaged in an investigation to determine

what legislation, if any, should be recommended to the Congress to succeed the
National Industrial Recovery Act, which expires by its terms on June 16, 1935.
We assume, therefore, that your committee is interested in the experience of
industry under the National Industrial Recovery Act and in its resulting opinions
concerning successor legislation. Accordingly, in the hope that what we may say
will assist you in reaching sound premises upon which to base your recommenda-
tions, we submit the following statement:

(1) We have been fortunate In that the bulk of our operations falls within the
jurisdiction of but two codes. Under one of these codes we are required to file
retail prices, with a 10-day waiting period; whereas under the other it is merely
necessary to file prices to jobbers and dealers, which become effective immediately.
In the former case there is extend ; 'e code administration and a large volume of
price filings, characterized by bursts of filing activity whenever the slightest
change is made in competitive prices, to the end that all competitive prices cash
discounts, terms, ete., tend to become identical to the smallest detail. There
have been many complaints filed for failure to observe such price filings, since
any price difference is seemingly regarded as inconsistent with and a threat to the
undeclared purpose of the code, that purpose being to present a common and im-
pregnable price front to the buyer. This end is regarded as so vital that serious
and detailed restrictions have been imposed upon the leasing of new equipment
and the trade-in of used equipment. As apparent weaknesses have developed
in this armor, interpretations, explanations, and regulations have been aggressively
sought to patch such weaknesses, the end of all such maneuvers being further
rigidity and the preservation of the status quo. The primary complication in the
accomplishment of these aims arises from the fact that whereas this code is a
manufacturers' code, it has, by a peculiar device regarded as the heart of the code,
attempted to control all sales of the products of the industry, not only by the
manufacturers but by the hundreds of dealers throughout the country engaged in
the retail sale of these products.

As a result, much valuable time is consumed by this company, and we assume
by other manufacturers, in the instruction of our own organization and in answer-
ing the harassed inquiries of our dealers, to the end that these provisions may be
more uniformly understood and observed and so that the resulting armor will
remain impregnable. It is important to note that very few complaints of viola-
tions of labor provisions under this code have come to our attention, most code
activity apparently being concentrated on the observance of these so-called "fair
trade practice provisions", including open price filing.

(2) In the case of the other code, it is also significantly true, insofar as we
know, that few, if any, violations of labor provisions have arisen; but since there
is no open price filing of retail prices, there is no reason, or basis, for such all-
consuming code activity. In fact, we have heard of no complaints pertaining to
trade-practice provisions for a period of many months. Although temporarily
it may be true that business for the manufacturers under the former code has
been more profitable than under the latter, it is the more true that business under
the latter is soundr, is more dynamic, and presents fewer obstacles to the satis-
faction of the requirements of the buyer, and hence to its own natural evolution
and progress.

(3) We have felt so strongly on this subject that we presented a statement
before the National Industrial Recovery Board when it recently invited a dis-
cussion as to price fixing under the codes. We attach hereto a copy of that
statement, which clearly presents our position on this important subject.

(4) The National Industrial Recovery Act was conceived about 2 years ago
to stimulate reemployment and to stimulate business to reassume the risks which
it necessarily has to assume and does freely assume under more normal conditions.
The Congress wisely provided such encouragement by enacting the National
Industrial Recovery Act, and even more wisely provided that such an act, being
experimental in nature, should be given a limited life. Business responded whole-
heartedly to that encouragement. Since then the patient has made progress,
and it is now these same artificial stimulants, necessary in an emergency and
given as an emergency treatment, which disturb confidence by hampering further
ound prore, by eliminating desirable competition and by raising costs and
rices. The Congress Is again called upon to display Its courage and its wisdom

by removing theme emergency treatmen that not only have nerved their purpose
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but that now threaten the confidence that they were designed to create under
different conditions.

(5) That emergency treatment had to be national in scope. It was. Now
we are faced with more individual problems, which are not national in scope and
which should not be treated by national legislation. It is logical to expect and
reasonable to predict that if certain portions of the National Industrial Recovery
Act are regarded as desirable, such portions should be adopted in proper legisla-
tion by the various States. It is in the States that the power reposes to legislate
corerning the relationships between industry and labor and not in the Congress.
Furthermore, these State legislatures, because of their proximity to individual
businesses, are in a better position to know and to appreciate how real is the pro-
grcss that has been made by industry in their own States toward the realization
of higher standards of living for labor. That progress which has evolved na-
turally and logically, company by company and industry by industry, is a sounder
and surer progress than can he realized by legislation. As a matter of fact, most
of the standards that can safely be adopted as a lowest common denominator by
legislation are already far exceeded by most individual businesses.

(6) We have already on our statute books laws protecting * idustry against the
truly unethical competitive practices, such as malicious lies as to competitors'

roducts, misrepresentation as to one's own products, graft, and corruption of
uyers, and consequently there exists no general need for additional legislation

to protect industry against such tactics.
(7) We believe that 18 months of experience under the National Industrial

Recovery Act furnishes ample proof that it has definitely delayed recovery through
the imposition of higher costs than were necessary, or advisable, and the resulting
temptation to industry to raise prices even higher than the increases in costs
justified. The result has been higher prices at the wrong time, the introduction
of an effective harrier to desirable increases in production, the increasing loss of
foreign and domestic markets, and a definite trend toward a policy of scarcity,
which can only mean permanently lower standards of living in these United States.
There is a peculiar paradox in our attempt to recapture markets temporarily lost
to us, in our ever-mounting relief rolls, and in the conflicting tendencies of the
National Industrial Recovery Act to raise prices, and thus to limit our production,
thereby frustrating our attempts to create employment and to regain these lost
markets.

For these reasons, we urge your consideration of these basic factors and your
study of the unfortunate tendencies which have been developing under the Na-
tional Industrial Recovery Act. These tendencies should be stopped. The Na-
tional Industrial Recovery Act has served its purpose and should properly be
allowed to expire on June 16, 1935.Very truly yours, DONALD G. SHERWIN, Vice President.

STATEMENT OF D. G. SHERWIN, OF THE CATERPILLAR TRACTOR CO., ON OPEN
PRICES, UNIFORM PRICES, AND PRICE FIXING

Mr. SHERWIN. Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen. I would like to
claim residence in Washington, D. C., but unfortunately I come from Peoria,
Ill. It has been impossible for me to sit here for 3 days and not have a pro-
found respect for the complex problem which has been presented to this Board.
I am amazed at the confliction of evidence. One gentleman's evidence indicates
that the presence of certain code provisions results in monopolies, ruithless price
cutting, and all other evils; another gentleman's evidence will indicate that it is
the absence of the code and those very provisions which creates the same result.
Inevitably a profound doubt occurs in your mind as to whether any form of
Federal legislation can possibly be the right answer, or can possibly afford the
protection which has been asked for here.

My presentation is going to be very brief; I do not intend to confuse what
has been said, but I think there is one point that should be considered in the
deliberations of this Board when attempting to determine any price-protection
policy.

We see nothing inherently wrong in the filing of prices for the protection of
the public, to prevent unfair discrimination between purchasers, and as a dec-
laration of price policy by the vendor when such price filing is not converted
into price fixing by other supporting provisions. The practice of open pricing
and of one pricing, if you please, is an old one followed to the advantage of all
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concerned by many American businesses; but the advantages of this practice
have been largely destroyed, in our opinion, by the practical operation of many
of the existing codes of so-called "fair competition." Under these codes open
prices soon become uniform prices, and uniform prices have a habit of degenerat-
ing into fixed prices.

Let us assume an industry with a dozen principal competitors. Invariably
there is a leader and generally a recalcitrant. If the code is a tight one, the
leader's prices are adopted by all. If he raises prices, all others raise their
prices equally, regardless of location of plant, quality of product, or cost of
production. On the other hand, if the recalcitrant "feels his oats" and cuts
prices, and if he is a substantial factor in the industry, his cut is met by all others,
regardless of the factors previously mentioned. It soon becomes apparent to
leader and recalcitrant alike that at best they can only enjoy a very temporary
advantage as far as prices are concerned and that they distrub not so much their
competitors as their own customers, So, although exasperated for different
reasons, they reluctantly decide to "play ball", and that industry is on the road
to fixed prices. Unfortunately, because of this emphasis on prices, each member
of the industry thereafter tends to become more and more interested in the main-
tenance of fixed prices, to the exclusion of other competitive factors, We are
all interested in profits and the shortest route to them, and this price-maintenance
route mar look almost too good to be true. I am inclined to think it is just that.

It might be remarked at this point that codes are not responsible for such a
situation, that it could and did develop before the advent of codes. That may
ne true to a degree arid for a time, but the free and unhampered forces of com-
petition, the element of quality, the reduction of costs, and many other natural
factors soon remove the rigidity of such a situation under a noncode existence.
Admittedly it is not open price filing alone which prevents this normal solution
of a rigid situation, but it is the combination of open price filing and supporting
provisions, present in some of our codes, which are conducive to the continuance
and perpetuation of price fixing.

These supporting provisions are designed to prevent the use of natural or
carried competitive advantages possessed by one or more competitors, but not
by all. They operate to remove all competitive differences other than price
differences. For example, they place obstacles in the way of proper credit grant-
ing of a nature which cannot be participated in by all. They prescribe terms
and time of payment, limit leasing and trade-ins, and in various other ways pre-
vent the use of those natural or earned advantages not possessed by all com-
petitors. They are designed to preclude the use of various distributive advan-
tages that may have been developed through much effort, at large expense and
over long periods of time. Thus their purpose arid application tend to prevent
the use of natural or acquired advantages, to remove all of the obvious differ-
ences between competitors, and so to make them all as nearly alike as possible
through this leveling process. The obvious effect of removing the natural play
-)f these advantages is to focus attention on the one subject of prices; all of which
have already become alike through open price filing. This is exactly what I
understand regimentation to be. Furthermore, it is this same combination of
price fixing and these leveling provisions that hamper arid obstruct the struggling
efforts of small business to become bigger by preventing it from using its natural
advantages and thereby competing on more even terms with its larger competitors.

We have come quite a way on a strange road-a rather dangerous detour.
Now all this discussion as to the effects of codes upon industry may be inter-

esting to us, but it is of lesser importance on our road to recovery than are the
results on our curstomers--the buying public. It is the consumer who is being
continuously disadvantaged by rigid price structures and the removal of the
normal play of other competitive advantages. It is his actions that are restricted
by this combination, and it is his purchasing power that is being cheated by the
practical operation of this combination of open price filing and these leveling
prolVisions, the sole combined purpose of which is to preserve the status quo,
Arid this consumer is our customer. It requires little experience with codes and
their operation to realize that there is no excuse or reason for this class of sup-
p( rting unfair trade 1'ractice provision except to preserve this status quo and to
make o'it of open price filing, fixed prices, thereliy disadvantaging the consumer
by preventing competitors from passing along to the public those natural ad-
vantages which they have earned or otherwise possess.

It should not be necessary among this body of men to call attention to the
extremes that have been attempted to prevent the inevitable break-down of a
system so unsound. True, money has been made by industry because of open
price filing and these supporting trade practices, or any way during their existence,
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It continues to be made, but at questionable cost to real progress. I take it to be
obvious and a recognized fact that trade progress must logically come from the
removal of all possible obstacles between the vendor and his customer. If the
vendor is to progress he must be keenly perceptive of the nor ., the wants and
the wishes of his customer, and he must be able to make promptly available to
him any advantages which the vendor has earned and may offer as the result of
his resourcefulness in invention, better methods or reduced cost. I take it
also that it is desirable to stimulate the new application of present products, the
discdfvery of designing of new products, the adoption of better methods and the
further reduction of costs, all to the end that the interest of the buyer will be
quickened and that his dollar will go further than it has ever gone before. I find
it difficult to believe that all this can be accomplished under any combination of
fixed prices and supporting provisions which tend to remove all other competitive
differences.

Does industry or any substantial part of it really believe that it can be perma-
nently sheltered by a mother code, that its way can be continuously smoothed and
its future assured by shackling the forces of competition-fair competition-
which are the forces of progress under our system? Does it not also realize that
when it receives and accepts such doubtful gifts of protection that it is at the same
time relinquishing, in some measure, its own freedom of action? Of what avail,
from a purely selfish standpoint, is the protection of the future, if that future
must be lived under, or spent according to, the rules and regulations of a pater-
nalistic government which we would be voluntarily creating by demanding such
protection of it. Do not misunderstand my point. I am not arguing for ruth-
less or unfair competition. They should certainly be prevented if they can be
without too great a surrender. I believe that business, to a greater or less extent,
is affected with a public interest and that abuses by it should be the subject of
regulation for the protection of all, but not regulation by such interested parties
as ones' competitors who have but one purpose-the elimination of all competi-
tion-not merely unfair competition. You have an exceedingly difficult task
in attempting to classify competition. I am amazed at the apparent extent of
these petitions by American business to their government for protection against
competition. How is the Government going to give that protection without
jeopardizing economic balance and without some tampering with that most
ntricate of all mechaniss-the national price structure. Frankly, I find it

difficult to agree that it is either practical or advisable to seek the protection of
the Federal Government against the natural forces of fair albeit vigorous Ameri-
can competition. I fear the consequences if such protection could be given.

For these reasons, we are unalterably opposed to the combination of any form
of code regulated price filing when coupled with supporting unfair trade practices
which have for their combined purpose the fixing of uniform prices and the elimi-
nation of all other competitive advantages. There may be good reasons and
justification for the retention of open price filing under certain circumstances and
conditions if, but only if, these other levelling provisions are completely eliminated.
The combination is badly mated so far as our industrial progress is concerned.

CLFVELAND BUFF & MANUFACTuaINo Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio, Mfarch 23, 1985.Hon. PAr HARRIsow1

Setir- Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIa: We ate taking the liberty of writing to you to express our views

regarding the operation of the National Recovery Act as we have found it In our
line of business.

From our observations, the National Recovery Act has been taken advantage
of by the large manufacturers to formulate a policy to their own best Intereata
without regard or thought to bettering or helping conditions in general and in
that way eventually helping to arrive at better business and ending the depression.

National Recovery Act has worked to a great disadvantage to small firms and
has not in any way helped to overcome the depression or the effect of the depres-
sion.

The writer has attended all but the last three of the code meetings or association
meetings of our line of business, and at the last one he attended he strongly ob-
jected to any further raise in prices, as there has been no increase in the cost of
material, in fact in some cases costs were lower. However, at each meeting since
then until the last meeting prices have been steadily advanced. In the case of
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the last meeting, there was a reduction of 5 percent in one line of goods that we
handle but this was offset at the same meeting by a further advance in other
items which was not justified.

We are opposed to such methods and feel that the National Recovery Adminis-
tration should not be allowed to continue to function except in such matters as
pertaining to labor, wages, and working hours. We are strongly in favor of laws
toregulate these.

It is our honest opinion that if the National Recovery Administration is allowed
to expire it will be the means of bettering business conditions in every respect,
and at the same time, the ultimate consumer will not be forced to pay prices out
of line with what they should pay.

Thanking you, we remainYours truly,
CLEVELAND BUFF & MANUFACTURING CO.

THE CAMPBELL CHEMICAL CO.,
Oakland, Calif., February 11, 1936.

DEAR SENATOR NYE: We have received your telegram with reference to the
National Recovery Act and addressed to the Cameo Chemical Co. According
to the papers our code has been made up but not yet put in effect. We small
fry have not been favored with the code as finally formulated, nor have we during
the year the code has been under discussion, received any information about it.
That the authorities are aware of our e:istence, however, cannot be doubted as
we have received a bill for code expenses.

The last draft seen by us was in one of the papers recently, providing for open
prices, and a long rigmarole of fair-trade regulations, designed to leave us small
fellows out on a long limb. Just to mention one thing, the cash discount is limited
to 2 percent. We of limited capital simply cannot remain in business unless we
can allow a larger cash discount. The whole set-up, it seems to us, is just a step
toward price fixing, and when that step is taken we are out of it.

We urge, Senator, that it is impossible to make up a code of practice that is
fair to both the big and the little fellows, and that the code for the future be limited
to regulations to give labor just returns. Otherwise there should be free com-
petition.Very truly yours,

THE CAMPBELL CHEMICAL CO.,

C. SKATTREOL.

EMPIRE BRICK Co.,
Columbus, Ga., February 10, 1935.lionl. GF.nALO P. NYc,

Unicd States Sendtor, Washington, D. C.
DEARt Sin: Replying to your wire of the 0th inst.
During the 3 depression years previous to the code we operated our plant about

7 months a year, and thought that was bad enough, but since the code we operated
only 90 days the first year and then had stock enough on hand to last at least 4
months further.

We are not making complaint about the hours or wages, but the price-fixing
feature has put us practically out of business.

Since this share-the-work plan has been adopted, we work about 50 men, only
1 white man, and it is costing us about $500 per month for the actual food they
eat, and we do not know how they are living on this.

We are enclosing a copy of our Bulletin No. 4 dated February 21, 1934, which
shows the price of brick $10.20 f. o. b. our plant, but on August 15 the price was
advanced to $12.50 to the dealer, $13.50 to consumers.

If you will notice this bulletin you will find that it puts brick at more than 200
percent profit, which causes all the abuse.

The code price is $1 per thousand higher to the contractor ttan it is to the
dealer. We have three local contractors, who oftentimes buy in quantities of
over a million. Each of them did it last year. Yet we have one dealer, who has
never handled but one car of brick and we had to sue him to get our money, yet
he can buy brick $1 per thousand cheaper than the contractor.

The code also forbids brick being shipped on consignment, and states brick
shall be standard size, and in figuring the freight all brick must be figured on
4

-pound.
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The Eufaula (Ala.) Brick Co., who make a very poor brick and would not get
any business if they got the full code price, sell brick as low as $7 per thousand
and ship on consignment.

The Chattahoochee Brick Co., Atlanta, Ga., have sold several million over-
size brick.

The Clay Products Exchange of this city shipped brick at weight of 4.18
pounds. They atso sold brick at Albany, Ga., for a colored school dire-t, and
then gave the five dealers credit on their books for one-fifth of the commission,

iand compelled them to buy brick from them to get this commission, which you
see is nothing but a rebate.

Sylaca'iga (Ala.) Brick Co. sold some brick delivered on the job at $11.90.
Plainville Brick Co. sold brick at Albany, Ga., at $7 f. o. b. their plant. So did

the Standard Brick Co. at Macon, Ga.
A little plant at Thomasville, Ga., has never had but one price and that is

$7 f. o. b. plant.
Before the code a large peff'etage of our bus was done in Florida, lntsince the code we get ctically none as the three p at Molina, Fla., who

do business within State of Florida, say they fear no nishment from the
National Govern it as they do no interstate business. sold one of our
customers deliv d on the job at $1 less g our f. o. b. plan rice.

Another tri with all of the s to ver a job, and th sell the over-
shipped porti at a discount iiing tat it woi be ridiculou return them
to their pla .

Two of e largest c lants I this S ti re, in bankrUptcy. Both went
in before t e code and a pusg of the
in direct petition with us a to per 1,0 nd ti e at o S-half the
code price One job is in 50 yarA our Me hat a livered this sb week.There a warehouse being t at adevilleIa d they we offered
brick f Sylaca. c4 consie bly..ner price than t e code spe ced, yet
with thi cut they sy i s chiear-t b d out ock

Some lanufactr sell 4ce brick c on while the hers are
so comm n that the vould 2 er get a sderation if they did ai cut the
price. i t

This ci has a p0 Ia of abquit 4 oi as only3 one all brick
building hich only one car of byiaek ecte year, anid aese were
bootlegged rick.

We belie if we could get tip'le tping re nved t e would b the biggest
building boo that we havcc or seen i this seqtiono A

We have to customers *aP$y thetwill hik million each when the price
gets right, and ery old customeY9-W.agd is a prospect. The fre now buying
from hand to mo i and most of them within 100 miles are hiding trucks and
only buy a truck lo at the time.

Tbe complaints mefloncd above have been reported the code authorities,
and the only consolation' get is a pleasant repiy.

Hoping to get the price-fix it* urerexv e are,
Yours truly,

EMPIRE Buiex Co.,

F. A. HAnD, President.

USED CAR STATISTICAL BUREAU, INC.,
doston, Mas., February .1, 1935.

Hon. GERALD P. NYE,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR NYE: We trust the enclosed copies of both our letter and original
complaint sent you on February 27, 1934, will refresh your memory relative to
our complaint filed with the National Recovery Administration.

We are taking this opportunity of writing you again in view of the forthcoming
renewal of the National Recovery Administration codes with the thought in
mind that you may care to use it as an example of what is happening to the
"small business man."

For your information a copy of our complaint was read into the records of
both the public meetings of February 27 and 28, 1934, under group 5 as well ,a
the National Recovery Review Board meeting presided over by Clarence Darrdw.

We are giving this information to you so that you may become acquainted
with what we have done to seek relief. In spite of these public meetings, from
the writer's personal observation while In Washington, itlooks very much like
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a losing battle unless we can be fortunate enough in having someone like yourself
hi p us to obtain relief from this so-called "legalized-monopoly" code of the
giatomobile retailing trade.

We know that some of your constituents have been similarly harmed and
anything you can do to remedy the evils set forth in our complaint will be greatly
appreciated by them as well as by us.

Respectfully yours, GEO. H. CoxAN, Preeideni.

SPECIALTY PAPER BAG Co., INC.,
New York City, February 18, 1935.Hon. SENATOR NYE,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SiR: A bill will come before the Congress this week prolonging the life

of the National Recovery Act for 2 more years and we, the majority of the small-
business men, are absolutely against the continuation or prolongation of the
National Recovery Act.

With the possible exception of the minimum-wage and maximum-hour clause
all other features of the National Recovery Act are objectionable and should be
stricken out from any bill that may come before your honorable body. The rea-
sons are many.

The way the laws of the National Recovery Act are being carried out %ill
eventually crush and put out of existence the small-business man. Whether or not
it was intended, we do not know-but perhaps not-but it crystalized to a mon-
strosity which threatens the very existence of all small-business men.

After all, the small-business man (meaning the small manufacturer or merchant)
constitutes 97 percent of all business in this country and the laws made should
please and be of benefit to this very big majority. But the 3 percent, or a negligent
minority, rules and dominates the other 97 percent.

Now take our industry, th3 paper bag manufacturing industry, consisting of
45 manufacturers. We are being compelled to support two watchdogs, the code
authority and the executive authority. The first-named with a secretary, assistant
secretary, and four stenographers. The latter with a secretary, assistant secre-
tary, and three stenographers. The code authority has expensive quarters at
369 Lexington Avenue and the other in spacious quarters at 11 West Forty-second
Street.

Why we must have and support two organizations we do not know. We
members, at least the majority, were never asked. Both do absolutely nothing,
for the benefit and welfare of its members except to send mut bills every month
for dues and other extras. These expenses aniounted to S88,000 last year.

We (meaning aain the Majority in our industry) are so dominated, harrassed,
and cajoled by a small minority (only about five manufacturers) that we are
afraid to breathe. They threaten us by pione calls and letters not to do this,
that, or the ,,ther thing.

Now we wouid not mind paying to both organizations the assessment if we
would ou)lv drive sone benefits, but just to feed 13 leeches who don't do any-
tiing for the majority of the members hut, do the bidding of the minority of the
5 members for fear of losing their easy jobs.

Here you have a picture which applies to every industry in this country. We
can get along very nicely without the code and otier set-ups which are called by
everybody privileged and legalized racketeers. Code and other set-ups in the
National Recovery Administration are nothing less than racketeers who should
be put out of existence. The quicker the better.

We hope and trust that your honorable body, the United States Senate, will
reject the continuance of the existing National Recovery Act or any other form
of strangulation of business.

We look to you, Senator, as the defender of tie small business man, fo'r protection
and to rule out forever the National Recovery Administration under which a
system of rule by men instead of by law has been created, sith the rulers bent
solely on the oppression of weaker competitors. The big ones don't need-te
s,nall mah must have protection.

Yours very respectfully, M Presidcnt.
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LACO OIL BURNER Co.,
Senator GERALD P. NYR, Griswold, Iowa, February 11, 1935.

Washington, D. C.'
DEAR MR. NYE: In answer to your wire of February 9 In regard to my experi-

ence under the National Recovery Act. The National Recover Act regulations
have not been very encouraging. After going along with the National Recovery
Act for a year, it seems that a great many manufacturers and dealers adhere to
the, code through greediness, thinking it would enable them to slip prices up on
thd other fellow without him finding it out.

Is there any question but what the antitrust law was a good law and helped the
mass of business, especially the small manufacturers? The National Recovery
Act and its codes are certainly undoing the antitrust law which took many years
to get going. For instance, I have recently made inquiries for oil-burner ignition
transformers. For your information they cost $4.30 each when purchased b
the thousand, delivered in Griswold, Iowa. Now every manufacturer that
wrote to had the same prices, regardless of where they were located or the effi.
ciency of the factory. In Connecticut the freight rate is $2.85 per hundred or 40
cents per transformer; in Iowa the freight rate is 38 cents per hundred or 534 cents
per transformer. Now anybody knows that it would not be possible for the cost
price to be the same to every manufacturer especially when they take the freight
rate into consideration. The whole thing is stimulating inefficiency.

:Now the ignition-transformer dondition also applies to every bit of material
I purchase to go into the construction of oil burners, even the lumber for the
boxes.

The code is creating a strong monopoly on every commodity that is manufac-
tured or used by the public creating thousands of additional, smalt warehouses
for distribution all over the United States, which is adding on to the cost of any
article they distribute. This condition is growing under the National Recovery
Act regulations.

The Laco Oil Burner Co. is one of the largest oil-burner factories. However, the
oil-burner industry is a very small industry. We build nothing but oil burners.
The business does not afford distributing houses, etc. When I refer to large
manufacturers, I mean such as General Motors, General Electric, Westinghouse,
Standard Oil, and such companies that manufacture a wide variety of commodities
and they already maintain distributing branches and by adding oil burners to
their line, merely means a very small addition to the present set-up, where the
Laco Oil Burner Co. would be compelled to bear the entire burden of all the
expense of the distributing branch. Take Chicago-the large companies maintain
wonderful down-town offices for their entire lines, while with Laco we could not
possibly go against the expense of a down-town office, so we have to sell about a
dozen or more small plumbing and oil-burner shops, scattered probably rurally
over Chicago. Tihen xnescs are less, consequently, we can undersell the large
showrooms and still make the same profit. The code is doing all it can to eleso
such competition, which would mean the closing up of all such factories as Lace.

Find enclosed a questionnaire that I received from the emergency committee
of the oil-burner industry along with their explanations and instructions, and also
enclosed an actual computed cost of the complete installation of an oil burner. It
would seem as if what the oil-burner industry was trying to do was to eliminate all
competition and throw the business into large expenses of o orating showroom of
the bigger companies, Now I filled this report out and did t send it in as It
would t do any good, as so far most of thL code addnistratc. i are chosen by the
largo companies and are for them, so I Am only handing it on to you for your
information. You can readily see that they are trying to squeeze out the fellows
that are hurting the bigger oil-burner companies, by eliminating competition.

If they would go the other way and put the antitrust law into effect and allow
the most fit man to survive and put the price of oil burners down to $200 which
could easlly be done and still make a profit, it would certainly sell more oil burners
and help to relieve the unomployme~it.,

Hoping you will be able to wipe the National Recovery Administration and
code regulations entirely out of all manufacturing industries. I remain

Very truly yours,
L. A. COO0LIN.

Very, conservative estimate of a profitable selling prioet and complete installation
on a high-grade pressure atomizing type oil burner, completely installed with
275-gallon tank.
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Burner --------------------------------------------------------- $80.(0
Tank ---------------------------------------------------------- 1& 0
Freight ------------------------------------------------- 5.00
Transfer of material --------------------------------------------- 2. 50
6 hours labor, mechanic, at $1.25 --------------------------------- 7. 50
6 hours labor of help, at 60 cents ---------------------------------- 3.60
36 fire bricks, at 6 cents ------------------------------------------ 2. 16
Cement -------------------------------------------------------- 1.00
Tubing and connectors ------------------------------------------- . 50
Wiring material for 6-voltage installation --------------------------- a 00
1 installation inspection ------------------------------------------ 3. 00
2 service calls ------------------------------------------------- 7. 00

Total, installation and burner price -------------------------- 138. 26
10 percent overhead on installation -------------------------------- 13. 90
50 percent profit ------------------------------------------------ 76.80

Total, retail price ----------------------------------------- 228. 96

EMERGENCY Comm-irrm OF THE OIL BURNER INDUSTRY,
New York ity.

GENTLEMEN: The undersigned submits the following answers to your ques-
tionnaire of recent date:

1. Do you believe this $259 price constitutes "willful destructive price cut-
ting? "-A. No.

2. Do you believe that the present trend of the industry will create a monopoly
of the oil-burner business by a few of the major oil companles?-A. It will not
for reason In letter.

3. Do you believe a price of $259 for an oil burner installed with 275-gallon
tank has created an "emergency" in the oil-burner industry.-A. No.

4. Do you believe It possible to conduct your business and employ labor at
profitable wages if you have to meet this price?-A. Yes.

5. What was your lowest selling price for minimum 275-gallon tank installa-
tion in the year 19347-A. $225.

6. What was your approximate net profit on this particular minimum installs-
tion?-A. $75.

7. How many years have you been engaged in the oil-burner business.-A. Nine.
8. Do you think emergency should be declared and a minimum selling price

should be established.-A. No.
9. If answer is "yes" what do you believe is the minimum price at which a

275-gallon inside tank and burner installation should be sold to provide reason-
able wages and small profit?-A. $200 to $250 depending on locations--and sell
more, which means more employment.

Firm name: Laco Oil Burner Co. By: L. A. Cochlin. Title: Owner.
City: Griswold. State: Iowa.

Q. Are you an oil-burner manufacturer, distributor, or dealer?-A. Manu-
facturer.

EMERGENCY COMMIrTEE OF THE OIL BURNER INDUSTRY,
New York, N. Y., January R6, 1935.

To all retail outlets engaged in the sale of oil-burning equipment:
The sponsors of this letter, whose names appear, believe that the present

ridiculously low price of $259 being quoted and the threatened price by the same
company of $225 for the installation of oil-burning equipment constitutes:

1. Willful price cutting.
2. Creation of definitely monopolistic tendencies.
3. An emergency in the industry which should be recognized as such and acted

upon by the National Recovery Administration.
In order to present the case to the Recovery Administration in Washington,

it is obvious that the facts relative to the emergency must be submitted. We are
enclosing herewith a simple questionnaire which will only take a few minutes of
your time to fill out and which may be the means of furnishing sufficient data to
cause action in Washington.

We have been assured by administration representatives that this method Is
our only recourse to check this destructive price cutting and that if an emergency
is proved we can expect prompt action.

That the Recovery Administrator Is empowered to act in this manner is out-
lined in memorandum 228, dated June 7, 1934, which reads as follows:
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EXHIBIT B. COSTS AND PRICE CUTTING

Article II: "The following conditions may be deemed to require investigation
to determine whether an emergency exists: (a) Impairment of employment or
wage scales; (b) particularly high morality of enterprise, especially small enter-
prises; or (c) panic in an industry or other special conditions thought by the
Administrator to require stabilization by means of minimum price. When the
administrator believes that the declaration of an emergency might be advisable,
the isatter will be referred to the Research and Planning Division, notice of such
fact being sent to the Advisory Council."

Article IV: "If on the basis of this report. the Administrator determines that
an emergency should be declared, lie will make such declaration and establish the
minimuni price effective under the circumstances. The declaration of an
emergency will be accompanied by a statement of the facts upon which the
declaration is based, and explanation of the plan which is being applied."

You can readily appreciate the fact that unless the industry generally responds
to this questionnaire, our efforts to obtain relief cannot be successful.

Your contribution in the matter of fact finding and your opinion of the -ltimate
result of present price chaos m'ay be a vital, determining factor.

Fill our the questionnaire attached right now and we pledge you every effort
in our power to correct the present situation.

Very truly yours,
EMERGENCY COMMITTEE OF THE OIL BURNER INDUSTRY.

CHARLOTTE FROCKS, INC.,
Kansas City, Mo., February 11, 1955.

Hon. GERALD P. NYE,
United States Senate,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR NYm: Inasmuch as the National Recovery Act is coming up

for consideration, by the present Congress, we desire to present to you the follow-
ing facts in regard to the silk dress industry of Kiansas City, Mo.

The Associated Silk Dress Manufacturers of Kansas City consists of three
small manufacturers; one of whom has been in business for 15 years; one for 10
years, and one for 4 years. They are all managed by capable executives who
have had experience of more than 25 years. They operate daylight plants with
splendid sanitary conditions, far different than the average eastern plant.

These companies have never, at any time, been able to secure the slightest
consideration, either from the code authority or from the administration for the
necessary modifications of the code restrictions which will enable them to live.

They are all losing money on acCOUnt of the wage classification in the code and
in a few months will be definitely out of the picture.

The National Recovery Act, as written, furnishes the most facorable terms for
large manufacturers, but is definitely checking off all small manufacturers out-
side of the New York area.

The Code Authority of the Dress Industry consists of 14 members, 11 of whom
are from New York City and 3 from the rest of the United States. Needless to
say, the New York dominated code authority has no sympathy for the plight of
the unfortunate small western manufacturers and apparently definitely wants
them put out of business. They are well on their way to the consumation of
their wishes.

The Administration, however, sympathetic they may be inclined toward the
small manufacturers, does not dare to go against the New York dominated code
authority in making such modifications of the classified wages which will enable
the dress industry to survive in the outlying districts.

here, in Kansas City, .ve have only sciniskillxe workers. We are forced to pay
them a clmsified seale which they cannot carn, as the classified wages are bascd
upon the production of the highly skilled Eastenn worker.

Eastern plants are able to make large cuttings of one number, thereby saving
both in cutting cost and operating cost many times the 30 percent differential
which is allowed the Western worker. Western orders are very small and gar-
ments must be cut according to orders received.

In addition, Kansas City has never had any representation on the code author-
ity, and all of its presentation must be made to a jury of its competitors whose
mind is usually made up in advance.

We have many manufacturers of cotton wash dresses in Kansas City who make
thousands of garments of the sane type that are made in our plant, on the wash
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dress classified wage scale, which is 3Sys percent less than that of the silk dress
scale.

When our Kansas City plants applied to the Administration for permission to
obtidn exactly the oame exemption thAt the wash dress houses obtained from the
Administration, they received a reply to the effect that the Administration officials
who granted these exemptions were no longer with the Adhinistration, conse-
quently I heir application would have to be denied.

We enclose the official letter froze the National Recovery Administration stating
this fact.

Two months ago we were granted a hearing in Washington before the National
Industrial Appeal Board, but unfortunately our finances were not such that we
could afford to send a representative. We (lid, however, base our presentation
through briefs.

It is needleqq for us to say that our antagonists, the code authority and the Ad-
ministration officials, were there in full force, and of the various persons who ap-
peared against is only one had ever seer a Kansas City dress plant, and this man
was an official of the code authority who would not dare to make any presentation
or plea in our favor.

We have a limited number of workers that can come close enough to the code
that it would not hurt us to make up the difference, but they are so limited that
we can not do enough volume of business to mak it pay and to put on more help
would be ruinous on account of so many being unskilled, and having to make up
the difference between what they would actually earn and what we are forced to

p here are hundreds of workers on relief that would be self-supporting but for
the classified wage scales which have been forced upon industries such as ours.
It is simply not practical.

The few compliance men in New York City will never be able to successfully
police the code. There are hundreds of small manufacturers who are constantly
moving about changing their names as well as their places of business, and it is no
more possible to enforce this complicated code in New York City than it was the
prohibition law. Consequently millions of garments are distributed throughout
the United States at rices against which the carefully regulated manufacturing
area outside of New York City has no chance to compete. Thus, instead of the
code being a constructive agency it is a destructive agency for the entire area
outside of New York City.

We have had experts go over our plants and can furnish you with affidavits to
the effect that they are beautifully laid out and could easily continue to exist were
it not for the unfair wage classifications which have been placed in the code for
the benefit of the large New York manufacturers.

We would be very glad indeed to furnish you with any further information
you might desire.

We have no objections to your giving any publicity you may see fit in regard
to this matter, as we have nothing more to fear from the code authority, as we
believe they have done us all the damage that they possibly could.

Thanking you for any consideration you may be able to give us, we are,
Very respectfully yours,

AsSOCIATED SILK DRESS MANUFACTURERS OF KANSAS CITY.
By MIKE FINN, President.

P. S.For your information we are enclosing present wage schedule with
classifications.

Log ANoti.sEs FRENCH BAKERS ASSOlIATION,
February 26, 1935.

Senator GERALD NYE,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR NYE: It' your efforts to investigate National Recovery Ad-
ministration activities you have the wholehearted support of tile independent
bakers of this section. National Recovery Administration has developed into
one of our major rackets.

I am enclosing to you notice of contribution for dues, payable to the Macaroni
Code Authority; just one of thousands of other cases of a small merchant, who is
struggling to pay his bills, being intimidated by petty dictators who invariably
have een failures in their businesses. In this case, along with the notice, an

119782-35-- T 6-70
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excerpt is enclosed to intimidate the payment of dues by citing a judgment of
another code authority in another industry. Small bakers in this section have
been prosecuted in local courts for the most trivial alleged violations, whereas
large interstate corporations are allowed to continue violating, owing to the fact
that they have ample funds to take care of any such prosecutions.

We are with you 100 percent in your efforts to eliminate this travesty on
American justice.

Very truly yours,t P. A. LEBcuN.

MACARONI CODE AUTHORITY,

PKING NOODLE Co CaChicago, Ill., January £3, 1935.

Los Angeles, Calif.

NOTICE OF CONTRIBUTION DUE THE MACARONI CODE AUTHORITY

1. The Administrator for Industrial Recovery has approved the plan for budget
and equitable basis of contribution submitted by the Code Authority of the
Macaroni Industry. Such approved basis of contribution and the pertinent code
provisions are set forth on the reverse side of this notice. Copies of said budget
are available at the office of the undersigned agency.

2. Upon such basis, there is now due and payable the following contribution:

On production for February through December 1934
Due and payable 15th of month following each production month

3. Your contribution is due and payable upon receipt of this notice. Your
attention is called to the fact that failure to make payment thereof within 30 days
renders you liable to appropriate legal proceedings.

4. Your attention is further called to the fact that you have the right to file a
protest against the payment of such contribution with the undersigned agency or
with the national code authority or with the contribution section of the Compli-
ance Division, National Recovery Administration, Washington, D. C., at any
time within 15 days from the receipt of this notice. Such protest may be on the
ground that the basis of contribution as approved is unjust as applied to you, or
is not being followed in your case, or that you have already contributed to the
expenses of administration of another code, which other code embraces your
principal line of business, and National Recovery Administration has not granted
any order requiring your contribution to the expenses of administration of this
code, or on any other valid ground. Any such protest filed by you must be
accompanied by supporting facts. M. J. DONNA, Secretary-Treasurer.

MACARONI CODE AUTHORITY,
Chicago, Ill., January £3, 1935.

To the MACARONI MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY: For your information and
guidance, read the following excerpts from December 31, 1934, decision upholding
obligation of members of an industry to "pay their fair and reasonable share of
the cost of administering the code."

MUNICIPAL COURT OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK, BOROUGH
MANHATTAN, NINTH DISTRICT

HENRY G. SCHLESINGER, AS CHAIRMAN, AND SAMUEL MITTELMAN, AS TREAS-
URER, OF THE CODE AUTHORITY BOARD OF THE FUR DRESSING AND DYEING
INDUSTRY, AN UNINCORPORATED ASSOCIATION, PLAINTIFF

VS.

KoFSKY-MOOe, INC., A DOMESTIC CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND ExISTING
UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, DEFENDANT

Index no. 35915/1934

Comvlaint.-That defendant failed to pay his assessments, denies any liability
therefore, and contests the right of plaintiff to levy or Impose an assessment, etc.
etc.

Facts determined.-That the plaintiff is a duly authorized body empowered
to administer the code; that the code was properly amended giving plaintiff right
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to incur reasonable obligations in administering the code; that an itemized budget
had been submitted and approved by the Administrator; that members of the
industry were assessed on an equitable basis for payment of such obligations and
that "after such budget and basis of assessment have been approved by the
Administrator, to determine and collect assessments and, If necessary, to Institute
legal proceedings in its own name", etc.

Decsion.-That the defendant was a member of the industry and, whether
assenting to the code or not, was in a position to benefit and therefore obligated to
pay his assessments thereunder; that "the right of the code authority to levy and
collect assessments must be recognized as a legal right duly conferred"; that
"the obligation to pay this assessment is imposed upon the defendant"; and that
"the plaintiff is entitled to summary judgment in the amount determined on the
prior assessments of damages as agreed on."

Copies of this agreement are obtainable from the court. Attention of delin-3uent macaroni-noodle manufacturers is particularly called to this important
decision.

M. J. DONNA, Secretary.-Treasurer.

Tau CHAMBEa OP ComuMacm OF KANSAS Crry,
Kansas City, Mo., February U, 1985.Hon. GaBALD P. Ni~x,

Washington, D. C.
DxA SENATOR NYE: We wish to call your attention to the first annual report

of the Code Authority of the Millinery Industry, which Indicates quite clearly
how unfair this code and the manner in which it is administered is to markets
outside of New York.

While we do not have similar reports from other branches of the needle trades
industry, our experience in dealng with them leads us to believe that the same
situation would exist in the admi stration of all such codes.

We wish to first call your attention to the personnel of the members of the
Millinery Code Authority, shown on page 2 of the report whicb indicates quite
clearly complete domination by New York interests. The explanatory notes
following also indicate that outside markets are given very little consideration.

Mr. Max Meyer, chairman of the executive committee, makes the statement
on page 12 that there are approximately 1,400 millinery manufacturers in the
country doing approximately $100,000,000 of business. The tabulation on page
27 indicates the location of these plants, and Shows the exact total 1,353,

On page 15, it Is shown that during this year the code authority collected
$576,628.27 for the administration of the code--practically all of which they
report as being spent, which is shown In the balance sheet on pages 18 and 19.
This amounts to more than one-half of 1 percent of the total business done by
the industry, and seems to be quite an exorbitant expense for administering one
code.

In setting up statistics for the various areas, the country has been divided
into eight sections, as indicated on pag 21, although these sections do not corre-
spond with the areas provided for in the code. Apparently, this division has
been made for the purpose of making a better showing, than would occur if the
code areas were used.

It will be noted from the following tabulation taken from the report, that all
of the areas indicated show increases In wages.

Wsge in. Employ-
creas Mont

(percent) (percent)

Increase
Area no. I (New York) ............................................................. 17.70 12.29

Dcrease
Area no. 2 K Sa City) ........------------------------------------ 29.60 3.78
Area no. 3 Chicago) .............------------------------------ 1& 30 2.04
Area no. 4 Connecticut, etc.) ------------------------------------------------------ 1 1.90 11.40
Area no. a Birmingham, etc,) ----------------------------------------------------- 21.10 12.70
Area no. Pacih coast) .................------- -- ------- ------------------ &20 1L40
Ares no. 7 Baltimore, etc,) ........................................................ . 120 7.45
Area no. 8 (Detroit, etc.) ............................................................ 4.20 24.70
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It occurs to us that this is the most conclusive proof that the Millinery Manu-
facturers Code has worked to the detriment of all markets excepting Greater
New York.

We also wish to crll attention to the fact that the wage increase in the Kansas
City area is greater than in any other area.

On page 28 of the report, it shows a mortality of 281 firms out of a total of
1,353 during the year, which does not speak very well for the operation of this
code.

On pDage 46, under the caption "A carping critic bucks the code from its very
inception." From our dealings with the code authorities and their special com-
mittecs, we feel sure that this is directed against the Kansas City milliners, who
have persistently objected to this New York dominated code authority and
committees working under them.

Our largest millinery manufacturer reports that in 1933 he had a deficit of
$300, as compared with a deficit of $10,000 in 1934 operating under the code.

We also wish to call attention to the remarks on page 47. The center para-
graph, wherein the bold statement is made that if any legal proceedings are
brought against the code authorities, or the validity of the code, such firms or
markets no longer have standing with the code authority, which seems to us to
be rather a high-handed arbitrary position for them to take.

We do not have additional copies of this report to furnish you, but they are,
no doubt, available in Washington. If not, they can be secured by addressing
the Code Authority of the Millinery Industry, 469 Fifth Avenue, New York
City.

As previously stated, we have had up many cases for the needle trades iii
Kansas City regarding their codes with the code authorities and administration
officials in Washington. In all such cases the story has been the same. We
have expressed to them, on many occasions, our belief that through the codes
New York interests are attempting to put all outside markets out of business.
From many remarks we have hesrd in conversation with these officials and other
contacts, we are sure that our conclusions are correct, and we believe that this
report of the millinery manufacturing industry fully confirms our belief.

While the situation with regard to the needle trades is probably the most out-
standing, this same situation has prevailed in other lines of industry.

We have been accused, on account of our activities, of opposing the entire
National Recovery Act program. This is not true, as for a time at the beginning
of the National Recovery Act, the job of getting it under way in Kansas City
was turned over to this organization. Committees of the most prominent business
men were appointed, spending practically all of their time, and using the entire
staff of this organization in getting the National Recovery Act under way.
We have, since its inception, maintained a National Recovery Act bureau for
the pupose of guiding both members and nonmembers in the adjustment of
their business under the National Recovery Act. This has cost a considerable
sum of money, and long hours of labor by many of our most prominent citizens,
for which the administration paid not I cent, a,,d this service gratus might be
compared with the cost of $576,628.27 used in 1 year only for the maintenance
of this one millinery code authority, who attempts to criticize us for our labors.

We have gone to some length in outlining our position in this matter, not only
on account of this report, but on account of the activities of other code authorities
detrimental to the business interests of Kansas City, and I am sure that you
will readily understand that there can be but two results if this thing is continued
as in the past: Our firms are going out of business, or declare themselves in open
defiance-neither of which they want to do.

Your cooperation for a fair deal in these matters is earnestly solicited, and we
hope that the Congress will in rewriting the National Industrial Recovery Act
give consideration to the entire country, and see to it that it will niot be possible
for one small section of the United States to dominate the business of the entire
country.Yours very truly, J. E. BURKE, Trade Commissioner.

ERNEST L. RHODES CO., Inc.,

Senator NTE, Atlanta, Ga., February 15, 195.

Washington, D. C.
MY DEAR SENATOR: I have read most interestingly your different talks upon

the cod. -d the administration of same.
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Perhaps to assist you a little in your fight upon the very large tax that is being

made upon the manufacturing industry, which I think is unreasonable and might
say the worst grafting that I know of, t herewith attach you the estimated expense
of the Millinery Code for 5 months, and they put the burden upon the manu-
facturers.

If you will notice here that for hats that are manufactured and sold for $7.50
per dozen or less, the little labels, of which I attach you one, is charged at $3.50.
From $7.50 to $48 are sold us at $5, and hats above $48 we are charged $20 a
thousand, and as you will see the cost for this label is $1.05 per thousand.

And if you will notice on salaries the chairman, Mr. Max Myers is allowed at
the rate of $20,000 per year; the secretary $10,000; the auditor $10,000, and so
on. And you see they have a budget set-up of $261,000 foe the first 52 months
of the year.

I personally feel that the codes should be simplified and should be under not
over 20 general codes, and I believe there has been about 550 codes so far passed,
and out of the 550, 500 of them have had from 1 to 12 amendments tacked on to
them.

I believe tlit the National Recovery kct would be a good thing with a limit
of 40 hours on tine, and a minimum of wages, and the Government to handle it
the same as they do their income tax, and license firms to do business, and then
appeal to the general public only to buy merchandise containing the labels or
stamps. You see from this Millinery Code the number of people that the industry
has to support.

And well has Mr. Sturtz, secretary of the Eastern Millinery Association of
New York, said in an interview that appeared in Women's Wear that New York
City haa had the poorest January business in 20 years, and without the burden
could be lifted that there would be a few legitimate manufacturers left.

Wishing you great success in your fight for the people, I amYours vwry truly,
ERNEST L. RHODES, President.

CAMEO AMUSEMENT Co.,

lion. GERALD P. NYr, Jersey City, N. J., February 16, 1935.

Senat Offie Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR MR. SENATOR: I can state without reservation that the National

Recovery Act Motion Picture Code has definitely increased the burdens of the
individual independent theater owner and has operated to extend the monopolistic
grip in this business.

The Motion Picture Code is a vertical code running all the way from the
producer in Hollywood through the distributing system located in the 32 exchange
centers in the United States, and reaching down to the smallest theater in the
smallest town in the country. The code is administered by a code authority con-
sisting, of 6 executives of motion-picture companies, members of the Hays Asso-
ciation; 1 producer, not a member of the Hays Association; 2 representatives
of exhibitor trade associations, both of which accept affiliated theaters (con-
trolled by producer members of the Hays Association) as members in the exhibitor
association, and 1 representative of the independent exhibitor.

It can readily be seen that the independent exhibitor is outvoted 9 to 1 in the
code authority. This unequal division and control of the business leaks down
into the local boards that have been given power of life and death over every
theater in the country, inasmuch as they control the time when a theater can show
pictures, and in instances where the affiliated chain theater gobbles up all the
copyrighted motion-picture films, one of these boards is given the right to say
whether or not the independent shall receive any product.

It might be in point to mention that within the past month the Department
of Justice secured indictments in the Federal court in St. Louis against two of the
men specifically named as members of the code authority (Messrs. Harry Warner
and George Schaefer) and three of the companies (Paramount, Warners' and
RKO). It Is against such a set-up that we have to struggle.

In my own particular instance; I own a theater that is larger than the com-
peting affiliated chain theater, but nevertheless I must wait a considerable length
of time to play the pictures that I lease, and in addition I have no freedom in
competing for the leasing of such product. Even though I am willing and able
to pay the price for the pictures, I must wait until the chain makes its choice
and then I get the leavings. I own the theater property and have been in some
way connected with the motion-picture business for the past 18 years.
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I can safely say that never in my experience have conditions been as bad as
they now are under the operations of the Motion Picture Code. To adequately
give you the entire viewpoint of the Motion Picture Code, it would be necessary
to write a book; however, it should be stated that the code has worked out in
practice as definitely hindering all freedom of the independent exhibitor, and
the few clauses designed for our benefit have been definitely nullified by the de-
fiance of the producer-distributors in control of the code authority, and the entire
administration of the code.

It must be remembered that these same men created the conditions against
which exhibitors, public groups of citizens, and the Government itself, have
complained in the past but now they have been able to wrap the sanctity of
National Recovery Act around them and administer the code that was designed
to restrain their rapacious appetites.

You may count upon me to give you such further information as you desire,
and as soon as I have a reply I will call the attention of my associates to this
situation so that they will forward to you additional information.Respectfully yours, BEEj. BERKOWITZ, President.

AUTOMOTIVE SEmvc BUREAU,
Baltimore, Md., February '11, 1934.

Senator GERALD P. NYE,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: We have noted in recent newspaper articles that Senator McCarran
and yourself have introduced a resolution to investigate objectionable practices
In the operation of the National Recovery Act.

By reason of the monopolistic and oppressive tendencies of the Motor Vehicle
Retailing Code our operations have been impaired to a dangerous degree threaten-
ing our very existence.

We have tried every means possible except court procedure to secure redress
but without result. We thought at one time that we saw light when our case was
considered by the Darrow Board but this board was disbanded just as we might
expect relief.

We are not alone in our predicament, since there were about 14 organizations
such as ours when the code went into effect and now most of them have been
forced out of business and no longer exist.

If our case is of interest to you or if you can present the facts to the proper
sources whereby we may secure the necessary relief to keep us in business, we
should greatly appreciate the opportunity to submit our evidence to you.

We have been actively in business since 1914 and fedi that oar interests should be
protected by the Government-not the reverse. The writer would be willing to
come to Washington any time at your convenience if you consider that there is
any chance of securing any measure of redress.

Thanking you in advance for your kind attention, I am
Very truly yours, NORTON L. Dons,

Associate Director.

CURTIS MANUFACTURING CO.,
St. Louis, Mo., February 26, 1986.

Hon. GERALD P. NYF,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

HONORABLE SIR: We have a matter to suggest which we believe merits your
consideration.

Our company is a small one and is complying in every way with three codes
under the National Industrial Recovery Act, the three codes covering approxi-
mately 96 percent of our total business. The remaining 4 percent of our business
conceivably falls under four, or maybe five, additional codes. In addition,
numerous code authorities are attempting to say that portions of our business
fall under their codes.

Public utterances by Government officials are to the effect that small concerns
should not be oppressed by the National Recovery Act. Nevertheless nothing
particularly has been done to help small concerns and here is a case where we
are being harassed and coerced Into complying with an unreasonable number of
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codes, when we are in every reasonable way complying with the National Re-
covery Act.

If the National Recovery Act is extended for 2 years, could not a provision begut into the act limiting the number of codes under which a small concern should
e required to work?
Could not the provisions specifically state that no concern whose annual sales

are tinder $5,000,000 can be compelled to comply with more than three codes if
(a) the codes under which it is complving cover substantially all of its business
(say over 85 percent of its business); and (b) if it applies to all of its employees
the labor provisions of the codes under which it is working.

It is our feeling that a provision of this sort in the National Industrial Recox cry
Art would materially assist small concerns. It is our belief that the large com-
panies in this country, through the prestige they have with code authorities, are
doing everything that they can to harass their small competitors.Yours very truly,

AWLTER C. HACKER, President.

MONUMENTAL SALES & MANUFACTURINGO CO.,
St. loud, Minn., February 82, 1985.

Senator NYE,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR: I notice by the papers that the President has recommended
a continuance of the National Recovery Act for 2 more years with such changes
as may be necessary to eliminate impractical or detrimental parts. I under-
stand that you are on a committee to investigate the National Recovery Admin-
Istration and I am taking the liberty of writing you about this matter, as it
involves a law that I, as well as most all other business men, have been greatly
concerned with during its effective period.

I am sure that a careful study of this law will disclose very definitely that
first of all it has not either stimulated business or created additional employment,
which I believe were the two principle motives for the enactment of the law
In the first place. Secondly, it will be discovered that the law has definitely
permitted and, in fact, created tremendous monopolies that have in a great many
instances forced the smaller or weaker concerns out of business and in countless
other instances have been so oppressive that progress has been absolutely
impossible.
I can cite instances in our own industry where that section of the industry

which has succeeded in gaining control of the code making and which has set
itself up as code authority have imposed such malicious and vicious rules that
many of their competitors have been forced out of business and unemployment
has resulted simply because these selfish interests were concerned only with
benefiting themselves and eliminating competition and thereby creating a
monopoly for themselves greatly to the detriment and handicap, and, in fact,
in many cases to the complete elimination of other sections of the industry.

It is also obviously impossible to impose regulations upon industry that will
apply with equal justice to all members of an industry in all parts of the country.
This is especially true in a country as large as ours where working conditions,
economic conditions and climatic conditions differ very widely. I am fully
aware that in some codes attempts have been made to establish different rules
for different sections of the country, as for instance in our code a much lower
minimum wage is stipulated for the Southern States than for the Northern States.
Such differentiations in rules are, in many cases, justified but too often they are
simply based upon or determined by that section which has, through political
maneuverings, been able to exert the greatest influence or bring to bear the great-
est pressure for their own particular benefit and as a result unbearable situations
have been created for certain parts of the industry while other parts have gained
extreme selfish benefits.

In theory it sounds very well to say "Let industry govern itself", and on this
principle permit industry to elect members from their own particular industry to
the offices of code authority and regional committees, etc., but in practice, due to
selfishness, avarice, and greed, nothing has ever been done that has created
greater injustice and greater inequality in the operation and enforcement of codes
than this very thing. These men elected to code authority and regional commit-
tees being vitally Interested in the interpretation and adjudication of their code
ar not above creating every obstacle and detrimental ruling and interpretation
for their competitors that will, on the other hand, greatly benefit themselves.
Impartiality is absolutely impossible. In many cases these so-called "code
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authorities" have obtained their positions by malicious and unscrupulous polit-
ical maneuverings in their industry.

The expense of codes is a tremendous burden to industry. We find men in our
Industry who, in their private business, barely ever made more than a living, now
drawing $40 per day and extravagant expense allowances, Others again drawing
$15 per day and extravagant expense allowances. Industry being required to
support this enormously burdensome structure, when nothing but handicap results
from its operation.

TI rough the so-called "self-governing of industry" it has been possible for
the lIrger and nmre powerful unit of industry, and'also in many cases through
combination of cliques in the industry too, by political maneuverings within the
industry, appropriate to themselves all the power of code making and code regu-
lations and through this same power to oppress and discriminate against their
competitors and as stated above, in many instances, completely crowd out of
business the smaller or weaker competitors and creating tremendous handicaps
on those who have thus far been able to hang on. Therefore, if any part of the
National Recovery Act is to continue it should be so changed that not only the
act itself, but codes would be administered by absolutely disinterested personnel.
It should be administered by people who have absolutely, no interest in the indus-
try, but who would be sympathetically cooperative with the industry for the
greatest good of all concerned impartially. The great trouble, however, is to
find such people as it seems that very few are beyond being influenced to the
point of discriminating against certain sections and in favor of other sections,
according to whichever section or part of the industry are able to bring to bear
the greater influence.

I do not wish to be understood to say that there are not some good features
in the National Industrial Recovery Act. I believe that child labor should be
abolished and I believe very few have any objection to that, as it is quite over-
whelmingly approved and I certainly believe in it.

I further believe that due to the greatly increased capacity of industry by
reason of improved machinery maximum hours should be established in each in-
dustry according to the peculiar conditions and circumstances of each particular
industry. In this matter such things as whether a particular industry is highly
seasonal or is an industry that has a steady flow of business throughout all the
seasons of the years should be considered. In that connection, for instance, a
seasonal industry may find itself completely closed down during a certain part
of the year while during the peak of the season when the heaviest demand is made
it would be necessary for them to run all the hours possible. In such a case I
believe labor would be benefited by being permitted to work a full 6-day week
during the peak season. Therefore, such adjustments should be allowed in each
particular industry.

I also believe that minimum wages should be established so as to prevent in-
considerate and unscrupulous employers from taking undue advantage of their
employees. I believe, however, in the matter of maximum hours and minimum
wages common sense should be used so as not to let labor agitators impose condi-
tions that would be a severe detriment not only to employers but to employees as
well and which would result in lowering of standards of living etc

As conditions change hours and wages could be adjusted. Whiie I believe that
a 48-niour week generally speaking, is all that is proper and reasonable at the pres-
ent time it is entirely possible that the time may come reasonably soon when a
shorter work week would be justified.

It is, therefore, my opinion that with the exception of these main features,
namely child labor, maximum hours, and minimum wages, the National Recovery
Act should not be continued. Such a thing as fair ethics sounds very well but
when the ethics are established only by a few selfish interest or individuals in an
industry for their own benefits and to the great detriment of all others it does
not become a code of fair ethics, but a code of unfair ethics. I am 100 percent
in favor of high principles and honest and fair dealings in business but I believe
in equality and fairness to all.

I must apologize for this long letter, but this is a matter of such tremendously
vital impnrtanve to tle industry and pre'ress of our country ilhat I feel very care-
ful stud> 'and 4Cutailckd consiceratim of all the factors involved is not only justified
but is exceedingly important. Thanking you very kindly for your careful con-
sideration of this important law, I am

Yours very truly,
A. C. CARL5ON, President.
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TARR & McCoMs OIL Co., LTD.,
Los Angeles, Calif., February 15, 1935.Hon. GERALD P. NYE,

Senate Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR NYE: Please, by all means, oppose continuation of the National

Recovery Act and codes which in my opinion impossibly preventing real recovery,
now further from realization than when conceived. 13y reason of its enormous
cost and smothering effect, no business effort not bolstered by Government
spending has much chance. We believe basic recovery must be built upon
plentiful crops and other products; and not by creasing, b'ut decreasing the cost
of necessities of our peoples.

Our business, which is production and marketing of petroleum anld products,
is badly handicapped despite abundant potential production which is curtailed
and obstructed by ever), unnatural and unlawful manner by agencies claimed
acting under curtailment orders from Washington. Certain interests continue
drilling wells with large production, while smaller producers, not members of
pools or cliques, are hampered and persecuted. Big compauics give ample
evidence that they cannot meet normal competition without Government assist-
ance handicapping and obstructing independents. This may be due to lack of
management, or unwise investment still capitalized which the public should be
be obliged to carry.

If the law of supply and demand is let have normal play, recovery will come,
but what enormous, unnecessary cost has preceded it.

Yours very truly,
N. W. TARR, President.

Senator GERALD P. NYE, CLVELAND, Mfarch 9, 1935.

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SZNATOR NYE: Realizing your interest in, and opposition to, the National

Recovery Act and the Codes that have been promulgated thereunder, insofar as
they have injuriously affected the consumer and the smaller business enter-
prises, I am taking the liberty of writing to you rewarding a code with which I

ave nad considerable personal experience. Ido this in the hope that it may be
of benefit and assistance to you in your fight.

The code to which I have reference is the Code of Fair Competition for I he
Paint, Varnish, and Lacquer Manufacturing Industry as approved by Presidlcnt
Roosevelt on October 31, 1933.

As counsel for several paint-manufacturing firms in Cleveland, I appeared
before n committee of deputy administrators at which time there were also present
representatives of the largest manufacturers. I pointed out to the representa-
tives of the various boards who comprised the committee, the provisions of this
code that would work injury both to the consumer and to the smaller members
of the industry. At the conclusion of the hearing, the member of the Consumers
Ad% isory Board, and the Labor Advisory Board, apparently realizing the injustice
that the proviAoms of 'he code would work, openly objected to the provisions that
had been pointed out *%a being harmful, but the influences at work apparently
overrode thtwe objections and the code was submitted to the President without
aly amendments or changes and with the recommendation of the Administrator.

I am enclosing a copy of this code and shall point out to you the provisions
thereof to which I refer.

Article XVI limits the terms that may be extended to customers to 60 days.
Some of the firms which I represent have for many years sold certain of their
products to farmers and to firms and individuals in rural communities who are
very largely dependent upon farmers. Their products have been sold to this
class of customers in the spring when they are needed most. Terms of 4 months
or even longer have been extended so as to permit farmers and those in rural
communities to pay when crops were harvested d and realized on. With the restric-
tions in force by reason of the code, it is now impossible to sell the industry's
f roducts on the terms that have been customary and which are essential both

o the manufacturer catering to this trade and to the consumer. There are
many of the products of this industry which should be applied early in the season
in order to preserve the roofs and the buildings on farms, but, the application of
these products must now be postponed until such time as the consumer can pay
for the same within 60 days. The hardships and inconvenience which result
from this provision of the code are apparent.
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There is a firm which I represent which for years have been selling certain o
Its products on "4 months trial". The efficacy and value of thh particular
class of products cannot be determined or judged until several months have
elapsed and in order to assure the user of their value and usefulness, this plan of
selling has been adopted. Under it the user was not required to I&,y for the
product until he was absolutely satisfied. The Recovery Board of the National
Recovery Administration ruled that the sale was complete when the shipment
was made and that the 4 months trial was in effect, the granting of 4 months
teris, and was, therefore, in violation of the. code. This also results in injury
to tly consumer and certainly works a great hardship on the smaller manu-
facturer. The difficulty of competing with the larger manufacturers in this and
other industries is becoming increasingly greater because of the tremendous sums
of money that are being spent in advertising by large aggregations of capital.
Unless some means may be used of artially overcoming the effect of expensive
advertising, it Is almost impossible C compete with large firms. That is why
it is necessary for the smaller oval or on trial, and this period
of approval or trial mus ciently long the user of the effiesoy
and value of the prod

Article XVIII of e code prohibits the giving of defi time guarantees on
the life and servi of the products of the industry. This is t another method
and scheme to minate the competition e nonadvertising d smaller manu-
facturer. As tween two p to, on an ertised rocuc nd the other a
nonadvert product,the er wi most ariaby turn he advertised
product. d who m acturs the dye ? answer is
obvious. is alway fe largest manuf tu or members of th industry.

Unless e smaller a t can o ome the ect of the
advertisi by selling his g ova r by gi n definite gu antees, he
is practi y eliminated from tb n of c 0petan. Under It * code and
the o le that are placed a t e smaller n or e newcome it would
beim ibe ts e and u ng *4s tethis er con-
petitor, e con pieces en e competi n of the
smaller embers i t h erly e ,thecon er will
be u even ma finely.

hs'ut an ou eaf e vils of 11Wpart' ular code. To poin out allof
the ev the subt ons 'ch b no t on their face, old make
this letter uch too .I hoes ciently a that you
will use it and if I can further aid x her rsonally r by let feel free to
call on me.

Very y yours, " %t SAMIJ DoERILUR.

P. S.-! am ding a simielt Senator Borah, who with you in this
fight.

D Covw' OIL Co.,
He. GRon, N. Dok., February f8, 1935.Han. GERALn P. NyE,

United States Senate,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. NYE: I notice by the press reports that you are making some inves-
tigation of the effect of the National Recovery Act on the small business man.
On the theory that your investigations also cover the Petroleum Code activities,
it occurred to me that some specific information with reference to how the Petro-
leum Code works out in actual business might be useful to you.

Today the normal service-station prices of gasoline at this point are 16% andiTl,
depending upon the grade. The material that sells at the service station'for 1631
coats us not less than 3% at the refinery, plus 4 cents freight, plus 4 cents State
and Federal tax, or a total of 113 cents. We must give the farmer a discount of2
cents per gallon, and it actually costs us 2 cents per gallon to deliver into the
country. And I might point out that 2 cents per gallon for delivery is recognized
by the major companies as being entirely in line. From the foregoing figures,
you will observe that the dealer is limited to a gross profit of 134 cents. Out of this
comes the normal shrinkage of percent.

Furthermore, the Petroleum Code has actually destroyed what Is known as the
oil man's pump accounts." By that I mean, where we deliver gasoline to a

reseller we are forced by major competition to give such reseller a discount of
334 cenis at the time of delivery. Add the 2 cents delivery charge to this, and we
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have 5% cents or the total gross profit eaten up. It strikes us particularly hard,
because of the fact that we are a cooperative organization and must pay equal
dividends to all patrons. Thus, we not only do not make anything on pump
accounts, but actually suffer a loss to the extent of the amount of our dividend.
Last year we had only three pump accounts, and paid them a total dividend ofapproximately $500. This was a total loss to us.

It seems to me there is something wrong. with this set-up somewhere, as it is
impossible for a dealer to do business on a gross profit of about a cent a gallon, on
Country business, and no profit on pump business.

As to the service-station business, the margin is a little better, as we are not
subject to the 2 cents discount that the farmer gets. In fact, were it not for our
service-station business since the advent of the code, we would have been put out
of business.

As you of course know, there is no price firing at the refineries, although it is
generally understood-probably a gentlemen's agreement-all a dealer can expect
rnot to exceed a 5% gross margin. At least, all late dealers contracts provide
protection to the jobber on a 5>-cent marginal basis.

While the codes were set up presumably to protect the little fellow in business,
it seems clear to me that in the oil industry, at least, the little fellows are actually
being driven out of business. To illustrate-only yesterday we had an oppor-
tunity to take on a pump account, but in view of the figures hereinbefore set
forth, we could not do so without suffering a direct loss.

I happen to he a member of the North Dakota State Petroleum Code Com-mittee. I have attended nearly all their meetings. And it is my observation
that the major companies, predominate not only the State committee, but theNational Planning and Coordinating Committee..And that thought is sustained
by the fact that in actual practice, the code is causing the small independent andcooperative oil company irreparable injury.

I am simply passing these facts on to you as a matter of information with thehope L useful to you in stamping out this damnable situation that
exists with relation to the oil business,

With kind regards, I am,
Yours very truly, W. L. DivE, Secretaryj.

SINGMASTu & BREYER,
New York, February 15, 1985.

Senator GERALD P. NYE,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: The New York Hearld Tribune this morning in its article con-
cerning a possible Senate Inquiry on the extension of National Recovery Ad-
ninistration quotes as one of the charges against National Recovery Administra-
tion in the Nye-McCarran resolution: "That in some industries the code authori-
ties are dominated by certain elements of the industry, and are using their powers
for the oppression of other elements, and 'to accomplish the centralization of
industry. '

In this connection you may perhaps be interested in the enclosed letter which
we sent to the Consumers' Advisory Board last week. There are other factors
besides National Recovery Administration which are tending to concentrate the
paint business of the country in a few hands. Some of these are discussed In the
enclosed reprint.

It is our belief that National Recovery Administration should be so revised that
it is a positive influence against the present tendency toward concentration
instead of being an added force driving small business out. There is no question
that in the paint industry at the present time National Recovery Administration
is helping the big vertical combination and hurting the independent.

Yours very truly, JoaN9. HUBBELL.

WoLirsc ENGINEERING CORPORATION,
Harrisburg, Pa., March 7, 1935.Senator GERALD P. Nyu,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SuNATOR Nys: Being a small business concern and dropping to practi-

cally a one-man organization since 1929, and from $110,000 to $10,000 yesrly
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business, from 50 employees to 6, we naturally are gravely concerned about the
operation and requirements of the National Recovery Administration.

We note you are about to make an investigation, and frankly speaking, we
are about at the end of the rope. If we stop we will have approximately I SO&
users who will be dependent upon competitors for service and repair parts. bue
to our special design, repair parts cannot be furnished by competitors; also, our
employees, with their dependents, numbering about 12, will simply be on relief.

The correspondence we have had from the code authorities is of such volume
that it will require a special attorney and accountant to answer, keep track of,
and mstke out the numerous reports requested. To be exact, we have now a
volume of standard letter size, when compressed, about 2 inches thick, and we
are being hounded almost daily for different reports, dues, etc.

We realize they can only put us out of business, which in turn will create just
that much more relief and unemployment, and with all the numerous taxes on
practically everything we eat and wear, and the cost of code administration,
simply makes our position unbearable.

We are enclosing copy of letter received from the code authorities and our
reply, and we hope in your investigation you will find some way to relieve the
little business man.

The minimum code wage for mechanics in our class of work is 40 cents per
hour. Our lowest rate is 60 cents per hour; in fact, this is the lowest we have
paid during the depression. Our hours are within the code due to the fact we
have very little work.

Our future will depend upon your cooperation and decision, and we hope it
will be considerate and the end of this crazy experimenting which is only making
conditions more uncertain and confusing.

Yours truly,
H. W. WOLFE, Manager.

MARCH 4, 1935.
NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION,

Washington. D. C.
GENTLEMEN: In further reference to your letter of February 21, we feel that

by complying with your request relative to payment of cost of code administration
for our business is unjust and unconstitutional, and a detriment to small business
in every respect.

Our feelings are the National Recovery Act has turned out to have just the
opposite effect originally intended. Labor provisions have proven unenforceable
and the new privileges given to large corporations have facilitated monopoly and
profiteering, making the rich richer and the poor poorer.

By complying we feel we are only helping an unjust cause and therefore is our
reason for not going along, unless we are absolutely forced. By protestitg it
will give us an opportunity to express or reasons to the public, our friends.
associates, Senators, and Congressmen, and so forth, wl,ich we feel is our only
hope of a square deal.Yours truly,

H. W. WOLFE, President.

NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION,

WOLFE ENrNERIuXa CO., Washington, D. C., February 21, 1985.

Harrisburg, Pa.
GENTLEMEN: The Code Authority for the Refrigerating Machinery Industry,

915 Southern Building, Washington, D. C., reports that you have not paid your
share of the cost of code administration of the Refrigerating Machinery 'dode,
as provided in the budget affecting that industry. You were sent a notice of this
obligation more then 30 days ago; you were given an opportunity to protest
if you thought the contribution was unfair or uniustifie, and you received
notice from tflo Adrinistr (ion Hu,,t tt code -uthoi ity may, if necessary, under
the code, institute legal proceedings to obtain equitable contributions from all
est.aiblishments.

Action in your case was withheld for more than 30 days by the code authority
and the Administration, in the belief that you would send your contribution
to the code authority.

We must advise that if by March 4, 1935, you have not paid your equitable
share toward the administration of the code, as duly levied by your code authority,
or unless you havemade satisfactory arrangements with your code authority
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for such payment, the Administration will forthwith remove your "Blue Eagle",
and certify to your code authority and to agencies disbursing Federal funds,
that you are not in compliance with the code for your industry, and will, if
necessary, authorize the code authority to institute appropriate civil proceedings.

Very truly yours, COMPLIANCE DIvcsxON,

By W. M. GALVIN.

FIEDLSR's GROCERY,
Marion, Iowa, February *1, 1935.

Senator GERALD NYE,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SmR: I understand that you are on the committee to investigate the
National Recovery Administration, I am going to tell you just how It has
affected me In my business. I wrote in to the National Recovery Administration
on November 19 and asked for an exemption in regard to hours. They wrote
to me and sent me a questionnaire to fill out. I did this and then waited for a
long time and finally they sent me a certificate and other papers and seals affixed
to it and signed by three or four officials denying me the exemption, but without
giving me any reason for doing so.

Before the National Recovery Act went into effect I was paying my clerks the
following wages: 1 was getting eighteen and 2 were getting nineteen dollars per
week. I kept up these wages when I really should have lowered them, but they
were working 64 hours per week. When the National Recovery Act went into
effect, I was not allowed to lower the wages and could only work my employees
48 hours. Because of the high scale of wages I was paying I could not afford to
hire any more help. This meant that I had to take all the extra burden on my
own shoulders and work day and night to get the work done. If I had been
paying the minimum wage, then I could have hired one or two extra clerks for the
same money I was already paying. When I wrote the Recovery Board I asked
if I could work my clerks extra time for the extra money I was paying over the
minimum wage. This is what they refused.

There are other groceries right here in Marion that are not making any attempt
to live up to the code. Some are paying the same wages that I am, but are work-
ing their help 64 hours or more a week. Others are paying seven or eight dollars
a week and working them as many hours as they see fit to do, and no effort is made
to check up on any of them and enforce the code. But when you try to get an
exemption in the proper way you get back a lot of seals signed by four or five
officials getting a fat salary and doing nothing.

On February 7 I wrote the Recovery Board again and asked for permission
to lower the salaries of my clerks, so that I could afford to hire some extra help.
My clerks are heads of families, and I am sure they would prefer to work longer
hours for the pay I am giving them, but if I am not allowed to work them longer
hours I'll either have to cut their wages or let them go entirely and get help at
the minimum wage scale, some one who doesn't have a family to support. I
would dislike doing this, but this is what the National Recovery Administration
is forcing me to do. What hurts me the worst is that the public doesn't think
the National Recovery Administration is in force any more. All the newspapers
say it is as dead as a "Dodo" bird, but it seems to be alive as far as I am concerned.

I have always paid good wages and was considerate with my employees, but
I do think the administration is going too far in forcing a man to do something
he cannot do. Of course if the idea is to put more heads of families on relief and
hire cheap help in their place, I guess it will work. The way the National
Recovery Act is written I think it is the most unfair thing that has ever come
up for the small business man.

I realize that you are a busy man, but on the other hand it means a lot to me
as to whether I shall be able to continue in business if the code is written in the
same way as it was. I am merely bringing this before you so that you will see
the small business man's point of view a little better.

Thanking you, I am
Yours truly, PA, 3. FEDLU.
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PASADENA, CALIF., January 18, 1935.
Sen. GERALD PRENTICE Nit,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: We, the roofing contractors of California, are having one awful

time doing business under the code; because men who do not care how they get
their business are the ones that make the code only a racket, to bleed the public
with set prices beyond the means of the taxpayer to pay. And the power given
them to administrate the code, they use this to squeeze out their weaker com-
petitos

I have a complete line of info-mation on Roofing Code, also Ice Code, as ad-
ministrated to the detriment of small dealers.

He has to charge the same price at cash and carry ice as delivered at the door.
That means a loss of his business. Enclosed find letters and a local newspaper
clipping.

Over 50 percent of roofing contractors received these letters, and I am asking
you to give me information if the Code Administrator has a right to assess us
without permission of the House of Representatives. Please send me a copy of
bylaws of House of Representatives or statute covering the questions as to code
assessments by return mail.

If there is any information you would like concerning these questions, I would
be lad to send them to you.

ALL WEATHER ROOF Co.

DAVID C. LEVENSON,
Los Angels, February 7, 1935.

ALL WEATHER ROOFnNo CO.,
Pasadena, Calif.

GENTLEMEN: The national code authority of the roofing and sheet metal
contracting division of the construction industry, through Mr. D. A. Jackson, its
duly authorized representative for the eleventh zone, has consulted me with refer-
ence to your liability for code assessment of which you have heretofore had due
notice.

I have advised that you are legally liable for this assessment, and in my
opinion the same can be collected.

As you know, these assessments are levied uniformly upon all firms in the
industry and the proceeds are to be apportioned between the national and local
code agencies to enable the proper organization and machinery to function for
the equal benefit of all. A number of firms have already paid, and it is only fair
that all others should likewise, since desired results can be obtained only through
the support and cooperation of all. By voluntary payments, the full amount of
your contribution can be devoted to constructive purposes, whereas your liability
will be increased and the benefits to you will be diminished by the costs which will
be entailed by court action.

With these considerations in mind, I am writing this to advise you of my con-
templated action and to notify you that unless your assessment to your local board
office is paid, or arrangements are made with me within 10 days from the date
hereof, I am authorized to institute appropriate action to enforce collection
against all who are in default by reason of nonpayment and failure to give notice
of such facts as excuse such default.

Yours very truly, DAVID C. LEVENSON.

Exoerpt from Jan. 3, 1535, New York Tribune-Code sssesments upheld-Industry has authority to tax
members, Justice rules

The first legal opinion upholding the right of code authorities to collect assess-
mernts from members of the industry they represent to defray expenses was handed
down in the ninth municipal court yesterday by Justice Charles E. McMahon,
who granted a motion for a readjustment requiring Kossky-Moos, Inc., of 140
West ThirtiethStreet to pay assessments levied by the Fur Dressing and Dyeing
Industry Code Authority.

Justice McMahon said the power of the President to make rules and regulations
to make the recovery movement successful included the right to require contri-
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buttons from industry to defray expenses. He also upheld the constitutionality
of the National Industrial Recovery Act, the State recovery act, and the Fur
Dressing and Dyeing Code.

Bmassv & SoN,
Leechburg, Pa., February 22, 19 55.

Senator NYE,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR: We have read in the daily papers that you ha. e been in touch
with certain retailers in order to get their reaction to the reaction to the
National Recovery Act. We have, too, been interested in the way it has affected
our business. We do a very nice retail business for a small town, in normal times,
approximately '$65,000 a year, and we are well able to handle case quantities from
factories, an2 

before National Recovery Administration came on the scene we
did much of our buying direct from factories. When the code for the variety
retail business was being arranged, many chain-store representatives, and one
from the largest wholesaler, namely, Butler Bros., of New York, with others,
helped to form our code, and these men took great care that they got certain
advantages that are withheld from the small independent retailer. Butler
Bros. especially was interested in keeping uE from buying from the factories, as
their business is to cater to merchants of our class, while they didn't sell to the
chains, and we feel that they conspired with the representatives of the chains
to hold one particular advantage from the independent. We refer to buying
direct from factories. While the chains are retailers as we are, and should not
enjoy advantages we cannot enjoy under the code, they buy direct from factories
at prices equal to those given to wholesalers, while the same factories in some
instances refuse to sell uq the same merchandise, even though we offer to send
check with order, offering as an excuse the code. They claim that under that
code the National Recovery Administration doesn't allow them to sell direct to
the independent retailer at the same prices as are given to wholesalers, or even at
a small advance, yet that same code permits them to sell to the retail chains.

If this is helping the small business man, then we have the wrong slant on our
business--and we have been in the variety business for 30 years, and have made
a success of it up until the depression, and then we just kept going, as did many of
the chains. Since the National Recovery Administration came with its assumed
help to the little fellow, we have been unable to make any profits through our it,-
ability to meet chain-store competition, for those items they buy from factories at
wholesale prices are sold for 10 cents while we must lose money when we meet
that type of competition-for we must sell at the same price or go out of business--
as we are compelled to pay from 15 to 20 percent more for the same item from
some wholesaler. Prior to the National Recovery Administration we were able to
buy from factories at approximately the same prices as the chains, although their
quantity buying gave them a slight advantage to which they are entitled.

We claim that a retailer is a retailer whether he be a member of a chain organ-
ization or not, and if the chains get a price from a certain source, then the small
man should be allowed the same privilege.

You have probably heard the same complaint from other merchants but this
will add force.

Sincerely yours,
W. BRIGHT.

THE FINCH ENGRAVING Co.,
Boston, Mass., February 25, 1985.Senator Ny;, Washington, D. C.

My DEAR SENATOR: When the Code for the Steel and Copper Engraving and
Die Stamping Industry was first rioposei, I protested same as being unnecessary
and likely to be a burden to a trade alreao, greatly depleted in volume.

A few connected with the Engravers National Association, which was prac-
tically dead, sponsored this code, although they did not represent 10 percent of
the entire trade. Events have proved as I anticipated, these promoters being
the only ones deriving any benefit from this code, as the enclosed budget will
show.

The majority of the engravers of Boston have sent a petition of protest against
this code and assessment. This sentiment is echoed in every fty in the State in
the steel and copper engraving trades. I have had little satisfaction from the
deputy administrator in connection with this protest. He apparently takes the
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matter up with Mr. Theo. Isert of New York, the manager of the national code
who discounts our protests.

The last communication received from the deputy administrator stated we had
received the same data and assistance as our fellow members. The only data
we received was a request for the amount of business we were transacting, for
assessment purposes; also some prints of engravings to give prices on, in which no
practical good could be forthcoming other than this, a continual dunning to pay
one-half percent on our business turnover for assessment.

So for as assistance is concerned, I have challenged the manager of the
code, also the admrhistrator, to show us one iota of assistance. This code has
rendered none since its inception.

This code has been working-it is supposed-for over 10 months, yet not one
new, concrete, or practical suggestion in the interests of the trade has been made.
Their energies seem to be centered solely in endeavors to collect assessments, while
they have spent money extravagantly on items such as expensive cost systems,
salaries, office, and other unnecessary expenses, for their own personal benefits,
expecting same to be paid by a trade that is absolutely impoverished and whose
volume of business during the past few years has been greatly reduced through
competitive processes.

Ounr trade is not a necessity, and if every steel and copper engraving house in
the country were closed, the public would feel no inconvenience, there are so
many processes to take its place.

We have been perfectly agreeable to fall in with the principle of the National
Recovery Act. such as minimum hours and fair wages to minors, etc., but this
can be carried oit effectively without the extravagant expense of a separate rodp.

My impressions of our great President's idea of the National Recovery Act
were that it was to help industries, not to burden them, as this code is doing in
our business, and if same were felt undesirable to the majority of the particular
trade, then it should not be thrust on them.

Recognizing your good and powerful influence, also your desire to protect the
smaller trades in the plight in which ours finds itself, I am appealing to your good
judgment to assist us.

Yours very truly, HENRY FINCH.

CITY OF MINNEAPOLIS,
OFFICE OF THE PURCHASING AGENT,February 06, 1935.

Senator GERALD P. NYE,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR NYE: I have had considerable trouble with some code authori-

ties recently and have also had complaints filed against me for violation.
You will notice by the attached excerpts from the weekly letter sent out by the

Minneapolis Typothetae that a man who purchases material below cost, even
though he is unaware of the cost thereof, is rated as a "fence," which, it goes on
to state, is worse than a thief. I as well as other buyers, of course, take great
exception to being rated as a thief.

The complaint mentioned above sets forth the fact that I have failed to put
up the required one-tenth of 1 percent of the total cost of the project involved,
which, according to the attached letter sent out by Paul V. Betters, executive
director of the United States Conference of Mayors, seems to carry the information
that municipalities are not subject to the registration fee mentioned in the com-
plaint.

Hoping this will be of some benefit to you, I remain
Very truly yours, . . GRAM.

MINNEAPOLIS TYPOTHETAE (FROM SECRETARY'S WEEKLY LETTER, DEC. 1, 134)

You'd not be a "fence?" Certainly not, for you would know that the goods
were stolen. Furthermore, if you should weaken to the temptation, you would
make yourself a criminal. Now, the law that puts the "fence" as well as the
thief behind the bars is no stronger than the statute that prohibits selling below
cost. Hence the one that knowingly buys printing below cost of production puts
himself on the same plane as the "fence" who contributes to the thieving industry
by providing an outlet for stolen goods. Herein is a suggestion for the printing
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salesman When the buyer says "Your price Is too high", direct his attention
to the second page of the Price determination Schedule, the little black book,
third paragaph, second page-

"No establishment shall sell or offer to sell any product listed in the Pries,
Determination Schedule issued by the National Graphic Arts Coordinating Com-
mittee of the Graphic Arts Code attached hereto and made a part hereof atv
prileelss than 10 percent below the price for such product contained In said Pri6&
Determination Schedule."

If the estimate runs $500 be sure and have the cost certified by the Typotbetae
cost-iditing department. In either case you will be in position to assert posi-
tively that your price is right, based upon legal costs. The one that buys printing
below the legal cost thereof does a greater wrong to society than the "fence"
who forms a channel through which can flow the product of the thief. The latter'
is generally regarded as low-down and despicable, whereas the act of the former
for long has been condoned as being smart and no worse than sharp practice.,
Times, however, have changed. We now know that a sale below cost affects
adversely in degree both the buyer and the seller, their employees, and generally
all business, Industry, and the public at large. It should be condemned by every
printer for it is the worst bane of his industry. Furthermore, he should file ern-'
plaints at this office for all such acts.

CODE OF FAIR COMPETITION FOR THE GRAPHIC ARTS INDUSTRIES

"No establishment shall sell or offer to sell any product listed in the Price
Determination Schedule issued by the National Graphic Arts Coordinating
Committee of the Graphic Arts Code attached hereto and made a part hereof at
a price less than 10 percent below the price for such product contained in said
Price Determination Schedule.

"Provided, That this prohibition shall not apply to any single order exceeding
$500 in amount, nor to any combined order exceeding $5,000 in amount, nor to
any order actually contracted for and exceeding $5,000 in amount per year.,Provided further, That an establishment with total press equipment consisting
of not more than three platen presses, upon application and proper showing to its
national code authority and approval, of such application by its national code
authority, may be authorized to sell or offer to sell any such products whigh It
manufactures on such equipment at a price not lss than 20 percent below the
pnces contained In the said Price Determination Schedule;

"Provided further, That an establishment which usesia method of cost finding
preasribed by it national code authority in accordance with the provisions of
section 26 of the Graphic Arts Code, or, if such a method has not been prescribed,
an adequate coat-finding system and can thereby determine its costs fQr wsch
products as lower by more than 10 percent than those listed in the Price De-
termination Schedule, may sell such products at not loss than the cost so de-
termined upon submitting to its national code authority satisfactory proof of the:
accuracy of such costs."

These fowtx clauses comprise all of this part of the code.

Senator GK)ALD P. NTC, M r ows, MIxx., February fl, 11M
'T, Senale, Tyashinglon, D. C. I I

)DEAR 'SIR: I note that the Senate has authorized an investigation of the
Nation Recovery Administration and also that the Administration has reiom-
mnde4 ti Congress that the National Recovery Act be extended another 2 years

with the promise of "added protection to the small business. man."
,g#t ile contractor and a member of the Tile Contracting Code Authority for

the tateo. North Dakotaand parts of Minnesota, South Dakota, nd W iawonsin5
I wish protest Against cqntiuation of the National Recovery Administratioa

I wish to state absolutely and without hesitation that I goesjder the NXatouAl.'
Reovery Administration in the tile inditstry has been nothing but -4 lega sptup
to fgowe small dealers, such as myself, out of business.
* Tiere are two codes which govern the tile contractor, the Tile Manufacturers

Code under which he buys, and the Tile Contractors Code under which heis
supposed, t9 operate-. Both of these codes hays 4een arranged and are 4qnqtIon-
iggfor the benefit of the larger concerns who are, of course, in charge Of 4 4
activities.

1197U5----71
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There are many questions I would like to ask those who champion continuation
Qf the two codes above mentioned but I will confine myself to two.

(1) At least 95 percent of the business obtained by most tile contractors is
directly Oompetitive. Assuming that a tile contractor does not have the "mer-
chant tile dealer" classification as set up by the tile manufacturers and which
allowsthe contractor an additional 15-percent discount on purchases. How can
this tile contractor lawfully make his bid as low as his competitor who has the
15-percent additional discount? Provided that neither contractor violate the
Tile Contracting Code.

(2) Assuming that the tile contractor is an employer of labor (over one-half
of the tile contractors in the Twin Cities are mechanics who install their own
work). What method of the National Recovery Administration has been, or
can be, employed that will force a man doing his own work to abide by the
labor scale and provisions so that the employer of labor will have an equal
chance? This question is of vital importance to the small dealer but is not of
great interest to the large dealer because the mechanic in business for himself
seldom bids on the larger jobs.

Since the inception of the National Recovery Administration and the codes
covering the tile industry conditions have not improved for the small dealer but
have become impossible for him to continue in business and to abide by the
codes.

There has been but one provision of the code which has been enforced. That
requiring payment of 1 percent of the bid price to the code authorities at Wash-
ington. Their entire attention seems to have been focused on this one code
requirement.

Yours very truly, HERBERT 3. PowuwL

NoirraanN JoBBING Co., INC.,
St. Paul, Minn., February OR, 1985.Senator GERALD P. Nra,

United States Senate Chambers,
Wcshington, D. C.

DEAR SENAToR NiT: There is a matter that is just brought to my attention
by my partner, Mr. Harry Lang, of H. Lang & Co., River Falls, Wis, The facts
surrounding this case are so pitiful and so unbusinesslike that I feel It is Informa-
tion you should have in hand because you can certainly lick anyone with these
unbusinessllke methods which codes are forcing down the throats of small
industries.For instance, in our factory we have a special pocket-pressing machine for
making round pockets for our overalls, which machine must run more than capacity
possibly 16 extra hours per week to prepare pockets that other girls may have
work without interruption.

We are fully complying with the 36-hours, and the proper hourly pay, but the
code authority refuses to allow us to even employ one who does not have any
work at all for, say 16 hours a week, to run this machine a little extra time than
it would be run by a 36-hour-week employee. They write me back and ask me
when Iam going to buy another machine,

It is so ridiculous to presume that a small factory like ours has so much money
that (of course we haven't) because of Government dictation or because of code
dictation we can have a thousand dollars to invest in another machine which we
only need a little production from part time.

On the other hand, if we did not have another machine, it would mean that
there would be 16 to 20 people sent home several times during the week because
the pocket machine cannot keep up with requirements of the other machines in the
factory. We haven't any volume that will justify the running of the one maqhlne
we have, and we certainly know without anyone telling us that we cannot afford
to invest a thousand dollars In another machine. Why shouldn't we run the
machine we have a little extra time, with a man that doesn't have any work from
day to day- a man who wants a job?

These things are ridiculous to try to force on a free American citizen, especially
when this one particular unit of our factory has a $72,000 pay roll in a town whece
there are no other factories-- a town with a population of twenty-three hundred
people..

I will tell you Senator, you can do the job that we manufacturers In the
Northwest need dons for them, and you can rest assured that anyone I send your
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way with information, and any information I might give you, is 100 percentcorrect.

Wishing you continued suoress, wi close by saying that I am interested in the
newspaper articles that I see from time to time which brings forth your Activity.

If you need any correspondence pe'taining to this matter Mr. Harry Lang will
beglad to furnish you with the original letters from nthe coe authority.

You probably know that I was an alternate on the Cotton Garment Code
Authority, and I resigned because I did not believe in their principles, but I did
not give them any statement as to why I resigned.

Your very truly, G. H. NORRis.

BRA ELTON BRos., IwC.,
Braselton, Ga., February 18, 1985.

Hon. GERALDU P. NYR,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR NYE: We notice in the papers that you are after them in
Washington about the National Recovery Act. You are exactly right and we
hope you will keep pushing the matter. The large manufacturers are pooling
up together and are hurting all the small manufacturers and retail merchants.It is already costing the consumers a good deal more money.

We have been in business here for the pat 47 years, but we have never seen
trusts forming so fast as they have been for the past few months. There is no
honesty about the matter, for the large manufacturers will give free goods and
slide about, and are making the small merchant bear the burden. We would be
mighty glad to see the National Recovery Act done away with entirely, and feel
it would help recovery get started immediately. It took years to get the Sherman
Antitrust Law passed and the National Recovery Act is trying to do away with
it entirely. We feel sure 90 percent of the retail merchants in the United States
and the consumers of the Nation are behind you.

Trusting :you will do all you can and with best wishes, we are,
Yours very truly, BRAUTox Bans., re.

Louis HOrFMAN,
Now York, February 16, 1985.

Senator GERALD P. Nrs,
Washington, D. C.

NT r Dz.a SENATOR: I read in the New York Times of February 15 that you
are urging an exhaustive inquiry into various alleged powers under the National
Recovery Act. I want to call to your attention a particular misuse of powei
conferred by one of the codes, especially because it involves the crushing by the
large companies in the business of the smalle asnd potentially freely competing
business men in that industry.

The Code for the Builders Supplies Trade Industry was adopted several
months after the enactment of the National Industrial Recovery Act. That
code as approved by the President made various provisions for the organiztion
of the Industry under the code,i for, wage and labor changes and guarantees, and
concluded with provisions forbidding the sale of products under cost. Subse-
quent to the enactment of the code, General Johnson, issued certain change
orders in which he provided for a minimum mark-up measured by a percentage
of the cost to the seller. This minimum make-up was to represent the overhead
of the seller. It was perfectly clear, therefore, what the powers of the code
authority were with respect to prices. No person who sold under his cet pha
a percentage of mark-up based upon his cost was guilty of a violation of the
code.

Despite this fact and the obvious clarity of the legislation and orders, the code
authority of the industry, which s you know had been tainted and threatened
with monopoly, has now become a happy hunting ground for the large com-
panies. Using the code as an instrument they proceeded to establish minimum
prices in the industry and compel everyone to abide by their prices. Theo-
retically they were determining certain costs. Actually we did not know how
these so-called "costs" were determined, but we were certain that the costaewere
not based on the prices which we had to pay for materials.
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. Othei companies which I represent were engagedin bidding for public contracts
at the time. They complied with the code by measuring their prices by their
coets plus a mark-up: Solely aside from the code provisions they made quite a
Iuxutius profit, In most Insotanea this'profit was in the neighborhood of 35
percent. Whed, however, these bids despite the size of the profit, were lower
than the fixed minimum prices, the code authority canine Into court to secure
Injunctions against my companies and sent letters to the commissioner of purchase
of the city of New York requesting that the names of my companies he put on
blacklists and that the individuals who operated the companies should beineligible
for any city contracts. Because of their exalted position as lords of the Industry,
they closed us to lose contract after contract. In the injunction action which
they brought, they did not succeed. The court, realizing' after "reading the
unequivocal words of the codes and orders, that the injunction action had been
brought wholly without authority and that this was an attempt to create a
monopoly.

More than that, it was necessary for us to write to General Johnson himself
in order to obtain relief from the measures of the code authority. After having
mislead the compliance officer in this district for some time, he having come
into the picture as an uninitiate in the trade, he finally realized the wrong which
he had perpetrated and we have letters from him pointing out the obvious
illegal arrogance of powers to the code authority. For all of this we have the
evidence in writing and we have witnesses who are willing to testify before any
committee to which this question may be referred.

Nor do I wish to leave the impression with you that since we bave exploded
the Information that prices may be fixed, the question is dead. The code
authority is still operating new methods which I am quite certain have the object
of obtaining the monopoly through devious efforts which they could not maintain
in the high handed manner which I have described. For instance there Is a letter
of February 7, 1935, sent to the chairman of the code authority in this region, of
this industry, asking that they vote for the~represeatative of certain associations
in the business to permit this representative to dictate the conditions under
which the industry should operate. You know of course, who shall dictate to
the representative what he shall in turn dictate to the industry. While the vile
plan back of this delegation of authority has not yet been expounded, I feel quite
sure that it is another attempt to do what-has been done before. * I believe you
will find here one of the most flagrant cases of the dominating larger companies'
attempt to suppress and destroy all competition and using the National Recovery
Act as a vehicle for their suppression.

I should appreciate an ackowledgement of this letter with any view of yours
as to what action you might take.

Respectfully yours,~Louis Horus .

FnzrnawN-HaRaY MARXs CLOT aN Co., INc.
H DP lichmond, Va., February 14, 1935.Hcn. Gmaaw P. Nra,

Washinton, D. C.,
DAtz SuzATos Nyu: Your telegram concerning our experiences under the

National Recovery Act comes at a time when pending amendments to the Men's
Clothing Code, under which we operate, puts us on the defensive in a battle for our
very existence. I

When the National Recovery Administration was originally incorporated, we
heartily subscribed to its aims qnd purposes. Now, after 17 months of operating
under the Men's Clothing Code, we find that the abuses enforced overbalance any
,possible benefit to the industry or country. We find that strenuous efforts are
always being exerted to use the Men's Clothing Code as a means of furthering
selfish interests.

The clothing manufacturers have always been divided in two groups-those
operating In regular established clothing, centers, which are controlled by the
Amalgamated Clothing Worker's Union, and those operating in smaller decentra-
lized communities and without jurisdiction of the Amalgamated Union. This
firm s one of the latter group. . I

Becasme we have succeeded in establishing our business away from the regular
markets, we have incurred the envy of clothing manufacturersin the central areas,
and the enmity of the Amalgamated Union, whose control and influence we elude.
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As a result of this condition, both of these organizations, under the guise of
helping labor, have been exerting powerful influence in devising ways and means of
hampering us and manufacturers UM us.

We employ 750 people andat present operate under a code requiring minimum
wages of 40 cents, 75 cents, and $1 per hour. Those in the two latter groups are asmall percentage of the total

A Southern differential In the code places the minima in the South at 37 cents,
67% cents, and 90 cents, respectively,

Virginia, however, is placed in the North in this code. This, in spite of all
geographic, historic, and economic factors. Richmond, the city in which we
manufeeture the rebel capital of the Confederacy, is conveniently assigned a
place in the North.

Denying Virginia a Southern differential is open discrimination against those
firms manufacturing men's clothing in this State.

In the city of Richmond today the average minimum hourly wage of the
largest industries working under codes, including the cigarette code, is 83 cents
per hour. The minima range between 26 and 40 cents per hour.

Just now, the centralized manufacturing and union groups ae pressing for an
amendment to increase the minimum hourly wage of the 40-cent group in our
code to classifications ranging from 40 to 75 cents per hour..

These increases would not effect labor in the clothing centers, but rather
organizations like ours.

Obviously, the object of the proposed amendment is to equalize labor costs in
the various markets, but deliberately ignore the handicaps and disadvantages
under which we labor as a result of manufacturing in a decentralized market.

We have such facts to contend with as being obliged to train all the-help we
employ, whereas in clothing centers there is always a reserve of experienced help
from which to draw.

Help employed by us after they are thoroughly experienced do not attain an
average of 65 percent of the productive efficiency of the thoroughly trained help
in the regular labor markets.

We are obliged to invest more than twice as much for machinery for the same
production as is produced by the experienced workers in the labor markets.

In clothing centers different types of work are distributed in factories which
specialize in making the particular kinds of work, whereas we are compelled to
make everything from a linen suit to an overcoat in the same plant.

Manufacturers in clothing centers a~ain have the advantage of closing down
at off-season periods because they are n a position to concentrate their produc-
tion in shorter periods of time, having the reserve of skilled labor available to
them at all times, In our case it is imperative that we keep our plants going
practically all year around in order to keep our organization intact.

Transportation is another item of large proportion with which we have to
contend as a result of our being away from the regular buying and selling areas.
Every piece of raw material that goes into the making up of the suit of clothes
Involves a transportation expense that is unknown to manufacturers in the
regular markets.

These facts are deliberately ignred iu considering this matter of equalizing
costs in the clothing industry, and with the hostile elements, which were instru-
mental in drawing the proposed amendment, still exerting their influence, there
is very small likelihood of our getting justice through our own efforts.

If successful, the vicious influences that are instrumental in bringing about this
proposed amendment will succeed in disruptinga group of clothing manufae-
turers which will react severely, not alone upon them, but the people whom they
employ and the communities in which they live.

This, Senator Nye, is a brief explanation of conditions as they, exist right now
in the clothing industry. We would be grateful for some relief from the con-
trolling influences responsible for it.

Respectfully yours,
MORTON MARKS, President.

MODEL LAUNDRY CO.,
Si. Louis, Mo., February 11, 1935.Hon. Senator GERALD P. XYk,,

Washington, D. C.
Dzn S=: Referring to yqur tegrarn of February 9, 1935. regarding the oode

and the National Recovery Act.
Ojr business has suffered more during the last 14 months than it has during the

last 20years. The employees are more discontent With the National Recovery
Act and more dissatisfied than they have ever been before. We employed more
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people at a living wage before the National Recovery Act became effective than
we do now and all our employees were better satisfied and worked better. We
had a drivers' strike last November and one this December and it is still in progress
and not settled. The laundry price are lower today than they have been for
the last 25 years. The supplies in all lines that We use have Increased in price
from 40 to 60 percent and the wages as you know have increased.

The ode was a complete flop in our business and did not help us any and on
account of the depression and unemployment the people cannot send out their
laundry and if they do they eannbt pay for same. We came to the conclusion
if they Aould not send us their laundry at a low price and could not pay for same,
they surely could not send us laundry and pay for same at a higher price. My
opinion is that if we had continued without the National Recovery Act and with-
out the code, let business men run their own business we would have been able
to employ more men and women at living wages than we are able to do now,
and the dollar would go farther than it does now for all of us. I recently was
forced to place a mortgage on my building and ground for $5,000 in order that
I would have money to pay the bills then due and keep our credit in good standing.
I dare say if this keeps up we will be forced to close our business as we cannot
continue to borrow money to pay bills and salaries.

Respectfully, W. R. LAOEMA.

STEWART DRY CLEANING Co., INC.,
Roanoke, Va., February 14. 1935.

Senator GERALD P. NYE,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: I was informed by Mr. Phillip Jakra, of this city, that you had
wired him to know what we thought of the National Recovery Act continuing
through a longer period of time.

As a small business man in this community, with cleaning business, which I
have been 36 years establishing, with a capital of about $25,000, I want to say
that I, and practically all other small cleaners of this community whom I have
talked with, sae absolutely opposed to an extension of the National Recovery
Act. I feel that it has cost me thousands of dollars to live up to the code which
I signed in the beginning, and if I had had any idea that it was going to he any
more than a temporary measure as the letters from Uncle Sam said it would be,
I would never have signed the first code. I do not feel that the hour and wage
provisions have been enforced In our community, and I feel that many cleaners
have been able to undersell me on dry cleaning because of the fact that they are
not trying to live up to these provisions in the code, while I am. I feel also that
the laundries wage code in our section of 14 cents minimum an hour, and the
cleaners minimum of 27 cents per hour, are enabling the laundries to undersell
Us, for the truth about dry cleaning Is, that 75 percent of it has to be steam
cleaned, and can be done by laundry help, therefore giving laundries an undue
advantage over the dry cleaners, on account of the difference in the wage scale.
Every laundry in this country takes in dry cleaning.

Before the National Recovery Act, I was able to pay my employees good wages,
and to make a prOfit, besides my salary, which was ample to take care of my
wife and four children, but now, tinder the National Recovery Act, I have myself
been working practically night and day and ata hardly able to make ends meet.
I consider that this is due to the fact that I am being undersold by the laundries,
who not only have to pay about half the scale of wages that I have to pay accord-
ing to my code, and by chiselers, who are not observing either hours or wages.

To my honest opinion, you will do the middleman a great service if you can
help keep the Government from extending the National Recovery Act.

o urs truly, W. A. STEWAR, President.

Tua FERRO CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION CO.,
Cincinnati, February 86, 1935.,

Senator GERALD P. Nyu,
Washington, D. C,

My DEnaSR4To itO The'news bulletin ofthe Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce
says you have rg.quested opinions from various people in read t6 thebei ft
of te aton, Reovery Act.' . 1,
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We are general contractors and come under the Building Code. We have no
objections either to the minimum wage or to the maximum hours as they really
do not affect this industry. What we do object to in the so-called "control of
bidding methods" and putting it on a moral Fround.

In our experience in the building industry it has not worked at all. The only
thing it has done is to make contractors attempt rather underhand methods. I In
our opinion, any attempt to control competition and methods of bidding in as
industry that is made up of thousands of different people is beyond the dreams
of possibility. The expenses of enforcement would be tremendous and, even if
you were able to do it, we cannot see the advantage. The attempt to control
this feature is merely an incentive to dishonesty.

To our mind, to continue the National Recovery Act in any of its branches
with the exception of those that apply to hours and minimum wages, plus the
industries that are affected by natural resources, is a great menace to the country.

Very truly yours,
Traoa FIELD, PressdeW.

THE SLATER CO.,
Pontiac, Mich., February 26, 1935.Senator NYK,

Senator of North Dakota, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATORt NYE: Regarding the codes and small business.
The National Recovery Act in many respects Is commendable.
Not sufficiently restrictive In authority conferred upon code enacting agencies.
"Code authority" is interpreted to be "legislative authority" by the code

writers who have prescribed fines, imprisonment, business suicide, and about
everything short of capital punishment for violation of codes that, in instances,
violate about every right that ts presumably reserved to the individual by the
constitution.

The"silk stocking" crowd, maintained by big business, have kindly volunteered
to participate with the "brain trusters" in writing 2,000 or 3,000 codes for which
we, the "little fellows", should and would extend a vote of thanks, excepting that
they picked all the feathers out of those "blue eagles" before they handed them
to (is.

That eagle they gave us is an awful hungry bird, and between feeding the eagle
with our assessments and complying with the working conditions necessary to
keep him, we are about starved out.

Big business went to Washington and wrote a code for the lumber business and
assumed the role of the fox that is well illustrated by an old fable: "The fox
invited the stork to dinner, and being disposed to divert himself at the expense
of his guest, provided nothing for the entertainment but soup, in a wide,
shallow dish. This himself could lap up with a great deal of ease; but the stork,
who could but just dip in the point of his hill, was not a bit the better all
the while.' '-Aeop.

,They, the
' 
manufacturers, builded a code, in many lines, with quantity differen-

tials very favorable to the large purchasers in the matter of price.
They increased minimum quantity shipment s to a point where the small dealer

is unable to finance his purchases, or if fin6hcially able must grossly overstock to
secure manufacturer to dealer supplies.

They builded a big house around all of us and left a lot of secret doors where
they could get out if threatened with penalties.

The "big mills" for intrior finish and millwa'k write a code, full of "funny'
regulations and quantity differentials.

hen they make you a detailed price list, that looks like a gift from Santa Claus
and say, "Sign it", or we will take that "hungry eagle" and then you can't get
anv Government business-you sign!

When there is any worthwhile jobs big businesses chisel the price and take the
job. They can afford to take the chance of fines or imprisonment that the little
fellow dare not take. The little fellow has no money to defend himself in Federal
courts against Government-paid attorneys.

SHundreds of codes are cut to pieces but the big fellows are not in jail.
Price fixing, in the "retail lumber business" for the little fellow, i&: Starvation

if he "getA in", and suicide if he "stays out." I
In precede years the small dealer held some advantages that permitted him to

hold a comfortable position in the market: (a) the proprietor holding a combined
position of buyer, salesman, telephone operator, order clerk, and bookkeeper,
(b) a yard man, (c) a trucker.
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Neither of the latter worked very hard, and in many cases, were old men,
eoatented with a year around job at a very nominal rate.

With this very mall overhead the little fellow could sell a little lower when
necessary and thereby secure business notwithstanding delays in the delivery of
axmem items, occasioned on account of his limited stock.

The eodes have pushed upward his overhead costs to a par with the large dealer
sad by reason of his small volme, perhaps high.

The large dealer has the advantage of: (a) ample, stocks from which immediate
delivery may be made, (b) a well organized selling organization, and (c) when"prieting" schedules prevail he has absolute protection against competition
from the small dealer.

The National Recovery Administration and codes protected "labor" by
minimum-wage schedules.

The National Recovery Administration should protect the "little fellow" to
such extent as will permit him to employ the usual number of persons and earvn
sWicent to pay the advanced rates as provided by the act and in addition thereto
at least the salary of an executive fQr his own services.

To this end the National Recovery Act should be amended to include the
following:

o'ided, That every person, firm, or coporation employing two or more persons
shal have the unrestricted privilege of taking Lusiness to the extent of $1,500
per calendar month at any price not below the oz-woice cost of the material de-
livered at his yard or warehouse; and, it shall be unlawful to write and adopt or
agree to any code and/or price-fixing agreement in any business that will in any
manner restrict or penalize such employer from selling or taking business below
any price list, or minimum price list, that may be adopted,tothe extent of $1,500
per calendar month.

The foregoing is suggested as a pay-roll protection differential, something in
the nature of a "stand-by charge" and reckoned as follows: In the retail lumber
industry the overhead cost of handling and delivery has been determined to be
20 percent from which may be deducted 3 percent for maintenance of equipment
leaving 17 percent as net handling cost.
Open sales of $1,500 would thereby yield ------------------------------ $270

That may be allocated to handling charge protecting the following pay roll,

Executive, 4 weeks, at $35 ----------------------------------------- 140
1 yardman, 4 weeks, at $1 ----------------------------------------- 60
I driver, 4 weeks, at $15 ------------------------------------------- 60

Total ------------------------------------------------------ 260
The writer has had considerable experience in connection with several codes

in lines allied with construction business, but will not prolong the discussion,
Trusting that I may be of service, I am,

Respectfully yours, 0. A. SLATS.

INDdPUNDENT CITIZENS LzAGus, INC.,
Norfolk, Va., February 14, 1985,Hon. GEHALDn P. NYs,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DuaR Sxe AToa Nyr: Your telegram of the 9th instant was duly received and

valued for the opportunity it presents to in some measure cooperate with your
efforts, which at all times have been in sympathy with the objectives of the small,
independent business interests it is my pleasure to represent in this metropolitan
area, consisting of approximately over 2,50 establishments of iocal trade and
industrial enterprise.

Replying, please pprmit me to say, as regards my constituency reaction to the
codes and related agencies of the National Recovery Administration that a moresavage, competitive policy practiced with growing oppremion against the aver-
age or small business establishment by large corporate interests has been made
possible under the National Recovery Administration and it. codes, and lis
proven a discouraging experience toward prmting recovery, is the expressed
epinlon along all lie of average industry In this trading area.
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This bas been more definitely brought about through sacrifices made through

wage-and-hour code requirements without due protection being given through
fair practice regulations which would have enabled the small business men to
have realized a margin of profit that would have covered at least his overhead,
if not a living profit.

In no instance have the businesses sad industries of which I have personal
knowledge been benefited by codes and administration of codes by national code
authorities.

That codes in all lines of industry and trade have been written, as you must
be aware, by and for the benefit of big business, and for the perpetuation of
which large corporate interests are now applying high-powered political pressure
and unlimited finances, is the proven opinion of industry and commerce in the
Norfolk metropolitan area, according to a survey made by the writer during the
past 6 mouths

If private business were now allowed to operate under private privilege,
through complete abandonment of codes and the enforcement of antitrust laws
and the Clayton Act, the small business Interests, which have been the hope and
strength of economic America, would nottonly revive, but would project the
shortest road toward national recovery.

This would also create an absorption of an increasing unemployment, effect
larger par rolls, and more economic security and purchasing power than the
prevent universal system of cheating, and chiseling in code compliance could
ever possibly accomplish.

With an increase in profits made by big business the past year, and a decrease
in money made by the average or small business man, it is indicative in itself
that codes and their administration have benefited only big business.

Incidentally, but relevant to the condition in which the small, independent
business interests under code requirements and administration of the National
Recovery; Administration find themselves today, may I add, in conclusion, that
with two-thirds of 1 percent of the people owning today 67 percent of all the
money in the banks of the country, according to a report of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation of the United States. corporate ownership of this wealth
have so locked in a vise the control of credit that the small business man h" been
crushed to the point of credit starvation and business extinction---economically
murdered by the National Recovery Administration and its codes.

I truqt the above reply to your telegram may contribute toward serving our
mutual interests. And if there is any way at any time I may serve you further
I shall await with pleasure your valued commands.

And believe me, with assurances of continued high esteem and regard, to be,
Cordially yours, W. L. BAiiL

H. G. FIcuCn & Co., Ine.,
Chicago, February 13, 1935.Hon. GERALD P. Nrs,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
HONORABLE SIR: In reply to your night letter of the 9th, we wired you as per

enclosed confirmation and herewith submit some of the abuses which are still
manifest in connection with codes in our industry. For your further guidance a
copy of our letter of February 1, 1934, is also enclosed herewith.

First of all, we can see no reason whatever for there being 2 X-ray codes, 1
for the dental manufacturer and 1 for the manufacturer, of physicians' X-ray
appactui If it is justifiable for the dental manufacturers to have a separate
code for the few, then by all means the great number of mandactarers of physi-
cians' X-ray apparatus are entitled to a separate code.

Secondly, we can see no poesibility of any justifiable code being worked out in
the X-ray industry when controlled by the National Electrical Manufacturers
Association due to tw immensity of the National Electrical Manauacturers Asso-
ciation, which attempts to cover all electrical manufacturers. This association,
in our experience and opinion, is practically controlled by the General Electric Co.
and Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., by mean of the influence ad
votes oeontrofled by them on account of their large number of subsidiary and affi-
liate companies who in turn contribute such a large proportion of the financial'
supportof the kZtional letrical Manufacturers Asociawtion. , The tremendous
cost of membership in the National Electrical Manufacturers Association is
prohibitive.
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May we also point out that in a recent meeting of the electromedical industry
at Cincinnati one of the chief discussions was the encouragement of upward
revised identical prices on Government quotations. In fact, the attempt is
being made to secure uniform prices on all Government, State, and municipal
business, which if carried out to the letter would make absolutely unnecessary
the calling for bids by Government, State, or municipal institutions. Recent
uniform quotations of various materials called for on Government requisitions
have pointed out the ridiculousness of such a situation and the unfairness to
the purchaser.,

At tie same meeting the patent situation was reviewed and openly stirred up,
discussions leading to the possibility of oppressing the smaller manufacturers.

Our experience thus far has confirmed our previous objections,, that these codes
do tend to suppress and eliminate small manufacturers, and do not represent the
best interests of the greater number of manufacturers in this industry. Price
and term fixing, price filing and maintenance are unfair to the purchaser and
places the small manufacturer at the mercy of those planning to eliminate them.

The wholA attempt in the writing of this code is so selfish, so useless to the small
manufacturer, coupled with the fact that the purchaser seemingly is left out in
the utter cold, is unjustifiable and we do not favor its adoption.

We have always been, and still are, in favor of the wage and hour provisions
of the President's basic code, and we unhesitatingly recommend that this portion
of the code be enforced.

Very truly yours,
H. G. FISCHER, President.

STREATOR DAILY TiMEs-Prs,

Hon. GERALD P. NYE, Streator, Ill., February 19, 1986.

United States Senator, Washington, D. C.
SENATOR NYE: As you are making an investigation of the National Recovery

Administration enclosed find an editorial on a factory condition in Streator.
This factory was originally owned by Montgomery Ward Co. When the panic

came on they decided to quit the factory and buy clothing in the open market.
The plant originally cost $20,000. Rather than have the plant closed, the local
citizens raised $10,000; bought the plant and the management was given to Mr.
Bodenstein, the former manager of the Montgomery plant.

He has kept the plant running during the panic. He signed the code. The
plant paid out $100,000 a year in wages. During this period stockholders got
nothing and part of the time the manager could not earn his salary and remitted
part of it.

Sometime ago he says, bookkeepers from the code authorities in New York
( ty went through his,books and on their return sent him a notice he was violating
the code law on wages and assessed him $7,000, giving him notice to appear before
them in New York. As he did not appear he has received notice from Washing-
ton taking away the National Recovery Administration Eagle.

He says he thought he was living up to the code, and when the men were here
going through the books they said nothing to him or gave him a chance to analyze
errors if made. He also says the code is not clear on wages to be paid in some
departments,

As you will see by the enclosed editorial, the code fixed wages the same In the
small city as the big city, which we think is a mistake. Whether that was done
by the large manufacturers aided by the Sidney Hilman unions, 'who seem to
resent the factories in the smaller cities, we are not in a position to say, but before
the code was formed the Hilman crowd showed resentment against small-town
factories.

At one time the plant was entered at night by strangers and acid thrown on
the goods,

As we see it here the, National Recovery Administration organized with good
ntentions, is destined to build, up the city plants at the expense or lose of the
smaller towns. Plant facilities are better in a large city than In the smaller ones,
and on city wages for the small town the city will in time get the factories.

Don't you think our big cities with their poverty, crime, and eotruption are
big enough now, and that the smaller cities should have a chance to survive?

Mr. Bodenstein sys It the action is enforced, the $7,000 cannot be "paid and
he 1ill be put out of business. '

Respectfully,'
FRED LEROY, Editor.
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TnE Asesrzm-MoaRroN Co.,
Pitsburgh, Pa., March 8, 1985.Hon. GeRALD P. Nyz.

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SnI: We subscribe emphatically to the efforts of those attempting to

curb the insane policies of the administration which smother competition, ambi-
tionprogress and the former freedom of American citizens to act, think, and plan
as individuals.

We protest violently against the monopolistic practices of allocation of business
and the complete elimination of further competition in the glass container indus-
try.

'This industry has enjoyed the most profitable period in its history during the
era following repeal, and its members have conspired through the "good agencies"
of Code 36 improperly named "A Code of Fair Competition" to exclude any
new competition, the very lifeblood of progress and commerce. See article VII
thereof.

A certain group zealously plotting to acquire control of the industry had the
means "laid in their lap" byiational Recovery Act.

Your complainant has vigorously maintained and voiced a militant attitude
to conditions developing in the industry due to patents and then Code 36. The
net result was a collection of propaganda, intimidation, and finally several law-
suits designed to "break" us, in the words of the spokesman of our antagonist.

We want these restrictions lifted. This industry would retain this asinine
protection to serve its selfish ends while people starve. People who have ability
and energy are not going to submit to being throttled forever, while others make
millions.

This code was written by Individuals selected by the strongest in the industry.
Without more knowledge by those who are supposed to control the codes, they
now destroy the very ideals which formulate their general plan by writing a self-
serving ticket, covertly managed and easily evading the inexperienced investi-
gator.

If we are to enter Utopia with an ideal plan let us make an equitable one,
which deals out justice, opportunity, and freedom to all.

If we have exhausted our industrial possibilities and must develop this country'
in some other way to employ its citizens, we should not destroy those who have
contributed to Its development by any law which is drafted by a few to throttle the
right of all to a final struggle in that field to live; or to seek other more fertile
fields of endeavor.

Since the National Recovery Act our domestic business has shrunken to about
20 percent of its former volume in the time of greatest prosperity In our field.
This is the direct result of a large number of mergers, patent monopolies and the
final killing blow-no competition under code 36.

We enclose herewith a reprint from a New York newspaper; letters of Latchford
Glass Co. to General Johnson, also H. L. Dixon Co. and others.

Yours very truly, W. A. MORTON, Prtesidentt;

NEWTON GLOVE MANUFACTURING Co.,
Newton, N. C., February 15, 1985.

Senator GERALD P. NYE,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR: I have copy of letter that was mailed to you on February 12
by the Enoch Manufacturing Co., Mount Sterling, Ky., manufacturers of cheap
cotton-cloth and cheap knit-cloth gloves and cheap dress gloves. I wish to add a
few facts not outlined by Mr. Enoch.

We manufacture the same styles as he does, namely, the cheap cotton-cloth
and knit-cloth work gloves, retailing at 8 to 15 cents a pair. We are in a code
with about 75 manufacturers employing from eight to ten thousand; total of
annual sales for 1934, eighteen and, & half million dollars. About 80 percent of
this is manufactured by three large companies who are the code authority. The
larger companies in addition to making the cheap numbers like we manufacture,
make or manufacture high-priced lines of gloves,that #e half leather and half
cotton materials that retail from 50 cents to $2 apair, and they recentlygot through
a uniform piecework rate for th entire ixqdust'y up' rv6ed At Washington. ' Underthis piecework rate they pay the same wages to their operatrs that make high-
pricedl gloves as they do to the operators that make the cheap numbers. Well,
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the trouble is, about 25 small factories in the Northern and Middle Western
States as well as 6 or 8 in the Southern States only make the cheap cotton-cloth
and knit-cloth gloves. It looks like the big companies who get a good price for
their products and who make most of the best quality high-priced lines are willing
to ! ray wages that are manifestly too high on the plain cheap gloves in order to
eliminate or financially embarrass we manufacturers who make only the cheap
numbers. Perhaps they are willing to do this for several years thinking that will
be enough time to eliminp*,e or cripple us. Possibly they should pay slightly
higher wages on their high-priced numbers and not such high wages on their cheapnumbers

This scheme was put through by the shrewd leaders of the large factories in the
North knowing that it would ruin not only the small factories in the South hut
also numerous factories in the Northern and Middle Western States and their
other competitors. They hid themselves behind a nusk while getting this crooked
work done by claiming they would allow a differential of $1 a week on the wages
for factories in small towns in the North as well as in the entire South. That way
they fooled for a while their smaller competitors in the North and Middle Western
States, and then they got through this crooked uniform piecework rate proposition
which wiped out the small differential in the South and which will handicap to a
great extent the small manufacturers in the entire United States.

This is not a North-South fight, but it hits us harder, perhaps, because we have
to ship our merchandise a long ways to the markets which are principally in the
Northern and Middle Western States, and near these markets the large factories
ae !ocated.

Our selling oosts are about 5 percent on our pet sales, because we have to send
our salesmen a long way from here to get orders while the big factories sold over
10 million dollars of the total sales of 18 million was sold in a few States in the
worth.

A big protest has been made against these uniform piecework rates by manu-
facturers in Northern and Middle Western States as it is very plain fact that the
large factories they are trying to eliminate or handicap to a dangerous extent
tke smaller competitor, and so far the large manufacturers have succeeded in
having things their way. The code authority in our association was not elected
by an industry vote but by a committee vote.

We cannot pay these uniform piecework rates and compete with the larger
manufacturers because our freight costs are about three times what theirs are and
our &lling costs 4 to 5 percent where their selling costs is 1 percent.

We are in favor of the National Recovery Administration to the extent of
regulation of maximum hours, minimum wages, and fair rates above the mini-
mum, but we think that at least 95 percent of the National Recovery Adminis-
tration should be done away with June 16, as It is very expensive on us manu-
facturers to have to support a code authority with all their paid officials and
assistants and numerous other expenses that we are assessed for to carry on the
code authority and numerous other legal and other expenses of the National
Recovery Administration.

The large factories prospered before the National Recovery Administration; the
smaller manufacturer did not wipe them out then. They grew large and powerful
financially before the depression and came through the depression much better
than the small manufacturers. They can still make progress because they have
national lines that they. can sell at a high price, but we smaller manufacturers
positively cannot pay the same wages on our cheap gloves that retail from 8 to
15 cents a pair, as they pay for high-class quality gloves that retail at 50 cents
to $3 a pair. The big factories are willing to pay very high wages for their cheap
gloves in order to play havoc with the smaller manufacturer.Yours truly, Y NEWTON GLOVE MANUFACTURING CO..

H. M. YOUNT.

THE EwocH MANUPACTURING Co.,
Mount ,5terting, Ky., February 1$, 1985.

Senator GzRALD P. Nyr,
Washigton, D. C.

M li DAka S;NAT1oa: Gfad to have your telegram and the opportunity of re-
portnilg oufr experience with the National Recovery Administration to some ad-
dres in W'ashington who will not simply refer It to our Deputy Administrator.
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Abuses corrected? My, oh, my1 They are aggravated more all the titbm.
The administration kas gradually turned our industry over to the large noriles
manufacturers who naturally run it to suit themselves. On December 5 they
sent out notices of a piecework rate-same for Detroit, Toledo, Xansas City,
'Indianapolis as any small town in the Soutm , A lage p wasmaied to us to
hang up inside the factory-well, this is about equivalent to posting a samSf's
sale notice on the outside. Our code authority of 56 memxem have 3 on it
representing percent of the production of the entire industry of 72 firms. In
the committee election of Deamnber it was declared that Washington would
object if less than 50 percent of the production was represented by the code
members of five. Self-management of industry naturally is a racket, the large
companies dominate and direct the small ones--their officers have the leisure to
go down to Washington every few weeks and put through whatever they want.

he piecework system was inspired inside our industry by large city factories
clearly seeing that they would reduce their own costs of manufacturing in com-
parison with those in small towns and especially in the South. Now they use our
commisioner, whose wages we must contribute to, to a tool to do their btdditg,
as the large glove factory syndicates North put up most of the money for his hire.
I We are plagued every week to sign an affidavit that We have received the pester
of piecework rates, but have not as ,et signed It. They only apply to two-thirds
of the labor the restof the labor is accomplished in large factories mostly by
machinery; in the small factories by labor. If we used the piefewor rates, 'ear
total labor item would be more than theirs As it is, we ae paying more for the
complete product. One of the code authority members Just have a news story
to the Daily News Record, stating the $I differential for the South had been
abolished. This is quite true if we adopt the piecework ves for sewing. In
our December meeting at Chicago it was found the lowest prices on gloves were
made by factories in Brooklyn, Toledo, and Detroit. They try to seb a g ioves.

Do you think we established this factory in 19W', down South, makingaproduct
which must be shipped North, without the idea of saving somewhat on labor?
We have high freight rates in and out. Our poor service makes it imposible to
get quite as much for our product as the northern factories. Our employees walk
across the street in their aprons ready to work and devote just 8 hoursa day to
their work. In the cities north, they must pay carfare, dress for the street, ride
30 to 45 minutes, and then get into work clothing. They devote at least 9% hours
to their job, and return at night to a home costing there times the rental as in a
small town here in the South. Do you think Mr. Vincent, our Deputy Adminis-
trator, considers the difference between "money" Wages and "real" wages?
No, indeed. Further, he states that low wages were not a geogrsphieal matter.
The leveling of "money" wages ruins small towns and especially in the South,
distant from the centers of consumption. The South holds a minority position
in the national codes in the needle trades and the North is forcing them out of
business. Mr. Vincent before he was with the National Recovery Administration
was a lawyer from Denver and know nothing except the coal business. Now he
is dictator of many needle trades, listening to the large operators who have the
time to go down to Washington every few weeks and urge him to effect changes
they want. The original code has been nullified by the amendments. They
want to-place us in the same class as moonshiners. Our Contrssmen smile
and say the Government Is prosecuting no one, but that Is a mistake. The
tycoons in each industry wish to outlaw all the small competitors. In our
industry the standard of living has fallen in the northern large localities, where
the same money wages are paid as in small places and in the South. They gang
with union labor and Mr. Hilquit to put in effect piecework rates-anything to
largee their share of the business of the industry. Mr. Darivw was very much
ght when he declared competitive industry is by its nature ruthless and savage.

A competitor will do anything except assassinate another to get some of his
,ustomers. The large syndicates formerly bought out weak and small com-
petitors; now they are following an easier course, using the National Recovery
Act for the purpose.

I believe in a few simple things--minimum wages for the 40 hours and honest
differentials for the week, Government control instead of having our large
competitors drive us. Industrial selfcontrol is destructive to all small units,
especially those located far from the centers of population. It is purely eon-
fiscation of property. Most of the plants South make cheap gloves, and about
all the same type. On a long run of one style an operative can make more money
with the same piecework rate as used in the North, Where a larger variety are
made and the operatives must change all the time to other types of gloves. We
do not care whether it is $2.40 minimum a day or $5.40, Just so we have something
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left to pay high freight rates and the shading in prices we must make to sell ourTrodut ' A factory located in Toledo, Detroit, Chicago tan get -more money
or their product than a factory at a distance.

Surely glad someiie Is coming to our rescue. Thanks for wiring. In 1028-29
our differeatials were 25 percent less for North small towns, 33 percent less: than
northern cities. ,'

'Very truly Iyours, T.... Tim ENOCH MAXVVACTURNG CO.,
W. M. ENOCH.

THE DANInL R. ELLINGER Co.,
Grand Rapids, Mich., February P6, 1985.

Senator Gn-a,. Nry,
U Enited Scln 'Sepiale, Washington, D. C.

HoNO "ra $ia We are pleased to see that you are to investigate the National
Recovery Administration pad some, at least, of the nearly 600 vicious codes which
have been cooked u.by individuals rather than our law-making division, Con-
gre., Th se indivias have always reminded me of the three witches in Anmet
who btabbled "ddble, double, toil and trouble" for they certainly have doubled
the toil and trouble for us small business men.

Of course these codes were just "pie" for the trade associations as they allowed
their membership to ,be increased and boosted prices for all members. As an
example of pries fixing, today we are paying $1.53 per thousand for a no. 6%
envelop ,which ,9 months ago, before the envelop manufacturers' code went into
effect, estus only$0.66perthousand. Now, I do not think the employees of this
envelop manufacturer got the difference in this raise in prices, namely, a boost of
132 percent in their wages. The envelops are the same, the service is the same,
the terms of sale are the same; but we are paying the same price for 1,000 en-
veiopa today a we could buy about 2,300 for 9 months ago.

We feel fully in accord ith Mr. Robert Irwin of this city on his fight against
price fixing and I have personally discussed the complaint brought against me by
the local code administrator on this point. The attached copy of a letter to Mr.
Payson Irwin of the National Recovery Administration mentions this point.
To this letter I never received a reply. Perhaps I may, to my sorrow, as they
have a way of punishing small business men who speak their minds.

Hugh Johnson said in the Saturday Evening Post of February 23, that "the
greatest danger in National Recovery Act is that several aspects of it are easily
turned into Tackets." I made this point to Clarence Darrow's C. A. B. about a
year ago. And it has been proven right, even here in the "hill country."

How is it possible for an envelop manufacturer in Atlanta, Ga., to quote same
prices and terms (prepaid freight) as the envelop manufacturer in Kalamazoo,
the former being 807 miles from Grand Rapids and the latter 50 miles from Grand
Rapids? Either one is getting too much, or the other not enough.

We have never signed the Graphic Arts Industry Code and we never intend
to, as we consider it un-American, a racket, and unfair to the small printer.

We nave lost several accounts because of the National Recovery Administra-
tion and the methods of the local code administrator:

1. A manufacturer of shoes in Rockford, Mich., who requires all contractors
to sign code compliance because be, the shoe manufacturer, has a Government
contract demandhig such a signature to code compliance.

2. County of Wenit business.
3. City of Grand Rapids business.
4. Kent County Welfare Relief Association busing.,
To show you how these code administrators work: I sent a certified public

accountant over to the local code, administrator's office to get data, advice, and
suggestignsas to how he (the accountant) should work for us. This accountant
was then hired by the local code administrator and the former then evidenced
no desire to work for us, probably because he could make more money at the other
job. You can see how our desire to cooperate was destroyed by the subtle
machinations of this code administrator.

The four leading paper jobbers of this city are members of the local Graphic
Arts Association and contribute $300 a year each to it; and what they get in
return I have never been able to find out. Of course, all the small printers are
on the C. 0,D, list with thepe jobbers. And, after the bank holiday was put into
effect here, one of these jobbers had the effrontery to add a surcharge, of 50 cents
to each paper order under $10, even when I went in with cash and carried out
the paper on my back. What, may I ask, does this smack of?
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We subscribe to the old-fashionte theory that hard work and our natural
resources are the primary causes for the prosperity that has been ours in the past.

I will be glad to hear from you at any time.
Sincerely,

DAmxr R. ELLiNEzR.

FzBRUARY 11, 1935.
Mr. PAtroN IawxN,

Deputy Administrator, National Recovery Administration,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: Inasmuch as you seem to be the most fair on the matters of the
Code of the Commercial Relief Printing Industry, I am addressing this letter to
you, particularly as I am a small printer

You have been in correspondence with Mr. B. D. Coats, another small printer
of this city, and I want to add my complaint to that of Mr. Coat's. I am sure
that I could get others should I so desire.

On April 18, 1934, I petitioned the National Recovery Administration through
my congressman M'r Carl Mapes, asking for exemption and variation under the
above-mentioned code. Not having any word from this petition for almost 2
months, I wrote Mr. Mapes asking what disposition had been made of this
petition. On July 21, over 3 months after this petition was filed, I received
word from Mr. Mapes that said petition was refused favorable action on recom-
mendation of our local code authority. Now I never had any notice or any
opportunity to have a hearing on such'a petition from any source.

Again, At the instigation of the local code administrator a field adjuster from
the Detroit National Recovery Administration office called suddenly at my office
and in an unfriendly manner demanded that I turn over to him my books.

Again, after my wife was forced to leave her home and children to solicit
printing for me, she learned of a systematic whispering campaign against us.
She called the local code administrator and was advised that we (she and I) were
"outlaws" but all would be forgiven if we were to join the Grand Rapids Graphic
Arts Association, made up principally of larger printers.

Again, the local code administrator says I must pay an apprentice, just 6t
of high school and working for me at his first job, the rate of 82 cents an hour
top, whereas I pay him 35 cents an hour. He sets type, operates a jobber,
hand-fed press. This is contrary to our understanding of your letter of November
27, 1934, as printed in the Typothetae Bulletin of December 15, 1934.

Again, a complaint was made against me that I was selling at less than Black
Book costs and this sale being made to Kent County in which I reside. I was
advised by Mr. Robert Irwin not to reply to this complaint as it had no basis in
fact, but I appeared before a board of complaint comprising many unfriendly
competitors. At that time I was not advised by the local code authority that
bv reason of the President's Executive Order No. 6757 of June 29, 1934, I was
slowed to sell at 15 percent off code price lists to a public authority such as
Kent County. Neither was I told that I could sell at a price that showed a
profit to me. All these things I was forced to find out for myself afterwards.

,Again, I have been threatened directly and indirectly by the local code
authority and of all complaints turned in here, mine has been the only one which
has been publicly stated as being turned over to the National Recovery Admnin-
istration for legal action.

Again, there has been much talk about patriotism in supporting the codes but
I will stack my 2 years' voluntary World War record (9 months overseas) up
against the local code administrators, .

Again a group of small printers organized under the name of the Commercial
Printers? Club about 10 months ago. At that time a petition for a hearing was
sent to the local code administrator by this club but nothing further was heard
from it.

Again, there has been considerable loose talk by the code administrator such
as calling us by inference "5-year-old children, cutthroat men, safe blowers,
Jesse Jameses.'" The local code administrator told me personally that he was
going to "club noncompliers into line." Also, he stated withbut solicitation or
aggravation that "I have instructed my members to underquote you to prevent
you from getting the business." He told Mr. Coats that local code administra-
tion facts were none of his damn business."

Again, price reporting is said to be handled unfairly. This complaint was
made by Mr, Linscott of the Linscott Printing Co. of this city. ,

Again, the code administrator here placed his representatives in the meetings
of the Commercial Printers' Club to dissipate the efforts of this club to get a
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fair hearing. Last year the Graphie Art* Association of Western Michigan
elected one of our leaders, aw treasurer of their organizations, an office which he
has never filled according to their constitution.

Again, assessments have been lowered to $12 per $1,000 mechaieal pay roll
but none, of, our mbers recall having gotten this notice. Certainly, this fact
was not disputed at our last meeting by the local code administrators, repre-
sentatives.

Again, a weekly yellow sheet is circularized among all printers whether they
wanted it or not by the Graphic Arts Association of Grand Rapids. However,
it served as a mouthpiece for the local code administrators and carries by impli-
cation threats, intimidation, and coercion,

Again, the local ,ore administrator holds three jobs: Secretary to Lions Club,
code administrator, secretary to Grand Rapids Graphic Art& Aswocatin, and
draws an income from each. Yet a few weeks go he publicly stated that he had"not found time to organize" the trade plants (type composition) undgr their
code here.

According to the National Industrial Recovery Act rules of January 15, 1935,
we believe that this local code authority has violated rules 2 and 5.
1 We have taken up some of tie matters with our representatives in Congress,
Senator Vandenberg and Representative Mapes, but while assring us of their
sympathy tkey state there is nothing they can do about this.

Naturally, we small printers do not want to cause the Government undue
expense and trouble, but we feel that we are, entitled to fair treatment, something
which we are doubtful of under the present local code administrator.

Sincerely yours, Tarn D. it LLINPUR Co.,
DANIEL H. ELLzNGZa,

Grand Rapi s, Mich.

PiNsE HosiERY MILLS, INc.,

Senator NrE, Star, N. C., February 16, 1935.

Washintotn, D. C.
Duni SnAT oR: We are writing you in regard to our little hosiery mill, located

in the village of Star, N. C., and will thank you to read this letter carefully and
give same your serious consideration.

A small mill was organized here about 4 or 5 years ago, and was doing fairly
well up until the year 1933, at which time it was thrown into bankruptcy, and was
run under receivership from August 1933 until January 1, 1934, at which time
a new company was organized, and has been operating under the name of Pine
Hosiery Wills, Inc., since that time.

This is a small town with about 400 population. This little mill is owned
locally and we have been trying to give employment to all the people we possibly
could. We have several employees whom we have taken off the relief work and
are now making a good living and are well satisfied with the pay they are receiving.

The point we are trying to bring out is this: If we are forced to comply with
the drastic rules of the Hosiery Code Authority, we will be forced out of business.
Our knitting department is only 24 by 65 feet and we only have a production of
around 2,500 dozen pairs per week. We employ on an average of 60 employees,
both men and women, and all have signed a petition that they are well satisfied
with the pay they are receiving for their work. We only make two types of
men's hosiery, whereas the larger mills are making several types and make any-
where from 5,000 to 10,000 per day where we only make about 2,500 dozen per
week. The injustice of the whole thing is this: The larger mills have so many
styles, which they are making, and on which they are making a handsome profit,
where the little mill has only two styles and no chance in the world to even break
even. You, of course, understand that the larger mills are the ones who made this
code, or rather the ones who sat at the board when this code was drawn up.
As yet, we have failed to see where an officer of any snail mill was allowed to have
anything to say about the code In any way. In our opinion, it is just a question
of the large mills freezing the small mill out.

If we are compelled to comply with the code, it would run our prices up so
high that we would be compelled to close our doors, as it would be impomstble
to get the price we would have to get for our goods.

We have been running three shifts from the time this mill was reorganized in
order to give from 30 to 15 more people employment. The only department in
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which we have been running 3 shifts is the knitting room, and if we are forced to
cut the third shift out, we will be forced to let from 10 to 15 employees go, as it
takes the 3 shifts in knitting in order to give the loopers and finishing room help
1 shift. If we are forced to let these people go, it wilH cause a very great hardship
as most of them have families, and feel that half loaf is better thaii no loaf at all.

The code authorities have been after us ever since we started operating this
little mill, but our attorney has given us instructions to go ahead, as he did not
think the code constitutional and would not hold up.

It seems to us that a mill, situated in a small village as ours, would be a Godsend
to a community, if let alone, but under the existing conditions, we do not know
just where we stand, and we want to ask that you give this serious consideration
and will more than appreciate any help that you may give us.

We are eitwd to appear in Greensboro on Pebruary 27 for trial or hearing, to
show cause why we should not cut down to two shifts.

We want to, ask your cooperation in this matter, and feel that if we had more
men in the Senate like you and Senator McCarran that this thing would soon die.

Thanking you in advance for anything you may be able to do, we are,
Respectfully,

T. J. ELLIS.

H. R. GEzR OIL Co.,
Grand Rapids, Mich., February 15, 1935.

Senator GPxaIAn P. NYE,
Washington, D. C.

HONORABLE Six: The writer noticed the enclosed clipping in our local paper
last night, and would like to ask your amistane and advice regarding the ice
business wht3h we own and operate in addition to the oil business as indicated by
our letterhead. ' I

In the ice business, we operate both retail and wholesale departments enjoying
2,500 to 3,000 tons business per year.

We buy our supply from the manufacturer, and last year under code ruling,
were forced to buy of a large local competitor at an exorbitant figure, leaving us
little or not profit.

The condition is as follows: We own our storage and have been in the ice
business 4 years. Our real estate includes a warehouse building into which we
wish to install ice-making machinery purchased recently to enable us to meet
this competitive condition.

As we have complied with all code regulations and conditions, we have been
asked by Mn. Daly of the National Recovery Administration at Washington to
submit application for a certificate of authority permitting us to make the
installation. We have likewise complied to it just recently. We are further
advised by Mr. Daly that they expect to grant us a hearing at their convenience
at some convenient city.

Our time is rather limited as we espect the ice season will start on or about
April 1, and therdore must of necessity have prompt action; it is our further
contention that we be granted a permit (if one is necessary) without a lot of
hearings and other red tape so that we may enjoy equal privileges now granted
only to the large integrated companies.

Can you azist us? Thanking you in advance for your cooperation, I am
Yours very truly, H. R. Gila.

STOWEs LUmBER & MANUFACTURING Co.,
Harriman, Tenn., February 19, 1935.Hon. Senator Nra,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: I am very much pleased to note from the press that you are inter-

ested in making a thorough investigation of the National Recovery Administra-
tion before any, further legislation is enacted.

It is our opinion that the National Recovery Act has been a detriment to busi-
ness rather than a help; however, had It been enacted merely as a measure to
raise the wage level of the country it would have undoubtedly been a great
benefit as a temporary measure.

11975---1r 8-.-72
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We feel that if there Is any further legislation enacted it should deal only with
wages 'and all the matter of 'production control, price fixing, etc., -should be left
3ut. In fact the National Recovery Act today is so intricate that no one knows
just what there is to it, and under the Lumber Code alone there have been hundreds
of thousands of new laws made and there is such a maze of regulations that no
business man can run his business and keep up with the various regulations.

We might state that there are 10 code authorities who are trying to collect dues
off this company and who claim that this company should pay tribute to their
code.

Weibelieve that the codes should be very greatly simplified if continued at all
and there should be no high-salaried code officials but that part of the code that is
reenacted should be administered by the Government.

Hoping that you will be able to get somewhere In your investigation, we remain,
Yours very truly, A 'B. S'rowz.ns.

VIRGINIA Limz SALAs CO.,

Hon. GERALD P. NYE, York, Pa., February 11, 1935.

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR NY9: We have for acknowledgement your valued telegram of

February 9, in reference to our experience under the National Recovery Admin-
istration and the Lime Code. We are pleased to advise in answer to your in-

uiry that in our opinion the abuses in the lime industry are greater under the
National Recovery Administration than they ever were before.

It is, we believe, quite generally conceded that the uniform-wage provisions of
this code are a step forward and a great improvement over other conditions. The
price fixing and other features o the code have led to great abuses and been
exceedingly hard on the small manufacturer. We are the direct sales representa-
tive of six small lime plants in Virginia. At the time of the adoption of the Lime
Code every one of these piaats was reasonably busy. Since that time conditions
have grown steadily worse until at the present time noie of these plants are op-erating above 33 -percent capacity.

As nearly as we can determine the actual situation, practically all the lime busi-
ness is going to the larger companies who dominate the Lime Code Authority in
Washington. There is absolutely no check on the larger producers, but they keepa very close check on the smaller producers and endeavor by threats and intimi-
dation to hold them strictly to the provisions of the code, while the larger producers
do as they please and consequently secure almost all of the business there is in
sight. Twice during the past year one of our companies has had a very desirable
piece of business. , Each time the Lime Code Authority called for specific infor-
mation as to shipments, price, etc. On both occasions within 30 days after the
information was furnished to the code authority, our company lost the business
Since this has happened not only once but twice, we certainly feel that it is fair
to presume that furnishing information to the Lime Code Authority will result in
the loss of business by the small lime companies.

It is our opinion and observation that all of the codes of which we have any
knowledge are purely and simply for the benefit of the large units in any industry,
that they are unquestionably fostering monopoly and working great hardship and
injury to the small manufacturer.... .

We wish to thank you for writing us in this matter and if we can be of any
further assistance to you in this connection or furnish you with any additional
information, please do not hesitate to call upon us.Yours very truly, V. M. FRETx, Sales Manager.

]RoX IEwaLD, TriNN., February 20, 193d,
Senator GERALD P. Ny.,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SXNATOR: I am writing you in regard to the National Recovery Act.
Last year the Hardwood Lumber Association, through the help of some of my

competitors, had an investigation as to my selling lumber too cheap and mY
wage scale and hours. They had a bunch of men here 2 solid weeks with my pay
rolls in their possession, as Iwillingly turned them over to them, When they first
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came, since I had been complying with the National Recovery Act in regard to
wages and hours. After 2 weeks work inveetigatlng, and having over 100 men
who had worked for me, before them, they dropped getting any bill after I hadsigned the code, but had me arrested for working my men too many hours before
I ad signed and not pying the 24-cent minimum wage. When I had signed the
code, the code man, himself, voluntarily told me that what I had done up till
then would not count if I complied with the code from then on, and he made
this remark before several witnesses. I signed the eode in October, after it went
into effect in August.. I am still complying with the code, paying the 24-cent wage and working 40
hours per week, but I am the only man running mills that I can find that is
doing anything at all in the way of complying. The great big mill man might be
able, and I think can work and make money with the National Recovery Act,
but take a little mill man like me and the others not complying with it, just sooner
or later is going to ruin me. Will I have to go on and pay these wages, or should
I do like the rest of them, pay what the local neighborhood pays and run the risk
of being arrested again? Up till now, since the Natibnal'Recovery Act has gone
into effect, it has certainly been a big burden on me, instead of a help.

Hoping to hear from you, I am,
Yours very truly, W. P. GROVna.

(The following analysis of favorable and unfavorable correspondence, resolu-
tions, etc., concerning the National Recovery Administration, National Indus-
trial Recovery Act, or the codes of fair competition, received by the National
Recovery Administration and furnished to the Committee on Finance, was
ordered placed in the record:)

ANALYSTS OF FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE CORREPONDUNCE, RESOLUTIONS,
ETC., CONCERNING THE NATIONAL RECOVzRT ADMINISTRATION, NATIONAL
INDUSTRIAL RECoVERY ACT, OR THE CODES OF FAIR COMPETITION

The following is a tabular analysis, according to code divisions, of 5,411 corn-
munications, resolutions, etc., found in the files of the National Recovery Admin-
istration. These expressions of opinion were received by the National Recovery
Administration during the period from January 1, 1934, to and including April 24,
1935. The, total correspondence received by the Administration during this
period approximated 995,141 letters. In view cf the fact that the volume of
mal received was so great and that a large portion of it has been addressed to,
and kept in the files of, individuals connected with Nttlonal Recovery Adminis-
tration, it is obvious that a comprehensive collwtion and analysis of all the mail
within the classification herein discussed cannot practicably be made. However,
in this survey, no available letters of general comment on the National Recovery
Administration, National Industrial -Recovery Act, or any specific code were
excluded whether favorable or unfavorable In content. The results of the survey
are set forth in the following tables:

Tabulation of statements concerning National Recovery Adminislration, according
to industry code divisions

Favorable 'Unfavor-able

Basic materials ..................................................... 4 1 
Chemical ...................................................................... 241 44
Construction ....... -........................................................... 26 1S
DIstribultion..-................................................................ 1,877 416
Equipment .............. ......................................... 169 11
Food .......................... 1............................................... 192 14
Graphic arts---- ...... .................------------- ...................... -270 14
Manufacturing .............. .......................... ...................... 189
Public agencies ..................................................... 6 ..........
Textile .................................- 282 - 22
Nonindustry not elsewhere classified)-- ...... ."." - - ---.-.-.---..-.--.- j. - 6 27

Total................................................................... . 54 76%
All manufacturers and Individuals ...................................... 2,685 414
All code authorities, associations, and others ............................... 1, 581 348
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Tabulation of state en fonm ai N(Oinq Recosery Admixistration, according
Lo induelry code dieison--Coutinued

Favorable -Unfaver

EASE 5IAtflW5 DIVISION

Menufa turers and individuals .............................................. 399 lea
Cods adt. eerti ................................-.............................. 2/ 2
'Trade 11oei0tlo-s ............................................................ * -.
Trade unions ... ........................................... S .......
Resouonons .................................................................... ...........

Too .................................................................... 4W

SMMCAL DIVISION

J~neofacturers and individuals ....................................".......-.. 156 29
Code authorities ........ ........................................... ... 22 ............
Trade assosiat oas ................................................. 12 -........
Tra re unions ................................................................... I .
Resolutions and petitions ....................................................... 60 14
Ml l s aaeo. ................................................. I............................

Total ..................................................................... 241 44

CONSTRUCTION DIVISION

Mamf*cwrr sadx individual ............. . . ................... 105 16
Code athoritie ................ .............................................. 3 .....
Trade s .... .......................... ............................ 41 1
Trade unloms ....... ... ................... . .................... 4 ............
Mtscellaneous (from report presented to Senate Finance Committee by Mv. 6.

Stewart, Melin Paints and Decorators Association):
Concerns ................................................................. 12 ------------
Code autborities and macate. .......................... - ............ 71 ......

Total ....................-............--..................................... is

DISTRIBUTION
Individuak ............... 4 ................................................ 4 
Association ..............................................--------------------- 3 5
Code authorities ................................................................ Be ............
Trade Uon ................................................................... .
I W- --ll- - -groups ...............................................----------- 26 ............
Resolutions ..................................................................... 7 ...........
Retail drug intultry ------------------------------------------------------------ N ..........
tail jewelry idustry inspiredd complaints) ................................... 17 14

Merchant tailo Industry .................................................................
Tobacco Indust (rque m ..---........................- ............
Tobacco tatry T..rad ....on------------------------------------
Retail trade (probably results of quest lr) ................................. ............
Latndry industry....--....................................................... 3 3
laundry associations ...................................... 3 ............
Hotel industry convertedd protests directed mae agaila u vorablplaons

of code) --------. . . ..---------------------------------------------------------- 2 It
Hotel aoctiLt ---------.. .......................... ......................... 12 17
Barber industry (group expresaions in request for code) .... ................ 108 is
Barber associations ------------------------------------------------------------ N I
Barber unions .................................................................. 28 ............
Resolutions from barbers ...................................................... I ............
Cleaners and dyers (concerted appeal for retention of code) ..................... 21 3
Petition (cleaners and dyers) ---------------.--------------------------------- I ......... .

Total .................. 1.................................................. 1,877 418

ZQUI WNINT DIVISION

Manufacturers andlindividuals-------------------------------------------- 140 7
Code authorities .nd..ndi..d.. .................................................. 111 i
Trade associations .....................----------------------------------------
Resolutions ..................................................................... 3 ...........

Total ..................................................................... lo 11

FOOD DIVISION

Manufacturers and individuals ................................................. 1 13Code aut horitie ................................................................ 8 ............
Trade assoo-ati . . . . ..a. .---------------------------------------------------- a
Trade unions ----------------------------------------------------------------- 2 ............
Miscellaneous ------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------
Ice industry foopWe of letter received by the Senate) ............................ 30 ............
Ice industry trade associations ----------------------------------------------- 10 ............

Total--------------------------------------------------------........ 192 14
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Tabulation of statements concerning National Recovery Administration, according
to industry cade diviaions--Continued

Untavor.Favorable able

GEAPEIC ARTS DIVISION

Manufeturers and Individuals ........... s..................................... Ii 8
Code authorities- .............................................................. a 2
Trade assocIations (appeal to retain code) ...................................... 123 3
Trade union ...............................................................................

Total ..................................................................... 270 14

MAWUfACTUM O DIVISION

Mauketurco and imilviduals ................................................. 149 27
Code authorizes ................................................................ 34 3
Trade associstions .............................................................. a ............

Total .................................................................... 189 30

?ULi AOUCE DIVISION

*C-..ca nd indviduas. ...................................................... -- ............
Code autbritl2es ................................................................ 2 ............
Trade seoelatlons .............................................................. 4 ............

Total ..................................................................... ............

TEXTI DIVISON

Mliausturn a individuals ................................................. 167 2
Code authwiti ............................................................... so ............
Trade asoc a ons .............................................................. 25 1
Trads neo .................................................................. 14
Iautttton .................................................................... I ---........

solutions -----------......................................................... I ............
Miawllaneocs cotton garment industry (appeal for code) .......................
Knitted outerwear industry (approximate percent) results of questionnaire.---. - 75.

Total ..................................................................... 2 22

NONINDUSTaY (NOT SEzaWnz as .A5"Yf3D)
Individuals ..................................................................... 531 22
Purchasing agents ..............................................................
Cesumers osunfis .........................................................
Aoerunios r... . ..................-......................................... 21 .-----------

Misellaneous groups------------------- ---------------------------- :...... 78 1
Resolutions (Council of Trade Association Executives) West coast (per cent)... ,5 ......

Total ..................................................................... a 27

(The following excerpts from the report of the National Recovery Administra-
tion on the operation of the basing point system In the iron and steel industry
was ordered printed in the record:)
EXCERS PROM REPORT OF TH NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION ON THE

OPERATION OF TsrE BASING POINT SYSTEM in I5HU la33 AND nmiL rwusTRY
W'ECH WAS SUBDM"RD TO THU PRESIDENT PURSUANT TO THE EXECUTIVE ORDER
OF MARCH 30, 1934

II. GUIDINo PfINcIPLEs

(1) GENRAL THEORY OP COSTS, PRICES, AND LIMITATIONS OF COMPETITION UNDER
NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION

It will be assumed that the labor provisions of the National Industrial Recovery
Act, involving Increased costs for industry, were paned with the hope that indus-
try might in moat eaes temporarily absorb them, and later get back the grater
part of them from the effects of increased mies sd increased output. As to prices
it was hoped that in most cases they would not have to be increased except as
reviving demand made such increases natural and poiible without stopping the
expansion of sals and output. Monetaz measures, being coupled with measures
for placing more purchasing power &q te hands of those most likely to use it
promptly, might in combination be, expected to furnish te basis of expanding
demand in which price increases of this natural and harmius sort might take place.

Price increases imposed upon a market which did not first show an expanding
tendency, would naturally tend to restrict sales and output, and were not desired.
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Nevertheless, it was reeognised thAt in parwtbus le tries them favorable ew
editions might not be parent and some inersasm in prm. might still be necessary
to enable the industry to bear its increased costa. Thus provisions for price
protection were placed in many codes. The most positive and definitely non-
oompetitive ones, such as the fixing of minimum prices, prohibition of sales below
cost and measures for the direct restriction of output, have not commended them-
selves, and our present national policy is seen to be moving away from such
measures. There remain measures which Main ooen markets and freedom rather
than control in determination of amounts to be produced, but which, develop and
strengthen the concept of "fair competition" in a way calculated to reduce the
danger of demoralizing competition of the cut-throat type and to bring about a
kind of market in which, whether the increased costs due to the labor provisions
of the National Industrial Recovery Act are fully recouped or not, they are much
less likely to result in disaster to some hard-peed industry owing to its inability
to do anything toward recouping them.

Such measures ar restrictions of comrptition, but not neeessarily of any useful
form of it; and they ae n v m. e monopolistic. Competition is
inherently a restrict anurestrictedTh present restrictions
represent the tesi d most tentative instances long line of restrictions,
starting perhaps h the laws of property and contract lves and going on
with the law unfair competition in its more familiar io a. Such regulations
often start private practices, eith practices while approve themselves
and work t ir way into the sys o practices whi arouse resistace
and pleas or protection part kthe inJ d parties, w h may take the
question to thefie i adiffe w*

The ification the basi point under e Steel Co is a measureThe~e
difficult to clasify. ae busi , the basin point system
has ac fired a peculiarly am i rus- tatu I sis lu"
form has figured as an.ab reveted, e n its t0
been cognized part of M de of fair cor tion be public atioed
and forced. act le ad poi to the question the justifi tion of the
pract and (w I t I beta toog=ition par of a
publi ysanctio d cod

V. NCLUNION A8 T IH RE~ax OBLEMS OFTHR ING POINT

() objection that the b t a tem Is Wcompeti because th*e
only itive price k is dunfo mill* e price o uniform ee.1

Tm tha cop uniform 1Ii-base prices or
uniform -board mill prices in no other system; d particularly that
habitual or sye atic freight absoprtion is a discriminat* such as results from
monopo : father from competition, e s ally re it rests, in a mill
c pri its nearby cuatomersthan to those who 'se farther
from it,-bu ner the dint.

The question at issue is: 40. of price structure which genuineo o r nP h *.ti o n , a ,e~ s to p ro d u c e ? A d o c • u st ,t h . o o i s o s ~ o ttmq~~~tI~e
c9U

u
ls

d
oA g uto w o t forth

nth~preceding paregr~plir wrong.:i So far a" this p hea~reases the teaeling which . ben ollwed b~y 4Orime cri1= of
r the haig-

point system, we dissent solutely. e not, ni y. mean
that we dissent from all of the .cOsclusig W!ih mY have been reached by these

criticsastot ralustifability th sig-point system, but it does mean
tha we c r that the question s~oud , qued on other grounds tiWnithio
one.

Competition alone, completely uncontrol ed, would not produce an orderly
bad g- .tiit priee tkeni, baise itweld mCt.podit v 0ah~wdy s~'stssiobnoe =unifrm phn. , But, neither" wwdd iti-la a industry df -l I cdt
unqualified uniform mill-bsa rise system, or A unlfwm freen.o:bArd miU.tpric
system, and it would' n i .psoue, fzeght absorptfnns or discrimination
Mch 'as contitute the most ehaterstic feature of the basing-point system
though not in anything like scb systematic form.
-,We we donsidering tbis question, it must be' rememberd, with respect to the

steel business, and tke steel business has particular characteristics which affect
the answer, In the Bet place, it produces on the whole standardized products
in which competition centers more closely in price than in general manufacturing.
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In some of the products there is so little in the way of quality differentials that
a very slight difference in price is absolutely decisive as to sales, while in others
difference In quality may permit a small rice differential, but no more. Gen-erlly speaking, steel is not, for 'example, like automobiles or cigrrs.

Secondly, a large part of the costs of production is constant irrespective of the
volume of production, with the result that additional sales do not occasion any
added costs of the constant variety, and are worth making at less than the figure
representing average unit cost including the constant elements. These constant
costs must be covered out of total sales, but there is no particular quota of them
which has to be covered from any particular sale. In short, it is possible for
different sales to bing in different and discriminatory net yields without neces-
sarily implying that one is correct and the other incorrect.

Thirdly, the industry includes localities where several competitors are grouped,
and others at which there is only one producer. In the latter case, the only kind
of competition met is competition at a distance, while in the former case, both
nearby and distant competition may be met. For example, the Pittsburgh
switching area contains a number of different producers who compete not only
with each other, but also with producers located at Birmingham, Chicago, and
other places,

Fourthly, this competition at a distance is the kind in which, in order to reach
out a little farther and acquire some additional business, a producer will he willing
to accept on this additional business a lower net yield than the minimum which
he must receive on the average from his whole business; provided, he is not in
some way required to extend this low net yield to his entire output if he accepts
it on any business at all The reasons for this-have been cussed under
'Gtding principles" (II, 3 above, pp. 38ff).

Fifthly, freight rates are substantial, relative to prices, with the result that a
difference in freight rates, if the customer has to pay them, is just as decisive as a
difference in prices in determining which producer will get an order. And at the
same time the freight rates between different producing centers are considerably
less than the margin of difference in net yields which a company may voluntarily
accept on different units of business in the attempt to cover it constant costs a&
best it can. , In other words, the freight rates are not more than producers of this
character are willing to absorb In order to sell more goods by extending their
marketing areas; and they must be absorbed if a producer is to extend his market-
ing area toward the location of a competing producer and into the area where that
competitor is now selling unless he voluntarily reduces his prices on nearby sales
to less than existing competition forces him- to accept.

In an industry marked by these characteristics, discrimination and freight ab-
sorption are natural results of bona fide competition. They result because com-
petition acts with different force in different parts of the market. The conclusion
that a producer accepts a lower net yield on a part of his sales only because he
has raised the net yield on the rest of his business to a monopolistic level, ia
unwarranted,. It may, of course, be true in a given case. But the mere existence
of discrimination does not prove it. The discrepancy is quite adequately ex-
plained by the difference between competition for added business at the fringe
of one's market, and competition affecting one's min output over the principal
part of his market area.

The theory that genuine competition tends toward a uniform mill-base or
free-on-board mill price, and is inconsistent with any discriminatory price struc-
ture, appears to be logical for competition which fulfills two conditions. The
first is that all the competitors who have any effect on the price structure are
located at the same shipping point. And the second is tht the producers
have no problems of constant costs, but operate under such simple cost conditions
that the minimum price at which it pays a producer to take, for example, a single
large additional order, is the same as the minimum price which he must receive,
on the average, from his entire output, in order tQ make it worth while continuing.
in production. In other words, this theory is logical merely for types of business
In which there is no natural a4vpntage to be gained by "dumping" or by absorb-
ing freight in order to make distant sales. Wheth?; there are any large-scale,
manufacturing industries to which such a theory fully applies is an interesting
question; but it certainly does not apply to the type of manufacturing represented
by the steel industry.

The moment we have to deal with an industry in which there are large elements
of constant costs to be met, there is a motive to discrimination, and the efect of
shipping goods to many different consuming points; widely scattered over a large.
market area, gives opportunity for it. In such a case, even if all the competitors
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in the country were located at the same identical shipping point, there would be
some possibility of their absorbing freight to some extent, in order to reach the
more distant markets without charging a price so high as to cripple the possible
volume of sales and force too many consumers to use some substitute material.

But the main cause of wide-spread and systematic discrimination comes from
the fact that the price structure is governed, not only by competition of producers
at the same shipping point, but by competition from producers located at varying
distances, up to several hundred miles or even more. Where this happens, there
is no natural necessity that price should rise precisely with the cost of transports-
tion fjom the mill producing the goods, because that mill may not be the one
whose cost of production plus transportation governs the price. The theory that
tends to nondiscriminatory prices is applicable to a simpler kind of market than
the one which exists for steel in the United States.

If the competitors are close together and differences of freight are slight, they
will naturally tend to equalize price to purchasers and absorb differences in
freights, thus accepting slightly different net yields from different parts of the
market, but not departing very greatly from a uniform yield. But where com-
petition effective enough to influence price structures comes from producers at a
considerable distance from each other, competing possibly over several hundred
miles of intermediate territory, then the principle of uniform net yields is radically
altered.

There is a more inclusive principle, covering the tendency towards uniform net
yields in a simple market, and toward discrimination and freight absorption in a
more complex market. This inclusive principle is that one competitor s price to
customers is governed or limited by the price charged to these same customers by
the rival whose price the first competitor has to meet if he is to sell goods to these
particular customers. If the rival's price includes the rival's freight costs, then
the price which the first competitor has to make includes his rival's freight charges
rather than his own. If his own freight costs happen to be lower, and If he gives
the customer the benefit, he is giving the customer a lower price than competition
forces him to give. In other words, he is following some sort of a noncompetitive
principle rather than a competitive one.

A series of invasions and retaliations such as would be likely to result from
genuinely unchecked and uncontrolled competition, would naturally result in
wiping out all system and order from the price structure and bring about a con-
dition of wide-spread and completely unsystematic discrimination. If we added
one more distu rbing element, in the shape of secrecy in the cutting of prices, the
normal result would be not any orderly market system, but complete chaos.

Looking over the various orderly systems of pricing it appears that none of
them are strictly competitive in the sense of the condition which would naturally
remlt from umrestricted competition without collusion, restraint or control of
any sort. Neither free-on-board mili selling nor the uniform mill-net price are
competitive in this sense because the isolated seller accepts lower net yields on

sales to his nearby customers than the competition he actually experiences com-
pels him to accept, while the seller located at a competitive center foregoes
opportunities to make additional sales which would net him less than his average
yield, but more than the additional cost of the additional business.

Even the system of mill-net prices with freedom to discriminate In good faith
to meet competition would involve a restriction on freedom of competition, since
the seller would forego chances to make additional sales by discriminating within
the area in which his own mill-base forms the governing price, while outside this
area he limits his discrimination to meeting the prices based on other points of
origin without cutting below them. This last limitation is a highly salutary one,
since without it the kind of extreme low-yield price-cutting which producers are
willing to initiate when it is confined to the fringes of their market areas would be
continually breaking down the price-level In the areas where the producers in those
areas are securing the higher and more normal competitive yields on which they
rely to make up their overhead costs. This would provoke retaliation, which
would tend to spread until th& entire market woimld be reduced to a condition of
destructive cutthroat competition. Hence some restraint is needed. There may
also still be need for it as there was a generation ago, to prevent more sinister
campaigns of local price-eutting directed by large concerns against particular
independents. But salutary as this restraint may be, it is a rL. traint on perfect
freedom of competition.

Lastly, the basing-point system is not strictly competitive for the same reason
as the modified form of mill-base system, though such a system with an ade-
quate number of basing-points comes nearer on the whole than any of the others
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to the system likely to result from the natural action of competitive forest under
the conditions prevailing in this type of industry.

This, however, while of some academic interest, is beside the point from the
standpoint of the proper policy to follow. If none of the desirable systems are
strictly competitive, and if some form of orderly restraint is necessary to keep
competition within useful bounds and channels and to prevent it from degenerat-
Ing into chaotic and destructive rivalry, then the question becomes, not what
system naturally results from unrestricted competition, nor what system comes
nearest to this result, but what system, acting as a framework within and sub-
ject to which competition is to go on, will tend to a type of competition bringing
about on the whole the most useful result. And the standard of usefulness is
that the system should give the consumers the benefit of the lowest and most
eqi able scheme of prices which the industry can, in the long run, afford to give
them and still remain itself in a sound and healthy condition. But before tak-
ing up this question, which is involved in the third general criticism of the basing-
point system, it is necessry to deal with the second, which challenges the exist-
ence of any sort of competition under this system.

V. (2) TH. OuZaIcCON THAT TSR BASING-POINT SYSTEM Is USED AS A MEANS
TO FACILITATE PacE AGREEMENTS

The basing-point system clearly facilitates the use of the open-price system
of price quoting. This system is openly defended as a means of putting com-
petition on a basis which will yield higher prices than would result without it.
According to the advocates of the system, this does not mean monopoly prices,
but Rormal ,competitive prices which 4can be steadily maintained and will not
naturally tend to degenerate into cutthroat competition as discriminatory price-
,cutting without system or order is prone to do, especially if discriminatory prices
are secret. Such a condition cannot last, but leads to informal agreements which
in turn cannot last, and thus the natural result is an unhealthy alternation be-
tween profiterring and destructive warfare. An open-price system could be
carried out under any kind of orderly price structure, or even a disorderly one;
but it has its fullest effect if each producer knows the delivered prices he has to
meet at each purchasing point.

The basing-point system serves this end particularly well by furnishing a
relatively simple formula by which these delivered prices can be calculated.
The system tends to restrain cutthroat competition both by informing each
producer precisely what prices he has to meet at each consuming point, and by
causing changes in prices by any producer to apply to his whole business in his
own basin-point ares, with the result that he is practically forced to figure on
a price which will cover total costs and not disregard his overhead costs as he is
likely to do if figuring a special price for a limited area. So far as it acts only in
this way, the system is not monopolistic, though it avowedly tends to higher
prices than would result without it.

It is also true that there may be no guaranty of stopping at a precise half-way
point between the cutthroat competition it is desired to avoid, which drives
prices below a normal and desirable competitive level, and a condition of par-
tially effective competition (such as economists have not yet adequately studied),
which may tend towardprices that are above a normal and desirable competitive
level. Hence the operation of such a system needs to be closely watched.

But the pre-nt, ue.ion iswhethwthe situation goes beyond this, to actual
agreement On prices, and whether the baaing-point system is such an important
and essential means to this result that it should be abolished or changed, in the
interest of bringing price agreements to an end, and restoring competition in
Vices (the industry beg admittedly competitive in selling effort and service).
lr efly summed up, the answer is, that producers exchange views of prices and
can probably nof be prevented from doing so; that something approaching agree-
ment or understanding sometimes results from these exchanges, but by no means
always; that there is evidence of a considerable degree of independent action in
price changes; that so far as understandings may exist, the basing-point system
facilitates them, but is not of sufficiently decisive importance in that respect so
that the success or failure of efforts to reach price understandings hinges on
whether the basing-point system is or is not in force.

If producers want to reach understandings as to prices, they will not be pre-
vented from doing so by abolishing the price-system which they now find con-
venient for the purpose. They would learn to bring about the same result
with any other system, so long as it is an open and orderly one, and any other
kind would be hard to defend. The abolishing of the basing-point system would
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temporarily make such understandings more difficult to reach and make effeo.
cive, but by itself would, in all probability, have no lasting effect in preventing
them.

Evidence of the presence or absence of understandings as to prices is naturally
one of the most difficult things to obtain. Indications may be drawn from a
number of observable factors. The level of net earnings may be high enough to
indicate monopolistic control or it may not. Prices may move simultaneously
for all producers in a market area and thus afford evidence of concerted action;
or certain dominant producers may take the lead in price movements and thus
affordlevidence of "price leadership", The general trend of steel prices may be
compared with the trends of prices in general in order to see whether it shows any
signs of either pegging or an upward tendency relative to other commodities of a
comparable sort; or the history of price change: may be examined in detail to
see what sort of underlying motives and conditions It seems to suggest. In the
present inquiry, some examination has been made of all these varieties of evidence,
without clearly establishing the existence of unqualified competition and certainly
not the existence of unqualified monopoly.

As for the level of net earnings, there is hardly any need to cite detailed figures
to show that net earnings in the steer industry are far too near the vanishing point
at present to afford any evidence of monopoly profits. The figures of earnings
presented in appendix A of this report are sufficiently conclusive on that score;
1933 shows some improvement over 1932 and the firvsT half of 1934 showed some
further improvement; which will presumably not be maintened in the second half.
The industry as a whole showed a deficit through 1931, 1932i and 1933. In 1929,
the industry's best year since the War, net income was $362,000,000 (compiled
from Standard Trade and Securities of May 4, 1934, by G. C. Gamble, Division of
Research and Planning, N. R. A., May 8, 1934). These earnings were to be
compared with total assets in the general neighborhood of $4,500,000,000, indicat-
ing a return of about 8 percent in this uniquely prosperous year. The average for
the 4 years 1927 to 1930 was about $231,000,000, or less than 5 percenton actual
investment. Thus there are not only no monopoly profits at the present time, but
no sustained profits of a clearly monopolistic character during the more recent
years of prosperity, which might serve as off-sets to the losses of the past 4 years.

Movements of prices which have taken place since the establishment of the code
have been examined for a number of significant products. (Exemplary data are
contained in appendix B.) The results indicate that prices sometimes move quite
simultaneously over widely separated basing points while sometimes the previous
relationship is not restored for at least a few days. This applies to reductions In
price as well as increases. While there is a general tendency for a cut in price to
be promptly followed by all other producers at the same basing point, with the
result that the reductions all go into effect on the same day, there are cases where
there have been delays of a number of days, or even weeks, in meeting a change in
the price.

In one case we have been informed that an increase In the price was contrary to
the judgment of a number of large producers, but that when the increase was wade
they felt it incumbent on them to fall In line, though one producer declined to d
so. This xeprcscnts a noncompetitive standard of behavior which nevertheless
operates thin pretty narrow limits its power to control prices. There seems
to be no invariable rule as to what companies take the lead. Cases systematically
canvassed show too few price chan es to afford an adequate basis for generalizing,
hut general observation indicates that certain producers more or less habitually
take the lead in certain products and other producers in other products. There is
no consistent price leader for the entire industry.

As for the general trend of prices, It is shown in the accompanving charts, com-
pared with the trends for other ebromodities. It appears that over a tern of 33
years, steel prices have declined relatively to all prices. While the same could be
said of metals and fnetal products generally, Tt Is still significant that there have
been periods of long continued gradual decline, from 1900 to 1914 and from 1923
to 1929. This behavior is certainly not uxnmistakably monopolistic. All these
examinations of evidence are instructivui but fall short of proving 0 conclusive case
for or against the existence of monopoilstic control. They afford no reason for
modifying the general conclusions already expressed.

VI. RzcommENDATIONs

(1) We have seen that not all the criticisms of the basing point system are
justified in the terms in which they are made. But we have seen that it does
not tend to as serviceable a form of competition as a system in which there Is
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more incentive for a producer to lower his base price as a means of extending his
sales area, rather than doing this by merely absorbing freights and discriminating.
We have seen that there are wastes of competitive cross hauling, which must
ultimately be charged to the consumers, and that certain purchasers are burdened
with artificial freights. Piece-meal change will not avoid the existing hostility
which, whether fully justified or not, is attached to the principle of artificial
freights which characterizes the basing point system. This hostility may be
avoided if such chanqes as are made are parts of a comprehensive program having
as its goal the establishment of a system based upon a different principle.

(2) We have seen that a change to free-on-board mill selling would be too
uncertain and disturbing in its effects to be seriously considered at this time, or
at any time without exhaustive preliminary inquiries. We have seen that a
mill-base system will not remedy the principal objections mentioned above unless
it is combined with the abolition of freight absorptions (which is inadvisable)
or their limitation. And we have seen that neither of these things can, In all
probability, be accomplished by Federal compulsion, but only by such cooperative
effort as can go on under the code form of organization. We have also seen that
a mill-base for every single mill would add unnecessary complications and yield
no substantial advantage as compared to a- group mill-base system. We have
seen that the principle of actual rather than artificial freight is sound and desirable,
but not necessarily to the extent of requiring the removal of the minutest dis-
crepancies between them but only discrepancies which are sufficiently substantial
to be an important and characteristic feature of the system. It is sufficient
if the characteristic features of the system Is the basing of prices on approximate
actual freights, disregarding minor differences. A system of this character is
better described as a group mill-base system than as a modified basing point
system.

VI. (3) It Is therefore recommended: That the principle of the group mill-base
be embodied in any revised code of fair competition for the industry which may
be approved by the President; together with provisions for the application of
the principle as rapidly as is consistent with a due regard for the interests affected(

With a view both to limiting the wastes of competitive cross-hauling and
reinforcing the effect of the group mill-base system and as a means of strength,
Ing the effect of competition on prices, It is further recommended:

That in any revised code a provision be embodied limiting freight absorptions,
for which the following might serve as a basis for discussion.

In section 3 of schedule E, the following sentence provides for selling on "foreign
basing points":

"The published base price of each such, member for any product (except
standard T-rails of more than 80 pounds per yard and angle bars and rail joints
therefor) for any easing point for such product other than that or those shown
in the list of base prices so filed by such member shall be deemed to be the lowest
base price for such product at such other basing point which shall be shown in
the list of base prices filed by any other member of the Code and then in effect."

To this sentence should be added:
"Provided, the delivered price to the destination in question, based on such

other basing point, is not less than the delivered price at which such member
could sell to such destination from the base for which such member files and
based on the price Which he has there filed, by more than 25 cents per hundred
pounds or $5 per ton."

(4) If, prior to the adoption of such revised code, evidence should come to
light indicating that it would be impossible to secure the acceptance of such a
program under the code, and to make reasonably rapid progress toward it, con-
sideration should be given to the alternative possibility of abandoning the price
features of the code entirely. But'if there appears a reasonable prospect of
acceptance arrd satisfactory progress toward the goal designated, these features
of the code should be retained as affording a better means of transforming the
basing point system into a sound and satisfactory one than by allowing this
system to revert to the status existing prior to the adoption of thie code.

(5) In'the meantime efforts will be continued to deal with specific complaints
and abuses and to gather additional data bearing on the operation of this present
system, especially oi the wastes of competitive cross hauling. ' ,

(The following statement subsequently stibmitted by Mr. Francis M. Curlee,
-counsel, Industrial Reoovery Assdclatio of Clothing Manufacturers, and tlie
Curlee Clothing Co., St. Lois, Mo., was ordered 'printed in the record.)
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SUPPLMMZNTAIR STATNUMN7 SUBMirr sy FRANCIS M, CURLIS

The testimony of Mr. Merle D. Vincent given before the committee on March
27 and 28 is so replete with errors that this supplemental statement seems re-
quired. The multitudinous errors of Mr. Vincent are explainable only on the
ground that the facts related by him were chiefly not within his own knowledge
and that his sources of information were evidently unreliable.

It is not intended in this statement to direct attention to all of the errors in
Mr. Vincent's testimony. Many of them are argumentative and inferential,
many lpf them would require elaborate statistical exposition, and others are so
Involved in obscurity as to require extended statements of fact. It is intended
here to call attention, briefly, to a few of the nore glaring errors.

Unless otherwise indicated, the page references herein are to the printed
report of the hearings.

(All italics ours.)
GtRINSNOON CLOtRiNG CO.

Mr. Vincent says (p. 583):
"The little St. Louis case Greenspoon, to which Colonel Curlee referred, a

deficit of $35.06 which he said went before the 11 (b) committee. That was not a
11(b) case. It was a charge of failure to pay the minimum rate, Colonel Curlee,
personally, appeared before the 11 (d) committee and asked it to hear that case.
Assuming that it was a II (d) case, it heard it. Upon being advised by the staff
that it was a minimum wage case it discontinued consideration of it, and the man
himself was not caned to New Vork, but the code authority representative waited
upon him at his pice of business in St. Louis."

(In the record a part of this statement is attributed to Senator King. That
was obviously a stenographic error as it is all a part of Mr. Vincent's statement.)

A field auditor for the Clothing Code Authority made an examination of the
Greenspoon firm in St. Louis. The auditor made his report, from which the
following is quoted:

"A detailed audit was made for the period of September .11, 1933, to August 
14,r

1934, and it was found that minimum wage scals were scrus.souly observed.'
The issues arose over the application of that portion of article IV of the code

reading as follows:
"It is intended that employees' wages shall not be reduced by reason of the

reduction of the prescribed number of heurg of employment."
The provision has been another prolific sourc.- cf contention an confusion,

thought not as baffling am artiel 
1

" ti ().
The facts stated in Stateiient of l.dustrial Recovery Association of Clothing

Manufacturers (the Green Book pp. 43-e4') are stated with" absolute accuracy.
This was an appeal by the dreenspoon Co. to the 11 (d) committee, which

entertained jurisdiction and heard the evidence in New York City on December
13, 1934, with the thorough understanding that it was not a minimum wage case but
one involving article IV. The opening statement of Mr. Horowitz, associate coun-
sel for the Men's Clothing Code Authority (not Mr. Herwitz, comptroller) as
shown by the stenographic transcript, was as follows:

"This is a hearing in the case of the Greenspoon Clothing Co, Inc St. Louis,
Mo., on the charge of violation of article IV of the Men's Clot g ode, in the
sum of $35.06, from a period beginning with the week ending November 29,
1933, through the week ending August 17, 1934."

The case was heard and taken under advisement by the II (d) committee.
It is true that Mr. Greenspoon was not present at the hearing. It is also true

that Mr. Greenspoon's attorney and Mr. Sparks of the accounting firm of Ernst
and Ernst were present, as shown by the record. At the time the Green Book
was prepared (Jan. 30, 1933) the II (d) committee still had the case under advise-
ment. On January 28, having heard nothing from the committee Mr. Green-
spoon inquired as to the status of his case. On February 18, 1935, i1r. Herwitz,
comptroller, wrote him that the case was inadvertently submitted to the 11 (d)
committee and had been referred to the Enforcement Division, and concluded
with a demand for remittance of $36.06 within 10 days.

Mr. Morris Greenberg, executive director of the Men's Clothing Code Author-
ity, wrote a letter dated April 2, 1935, concluding as follows:

WSicc the firm has not sent in a check in this amount, we have in the last few
days referred the case to our legal department for certification."
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The latest oommunication is a letter to Mr. Greenspoon dated April 15, 1935,
signed by Herbert Ferster, assistant counsel for the Men's Clothing Code Author-
i reading a follows:t The Eaforcement Division has referred your case to the legal department for
their action

"Please be advised that unless we receive your check in the sum of $35.06, for
violation of article IV of the Men's Clothing Code, by April 22, 1935, we shall
have no alternative but to transmit your case to the regional compliance director
in Chicago, Il., without further notice to you."

Apparently Mr. Greenspoon will have opportunity to battle over the $35.06 in
another forum, andi perhaps several Others. It is a" certainty that he will have no
chanob to recover the $507 overpaid to his remaining employees, and indeed he
has no desire to recover it.

THE HERWITZ FORMULA

"Senator KINo. Did you follow and did your predecessor follow the so-called
"Herwitz formula" in determining the question of the wages, and so forth?

"Mr. VIwcaNre. Senalor, there is no Herwits formula except in the fertile mind of
my good friend, Colonel Curlee. The only formula used is the formula found in the
interpretation made by the code authority. * * * (p. 536)."

In the hearing of the Curlee Clothing Co.'s Mayfield case before the 11 (d)
committee on December 13, 1934, the following 'question was asked of Mr.
Riesenfeld, chairman of the committee:

"Q. You are acquained wit the Hertoits formula as it was disclosed in the
hearing of July 19, are you not?-A. I would say that in a general way I am
familiar with it.

"Q. And the Herwitz formula is still the guide and chart of the Clothing Code
Authority?-A. I will let Mr. Mayo answer that. Is it?

"Mr. MAYO. Yes; it is.
"Mr. RIZSEN ,En. All right."
(No.-Mr. Mayo is assistant to Mr. Herwitz.)
An official document headed "Minutes of Meeting of Regional Cornllance

Council Held March 29, 1935", begins as follows:
"SERIAL NO. 224, CONTROL R4-407, STANDARD TAILORING CO., COLUMnBUS, Ga.
"Alleged violation of articles II and IV, of the Men's Clothing Industry Code,

with reference to hours of labor and minimum wages paid employees.
"Appearances: For respondent: Simon Schwab, Robert Arnold, attorney,

A. R.Boutin, and Henry Hunt;for code authority: H. K. Heruitz; foramnalgamated
Clothing Workers: Edward L. Johnson."

From that document the following paragraphs are quoted:
"The council inquired very fully into the methods used by the code authority

and had t-hat was known as the 'Herwitz formula' explained to them again."
* * * * s *s *

"This further hearing again established the fact that the main contention of
the respondent was that the periods selected for reconstruction purposes were
net representative and that the definition arrived at as between the lower paid
lass and the higher paid class was entirely great. The respondent also again

attacked the 'Herwiiz formula' and contended that it was not official and should
not be used." I

The Herwits formula has a national reputation and is known (hut not under-
stood) wherever men's clothing is fabricated.

THE issues RUwMUN T U TWO ARSOCAATIONS

"Senator KiNo. The minority submitted a code which was considered by Mr.
Rogers at the same time that the other Code was submitted?

"Mr. VINCENT. Yes, they did.
"Sepator KINo. And then after the opje submitted by the majority was ac-

cepted by Mr. Rogers, the minority continued negotiating with the so-called
'majority', the Amalgamated group, to, see if they could not harmonize any
differences that existed?

"Mr. VINCENT. Yes, I think you will be interested in the reason why they
could not harmonize.

"There were two issues upon which they split. One was the question of the
so-called '2 (b) provision' of the code. Te other was because of the insistence of
the Industrial Recovery .4ssociation of writing in a qualification of section 7 (a) of
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the National Iadustial Recovery .A0 by providing that employers and employees
might contract collectively or iadividu&Uy as they might determine. The ma.
jority group would not accept that limitation. Neither would they accept the
suggestions of, he minority group respecting 2 (b), and I think perhaps I ought
to give you such information as I have concerning that much-criticized provi.
sion." (P. 533,a

Again Mr. Vincent has fallen into error from relying upon undependable
sources foi his information.

Shortly before the final breach between the two groups and whileieffoets were
in prog4ress to reconcile their differences, the Industrial Recovery Association of
Clothing Manufacturers made- to the U. S. A. Association a proposal in writing
for a merger of the two associations, and a proposal in writing to reconcile the
differences between the two associations in their proposed code& ,These two
documents are set forth in full in exhibits 5 and 6 in the Green Book (pp. 105-109).
It is true that the Industrial Recovery Association in its original code had proposed
matter to be added to section 7 (a), as was proposed in many other codes and was
permitted in some. It is not true that that was one of the irreconcilable issues.
The reference to that issue in the proposal of the Industrial Recovery Association
(Green Book, exhibit 6 p 107) is brief and is in the following language:

"ART. IV, Sxc. 4. OLLECTIvE AcTIvTlsa.-The sentences added to the manda-
tory language of section 7a may be deleted oA the ground that they are merely inter-
pretative of the plain meaning of section 7a, and are, therefore, unnecessary."

the irreconcilable issues on which the two associations split were the incor-
poration in the code of vague and indefinite provisions not susceptible of rational
interpretation or of uniform application and at the same time granting wide and
arbitrary powers of the code authority. All other issues were reconcilable.
(See Green Book, p. 6.)

Dr. Lindsay Rogers, Deputy Administrator in charge, in his report approving
the code, said:

'4* * * The Industrial Recovery Association withdrw .its proposed addition
to section VII (a), but on wages above the minimum and on administratie machinery
its representative. were adamant."

This report of Dr. Rogers is appended to the official published copy of the code

LABELS

"Mr. ViNcxNT. I should like to turn just for a moment, Senator King, to the
reference that Colonel Curlee made to the use of labels as an instrument of boy-
cott. In a brief filed by the Industrial Recovery Association of Clothing Man.
ufacturers-that is Colonel Curlee's organization-with Dr. Lindsay Rogers,
then the Deputy Administrator for the Men's Clothing Industry, Colonel Curlee's
association makes this statement respecting the use of labels. This was prior,
you understand, to the adoption of the code and during the code hearings.

"'Section IV of the U. S. A. Code provides further that manufacturers shall
be required to affix to each garment a label indicating that such garment was
manufactured in compliance with the provisions of the Clothing Industry Code.
It is contemplated that all clothing manufacturers will subscribe voluntarily to
the code, or that the administrative agency will enforce such provisions in the
event of noncompliance. We do not object, however, to any reasonable require-
ment for additional labeling of garments, provided that such labeling as 'is
required is not excessive in cost in relation to the low priced garments fabricated
by manufacturers in group B.'

"Those groups were divided into A and B for convenience in reference.
"I desire to leave that with the committee to show that Colonel Curlee and

his organization endorsed and approved the adoption of labels as a means of
identifying garments made in compliance with the provisions of the code, and
specifically for the purpose of asking compliance. That was his position at that
time." (P. 564.)

That was during the formative period of the code when the Industrial Recovery
Association was making efforts to reconcile the issues between the two associa-
tions. The label racket as a disguised licensing system had not then been devised.
No one had yet suggested that the use of labels be made mandatory and at the
same time issued and sold or withheld at the will of the code authority and the
Administrator, or Lha, ,etailers be prohibited from selling garments not bearing
a label. That interesting device was to come later in the form of an amendment
to the code proposed by the U. S. A. Association. Exhibit 6, Green Book, page
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107, is the full text of the proposal made by the Industrial ,Recovery Association
to reconcile differences in the proposed codea It contains the following, onpage 108: .... V ' 1 1

U. S. :A. 'Conr, ART. IV.' LAUE.-As originally proposed, this article is not

objectionablb. A suggestion may be offered that the legend proposed for the
label is utnecessarily long.

".AM ENDMENT TO THE FoaoGcING ARTICLE.-The administrative agency should
not be invested with any discretionary power 'to issue or withhold the right to use
labels while the obligation of the manufacturer to affix labels is made mandatory.
This gives to the administrative agency the power of life and death over any
institution."

THE SHELBYVLIE (KY.) CASE

"Senator KucG (interposing). Were the workers demanding payment or were
they satisfied to continue work because of the immaturity of the industry and
the'fact that they had no work?

"Mr. VINCENT. Senator, we have nothing but the representation that Colonel
Curlee made on that, and that has not come personally to my attention. I cannot
answer it." (P. 539.)

If Mr. Vincent had been provided with the record of the hearing in the Shelbyville
case jLee McClain & Scalzo, Inc.), he would have read the following statement by
Mr. . P. Matthews, mayor of Shelbyville, Ky.:

"I want to call your attention again to the fact that the exemption has been
sought by the employees themselves, and somewhere in the record you will find a
petition from the employees."
and the reply by Assistant Deputy Beecroft, presiding at the hearing:

"We have that record." (Hearing on application for exemption by Lee, MoClain
& Scalzo Co., Inc., stenographic report of Ward & Paul, official reporters, vol I,
p. 27.)

In the brief filed by Mayor Matthews appears the following:
"In addition to all of this, the employees of the company, without discussing the

matter with the officials of the company, and acting solely with the Chamber of
Commerce, have unanimously petitioned that the company be allowed this exemp-
tion. * * * (Id. p. 47.)

There are numerous other similar statements in the record.
Mr. Vincent is also in error in stating that he granted the exemption in the

Shelb ville case exactly as requested.
Mr. VINC ENT. Mr. Matthews, the mayor of Shelbyvile, to whom Colonel

Curiee referred, made the appeal for that plant, and the Shelbyville plant was
given the exemption exactly as Mr. Matthews requested it, for a period of 12 weeks."
(P. 539.)

The companyy began operations January 1, 1934 (Lee, McClain & Scalzo, Inc.
record, p. 42). It requested exemption for 9 months.

" * * All the company is asking is that it'be permitted to pay the 70
pevocnt, or $10.08, to August 1, 1934; then 80 percent to September 1, 1934;
then 90 percent to September 15, 1934; and that, beginning with October 1, 1934,
it pay the full minimum of $14.40." (Mr. Matthews' brief, id. p. 47.)

The following appears from the stenographic transcript of Associated Short-
hand Reporters, of the hearing on men's clothing industry, proposed amendment
to the code of fair competition, February 2, 1935, vol. 2, p. 421, Mayor Mathews
speaking and Mr. Vincent presiding:

"Deputy VINCENT. Just to make the record clear, I believe your adjustment
for that plant was made out of consideration for your statement that if up to
April I the period were treated as a beginner or apprentice period, thereafter you
could make the minimum?

"Mr. MATEHEwS. No, sir. Mr. Chairman, if you will examine the record
itself while this other gentleman was in charge of the hearing, you will find a
statement made there 'If it was granted to October 1' and that was the contention
made, and you will find that the record will bear me out."

A brief history of the Lee, McClain & Scalzo case appears in the Green Book,
pages 66-69.

STABILIZATION

On page 548 et seq., Mr. Vincent gives his views on the duty of the Government
to stabilize competitive conditions among the various parts of the country by
the adjustment of comparative costs.
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"Senator Kino. Perhaps I ought not to ask for your personal opinion. Do
you think that it Is to the advantage nationally to free in one or two or four or
five big cities, this industry, or any other important industry, and to adopt policies,
governmental or otherwise, that would tend to prevent de~eutalisation and the
diffusion of our industrial activities to other countries? (Note-Evidently this is
a typographical error in the use of the word "countries" for "communities".
Foreign commerce was not the subject of discusion.)

"Mr. VINCENT. Certainly not, but I think expansion ought to be under normal
processes, and that est .,shed !,v uaess conens ought to be protected in suh cor,.
paratie costs, or ifilawce, as wig s8feauard tem." (P. 548.)

New York City has been well safeguarded and has been more than stabilized
under the Nationr.l Recovery Administration. From the best figures obtainable
it appears that New York City and tributary area in 1932 produced approxi.
mately 32 percent of the total volume of men's clothing and in 1934 approxi-
mately 38 percent; or a neat gain of 19 percent. In other words, in the latter
year New Yoti gained to the extent of 6 percent of the total business and the
rest of tnu country lost 6 percent of the total business.

The source is monthly releases issued by the Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census, entitled "Men's and Boys' Clothing Cut." In the year
1932 figures given are for men's suits. For 1934 figures given are for men's
suits wholly or partly of wool. We do not know whether there was a change in
classification in this respect or merely in nomenclature. In any event this differ.
once, if any, would not materially affect the proportions. The figures given are
for all firms reliorting. In the former year there were 775 reporting firms, and
in the latter year there were 1,093 reporting firms with naturally a larger volume
of business. This also should not materially affect the proportions. These
differences in classification and in the number of firms reporting indicate the
infirmaties inherent in the statistical method in the absence of exact and com-
plete data. It seems certain, however, that New York has enjoyed a substa t-kj
gain at the expense of the remainder of the country. The years 1932 and 1934
are selected for the reason that the former is the latest full pre-code calendar year
and the latter is the earliest full post-code calendar year.

If atabilisation by artificial meam is attempted it is perfectly apparent that an
exact balance cannot be maintained. The hinterland has reason to fear that any
errors in the exact balance of the adjustment will not be made in favor of the
hinterland.

THE CUBLZE CASE

The following is quoted from the testimony of Mr. Vincent (p. 536):
"It is quite true, as Color el Curlee stated, that the code authority billed the

Curlee Clothing Co., St. Louis Plant, for approximately $10,000 deficiency of
wages.

"Senator LA FOLLETTE. Did that evaporate as, Colonel Curlee said?
"Mr. VINCENT. It did not, Senator. It became a very substantial substance

to the workers of that plant.
"The code authority also billed the Curlee Co., Mayfield, Ky., plant for $17,000.
"The code authority computed and determined that it would require an advance

of 18 percent in the piecework rates above the minimum to put the Curlees into
compliance. The Curlee plant, as a matter of fact, made an advance of 20 per-
cent, 2 percent in excess of what the code authority found would be necessary
to put in it compliance. Then Colonel Curlee, acting for his company, appeared in
person before the II (d) committee of the code and presented a case, the 'equifies of it',
as the code termed it, and the 'Equity committee', and as he also termed it, for the
purpose of showing that the 20 percent advance which they had made and which
brought them in compliance was such compliance with the code as justified the dis-
missal of the bilU and the II (d) committee agreed with him and dismissed the
bills and accepted that company's 20 percent advance as compliance.

"Senator KING. Was that retroactive?
"Mr. VINCENT. It was not, Senator.
"Senator Kmo. Dealing in future?
"Mr. VINCENT. I say it was 11ot. May '1 recall that? I am not able to say

definitely whether that was made retroactive or not. I do not believe It was."
This extraordinary statement can be attributed only to the fact that Mr. Vin-

cent was not a member of the 11 (d) committee, that he/did not read the transcript
of the record in the case, that the matter never came before him, and that his
sources of information were not trustworthy..

The last advance (20 percent) was made April 23, 1934. It was not retroactive,
did not purporl to hi retroactive ani noi one ever exprcsscd a doubt in that respect
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until Mr. Vincent's testimony. It was not made by any agreement with the code
authority and was never designed to extinguish or abate any alleged claims for
preesixting deficiencies. The alleged deficiency of $10,731.96 covered a period
of 12 weeks ending February 16, 1934. The increase was effected more than 2
months later. The claim for $10,731.96 completely evaporated, as stated in the
Green Book.

The 20-percent increase was applicable to all manufacturing employees and was
not limited to the beneficiaries of article 11 (b). It applied to employees earning
$30 per week or more (exempted by the code from the benefits of art. II (b)), to
off-pressers earning a minimum of 75 cents per hour under the code, and to cut-
ters, earning a minimum of $1 per hour under the code, and to the "lowest paid
substantial classes."

Mr. Herwitz and a member of his staff later appeared and made an audit for
21 weeks ending April 20, 1934 (including the 12 weeks hereinbefore mentioned),
which showed an alleged deficiency of $19,019.54. This alleged deficiency all
accrued prior to the 20-percent increase under discussion. It all entirely evaporated
exactly as stated in the Green Book.

The statement that I offered this increase as an "equity" to extinguish any
alleged prior deficiencies is a brand new conception. I do not know who origi-
nated it, but it is perfectly apparent that Mr. Vincent, who was not a participant
in the hearing, has been misinformed. There is not a hint in the record of the
hearing, or in the correspondence, of any such defense. The issues raised and dis-
cussed in the hearing, snd the exhibits offered, concern matters prior to the
20-percent increase and no others

The hearing was held on July 19, 1934, and concerned nothing but the issues
involved prior to the 20-percent increase. At the conclusion of the hearing we
asked for a speedy decision. Mr. Riscnfeld, presiding, stated that we might
expect a decision in 5 or 6 day.. Mr. Bell, then executive director of the Men's
Clothing Code Authority, remarked that it would probably take several days
longer. Some 3 weeks later (Aug. 7, 1934) we wrote to Mr. Bell that we were
placed at a serious disadvantage by the delay in deciding our case. Among other
things, we said:

"it is our firm conviction that we have not violated the code in any respect,
and that we are entitled of right to an early vindication. This is a case in which
justice delayed is justice denied."

We have not complied with the particular version of the Herwitz formula
applied to our case, have never complied with it, have never claimed that we
complied with it, and have nu intention of complying with it.

On June 11, 1934, Mr. Bell, then execution, director, wrote the company
enclosing an exhibit showing further increases in piecework rates required after
the April increase of 20 percent. This showed 72 operations with further increases
required by the Herwitz formula, ranging from 1 to 14>i percent, none of which
have been put into effect.

On August 10, 1934, we wrote:
"In view of the vast and destructive powers reposing in the code authority

which are not subject to judicial control, we are unable to plan for the future in
advance of a decision by the code authority. I trust this explains to you the
relevancy of the two paragraphs mentioned.

"I respectfully urge that the code authority make a decision not later than next
Thursday. On that date exactly 4 weeks will have elapsed since our hearing
and during all of that time we have been awaiting your decision in order that we
might plan our business policies."

After the claim on the St. Louis plant had completely evaporated the company
received a bill for alleged deficiencies in the Mayfield plant of $17,721.55 for 35
weeks ending July 20, 1934. This covered approximately 5 months before and 3
months after the April increase. There were a large number of alleged hourly
deficiencies in payments after the April increase. This claim completely evape-
rated, as staled in the Green Book, Mr. Vincent's informant to the contrary notwzth-
standing.

At no time was any claim made of any "equity" arising from overpayments
made after the April increase to extinguish underpayments made before the
increase.

On September 27, 1934, Mr. Bell, executive director, sent to the company a
schedule of further increases in piecework rates required after the April increase.
These covered numerous operations and ranged from less than 1-percent to
39-percent increase.

1197&a2.-85--. 6---
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If, after the April increase, the Herwitz formula still required numerous upward
revisions in piece rates, how could it have been argued to the code authority that
overpayments occasioned by the April increase constituted an offset for under.F ayments prior thereto? The code authority apparently did reach some such
aptastic conclusion on its own initiative and without any suggestions from us,

and in spite of the fact that we repeatedly asserted that we had complied with
the code at all times, that we had not complied with the Herwitz formula, and
did not intend to do so.

THE INTERPRETATIONSI
"Mr. VINCENT. * * * I think his (Colonel Curlee's) statement was that

his organization knew nothing of the interpretation issued by the code authority
until January 8, 1934, and I desire to give you for this record, if you desire it,
a letter dated Septejwjber 20, 1933, written by the Industrial Recovery Associa-
tion, Mr. W. E. Popkagt executive director, to Mr. Drechslcr, then and now the
general counsel for the Aen's Clothing Code Authority.
"* * * On September 27, Mr. Drechsler wrote to Mr. Popkin enclosing

the code authority's interpretation, so it was in the hands of that association as
earjy as September 27, 1933 (p. 534)."

That statement is exactly consistent with the statement in the Green Book,
but is misleading for its incompleteness. The first interpretation of article 11 (b)
was interpretation 6, dated September 26, 1933. This interpretation was not the
basis for the famous Herwitz formula, which was to come later. The following is
quoted from the Green Book, page 16:

"It may be noted here that, although interpretation 6 purports to have been
approved on September 26, 1933, it was not made known to the trade until the
code authority mailed out interpretations I to 18, inclusive, in January 1934.
The diligence of the executive director of the Industrial Recovery Association disclosed
the existence of this interpretation some time in the fall of 1933 and the members of
this association were informed by him. So far as we know, those manufacturers
who were not members of any association were not informed of it until January
1934."

Interpretation 11 with its appended illustration was the first one to define the
"lowest paid substantial classes' as the 20 percent of employees receiving the
lowest compensation re ardless of class. This is the mysterious interpretation
which purports to have been approved on November 8, 1933, was mailed to some
members of the industry (but not all) in January 1934 and was effective November
20, 1933. The official interpretation 11 on file in the Code Record Section of the
National Recovery Administration (now bearing a new number) purports to have
been approved by Administrator Rosenblatt on June 7, 1984 (Green Book, pp.
16-18).

This interpretation I 1 was a drastic change from preexisting rules and interpre-
tations and is the supposed basis of the Herwitz formula though affording, by its
terms and provisions, no justification for the Herwitz methods.

THE GOODALL CO.

"Mr. VINCENT. Not using the word 'textile', 36 hours applies throughout
the men's clothing industry, yes, excepting, Senator, for a limited period there
were exemptions granted. One of those exemptions was to the Goodall Co.'s
Knoxville, Tennessee, plant.

"Senator KINo. And to another of the Goodall plants, was it not?
"Mr. VINCENT. NO. Colonel Curlee's statement that by some understanding the

Lorain, Ohio, and the other plants also had a 40-hour week, was quite mistaken"
(p. 537).

In the hearing of the Curlee case before the tT (d) committee in New York
on July 19, 1934, the testimony showed that the Goodall Co. was operating its
plant in Knoxville, Tenn., 40 hours pursuant to an order of the Deputy Admin-
istrator. The testimony further showed that the Goodall Co. had applied for a
40-hour privilege as to its other plants and that the application was still pending
and had not been acted upon; that pending action the Goodall Co. was then and
had been operating its Lorain, Ohio, plant 40 hours.

The code authority complained and was informed by the Administrator that
the matter was pending before the National Recovery Administration and the
code authority could do nothing. Quoting from the stenographic transcript:

"Colonel CURLEE. Putting it succinctly and finally, The Ward dereliction
rested in the lap of the Administrator and not the code authority? (Note.-Mr.
Ward is prvridont of'the Goodall Co.)
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"Mr. HERWITZ. Yes.
"Colonel CORLEE. Did you have written advice from the Administrator that

the Goodall matter was in his hands and not in yours?
"Mr. BELL. Yes.
"Colonel CURLEE. Would you mind putting those letters in the record, because

I am interested in them.
"Mr. BELL. I have no particular objection. I am just wondering again if it

comes within the counsel's ruling as to whether we should take up specific cases of
another firm.

* * * * * * *

"Colonel CUILEE. I am going to request you, Mr. Bell, to put those letters in
the record, and just leave it as a request.

"Mr. BELL. If counsel approves that it is proper to put them in-
"Colonel CuRLEE. I will just leave it with you."
The letters have never been put in the record. The reason for the dilatoriness

of the administrator and the authority by which the Goodall Co. operated 40
hours in Lorain, Ohio, pending action its application have never been explained.

The foregoing testimony was given on July 19, 1934 at the hearing of the Curlee
Clothing Co.'s case before the 11 (d) committee in New York. On December 13,
1934, the testimony disclosed that the matter was still in status quo. As far as I
have been able to ascertain, the matter is still in status quo.

HOMEWORKERS

"Senator CouzENs. Have you any statistics as to the number of homeworkers
in this industry at the time thie code'was started? Do you know how many there
were?

"Mr. VINCENT. I can only speak from memory. I have been told it was about
20 percent.

"Senator COUZENs. Do I understand that that 20 percent has been entirely
eliminted?

"Mr. VINCENT. Yes.
"Senator COUZENS: And that these homeworkers are now working in the industry,

do you know?"Mr. VINCENT. That is true" (p. 546).
The effective date of the code was September 11, 1933. The code prohibited

homework after 3 months from the effective date. Employers in the congested
markets, where homework was prevalent, in the attempt to adjust themselves
to this prohibition, found it necessary to employ learners to do the work that was
formerly done by homeworkers. The code granted no indulgence in the matter
of learners. The code authority proposed and procured an amendment to the
code approved December 15, 1933, in the following language:

"For a period of three (3) months after December 11, 1933, any employer
affected by article III of the Code may engage learners to supplant home workers,
who shall be paid not less than seventy percent (70%) of the minimum wage
provided in the code; provided, that no employee shall be classified as a learner
for longer than the first eight (8) weeks of his, employment in the industry, and,
provided further, that if any learner working on a piecework operation, earns
more, he shall receive what he earns."

If experienced workers had been transferred from the home to the factory,
learners would not have been needed. This amendment shows that to a large
extent home workers were left at home unemployed and were supplanted by
beginners.

It is interesting here to note that the Industrial Recovery Associatior a its
proposed code had requested tolerance for learners and had shown the propriety
of it in the hinterland. It is also interesting to note that when the tolerance was
finally granted it was limited to the congested markets, where hnrTe work had
been prevalent, Thus there was a tolerance for necessary learners in New York
City but none in Streator, Ill. (See Green Book, p. 10.)'

ARTICLE II (B)

Mr. Vincent, commenting on the famous article II (b) testified: "There is
nothing mysterious or complicated about it" (p. 633). tle affirmed its utter
simplicity in several other places, but nowhere attempted to explain it. Indeed,
no isitnes made the attempt. We are not wanting, however, in expert testi-
"I0ssV . We oiler Mr. Hierwitz himself from the stenographic report of the hearing
f 'le Curlee case before the 11 (d) Committee on July 19, 1934.
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"Col. CUnLoz. Look over this illustration and see if this is not your formula as
applied to the Curlee Clothing Co. (showing to Mr. Herwitz). The legend at the
top explains what those symbols are 'a', 'b', 'c', and 'y.' Here is the way
you arrive at your differential. When you get through, you have 'y', which is
the required new earnings per our for the higher paid class.

"Mr. IlmaweTz. I don't quite get this figure here [indicating!. I don't know
that figure.

'(ou. CURLEs. To simplify that for you, I have translated that into the
Curie Clothing Co. figures right below it so as to make it concrete instead of
abstract. 'c' is the old hours per week. If that was 44, then 'c' minus 36
equals 8, and you multiply 2 .by 8, and you have 20, and adding that to 100,
you have 120 percent to compena..te for hours.

"Mr. HxawrTz. We have the full-time weekly earnings in July. Then we
determine what the hourly rate was. Then wo added the II (b) differential per
hour and calculated it by dividing the full-time weekly differential by 44, and
we added to that 20 percent of the July earnings to compensate for hours, and
arrived at a figure of what hourly rate would be required to comply with 11 (b).
Thett we took the ratio of the hourly rate as thus computed arid determined what
piecework rate Increases would be required. Then we deducted from the piece-
work rate required an index of the piecework increase that had been made arid
determined the amount of deficiency arid the percent in terms of the July 1933,
earnings. Having determined the amount per hour deficiency, we multiplied
the amount of hourly deficiency by the number of hours, work from the week
ending December 1, 1933, to the week ending April 20, 1934, by each individual
worker, arid determined the amount of deficiency for each said worker."

It rasy be remarked that this is only one of several variations of the Herwitz
formula.
One amioig many startling results of the Iferwitz formula is found in the cases

of shop io. 6 and shop no. 7 on adjoining floors in the same plant of the Curlee
Clothing Co. in St. Louis, performing identical operations on identical fabrics,
selling at the same price and in which the employees were compensated at the
same piecework rtiis. These were coat shops. Tie application of the Herwitz
formula resulted in two entirely different sets of piecework rates for the two shops
and the code- authority formally demanded the application of these different
raLes. This was not the result of any errors of computation but was the logical
fruit of the application to both shops of the same variation of the Herwitz formula.

A like result was reached in the case of shop no. 2 and shop no. 3 on adjoining
floors in another plant of the Curlee Clothing Co. in St. Louis. These were
pants shops.

Needless to say, we have made no attempt to conform to this weird formula
but continue to pay identical piecework rates for identical operations.

For anyone who has the patience to attempt the study, we refer to the chapters
on the Herwitz formula, Green Book, pages 19-27. For practical application to
realities of the Herwitz formula we refer to the Green Book, pages 46-48, 51-52,
and 56-58,

THE UNIFORMITY O THE HERWITZ FORMULA

"Senator KINo. There I suppose there were some differences of interpretation
of the llerwitz formula, were there not?

"Mr. VINCENT. In no single instance.
"Senator KING. No differences of interpretation?
"Mr. VINCENT. In no 8ingle instance.
"Senator KINo. Were different interpretations promulgated by the code

authority?
"Mr. VINCENT. In no instance" (p. 563).
In the case of the Curlee Clothing Co. alone there were three separate arid dis-

tinct variations of the Herwitz formula. In the Greenspoon case the computa-
tion was based upon actual post-code earnings. In the Curlee case all varieties
of the formula absolutely ignored actual post-code earnings, and were based upon
a theoretical post-code earning evolved from a computation of alleged pre-code
earnings, The code authority refused even to consider actual post-code earnings.
In other cases there wcre different variations in application. The detailed state-
ment recently filed with this committee by Mr. Elmer Scheuer of the Bloch Co.
is illuminating in this respect. The basis of post-code actual earnings (as in the
Greenspoori case) was applied in numerous other cases. The two methods pro-
duce radically different results. As applied to a given situation one method
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might result in a claim running into the tens of thousands of dollars, where the
application oi the other method would result in no claim at all. In applying
any of the several methods the claims against accused perons were so vague and
uncertain that they varied upward and downward by large sums of money, as
shown in the schedules on pages 33 and 34 of the Green Bock. Those schedules
arc merely examples. They are typical of the greater number, if not all, of the
claims that have been presented.

The following testimony of Mr. Herwitz is quoted from the stenographic report
of the hearhlg of the Curlee case on July 19, 1934, at the office of the Men's
Clothing Code Authority in New York City before the 11 (d) committee. Mr.
Riesenfeld presiding:

"The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Riesenfeld, interrogating Mr. Herwitz). I think the
thing to answer that, Colonel, is a plain question, and that is this: Is this method
that you applied in the Curlee case any different than the method you have applied i
in all other cases?

"Mr. HERWITZ. There have been some cases where other me/bods have been
applied, as I mentioned this morning."

THE CODE AUTHORITY

"The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Vincent, I think the committee would like to get your
reaction as to the testimony of Mr. Curlee with reference to this representation
of five upon tie part of one of the organizations interested in the uteri's clothing
manufacturing, and this other organization that had a committee of 10, and that
one organization selected the representatives upon the other organization to serve
in the administration of the code" (p. 531).

That seems a direct question requiring a direct answer. It was not addressed
to the question of motives or benevolent intentions but seems to be directed to
the question of one organization selecting the representatives from the other
organization. The answer to that question (p. 532) was lengthy hot not respon-
sive. At thu conclusion of the purported answer the chairman asked:

"What is your reaction as to the propriety of one of those organizations in the
administration of the code dictating the representatives ' rom the other organization
in the administration of the code?" (p. 532).

There were many more questions and answers, but the direct questions of the
chairman concerning the selection by one association of the representatives of the
other was never answered. There ivas, however, a digres.ion by uiention of a
letter from Mr. Mark Cresap, chairman of the code authority, president of the
1. S. A. Association, and president of Hart, Shaffner & Marx.

Mr. Vincent supplemented his testimony by putting into the record several
prepared statements. Anrong them we find this (p. 587):

"Snator Clark, oir page 1065, asks the following question: 'Was there arty
suggestion ever made to your association to pick out five nen to go on the codo
authority?' Mr. Curlee: 'No, sir.'

"At this point, I wish to file for the record a letter dated August 18, 1933, on the
letterhead of tire U. S. A. Association, sent by Mr. Mark W. Crcsap, president of
the association, to all the members (if the Industrial Recovery Association, at that
time 111 firns. Tins letter was a request to meribers of the Industrial Recovery
Association to nominate iren to represent them on the code authority."

The letter just mentioned was rot, however, Incorporated in the record.
Whether or not by design of Mr. Vincent, the effect of this statcn tent is probably
to create the belief that tie Industrial Recovery Association was invited in this
letter to name its own five men. I have, therefore, taken the pains to Iriure a
copy of that letter, which is as follows, in full:

")A : SIRS: The clothing industry is preparing to put its hm, in order.
Its code is in the hands of tir Administrator, an' itt a day or two will be pre-
sented by him to the President for his approval. When the code is i approved it
will become tire law of the industry.

" My associates tiln I have gin n all or' hal fo mae the provisitr of the code
trully fitting to the ltieds of every s(tin of the crmit iN w here clot ltn g is ranrt-
fsefirerd. I make sincere acknorledgtn't rto Mr. S. 1i. Cirlce and hi associa.,s
of the urany viiimiable cii ritins irade, !), them toward tte fraiing of tire
code.

"While ritch bas been receornlishd, the wtork rf organizing tire cod rotto'city
to accommodate itself to the nieeds of the industry and the requirenlimts of thte
coda is ahead of us. This is not a one-mart joit, and tie work of future planning
ought not and will not be confined to any section or sections of tir country.
Marvifacturers operating in the various markets, no matter whai their mor-
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chandising or labor philosophy may be, are invited to participate in the work
of the code authority.

"Membership on the code authority is limited to fifteen manufacturers. These
men should possess the character and ability to inspire the confidence of the entire
industry. It is my ambition to obtain the service of such men, and make the
code authority truly representative of the entire clothing industry. I earnestly
ask that you suggest to rie the name of an outstanding manufacturer whose ability
and service on the code authority would make the desired contributions.

"It 1is my intention to complete the personnel of the code authorityl within a few days.
May 4ask therefore that you reply to this letter as speedily as possible."

It is perfectly clear from this letter that it was merely a request to "suggest to
me the name of an outstanding manufacturer" and that the ultimate selection
remained where the code placed it, In the hands of the U. S. A. Association. This
is not left to inference but is expressly stated by Mr. Cresap in the following sen.
tence of the last, paragraph:

"It is my intention to complete the personnel of the code authority within a
few davs."

The letter does not even contain a commitment that the U. S. A. Association
would select five men or any other number of men from the other association.
The statement was made by Mr. Vincent that as many as five were invited. I
have no reason to question the accuracy of that statement. These invitations,
however, were extended and refused in succession and do not show that as many
as five were evere desired.

The industrial members of the code authority (i. e., excluding labor members and
the administration member) at this tine consist of the following 12 persons, all
operating manufacturing establishments affiliated with the Amalgamated
U nion:

Victor S. Riesenfeld, Cohen Goldman & Co., New York.
Raymond H. Reiss, International Tailoriug Co., New York City.
Charles D. Jaffee, Jaffee Cohen & Lang, New York City.
Rudolph Greef, general manager, Greater Clothing Contractors Association,

New York City.
Max L. Holtz, Louis Holtz A Sons, Inc., Rochester, N. Y.
Frank P. Zurn, Alco Zander Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Benjamin J. Lebow, Lebow Bros., Baltimore, Md.
Maurice Gordon, Trinscunt Clothing Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.
Mark W. Cresap, Hart Schafiner & Marx, Chicago, I11.
Bertram J. Kahn, B. Kuppenheimer Co., Inc., Chicago, Ill.
Iouis A. llirsch, Hirsch Veintraub & Co, Philadelphia, Pa.
Sol Ileuncan, Keller ileuman Thompson Co., Inc., Rochester, N. Y.
In addition to those 12 mcmh.crs it contains 3 others:
Elmer L. Ward, a mnestcer of te U. S. A. Association and a member of the

ex ecutive committee thereof, president of the Goodall Co., New York, operating
open shops, and being the only open-shop manufacturer in the United States who
is a member o)f the U. S. A. Association, and being the beneficiary of special
exemptions from the provisions of the code.

Frank C. kwccan, Riclma Bros., Cleveland, Ohio, an open-shop manufac-
turer, not a member of any association.

George lienry, tl. A. Scinshloimer Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, operating open shops
ani being a member of the Industrial Recovery A.\sociation.

Mr. Henry is the only person who couli be ciaicied to be representative of the
Industrial Recovery Aissociation. With the greatest respect for Mr. Henry's
abilities, I feel sure that lie would state that lie is iniclxtent and helpless as a
member of that body. If they had offered this association the selection of five
niembers and the five had served, they would be equally impotent. and helpless.
The aggressive functioning and the vast powers ouf the code authority are com-
mitted to committees and well-paid execcitives.

There is no diubt that invitations were extended to members of our association,
I so stated in my testimony.

I repeat, as I stated in answer to the question of S.ccctor Clark, that no sug-
gest ion was ever made to our association to pick out five men ito serve oc the
code authority.

( ODE AMENDMENTS PROPOSED i13Y INDUSTIcAL RECOVERY ASSOCIATION

(in page 566 Mr. Vincent pits into the record, and comments upor,, certain
amenadcents to the code proposed prior to the Fehruary 2 iearicig by the In-
dustrial Recovery Association, These proposed amendments arc set forth in f(tll
as an exhibit in the Green Book (p, 102).
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The proposed amendments speak for themselves. The only question is one of
interpretation. Mr. Vincent is under the misapprehension that "the matter of
the code authority's information as to whether there had been compliance or
noncompliance would rest upon the certificate of the member."

If Mr. Vincent had read the amendments carefully he would not have so mis-
interpreted them. The information which forms a basis of the numerous and shift-
ing claims under article I (b) is obtained by the traveling inquisitors and exam-
iners of the code authority. The proposed amendments do not abate or impair
the powers of search and seizure now possessed, excepting to limit the scope of the
inquiry. I quote from the proposed amendments (Green Book, p. 102):

"Third. That those provisions of article XIII dealing with the authority and
power of the code authority to examine books and records of employers be limited
to an inquiry as to wages, hours, and amount of production."

Those are the only proper subjects of inquiry, though the examiners are not so
limited under the existing practices of the code authority. It is the custom of the
code authority's inquisitors to investigate and report upon labor affiliation,
production costs, selling prices, the names and addresses of customers, and other
subjects in nowise authorized by the terms of the code.

While on the subject of our proposed amendments, attention may also be
directed to the following:

"Fourth. That the provisions of article XIII providing for the confidential
nature of data filed by employers or obtained by the code authority be amended
so as to make all such data available to any employer in the industry."

This was not a new demand but we had'long and urgently petitioned for this
reform. It is a singular commentary that the group which so exalts itself should
be the group committed to secrecy, while those who are charged with being cheats,
chiselers, and sweatshop operators constitute the group which has consistently
urged full publicity. Can this be attributable to a reluctance to disclose the
sweatshop operations in the four big markets?

TRENDS OF EMPLOYMENT UNDER TIE NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION AS
SHOWN BY OFFICIAL SOURCES

Without attempting the impossible task of interpr(n:'lion or analysis, I give in
the following table some figures, derived from high authority, on trends of em.
ploylnent In the men's clothing industry.

Number
Date of em- Authority souro t

ployees

1932 .............. n 000 Mr. Hillman ...... Page 329.
Maoh 13 ......... 10 .000 Mr. Vincent . Page 588.

Do ............. 111,700 Mr. Riohberg ..... Page 50,
August IO3U ------- 150,000 Dr. Rogers ........ Report of Dr. Lindsay Rogers acoompanying Men'sClothing Code, p, 9 of official original edition, ap.

proved Aug, 26, 1933.
September 1933.__ 132,600 Mr. Riehberg..... Page 80.
March 1934 ......... 140,000 Mr. Vincent ...... Page 588.
July 1934 ........... 92,126 Dr. Lubin ...... Data supplied by Bureau of Labor Statistics identi-

fled by Mr. Vincent, p. 583.
August 1034 ........ I5,000 Mr. Herwitz ...... Stenographlo report by Associated Shorthand Re-

porter of hearing before National Recovery Ad-
ministration on Proposed Amendments tn the
Code of Fair Competiticn for the Men's Clothing
Industry Feb. 2 15, v3l. 1, p. 214.

Do ---------- 105, 028 Dr. Lubin ...... Data sup led by Bureau of Labor Statistics identi.
fied toy QLr. Vincent, p. iS3.

September 1934-- 109,00 .. do.... ........ Do.
October 94 ....... I10,356 ..... do ............. Do.
November 1934 ..... ,5 -2 .. do............. Do.
December 1931 -.. 115,900 Mr. Riohbeg .... Pap 85,January 193-5 --- - 124,100 .. do ............. Do.

IUnless otherwise indicated references are to the printed record of the ourreant hearing before this
committee.

These figures are not all that are available. On the other hand they are not
selected by me. They are merely those that were in my possession and easily
available. Assuming that they are all correct they show a remarkable degree
of increase In employment from a figure of 92,000 in 1932 to 150,000 in August
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1933, all before the code became effective. If a part of this be attributable to the
stimulation induced by the prospect of the code It is interesting to note the
increase from 92,000 in 1932 to 109 000 (or 111,700 in March 1933.

It is also interestinF to observe that an employment of 150,000 in August 1933
declined to 105,X28 in August 1934. There are two figures for August 1934.
Perhaps the better figure is 125,000.

In September 1933 the employment was 132,600 and in September 1934 had
declined to 109,999. August and September are the only 2 months for which
we have directly comparable figures for the years 1933 and 1934.

Thetdecline from the pre-code year 1932 of 92,000 to November 1934 of 86,552
is interesting. It is also worthy of note that the all-time high was 150,000 in
August 1933, just before the code was approved.

These figures are all from high authority, but I do not wish to be understood
as taking them too seriously. The force of the comparisons I have indicated are
somewhat impaired by other figures shown in the table.

This admonishes us of the hazard of relying too much on selected data. Any-
one making a proper selection from the figures shown in the table could prove
almost any thesis.

THE STATISTICAL SMEAR

A great deal has been said about a great mass of carefully selected and utterly
unreliable statistics. Anyone of any acquaintance with the statistical method
knows its fallibility, and the differing conclusions which may be honestlv reached
by persons of different viewpoint, handling the same mass of statistical data.

The code authority has in its possession complete weekly data for the full
calendar year 1934, obtained from reports by all manufacturers in the industry,
and showing aniounit of production, number of employees hourly wages paid,
and man-hours employed. All of this data was requested Lry our association in
the form of consolidated and classified statistics. Instead of that the code
authority and the Administrator lrave submitted in the Clothing Code hearing
beginning on February 2, and at the hearings before this committee, a mass of
data best suited for tie purpose of proving their contentions, limited to tire period
froni July to approximately December 1. No statistical table submitted covers
that whole period or any substantial part of it. Certain tables cover certain brief
portions and other tables cover different and differing brief portions. For exarirple,
tat)le 4 covers only the week ending August 15, 1934, or nearest week to it.
Why tits particular week was selected is nowhere indicated.

Table 15, our wirichi iost enlphasis is laid, is apparently based upon a dc-
rive from the second cohirn of table 4, but table 15 dies not itself state tire
period covered. Why was this particular week selected? Why does table 15
not disclose the week selected? Why was this data linited to 1 week when
the figures for i whole year were easily avaiirle? To one not in tie confidence
of the code autliority or the Adiinistrator, and not having access to the data,
the answer is difficult but not impossible. A little research nrray disclose it. A
publication of the Bureau of Lirbor Statistics, entitled "Trend of Employnrent"
and published monthly, shows, rionth by nrouth, from March 1934 through
Ja rruary 1935, among other things, the average hourly wage in the men's clothing
industry. These average hourly earnings rrr uge from a low of 52 cents in May
to a high (exchiding August) of 61.7 cents in Scliterber and the samic irL Dccci-
ber. August stands out well above the next highest at 68.6 cents.

Another reason is possibly offered by the following evidence: The Department
of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, puilishes a release every 4 weeks entitled
"Men's and Boys' Clothing, Cut." This strws the number of garincits cut, in
all of the principal markets and ill the rest (of the country. If tire total number
of suits wholly or poi rtly of wrol cit during the period from Decenirer 31, 1033,
to Ja r 26, 1935 (approximately the calendar year 1934), in the four great
mnarets of Chicago, Rochester, New York, and Philadelphia be divided by the
number of weeks in that period the average weekly pr lictiru will be found for
thise four nrirkets. During tire week ending August 18, 1934, the number of
suits wholly or partly of wool cut in thse fourr nnrinkets was alproxinintely 19
[ percent Shove the average for the year. The same process Arows 1,hat the nru-
)or of suits iolly ir prrile of woll cut inl tie rest of lir coinitry during the

week cndinrg August 18, 1934, wias approximately I percent abovo the avcrarge
weekly proiuctionu of the rest, of the country.
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The same sources reveal, without doubt, that the seasonal fluctuation is greater
in the four large markets, Chicago, Rochester, New York, and Philadelphia than
in the remainder of the country.

Mr. Vincent testifies (p. 584) concerning table 15. This is tte table covering
I week of peaK production in the congested markets, mentioned %bove, though
the table itself nowhere discloses the period covered by it. Mr. Vincent's
statement reads:

"Table 15-Average hourly rates paid to manufacturing *mployees--50
largest establishments--shows:

"(1) The 10 firms paying the lowest average hourly wages raging from 42.4
cents per hour to 49.7 cents per hour, or approximately 45 cents per hour, are all
members of the Industrial Recovery Association.

"(2) From the same table, the 10 firms paying the highest average hourly
earnings, ranging from 74.3 cents per hour to 86.5 cents per hou:, with an average
of 79 cents per hour, are all members of the U. S. A. Association with one excep-
tion, which excepted firm is an independent, nonunion firm and a member of
neither association."

With all respect we must submit that the table itself does not show those facts.
Mr. Vincent must have obtained the information from extraneous sources. There
is too much anonymity about this, as about many other things, to make it con-
vincing. This is especially unconvincing in view of Mr. Vincent's lack of informa-
tion as to the members of the Industrial Recovery Association, although a list of
the members -s furnished to him in connection with the code hearings beginning
on February 1.

'I his lack of information is shown on page 559, wherein Mr. Vincent, in another
connection, lists seven firms as members of this association whicl are not members
and which are not listed on the lists furnished him.

In view of the carefully guarded anonymity of this so-ca led "evidence",
I. cannot be learned by those not in the confidence of the code authority and the
Administrator, but it would be interesting to know, whether or not the Knoxville
plait of the Goodall Co. is included in those figures, and if not why not. Perhaps
Mr. Vincent has mistaken this company for a member of our association, but the

fact is that it is a member of the U. S. A. Association, its president is a member of
the code authority, it is the recipient of special exemptions t the hands of the
Administrator, and it has now pending an application for leave to pay less than
the code scale of wages.

Ac illustrative of the advantage to be enjoyed from he opportunity carefully
to select one's own statistical materialfor one's own purposes, I direct attention to
table 3, Frequency Table Showing Distribution by Market Areas According to
Average Hourly Wage Paid to All Employees (Excluding Office). This table
shows that in New York there are 27 firms with an average wage of less than 45
cents per hour. It is a certainty that none of these are members of the Industrial
Recovery Association. Also, it may be noted that St. Louis Is the only market
shown with no institution with an average wage less than 45 cents per hour.
If these were the only figures shown they would indicate that St. Louis is the
highest wage market in the country. Such a conclusion would be unjustified,
not because of the inaccuracy, but because of the insufficiency of the data. It
may be remarked that when table 3 was furnished us in advance of the February
hearings, it had been spoliated by the erasure of all of the figures on the table
concerning St. Louis and Buffalo. The unspoliated table, however, was intro-
duced in evidence by the code authority at the hearings.

If complete data for a whole calendar year were available to all persons of
conflicting interests, it is certain that diffierent selections of figure, would be made
and different inferences would be drawn from complete analyses. I respectfully
and earnestly submit that where data are carefully selected by one interested
group, selected as to numbers included, selected as to brief periods included, with
various tables applicable to differing brief periods, and such data are presented
under the veil of anonymity, they are not entitled to the slightest respectful
attention.

Respectfully sulimitted.
FRANCIS M. CORLEE.
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(The following statement subsequently submitted by Mr. M. D. Vincent,
Acting Division Administrator, National Recovery Administration, relating to
supplementary statement submitted by Mr. Francis M. Curlee, was ordered
printed in the record:)

NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION,

CouuirrEs oN-; FINANCE, IWashington, D. C., April 2?, 1935.

United Staies Scnan,.
(Acting under S. Res. No. 79,)

COMMAnT OF M. D. VINCENT ON STATEMENT OF FRANCIS M. CURLEE, FILED
WITH THE COMMITTEE AT THE CLOSE OF HEARING OF OTHER TESTIMONY

Colonel Curlee's filed statement above mentioned is confined to an examina-
tion and criticism of what he characterizes as "errors of fact" 1n my testimony
before the committee March 27 and 28, 1935.

Page references used herein ure to the numbered pages of Colonel Curlee's
statement.

(Pp. 2, 3, 4)

Greenspoon Clothing Co., St. Louis, Mo.-I stated this was an article 11 (b) case.
Colonel Curlee states that the issue arose over the application of that portion of
article IV of the code, reading as follows:

"It is intended that employees' wages shall not be reduced by reason of the
reduction of the prescribed number cf hours of employment."

The real issue was whether this was one of the article II (b) cases, which were
the subject of Colonel Curlee's critical attack.

It was not a 11 (b) case. The provision of article IV, quoted by Colonel (urlec,
applies to both minimum rates and rates above the miinimumi. My statement
needs no correction. It was not a 11 (b) case. It was heard by the II (b) corn-
mittee tinder the mistake that it was a 11 (b) case. Colonel Curlee appeared in
r S~n, representing the respondent. His client did not appear. After the
arig, consideration of the case by the II (b) committee was discontinued upon

the advice of counsel for the code authority that it was not a 11 (b) case.
One of Colonel Curlee's explanatory comments was that "this provision has

been another prolific source of coutention and confusion though not, as baffling
as article II (b)." Further comment seems unnecessary.

(Pp. 5 and 6)

The Herwilz formia.-My statement that there wits no Herwitz formula is
quoted for p urposes of challenge of its accuracy. Mr. Riescifeld and Mr. Mavo
are quote i in st..tementa in which they refer to the Iterwitz formula. The for-
mula use( n all ; (b) cases is contained in the interpretations of article 11 (b).
The fact that this formula, which was given to the industry as a sample method
of comput tion, was subsequently referred to as the Herwitz formula in nowise
affects tov al origin. It was a %'ode authority formula and my description of it
was entire '

, 
accurate.

Colonel tiurlee again repeats his frequently made charge that this formula is
not undcrs , od although it has a reputation throughout the industry. It is per-
haps sufficient to say hat 3,400 or 3,500 members of the industry have not
questioned it and that it is assailed for ambiguity by the Industrial Recovery
Association, reprm eating less than 70 members of the industry, and after that
association itself had ms'lo a clear explanation of article 11 (b) and its meaning,
which agreed with tOe ( ,de authority's interpretation.

(Pp. 6, 7. and 8)

Jssue" between the two associations.-Colonel Curlee quotes me correctly as
saying "there were two issues upon which they split. One was the question of
the so-called 'II (b) provision' of the code; the other was because of the insist-
erace of the Industrial Recovery Association in writing in a qualification of sec-
tion 7-a of the National Industrial Recovery Act by providing that employers
and employees might contract collectively or individually as they might deter-
mine. The majority group would not accept that limitation. Neither would
they accept the suggestions of the minority group respecting II (b), and I think,
perhaps, I ought to give you such Information as I have concerning that much
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criticized provision." He then quotes the report of Dr. Lindsay Rogers, the
Deputy Administrator who conducted the code hearings, as follows:

"The Industrial Recovery Association withdrew its proposed addition to sec-
tion 7-a but on wages above the minimum and on administrative machinery its
representatives were adamant."

Preceding the above quotation, Deputy Administrator Lindsay Rogers' report
contains the following:

"A fundamental difference in the points of view of the two associations appeared
in respect of section VII (a). The code submitted by the Clothing Manufac-
turers Association did no more than quote the mandatory provisions of the
National Industrial Recovery Act. On the other hand, the Industrial Recovery
Association proposed the addition to section VII (a) of the following language:
'Employees not members of a labor union shall be free from interference, restraint
or coercion by any labor union, its members, or agents. Employers and employees
may bargain individually or collectively as may be mutually satisfnetory to them.'
The fact that this code sought in effect to interpret and possibly amend an act of
Congress discloses the principal reason why two codes were presented by the two
associations in the men's clothing industry. One association-the Clothing
Manufacturers Association-is composed largely of union manufacturers. The
Industrial Recovery Association is composed of nonunion manufacturers. * * *."

It is true that *subject to the code hearings negotiations occurred looking
toward their merging into one. These negotiations failed, but during the nego-
tiations the modification of VII (a) was withdrawn, as Deputy Administrator
Rogers stated.

My statement before the committee was not inaccurate, but to be fully infornia-
tive it should have contained the further statement by Deputy Administrator
Rogers which Colonel Curlee quoted.

(Pp. 8, 9, 10)

Labels.- Nothing in Colonel Curlee's criticism challenges the accuracy of my
statement to the committee that his association approved a provision for labels
and that his association's label proposal contained the statement that "or that
the administrative agency will enforce such proNvLsions in the event of noncom-
pliance." His explanation of his association's change of front on the label ques-
tion is that "the label racket as a disguised licensing system had not then been
devised." For Colonel Curlee to characterize the use of the label as a "racket"
is indeed an ironic spectacle.

The label issue defined in the most simple terms is a controversy between some
3,500 industry members who are voluntarily attempting to maintain a decent and
economically sound wage structure and a small group of about 60 members who
declare t.-t they have a moral right to pay wages as low as they desire. They
challenged h'e constitutionality of the National Recovery Act, the legality of the
code and its wage provisions.

It is appropriate at this point in my comment on Colonel Curlec's statement
to say thet 'me and his associates deny in their attitude and action any responsibil-
ity as ini mners of industry for assistant other members of the industry and the
Covermrem-t in attempting to stabilize markets and to safeguard workers in this
and other industries from the consequences of continued unregulated and de-
structive 'iuiness practices. Their chief desire seems to be to return to "the good
01d rle", tihe simple plan--that he shall take who has the power, and he shall
keep who can. Under this rule, public and private security had reached a low ebb
when the present adm nistration set up the National Recovery Administration
and mother Governn ental agencies as first steps toward safeguarding both in
dustm, and workers N%'s, are dependent upon industrial-wage incomes.

The Shclbyville, Ky, case.-Colonel Curlee quotes me as saying th'at "the
Shclbyville plant was given an exemption exactly as Mr. Mat thews requested it,
for a period of 12 w ecks." I was in error in stating that Mr. Matthews requested
only a 12-week ex,,mption. While the plant was given a 12-week exemption,
the application was, ii! fact, for a longer period.

The issue made, howcv "r, was not an issue of time but arose out of the charge
that small plants were oppressed and were not given consideration.

On the subject of the S)hebyvillc plant, Colonel Curle also makes the point
that the employees petitioned for the exemption and quotes me as saving that
this fact "has not come I eronally to "my attention." This employees" petition
for an exemption for their employer, was, in fact, a matter of record in a hearing
conducted by Assistant Deputy Administrator Beecroft. That part of the
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record had not been called to my attention. The whole point, however, seems to
be one of special pleading designed to offer emphasis' and incidental fact in a
discussion of a major issue involving a vital industrial policy of an industry and
involving the security of investments of several thousand industry members
and many thousands of workers. If one were to pause to seriously discuss this
point it would be merely to observe that when employees petition the Govern.
ment to permit their employer to reduce their wages, the voice of the petitioners
may sound like the voice of Jacob-but the hand that traced the petition feels
much like the hand of Esau.

(Pp. 11, 12, and 13)

Stabilizatioa.-On this subject Colonel Curlee quotes me in answer to a question
by Senator King, as follows: "Certainl not; but I think expansion ought to be
under normal processes and that established business concerns ought to be pro-
tected in such comparative costs, for instance, as will safeguard them." lie
then states that New York City has been well safeguarded. That city, he states,
has gained 6 percent in volume of business in 1934 over 1932, whereas, lie further
states, "The rest of the country lost 6 percent of the total business." It is
enough to say of this statement that Colonel Curlee relies upon the reports of
only 775 firms who reported in 1932, :And the reports of 1,093 firms who reported
In 1934, Considering that there are 3,500 or 3,600 members of the industry, it
is obvious that these reports are an insufficient base for the conclusions of Colonel
Curlee.

It is also to be observed that no data are given showing how much the city of
New York had lost in business by the depression of 1932, or whether New York
and other sections of the industry had suffered the same drop in volume by 1932,
or whether there was any uniformity in the decline in business between the several
sections of the industry.

Such a conclusion is manifestly lacking in authoritativeness if tested only by
Colonel Curlee's figures.

(Pp. 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17)

The Curee case.-Colonel Curlee devotes much space in an effort to show that
the 20-percent advance which his company made in wage rates in April 1934 was
not the basis for the code authority's acceptance of such advance as substantial
compliance with article 11 (b) of the code. It will be remembered that the code
authority had previously rendered statements to the Curlee Co. for deficiencies
claimed to be due on account of noncompliance with article II (b). It is quite
true, as Colonel Curlee states, that subsequently, and before the controversy was
composed between the code authority and the Curlee Co the code authority had
continued to claim a deficiency to be due. As Colonel durlee himself states, the
deficiency claimed was for a period ending April 20, 1934. In his statement lie
says: "This alleged deficiency all scor-ue prior to the 20-percent increase under
discussion. It will entirely evaporate, exactly as stated in the green book."
My point was that it did not evaporate, but eventually represented a very sub-
stantial and material thing to the Curlee Co. employees in the 20-percent advance
in wage rates which was made, and that the code authority accepted such advance
finally, following a hearing in July 1934, as a substantial compliance with article
II (b).

While Colonel Curlcc does not concede the fact as stated in my testimony, he
does say in the statement under comment, on page 17, that "The code authority
apparently did reach some such fantastic conclusion on its own initiative and
u without any suggestions from us, and in spite of the fact that we repeatedly
asserted that we had complied with the code at all times and that we had not
complied with the hierwitz formula and (lid not intend to do so."

It does not :pIliear, therefore, that the fact as stated to the committee is
challenged, but that the code authority made its decision out of considerations
which the colonel characterizes as "fantastic."

Again we finl, as in other instances, the colonel leaving the battle front of
major issues to engage in a combat over minor and inconsequential facts.

(Pp. 18, 19)

lnterpretations.--It will be recalled that article II (b) of the code was not to
beconie effective until November 20, 1933.

Colonel Corle has repeatedly stated that the Industry knew nothing of the
codeauthority'a interpretation of that provision until January 8, 1934.
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1 placed in the record correspondence showing that Mr. Drechsler of the code
authority, in the letter of September 27 sent the interpretation to Wr. Popkin of
the Industrial Recovery Association. Receipt of that latter was acknowledged.
Moreover, I placed in the record for the Senate committee Mr. Popkin's letter of
November 15 in which he explained to the members of the association the mean-
ing of artile IJ (b) in a manner which corresponds in all substantial articulars
with the interpretation made by the code authority. There is also before the
committee the subsequent interpretation which contained the formula for com-

tinng the differentials to be maintained between the lowest-paid classes and the
igher-paid classes.
Moreover, as the records of the committee show, these interpretations were

published in the Daily News Record which circulates throughout the industry, in
its issues of November 11 and 13.

It is idle for Colonel Curlee by circuitous argument to attempt to show that his
association and its members did not have full knowledge of these interpretations.
In an) effort, however, to create the impression that his contention is accurate, he
points out in his statement that these interpretations were not approved by the
National Recovery Administration until June 7, 1934. He did not explain,
however, as I believe he should, that when these interpretations were made by the
code authority no procedure had been adopted by the National Recovery Admin.
istration requiring that code authority interpretations should be submitted for
approval. Subsequently, in May, such a procedure was adopted. Following
the adoption of this procedure, the code authority submitted all the interpretations
it had previously made, including its interpretations of article I I (b), and there-
upon, June 7, 1934, these interpretations were approved. The interpretations by
the code authority were in reality nothing more than explanations, such as
Colonel Curlee's association itself made to its own members.

Such are the last-hour efforts to divert attention from major issues by argu-
mentative gymnastics, which might be more fittingly staged in a justice-of-the-
peace court.

(Pp. 19, 20, and 21)

The G'oodall Co.--My statements respecting the exemptions applied for by
this company stand exactly as I made them. It was granted an exemption for
ite Knoxville (Ton.) plant from a 36-hour to a 40-hour week to place it on a
competitive basis comparable to its competitors' in that area. It was not granted
an exemption for its Lorain and Cleveland (Ohio) plants nor for its Aanford
(Maine) plant. It did, however, operate these plants on a 40-hour week. The
company was notified by the code authority that it had no exemption for these
three northern plants. It continued, however, to operate on a 40-hour basis.
The code authoity filed a noncompliance charge against it. That charge was
certified to the Compliance Division of the National Recovery Administration,
This case was heard in March, preceding the time I testified before the committee,
and at that time was still pending, and is now pending before the Compliance
Division of the National Recovery Administration for final decision.

(Pp. 21-22)

IIopneworkers.-Colonel Curlee's criticism under this head is that the code
granted no exemption for learners or beginners; that thereafter an amendment
was proposed and adopted, by which beginners might be employed for a period
of 3 months after December 11, 1933, and be classified as beginners for si period of
8 weeks. This, lie said, indicates that homeworkers were not transferred from
the home to the factory by the prohibition of homework. He also complains
that those who had not lruviou.dly employed homeworkers were not granted this
3 months' indulgence. The fact is that homeworkers were employed ill several
parts of the country and by members of both associations, one of which Colonel
Crlee represents. It is itlso a fact that a number of members of the industry
did iot enploy homeworkeri. 'he principal fact is that after the 3 months'
period mentioned, homineswrk in this industry was abolished. While it is doubt-
less true, as Clomel Curloe suggests, that not all homeworkers were transferred
to the factory, it is a fact that many of them were, and that at this time', home-
work with its degrading consequences is happily a matter of history.

I must take occasion before including on this subject, howovr to say hat
large numnberL of members of this industry were members of the U. S. A. AsHania-
lion and did not, previous to the code, employ home workers, and that nazny of
them paid higher wages before the code than ar now paid by some of the inemberu
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whom Colonel Curiee represents. Furthermore, these members now .ay much
higher wages-a fact that is the real cause of the assault by Colonel Curlee and
his association upon the National Industrial Recovery Act, the National Re-
covery Act, and the Men's Clothing Code,

(Pp. 22, 23, and 24)

A RTrC,E II (b). This section of Colonel Curlee's statement is devoted to an
effort to show the ambiguity of article II (b). To make this growingg, Colonel
('Irlelqrrotes from the record in the hearing of the I I (b) case a question ahich
lie proposed to Mr. Herwitz. I believe it is a sufficient comment to suggest a
reading of Colonel Curlee's question and Mr. Ierwitz' answer. Colonel Curlee's
question is not an imperfect picture of confusion. Mr. lterwitz' answer, defining
his method of calculation, appears to me to be a very simple and understandable
statement. I will leave the question and answer to speak for themselves.

(Pp. 25 arid 26)

The owforrmity of the Ilerritz foreura. -Colocl Cuirlee quotes from the record
of a II (b) committee hearing for the purpose of showing a statement by Mr.
Hirwitz that "there have been some cases where other methods have een applied
as I mentioned this morning." An examination of these cares and the record of
their hearings will show that there was no departure from tile ode arithority
forriorla when pay-roll records wcre available to which to apply it. In some
instances, however, pay rolls had been destroyed. In other instances, time
recirrds had iot ber kept. I sich instances it Irecanie necessary for the code
airthoritv to follow a irethor of taking pay-roll records which might be treated
as sirticiently comparable to be used as a bIas for computation, and tri deter-
rirre, in rather instances, an estimated work time frorr subsequently kept time

records. These exceptional instances were not created ly tire code authority but
were cises iii which the code authority roha an obligation to ascertain lihi lities
fcrrn tire on v sources availal e. Necessarily, methrds varied ti suit thre nccs-
sities if each caie.

(Pp. 26, 27, 28, 29, 30)

The code authority.--Colonel Curlee repeats his charge that the code authority
is riot representative and that Ilis association was not invited to name members to
tht, code authority. I believe the committee's record is fairly complete on this
subject. It appeared to me, listening to Colonel Curlee testify, that he sought to
leave the impression that the members of his association were not consulted, in
the sense that they were not individually given an opportunity either to become
members of the code authority or to nominate members. To correct this impres-
sion I placed before the committee evidence for the purpose of showing that each
member of his association was invited to nominate a code authority member,
that several nominations were made; that five of such nominees were selected mid
requested to accept membership; and that in several instances, including the
instance of Colonel Curlee himself-or his brother, I am not certain which-tbe
invitations were declined. Notwithstanding such declarations it appears that
several open-shop code Authority nnenribers were chosen.

Whether the method of selection provided for in the code is the most repre-
sentative or not is a question which is open at all times for the industry to con-
sider and, if it deems advisable, to revise subject to the approval of the National
Recovery Administration.

Concluding on tis subject, Colonel Curlce states that an individual member
such as Mr. Heiry who may disagree with the policies of the rrajority is impotent
and helpless as a member ot that body. It is equally true t at irinorities on
corporation boards of directors and minorities in Congress are impoterit to control
the action of a majority. In government this is democracy; in business it is a
necessary result of representative action.

(Pp. 31 -32)

Code amendments- Proposed by Indnsttrial Recovery Association. -NMIv comment
on the Code Amendments proposed by Colonel Cuirlee's association is critIcized.
I stated, "The matter of the code auith ority's Information as to whether there had
been compliance or noncompliance would rest. upon the certificate of the member."
If the amendments were achopted.) 1 have no reason to change that statement.
If the amendments were adopted Industry members would not be required to
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report individual pay-roll records. It is quite true that these records could be
examined by the Ccde Authority, but that would involve the regular examination
by the code authority, by inspectors, of the pay-roll records of 3,600 or 3,600
members. This would require such an army of inspectors that Colonel Curlee
himself would eharacteristize it as unjustifiable expense, to say nothing of its
impracticability as compared with the practicability of requiring pay-roll reports
by members.

There is, however, no occasion for supposing that the committee will be mis-
informed on this subject, for I submitted for the record the amendments exactly
as Colonel Curlee's association proposed them.

(Pp. 33-34, and 35)

Trends of employment that the National Recovery Administration has shown by
official sources.-Under this heading Mr. Iillman, Mr. Richberg, Dr. Rogers,
Dr. Lubin, Mr. Herwitz and myself are quoted for the purpose of showing dis-
crepancies between the employment data submitted by us. Colonel Cerlee
states lie does not take these figures too seriously. There are but two points
worth taking time and space for comment.

Dr. Rogers is quoted as giving the employees in the industry in August 1933 as
150,000. It is but fair to quote all of Dr. Rogers' statement on this subject.
He does say that the industry is "employing 150,000 workers", but he immedi-
ately continues without a break to say, in the same paragraph, that "By reason
of a decreased production in recent years and a high degree of seasonality of opera-
tions the industry has been faced b'y a serious unemployment problem. ' I think
it is but fair to interpret Dr. Rogers' language as meaning that there were 150,000
employees in the industry at the time lie wrote, but his" specific finding of a de-
creased production in recent years and that the industry is faced by a "serious
unemployment problem", indicates that lie did not intend to leave the impression
that the 150,000 were all employed at that time.

Respecting the diffeceries between the employment data submitted by the
several witnesses mentioned, I will suggest that thie committee use the data sup-
plied by the Bureau of Labor Statistics or the Bureau of the Census, which are
probably as authentic as may lie derived from any source.

(Pp. 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40)

The statistical smear.--The above subheading is Colonel Curlee's characteriza-
tion of the 'age data supplied by the code authority for the use of his Association
at the hearings on propose ed wage amuendmnirts held February 1, 2, and 4, 1935.
These data are a part of the committee's record. Their authenticity and solEi-
cieney ran be easily determined by the committee's staff. I am entirely willing
to submit their value for the purposes for which they were compiled to the analysis
and judgment of competent experts.

Respectfully submitted, N. D. VINCENT,

Acting Division Administrator.

CODE RESTRICTIONS UPON >NIrCALLATION OF NEW MACHINERY OR UPON
OTHER EXTENSiON OF INDUSTRY CAPACITY

RESEARCH AND PLANNING DivisroN
PosT CoD ANALYSIS UNit,

July 16, 1934.

CODE PROVISIONS AFFECTING CAPITAL INVESTMENT IN INDUSTRY

(New plant and rnachinry installatIon--460 approved codes)

Soinei forni of provision dealing with restrictions upon installation of new
machinery or other c.xtitsimii of industry capaity is found in 44 of the first
460 approved codes, void I of 70 supplenrtal codes.

These Irovisiois fell into the following four principal class:
1. Direct prohihitiimn uipon extension of capacity.
2. Requiring of authorization for such extension.
3. Recommendations for such authority ion to be made by the code authority.
4. I.imitation ly agreement.
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1. Direct prohibition.-One code. 11. Iron and steel, "until the code is
amended to permit."

2. Authorization required.-Twenty-two codes.
1. Cotton textile 168. Refractories
6. Lace manufacturing 172. Rayon and silk dyeing

28. Transit 206. Feldspar
36. Glass container 215. American glassware
43. Ice 269. Carbon black
54. Tjirowing 302. Beeswax and candle
66. Motor bus 303. Cordage and twine
92. Floor and wall clay tile 364. Clay drain tile

111. Air transport 389. Clay and shale roofing tile
123. Structural clay 84. Supplement 7, tool and imple-
146. Excelsior ment
148. Pyrotechnics

(For nature of authorization required, see list of text provisions in the second
section of this report.)

3. Recommendation by code authority.-(For limitation by requiring authoriza.
tion for new extensions of capacity).- Seventeen codes.

16. Hosiery 149. Machined waste
27. Textile bag 156. Rubber manufacturing (2 divi-
67. Fertilizer sions)
82. Steel castings 174. Rubber tire manufacturing
99. Asphalt shingle 190. Paper stationery

109. Crushed stone 237. Alloy casting
113. Limestone 245. Corrugated shipping container
118. Cotton garment 309. Solid braided cord
120. Paper and pulp 311. Ready-mixed concrete

4. Limitation by agreement (permissive).-Two codes.
147. Motor-vehicle storage and parking.
311. Ready-mixed concrete.
5. Other provisions, (authorization not specifically required).-128. Cement-

where new construction, etc., is proposed, Cement Institute to study the situation,
and may petition the President to prohibit the action.

419. Soft Lime Rock: Member to report proposed extension, or moving, of
capacity to code authority, which may make such recommendations to President
as it sees fit.

6. Exceptions, for modernization, etc.-The following are permitted exceptions
to the machinery limitation provisions:

1. Cotton textile: Replacement of similar number of units, or to bring existing
machinery into balance.

6. Lace manufacturing: Replacement of similar number of existing machines,
or parts.

16. Hosiery: Replacement of existing equipment of equal capacity, or to
balance existing equipment.

36. Glass container: Replacement of similar capacity.
92. Floor and wall clay tile: Modernization or replacement of existing capacity.
109. Crushed stone: Improvement of efficiency, or adoption of methods de-

signed to lower costs.
123. Structural clay: Improvement of efficiency or products, adopting ma-

chinery or methods to lowcr cost, or resuming operation of any plant owned prior
to October 1, 1931.

128. Cement: Modernization of existing plants, or improvement of quality of
product and/or operating efficiency.

146. Excelsior: Replacement of machinery of equal capacity, or transfer be-
tween manufacturers of machinery in use prior to effective date of code, where
such transfer does not create additional productive capacity in the industry.

168. Refractories: Replacing existing capacity or machinery with modern
equipment which does not increase member's capacity, or purchase of existing
capacity.

172. Rayon and silk dyeing: Installation of velvet processing machinery dur-
ing the calendar year 1934.

206. Feldspar: Replacement of similar worL cut or obsolete equipment,
215. American glassware: Replacement of won-out or obsolete equipment

with equipment of identical or less capacity; execution of bona fide prior contract.
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302. Candle and beeswax: Replacement of machinery of equal capacity exist-
ing on effective date of code, or transfer of machinery which was in use prior to
effective date, and which does not serve to increase industry capacity.

303. Cordage and twine: Replacement of machinery of equal or less produc-
tive capacity existing on effective date of code, or transfer from a manufacturer
to a subsidiary manufacturer.

309. Solid braided cord: Replacement of similar number of existing machines,
or to bring existing machinery into balance.

311. Ready mixed concrete: Interchange of equipment among members within
a marketing area; improving efficiency of plant or equipment through installing
new machinery; or adopting such methods as will lower production costs.

364. Clay drain tile: Modernization or replacement of existing capacity.
389. Clay and shale roofing tile: Modernization or replacement of existing

equipment.
7. Re'gistration of machinery.-The following are codes containing provisions as

to the registration of productive machinery, or other capacity.
(a) Registration required:
1. Cotton textile 146. Excelsior
6. Lace manufacturing 172. Rayon and silk dyeing

27. Textile bag 188. Velvet
36. Glass container 206. Feldspar
54. Throwing 215. American glassware
66. Motor bus 245. Corrugated shipping container
92. Floor and wall clay tile 389. Clay and shale roofing tile

111. Air transport
(b) Recommendations for registration:

16. Hosiery 149. Machined waste
113. Limestone 309. Solid braided cord
8. Afiscellaneous pro-sions.-The following are other points with respect to

capacity which are touched upon in the provisions of certain of the codes.
10. Petroleum: "WiA-catting" not prohibited, but shipment from a new

field or pool not developed in accordance with a plan approved by the President
is unfair competition.

16. Hosiery: Recommendations to include plans for acquisition and disposal
of surplus used equipment, or the scrapping of fully depreciated obsolete equip-
ment, as an aid to maintaining proper balance between productive capacity and
expectable demand.

43. Ice: Special minimum price provisions for certain plants which were'not
in operation on September 8, 1933.

54. Throwing: Each member of industry to report monthly the ext' nt to which
any installation of additional productive machinery is for replacement of similar
units,

128. Cement: The board to study permanent excess of capacity in any area,
and may submit to Administrator plans for closing down or amortization of the
less economical plants.

172. Rayon and silk dyeing: Each concern to report monthly to the institute
the installation of additional productive machinery (new or second-hand) and
extent to which such installation is for replacement of similar productive machinery
and an explanation of the same, all duly certified.

188. Velvet: Each member to file monthly inventory, with code authority, of
all additional productive machinery installed, purchased, or under contract
whether for replacement, expansion, or otherwise, and specifying which is foi
replacement and which for expansion.

245. Corrugated shipping container: Each membe. ', report immediately to
code authority any productive equipment disposed of, or new equipment acquired.

(See following pages for text passages of capacity limitation provisions, listed
In numerical order of approval of the codes.)

II. CODE PaovIsioNS DEALING WITH INDUSTRY CAPACITY

(New plant and machinery installation)

1. Cotton textiles.-Except for replacement of a similar number of units of
productive machinery, or to bring the operation of existing machinery Into
balance, persons engaged or engaging in the textile industry shall be required

119782---35-Prr 6-74
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to secure certificates of permission from the administrator prior to installation
of additional machinery (Recommendation of Cotton Textile Industry Com-
mittee, approved by the administrator, Oct. 18, 1933). Present machinery to be
registered. (See also Code, VI, 3; also amendment 1, 1, b, and VI, 3, h.)

6. Lace manufacturing.-Every person engaged in tile industry shall furnish
the code authority within 10 days after the effective date of this article a certifi-
cate listing and registering all his productive machinery, with sufficient informna-
tion and description to make possible the positive identification of such machinery
at all times. Prior to the installation of additional productive machinery by
persons engaged or engaging in the industry, except for the replacement of a
similar number of existing machines or parts of productive machinery to be
used for replacement or maintenance of existing machinery, such persons shall
make application to the administrator and secure a certificate from the adminis-
trator that such installation will be consistent with effectuating the policy of the
National Industrial Recovery Act (amendment 1, art. XII, sees. 1 and 2).

10. Petroleum industry-New capacity.-Wild catting shall not be prohibited
because the future maintenance of the petroleum supply depends on new dis-
coveries and new pools, but the shipment of petrolium or ite pudoclt thereof
in or affecting interstate commerce, which was produced in a new field or pool
which is not developed in accordance with a plan approved by the President,
is unfair competition and in violation of this code. For the purpose of this code
* new field or pool is one discovered after date of approval of this code and in
which 10 producing Wells have been completed (art. III, see. 7).

11. Iron and steel industry.-lt is the. consensus of opinion in the industry that,
until such tire as the demand for its products cannot adequately be met by the
fullest possible use of exiisting capacities for producing pig iron and steel ingots,
such capacities should not be increased. Accordingly, unless and until the code
shall have been amended as hereinafter provided so as to permit it, none of the
members of the code shall initiate the construction of any new blast furnac-r or
open hearth or Bessemer steal capacity. The President may, however, suspend
the operation of the provisions of this section (art. V, sec. 2).

t6. Hosiery indutry.-Recommendations to be made (a) for the requirement
by the Administrator of registration by persons engaged in the hoisery industry
of their productive equipment, (b) for the requirement by the Administrator that
prior to the installation of additional productive equipment (except for the
replacement of existing equipment of equal capacity or to establish balance inl
existing equipment) by persons engaged or engaging in the hoisery industry, such
persons shall secure eertifi,!ates that such installation will be in accord with the
objectives of the act.

Recommendations for the acquisition and disposal of surplus used equipment,
or the scrapping of fully (preciated obsolete equipment, and as an aid to main-
taining roper balance between productive capacity ard expectable demand.
(Art. IX, 3 and 4.)

27. Textile beg industry.--The control committee may recommend that the
Administrator of the NationAl Industrial Recovery Act require registration by
persons engaged in tiLe tectile-bag industry of their productive nmachinery.
The committee may also recommend that no installation of additional productive
machinery, except for replacenmiet of a sianilar number of existing machines, be
permitted by anyonir, inle.is the Adninistrator shall find that the installation of
such additional maclinc-y will tend to effect the policy of the National Industrial
Recover), Act and shall give his approval thereto. (Registration required by
order of Dec. 22, 1933.) (Art. YI, c.)

28. Transit indesry.-No new bus route or bus line or extensions to existing
ius routes or lines shall be established in interstate commerce without also

complying with the licersing ar'd rate provisions of any code of fair competition
adopted for the nmotor-bus industry, relating thereto (art. II, a).

361. Glass container indssry.-The present capaoity of the industry is far in
excess of present or prospective needs. Therefore, each member of the industry
shall register with the association the melting area in square feet of its present
tank or furnace equipment. Prior to the installation of new melting areas or the
eulargerer)t of present inciting areas by any mcmuber of the industry, or persons
engaging iii the production of bottles or jars, except for the replacement of
similar tank or furnace melting areas, such members or persons shall report to the
code authority, and the code authority shall make such recommendations to the
Administrator as may seem necessary to effectuate the policy of the National
Industrial Recovery Act (art. VII).
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43. Ice industry.-If at any trime an individual, firm, corporation, or partner-
ship, or other form of enterprise, desires to establish additional ice production,
storage, or tonnage in any given territory, said party must first establish to the
satisfaction of the Administrator that public necessity and convenience require
such additional ice-making capacity, storage, or production. The ice manufac-
tured from any plant that was not in actual operation on September 8, 1933,
shall not be sold to any purchaser for a period of 12 months from the date sub-
sequent to September 8, 1933, iipon which the operation of such plant may be
initiated or resumed, at prices lower than the lowest corresponidig prices in
good faith published, as required by this code, in a schedule or schedules govern-
ing prices to such purchasers; pr)iling and excepting that this provision will
not apply to the sale of ice manufactured by the following:

(a) Plants installed upon authority of a certificate of necessity n il convenience
duly issued by the Administrator; or

()) Plants temporarily shut dow n for repairs for a period not in excess of 12
months prior to September 8, 1933; or

(r) Plants that were owned or whose output was controlled by companies
or norationa thnt were on September 8, 1933. in good faith engaged in the business
of selling ice to the general trade in the market in which the ice from such plants
is proposed to be sold, such plants being on September 8, 1933, out of operation
because of the intent in good faith to further the economic conduct of the business
of such company or operation (art. XI).

54. Throtwiginidustry.-lecomniendations that each employer who may wish
to purchase or build throwing machinery, and any individuals of corporations
desiring to establish plants of throwing ni chinery, may do so only after having
procured from the administration permission for such purchase or erection or for
such establishment of plants; anl the ('ode Administration committeee is hereby
empowered to act as the agent of the Administration to receive applications for
such permissions and to recommend the granting or withholding of same; and it
shall be the ditty of the code administration committee in such proceeding to
furnish the National Recovery Administration with a full and duly authenticated
statement of the facts upon which its recommendation is based (amendment 2).
Recommendation of code administration for registration of all productive
machinery in place on January 1, 1934, and certification by Administrator for
installation of additional machinery after that date, approved by order of De-
cember 27, 1933. All persons engaged in the industry to file a monthly report
specifying extent to which any installation i f additional productive machinery
is for replacement of similar units.

(See Administration order 54-3, Dec. 27, 1933.)
66. Alotor bm indusry.--Each passenger motor carrier shall within 30 days

after the approval of this code register its operations by filing a statement with
the Motor Bus Code Authority setting forth the routes over which it is operating.

Passenger motor carriers establishing any new motor-bus operation or extending
any motor-bus operation after the date of the approval of their code shall secure
therefore a certificate of convenience and necessity, or permit, from each and
every State in which such operation is conducted, authorized intrastate transpor-
tation along route or routes of such new operation, or extension of existing opera-
tion. Such new route, or extension of existing route, shall be registered by sub-
mitting and filing with the Motor Bus Code Authority within 15 days after the
institution of service thereon the following:

(1) A description of such route or routes.
(2) A certified copy of a certificate of convenience and necessity, or permit,

issued by the State o- States as herein provided.
Evidence of compliance with such other conditions as the administrator shall

upon recommendation of the Motor Bus Code Authority establish. The adminis-
trator, on his own initiative or on the recommendation of the code authority, may
grant exemptions as to the requirements for the submission of a certificate of
convenience and necessity, or permit, in amy State in which such certificate or
permit is not required, or in any case in which the refusal of any such certificate
orpermit by any State has been clearly unreasonable and worked undue hardship(art. VII, I, (a), (b), (1), (2), (3), (cl).. . . .

67. Fertilizer industry.- -Should it at amy time appear that the policy of title I
of the National Industrial Recovibr. Act will not be effectuated in tie industry
because of overproduction, the fertilizer recovery cmsnittee may submit to the
Administrator recommendations for amendments to this code or for ouch other
action as may be appropriate (art. V).

82. Steel casting industry-The board of directors shall make a careful study
of the question of limitation of st-el foundry melting capacity anod shall submit
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to the Adiniiistrator for lil apl)rov l such plal or plan:is are deemed necessary,

and which will further effectutte the policies of thc Nationil Induistrial Recovery

Act (art. VII, see. 4).
92. Floor and wall clay tile nriaoifactiring industry.--The preset kilo capacity

of the industry shall he registered 1)3" members of the industry with tile code

authority. The intention to install additional kiln capacity, exceIpting, however,
modernization or replacement oif existing capacity, either )y incmers oif the ih-

dustry or hy those intending to engage in the in(iustry, .0hall be reported to the

code, authority. The code authority, shall make such recommendations with

respect thereto to the Administrator its it may deem desirable to effectuate the

policv of the act (art. VI, 7),
99. AspliaIt shingle and roofing manonfactaring industry.--The code authority

shal! make a study of conditions in the industry and may thereafter, from time to

time, na he such reeommenlations to the Administrator as it deems desirable to

further the policies of the act with respect to, but without limitations: Uniiform

cost accounting; limitation of production; limitation of new equipment (art.

VI, 2,T o)mtetefuls
109. C ,~.7 stoe, sand mind gross!, and slap industry.--T rmt h uls

possible utili nationn of the present productive capacity of the industries governed

by this code, to curb uneconomic overproduction in the various regions herein

established, and otherwise to effectuate the purposes of the act there shall be

elected in each State, as hereinafter provided, a standing committee which shall

survey its State to ascertain the available sources of supply of the products of

these industries within the State, the capacity of existing production facilities and

the relation between existing capacity and the actual and potential demand in

such State. This committee shall be known as the State committee and shall

consist of 3 stationary-plant producers and 3 portable-plant producers, together

with 1 additional member who shall be elected by these 6 and may be chosen

from outside the industries. The six representative members of the committee

shall be registered producers as defined in article II of this code and shall be

elected at the time of the election of the regional committee of the region in which

the State is located. Members of a State committee shall serve for 1_year from

the effective date or until their successors are elected for a like term. The repre-

sentatives of the stationary-plant producers shall be elected by a majority of the

registered stationary-plant producers voting and the representatives of the port-

able plant producers shall be elected by a majority of the registered portable-

plant producers voting. The survey and findings reported by each of those

committees shall be filed with the appropriate regional committee, which shall

transmit a copy thereof to the code authority and to *he administrator.

If in the judgment of such a State committee, its survey and findings warrant

such action, it may, after due notice and hearing, determine and define the areas,

if any, within its State in which an ample supply of the products of the industries

goIverned. by this code is economically available from existing production facilties.

Ihe minutes of such hearing, together with the findings of the State committee

and a map showing accurately the boundaries of such areas, shall be filed by each

State committee with the appropriate regional committee, which shall transmit a

copy thereof to the code authority and the administrator and, moreoever, a

copy of the map, together with sunmms -y of committee's findings, shall be mailed

to each registered producer within the region and to all governmental authorities

who may properly be interested therein. The administrator shall review said

data and examine said map, and if he shall find that in the area or areas shown on

such map an ample supply of the products of the industries governed by the code

is in fact economically available from existing production facilities, such area or

areas shall be established as "permissive areas" and subject to the provisions

contained in the remaining paragraphs of this section.
If any State committee so recommended the regional committee shall require,

subject to review and disapproval by the Administrator, that before a new plant

is installed or the producing capacity of an existing plant increased within any

permissive area, notice of such intent shall be filed with the regional committee

of the region in which such action is contemplated. Upon receipt of such notice

the regional committee shall refer it to the State committee or committees in

which such permissive area may be located, who shall collect promptly and with

diligence full information concerning existing production capacity in that area
If, in the judgment of the Ste committee, these data disclose that such new

capacity will not tend to defect the purposes of the act as herein set forth, the

regional committee within 15 days after the receipt of such notice shall grant

permission for the proposed increase In capacity. If, however, in the judgment
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of the State committee these data disclose that within the said area an ample
supply of the products of the industries governed by this code is economically
available and that such proposed increase in capacity does tend to defeat the
purposes of the act by further increasing overproduction or otherwise, it shall be
the duty of the regional committee within 15 days after the receipt of such notice
to recommend to the code authority that permission to increase the production
capacity in that area be denied. The decision of the code authority shall be
final except as it may be modified or revised by the Administrator.

The Administrator upon notice to the code authority or the regional committee
directly involved may at any time suspend the provisions of paragraph (c) of
this section.

Neither the provisions of this section nor any recommendation adopted by
the Administrator pursuant thereto shall be construed as preventing any producer
from improving the efficiency of his plant through the installation of new equip-
ment or adopting any methods designed to lower production costs.

The provisions of this section shall remain in effect for a period of I year after
the effective date and thereafter until production in the industries governed by
this code shall reach 70 percent of the available production capacity (art. VII,
sec. 5).

111. Air transport industry.-Within 60 days from the date of approval of this
code with respect to existing routes, and within 30 days after the establishment
of any extension of an existing route, and prior to the establishment of any new
route or service, each member of the industry shall file with the code authority
the following:

A certified copy of a letter or certificate of authority to operate, issued by the
United States Department of Commerce permitting service over such route r
extension thereof (art. VII, 1). (See also p. 19.)

113. Limestone industry.-Recommendations for the requirement by the Ad-
ministrator of registration by members of the industry of their productive
machinery.

Recommendations for the requirement by the Administrator that prior to the
Installation of additional productive machinery by persons engaged or engaging
in the limestone industry, except for the replacement of obsolete or retired ma-
chinery, such persons shall secure certificates that such installation will be con-
sistent with effectuating the policy of the National Industrial Recovery Act
during the period of the emergency.

For the granting or withholding by the Administrator of such certificates as so
required by him (art, VI, 1, 2, 3). ,

118. Cotton garment industry.-To investigate and report to the Administrator
with such recommendations as may be deemed necessary, looking to the control in
this industry of undue expansion of productive machinery capacity (art. IX, 6).

120. Paper and pulp industry.-Recommendations for restrictions on the crea-
tion of new facilities for the manufacture of any product of the industry or on the
acquisition by any member of new equipment for such manufacture, and on the
shifting of equipment from the manufacture of one kind or type of such product
to another kind or type thereof (art. IX, 5, (e)).

123. Structural clay products.-Prior to the increasing of existing production
capacity in the industry by starting the operating of existing plants within any
branch of the industry that have been shut down continuously for a period of 3
years or more prior to the effective date of this code, or starting the operation of
plants not heretofore in operation within any branch of the industry, a certificate
must be procured by the owner thereof from the branch committee of such
branch of the industry, subject to review by the code authority or the Adminis-
trator, certifying that the operation of such plant is consistent with the policy of
the act. In case of a denial by a branch committee of the certificate mentioned
herein, or refusal to decide within 60 days such owner may appeal to the code
authority or the administrator for a final decision. Nothing herein, however,
shall restrain any member of the industry from improving the efficiency of his
plant or adopting methods or machinery to lower production costs or improve
products or from resuming operation of any plant owned by him prior to October
1, 1931 (art. VII).

128. Cement industry.-Prior to the construction or operation of a new plant,
or the increase In the productive capacity of an existing one or the movement of
all or part of such a plant from one place to another, The ement Institute, on
receipt of such information, shall promptly eofledt complete information con-
cerning existing productive capacity In the area in which the proposed new plant
is to be located, together with data concerning consumption of cement In that
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area. If these data disclose that such new plant will result in further increasing
the problem of over-production or over-capacity in such area, The Cement In-
stitute may petition the President to prohibit the construction, or operation, of
the proposed new plant, or the increase in manufacturing capacities of such exist-
ing plants. The provisions hereof shall not be construed to prevent the modern-
ization of existing plants to improve quality of product and/or operating efficiency.

The Board may study the problem of permanent excess of productive capacity
in any area and may from time to time prepare and submit to the Administrator
for consideration plans for the closing down or amortization of the less economical
plants (art. VII).

140. Excelsior and excelsior products. -Based on conditions in the industry in
this period of emergency and to effectuate the operation of the provisions of this
code and the policy of the National industrial Recovery Act, the following
regulations are establishel:

All persons engaged in this industry shall register their productive machinery
with the code authority within 15 days after the effective date of the code and
in such form as may be specified by the code authority.

No person engaged in this industry or for the purpose of engaging in this indus-
try shall purchase, mamifsfo-e, lease or otherwise obtain or use productive
machinery not owned, leased or otherwise held by such person prior to the efeeive
date of this code, except by securing a certificate of public convenience and
necessity from the Administrator that the obtaiiting, namofacturing, or use of
such additional productive machinery is consistent with effectuating the policy
of the National Industrial Recovery Act; but nothing contained herein shall be
construed to prevent the replacement by a member of the industry of productive
machinery of equal productive capacities existing on the effective date of this
code or the transfer of productive machinery from one manufacturer to another
person, provided same was in use prior to the effective date of this code, and
provided further that such transfer does not have tae effect of creating additional
productive machinery within the industry. The provisions of this article shall
cease to be effective on the expiration of 6 months from the effective date of
this code. Provided, however, that prior to that time the code authority tuay
submit to the AdimirLstrator its recommendation that said period be extended,
based on such information as may be required, and if the Adtninistrator finds
upon such information and facts that a further extension of this period is con-
sistent with and further effectuates the policy of the National Industrial Recovery
Act lie may declare the provisions of this article to be operative for such longer
period and under such conditions as imay be necessary to fully effectuate the
policy last herein mentioned (art. X, 1, 2, 3)'. (See also p. 19.)

147. Motor-vehicle storage arid parking.-Any group of members of the trade
may agree that they shall not participate in the providing of additional storage
or parking facilities for public use through the construction of new builditigs, the
conversion of buildings not now used as public storage or parking garages, or the
opening up of vacant land of any description to be used as parking lots and/or
stations, except where needed, The terms of any such agreement shall be
subject to the approval of the Administrator. Each such agreement shall pro-
vide, among other things, that any dispute between the parties to such agree-
ment as to whether expansion is justified by need for new facilities shall be sub-
mitted to the Administrator, whose determination shall be fital. It is, of course,
understood that any such agreement shall be binding only on the parties thereto
(art. VIII).

148. Pyrotechnic manufacturing.-Commercial and display fireworks divisions.
In view of the surplus of production facilities in these divisions, before any addi-
tions to or expansions of present manufacturing plants or equipment shall be
made or any new manufacturing plant shall be constructed, application shall be
made to the Administrator, who shall take such action after notice and hating
as may seem necessary to effectuate the policy of the act.

Fusee division: Until, in the opinion of the Administrator, the demand for
the products of the industry from the railroads of the United States cannot
adequately be met by the use of existing production facilities, no additions to,
or expansion of, present manufacturing plant or equipment shall be made and
no new manufacturing plant shall be constructed unless the Administrator,
after notice and hearing, shall find that public necessity and convenience require
same (art. VIII, 1, 2).

149. Machined aste manufacturing.-Recommendations (a) for ne require-
ment by the Ad~inistrator of registration by persons engaged in the machined
waste manufacturing industry of all productive machinery, (b) for the require-
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ment by the Administrator that prior to the installation of additional productive
machinery by persons engaged or engaging in this industry (except for the re-
placement of machinery of equal capacity or to establish balance in existing-
machinery) such persons shall secure certificates that such installation shall be
consistent with effectuating the policy of the National Industrial Recovery Act
during the period of emergency, and (c) for the granting or withholding by the
Administrator of such certificates as so required by him. Recommendations for
a plan to prevent demoralization in the industry whenever operations are below
35 percent of registered capacity and after approval by members of the industry
representing 80 percent of the volume of production (art. VI, (1) (2)).

156. Rubber manufacturing.-
Rubber footwear division: The divisional authority may proceed with a sur-

vey of the productive capacity of the division and submit recommendations to
the Administrator concerning the desirability of limiting the expansion of the
productive capacity of the industry (art. VIII).

Mechanical rubber goods division: The divisional authority shall make such
studies of the productive capacity of the division as may be desirable from time
to time and make recommendations as to its findings to the Administrator
(art. VI).

168, fPrfrortorie.s, industrii.-Whereas it is the consensus of opinion in the
industry that until such time as a demand for its products cannot adeqluately be
met by the fullest possible use of existing capacities for producing fire clay or
silica brick and special shapes such capacities shall not be increased and no new
capacities shall be added. capacity in this industry shall be defined as those
kilns and furnaces existing as of the effective date of this code and as customarily
used for burning refractories, whether periodic or tunnel kilns and/or furnaces,
and owned by persons, partnerships, or corporations who, as of the effective date
of this code, were definitely established as manufacturers of refractories or as
refractories producers. Accordingly no member of the industry and/or no person
engaged in the industry shall initiate the construction of any new units or increase
his capacity of fire clay and silica brick or special shape production unless and
until he shall have secured from the Emergency National Committee consent to
such increase, as being consistent with effectuating the policy of the act during
the period of the emergency. The Emergency National Committee shall
promptly notify the Administrator of any application for any such consent and
the Adninistrator nay review, disapprove, or modify the action of the Emergency
National Committee upon such application and/or at any time may suspend the
operation of this article IX to effectuate the purposes or policy of the act,

Nothing in the above shall be interpreted to prevent any member of the code
from replacing present capacity or existing machinery for the production of fire
clay or silica brick and special shapes with new and modern capacity or equipment
so long as the total existing capacities as defined above in this article of that
member are not increased. The purchase by any one of existing capacity as
defined above shall not be interpreted as adding to existing capacity (art. IX).

172. Rayon and silk dyeing and printing industry.-Each concern shall register
with the code authority an inventory of its productive machinery as defined in
the code in place as of December 1, 19 33, or then under contract but not installed,
such inventory to be duly certified to as to its completeness and correctness.

On and after January 1, 1934, each concern ,hall file a report monthly with the
Institute, setting forth any installation of additional productive machinery (new
or second-hand) as defined in this code installed by it, and specifying the extent
to which such installation is for the replacement of similar productive machinery
and an explanation of the same, all duly certified.

After the effective date hereof, each concern, prior to the installation of pro-
ductive machinery as defined in this code not theretofore contracted for, except
for such replacement, shall file application with the Institute for transmission
trough the code authority to the Administrator, stating the circumstances of
and the reasons for such installation and shall secure a certificate from the
Administrator that such installation will be consistent with effectuating the
policy of title I of the act during the period of the emergency.

The code authority shall examine into such application for such certificate and
the facts as to the circumstances of and the reasons for such proposed installation
and shall transmit to the Administrator such application with any statement
submitted by the applicant, together with its report of such examination of the
facts and with its recommendation as to the granting or withholding by the
Administrator of such certificate to such applicant. Action by the Administrator
inconsistent with such recommendation shall be taken only after notice to the
code authority.
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Nothing in sections 3 and 4 of this article shall apply to velvet processing ma-
chinery during the calendar year 1934, and thereafter the code authority may
make such sections applicable only after due notice to all concerns affected.
All reports called for by this article shall be deemed confidential and shall not be
disclosed except as part of general statistics for the industry or a general part
thereof or, when necessary in connection with an application under section 3,
hereof, except by order of the Administrator (art. XI).

174. Rubber tire manufacturing industry.--The code authority shall proceed
with a survey of the productive capacity of the industry, and submit recom-
menations to the Administrator not later than March 1, 1934, concerning the
desirability of limiting the creation of additional productive capacity in the
industry (art. XI, sec. 4).

188. Velvet industry.-Within 10 days after the effective date of this code,
members of the industry shall file with'the code authority a complete inventory
of reductive machinery actually installed or then under contract.

8n and after January 1, 1934, members of the industry shall file with the code
authority a monthly inventory of all additional productive machinery installed,
purchased, or under contract, whether for replacement, expansion or otherwise,
and specifying which of said machines are for replacement and which are for
expansion (art. VIII, 2, 3).

190. Paper stationery and tablet man facturing.-Recommendations for restric-
tions un le creation of new facilities for the manufacture of any product of the
industry or on the acquisition by any member of new equipment for suvlh ,auu-
facture (art. VIII, 1 (b)).

206. Feldspar industry.-The present capacity of the industry is far in excess
of the present or prospective needs. Therefore each member of the industry shall
register with the association the grinding capacity of its present grinding equip-
went. Prior to the installation of any new grinding equipment by persons
engaged or engaging in the feldspar industry, except for the replacement of similar
worn-out or obsolete grinding equipment, such persons shall report to the code
authority. The code authority shall make such recommendations to the Adminis-
trator as may seem necessary to effectuate the policy of the National Industrial
Recovery Act (art. VI, K).

215. American glassware industry.- Members of the industry within 15 days
after the effective date of this code shall register with the code authority their
present melting capacity of continuous tank equipment and tonnage capacity
of furnaces and day tanks. No person, partnership, association, corporation, or
other form of enterprise engaged in the industry or for the purpose of engaging
in the industry shall install any new or additional melting capacity, in whole or
in part, after the effective date of this code until it has been established to the
satisfaction of the Administrator, upon application, that such new or additional
installations will not be in contravention of the purposes and intent of the act;
provided, however, that nothing in this section shall be interpreted to prevent
the consummation of any contract bona fidely executed prior to the approval of
this code or the replacement of obsolete or worn-out equipment with equipment
of identical, or less, melting capacity. The code authority shall make recom-
mendations to the Administrator regarding the granting or withholding of such
certificates (art. IX).

237. Alloy casting.-The code authority shall make a careful study of the ques-
tion of limitation of alloy melting capacity and shall submit to the Administrator
for his approval such plan or plans as are deemed necessary and which will further
effectuate the policies of the National Industrial Recovery Act (art. V, see. 9).

245. Corrugated and solid fiber shipping container.--Each member shall, within
30 days after the effective date of this code, file with the code authority a list of
all his productive equipment used in this industry and immediately on disposing
of any of such equipment or on acquiring any new prductive equipment for use
in this industry shall report the same to the code authority.

The code authority shall make such reports to the Adminaistrator as lie may from
time to time require.

Recommendations for the registration of productive equipment and regulation
of the installation of new productive equipment (art. VIII, 3, 4, and art. IX (f)).

269. Carbon black manufacturin.-The present capacity of carbon black fac-
tories of the United States, as a whole, is in excess of present or any prospective
needs. Therefore, any material increase in the plant capacity of the industry
shall be made only after approval of such increase by the code authority, whose
decision shall be subject to the approval of the Administrator; provided, however,
that such approval shall not be construed to supersede or modify in any way State
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statutes or regulations. The production of carbon black by any authorized new
factory capacity for the first 6 months that it shall be in operation shall not be
subject to the provisions of the first section of this article (art. IV, sc. 2).

302. Beeswax bleachers and refiners industry.-Productive capacity: Based on
conditions in these industries and in this period of emergency and to effectuate the
operation and provisions and policy of the National Industrial Recovery Act, the
following regulations are established: No person engaged in these industries or
for the purpose of engaging in these industries shall purchase, manufacture, lease
or otherwise obtain or use productive machinery not owned, leased, or otherwise
held by such person prior to the effective date of this code, except by applying to
the code authority and obtaining permission of the Administrator upon his fin ding
that the granting of such permission is consistent with effectuating the policy of
the National Industrial Recovery Act; but nothing contained herein shall be con-
strued to prevent the replacement by a member of these industries of productive
machinery of equal productive capacity existing on the effective date of this code
or the transfer of productive machinery from one manufacturer to another person
provided same was in use prior to the effective date of this code, and provided
further that such transfer does not have the effect of creating additional produc-
tive machinery within the industries. No member of the candle manufacturing
industry shall engage in the manufacture in any of the three recognized fields of
production, namely, fancy candles, church candles, including votive lights, or com-
mon and household candles if he has not engaged in that field at some time during
the period oi two years iwimodO!tcly prior to the effective date of this code, exept.
by applying to the code authority and obtaining permission of the Administrator
upon his finding that the granting o, such permission is consistent with effctuat-
in the policy of the National Industrial Recovery Act.

The provisions of this article shall cease to be effective on the expiration of onie
year from the effective date of this code, provided, however, that prior to that time
the code authority may submit to the Administrator its recommendation that
said period be extended, based on such information as may be required and if the
Administrator finds upl)n such information and facts that a further extension of
this period is lnIist with and further effectuates the policy of the National
Industrial R recovery Act, he inay declare the provisions of this article to be opera-
tive foi :such longer period and under such conditions as lie may ind necessary to
furth, Xffectuate the policy last herein mentioned (art. VIII, 1, 2, 3).

30,:W. Cordage and twine' zinlsutr.-Productive machinery: Tenporarily and
untir urther order'of the Admimistrator, no manufacturer engaged in the cordage
and ' wine industry, and no person, partnership or corporation, for the purpose of
eng.,ing in the cordage and twine industry, shall purchase, manufacture, lease
or irwise obtain or use, productive machinery not owni, leased or otherwise
hi, ( prior to the effective date of this code, except by securing a certificate frons
Ii .' Administrator, upun application through the code authority, certifying that

lie obtaining, nianuffacturing, or ust' of such additional productive machinery is
consistent with ef0toti ug th policy of the National Ind ustral Recovery Act;
nothing herein shall be construed as preventing the replacement of iproductive
machinery, of equal or less productive capacity, existing on the effective date of
this code or time transfer of productive machinery fom one, manufacturer to a
subsidiary manufacturer (art. IX, 1).

309. Solid braided cord iudastry.-Rccommedations (1) for the requirement
by the Administrator of registration by persons engaged in tme solid braided
cord industry of their productive machinery, (2) for the requirement by the
Administrator that prior to the installation of additional productive machinery
by persons engaged or engaging in the solid braided cord industry, except for the
replacement of a similar number of existing solid braiding machines or to bring
the operation of existing productive machinery into balance, such persons slall
secure certificates through the code authority that such installation will be con-
sistent weith effectuating the policy of the National Industrial Recovery Act
during the period of the emergency, and (3) for the granting or withholding by
the Administrator of such certificates if so required by him (art. IX, 6, a).

311. Ready-mixed concrete i d stry.-Production capacity and new produc-
tion: To promote the fullest possible utilization of the present productive capac-
ity of the ready-mixed-concrete manufacturing industry, and to effectuate the
other purposes of the act, the code authority shall be charged with the duty of
conducting a survey for the purpose of developing information concerning exist-
ing productive capacity and current and potential demands for the products of
this industry in each marketing arca, and from time to time shall make recom-
mendations to the Administrater for the establishment of such regulations as
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515. Alloys industry.-In the event that the code authority shall determine
that then-existing capacities and capacities then under construction for the
production of products of the industry are in excess of the capacities rceluired tomeet the demand for such products, and the Administrator shll approve such
determination eI)1on the recommendation of the code authority, then such capac-
ities shall not he increased (except for the sopplying of foreign demand) until
such time as the code authority and the Adinistrator, or the Administrator
acting on his own behalf, hall deteriine that the dcmaud for such iroiucts
cannot le met by the fullest possible use of such caparitie,.

This provision, however, shall not apply in the roductin of catitm 0 i l date
or ferromolybdenuni, or other nolybdenum products in v which nolyl iconni
represents the chief constituent of economic value, or ferrophosphortis when such
ferrophosphorus is incidentally and necessarily produced as a byproduct'in the
manufacture of phosphorus or phosphoric aci(i (art. VIII).

520. China clay producing.-In the event that the code authority shall deter-
mine that then-existing capacities and capacities then under construction for
the products of the industry are in excess of the capacities required to meet the
demand for such products, and the Administrator shall approve such determina-
tion upon the recommendation of the code authority, then such capacities shall
not be increased (except for the supplying of foreign demand) until such time
as the code authority and the Administrator, or the Administrator acting on h;s
own behalf, shall determine that the demand for such products cannot te met
Dy tile tullest possible use o such capacities (art. V IlI).

AMENDMENTS

48. Amendment 1, silk textile.-- Article VIII is hereby amended by the addition
of a new section, no. 10, to read as follows:

Every employer shall register with the code authority, on its request, an inven-
tory of his production machinery in operation, in place, in storage, or under con-
tract, in such form as to detail and certification as may be required by said
committee.

Two weeks after the effective date of this amendment, no employer now en-
gaged in the industry shall install or operate any productive machinery not
operated in the industry, or in operating condition at that time, except for the
replacement of productive machinery of substantially the same capacity, with-
out first securing from the Administrator a certificate that such installation will
be consistent with effectuating the policy of the Industrial Recovery Act, and
no application shall be made or granted for any such certificate without first
submitting it to the code authority for its recommendation.

Nothing contained in this paragraph shall be construed to prevent the sale of
existing machinery heretofore in operation by one employer to another, all such
sales to be reported to the code authority.

235. Amendment 3, textile processing.---. Within 90 days from the effective
date, each member of the industry shall file with such agency as the code authority
may designate complete inventory of its productive iachinery and equipment
in place or otherwise, owned or on order as of April 1, 1934, or thereafter installed,
in such form as the code authority may determine and only certified to as to its
completeness and correctness Productive machinery and equipment for this
purpose shall be defined by each division; and when approved by the code
authority, said definitions of productive machinery or equipment for the respec-
tive divisions shall be transmitted to each member of the respective divisions to
facilitate proper compliance with this provision.

Any changes in inventory filed shall be duly reported and certified within 30
days of such change.

2. Any division in the indub'-v miay recommend to the code authority a plan
for restricting or prohibiting the installation of productive nmachinery or equip-
ment. After approval of said plan by a majority of such division, in accord-
ance with tle requirements of the Administrator, t e code authority shall submit
said plan to the Administrator. If the Adinistrator, after investigation and
such notice and hearing as he may require, shall find both (1) that an emergency
has arisen within the division adversely affecting siiall enterprises or wages or
labor conditions, or tending toward monopoly or other acute conditions whisich
tend to defeat the purposes of the act; and (2) that the proposed plan fur restrict-
ing or prohibiting the installation of productive machinery and equipment is
necessary to mitigate the conditions constituting such energency amid to effectu-
ate the p;urposeA of the act, lie may approve said plan. Such a plan may include
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limitations on the replacement of productive machinery where the new ma-
chinery will have greater productive capacity than the machinery replaced, and
may include recommendations regarding the disposal of old machinery. After
such a plan has been approved, no member of such division shall install produc-
tive machinery or equipment, except in accordance with the requirements thereof
(art,. VII)

ADDENDA

The following arc inr o mendation provisions not included in the prior report:
166(. Wax paper.--'The code authority may from time to time present to the

Administrator recommendations based oir conditions in the industry which will
tend to effectuate the operation of this code and the policy of the act, and in
particular along the following lines:

(a) For the establishment of rules of fair-trac practice for the industry and
for the codification of its trade customs and the enforceinent thereof.

(b) For restrictions on the creation of isew facilities for the manufacture of any
product of the industry or on the acquisition by any member of new equipment
for such manufacture.

Such recommendations, when approved by the Administrator, shall have the
same force and effect as the provisions of this code (art. VIII).

188. Velect industry.-It is contemplated that pursuant to section 3 of this
article the code authority may submit a recommendation that prior to the
installation of additional productive machinery (excluding replacement of velvet
loons by looms of the same width) a certificate shall be secured from the Ad-
ministrator that such installation shall be consistent with effectuating the policy
of the National Industrial Recovery Act during the period of the emergency,
provided that due notice of hearing on such application be given the code authority
with full right to be heard (art. VI, 4).

287. Graphic arts industries.-Appendix of industry no. A-4, book manufac-
turiug: The provisions of this appencdix are applicable only to industry no. A-4.
Administrative provisions: The National Code Authority may make a survey of
the equipment and productive capacity of each establishment operating under
the provisions of thcis code. In determining the total productive capacity of each
such establishmenTt, all mechanical equipment which may be already installed and
available for service on the effective date of this code (or under purchase contract
on that, (late) shall be included and all such equipment registered with the National
Code Authority; thereafter all proposed replacements and purchases of new
equipment shall be registered with the National Code Authority prior to pur-
chase. After s-rch survey of productive capacity and registration of equipment,
it shall be the duty of the National Code Authority to advise members of the
industry contemplating the purchase of additional equipment, if in its opinion
such purchase would have a harmful effect upon existing conditions of employ-
ment or if such purchaF.e would contribute to overequipment in the industry.

The National Code Authority may arrange for the scrapping or other disposal
of equipment displaced by new equipment, in cooperation with tile establishment
disposing of it, and/or the manufacturer or dealer receiving it (appendix A-4 (d)
(e) (f)).

388. Sandstone i rdustry.-The code authority is directed to cooperate with the
Administrator as a planning and fair-practice agency for the sandstone industry.
The code ar~hority may from time to time present to the Aiministrator recom-
mendations bLsed on conditions in the industry as they may develop from time
to time which wil' tend to effectuate the operations of the provisions of this code
and the policy of the act and in particular along the following lines:

Recommendations that the Administrator require registration by members of'
the industry of their productive machinery.

Recommendations that the Administrator require that prior to the installation
of additional productive machinery, such persons shall secure certificates that
such installation will be consistent with effectuating the policy of the National
Industrial Recovery Act during the period of emergency (art VI 2).

417. Batting and padding.--Within 30 days after the effective date each mem-
ber of the batting and padding industry shall register with the code authority all
Garnett machines, cards, or stuffing machines used for the manufacture of batting
and padding for resale, existing in his factory, or factories, or on order with manu-
facturers, or in process of being manufactured on January 1, 1934 (art. VII).

324, Textile Print Roller Engraving (amendment 2): Article X-Linitation and
restriction of plant equipment (stayed by Executive order).
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Reconunendations (1) for the requirement of registration by persons engaged
in the industry of their productive machinery, which is defined to mean and
include pantagraph machines, engraving machines, and any other machine which
in itself produces a finished product; (2) for the requirement that prior to the
installation of additional productive machinery by persons enga ged or engaging
in the industry, except for tlii replaeiewnt of a similar number of existing
machines, or to bring the operation of existing productive niachinery into balance,
such persons shall secure certificates that such installuatiol will be consistent with
effectuating the policy of the National Industrial Recovery Act during the period
of emergency; and (3) for the granting or withholding by the administrator of such
certificates if so required by him, may be made by the code authority and upon
approval by him such recommendations shall become effective and Iinding upon
evrv member of the industry.

Tie Administrator, however, shall not consider recommendations (1 t) 3) herein
provided unless the joint industrial relations board, created by article VI of this
code, shall have first given its approval for the necessity thereof.

ADMINISTRATIVE OHIDERS AFFs CTMNn MACHINERY PROVISIONS

1. Cotton textile

Adminitrative order 1-93, October 12, 1934: Amending order no. 1 53 and
delegating certain powers to plant extension stoeotv inc ote ilt, klaleiii
branch of industry. Administrative order 1-94, October 19, 1934: Certifying
proposed installation by Southern Weaving Co., Greenville, S. C., of additional
productive machinery.

0. Lace manufaclhaing

Administrative order 6-9, August 30, 1934: mInterpretating %rticle XII, para-
graph 2 (installation of additional prodoetive machinery to replace existing
machinery. Administrative order 6- 16, November 22, 1934: Certifying proposed
installation by August Gracre, Pbiltuclphia, Pa., of additional productive
machinery.

q3,- Ice mWainfacturig

Administrative order 43--23, August 18, 1934: Denying application for per-
mission to erect and operate a 50-ton ice plant. Administrative order 43-24,
August 21, 1934: Ordering that article XI of code (requiring certification for
additional capacity) be continued in full force and effect. Administrative order
23, August 28, 1934: Denying application for permission to erect and operate a
282-ton ice-manufacturing plant. Administrative order 29, August 28, 1934:
Denying application for permission to erect and operate, a 250-ton ice-mianufactur-
ing plant. Administrative order 32, September 14, 1934: Denying application for
permission to erect and operate n 5-ton ice plant. Administrative order 35,
September 20, 1934: Denying application for permission to erect and operate a
50-ton plant. Administrative order 36, September 20, 1934: Denying application
for permission to erect and operate addit" uial ice production in plant. Adminis-
trative order 37, September 21, 1934: Denying application for permission to
erect and operate a 10-ton ice-manufacturing plant. Administrative order 42,
October 23, 1934: Granting application to erect and operate an ice-manufacturing
plant of capacity taot to exceed .' tons daily.

Administration Order 43, October 24, 1934: Granting application to increase
ice-production capacity and storage space. Administration Order 44, October
29, 1934: Approving application for permission to install a compressor in plant,
to increase ice-manufacturing capacity. Administration Order 46, October 29.
1934: Approving application to rebuild and increase capacity of ice storage.
Administration Order 47, October 31, 1934: Granting permission to erect and.
operate an ice-manufacturing plant of 25 tons daily capacity. Administration
Order 48, November 2, 1934: Granting application to increase ice production
capacity and to erect an ice warehouse to replace one of smaller capacity. Ad-
ministration vrder 51, November 29, 1934: Approving application to erect and
operate a 30-ton ice manufactu'ing plant. Administration Order 52, November
19, 1934: Approving application to erect and operate a 15-ton ice-manufacturing
plant. Administration Order 53, Novem br 19, 1934: Approving application
to erect and operate a ,tM-ton ice-manufacturing pilat. Administration Order
54, November 22, 1434; Approving application to erect and operate a 10-ton
Ice-manufacturing plant. Administration Order 55, November 22, 1934: Ap-
proving application to erect and operate a 20-ton ice-manufacturing plant.
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54 Throwing

Administration Order 3, December 27, 1933: Approving recommendation
providing for registration of maeciu,,ry arid obtaining of certificate from Admini.
trator prior to installation of additional machinery. Order 54-18: Certifying
piop(se(l installation of additional machinery.

10,9. Crushed Stone

Administration Order 15, May 16, 1934: Approving the establishing of per-
missive areas in the State of California for period of 90 lays. Administration
Order 2t, Jim, 13, 1934: Modifying Order No. 109 15 approving establishing of
permissive area, in the State of Californiia, Adniinistration Order 29, July 14,
1934: Approving the establishing of pernissive arias il the Stat/e of Missouri
for a period of 90 (lays. Administration Order 31, July 27, 1934: Modifying
schedule A attached to Order 109-15. Administration Order 39, September 14,
1934: Continuing until December 31, 1934, "permissive areas" in the State of
California, established by Order 109-15. Administration Order 41, Seitember
27, 1934: Approving ustablislinsent of the State of Connecticut as "perisivtl
areas." Administration Order 47, October 15, 1934: Extending for a pWiod of
120 days, permissive areas in the State of Colorado. Administration Order 54.
November 19, 1934: Approving establishment of permissive arss inl the Stat
ot U1to.

146. Excelsior and products

Administration Order 13, September 19, 1934: Denying petition for extension
of provisions of article X. (Registration of productive machinery, and certi-
fication of new installations.)

8r. Glass container

Order 36- 8, April 30, 1934: Decnying recommendation of Code Authority for
restriction upon installation by National Glass Co. St. Pail, Minn.

215. itmerican glassware

Order 215-3: Approving application of Lancaster Lens Co., Lancaster Ohio,
for permission to install new capacity.

REsEARCh AND PLANNiNG Divis:oN,
POST CODx ANALiYSIS UNIT,

November 27, 1934.

PRODUCTION ALLOCATION AND CONTROL PROVISIONS

(529 codes-172 supplements)

This report deals with the provisions for production allocation and control as
found in the first 529 codes and 172 supplemental codes.

The following 13 codes were found to contain some form of provision dealing
with production allocation and control. The codes are: (9) Lumber and timber;
(10) petroleum; (11) iron and steel; (36) glass container; (128) cement; (149)
machi ned waste; (202) carpet and rug; (245) corrugated solid fiber shipping
container; (209) carbon black; (302) candle manufacturing; (308) supplement 3,
California sardine; (303) supplement 4, Atlantic mackerel; (401) copper.

The following five codes have specific provisions concerning the allocation
and control of production: (9) Lumber and timber; (10) petroleum; (36) glass
container- (308) supplement 4, Atlantic mackerel; (401) copper industry.

The following five codes have permissive provisions allowing or authorizing
the code authority to recommend or establish allocation and control provisions
subject in all cases to the approval of the Administrator: (11) Iron a stee;
(149) machined waste; (128) cement; (245) corrugated and solid fiber shippng
container; (305) supplement 3, California sardine.

Twv codes -202, carpet and rug, and 269, carbon black--provide for limitation
of production on an inventory basis.
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One code-302, candle manufacturing-prohibits manufacture of specified
products by members of the industry who have not been producers of such prod-
ucts for 2 years prior to the effective date of the code, except by permission of
the Administrator.

For text of the above code provisions see following pages of this report.)
n addition to the foregoing, various codes provide in more or less general

terms that the code authority shall give consideration to the problem of balanc-
ing production and consumption of industry products (p. 22).

(Fog provisions affecting production through limitation of machine and plant
operation, see Rept. No. 45-B.)

(For provisions limiting increases in industrial capacity, see Rept. 46-B.)
CODE PROVISIONS RELATING TO PRODUCTION, ALLOCATION, AND

CONTROL

9. LUMBER AND TIsMER PRODUCTS

(a) To effectuate the declared purposes of this code in respect of maintaining
a reasonable balance between the production and the consumption of lumber
and timber products and to assure adequate supplies thereof, the authority shall
determine, and from time to time revise, not less frequently than each 3 months,
except as hereinafter otherwise provided estimates of expected consumption,
including exports of lumber and timber products of each division and subdivision;
and based thereon it is empowered to establish and from time to time revise,
production quotas for any division or subdivision of the lumber and timber
products industries. Allotments within each division and subdivision, for the
persons therein, shall be made, subject to the supervision of the authority, by
the agencies designated by it. Said quotas as between such divisions or sub-
divisions shall be in proportion to the shipments of the products of each during
a representative recent past period to be determined by the authority; but the
authority may modify said proportions if warranted by evidence. In case of
divisions or subdivisions, the raw material of which is imported, the quotas and
allotments may be in terms of imports, so far as may be consistent with the
provisions of section 7 (a) of the National Industrial Recovery Act.

(b) Each person in operation shall be entitled to an allotment. Each person
known to any division or subdivision agency to be in operation shall be registered
by such agency immediately and shall be assigned an allotment. The agency
shall also immediately give public notice reasonably adapted to reach all persons
operating or desiring to operate, stating the date on which the allotments will
be determined; and any person desiring to operate who shall give the agency
written notice of such desire 10 days before the allotment date, supported by
acceptable evidence of ability to operate, shall be registered by the agency and
assigned an allotment. Any person so registered shall be deemed an "eligible
person" for the purposes of this article.

(c) The allotment for each eligible person shall be determined from time to
time for a specified period not exceeding 3 months and, except as may be per-
mitted under the provisions of section (d) hereof, shall be as follows:

(1) That proportion of a specified percentage determined as provided in sec-
tions (d) and (e) of this article, of the division or subdivision quota which his
greatest average hourly production in the hours operated during any 3 calendar
years since December 31, 1924, is of the aggregate of such hourly production of
all eligible persons within the division or subdivision.

(2) That proportion of a specified percentage, determined as provided in sec-
tions (d) and ',e) of this article, of the division or subdivision quota which his
greatest average yearly production for any 3 calendar years since December 31,
1924, is of the aggregate of such yearly production of all eligible persons within
the division or subdivision. In the application of this subsection, shipments
may be used in lieu of production at the option of a division or subdivision.

(3) That proportion of a specified percentage, determined as provided in sec-
tions (d) and (e) of this article, of the division or subdivision quota which the
greatest average number of his employees during any 3 calendar years since
December 31, 1924, is of the aggregate of such number of employees of all eligible
persons within the division or sub 'vision.

(4) That proportion of not to exceed 10 percent of the division or subdivision
quota which the amount of taxes paid by him, except Federal taxes, taxes on
ore, coal, petroleum, ships, retail yards, and timber not set apart for the operation,
during the next preceding calendar year is of the total amount of such taxes
paid by all eligible persons within the division or subdivision.
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(5) That proportion of not to exceed 15 percent of the division or subdivision
quota which the quantity of reserve standing timber allocated to his operations
within said division or subdivision, and at the time the allotment is made, owned
by him in fee or under contract, Is of the total quantity of such reserve standing
timber owned In fee or under contract by all eligible persons within the division
or subdivision.

(6) In any division or subdivision where the divisional or subdivisional adminis-
trativ o agency shall, by two-thirds majority vote, so request the authority, may, if
it shall determine that it is impractical otherwise to administer production control
within said division or subdivision, authorize the allotment of production therein
in terms of allowable hours of operation. (Amendment 11 adds see. 6 above.)

(d) (1) Exceptions to or changes In r .y allotment thus established shall be
made only for special, accidental, or extraordinary circumstance or, in any
division or subdivision, for other factors peculiar to a limited group of operations.
Exception may be made only on application to the designated division or sub-
division agency by an eligible person who must submit evidence in support of
his application, and the exception may be granted only upon a published finding
and statement of reasons therefor.

(2) A person conducting seasonal operations as defined in article VI (a) (2) (D)
hereof shall be entitled, on application to his division or subdivision agency, to
produce during his period of operation not only amounts allotted to him during
his period of operation but also amounts allotted to him under section (c) hereof
since the termination of his previous operating period.

(3) In the case of any person (a) who produced during less than 3 calendar
years since December 31, 1924, and before December 31, 1930, or (b) who is
entitled to an allotment for operation of new additional, or restored facilities,
which were not in operation for such 3 calendar years, or (c) for whom for any
other reason such 3 calendar years are not reasonably representative of his present
circumstances, his average hourly production, his average yearly production,
and his average number of employees shall be determined by the division or
subdivision agency on an equivalent basis by comparison with substantially
equal facilities already established and in like regions or conditions.

(4) On application of a division or subdivision, the authority may authorize
the allotment of production therein on any one or more of the bases provided in
subsections (1), (2), and (3), or section (c) hereof in such relative proportions an
the authority may approve; and including or not the bases, or either of them,
provided in subsections (4).and (5) of said section (r).

(e) In the absence of an approved application from any division or subdivision
for the assignment of allotments under the provisions of subsection (4) of section
(d) hereof, the authority may direct that allotments within said division or sub-
division be assigned in accordance with the provisions of section (c) in the following
relative proportions:

Subsection (1), hourly production, 40 percent; subsection (2), yearly produc-
tion or shipments, 30 percent; subsection (3), number of employees, 15 percent;
subsection (4), taxes paid, 5 percent; subsection (5), standing timber, 10 percent;
unless the division or subdivision shall elect to accept the average relative pro-
portions of the divisions or subdivisions whose allotments have been theretofore
approved.
(f) The basis for determination of division and subdivision quotas and of indi-

vidual allotments and any revisions thereof, all quotas, all allotments, and all
appeals therefrom and all decisios or appeals shall bo published.

(g) Allotments from two or more divisions or subdivisions to the same person
shall be separate and distinct and shall not be interchangeable. (Allotments
shall not be cumulative except as authorized in specific cases under section (d)
(1) of this article, or in cases of seasonal operations of a division or subdivision
under section (d) (2) of this article, and shall not be transferable except as between
operations under the same ownership within the same division or subdivision.)
Deleted. "Allotments shall not be cumulative except as authorized in specific
cases under section (d) (1) of this article, or in cases of seasonal operations of a
division or subdivision under section (d) (2) of this article, and shall not be trans-
ferable except that upon application, the administrative agency of a division or
subdivision, if it shall find that the r'ontransferability of an allotment causes or
will cause an undue hardship in any particular ease, and if It shall find, further,
that the limitations hereinafter set forth upon the exercise of its authority do not
exist, may authorize, under such equitable conditions and limitation as' it shall
determine, the transfer of allotments between operations under the same owner-

110782-85--r 6-75
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ship within the same division or subdivision, provided that such authorization
shall not become effective for a period of 15 days after the date thereof, and pro-
vided, further, that such authorization, together with the findings of fact of said
agency shall be transmitted on the date thereof to the authority and the National
Recovery Administration, and provided further, that such authorization shall be
subject to appeal by any interested party as provided in article XVII hereof.
No division or subdivision agency shall authorize the transfer of any allotment:
(1) From a mill or factory acquired after the effective date hereof until such mill
shall have been operated in good faith for six consecutive months by the new
ownet; (2) from one mill to another unless the species ordinarily produced by both
are substantially the same; or (3) from any mill, the greater part of whose product
may, under the provisions of article IX, section (a), subsection 2 of this code, be
sold at prices less than the approved reasonable costs for the division or subdivi-
sion, except from a mill of the same class." (Amendment 23 in quotes above.)

(h) Wherever in the case of any eligible person it shall be necessary, in order
to accept and execute orders for export, to have an addition to his regular allot-
ment, provision for such necessary excess shall be made by the division or sub-
division agency, provided that any excess above his allotment shall be dedwuted
from his subsequent allotment or allotments.

(i) The authority may modify, or cause to be modified, production quotas and
allotments determined hereunder, and the bases therefor, in such manner and to
such extent as may be necessary to effectuate the provisions of the code in respect
of the conservation and sustained production of forest resources. Such modifi.
cation shall not be made effective prior to the next succeeding allotment date.

(j) The basis of allotments as provided in sections (c), (d), and (e) hereof is
tentative and is subject to revision. When in the judgment of the authority
revision of the bases of allotments is desirable, whether by changing the propor-
tions of the factors in determining allotments enumerated in section (c), subsec-
tions 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, of this article, in accordance with the procedure established
in sections (d) and (e) hereof, or by the addition of other factors, consideration
shall be given to the inclusion of practicble and equitable measures, subject to
the approval of the President for increasing allotments of persons whose costs are
below the weighted average defined in section (a) of article IX.

(k) The authority, as promptly as practicable after its action pursuant to article
X hereof, ?hall submit for the approval of the President appropriate changes in
the bases of allotments. (See (k) below.)

(1) Except as otherwise provided in section (h) of this article, no person shall
produce or manufacture lumber or timber products in excess of his allotment.
If any person shall exceed his allotment the division or subdivision agency shall
diminish the subsequent allotment or allotments of the offender in an amount
equal to such excess.

(m) The authority shall issue interpretations and shall promulgate rules and
regulations necessary for the enforcement of this article, to prevent evasion and
secure equitable application thereof, and assign quotas to each division and sub-
divisionwhich shall become effective on the dates specified bythe authority. Each
division and subdivision shall assign allotments to all eligible persons, effective on
the dates specified by the authority.

Interim arlicle.-Pending the effective date of placing article VIII or any part
thereof in execution in any division or subdivision, the authority may authorize
the designated agency of such division or subdivision to assign to eligible persons
production allotments in hours of allowable operation.

(k) Pursuant to the foregoing each eligible person who makes application to be
recognized as securing his raw material supply from forest lands under his owner-
ship or control which are managed on a sustained yield basis, and who secures
from his division or subdivision agency established or designated as provided in
section 1 of schedule C a certificate showing that he is in good faith conducting his
operation upon such basis, shall have his production allotmentd, as determined
without the benefit of this paragraph, increased by 10 percent. If only part of his
raw material supply comes from such sustained yield operation, his increased
allotment shall be that proportion of 10 percent which the volume of his raw ma-
terial coming from such sustained yield operation is of his total volume. Sus-
tained yield forest management is defined in section 2 (g) of schedule C. The
additional production allotments provided for in this paragraph shall come from
the total national production quota. (Amendment 5, amending see. (k) by
addition.)
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4 MAHOGANY SUBDIVISION

Control of production (imports) (Art, VIII).-Quotas of imports of production
established for the mahogany subdivision, and allotments thereof, to eligible
persons therein, in the discretion of its administrative agency and with the ap-
proval of the Lumber Code Authority, may be for periods greater than 3 months
and may be based on shipments, provided that no such person shall be precluded
thereby from imports or production sufficient to maintain at the end of any
allotment period an inventory of logs and lumber equal in footage to the volume
of his shipments during the preceding calendar year.

S. PHILIPPINE MAHOGANY SUBDIVISION (AMENDMENT 8)

(a) The executive committee of the Philippine mahogany subdivision is em-
powered, with the approval of the authority and within the limits of the total
subdivision quota, to assign a maximum import allotment to each eligible person
registered with the Philippine mahogany subdivision and subject to Its jurlsdic-
tion. The subdivision quota and individual allotments shall be made for periods
of 6 months and as provided in this article.

() Any person complying with the labor and other provisions of this code
applicable to this subdivision, who brings Philippine mahogany or Philippine
hardwood into the United States from the Philippine Islands in quantities suffi-
cient to amount to wholesale distribution for resale to wholesalers, retailers, or
industrials as defined in this code, shall be deemed an eligible person for purposes
of allotment.

(c) Any eligible person may obtain an allotment by making application to the
said executive committee designating the Philippine mill or mills from which he
has arranged to obtain nis supplies. The allotment to said eligible person shall
be determined by the following formula:

Mil capa=i -60 percent of subdivision quota
Total capacity PuPlus

Mill shipments to unitedd States 4
Total shipments to 1 .ited States

4  
percent of subdivision quota

DEFINITION OF TERMS

"Mill capacity" means the actual capacity at the time of the application for
allotment of the Philippine mill or mills designated by an eligible person.

"Total capacity" means the actual total capacity of all Philippine mills desig-
nated by eligible persons.

"M ill shipments to United States" mean the average yearly shipment to the
United States from the Philippine mill or mills designated by eligible person,
calculated upon any 3 calendar years since 1924.

"Total shipments to United States" mean the average yearly shipments to the
United States from all mills in the Philippine Islands, calculated on caknmda-
years since 1924.

In respect to mills which have not been in operation for as much as 3 calendar
years since 1924, the "mill shipments to the United States" shall be the yearly
average of actual shipments.

In the case of logging operations in which the logs were sold and shipped as
logs and not manufactured into lumber or timber products by the logger the
actual production of such logs during calendar year shall be considered the "mll
capacity" of such operator.

(d) If two eligible persons designate the same mill as their source of supply the
total shipments to the United States therefrom shall not exceed the amount
determined by the application of the formula prescribed in this article and the
said person h all divide the said total in such proportions as they are able to
effect purchases from such mill.

(If any eligible person to whom an allotment has been made advises the
subdivision aency that he will not use all or part of his allotment within the
allotment perked, or if in 3 months after the date of the allotment any such per-
son fails to usc a substitute portion of his allotment and fails to show to the
satisfaction of the executive committee that he has ordered shipment of a sub-
stantial portico of his allotment the said committee may, after public hearing on
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all the facts and circumstances and subject to the supervision of the authority,
reduce the allotment of such person for the balance of the existing quota period
by such amount as may be fair and equitable in order to save to the subdivision
as a whole the privilege of bringing into the United States the whole of the sub-
division quota. In the event of such reduction of allotment the amount thereof
shall be divided among other eligible persons in proportion to their existing
allotments upon application to the said executive committee.

(") In determining complianIce with individual allotments, date of loading on
shipboard in the Philippine Islands for shipment to the United States shall be
deemed arrival of shipment in the United States.(g) No person subject to the jurisdiction of this subdivision shall import prod-
ucts without ac import allotment, or in excess of such allotment, as herein pro-

vided.
7. NORT5LERN HARDWOOD SUBDIVi5l, ON

ConVro l of prodion.-Quotas of production established for the northern

hardwood subdivision and allotments thereof to eligible persons therein in the dis-
cretion of the admniistrative agency and with the approval of the Lumber Code
Authority, may be for periods greater than 3 months.

5, NORTHEASTERN HARDWOOD SUBDIVISION

Control of producion.--Quotas of production established for the northeastern
hardwood su bdivision and allotments thereof to eligible persons therein, in the
discretion of the administrative agency and with the approval of the Lumber
Code Authority, may be for periods greater than 3 months.

10. NORTHERN HEMLOCK DIVISION"

Control of production.-Quotas of production established for the northern hem.
lock division and allotments thereof to eligible persons therein, in the discretion
of the administrative agency and with the approval of the Lumber Code Author-
ity, may be for periods greater than 3 months.

13. NORTHEASTERN SOFTWOOD DIVISION"

Control of prod~action.-Quota of production established for the northeastern
softwood division and allotments thereof to eligible persons therein, in the dis-cretion of the administrative agency and with the approval of the Lumber Code
Authority, may be for periods greater than 3 months (schedule A).

10. PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

3. PRODUCTION

(Article Idl, as amended Apr. 24, 1934)

Required production of crude oil to balance consumer demand for petroleum

products sIsU he estimated at intervals by a Federal agency designated by thePresident. In estimating such required production, due account shall be taken

of probable withdrawals from storage and of anticipated imports. The requiredproduction shall be equitably allocated among the several States by the Federal
agency. The estimates of required production and the allocations among the
States shall be submitted to the President for approval, and, when approved by

him, shall be deemed to be the net reasonable market demand, and may he socertified by the Federal agency. The allocations when approved by the President
shall be recommended as the operating schedule for the producing States and for
the industry and thereupon section 4 of this article shall apply. n any States
where oil is produced on account of back allowables, total current allowables shall

be reduced accordingly.4. The subdivision into pool and/or lease and/or well quotas of the production

allocated to each State is to be made within the State. Should quotas allocatedin conformity with the provisions of this section and/or section 3 of article IL of
this code not e made within the State or if the production of petroleum within

any State exceeds the quota allocated to said State, the President may regulatethe shipment of petroleum or petroleum products in or affecting interstate
commerce out of said State to the extent necessary to effectuate the purposes of
the National Industrial Recovery Act and/or he may compile such quotas and
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recommend them to the State regulatory body in such State, in which event it is
hereby agreed that such quotas shall become operating schedules for that State.

If any subdivision into quotas of production allocated to any State shall be
made with a State any production by any person, as person is defined in article I,
section 2 of this code in excess of any such quota assigned to him shall be deemed
an unfair trade practice and in violation of this code. (See also sce. 5.)

7. As to new capacity, "wild-catting" is specifically aot prohibited, but
sanipments from new pools not developed in accordance with a plan approved
by the President is unfair competition (art. III).

Article IV, refining (as amended Apr. 24, 1934).-l. To achieve greater
accuracy in balancing production and consumption of gasoline and to prevent the
injurious effect on interstate commerce of an unbalanced accumulation of inven-
tories of gasoline in any part of the country or of surplus production and conse-
quent distribution of gasoline in excess of market requirements, a Federal agency
designated by the President shall divide the country into refining districts and
shall (after consultation with the planning and coordination committee and such
other sources of information as it may deem necessary) determine from time to
time: (1) The proper inventories of gasoline for the country as a whole and (2) the
production of gasoline in the country as a whole necessary to meet the demand
therefor, with due regard to normal and seasonal fluctuation in refining opera-
tions.

The determinations so made shall constitute the operating schedule for the
refining Industry in the country as a whole, and same shall be published for at
least 20 days before the effective date thereof.

2. The planning and coordination committee shall appoint a national coordi-
nator of refining operations, subject to the approval of the President, and may
appoint a district allocator for each district. District allocators shall cooperate
with the regional refinery committees and other committees or agencies desig-
nated by the planning and coordiation committee in making effective the pro-
visions of this article. The planning and coordination committee shall appoint,
subject to the approval of the President, a board of review consisting of not to
exceed 10 in number, for the purpose of reviewing the findings and allocations
of district allocators, the agencies established by the refinery district committees
(where no allocator is appointed), and the national coordinator,

3. The national coordinator and the district allocators (or the proper agency
estabhshed by the refinery district committee where no allocator is appointed),
in joint session, subject to the approval of the planning and coordination com-
mittee, shall determine from time to time

(1) The proper Inventories of gasoline for each district and
(2) The production of gasoline in each district necessary to meet the demand

therefor, with due regard to normal and seasonal fluctuation in refining operations.
The determinations so made shall constitute the operating schedule for the

refining industry in each district and same shall be published for at least 15 days
before the effective date thereof.

(3) Within the limits of the operating schedule for the refining industry in
each district as thus determined, an agency designated by the planning and
coordination committee and the district allocator (when one is appointed) in
joint session, shall establish fair and reasonable quotas for each refinery operating
in the district, In the event of disagreement between a district allocator and the
agenov designated above or in the event of the failure of such agency to act, the
district allocator shall establish such quotas subject to appeal as herein provided.

In making such allocations the agency and/or district allocator (when one is
appointed) shall take into consideration relevant features of operating and
marketing conditions under rules and regulations prescribed by the planning and
coordination committee and approved by the Administrator. Every effort shall
be made to avoid inequities which may exist in the availability of supplies of
crude oil to refiners necessary to maintain either the proper ratio between inven-
tories and gasoline and sales thereof and/or the production of gasoline authorized
In the manner set forth above. No withdrawals of crude oil from storage by or
in behalf of any refiner operating only in a single district shall be authorized under
the terms of article III, section 2, hereof, and/or rules or regulations issued there-
under, unless the application has been referred for advice to said agency and dis-
trict allocator (when one is appointed) concerned.

4. The national coordinator of refining operations in the case of refiners operat-
hig refineries and/or who ae maintaining gasoline inventories in more than one
refining district shall adjust such operations and inventories in order that district
allocatIons may be Pdjusted in such manner as equitably to meet the consolidated
requirements of such refiners.
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The national coordinator and the district allocators (or the agency established
by the refinery district c, mmittee where no district allocator is appointed) shall
meet at such times and places as may be necessary to provide the necessary co-
ordination between districts and uniform application in each district of the rules
and regulations provided thereunder. Each district allocator (or the agency
established by the refinery district committee where no district allocator is ap-
pointed) shall furnish to the national coordinator a complete statement of the
allocation made to each refinery in the district and shall furnish such regular
reports as may be required by the national coordinator for the proper performance
of his duties.

No withdrawals of crude oil from storage by or on behalf of refiners operating
refineries, and/or maintaining crude oil inventories in more than one refining
district, shall be authorized under the terms of article III, section 2 hereof, and/or
rule and regulation issued thereunder, unless the application has been referred for
advice to the national coordinator.

5. Any person may appeal from any recommendation, allocation, or decision
of the district allocator, agency designated by the planning and coordination
committee, agency established by the refinery district committee, or the national
coordinator to the board of reivew provided for above, and the decision of the
said board of review shall be inal, subject to the right of the planning and co-
ordination committee to review such decision upon appeal, which committee's
action, either in respect to the exercise of such right or in respect to the deter-
mintation made if such right be exercised, shall be subject to the approval of the
Administrator.

6. In order that the provisions of this article may not operate in such manner
as to discriminate against small refining enterprises and in order to assist in
orderly liquidation of excessive gasoline inventories, the panning and coordina-
tion committee may, with the approval of the President, authorize suitable
arrangements for the purchase of gasoline from nonintegrated and/or semi-in-
tegrated refiners and the resale of same through orderly channels.

7. Upon a determination by the planning and coordination committee that an
excessive supply of gasoline or an unbalanced accumulati." of inventories of
gasoline exists in any district, which excessive supply and/or excessive accumula-
tion of inventories injuriously affect interestate and foreign comncrce 1knd is
such that any remedy must incidentally apply in like manner to intra-Sta~e
commerce, the planning and coordination committee may establish fair and
reasonable quotas in commerce for gasoline to be moved from all or any of the
refineries or other sources of supply in the district. Such quotas shall be in
accord with such rules and regulations as are promulgated by the planning and
coordination committee.

While such quotas are in effect, no person shall place in commerce or receive
in commerce (interstate, intrastate or foreign) by sale, exchange, consignment,
or otherwise, any gasoline in excess of the quota prescribed. Before establish-
ing quotas for gasoline the planning and coordination committee shall hold or
cause to be held, hearings with respect to the establishment of such qoutas and
to such other matters as in the opinion of the committee may be proper, after
such reasonable public notice as may be prescribed; Provided, however, that in
any emergency as determined to exist by the committee, quotas may be estab-
lished for a temporary period not to exceed 1 calendar month without previous
notice or hearing, but in such event, the committee in the next subsequent period,
ball adjust quotas so allocated upon the basis of due notice and hearing herein-
above prescribed so as to prevei~t any inequitable allocation. Any person,
natural or artificial, aggrieved by any quota, shall have a right to appeal to the
Administrator.

This section is to be construed and may be enforced without reference to the
other provisions of this article.

8. The planning and coordination committee may make such rules and regu-
lations, authorize such committees, and require such reports as it may deem
necessary to accomplish the purpose of this article.

9, The word "gasoline" as used herein shall be held to include iuch products
as may be determined from time to time by the planning and coordination
committee.

10. In case of any appeal, the appellant shall abide by all the provisions of
this article and the rules and regulations issued thereunder pending the decision
of such appeal, but In case the contentions of the appellant are upheld in whole
or in part, an order shall be issued which shall be retroactive to the effective
date of the order appealed from.
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11. Failure on the part of any person to observe or comply with any provisions
of this article or any valid order, rule, or regulation hereunder, shall constitute a
violation of the code.

11. IRON AND STEEL (ART. V, 1)

It is the consensus of opinion in the industry that it is not necessary, in order to
effectuate the policy of title I of the National Industrial Recovery Act, to make
any specific provision in the code for controlling or regulating the volume of
production in the industry or for allocating production or sales among its members.
t is believed that the elimination of unfair practices in the industry will auto-

matically eliminate any overproduction therein and any alleged inequities in
the distribution of prod-action and sales among its members. Adequate pro-
vision shall be made under the code for the collection of statistics regarding
production and of other data from which it may be determined from time to time
whether overproduction in the industry exists and whether in the circumstances
any restriction of production is necessary in order to effectuate the policy of
title I. The board of directors shall furnish to the Administrator summaries or
compilations of such statistics and other data in reasonable detail. Should it at
any time in the cli cumstances as they shall then exist appear to the board of
directors that the policy of such title I will not be effectuated in the industry
because of the fact that though the code production therein is not controlled
and regulated then the board of directors Is hereby empowered, subject to the
approval of the President after such conference with er hearing of interested

erSons as he may prescribe, to make, modify, or rescind such rules and regulations
or the purpose of controlling and regulating production in the industry, including

the fixing of such liquidated damages for vio actions of such rules and regulations,
as such board shall deem to be necessary or proper In order to effectuate the policy
of such title I. All such rules and regulations from time to time so made and in
effect shall he binding upon each member of the code to which notice thereof shall
have been given. (For prohibition upon new construction, see sec. 2.)

36. GLASS CONTAINER: (SEDizUnE A)
(a) It becomes necessary to conduct the industry in an orderly way and to

maintain competitive conditions in order that the provisions and intent of theNational Industrial Rcovery Act may be effectuated. There, so long as
the industry is operating below 70 percent of yearly registered capacity for suchperiod as the administrator may approve, the principle of sharing available busi-
ness equitably among the members of the industry shall be recognized, not to
restrict production but to maintain a reasonable balance between production
and consumption, of glass containers and to assure adequate supplies thereof.

(b) When the industry is operating at 70 percent of avenge yearly registered
capacity for such period as is approved by the Administrator, the principle of
sharing available business sshall be reconsidered by the industry and its reeom-
mendation transmittedg to the Administrator for his approval.

(c) If at any time a majority of the industry as defined in section 10, article II,
shall vote against the principle of sharing available business equitably among the
members of the industry, this code shall be amended as the members of the
industry may determine and as the Administrator may approve.

(d) To make this principle effective, the code authority shall formulate a plan
for equitable allocation of production to each member in the industry or who may
hereafter enter the industry and shall submit such plan to the administrator for
his approval. Such plan shall give due consideration to productive capacity and
past performance and shall recognize the greater difficulties to be met by the small-
er producers in the industry In operating on a curtailed basis, and such other
factors as the administrator may direct. After the Administrator has approved
such plan, the code authority 4haI1 from time to time, but not less frequently
than each 6 months, prepare an estimate of expected consumption of glass con-
tainers. Upon the basis of such estimate the code authority shall make equitable
allocations to each member in the industry in accordance with the plan so ap-
proved. Each member of the industry shall be entitled to be registered by the
code authority and shall be assigned an allotment. The code authorifV shall take
such steps as may be reasonably adapted to give notice to all persons operating
that such allocation will he made. After such allotments have been assigned, no
person shall produce'glasks containers In excess of his allotment.

(e) The code authority shall issue interpretations and promulgate rules and
regulations necessary for the enforcement of this schedule A, to prevent evasion,
and to secure the equitable application thereof.
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(f) The code authority shall so administer the provisions of this schedule A as
to prevent loss of export business to the glass-container industry as the result of
the operation of this schedule A.

(g) Any member of this industry unable for any reason to accept his allotment
under this schedule A shall file his reasons therefor with the code authority, who
shall immediately organize a board of arbitration composed of 1 member ap-

ointed by the code authority, 1 member representing the complainant mem-
her of the industry, and I member selected by 2 members so appointed.
If thp two members so appointed are unable to agree upon the selection of the
third' member, the Administrator shall appoint a disinterested third member.
The decision of this arbitration board may be appealed as the Administrator, in
accordance with law, may prescribe.

128. CEMENT INDUSTRY (ART. VI)

Plan for sharing available business (Note: No extension of the time limit below
has been recorded).-l. The board is hereby authorized to formulate a plan or
plans, within 30 days after the effective date of this code, unless such time shall
be extended by the Administrator, for the equitable allocation of available business
among all members of the industry or among members of the industry operating
in one or more districts, and for the control of cement inventory and to submit
the same either to a meeting of all members of the industry or to meetings of
members in the districts affected, as the board may determine, for approval,
modification or rejection. Each member of the industry shall be entitled to
receive notice of any such plan and to participate in any meeting or meetings of
all members of the industry or of members in the district in which such member
operates and, further, shall have the right to appear before the board at any
meeting at which any such plan is being considered for the purpose of presenting
any facts or arguments relative thereto.

When any such plan shall have been formulated by the Board, the code author-
ity shall present the same to the Administrator for consideration and the code
authority shall represent the industry and the Board in conference with the Admin-
istrator with respect to any such plan; provided, however, that as regards any such
plan the code authority shall have only such power to bind the industry or any
subdivision thereof as shall have been conferred upon it by majority vote of the
industry or of any subdivision thereof, and each member shall have the right to
present his objections, if any, to the Administrator. The code authority shall
collect and present to the Administrator such data and statistics as may be required
in connection with any such plan together with a statement of the names of those
members of the industry that approve and of those that disapprove such plan in
whole or in part.

2. Any such plan shall be based on the following principles:
(a) It shall be fa and its benefits shall be equitably apportioned to all plants.
(b) It shall give due consideration to all pertinent factors including demonstrated

productive capacity based on the clinker and/or cement production performance of
nonobsolete plants and equipment.

(c) It shall in no way reduce the total production of all plants below what is
necessary amply to supply demand.

(d) It shall not. promote monopoly or monopolistic practices or oppress small
enterprises

(For restrictions upon new capacity, see art. VIL)

149. MACHINED WASTEs MANUFACTURINO

Includes among powers of the code authority the following: (2) Recommenda-
tions for a plan to prevent demoralization in the industry whenever operations are
below 35 percent of registered capacity and after approval by members of the
industry representing 80 percent of the volume of production. (In addition to
machinery limitations.) (Art. VI, 2 (a, 2).)

202. CARPET AND RUG MANUFACTURING (ART. VII)

2. Control of production: The finished goods inventory of square yards of mer-
chandise wherever located, owned by any member of the industry shall ,int
exceed one-third of his sales in square yards for the immediately preceding 12
months. A member whose inventory shall at the end of any month exceed the
aforementioned allowed figure shall be allowed a period of 120 days in which to
restore the balance between his inventory and sales before curtailing production.
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Should any person or company enter the industry as a manufacturer or withdraw
his lines from the market for a period of not less than 3 monthsthe above provisions
shall be suspended for the period of 12 months; during this 12 months such person
or company may carry an inventory of finished merchandise not to exceed that
which is allowed to members of the industry of commensurate capacity under the
provisions of this code.

(For members of the industry producing wool sales yarn there is a similar provi-
sion, except that inventories are limited to one-sixth of the individual's sales in
pounds in the preceding 12 months (art. IX).

245. CORRUGATED AND SOLID FIBER SHIPPING CONTAINER (ART. VII)

With the approval of the code authority, members of the industry may
join in a voluntary agreement for the sharing of their business on such basis as
they may determine, provided, however, that any member becoming a party to
such an agreement may withdraw therefrom at any time without penalty, and
provided further that no such agreement shall contain any provision relative to
price fixing. The code authority shall file with the Administrator a copy of
every such agreement (sec 1).

The Administrator may at any time declare the foregoing section void and of no
effect (sec. 2).

269. CARBON BLACK MANUFACTURING (ART. IV)

Each member of the industry shall, insofar as is possible without infringing
obligations existing on November 28, 1933, for the purchase of gas, so regulate
his current produetin of all ordinary grades of carbon black as to prevent the
same from exceeding its current deliveries. In case at the end of any period of
t -alendar months the quantity of carbon black held in storage by any member
shall have increased (ex .ept through purchase of black or unavoidable purchase
of gas) such member shall reduce its storage by the saiie amount during the next
6 calendar months, anti failure to do so shall be deemed an unfair method of com-
petition within the meaning of the act. Provided, however, that in case any
member is prevented from regulating its production to the full extent required
herein by reason of such existing obligations for the purchase of gas, and this
results in an i:aavoidable increase in his inventory, the other members shall not
be compelled to restrict their inventories below a percentage of increase equal to
that of such member.

Also provides for limitation upon new r.spacity (sec. 2, art. IV), and it is further
provided: The production of carbon bixek by any authorized new factory capacity
for the first 6 months that it shall be in operation shall not be subject to the
provisions of the first section of this article.

302. CANDLE MANUFACTURING AND BEESWAX BLEACHERS AND REFINERS
INDUSTRY (ART. VIII)

2. No member of the candle manufacturing industry shall engage in the manu-
facture in any of the three recognized fields of production, namely, fancy candles,
church candles including votivelights, or common and household candies if be
has not engaged in that field at some time during tne period of 2 years immediately
prior to the effective date of this code, except by applying to the code authority
and obtaining permission of the Administrator upon his finding that the granting
of such permission is consistent with effectuating the policy of National Industrial
Recovery Act. (For new capacity limitation, see sec. 1.)

3. Such provisions to cease being effective after 1 year from effective date of
code, provided, however, that prior to that time the code authority may submit
to the Administrator its recommendation that said period 5e extended, based on
such information as may be required and if the Administrator finds upon such
information and facts that a further extension of this period is consistent with and
further effectuates the policy of the National Industrial Recovery Act, he may
declare the provisions of this article to he operative for such longer period and
under such conditions as he may find necessary to further effectuate the policy
last herein mentioned.

308. SUPPLEMENT 4 ATIANTIC MACKEREL FSIING (VIII, TITLE C, 1)

(c) In order to conserve natural resources by the elimination of oonditions
lndlng to gluts In the mackerel market and consequent wastage through dumping
of mackerel at sea, and by the development of the maximum usable yield corn-
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patible with future productivity through prevention of the take of small mackerel
during those portions of the season when larger sizes are available to supply the
demand for mackerel, and to rehabilitate the mackerel fishery by maintaining a
reasonable balance between the production of mackerel and the consumption of
mackerel, and by assuring minimum prices for mackerel not below the cost of
production:

(1) The executive committee, with the approval of the Administrator, from
time to time may estimate consumer demand for mackerel. When any such
estimate shall have been approved by the Administrator, the same shall be deemed
to Yje the net reasonable market demand for mackerel; and therefrom the execu-
tive committee, with the approval of the Administrator, may determine (according
to the run of the fish and other conditions in the ocean) whether the exploitation
of the mackerel fishery should be unrestricted, or whether a total or partial limi-
tation on the take of small mackerel by purse-seine boats should be effected.

(a) Any determination by the executive committee pursuant to the provisions
of subdivision (1) of this paragraph shall be revised from time to time to conform
with the net reasonable market demand for mackerel as found as aforesaid, and
all estimates and determinations by the executive committee pursuant to the
provisions of said subdivision shall be subject to the approval of the Administra-
tor, and shall be based upon a published finding and statement of the reasons
therefor. Any limitation on the take of small mackerel shall accord due consider-
ation to the effect of such limitation on the cost of production of mackerel larger
in size.

(3) In estimating consumer demand for mackerel, due account shall be taken
of probable withdrawals from storage of frozen and salt mackerel, of anticipated
imports of frozen and salt mackerel, and of production and consumption of ground-
fish.

(d) In the event that any determination of the executive committee pursuant
to the provisions of paragraph (c) of this section faili to effectuate the conservation
and/or rehabilitation policies hereinbefore stated, the executive committee, upon
due showing to the Administrator and with his approval, may determine from the
net reasonable market demand for mackerel found as aforesaid the poundage of
mackerel, with reasonable tolerances, that may be landed from any trip by purse-
seine boats engaged in the mackerel fishery. In allocating trip poundage quotas
to such boats due consideration shall be given to boat tonnage and crew size.

(e) In the event that any determination of the executive committee pursuant
to the provisions of paragraphs (c) and (d) of this section fail to effectuate the con-
servation and/or rehabilitation policies hereinbefore stated, the executive com-
mittee may, with the approval of the administration member or members of the
executive committee and subject to the review of the Administrator, limit the
exploitation of the mackerel fishery by purse-seine boats engaged in the mackerel
fishery to a portion of the fleet at one time and to other portions of the fleet at
other times. Any exploitation schedule promulgated by the executive committee
in this connection shall be equitable to all boats so engaged, and to their crews;
and any determination by the executive committee pursuant to the provisions of
this paragraph shall be communicated forthwith to the Administrator,

(See (f), as to pooling agreements.)
See also Administrative Order 308-D4, June 11, 1934, limiting landing of

mackerel in accordance with above for purpose of maintaining mackerel supply
at a approximately 700,000 pounds a week, the estimated consumer demand.

(P provides that purse seine boats of 20 gross tons or less may land no more than
5,000 pounds plus 1,000 pounds for each crew member, including captain; larger
boats may land same poundage, plus 50 pounds for each gross ton over 20.)

See also Administrative Order D-5, July 14, 1934, limiting landing of mackerel
in accordance with above provisions, for purpose of maintaining mackerel supply
at approximately 1,100,000 pounds per week, the estimated consumer demand.

See also Administrative Order D-7, August 6, 1934, limiting landing of mackerel
in accordance with above provisions, for purpose of maintaining mackerel supply
at approximately 200,000 pounds per week, the estimated consumer demand.

See also Administrative Order D-9, October 26, 1934, rescinding curtailment
of production of mackerel under article VIII, title C, section 2 of code.

308. SUPPLEMENT 3 CALIFORNIA SARDINE PROCESSINo

Title C, executive committee, powers and duties: (c) To investigate and report
to the Administrator not later than June 1, 1934, on the feasability of effectuating
by voluntary agreement between members of the California sardine processing
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Industry under title I, section 4 (a) of the act, or otherwise: (1) Conservation and
sustained production of the ntural supply of sardines in the waters off California.

401. CoPPER (ExEcUTIVE ORans APPROVING CODe)

6. Sales plan, quotas and allocation: (1) From and after the effective date of
this code all sales of copper by those governed by this code shall be made in con-
formity with the provisions of this article VII.

The Administrator upon his own initiative, or the code authority with the
approval of the Administrator, may establish rules and regulations to effectuate
the purposes of the sales plan. Until the establishment of such rules and regula-
tions by the code authority the sales clearing agent shall set up rules and regula-
tions which in his judgment are designed to carry out the spirit and intent and
general purposes of the sales plan, subject to the review and disapproval of the
Administrator. The purpose of this sales plan is to provide insofar as possible
a first place in sales for current production and then to provide for a fair and
equitable sale of stocks.

(2) Until such time as the code authority may determine that such member ha
failed to comply with the provisions of this code and such determination has been
approved for the purpose by the Administrator, the monthly sales quota for each
primary producer of the industry listed below and the relative annual productive
capacities of such members, arrived at solely for the purpose of establishing sales
quotas, shall be as follows:

Tens per Monthly
annum uotu

Perrceld
Kenneeott Copper Corporation ........ .......... 3 ............................. 3 ,500 1.67
Anaconda Copper Mining Co .................-- ------ - ................. 25,000 1.67
Phel t Dodge orporaton..........................- .............. ........... 18,000 1.67
United Verde Copper Co----------------- ........... ---------- 68,000 1.90
Calumet & tlecla Consolidated Copper Co ......................................... 50,000 2.20
Miami Copper Co ........................................................ 36,000 2.30

[agna Copper Co-- .............. ................... ---------- -25.000 2.50
United Verde Extension Mining Co ............................. ........... _ 24,000 2.50
Consolidated Coppermines Co-. -..........--------------------------------...... 21,000 2.70
Copper Range Co ...................................------------- _--- -- 17, 00 3.00

(3) In addition to the sales quotas provided above an aggregate sales quota of
9,500 tons per month shall be allocated as individual sales quotas among the
producers of secondary copper by some equitable method agreed upon by such
producers and approved by the code authority. In the event the producers of
secondary copper are unable to agree then such allocation shall be made by the
Administrator.

(4) Any producer who shall assent to the code and/or sales plan who is entitled
to, but has not received, a sales quota may apply for a sales quota. If, however,
the product of such producer is treated by a custom smelter or refiner such custom
smelter or refiner may, if the producer shall fail to apply for a quota, make appli-
cation in its name bit for the account of such producer. During the first sales
period each producer of custom and byproduct copper shall have a quota equal
to 50 percent of the copper produced and treated at the treatment plant. The
allocation of such quota in the amount of 50 percent of the production treated
during such first sales period shall not serve as a precedent or in any way be
controlling in the determination of the sales quota applied for by any such pro-
ducer for the period subsequent to said first sales period.

(5) The code authority shall have no power to decrease sales quotas established
pursuant to subsections (2) and (3), of this section 6, save upon unanimous vote
of the code authority and the consent of the party or parties whose qu.tas are
to be thereby decreased. But the code authority upon a two-thirds vote of its
membership and with the approval of the Administrator, may increase any such
sales quota. In the event the sales quotas of primary producers are generally
Increased they shall be increased ratably to the end that the increase for each
individual producer will be such as to arrive simultaneously at a sales quota
equal to 50 percent of their respective capacities; and further in the event of
any increase in quotas of primary producers proportionate increases shall be
made in the sales quotas of secondary producers as shall be justified by the then
existing conditions.
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Nothing contained herein, however, shall be construed so as to limit the right
of the Administrator at any time after proper notice and giving all parties an
opportunity to be heard, to make such change as he may deem necessary in the
sales quotas, or sales plan provided for herein.

(6) Until a change is approved by the Administrator and the code authority,
or by the Administrator alone, the aggregate sales quotas given pursuant to
subsection (2) and subsection (4) of this section 6 shall not exceed 20,500 tons
per month.

(7) allocations of sales must be accepted by those holding sales quotas provided
they have copper available for delivery within the delivery period covered by such
allocation, except as provided in subsection (14) hereof. A member unable to
accept a sales allocation shall have no right subsequently to make up the deft-
cieicy, except that if any producer or producers of secondary copper have been
unable to accept future sales allocations beyond the current month to the same
extent that such future allocations have been accepted by primary producers,
then commencing with the first of the month for which such future sales alloca-
tions have been made all sales subject to allo. ition shall be allocated to such
secondary producers to the exclusion of primary producers to the extent of the
current intake of such secondary producers until such time as each of the secon-
dary producers are brought into a peeper relation with such primary producers
as regards such allocated sales: Provided, That this provision shall not be applied
so as to give any producer of secondary copper a greater allocation of sales than
if it had accepted all such future allocations.

(8) Sales as made shall be proportionately applied to sales quotas for the cur-
rent month and at the end of the month unsold sales quotas shall be carried for-
ward for sale and allocation during the following month, except that the unsold
quotas carried forward at the end of each month for each secondary producer
shall be adjusted to eliminate the tonnage by which its shortage of accumulated
actual secondary intake as compared with its accumulated sales quota exceeds
its sales quota for 13 months. If sales'quotas for the current month have been
sold then all sales in excess thereof shall be applied to the subsequent month for
which the sale quotas have not been completely sold so that sales shall be applied
to sales quotas for the current month, then to each of the 2 succeeding months.
After the sales quotas of the current month and next 2 months have been sold,
further sales during the current month shall be allocated to and applied to copper
stocks: Provided, however, That prior to a general allocation to copper stocks
there shall first be set aside 50 percent of all sales then to be allocated to copper
stocks, which 60 percent shall be divided so that two-fifths shall go to secondary
producers in proportion to their respective holdings of secondary copper accumu-
lated since October 1, 1933, but limited in any event to such accumulations, and
three-fifths to byproduct and other primary stocks, and then the remaining 50
percent (or whatever larger amount there may be available pursuant to the fore-
going) shall be allocated to copper stocks generally and not to sales quotas. The
code authority shall propose a plan for the handling of such allocations to stocks
generally which shall be effective when approved by the Administrator, and which
shall provide for the disposal of such accumulations by an orderly liquidation,
and such sales from stocks shall be "Blue Eagle copper " within the meaning of
this code.

(9) The sale of copper by any member of the Industry without first having
received an assignment of a sales quota pursuant to the provisions of this code,
or otherwise in' contravention of any of the provisions of this code, shall be a
violation of this code; Provided, however, That holders of copper who are without
sales quotas and who are unable to obtain sales quotas and custom smelters and/or
refineries whose intake is in excess of their sales quota and to the extent of such
excess may sell such copper but it shall not be eligible to be called "Blue Eagle
copper" and shall not be considered copper offered for sale pursuant to the pro-
visions of the Copper Code, and all invoices and papers covering such transactions
shall be plainly marked "The copper covered In the transaction is not ' Blue Eagle
copper" and is not qualified to be used in the manufacture of any articles for
sale to the United States Government as provided for In the Presideint's order of
approval for the Code of Fair Competition for the Copper Industry." All sales
of copper, however, shall be promptly reported to the sales clearing agent of the
code authority.

(10) It shsAl be a violation of this code for any member of the industry by any
transaction with another member to buy, sell, exchange or receive any stocks of
copper so as thereby to be allowed, or enable another to participate in the sales
plan and/or receive a sales quota and dispose of copper pursuant thereto, to an
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extent or in such manner as would not otherwise have been possible if such pur-
chase, sale, exchange or receipt of copper had not taken place: Pro'ided, however,
That this provision shall in no manner prohibit the bona tide sale of copper pro-
duced by the seler or owned by it on the effective date of this code, in the event
that such sale is made pursuant to the other provisions of this code.

(11) All allocations of sales quotas and stock shall be made by the sales clearing
agent. A computation shall be made by the sales clearing agent daily of the per-
centage of sales, applied to each sales quota in relation to the aggregate of all
quotas and a daily allocation shall be made at the average price of all. sales made
on that date after making such eliminations and additions, as to sales, as may be
required by virtue of the other provisions of this code. Ir the event, at the end
of the month, sales and purchases are necessary between those holding sales
quotas in order to adjust actual sales to sales quotas, they shall be made pur-
suant to the daily computations and allocations made by the sales clearing agent
during that month. Proper allowance shall he made by the sales clearing agent
for differentials including freight charges, varying types and quality of copper,
sales commissions, and time of delivery. Full information may be obtained upon
request from the sales clearing agent concerning any such computations or alloca-
tions.

(12) In order to maintain the proper relation between sales and production:
(a) Any primary producer in operation and producing copper on the effective

date, or any other primary producer not producing copper on that date but which
after the effective date resumes such production, which fails to prciuce its sales
quota reasonably averaged over a period of 3 months, or such longer period
as the code authority or the Administrator may have approved, shall thereafter
lose its right to participate in the allocation of sales by the sales clearing agent.
proportiont.tely to the extent of such decrease ia production: Provided, hotrever,

hat the foregoing provision shall not apply in the event of a shutdown or de-
crease in production on account of causes beyond the control of the producer or
for any reason which, in the opinion of the code authority and the Administrator,
or the Administrator on his own initiative, justifies such shutdown or decreased
production: Provided, further, That in addition to limitation on sales of primary
copper provided in this articib VII primary producers shall limit their production
so as to conform to the plan and purpose of this code, and to coordinate the pro-
duction of primary copper with current sales quotas in order to avoid excessive
accumulation of stocks and any failure reasonably so to do to the satisfaction of
the code authority shall be a violation of this code.

(b) No specific limitations or requirements shall be imposed upon the intake
of secondary copper producers, but in lieu thereof sales of secondary copper shall
be controlled and limited as provided In this article VII. Custom smelters and/
or refiners shall endeavor, so far as practicable, to limit their intake of secondary
copper so as to conform to the plan and purpose of this code, and to coordinate
the flow of copper and of intake material with current sales quotas in order to
avoid excessive accumulation of stocks.

(c) All consumers of copper, including fabricating or manufacturing companies
owned or controlled by producers who are members of the industry, shall be
urged by the code authority to assist in the stabilization of the industry by
regular monthly purchases of copper in as large an amount as may be practicable
in each case, and shall be similarly urged to enter into agreement, to make such
purchases. Upon the execution of such an agreement by a copper consumer in
form and substance satisfactory to the code authority, or the administrator, and
for so long as the terms of such agreement are complied with, and no other copper
other than "Blue Eagle copper' is purchased, all copper sold and/or fabricated
by such consumer shall be I Blue Bagle copper", as defined herein. The code
authority of this industry shall cooperate with the code authority and/or super-
visory agency of the copper and brass mill products industry and the wire and
cable subdivision of the electrical manufacturing industry in effectuating the
purposes of the marketing and fair trade practice provisions of this code.

(d) For the purpose of the sales plan, sales and/or transfers of copper by a
member holding a sales quota (Including any of ts subsidiaries or affiliates) to
Its fabricating plants or to any subsidiary fabricating company, shall not be
subject to said plan, except to the extent set forth in agreements made by the
fabricating subsidiaries of such producer under the terms of the preceding para-
graph (c); provided, however, that in case a member owning a fabricating plant
or the fabricating subsidiaries of any one holding a sales quota should fall to
make an agreement under the terms of the preceding paragraph (c), tha sales of
copper by that member shall be determined by the Administratr or In the
event of his unwillingness to act, by the code authority.
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(e) In order to provide equitably for an increase in employment by increasing
current production and/or to facilitate liquidation of excessive copper stocks in
a manner which will not interfere with the operation of the sales plan pursuatit
to the provisions of this code, the code authority, with the approval of the
Administrator may negotiate bulk sales of copper to, through, and/or with the
approval of Government agencies; provided, however, that no commitment shall
be made for or become binding on any member of the industry unless he shall
accept the allocation made to him by the code authority of his proportionate
share Qf any sale so negotiated, except to the extent he is obligated to sell copper
underthe provisions of this code (administrritiv3 order, art. VII).

(19) Whenever, upon complaint or on its own initiative without complaint,
and after affording an opportunity to any interested party to be heard, the
code authority is of the opinion that an eorergency exists within the industry
in that destructive price cutting ard/o' excessive production is being engaged in
to such an extent as to render ineZ-,cual or seriously endanger the effectuation
of the purposes of this code or of the act so as to require the establishment of
minimum prices for the sale of copper and/or regulation of production, the code
authority shall certify any such conclusion to the Administrator and, upon his
approval thereof, after hearing on such notice as he may prescribe, such minimum
prices and/or regulation of production may be established and the code authority
may adopt rules and regulations satisfactory to the Administrator governing the
establishment of such minimum prices for the sale of copper and/or regulation of
production based on such factors and/or conditions as may be found necessary
to meet such emergency; provided, however, that no provision of this code or of
any rules and regulations which may be promulgated pursuant thereto shall be
interpreted so as to require any member of the industry to reduce his production
below his sales quota as originally established pursuant to the provisions of this
code. When a minimum price as herein provided for shall be established any
sale below such price will be considered destructive price cutting and a violation
of this code.

(Administrative order.)

The following codes have some form of a general provision empowering the
code authority to make recommendations concerning the balancing of production
and consumption:

1. Cotton textile 246. Paper disk milk bottle cap
5. Coat and suit 247. Food dish and pulp paper plate
6. Lace manufacturing 248. Glazed and fancy paper
9. Lumber and timber products 249. Tag

10. Petroleum 252. Cylindrical liquid tight paper con-
15. Men's clothing tainer
18. Cast iron soil pipe 301. Sample card
36. Glass container 305. Fibre can and tube
67. Fertilizer 309. Solid braided cord
99. Asphalt shingle 331. Bulk drinking straw, etc.

118. Cotton garment 369. Expanding and specialty pape,
120. Paper and pulp 515. Alloys industry
193. Folding paper box 520. China clay producing
230. Paper bag manufacturing
245. Corrugated and solid fiber ship-

ping container

RESEARCH N.D PLANNING DivisIoN,
POST CODE ANALYSIS UNIT,

December 8, 1984.

MACHINE- AND PLANT-HOUR LIMITATIONS

(401-531 codes, 132 supplements)

This report covers the machine- and plant-hour limitations found in codes
401-531, 132 supplementary codes, and the first 530 approved amendments.
This report supplements no. 45-A which covered the first 400 codes.

In six codes, and one supplementary code were found some form of provision
regulating michine- or plant-hours. These provisions were found to belong to
the following groups: (1) Limitation on number of days' operation per week,
(2) limitation on hours of operation per day or week, and (3) limitation on num-
ber of shifts per day or week.
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(1) In the following 3 codes and 1 supplementary code were found limitations
en the number of hours per day or week:

255. Textile processing (80 hours per week).
372. Shoe rebuilding (63 hours per week).
402. Sewing machine (60 hours per week).
201. Supplement 9, leather and shoe findings trade (70 hours per week).
(2) In undergarment and negligee (408) operations are limited to one shift per

day.
(3) In the following 4 codes and I supplementary code were found limitations

on the number of days' operation per week:
372. Shoe rebuilding (6 days).
402. Sewing machine (6 days).
408. Undergarment and negligee (5 days).
457. Cap and cloth hat (5 days).
201. Supplement 9, leather and show findings trade (6 days).
(4) The following codes have provisions empowering the code authority to

make recommendations concerning the limitation of machine- or plant-hours:
54. Throwing industry.
99. Asphalt and shingle roofing.
194. Blouse and skirt.
211. Robe and allied products.
235. Textile processing.
(For code text of parts (1), (2), and (3) above, see following pages of this report.

For Executive and administrative orders affecting machine-hours, see p. 4.)
402. Sewing machine.-No member of the rebuilders' division shall conduct

his business either inside or outside of such member's business establishment
for more than 60 hours per week and during any hours earlier than 8 a. m. or
later than 6 p. m. on any 6 days of the week; provided, however, that the Rebuild,
ers' Divisional Code Authority, with the approval of the Administrator, may,
upon application of any local group, waive the provisions of this subsection
insofar as the same are applicable to said local group (schedule A, art. III, 5).

408. Undergarment and negligee -No "manufacturing employee" shall be
permitted to work in excess of 373 hours in any one week nor in excess of 7)4 hours
in any 24-hour period, nor more than 5 days in any 1 week, except as here-
inafter provided.

There shall b io more than one shift of emlpoyees in any 1 day. The
Administrator, upon showing of good cause and after such notice and hearings
as he shall prescribe, may grant such exemption to this provision as he may,
deem necessary to effectuate the purposes of the act (arty ov,1, 2).

457. Cap and cloth hat.-No manufacturing operations shall be performed on
any Satur ay or Snnday except that the code authority, subject to prior approval
by the Administrator, may permit manufacturing operations on any Saturday
of a week in which there is a religious or legal holiday. In no event shall any
manufacturing operations be performed during more than 5 days during any 1
week (art. III, 2).

AMENDMENT

54. Amendment 2, throwing industry.-Recommendations that it shall be within
the power of the code administration committee to further limit the machine-
hours after a trial period of 90 days if in its judgment, and upon the operating
records received, it shall have become apparent that the resulting production
is in excess of the needs of those who supply material for processing by the
throwing industry, and further thereafter to restore or amend such machine-
hours as may from time to time become necessary. This provision for flexibility
is essential for the throwing industry because it has no command over volume,
being wholly dependent upon the demands and needs of the weaving, knitting,
and allied trades. This provision shall not apply to throwing machinery, pro-
vided that the yarn thrown thereon is for the employers own use only in their
own plants, and operating under the Code of Fair Competition for the Cotton
Textile Industry (art. IV, 1).

235. Amendment 3, textile processing.-Members of each division of the industry
or part thereof may determine losing hours for plant operations for such division
or part thereof between the hours of midnight Friday and 6 a. m. Monday; and
after such determinlt*in has been approved by the members of the division
pursuant to subdivision (j) z5 this section and approved by the code authority,
such determination, upon the appruvn! of the Administrator, shall have the same
force and effect as any other provision of 4hih code.
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Employer shall not operate the following mehines for moe than 80 hours
per week: Winders, warpers, coppers or quillers, section beemers, and/or sluhes
when used in the commission winding, warping. slashing, and/or beaming of yarns
made of silk, rayon, and/or other synthetic yarn. aad/or combinations tbermo in
preparation for use on looms 16 Inches wide or over (amendment , textile
processing).

8UPPL'aM.NT

201. Supplement 9, leather and shoe findinfs.-To keep their plaees:ofbusinese
o4en, or engage in the trade, more than 6 days in any week or on legal or public
holidays, which, when one falls on what would otherwise be an ordinary working-
day, shall be considered as part of the 6 days, or open in excess of 70 hours in any
week; provided that nothing herein shall be construed to permit violation of any
Federal State, or local law. These provisions shall also apply to owner-operators(art. IV, 1).

372. Shoe rebuW' retail outlet or shop remain open or be operated
on Sundays or on ional, State, or local holidays, n excess of 16 hours on
any Saturday, o excess of 12 hours on any other day, in excess of 63 hours
per week; pro ed, however e a member of the de is operating ins
department re as a department o s store and such artment store, in
complian ith the retail ope a lter number hours, then such

ember he trade m ithhe hour the depart t store, and the
other m h'ers of th n e area may rem open the same
n mbes'f hours;ra rovid at r hen y of the k ther than
ad a recognix y ember trade, an uch member
of the e regularly keeps h* 2 e Such da such place
of bu ess may remaoen ope d per Sun ay, subject however, to
state dIo IM and ord ear.1,3

Th following refe t e do administrative staying, or

1. tton textile n "stra* e erO u Xk 1934. (See rious orders
aectin machine r provisions bf- " co.)
3. texte,admimstratiDi 1-A, ugust l$933 St Ing provisions

of cod r to use Imachinery production of
woolen y s and wore a ops. " 4 " I

6. Lac nufacturin , e o 11, 1ugut7, 1934. Staying
provisions o Ole III, p grapa inofar they limit t) hours of operation
of Barmen ma e s.

Administratv der 15, October 17, 1934. Stavin 0tl November 27, 1934,
drder no. 6-11, whi ayed provisions of article paragraph 1, in operation
of Barmen machines ( h e-hours).

48. Silk textile, administrative r ' ber 23, 1933. Approving recom-
mendation of Silk Code Authority for curtailmbnt of machine-hours, effective
December 23, 1933.

211. Robe and allied products, administrative order 13, September 27, 1934.
Ratifying action of Acting Division Administrator and granting stay of provisions
of article III, section 5, to apply to pressing departments, up to November 17,
1934.

Administrative order 18, November 26, 1934. Granting stay of provisions of
article III, sections 1 and 5, until December 15, 1934.

REszARcH AND PLAZqNI(G DIVISioN'
PosT Cons AAaLTsms fTn

November £0, 1934.

LIQUIDATED DAMAGES AND COST OF INVESTIGATION

(525 codes, 168 supplements)

This report covers the provisions dealng with the assessment of liquidated
damages for violations and the assessment of eosts of investigation of allegedviolations.

Liquidated' damage provisions of the following 15 codes are given in text In
the body of thi-4 report: (11) Tron and mt"el, (40) motor-vehicle retailing, (87)
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builders supply trade, (85) petroleum equipment, (92) floor and wall elay tile,
(127) reinforcing materials fabric, (234) macaroni, (480) structural steel, (202)
carpet and rug, (205) metal window, (207) alloy casting, (268) caet-iron boiler,
(354) small arms and ammunition, (141) investment bankers, and (495) steel
joist.

Cost of individual provisions of the following 20 codes and 15 supplements are
given in text in the body of this report: (11) Iron and steel, (22) motion-picture
laboratory, (30) linoleum and felt base, (80) asbestos, (99) asphalt shingle,
(132) malleable iron (150) asphalt and mastic tile, (172) rayon and silk dyeing,
(244) construction, (26) inland water carrier, (315) industrial safety equipment,
(321) rock and slag wool, (334) beverage-dispensing equipment, (345) collapsible
tube, (35*) =4l1 arms and ammunition, (352) preformed plastic, (401) copper,
(403) bleached shellac, (407) dry color, and (480) structural steel; (84-2) hand
chain hoist, (84-3) chain manufacturing, (84-4) electric industrial truck, (84-13)
porcelain enameling, (84-18) screw machine, (84-20) machine screw nut, (84-21)
bright wire goods, (84-22) drapery and carpet hardware, (84-23) machine screw,
(84-24) wood screw, and (84-52) tubular split and outside prong rivet.

The actual cods text of the above provisions are given in numerical order of
approval of the codes.

LIQUIDATED DAMAGES AND COSTr OF INVESTIGATIONS

11. Iron and steel.-Any or all information furnished to the secretary by any
member of the code shall be subject to checking for the purpose of verification
by an examination of the books and accounts and records of such member by any
accountant or accountants, or other person or persons designated by the board of
directors, and shall be so checked for such purpose if the board of directors shall
require it. The cost of each such examination shall be treated as an expense of
administering the code provided, however, that, if upon such examination any
such information shall be shown to have been incorrect in any material respect,
such cost shall be paid by the member of the Code which furnished such infor-
mation (art. IX, 2).

Any violation of any provision of the code by any member of the industry shall
constitute a violation of the code by such member.

Recognizing that the violation by any member of the code of any provision of
article VII or of schedule E of the code will disrupt the normal course of fair
competition in the industry and cause serious damage to other members of the
code and that it will be impossible fairly t6 assess the amount of such damage to
any member of the code, it is hereby agreed by and among all members of the
code that each member of the code which shall violate any such provision shall
pay to the treasurer as an individual and not as treasurer of the institute, in trust,
as and for liquidated damages the sum of $10 per ton of any pToducts sold by such
member iii violation of any such provision.

Except in cases for which liquidated camages are fixed in the code and in cases
which shall give rise to actions in tort in favor of one or more members of the
code for damages suffered by it or them, the board of directors shall have power
from time to time to establish the amount of liquidated damages payable by
any member of the dode upon the commission by such member of any act con-
stituting an unfair practice under the code and a list of the amounts so fixed shal
from time to time be filed with the secretary. Upon the commission by any
member of the code of any act constituting an unfair practice under the code
and for which liquidated damages are not fixed in the code or which does not give
rise to an action in tort in favor of one or more members of the code for damages
suffered by it or them, such member shall become liable to pay to the treasurer as
an individual and not as treasurer of the institute, in trust, liquidated damages in
the amount at the time established by the board of directors for such unfair
practice and specified in the list then on file with the secretary as aforesaid.

All amounts so paid to or collected by the treasurer under this article X or
under section 4 of schedule E of the code shall be held and disposed of by him
as part of the funds collected under the code and each member of the code notguilty of the unair practice, in respect of which any such. amount shall have

n paid or collected shall be credited with its pro rats share of such amount on
account of any and all assessments (other than damages for violation of any pro-
vision of the code) due or to become due from such member under the code, or,
in the case of any excess, as shall be determined by the board of directors, such
pro rat& share to be computed on the same basis as the last previous assessment

119782-3--VTO -To
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made against such member on account of the expenses of administering the code
as hereinbefore in section 5 of article VI provided. All rights of any person who
shall at any time be the treasurer In respect of any amounts which shall be pay-
able to him because of the commission by any member of the code of any act
constituting an unfair practice under the code, whether payable under the pro-
visions of this article X or under any other provision of the code, shall pass to and
become vested in his successor in office upon the appointment of such successor.

Each member of the code by becoming such member agrees with every
other gnember thereof that the code constitutes a valid and binding contract by
and among all members of the code, subject, however, to the provisions of sec-
tion 7 of article XI, and that, in addition to all penalties and liabilities imposed
by statute, any violation of any provision of the code by any member thereof
shall constitute a breach of such contract and shall subject the member *uilty
of such violation to liability for liquidated damages pursuant to the provisions
of the code. Each member of the code by becoming such member thereby assigns,
transfers, and delivers to the treasurer as an individual and not as treasurer of
the institute, In trust, all rights and causes of action whatsoever which shall
thereafter accrue to such member under the code for such liquidated damages
by reason of any violation of the code by any other member thereof, and thereby
designates and appoints the treasurer as such individual the true and lawful
attorney in fact of such member to demand, sue for, collect and receipt for any
and all amounts which shall be owing to such member in respect of any such right
or cause of action, and to compromise, settle, satisfy, and dicharge any such right
or cause of action, all in the name of such member or in the name of the treasurer
individually, as he shall elect.

Anything in the code to the contrary notwithstanding, the board of directors
by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the whole board may waive any liability
for liquidated damages imposed by or pursuaut to any provision of the code iur
any violation of any provision thereof, if in its discretion it shall decide that such
violation was innocently made and that the collection of such dmages will not to
any material extent tend to effectuate the policy of title I of the National Indus-
trial Recovery Act (art. X).

That, if such jobber or such other purchaser shall violate any such agreement,
he shall pay to the treasurer as an individual and not as treasurer of the institute,
in trust, as and for liquidated damages the sum of $10 per ton of any product
sold by such jobber or such other purchaser in violation thereof. In the case of a
product destined for delivery at a place in the Canal Zone or at a port in Alaska,
the member of the code selling such product, in determining its delivered price
therefor, shall add to its published base price for such product effective at the
time of and for the sale thereof such charges in respect o transportation as shall
shall have been previously approved by the board of directors and filed with the
secretary (schedule E, see. 4).

22. Motion-picture laboratory.-If any employer laboratory declines to permit
the personnel of the recovery committee, acting under this article, to examine
its books, records, or other sources of information, the committee may suggest
the names of not less than three firms of certified public accountants of reputable
standing in the motion-picture field, arid if the employer laboratory shall indicate
a choice among the three firms, the recovery committee shall employ the firm
designated by the employer laboratory in making the investigation of that
laboratory (art. III, 5).

80. Asbestos industry-If, upon such investigation, any complaint of a violation
of the code shall be substantiated in any material respect, the member of the code
guilty of such violation shall pay the cort of the investigation; otherwise the cost
shall be borne by the complainant. Tbe guilty member shall be subject to all
penalties provided for in the act and if a member of the code, any other penalties
provided for by said member's division s1 the code (art. VI, 2, c).

Complaints may be filed with a sub code authority against any member of its
division of the industry to the effect that sid member has made a sale at a price
believed to be below said member's current total cost and not to meet existing
competition in the industry. Said sub codeauthority may in its discretion investi-
gate such complaints, andif it finds that said prices were not made to meet existing
competition in the industry, It shall designate a firm of certified public accountants
to investigate whether or not the prices complained of were below said member's
current total cost in conformity with sound accounting practice. The said ac-
countants shall report their conclusions to the sub code authority without dis-
closing confidential details, and if the sub code authority finds after receiving such
report, that such member actually sold below his current total cost and not to
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meet existing competition In the industry, then the cost of the investigation shall
be paid by said member if a member of the code, otherwise by the complainant.
The guilty member shall be subject to all penalties provided for in the act, and
if a member of the code, any other penalties provided for by said member's
division of the code (art. IX, 2).

85. Petroleum equipment.-Recognizing that the violation by any member of the
code of any provision of either article VI or article VIZ will disrupt the normal
course of fair competition in the industry and trade and cause serious damage
to other members of the code, and that it will be impossible fairly to assess the
amount of such damage to any member of the code, it is hereby agreed by and
among all members of the code that if it shall be determined by the code authority,
after investigation, that any member of the code has violated any provision of
either said article VI or article VII, such member shall pay to the treasurer, for
the time being in office, of the association, as liquidated damages, in addition to all
penalties and liabilities imposed by statute, a sum equal to 20 per centum of the
invoiced price of any products in connection with which such violation occurred.
Any amounts so paid to, or collected by, the said tieasbrer of the association under
this article XI shall be held and disposed of by him as part of the general funds of
the association.

Anything in the code to the contrary notwithstanding, the code authority by
the affirmative vote of two-thirds of all the members thereof may waive any
liability for liquidated damages imposed by or pursuant to any provision of the
code for any violation of any provision thereof, if in its discretion it shall decide
that such violation was innocently made and that the collection of such damages
will not in any material extent tend to effectuate the policy of title I of the act
(art. XI, 3, 4).

Any member of the industry and trade may withdraw from membership In
the code after June 16, 1935, or after such published date as may be fixed by
proclamation of the President or by joint resolution of the Congress as the date
on which the emergency recognized by title I of the act has ended. Upon such
withdrawal, all obligations and liabilities of such member under the code shall
cease, except those for liquidated damages or assessments theretofore accrued
under any provision of the code (art. XI1, 6).

9e. Floor and wall clay-tile manufacturing.- (1) Any member of the code may
exceed the percentages specified pursuant to section C of this article on condition
that he shall pay to the treasurer of the code authority, as trustee of the tile
industry fund, as liquidated damages 20 percent of the total sales value of the
second-grade tiles sold by him in excess of the percentages established pursuant
to the aforesaid section C of this article.

(2) The liquidated damages referred to in the foregoing subsection shall be
based upon the average percentage of seconds sold by any member of the code in
excess of the percentages established pursuant to section C of this article sold for
the current calendar year or part thereof after the effective date of this code.

(3) No member of the code shall be required to pay liquidated damages due for
any current month if sufficient credit has accrued to his account for sales under the
allowed percent. ge during any previous months.

(4) Any member of the code who in earlier months of any current year shall
have paid liquidated damages which subsequently rre offset by a credit due him
for the percentage of second-grade tiles subsequently sold below the percentage
established pursuant to section C of this article, shall have refunded to him on
June 30 and December 31 of each year, or as soon thereafter as possible, such
excess liquidated damages as he shall have paid.

(5) All sums due as liquidated damages in accordance with the provisions of
this section D of this article shall be paid into a separate fund to be known as
"the tile industry fund." The treasurer of the code authority as an individual
shall be the trustee of the tile industry fund, and as such shall place payments for
liquidated damages received to the credit of such fund and make disbursements
therefrom in accordance with the provisions of this Article. This fund shall be
maintained as a separate fund from any general fund which the code authority
may establish or maintain. Disbursements from said fund may be made from
time to time in such manner and for such purposes as the majority of the members
of the code shall determine; provided, however, that at all times a sufficient fund
shall be maintained in the said tile Industry fund to refund any liquidated damages
which may have been paid into the aforesaid fund and which subsequently may
become due for refund to members of the code, in accordance with the provisions
of subsetion (4) of this section D (art. X, D).
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99. Asphalt single and roofing manufaretring.-The code authority shall
designate an agent or agents, not members of the industry, to investigate com-
plaints of violations of the code. The members of the code shall facilitate such
investigations by producing all pertinent data including correspondence books
and accounts relating to alleged violations for examination by such authorized
agent and by furnishing relevant informMion. All suoah. pertinent information
shall be kept confidential by the agent or agents, except that, in the event of any
such violation being substantiated, the code authority shall be informed and may
preseq t evidence thereof to the Administrator, or to such department, agency, or
judiciki branch of the Government, as he may designate. If, upon such investi-
gation, any complaint of a violation of the code shall be substantiated in any
material respect, the member of the code guilty of such violation shal pay the
cost of the investigation otherwise the cost shall be borne by the complainant
member of the code. (VI. 2, d.)

127. Reinforcing materials fabricating.-Recognizing that the violation by any
member of the industry of any provision of the code will disrupt the normal
course of fair competition in the industry and cause serious damage to other
members of the code and that it may be difficult fairly to assess the amount of
such damage to any member of the industry or the public, it is hereby agreed by
and among all members of the code that each member of the code who shall
violate any such provision shall unless otherwise specified by the board of directors
pay to the institute as and for liquidated damages the sum of $10 per ton of any
reinforcing material or 20 percent of the entire sales price of any contract for sale
of reinforcing materials,, whichever is the larger, sold or contracted for sale by
such member in, violation of any such provision.

Upon the complaint of any member of the code that any act of any member
of the code constitutes an unfair practice, under the code, the board of directors
may provide for the investigation, hearing and decision of such complaint through
such committee, impartial taibunal or otherwise itmay from time to time deter-
mine and except as otherwise in this article provided the board of directors or
such committee or other tribunal may assess such liquidated damages or other
penalty or take such other aetioa t& refer the complaint to the American Iron and
Steel Institute or any committee or tribunal established by such institute as it
may deem necessary or desirable in order to effectuate the policy of title I of the
National Industrial Recovery Act or the provisions of this code. (See p. -
for sees. 3 and 4.)

Anything in the code to the contrary notwithstanding, the board of directors
by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of thewhole board may waive any liability
for liquidated damages imposed by or pursuant to any provision of the code for
any violation of any provision thereof, if in its discretion it shall. decide that such
violation was innocently made and that the collection of such damages will not
to any material extent tend to effectuate the policy of title I of the National
Industrial Recovery Act (art. XIV, 1, 2, 5).

132. MalleaUs irom-Any or all information furnished to the Secretary of the
society by any member of the industry shall be subject to checking for the pur-
pose of verification by an examination of the pertinent bool-s and accounts and
records of such member by any disinterested person or persona mutually agreed
upon by the board of directors and the member of the industry whose books and
accounts and records are to be examined or by a person, or persons nominated
by the board of directors and approved by the administrator. The cost of such
examination shall be treated as an expense of administeai.g the code: Provided,
however, That if upon such examination, any smh information shall be shown to
have been incorrect in any material respect@-, such, costs shall he paid by the
member of the industry which furnished such information (art. VII, 2).

150. Asphalt and mastic tilc-if, upoa investigation, any sonlaint by a
member of the code of a violation of the code shall be determined by the code
authority to be substantiated in any material respect, the member of the code
guilty of such violation shall pay the, cost thereof; otherwise the cost thereof
shall be borne by the, comnpLant (Art. VI, 2, c).

172. Rayon and silk dyeing and printing.-If,, in the case of complaint and/or
dispute oIL any matter affecting the administration of the code, including a
dispute as to the accuracy of any information furnished, pursuant to the pro-
visions of this code, a.concern shall fail or refuse to cooperate with code authority
the administrator,, on the request. of the code authority, may appoint a certiflml
public accountant who shall have the power to view the relevant books of as-
counts, records, and files of any concern. No such information shall be revealed
to anyone but the members of the staff of the administration and/or the admin-
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istrator. If such investigation defined as aforesaid shall result in a determina-
tion that a signatory of the code -was not complying with the provisions of this
code, the cost of such investigation shall be borne and paid for by such member
of the industry (art. IX).

202. Carpet 3nd rug manufacturing.-The dollar billed sales of drops by any
member of the industry shall not exceed 10 percent of his dollar billed sales
of his regular merchandise At his regular published prices, for any calendar year,
beginning January 1, 1934. In the case of any excess above the foregoing, then
a subscriber shall pay to the code authority, as and for liquidated damages, the
sum of 20 percent of the amount of such excess, such sum to be devoted to
meeting 6he expenses of the administration of this code (art. VII, 17).

205. Metal window.-Reognizing that the violation by any member of the
code, of any of the rules of fair competition expressed in rules 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, and 10 of article VII, in sections 8 and 9 of article VIII, and in section 1 of
article IX of the code will disrupt the normal course of fair competition in the
industry and undermine the fair wages and reasonable working hours herein
undertaken, besides inflicting serious damages on other members, and that it
will be impossible fairly to assess the amount of such damage to any individual
member of the code, it is hereby agreed by and among all members of the code
that each member of the code who shall violate any of the above enumerated
rules of fair competition shall pay to the commissioner, in trust, as and for
liquidated damages, a sum equal to not more than 20 percent of the gross amount
of any contract or order for industry products taken in violation of any such rule
or rules. Such funds shall be applied to the administration of the code. The
code authority by the affirmative vote of two-thirds, may waive any liability for
such liquidation damages as may be imposed by or pursuant to this provision of
the code, if, in its discretion, it so decides that such violation was innocently
made and that the collection of such damage is not necessary in order to effectuate
the policy of title I of the National Industrial Recovery Act (art. XI, 2).

237. Alloy castinp.-Reoognizing that violation of any provision of this code
will disrupt the normal course of fair competition in the industry and cause
serious damage and that it will be impossible fairly to assess the amount of such
damage, each member of the association who shall violate any such provision
shall pay to the association, in trust as and for liquidated damages, a sum equal
to 25 percent of the invoice value of any alloy castings sold in violation of any
such provision, much funds to be applied to the administration of this code. The
code authority by the affirmative vote of two-thirds may waive any liability for
such liquidated damages as may be imposed by or pursuant to this provision of
this code, if in its discretion it so decides that such violation was innocently made
and that the collection of such damages is not necessary in order to effectuate
the policy of title I of the National Industrial Recovery Act (art. V, 8).

244. Constrrction.--In order to collect the information for the administrator
herein called for, it may require, either directly or through any divisional code
authority, the registration, in such manner as it may deem appropriate, of all
construction work or services of or in excess of $2,000 in value, and in order to
defray the expenses of such registration and of the administration of this code
may apportion such expenses on the basis of the value of the work or services so
registered, but in no case shall the charge be less than $2. The proceeds derived
therefrom shall be apportioned upon an equitable basis between the construction
code authority and such divisional code authorities as shall cooperate in procuring
the registration of such work or services (art. IV, 2, d).

258. Ca4-iron boiler and cast-iron radiator.-In the event of violation of this
code by a member who has specifically assented in writing to the provisiom of
this paragraph (I), the code authority, subject to disapproval by the adminia-
trator, after having afforded a fair hearing to the member of the industry com-
plained of, may assess as lquidated damages, where the violation involves a
product a sum equivalent to 20 percent o( his current trade price of the product
involved. When such violation does not involve a product there may be assessed
as liquidated damages a sum not exceeding $500, to be paid by such member of
the industry. The code authority shall immediately report any such assessment
to the administrator, and such assessment shall become payable only after such
report has been made. Such sums mentioned shall be payable without recourse
to the Institute within 30 days after the assessment by the code authority and
shall become part of the common funds of the institute (art. VI, 6, i).

266. Inland wter-carrier trade, s.-The code authority or the administrator
may verify the information furnished by any member of the trade through an
examination of the pertinent records of such member by a disinterested certified
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public accountant designated by the code authority or by the administrator.
The cost of such verification shall be considered an expense of administering the
code. The administrator may also verify information furnished by a member of
the trade through his own agents (art. IX, 5).

315. Industrial safety equipment.-When a member, participating in, subscrib-
ing to the code and sharing in the benefits of the activities of the code authority
and who pays his proportionate share of the expenses of the code administration,
makes a complaint of violation of any of the code, such complaint shall be made
in working to the code authority and accompanied by a check for $25, to apply
against any expense of investigation incurred by the code authority or the agency
that it may appoint to make such investigation.

In the event that the complaint is sustained by the code authority, the offend-
ing party, if he be a member in the same standing as the complaining member,
will be required to defray the expense of the investigation, and the code authority
may take such action against the violator as it deems desirable and report such
action to the administrator in which event the deposit made by the complainant
will be returned. (Art. VII, 10.) In the event that the complaint is not sus-
tained, the complainant will be required to pay any additional cost.

321. Rock and slag wool manufacturing-.The code authority shall designate
an agent or agents, not members of the industry, to investigate complaints of
violations of the code. The members of the code shall facilitate such investiga-
tions by producing all pertinent data, including correspondence, books, and
accounts relating to alleged violations for examination by such authorized agent
and by furnishing relevant information. All such pertinent information shall be
kept confidential by the agent or agents except that, in the event of any such
violation being substantiated, the code authority shall be informed and may
present evidence thereof to the administrator or to such department, agency, or
judicial branch of the Government, as he may designate. If, upon such investi-
gation, any complaint of a violation of the code shall be substantiated in any
material respect, the member of the code guilty of such violation shall pay the
cost of the investigation, otherwise the cost shall be borne by the complainant
member of the code (art. VI, 2, e).

334. Beverage dispensing equipment.-To require than any information sub-
mitted to the code authority by a member of the industry shall be subject to
verification, by an examination of the pertinent books and accounts and reports
of such member by any person (not connected with the industry) designated by
the code authority, and shall be so verified if the code authority shall require it.
The cost of each such examination shall be treated as an expense of administering
the code: Provided, however, That if upon examination any such information shall
be shown to have been incorrect in any material respect, such cost shall be paid.
by the member which furnished such information (art. VI, 12).

345. Collapsible tube.-The code authority may on the complaint of any affected
party, investigate whether any given product or products has or have.been sold
below cost and report the results of such investigation to the proper authority
or authorities for appropriate action. The code authority subject to appeal to
the administrator may, as between parties who have expressly assented to this
provision, assess the costs of such investigation against the complainant or the
defendant, or both (art. 1, 3).

354. Small arms and ammunition manufacturing.-If formal complaint has
been made to the secretary that any provisions of this code has been violated by
any such member, the code authority shall cause the facts to be investigated, and
to that end may cause such reasonable examination or audit as may be necessary,
by a competent or disinterested person or persons mutually agreed upon by the
code authority and such member against whom the complaint has been made,
or by such person or persons nominated by the code authority and approved by
the Administrator, provided, if it should appear that any reports or data called
for by this code were willfully made inaccurate or not filed by any such member
when and as herein required, or that any such member had indulged in any trade
practice in violation of this code, the expenses of such verifying work shall be paid
by the party so in default.

Since any violation of the provisions of this code will cause injury to members
of the industry and the amount of such injury would not he readily ascertainable,
it is therefore agreed by and between all such members of the industry who have
so expressly, in writingor otherwise, assented to the provisions of this article IX
that each of such members who violates any provision of this code shall pay to the
secretary, or such person as the code authority may designate, as and for liqui-
dated damages, suet sum as the code authority, or the Administrator. may deter-
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mine, not exceeding, however, $500 for each violation, in addition to any other
sunis required to be paid by the provisions of this code. Any and all moneys
which may be paid to the secretary as and for such liquidated damages shall be
used for the expense of administering the code, or otherwise, as may be determined
by the code authority (art. IX).

359. Preformed plastic products.-The members of the industry shall facilitate
all such investigation by opening their correspondence, books, and accounts
relating to alleged violation for examination by such authorized agent and by
furnishing relevant information. If, upon investigation, any complaint of a viola-
tion of the code shall be substantiated in any material respect, the member of the
industry guilty of such violation shall pay the cost of the investigation; otherwise
the cost of the investigation shall be borne by the complainant member of the
industry (art. VI, 2).

401. Copper.-To make investigation of any reported or alleged violation of the
code. When formal complaint is made to the code authority by any member
of the industry or the code authority shall learn of any alleged violation, the code
authority shall designate an impartial agency other than the association to make
such investigation as is necessary to determine the facts of the alleged violation,
and to that end such agency shall be authorized to conduct such examination or
audit into the pertinent data and records as may be necessary. Such agency shall
report to the code authority its findings as to whether or not the alleged violation
of the code was actually committed. If such agency shall report that the viola-
tion did not occur, the facts ascertained in the investigation shall be confidential
to the investigating agency and shall not be disclosed by it. If such agency shall
report that the violation did occur and if a satisfactory adjustment thereof can-
not be reached by the code authority, the findioigs of the investigating agency,
together with its data and records in the case, shall be reported to the Adminis-
trator. The expense of the investigation, examination, or audit shall, when made
on the complaint of any member, be borne by such member if the complaint was
not justified. In the event that the complaint was justified, such expense
shall be borne by the member or members against whom the complaint was made.
(art. VI, 5d).

The last two sentences of section 5 (d), article VI, which impose the costs of
investigation, examination, or audit on a member of the industry complained
against if the complaint is justified and on a complainant member of the industry
if the complaint is not justified, shall be effective only as to those members of the
industry who shall have assented to the code. (Order of approval.)

403. Bleached shellac manufacturing.-Any and all information furnished to the
executive secretary or other designated agent by any member of the industry shall
be subject to checking for the purpose of verification, if a violation of the code be
suspected, by an examination of the books and accounts and records of such
member by any accountant or accountants or other impartial person or persons
similarly qualified and designated by the code authority and shall be so checked
for such purpose if the code authority shall require it, but if such member of the
industry objects to an examination being made by any such designated agent, he
shall have the option to request that such investigation be made by the Federal
Trade Commission or other governmental agency approved by the Administrator,
provided, however, that this provision shall not deprive any individual of his
constitutional rights under the 6th and 14th amendments of the Constitution of
the United States. The cost of each such examination shall be treated as an
expense of administering the code; provided, however, that if upon such examina-
tion any such information shall be shown to have been incorrect or misleading in
any material respect, such cost shall be paid by the member of the industry which
furnished such incorrect or misleading information. Any member of the industry
shall have the right to appeal to the Administrator as to the reasonable propriety
of an examination of the character above referred to (art. VI, 8).

407. Dry color.-The code authority shall carefully investigate all complaints
it may receive of any violation of the provisions of this code. If a complaint is
sustained, the cost of the investigation thereof shall be borne by the member of
the industry against whom such complaint is sustained, such cost to be determined
by the code authority and to be paid to it (art. VI, 4, d).

480. Structural ateel and iron fabricating.-Each member of the code which shall
violate any provision of section 5 of this article IV shall pay to the treasurer as
an individual and not as treasurer of the institute, in trust, a sum equal to $3
per ton of each ton of any product or products which shall have been fabricated
inthe plant of such member in which the violation shall have occurred during the
continuance of such violation or in the erection work on which such violation shall
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have occurred and which shall have been erected during the continuance of such
violation, as the case may be (art. IV, 6).

If any member of the industry shall file with the secretary a written complaint
claiming that the price at which any other member of the industry shall have
contracted or offered to sell any product and/or to do any erection work is in
violation of section 1 of this article VII, the code authority may in its discretion
investigate such complaint, if it shall determine that the matters complained of
therein may result or may have resulted in unfair competition in the industry and
may tend or may have tended to defeat the policy of title I of the National
Industrial Recovery Act. In determining whether to investigate such complaint
the code authority shall consider (a) whether, on the basis of the reports filed
with the secretary under the code, the member of the industry against which such
complaint shall have been filed has, since the effective date of the code, contracted
for more than its fair share of the business of fabricating products used in, and/or
doing erection work in, the United States, as compared with other members of
the industry; and (b) whether the bid or agreed price of such member in respect
of which such complaint shall have been filed, as compared with the other low
bids for the same work, was such as to warrant further investigation.

Before beginning any investigation, however, on such complaint the code author-
ity may in its discretion require the member of the industry filing such complaint
to deposit with the treasurer security satisfactory to the code authority for the
payment of the costs and expenses of such investigation. For the purpose of such
investigation the code authority shall have power to require the member of the
industry against which such complaint shall have been filed to furnish such infor-
mation concerning the estimated cost to such member of such product and/or of
such erection work as the code authority shall deem necessary or proper for such
purpose. Upon such investigation the oodesuthority shall give such member an
opportunity to be heard and to present evidence with a view of justifying such
prce and the code authority shall also give to any other member of the industry
which shall have filed a complaint in respect of suca price or which shall be inter-
ested therein an opportunity to be heard and to present evidence material to such
complaint. If the code authority after such investigation shall determine that
such price was less than the reasonable estimated cost to the member of the indus-
try againstwhich such complaint wasfiled ofsuch product and/or such erection work
and, therefore, that the making of such price constituted a violation of the provi-
sions of the code, the code authority shall certify the facts in respect thereof to the
administrator; and (2) if such member of the industry shall also be a member of the
.ode, the code authority shall have power to require such member to pay to the
treasurer as an individual and not as treasurer of the institute, in trust, as and for
liquidated damages for such violation, such sum as the code authority shall fix,
but in any case not exceeding twice the difference between such price and such
reasonable estimated cost as determined by the code authority, together with the
costs and expenses of such investigation. If after such investigation the code
authority shall determine that such member of the industry was not guilty of a
violation of the code, the costs and expenses of such investigation shall be paid by
the member of the industry which shall have made such complaint. The deter-
mination of the code authority upon such complaint shall be filed with the Secre-
tary and he shall give written notice thereof to all members of the industry affected
thereby. Such notice having been given, such member or members shall forthwith
pay to the Treasurer as an individual as aforesaid the sum or sums, if any, required
to be so paid by such member or members pursuant to such determination. Sub-
ject as hereinafter in section 6 of article XI provided, the determination of the
code authority upon any complaint filed under this section 3 shall be final and
conclusive upon all members of the code (art VII).

Any violation of any provision of the code by any member thereof shall consti-
tute a violation of the code by such member.

Excep in cases for which liquidated damages are provided in the code and in
cases which shall give rise to actions in tort in favor of one or more members of
the code for damages suffered by it or them, the members of the code upon the
recommendation of the code authority shall have power from time to time, by
vote of members of the code having the right to cast at least two-thirds of the
votes that might be cast at a meeting of the members of the code, if all the mem-
bers of the code were present thereat, to establish the amount of liquidated
damages payable by any member of the code upon the commission by such
member of any act constituting an unfair practice under the code and a list of the
amounts so established shall from time to time be filed with the secretary. Upon
the commission 5y any member of the code of any act constituting an unfair
practice under the code and for which liquidated damages are not provided in the
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code or which does not give rise to an action in tort in favor of one or more mem-
bers of the code for damages suffered by it or them, such member shall become
liable to pay to the treasurer as an individual and not as treasurer of the institute,
in trust, liquidated damages in the amount at the time so established by members
of the code for such unfair practice and specified in the list then on file with the
secretary as aforesaid.

All amounts paid to or collected by the treasurer for liquidated damages under
this article X or under any provision of article IV or of article VII of the code shall
be held and disposed of by him as part of the funds collected under the code and
each member of the code not guilty of the unfair practice in respect of which
any such amount shall have been paid or collected shall be credited with its pro
rata share of such amount on account of any and all assessments (other than
damages for violation of any provision of the code) due or to become due from
such member under the code, or in the cae of any excess, as shall be determined
by the code authority, such pro rata share to be computed on the same basis as
the last previous assessment made against such member on account of the expenses
of administering the code as hereinbefore in section 7 of article VI provided.
All rights of any person who shall at any time be the treasurer in respect of any
amounts which shall be payable to him because of the commission by any member
of the code of any act constituting an unfair practice under the code, whether
payable under the provisions of this article X or under any other provision of the
code, shall pass to and become vested in his successor in office upon the appoint-
ment of such successor.

Each member of the code by becoming such member agrees with every other
member thereof that the code constitutes a valid and binding contract by and
among all members of the codeund that, in addition to all penalties and liabilities
imposed by statute, any violation of any provision of the code by any member
thereuf shall constitute a breach of such contract and shall subject the member
guilty of such violation to liability for liqukidated damages pursuant to the pro-
visions of the code. Each member of the code by becoming such member thereby
assigns, transfers, and delivers to the treasurer as an individual and not as treasurer
of the institute, in trust, all rights and causes of action whatsoever which shall
thereafter accrue to such member under the code for such liquidated damages by
reason of any violation of the code by any other member thereof, dnd thereby
designates and appoints the treasurer as such individual the true and lawful
attorney in fact of such member to demand, sue for, collect, and receipt for any
and all amounts which shall be owing to such member in respect of any such right
or cause of action, and to compromise, settle, satisfy, and discharge any such
right or cause of action, all in the n-ne of such member or in the name of the
treasurer individually, as he shall elect.

Anything in the code to the contrary notwithstanding, the code authority by
the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the whole code authority may waive all o:r
any part of any liability for liquidated damages imposed by or pursuant to any
provision of the code for any violation of any provision thereof, if in its discretion
it shall decide that such violation was innocently made and/or that the collection
of such damages will-not to any material extend tend to effectuate the policy of
title I of the National Industrial Recovery Act (art. X).

495. ,Ste jois-t.Any violation of any provisions of the code by any member of
the industry shall constitute a violation of the code by such member and shall
aub'ect such member to the full statutory penalties by the applicable statutes
made and pr olded; provided, however, that the following additional damages
shall be assessable against, and the following para of this section 10 shall
apply only to such members of the industry an shall have signed and delivered to
the secretary a letter substantially in accordance with the form contained in
schedule B attached hereto and provided further that no member of the industry
failing to sign such letter of ssent shall be denied any of his full rights, privileges
and beneft under this code as long as the same by the terms hereof shall continue
in effect.

(a) Recognizing that the violation by any member of the industry of any pro-
vision of the code will disrupt the normal course of fair competition in the in ustry
and cause serious damage to members of the code and that it may be difficult
fairly to assess the amount of such damage to any member of the code or the
public, It is hereby agreed by and among all members of the code that each
member of the code who shall violate any such provision shall, unless otherwise
specified by the code authority, pay to the coe authority, in trust, as and for
liquidated damages the sum of $10 per ton of any steel joist materials, or 20 per-
cent of the entire sales price of any contract for sale of steel joist materials,
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whichever is the larger, sold or contracted for sale by such member in violation
of any such provision.

(b) Upon the complaint of any member of the code that any act of any mem-
ber of the code constitutes an unfair practice under the code, the code authority
may provide for the investigation, hearing, and decision of such complaint through
such committee, impartial tribunal, or otherwise as it may from time to time
determine, and except as otherwise in this article provided, the code authority or
such committee or other tribunal may assess such liquidated damages or other
penalty or take such other action to refer the complaint to the Administrator or
such other governmental authority as it may deem necessary or desirable in o-der
to effectuate the policy of the act or the provisions of this code.

(c) All amounts so paid or collected under this article shall be used by the
code authority for the more effective administration and application of the code
end may be applied pro rata in the reduction of the assessments of all members of
the code hereinbefore provided for.

(d) Anything in the code to the contrary notwithstanding, the code authority
by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the whole code authority may waive any
liability for or reduce the amount of any liquidated damages imposed by or
pursuant to any provision of the code for any violation of any provisions thereof,
if in its discretion it shall decide that such violation was innocently made or that
there were extenuating circumstances and that the collection of such damages
will not to any material extent tend to effectuate the policy of the act (art.
F, 10).

30. Li noleum and felt base manufacturing.-All reports required by the code
to be filed with the association shall be subject to verification by a competent
and disinterested person, at such time or times, and by such person or persons
as may be determined by the association, subject to the approval of the adminis-
trator; pro-ided, that if it should appear that any reports were not filed when
and as required by the code, or were inaccurate, the expense of such verifying
work, subject to the approval of the administrator, shall be paid by the member
of the association so in default (art. VIN.

127. Reenforcing materials fabricating-.All amounts so paid to or collected
under this article shall be used by the institute for the more effective adminis-
tration and application of the code and may be applied in the reduction of the
assessments pro rata, of all members of the code hereinbefore provided for.

Each member of the industry who makes application to become a member of
the code shall agree with every other member that the code constitutes a valid
and binding contract by and among all members of the code and that, in addition
to all penalties and liabilities imposed by statute, any violation of any provision
of the code by any such member thereof shall constitute a breach of such contract
and shall subject the member guilty of such violation to liability for liquidated
damages pursuant to the provisions of the code (art. XIV, 3-4).

AMENDMENTS

(The following is taken from release no. 8405 of Oct. 22, 1934, the actual code
text not being available at this date:)

46. Motor vehicle retailing trade.-The National Industrial Recovery Board has
approved a code amendment authorizing members of the motor vehicle retailing
trade to enter into an agreement for payment of penalties for code violations.

The agreement binds oly members who assent to it specifically. It is
intended to afford a simplified way of dealing with code violations, and to
encourage compliance through self-regulation within the trade.

The agreement provides for restitution to employees of wages lost to them
through an employer's violation of the code's wage and hour regulations. Penal-
ties for violations of the code's trade practice rules are to be paid to the treasurer
of the code authority, to help meet expenses of administration and for redistri-
bution in part to members joining the agreement.

An impartial agency to be appointed by the code authority will pass upon vio-
lations of the fair trade practice rules,. the National Recovery Adminitration
Compliance Division will pass upon violations of the wage and hour provisions

Members assenting to the agreement would pay "liquidated damages" for
violations on the following basis:

For violation of a wage provision, the difference between the wage actually
paid and the wage which should have been paid, the amount to be restored to
the employees concerned; I I
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For violation of an hours provision, an amount equal to the code wages for
the length of the irregular overtime, the payment to go to the employee con-
cerned;

For violation of any other labor provision, $100.
For violations involving sales, either 25 percent of the selling price of the

article sold, irregularly or 25 percent of the price at which it should have been
sold, whichever Is higher;

For violations involving neither labor provisions nor sales, $100.
The code authority's treasurer is to collect and disburse the penalties in ac-

cordance with the trade agreement. Penalties for trade practice violations are
to defray administration expenses within the "code States" or territorial trade
divisions where the violations occurred. All payments for wage and hour vio-
lation are to be returned to employees affected. Any surplus of the trade
practice penalties is to be redistributed to assenting members within the "code

tate" where the violation occurred.
141. Amendment R. Investment bonkers.-(a) The Investment Bankers Code

committee, in the administration and enforcement of this article, may prescribe
penalties not in excess of $500 for each violation, against any registered invest-
ment banker for any violation of the rules or for any neglect or refusal to comply
with orders, directions, or decisions of the Investment Bankers Code committee
for the enforcement of the rules, including interpretative rulings made by said
committee and approved by the Administrator, or suspend the registration of
such investment banker for a definite period, or cancel the registration of such
investment banker, as such committee may, in its discretion, deem to be just.

(b) The Investment Bankers Code committee may cancel the registration of
any investment banker for any cause for which registration could be refused as
provided in section 2 of this article.

(c) The Investment Bankers Code committee may impose a fine not In excess
of $600 for each violation against any registered investment banker, or may
suspend the registration of any such investment banker for a definite period, or
may cancel the registration of any such investment banker, if, in the opinion of
said committee, such investment banker has been guilty of repeated violations
of the principles contained in article III hereof. Within the meaning of this
paragraph, it shall be deemed to be a repeated violation of such principles by a
registered investment banker if such investment banker, having been notified
by the Investment Bankers Code committee that he is violating or has violated a
principle, continues thereafter to violate such principle.

(d) In all proceedings under this section the Investment Bankers Code com-
mittee shall grant any accused investment banker the opportunity to have a
hearing, at which hearing such investment banker shall be entitled to be heard in
person and by counsel, and to submit any matter which he may desire to present
and a full record shall be kept of the proceedings.

(e) In any case where the Investment Bankers Code committee shall impose
any fine against any registered investment banker or shall suspend or cancel the
registration of any registered investment banker, the registered investment banker
against whom such fine is imposed or whose registration shall be suspended or
canceled shall have the right to appeal to the Administrator for a review of the
facts upon which the action of the I investment Bankers Code committee was based
in the matter of the imposition of such fine or the suspension or cancelation of
such registration, and the Administrator shall have the right, in his discretion,
to stay the effect of the action of the said committee until the further order or the
final action on the matter by the Administrator, to review the facts as found by
the Investment Bankers Code committee, and to take further evidence, if he
deems necessary, and the Aditnistrator may modity, affirm, or set aside the action
of the Investment Bankers Code committee in resict of such fine, suspension, or
cancelation of registration. (Art. X, 3.)

234. Amendment 2. Alacroni.-Each member violating any provisions of this
code shall pay to the treasurer of the code authority, a an Individual and not as
treasurer, in trust, as for liquidated damages upon determination of violation by
the Administiator, or an Impartial agency or person nominated by the code
authority or designated by the assenters to this agreement and approved by the
Administrator, amounts as set forth below:

(a) For the violation of any wage provision, an amount equal to the difference
between the wages which have been paid and the wages which would have been
paid if the member had complied with the applicable provisions of the code;

(b) For the violation of any hour provision, an amount equal to the wages
payable for the ovei time at the regolar rate payable under the terms of the code,
to the employee or employees who worked overtime;
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(c) For the vioiatioc of any labor provision of the code other than an hour or
wage provision, $100;

(d) For the violation of any provision of the code (other than a labor proviso)
involving a transaction incidental to or emnaeted with a ale of any preduet of the
industry, an amount equal to 20 permt of the actual selling prioe of th. product
sold in violation of any such provision, or of the price at which the product should
bave been sold under the code, if determinable, or 2 cents per pound, whis ever
is the highest;

I(e) For the violation of any proviond of the code (other than a labor provision)
not involving a transaction imeidenal to or comeeted with a sale of any product
of the industry, $1QO;

(I) For the nospaymeneat of asamments for maintaining the code authority
and its activities an amount equal to 1 percent of the asem sent for each 30 days
such assessment is past due.

The amount to be ass s a ed danmaps under section 1, paragraphs
(a), (b), and (d), shall be y-ator, or an impartial agency
or person nominated e code authority or ted by the assenters to this
agreement and a v by the Administrator. I

All amounts *toor collented by the treasre code authority, under
the provisio this article shallbe e bylhafol s:Firstifthevio
tion shall e been of a lab prove, the code, equi distribution of all

1184 therefor employees tly affected by
such yiions; seco lat a been of a ovislon, other
than a o r pros 0 n arm shall be MY
PrCe pew-e of scaticle, aU4. tbs. ce if any
rem in the be disftted equally semiannuay
amon members of the ind ted hot sad who v not bees
d ete ivied to h v been tios of,* iodrovisimo d i g the pre-

tbt bhyaall evided bye statement
si U ty to asset this artcl

shall O or prW under the . By m
s ssn , each em wi othe r and tawindiv 9Atty.

vio a ad shall
order e violator able for tht lfliquld damn hrinpo

(2) rights and ac so arlqtag heoftder, are ed to the
treasurer, 'dividuaily In trust,

(a) T e treu as atto -in-fact for each
assenting ber, may take wmaction eon ng damages found
due hereunde ,The coc au t', may- waive liahbiity for payment jlqudtd damages for
any violation it has been innoosutly mde ting in no material
injury (art. VIlI -S1.

87. Amem t S. B iing that the violation by
a member ai any povisioa will disrupt the normal course fair
competition in the trade and emm serious damage to others, and that it will be
impossible accurately to determine the amont of auch dame it is hereby pro-
vided that thoae members who maydsg 49t d oi.ymtrinoa gemn

aimthunifsves, erfbokyn Ph Soooin praovetrinosicges
1. Ea= meniber violating an provision Uf this code shall pay to the tressurer

of the code authority, as an individual and not as tzeas rr in treat, a and Icr
liquidated dam4pe, upon determination of violation by th borad, or any iW-
partial agency or person n nated by the cods mhatthty or designateid by
the assenters to this agreement and approved by the boud, amount as set tom
below-

(a) For the violation of any wage provision, an amount squal to the difference
between the wages wbh have been paid and the wages which would have bew
paid if the member had complied with the applicable provision of the code;

(b) For the violation of any hour provision, an amount equal to the wageay-
able for the overtime at the regular rate payable under the terms of the code, to
the emloyee who worked overtime;

(c) For the violation of any labor provision of the code other than an hour e
wag provision, $100.

(d) For thp violation of any provision of the code (other thau a labor provide
involving a transaction incidental to or connected with a sale of any product I

I
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the trade, an amount equal to 30 percent of the actual selling price of the product
sold in violation of any such provision, or of the price at which the product should
have been sold under the code, if determinable, whichever is the higher;

(e) For the violation of any provision of the code (other than a labor provision)
sot Involving a transaction incidental to or connected with a sale of any product
of the trade, $100.

2. All amounts so paid to or collected by the treasurer of the oode authority,
under the provisions of this article, shall be applied by him as follows: First, if the
kloation shall have been of a labor provision of the code, equitable distribution of
all damages paid therefor shall be made among all employees directly affected by
such violation; second, if the violation shall hae been afta code-provision other
than a labor'provision, the damages arising therefrom shall be utilized to defray
proper expenses of code administration, and the balance, if any, remaining in the
hands of the treasurer shall be distributed semiannually among members of the
trade who have assented hereto and who have not been determined to have been
guilty of a violation of a code provision during the preceding semiannual period,
on the basis of the most recent assessment made against members of the trade for
the expense of code administration..

3. Assent to this article by any member shall be evidenced by a signed state-
ment signifying assent, filed with the code authority. Failure to assent to this
article shall not deprive any member of any other right or privilege under the
code. By so assenting, each member agrees with every other member and trie
teasurer, individually, (1) that violation of a code prove sion shall breach this
agreement and shall render the violator liable for the payment of liquidated
damages as herein provided, (2) all rights and causes of action arising hereunder
are assigned to the treasurer, individually and in trust, and (3) that the treasurer,
as such assignee and as attorney in fact for each assenting member, may take all
proper legal action concerning damages found due hereunder.

4. The code authority may waive liability for payment of liquidated damages
for any violation It finds to-have been innvcentlymade and resultingin no material
illjur 

.y.5. treasurer of the code authority, as an Individual, and not as treasurer,

by accepting office, accepts the trust established by this contract and agrees to
perform the duties of trustee hereunder until his successor in office may have been
ap inted.

To Nothing contained herein shall be construed or applied to (a) deprive any
person of any right or right of action arising out of this code, or (b) relieve any
member of the trade from any contractual or legal obligations arising out of this
code or of the act or otherwise; nor shall violation of this agreement by an assent-
lag member be deemed a violation of the code, so as to subject the violator to any
consequence arising under section 3 (b), section 3 (e), or section 3 (f) of the Na-
tional Industrial Recovery Act, nor to any criminal prosecution of any kind
(art. VIII).

5UPPLEKNT5

84. Supplement 6, hand cheai oiat ioanufacturiu.-Any or all information
rnished to the president of the inssita, oe by any member of the industry shall

be subject to checking for purpose of vei ying by an examination of the pertinent
books and account. and records of such member by any disinterested person or
persons, mutually agreed upon by the supplementary code authority and the
member of the industry whose books and accounts and records are to be examined,
or by a person or persons nominated by the supplementary code authority and
approved by the Administrator. The cost of such examination shall be treated
as an expense of administering the code: Provided, however, That if upon such
e*aination any such information shall be shown to have been incorrect in any
material respect, such costs sal be paid by the member of the industry which
furnished such information.

The supplementary code authority may, subject to the approval of the Ad-
ministrator, upon finding, by a three-fifths vote, that the respondent aenting
member of the industry has violated this supplementary code, assess all costs in
connection with such investigation and disposition of such complaint against
said respondent assenting member of the industry. If any assenting member of
the industry makes a formal complaint to the supplementary code authority which
proves, after investigation by the supplementary code authority and approval
ythe Administrator to be without foundation in fact, then the supplementary

code authority may assess against the assenting member of the industry bringing
such formal complaint all costs in connection with the investigation and disposi.
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tion of such complaint. All assessments to be paid into the treasury of the
institute as the agency of the supplementary code authority (IV, 4 and 5 (e)).

84. Supplement 8, chain manufacturing.-Any or all information furnished to
the president of the institute by any member of the industry &hall be subject
to checking for the purpose of verifying by an examination of the pertinent books
and accounts and records of such member by any disinterested person or persons,
mutually agreed upon by the supplementary code authority and the member of
the industry whose books and accounts and records are to be examined, or by a
person or persons nominated by the supplementary code authority and approved
by the Administrator. The cost of such examination shall be treated as an
expense of administering the code: Provided, however, That if upon such exam.
ination any such information shall be shown to have been incorrect in any ma.
terial respect, such costs shall be paid by the member of the industry which
furnished such information.

To further effectuate the policies of the act and for the administration of this
supplementary code, the constituted authorities and methods of governing the
industry shall be as follows:

The supplementary code authority shall .have general power and supervision
over the enforcement of the provisions of this supplementary code and it is hereby
designated as the agency for administering, supervising, and promoting the
observance of the provisions of this supplementary code, and shall have power
to obtain from all members of the industry such reasonable and pertinent data
as may be necessary for the administration of the provisions of this supplementary
code. The request for reports from members of the industry shall not be made
in any manner which will impose unequal obligations upon members of the
industry (art. IV, 4, 5).

84. Supplement 4, electric industrial truck mantfacturing.-Any or all informa-
tion furnished to the president of the institute by any member of the industry
shall be subject to checking for the purpose of verifying by an examination of the
pertinent books and accounts and records of such member by any disinterested
person or persons, mutually agreed upon by the supplementary code authority
and the member of the industry whose books and accounts and records are to be
examined, or by a person or persons nominated by the supplementary code
authority and approved by the Administrator. The cost of such exannation
shall be treated as an expense of administering the code: Provided, however, That
if upon such examination any such information shall be shown to have been In-
correct in any material respect, such costs shall be paid by the member of the
industry which furnished such information.

To further effectuate the policies of the act and for the administration of this
supplementary code, the constituted authorities and methods of government ofthe industry shall be as follows:

(a) The supplementary code authority shall have general power and supervi-
sion over the enforcement of the provisions of this supplementary code and it i
hereby designated as the aency for administering, supervising, and promoting
the observance of the provisions of this supplementary code, and shall have power
to obtain from all members of the industry such reasonable and pertinent data
as may be necessary for the administration of the provisions of this supplementary
code. The request for reports from members of the industry shall not be made in
any manner which will impose unequal obligations upon members of the industry.

(b) The supplementary code authority Ihall have power to investigate on its
own initiative or on complaint the operation of the supplementary code and any
alleged violation of the supplementary code by any member of the industry; to
make findings of fact and to state its conclusions as to whether or not there has
been any violation of any provision of the supplementary code, and except as
hereinafter provided to take such steps as it may deem necessary or advisable,
within the provisions of the supplementary code, subject to rules and regulations
by the Administrator.

(c) No member of the supplementary code authority shall participate, as a
member of such supplementary code authority, in any proceedings In which he
is interested as the complainant or respondent, or in which he is in any other
manner directly interested, and in the event of any such disqualification, the
remaining members of such supplementary code authority shall certify such dis-
qualification, together with the reasons therefor and shall promptly designate a
person to sit as a special member of such supplementary code authority for thepur of such proceedings.

(c he supplementary code authority may delegate any of its duties to such
person of persons, committee or committees, as It may select: Provided, That it
shall not delegate any of its duties to any person who is subject to disqualification,
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as In paragraph (c) above provided: And provided further, Thiat such delegation
Whl not relieve the supplementary code authority from any cf its responsibilities
under this supplementary code.

(e) The supplementary code authority may, subject to the approval of the
Administrator, upon finding, by a three-fifths vote, that the respondent assenting
member of the industry has violated this supplementary code, assess all costs in
connection with such investigation and disposition of such complaint against
said roapondent assenting member of the industry. If any assenting member of
the industry makes a formal complaint to the supplementary code authority
vhich proves, after investigation by the supplementary code authority and
approval by the Administrator, to be without foundation in fact, then the supple-
mentary code authority may assess against the assenting meirber of the industry
bringing such formal complaint all costs in connection with the investigation and
disposition of such complaint. All assessments to be paid into the treasury of the
institute as the agency of the supplementary code authority.

(f) Each member of the industry subject to the jurisdiction of this supple-
mentary code shall pay to the Institute as the agency of the supplementary
code authority his or its proportionate share of the amount necessary to pay the
cost of assembling, analyzing, and publication of such reports and data and of
the maintenance of the supplementary code authority in connection with its
activities relative to the administration of this supplementary code; said propor-
tionate share to be based upon the volume of business and/or such other factors
as the supplementary code authority may prescribe.

(g) A meeting of the members of the industry may be called and held at any
time by order of the asupplementary code authority or members of the industry
have the right to cast at least 51 percent of all votes which might be cast at such
a meeting. At least 5 days' notice to each member of the industry shall be given.

(h) Each member of the industry who assents to and complies with the pro-
visions of this supplementary code, and who is not delinquent in the payment of
any assessments made under the p.ovisions of this supplementary code, shall be
entitled to cast one vote, either in person or by proxy, in writing, duly executed
by such member of the Industry, and filed with the supplementary code authority
within a reasonable time prior to the time set for the meeting, at all meetings of
the members of the industry (art. IV, 4 and 5).

84. Supplement 16, porcelain smding manwfaduring.-Any and all informa-
tion furnished to the secretary of the supplementary code authority or other
person or committee appointed by the supplementary code authority, by a cor-
porate member of the industry shall be subject to investigation to the extent per-
mitted by the act for the purpose of verification by a disinterested person or per-
sons mutually agreed upon by the supplementary code autl'rity and the member
of the industry or by a person or persons nominated by tnt supplementary code
authority and approved by the Administrator. The cost of such investigation
shall be treated as an expense of administering the supplementary code: Provided,
however, That if upon such investigation any such information shall be shown to
have been incorrect in any material respect, such costs shall be paid by the mem-
ber of the industry which furnished such information, provided the said member
has assented to the supplementary code, and specifically to the provisions of this
section (art. IV, 8).

84. Supplement 18, screw machine products manufaduring.-Any and all infor-
mation furnished to the managing director by any corporate member of the
Industry specifically assenting hereto pursuant to the provisions of this code,
slall be subject to verification by an examination of the pertinent books, accounts,
and records of such member by the managing director or by any accountant or
accountants or other person or persons designated by the supplementary code
authority (none of whom shall be connected with any member of the industry)
and shall be so checked for such purpose, if the supplementary code authority shall
require it. The cost of each such examination shall be treated s an expense of
administering thie code (art. IV, 8).

84. Supplement -0, machine screw nut manufaciuring.-Any or all information
furnished to the secretary by any corporate member of the industry specifically
assenting hereto pursuant to the provisions of this code shall be subject to verifica-
tton by an examination of the pertinent or ncessary books, accounts, and
records of such member by the secretary or by any accountant or accountants or
other person or persons designated by the supplementary code authority (none
of whom shall be connected with any member of the industry) and shall be so
checked for such purpose, if the supplementary code authority shall require It,
The cost of each such examination shall be treated as an expense of administering
the code (art. IV, 8).
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84. Suppenrd 91, brght twire go wwnueduring.-Any or all information
furnished to the secretary pursuant to the provisions of this supplementary code
by any corporate member of the industry specifically asmtihg ereto pursuant
to the provisions of the code shall be subject to verifeation by an examination of
the pertinent books, accounts, and records of such member by the secretary or
by any aeountant or accountants or other person or persons designated by the
supplementary code authority (none of whom shall be connected with any member
of the industry) and shall be so cheeked for such purpose, if the supplementary
code authority shall require it. The cost of each such examination shall be
treated as an expense of administering the code (art. IV, 8).

84. 8upplemeM .29,- drapery sAd drpe Mardiare sasufacturin.-Any or all
information furnished to the secretary by any corporate member of the industry
specifically assenting hereto pursuant to the provisions of this code shall be
subject to verification by an examination of the pertinent books, aocounta, and
records of such member by any accountant or accountants or other person or
persons designated by the supplementary code authority and shall be so checked
for such purpose if the supplementary code authority shall require it. The cost
of each such examination shall be treated as an expense of administering the
code (art. IV, 8).

84. Supplement 23, machise-screw manufaourisg.-Any or all information
furnished to the secretary by any corporate member of the industry specifically
assenting hereto purusant to the provisions of this codeshall be subject to verifica-
tion by an examination of the pertinent or neessary books, accounts, and recordsof such member by the secretary or by any accountant or accountants or otherperson or persons designated by the supplementary code authority (none f
whom shall be connected with any member of the industry) and shall be sochecked for such purpose if the supplementary code authority shall require

The cost of each such examination hall be treted as an expense of administering
the code (art. lV, 8).

84. Z up e *4, c nc ue ig.-Any or ad ibyuthati fur-
nihed to the secretary by any corporate member of the industry specifically
asentitng hereto pursuit to the provisions of the code shall be subject to verifica-

tion by an examiaton of the pertinent books, accont, and reors of such
member by the secretary or by an~y accountant or accountants or other person
or persons designated by 'the supplementary cods authority (none of whom shallbe connected with any member a4i the industry) and shall be so checked for such
purpose, if the supplementary cd authority shall require it. The cost of each
such examination shall be treated as an expense of administering the code (art.

th o(r.IV, 8).

84. Supplemeiit 54, gubsdor split and ouatid pronged -An m nfeturisg.-

Any or all information furished to the supplementary code authority by any
member of the industry shall be, pursuant to the provisions of this supplementtary
code, subject to verification by an examination of the pertinent or neesry
books, accounts, end records of such member by an impart agency agreed pon
by the supplementary code authority and the member of the industry in question,
or, falling such agreement, by an impatrtial atent designated by the Adminitra-tor. Such examination shalbe made only to the extent permitted by the act
and such rules and regulations as may be prescribed by the Administrator. The
cost of each such examination shall be borne by the supplementary code atho.ty
(art. IV, 11).

The supplementary code authority shal have power to investigate on ita own
initiative or on complaint, the operation of the supplementary code and any
alleged violation of the s pplementary code by any member of the industry; to
make findings of fact and to state its conclusions as to whether or not there has
been any violation of any provision of the supplementary code, and except as
hereinafter provided, t take such steps as it may deem necsay or advisable,
within the provisions cof the supplementary code, subset to rue. and reulatios
by the Administrator.

No member of the supplementary code authority shall participate,as a member
of such supplementary code authority, In any proceedings in which he s interested
as the complainant or respondent, or in which he is in any other manner directly
interested, and in the event of any such disqualification, the remaining membersof such supplementary code authority shall certify such disqualification, together
with the reasons therefore and shall promptly designate a person to sit as a special
member of such supplementary code authority for the purpose of such proceedings.

The supplementary code authority may delegate any of its duties to such
person or persons, committee or omnie, as it may select; provided, that it
shall not delegate any of its duties to any person who is subject to diequaiification,
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as in paragraph (c) above provided; and provided further, that such delegation
shall not relieve the supplementary code authority from any of its responsibilities
under this supplementary code.

The supplementary code authority may, subject to the approval of the Adminis-
trator, upon finding, by a three-fifths vote, that the respondent assenting member
of the industry has violated this supplementary code, assess all costs in connection
with such investigation and disposit!on of such complaint against said respondent
assenting member of the industry. If any assenting member of the industry
niakes a formal complaint to the supplementary oude authority which proves,
after investigation by the supplementary code authority and approval by the
Administrator, to be without foundation in fact, then the supplementary code
authority may assess against the assenting nmber of the industry bringing
such formal complaint, all cost4 in connection with the investigation and dis-
position of such complaint. All assessments to be paid into the treasury of the
Institute as the agency of the supplementary code authority.
* Each member of the industry subject to the jurisdiction of this supplementary

code shall pay to the Institute as the agency of the supplementary code authority
his or its proportionate share of the amount necessary to pay the cost of amem-
bling, analyzing, and publication of such reports and data'and of the mnaintensnce
of the supplementary code authority in connection with its activities relative to
the administration of this supplementary code; said proportionate share to be
based upon volume of business and/or such other factors as the supplementary
code authority may prescribe.

A meeting of the members of the Industry may be called and held at any time
by order of the supplementary code authority or members of the industry having
the right to cast at least 51 percentofallvotes ich mg be cast at such ameeting. At east 6 days' notice to each member of the industry shall be given.

Each member of the industry who assents to and complies with the provisions
of this supplementary code, and who is not delinquent in the payment of any

assessments made under the provisions of this supplementary code, shall be en-
titledto cast one vote, either in person or by proxy, in wting, duly executed bysuch member of the industry, and filed with the supplementary code authority
within a reasonable time prior to the time set for the meeting, tall meetings of
the members of the industry (art. IV, 4 and ).

IupIAAoLIs, lED., April 16, 1036.Senator W 'a I H. KING,

,Senate Offce Building:
Special delivery letter will reach you tOmorrow morning containing information

regarding continuance of code rule over retailers. Because of certain evidence
favoring such continuance which we understand will be offered at the Wednesday

hearing we trust you will see fit to t, te information being sent at same session.

NATIONAL TIEAIL HARDWARE ASsocxATioN.
RivEaS PTEu(SN.

Tin: NATIONAL' RETAIL HAR DWARE AssociaTIoN,
Idiana poLIs, InD., April 16, 1986.

COM LMITTEE ON FINANO,
Uruiled S tats Senate, WOahinto D. C.

GeNTLEn : On April 12, 1935, the National Retail Code Authority, Inc.,

by a vote of 7 i to 1, passed and transmitted officially to your committee a resolu-
tion which stated:

"Be it resolved, That the National Retail Code Authority, The. the body recog-nized as truly representative of the retail trade by the Code of air Competition

for the Real Trade (Codte 60, art. X, sec. 2), favors the continuance of emer-
gency legislation for a per-iod not to exeed 2 years, for self-government of trade
and industry under self-detennined cods , subject to changes which may be
recommended by the constitutent trade associations."

The National Retail Hardware Association as the largest membership of any
national asocation rpres12td on this code authority. Its preventative voted
against passage of this resolution because its members re almost unanimously

11i9782-.-95.--PT .-.- ?
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opposed to continuation under code rule, supplemented by the following reasons
which we ask to have entered in the records 01 the hearings on National Recovery
Act by the Finance Committee.

I. The resolution quoted implies that an overwhelming majority of members
of the retail trade subject to this code favor Its continuance for a further period
of 2 years.

There are no factual data to support such a conclusion. It is estimated that
approximately 300,000 retail establishments are subject to the retail code. A
large majority of the firms or corporations operating these establishments are not
members of the eight associations whose representatives on the code authority
voted In favor of this resolution.

These nonmember retailers had no part in choosing these code authority
members and have not delegated to them the right to speak for them in legislative
or other matters.

The fact is that few, if any, of the eight associations whose representatives
favored the resolution have even consulted all their own constituent members as
to continuance of the Retail Code.

2. Such evidence as does exist as to the attitude of the retail trade at large
toward the Retail Code gives reasonable grounds for concluding that the majority
does not favor continuance of the Retail Code.

This is evidenced by the failure of retailers in many communities to organie
local Retail Code authorities for the administration of the Retail Code, and to
the Inactivity of the majority which have organized, as shown in exhibit 4 sub-
mitted in connection with the testimony of Mr. Rivers Peterson before your corn
mittee on April 12, 1935.

3. The position of the National Retail Code Authority, Inc., has heretofore
been that its function consisted solely of administering the Retail Code and that
it was not privileged to act as a legislative body for the retail trade.

In adherence to this policy the National Retail Code Authority, Inc., in con-
nection with a questionnaire mailed to all local Retail Code authorities in the
fall of 1934, specifically ruled that these questionnaires should not question the
members of these local Retail Code authorities as to their attitude toward con-
tinuance of the Retail Code beyond its present expiry date.

Yet, having given neither local code authorities nor all constituent members
of trade associations the opportunity to express their opinions, the National
Retail Code Authority, Inc., by the resolution mentioned, assumes the auto-
cratic right to speak for these merchants.

It is the opinion of the National Retail Hardware Association that the resolu-
tion exceeds the powers of the National Retail Code Authority, Inc., is an un-
warranted invasion of the rights of nonmember retailers, and that it should have
no weight of evidence before your committee.Respectfully submitted. HaanaT P. SnEETs, Managing Director.

TaE NATIONAL RETAL HARDwARE ASSOCIATION,
Indianapolis, Ind., January 09, 19G5.Hon. WILIAM H. KING,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
My DEAR SENATOi: Attached for your consideration is an article which will

appear in the forthcoming issue of Hardware Retailer, the official publication of
the National Retail Hardware Association. It is being mailed to the hardware
trade this week.

The situation which this article points out is not overdrawn in the least.
Hundreds of thousands of owners of small business establishments face the
problem of overlapping codes, and multiple jurisdiction, which the article
puintc out.

This problem will become progressively acute as stricter compliance with code
provisions is insisted upon by the National Recovery Administration, and
particularly so where State enabling acts are passed.

The article is written by a man who has spent a large part of the past I8 months
in Washington and knows the situation accurately.

The material is addressed to you in the hope that you may find it interesting
and useful in your consideration of future recovery legislation.Yours very truly, NATIONAL RETAIL HARDWAItz ASSOCIATION,

HERBERT P. SHEETS; Managing Director.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., April 17, 1986.Hon. WIL LIAM H. KINCG,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
MT DEAR SENATOR: In accordance with the request in your letter of even date

for a statement showing the prices of the principal paper stocks used by the
Government Printing Office before the code requirements went into effect, the
present prices, and the percentage of increase, the following is quoted:

Price per pound, - - Psrnsntage

Pd Present

Machine finish ..................................................... I so.02728 $0.0493 a1
W-percent-rag machine finish. ..................................... .022 .1009 93
Sulphite bond ................................................ 3.. . 0837 [ 80 58
23percent-rag bond ................................................ .05M .0 94 84
5O-percent-rag bond .................................................. 0013 [ 11951 95
lID-percent-rag ledger .............................................. .1282 .2764 its
Postal card .......................................................... 020 .0425 58
Money order .......................................................-.-- 021 ,o 3

I trust this gives you the information you desire.Respectfully, A. E. GIUGENOACK,

Public Printer.

A. M. CASTN & Co.,
Chicago, April 15, 1985.Hon. WiLLIAM H:. KING,

Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: If it is true, as is so often stated on the floor of Congress, in the
public press, and elsewhere, that prosperity depends upon the revival of the heavy
Industries, why continue to retard that development by extending the life of the
National Recovery Act.

Operations of the Steel Code have resulted in placing the entire Industry in the
absolute control, for the time being, of the two or three larger steel comnies
whose plants are east of Cleveland, and under the price-fixing system and basing
plan, have created such a monopoly as to place distributors and users of steel
throughout the contry absolutely at their mercy.

If the administration desires to increase Improvement, increase building opera-
tions, Increase activity in the heavy industries, throw open the steel Industry to
active competition, do away with the Steel Code and price fixing and a great step
forward will have been taken.

Why continue code-fixed prices practically as high as those of 1929, and in some
cases higher, in order to enable the steel corporations now mislocated becauseof the
movement of population westward, to earn a return on their now greatly oversized
investments at the expense of the r"at of the country?

Every user of steel in the Mississippi Valley and westward is paying undue
tribute to the monopoly imposed upon him through the Steel Code.

Very truly yours, W. B. SIMPSON,

Chairman Board of Directors.

UNION IRON WORKS,
Decatur, Ill., April 5, 1985.Senator WILLIAM H. KING,

Senate Finance Committee, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: In looking over bill S. 2445, extending the principle of the National

Industrial Recovery Act for a term of 2 years, as introduced In the United States
Senate by Senator Harrison, on March 29, 1935, It would appear that this bill
would give the President and his agents considerably more power and authority
over industry than the present bill gives. In fact, this bill would give the Presi-
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dent dictatorial powers over industry until industry could get relief through court
action. To me, this is more power than any good man should ask, and more than
any other kind should have, and more than the United States Senate should
delegate to anyone.

In referring above to court action, I would, remin1
, you of the recent request

made by the Government to the Supreme Court of the United States in regard
to withdrawing the now famous Belcher Lumbier case from its consideration...Had
this case been permitted to continue through the court, Congress, industry, and
all the people of the land would have had a so-called "yardstick" by which to
measure our future relations. To me, the above action was dishonest.

The company with which I am connected was incorporated in 1882; a small
company, fairly successful, as success has been measured in the past. What chance
have we, a small corporation, to protect our rights, if we should inadvertently do
something which would displease the President or one of his appointed agents?

One of the main Ideas of the National Industrial Recovery Act was reemploy-
ment. One sees many statistics from various Government departments stating
how many men have been reemployed; however, after almost 22 months of the
National Industrial Recovery Act, look at our relief rolls, larger than ever, costing
more money per month than ever. I wi'l answer for you, from a humanitarian
standpoint, we must take care of the unemployed. From a humanitarian stand-
point, what about almost doubling the public debt from March 1933 to January
1937, and making a present of it to poste'rity, with no more constructive results
discernible than at present?

Let us look for a minute at a business which is a little more advanced in the
obvious results of our management by the theories of the National Industrial
Recovery Act and the Agricultural Adjustment Administration than other
businesses, but is merely a trail blazer which other industries inevitably must
follow. I refer to the textile industries and the cotton farmer.

Through the National Industrial Recivery Act and the Agricultural Adjust-
ment Administration the price of cotton was raised, the rate of pay of the textile
worker was raised; everything looked glorious.

Results: How many textile mills are closed today? What is the percentage of
activity in that industry? How many share croppers and Negroes in the South
are on relief?

In 1933 Japan imported into this country 1,700,000 square yards of cotton
cloth. In January, February, and the first day of March 1935, they imported
into this country 24,000,000 square yards of cotton cloth. Last year 150,000
bales of cotton were imported into this country while our Government owned
some 5,000,000 bales, purchased to keep it off the market to bolster up the price.
What is the price of cotton today? It is not 12 cents per pound.

Did our exports of cotton last year decrease 60 percent? Did our home con-
sumption decrease 14 percent? How much did Brazil, Egypt, India, and other
cotton-producing countries increase their production of cotton when we were
subsidizing our cotton farmers to raise less? Are we to abandon our foreign
markets for cotton? If so, what are the poor people of the south to do in order
to accomplish "the more abundant life"?

What was the result of pegging the price of wheat over the world price it. the
Hoover administration? What was England's experience in fixing the price on
rubber, Brazil on coffee?

When labor, the farmer, and the common people awaken to the results of the
National Industrial Recovery Act, the Agricultural Adjustment Administration
etc., the wrath of a scorned woman will be mild as compared to their fury. I
want to remind you they are commencing to see the light more and more every

" hiy is it not possible for business to get a break, a little encouragement?
We are not all "big bad wolves." Is it necessary for the sheep to suffer wit'. the
goats? A little confidence in business, the farmer, the laborer, and in that great
multitude known as "the common people" who have in the past made it pos-
sible for the wheels of industry to go around but who are today in a rather sorrow-
ful position, would be of great benefit.

In your work in that great deliberate body, the United States Senate, daily
considering these vast sums of money, may I humbly remind you of one great
truth, "Prosperity Is not bought with dollars; it is bought with work."

Youxs respectfully,
RoT M. HAwrTON.
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J. B. AND R. E. WALKER, INC.,
HSalt Lake City, Utah, March U, 1935.Senator WILLIAM H. KING,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SiR: During the past 30 days' time we have noted with considerable

interest the stand which you have taken in connection with the continuation of
the National Recovery Administration, and while it is not our habit to write
concerning various controversial Government actions, we feel that it is our
duty, in behalf of the people which we are employing, to compliment you upon
this position which you have taken and urge that you continue your present
position, namely, that of being absolutely opposed to the continuation of the
agency in any form after June 1935, the date of its expiration.

In order to give you a picture of our own activities, we will state that since 1917
we have operated, with headquarters at Salt Lake City, a truck and grading
business, closely associated with the construction of highway projects, both
State and city, and during that period of time pay rolls each year to laborers in
an occupation which, due to climatic conditions in this section of the country,
is seasonal, have run from a minimum of around $10,000 to $60,000, this money
being spent in an average of approximately 9 months' time.

For a year prior to the Nationa Recovery Act the major portion of the work
which we performed called for the staggering, as well as the limitation, of the
hours of employment of the men working for us, so that principle involved in the
National Recovery Act, when inaugurated, was not new to the construction
industry as far as public works were concerned. With the inauguration of the
National Recovery Act, the working time of the laborer was cut from an average
of approximately 45 hours per week to 30, which, as far as spreading the work
was concerned, accomplished its purpose. On the other hand, as far as the in-
dividual welfare of the men working on these jobs was concerned, it removed the
only opportunity which they had of securing sufficient work to provide themselves
and their families with the necessities of life in sufficient quantities to tide them
over periods of unemployment. Our experience with these men has been that
as quickly as they were finished with one job that within 6 days' time they were
without funds to provide for the needs of their families; and due to the various
relief agency rules and regulations, there was no chance for them to secure relief
without a long waiting period; and then, after they had secured it, if they availed
themselves of try employment, they again lost it for a period of approximately
90 days' time.

The result of this whole Fet-up, as far as the laboring man is concerned, has
done one of two things---either lie has concluded to take his chances in maintaining
his family standard by what employment he can secure, which has proven very
disastrous to himself and faraily, or he has refused employment because his relief
allowances would be discontinued as quickly as he accepted employment and
would be denied to him for a further period of time after he was finished with the
particular job he went on.

As compared with this very unsatisfactory condition which has existed, to our
personal knowledge, as far as the men we have employed are concerned working
under the rules and regulations of the National Recovery Act, prior to its incep-
tion when permitted to work without restrictions, were able to make sufficient
funds in the period of time that they were employed to take care of themselves
and families during that period of time when climatic conditions were adverse to
any work being performed which they were qualified to do.

Our personal experience during that period of time was that 90 percent of our
entire list of employees were able to purchase some form of a cheap car for theuse of themselves and families, and the majority of them had purchased and werems payments they were able o take care o without anygrea
difficty,theset-u leaving them satisfied and contented and fostering a desire

to make an honest iving wherever an opportunity presented itself.Due to the restrictions referred to herein during the past 3 years, these fellows

have all lost their homes, their cars, and in order to maintain their families many
of them have had to resort to issuing fictitious checks and stealing foodstuffs and
fuel, which has had a tendency to generally lower their effectiveness to themselves
and their families, as well s debasing the quality of citizenship represented by
this group.

In the early part of the month of November we had upon our pay rolls 21 men,
all of them truck drivers, drawing a wage of 65 cents per hour, engaged upon one
State highway job adjacent to Salt Lake City, in Davis County. For the week
of November 5-10 the highest accrual of wages due to anyone amounted to $19.50,
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which group was decreased to 9 men on November 26, which was the last pay roll
that they received, and from that time on none of these men have been able to
secure any work on any construction projects here in this State, or through the
Federal Emergency Relief Administration activities. With such a condition
existing it needs very little imagination to realize the physical and mental condi-
tion of these people, as well as the deplorable condition which their families would
be in, which condition is due to the fact that during the year 1934 they had not
had an opportunity to avail themselves of sufficient work, which has existed for
then to permit them to accumulate sufficient reserves in the form of food
clothing, and money to tide them over until a new job started where they could
be employed.

At the same time, while the National Recovery Administration has done this
for themr, through the combinations of large corporations, it has increased the
price of every article which they must buy in order to maintain themselves and
'their families, and the situation created as a result of this agency's existence is
such that their condition is becoming very intolerable.

When the idea of the National Recovery Administration was advanced to the
American public the prime reason for subscribing to its theory was the fact that
It was going to help the common man, the small business man, more or less at
the expense of the large, well-organized groups of individuals and corporations
which were able to take care of themselves, but in its operation over approxi.
mately 2 years' time the condition has become steadily worse for the very people
that we were assured this agency was being created to take care of. Personally
we havo no objection to attempting to continue with this experiment, although
it has very seridusly reduced our income, its operation as applied to our own
business having made it impossible to make any profit for the past 2 years, but
aside from this factor the injury to us has not been as noticeable as it has been
to the laborers whom we have employed.

This letter to you is not directed with any thought of complaint on our part
only as it affects people that have looked to us for a living for the past 10 years,
and their condition at this time is very serious as a result of the operation of the
National Recovery Administration. We are somewhat hesitant about burden-
ing you with these details at such length, but we feel that if employment condi-
tions in the United States are such that all of the people cannot be employed,
which seems to be the case at the present time, the restrictions placed upon busi.
ness by this agency should be removed in order that those who still desire to
work for a living might do so, thus retaining their self-respect; and at the same
time this group expressing that desire, through their efforts, will make a profit
for the person employing them, where under the present combination by dis-
tributing this work among others the laborer receives no benefit, as the wage
return is so small he cannot even buy over the year's time from his earnings the
barest necessities of lifk, and as soon as he finds himself out of employment is
forced into a waiting period before he can secure relief; and then, when upon
relief, which is objectionable and unsatisfactory to a person of his mental view-
point and desires, his morale is shattered and he is no good to the economic sys-
tem of the community in which he lives, and while this debasement of the indi-
vidual is being accomplished he is an economic burden to the State and Nation
for his maintenance.

The majority of this group of men which we have employed are rapidly be-
coming very dissatisfied with the aspects for this whole set-up, and unless these
restriction of the National Recovery Administration are lifted as far as they are
concerned their expressions in the ballot box in the next election will be the
determining factor on the future political set-up of this country. This, of course,
i merely a r6sumd of those that we are acquainted with; but if this is their
mental reaction to the present set-up, you can rest assured that there are thou-
Gands of others in the same frame of mind at the present time.

Very truly yours, J. B. WAL,311.

REFRIGERATING MACHINERY ASSOCIATION,
Washington, D. C., April 18, 1985.

Senator WILLIAM H. KING,
Senate Offite Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR KING: Further to the evidence of the monopoly being enjoyed
by the ice industry as a result of the control of production clause, article X1, of
,that code, with which you are familiar:
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You will be interested in the attached copy of a telegram which was sent out
by representatives of the Ice Industry Code Authority to members of that
Industry. It Is apparent that these people are sparing no effort to have this
monopoly continued, with substantial detriment to the consumers of ice, to those
who wish to enter the industry, and to the business of the machinery manu-
facturers.Sincbr~Iy,

WILLIAM B. HENDERSON,

Executive Vice President.

April 15, 1985.
Your immediate response to this telegram is vital to continuation of Ice Code.

Pending congressional action acutely threatens serious curtailment or abandon-
ment of code. Wire your Congressman and both Senators also Senator Pat
Harrison, Chairman Senate Finance Committee at the Capitol, Washingtoni
D. C., also National Industrial Recovery Board, Commerce Building, Wash-
ington. Demand continuation code and no legislation curtailing control produc-
tion or any other provision be enacted. Also assist your dealers to do same most
important. Wires must be in Washington tomorrow.

0. A. REARDON, Secretary.

SALANT & SALANT, INC.,

Hon. Wm. L. KING, Brooklyn, N. Y., April 13, 1985.

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: In view of the deep interest taken by you in the National Industrial

Recovery Act and its operations, we take the liberty of calling your attention to
the wanton waste and reckless extravagance that have characterized the adminis-
trations of code authorities. The renewal of the Recovery Act and the effects of
its operation are debatable matters but it surely admits of no controversy that
members of the industry should not be made the victims of extortion on the part
of these anomalous bodies. The current impression in business circles is that at
least as far as a good many of the authorities with headquarters in New York are
concerned, they are, as one witness before the Finance Committee bluntly stated
yesterday, nothing but "rackets."

In this connection permit us to call your attention to soioe features of the finan-
cial administration of the authority to which we are subject, the Cotton Garment
Code Authority. Between November 27, 1933 when the Cotton Garment Code
went into effect, and January 1, 1935, the authority collected close to a million
dollars. Incredible as it may seem, throughout all that period it never had a bank
account of its own. Its sources of revenue were for the first several months a per-
centage of the pay rolls of members of the industry. Thereafter it 3o! labels
which all members of the industry were obliged to purchase at prices fixed by the
authority. These two combined netted the revenue above named. There has
never been any reason given for the failure of the authority to establish a bank
account of its own. Its minutes have never been accessible to those over whom it
exercises jurisdiction.

The checks from the members of the industry were turned over on receipt to a
private association known as the International Association of Garment Manu-
facturers. For some unexplained reason this association was made the fiscal
agent of the authority. We have asked the authority for a list of the amounts
and dates of payments made by it to this association together with the purpose of
such payments, but this information has never been given to us. Various pre-
texts have been availed of to evade answering our request.

There is a current belief in the trade that members of the influential clique
that controls the authority had, previous to the adoption of the code, made loans
to the International Association above named in connection with work in the
formulation cf the code; that this association had no funds with which to repay
these loans and that some of the funds turned over to it by the authority were
used for this purpose. It was no doubt realized by the authority that Ahe Re-
covery Administration would now allow payment of the above loans. This un-
authorized use of the industry funds and the method of syphoning out the moneys
f_ the authority to the association and in turn reyphoning part of them was

adopted in order to do indirectly what there was no s ow of legality for doing
directly.
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The authority, on its formation, engaged an executive director, Maj. R. B.
Paddock, under a contract to last till June 16, 1935, at an annual salary of $25,000
a year. At the time the major was a divisional administrator under General
Johnson getting $7,016 a year. The rank and file of the members in the industry
were not aware until long after the appointment of the outrageously excessive
salary.

The authority also engaged at a salary of $10,000 a year, a public-relations
manager and his wife whose combined experience in that field was practically nil
but whLo had the backing of an influential local politician.

The authority's headquarters at 40 Worth Street in New York reek with
nepotism and favoritism. The dominant members of the clique controlling the
authority have relieved themselves of pensioning superannuated employees by
unloading them on the authority at the expense of the industry. The authority
has been made a haven for the unemployed brothers-in-law, nephews, and nieces
of the members of the clique. John Stuart Mill once characterized the old
English civil service as a huge system of outdoor relief for the younger sons of the
aristocracy. The authority pay roll is a form of relief for the unemployed kins-
men of favored members. No statement of receipts and expenditures has ever
been made by the authority.

This scandalous mismanagement became so gross that the Recovery Adminis-
tration Intervened some months ago and effected some reforms but these have no
more than scratched the surface and a tentative budget submitted by the author-
ity bears every evidence of the same spirit of waste and extravagance as prevailed
heretofore.

May we suggest that the Senate Finance Committee make a thorough investi-
gation of the financial management of the authorities and of their personnel and
that any bill that the Senate committee may report carry safeguards against the
recurrence of such crying abuses as pointed out above.

Yours truly, M. H. GoL.

SUGGESTIONS REGARDING THE REVISION OF S. 2445 AND COM-
PLETE REDRAFT OF SAME SUBMITTED BY DR. THOMAS C.
BLAISDELL, JR., DIRECTOR, CONSUMERS DIVISION, NATIONAL
EMERGENCY COUNCIL

THE NATIONAL EmERoENCY COUNCIL,
HVashington, April 2R, 1935.Hon. PAT HARRISON,

Washington, D. C.
My DEAR SENATOR HARRISON: Iu accordance with the request of the subcom-

mittee of the Senate Finance Committee considering S. 2445, 1 am submitting
herewith my suggestions regarding revision of the bill. I am enclosing (1) a sum-
mary containing the major changes in phraseology and general suggestions, and
(2) a complete redraft of the bill, indicating the changes in phraseology which
seem to me necessary in order to include in the bill these suggested changes.

I am neither a lawyer nor a legislative draftsman; hence, I would not defend
all of the suggested changes in phraseology against more competent workmen.
They do, however, indicate in general the way by which the opinions which I
express d before the committee might be included in the bill.

Respectfully yours, THOMAS C. BLAISDELL, Jr.

SL'noETIoxs REGARDING THE REviSION oF S. 2445 SUBMITTED BY THOMAS C.

BLAISDELL, Jr.

I. POLICY STATEMENT

1. A more detailed statement of policy, as follows: Title I, section 1 (b): "It is
hereby declared to be the policy of Congress and the purp se of this title to r eet
the ieeds of the present emergency,, to prevent the recurre...e of such emergencies,
to promote the general welfare by increasing employment, by raising the standards
of living of the American people, and by promoting the organization of industry
1obr the continuous performance of its function of supplying the largest practicable
amount of goods and services for consumers through the employment of labor
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under healthy and fair working conditions and the efficient use of capital, and
to effectuate said policy and purpose (i) by providing for the operation of compe-
tition in a free and open market and (ii) by means of such regulations and pro-
visions as are hereinafter authorized; and such regulations and provisions are
declared to be necessary and proper to effectuate said policy and purpose."

2. Modification of the "limitations and standards" section to distinguish be-
tween methods of organization for achieving the policy of the act and the types
of action which may be taken. Items 1, 2, and 3 in section 1 (e) are methods for
accomplishing the ends stated in items 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14; and
a code should only be approved which satisfies all the conditions of numbers 4
to 14, inclusive. (Item 13 would apply only in the case of natural-rts'rce in-
dustries,)

I. ORGANIZATION

1. The inclusion in the bill -f a requirement for the establishment of three
advisory boards, for industrial m".,a;;zrnnt, one for labor, and one for consum-
ers, as well as a research and planning agency.

2. The requirement that Government agencies responsible for carrying out the
policy of the act shall report to the President and Congress at stated intervals.

3. A more detailed statement of the character of code authorities and their
powers, including the stipulation that whenever a code permits price, production,
or distribution controls, such controls shall be administered exclusively by a
Government agency.

4. An expansion of the realm within which codes may be imposed to include
the power to impose a code to control or eliminate monopolistic trade practices,
unduly high prices, restriction of output, discrimination between customers, or
the waste of any natural resource.

5. A requirement that the agency entrusted with the administration of the
act shall report any instances of violations of the antitrust laws to the Depart-
ment of Justice or the Federal Trade Commission in case their efforts to correct
the situation have been inadequate.

III. INVESTIGATORY POWERS

1. A grant ofpower to the President to allocate funds for investigations by the
Federal Trade Commission.

2. A grant of power to the President to investigate and hold public hearings
with regard to conditions of employment.

IV. DEFINITIONS

1. A definition of unfair competition, as follows:
"The term 'unfair competition' includes those business practices which (a)

damage the interests of workers by imposing unduly low wages, long hours, or
such labor policies and labor practices as result in intolerable working conditions,
and/or (b) harm the consumer by the misrepresentation of commodities and
services or by the impairment of quality to a point such as to threaten health or
safety, and/or (c) damage the legitimate interests of business competitors, and/or
(d) threaten the general welfare by provoking the wasteful exploitation of natural
resources: Provided, That business practices which involve only the offering of
higher quality, superior service, lower prices, and/or more favorable terms of sale
shall not be construed to be damaging to the legitimate interests of business
competitors and shall not be deemed to be 'unfair competition' within the
meaning of this Act."

2. A definition of monopolistic practices, as follows:
"A monopolistic practice shall be any business practice, including the use of

patents or copyrights, which has the effect of creating, perpetuating, or increasing
the domination by a person or group of persons over production, distribution,
p prices, or trade practices, in any trade, industry, or subdivision thereof: Provided,
however, That such business practices as are clearly shown to result In a sub-
stantially more efficient supplying of goods and services to consumers at sub-
stantially lower prices shall not be regarded as monopolistic practices."

V. TARIFF

Since the President already hs power under the provisions of the flexible
tariff act to use the tariff as a control instrument, I have suggested deleting the
tariff section of this act.

APIL 20, 1935.
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COMPLETE REDRAFT OF S. 2445

By Dr. Thomas C. Blaisdell, Jr.

(Italics denote changes)

18. 2446, 74th Cong., 1st sees.]

A BILL To amend Title I of the National Industrial Recovery Act

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
A*oerica in Congress assembled, That Title I of the National Industrial Recovery
Act, approved June 16, 1933, is hereby reeuacted and amended to read as follow:

"TITLE I.-INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY

"DECLARATION, POLICY, AND STANDARDS

"SECTION 1. (a) The Congress finds and hereby declares that a national
emergency exists, characterized by wide-spread unemployment and disorganiza-
tion of industry and impairment of the standards of living of the American
people, and that such unemployment, disorganization, and impairment decrease
and burden interstate and foreign commerce and adversely affect the general
welfare.

"(b) It is hereby declared to be the policy of Congress and the purpose of this
title to meet the needs of the present emergency, to prevent the recurrence of such
emergencies, sad to promote the ordeody sod healthy o f trade .
adstyby means sofno regualstios an d proisiesr so ore hereinafter so-
thori'sdlj to promote the general welfare by increasing employment, by raising the
standcrds of living of the American -,eople, and by promoting the organization of in-
dustry for the continuous performt.ice of its function of supplying the largest prac-
ticable amount of goods and services for consumers through the employment of labor
under healthy and fair working conditions and the efficient use of capital, and to
effectuate said policy and purpose (i) by providing for the operation of competition
in a free and open market and (ii) by means of such regulations and provisions as
are hereinafter authorized; and such regulations and provisions are declared to be
necessary and proper to effectuate said policy and purpose.

"(c) In order to effectuate the policy of Congress and the purpose of this title,
the President is authorized and directed to take action as hereinafter provided
when he finds that such action is necessary and proper in the public interest
s"d in scordt.nee wie4* "y e -the following lim.litites and standards, Tha
sek action- to accomplish any one or more of the following:

"(1) To establishes rules of fair competition.
"(2) lromt. eor maeetains To permit or facilitate the cooperative organization

and action of (a) trade groups, and (b) industrial groups, (c) labor organizations,
and (d) consumer organizations.

"(3) To induces or maintains cooperative relations between, or cooperative
activities of, labor and management, but only if the President shall find that such
action will accomplish all of the following:

"*4* (1) Promotes or maintains fair competition.
"*84 (2) Prevents or eliminates competitive practices which are unfair or

destructive of fair competition, or restraints upon trade which tend to diminish
the amount thereof coitrory to the public interest, and trade practices which have
the in,,. or effect of collusive action by members of an industry against the public
interest.
(3) Increase public knowledge of the prices and qualities of goods.
"*8* (4) Promotes Ut e fullest effective utilization of the productive and dis-

tributive capacities of trade and industry.
"<* (6) Prevents or eliminates restrictions upon production, except those

hereinafter expressly sanctioned.
"*8 (5) Promotes or mait ans the increased or maintenance of purchasing

power and ineressed of consumption of industrial and agricultural products.
"8 * (7) Reduces or relieves unemployment or regularizes empleymnten OW

real income of employees.
"*40* (8) Establishes proper minimum wages and maximum hours of labor.
"-* (9) Improves the standards and conditions of labor.
9+1-* (10) Promotes' the rehabilitation or increase of industry, indussWia

activity.
"*-. (11) Removes unreasonable burdens upon, or protects the reasonabe

flow of, interstate or foreign commerce.
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"44* oeseve sso4w reosures, an d pee.. praoduetio'e or eospotit
wasteful ef s*Ac sesossnes aod isftssrotss to osnsenee there n,-

(12) Where natural resources are involved, promote their conservation and their
'eff cient utilization through, the regulation of wasteful productive or distributive
practices.

However, such limitations as are provided in this section shall not apply to such
codes voluntarily submitted as contain only such limited provisions as stated in Sec-
tion 6 (d) (A), (B), (C), and (D).

id ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES

"SEc. 2. (a) In order to effectuate the policy of Congress herein declared, the
President is hereby authorized and directed to establish such agencies, ioelading
aft industrial MWiee enreseeseh agnyto accept and utilize such voluntary
and uncompensated services, to appoint, in his discretion pursuant to, or, without
regard to the provisions of the civil-service laws, such officers and employees,
and to utilize such Federal agencies, officers, and employees, and, with the con-
sent of the State, such State and local agencies, officers, and employees, as he
may find necessary, to prescribe their authorities, duties, responsibilities, and
tenure, and, in his discretion pursuant to, or, without regard to the Classification
Act of 1923, as amended, to fix the compensation of any officers and employees
so appointed. Any agency established or utilized pursuant to the provisions of
this subsection is referred to in this title as a 'governmental agency.'

For the more efficient operation of such agencies there shall be established a research
and planning agency, an agency for revealing the interests of labor, and an agency for
revealing the interests of consumers, and an agency for revealing the interests of indus-
trial management. It shall be the duty of each of these agencies:

(1) To supply the President, or such agency as he may designate, information
helpful in taking action pursuant to ,his Act.

(2) To analyze the operation of the various codes and industries, and their relations
to each other.

(8) To make recommendations concerning the use of the powers conferred under
this Act.

(4) To recommend measures which will promote the maintenance and betterment
of the American standard of living.

"(b) The President may, to the extent that he may deem necessary for the
efficient administration of this title, delegate any of 'his functions and powers
under this title to such governmental agencies, officers, agents, and employees
as he may designate or appoint to act under his general supervision and control.

(c) Each governmental agency established or utilized pursuant to this Act shall
submit to the President every six months, for transmission to Congress, a report in
writing upon its activities and upon the degree to which title I of this Act is accom-
plishing the purposes thereof.

"(d) For the purpose of more efficient administration of codes of fair com-
petition and agreements under this title, the President is authorized to provide
under such codes or agreements for the establishment of code esuth.cer' co-
litto ef Othes APOr.:'-AMiR ., agencies to advise concerning and to assist in the

administration of such codes and agreements, including provision for their duties,
responsibilities, tenure, removal, compensation, and records; 14 the est b ish-Mont~~~~~~~ efOo ekfrhipt ofmta , e r or ergan'.'zaties whteh is eam-
posed is whol Provided, however, that each such agency shall meet the following
requirements:

(1) No final discretionary powers shall be delegated to any such agency which is
composed sn whole or in part of persons in the trade or industry subdivision thereof
affected.

(2) The administrative functions of such agency shall be directed by an officer of
the United States or by paid employees responsible to him.

(8) If such agency contains individuals who are not officers of the United States,
it shall contain representatives of (i) the management of the trade or industry, (ii)
labor, and (iii) consumers, and adequate provision shall be made for the selection and
financing of such representatives.

(4) Provision shall be made that representatives of the trade or industry or sub-
division thereof affected shall be truly representative of the trade or industry or sub-
division thereof, hating due regard to sectional interests, membership or nonmember-
ship in trade associations, volume of production and sales, and other pertinent
factors.

(5) Provision shall be made that representatives of labor shall be truly representive
of workers in the industry, having due regard to type of work performed, membership
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or nonmembership in workers' organizations, sectional interests, and other perlinew
factors, or alternatively, that labor representatives shall be selected by the President or
such government agency as he may designate.

(6) Provision hal be made that representatives of the consumer shall be selected by
the President or such governmental agency as he may designate, with due regard to
repesentation of ultimate consumers, public purchasers, and industrial consumers.

(e) "This title shall cease to be in effect, and any agencies heretofore or here.
after established hereunder shall cease to exist, on June 16, 1937.

1 IsCODEM OF FAIR COMPETITION

"Stic. 3, (a) Upon application to the President by one or more trade or indus.
trial associations or groups, the President is authorized emd edleeted to approve a
code or codes of fair competition for the trade or industry or subdivision thereof
represented by the applicant or applicants, if the President finds--

"(1) That such associations or groups impose no inequitable restrictions na
admission to membership the * ', -AgAL representative of such trades or
industries or subdivisio f; and
wi"((2) That the tra r industry or subdivision of is eligible for a code

ithin the liitat' Of subsection (b) of this season,
"(3) That su code r eies with the ovisions of this title,

including wi limiting the enerality foregoing the irements set forth
in section and section 7 ( d (b he and"(4) Th such code econ to and ee designed
will effect te the po * CO I acco ce with e ........ .
Wlerthh s as #Ave In .ad se I (b); and

t uhe 0 aine no iioewhich
usa"Y be *ised by any indZ o or swe the oreati or mainte-
nance a monopoly or mono prac ces d ro ive of fair mpetition,
to * nate or op e .a small rp or rm te against em, or to
promo or sanc vices o fixi prces or nmm' leefor ice, or for

con rolling p ucti which rest ive of fair petition;

epo 4e " ee "

Provisi'on tontrolling price, pron
, 

and distribution y be inserted in a
cods if and only s, ) such code relate toa trade or industr_ e prices, services and
methods of operation which are then regulated, pus~t nAct of Congress, by asWi'sep er the United States or;

()such, code contans pro which sec. , services and methods of oper-ofare subjected to reulation imitation, the powe to examine the

004, RKQ,7 perSO:

boeki and records u o engaged in such trade or industry), which eff"ctuates
tdedared policy of this tihle, by a governmentl agency of the United States, com-
posed excluivyf oiers of the Uned States and the Preisdeot is hereby gives
the power to prt in suc code for such regulation by such agency.

"(6) That public notice, and an opportunity to be heard ei xmee the s

e W'rOws pmestaien, at a public hearing have been given to interested parties
(including those engaged in other steps of the economic process whose service
and welfare may be affected prior to approval by the President of such code
or codes.

"(b) No trade or Industry or subdivision thereof shall be eligible for a code,
unless by reason of the character or volume of employment or sales, or the ship-
ment, or use of goods shipped, in interstate or foreign commerce, or the effect
of such trade or industry or subdivision thereof upon interstate or foreign conk-
meree, or upon instrumentalities of interstate or foreign commerce, or upon the
movement of goods or services in interstate or foreign commerce, or by reason
of other conditions which the President finds to exist, said trade or industry or,
subdivision thereof either is engaged in interstate er foreign commerce, or so
substantially affects interstate or foreign commerce that the establishment and
entoreenentof standuads of fair competition in such trade or industry or sub-
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division thereof are necessary and proper for the protection or regulation of
Interstate or foreign commerce.

"(c) The President may, shall as a condition of his approval of any sueb code,
impose such conditions (including requirements for the making of reports, and the
keeping of books and records and the examination thereof) for the protection of
consumers, competitors, employees, and others, and in furtherance of the public
Interest, and may provide such exceptions to, exemptions from, and amendments
of, the provisions of any such code, as the President upon a finding of fact deems
necessary to effectuate the policy of Congress in accordance with the standards
of this title: Provided, That any applicant or applicants for the approval of a
code, may, within twenty days after public announcement of an amendment to
such code, or of a condition imposed on the approval of the code or any continua-
tion of such approval, file with the President a withdrawal of their application
for the code, and if the President finds that the code is no longer sponsored by
those truly representative of the trade or industry or subdivision thereof, he
shall cancel his approval of the code, but may prescribe and approve a limited
code of fair competition applicable to such trade or industry or sibdivision thereof
in conformity with the provisions of subsection (d) of this section.

"(d) Whenever, upon complaint or upon his own motion, after public notice
and hearing (except where the President finds that there has been an adequate
hearing upon an application for approval of a code) the President finds (1) that
excessive hours or inadequate wages of employees in any trade or industry or
subdivision thereof found eligible for a code within the limitations of subsection (b)
arc productive of unfair competition, and or (2) that the requirements of fair
petition hereinafter set forth have not been established and are not effective
for such trade or industry or subdivision thereof b a code voluntarily presented
and approved, or by any agreement with the resident made as hereinafter
provided, then the President is authorized and directed to prescribe and approve

limited code of fair competition for such trade or industry or subdivision
thereof, which he finds effectuate the policy of Congress as stated in section I (b)
ad which he finds to be consistent with the requirements of paragraphs (3) to (6),

inclusive, of subsection (a), and which shall contain only the following require-
ments: (A) Requirements of regarding minimum wages and maximum hours of
labor, labor policies, labor practices, and other conditions of employment; (B) the
requirements of section 7 (a) and (b); (C) prohibition of child labor, and of any

business practices which is general are recognized under the law as being
dishonest- or fraudulent, er otherwise eafait; (D) atd *z a provision requiring
much information to be furnished, and such books and records to be kept and
such examinations thereof to be made, as are necessary to effectuate the policy
of Congress in tter m with Oe standards of as stated in this title; and which
may contain (E) *D such provisions as he finds necessary to prevent unfair or
oppressive conditions of employment, or monopolistic trade practices, unduly high
prices, restriction of output, discrimination between customers, or the waste of any
natural resource-. The maximum hours provided for in any such limited code
shall not be less than hours nor more than hours per week; except that
when it is found necessary, overtime work in excess of the prescribed maximum,
to be paid for at the rate of time and one-half, may be provided for in such code.
The President is authorized, after notice and opportunity to be heard, as pro-
vided in subsection (a) (6) of this section, to provide such exceptions to, exemp-

ons from, and amendments of, any such code as, upon a finding of fact, he
deems necessary to effectuate the policy of Congress ie awiartee h the
SFanarde f as stated in this title.

'(e) The minimum wages provided for in any code prescribed or approved
under this section shall be those which the President finds to be fair and reason-
able and calculated to promote or to maintain fair competition within or between
trades or industries or subdivisions thereof, after giving due consideration to
living and working conditions in and surrounding the trade or industry or sub-
division thereof which is directly involved and to regional or other differences in
such conditions. The minimum wages so provided for may be differentiated
cording to experience or skill of employees, locality of employment, or other
applicable considerations, but shall not be so graded or classified as to tend to set
maximum wages.

(f Any code prescribed or approved under this section may require pessom
limbers of the industry subject thereto to make equitable and proportionate
contribution to the expenses necessary for the administration of such code.
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Collection and expenditure of any such contributions may be made in its own
name by a code authority, committee, or other organization approved by the
President for the administration of the code; but the President is authorized and
directed to prescribe such regulations concerning notice, opportunity to be heard,
review, budgets, bases of contribution, auditing, and other matters, as he finds
necessary and proper to protect such persons and the public interest.

"(g) After the President has approved or prescribed -.ny code under this
section, the provisions of such code shall be the standar2- ff fair competition for
the trade or industry or subdivision thereof defined in such code. Any violation
of sucj standards shall be deemed an unfair method of competition in commerce
within the meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended; b~t and
nothing in this title shall be construed to impair the exercise of the powers of the
Federal Trade Commission under such Act, as amended, in a manner consistent
with the provision of this title.

"(h) In order to limit the number of codes approved and to simplify the ad-
ministration thereof, the President is authorized and directed, in carrying out the

rdOvisions of this title with respect to codes, to propose to each small trade or
industry or subdivision thereof which he finds employs less than employees,

that such trade or industry or subdivision either (1) be covered by the code of
an appropriate trade or industry or subdivision thereof which he finds employs

or more employees and has related interest or activities, or (2) be covered by a
general code for small trades or industries, containing only requirements specially
devised for and limited to the needs and conditions of such small trades or indus-
tries and subdivisions. No code for any such small trade or industry or sub-
division shall be approved under subsection (a) unless peseas a sufficient number
of members of the industry to be truly representative thereof shall elect to be covered
by a code in accordance with this subsection.

"AGREEEMENTS

"SEc. 4. (a) 'The President is authorized to enter into agreements with, or
approve voluntary agreements hereafter entered into between and among, persons
engaged in a trade or industry or subdivision thereof, labor and consumer organi-
zations, and trade or industrial organizations, associations, or groups, relating to
any trade or industry or subdivision thereof, if he finds that such agreements

c- reaso ably deeigne 4e aid iu efeetuatisg -the peliey ef G~eg-s is
ace~deseeiY~~ 4e tassdes of "~4 4Pe wiMl respeet toe tsrade or indeuste

as ssi'cisles thae4e feod el-igi110Ie Aes. eadee within 4Qse Iigitatiea e4 wb-
eeetle a ef seetieo 4, snd +R) are consistent with the requirements of pars.
graphs (3) to (6), inclusive, of subsection (a) of section 3. Any agreement so
entered into or approved shall be enforcible in accordance with its terms by civil
suit in any State or Federal court of competent jurisdiction.

"(b) The President shall, so far as practicable, afford every opportunity to
employers and employees in any trade or industry or subdivision thereof to estab-
lish, by mutual agreement, the standards as to the maximum hours of labor,
minimum waes and such other conditions of employment as may aid in effectu-
ating the policy of Congress in accordance with the standards of this title: Pro-
vided, that such agreements shall not be made with labor organizations established,
maintained, or assisted by any action forbidden by Section 7 (a) or (b) as embodied
in a code.

ANTiTRUST LAWS

"SEC. 5. Nothing in this title shall be construed to amend or vpeI permit
acts which are prohibited by any provision of the antitrust laws of the United
States; eet and the provisions incorporated in any code or agreement specifically
approved, prescribed, or entered into and in effect in accordance with this title,
and any action complying with such code or agreement taken while it is in effect
or within sixty days thereafter, shall be lawful if and only if such code or agree-
ment conforms in all respects to the limitations and provisions of this title and of
the antitrust laws except as expressly otherwise provided in Section 8 (a) (5) and
Section 10 (d) (4) (i).

If the agencies established under this Act shall have attempted, by the use of the
powers granted by this Act, to prevent injury to the public interest arising from any
unfair competitive practice or any monopolistic practice and it shall appear that no
further remedy exists under the powers granted by this Act, it shall be the duty of such
agencies to report these practices to those officers of the United States who are charged
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with the enforcement of the antitrust laws of te United State. Al such codes and
agreements shall cease to be in effect on or before June 16, 1937.

"INV sTxGATION8

"SEC. 6 (a) Upon the request of the President, the Federal Trade Commission
shall make such investigations as may be necessary to enable the President to
carry out the provisions of this title, and for such purposes the Commission shall
have all the powers vested in it with respect to investigations under the Federal
Trade Commission Act, as amended, and the President may allocate to the Federal
Trade Commission for the purpose of carrying on such investigations, funds from
wneys appropriated for carrying out the purposes of this title.

(b) The President may at any time inestigate and hold public hearings with
respect to hours of labor, rates of pay, labor practices, labor policies, and other con-
ditions of employment in any trade or industry or subdivision thereof.

EMPLOYERSS AND EMPLOYEES

"Szc. 7. (a) Every code of fair competition or agreement approved, prescribed,
or entered into under this title shall contain the following statement of rights of
employees, which are hereby declared and affirmed: (1) Ew. ployees shall have
the right to organize and bargain collectively through representatives of their own
choosing, and shall be free from the interference, restraint, or coercion of employers
of labor, or their agents, in the designation of such representatives or in self-
organization or in other concerted activities for the purpose of collective bargain.
lng or other mutual aid or protection; and (2) no employee and no one seeking
employment shall be required as a condition of employment to join any company
union or to refrain from joining, organizing, or assisting a labor organization of
his own choosing.

"(b) All employers in the trade or industry or subdivision thereof with respect
to which any such code or agreement is in effect shall comply with and be bound
by the requirements of subsection (a) and with the maximum hours of labor,
minimum wages labor practices and labor policies and other conditions of employ-
ment set forth in any such code or agreement.

"Se. 8. (a) This title shall not be construed to repeal or modify any of the
provisions of title I of the Act entitled 'An Act to relieve the existing national
economic emergency by increasing agritultu-al purchasing power, to raise revenue
for extraordinary expenses incurred by reason of such emergency, to provide
emergency relief with respect to agricultural indebtedness, to provide for the
orderly liquidation of joint-stock land banks, and for other purposes', approved
May 12, 1933, as amended; and such title I of said Act approved May 12, 1933,
may for all purposes be hereafter referred to as the 'Agricultural Adjustment Act.'

"(b) The President may, in his discretion, in order to avoid conflicts in the
administration of the Agricultural Adjustment Act and this title, delegate any
of his functions and powers under this title with respect to trades or industries
or subdivisions thereof whichh are engaged in the handling of any agricultural
commodity or product thereof, or of any competing commodity or product thereof,
to the Secretary of Agriculture.

"(c) Nothing in this title of this Act, and no regulation thereunder, shall
prevent an individual from pursuing the vocation of manual labor and scIling or
trading the products thereof; nor shall anything in this title of this Act, or regula-
tion thereunder, prevent anyone from marketing or trading the . - duce of his
farm.

"OIL RE OULATION

"Szc. 9. (a) The President is further authorized to initiate before the Inter-
state Commerce Commission proceedings necessary to prescribe regulations to
control the operations of oil pipe lines and to fix reasonable, compensatory rates
for the transportation of petroleum and its products by pipe lines, and the
Interstate Commerce Commission shall grant preference to the bearings and
determination of such cases.

"(b) The President is authorized to institute proceedings to divorce from any
holding company any pipe-line company controlled by such holding company
which pipe-line company by unfair practices or by exorbitant rates in the trans-
portation of petroleum or its products tends to create a monopoly.
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"HULMS, REGULATIONS, AND DEFINITIONS

"SEC. 10. (a) The President is authorized and directed to prescribe such rules
and regulations av may be necesary to carry out the policy of Congress in
accordance with the standards of this title, and to secure compliance with codes
and agreements approved, prescribed, or entered into under this title.

"(b) The President is further authorized to make reasonable provision for the
promotion and maintenance of codes and agreements under this title by means of
distinctive insignia or labels, by requirements that departments and agencies of
the Uited States purchase from persons complying with such codes or agree-
ments,lor by other appropriate means. The President may regulate the distribu-
tion, use, and display of such insignia or labels, in order that purchasers and
consumers of goods and services may be assisted in supporting the standards of
fair competition provided for in this title.

"(c) The President may, from time to time, cancel or modify any order,
approval, rule, code provision, or regulation issued under this title, and each code
and/or agreement approved, prescribed, or entered into under this title shalt
contain an express provision to that effect.

"(d) As used in this title-
"(1) The term 'person' includes any individual, any partnership, association,

corporation, trust, or ans other form of business enterprise, and any receiver,
trustee, executor, or administrator thereof;

"(2) The term 'code of fair competition' or 'code' means any group of pro-
visions heretofore or hereafter approved or prescribed as such by the President
under this title; ad

"(8) The term 'unfair competition' includes those business practices which (a)
damage the interests of worAcrs by imposing unduly low wages, long hours, or suck
labor policies and labor practices as result ir intolerable working conditions, andl/or
(b) harm the consumer by misrepresentation of commodities and services or by the
impairment of quality to a point such as to threaten health or safety, and/or (c) damage
the legitimate interests of business competitors, and/or (d) threaten the general welfare
by provoking the wasteful exploitation of scarce natural resources: Provided, That
business practices which involve only the offering of higher quality, superior service,
lower prices, and/or more favorable terms of sale shall not be construed to be damaging
to the legitimate interests of business competitors and shall not be deemed to be 'unfair
competition' within the meaning of this Act;

(4) A monopolistic practice shall be any business practic' including the use of
patents or copyrights, which has the effect of creating, perpetuating, or increasing the
domination by a person or group of persons over production, distribution, prices, or
trade practices, in any trade, industry or subdivision thereof: Provided, however,
That such business practices as are clearly shown to result in a substantially more
efficient supplying of goods and services to consumers at substantially lower prices,
shall not be regarded as monopolistic practices; and

(5) "The terms 'interstate and foreign commerce' and 'interstate or foreign
commerce' include, except where otherwise indicated, trade or commerce among
the several States and with foreign nations, or between the District of Columbia
or any Territory of the United States and any State, Territory, or foreign nation,
or between any insular possessions (including the Philippine Islands) or other
places under the jurisdiction of the United States, or between any such possession
or place and any State or Territory of the United States or the District of Colum-
bia or any foreign nation, or within the District of Columbia or any Territory or
any such insular possession or other place under the jurisdiction of the United
States.

"ENFORCEMENT

"SEC. 4-. 11. (a) The several district courts of the United States, the Supreme
Court of the District of Columbia, and the United States courts of any Territory
or other place subject to the jurisdiction of the United States (including the
courts of the Philippine Islands), are hereby invested with jurisdiction of any
proceedings under this title, including jurisdiction 4e, pse'eM mid eees ai vi4eI
Mom of speoificaUy to enforce and to prevent and restrain any person from violating
any precision of any code, or agreement, order, or regulaion approved, prescribed,
or entered into under this title; and it shall be the duty of the several district
attorneys of the United States, in their respective districts, under the direction
of the Attorney General, to Institute proceedings is equit 4e e m a este
em'y 'v elation of a" ow" eerl or of any seek ep e - -ent . ieh 4;" e Peesidet
is a ps4?y to enforce such remedies.
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"(b) Any violation of the provisions of any code or of any rule or regulation,
approved, prescribed, or continued in effect, tinder this title, as amended, shall be
a misdemeanor. Any person violating any such provision shall upon conviction
thereof be subject to a fine of not more than $-. Each day such violation
continues shall be deemed a separate offense. Any agency of the United States
established or utilized by the President under section 2 '(a) and authorized to
administer such provisions may, prior to the commencement of suit with respect
to any such offense, subject, to the approval of the Attorney General, compromise
the liability, civil or criminal or both, arising under this title with respect to
such offense (1) upon payment of a sum, not in excess of $- , to be assessed
and collected by such agency, and (2) upon the entry of a con8ent decree enjoin-
ing the future commission of such an offense, or upon entering into a stipulation
that the United States may upon its own motion at any time upon five days'
notice to the violator cause such a decree to be entered by any court of competent
jurisdiction.

"(c) Whenever, after due notice and opportunity to be heard, upon com-
plaint by an employee or his representative, alleging any violation or violations,
occurring after the date this title as amended takes effect, of any provision of
any c,,de relating to minimum wages or maximum hours of labor, any govern-
mental agency established or utilized by the President under section 2 (a) de-
termines that any person has violated such provision, such agency shall find the
facts constituting such violation and the amount of damage, if any, which such
employee has suffered as a result of such violation, and shall make an order,
incorporating such findings, directing the violator to pay such damages to such
employee on or before the date fixed in such order.

"(d) If the violator does not comply with the order on or before the date
fixed in such order, the Go'ernmenf agency so empowered by the President may in
the name of complainant may within six months from the date of the order file in
any State or Federal court of comp,!tent jurisdiction a petition setting forth the
causes for which 4w the complainant claims imagess aid the order of such agency
ini the premises. Such suit shall proceed in all respects like other civil suits
for damages except that the findings and the order of such agency shall be prima
facie evidence of the facts found therein: Provided, That the petitioner shall not
be liable for costs at any stage of the proceedings unless they accrue upon his
appeal, and the damages payable when a violation is established shall in no event
be less than $ . If the petitioner finally prevails, he shall he allowed a
reasonable attorney's fee, to be taxed and collected as part of the costs of suit.

" (e) Nothing herein shall be construed to require airy person complaining of
any such violation to resort to thre remedies arid procedure provided for in eub-
Sections (C) and (d) of this section before bringing airy Suit at law which he would
otherwise be entitled to prosecute.

"((f) The provisions, including penalties, of sections 0 and 10 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act, as amnrided, are niade available to any agoey of the
United States established or utilized tinder Section 2 (a), arid shall be applicable
to any persons subject to the provisions of this title, or any code of fair competi-
tion, agreement, order, rule, or regulation under this title, whether or not such.
person is a corporation."(g) The termination in any rranner, in whole or in part, of any code of fair
competition, agreement, order, rule, or regulation approved, prescribed, issued,,
or entered into under this title shall not extinguish any penalty or liability undez.
or arising out of such code, agreement, order, rule, or regulation.

" CODE REVISIoN

"Sac. 4--. 12. The President shall review or cause to be reviewed, for corn-
pliance with tie requirements of this title, as amended, every code in effect upon
the date this title, as amended, takes effect. In order to afford reasonable oppor-
tunity for such review, such codes are hereby continued in effect (subject to
cancelation or modification in accordance with this title, as amended) for a period
of ninety days after June 15, 1935, unless previously reviewed and superseded
hereunder; buit no such code shall continue in effect after the expiration of such
ninety-day period unless the President has reviewed such code and has approved
it and finds that the code in the form so approved conforms to the requirements
of section 3 (a) hereof. All rules, regulations, and orders (except orders approv-
ing codes), heretofore issued and now in effect under this title shall continue in
effect until canceled or modified tinder this title, as amended."

119782-35-Pr 0-78
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(The following letter from Mr. E. J. Miller, President St. Louis
Screw & Bolt Co., St. Louis, Mo., was ordered printed in the record.)

APRIL 22, 1935.
HOn2. BFINETT CHAMP CLARK,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
D6AH Mc. CLANK: Recalling our pleasant visit with you ill your office you

expressed a desire to have a statement in writing regarding tue effect of codifica-
tion u der the National Industrial Recovery Act on oujr business.

Webuy our steel ini a semifinished state and operate a small rolling mill to
reduce it to the sizes required, and therefore are subject to the mandatory pro-
visions of the Iron and Steel Code.

While paying a second assessment of consi(lerahlc amount we notified the Cole
authorities that we would refuse to participate in dlefravicg further expense since
the product vas for internal consumption and therefore derived no benefit from
the enactment of fair trade provisions.

More than 18 months have elapsed since we subscribed to a code submitted
by the dominating factors in the bolt and nut industry, which was considered
and amended several times by various administrative officials but not signed
for approval.

Incidental to our principal business we are subject to the fabricated metals
code which is parent to four supplementary codes as follows:

Percent

1. Screw machine products, representing ----------------------------- 3
2. Cap and set screw, representing ----------------------------------- 4
3. Machine screw and nut, representing ------------------------------- 2
4. Galvanizing representing .-------------------------------------- I
which is a total of approximately 10 percent of our production.

Our entire organization and equipment is involved in these codes, the product
being incidental and operations interwoven with our general line of production.

Assessments are based and paid on different factors such as number of employ-
ees, number of machines in operation, number of pieces produced, and value of
finished product.

This makes it impractical to compile all the necessary data demanded and
would entail unjustified expense, and our refusal has created controversy with the
code authorities. In the absence of a code covering our principal business our
operations since tire National Recovery Act became effective have been conducted
under the mandatory provisions of the President's Reemployment Agreement.
which differs from the other codes claiming jurisdiction.

To appreciate how A small unit in an industry is handicappPd by arbitrary rules
governig operating time of its man power and also to a degree by arbitrary wage
setting, it is necessary to understand the difference in set-up aid facilities.

Large factors are simply a multiplication of the small unit with the opportunity
because of extensive operations to concentrate on full operations of some of its
units, and is also in a position to substitute automatic equipment for hand opera-
tion.

To illustrate, under present conditions we operate one rolling mill unit single
turn every other m-onth under code provisions, limiting the daily operation to
8 hours which compels us to adopt 7Y-hour 6-day schedule in order that delays
may be provided in finishing the final heat within the 8-hour limit.

Previous restrictions permitted 48 hours per week with an average of 40 hours
in a 6-month period. This permitted a 9-hour 5-day schedule with a reserve of
3 hours to be applied at any time for possible delays, instead of the present 6-day
week, much more desirable to the workmen and air economy to us.

Since 2 hours time is required each day to bring the furnace to operating tem-
perature our cost is increased about 40 cents per ton through operating the extra
day under the new ruling.

Larger factors in the industry with a number of units are not affected in the
same manner, as they can operate the required number of units three 8-hour
shifts without furnace loss leaving the balance inoperative.

Fixing wage rates in an industry also reacts against small units, who, through
lack of volume, cannot counteract with automatic equipment to perform many
of the tasks. The dual effect of establishing a high level of hourly rates therefore
is to eliminate the smaller unit from competition and to increase unemployment.

National Recovery Administration as I see it vith its resultant codes has caused
dissension and controversy between factors in an industry, between industry and
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its workers, and between industry and the consumer, all of which are obstacles in
the path of recovery.

I believe that the elimination of sweat shops, child labor, and unfair practice
can be accomplished in a general and more direct manner.

I refer to a copy of my letter addressed to you under date of February 19,
which covers my viewpoint.

Thanking you for the opportunity of presenting opinions, and apologizing for
the necessary lengthy explanations, I am,

Yours very truly, E. J. MILLER.

FEBRUARY 19, 1935.
1101). BENNETT CHAMP CLARK,

Senate Ojflct Building, Waslhinqlon, D. C.
DEAR Mi. CLARK: The Nye-McCarran resolution should be supported to dis-

close unfair practices and wasteful expense of code operation. Determination
and control of fair practices by dominating influences within an industry does not
provide equitable consideration of all who may be affected.

A much simpler and more equitable plan would be to define general fair pra-
tice, prohihit infringement by law and provide proper agency to construe and
enforce.

My definition of fair practice would be that all trade must be on a voluntary
basis without interference, coercion, intimidation, or misrepresentation.

There must be no discrimination between buyers in the form of allowances,
rebates, exemptions, or special privilege of any kind.

The character of its goods or service can be defined by industry for trade nub-
m1is. ion.

Respectfully submitted.
F. .1. MILLER.


